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J.

QUICLBY. PUBLISHER

Cart Laemmle

offers

Universal Special
Attractioa

die

0B
t
Directed

b\j

Marcel de Sano
of a

airl's

venture in New;

York's

ist

drama

strange adfamous artcolom|. Featuring bewitching

tJhe

CARMEL

MYERS

April

2,

1921
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EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A REPORT FROM THE MICHIGAN
OF DETROIT

,

IN

ITS

ISSUE OF

FILM REVIEV

MARCH

8TH

'THE NUT" FAIRBANKS' BEST
If

there

is

any doubt about the pop-

ularity of Douglas Fairbanks it certainly wasn't in evidence last Sunday at the Madison, where his latest
picture, "The Nut," is having its first
presentation in the state. The crowds

packed the lobby all afternoon and
evening.
"The Nut" is full of novelit has many new
ties and surprises
and novel ideas and is different front
anything he has ever made before.
We'll say this much for Fairbanks
we have yet to see him make a poor
picture.
His stuff is clean his comedy is always good and you always
feel that you get more
than your
money's worth. If the "screen had
more like Fairbanks and more pictures like he makes, there would never be any need of censorship or adverse criticism.
His picture, "The
Mark of Zorro," is still cleaning up
and we predict that "The Nut" will
be even a bigger success.
Hats off
;

—

—

—

to vou, Douglas.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS'
THE NUT'
fewest Success

UNITED ARTISTS
MARY

PICK.FOR.D

•

CORPORATION

CHAR. LIE CHAPLIN

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS D.V GRIFFITH
HIRAM AF5R.AMS, President

w week: of ^
th

0,7 1
MARCH-SHOW
rPRESENT
f

ESTIMATES

THAT

1

Q500.00C
A HUGO BAXUIN

BOSTON MASS.

SEATTLE.WASH.

NEWAEK.N.J.

PRODUCTION

SYRAGUSE,NY.

A FEW of the THEATRES that wiU

RICHMOND, VA.

show EAS1

UL TPabhe Serial

RUTH
ROLAND
in

jfte

Ave nging'

Arrow

by Arthur Preston Hankins
Produced by RUTH ROLAND Serials Inc.
At the Robert Bruntou Studios Inc.

Ruth Roland
in

"The Avenging Arrow"
A

Pathe Serial

The Problem of the Bad Day
)

our profit per show shows

yon haz

ONE

e

shows without profit

most successful
the
United
States started a few months ago
to figure his profit per show.
of

the

exhibitors

in

one of the poor days into one of
the most profitable.

He made

He

that day good for fifteen
weeks and at the end of that
time he had given his patrons the

his nights of profit

habit of attending his theatre.

solid

found that almost invariably
and his afternoons of profit were identical each
week.

"The Avenging Arrow,"
ever

serial

He was working

certain days

and

nights to pay for the loss on other

popular

made

serial

star

is

the finest
the

for

most

now ready

for release.

days and nights.

The
•He tried the special attraction on

given

and

create

the poor days

filled his

seats

at the cost of a special attraction.

His attraction took most of his
profit.

He
and

tried
at

Ruth Roland in a serial
fell swoop he turned

one

greatest

patrons

opportunity

American
the
is

theatre

exhibitors
habit

in

ever
to

their

here.

A

Western
Clean-Clean-Clean
story of charm and adventure, of
romance and thrill, with the greatest star of

all.

Book

it

Book

it

now for the star
now for the picture

Book

it

?tow for your patrons

Book

it

now for your

theatre V futurt

J
IN

FIRST RUNS
rlOO
AND ON AMERICANS
GREATEST CIRCUITS

URQ

-

^
^

^

SAENGER 1

LYNCH LOEW
-

.

AEENDER-POLI
BIGGEST BOX^^ "THE
OFFICE TITLE OF THE
^ YEAR"
,

u.t ed.

by

huukiNSON
thru Pathe Exchange he.

&TLARE

YNNE

NEW ORLEANS

ST. LOUIS

Beginning March

BUTTE, JH

27

th

EXHIBITORS HERALD

J"je

v to the line

let the

fall

ma

where the

SPECIAL
FOR TERRITORIAL RIGHTS

ADDRESS

E. S.

MANHE1MER

130 ^/ 46 ,h St

chips

NEV YORK CITY

April

2,

1921

^BEAUTIFUL STAB

(Mux
A

BURTON KING production

OF POWER, DIGNITY and
BOX OFFICE STRENGTH
J. TSZ

FILM CORPORATION

ROBERT/ON -COLE
UPEB-yPECIAL

CHRISTIE

AL.

assembled upon thr M-rccii
most caplivatingly, the rol-

lias

licking mirlh of that musical

comedy

success

SEE MY
LAWYER
enabling

BARNES
GRACE DARMOND

T.

ROY.

and other clever farceurs to
present the surprising career
of a young

man who plunged

matrimony and high finance at the same time, with
into

the result that the world was

rewarded with fun,
laughter.

ROBERT/ON -COLE
/UPER-/-PEC

frolic

and

Wondei
(Released

(

from

JY[arc

March
"Straight is the Way" COSMOPOLITAN production.
"The Call of Youth" a HUGH FORD production. By

With Matt Moore;

directed by Robert Vignola.

Henry Arthur Jones; made

in

the

Famous

Players'

London

Studios.

ThomaS Meighan m "THE EASY ROAD." Cast includes Lila Lee and Gladys George.
"O'MALLEY OF THE MOUNTED." A William S. Hart production;
William S. Hart
i«

cast includes

Eva

Novak.

"Beail ReVel"

THOMAS

a

Lloyd Hughes are

in

H.

INCE

"The Gilded Lily"'with MAE MURRAY
and Jason Robards are

Dorthy Dalton

By Louis Joseph Vance;

special.

in

Lewis Stone and

Florence Vidor.

A

Robert Z. Leonard production; Lowell Sherman. Charles Gerard.

the cast.

"THE IDOL OF THE NORTH."

in

with

the cast.

"The Flame

Greater than

of

the

Yukon."

April

"The

GEORGE MELFORD

Faith Healer
Ann

production.

By William Vaughn Moody;

with

Milt on

Sills

and

Forrest.

RoSCOe "Fatty"

A

r

buckle " "THE

DOLLAR A YEAR MAN."

Cast includes Lila Lee; directed by James

Cruze.

"Buried Treasure" a COSMOPOLITAN production. With Marion Davies; directed by George Baker.
"The Witching Hour" a WILLIAM D. TAYLOR production. By Augustus Thomas; with ELLIOTT
DEXTER.
" THE LOVE SPECIAL."
Cast includes Agnes Ayres and Theodore Roberts; by Frank Spearman.
W^allaCe Beid

"The

"

Great Day,

William DeMille's
Lois Wilson and

HUGH

a

FORD-Famous

production of

Conrad Nagel.

SIR

Players-British production; with Arthur Bourchier.

JAMES

Charles Ogle,

M. BARRIE'S

Guy

"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWS"

Oliver. Winter Hall, Claire

McDowell and Fred Huntley

;

with

are in

the cast.

Douglas MacLean
Beatrice

Burnham

in

"THE HOME STRETCH." A

in

the cast.

Thomas H.

Ince production; by Charles Belmont Davis;

May
Thomas Meighan in "THE CITY OF SILENT MEN." Cast includes Lois Wilson; a veritable knockout.
"Proxies" a COSMOPOLITAN production. With Zena Keefe and Norman Kerry; a new kind of crook story.
Dorothy Gish in "OH JO!" A country comedy-romance; from a Red Book short story.
Sydney Chaplin in "KING, QUEEN, JOKER." A Sydney Chaplin production; the Ben Hur of screen comedy.
A Lois Weber production, "TWO WISE WIVES."
Elsie Ferguson in "SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE." By Arnold Bennett; a WILLIAM D. TAYLOR
production; Conrad Nagel and

Sir

JameS

M.

Mabel

Thomas Holding

in

the cast.

Barrie s "SENTIMENTAL TOMMY."
May McAvoy and George Fawce

Taliaferro,

A

John

S.

Robertson production; with Gareth Hughes.

tt.

(paramount pictures
ffl

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION h
•

ADO IP H ZUKOR

Km

JCSSC

L

LASKY jiiIii

CECIL B DC M1LLE

m»ChK

,

[TI

Forty six

ill
m )2J

to September fJ21

)

June

"THE TRAVELING SALESMAN." Betty
"
"The Wild GoOSe, 3 COSMOPOLITAN production. By Gouverneur Morris;

RoSCOe "Fatty" Arbuckle

in

Ross Clark
with

in

Mary

the cast.

MacLaren,

Norman

Keny, Holmes Herbert and Dorothy Bernard.

ThomaS Mdghan

in

"WHITE AND UNMARRIED."

Cast includes Jacqueline Logan, Grace Darmond. Walter

Long.

"Appearances"
Players'

a

London

DONALD

CRISP

production.

By Edward

Knoblock; with David Powell; made

in

Famous

studios.

MacLean m "ONE A MINUTE." A Thomas H. Ince production.
"The BfOnze Bell" a THOMAS H. INCE special. By Louis Joseph Vance; with

DoilglaS

Doris May and Courtenay Foote.
"SHAM."
Cast
includes
Sylvia
Ashton
and Clyde Fillmore.
Theodore
Roberts.
Walter
Hiers,
Ethel Clayton
A George Melford Production "THE WISE FOOL." By Sir Gilbert Parker; with James Kirkwood, Ann
in

Foirest, Alice Hollister,

A

Charles Ogle, Fred Huntley, Truly Shattuck and Alan Hale.

LoUlS Weber Production.

Completed but

MyWith

untitled.

Hallam Cooley, Edith

Claire Windsor,

Kessler,

George

Hackathome.

"The Woman God Changed'
Lillian

a

Walker and E. K. Lincoln;

COSMOPOLITAN
filmed

in

the

Bahama

production. Directed by Robert Vignola; with Seena

Wallace Reid in "WATCH MY SPEED." Cast includes Agnes
"The Mystery Road," a FAMOUS PLAYERS-BRITISH
Phillips

Owen,

Islands.

By

Ayres.

production.

the author of

With

"What's Your Hurry?"

DAVID POWELL;

by E.

Oppenheim.

"Life" a WILLIAM A. BRADY production. By Thompson Buchanan.
Gloria SwanSOn in "THE GREAT MOMENT." By Elinor GJyn. Milton Sills in the
Dorothy Dalton in "THE CURSE." (Working title.) By E. Phillips Oppenheim.
"The Lost R Omance, a WILLIAM DE MILLE production. By Edward Knoblock;

cast.

with Lois Wilson, Conrad

Nagel and Jack Holt.

A ugust
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford"
Hardv and Diana Allen

"The

PrinceSS of
Players'

London

William S. Hart

:

a

COSMOPOLITAN

With Doris Kenyon, Norman

production.

Kerry,

Sam

directed bv Frank Borzage.

NeW York

''

a

DONALD CRISP

By Cos mo Hamilton; made

production.

in

the

Famous

studios.
in

"THE WHISTLE." A

Willi am S. Hart production: cast includes Mvrtle Stedman and

Guv

Oliver.

MacLean m "PASSING THROUGH." A Thomas H. Ince production.
Thomas Meighan in "THE CONQUEST OF CANAAN." by Booth Tarkmgton.
Ethel Clayton in "WEALTH." By Cosmo Hamilton. A WM. D. TAYLOR production.
RoSCOe "Fatty" Arbuckle in "CRAZY TO MARRY." Cast includes Lila Lee. Bull

Douglas

Montana. Charles Ogle.

Cla rence Burton, Sylvia Ashton, Edwin Stevens and Sidnev Bracev.

Dorothy Dalton

in

"A STAMPEDE MADONNA."

A GEORGE MELFORD

production.

Holt.

(paramount (pictures
CORPORATION
;{jHPk FAMOUS PLAYERS-LXSKY
JESSE LLASKY
DC MIU-E
ADOt-PH ZUKOfi

******

CECIL

B-

e-vc~

~

*

^^Bfc=-^^ *

Cast includes Jack
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Shermart
2sn

i

in

1'

ie via fit

April

2,

1921

A
GOLDWYN
PICTURE r
i

AN ORIGINAL
PHOTOPLAY BY

GOUVEFVNEUR

MORRIS
DIRECTED BY
FRANK LLOYD
A

notable

cast

in-

Lea trice Joy,
WallaceBeery J.Frank
cludes

Glendon,

Irene Rich,

Edythe

Chapman,
Louie Cheung, E. A.
Warren. Togo Yamamato,

Ah Wing,

Goro Kino and hundreds of others.

7a
t

n

!

c/4.

Modern Drama Of Love,

Mystery And Revenge In
San Francisco's Chinatown.
Think of the appeal

it

famous Chinatown, with

make to your
drama of Frisco's
its

fascinating

cast, its hundreds of
picturesque Oriental performers and its
wonderfully romantic backgrounds.
its

superb

Gouverneur Morris has never written a

—

better story
Frank Lloyd has never made
exhibitors have never
a better production
been offered a better attraction for the
box-office

A

^\

will

patrons, this heart stirring
story,

5

—

Goldwyn Picture

«f»

t»#

\V

EMINENT AUTHORS
PRESENT

GOUVEI\NEUI\

MORRIS'
FAMOUS

STO F\Y

TALE
OF

TWO
WORLDS
A FRANK LLOYD PRODUCTION

I

GOLDW1
PICTUF

April

2.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

11

Tl

Standardized
Short Subjects
Many

distributors speak

and even advertise

of

their short

—
subjects as "short stuff." No

Educational short subject is a
side issue. Each Educational
release is the product of shortsubject specialists,

on

Educational Animal Comedies
Hudson's Bay Travel Series

Mermaid Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies
Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special Comedies

World Wanderings
Chester Outings
Chester Screenics
Specials in

Slow Speed

Miscellaneous Specials

Kinograms — News

Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful

'Everything but the Feature!
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES. Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President

ti

its

own

merits.

made

to sell

EXHIBITORS HERALD

April

2,

1921

Of ike Turner and Dahnken Theatres

KimsTiE

Book. The

Semes Through

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, inc.

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM"

EXHIBITORS HERAI.D

2,1921

Christie*

Comedies
are known
ike

World over

is

like

Steuling
on

Produced Sy^i
Christie Film Company,
LOS ANGELES, CAL.

inc.

.

EXHIBIT O-R'S HERALD

April

2,

1921

Watch for BURIED TREASURE, with MARION DAVIES
changes.
This is the most thrilling and compelling pict

This is the picture that played one solid mont
This is the picture that held up other imports

This is the picture that then played one week
York.

This is the picture now playing all of the hig
in New York

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION already ranking in

I

CUP and THE RESTLESS SEX.
|]

Six reels of thrilling story, marvelous photog

romantic pirate scenes ever shown on the screen.

Joseph Urban, the world's greatest scenic artj

BURIED TREASURE.

I

Prints are "being rushed to the Famous PlayersA COSMOPOLI'

A Parana

April

aid

:e

2.

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

a powerful cast, at the Famous Player s-Lasxy ex-

of re -incarnation ever made.

to capacity at the Criterion Theatre in Uew York.

releases booked for this house.

:

full capacity at B.S. Moss's Broadway Theatre, flew

t)

priced reserve seat Keith, Moss and Proctor houses

office results with HUMORESQUE, THE IHSEDE OF THE

:

iphy,

,

has surpassed all his previous achievements in

:£isky

r

:

it

modern society drama and the most marvelous

exchanges.

PRODUCTION,
Picture.

1?

EXHI BITORS

II

E K A L

V

April

Sales Effort
The salesman
only produce

when

in

maximum

exhibitors

age he

is

the field can

whose patron-

soliciting

consistently

results

have been

and adequately

in-

formed concerning the pictures
offered.

The pages

of

the trade

press

afford the only direct, effective,

and economical means

of insur-

ing the success of the salesman
in the field.

2.

1921

KXI1IBITORS HERALD

18

'TORCHY,"
is

Thne NewtpafKTi

Built

and in newspaper* for many yean.
Nearly 1. $00,000 families scattered
broadcast over the United Stairs and
Canada see a "TORCHY" story whenever thev pick up their home new*,

Stories today than ever before.

And — "TORCH Y"

ha* been a lead-

paper

ing fiction character in magazine* like
the Saturday Evening Post, in book*

Millions of

Thai means million* of rrad**t — and

Srnnc^U

'

«...

..rn -I

I

Minn.

Pom. XIju.

lialttmorr

IMA

Ammtin, MJ

l

NOW!

|«.k'.n.in

W

Wheeling Ness*.
Wa.h.ngtoa New*.

y

t

Roio W adv.
Va.
Pa.

Uac Tribune. Liah
Datton New*. Ohio
\
I

Homes

1,445,390

Sloriei

Anaconda Standard.

V^nif
Salt

L nton. Misv
Worth StarTrlrtTam.fr>
MuKjtinr Journal, Is.

Fort

jnumitr
Jn

Vifi.

ijoi

v.

anada

al.

Ca

With Their

Million* of Readers

"TORCHY" COMEDIES-ONE A

MONTH

Total Paid Circulation

They Are

Contract for the Series

GOOD,

"TORCHY" Fans

"TORCHY"

I

ir

i

Hotiofl

"TORCHY" I* America"* moil widclv
known KKCB comedy character.
More people are readmit "TORCHY"

are Printing

Toledo Timn, Ohic
Waihinpon Scar. D.C.
JovrnabNew*. lad.
Saginaw NrwwCowirr. MUk.

i

1921

EDUCATIONAL,

Like

Herald, Ky.
L'tica Saturday Globe. N.Y.
• * .r.k Gasette> Times. !*
........

1

2.

a National Institution

Buffalo Times. N.Y.

The House That "TORCHY"

April

WHOLESOME COMEDIES
(flSducaticnaC (Plctu,u&

"TMl snci or
EPi'(_*.noNAi film

TM

PROGR VM"

rxcHANGM
Reproduction oi tldvcrtisrmrnl
ptacrd hy liducatinnal Film EXfk*9g*$,

ImmgfdBei

EVERYBODY KNOWS "TORCHY"
But, from the Exof the "House that TorcHy Built" for Seweli Ford, the author.
hibitor's standpoint, the important •'House that Torchy Built" is the Master Films. Inc.. producers
of the

You have heard

"TORCHY" COMEDIES

C. C. Burr, President of
stories and selected

Inc., conceived the idea of picturizing the

famous "Torchy"

JOHNNY HINES

at the New York Strand with notable success and the paraThe
short reel distributing organization. Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., contracted for the

for the role.

mount

Master Films,

first

comedy played

series.

The "Torchy" Comedies

are good,

wholesome comedies. They have gone over big largely because
Educat onal policies behind them. This has resulted

of the producer's fundamental ideas and the
in the kind of pictures that the public want.

Most

of the big

important theatres already play the "Torchy" Comedies.

Twenty-two newspapers with

"Torchy" Comedies are released
Book them
one each month.
through EDUCATIONAL FILM

a

total paid circulation of 1,445,390

homes with

their millions

EXCHANGES,

readers carry "Torchy"
stories every week — NOW.

of

E. W.

c.

c

44th

St.

Incorporated.

Hammons,

President

April

2.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

OLIVER MOPOSCO'S
own picture

now

m

pi'o auction

Ql laj i/ie Morosco strength,
the MoroscoJinesse,{he Morosco
bigness, the Morosco casting

The

first
Morosco stage
successes filmed in tke
Morosco T+wy

(3— INC
Executive Offices

Los

AtiP^e

301*2

1 e

S

,

—

C.C.Chapman Bla£.

C aliforrvia

_ 'o be released
by associated.

jgrsX HhxlionaJ
/Pre ture^, Jwc.

i:\HIBITORS HERALD

April

1921

2.

REDUCTION

$700.00

ANNOUNCEMENT
TO THE TRADE

huge World Wide demand
and present market and labor conditions
Because

of a

COUPLED
with the increased production
the operation of our

new

facilities

afforded us

in

factory

SUN-LIGHT ARC LAMPS
(24" Studio Model)

CAN NOW BE OBTAINED AT THE NEW

LESS 10% FOR CASH

$2000
Effective as of

LIST PRICE

F. O. B.

March

15,

NEW YORK CITY

1921— U.

S. A.

only

SUN-LIGHT ARC LAMPS
ARE USED AND ENDORSED BY DIRECTORS AND
CAMERAMEN THE WORLD OVER

SUN-IIGHT
NEW YORK CITY
218 WEST 48"> STREET
BRYANT
TEL OK/VI/V/

G NESBITT
EASTERN SALES MANAGER
PARIS,

MILAN,

European Headquarters:

N OT I C E—ON

LOS

f

6S

C

LONDON,

ARC COWOMATION
TTT
U. STICE
P 1 LL. C

PRES — GENERAL MAN ACER

^

<5^

CHIEF ILLUMINATING

DUNCAN WATSON &

AND AFTER APRIL

1st,

I

,

PREJ3TON R. BAgpETT
ENGINEER

ANGELES
AVENUE

1735 H GH LAN D
TE L HOLLYWOOD

HAP.MER
JTXttJ.-<.iy±Cl^j

ST^SrS

FRANK ELLIOTT
WESTERN MANAGER

SYDNEY, RIO DE JANEIRO,

BOMB4PT

CO., 62 Berners Street, London, England

OUR NEW OFFICES:

1600

BROADWAY,

N. Y. C

April

2.

EX

1921

H

I

MASTER

B

1TORS HERALD

FILMS. Ing

133-135-137 West 4-4th Street
Bryant 5234-- Cable Address Mafilm

New York, New "York

March 18th, 1921.
Mr. J. Justice Harmer,

Sunlight Arc Corporation,
213 West 43th Street,
New York, M.Y.
Dear Mr. Harraer:In the production of the first Torchy production
under my new contract with Educational Film Exchangee, entitled
"Torchy's Promotion", I had the biggest set we have ever built.
It taxed the capacity and lighting equipment of our studio, so
we sent for tv;o Sunlight Area.

In order to kill the set as quickly as possible,
and build tv/o smaller ones, it was necessary for us to photograph
nearly all night.

A curious development was the ozone generated by the
Our crew and cast were on tire job for exteriorsthe next
morning at 9 o'clock, and several of them remarked at the feeling
We do not know
of freshness, unusual after such long hours.
what else, but the ozone generated by the lights to attribute
lights.

,

this to.
\1e are all more enthusiastic than ever about Sunlight
It is only
Arcs and the service rendered by your electricians.
excelled by our photography when using your lights.

CGBtF
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Vision t Leadership t Supremacy
Vision brought Leadership
Leadership brought Supremacy

IN

THE FIELD OF

Short Reel Subjects
^

i

NO ONE DOUBTS CELEBRATED

VISION

^gfj^ ^
1

j

t

Celebrated now announce for distribution a

series of

Distinctive Feature Productions
Already There Are Indications That The

Arrow

^
LEADERSHIP

^

Will Point

^
SUPREMACY

To

^
SUCCESS

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash
Indiana

and

Illinois

CHICAGO

Ave.
Indiana and

Illinois

MEMBER

£V\m Exchanges

i

April

2,
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Feature Productions
The Champion Series
Consisting of 26 productions — Released every other week
Current releases

NOBODY'S GIRL

With

THE FALL OF A SAINT
THAT SOMETHING
OUT OF THE DARKNESS
NEPTUNE'S BRIDE

"

Billie

Rhodes

Josephine Earl
Chas. Meredith

Margery Wilson
Gertrude

McCoy

Pluvia— The Worlds
most perfectly
formed girl.

_

Bessie Love Series
Consisting of 4-Productions

— Current Releases

BONNY MAY
THE MIDLANDERS
PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL
Walgreene Productions

THE SERVANT IN THE HOUSE THE GOOD BAD WIFE
a
THE DUKE OF CHIMNEY BUTTE

By Chas. Rann Kennedy
Vera Mc Cord production

When You Buy "CELEBRATED

You Buy Quality

-

-

-

Service"

-

-

-

with Fred Stone

Service

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash
Indiana and

Illinois

CHICAGO

Ave.
Indiana and Illinois
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Schverha, Lcwistown, Pa.
get

along without a First National franchise.

the best security that

any

theatre

It is

can have.

THAT'S ANOTHER REASON

WHY
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Know

Popular? You

But,

in

t

he

It!
georgeade

best

classicism, she'll knock 'em a
twister with this one. Watch
for this picture and grab it
quick.
It's a money maker.

NORMA
TALMADGE
in

"The Passion Flower"
A

powerful emotional actress
drama that is worthy of
her capabilities.
in a

A

story that is intensely dramatic, a role that calls for unusual ability. She interprets it

with an understanding and a
depth of feeling and human

sympathy that gives the part
the breath of life.
Presented

by Joseph M.

Schcnck and adapted for the
screen by Mary Murillo and
Herbert Brenon from the
famous play of the same title
by Jacinto Benavcnte.

Produced under the Personal
Direction of Herbert Brenon
Photographed by Roy Hunt
M. Reineck

Technical Director, Willard

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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& Royal Theatres, BelleVue,

George R. Moore, Lion

H
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E
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Ohio

"First National pictures are popular here and never fail to get the
That's the reason I got a franchise."
THAT'S

— AND

business.

ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everytyherg
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First National Business Reports

THE KID
COLUMBIA THEATRE,
records broken.
fourth week and

Pa.— Both

attendance and box office
"knockout." Now running the
doing more business than any other picture on the first
Pittsburgh,

The audiences voted
still

a

it

night.

—

RIALTO THEATRE, Omaha,

Xeb. Broke both attendance and box office
Played to 40,000 persons in a week, one-fifth the population of the
city.
Held over and attendance increased. Patrons unanimous in calling it
best Chaplin ever seen.
records.

STANLEY THEATRE,
a week,

Philadelphia.

Pa.— Played

more admissions than any time

in

to average of 5,000 a day for
the history of the theatre.

—

EMPRESS THEATRE,

Oklahoma City, Okla. Playing to capacity at every
All previous records of this cr any other house here smashed to pieces.
positively a sensation.
Every one pleased and many come back to see it

show.

It is
again.

PASSION
CRITERION THEATRE,
praised

money

Atlanta. Ga.— Broke box office records.
Patrons
Made more
to the skies, especially the more educated people.
than any other picture in this theatre on a week's run. Advanced
it

admission.

HAVEN THEATRE,

Olean, N.

Y.— Broke

both

attendance

and

box

office

records, taking in $2,100 on the first day with a seating capacity of 1.200.
Patrons showed intense interest from start to finish.

SUPERBA THEATRE,

Raleigh, N.
seating capacity of 663, breaking
were delighted with the picture.

WALNUT THEATRE,
Keep Your Eye

in $2,001.45 in three days with a
previous records for this house.
Patrons

a

—

In one week all house records were
second week. Audiences were delighted.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Held over for

broken by $1,000.

C—Took
all

on the

Business Reports of

The

Big"

5

Productions

Another reason why

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere
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L. Roscnbaum, Princess Theatre, Florence, Ala.

"A

First National Franchise

motion pictures.

It

is

certainly put

the

my

There'll

:

i.ii

mi

i,n.

muni

on

its

success

to

feet,

in

and no

THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

exhibitor can lose by it."
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theatre
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be a Franchise everywhere
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Patrons
at New York Strand

Delights

The American Beauty

KATHERINE
MacDONALD
by Press and

Praised

Publicf< >r Her Work in

"My

Lady's Latchkey
'hut the Critics

II

BKAITV

IS

> 9

Say:

DAZZLING

"Katharine MacDonald, with her da/./.ling beauty, is so lovely it is a
An interesting story and is well played
pleasure to watch her.
throughout." -Sew York Evening Mail.

STRANGE AND INTERESTING
"Katherine MacDonald
international intrigue.
New York Post.

is

It

is

very personable
strange,

a

in

popular story of
well acted."

and

interesting

A THRILLING MYSTERY
"Thrilling mystery with the beauteous Katherine

New

MacDonald."

York Sun.

PLAY
"The play
beautv."

is

IS

New

INTERESTING

and shows

interesting

this

charming young woman's

York World.

BEAUTIFUL AS EVER

From the novel, ''The Second Latchkey,"

"Katherine MacDonald
American.

by C. N. and A. M. Williamson; scenario
b\ Finis Fox presented by the Katherine
MacDonald Pictures Corp'n, B. P.

is

quite as beautiful as ever."

New

York

REVEALS GREAT CHARM

;

"Miss MacDonald revealed in all her charm to her many Broadway
New York Telegram.
admirers. A storv of thrills and mvsterv."

SCHULBERG,

President.
Foreign
representative, David P. Howells, 729
Seventh Ave., New York City.

CLASS A BEAUTY
"Katherine MacDonald brings Class
York Herald.

Directed bv Edwin Carewe

STAR

IS

A

beauty to her role."

New

INSPIRATION

"Miss MacDonald is the inspiration of an interesting and admirable
romance." New York Tribune.

NOVELTY AND SUSPENSE

produced —
— "Well
New York Morning

full

of novelty and suspense.
Telegraph.

Keeps you guessing."

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
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suggestion that has been put forth of

a

shut-down in production over the Summer
months is of vital concern to exhibitors.
In exhibitorial circles it seems to be almost
generally assumed that a condition of over-production establishes an advantage for the theatreman. It seems to be the belief that when distributors are carrying excessive quantities of product
the competition for bookings

becomes so keen that
which he is able

the exhibitor reaches a position in
to select only the best

and

very

at a price

much

of

2.

1921

Be Stopped?

QUIGLEY

J.

tures to be used within a specific period and that

come and gone

period has

yet the distributor ap-

pears to be no nearer playing dates than when the
contracts were signed.

Bookings are the one guide to the producer
as to the volume of his product that the market
will accommodate and also a big factor in directing him as to what kind of pictures are required.
Consequently, bookings that prove to be mere
scraps of paper and not contracts that are to be
acted upon remain as a serious peril to the producer and. as we shall presently indicate, likewise

own making.

his

ISSUE OF *
Apnl

By

L

103O
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Shall Production
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QUIGLEY
& Editor
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Publisher

A
AND

This, decidedly,

is

not the true situation

:

Over-

to the exhibitor.

production either in the gross amount of film or in

any particular

class of subjects

is

a

common

7

evil

'J

of the entire business.

The exhibitor can obviate many wrong and

HERE is every

indication that

if

producers arc

not able to realize a reasonable return within

the next ninety days of

money

that has been in-

way he

vested in pictures that have been booked but have

spe-

not been played a widespread curtailment of pro-

charged with the work of preparing and
supplying the film necessary to keep the theatre
going.
Obviously no sensible principal would
pursue a course which would lead his agent into
producing quantities of product that could not be
disposed of, nor would he through deliberate acts
lead his agent into a maze of difficulties which

duction for next season will be put in effect. After

hazardous conclusions

if

in

an abstract

considers the producer as his agent

who

is

cifically

the experience of the past few

not be surprising

this is precisely

what has happened

to the

that has given rise to the proposition of

production

during

the

time during recent years.
If such

is

the vast

amount of unplayed business on
all

the

the distributors of pictures.

Guided by the amount of product booked for
the current season producers generally have caused
to be

produced a volume of

film that in the light

of subsequent developments appears to be exces-

This is directly traceable to the fact that
thousands of exhibitors have contracted for picsive.

came about exhibitors

welfare of the industry.

The outstanding
tion

chief accounting reason for this situation

books of practically

a condition

now undergoing for playing dates. Neither condition is
a healthy one nor do they contribute to the general

Summer

months.

The

would

petition for pictures as distributors are

sj:

majority of the producers of motion pictures.
discontinuing

it

probably would face just the sort of a fierce com;j:

It is this

months

producers permitted the pen-

dulum to swing in the other direction and it would
be found next season that there only would be
available a lesser quantity of product than at any

would leave the agent blinded as to what was
expected of him.

"WET

if

is

fact suggested by the situa-

that exhibitors should contract for film as

most guarded manner. When a
booked it should only be booked with

to quantity in a

picture

is

the idea in

mind of putting

an early date.
Over-production

it

into the theatre at

is not merely a producer
problem; it represents a vast waste, the cost of
which falls proportionately upon every branch of
the business.
It is a problem which very pertinentlv concerns the exhibitor.

K
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might be a good idea for impressarios to repress the impulse to
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"Raw
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*

censorship on the

removed from the truth

Brady

in

the

impression of unsound business

the

*

*

those messages
irom Eddie Polo and Priscilla Dean on
inauguration day everything went off
-moot hi v.

*

tendance

advance of fashion the Chieftains are
wearing galoshes.

country

the

seems to point very definitely
encouraging prosperity ahead.

an

to

Douglas Fairbanks may hold the title
broad grin, but Tom Douglas broke all records at the Fox studio,
New York, recently when he cried for
twelve hours. Douglas has the weepy
part in "Footfalls" and it was necessary
to call him off when nearby cellars befor standing

*

No one need
XII

April

2,

No.

1921

14

*

*

a course

aimed

apologize for pursuing
to

disarm amicably the

assailants of the screen.

A

genuine comedy treat

is

afforded

by Clyde Cook, the brilliant recruit
to the American screen, in a current

"The Jockey." It
is one of the most valid comedy diversions of recent months and the
work of Clyde Cook registers very
two

reeler called

is one of
the very few really great comedy artists of motion pictures.

firmly the thought that he

*

*

*

Trolly

Toonerville

remember

that all

subject, the

deserves

series

It

is

who have

well to

came

there are

;

scientiously

cerned

*

"High and Dry," the Educational comi<l\. telK in three words the situation in
Chicago at present. You just can't get
the darn stuff, in some places.

many who

are con-

and Mtigle-mindcdly con-

in the

*

cause of better pictures.

Gathering "Props"
See where a picture actor was arrested
New York for stealing a rug. Probably going to start his own company.

An attempt to win over peacefully
and quietly those who are making an
effort to be fair, even though it [ails,
is a worthy undertaking.
*

from

*

*

They have perfected a device so that
you can have your vaudeville by wireless
now, if you want it. The beauty of the
new scheme is this, you can "hang up"
when a particularly punk act comes

*

California

awakening among the

in

an

of

along.

artists as to the

Wouldn't you love

industry's problems, although a some'

especial

recognition.

In

this

series

what tardy manifestation,

is

encour-

employed a new and a decidedly convincing style of comedy which

aging.

suggests great possibilities for the im-

day shoulder a proportionate part of
the burden incidental to legislative and

there

is

mediate future

in the

difficult

art of

comedy making.

flooded.

criticized

motion pictures are not vicious meddlers

Reports

Again on the comedy

all

•

right act of 1911.

Vol.

got

Up-to-date Indians
Pete Smith, Marshall Neilan's lieutenant, is sporting a new benny with a
fur collar, according to a photo just received. Pete is seen talking to a group
of Klackfeet Indians and to show the

theatre at-

record of

throughout

Harding

*

Encouraging reports are emanating
from the production centers. Production on a normal basis is gradually
This fact coupled with
returning.
the gratifying

Bill

the East, what chance have the

in

After

methods.
*

for anti-

West Coast and

reformers got?

second place they foster

and

Sprig!"

for

With Louise Glaum plugging

place these reports are almost

first

invariably far
Published every Wednesday by Martin J.
Qnigley.
Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

and play

M.

R.

J.

report that they are paying huge salaries to stars and large quantities of

the

1^21

get in step with the procession

leading to normalcy in the film busi-

ness

2.

shoe

Oh

artist

to listen

to a soft-

do his turn, over the 'phone.

gosh.

Artists as an integral part of

some

the motion picture industry must

Here's

M. P. Did It
something else to blame onto

pictures.
A woman 103 years
old in Chicago last week went to see a
picture show and caught cold.

moving

other work.
Objects

to

Clara

George Heban says he
tures

IN THIS ISSUE
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Mack Sennett Points Out Value
"What the Picture Did for Me"
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37

Vitagraph Special
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Theatre, Chicago

43
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they ever

George
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make
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to

if
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Elinor Glyn likes time-ly titles for her
books and plays. Her first screen story
"The Great Moment." She wrote
is
"Three Weeks" and "One Night" you
remember.
*

What's the Matter

The

usual supply of banquet photos,
the headliners in the dim background and the "also's" life-size in the
foreground, failed to arrive this week.

with

•

Will's

Got Competition

Will Rogers has a rival on the GoldWhile Will was springing this
lot.
one: "A fellow can't afford to sit around
these days, because it costs so much to

wyn

half sole one's trousers," Rupert Hughes
pulled this one: "A rolling pin gathers no

dough."

April
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Iowa Senate

Kills

Bill Providing for

Tax on Admission
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOIXES.
taxation of theatre

March 22.— State
and other amusement

IA..

admission charges, at the rate of 1 cent
tor every 50 cents (or fraction thereof)
of admission charged, exclusive of federal tax.

was defeated by the Iowa

amended

to

exempt

all

admissions up to

50 cents.

Censorship, following a right before
house committee, is still uncertain,
but the proposal is thought to be killed.
the

Williams Puts O. K. on
Plan for $3,000,000
First National House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March

22.— J.

D.

Williams, general manager of Associated
First Xational. has approved the plans
for the new S3. 000.000 theatre which First
Xational will build at Mercantile place

under the direction of Gore Brothers,
Ramish & Lesser, according to an announcement just made.
This will be one of a number of theatres now in course of erection by First
Xational.
Because of the production
activities on the coast. Manager Williams
believes that Los Angeles should have an
elaborate playhouse.

Mr. Williams announced that Los
Angeles soon would become the production center of all First Xational units.
R. A. Walsh has arrived here to produce
his next picture.

Three Detrimental Bills
Are Defeated in Texas
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DALLAS, TEX., March 22.— Three
oppressive pieces of legislation were de-

by the

feated

state legislature

which ad-

journed recently sine die.
The censorship bill was killed
mittee.

in comThe Sunday enforcement meas-

ure received an unfavorable report.
A
bill which
would have collected 3 per
cent on all gross receipts was also killed
in

committee.

T. Peter, president of the Texas
Exhibitors Association, was active in the
fight against these measures.
E.

Bayard

Independently

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES. March
\ eiller

own

22.— Bayard

has resigned as supervising

rector of

Metro

to write

and

di-

direct his

stories for the cinema.

Quinn

in

Chicago

John M. Quinn. general manager
charge

of

was a
March

17.

distribution

Chicago

visitor

Action of Reform Leader in Advocating Interstate
Picture Commission Unexpected— William
A. Brady Wires for Explanation
The Word From Washington

WASHIXGTOX.

D. C. March 17.— Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, on
behalf of the International Reform Bureau, is proposing to Congress
that it create an Interstate Picture Commission, to be used in furthering the reforms agreed upon between the producers and Dr.
Crafts at their recent meeting in Xew York. It is proposed that the
commission have charge of granting all motion picture theatre
licenses throughout the country in order to maintain the higher
producing standards agreed upon in the Xational Association's "thirteen points."

(From

NEW

YORK, March

Staff

in

for

Vitagraph.

on

Thursdav.

Correspondent)

22.— The action

of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts in proposing to Congress the creation of an Interstate Picture Commission came
as a complete surprise to executives of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry and others who attended the recent conference

between the N. A. M. P. I. members and Dr. Crafts in this city.
While officers of the X. A. M. P. I. are declining any comment further
than making public a telegram sent to Dr. Crafts by William A. Brady,
there is a general comment of "broken faith'' in the trade discussion of
Dr. Craft's action.

Believed Crafts Favored Regulation

From Within

At the meeting with producers. Dr. Crafts went on record as being
in favor of letting the motion picture industry do its own house-cleaning
unhindered by the International Reform Bureau's legislative program.
Mr. Brady's first intimation of what
Dr. Crafts intended to do came in the
following telegram from him upon his
return to Washington: "Producers, public and reformers should help think out
plan to compel all producers and exhibitors to adopt our new standards.
Have given morning papers details of
plan for federal interstate motion picture
commission in place of censorship and
in
place of your powerless reviewing
Producers
board.
Same
expense.
licensed and required to maintain your
Exhibitors required to mainstandards.
tain same as condition of supply, and so
bind everybody. Bureau of Education to
appoint six men to enforce with same
Asked
salary as Board of Review staff.
papers to get your views: also hope you
join us to draft and rush bill."

Brady Asks Explanation
Mr. Brady's reply, dated March 18, is
as follows: "Replying to your telegram.

Censors by Phone

Veiller to

Work

Film Leaders Surprised by
Crafts' Appeal to Congress

state

senate by a vote of 26 to 22. The measure is still to come up before the Iowa
house, where a companion bill is in the
hands of a committee.
Before the final vote the bill was
amended to make the tax 2 cents on-every
50
cents or fraction, but was also

29

am

surprised to learn of the position
by you and your interview published in Xew York papers today, in view
of your statement made at recent conference in Xew York that you would not
for a reasonable length of time advocate
or encourage legislation of any kind involving the motion pi-ture industry, so
that the producers and distributors would
have an opportunity to overcome objections to certain motion pictures.
I

taken

"Do you think you are fair, after stating in your telegram that the producers,
the public and the reformers should help
think out plan to compel all producers
and distributors, not members of the
Xational Association, to adopt producers'
new standards, and in the same breath
give details to newspapers of your plan
for so-called federal interstate motion
picture commission without consultation
with producers, public and other reformers? The sincerity of your statement at
recent conference will be tested by your
willingness to confer with producers, public and other reformers before rushing
into print and stating your views."

No

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH.

PA.. March 22.—

Censoring by telephone

is

the latest

form of regulation.
The Pittsburgh censors were

Aid Against Censorship

The bulletin issued by the International
Reform Bureau Xews Service is very
on the following:
"Dr. Crafts does not propose to interfere, by advice or otherwise, with the
efforts now being made in legislatures
and in cities to secure state and local
censorship, but undoubtedly if such a
clear

at-

tending a meeting in Philadelphia recently. A production on the program
at one of the theatres here had not
been passed by the censorate. That
the house might not be dark that
night the censoring was accomplished
by telephone.

federal motion picture commission were
established and proved efficient, state and
local
film
regulation would soon be
given up."

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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New

Chester Plant on Coast
To Be in Operation by April

The new studio being erected in
Hollywood, Calif., by C. L. Chester will
be completed and ready for production
work shortly after April 1.
The plant is declared to be one of the
most modern on the Coast and will have
one of the largest stages
center.
feet of space

tion

wood

The

between Gower and Beach-

streets.

Stage

The

producoccupies 270

in the

studio

is

100 by 200

100 by 200 feet, is
unobstructed throughout its length not
one post blocks the way. Massive reinforced wooden trusses span the 100 foot
space from wall to wall supporting the

great stage,

—

roof.

Some 51,000 feet of lumber was used
in the stage floor, which is composed of
2 inch tongue and groove material, specially selected.
There is a swimming
pool 20 by 30 feet, by 9 feet deep, in the
floor, with trap doors covering it so that
the stage space can be used when the
pool is not needed. In addition there is
a pit for disappearing scenes.

Entire Stage Enclosed
planning went into the eflicicnt arrangement of the various units
of the building.
The entire stage is
enclosed.
At the west end, on Beachwood street, all the work shops are conproperties
well
the
gregated, as
as
rooms, and on the mezzanine floor, techCareful

office,
wardrobe room
nical director's
and several dressing rooms.

—

All the directors' offices four units <>i
offices each, are at the Gower street
end of the structure, where also is the
main entrance, four camera loading
rooms and most of the dressing rooms.
There are twenty-eight of the latter.

lighting can be attended to along the
trusses.
The 150 K. W. motor generator, a three-unit sei, can take care of
tour companies simultaneously.
The exterior of the building will be
make the stageplastered, which will
absolutely dark, and conform also with
the finishing of the nearby two-story
administration building.
B. F. Taylor was in complete charge of
the building.

Clara Smith Hamon
Declares She Is to
Star in Photoplays
(S fecial

Will Plaster Building
an overhead lighting system
for the stages, carried through four inch
conduits, and three runways, from which
is

March

22.—

Clara Smith Hamon, who was recently
acquitted of a charge of slaying Jake L.
Hamon after a sensational trial which
attracted world-wide publicity, declares
that she is to star in a series of photoplays to be made at Los Angeles.
She stated that she has received an
offer of $50,000 for fifty weeks' work in
pictures.
No production company has
made any announcement of such an offer.
During the recent trial, it was stated
that

Miss

Hamon was

ested in a
llealdton.

motion

financially

picture

interat

theatre

Director in East for

Premiere of Fox Film

two

There

Exhibitors Herald)

to

ARDMORE, OKLA..

(Front Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK.

March

22— Emmctt

Flynn, the director of "A Connecticut
Yankee," has arrived in town for the

opening of the Fox comedy

wyn

theatre.

to be directed
in

at

the Sel-

The next Fox production
by Mr. Flynn will be made

the East.

WHERE THE CHESTER COMPANIES WILL WORK

April

1921

2.

Charges Firm With
Unfair Competition
U.

Was Not

Claims Film

S.

Advertised by Company
As a Re-Issue
(Washington

Bureau

Exhibitors

WASHINGTON,

Herald)

C, March 22—
The federal trade commission has issued
a formal complaint against Eskay Harris
D.

Feature Film Company of New York,
charging
unfair
competition
in
the
motion picture business. The company
is charged with having acquired a film
entitled "Your Obedient Servant," which,

some new

after the addition of

was reconstructed

and

retitlcd

matter,
"Black-

Beauty, " aid advertised and exhibited
without disclosing to motion picture
houses and the public that the film was

an old one reissued under a new title.
The complaint further alleges that,
prior to the acquisition by Eskay Harri-

Company

of

the

film

"Your

entitled

Obedient Servant," Vitagraph announced
that it was about to produce a film entitled "Black Beauty," based upon the
novel of the same name by Anna Scwell.
and that such film was extensively advertised by Vitagraph.
The Harris company is cited to answer
averment in the complaint that the adoption of the title "Black Beauty" for the
film reconstructed by it from the old
film entitled "Your Obedient Servant"
was calculated to and has enabled the
Harris company wrongfully to ultiKze
and appropriate the value created by the
advertising campaign carried on by Vitagraph.
This adoption is said also to
deceive motion picture distributors and
the public into the erroneous belief that
the

reconstructed

by

film

the

Harris

company

and the new film "Black
Beauty" by Vitagraph are one and the

same.
Thirty days arc allowed for the
of an answer.

filing

Reid Feted at Theatre
Opening in Vancouver
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

VANCOUVER.

March 22.—
and thousands
of fans welcomed Wallace Reid during
his recent visit here as guest of honor
at the opening of the new Capitol theatre. On the evening of his arrival he was
guest of the city and of Famous PlayersLasky Film Service. Ltd., at a banquet.
The Capitol, which is the finest in
Western Canada, represents the confidence that the Canadian Paramount organization has in this city. Ralph Ruffner
is managing director.

Members

B.

C,

of the industry

"Dream

Street*'

Given

Try- Out by Griffith
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. March

22.— D. W. Grifproduction, "Dream Street."
was given its audience try-out at Middletown. New Jersey, last night. Mr. Griffith and the entire cast, which is headed
by Carol Dempster and Ralph Graves,
attended the first showing.
fith's

latest

Open Brookings Addition
BROOKINGS,
C. L. Chester's administration building and a glimpse of the new studio measuring
270 feet by 100 feet, said to be the second largest stage in Hollywood, Calif.

new motion

S.

D.—T.

O. Haugen's

picture theatre, the State, re-

cently was given formal opening.

April

2,

In

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

Rule Censor

New York

is

31

Unnecessary

Columbia

in the District of

Commissioners Pay High Tribute to the Exhibitors
of Washington— Hold Police Regulations
Afford Power for Control
(

Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

March 22.—There

D. C.

no

will be

legal censorship

Columbia.
The new commissioners of the district have ruled that the present
police regulations afford ample power for the control of motion pictures
in the District of

exhibited here.

Would Not Saddle Industry With Handicaps
Cuno H. Rudolph and James_F. Oyster, the new commissioners, declared that it was their opinion that it was unnecessary to saddle the local
exhibitors with any additional handicap.
Members of the new board are
business men of long experience in W ashington and are very familiar
with conditions here.
They are of the belief that
try here is managed as well

the indusas in any

city in
the country.
In announcing
their opinion the commissioners paid a
high tribute to the exhibitors, Mr.
Rudolph declaring that he did not think
that the motion picture men of Washington would stoop so low as to make

YORK, March 22.— Mr. and Mrs.
NEW
Edgar Lewis
Claridge on

are at the
ten-day business trip relative to the
Edgar Lewis Productions.

a

Wisconsin Exhibitors
Seek 100,000 Names
Circulate Petitions to Head
Off Unfriendly Actions
by Legislature
WIS., March 22.— Motion
owners throughout the
Wisconsin have put in circula-

theatre

state of

tion petitions addressed to various

Pearce,

New

Orleans.

Kenosha Theatre Deal
Not to Be Consummated
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

censorship necessary.
Will Enforce Regulations

KENOSHA,

The

police
department
has
been
instructed to enforce present regulations
and it is not believed that censorship
again will become an issue here.

The hearing was held last month
before Commissioners
Boardman and
Colonel Kntz.
The retiring members
felt that the decision should be left to
the new appointees.

WIS., March 22.— After
negotiations had practically been closed
between Fitzpatrick & McElroy and
Joseph G. Rhode for the purchase of the
Kenosha Opera House by the theatre
chain, an unexpected hitch occurred and
the deal was called off.
Mr. Rhode,
who is president of the Wisconsin
Exhibitors Association, will continue to
operate the house.

National Association
Holds Censor Meeting
New Insurance Policy
(From Staff Correspondent)
(From Staff Correspondent)
XEW YORK, March 22. — The
XEW YORK. March 22.— National

Brandt Warns Against

MADISON,
picture

nas, Cleveland; Ben Amsterdam. Philadelphia; Samuel Grand, Boston; Eugene

mem-

bers of the state senate and legislature
protesting against blue laws, censorship

tax measures and any other legislation unfriendly to the motion picture
bills,

theatres.

Thousands Already Signed

The response has been remarkable.
Exhibitors found that instead of being
put in the position of stirring up propaganda they were in reality simply giving
their patrons a means of expression they
were anxious to avail themselves of.
The petitions are being circulated by
congressional districts and in each district they are addressed to the legislators from that district.
An effort to obtain 100,000 names is being made.
Early
responses indicate the number will be
exceeded.
Approve Reform Measure
exhibitors
endorsed and
obtained the passage of a bill aimed to
prevent the exhibition of immoral pictures.
They obtained the tabling of a second
bill along the same line which they considered arbitrary.
There is a third bill,

liability
companies
writing
on motion picture theatres
recently agreed to include in their pol-

casualty
insurance

clause specifically excluding their
responsibility for loss from liability to
any person resulting directly or indiWilrectly from fire or conflagration.
liam Brandt, president of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce, has
taken steps to remedy this lack of protection and has warned exhibitors to
examine their policies relative to the
icies a

clause.

Federated Directors
Convene for Meeting
(From

NEW

Staff

National Association of the Motion Picture Industry held a censorship meeting today relative to the New York fight.
President William A. Brady addressed
the gathering.

Makes

(From

NEW

22.— The board
Federated Film Exof directors of
changes of America is meeting at the
Hotel Astor. Attending are J. L. Friedman, president. Chicago; Harry Char-

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, March

Hodkinson

is

Hodkinson

is

W.

22.—W.

endeavoring to stop the
reissuing of "East Lynne" because of
the new version by Hugo Ballin which
distributing.

Exhibitors in East

Correspondent)

YORK. March

Effort to Stop

"East Lynne" Reissue

(From

NEW

Staff

Correspondent)

YORK, March

22.—W.

S.

But-

te^ield, exhibitor
from Battle Creek.
Mich., and Blaire McElroy of FitzpatMcElroy are
York visitors.
rick

New

&

Wisconsin

a direct
ing.

censorship measure,

still

E. A.

Barrymore

Beall,

who

has resigned as

ORS HERALD,
With

new

theatre, to have seating capacity of 1.000.
will be built in West First street.

Coast

Representative for "Exhibitors Herald"

pend-

WYO.— The Pavilion, a

Named West

E. A. Barrymore has been appointed

Casper to Get Pavilion
CASPER,

is

of
to

effective

to succeed

Hammond
EXHIBIT-

Harry

West Coast representative
Saturday, March 26.

of

Los Angeles office
removed from 520 South Broadway
the Markham building, Hollywood.
the appointment of Mr. Barrymore, the

EXHIBITORS HERALD

is

,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Minnesota Judge Rules That
City Has No Power to Enact

Law

April

2.

1921

Ask Referendum on
Sunday Show Issue
Exhibitors Would

Instruct

Legislators to Seek

Closing Sunday Theatres

New Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald}

Official Holds
Is

SAULT

That Ordinance

Invalid for the

Want

of

the

State

to

at

Authority
Establish

in

NORTH BRANCH, M

I

N N

decision which

is

.

a

of a bill authorizing public moving picture exhibitions on the first day of the

week."

The request for the referendum was
signed by W. G. Cook, Charles DePaul
and Robert A'Hearn. It was presented
to the city

provisions of section 9 of

Sunday

village

can

certainly

request

the

would not care to

open."

prevent

on any distinction

in

that

.

Authority Is Lacking
In effect Judge Searles hold that no
community in the state is delegated the
authority to enact such an ordinance. He
declared that he did not find in the
charter of the village any grant of power
to prohibit "labor except work of necessity or charity" on Sunday and "I am
led to believe that any prosecution for a
violation of that (state) statute must be
under that statute and not under an
ordinance as threatened in this case."
The statute referred to in the foregoing
paragraph is the state Sunday law, one
clause of which prohibits "all other labor
except work of necessity or charity."
Mr. Power will be glad to give further details
of the case to any body of exhibitors who contemplate

entertainment,"

"we

reads,

if."

character as to become a nuisance, tindecision concluded, "but this section of
the ordinance is sweeping in character
and reaches all such shows, both good
and bad. and the threatened prosecution

similar

commission.

These three expressed the opinion that
a majority of the residents want motion
pictures on Sunday. "If we did not believe that there is a genuine demand for

Frontier

movie shows on any day that are of such

regard."

is

on the Sabbath, the representatives
from Chippewa county in the legislature
will be instructed to "urge the passage

sought
a local ordinance city authorities
the New
to prohibit Charles E. Power of
Power's theatre from operating on SunJudge Searles in his opinion held
day.
of
that the section is invalid "for want

does not rest

that

tures

Holds Ordinance Invalid

authority to enact
"Of course the

men

Marie residents

If the quesplaced on the April ballot and a
majority of the citizens approve of pic-

tion

ing on the Sunday opening issue in
other states has been handed down
by District Judge J. N. Searles.
the

the belief of the theatre

Sunday performances.

desire

victory for the exhibitors of Minnesota and which may have some bear-

Under

is

a majority of Sault Ste.

It

22— A

the election in April.
It

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

March

STE. MARIE. MICH.. March

—

M. Exhibitors here have asked for a
referendum on the Sunday opening issue

court

on

action

the

Sunday

question-

Formed

(

National star, and Capt. "Andy"
Smith who recently broke the speed flight
record for sixty miles at Venice. Calif.

The

First

(From

in

One Week

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK,
"Four Horsemen"

22— Metro's

March
will

moved

be

to the

Astor theatre three weeks hence taking
the

place

Kennedy
fice

"Cornered,"

of

The

play.

first

the

Madge

week's box of-

returns at the Lyric theatre where

"The Four Horsemen"

is

Staff Correspondent)

now showing,

ran over $24,000.

March

Features. Inc., has been
capitalization

of

$100,000.

22.— Frontier
formed with a
It

will

issue

through Jans Pictures Corporation a series

"Four Horsemen" Draws

$24,000

From

NEW YORK,

KATHERINE MacDONALD

to

Through Jans

Issue

of

virile

dramas

starring

Anders

Randolph.

The officials include Anders Randolph,
president; John D. Voorhecs, vice president;
Howard
Ragsdale,
secretary;
Floyd Buckley, treasurer. Louis Wolheim is the author of the first story and
Garfield
Thompson is the continuity
writer. Anders Randolph leaves with his
supporting company this week for the
Bahama Islands where the first production will be

made.

Fay Tincher Back on
Lot After Long Tour
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

26,000,000 Feet of Film Valued
At $1,000,000 Exported in Month
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

Washington, D. C, March

22.

— One million

dollars'

worth

of

mo-

tion picture film was exported during January, according to figures
just obtained by the Washington bureau of EXHIBITORS
from the bureau of foreign and domestic commerce. This sum covers
some 26,000,000 feet of film, distributed among more than forty differ-

Exports of unexposed film amounted to 7,790,899 feet, valued at
which France was the largest importer, taking more
Shipments of exposed film amounted to 18,742,feet.
6,000,000
than
607 feet, with a value of $843,028, our most important customers being England, Canada, Argentina and Australia.

$159,368, of

March

Long Leaves

HERALD

ent foreign countries.

ANGELES,

22.— Fay

Tincher has returned to the Christie lot
after a tour, during which she made personal appearances in theatres in several
states in the Middle West. Miss Tincher's
tour opened in Chicago and closed in St.
Louis.
She appeared before more than
"jOO.OOO motion picture fans.

(

NEW
gar

From

Griffith

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, March

22.— Robert Ed-

Long

has resigned as publicity director for D. W. Griffith, Inc., to devote
his time to magazine work. Jack Lloyd,

who has been Mr. Griffith's right hand
man for the last three years, has taken
over Mr. Long's portfolio in addition to
his own work.
The publicity for the
run of "Dream Street" at the Central
theatre, beginning April 3, will be in
charge of Mr. Lloyd.

A
April

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

2,

"Fi/m School" Head

Women

Sent to Sing Sing

For Abducting Girl
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, March 22— Jack

Rob-

has been sentenced to from five to
eight years in Sing Sing. Robins, who
ins

advertised for aspirants to attend a ''mo-

school" at his apartment,
was convicted of abducting Mae F.
Smith, 17 years of age.
This is said to be the first conviction
growing out of the fake "motion picture
picture

tion

9

Temperance Society
Launches Movement April 3
for Nation-Wide Blue Sunday
s

Theatres, Golfing, Baseball and

Industry Fighting to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, March

22.— "The Queen

William Fox spectacular production which is claimed to have cost
will
open at a Broadway
$1,000,000,
playhouse on April 10.
of Sheba,"

Two

other Fox pictures are being exploited in dramatic houses here. "Over
the Hill" is playing at the Broadhurst
and "A Connecticut Yankee" is being
presented at the Selwyn.

Dr. Goodman Guest at

A. M. P. A. Luncheon
Members of the Green Room Club and
Dr. Dan Carson Goodman were guests
Motion Picture Adverweekly meeting at the Cafe
Boulevard on March 17. A motion was

Reform Organization
On April 3 the Woman's

22.—

referendum on Sunday closing

will

tian

be held at Pomona, Calif., within
a few days.
Launching of the
campaign for a blue Sunday in the
city which is about thirty miles
from Los Angeles has aroused the
industry in the southern part of
the state.

min

B.

Sol

Lesser,

Hampton, Glenn

crusade will be directed especially

M.

Room

A. to

P.

members

Club for their aid

Naked Truth" dinner

in

of the

making "The

Seeks National Co-operation
In carrying on its movement the W.
C. T. U. will seek the cooperation of local branches of the organization, Sunday
schools, churches, schools, colleges and
libraries.

Plans for launching the movement are
urge people all over the country to
go to church on that day. The week
following will be one of prayer. In the
intervening time thousands of leaflets
will be distributed throughout the counto

try.

Holubar Film

Open
At Strand, March 27
(From

NEW

Staff

Plan Anti-Tobacco Drive

to

official organ of the society, the
Union Signal, it is pointed out that thousands of church members remain away
from the Sunday services to go automo-

In the

Correspondent)

YORK. March

22.— Allen Holu"Man. Woman, Marriage" will have
its pre-publication showing at the Strand
theatre on March 27.
First National is

bile riding.
It
declares that there are
400.000 workers employed on the Sabbath that should not be. More than 150,000 caddies that should be in Sunday
school are on the links on Sunday, the

i>ar*s

Paramount

New

to Operate
Missouri Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CAPE GIRARDEAU,
22. — A new theatre is to

MO.,

March

be erected

in

arranging elaborate exploitation features
for the opening in conjunction with

Joseph

The

Plunkett.

New York

opening.

Paramount

"What Sxhibitovs

to

Handle
"Enclosed you

Sales for Stoll Films
(From

will find

years of good reading.

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, March

22.— It

is

under-

stood that Stoll Film Company will- dispense with its American sales force and
that in the future the Stoll pictures on
the Pathe program will be handled by
the Pathe organization on the usual per-

TORS Herald

sure

theatre, Custer City,

I

is

the

Grauman Given
Birthday Greetings

Grand

theatre

and

theatre, Alvin,

Rex

theatre up for

two

can say that the theatre which does not take EXHIBI-

good bet."

—

C.

A.

Keiley,

manager,

Rex

Okla.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Grand

check for which mark the

missing a

"I enjoyed every issue of

centage basis.

Sid

10.

are saying about^

Pathe Staff

NEW

Going still further in its efforts to reform the country the W. C. T. U. will
launch an anti-tobacco crusade on April

Phillips and Mr. Holubar are delaying
their return to Los Angeles in order to

attend the

representative, E. G. Earker,
representatives of the stock

paper says.

Dorothy

star,

Broadway. It will be built by a stock
company and equipped and operated by
Paramount Pictures Corporation. A conference has been held here between the
and local
company.

baseball,

automobiling

for pleasure.

Gore Brothers, Ramish and Lesser control two-thirds of the theatres in Pomona.
He quoted figures showing that if the theatres
were closed on Sunday he would
have to cease operation there.

Green

a success.

theatre,

dancing, golfing and

representing the exhibitors of this
section of the state, and others
went to Pomona and conferred
with business men and other residents of the city.

passed expressing the appreciation of the
A.

Sunday

toward

BenjaHarper,

of the Associated
tisers at the

I

Announcement of this has been
made from headquarters of the organization at Evanston, 111.
The

tions; representatives of the indus-

including

Chrisnion is scheduled
nation-wide campaign

Temperance

to launch its
for a blue Sunday.

Immediately the campaign was
opened by the circulating of petitry,

Pleasure

on Sabbath are Opposed by

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March

Theatre on April 10

Automobiling for

Keep Pomona Houses
Operating on Sunday

schools."

"The Queen of Sheba"
To Open in Broadway

33

rest

EXHIBITORS HERALD

assured,

will be

my

if

first

I

ever go

asset."

during the time

I

conducted

in

the theatre business again,

—Will

C. Perry, retiring manager.

Tex.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March

22.— Con-

gratulations from all over the country
and particularly from his many friends in
Los Angeles were received on St. Patrick's day by Sid Grauman. The showman was 32 on that day.

"EXHIBITORS Herald
and

I

certainly

thoroughly enjoy reading

it,

is

week

manager, Strand theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

attractive,

after

both

week."

in

make-up and

— Edward

L.

text,

Hyman,

:

K
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April

Industry to Raise Fund for
of Various

Factors Pledged

1921

Inspects Offices

Relief of Suffering Ireland
Cooperation

2.

Abroad

at the

Meeting Held With the American
Committee in New York
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
22.
The motion picture

—

\K\\ YORK. March

industry lias pledged
cooperate in the campaign launched by the American Committee
for the Relief of Ireland to raise a fund for clothing and feeding the desti-

itself to

tute Irish

women and

children.

was made at a luncheon tendered last
week by executive officers of the relief committee t<> representatives of the
industry and allied interests. The meeting was held at Delmonico's on

The request

for cooperation

Friday.'

Appoints Committee Headed by Albee
of the following was appointed to formulate
plans for the drive: William A. Ilrady. president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry; Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America Sam II. Harris, president of
the Producing Theatrical Managers Association: John Emerson, president
of the Actors' Equity; Martin Beck, head of Orpheum Circuit; E. F. Albee
of United Rooking Offices Samuel S. Scribner of Columbia Amusement
Company: Joseph Webber, president of American Federation of Musicians; Harry L. Spencer, assistant president of International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators;
George ML Cohan. William Fox, Marcus Loew and Walter J. Moore.

A committee comprised

:

;

This committee was chosen l>y KxJudge Morgan J. O'Brien, chairman of
Mr. Albee was
the relief committee.
chosen chairman of the committee.
Drive Is Non-Sectarian
Judge O'Brien emphasized the fact
that the campaign is distinctly non-politiHe said he was
cal and non-sectarian.
confident that the

men

representing the

country would get behind
the movement to raise funds for the
worthy cause in a manner characteristic
of that in which theatrical interests of
the United States always rallied to a
He described
humanitarian endeavor.
theatres

in this

the present conditions
able in the extreme.

A

in

Ireland as

piti-

from John Cort was read at
in which he informed the
relief committee that a special performance of "Peg o' My Heart" at which the
entire proceeds would go to the cause
would be given in the near future by
letter

they would give every assistance within
Mr. Cohen said that he
their power.
already had communicated with his executive committee asking whether they authorized the M. P. T. O. A. to actively
One
participate in the raising of funds.
reph l>\ telephone, said Mr. Cohen, was
of
Khode
Island
the
from the president
branch of the organization, to the effect
that the theatre owners of Khode Island
had already arranged to give special per-

formances
April

3,

at

contributed to the cause

In-

and president of
Fulton Company of Chicago,
manufacturers of theatre accessories and
Hotel Sherman.
supplies, died at the
March 18, following an attack of acute
E. E. Fulton, founder

the

Laurettc Taylor.

gastritis.

question of the loyalty of the theatre to the
Irish people, that always when a great
movement was started in this country
the Irish were in the forefront of those
who helped for the nation's good. He
suggested that some plan be worked out
whereby the business of the theatres
would not be interfered with by collectors during the campaign tor relief because it not only interfered with the performances but was a source of great
annoyance to the public in the theatres.
Adolph Zukor. presklent of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, assured the
committee that his organization was
heartily in sympathy with the proposed

campaign.
Exhibitors Favor Drive
State Senator James J. Walker, who
attended the committee as counsel for
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, and Mr. Cohen said the Motion picture Theatre Owners were heartily
in accord with the movement and that

YORK, March 22— Winfield

E.

E.

He was

the motion
years.

picture

actively

engaged

business

in

twenty-five

He was one

of the first representatives
the Central West for Sigmund "Pop"
Lubin. He retired from the distributing
end of the business in 1910 to organize
a supply house, which was later merged
with the U. T. E. Corporation. He retained his factory at Carroll and Kedzie
avenues, where he manufactured the
Fulco theatre supplies.
Mr. Fulton was 62 years old. He is
survived bv his widow and three sons,
Myron. Ralph H.. and Carl H.

R.

Sheehan

sailed on the Olympic on
semi-annual inspection trip of the
Mr. Sheehan
Fox foreign exchanges.
expects to be abroad three months.

1^1
his

Screen Guild Backs

Wholesome
E. E. Fulton, Film
Veteran, Is Dead

the meeting,

Brady Delivers Talk
William A. Brady said there was no

lor Irish relief on Sunday.
which the entire receipts would

XJEW

Pictures

(Sfeeial to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March 22— At a
meeting of the executive committee of
the Screen Writers' Guild, at their ofin the Markham building in Hollywood,
was
the
following
resolution
adopted
"Resolved, that the Screen -Writers'
Guild is in thorough sympathy with the
stand taken by the producers in favor
of clean and wholesome pictures and indorses the principle which underlies this

fices

action."

in

Modifies Ohio Bill
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBUS,
censorship

O.,

March

22.— The

Chicago Board

to

View

"Hope Diamond"

Serial

William Fait. Jr., director of sales for
Howells Sales Company, Inc., will bring
episode serial, "The
Diamond Mystery," to Chicago
this week to be viewed by the Chicago
censor board. The entire serial will be
a print of the fifteen

Hope

run off for the board. Mr. Fait will cover
the states of Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky and submit the film to censors in
the various centres before selling that

measure,

reported favorably
by the senate committee handling it, is in
modified form.
Originally the McCoy
bill would have eliminated all scenes depicting anything that is called a misdemeanor by the laws of the state. As
modified any act called a felony must
be cut.

Plans Pittsburgh Theatre
PITTSBURGH, PA.— L. Naffah plans
the erection of a motion picture theatre
near the intersection of Penn and Frankstown avenues.

.

April

2.
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Zukor Wants Europe
to Adopt 13 Points
Goes Abroad
Message

the

of Clean

to Producers

NEW

Carry

to

Films
There

YORK.
president

Approves

.Step Taken by N. A. M. P. I. to Insure
Clean Pictures— Gives Enlightening and
Encouraging Insight on Attitude

March 22.—Adolph
Famous Players-

of

Lasky Corporation, sailed on the Aquitania .today for Europe.
He will outline
to British and
continental producers
with his company the necessity
of keeping their pictures clean for American theatres.
affiliated

Will Confer With Barrie
Mr. Zukor will explain the thirteen
requirements for clean pictures recently
adopted by the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry in its campaign for cleaner and better pictures and
will call the attention of all other European producers to the necessity of
adopting them in the production of their
pictures.

The Paramount president will confer
London with Sir James M. Barrie
regarding the picturization of Marrie's
play. "Peter Pan."
The scenario, written by Barrie. has been received here,
and Mr. Zukor will discuss with the
dramatist the type of actress he wishes
to play the title role, created on the
in

stage by Maude Adams.
He also will
make arrangements for Barrie to come
to America in a few months to super-

production of the picture.
Films at Opera
Arrangements will be discussed by
Mr. Zukor while in Paris looking to the

vise the

May Show

exhibition of
Paris Opera

Paramount

pictures at the

on nights when operatic

performances are not given.
Mr. Zukor plans to enlarge the production

Methodist Bulletin Gives
New Light on Censorship

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Zukor.

activities

of

Famous

Players-

Lasky British Producers, Ltd.. the company which makes Paramount picturein London.

Lead
With David Butler

Alice Wilson

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March

22.— Mrs. Tod

Browning (Alice Wilson) will play the
feminine lead with David Butler in his
next First National picture.

"'Anything in the nature of a crusade against an industry which is
essentially sound and useful, is greatly to be deplored except in case of
absolute necessity. There is sufficient brains and sufficient character in
the motion picture industry to deal effectively with the situation.
It is
to be greatly hoped that it will be done."
This is the comment of the Board of Temperance, Prohibition and
Public Morals of the Methodist Episcopal Church of
ashington. D. C.
on the thirteen points included in the pledge of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry to use every resource to keep the motion
pictur screens of United States clean.

W

Comment
The comment

Enlightening and Encouraging

Is

issued to newspapers and magaa part of a lengthy discussion of the
entire situation under the heading "Looking at the Movie Industry Inside and
Out With a Friendly Eye."
The entire article is both enlightening and encouraging to the motion
picture industry.
It gives a valuable insight into the viewpoint of the
leaders of the Methodist Episcopal church. It serves to sweep aside many
misunderstandings of the past.
is

zines under date of

In

the

bulletin

contained

in a bulletin

March

and

are

many

12

is

ing the article.
The writer points to censorship agitation in various states as an indication of
"a

general

criticism

of

motion

picture

exhibitions" but adds that "censorship
has not yet the wholehearted support of
the majority of those who are. in a general way. in favor of reform."
"In the nature of the case the censorship measure is not a difficult one to promote and with all reform organizations
and the general mass of church member-hip convinced that there is no other
relief, attempts to establish such boards
would be almost uniformly successful."
he declares, but continues: "The great
mass of church people have hesitated to
give the censorship movement active
support or more than mild approval in
the hope that the industry and the police
would deal with the situation."
"It is an error for the motion picture
exhibitors who have invested vast sums
of money to attempt to ignore or deny
the fact that improper films are constantly being shown," he insists.

"One who knows the facts cannot help
but be impressed with the justice of many
of the complaints of producers and exhibitors against censorship as conducted
in some communities." he
cites two incidents of which

Bronze plaque by Kilenyi, presented by Alfred
Weiss, vice-president of Goldwyn Distributing
to guests attending his 25th wedding
anniversary at the Hotel Biltmore, New York,

March

12.

attitude on a social question.
Suddenly the door opened and the lady
arrived and a stream of conversation ar-

interesting Christian

statements indicating that the entire
question of legal censorship has been
carefully weighed by the person prepar-

Complaints Against
Censors Justified

Corp.,

35

states,

and

he has per-

sonal knowledge.
"Frederic Haskins said that a lady appointed to censor motion pictures in a
certain state forbade all funeral scenes,
explaining that a relative of hers had
died recently and that it harrowed her
feelings to see any scenes which suggested death.
"Xot so many months ago. Dr. Clarence True Wilson, general secretary of
the board of temperance, accompanied by
the research secretary of the board and
the editor of one of the papers of the
church, arrived in that lady's office to
represent the interests of a minister who
has produced a film interpreting the

rived with her.
" 'This is certainly uncalled for.' she
said. T am quite able to attend to my
business of censoring pictures for this
state and you can get right out of here.'
And there was great deal more to the
same effect. The lady was attractive and
well-dressed but mentally she evidently
was a child, obsessed with an astonishing
realization of her own power."

Industry Should
Its Friends

Know

"The motion picture industry should
learn to recognize its friends," he con-

"The people and organizations
are demanding improved conditions
federations
woman's
clubs,
are
of
Ichurches and citizens' associations.
the industry to declare war on all of
these people, who. as it happens, constitute a majority of their patrons?
"Already, with surprising blindness,
they are throwing upon their screens and
in other ways securing publicity for atrocious attacks upon so-called "reformtinues.

who

ers'

who,

if

they only knew, might very

much

better be called into consultation.
"If these men. so wantonly assailed,
wished to do the motion picture industry
an injury they could simply circulate
broadcast to the church membership of
the country. Catholic and Protestant, the
statements of the producers and exhibitors themselves. They have not done so.'"
At the conclusion of this comment, the
bulletin briefly summarized the action
taken by the N. A. If. P. L recently to
insure clean pictures and in commenting
upon it says:
"This policy, if carried through with
vigor and sincerity, will be acclaimed bv
all right-thinking men.
Its success
probably depend upon the energy in
voking the law against offenders.

will
in-

"Anything in the nature of a crusade
against an industry which is essentially
sound and useful is greatly to be deplored
except in case of absolute necessity.
There is sufficient brains and sufficient
character in the motion picture industry
to deal effectively with the situation.
It
is to be greatly hoped that it will be
done."

'
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VITAGRAPH'S
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City.

Lobby and waiting room

"Agitators Must Go,"
Declares W. A. Brady
Statement of N. A. M. P. I.

Talking Pictures
New

W

Device

ill

Be Demonstrated With Operatic
Ray Production

President Attracts
Wide Comment

Prologue Used With
\ NEW

device for synchronizing sound

motion pictures has been invented by Orlando E. Kellum, a Californian, and developed by Lieut. Bryan
M. Battey of New York.
Talking Motion Pictures, Inc., holds
the apparatus, patents and copyrights on
the invention.
The company contends
that the device is a complete innovation.
In no way, it is declared, is it similar to
with

various previous attempts at synchronizing sound with motion pictures.
In this

device

the

motion

picture

machine

i-

electrically locked and held in perfect
synchronization with the sound reproducing apparatus.
*

*

*

The tone reproduction
Dramatic

flawless.

who have appeared
types

different

tures"

are

through
voice,

lip

of

said

be

to

and singers
more than LOO

artists
in

the

motion
brought to

"talking

virtually

this

is

perfect

piclife

co-ordination

movement and

gesture,

of

months with

the result that prologue- a>

by
the
nationally
known
Broadway houses can be presented by

produced

exhibitors in every section of the country.
At the initial demonstration of "talking
motion pictures" which will be given at
the Town Hall. New York, on the evening of March 29 before a representative
audience, a complete program consisting
of overture, prologue, novelties and feature will be given.
Tin- original operatic prologue which
will be used by Samuel Lasselbaum. manager of the Regent theatre, for his showing of "The Old Swimmin' Hole," starring Charles Ray and distributed byFirst National Exhibitors' Circuit, will be
recorded by the "talking motion pictures." note for note, and will preface the
showing of "The Old Swimmin' Hole."
the music score for which will be rendered through the talking picture device
"Talking pictures" have been provided
with this feature for a test through the
courtesy of R. H. Clark, manager of the
New York First National exchange.
This particular prologue angle of the
new device is at the present time its

most interesting exhibitor

feature.

The

is

fact that exhibitors in the smallest cities
will be enabled to offer prologues a-

of Electrical
Engineers has been interested in the invention and in its mechanical perfection.
Any projection machine operator can obtain perfect results with the machine,
which is declared to be foolproof.
The fact, as reported, that the "talking
motion picture" device as invented by
Mr. Kellum and further developed by
Lieut.
Battey renders it practical to
record sound outdoors with equal effectiveness of studio work makes the possibilities of the "talking motion picture"

-taged by Broadway houses, and as sung
by the recognized vocalists and ensembles of the day, is one of the most
striking points of interest with regard to
"talking pictures."

it

claimed.

The New York Society

infinite.

Perhaps the most striking immediate
effect the perfecting of the "talking motion picture" will have, it is said, is with
overtures,
prologues
and
to
respect
It is in this direction
novelty numbers.
that the staff of the "taking motion pic-

tures" has been working for the past few

Associated Photo- Plays
Sells Eastern Franchise
(

From

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK.
Photo-Plays.
for

its

Inc.,

March 32.— Associated
has

entire

closed

readily be ironed out

when

professional

agitators are eliminated and
try

is

the

indus-

organized along the lines of other

great businesses."

This statement by William A. Brady,
president of the N. A. M. P.

I.,

was made

during the course of his report of his recent trip through the central states and
the West to combat censorship and urge

harmony within the industry.
Compares Other Business
"All other big business operates along
the line of thorough organization with
all branches functioning together in harmony," he said in part. "The time has
come when the motion picture industry
must, for its own protection, organize
itself in a similar way.
Everyone realizes

and understands its importance. And
everyone is ready for it. It only remains
for proper plans to be arranged to bring
this

it

about."

Says Harmony Is Needed
Mr. Brady gives a comaccount of his tour, mentioning the

Continuing,
plete

many men who
territories.

He

assisted him in various
said that the trip had

impressed him more than ever with
urgent need of harmony within the industry so as to present a solid front
against unfriendly legislation, including
censorship and blue laws.

Irving Lesser Issues
"Scatter good" Series
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March

22.— Negotiahave been closed between Irving
Lesser and Edna Schley, producer of
"Scattergood"
pictures,
whereby
the
Lesser will distribute the entire series of
twenty-four pictures.
tions

its

fran-

output in Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey,
with Twentieth Century Film Company
of Philadelphia. The first picture to be
published under the new arrangement is
"The Ranch at the Wolverine," starring
Helen Gibson.
chise

"The difference of opinion about uniform contracts and advance deposits can

The comedy-dramas are in two reels
and are adapted from the stories which
appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
One comedy will be published each
month.

—
April
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"What

Exhibitor Reports in "Herald
Beneficial

the Exhibitors Herald's

"What

more complicated because,
be that the public
it

all,

even

it

may

the chief beneficiary

is

probably will be

after

is

if

the eloquent lessons

contained in the columns of

that

section

Exhibitors Herald are profitabh
studied by the maker and the projector of

of the

pictures.

Out of the

conflicting

evidence

relative

any given picture, as disthe Picture Did" section of the Herald, comes a message of
chief value, it seems to me, to the exhibitor,
while the producer finds amusement and
entertainment in the paradoxes thus set up.
A case in point is found in the Herald's
issue of March 12 in which two reports
from remote sections of the country conto the success of

"What

closed in the

vey a contradictory pair of statements regarding the Sennett production of "Up in

which

Alf's Place."

*

One

report comes

is

*

a two-reel
*

the-

in Port Gibson, Mississippi

which is
and one comes from the Kozy theatre of
Singularly enough each
Eureka. Illinois.
theatre is devoted to "neighborhood patronage." The Mississippi report, no less
atre,

The
the Illinois, is given to superlatives.
confidence of each is unshaken by so much
Port Gibson
as a single qualifying phrase.
says that "Up in Alf's Place" was a screaming comedy; according to Mr. Bert Norton
of Eureka, Illinois, it wasn't any such thing.
In one theatre, gloom settled thickly over
the throng; in the other, the walls rang
with unrestrained laughter.
This is not a problem in psychology that
I am propounding, but a problem in showmanship, and that is the problem the exhibitor must solve if he would get out of
any booking the full value of his invest-

would be
which class

"It

to

veyors

to

difficult to say
of picture-purthe
public,
the

EXHIBITORS

HERALD'S

'What

the Picture Did for Me'
department is of greater value,
whether the producer is more
benefited or the exhibitor. The

question is even more complicated because, after all, it may
be that the public is the chief

—

beneficiary it probably will
be if the eloquent lessons contained in the columns of that
section of the EXHIBITORS
are profitably
studied by the maker and the
projector of pictures."

HERALD

SENNETT.

— MACK

up. requires time for its complete removal,
but laughter, a gift of the gods, is capricious, transient and easily affected.
Speaking not of my own comedies alone,
but of any comedy creation worthy the
name, it is at the mercy of exhibitors more
than any dramatic picture they can book.

The

exhibitor must know consciously or
subconsciously, something about the laws of
contrast
he must have sensibility enough
to
understand music's effect and sig:

nificance
he must know how and at what
place in the schedule of his presentations
:

man.
*

solution or attempted solution will always
mean more to the success or failure of the
comedy on his program that it will to the
success of his big or featured offering.
There is no essential difference between
a neighborhood audience in Eureka, Illinois,
and Port Gibson. Mississippi. The comedy
in this case. "L'p in Alf's Place," remained
the same, not even the difference in performance which frequently characterizes
the
presentation of spoken plays,
and
which is due to the conditions and moods
of the players themselves not even this
discrepancy could exist in a picture the
presentation of which is fixed in the celluloid strips.
I know nothing about Messrs. Haekett &
Krauss' presentation of "Up in Alf's Place,"
nor how it was surrounded by music and
preceded and followed by other items of the
entertainment, but I'll venture to say that if
the two programs were laid side by side and
Eureka's presentation then examined in the
light of Port Gibson's, the reason would be
manifested at once, how that which made a
Mississippi audience shriek with joy fatted
to ripple away the gloom that settled over
the house called "Kozv."

April.

The production

in

five

reels.

titles

Maigne Forms Unit
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

March 22.— Charles
Maigne productions will no longer be
seen on the Paramount program. Mr.
Maigne has left that concern to form his
own independent producing company.

*

most

sensitive of all
expressions of human emotion.
We say
that the mirth on her countenance was
frozen: joy suddenly passed out: laughter
ended as quickly as it began. The emotions of grief or other sentiments aroused
by tragic thoughts are not so easily dissipated.
The trace of tears is not easily
effaced and the emotion of sadness, once set

now

is

were done by Irvin S. Cobb.
Direction was in the hands of Sam Wood.

All

circumstances.
*

Print

Taken East Soon

22.— Irving
Lesser announces that "Peck's Bad Boy,"
starring Jackie Coogan. has been completed.
A print of the picture will be
taken east by the producer the first of

so intangible as comedy. The
story that one comedian puts over falls flat
in the treatment of another.
The situation
which excites your mirth today will, on the
morrow, prove a bore when proffered under
*

Bad Boy"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

is

the

*

LOS ANGELES, March

audience must stand accused of feeblemindedness. Either a picture is funny or
it
isn't.
If one audience finds it funny,
another audience will if the conditions surrounding the successful presentation prevail-

is

*

Even' production presents its own particular problem to the exhibitor, and his

to be

sippi

Laughter

Producer,

comedy feature. He must give
the advantage of a setting which will
not offset its humor, destroy its hilarity or
mutilate its laughter-provoking qualities.
great artist (Jules Guerin) once said:
"Give me a free hand and full financial support and I will create two cafes or cabarets,
in one of which the public will spend its
money lavishly, and in the other it will keep
its money in its pockets."'
He knew howcolor and form affected the human mind
to moods of merriment or moods of melancholy.
Music is like color and has an even
more immediate effect upon the spirit of

"Peck's

It isn't susceptible of argument whether
"L'p in Alf's Place" is funny. The laughter
excited in an audience in Mississippi is
evidence enough of that or else the Missis-

uncongenial

Man, Public

—

ment.

Nothing

to

Theatre

A

Benefited

Is

comedy.

from the Hackett

of

it

Everybody

the Pic-

The question

Is

to offer his

Did for Me" department is of greater
value, whether the producer is more beneor the exhibitor.

Me"

for

Value

If Studied Regularly

say to which
to the public,

ture

fited

Trade

to

MACK SENNETT

By
WOULD be difficult to
ITclass of picture-purveyors

Did

Picture

the

Fire

DamagesJHouse

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEWCASTLE.
Damage

MACK SENNETT
Comedy

producer,
Picture Did for
lication.

who praises the "What the
Me" department of this pub-

by

fire

IND.,

estimated
of

theatre at

at

unknown
1304

$400

origin at the Ideal

Moravia

and Davis operate

t

March 22.—
was caused

street.

u e house.

Brnncr

—
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William Randolph Hearst Gives

His Views on Censorship
Interview

Of Well

Made

Public

Known

by George

Editor

censorship, by avoiding suggestive sex
pictures and offensive and criminal pictures.
Second, to prepare and organize
in their fight against unjust censorship,
so that fight will be effective and not
entered int6 so often at the last minute,
with all the difficulties that late action
involves."
IVilliam Randolph Hrur.it in

mi interview given George H. Van Cleve,
general manager of Mr. Hearst's film

in-

terests.

VWILLIAM RANDOLPH HEARST.
newspaper and magazine publisher,
and president of Cosmopolitan Productions, has given complete expression of
his views on the entire censorship question in an interview with George B. Van
Cleve, general manager of Mr. Hearst's
film interests.

he believes that producers must
remove the causes of censorship agitation
but he is wholeheartedly against censorship on account of its injustice and unreasonableness.
Briefly,

*

*

Referring to the fact that in several
instances' he has been appealed to to fight
in' censorship fights at the eleventh hour,
he said that he was inclined to cease
aiding
unless the
industry organized
earlier

"We

and more
realize

who prompt

effectively.

well that the people

full

censorship

Van Cleve States

and Producer on Subject

"Motion picture producers should try
to defeat censorship because of its injustices and unreasonableness.
And the
best way to defeat it is: First, to remove
the real causes which create a demand for

*

B.

restrictions

do

not wait until the last moment to further
their aims.
They organize and agitate
-

of

Position

Clean Screen

weeks

in advance, they see legislators and
argue with them and convince them, and

bring

all

sorts of influence to bear.

They

in their work weeks, and sometimes
months, before the proposed legislation
is apparently recognized by our people,"
said Mr. Van Cleve, in discussing his talk
with Mr. Hearst.
"Mr. Hearst, himself, is in sympathy
with movements that have for their object the suppression of vulgar and indecent pictures, pictures that make an

get

appeal to what is called 'sex appeal.' picthat
parade naked women, or
women in their lingerie, more or less indecently, before the audience.
think
that sort of thing ought to be suppressed,
and will be suppressed. If the motion
picture producers do not suppress it
themselves, then the police should.
"On the other hand. Mr. Htarst says,
that he is opposed to censorship by a
board, because a board that has merclv
censorship to perform invariahlv misuses
and abuses its powers. Such a hoard is
not, as a rule, composed of giants of
intellect, not always composed of men
of the highest moral qualities. Frequently
injudicious,
generally
prejudiced,
and
sometimes corrupt,
these
censorship
boards do more harm than good, censor
pictures that ought not to be censored,
cut out one thing in one part of the
country, and leave the picture so injured
in
interest and consecutiveness that it
is much impaired in value,
for there is no
standard to which motion picture producers can conform. No one ever knows
what will be cut out of a picture.
Mr. Hearst fold me that a picture of
\ ilia had been censored out of an International
News Reel because he wa<
alleged to be a murderer. A moral and
religious picture like 'The Inside of the
Cup' has been more mutilated than the
worst kind of a crook picture. The names
01 characters in our pictures have been
changed without any apparent reason
whatever, save the whim of the censor.
Everyone who produces pictures has had
a similar experience that are
not only
without value as guides to producers but
without the slightest real benefit to the
tures

We

public."

Expect "Molly

O" to

Equal "Mickey" Run
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March

22.— Mack

Sennett will begin production soon on
'Molly O" in which Mabel Normand
will be starred.
It is predicted on the
Sennett lot that this new comedy will
equal "Mickey" for popularity.
The latter production is now enjoying
a successful revival.

April

Europe Likens State
Legislatures Here to
Slap Stick Comedies
The impression given Europeans
by the Dutch and other newspapers
there, according to a dispatch from
The Hague,

that the state legisUnited States are
conducted along lines of slapstick
latures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March
DAVID WINTER
leading man for Katherine MacDonald. He
appeared in the popular star's support in
"Trust Your Wife," issued by First National.

New

22.— On

St.

Patrick's day Dr. Breckwadel turned
over the New Symphony theatre and its
receipts to the Pen Women of America,
who are lending a hand to help the disabled veterans of the World War raise
funds for the erection of a clubhouse.

is

the

in

comedies.
All freak legislation that is introduced in this country is cabled to
the European papers and is treated
seriously
them.
by
Several
European editors have expressed
the
opinion,
according to The

Hague

dispatch, that

American

leg-

islators are crazy.

This freak legislation, the dispatch says, leads Europeans to believe that persons in the United
States are sentenced to live several
months with their mothers-in-law

found guilty of snoring.

if

National Association
To Aid Louise Glaum
In Anti-Censor Fight
(SptcM

NEW

lo

FrhtHltri Herald)

YORK, March

22.— William A.
Beady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry,
has wired Louise Glaum offering the cooperation of the national association in
her move to organize the motion picture
stars in Los Angeles for the purpose of
combating censorship and blue law legislation.
Mr. Brady's telegram follows:
"Have read with much interest statement in Morning Telegraph that you plan
organization of principal motion picture
stars for purpose of combating legalized
censorship with bills now pending in
dozen

state

We

legislatures.

earnestly

your support and cooperation and
appreciate advices as to plans formu-

solicit

will

with this objective. Your new organization will be of tremendous aid to
the National Association in its efforts to
combat antagonistic measures such as
censorship, Sunday closing, taxation and
in all of which you and your associates
are directly interested and most vitally
concerned. Please convey to your meeting my best wishes for success in carrying out your plans and purposes.
Regards."
lated

Kaufman

Will

Make

Film Survey Abroad
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK.

March 22.— Albert A.
today on the Aquitania.
He will be in Europe about six weeks.
During that time he will study film con-

Kaufman

ditions

Theatre Proceeds go
to Aid War Veterans

1921

2.

sailed

in

Paris,

Berlin,

Rome

and

London.

Glady's Walton at
Work After Illness
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March

22.— After an
weeks, two of which were
spent in a hospital, Gladys Walton, Universal star, has returned to the studio
and will soon resume work.
illness of four

April

2,
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Republic Laboratory

Moves
Four Story

New Plant A. E. Franchise Grants Full
Building
N. Y.
Voting Power to Exhibitors
to

in

Represents Expenditure

NEW

Correspondent J

Staff

YORK,

March

22— Republic

Laboratories Inc. has moved

its headbuilding at 128 West 52d
street.
The officials of the company,
which include Herbert Yates, managing
director; A. C. Synder, president; J. Rice
Malcolm, vice president; G: W. Yates,
treasurer, and
P. Andrick. secretary!
have invested over $500,000 in their new
plant which is a modern four story
building entirely occupied by the laboratory.

quarters to

its

Special Machinery Installed

The Republic laboratory

is

independent film laboratory in the country. It has been established to serve the independent producer
and dist-ibutor and its customers include
some of the prominent independent publishing and producing organizations.
Under the supervision of Herbert
Yates special modern machinery has
been designed and installed. This is said
to revolutionize the art of quality print-

ing and developing.

The laboratory has a capacity of
1,000.000 feet of film a week.
The building is fully equipped with cutting and
projection rooms, private offices for the
use of clients and every conceivable
device that can be utilized to aid the
film

company and

its

dis-

tributing mediums.

Porto Rican Company
Finishes First Picture
(From

—

YORK, March

22.
The franchise plan adopted by the reorganized Associated Exhibitors, Inc.. is declared to be very liberal. Under
its provisions every exhibitor will have full voting power, thereby par-

ticipating in the election of officers and the selection of product.
The plan will become effective at once, many theatre men having
requested, it is declared, the immediate operation of it. Recent reports
from headquarters of the company are to the effect that several of the key
centers have been conditionally closed.

Lloyd's

Comedy

Staff Correspondent)

—

NEW

YORK, March 22. A. Farnsworth, general manager of Porto Rico
Film Company of Santuerce. San Juan,
announces the completion of the organization's first feature, "Tropical Love."

Is First Publication

comedy, "Now or Never," is the initial publicathe reorganized company, as well as the first of his series for Asso-

Harold Lloyd's
tion of
ciated Exhibitors.

latest

In addition the company has a substantial
its franchise plan.

amount

of

product with which to launch

As announced recently in Exhibitors
Herald, Associated Exhibitors will distribute through Pathe, having a trained
force of its own, however, to handle sales.
Samuel Harding of Kansas City

Has Large Capacity

independent

(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

declared

to be the largest

Company

Will Become
Effective Immediately at Request of
Theatre Men of Country

Plan Adopted by Reorganized

of $500,000
(From

is

presi-

dent of the organization and Paul Gusdanovic of Cleveland is vice-president.
Thirty Pictures Available
Twenty to thirty special productions of
a standard in keeping with George Arlis*
in "The Devil" will be available for franchise holders in the first year. The four
special productions fea*uring Mae Murray and directed by Robert Z. Leonard
already announced, are an indication of
the big things the concern will have.
Following the announced policy of
Associated in favor of the independent
producer and the independent exhibitor,
the Harold Lloyd comedies and the feature product of the company will find its
way to the open market.
In the messages received at the home

of Associated recently exhibitors
have expressed appreciation of the independent support pledged by Associated,
but they have emphasized the necessity,
it
is said, of
being protected through
franchise on the Lloyd and other product
and have urged immediate closing of conoffice

tracts to that effect.

Exhibitors on Committee

The advisory committee of the company is made up of eleven members, all
The exhibitors have
to be exhibitors.
representation on the executive
committee and on the board of directors,

equal

with the power of decision resting
is

the
chair-

has

come

hands of Arthur S. Kane, who
man of both bodies.
"Associated Exhibitors,

Inc.,

in

into being as a result of the natural evolution of the motion picture industry,"
said Mr. Kane in discussing the new
franchise plan. "The fundamental basis
of this evolution is the recognition of the

combined buying power and exhibition
power of large bodies of exhibitors.
"Pictures are the foundation upon

which was directed by Ralph Ince. Mr.
Farnsworth is en route to New York to
select the director and cast for his next

which the prosperity of every motion picture theatre in the world today rests.

production.

Eduardo Gonzales. Ruth Clifford. Reginald Denny and Ernest Hilliard headed
the cast of "Tropical Love."

exhibitor who owns his source of
supply thereby guarantees it for himself
and insures his business future. Without
this protection he is subject to the vicissitudes of competitive buying."

Comedy Players See

Metro Stockholder

The

officials

of

the

company

The

include

Robert Lee, president, and Enrico and

Christie* s Special

Visits at Studios

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March
and comedy were present

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

22.— Beauty

LOS ANGELES, March

large numbers recently at the Ambassador theatre, when the Christie company players
were guests at a special Christie night
in connection with the showing of "The
Reckless Sex." Among the comedy stars
present were Neal Burns. Dorothy Devore. Earl Rodney. Fay Tincher, Irene
Dalton. Vera Steadman, Mary Wynn,
Henry Murdock. Viora Daniel, Josephine Hill. Teddy Sampson and others.
in

wood.

Luhin

Of
PAUL BRUNET

22.— The

lower house adopted the cewsorship
to 35.

to

(From

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

bill.

President of Pathe, now celebrating his fourth
anniversary as head of the great distributing
organization.
This was snapped in the new
Pathe building, New York.

Make

Survey
European Conditions

NEW

By Nebraska House
r>0

Company

Wheel

Censorship Adopted
LINCOLN, NEB., March

22.— James

Rhodes, president of

National Car
of Pittsburgh and a
stockholder in Metro Pictures Corporation, has been spending a week at the
company's west coast studios in Holly-

D.

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. March

22.— Sigmund

(Pop) Lubin sails today for an eight
weeks' trip to Europe to investigate present producing conditions. Upon his return Mr. Lubin will revive the old Lubin

trademark and
world market.

make

features

for

the

40

E

Hoover Drive

And
Motion Picture

in

Relief

Children

of Europe.
are the achievements of
the motion picture and allied interests
the recent Hoover campaign in the

New

Orleans territory.
Twenty-six thousand dollars was
collected in the Southern territory

1
•

for the relief of the starving children of
Europe, the publicity given by the theatre interests making this accomplishment possible.

2

Not the least gratifying result of
the drive is the closer affiliation of
the motion picture and allied interests
for
in the South, making mobilization
concerted action in their own behalf a
•

possibility.
*

*

*

Orleans exhibitors and exchangemen and exhibitors throughout the territory rallied together under the leaderof

V.

E.

Richards,

Jr.,

secretary

and general manager of Saenger Amusement Company, in the collection of the

Hoover

fund.

In organizing for the campaign Mr.
appointed
Howard McCoy,
Richards
manager of the Palace theatre, as chairman of a general committee. Mr. McCoy
in turn subdivided the committee as follows:
Ways and means, Al G. Shear of Sobel,
Richards & Shear Enterprises, chairman;
personnel, Mr. Shear, chairman; pub-

Grandjean of Saenger
L.
Amusement Company, chairman; speakers, W. H. Gueringer of Saenger Amusement Company, chairman; transportalicity,

H.

E R A L

April

1)

&

Telephone

tion, J.

Dumestie

exchanges,

of First National-Metro

chairman;

state,

John

W.

Ouillian of Enterprise Distributing Corporation,
chairman; financial W. M.
Richardson of Consolidated Film & Supply Company, chairman; activities, Mrs.
Anna Sessions of Goldwyn, chairman;
women workers, G. J. Dureau, Jr., of
Saenger Company, chairman; children's
matinees, Ben J. Piazza of the Orpheum,

chairman; Hoover dolls, Leroy F. Newof the New Orleans Item, chairman.

myer

»

*

Because of other campaigns recently
on behalf of charitable institutions the
motion picture and allied interests faced
a task in carrying an effective appeal to
the people of the New Orleans territory.
Also, there had been numerous complaints on poster and publicity abuses of
previous drives. This made it advisable
to confine all activities as closely as possible to the screens and stages.
Only
two open-air attractions were held.

of the outdoor performances was
participated in by musicians and vaudeville actors and Eddie Polo, Universal
serial star.
Although this primarily was
a publicity stunt, occasion was taken to
collect funds.
The other open-air attraction was a baseball game between the
Pathe exchange team and the Mexican
Petroleum Company's semi-pros.
Will
Rogers and June Elvidge attended the

game.
Children's forenoon matinees, participated in by theatres throughout the ter-

were features of the campaign.
Exchanges furnished film gratis.
No
specified price was charged at the box
ritory,

admittance being granted
person contributing to the fund.
offices,

*

*

the

*

Permission was granted to put cards in
the street cars operated by the New

A CUBIST PLAY REACHES THE SCREEN

1921

2,

Company and
The Cumberland

Light

posters on their poles.

One

New

ship

II

Orleans Railway

TWOFOLD
in

DRS

Fraternizes Film

Men Aid

for the Starving

I

Allied Interests in South

$26,000

Raising

XHIB T

Company

also

granted

like-

permission.
The slogan of the campaign, conceived
by Chairman Newmyer of the Hoover
doll committee, was "Every Ten
Saves a Young Tot."

The

Spot

of the campaign
was the Midnight Frolic staged by
Joseph Gorham at the Gruncwald Cave.
The Cave Dwellers' Revue and talent
from the Orpheum, Palace and Louisiana
theatres were on the program, which had
as a headliner Wesley (Freckles) Barry,
the Marshall N'eilan star.
Clarence Bennett, whose theatre presents a colored
troupe exclusively for members of their
own race, gave a midnight matinee for
white persons.

event

brilliant

Plan Motion Pictures
Of Directors Dance
Film Will Be Exhibited During
The Entertainment at
Hotel Astor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, March

—

22.
A novelty
be filmed and projected at the third annual Motion Picture
Directors Association ball at the Astor

motion picture

hotel on

April

will

2.

Plans Are Completed

have

Plans

stunt by the

been completed for the
committee on arrangements

and entertainment.
During the dancing, before supper, and
after the brilliant gathering has assembled, a motion picture camera will be
put into action and lengthy footage taken
of the participants. There will be sufficient
film used to include everybody
present and then, the rush will start.

The film will be dispatched with all possible speed to a laboratory, prepared for
projection and returned to the Astor.
Will Screen Picture

The dancers then

will have an opporthemselves as others
Some of the guests, not actively connected with pictures, probably
will experience their first appearance before a motion picture camera, and many
will enjoy the thrill of seeing themselves

tunity of
sec them.

seeing

for the first time,

upon the screen.

The gathering which will be
composed of screen and

the
stage

in

main

celebrities and players will offer such
material as a camera has never before
been afforded at one time. The rapid
fire "stunt" promises to be of great interest and is already being widely dis-

cussed.

Many

other great novelties have

been planned.

Jay-El-Es Adds

Houses

Two

to Its

Chain

Following closely upon the announcement that it had purchased the Star the-

Madison

street, Chicago, Jones,
Schaefer admitted that the negotiations for the purchase of another
Madison street theatre had been completed and the deal would be announced

atre

in

Linick

Warner Kraunss
presented by
see page 42.

in a scene from "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," a new European film
York City. For story
S. L. Rothafel at the Capitol theatre,

New

&

within thirty days.
It is the fifth theatre inside the Chicago
"loop" district purchased by the company within the last six weeks and brings
their total holdings in the "loop" to
eleven theatres.

A
April
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Elected President
of League in West Virginia
Is

Quota to National Treasury Is Over-Subscribed at
Enthusiastic Convention of Theatre Men
Held at Charleston
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CHARLESTON. W.

YA.. March 22.— West Virginia exhibitors have
joined forces with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
At a convention held here last week theatre men of the state organized an official unit of the M. P. T. O. A. and oversubscribed the state's
quota to the national treasury.
Carrier

Named

Secretary of Organization

For president the exhibitors chose F. G. Smoot of Parkersburg. Other
officers are first vice-president. M. A. Sybert. Moundsville second vicepresident, C. E. Tipton. Huntington: third vice-president. Edward Cullen.
Welch fourth vice-president. W. C. Brown. Blueheld secretary. James A.
Carrier, Charleston, and treasurer, H. H. Robey, Spencer.
;

:

On the legislative committee are the
following theatre men:
T. L. Kearse.
James A. Carrier. M. M. Wear and F. A.

SID SMITH

Who has just signed a long term contract to
appear in the
B. C. Hallroom Boys Comedies

C

Johnston and Hood
Form Actors Agency
Company

Also Will Establish

Publicity Bureau in

New York
(From

Staff

Correspondent)

NEW YORK,

March
22.—Alfred
Cheney Johnston and James Hood Macfarland

have

farland. Inc.,

organized Johnston-Macwith offices at 67-69 West

Forty-sixth street. They will act as managers and representatives of actresses and
actors and will establish a publicity
bureau.
This new enterprise will not interfere
with Mr. Johnston's photographic work,
as the business will be in charge of Mr.
Mactarland.

Plan Other Activities
publicity bureau will be in the
hands of competent men. Other activities of this new corporation will include
that of booking agents and play brokers.
Mr. Johnston is well known for his

The

portrait and still photography.
His skill
in the selection of types has been called

on many times by producers. His knowledge of motion picture production has
been gained through close association
with famous directors.

Photographed

Dwan

Stills

He recently returned from the coast,
where he was engaged for a time making
stills for Allan Dwan's forthcoming production. "The Perfect Crime." and making portraits of the coast stars.
Mr. Macfarland recently resigned

from

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, with
which he had been associated for the
past six years in the publicity and advertising, distribution and production departments.
He has handled publicity for
many famous stars, including Billie
Burke. Mae Murray, Dorothy Dalton.
Thomas Meighan, Irene Castle. Mary
Miles Minter and others.

Will Build S. F. Theatre
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL. — Joseph
Bauer

of the
chased a lot
fornia street

Wigwam

:

theatre has puron the north side of Caliand will build a theatre
with capacity of 3.000.

McGrew.

all

from

this city.

State Well Represented
The state was well represented at the
convention, which was addressed by
Samuel I. Berman. representing the national league.
Mr. Berman traced the
progress of exhibitor organization, declaring that it was the vital need of the
independent theatre man of today.
First on the program of the new organization is combating the menace of
adverse legislation.
Plans are well formulated and it is predicted the state will
win out over the reformers.

Many in Attendance
Attending the convention were: C. L.
Andrews. Charleston: C. G. Brecker,
Charleston; M. A. Boland. Hinton; U. A.
Clay. Raleigh: E. W. Cullen. Welch: Edward
rier,

Charleston; James CarCharleston: William Clemens, LaCarrier.

J. F. Diebert. Boomer; M. C. Duncan, Charleston; S. Gallas. Wheeling:
F. C. Smoot, Parkersburg; R. Wilson.
M. A. Svbert. Moundsville: James Yelas.
Wheeling; J. C. Keith. Jodie: H. H.
Robev. Spencer; D. Shiarella. Charleston:
R. B. Holmes. Raleigh; F. A. McGrew.
Charleston: M. F. Parkhurst. Charleston: Patrick Francis Liddy. Charleston:
J. H. Spencer. Winding Gulf: C. E. Tipton, Huntington: Martin Littke. Charleston: J. A. Page. Decold; C. D. Hager.

rado;

Madison: Frank Worth. Amhurstdale:
H. N. Slush. Whitesville: M. M. Wear.
Charleston: J. H. Soloman. Clarksburg:
T. L. Kearse. Charleston: A. M. Stone.
Mt. Hope.

Plan Demonstration
Against Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCHESTER.

the motion picture business, the legislature finally killed the one remaining bill
and placed its stamp of disapproval on
the efforts of reformers to dictate what
pictures shall be shown in the state.
Legislators expressed themselves as believing present
laws against obscene
literature and pictures sufficient to regulate the motion pictures.

Second Pola Negri Film
Opens in N. Y. in May
(From

NEW

Staff

Correspondent)

YORKi

22—;Gypsy

March

Love." the second of the First National
features starring Pola Negri, will open
in New York at the Strand theatre the
second week in May. The picture is a
version of '"Carmen" and was directed

by

Hans

Lubitsch.

who

directed

also

"Passion."

Report Lehrman to
Return to Fox Lot
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. March

stood that

22.— It

Henry Lehrman

is

will

underreturn

the
former position as head
Sunshine comedy organization. The Fox
office states that such negotiations have
not been entirely settled. Lehrman has
completed his contract with First Naof

his

to

tional.

Free Sunday Pictures
In Atlanta, Ga., Loses
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA.

—

N. Y.. March 22.
big demonstration against censorship is
planned as one of the features at the convention of the exhibitors of New York
to be held here on April 5, 8 and 7. Another feature will be the visit by delegates to the Eastman plant here.
The largest delegation in history :s
expected to attend the three-day meeting.

March 22.—The
GA..
have free Sunday motion picAuditorium have been
the
dropped.
Councilman C. E. Buchanan,
who introduced the measure, withdrew
efforts to
tures at

when representatives of
other organizations protested against the plan.
his

resolution

churches

and

Plan Residential House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Regulatory Measures
Are Killed in Indiana
(From

Staff Correspondent)

INDIANAPOLIS.

IND.. March 22.—

After a contest that lasted up to the end

LOS ANGELES. March

22.—Gore

Brothers. Ramish and Sol Lesser, have
completed plans for the erection of a
beautiful residential theatre in Western
avenue,
between
Third
and Fourth
streets.
The house will be given all the

of the legislative session and in which
modern equipment and appointments that
five censorship and penalizing bills were
have made the downtown theatres so atintroduced with the intent of controlling tractive.

i
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Used

Settings

Mood and

ITO

RS

at

Capitol

J

E R

I

ALD

D eparture

Radical

Impressionistic

1!

I

Shown

Film to Be
Is

II

Rothafel has secured for the Capitol theatre for the week of April :i.
The unusual character of the production has a
hearing on three distinct fields that of
motion picture production, modern art
and modern music.
Using as its theme the story of a Dr.

—

Caligari who traveled among the villages
of Italy with a somnambulist over whom
he had a sinister control, it is claimed
that the intense atmosphere and sustained interest has been carried through
the production in a manner equaled only
in the tales of mystery and terror of Ed*

*

*

which caused

a sensation in
not unlike many American
the technique of its continuity.
in the use of the impressionistic
It
is
settings to interpret and intensify the
mood and action that the radical departure is made.
"The characterization of the principals
is
accomplished with a masterful technique that leave- an impression never to

Europe

films

is

in

sinister Dr.
Caligari, without resorting to theatrical
display, succeeds in creating a character
of unexplainable fascination.
The part
of Ccsare, the somnambulist, is one of
unique and gripping possibilities and in
it- intensity and the tragic horror of its

suffering has
the screen.

tails
S.

A.

*

»

paralleled

on

*
is

an

important
of a screen

tactor in the presentation
production, and in this respect the introduction and development of music in the
film world ha- been due to a large extent
to the pioneer work of S. L. Rothafel.

opens a new avenue of
leader of exhibitors.
The
spirit of modern art is applied for the
first
time to the screen.
The logical
question here presents itself.
not
modern music in the presentation?
"The orchestra of Straus-, striking,
shimmering, biting tones in high and brilliant tints: the music of Moussorgsky
rising from a soil that descends downward through all times and ages; the
luminous phrases and limpid chords of
Debussy will be brought for the first time
to the temple of the motion picture by its
high priest. Dr. Rothafel."
'Dr.

Caligari'

music to

this

[For

illui

tration see page

«•]

that

"Over the

Hill,"

Fox

an-

production.

to open
Washington on

scheduled

is

Garrick theatre

at the

'.'J.—

feature

its

in

March

87 and

ceum.

Prints will be sent to other citic-

Italtimore at

in

the

Ly-

shortly.

Despite the opening of the feature ir.
cities, the New York run of the

other

picture at the Broadhurst theatre will
continue.
The picture already has had
a run of seven months on Broadway.
Fox announces that the demand for
the picture prompted the decision to open
in other cities while the feature was -till
playing to capacity on Broadway.
I'lans are under way to make the out-

with

the

earned

showings commensuratr
importance that the film has

York

of-Xew
in

the metropolis,

where

it

still

is

drawing big audiences.

J.

Gordon Edwards
Going to England
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. March 22.— I. Gordon

who recently finished "The
of Sheba." will sail for England
April <i for a month's sojourn in England and mi the Continent.
Edwards,

Queen

March 22.— No

dehere of the

of the reported merger
Lynch and C. D. Cooley interests

have been announced. At present Lynch
controls three- houses here the Grand,
Alcazar and Prince.
Cooky, president

—

of the state exhibitors' organization,
the Victory and Strand.

owns

The Chicago Tribune, in a recent issue, published a laudatory editorial
on Mack Sennett's latest feature length comedy, "The Small Town Idol."
which is published by Associated Producers. The editorial, published under
the heading of "Sennett's Best Is the Best," follows:
"When

Charley Chaplin ran a nail in
was as had as if Heifetz had
lost a finger and it led us to hope that
Mack Sennett's title writer will persuade
his boss to be very careful in crossing
the street. Casualties involving Sennett
and Chaplin involve national resource?,
and if Chaplin is careless we hope Sennett will be careful. If we ever lose one
of them it will be bad. no matter which
his foot

it

it

is. and we prefer it is not Sennett.
'When he touches high, as he does

in

'The Small Town Idol.'
is
it
as high as Chaplin and Sennett
works all the time. He produces. His is
a Niagara of production, almost like the
flood that Dickens used to release.
his latest release.

*

*

*

"To name the classics of moving picture comedy would be to name at once
three of Chaplin and at least five of Sen-

Chaplin was only half developed in
Carmen.' but he reached his peak in
'Shoulder Arms.' 'Easy Street' and 'The
Kid.' Sennett was on his heights with
'I'ncle Tom's Cabin.' 'Salome vs. Shenandoah.' 'Married
Life,'
'Love, Honor
and Behave.' and now in 'The Small
Town Idol' he has his head wrapped in a
nett.

cloud.

"He

GRACE DARLING
In a scene

YORK. March

"Tribune" Boosts Sennett Picture

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FLA.,

been

rarely

"The musical score

Lynch and Cooley
Merger Reported
TAMPA,

"The

theatre.

Why

gar Allan Poe.
film

Capitol

Long

{Stciiat to Exhibitors Herald

NEW

the

Is

New York Run

Intensify

be forgotten," says the announcement of

March 32.—Rarely has
motion picture production, foreign
or domestic, created so great an interest
in advance of its presentation as "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." which S. L.

However,

Production,

nounces

a
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Open

Action of Picture
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Hill" Is to
in Other Cities
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"Over the
Fox

and

Interpret

to

April

from "Every Man's Price,"

first J.

W.

Film Corporation's production, made by Burton
King.

has no trouble

in

running

in

com-

petition with Chaplin right at this minute
when Charles is at his best in 'The Kid.'
are half inclined to say that 'The

We

Small

Town

picture

Idol'

is

ever made.

moving
For some time we

the greatest

have been convinced that
would take D. VV. Griffith

if

Sennett

as George
a romance
and josh D. W. within an inch of his life,
the United States would laugh so that

Cohan takes

a

melodrama or

Europe would hear
*

"He

it.

»

*

within an inch or so of doing
that very thing in 'The Small Town Idol.'
but what he needs as a basis is the honest
to goodness production of Mr. Griffith to
begin on. There's 'Way Down Rast' if
Sennett has no scenario handy. This is
just a suggestion to a man who seems
to need none.
"The cussed censor has done something
is

to 'The Small Town Tdol.' It may have
been inevitable. When Sennett uses all of
his girls for scenic effect a censor is
likely to think that something must be
done about it and so thinking do it.
"A censor who would touch this picture
would take a whitewash brush to Raphael
but some one must have had the heart to
do it. Sennett was going strong with a
Babylonian scene which filled one of our
ambitions or would have filled it. That
ambition was to have Sennett take Griffith's 'Fall of Babylon' and join to it the
scene in Salome where the bird drowns
out the debacle by uosetting the water
tank. You remember the scene. 'My Mistake.'

"

—
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"Heart of Maryland" a Fine Achievement
Vitagraph's Screen Dramatization of David Belasco's
Stage Success Should Prove a Distinct Hi t. In
Settings, Lighting Effects, Costumes and Backgrounds Shows Exceptional Care. Fine Cast
Headed by Catherine Calvert. Tom Terriss Directed

ABANDONING
nicalities that

the

trite

W

—

Two

—

humor

The Cast

W

of the Civil
ar boresome to an extreme by long drawn out battle scenes,
galloping horses and pursuing troops,
and long shots of historic personages,
Yitagraph's version of the famed
Belasco stage play. The Heart of
Maryland," employs only those elements making the artistic, permanently-interesting screen feature.
Romance and history have been
deftly woven with the result that the
completed pictorial canvas stands as
one of the superior achievements of
current motion picture history.
It is
a picture that carries as much entertainment value and interest upon a
second viewing as with the first
criterion enough of its worth.
The picture patronage has made it
known universally that present times
are not far enough removed from the
orld War to give a chance to any
features laying the stress upon that
conflict that this one does upon the
War of the Rebellion. With the Civil
War it is different. Its perspective
has glorified its romance and sentiment and made it perennially popular
material for the screen.
There is
always a generation coming on to be
instructed in the historical events
surrounding its era. The picture that
can meet this need and at the same
time offer the amount of real entertainment
value
wholesome and
spirited
that this one does, has success assured for it.

A

being a spy.

tech-

have made pictures

Maryland Calvert
Alan Kendrlck
Lloyd Calvert

Bob

Catherine Calvert

Crane Wilbur
William Collier. Jr.

is

relieving touch

employed

effectively

to

of

make

the proper contrasts in the character
of the old colored servant employed
about "The Lilacs," the Calvert plan-

Telfair

tation.

*

Tom Boone

The public has been educated to
appreciate the difference in the degree
of screen mechanics with which pictures are now handled. They will find
much to praise herewith from the
technical viewpoint alone.
The lighting is exquisite and photography

charming.

The patronage

is

also in-

matter of plot strength
will enjoy the intricacies of the

telligent in the

and

it

one employed in this feature. It is
many-sided, and commands close attention to follow it.
But it is made
to proceed smoothly and rapidly and
without the least confusion.
It is reasonable to believe that the
picture took six months in the making.
Details have been given careful attention and the restored buildings,
uniforms and costumes that are

claimed to have come from Southern
sacred keeping for use in the picture,
lend

The

and charming touch.
backgrounds in the Southern

it

*

*

...Warner Richmond

realistic

country are beautiful.
There are a number of thrills that
importantly
heroine's
include
the
swinging from a bell clapper in a belfry to save the life of her lover whose
life is threatened, he being accused of

Maryland, the character taken by
Catherine Calvert, is a Southern
beauty and her sweetheart marches
rebel
army
of
the
the
with
North.
Her brother is a Southern
soldier and through him she acquires
valuable information regarding the
movements of enemy troops, which
she imparts to her lover. He, in turn,
without realizing until later that he
has misused the confidence, broken
only to save himself, suffers through
a situation that entangles the trio,
another soldier who is in love with
Maryland, and a rascally traitor.
Miss Calvert scores in character
roles of this sort and she is engaging
in

even,-

way

Maryland

as

Calvert.

her able support and
the role of the brother is carried capOthers
ably by William Collier. Jr.
of the cast are Felix Krembs. Ben
Lyon, Bernard Siegel, Henry Hallam,

Crane Wilbur

Warner

is

Richmond

and

Victoria

White.

The

picture

duction and
compliment.

is

a

Tom

Terriss pro-

director is entitled to
It offers unlimited exploitation possibilities that will have
the added value of being seasonable
around the time of the oatriotic holidavs.— I. F. D.
its

dramatic incidents from "The Heart of Maryland," Vitagraph's screen adaptation of David Belasco's successful stage play.

!
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MADGE MAKES A CLOSE STUDY OF MAN

Madge Kennedy

in

latest feature written

Hold That Unusual
Productions Justify Increase
of Admission at Box Office
Exhibitors

U

BIG

productions justify an increase in admission prices?
The number of times this question has

T"\

(

)

been asked of late

legion.

is

pictures, pictures that. cost

more

in

How

are the

coping

rentals, are

tin

luusual
exhibitor

becoming numerous.

exhibitors of the country

with this

situation"'

While there are many theatre men who
believe

that

big

productions

warrant

higher admission prices, these same

men

are maintaining a standard price at the

box

office

On

regardless of rentals.

the other hand are the exhibitors

who

see a justification in higher admission prices and follow out this policy.
In the former case, exhibitors have
special reasons of policy for showing the
unusual picture at the regular price of
admission. These theatre men, however,
look forward to the day when increased
prices will prevail for meritorious productions.
*

*

By far the greater number of exhibitors are charging an increase over their
regular scale for such productions as
starring Pola Negri; D. W.
production of "Way Down
East." "Kismet," with Otis Skinner, and
already have decided upon enhanced admissions for the remainder of the First
National "Big Five" and other announced
productions that have in themselves an
extra entertainment value over the ordinary publications. These exhibitors report that their patrons are satisfied with
the extra pleasure they get for the extra
money they pay.
Nathan Robbins, president of Robbins

"Passion,"
Griffith's

Amusement

Company,

regular following upon which it depends,
such as the Carroll.
It is a fact thai
producers are exerting themselves to
put out a higher standard of art and are
expending larger sums on individual pictures than ever before.
Because of these
facts they must get more for the rentals.
"But, in our case, and I believe it is
the plight of every exhibitor operating a
small house with an established 33 cents
This is more than our
for admissions.
regular prices a year ago, when 28 cents
was top. When we started showing First
National attractions we felt justified in increasing our prices, as the average film
released through this organization was
much better than what we had been getting.
There "were some faultfinders at
that time, but they have gradually fallen
in line and become steady patrons, due to
the fact that it has dawned upon them
that the pictures were better and worth
it."
But it was a long time before our
patrons became reconciled to the higher
price.
*

which

controls
three theatres in the Mohawk Valley,
New York state, and Cliff A. Carroll,
owner and manager of the Carroll theatre, Rome, N. Y., are two exhibitors who

maintain a standard scale of admission in
spite of their belief that a "-imber of
pictures offered the exhibitor today warrant increased prices.
."It is a sure thing that big features
command a higher scale of
should
prices," says Mr. Carroll, "but you cannot get them at a theatre which has a

*

*

question

ask

as to
whether patrons who see the best productions at a 33-cent top are satisfied
to pay that price for ordinary attractions.
The Carroll theatre patrons are. Our
patrons, and I believe they are the same
as the regular patrons of any neighborhood or small town theatre, take fair,
good and excellent shows as they come
and if the general average is worth the
price of admission they are satisfied."
Mr. Robbins maintains the standard
price of admission because of the advertising value he believes there is in
showing big productions at no advance
The Avon, in Utica, N. Y., the
in price.
"It

is

a

fair

to

GOLDWYN PLAY

IN THIS

two scenes from "O, Mary, Be Careful" her

PRICES
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first-run house under Mr. Robbins' management, has built up its patronage with

slogan of "The Best Pictures at
Moderate Prices." and it is the advertising value of demonstrating this that Mr.
Robbins feels compensates him for the

money
better

shown

made when

a big feature

is

The exhibitors, however, who have
adopted the advance price policy are of
the opinion that the question of the
justification for the higher prices can be
That is,
safely left to theatre patrons.
that the public will willingly pay more

is obviously
ordinary attractions
the ordinary prices.

to sec a picture that

than
at

the

More Theatres Would
Aid English Industry
Famous Player
High

Cost

Official

of

Says

Building

Presents Obstacle
One of the greatest boons that can
come to the motion picture industry of
Great Britain would be the

lifting of the

embargo on theatre building, according
to Major W. H. Burdon Evans, a direcI'laycrs-Lasky British
of Famous
Producers, Ltd., who has just completed
a visit of ten days at the home office of
tor

Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation.
In company with Col. S. Williamson,
general manager of the Cambrian railroad of Fngland, Major Evans came to

New' York cm March 7, for a brief holiThe two returned home on the
Caronia which sailed on March 1<».
Need More Theatres
"What we need in Great Britain more
day.

than anything else at the present time is
more theatres," he said, "theatres of the
type of your Rivoli and Rialto. Once
we have theatres of this type, the spirit
of competition will be more evident in
showmanship, and the pictures will be
The
given much better presentation.
government embargo on luxury building
is not the only obstacle confronting our
industry at the present time, as the high
cost of building is a most serious problem.
"Building costs are 200 and 300 per
cent higher than they were during the
pre-war days, and, unless these costs
drop in the near future, theatre building
operations will be slow in getting under
way once the government restrictions
are removed.

the

smaller profit
run.

by George Weston

Comments on
"I

U.

have been amazed

Long

S.

Studio

at the

magnitude

Island studio in which ParaIt
pictures are produced.
has
been an inspiration to inspect the workings of such an efficiently operated studio, inasmuch as there is nothing like it
in Europe with the possible exception
of the studio operated at Islington by
Famous Players-Lasky British Producers, Ltd.
of the

mount

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
The Price
THE

Success

of

EXPLOITATION XEWS OF ANY PERIOD

constitutes the most accurate available record of existing
theatre thought and tendency. Essentially a chronicle of
success, it is a guide of infinite value to the practical exhibitor.
The degree in which he is familiar with and influenced by contemporary practice is almost invariably the measure of his

prosperity.

Succeeding pages of this department carry illustrated accounts of exploitation endeavors in behalf of current attracnote of practicality dominates the mass of material
tions.

A

presented.

Read these pages from that viewpoint. Mentally calculate the money cost of each stunt employed.
Estimate at the
same time the amount of work involved. Note that in each
case the financial outlay figures less importantly than the cost
Learn that expense is necessary,
in thought, time and labor.
a fact worth knowing, and the immensely more important fact
that tcork is essential!

OF THE EXTRAREAD
crdinary exploitation works
F. Jackson
and George
J.
Schmidt. Atlanta, Ga., exhibitors,
in behalf of "Hush" and "Outside

of

the

Law.''

A

inconsiderable
represented
in each, yet the quality of the
product is obviously due in greater
degree to the amount of thought
and effort put forth. Exploitation
of the best type is the total result
of combining necessary and essennot

money expenditure

tial

entertainment.
Exhibitors
but
recently discovered that such a
label was practical assurance of a
well satisfied audience.
Mr. Metzger is "up to the minute" in theatre thought.

is

factors.

THE PAGE AND ExTURN
amine new Paramount posters
designed after a consultation of experts in advertising art and salesmanship.
Good paper, all of it.
due to the thought which preceded
actual beginning of work.
Expert
counsel is expensive, but expert
advice applied is of permanent
value.

FRAXK

a bizarre and decidedly attractive
lobby for "Blind Wives." a picture
in keeping.
Great expense and
great effort involved.
Played as
a
special
attraction
and given
special exploitation. Logical showmanship and therefore undoubtedly
successful.

W

of

the

Majestic

theatre.

Kalamazoo, Mich., contributes the
first

window

exploitation for

"The

Kid." a picture reported so successful as to be understandably rated

Modern exhibitors
pictures thus today,
figuring that the best drawing picture mav be made to draw better.
Mr. Mitchell is a modern exhibitor.
self-sufficient.

XEXT PAGE SHOWS
means

employed by E.
Metzger, Creston. Ia.. exhibitor, to
unmistakably
label
"Wet and
Warmer." First Xational comedy
given feature position, as slapstick
comedy. An inexpensive means, as
concerns money, but showing
thought put forth to attract patrons
especially well disposed to comedy

result of thought

and

study.

W

A'TASSIOX"

XDO

I

W

display in Hamilton, O., was
made extraordinarily effective by
reason of card copy conceived after
thoughtful deliberation. The money
cost of the window was negligible.
Its success was due almost entirely
to personal effort put forth.

DETROIT,

MICH.,

AXD

TO-

O.. are the scenes of
successful stunt exploitation in beThat achalf of serious drama.
ledo.

complishment

lays
superstition that has

ress.

low another
impeded prog-

Another instance of

logical

reasoning practically applied.

W
HARRYS
mount

I

F

T,

PARA-

exploitation man, obtains window displays by fantastic
interpretation of motion picture
titles.

Thought

expended

upon

shaping the interpretation and time
spent in convincing merchants the
-ole cost of his endeavors.

WEISFEI
EJ.
waukee.

D T, MIL-

Wis.,
presentation
expert, surpasses former efforts in
presenting "Passion.'
elaborately
staged in ever}- section of the
country. A presentation "best" for
a man who has an imposing array
of "bests'' to his credit. Xo "resting on oars'' here.
.

-

GRIFFITH MITCHELL.
•

do not

THE
the

LACEY. MAJESTIC

theatre. Portland. Ore., designs

The

ward,

rate

AMERICAN'

FILM

COM-

pany paper for "Payment
Guaranteed" marks an accomplishment for that concern. Pictorial
appeal

supplants

creditable

step

color

forward

flash.

A

and

up-

IX BRIEF MAY BE
THUS
summarized the exploitation
Every item
news of the week.
shows unmistakably that mental
and physical effort put forth was in
greater degree responsible for results gained than any other factor
In no instance was money arbitrarily withheld, showing general
prevalence of the important knowledge that economy and advertising
"do not mix " The more important
condition shown is likewise general
prevalence of the knowledge that
thought and work are absolutely
essential to profitable theatre advertising.
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Showmanship Suggestions

in the Stills

C MALL

town "fire bells" similar to the
which Eileen Percy is shown
above as the star of "The Tomboy," a
Fox production, are familiar to all. The
type

in

penetrating character of their peal, pro-

A

GREAT
ground

store of childhood recollections

may

duced by vigorous application of a metal
instrument, is veil known. Such a structure in front of any theatre will attract

be brought into the fore-

thought by exhibitors advertising "Peck's Bad Boy," the

of public

Sounded
become the subject

Irving M. Lesser production featuring Jackie Coogan, "the kid" in "The Kid."
The accompanying still is one of many received suggestive of exploitation

attention.

possibilities which are not beyond the resources of the
majority of theatremen.
Amateur theatricals in which "old timers" may
participate, performances sponsored by dramatic clubs, a straightaway comedy
sketch and impersonation of the star by a juvenile who resembles him are
among the obvious stunts that may be employed.

DOLPH KOHN,

manager

department

in

it

will

of

the

of

Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.,
ports to 'What the Picture Did for

intervals,

wide discussion.
An usherette may be detailed to the duty
The "bell" may be found
at no expense.
in any junk yard and the standard represents practically no expenditure.

and presentation

A

at

re-

Me"

regard to "The Highest

Law," Selznick production from which
the above

still

patriotic picture.

Day.

Gave

ters of the

were

taken,

is

"A very

fine

Splendid for Memorial

this as a

program

for

Daugh-

American Revolution and they

all greatly pleased."
The
gests a prologue possibility.

still

sug-

r^iimiiHnniiiiiiiiimntiniinitmiiuiiimi!iiiiiiiiiiiii>iii»ii!iiini<iuiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiii»iiiiiiiiiiiiiiuini

D EALERS

in Oriental furnishings

to cooperate with exhibitors in

and curios have shown marked readiness
presentation and exploitation endeavors.

They are in a position to give important aid in the production of a prologue
"A Tale of Two Worlds," the Goldwyn picture from which the above
still is taken.
The setting shown may be duplicated at little expense if

j

for

proper cooperation

is

imnmiiinimiiniiinuiMiHiininiimiiiiiimiiiiimiiiiiiimiimiiimiimii

j

forthcoming.
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EORGE SCHMIDT, maanger of the Alamo No. 2 theatre, Atlanta, Ga., (left) constructed the lobby display shown for
"Hush," the Equity production, sending out upon the street the novel exploitation figure shown in the central photograph, a melancholy fisherman who replied "Hush" to interrogators. At the right is shown the lobby display of the. Tudor
theatre during the run of "Outside the Law," the Universal production which received characteristic exploitation at the hands
of J. F. Jackson, manager.

Alamo and Tudor

Theatres Prominent in
Atlanta Exhibitors 9 Exploitation Drive

Every exhibitor has employed vigorous

upon

exploitation

such

to

success

a given occasion as to bring into

being

a

determination

to

follow

a

hibitors Herald

show

photographer

staff

the type of advertising that

being done by Atlanta
this time.

showmen

They are proof

is

at

positive of

plan of active advertising consistently

the above statement, though the period

This plan has been fol-

of inactivity which normally precedes
such a period is not indicated in re-

thereafter.

down

loii'ed until the inevitable letting
in

box

returns

office

brought about

.Whether or not such

ports received.

another change of policy, after which
less zvork of this nature was done
until another exceptional campaign
with its attendant success led naturally
to another period of intense industry.
Atlanta, Ga., is currently in a period

a period existed

is less

the

exhibitors

of intense exploitation activity.

Roland at the opening of "The
Avenging Arrow." Pathe serial, at the
Alpha theatre, Atlanta, the story of
which was presented in the last issue
of this publication, has a bearing upon

fact

'

ACCOMPANYING

reproductions
of photographs obtained by an Ex-

utilizing

that

important than
are

now

every means at their com-

mand to produce volume patronage.
The personal appearance of Ruth

the present discussion.

The

lobby

display

and

designed panels used by
son,

manager of

the

J.

Tudor

specially

F. Jacktheatre,

Another view of the Alamo No.
street

for the engagement of "Outside the

Law," Universal production, bespeak
the industry with which Mr. Jackson
conducted his campaign.
Examine
the photographs. Real effort was put
forth in their construction.
Examine also the photographs
showing the novel street work done

by George Schmidt, manager of the
Alamo No. 2 theatre, in behalf of
"Hush."
Clara
Kimball
Young's
Equity production.
In these the exploitation activity which is general in
the city is, perhaps, most clearlv indicated.

faff*

A

'

xrfai

cf

special panel used for "Outside
at the Tudor theatre.

Law"

The

The most unusual stunt recorded is
that of the street fisherman.
He undoubtedly attracted a great deal of
attention. And to those who gathered
about him with inquiry and comment

upon

exploitation

2 theatre
character.

lips he replied. "Hush."
doubtful if the most careful
check could have determined the number of persons who were familiarized
with the title of the picture by this
It

their

i>

means.

Golf in Slow Motion Gets

Much Newspaper
According

Publicity

Educational's publicity
department. "Golf," a single-reel slow
motion picture recently published, has
attracted more attention from the newspapers than any other picture it has put
out in months.
Stories describing the picture and telling of the secrets of play the slow motion
revealed were sent out in advance and
printed by the vast majority of papers
to which it was sent and in many cases
enlarged upon for special articles
to

E
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DeMILLE'S
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~—
Conrad nag el

WOMAN
KNOWS'
wilson

lois

Experts Confer on

Paramount Posters
"pXPEKTS

in

poster preparation were called into con-

sultation by the poster department of

Famous

Players-

Lasky Corp. before Work was started upon the billboard
in behalf of "Chickens," "The
Love Special," "Sentimental Tommy," "What Every
Woman Know s" and "Buried Treasure." current and forthcoming Paramount productions.
representation published

The

results of their deliberations are seen in

accompany-

ing photographic reproductions of one. three, six and twenty-

four sheets which have been issued.

The Paramount move
erly

increasing interest

attention has been

is

in

additional evidence of the prop-

poster

drawn repeatedly

development to
in recent

weeks.

which

The

reproductions are ample proof of the w isdom prompting the
innovation.

JESSE L.LASKV

THOM£SJH.INCE

Douglas MacLean

Wallace Reid (§n
'IthejweSpecial- 5**^

'CHICKENSoXt's

d{paramount

&?td
(picture-

a {paramount

(picture

April
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49

la., gave feature program position to "Wet and Warmer," First Naconstructing his lobby display that none might enter the theatre under misapprehension as to the nature of the principal attraction. Mr. Metzger's novel method of focusing attention upon the essential
comedy phase of the production is shown in detail in another illustration presented herewith.

manager

of the Strand theatre, Creston,

comedy, and took due precaution

tional

•

in

Wet and Warmer" Advertising Campaign
Attracts Comedy Supporters to Theatre
Evidence

not

is

that exhibitors

lacking

prove

to

draw

to

ture length slapstick comedies as such

that

in

that time

insure

to

wholly

the

perpetuation
style

this

of

ment by so advertising individual

thought

would be composed exclu-

manager of

Creston,

the

campaign wholly

ducted, a

in

con-

accord

An unmistakable
"Slapstick

with the principles indicated for the

played

label reading, in effect,

Comedy," prominently

in the

dis-

Strand lobby.

engagement of "Wet and Warmer,"
a First National

feature length

comedy of

less titan

which was given the

terpret

ME

It

the

title

advertising

ducted by

dominating position

The

title is

is

difficult

processes

by

in

every display.

typically a
to

comedy

title.

conceive of mental

which

one

might

as representative of other

But Mr. Metzger did not

campaign conMr. Metzger centered
about the comedy attraction.
"Wet
and Warmer" was the title driven
home in all copy written and the paper
representing that attraction was given
'J

it

than a comedy production.

feature position on the program.
7

part

need not

in-

in

thus making his designa-

is

worth

Too many

exhibitors do not
concern themselves properly in thus
safeguarding their patrons against dis-

Strami

recently

la.,

quality

"Fool proof" advertising
while.

them.
E. Metzger,

The

attendant

tion "fool proof."

sively of patrons favorably disposed to

theatre.

its

cording to the most advanced theatre

at-

tractions of the type that the audiences

attracted

all.

The important point is that the
comedy was plainly labeled as a
comedy.
Mr. Metzger worked ac-

entertain-

of

and

be discussed in this connection.

showmen were urged

desirable,

and

attention-attracting

a

recent issue of this publication.

At

the attention of

prohibition

novel

fantastic nature as

circumstances had in producing this

Considerable

advertising.

their

space zvas devoted to the subject

altogether

certainly of such

portance of properly designating fea-

in

was

passing,

hare realized the im-

ture.

exhibitor.
rely

upon

for identification of the pic-

Me

gave prominent position

in

and a dummy
which must have dispelled any such
delusions as may have existed in the
minds of ticket purchasers. He made
it an absolute impossibility for anyone
his lobby to a barrel

to

enter the

theatre

The slapstick comedy
appointment.
is
an institution prominently concerned in this connection, though not
the only type of entertainment that
deserves attention.
Satisfaction of patrons is the
every
consideration
of
essential

under the im-

pression that the attraction featured

was anything other than it was.
The stunt used, it should lie said

in

Quality of production is not the
determinant of patron satisfac-

sole

tion.

That point

is

important.

The patron who comes

to the theatre expecting to see a certain type of

entertainment is disappointed if he
sees any other type, regardless of the
quality of the production offered.
"Fool proof" advertising protects
the theatre against the unfavorable
comment and loss of patronage which
follows disappointment of patrons.

Use

it.
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Programs
That Pay

"Blind Wives" Stimulant
To Artistic Advertising

The

theatre house organ

is

impor-

tant or unimportant as an advertising

instrument in proportion to the care
or lack of care with which it is prepared. Ideas for improvement are of
great value, each innovation which
increases the reader's interest in the
theatre publication adding indirectly

but surely to the box

The

port.

grams
worth
in

features

here

>ADWAY STRAND,

BR<

-

DETROIT,

MICH.,

publishes

and white

black

four-page

especially

They may be combined

program.

a single

I

various pro-

are

listed

while.

Tl E

office sales re-

of

a

folder,

js7 inches, that ranks high as a
record and a printing ac-

theatre

The

cotnplishment.
plate

is

cover

front

mortised to accommodate

incorporation

of

portraits

star

se-

and comof
page
2 is deprograms.
Half
ing
voted to a masthead under which is
lected in view of current

Frank Lacey, managing director of the Majestic theatre.
Portland, Ore., and producer of some of the finest lobby displays
in exploitation history, constructed the splendid front shown in
accompanying illustrations for the engagement of "Blind Wives,"
the Fox production. It is interesting as indicative of what may
be done by industrious showmen and but slightly less so as
marking a high point in the theatre career of a picture which has
been given artistically bizarre treatment at practically every
showing thus far reported.
Readers will recall readily the many stories and photographs
presented in this department showing the manner in which
exhibitors have advertised this attraction. Assemble them mentally. They constitute a mass of testimony convincingly stamping the production as precedential in its effect upon this type of
theatre endeavor.

given

all

standing data.

half gives

news

tion, briefly

of

The

coming

other

attrac-

and well written. The

third page contains a tabulation of

program, informative,
A cut and descriptive matter relative to the coming week's features occupies the
back page. No advertising carried.
the

current

complete, concise.

THE GARFIELD, CHICAGO,
is

known throughout

the territory

drawing radius for its 224x5*4card board
inch salmon colored

of its

folder,

published consistently over a

period of years.

An

editorial

in

eight lines always occupies the bottom of the first page, below the

house signature slug. The inner
pages carry tabulation of the entertainment of the week, with one line
of description following the title of

each feature, short subjects, etc., following. The short subjects are designated by title as well as by brand
name. Coming attractions listed on

back cover. Folder fits conveniently
in vest pocket or purse, and Charles
Ryan, manager, states that the majority of them find their way to such
destinations each week.

THE NEW

LYRIC, MINNEAP-

OLIS, MINN.,

is

represented by a

April
four

page

-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Sy2

publication,

printed

inches,

x

Sy2

green and

red,

in

Ex-

black upon buff coated stock.

"The Kid" Proves Faith

and a credit

clusively a house organ
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In Theatre Exploitation

The front cover runs
The inner pages
change.
without

to the theatre.

carry institutional data and the current

program

disposed.

accessibly

detail

in

One big announcement,

high class advertisement form,

in
re-

garding next feature attraction occupies back cover. House slogan

"Where

Mean

Artistry

Quality."

THE MADISOX, PEORIA,
ILL., issues a

and

pages

booklet

twelve

of

5x7

inches,

to

drawn by

a

light blue front cover inset with

a

cover,

which attention

is first

signature panel into which

is

porated a cameo pendant.
zation

data,

house

staff,

incor-

Organiorchestra

personnel, coming attractions, current

program and announcements

occupy

that order

in

the

central

space of succeeding pages, adver-

tisements being printed above and
below. From this point on classified
advertising, single lines set between horizontal rules, appear, inter-

vening space being devoted to policy
discussion, a "Pet Theatre Aversion"' contest and closing with an
invitation

with the
listed

to

patrons

to

cooperate

management by answering

questions as to the make-up

programs. Advertisement?
on inside front, inside back
and back cover pages. An excellent
composition and, to all appearances,
a paying one.

of future
in color

THE HOWARD. ATLANTA.
For the first
its style.
of March a four-page folder
with a half page fly leaf was used.

GA., varies

week

A

novel and comprehensive compoone color with one page of

sition in

advertising. The ensuing week saw
publication of an eight-page magazine. 11x15^ inches in black and
white on medium stock. Essentially
an advertising issue, but containing
a great deal of house matter. An excellent job of printing.

THE ELMWOOD. BUFFALO.
publishes a single sheet of
rough, heavy stock which folds neatly
Solid type
in eight pages, pocket size.
composition, with excellent copy carefully set and admirably displayed. An
original descriptive catch-line for each
Institutional paragraph on front
star.
"The end of a percover. Example
fect day— an evening at the playhouse
that presents only the best in filmdom."

N. Y..

:

W.

Griffith Mitchell,

manager

of the Majestic theatre. Kala-

mazoo, Mich., added importantly to the exploitation history of

"The Kid," Charles Chaplin's First National attraction, when he
reported the excellent window displays shown in accompanying
illustrations.
That particular bit of exploitation history is of
exceptional importance to every person in the industry.
Following the immense publicity attendant upon the picture's publication and the glowing reports of its box office performance the exhibitor of yesterday would have abandoned
thought of special advertising in its behalf.
That the exhibitor of today has not done so, has, in fact,
extended himself in its behalf, may be accepted as conclusive
proof that proper recognition of exploitation values is general.
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Appeal Dominant
Force in American Posters

Pictorial

Admirable division of responsibilbetween pictorial appeal, coloration and printed matter are outstandity

billboard
features
of
ing
the
material prepared by the American

Company

indicated it is probable that the observer would be less inclined to read
the printed matter subjoined than as
presented.

At least two lines of that matter
are especially interesting.

for the use of exhibadvertising "Payment Guaranteed," that company's production
featuring Margarita Fisher. Accompanying illustrations show the man
ner in. which this has been accom-

of romance and inadds something to the general information which the observer
has gained of the play in question.
Still no details are given, but the

plished.

made more

Film

itors

Displayed

in

lobby frame, upon

billboard or in store window, the
paper attracts first by reason of its
pictorial content. The table scene
reproduced in the three-sheet shows
exceptional treatment of a not extraordinary situation. By care in
delineation of facial expressions the
artist has endowed the picture with
a meaning the more forceful be-

"A drama

trigue''

general

character of

the

play

is

definite.

"Carefully selected support" is inanother connection.
in

teresting
"All-star

cast"'

would

have

b-;en

A

"Passion" window display which rethe highly essential "second

ceived
"
look

Rialto Card Copy
Focuses Attention
On Window Device

cause not entirely definite. Without
revealing clearly the forces at play,
the impression is imparted that the
characters shown are under mental
stress which they seek to disguise.

Persons

who

looked

once at

the

window display arranged by John
Schwalm. manager of the Rialto the-

Less complex, but equally potent,
the illustration of the one sheet.
Fear, terror, anxiety, a dozen emotions, might be responsible for the
expression which gives life to the
character's face. Were the circumis

Hamilton.

atre.

of

•

Passion."

tion,

lingered

for the advertising

)..

<

I

National produc-

irst

for

"second look"
which advertisers generally strive for

stances responsible therefor plainly

the

but Jes» generally obtain.
tration

presented

The

herewith

illus-

discloses

the reason.
.Mr.

tion

Schwalm gave prominent

in

the

display

to

a

figure

posi-

that

might

have passed without especial
scrutiny under ordinary circumstances
but

was

sufficiently life-like to comclose attention after the passerby had read the sign which was so
placed that none could miss it.

mand

Read the card.
Subordination of copy to pictorial matter is an outstanding characteristic of
paper published by American Film

Company.
written by nine out of ten poster designers, the fact that the term has
long since lost signficance apparently having been realized by comparatively few men in this line of

was

that the star

was there

in

person.

Vet no misrepresentation was made.
The worst charge that can be made
against the advertiser is that of being
guilty of cleverly written copy.

the black and white of photographic reproduction the posters
qualify as excellent. With the added
force of coloration in operation it is
certain that much may be expected
of
them when displayed prominently by exhibitors using the at-

That point is important beyond
surface appearance.
The part which
copy plays in advertising of any character, newspaper, billboard, banner,
etc.. is all too commonly underrated.
In the present instance practically the
entire success of the enterprise depended upon the strength of the copy
It was so strong as to insure a maximum of results from the effort put

traction.

forth.

endeavor
In

Attention attracted and held by facial
expression encounters in natural course
the printed data describing "Payment
Guaranteed," an American production
featuring Margarita Fisher.

i'assersby read it.
They were led
naturally to a second examination of
the figure. The impression, of course,

at this time.
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^CUP

1

1

r
\ i

BROADWflT

STRAND

SUHDBF

CHARACTERS

familiar to all by reason of their appearance in various humorous cartoon strips were represented as occupants of a bus which appeared upon the streets of Detroit, Mich., as a part cf the exploitation for the Broadway Strand
theatre engagement of "The Inside of the Cup." the Paramount production.

Street Stunts

Drama

Exploit
SE

of

"^J
tion,

urally

street

exploita-

which leans nat-

toward the "humor-

ous" classification,

dramatic

with

connection

productions

in

frowned upon

is

by a surprisingly large number of showmen.

street exploitation man employed for the Toledo,
THE
showing of "The Inside of the Cup" was arrested

blocking

traffic,

O..
for

and

This de-

spite conclusive evidence to
!1

in direct

the effect that

proportion to

its

it is

work done
Cup."

in behalf of

Paramount

N

sensationalism.

Illustrations presented herewith
|

lucrative

show

street

"The Inside of

production,

at

the

E

Detroit,

1

Mich., and Toledo. O.

^—

The production is essentially dramatic.
The exploitation used was obviously sensational.
,.

dicate

Attendance reports

marked

success.

»

in

1

both cases in-

EDWARD

ZORN. manager of the Temple theatre, appeared
the Police Station and assumed responsibility for the
reappearance of the prisoner for trial.
at

E

54
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of the merchant display space at his
disposal.

Citizens of both cities, different in

no essential degree from other citizens
of the world and the ages, looked at
the displays presented.

assume
was of

It

is

safe to

that patronage at both theatres

sufficient volume to prove, as
conclusively as if proof were required,
that window exploitation is good ad1

vertising.

Doolittle Accepts

Paramount Post

at
Des Moines Office

Max

whose exploitation

Doolittle,

have been recorded

activities

in

num-

erous stories relative to theatre ac[

Xorthwest and who was

ivity in the

prom n
i

e n

t

Harry

Swift,

window

Paramount exploitation representative, obtained this characteristic
"The Life of the Party" at its Watertown, N. Y., showing.

display for

1

f

head-

ization,

quarters
9

Swift s Window Displays
Result of Concentration
A

writer with the peculiar turn of
that prompts men to delve into
the earth's far corners in search of
information of the type that the man
in the street likes to read but will not
go to the public library to read about
might after diligent application produce an interesting tome devoted enHe
tirely to the subject of windows.
might learn what ancient builder first
provided for light within his crude
dwelling place by making an aperture
in the stone or skin wall thereof. He
might enlarge upon the popularity of
that man's idea and wax enthusiastic
in describing its prompt adaptation

mind

vertising to better than ordinary advantage. • Two of his recent works
are photographically reproduced herewith.

When "Conrad In Quest of His
Youth" was shown at the Avon theSwift was
Utica. X. Y., Mr
present and persuaded a local druggist
to donate his window space to the display which he had in mind.

atre.

When "The

Life of the Party" was
shown at Watertown. X. V., the exploitation man made equally good use

by others.

is

that

men

s,

Minn., has been
exappointed
ploitation representative of
PlayFamous
ers-Lasky Corp.

M«x Doolittle
the DeS
Moines, la., exchange. Mr. Doolittle is well known
throughout thet erritory in which he
will operate and exhibitors of that section have already expressed satisfaction with the first endeavors made in

at

their behalf.

These took definite form when Mr.
Doolittle issued the first of a series of
bulletins setting forth in detail his suggestions for the exploitation of productions in circulation.
"Forbidden
Fruit" was the first of these to receive attention.
of

the

suggestions,

bulletin, gives

"Artificial

did

played so that

from the

from the

an impression of

fruit

can

be

used

to

it

could be easily seen

street or sidewalk.

A

sign

on the Vase could read 'Xow showing
Cecil D. DeMille's latest production
Forbidden Fruit.'
If you have a
marquis in front of the theatre make a
cutout of the twenty-four sheet, using

ing of the centuries the furtive nature
of the act has given way to legitimate
Chief among the causes of
curiosity.
this change has been the use of the
in advertising.

Swift, Paramount exploitation representative at the Albany,
N. Y., exchange, uses windows in ad-

i

good advantage. String the fruit on
wires running across the lobby. A
good stunt would be to construct a
gigantic vase out of lath and cloth,
in which artificial fruit could be dis-

and have continued to look at, into
and through windows. With the pass-

window
Harry

at
1

the general character of the service
rendered.
It follows:

designated as a window.
fact

of

are

Minne a p o

first

primitive history that early man did
not neglect an opportunity to peer into
the interior of his neighbor's home
through the opening not at that time

The important

which

One

In his search he would doubtless
come upon evidence proving conclusively despite the lapse of time and
the furtive nature of the act in its

v

o r
some time with
Finkelstein
t h e
& Ruben organidentified

Mr. Swift's co-operative window display
for "Conrad in Quest of His Youth,"
at Utica, N. Y.

the full illustration placing same on"
the marquis, facing the street.
neatly printed sign could be used
across the bottom with good effect."

A
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players were employed by E. J. Weisfeldt, managing director of the New Strand theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., for the
presentation of "Passion," First National attraction sta/ring Pola Negri. Setting and costuming used are well shown in
A harpist supplied appropriate accompaniment.
the reproduction of a photograph taken while the prologue was in progress.

ELEVEN

Weisfeldt

Presents
"Passion"
P

J.

W EISFELDT,

presenta-

f^'tion artist, whose activities in
this field have figured importantly in the general advance, re-

cently

staged one of the most

elaborate prologues reported to

with

date in connection
sion,"

when

attraction

"Pas-

that First National

opened

at

the

Xew

Strand theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.

The stage setting, one of the
window displays used in advertising

and the lobby as decorated

for the engagement, are

accompanying
They

reflect the

plete

campaign.

shown

in

illustrations.

tone of the com-

Remarkable as has been the
treatment accorded the picture

by exhibitors throughout the na-

C

SPENHAIN'S

DuBarry's toilet articles,
gave window space to a cooperative display which included special
posters identical with those used in the lobby of the New Strand as decoration. Uniformity of appearance and singleness of impression are the
outstanding features of the two displays. The above reproduction of the
two photographs submitted show these qualities with exceptional clarity.
1

department

store,

which

tion, the

Weisfeldt endeavor sur-

sells

passes in

many

respects

previously reported.

those

EX H
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Showing the Trend

Ad vertisingf

of

Activity
inescapable banner carrying
ANused
cooperatively and

the identification copy was
profitably by the Paramount exploitation man in charge of the "Brewster's Millions" engagement at the Starland theatre, Anderson, Ind., a typical example
of Paramount exploitation by adaptation of title.

A SCENE from

"Betty, Be Good," prologue staged by Hugo
Riesenfeld at the Rivoli theatre, New York, in presentation
of Paramount's "The Gilded Lady," a miniature musical comedy
History leads
in which a cast of fifteen players participated.
to the assumption that the Riesen.eld original will be widely
adapted in connection with the attraction.

ANOTHER

"Brewster's Millions" window display obtained
during the Anderson campaign. Washing machines and
player-pianos have little in common. Their use simultaneously
in behalf of a motion picture in which neither figures is
indicative of the wide extension of the advertising field through
title advertising.

A MINIATURE Wild WestLosshow was

staged at Grauman's

Million Dollar theatre,
Angeles, as presentation for
"O'Malley of the Mounted," William S. Hart's Paramount
production. A typical Sid Grauman prologue, simple in conception, excellently staged and undoubtedly effective.

prison wall
the
presently
vogue was applied
THE
exploitation of "Prisoners
Love," Betty Compson's Goldeffect

in

to

of

wyn

production, during its run at Ascher's Merrill theatre,
Milwaukee, Wis., the most prominent position of the theatre
front being used for the display of the cutouts.
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A POSTER

broadside used by the Band Box theatre, Chicago,
advertising the showing of "Lone Hand Wilson,*' Lester
Cuneo's first Capital production.
The Band Box theatre is
located cn Madison Street, one of the two busiest streets in
Chicago's loop district, where flash advertising is used almost
exclusively because of the uncounted thousands of pedestrians
who pass a given pcint daily.
in

P. McCONVILLE. Paramount exploitation repreJOHN
sentative, advertised in Elmira, N. Y.. for a woman "for
street publicity

1

work." "Midsummer Madness

-

'

prospered.

Ill

1

©0OO0
unfinished
placarded
ANeven
more unusual and
structure

"For Sale" was made an
therefore interesting sight by novel

title of T. Hayes Hunter's Goldwyn production
during its engagement at the Granby theatre, Norfolk, Va.
Locaticr, basis and treatment contributed to the novelty of the

addition of the

stunt.

crowd drawn by
A MATINEE
Orpheum
Oklahoma

straight advertising methods
theatre,
City, Okla., during the
of "Black Beauty,"' the Vitagraph production.

to the

showing

A TROPICAL lobby

JOSEPH PLUNKETT.

Revenge

house quartette cf

new

First

display was one of the important items
campaign conducted in behalf of "The
of Tarzan," Goldwyn production, which established a
house record for the Garden theatre. Baltimore, Md.

in the exploitation

managing

cially effective setting for the
'

director, used an espemusical presentation by the

The Old Swimmin' Hole," Charles Ray's

National attraction, at the Strand theatre.

New

York.
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Concord Exhibitor Adopts
Roediger Confidence Copy
L. P. Kestler, proprietor of the Star

!

might

be

reproduced to show what
if a thousand
fold better

N. C, recently devoted the back cover of his house
organ, a neatly printed four page composition on heavy stock, to an adaptation of the "Confidence Copy" used

not to do

some time ago by Charles R. Roediger,
advertising manager of the JensenVon Herberg theatres in Tacoma.

such a composition.

Wash., for the Colonial theatre of that

at

theatre, Concord,

and reprinted
The original and

department.

in this

city

the adaptation

are

Mr. Roediger's copy occupied a two
column space in the lower left hand

Mr.

was

forcefully.

was

carries a note

It

It

was undoubtedly taken

many who

face value by the

its

read

it.

certain in

That they were many is
view of its display and posi-

Mr. Kestler's adaptation of the
copy had proj>ortionate distribution.

from the

selected

CONFIDENCE

of use by other exhibitors,

Mr. Kestler read the reproduction
and the comment in this department.
His use of the copy in his house organ
reflects his judgment and his showmanship sense.
Copy of that type is worth while.
There is too little of it in common

Too many

purpose.

composition

of sincerity and states truths simply,

mass of material received during the
week prior to publication and offered
as excellent policy copy and worthy

use.

its

Roediger's

Tacoma

corner of the front page of a
It

ing instead the occasional composition

which succeeds of

tion.

presented herewith.

newspaper.

purpose were not served by reproduc-

1HK

create*!

linn picture
rnnltriVnrc
i:«

iurl

of a

theatre
t

Portrait of Favorite

Dominates Page of
Portland Newspaper

mothi

i«

among

huild*

patron*.

In (i.ntnrd the management
nf the Star theatre ha» **•
tahli«hed (hi* confidence to

an unuNual

of the attempts to

compose good house copy fall short of
the requirements imposed by reader

• ere

lo*t.

o*e

Iheir

degree.

If

|hi» theatre
.,

f

An enlarged portrait of Anita
Stewart, Louis B. Mayer star, featured in "Harriet and The l'iper,"
First
National
attraction,
completely dominated an entire page of
the Portland Orcgonian when that
production was exhibited at the
Peoples theatre, Portland, Ore. The
Peoples management paid for four
columns.
The reproduction conveys a thoroughly satisfactory impression of
the pictorial strength of the display
Unfortunately the copy appearing
below appears less readable than in
the original. The theatre and distribution organization trade marks
are likewise discounted in the reproduction, but the chief point of
interest is the effect gained by use

Kin

would

!_

Hence, if i- the pollC] of the
Star never to mar the confidence of patron* h)' offrf-

intelligence.

prturc* of inferior qualor by charting
more
than any
film
aubjeet
in
worth.

ify

Examples of worthy attempts

in
1

this field that resulted in publication

of copy which defeated the purpose
of

its

are

writers

They

plentiful.

11

CONFIDENCE

of the portrait.
It

rriBE

J

greatest asiet of a motion

picture

dence

theater

the

is

builds

it

confi-

among

ill

patrcms.

In Tacoma

managements of ffc#
and Strand

tiir

Rialto, Colonial, Victory

Theaters, hai*

this

also

was

widely read.
( Hher exhibitors will use the display
and the copy for their individual purposes, altering it as Mr. Kestler did

so that

it

will

apply to local conditions.

con-

to

tote their alL

Bence,

it is

the policy of the Rialto,

Colonial, Victory
to

It

an unusual degree,
if
were lost, these theaters woall

fident*
this

established

had the same display.

mar

and Strand

natrcr

Hie confidence of patrons

i»v

offering pictures of inferior quolilj
or by charging mart than <jtm/ fUm

subject

is

worth.

"The Turning Point," the title of KathMacDonald's First National attrac-

erine
tion,

suggested

manager

to

Herbert

Johnson,

of the Luna theatre, Lafayette,
Ind., an idea for extending the drawing
territory of his theatre. As a result every
crossroad for miles around the city bears
a sign post reading, "The Turning Point
to the Luna Theatre, the First National
Show House, Lafayette, Indiana."

The scheme is worthy of adaptation in advertising productions featuring stars whose local popularityis such as to warrant use of similar
space. That same popularity is the
second important reason for the
effectiveness of the stunt.
The enlargement of the portrait
is the chief item of expense, a not
The suprohibitive consideration.
periority of the effect gained over
that which might have been obtained by use of type matter, however well written or displayed, is

obviously

sufficient

tion for the idea.

recommenda-
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and Ruben

Finkelstein

STUNTS

Chain Adopts Insignia
CHARLES

BRADLEY,

of

rector

Ruben

and

Finkelstein

the

and advertising

publicity

di-

theatres

in

Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., has designed trade marks
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The house organ of the Palace theatre, HamilO., managed by Fred S. Meyer, recently
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mark should be remembered.
Wise exhibitors therefore make
certain that their trade marks will
be remembered by making certain
trade

made

typographical error

slight
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Marblehead, O.,
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is

Auditorium theatre, has
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also proprietor of the

|

elaborated upon the original

|

stunt, raising

|

During the

important.

circle

Tom

carried a crimson insert calling attention to a

The Bradley compositions have in their favor simplicity, legibility and printability.
The latter is especially

the

and

|

theatres in the public prints.

It is less difficult to

Dinty, Micky

:

Wes' Barry, Colleen Moore, Pat O'Mal-

|

represent

to

electric

favor should

do nQt attach proper importance to
the character of the symbols which
they

names

The

Yet the newsnation

clearly that theatre

Chicago neighborhood house.

I

desirable

in excess of seating ca-
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its

not be necessary.
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to the level of a civic enterprise.

it
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first

in April all theatres in the

admission tickets for rat and mouse

f

city will give

|

tails

|

Lakeside and Danbury citizens and theatre

|

cooperating

brought

from any part of the county,

in

in the
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men

work.
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that they are not too involved, too

A

be easily remembered.

intricate, to

ter set in Pabst,

9.

read mat-

It is less difficult to

Bookman. Century

and other type fonts

in

common

faces.

and other more ornate
Trade marks should, obviously, resemble

to

a

certain degree the readable fonts.
Printability

A

number

is

a matter of but slightly less importance.

of theatres are represented in the newspapers

of the day by well

drawn advertisements, obviously
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Dallas, Tex., for three days because of a

effect.

banner carrying the words, "Go

|

On

|

the words,

|

sign.

At

|

tired

appeared upon the

1

opening of the Associated Exhibitors production

|

at the theatre

is of such complex design, made up of such
and involved construction as to appear little more

than a blot unless the printing

Mr.

Ruben

Bradley's

theatres

seem

is

of extraordinary quality.

compositions
to

Finkelstein

for

They should print
and can be read at a glance

of these shortcomings in view.

are essentially simple
distance.

They

illustrate concretely the points

Other exhibitors designing trade marks
keep the Finkelstein and Ruben designs

in

will

mentioned.

do well

mind.

to

this

time four juveniles similarly atstreets,

marking the

named.
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Elgin,

to the Devil."

also appeared with

"At Foye's theatre," added to the

%
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$
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paper spread to that city when he published
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organized

double

truck

re-

|

cently a skilfully

|

behalf of "Behold

|

duction, setting a precedent for newspaper ad-

|

vertising in the community.

well,

at a

two days the car
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and

have been drawn with avoidance

the next
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tine lines

huge
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pre-

pared at great expense, above or beneath which the trade
mark, usually a title slug, is introduced to worse than no
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use than matter presented in Old
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Bruce Will Produce
Scenic in Far West
Made in Europe
Be Issued Beginning

Pictures

in

to

April

Robert C. Bruce, who has been making
Scenics Beautiful for Educational Films
Corporation since the formation of the
company, left this week for the Far
West to begin a new series of pictures
which, it is said, will prove a striking
departure from anything that has been
attempted in the outdoor class. Although
exact

the

locations

withheld,

they

will

of
all

the

pictures

be taken

in

is

the

United States.

Made Seven Abroad
Bruce recently returned from Europe
where he made seven pictures in England, Scotland and Switzerland and these
be published starting

will

in

April.

Just

Cuba and Jamaica and the product he made there is
being offered as current issues With the
exception of these pictures his work over
before this trip he visited

period of nearly seven years has been
confined to this country and neighboring
portions of Canada.
According to Educational the constantly increasing demand for singlereel pictures of the highest character will
result in a further specialization in this
line during the next year and the future
and additional time and money will be
given the production of these pictures.
The number of pictures will be governed
strictly by quality, with an average of
one regular, or scries, issue a week and
•pecials from time to time
pictures that
are judged to have unusual box office
worth.
Offer Unusual Film #
a

Marion Davies, star of the cosmopolitan production, "Enchantment," in
signed by Joseph Urban and said to have cost $4,000.

a

boudoir de-

Three Cosmopolitan Features Now
In Production at Eastern Studios
Production of features for CosmopoliProductions is under full swing at
the
International Film studios,
127t!i
street and Second avenue, New York.
The big Harlem studio presents a scene
tan

of great activity, with two big pictures un-

der

way

there and a
Metro studios

at the

third
in

made

being

is

West

Sixty-first

street.

Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan star, is
making "Enchantment," under the direction of Robert G. Vignola, at the Harlem
studio.
Adapted from ihe Cosmopolitan
Magazine story, "Manhandling Ethel."
by Frank R. Adams, "Enchantment"
Miss Davies

presents

pampered

society

haughtiness

is

jealousy

of

in

the

of

role

broken by her love and
a
popular Shakespearean

actor.

Stanley Is

in

Support

Playing opposite Miss Davies

is

For-

Arthur Rankin has a
prominent role, and other members of
the cast are Edith Shayne, Tom Lewis,
Gilbert Rooney, Tom Brown and Emmet
rest

Foy.

Stanley.

The

scenic effects are

all

designed

by Joseph Urban.

Tom
filming

Terriss

is

well into the

"Boomerang

work

of

with Lionel
Barrymore in the title role. Jack Boyle,
author of the "Boston Blackie" stories, is
responsible for the story, which was
written for the screen by Doty Hobart.
Bill,"

Others in the cast are Marguerite Marsh.
Frank Shannon, Matthew Betts, William
Parks. Leslie King. Miriam Battista and
Cora Williams.

Frances Marion Directing
Frances
Marion is directing "Just
Around, the Corner" at the Metro studio.
Begun under the title of "The Superman," this production is a consolidation
by Miss Marion of several of Fannie
Hurst's best stories. In her dual role of
and scenario writer, Miss Marion
is nearing the completion of "Just Around
director

Fannie Hurst.
The photography of "Gct-Rich-OuickWallingford," adapted iro-n the famous
play of George M. Cohan and
George Randolph Chester, has been completed and the final touches are being
put to the editing and titling.
stage

a

whose

favorite,

the Corner," the cast of which comprised
Sigrid Holmquist, Lewis Sargeant, Margaret Sedden, Edward Phillips, Peggy
Rose Rosonova, Fred
Parr, Madame
Thomson and William Nally.
Frank Borzagc, who directed "Humoresque," is preparing to begin filming
on "Back Pay," adapted for the screen
by Frances Marion from the story by

—

One

of the series to be included on the
shortly will be "World Wanderings." These are said to be pictures
of an unusual character, made by a

schedule

French photographer and covering various parts of Furope, Egypt and the Holy
Land. The photography is said to set a

new

standard.
In addition. Educational has on hand
large number of selected Chester Outing pictures and a number of others that

a

Sales Efforts Indicate

"Brunet Month" Is to
Be Biggest for Pathe
Pathe contests, the
branch managers and their
aides are not holding off for a grand
stand finish, but have been flooding the
home office with contracts that added a
perceptible punch to "Brunet Month"
Unlike

previous

competing

during the third week of the competition.
There apparently is an earnest desire
on the part of the various teams to get
their decks cleared for the last week of
the contest, which all the Pathe home
office officials expect to see recorded an unprecedented volume of business in every
department.
The spurt during the third week was so
marked as to make it safe to say that
fully 70 per cent of the thirty-two Pathe
branch offices throughout the country
will better their best previous performances in any four-week period.
March
marks the fourth anniversary of Paul
Brunet as head of the great distributing
organization three as vice-president and

—

general manager, the last as president.

have been bought from independent cameramen and which are declared to be
exceptional.

Flynn Has Two- Year
Contract With Fox
announce that Emmett
young director who directed Mark Twain's "Connecticut Yankee," now running at the Selwyn theatre.

The Fox
Flynn,

J.

offices

the

New York, has been signed on a twoyear contract to direct productions for
the

Fox organizat'on.

Flynn returns soon to California, where
he will start work immediately upon a
production the plans for which have no'
been announced.

Well

Sell

Howells Serial

William Fait, Jr.. directing the sales
of Howells Sales Company, Inc.. which
is

distributing

the

fifteen-episode

serial,

"The Hope Diamond Mystery featuring
Grace Darmond, on the states rights
market, expects to leave in the near future on a trip covering the Middle West
and a part of the South. His first stop
will be Chicago.
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Kohn Announces

Pathe News Shows
Creator of Vesuvius

Third Stage to Be Erected Will Have An Area of
7.000 Square Feet— Facilities Will Be

Many men,

scientists and orditourists,
have risked their
lives in efforts to get a peep into
the terrible mysteries of the everglowing and smoking and frequently erupting, gaping crater of
Vesuvius.
The entire rim of this

fissures, nearly
so dangerous of

of volcanos

is

More Than Doubled
Announcement of important and exconstruction work on Realart's
Hollywood studios was made in Los
Angeles by Morris Kohn. president of
Realart, when he arrived there, on a

of

gashed by deep
always heated and
approach that the

whole region is subject to special
regulations by the Italian government.

from

which

photoVesuvius'

graph the interior of
The Italian government,
however, considering only the dangers involving such an experiment,
continued to refuse the necessary
permit.
Pathe News at length
gained official consent to an attempt, and the entirely successful

crater.

result is shown in the
sue, No. 23.

current

general officers, art director, laboratory
chiefs
and production heads with a

Constructed on Plans
Furnished by English
Writer

from designs furnished by Rudyard Kipling in advance of
his arrival. Director James Young has
started

all

built

shooting

the

first

scenes

construc-

Mr. Kohn.

"Plans are under way to replace the
temporary quarters of our scenario staff,

Places Kipling

sets

immediate

stage," said

—

Story in Production

With

start

third

facilities.

"Two

Sets

a

"This stage will have an area of 7,000
square feet. We will also enclose with
glass our present open stage of 10,000
square feet more than doubling our

modern

Young

will

tion of

.

of

"Without Benefit of Clergy" at the Brunton
studios.
Los Angeles. Randolph
Lewis, the Pathe technical expert who
worked with Kipling in England on the
continuity, has so informed Paul Brunet

office building.

of the largest and

portable

power wagons

amperes

sufficient to

most

efficient

existence are
approaching completion under the direction of Frank E. Garbuth, studio manager. These outfits, driven by 300 horsepower marine motors will give us 2.000
in

handle sixty single

Kliegs.

Proud

"Our

precision

of

Record

machine shop, estab-

to make our Hollywood studios
independent of Eastern factories in case
of breakdown in camera equipment, I
find to be functioning at top speed, giving us a fine mechanical service that

lished

Submit to Tests
Every principal engaged for "Without
Benefit of Clergy" has submitted to tests
in
competition with many contestants.
For the leading female role of Ameera
fifteen capable young picture actresses
were in rivalry with Virginia Faire. the
"Fame and Fortune" prize winner of
three years ago. whose engagement has

been announced.

The part of John Holden. the young
British engineer hero of the famous Kipling story, has not been filled, although
twenty competent leading men have
been tried out. This does not delay production, as many important scenes do

Ameera's mother. Evelyn
Selbie has been engaged. To fill the role
type.

choice

fell

was not difupon Otto Lederer,

and versatile character actor.
British India sets on the big Brunton studio lot are said to owe much of
their fidelity in detail to the J. Lockwood
Kipling (Rudyard's father") collection in
the Kensington, London, museum. The

The Realart

author supplied in drawings and models
the most minute details for all the sets
and native costumes.

by wire.

a

"We

are proud of

Realart's

record,"

—

Trip Covers U.

S.

"Regarding our West Coast personnel,
I
have only the highest praise. Frank
E.
Garbuth, studio manager, has his
affairs competently
in
hand and the
same is true of Elmer Harris, supervising director whose ability is best seen
the finished screen products he is
turning out for Realart."
Mr. Kohn's inspection trip will cover
the United States. Leaving Los Angeles,
he will return to New York by .way of
San Francisco, Portland, Seattle. Minneapolis, St. Paul, Omaha, Chicago. Cincinnati. Cleveland, and Buffalo.
in

Mountan Is Appointed
Arrow Export Manager
David J. Mountan has joined Arrow
Film Corporation as its export manager
and will be stationed in the New York
office.
Mr. Mountan is well known in
export circles, having been foreign manager for Fox Film Corporation and export manager for Robertson-Cole and at
one time manager for the William Steiner
Productions.
For the last few months
he has been in business for himself.

Will Rogers Again

In

44

An

Tramp

Unwilling Hero"

Word comes from William Lord
Wright, in charge of two-reel Westerns
Universal City. Cal.. that Louise Lorraine has been definitely signed to support Jack Perrin. leading man for one
of Universale Western units.
Miss Lorraine has been seen in many
Universal-Century comedies, and played
leading woman for Elmo Lincoln in two
Universal serials. "Elmo the Fearless"
and "The Flaming Disk." She has been
on the screen about two years, having
started with Century Film Corporation,
maker of Century comedies.

at

of the hero's native servant

The

unique

Louise Lorraine Signed
For Universal Westerns

not require the hero's presence.
Evelyn Selbie in Cast
For the laconic, mercenary Hindu old

ficult.

a

Will Rogers fans soon will have an
opportunity to see the star in another
tramp role. It was as a hobo in "Jubilo"
that Rogers made one of his biggest
screen hits. In "An Unwilling Hero" he
is again a "knight of the road."
Rogers, his director. Clarence Badger.
Molly Malone. John Bowers. Darrel
Foss, Jack Curtis. Xick Cogley. Ed
Kimball and the other members of the
cast went to Xew Orleans to photograph
the exterior scenes of the play, as the
action of the O. Henry short story.
"Whistling Dick's Christmas Stocking."
upon which the new Rogers photoplay
was based, took place in and around that
southern citv.

of Pathe.

woman

in

tour of inspection.

Build Third Stage

Personal credit for the achieveis largely due to Dixio Alberini, Pathe News staff cameraman, with headquarters at Rome.
Alberini was more than a year securing his permit.

ment

studio

continued Mr. Kohn. "In a little over a
year we have risen from one star, MarsMiles Minter, to six companies producing thirty-six features a year. And not
only are we producing them they are
being favorably received by exhibitors
everywhere, who are endorsing our policy of capable players in the best stories.

"We

is-

Realart

the

position.

line

to

places

tensive

"Business conditions in the amusement
were never better," declared Mr.
Kohn.
This optimistic statement he
backed with the announcement that
deals had been completed which will
increase the production efficiency of the
West Coast organization by 100 per cent.

Naturally, the perfection of the
airplane some time ago suggested
an adventurous but apparently logical means of gaining a desirable

viewpoint

Realart's Studio

on West Coast Will Be Enlarged

nary

most celebrated
lava and ashes,

61

reliable

The

BEBE DANIELS
pressing the key that caused
^ie cornerstone of the Palace theatre, Dallas.
It
is said to be
Texas, to slide into place.
the first time a cornerstone was actually laid
star,
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"Ince Find of 1921" Contest

April

2,

1921

Is

Staged at Birmingham, Alabama
Following in the wake of the "Ince
Find of 1921" contest staged in Atlanta,
Ga., which terminated successfully several weeks ago, the Ince forces lined up
the Birmingham Age-IIcrald, the Alcazar
theatre of Birmingham, Ala., and the
branch office of Associated Producersi
distributing Thomas H. Ince Productions, for the same contest, with Birmingham as the key center for Alabama.
The contest was tun practically along
the same lines, but with a few changes

meet local conditions. In fact, some
new methods for obtaining additional advertising for "Lying Lips," the latest
Thomas H. Ince production, and its stars,
were launched successfully.
Tie-up with Auto Firms
Tie-ups were effected with the Chandler and Ford automobile agencies, with
Florence Vidor, one of the co-stars,
sponsoring the first mentioned car, and
Margaret Livingston, another prominent
member of the cast, eulogizing the Ford
coupe. The wording on the first read as

to

"

'My Chandler town

car meets every
requirement.' says Florence Vidor, star
of 'Lying Lips,' at the Alcazar this week,"
and the other ad was similar.
Another contest has been started in
Fort Worth, Tex., in which the Fori
Worth Record and the Phillips Egypt
Big space has
theatre are combined.
been obtained in the Fort Worth papers,
and as the Texas Chamber of Commerce
has been bidding for motion picture producers to use Texas as a producing center, the interest is even keener than in
the preceding cities mentioned.

Will

Expand

Activity

As

stated before, the Ince forces are
gradually starting "The Ince Find of
1921" contests throughout the country.

of this

The results of these contests are farreaching in effect, and although they may
not be conducted in the big centers such
as New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, etc..
nevertheless it establishes Thomas H.
Ince, his pictures and stars in every city,
town and hamlet.

"Welcome Children"
Issued This Month
National Exchanges Also Will
Publish Comedies Made

by Drascena
"Welcome

the
Drascena
Children,"
picture which National Fxchanges is distributing,
will
be published prior to

March

27.

Hunter Bennett, vice-president and
general manager of National, declarethat

follows:

aim

fiftv-two key cities being the
staff.

the production, in

his opinion, will
office attrac-

prove one of the best box
tions of the year.

He

classes

it

Choose Lewis Stone
For Special Cast in
John St ah I Picture
Lewis Stone, Barbara Castlcton, WilDesmond and Baby Richard Head-

liam

rick are the principals in the special cast
initial John M. Stahl production, "The Child Thou Gavest Me."
The story is by Perry N. Yekroff.
The Stahl productions will be distributed by Louis B. Mayer through As-ociated First National.

chosen for the

Make

Revised Version of
Beach's "Ne'er Do Well"

A special screening of the revised version of
Rex Beach's photoplay, "The
Ne'er Do Well," was made recently in
New York for Mr. and Mrs.
Robert W. Priest and a party of
the

"Hoffman Month."

as a most

unusual comedy-drama.
One-reel comedies featuring Milbornc
Morante, six of which have been completed by Drascena. also will be distributed by National Exchanges.
National Exchange members are enthusiastic with the reception of Kineto
Review. The first of the series, "Thrills,"
played two weeks at the Mark Strand
theatre, New York. The second subject,
"Emerald Isle." received unusual presentation at the Capitol theatre. New York,
and at the Strand in Brooklyn. These
Subject! are issued weekly.

The party was very

HOFFMAN

M. H.
Vice-president and general manager of Pioneer
who will present a silver loving cup to the
branch showing the largest percentage increase in business during February, which was

Beach,
friends.

enthusiastic

over

production.

A print was immediately sent to Benjamin Friedman of the Friedman Film
Corporation of Minneapolis who bought
the rights to Minnesota, North and South
Dakota. Wisconsin and the Peninsula
of Michigan.

Reelcraft Entering
Feature Film Field
Cropper Verifies Rumor That
Has Been Current
Some Time

for

Reelcraft Pictures Corporation is to
enter the feature field shortly according
to a statement issued by President R. C.
Cropper.
"It is true that Reelcraft Pictures Corporation is going to distribute feature
pictures," says Cropper.
"There have
been so many rumors concerning the
fact that I believe this
lication is necessary.

preliminary veri-

"Reelcraft has been very successful
with the short subjects, and has no intentions of discontinuing the one and
two reel releases. Quite the contrary,
we arc preparing three complete additional units to supply us with short subjects.

"The matter

of securing our features
been a matter of time. When the
news first leaked out that we were g^ing

has

to distribute features, we received pictures from all sources and all countries.
I
might add that we were offered every
kind of picture that human mind could

produce, and after looking at more than
100 we decided that the pictures to suit
our needs would have to be produced
especially

"Two

for us.
feature

producing companies
have been organized for the purpose of
supplying us features. More companies
will be added later in the year until we
expect to have at least two features a
month for distribution through our organization."

Texas Theatres Report
Popularity of Capitals
With

Plan Building of Big
Springfield Playhouse
SPRINGFIELD, ILL.—Peter

BETTY CARPENTER
Playing "Hope"

mount

in

George Fitzmaurice's Para-

picture,

"Experience."

Coutra-

kon and Louis and Gus Kersotas will remodel the First National Bank building
into what is promised to be the city's
most imposing playhouse. It is expected
to seat 1.200.

The

the Royal and

Savoy

builders

now

theatres.

operate

the completion of Fritzi Ridgeway's first series of two-reel Westerns
for Capital, comes news from various
state-righters that these pictures have
proved successful. Among the theatres
showing them are: Best, Dallas; Strand.
Nickel,
Galveston;
Waco; Orpheum,
Fort Worth; Rex. Fort Worth; Princess,
Dallas; Blue Mouse, Fort Worth; Texas,

Houston; Isis. Fort Worth; Star, Housand North Side, Houston.

ton,

.

April

2.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Assigns Phoebe Hunt

1921

Dr. Frank Crane to

Hearst's film interests, to write the
God
for
"The Woman
Changed," the story now appearing in Hearst's Magazine.
The original story of "The

titles

Woman God

Changed" was written by Donn Byrne and the scenario was the work of Doty Hobart.
It was directed by Robert G. Vignola, most of the scenes being
taken in the Bahama Islands, and

Owen,

Walker,

Lillian

H. Cooper Cliff,
Paul Nicholson, Joseph Smiley,
Brian Darley and Templer Saxe.

Henry

Sedley,

After a thorough canvass of available
players in both New York and Los
Angeles to act the leading feminine role,
that of the mother, in "The Grim Comedian," Rita Weiman's first original scen.

ario, Goldwyn
the part. Miss

Many

Exhibitor

Aids on "East Lynne"
Advertising
Issued

Copy on

by Hodkinson

who

are

booking

"East

Lynne" from W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, which is distributing this picas well as all other Hugo Ballin
productions, are being supplied with an
unusual outlay of practical exhibitors'
aids. These are in addition to the elaborate press book distributed on this production and the numerous tie-ups and
exploitation campaigns which have been
arranged so that the exhibitor can avail
himself of them with a minimum outlay
of effort, time or money.
ture,

Slides

Hunt

is

for
playing the lead-

will direct

role

in

it.

Filming

Is

Are Furnished

view at the Strand theatre in Pasadena
and was enthusiastically received.

Berman as sales manager of the New
York exchange of United Artists. He
formerly was Berman's assistant. The
latter will assume charge of Allied Ar-

C.

Corporation in the British Isles.
Mr. Streimer has been identified with
United Artists for a long period. He is
prominently known in the industry, having been associated in various capacities
with a number of companies during the
tists

Vicscenario by Charles Kenyon.
tor Schertzinger will direct.
Good progress is being made on the
next Reginald Barker production, "The
Old Nest," from Rupert Hughes' novel
of the same name.
Lon Chaney in Cast

nal

last

"The Wise Fool" is the title selected
George Melford's Paramount production adapted from Sir Gilbert Parker's
novel, "The Money Master." which has
just been completed at the Lasky studio.
for

photoplay, "Ace of Hearts."
strongly dramatic story and the combination of Lon Chaney, Leatrice Joy and
John Bowers in the three leading roles
gives promise of screen acting of the
highest type.
Will Rogers is taking lessons in fencing in order to play the duel scene in
Elmer L. Rice's original photoplay.
realistically.

Title

Of Next Parker Picture

Worsley has got well under
original
This is a

several vears.

"The Wise Fool"

way with Gouverneur Morris'

Romeo,"

song called "The

Streimer has been appointed by
President Hiram Abrams to succeed A.

completed under the direction of
Exteriors were made
at Santa Barbara.
Tom Moore and his bride. Rene
Adoree. have returned from their honeymoon in Honolulu. On March 24, Moore
is scheduled to begin work on his next
photoplay. Beating the Game," an origi-

for

a

Moe

Mason Hopper.

"Doubling

exhibitor aids such as slides,
window cards, stickers, lobby display,
lithographs, etc., also are furnished in
extraordinary profusion on "East Lynne."
In addition to all this material, two
clip sheets accompany the press book on
"East Lynne." The first of these is the
advertising clip sheet on which are reproadvertisements:
duced
following
the
Two one-column, three two-column, two
four-column,
one one-half-page horizontal, one one-half-page vertical, one
three-quarter-page advertisement.

writing

Of New York Exchange

on

been

W allace

is

Fuliet Blues,"' which is to be interpolated
Rogers' latest photoplay,
in the picture.
"An Unwilling Hero," was shown in pre-

Completed

"Look Before You
Leap." the Thompson Buchanan comedy
formerly called "The Bridal Path," has
Photography

Rogers

Streimer Successor to
Berman as Sales Chief

"

Picture

Is Dignified
Exhibitors

Phoebe Hunt

chose

Miss Weiman's
spoken drama, "'The Acquittal." now
showing in Los Angeles. Frank Lloyd
feminine

ing

E.

Offer

Mother

Photography on "Look Before You Leap" Has Been
Completed at the Culver City Studio
of Producing Company

has a cast including E. K. Lincoln,

Seena

to

Role in Goldwyn-Weiman Picture

Write Hearst Titles
Dr. Frank Crane, internationally
famous as an editorial writer and
a philosopher whose works of wisdom bring cheer and comfort to
thousands, has been engaged by
George B. Van Cleve, general
manager of William Randolph
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This
to be

is a French-Canadian story said
teeming with thrills such as have

abounded in all of
novels, "The Right

Sir
of

Gilbert

Parker's

Way" and "The

Seats of the Mighty." The leading character is Jean Jacques Barbille. played by

James Kirkwood.

Other

Art

Work

TWO LEADS

LESSER PRODUCTION

IN

Interesting

have been prepared and
reproduced so that they will be available without any further outlay to every
class
of
exhibitor who books "East
Lynne."
The art work on these advertisements is unusually interesting and
features above all the name of the picture, which is the outstanding selling
point that every exhibitor has on this
production because of the immense circuAll

of these

that this story has previously attained in its sixty years of history as a
novel and as a play. The copy in these
lation

advertisements is dignified.
The second clip sheet furnished to exhibitors on "East Lynne" is devoted to
press material, in addition to two synopsis and two reviews on the picture.

Open New
OSWEGO,
theatre,

Reel,

Oswego

KAN.—The New

recently

Reel

completed by H. H.

Daniels, has been formally opened.

Helen Ferguson and David Butler
Lesser production

in a
in

scene from "Sophie Semenoff" the Irving
which young Butler stars
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Shallenberger Finds Serial Profitable
For Both Exhibitor and Distributor

that

in

many

cases

life-savers for certain houses.

ment, coming

face

in

Dumber

quite a

the

fact

Western

that

exchanges
were dying

serials

Bob

W.

E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow Film Corporation, who has just
returned from a trip to the coast, states
that he found in almost every case that
serials were big money-makers for the
exchanges because exhibitors found them
profitable to use.
Many unsuccessful salesmen give as an
excuse for not selling, the alibi that
serials arc dying out, it is declared, but
Dr. Shallenberger found that where the
exchanges were handling the distribution
of serials in a business-like manner and
putting them out in an intelligent way.
they were highly successful.

Dr.

many

cases,'"

stated

that

serials

It

demands
is

in

cases

to

con-

former

special

repre-

J.

Press

Manheimer, who

handling the
Burton King's
special production, "Every Man's Price,"
in which Grace Darling is the featured
player, has had prepared an unusually
E. S.

have

This picture completes the first
contract cf Master Films, Inc., with
Educational, but no time was lost
and the first comedy under the new
agreement for twelve pictures has
been practically completed.

Book Promised
With "Every Man's Price"
is

state rights distribution of

•

many

Wagner,

Good

are

serials.

difficult

Little.

Film at Buffalo, succeeding D.
Savage, resigned.

absolutely necessary to an exchange and
that the exhibitors realize that the public

Ann

featuring

State

quotes Dr. Shallen-

recently

announcing another new

Fmpire State Film, has
been appointed manager of the Educational film exchange and the Empire

berger, "I found that the serials were
by far the most profitable product the
exchanges handled, and in many cases it
was the serial business that kept the exchanges going on a profitable basis. I
thoroughly agree with the Pathe official

who

forty different playindividual
parts
in
"Crowning Torchy," tenth of the
comedies made from the stories by
Sewell Ford and starring Johnny
Hines, which will be an early Educational publication.
They form a
series of distinct types typifying
New York life and represent waiting customers in a dentist's shop
and visitors to a corner drug store.
Even the revenue secret service
men come into the story for a
laugh.
Quite contrary to the custom in Torchy pictures, most of
the scenes are interiors.

sentative of the

Believes Serials Necessary

"In

is

serial

More than

ers

Bob Wagner Moves Up

worthy of consideration.
Finds They Are Profitable

is

Forty Individual Roles

This is being made by Ben Wilson and
soon will be ready for the independent
market.

of independent

have intimated that
out,

of

Arrow now

have been
This state-

serials

New Torchy Film Has

vince exhibitors that this is true, but the
box office results conclusively prove that
such is the case."

A. prominent Pathe official stated recently that serials were becoming niore
and more profitable to exhibitors and

1921

2,

attractive press book.
Aside from the artistic manner in which
the book has been treated, the advertising campaign as contained within the
covers is said to offer many new angles
for publicity and exploitation, the stories
having been especially written along
straight newspaper lines by newspaper
men of the metropolitan press.
a
The advertising matter has been prepared, it is said, by one of the largest
advertising agencies in the country.

Fox Spends $60,000

On One Mammoth
Race

Set

Course in "Queen
Sheba" Covers Nearly
100 Acres

of

The most

striking example of producexpenditure visible in the big Fox
picture, "Queen of Sheba," which had
a private showing recently before Fox
tion

officials,

was

is

built

the gigantic

hippodrome

the

races

for

chariot

of

that

the

story.

Enclosed

The

location

environs

in

for

comprised

cost of the set
mated $00,000,

High Wall
the
100

big

set

acres,

and its
and the

when completed approxi-

is announced.
Completely enclosing the race course
it

a wall eight feet high, in simulation of
Along this wall, forming a beaustone.
tiful colonnade that can be seen from the
hilltops for some distance are seventyfive Assyrian pillars.
Inside the course
is a four-foot wall, also of stone and set
with a row of twenty-four columns. All
these pillars are lavishly festooned and
is

draped, and topped with banners.

Eight

Cameras Used

The

race course is about 150 feet wide,
furnishing room for ten chariots, each
drawn by four horses, to race side by
When the race scene was filmed,
side.
Several of
eight cameras were used.
them being placed on platforms seventyThe close-ups of the race
live feet tall.
between Sheba and Vashti were obtained
by placing a camera on a car, to which
was hitched the two chariots of Sheba
and Vashti. In addition to these, there

constructed in New York and
shipped to California a special panoramic
camera which, mounted on top of an
righty-fivc-foot tower in the exact center
of the oval, caught every stage of the
various races from beginning to end. In
order to secure the best photographic
results, the tower was made to revolve,
and so constructed that the cameraman
at the top could start and stop it at

were

will.

Buys Pratt, Kan., Elite
PRATT, KAN. —J. C. Kelley of Osa-

star in Selznick pictures, who is
Sin," made under the direction of

Martha Mansfield,

soon to appear
Alan Crosland.

in

"The Fourth

watomie has purchased the Elite theatre
from A. E. Dickhut for $10,000.

April

2.
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MABEL BALLIN

Edward Earle and Mabel

TWO

IN

SCENES FROM "EAST LYNNE"

Ballin have the principal roles in the

Hodkinson

feature,

adapted from the famous stage play.

Associated Exhibitors x\ppoints
P. L. Ryan Franchise Manager
New Executive Will Begin Immediately to Upbuild
the System Outlined Under Reorganization
Plan of Corporation
Ryan, former sales manager of
Exhibitors, has been placed
in complete charge of the franchise acforce
sales
tivities
of the company's
throughout the United States as manager of franchises, and will begin immediately the upbuilding of the extensive
system outlined in the _ reorganization
Phil L.

Associated

plans.

Congratulatory expressions of good
and pledges of support for the new
franchise plan have been coming in to
will

the offices of the

company from

exhibi-

tors in every part of the country,

and Mr. Ryan

said,

feels

assured

is

it

that

the hundreds of exhibitors consulted in
of the Associated plan
he coordinated into an ef-

the preparation
will

quickly

fective body.

Confers with Exhibitors
In his work with Associated, Mr. Ryan
has traveled through almost every branch
territory in the country, conferring with
exhibitors and getting their ideas of the
essentials of a fair franchise arrangement.
The result of these conferences is found
He
in the new Associated franchise.
feels that it is really an exhibitors docu-

ment.
"I believe the ideal we have been striving for, the creation of a just and fair
franchise, has been achieved," Mr. Ryan
said.
"We have had the benefit of
Exhibitors' advice w as
splendid advice.
sought and eagerly welcomed, and the
efforts of Samuel Harding of Kansas
City, now the president of Associated,
and of Paul Gusdanovic of Cleveland,
now vice-president, are embodied in the
franchise and are keenly appreciated.
r

integrity

and

fair

dealing,

is

Mr. Ryan's new task comes to him
after a successful career as a motion
picture executive in the field and in the
center of the organization.
He enjoyed
the advantages of a wide experience in
general merchandising and in sales direction in Colorado, Utah, Wyoming.
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri and Nebraska
before he was attracted to the motion picHe entered the business
ture industry.
as a Paramount representative.
After his initial experience with Paramount, he took over the district sales
management of Blue Bird and Universal
product in association with R. C. Cropper
and had charge of Kansas City, St. Louis.

About two

vears ago, he was appointed assistant to
Elmer R. Pearson, then feature sales
manager of Pathe. He succeeded Mr.

Pearson as feature sales manager when

was

elected director of exthe support of Pathe
the
organization of the Aswent toward
sociated Exhibitors. Mr. Ryan enthusiasticalh" gave himself to the new work
He succeeded
to which he was assigned.
Fred Quimby as the executive in charge
of the affairs of Associated.

the

latter

changes.

W hen

Featuring

Men

Stars

Admits Popularity of Women
But Believes Men Will
Be Equally Popular
States as

women

Film
inaugurated an

stars, the C. B. C.

Corporation

Sales

has

interesting test the result of which will
influence to a large extent their future
distributing policy.

Has Three Men

some

Started with Paramount

and Oklahoma City.

Backs Film

Confident that men stars are as popuwith the theatre goers of the United

assurance of the value of his advice in
the formulation of the plan.
The invaluable experience of Mr. Paul Brunet.
president of Pathe Exchange, and of Elmer R. Pearson, director of exchanges."
was also felt to a large extent in the
formulation of the plan."

Omaha

C. B. C.

lar

"W e have had the soundest advice, not
alone from exhibitors but from men of
distinguished success in production and
distribution.
The widespread reputation
of Arthur S. Kane, not alone for his success, but for his standing with exhibitors
for

65

Stars

A

series of comedies, a series of Westerns and a feature, in all of which men
are the stars, are to be distributed by
the company. The appeal made to the
public is to be carefully watched. The
subjects contracted for are:
new series of Hallroom Boys' comedies, produced by Harry Cohn, and star-

A

ring

Sid

Smith.

Twenty-six two-reel Westerns starring
C.

Edward Hatton.

"The Victim." a six-reel
ring Robert T. Haines.

drama

star-

Simultaneously, by way of contrast,
the company is to publish "The Nightingale of Paris." the first of a series or
French pictures, starring Zany Mieus.

Brandt Expects Success
"Just as man gravitates toward the
theatre showing a pretty girl, a girl tends
towards seeing a man whose screen likeness strikes her fancy." declared Joe
Brandt. "We will leave it to the public
as to whether we are right or wrong."

Buy Garnet, Kan., Theatre
GARNET,
Adam

KAN— D.

M. Dickey and

Schilling of Blue Rapids ha/e
purchased the Peoples theatre. They suc-

ceed

J.

P.

Robinson.

Takes the Star, Emporia
EMPORIA. KAN.— The Star theatre
has been sold to Riley Smith of Kansas
City. Mo. The theatre has been redecorated and renovated.
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Unusual Animal Scenes Photographed
For Mary Miles Minter's Production

April

Book

Press

"The

director,

art

Thomas

to

Heffron.

Clown"

Little

Realis

the

luckiest picture he ever directed.

Clown'

"If 'The Little

most

pictures

successful

M inter

isn't

has ever done,

I

tune

favored

making

that

Miles

shall he greatly

surprised," said Mr. Heffron.

"Good

for-

so remarkably in the
seemed as if the whole

us
it

production were under the distinct guidance of a kindly providence.
"Pictures with animals are always
largely a matter of luck because no mat-

how

highly trained they are there is
always the contingency of their failing
ter

at a critical

"The lucky picture," as
"The Little Clown,"
by Eugene B, Lewis from a
by Avery Hopwood. The
is by Faxon Dean.

Unusual Suggestions

moment.

Heffron

new comedy
photography

With Oscar Apfel and a large company of well-known players in the midst
the

staging

of

Dramas,

a

its

big

first

New York

picture.

corpora-

Albany, quietly
has entered the producing field.
Classic Dramas, Inc.,' of which the
moving spirit is R. W. France, who,
tion recently organized at

"Everything broke right, however, for
the innumerable animal scenes in this
picture and I can safely say we have secured some of the greatest material of
this sort that has ever been recorded for

among

the California year; a fortunate placing
of circuses to allow rental of one and use
of the talent of the other
these were
incidents in the amazing luck that at-

his other picture activities, is vicepresident and general manager of Blazed
Trail Productions. Inc. and who has installed his new company in the Blazed
Trail Productions studio at Gloversville,
New York, is reported to have been well
advanced in the making of its first special
feature before any announcement
is
anIt
was made of its formation.
nounced also that three more productions will follow the completion y of the

tended

one now

the screen.

"A monkey

that accomplished difficult

and added unexpected
own, unexcelled
weather at the most uncertain time of

bits

of

business

comedy touches

of his

—

us.

in

work.

"We

asked for twenty horses and riders for the fox hunt scenes. We secured
a party made up of English and American army officers and famed society
riders
all of them in California for the
winter.

—

Film Hunt Scene

Baseball Heroes Pose for

Current Kinograms Weekly
manager and star of the
champion Cleveland Indians, is
shown as a real wild Westerner in the
Kinograms
issued
of
current
issue
Tris Speaker,

world's

"During the hunt one of the horses
stumbled while going across a stream,
knocking down another horse and rider
in a most dangerous appearing mix-up.
Not only was no one hurt, but the whole
thing happened right in front of the
camera which recorded all the thrills.
"Another lucky happening was the arrival of Avery Hopwood, author of the
comedy, who came to Hollywood in time

—

through Educational.
For the occasion Tris donned his old
cowboy togs and took part in a rodeo in
Dallas where his team is playing. "Babe"

Ruth also comes into the limelight in
this reel by knocking some of his special
brand of home runs at the Shreveport
training camp of the New York Yankees.
Other scenes show the decoration of
Americans who fought for Poland. 35,
000 workers at the Chicago packing
in a great protest meeting. PresHarding's acceptance of the honorary presidency of the Boy Scouts, and
a number of other items.

houses
ident

"The Desperate Heritage"
Next Alice Joyce Feature
ATce Joyce

is

well into her next Vita-

graph production which is being made
at the Brooklyn studio under the direction of
It

is

Edward

Jose.
being filmed under the tentative

of "The Desperate Heritage," and
adapted from the story of the same
name by Harriet Gaylord. Miss Joyce's
new offering will again present her in a
title
is

society role but in a characterization endifferent from that in which she

tirely

was seen in "Cousin Kate" and "Her
Lord and Master."

Takes Fairfield Orpheum
FAIRFIELD. IA.— T.
PEARL WHITE
In a scene from

"Know Your Men,"

version of Paul Sloane's story,
Giblyn for Fox.

a screen

made by Charles

H.

Luneman

Wis., has purchased
theatre from J. L. Adams.

Madison,

the

Orpheum
Adams company

The

of

theatres

is

selling

its

and concentrating

on city holdings.

"See

Tells

Theatre

Put Over
Lawyer"

to

My

shades of red and blue.
has published a combook for the exploitation of
"See My Lawyer," the Al Christie special
published recently.
This picture was
made by arrangement with A. H. Woods
from the Broadway production in which
T. Roy Barnes was the star.
In the
screen version Mr. Barnes, Grace Darmond, Lloyd Whitlock, Jean Acker, Ogden Crane, J. P. Locknet and others are
In

attractive

Robertson-Cole

plete press

Oscar Apfel Is Directing
For Classic Dramas, Inc.
of

Men How

was adapted

Included in its cast are Jack Mulhall,
Helen Dunbar, Winter Hall. I.ura Anson and Lucien Littlefield.

Classic

Monkey Adds Comedy

of the pic-

Mr.

calls

one of the

Mary

the production

to supervise
ture.

1921

Offers

Robertson-Cole
According

2.

small-town

their

efforts

seen.

Can Use

The

in

Lobby

cover of the press book,
which may be used by the exhibitor as
part of an attractive lobby display, shows
front

Mr. Barnes and Miss Darmond in a
whimsical attitude.
Inside this cover
are the lobby photographs which set
the spirit of the picture.
the following page is found program material which includes a short
leaser outline of the picture for use in
exhibitor's house organ or program. Also
th<r< are "Answers to Correspondence"
for the same purpose, and the cast.
forth

On

Give Exploitation Ideas

Two pages

of exploitation suggestions
follow.
These suggestions include a
special mailing !i<a campaign, a campaign to he conducted by telephone, decorations for lobby display, prologue plans,
a "ballyhoo." plans for "Lawyers' Night"
and teaser advertisements.
Another page, entitled the "Funny
Farceurs," gives a group of photographs
of the cast.
A musical setting for "See

My

Lawyer," written by James C Bradanother page. Altogether
the book contains every factor which is
needed to put over the picture.
ford, occupies

Booth Returns to Metro
KOKOMO. IND.— Edwin Booth, who
has been resident manager of the Strand
theatre, has resigned to resume connection with Metro. C. A. Sumner assumes
the managerial duties.

10 to

1

Coincidence
Is

Never Repeated

Speaking of coincidences
Watterson R. Rothacker is in
Los Angeles in connection with
the opening in the near future of
the Hollywood Rothacker laboraDouglas D. Rothacker is
tory.
spending a month at the New York
industrial branch.
It happened that both had occasion to long distance the Chicago

headquarters. And both calls hit
the Chicago plant switchboard at
the same time.

The telephone operator connected them for a brief and sur-

— exchange

—

of greetings, and
then gave each his desired party.
Here's something for the Hotel
Astor figure sharks to take a crack
at.
What are the odds that ever
again the two brothers will be on

prised

the opposite Coasts, telephone Chicago at the same time without pre-

arrangement and be connected for
an unexpected "hello?"

April

2,

1921

Mary Pickford
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Two scenes
screen star's

the

famous

Artists
picture in another one of her inimitable child parts. It will be

published

'Through the Back Door"

from

new United

in

May.

68
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DIGESVHCTURES ofrAeWEEK
/TORE

"V

and more camerameq

of

The

therefor.

soft focus has

rhyme or reason

place, like

its

beautiful sets

and correct costumes, hut

employed

pad out a feature,

to

how

no matter

The

value.

just a

is

camerman

over a hundred

art's safe,

it

is

means

Picture patrons have

and when a
middle

cut off in the

i<

fuzzy head

inclined to look

with

around

tear

eyes,

to see if the operator

booth and what the matter

his

dimmed

is.

and story

skillful,

"PARTNERS OF THE TIDE"
story

and

a pleasing romance of the Cape Cod country,

tells

hdped

out by thrilling underwater scenes.

"THE FAITH HEALER"

they are
is

still

has displayed his few tricks the picture goes on.

excellent
just

story.

the

right

It

Bui

A

same name.

It

l>eloved by

with

picture done

(A

way.

full

uncommonly

supplies scenic backgrounds
story of fighting

men

attractive.

fur trading posts.

in the

that

A

Clean,

wholsome and fresh of atmosphere.

"THE MAGNIFICENT BRUTE"
different in

many ways from

scenes in the

snow country

high above the average.
different

from

moving and

(Howell's Sales

The

neither convincing nor enter-

is

it

Catherine Calvert and Herl>ert Rawlinson are

the cast.

"A TALE

OF TWO WORLDS"

Gouverneur Morris'
Authors program.

first
It

is

an Oriental

The

(Universal)

is

Frank Lloyd.

romance or suspense.

Glendon and E. A. Warner are

very well di-

tale

Wallace Beery has a
T.

Frank

in the cast.

Its

of the Yosemite valley are

Star excellent in a character

his ordinary screen impersonation.

is

Eminent

story has no great depth

rected by
either

in

(Goldwyn)

original story for the

prominent role and Leatrice Joy, Jack Abbe,

the regulation feature.

exciting, colorful

George Clark production.

Wilson.

with the result that
taining.

snow country of the Northwest

too ugly

by Booth Tarkington and Harry Leon

review appears on page 43.)

a story of the

man

Slow moving screen drama

director attempted to rearrange the story

•HARE KNUCKEES" (Eox) places William RusIt is distinguished by
latest Frank Mayo feature.

sell in

A

(Stoll)

story

in

the

in

short

feature of

Scenically impressive and excellent in every

theme.

its

the regulation

smiles

melodrama made from "The Gibson Upright"

a

is

made

with exceptional artistry and

many ways from

depicts the tragedy of a

"YOU FIND IT EVERYWHERE"

Civil

a
in

different

is

Temple Thurston's novel of

women.

trite situations.

Co.)

War

power, pathos and

screen version of E.

presents Catherine Calvert in a screen version of Belasco's
big.

has

"THE GARDEN OF RESURRECTION"
a

to be

go

It

Ikjx office attraction.

the

certain to

one of

proportion and should prove a valuable

the interruption hasn't helped the story any

is

is

an example of what a good director can do with an

in

(Vitagraph)

(Paramount)

few notable pictures of the present season.

the

is

popular stage play that

(Hodkinson) an

made from Joseph C. Lincoln's
of New England life. Has good audience material

Irving Willat production

After the cameraman

"THE HEART OF MARYLAND"

interesting.
Its human trend
men and women everywhere.

appeal to

its

any point

and a heavy fog envelops the screen, out of which appears a

make

hazy photography, for

call a halt.

particularly interesting love scene

the story

an end, and where

to clear, sharp pictures

become accustomed

is

the action at

stop*,

feet of this

time to

to

and

will

acting,

an actress,

exploit

big thing about any production

director or

to get

to

good

tiful

should not be

it

nor detract from the story's

beautiful,

and photography
a

an- using the

laic

soft focus effect without apparent

Swift-

and entertaining.

"GILDED LIES"
O'Brien

in

a

likable

(Selznick)

role,

The

Mansfield playing opposite.
lines

presents

with the beautiful
story

is

Fatgene

Martha

along familiar

but holds the interest by reason of being well di-

rected and the well written subtitles emphasize the story's

"WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH?"

(Robertson-Cole)

a picture with strong appeal to both

A

story of society snobbery and mother love with

Ruth

Renick, Virginia Caldwell and Casson Ferguson in leading roles.

Highly entertaining and engrossing.

"KNOW YOUR MEN"
in a society

(Fox)

drama of melodramatic

high points.

men and women.

is

offers Pearl

coloring.

White

Star beau-

"DEAD OR ALIVE"
melodrama, with dance

(Arrow)

is

a typical Western

halls, ladies in distress

and un-

scrupulous saloonkeepers.

Jack Hoxie appears to ad-

vantage

and the story moves swiftly

in the leading role

from one point

to another.

There are two

told in this five-reel feature.

distinct stories

EUGENE O'BRIEN

IN

GILDED LIES
(SELZNICK)
O'Brien in a likeable
wealthy youth in
pretty

dead,

who,

girl,

marries

role, that of a

with a
thinking him
love

another.

In

set-

atmosphere and photography, an excellent picture. Wiltings,

liam P.

The
sets

S. Earle, director.

well written subtitles, the beautiful

and smooth certain action of the

story compel one's attention throughout
the unfolding of this feature despite the
fact that

plot

because he

will not

He becomes

agree he

is

a deep-sea diver.

another diver,

is

his

rival.

story

concerns

Helen Tharpe,

While both

insurance
companies,
Bradley's air-line.
Numerous complications follow which are finally straightened out by Gussie.
The cast includes Jack Perrin, Dai>y
Robinson, Gordon Mullen, J. P. Lockney
and many others. Undoubtedly the story
will appeal to those who like interesting
sea pictures. It hasn't the dramatic virility of some of the other Willat features,
but offers good entertainment.

most notable pictures of
Should play every

season.

theatre in the country.

—

Has

every-

—

—

pathos smiles. A
George Melford Production that
merits highest praise.
thing

power

is an example of what a good dican do when given an excellent
story. Mr. Melford has translated William Vaughn Moody's play into the fluid
form of the photodrama with a skillf illness that is indeed remarkable.

This

rector

The

story

flows

quietly

and

simply,

with that strong undercurrent of
dramatic intensity that is marvelous because of the naturalness in which the director has guided his action. Each scene
is done so naturally that the characters
appear as actually human beings and not
the artificial manikins of mediocre pictures. The humor that creeps in now and
again is real; it lives, it is not forced
yet

Keene McComb.

comedy

is

later

Mrs. Ward, and

equally well cast as

and costly sets mark the

SPECIAL CAST IN

When

the climatic action

Man," for it is in fact entirely different
and thought.
Mrs. William Vaughn Moody and Z.
Wall Covington are deserving of praise

PARTNERS OF
THE TIDE

in plot

for producing a continuity that can stand
as a model of construction. Milton Sills,
Ann Forrest, Fontaine La Rue, Fredrick
Vroom and Adolph Menjou constitute a
cast that made their own stellar honors
by their individual and collective work.
With proper exploitation "The Faith

(HODKINSON)
containing many

Sea story
thrilling
under-water fights. A Cape Cod
romance with well developed
threads of human interest and
plaintive humor. An Irvin Willat

Healer" should draw packed houses and
strong enough in audience aopeal'to
have a continued run in any locality. Seldom have so many assets of photoplay
success been incorporated in one picture.
Inasmuch as the director must be held
is

production.
Irvin Willat has taken Joseph C. LinNew England fishing
colony and out of it has made a melodramatic picture which runs the gamut
from humorous child stuff to thrilling
fights between two deep-sea divers in the
hold of a sunken ship. It is good audience material, but will not stand the
searchlight of technical criticism. As in
all
Willat features the camera end is
well handled.
Bradley Nickerson is adopted by the

relief.

begins to focus, it is big in every sense
of the word. It appeals to the best in the
heart of the audience and that alone betokens the success of any feature.
Mr. Melford has skillfully avoided the
pitfall of pedantry when dealing with the
faith healing scenes.
He has splendidly
established the proper note that the power
of healing comes from the Deity and that
the Faith Healer is but the human instrument for the transmission of power
that can cure all ills.
All comparisons are odious, but undoubtedly Mr. Moody's play will be compared to "The Miracle Man." However,
such a comparison is manifestly unfair,
inasmuch as "The Faith Healer" antedates Mr. Packard's story by many years.
No exhibitor need be afraid that his patrons will think it like "The Miracle

production throughout and it should hold
a high place on any theatre's program.

-

the

ship for the
Hammond cuts

Excellent photography, care-

direction

of the

it.

Eugene O'Brien
ful

(PARAMOUNT)
One

are examining the sunken

joying their honeymoon, Martin comes
upon the scene. A fight between McComb
and Martin results in the latter's death.
Martha Mansfield appears to advantage

McComb.

THE FAITH HEALER

Hammond,

the only surviving member of a North
Pole expedition, who comes upon a wireless station in northern Canada on the
day that his fiancee weds an asphalt king.
Some time later they meet in Florida,
where their estates join. Martin Ward,
the asphalt broker, makes the acquaintance of McComb and attempts to interest
him in his stock. His wife flees from his
house when she is asked by Martin to
induce McComb to invest. She seeks
refuge in McComb's home and he administers a severe thrashing to Martin,
A note left on the wharf with a coat belonging to Martin indicates he has committed suicide. The wedding of McComb
and Mrs. Martin follows, and while en-

as

SPECIAL CAST IN

discharged.

has a more or less familiar

it

back of

The

Misses Allen. He becomes a lirm friend
of little Gussie
Baker.
Fifteen years
passes. He is now mate of the "Thomas
Doane." a ship owned by Gussie's grandmother. He becomes involved in a plot to
burn the ship for the insurance money;

coln's story of the

responsible for contributing the largest
share of the merits or demerits of any
production. Mr.' Melford must be congratulated unon taking a large step to-

ward the ultimate photodramatic
Eugene O'Brien and Martha Mansfield in two
scenes from "Gilded Lies," a new Selznick picture.

perfec-

and for sidestepping the banal and
commonplace, which a director of less
skill would undoubtedly have done with
Mr. Moody's play.

tion

E
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YOU

TWO WORLDS

EVERYWHERE
and unconvincing
melodrama made from the Booth
Tarkington - Harry Leon Wilson
story, "The Gibson Upright." Director missed fire. Offering might
be improved with re- editing and
re-titling.
Catherine Calvert and
Herbert Rawlinson in leading

Morris' first original
story.
An Oriental melodrama that is aided by the good
work of Director Frank Lloyd.

film

Has picturesque atmosphere and
a wealth of production detail—Aneminent author's product lo igfeS^
The tirst attempt of i<m\ crm-ii^SToi
(

is

lacking

Tale of

in

Two

lor

m

tile

I

\

e'itsb pel

roles.

dramatic plausibility.

Worlds"

is

a

"The Gibson Upright," the Saturday
Evening Poti story, lost much of its charm

depiction of

Oriental Life as imagined by an Occidental author.
The feature is embellished by costly production and is bolstered up by the painstaking direction
of Frank Lloyd. The story has no great
depth either of romance or suspense.

in being transferred to the screen. What
the authors intended as a playful little
rap at the' Red labor agitators, the di-

Horan. has turned into a
hazy melodrama, which is never convincing and which at times runs to slap-stick
burlesque. Further than this the action is
meet the
to
so arbitrarily arranged
scenario writers' and the director's derector, Charles

Wallace Beery and Jack Abbe dominate
the acting, while E. A. Warner. J. Frank
Glendon and Leatrice Joy portray the
other principal roles.
Mr. Morris evidently decided that in
writing for the screen he must "write
down" to the intelligence of a motion
picture audience. He did and thereby
turned out a typical penny-dreadful tale.
However, it is a swift-moving story that
thrills as it progresses.
The story is first laid in China and
from there it shifts to the Chinese quarter of an American city. The parents of
Leatrice Joy are killed during an uprising in Shantung. She is saved and taken
to America by an old Chinese servant of
the family and is brought up as his
daughter. Years later Miss Joy. or Sui
Sen, falls in love with an American student of Chinese art. Their romance is
blighted by the fact that Sui Sen has
been promised to Ling Jo. a wealthy slave
trader.
After a succession of murders
and torture chamber incidents the lovers
are brought together.
From a box-office standpoint, the
names of Frank Lloyd and Gouverneur
Morris constitute the picture's best assets.
To the theatregoers who like their melodrama a la Chinese the picture will undoubtedly appeal. Although "A Tale of
Two Worlds" is better than the average
program picture, it does not rank as high
as its immediate predecessors of the Eminent Authors' list.

FRANK MAYO

IN

mands
It is

WALLACE BEERY
At a

crafty

"A

di-

rected.

For all the frequency with which it has
been photographed in the past, the snow
country of the Northwest offers many
scenic backgrounds of surpassing beauty
in this feature. Stress should be laid upon
their worth when the picture is adverThey offer the most attractive and
tised.
artistic suggestions for exploitation.
Aside from the pictorial splendor, the
feature has the appeal of the typical
vigorous and energetic "backwoods" picplot development proceeds
ture.
Its
simply and rapidly and involves the love
story of a woodsman and a cultured girl
in a fur-trading post, with the scheming?

that it is at times almost ludicrous.
hardly acceptable as it stands.

For instance the workmen in the shop
shown running into the president's

arc

with a frequency that is incredeach time they appear on the
scene they interrupt a love scene between
the president and a piano demonstrator,
who tinkles a piano but a few feet re-

office

Suspicion

father.

is

made

to

rest

upon

the woodsman, a French. Canadian, by
machinations promoted by the agent,
and the climax comes when the lattei
leads a posse bent upon the woodman's
punishment to his own cabin. The lather's statement clears the woodsman, the
impersonation being handled with great
skill by Mayo, and the warrant for the
agent's arrest proves the trump card in
the hand fate plays against him.
The role is quite different from any
He brings
previously taken by Mayo.
to the part of the fighting,

warm

hearted

and crude man of the open country a
highly satisfactory amount of skill and
makes a keen appeal in every way. He
fights
with a vengeance and unusual
vigor

the several altercations settled
by means of fists in the feature'* course.
Dorothy Devore plays the part of the
girl
charmingly.
There are several
scenes of winter play in which the woodsman. Victor Raoul. and the girl. Yvonne
Faontaine indulge, that show ski parties,
in

J.

the cast.

And

ible.

the president's desk. And
the president permits these interruptions
simply because the factory employes own
a few shares of stock in the plant. At
last the president throws up his hands,
turns the plant over to the agitators and
reminds them that he is at their service if
they need him.

moved from

The romantic interest in
comes from the old formula

the story
of an impoverished girl laying a trap for the rich
hero and an agitator trying to win the
girl for himself. The usual scheming is
resorted to by the impoverished girl and
the agitator.

The workmen run

the factory into the
is asked to re-

ground and the president

An effort is made to work up
turn.
some suspense through the planting of a
bomb, but it serves to accomplish nothing more than to plant the agitator as a
in the eyes of the girl, who
can make her choice without any

schemer
then

more doubt.
As it is, the story

is

difficult to follow.

needs re-editing. The

titles do not help
picture would be helped if
these were rewritten and a lesser number
used.
"You Find It Everywhere" falls short
as entertainment in its present state.
It

Lanoe, Charles Edler. Alberta
Lee and Percy Challenger are others of
J.

DOROTHY DEVORE

energetic, rapidly-moving story
of love and intrigue.
Many beautiful snow scenes and views of the

Robert Thornby

picture,

of a wily French agent of the company
offering the barrier to their happiness
together and inspiring the attempted
murder and the robbery of the girl's

(UNIVERSAL)

An

Northwest.

Oriental in the Goldwyn
"
Tale ol Two World.

snowshoeing and tobogganing.

THE MAGNIFICENT
BRUTE

CO.)

Cumbersome

Gouverneur

directly

FIND IT

(HO WELLS SALES

(GOLDWYN)

to write

1921
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A TALE OF

ris

2,

cither.

The

IX

NAUGHTY
JOHNNY HINES
MARY BROWN TORCHY TURNS
(EDUCATIONAL)

IN

This Vanity comedy will make a very
suitable one reel feature where a diversified program is being arranged.
It is a
pleasant bit of light comedy built around
the rejected suitors of Mary Brown, who
have formed the "Broken Hearted Club."

One

suitor,

others,

dow dummy,
to

more

ingenious

than

the

employs a department store win-

excite

dressed in the latest fashion,
The
jealousy of Mary.
Mary accepts the man
Earle
discovers the ruse.

the

scheme works.
before

she

Rodney and Eugene Corey assist Miss
Devore in putting over the comedy situations.

CUPID

(EDUCATIONAL)
This

is

one of the

"Torchy" series which
praise.
Johnny Hines

cleverest
is

is

of

the

indeed high
seen as the

aid to Cupid. The gags are new
and the supporting company is of considerable assistance to the star in extracting the laughs. The storv is notable
for its absence of chases and its clean
situations. Raymond Shrock provided a
alert

fast-moving continuity and Robert Eddy
handled the direction with credit. Dorothy Leeds, who appears in support,
proved a good foil for the star.

April
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PEARL WHITE

IN

An

-

of love in so-

with the star appearing to advantage in leading
role.
Play is melodramatic in
plaintive humor. An Irvin Willat
and
compelling
and
forceful
Directed by
deeply absorbing.
ciety

settings

Chas. Giblyn.

The beauty and
feature

this

raise

skill

of

above

Pearl White
the

WILLIAM RUSSELL

man who would defame the good name of the Sheriff's wife.
She aids him in escaping from the jail
and in his wanderings he comes upon a

BARE KNUCKLES

road agent who has staged his last
hold-up before going to meet his daugh-

Scenic beauty and exciting plot sup-

accused of killing a

KNOW YOUR MEN
(FOX)
emotional drama

ordinary

mark that it would reach were it not for
the star and her work. It carries a trend
that is interesting and problematical,
however, and for that reason redeems it-

ter.

The highwayman dies and Hoxie
his name and poses as the girl's

A

Fascinating
rected by

This

is

little of

direction.
interest.

a badly constructed version of

E. Temple Thurston's novel, "The Garden of Resurrection." It attmpts to depict the tragedy of a man too ugly to be
beloved by women. The continuity is

her father's death. He toils to return all
the misused funds and clear his own
name and her father's. Discouraged in
her efforts to be the wife to him that she
would be. she is persuaded by Roy
Phelps, a former fiance, to leave hef husband and little girl, in the prospect of
obtaining her freedom and marrying him.
Before this is brought about, Phelps'
worthlessness of word is revealed to her

responsible for most of the faults of the
production and the direction does not aid

woman

with

whom

he

formerly

same situation.* The woman
Phelps and herself, and Ellen is re-

lived in the
kills

stored in disillusion and penitence to her
husband and baby.
Miss White's beauty is given a more
advantageous setting in this society play,
although her popularity in the more rugged types of screen stories cannot be
disputed.
She is charming in this latest
of her pictures, and the close-ups that
show her unusual attractiveness are
choice .bits of photography. Wilfred Lytell is well adapted to the part of Phelps,
and Harry C. Brown gives an acceptable
performance as Barrett.
Stress should be laid upon the attractiveness of the star in advertising the
picture for it has unquestionable box
office weight.

JACK HOXIE

in

avoiding the obsolete.

The

best thing

that can be said about the picture
it

contains

a

number

of

good

titles.

photography.

Di-

melodrama

of the North-

foreman of a construction
"Bare Knuckles."
It has colorful backgrounds with some
of the best snow scenes that the motion
picture camera has yet caught, and there
are plenty of them. Its action is put over
with a punch and vim and a series of
the

role given Miss White is that of
daughter of a man who lost funds
entrusted to him in bogus oil stock. As
Ellen Schuyler, the daughter, she marries
John Barrett, her father's partner, upon

The

the

em-

James Patrick Hogan.

Characteristic

trite situ-

human

feature.

west, with William Russell in the role of

(STOLL-GEORGE CLARK)

Contains

this

effectively

Especially

city.

IN

THE GARDEN OF
RESURRECTION

in

ployed in a story of the Northwest that has an opening in the

story.

Slow moving drama with
ations and old fashioned

interest

The human touch

fight in a

GUY XEWHALL AND IVY Dl'KE

the

ply

dance hall, where the
proprietor of the place attempts to expose Jack, offers a stirring finish to the
father.

IX

(FOX)

assumes

self to a large extent.

by a

71

is

that

beautiful

ex-

were apparently photographed
on the coast of Wales. Guy Xewhall
wrote the continuity and directed the
feature besides co-starring in it with
Ivy Duke.
The story concerns the agonizing experience of an ugly duckling who en-

teriors that

deavors to warn a woman in love with a
roue who has gone through a mock marriage ceremony with her. Temple Thurston's theme has all but been lost in the

fighting

gang,

is

fights

that are the real

thing.

Its

plot

through a series of highly entertaining episodes to an enthralling climax
that stirs excitement to a high pitch.
These incidents follow one another logicThe feature is
ally and entertainingly.
above the ordinary offering that entails
its elements, and should score a hit.
William Russell plays engagingly the
is

led

role of a
city

to

young

the

fighter taken

outposts

of

from the

civilization

nothing more or less
than sordid melodrama.
Of the cast Ivy Duke gave the best
performance. As a whole, the picture
does not come up to the standard set by

and for himself. There
one scene wherein Russell and the girl,
who is impersonated by Mary Thurman.
and the other principals are exposed to
an impending explosion that is the high
point of excitement and is admirably

the best Stoll features.

presented.

transition of the story to the screen, in

which form

it

is

the girl's father,
is

IN

DEAD OR ALIVE
(ARROW)

-

Western drama, with Hoxie in the
role of a rough
riding, quick
Story much
shooting cowboy.
better than title would indicate.
For those who like melodrama of the
lurid Western type, with hold-ups, dance
hall brawls, near-lynchings
and rough
riding, "Dead or Alive" should do more
than satisfy. While much of it is not con-

vincing, the whole claims your attention
and interest to the last foot by reason of
the lively action. The director has managed to maintain an atmosphere of suspense throughout and the ease with
which Hoxie gets into and out of each
tight place is nothing short of marvelous.
It is the sort of picture that will appeal
strongly to the young folks and those
whose tastes run to Westerns. The picture's
one weakness is the subtitles.
These are written in a spiritless vein and
in the stilted language
of the earlier
melodramas of the screen and stage.
There are two distinct stories told in
'Dead or Alive." In the first Hoxie is

to

handle a rough and rebellious construction gang. Enemies of his employer concentrate their energies to "get" him, but.
with the aid of brain and brawn and of
the girl he loves, he is made to rout them
and score a triumph for his employer,

William Russell and Mary Thurman

in a scene

from "Bare Knuckles" (Fox).
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the

The opening scenes

WORTH?
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
screen story of abused love carrying strong appeal as a vividly hu-

man document. Played by a cast
of familiar players who include
Ruth Renick, Casson Ferguson
and Virginia Caldwell. Written
and directed by William Christy
Cabanne.

On

theme of society snobbery and
mother love, William Christy Cabanne
the

has built a screen contribution that bids
fair to be one of the most successful offerings, from the box-office viewpoint,
of the

He

months
has

to

come.

made wise

selection of his play-

ers.

Casson Ferguson has the leading

male

role.

lancing,
larity

He

who

sincf

"Madame

is

his

is

a

player,

now

free-

growing into wide popunotable performance in

His connection with the
Ruth
cast is a point worth advertising.
Renick is another screen player who is
X."

and the good looks of Virginia Caldwell have taken her far along
well

liked,

Corinne

Griffith, in

The

trio

of the picture are

There, concealing
a small town.
real position as the son of a man
of wealth and social prestige, Bruce Morrison (Casson Ferguson) marries Rose
Kendall.
He takes her to the home of
set
his

in

whom

father, with
over his insistence
his

he has quarreled
upon earning his own

way

in the world.
Because the father's
health is in critical condition, the news of
the marriage is kept from him for a
while.
During the time the boy's lawyer
and the spendthrift brother of Bruce's
former sweetheart. Jane Pentield, scheming to force annulment of the marriage,
lie to Rose about her husband's attitude
toward her. In consequence, she leaves
the house and hides herself from him
until after her baby is born.
Unable to
give the baby proper care, she sacrifices
it
to a man of wealth, whom she discovers eventually is Bruce.
She learns
later that he has vainly sought her before

having his marriage annulled and marrying Jane.
The distaste of Jane for the
responsibilities of wifehood cause an estrangement and Bruce divorces her. The
story ends with assurance of his enduring love for Rose and their eventual reunion.
The story carries a lesson in love and
will arouse the thoughtful mind to the
lesson that it teaches while it offers a
goodly store of entertainment value and

well-suspended interest.

four scenes from her forthcoming Vitagraph production "What's
appears as her leading man.

2,

1921

LOUISE FAZENDA IN

play skill-

fully.

WHAT'S A WIFE
A

same channel.

April

WEDDING BELLS
OUT OF TUNE
(PARAMOUNT)
comedy is short on laughs.
The main theme of a detective trying to
gather evidence for a frivolous wife,
didn't in itself present anything new and
there isn't the laugh provoking situations usually found in Sennett's work.
This Sennett

The

picture

was directed by

Mai

St.

Claire.

Press Book Offered for

New Jane Novak

Feature

An

unusually attractive press book,
according to an announcement from
Clark-Cornelius Corporation, has been
prepared for its latest issue, "Hearts
Aflame," by C. J. VerHalen.
The production is distributed on the
territorial plan and is in six reels, starring Jane Novak. The book is described
as an attractive two color effect.
It is
claimed to be replete with the sort of
information that will be necessary to put
the production over in a big way.

Will Begin Dixon Theatre

DIXON, ILL.— Work

on the new lobegin as soon as possible
after bids are closed on March 19.
cal rtieatre will

Your Reputation Worth?" Percy Marmont

April

2,
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-HIGHEST LAW," Selznick
-HIGH SIGN," Metro

FOUR FATHER s," Educational
LUCKY JOB," Fox
•HOLD YOUR HORSES," Goidvvyn

-HIS
"HIS

"HUNTSMAN," Fox
-HUSH." Equity

"IF ONLY, JIM," U niversal
IMMORTALITY," Goebel

"1MPOSTER, THE," Pathe
"INSIDE OF THE CIP." 1'aramount
"IRELAND IN REVOLT," Chicago Tribune
"IT ISXT BEING DONE THIS SEASON.' Vitagraph
-JUCKLIXS, THE," Paramount
"KENTUCKIANS, THE," Paramount
"KID. THE." First National
-KING, QUEEN, JOKER," Paramount
-LITTLE CLOWN," Realart
"LAND OF JAZZ." Fox
"LITTLE FOOL," Metro
"LOVE LIGHT, THE," United Artists
LOVE, HONOR AND BEHAVE," First National
•

RE OF CROONING WATER,"
-LURE OF YOUTH," Metro
"LI
•

Stoll

MAD MARRIAGE,"

"MAMMA'S
"MAN.

Universal
AFFAIR." First National

WOM AN.

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.

M ARRIAGE,

*

First National

26
5
5
12
5
5

26
5
19

Mar.
Feb.

8
5
5

Jan.

s

Mar. 26
Mar. 12
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

8
SB

26
22
15
5
22

Mar. 5
Mar. 26
-Mar.

5

Jan. 29
Jan. 29
Feb. 26

Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

36
5

1.

1

1

Feb. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 28

Mar. 26
Jan.

S
Mar. 26
Jan. 22
Feb. 19
Jan. 22
Jan. 22

Feb. 12
Feb. 12
Jan. 22

Jan. 15
Jan. 211
Jan. 15
Mar. 26

OF THE MOl VI ED." Par:
unt
•ONE HUNDREDTH CHANCE." Stoll
"ONE M A N IN A MILLION." Robertson-! ole.
••OUI.1A DID IT." Educational
•OUT OF THE CHOHI s,' Realart
OF THE HOUSE OF BONDAGE," Lyeeai

Feb. 5
Feb. IS
Feb. 26

•O'MAI.I.EY

.

m
•OUTSIDE THE LAW."

Jfaa

.

i

Universal

SIDE W OMAN." Realart
•PARISH PRIEST," Cnrtield
-PASSION FRUIT." YIetro
"PASSIONATE I'll. (.RIM." Paramount
•PAYING THE PIPER." Paramount
•Ill

I

•PERFECT CRIME,' Associated Producers
"PLAYTHING OF BROADWAY," Kealart
'PLEASURE SEEKERS." Selznick
•POLLY YY ITH A PAST," Metro
•POULTRY A LA MODE." \ ogue
-POOR DEAR MARGARET KIKKY." sel/.ni.k
•PRICE OF POSSESSION," Paramount

•PRAIRIE TRAILS." Fox
•PRINCESS JONES." \ rtagnB*
'PRICE OF SILENCE." Sunrise
•PRISONERS OF LOVE," Goldtvvn
•RANGER AND THE LAW, THE." Capital
•HECK LESS WIVES," Independent
•RED FOAM." Selznick
•REST IN PEACE." Educational
•RICH GIRL, POOR GIRL." Universal
"ROAD OF AMBITION," Selznick
"ROAD DEMON." Fox
"ROADS OF DESTINY." Goidvvyn
"ROOKIE'S RETURN." Paramount

"ROUGES AND ROMANCE." Pathe
••SAGE HEX, THE," Pathe
-SCUTTLERS." Fox
"SE1 F.N YEARS BAD LUCK," Robertson-Cole
"SEE MY LAWYER." Robertson-Cole
-SHE COULDN'T HELP IT." Realart
"SHOCKING NIGHT." Universal
"SILVER LINING," Metro

.

Feb. SS

Feb. 12
Ian. 29
Jan. 29
Feb. 5
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.

Feb. 26
Mar. 5
Mar. 5
Jan. 8
Jan.

3

Jan.

).-,

Ylar.
5
Mar. 26
Jan.
Feb. IS

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Feb.

"SOCIETY SNOBS." Selznick
••SOMETHING DIFFERENT." Realart
"SONG OF THE SOUL." Goidvvyn

"SOWING THE W IND."

First National

••SPENDERS." Hodkinson

"SPORTSMAN." Vitagraph
-s(»l

ANDERED

LIVES,"

Stoll

-STORY OF THE BAD EGG." Educational
"STRAIGHT IS THE ROAD," Paramount
"SUNSET JONES." American
Stoll

TESTIMONY," Stoll
-THAT GIRL MONTANA." Pathe
"THIEF. THE." Fox
-THOUGHTLESS WOMEN," Pioneer
"TIGER TRUE." Universal
-TIDAL WAVE," stoll
VS DOUBLE TRIUYIPH." Educational
"TORCH Y"
••TORCH TURNS CUPID," Educational
-TORCHY YIIXES IN." Educational
"TORRENT. THE." Universal
-TRAIL OF THE CIGARETTE," Arron
"TRUTH ABOUT HUSBANDS," First National
"TRUST YOUR WIFE," First National
-TWO KINDS OF LOVE," Universal

'UNKNOWN WIFE," Universal
-WEDDING BLUES." Educational
"W HAT'S WORTH WHILE." Paramount
"WHAT EVERY WOMAN KNOWSWHAT WOMEN WILL DO." Pathe
••WHEN DAWN CAME," Producers Securiti
•W HEN W E W ERE TWENT Y -ONE." Pathe
-W HILE THE DEVIL LAUGHS," Fox
-WHITE YOUTH," Universal
-WHY TRUST YOUR HUSBAND," Fox
•WING TOY," Fox
-W ITCHING HOUR," Paramount

-WITHOUT

"WOMAN

LIMIT." Metro

HOUSE." First National
-YVOYIEN
LOVE," Bradley
"WORLDS APART." Selznick
IN HIS

KM

-WRONG WOMAN,"
-YOU'LL BE

si

Independent

BPRISI

Educational

1

Mar.

N IDOL," Associated Exhibitors
"S.Y'OB," Realart
"SOCIETY SECRETS." Universal

"SMALL TOW

ir»

Mar. HI
Mar. 5
Mar. I
Mar. 26
Feb. 5

"SLICKER." Fox

"TAVERN" KNIGHT,"

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan. 1
Mar. 1»

Jan. 22
Feb. 19
Feb. 2(i
Feb. 12

•OFFSHORE PIRATE." Metro
•OLD BWIMMIN' HOLE." First National

8
15
20

12
19
5
29

Mar. 12

1

.

"SUPREME PASSION." Film Ylarket
"SWEET REVE.YCE," Universal

5
Jan. 29
Jan. 29
JIar. 12
Jan. 1
Feb. 26
Feb. 12
Jan. 1
Jan. 22

Feb. 26
Feb. 12
Jan. B
Jan. s
Jan. S

I

IS
19

Mar.

Jan.

"M \ X FROM NOWHERE." \ rroiv
"MARRIAGE OF Y\M. \s||-,;," Metro
"MR. FVTIMA." Educational
"M It. \\ ." Stoll
•MIND VOIR BUSINESS," Educational
•MISTRESS OF SHENSTONE," Huliertson-l ole
'MISLEADING LADY," Metro
MONEY CHANGERS," Pathe
•MO! NT YIN WOMAN," Fox
•MY LADY'S I.AT! 11 KEY." First National
s," First National
•NINETEEN AND PHY
•NOT GUILTY," First National
•NUMBER 17," Fox
•NUT. THE." United Artists

1

s

Ylar.
Ylar.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.

Mar.
.Ylar.

Ylar.

Feb.
Feb.
Ylar.

Jan.
Ian.

Jan.
Feb.

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Ylar.

Jan.

Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

Mar. 26
Feb.
Ylar.

Mar.
Bar.
Mar.
Jan.
YInr.

Jan.
Feb.
Ylar.

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.

Mona

Lisa (standing) and Claire Windsor, who have
prominent parts in the Lois Weber production,
"What's Worth While," distributed by Paramount.

Eileen Sedgwick, in the Universal serial, "The Diamond
Queen," the latest in screen thrillers from the House
of Laemmle.

April
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"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It im

a co-operative aervice

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE

every
did for tne other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Associated Producers
A

Town

Small

Idol, a

Mack

Sennett

— Fine. Seven reels of good
fun. — L. M. Kuhns. Gibson theatre. Gibson. N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
One or two
production. — Good picture.
production.

not had a poor one yet.
Any exhibitor
that has not yet run any of this star's
pictures is not doing justice to himself
and patrons. T. Henry Hartley. Border

—

this
like

We

First
cial

patronage.

Sylvia

theatre,

Ga.

Sylvester,

Small town patronage.

Good

References and The Perfect
with Constance Talmadge.
Both great. Gets better all the time.
C. C. Johnston. Triangle theatre. Hoxie.
Ark. General patronage.

Woman,

—

The Notorious Miss
MacDonald.

erine

—

Lisle, with

— Picture

—

H. Yaughan.
Maquoketa.

J.

Two Weeks,

with Constance Talmadge.

—Very good comedy. — L. M. Kuhns.
Gibson theatre. Gibson, X. M.

camp patronage.

—

ever.

— W.

H.

—
—

Creal.

Suburban

—

—

this star's

don't

pictures to date and have

—A

—

Minn.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

made convincing.

not be

Picture

is

well

and contains some excellent
dramatic moments, but it didn't get the
money. Xorma is slipping as a box office
magnet, while "Connie" continues to pack
them in. and please them. E. E. Sprague.
Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kans. General
directed

—

—

patronage.

Good

North, with a special
say too much for
behind
this
this.
Get
and boost it to the
limit.
The picture will back up anything
you say about it. T. X. Magruder. Elite
Xeighborhood pattheatre. Iola. Kans.

References, with Constance Talread several unfavorable
comments on this, but think it is a very
This has considerably
good comedy.
more story than her usual pictures, and
is
not silly. W. H. Creal. Suburban

ronage.

theatre.

of the

— Great.

Can't

—

—

Forty-five Minutes from Broadway,
with Charles Ray. Good picture to good
business.
Can't go wrong on this one.

—

— C.

theatre,
Triangle
Johnston.
C.
Hoxie, Ark. General patronage.

—

The Notorious Miss Lisle, with KathThis was very good
erine MacDonald.
Katherine is a good star.
picture.

—

madge.

— Have

—

Omaha.

MM

UBiHUIIIMIfflBII wrrari

!

m\ HHIIM

xrvr.v.v.

IKBiiamF

j

Xeb.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

The Jack-Knife Man,

—

a

King Yidor

A
production. Should be a special.
human heart touching story well acted.
Censors or critics could find no fault.
Boost it. George E. Taylor. Idle Hour

—

theatre.

Dunlap.

Ia.

— Xeighborhood

pat-

ronage.

The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita Stew-

with plenty of ac— A picture
10 and
that pleased good houses.
— Bert Xorton. Kozy theatre. Eureka.
— Xeighborhood patronage.
filled

art.
L-::n:iii.i"i nr

tion
-25c.

|

111.

Trie Plays

My
I

(Jan.

[

1.

Fox

Patrons
Liked Best

Wing Toy,

I,

1920, to Jan.

The Courage

1921)

§
j

j

2.

Some One Must Pay.

I

I

3.

Back

|

to God's

Coun-

try.
I

4.

The'U.

I

5.

Daddy Long

1

Let's

P. Trail.
I

—Very

pictures are.

Angola.

—

Adolph
Kohn.
Pastime
satisfaction.
Xeighborhood
theatre. Granville, X. Y.

—

patronage.
The Cheater Reformed, with William
Russell.
This is a good picture. Pleased
90 per cent of the people.
Played on
Sunday to a fair business in spite of a
rainy day. Spalding Bros., Gem theatre,
111.
Taylorville.
Xeighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

—

Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones. If
they like Westerns they will like this

P. G. Held,
Sterling Theatre.

Fairmont, Neb.

Fox

Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
is a real good picture, and gave

— This

—

Legs.

hear from another exhibitor!

all

— F. E. Frisbie. Croxton theatre.
Ind. — Xeighborhood patronage.

Marge

1,

of

with Shirley Mason.

pleasing picture, as

O'Doone.

theatre.

Omaha. Xeb. Xeighborhood patronage.
The Beauty Market, with Katherine
MacDonald. Good program picture. —
W. L. Beebe. Opera House. Manito, 111.
Small town patronage.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. A good picture. Connie certainly does deliver the goods. Have run
all

Inferior Sex, with Mildred Hargood picture. Much better than
we expected. Don't be afraid to play it.
F. D. Hall. Wonderland theatre. Ma-

you how it
Auditorium

will tell

I

J.

Nomads

— Mining

Forty-five Minutes from Broadway, with
Charles Ray. A very good picture. Did
not get us the business we expected, how-

—

The

ris.

Play

— Critical

patronage.

—

Bonita theatre. Copperhill. Tenn.
Small town patronage.

Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
These dual role productions simply can-

Xew OrphIa.

with Mary PickPleased. F. M.

del'a.

get them in without any unnecessary
advertising.
Picture well put on. with
theatre.

Cal-

Boys, I've cancelled all my
program pictures and am playing
only big stuff, two pictures a week
and two nights each at advanced
prices.
I believe it will be a winner for the small ones. Watch my
reports
under First National or

We

cast.

Daddy Long Legs,
— Good picture.

ford.

theatre.

hookworm.

cast.

—

—

Olympic

Frana.

—

Kath-

pleased large

Harriet and the Piper, with Anita Stewart.
Same old story. This star gets the
money for us and pleases our patrons

eum

audience

— C. Jenkins,
theatre, Neligh, Neb.

crowd. F. E. Frisbie, Croxton theatre.
Angola, Ind. Xeighborhood patronage.

good

the

if

tne picture

"W hat The

The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. This sure is good comedydrama. Louis J. Frana, Olympic theatre. Calmar, Ia.

boy!

you may know they've got the

works.

—

berry.

one and
it

Goldwyn and

National

in His House, with a spemasterpiece.
Well
real

chosen cast, and Mildred Harris better
than in past pictures.
Go the limit in
advertising and promises.
Raised admission to 15 and 35. Xot a kick. Many
stated it to be best picture we had run in
months.
Xo worry over censorship if
more pictures were like this. Clean ali
the way through.
Heinsohn & West-

Mar-

Note:

—

Woman
cast. — A

— Oh,

money from Uncle Bim Gump.

—

The

production.

a

Address

Jones.

Here's a real one. First night good.
Second capacity at 25-35; 110 per
cent satisfaction.
To play pictures
like this one is just like getting

—

— Critical

Neilan

shall

of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. This picture will
get the money for any exhibitor who will
take the trouble to interest the teachers
and the schools.
gave a pre-showing
to ministers and teachers and did a good
two-day business on it. The direction,
photography and cast are all very fine.
J. H. Yaughan, Xew Orpheum theatre.
Ia.

Can.

—

DON'T EVER MARRY,

scenes a little too strong under existing trend of attitude everywhere.
Charles H. Goulding, Cayuga theatre.
Auburn. X. Y. Transient patronage.

Maquoketa.

Quebec.

Island,

Small town patronage.

vamp

The Last

Rock

theatre.

Louis J.
mar, Ia.

week what

Favorable
E
Sprague. Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kans.
patronage.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix.

one.
j

comments. — E.

— General

—

K

76

good Western picture. Perhaps not so
good as some of this star's previous offerMix is a good puller here. My
ings.
patrons liked this one. So 1 have no kick
coming. T. Henry Hartley, Border theaSmall
tre, kock Island, Quebec, Can.
town patronage.

—

—

CONNECTICUT YANKEE,

A

—

with a special cast. This is a knockPlayed
out, pleasing 100 per cent.
it one day to receipts exceeding any
other picture played one or two
days. Grab this one quick and advertise it for all you are worth.
You
cannot boost it too much. This is
the kind of picture people come to
see two or three times.
O. Wel-

—

—

per cent of my panot like sea pictures.

fifty

Many

do
Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb. Small town patronage.
The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. My patrons insist that this little
lady is a real vest pocket edition of Olive
Thomas, both in appearance and manner,
trons.

L.

—

—

so she made a hit in her first picture.
Just a light program offering, but it has
plenty of good comedy and hokum.
E. E. Sprague, Lyric theatre, Goodland.

Kans.

— General

patronage.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix
This is. 1 consider, an extra good feature.
It pleased my audience as well as myExhibitors, book this one, and then
self.
advertise it well and you make no mistake.
Joseph F. Spangler. Globe theatre.
Beaver, Okla. General patronage.

—

—

Two Moons,

with

Buck Jones.

—A

good

SO YOU ARE

out

rather

tame,

—

tiloomlield, la

— Home

1921

but

SURPRISED?

patronage.

Who

The Man

Dared, with William
Russell.
If you are looking for a real
feature that will please everybody from
Grandpa and Grandma down to the baby,
book tins one. It's better than most specials.
1
did not know I had half so

—

—

—

age.

—

—W.

Starts

2,

friends until I ran The Man Who
Dared. R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind.
Small town patron-

Garden theatre, La Jolla, Cal.
Family patronage.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
Fine. Boys, if we had more pictures like
this we could hang the censors to an
apple tree, and invite the critics in and
have them smile at you when they pass
A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Fayout.
College town patronage.
ette, la.
The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
This is really a good picture, but only
pleased about

Western.

April

more than makes good before it is over.
Good regular program picture at regular
price.
H. A. VV'ishard, Wishard theatre,

many

stead,

—

XHIBITORS HERALD

The Cheater Reformed, with William
Here is a dandy. Drew well

Russell

—

and patrons were all pleased, and said
so.
Adolph Kohn, 1'astime theatre, Granville, X. V.
Neighborhood patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen Percy.
This is a dandy comedy with a clever
lit le star.
Had lots of good comments

—

—

Nol

—

i

oil

it.

— W.

Newman

L. Douglas, Strand theatre,
Grove, Net*. Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The Texan, with

—

Tom

Mix. One of
Johnston, Triangle
theatre, Hoxic, Ark.— General patronage.

Mix's

best.

— C.

C.

— We

Wing Toy. with Shirley Mason.
consider this a good picture, although
some objected to Chinese atmosphere.

—

Mar is coming To the front. W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
The Orphan, with William Farnum.
This is an A-l, extra good Western, full
of action from start to finish.
Photography and reading is good. Pleased 100

—

my audience. Book it.
Spangler,
Globe
theatre,
Beaver, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.
Very good.
Shirley is O. K.
Will
please almost everyone.
George E. Tayper

cent

Joseph

of
F.

—

—

lor,

—

Idle

Hour

theatre,

Dunlap,

Neighborhood patronage.
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.

MY FATHER.

la.

— Good

EH?"

Star has a likeable
Western.
and is becoming popular.
W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Heart Strings, with William Farnum.
A very good picture, but failed to please
all classes.
A. J. Steggall, Opera House,
Neighborhood patronage.
Fayette, la.

average

personality

—

—

—
—

—

Just Pals, with Buck Jones. One of
Pleased
the best pictures we ever ran.
everybody. F. E. Frisbie, Croxton theaNeighborhood patrontre, Angola, Ind.
age.

—

—

Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.
is absolutely nothing to this picDecidedly tiresome. W. L. Dougture.
las, Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.
Small town patronage.
Twins of Suffering Creek, with William
They liked this one here. EdRussell.
ward Lindsey, Lindsey theatre. Industry,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix. This
old reliable stunt puller, aided and abetted by his wonderfully trained horse and
dog, certainly mopped up for me in this
picture.
Best Mix picture to date. Could
not handle the crowd the first night and
held up well the second.
E. E. Sprague,
Lyric theatre. Goodland, Kans. General

— There

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

Goldwyn
Prisoners of Love, with Betty Compson.
One of the best pictures I ever ran.
Absolutely good. Book it. C. C. JohnsGenton, Triangle theatre, Hoxie, Ark.
eral patronage.
Prisoners of Love, with Betty CompVery good business in spite of big
son.
H. M. Ronda, Ascher's Meropposition.
rill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Earthbound, with a special cast. One
of the greatest pictures that will ever be
produced. S. C. Hagan, Palace theatre,
Mound City, 111.

—

—

Earthbound, with a special cast.
wonderful picture, enjoyed by those who
came, but I had two nights of the poorest
C. Welstead, Garbusiness this winter.
den theatre. La Jolla, Cal. Family pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
good. Tom Moore a winner with
us.— Will F. Taddiken. Elite theatre,
Morganville, Kans.— Neighborhood pat-

— Verv

ronage.

The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
is by far the best Moore picture

— This

A highly interesting
"Exceptional cast and photography
ranks this far above the ordinary pro-

on

last year's series.

story.

—

gram picture. W. H. Creal, Suburban
Neighborhood
theatre.
Omaha. Neb.

One

of the dramatic incidents in the American Film Company's production,
Moon," with Elinor Field, Herbert Standing and Pell Trenton.

"The Blue

—

patronage.

The Strange Boarder, with Will Rog-

April
ers.

—A
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very good picture.

Kozy

Norton,

10-25c.

— Bert

Eureka,

theatre,

77

"THE PASSION FLOWER"

SCREENED

IS

111.

Neighborhood patronage.

My

Scratch

— Ran

Back, with a special

cast.

this picture only one night. Was
booked for two, but exchange failed to

ship it in time for the first night show,
so ran my emergency show and gave free
passes for the next night.
The picture
was well liked by everyone. The theme
is
different, and made good entertainment. The action was good, so was the
photography. T. Henry Hartley. Border
theatre, Rock Island, Quebec, Can.
Small town patronage.

—

CALL ME

JES'

JIM, with Will

—We

Rogers.
followed "What the
Picture Did for Me" on this one and
put it over in great shape.
Raised
admission prices and pleased enough
to satisfy any exhibitor.
Will F.

—

Taddiken,
ville, Kan.

Elite

Morgan-

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.

Cupid the Cow Puncher, with Will
Rogers. The house that is not using all
of Will Rogers' pictures is missing a lot.
This is our third, and every one A-l.
Patrons enthusiastic about him.
He is
a real artist.
Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre, Union, Ore.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Just for Tonight, with Tom Moore.
corking good comedy-drama and one
of Moore's best. The most pleasing star
on my program. Harold Daspit, Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronage.

A

—

—

Out of College, with Jack Picknot popular here. Averbusiness.
H. M. Ronda. Ascher's
Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

Norma Talmadge and Courtney Foote

Harrison Ford,

scene from the stage sucby Associated First National

in a

cess of Jacinto Benavente, soon to be published
Pictures.

Just

— Pickford

ford.

—

age

The Truth, with Madge Kennedy.

No

Very poor.

pep.

— Will

Elite theatre, Morganville,

F. Taddiken.
Kans. Neigh-

—

borhood patronage.
Paliser Case, with Pauline Frederick.
A good picture, and drew a good
house. E.
Saunders,
Palace
theatre.

Harvard,

111.

— General

patronage.

Hodkinson
Riders of the Dawn, with

— Very

good

—

picture.

attendance. Edward
theatre.
Industry,
patronage.

Roy

Stewart.

Bad weather hurt
Lindsey,
111.

Lindsey

—

interesting
body pleased.

from

start to finish. EveryExhibitors, book this one,

and then boost it. You cannot go wrong.
Joseph F. Spangler, Globe theatre,
Beaver, Okla. General patronage.
The Lord Loves the Irish, with J. War-

—

my

—A

good

people.

Harvard.

tre.

—

J.

Warren Ker-

and pleased all
Saunders. Palace theaGeneral patronage.

picture,

— E.
111.

—

—

King Spruce, with a special cast. If
you wish an extra good timber feature
full of action where a great struggle exists, you cannot go wrong in booking
It pleased 100 per cent.
Spangler.
Globe theatre.
Beaver. Okla.— General patronage.

feature.
F.

this

Joseph

— Neighborhood

The Best Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan. A dandy good picture. The story
is

—

The Green Flame, with
rigan.

The

—
—

—

ren Kerrigan. A good program picture.
Business just fair. It did not take nearly
as well as we had expected it would.
W. L. Douglas. Strand theatre. Newman
Grove, Neb. Small town patronage.

—

Allison.
Good
picture.
Star is very popular here. F.
E. Frisbie, Croxton theatre, Angola, Ind.

We

did 50
first run in Hudson county.
per cent less on Billions than the previous
week on the same days with an old Triangle
reissue.
Goldman, FultonJ.
Franklin Theatre Co.. Union Hill. N. J.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hamp-

—A

good picture, spoiled by showing
ton.
off the star.
All these close-ups detract
attention from the play.
Raymond Piper.
Piper's Opera House. Virginia City, Nev.

—

Jimmy Valentine, with Bert LyThe above is a good offering. It
tell.
took better with the people than Lombardi Ltd. or The Right of Way. You
will not make a mistake in using it.
Alias

—

Nol

Mrs. James Webb. Cozy theatre. Union.
Ore. Small town patronage.
Out of the Fog, with Nazimova. This
Pleased a good
is a good sea picture.
Sunday night crowd, and they told us so
and talked of it several days afterward.
Beynon. Cozy theatre. Lake
E. S.
Neighborhood patronCrystal. Minn.

—

—

—

to Men, with Viola Dana.
have to hide away on this kind.
100 per cent comedy drama. 100 per cent

Dangerous

— Don't

little girl.

— Raymond

Price

of

Piper, Piper's

Redemption, with Bert

Opera

House. Virginia City. Nev.

—

Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
It you can't please your crowd with
time to close up!

this picture, it's

— F.

Croxton theatre. Angola,
Neighborhood patronage.

E.
Ind.

Paramount
Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil B. DeMille
People say it
production. A wonder.

—

better than The Birth of a Nation.
I agree.
Get it by all means. Unusual
C. E. Vinson. Jr., Alamo theabusiness.
is

—

tre.

Ga.

Griffin,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The

with Roscoe
Not nearly as
good as the two-reelers. L. M. Kuhns,
Gibson theatre. Gibson. N. M. Mining
Life

Arbuckle.

of

— Not

the

Party,

much.

—

—

camp patronage.

Why Smith Left Home, with Bryant
Washburn. Very good show. Sent them
away smiling. Book it. R. P. Good. Rex

—

—

Neb.
Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan.
Fine.
An improvement over The
Prince Chap. D. B. Baker, Circle theatheatre. Allen.

—

—

Ottumwa. Ia.
The Love Burglar, with Wallace Reid.
Drew poor crowd account of rain, but

tre.

—

believe me it's a real picture.
Pleased
100 per cent.
They are still talking
about the colt kid.
Lost money, but
was the rain and not the picture's
it
fault— B. G. Hubbard. Hub theatre.

Bishop. Tex.

age.

The

—

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Billions and Madame Peacock, with
Nazimova. — Both pictures were played

—

Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
story.
Many like these Northern
pictures.
W. L. Beebe. Opera House.
Manito. 111. Small town patronage.

— Fair

—

iMetro
The Cheater, with May

—

—

Frisbie.

—

AMAZED?

—

Lytell.
He does splendid in this, and we
Raymond
class it among the star's best.
Piper. Piper's Opera House, Virginia
City, Nev.

Easy

— Neighborhood

to Get, with

patronage.

Marguerite Clark.
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thy Gish.— Very good. This star pleases
patrons.
Merle E. Rhoda, Palace

—

my

Minn.

Royalton,
patronage.
theatre,

— Small

town

The Law

of the North, with Charles
the usual type of Ray picture,
but snow scenes are good.
Just a fair
picture.
R. O. Rhoadcs. Orpheum theatre. Converse, Ind.
Small town patronage.

Ray.

— Not
—

—

—

Humoresque, with
business.

— D.

a special cast.
Big
Circle, theatre,

Baker,

B.

Ottumwa, la.
More Deadly

Than the Male, with
Ethel Clayton. Title misleading, but altogether a good picture. Very good ending. -Mrs. Sufus Olson. Pastime theatre. Dclavan. Wis.
General patronage.
The Valley of Giants, with Wallace
Reid.
A real picture. The action does
not lag a minute.
Reid is at his best
here.
J.
H. Talbert. Legion theatre.
Norwich, Kans. Small town patronage.

—

—

—
—

—

Pathe
The U.

P. Trail, with Roy Stewart.—
Very good Western, liook it and boost
it and the picture will do the rest.
Admission 10 and 35c. P. G. Held, Sterling
theatre, Fairmont, Neb.— Neighborhood

—

patronage.

The

Girl

in

the

Web, with Blanche

—
— Neighborhood patronage.
Other Men's Shoes, an Edgar
production. — A real picture that
— Very

Sweet.
& Son,

Dramatic scene from "Every Man's Price," the Burton King production being distributed by J. W. Film Corporation. Gollos and Gollos is handling it in the Central West.

A good

story that drew a good house,
but the photography was miserable. Impossible to get light through it in some
places.
Bert
Norton,
Kozy theatre.
Eureka, III. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Sand, with William

M. Kuhns, Gibson

L.

N. M.

— Mining

camp

— Splendid

— Good.
Gibson.

theatre,

with a

pianist
the pic-

sympathetically interpreted
ture.
Certainly made this a remarkperformance
able
dramatic
and
raised our reputation and that of the
industry to a new level. Superb acting.
BeauGreat heart interest.
tifully photographed.
It brought out
one's purest feelings and pleased all
real men and women.
Special letters from company to patrons helped,
the
music
undoubtedly
but
put this
over. Do not attempt it without such.

— Philip Rand, Rex
Idaho. — Small town

theatre,

with
that's

William

Opinion of patrons divided on

Legion theatre. Norwich.
town patronage.

S.

Draws

Husband, with

Burke.
think
Ziegfield afraid to have his wife playopposite a real man.
Certainly this star
has hard luck in drawing poor, silly plays
and poor casts. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patrona

entertainment.

—

Billie

Patrons

—

age.

Something

to

Think About,

a Cecil

this

pic-

ture.
Some thought' it was great, while
others did not like it. Most all of them
said
they liked Everywoman better,
which we screened three weeks before.

—

Wanted,

— Poor

pictures Charles Ray ever
Drew well in spite of heavy rain.
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka,
best

first

and pleases usual crowd of followers.
Some kicks on account of titles being
L.
Hubbard. Hub theatre.
short.
B.
Bishop. Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

—

the

— Neighborhood patronage.
Male and Female, a Cecil B. DeMillc
attraction.
class
production. — A

Salmon.

all.

—

— Bert

patronage.

Trail,

Hart,

a

—

III.

age.

— Just

means, even though you only break
Such pictures as this and Humoresque are a prestige to any house. Mrs.
James Webb. Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.
Small town patronage.
Paris Green, with Charles Ray. One

made.

—

The Narrow

is

with a special cast.
a big production.
Play it by

even.

-

—

Hart.

— This

of

Putting It Over, with Bryant Washburn. Put this on for benefit of our
high school basket ball team. It is great.
Don't be afraid of this. It has a lesson
to it.
John L. Norman, Lyric theatre.
Alexandria., Neb.
Neighborhood patron-

—

The Miracle Man,

—

special

and

violinist

—

all

patronage.

HUMORESQUE,
cast.

Hart.

S.

—

Great. Hard to adDeM.ille production.
but did surprising business.
D.
1!.
Haker. Circle theatre. Ottumwa. Ia._

vertise,

B.

— Small
Ray. — Best

Kans.

Paris Green, with Charles
Ray picture I ever ran. Real good comedy-drama. G. P. Duncan. Pastime theaNeighborhood pattre, Cowpens, S. C.
ronage.
The Silent Man, with William S. Hart.
One of the best pictures of this star
have ever shown, and pleased even
I
those who do not like Hart. Harold
Daspit. Atherton theatre. Kentwood, La.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

His House in Order, with Elsie FerguNothing much. Star has been seen
son.
Story weak. Busito better advantage.
Flopped second.
ness fair first night.
No more Elsie for us. W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb. Neigh-

—

—

—
—

borhood patronage.
Bill Henry, with Charles Ray.
A good
average Ray picture.
We used it to
start

off

our

serial

with.

— A.

N. Miles.

Eminence theatre. Eminence. Ky.
Remodeling Her Husband, with Doro-

good program.

Orpheum

F. C. Burr
theatre. Lancaster, Wis.

Lewis
is

sure

what we all want. Take it from me, if
you haven't had it. get it. F. E. KaufTman. Electric theatre, Union, la.'
Man and His Woman, a J. Stuart
Blackton production. Very good. May
McAvoy a great favorite here. Story
well acted.
W. L. Becbe, Opera House.
Manito, III. Small town patronage.
Forbidden Valley, a J. Stuart Blackton

—

—

—

—
production. —

It's

pictures

as

this,

a pleasure to

and

have

show such
people

tell

you on their way out, "I'll come as long
as you show such pictures."
It's just
like mountain Kentucky.
G. L. Deady.
Palace theatre. No. Rose. N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The World Aflame, with Frank Keenan.

—

— Good

picture

to

show

—

in

a

city

or

manufacturing center.
No good for a
small town. W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

Respectable by Proxy, with a special
cast.

—A

good program picture that

Had many

will

favorable comments
on it. but not an unfavorable one from
anyone. F. E. Kauffman, Electric theaplease.

—

tre.

Union,

la.

SHOCKED?
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Minter.

Robertson-Cole

right

The Tong Man, with Sessue Hayakawa.

Star not
— Very good. Pleased
popular, but this one pleased
who
came. — George E. Taylor. Idle Hour
theatre. Dunlap,
— Neighborhood patall.

all

la.

ronage.

Dangerous Waters, with W illiam DesDesmond not well
mond. Only fair.

—

—

cast in this play. -Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
Neighborhood
theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

—

patronage.

Moon Madness,
crowd

Fair
night.

first

with Edith Storey.
night, fell flat second

This was the

last of four of this

—

company's
pictures.
A.
Opera House, Fayette,
hood patronage.

J.

la.

Steggall,

— Neighbor-

Realart
The Furnace, with
None better than this
the

ladies

We

especially.

production.

real

a special cast.
one.
Boost it to

—-C.

T.

—

say

is

it

Metcalf,

a

—

—

—

M inter. — One

pictures.
of
her
best
Pleased everyone. Better than the average business. C. E. Vinson, Jr., Alamo
Griffin, -Ga.

theatre.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Something Different, with Constance
It's a shame to waste good direction, photography and cast on such
a frail theme.
Not to be compared with
39 East or Erstwhile Susan.
Does not
give the star a
H.
fair
chance. J.
Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre, MaquoBinney.

—

—

ley.

— Star

grows

Haw-

more

delightful with
even better than
Miles,
Eminence

This is
Hobbs. A N.
theatre. Eminence, Ky.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles

each release.

Miss

losing her drawing power with us. Consider this only a fair program picture.

H. Vaughan,
Maquoketa, la.

J.

—

New Orpheum

— Critical

theatre,

patronage.

Erstwhile Susan, with Constance BinFine picture. Don't be afraid of
this.
F. C. Burr & Son, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
ney.

—
—

—

—

Sinners, with Alice Brady. This is a
better picture than the name implies.
But I can't pull out a crowd on
this star.
10 and 25c.
Good weather.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre, Eminence,

much

Ky.

—

39 East, with Constance Binney.
An
excellent picture from every angle. Star
not yet popular, but we can't see how
anyone can help but like her after seeing
her once. W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre.
Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

Stoll
Branded Souls, with
Here is a real picture.

a

have

fight

a

wonderful prize

of picture

is

—

special cast.
First two reels

well balanced.

and balance
Packed them

Max Kantad. Lincoln theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Hundredth Chance, with a special
cast.
This was an English picture and
had no action to it. Too slow for a live
American. V ery poor, W. L. Douglas,
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.
Small town patronage.
The Tavern Knight, with a special
cast.
In spite of this one being a costume play, it drew good, and is chuck
full
of action.
I
can recommend this
one to all exhibitors. George E. Loebel,
Community theatre. West Allis, Wis.
in.

—

—

—

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.

the

largest

—

Monday

business

six

in

months. R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind.
Small town patron-

—

age.

Broadway and Home, with Eugene
— The poorest picture I have had
from Select. My' patrons did not care
In fact, they do not
for Eugene in this.
O'Brien.

like to see

sort of

photoplays that deal with the
this

life

picture depicts.

— W.

F.

Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien. This picture drew them in and
Played it two days.
then pleased them.
E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard,

—

—

111.

— General

patronage.
Regular Girl, with

A

Elsie

Janis.

good picture, and pleased my
Should
please
anywhere.
patrons.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranNeighborhood
patronage.
ville, N. Y.
Piccadilly Jim, with Owen Moore.
Fair.
Story and action too slow. F. C.
Burr & Son, Orpheum theatre, Lancaster,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Red Head, with Alice BradySeemed to give pretty good satisfaction.
This

is

—

—

I did not care much for it.
Brock, Electric theatre, Hagerman, N. M. Neighborhood patronage.
Whispers, with Elaine Hammerstein.

Personally,
B.

Failed to

—

draw and proved program

pic-

— Bert Norton, Kozy theatre. Eureka,
— Neighborhood patronage.

ture.
111.

NITA NALDI
Playing role of "Passion" in George Fitzmaurice's Paramount play, "Experience."

to appear in a big special picture.
She
last seen in "The Stealers," the Robertson-

Cole production.

— W.
Newman

ture.

L. Douglas, Strand theatre,
Grove, Neb. Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The

Supreme, with a special cast.
at least 90 per cent.
Contains
very fine acting. Go after the adGift

— Pleased
some

—

vertising, as the title won't draw.
Mrs.
Sufus Olson. Pastime theatre, Delavan,
Wis. General patronage.
THE HIGHEST LAW, with a
special cast.
A very fine patriotic
picture.
Splendid for Memorial Day.

—

—

Gave this as a program for Daughters of the American Revolution and
they were greatly pleased. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Olive Thomas.
Was disappointed in this. Entirely too
much on juvenile type. Star is a favorite here, but a great many left before the
picture was completed.
W. L. Douglas.
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.
Small town patronage.
The Road of Ambition, with Conway

—

—A

However, we
Opera House.
Greenfield, 111.
Small town patronage.
She Loves and Lies, with Norma Talmadge Very good, and pleased. Peter
Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
She Loves and Lies, w ith Norma Talmadge. The best picture we have shown
for months.
Tell them it is the best
Norma has done, and boost it. C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.
Small town patronage.
Tearle.

lost

money.

good

— C. T.

—

picture.

Metcalf,

—

—

—

—

a

—

S.

was

The Flapper, with

Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
Book and boost it. Pleased 100 per cent
of

RUTH DWYER
Sson

N. Y.

Sel zmck

— Critical

patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda

keta, la.

star not being given the
In consequence, she is

vehicles.

Opera

House, Greenfield, 111. Small town patronage
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley.
Star good and has exclever comedy.
ceptional cast, including Harrison Ford,
Jack Mulhall and Walter Hiers. Did not
draw well, but no fault of picture. W.
H. Creal. Suburban theatre. Omaha,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles

—

— This

79

Picadilly J im, with Owen Moore.
This picture went over fine for me. Most
everyone seemed to like it.
It is different from the average program pic-
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good

with Frank Mayo.

—

Adolph
picture.
Granville,
theatre,
N.

program

Pastime

1921

2.

LOOKS LIKE THE REAL THING

Universal
The Red Lane,

April

—

Kohn,
Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
West Is West, with Harry Carey.
This star is slipping with us on account
Better get him back
of poor vehicles.
in real Westerns, same as he made his
Patrons complained
reputation with.
about this one, and also Sundown Slim,
H. Vaughan,
J.
his previous picture.

New Orpheum

— Maquoketa,

theatre,

la.

Critical patronage.

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
very nice picture. Paper excellent. This

money for any exhibitor,
more than please his audience.
Ray Y. McMinn, Capitol theatre, Su-

picture will get

and

Wis.
True, with Frank Mayo.
peach. Plenty of action. This one pulled
them in on an all-day grind. Two verjgood fights. Mayo always pleases my
patrons. T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Iola, Kans.
Trimmed, with Carmel
Beautifully
Myers. This is a fair picture, and the
comment was just fair on this one. She
does not draw very good here. Spaldperior,

—

Tiger

—

—

—

—

ing Bros.,

Gem

theatre,

Taylorville,

111.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Outcasts of Poker Flat, with Harry
Plenty of acCarey. — A good picture.
Lotus theatre.
— W. H.
Red Lake Falls, Minn. — Neighborhood
Gilfillan,

tion.

patronage.

Wbite Youth, with Edith Roberts.—
Picture good. Business off for some reason. Picture seemed to please those who
saw it. T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre.
Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
This picture drew big for me, against all

—

kinds of opposition. E. Saunders, Palace
General patrontheatre. Harvard, 111.
age.
The Devil's Passkey, an Eric Von
Stroheim production. Big town picture.
Business off on this one, although it

—

—

those who saw
that picture is good.
T.

pleased

—

it.

N.

Must say
Magruder.
*

Wheeler Oakman as he appears in the title role of "The Half Breed," being produced
by Oliver Morosco Productions. Mr. Oakman was obtained by Mr. Morosco
through the courtesy
theatre,

Elite

of Irving Lesser.

Kans.

Iola,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Under Northern Lights, with a special
A pretty good program picture.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
cast.

—

—

The Devil's Passkey, an Eric Von
Stroheim production. A very well made
production.
It will please any audience.
Paper, photos and advertising aids good.
Picture will get money anywhere.
Ray

—

F. E.
Stay away from this one.
Kauffman. Electric theatre, Union, la.
The Garter Girl, with Corinne Griffith.
Will get by as a program picFair.
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theature.
Neighborhood patrontre, Dunlap, la.

night.

—

—

—

age.

—

—

Y. McMinn,
Wis.

Capitol

theatre,

Superior,

Vitagraph
Dead Men

Tell

—

No

— T.

Henry

Rock

Island. Quebec. Can.

Border theatre.
Small town

Hartley,

—

The story is of the life of
before.
Christ, reverently and very artistically
told in picture story. The best presentat'on of the New Testament theme that I
Rare artistry is comhave ever seen.
bined with stage skill and beauty of surMore
roundings.
It is in eight parts.
like this one will build up the picture
business.
Guy M. Samson, Garden theacome

Tales, with a spe-

A very good picture. Drew
cast.
good crowds. Was well acted. Offers
something different from the usual run
of pictures, and holds the audience from
start to the last foot of film.
Ran it two
15 and 25c.
Everyone satisfied.
days.
cial

Specials
Immortality (Goebel), with a special
cast.
Played this wonderful production
two days to good business against bad
roads and rain.
A picture that should
be played in every theatre.
It will get
people in your theatre that would never

—

patronage.

—

tre,

Lisbon,

la.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The Broadway Bubble, with Corinne
— Very good program picture.

Bitter Fruit (Arrow), with Jane Novak.

Griffith.

Some

scenes very dark, but an excellent
dual role is played by Miss Griffith that
holds attention. Put it over with a good

comedy.

— B.

Bishop, Tex.

L.

Hubbard. Hubs

— Neighborhood

theatre.

ASTOUNDED 1

patronage.

Dollars and the Woman, with Alice
Joyce. -This is a good picture, also the
star is drawing card.
Louis J. Frana,

—

Olympic

—

theatre, Calmar, la.

The Sea Rider, with Harry T. Morey.—
Pleased large crowd. F. E. Frisbie,
Croxton theatre. Angola, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
The Black Gate, with Earle Williams.
A little better than the usual Vitagraph
pictures.
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre,
Eureka, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
The Black Gate, with Earle Williams.
A good picture which ends flat. They
seem to run off the stage and say good-

—

—
"BREEZY" EASON
Popular juvenile star and his pal, "Mickey."
"Breezy" is coming right along as a Universal
star. "The Big Adventure" is his next feature.

—

—

—

—
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— This picture went over big. The scen- — Excellent attraction one
The
ery especially drew forth many comvarious stunts seemed to please
ments. — E.
Saunders,
Palace
theatre,
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Harvard,
— General patronage.
— Small town patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
A Homespun Hero (Educational), with
Eva Novak. — Nothing to
cleaned
up on
as the bathing scenes were filmed
a special
— A comedy that kept them
here, but
that
was not giving my
laughing from start to
Action
patrons their money's worth. — C. Weland a plot with some sense to
— H.
stead. Garden theatre, La Jolla, Cal.
Longaker, Howtird theatre, Alexandria,
Family patronage.
Mian. — Neighborhood patronage.
Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. — A very good Western desert minA Twilight Baby (First National), with
a special
ing story.
Some comedy infused
— would classify N. G.
scenes where the hero
New York, Padded. Should be two
— George
society. — H.
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
he being awkward
Howard
—
Longaker,
theatre, Alexandria,
Neighborhood patronage.
Minn. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Good Ship Rock and Rye (UniDr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (Pioneer),
versal),
with Joe Martin. — A dandy
in

81

reel.

all.

111.

I

it.

cast.

it

I felt

I

finish.

it.

in

cast.

reels.

J.

—

with Sheldon Lewis. Not much.
Too
gruesome.
Didn't draw. T. N. Magruder. Elite theatre, Iola, Kans. -Neighborhood patronage.

The Soul

—

—

Rafael

(Equity), with
Just fair. Would
in small town.

of

—

Clara Kimball Young.
advise not to play it
Louis J. Frana, Olympic
mar, la.

theatre,

Cal-

—
—

Bitter Fruit (Arrow), with Jane Novak.
picture.
Beautiful scenes
and well acted. Action throughout entire picture.
Broke all box office records.
C. C. Price, Royal theatre, Tarpon
Springs, Fla.

— Wonderful

—

Fall of

Babylon (Griffith), a D. W.
Not much of a pic-

—

ture for a small town.

Called a big special, but when it comes to deliver the
goods it is not there. P. G. Held, Ster-

—

Fairmont, Neb.
hood patronage.

ling theatre,

— Neighbor-

Galloping
Devils
(Canyon), with
Franklyn
Farnum. Excellent production.
Will satisfy any audience. Acting
good. Scenery fine. Jake J. Disch, Majestic theatre, Cudahy, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

—

Serials
Fighting Fate (Yitagraph). with Wil-

— Good
By
— C. E. Vinson, Alamo
Ga. — Neighborhood pat-

Duncan.
means book it.

liam

theatre.

serial.

all

Jr..

Griffin,

ronage.

Ruth

of the Rockies < Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Just finished this.
good,
clean serial.
Book and boost it, if you

—

A

Western serials. Ruth is sure good.
John L. Norman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Flaming Disk (Universal), with
like

—

—

Lincoln.
Full of
Good serial.
and suspense.
People like it.
Give us more like it. C. E. Vinson, Jr.,
Rialto theatre. Griffin, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Son

of

—

special cast.
eight years in

Whole

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

comedy.

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Pleased

classes."

all

Am

using

these on special days. Good business two
days.
T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre,
Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

for

Other Exhibitors

Fill in this

—

Keaton

Buster

Comedies

(Metro).
Convict 13 good
comedy. The Scarecrow another knockout.
Neighbors better than the best two-

One Week

Title

a knockout.

— Raymond

Piper,

Piper's

Star

Opera

House, Virginia City, Nev.

Neighbors (Metro) with Buster KeaReceived the most and the loudest

ton.

Producer

—

laughs "All

Easy

Comedy

Night." Attractions:

Remarks

Get Out and Get Under,
The Sportsman and Neighbors. Started
holding them out at 7:15.
It went so
good we are going to try it again. Chas
H. Ryan. Garfield theatre, 2844 Madison
street, Chicago, 111.
Neighborhood patStreet,

—

—

ronage.

A

Twilight Baby (First National), with
cast.
This comedy became a

—

a special

We

tragedy.

Lehrman

wonder from what asylum
Lost in a night what

escaped.
it
has taken all
namely, the high

winter to build up.
quality of First National.
No producers are so blind as
those who won't see. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon. Idaho.
Small town patronage.

—
—

Me

Caroline (Educational), with
Who does not show this,
cheats his patrons. Absolutely a 100 per
cent
comedy. -W. L.
Beebe,
Opera
House, Manito. 111. Small town patron-

Title

age.

Producer

Kiss

Bobby Vernon.

—

—

His Noisy

Still

Star

—

(Fox).

— Mediocre

and

did not cause many laughs.
Too much
chasing each other and shooting to be
funny.
Some one should study up new
comedy situations.
H. J. Longaker.
Howard theatre. Alexandria, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.

Remarks

—

Hand
Lloyd.
ton,

to

Mouth

(Pathe). with Harold

— An excellent comedy. — Bert

Kozy

theatre,

Eureka,

111.

Nor-

—Neigh-

borhood patronage.

—

Tarzan (National), with a
Broke all records of my

show

In secholding up good.
C.
C.
Triangle
theatre.
Johnston,
Hoxie, Ark. General patronage.

ond episode and

business.

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

still

—

Short Subjects
Duck Inn (Educational), with a special
cast.
A dandy two-reel comedy that will
please any audience.
E. Saunders, Palace theatre. Harvard, 111. General patronage.

—

Office Reports Tell the

—

Elmo

thrills

—

Box

Story.

la.

reelers.

Fickle Women (D. N. Schwab), with
David Butler. A very nice picture, and
well liked by audience. Paper might have
been better. Ray Y. McMinn, Capitoi
theatre, Superior, Wis.

Griffith production.

J.

I

visits

in

The

USE THIS BLANK

—

—

Vodivil (Spanuth), with a special cast.

Transient

ronage
City
State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-
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New York Notes About Film Folk
By

J. B.
*4y

Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis arrived from
Both
the West on Thursday, March 17.
are looking well, despite the late attack
of grippe which they suffered and which
was so fashionable in Los Angeles this
winter. They expect to remain in Gotham
for about two weeks.
*

»

*

Hildecrand Sota, of Stockholm, arrived
New York on March 18. He left for
Chicago on Tuesday, where he expects to
Mr.
purchase motion picture equipment.
Sota is no relation to the screen favorite
Minna Sota.
*

*

There is another new one. This time
under the name of "The Frontier Features,
with offices
Glad to meet you
Inc.,"

*

at

Liberty

i>5

Street

full

Bral'd,

*

who

*
is

effect.

*

*

Lillian R. Gale is doing the publicity
for the M. P. D. A. dinner dance at the
Tickets are ten
Hotel Astor, April 2.
duckets per deck.
*

that

a pipe that
represents the

it's

the M. P. D. A. poster
director as Pan because of this well
quality in some directors.

L

BlOWN,

D.

and more
Kdgi

sales

for the Stoll

I

eld

of America, has taken new
spacious quarters at 100 North

Sin

el,

I

*
I

manager

Company

Film

I'.o.ws,

[>i>ii

>allas.

*

Texas.

*

representative

special

for

and Commodore of the
Alamozatsky Yacht Club, recently returned
from California looking full of pep and
might say "sun-kisscd." He's as brown
as a berry and as white as they make 'em.
Chester,

L.

I

*

*

•

ThBOA

I!\k\. having quit the screen and
tried the stage, is about to try matrimony,
it
is
Her engagement to Charles
said.
Brahin, the well known director, is announced and the wedding is set for June.

*

Poppe, late of EXHIBITORS Herald
fast picking up the science of
prestidigitator
Houdini's legerdemain
at
headquarters. On Saturday Harry was in
the Exchange Buffet trying to swallow the
hole in a doughnut without touching the
sides and washing the hole down with a
cup of Java.
is

ATLANTA,

GA.,

To Screen By

Stoll in

Completing

Its Series
"The Garden of Resurrection," a
George Clark production of the book by
E. Temple Thurston, will be issued by
the Stoll Film Corporation of America
on March 20. This completes the first
dozen

in

by the Stoll
one-a-week program of

published

pictures

company

its

publications.

"The Garden of Resurrection" is the
love story of an ugly man.
Arthur H.
Rookc is the producer and Guy Newell
the director. The exteriors were taken at
the Norfolk Broads, the famous English
watering and yachting resort, and the
picturesque shots of cliffs and countrywere taken

New Comedy Company
(Special to Ezhibitort Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March

*

Thurston Novel Brought

side said to offer enchanting backgrounds
to the unusual romance.
The interiors

Culver City Gets a

known

Harry

staff,

:

*

*

Some wag remarked

*

B. Hampton has written another
for the Pictorial Review.
The title
"The Movies as a Career for Girls
is
Is It Dangerous?" Ben has started something.
Page Ellen O'Grady.
*
* *

C.

one of Famous
Players' atmosphere actors, says that he
You
is
the ugliest guy on the screen.
have to hear the "Kid" tell it to get the
"Kid"

Ben

article

in

*

Edith Gwynn, personal representative of
the charming Gwen MacDonald. of South
Africa, is experiencing some embarrassment
of late, owing to the marked resemblance
between herself and Miss .MacDonald.
«
»

22.— South

and Western Comedies, a new production company, will work at Culver City.
The organization is headed by J. T.
(Mac) Skinner and J. E. (Buck) Wallace.
Bob Gray will direct and W. C. Thompwill handle the camera.
C. O. D.
Blanchfield will be in charge of business

son

includes

Nice.

Franklin

Dyall,

company

Mary

Dibley,

Douglas Munro. Hugh C. Buckler, Humbertson
Wright.
Lawford Davidson,
Winifred
Sadler,
Madge Tree and
"Betty."

Mayer Writes

Letter

Opposing Censorship

details.

FILM MANAGERS ASSOCIATION

at

In addition to the co-stars the

B. Mayer, producer of Mayer
productions, has written a letter setting
forth his arguments against legal consorship to New York World. It appears in
a recent issue of that newspaper.

Louis

Wallace Reid's Next
Titled "Tall
"Tall

Is

Timbers"

Timbers" by James A.

B. Scherer
be put into production at the
Hollywood studios as a forthcoming
Paramount picture for Wallace Reid.
This is the first photoplay from the
pen of the first college president to resign
his educational honors in order to write
for motion pictures. James A. B. Scherer
surprised the educational world recently
when he abandoned the presidency of the
California Institute of Technology to
join the writing staff of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
will shortly

Nash Heads Iowa Theatre
BURLINGTON.

Top row

— Left

—Photo
Bob

by Exhibitors Herald Staff Photographer.

George Allison, Jack Simpson, Mr. Mitchell.
Second row— H. H. Everett, R. A. Davis, J. A. McWhorter, Mr. Flarity, B. S.
Bryan. First row L. M. Andrews, Mr. Maclntyre, Charles Kranz, Miss Bak,
Miss Ruby Ferris, Miss Susie Baxley, Joseph Ezell and A. C. Bromberg..
to right:

—

Savini,

I

A— George

S.

Coch-

ran of Chicago, who filed articles of incorporation for Burlington Theatre Company, a $600,000 corporation, announces
that it is expected to start work on the
building before the end of the summer.
John J. Nash, business manager of Western Vaudeville Managers' Association,
will be president and general manager of
the theatre company.

April
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PRINCIPALS IN RECENT EDUCATIONAL FILMS DEAL

E. W. Hammons
Prssident Educational Film Corp.

Lloyd Hamilton
Comedian

Jack White
Director

White and Hamilton Forming Units
To Produce Educational Comedies

Shoot Interiors for
"Handcuffs and Kisses"

Financial Arrangements Have Been Made and
of the Players Have Been Selected Will
Film Two Pictures in East

Hammerstein-Selznick
picture,
"Handcuffs and Kisses." have been shot
at the Selznick Fort Lee studio by Director George Archainbaud.
"Handcuffs and Kisses" was written
by Thomas Edgelow, and picturized by
Lewis Allen Browne of the Selznick

—

Following the signing of a contract
Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
to make a two-reel comedy a month over
with
a

period of three years

for

publication

under the Mermaid brand, Jack W hite,
director, and Lloyd Hamilton, star and
associate, are assembling their company
to

start

the

first

of the

series

in

New

York. Probably two will be made in the
East before returning permanently to
the studios in California.
In the meantime the producing company is being organized. The financial

arrangements

White

have

been

tentatively selected a

completed.

number

of

players before leaving Los Angeles and
he has wired several of these to join
him in New York. Under the contract
Hamilton will be starred in six pictures
each year and six others will be directed
by Jack White personally with a player

whose name

is

still

to

be announced.

Formerly With Astra

White and Hamilton have been makMermaid comedies for the past year

ing

for Astra Film Corporation, acting as a
producing unit for Educational. Jimmie
Adams, who has been one of the stars

Mermaids,

remains with Astra and
has contracted with that
company for eight comedies a year featuring him, which will also be issued
under the Mermaid brand.
According to reports from Educational
it
has been showered with congratulations from exhibitors with the first anin

Educational

nouncements

of the new contracts. It is
that this series of comedies has
scored the biggest success of any new
series,
even the first one, "A Fresh
Start," creating a sensation.
Exhibitors
declare themselves greatly pleased that
all of the forces which have been making
these Mermaids have been retained and
that production is to be on a larger scale

said

as far as both

numbers and

Some

quality are

The

first

interior scenes for the

new

Elaine

scenario

department.

concerned.

Made

Tentative Arrangements

Tentative arrangements were made
with White and Hamilton on Mr. Hammons' recent trip to the Coast, but he
refused to sign a contract at that time
until they came to New York and looked
over the situation. "I knew," he says,
"that they had received many other offers and I asked them to consider all of
these and at the same time to investigate
Educational carefully. I was sure that
they would find our company the one
dominant organization in the short subject field, but I wanted them to satisfy
themselves. They have done so and their
action in making this long-time contract
shows that we today offer the most inviting proposition to producers of real
quality short subjects.
"My reason for taking this position is
that we want every unit working for us
to be 100 per cent' 'sold' on Educational.
There can be cooperation only on both
sides and hereafter every unit working
with us will have this spirit. It is bound

and the public."
This action adds new evidence of the
satisfaction
producers have felt with

to benefit the exhibitor

Educational's policies. It follows a statement given out by President C. C. Burr
of Master Films, in praising the manner
in which Torchy comedies had been handled and in renewing the contract for
the next year.

Open Tullahoma Theatre
TULLAHOMA, TEXN. — The new
Strand recently was given formal openThe house was built by Mrs. Mining.
nie Hickerson Raht and will be operated
under lease by Mr. ahd Mrs. Robert T.
Hill,
former proprietors of the old
Strand.

Vitagraph Office
Salt Lake City

"Dead Men Tell No Tales" opened
here tonight at the Grand Opera
House to the biggest first day's
business in the history of the
theatre.
Expect to do capacity
for full run of picture.
This
picture is big and will draw for
any exhibitor that books same.
Want to thank you for the cooperation in putting this picture
over.

Will Steete,

Mgr. Grand Opera House
Great Falls, Montana
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Phil de Esco. technical expert, has been
added to the production staff of George H.
Kern, who is filming "The Unfoldment"
with Florence Lawrence.

With

Los Angeles

the Procession in

*'

*

*

Yiora Daniel and Josephine Hill are

By Harry

Hammond Beall

the

beauties

latest

the

join

to

comedy aggregation.

Miss

Christie

Hill was a

popular favorite at Universal, while Miss
Daniel has supported several well known
comedians.

Peter B. Kyne is again in our midst,
time collaborating on the adaptation

this

of the Cappy Ricks stories as a starring
vehicle for Tom Meighan.
*

*

Macpherson

John
is

*

*

Je\n Havez, the well known song and
verse writer, has joined the Lasky scenario
department to write heavyweight humor for
Roscoe Arbuckle.
*

*

*

*

Reginald Barker has started a campaign
lower the income taxes of stars and
directors by obtaining for them certain
to

exemptions.
He plans to persuade the Motion Picture Directors Association to send a representative to the Internal Revenue Department at Washington.
business

*

»

*

Ben Alexander has supplanted Wesley
Barry in the title role of "Penrod." which
Frank Egan has been producing at the Little
theatre.
Wesley returns to studio work.
*

Tom Santschi

*

*

on vacation after completing his eighth western picture for Cyis

Waters,

»

to

Irvin

W.

*

MADGE Tyrone,

«

*

*

*

A

pre-view of Irvin Wii.lat's "Partners
of the Tide" was given recently at the Alverdo theatre, Los Angeles, to an entirely
professional audience.
*

Harvey

•

O'Higgins

«

the latest noted
writer to join the West Coast film colony.
Elmer
Harris at the
write
for
He will
ki-alart studios.
*
* *
J.

is

William H. Clune, local theatre owner,
has started a move in the right direction
by employing ex-soldiers to do his distributing and card tacking instead of turning
over on contract to a poster and disit
tributor company.

«

writer

for

Louis

Mayer, has sufficiently recovered from
her recent motor accident to be conva-

home

instead of in the hospital.
*

Marc Robbins, former

aide to Bayard
Yeiller at Metro, has been signed by Luien Hubbard at Universal City. He will
write the continuity for "Human Hearts,"
the big Hal Reid melodrama.

•
staff

B.

lescing at

»

*

*

*

assistant

*

*

Franklin and his sponsor, Al
Kaufman, arc on their way to New York.
Sidney

»

Willat, has returned to the coast after
four weeks in New York.

«

Rivers, the former San Francisco Bulletin dramatic critic, apparently
pesuraded the Lasky studios to change the
Wallace Reid's next play from
title of
"Watch My Smoke" to "Watch My Speed."
Rivers wrote a. play by that name, and
threatened legal proceedings if his title
were infringed upon.

Walter

*

*

»

no longer a
shining literary light of Hollywood, having departed on an extended tour of England and France.
Jeanie

rus J. Williams. Tom recently underwent
an operation for appendicitis and his
physician has ordered a few weeks layoff.

*

*

Morris Kohn, president of Realart, has
come and gone, after a five day visit passed
inspecting the company's Hollywood property.
While here he authorized many improvements to increase the efficiency of the
studio.
He will visit numerous exchanges
before returning to New York.
*

•

*

Kathleen

Norris
author soon expected

is

another

eminent

Goldwyn

at the

stu-

dios to write for the screen.
*

*

*

Archie Mayo, who cuts custom shirts in
as facile manner as his distinguished namesakes at Rochester, Minnesota, tailor appendices and tonsils, will abandon the field
of commerce to take up once more his can
of grease paint and make-up pencils.
*

*

*

William Newberry,

*

*

•

Filmdom turned out
and dinner jackets

at the

the affable and efmanager of the Kinema theatre, has
been enjoying a two weeks vacation. He
ficient

in

radiant

gowns

Mid-Lenten Car-

nival staged by Amusement Manager
six
B. Browne at the Alexandria.

John

round
A
boxing bout furnished entertainment after
the 12 o'clock curfew on dancing, which is
prevalent in Los Angeles.

EXHIBITOR VISITS NOTED SCREEN STAR

has been speeding over Southern California from Bakcrsville to San Diego in his
high powered "motah cah."
*

*

*

C. L. Theuerkauf, general manager of
the Universal exchange here, has been also
touring the Southland in the interests of
several big productions of the "Big U."
*

*

*

infant son of Guy Price, motion
picture editor of the Evening Herald, took
his first step this week and Guy senior
called every studio to send a cameraman
to record the wonderful event.

The

Plans Theatre Addition
LANSING, MICH.—W.

S. Butterfield

contemplating the erection of a hotel
for theatrical people in connection with
is

Arcade theatre. It will follow the arrangement of his ownings at Jackson,
but will be on more elaborate plan.
his

To Build in Hoopeston
HOOPESTON, ILL.— J. R. Boorde
build a $50,000 motion picture theatre at the corner of South Third and

will

East Main

streits.

Work

will

be begun

at once.

Plan Quaker City Theatre
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Plans are in
preparation for a motion picture theatre
to be built in Jackson street, west of
Fifth,

for

Grand Amusement Company.

Rumor
MOUNT
Mr. and Mrs. Allan C. Morrison, of Hartford, Conn., drop in on Mary Pickford
(centre) while she is filming scenes for her latest United Artists feature
"Through the Back Door." Mr. Morrison runs the Princess theatre, Hartford.

mored
on

MORRIS,

that a

the

Main

Mt. Morris Theatre
new

—

N. Y. It is rutheatre will be built

former McMahon
by non-resident parties.

street

property

in
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TIVOLI

to the

Impressions of Chicago's Beautiful New Playhouse
Obtained by Joining the Holdout Line and Gaining
Entrance Just As Any Other Patron Is Doing Daily

By WILLIAM

R.

the brief period
since the opening of
the Tivoli theatre, third
of the F.alaban & Katz
chain, Chicago theatregoers have expressed in
terms of patronage the

N

sincerest tribute that can
be accorded a playhouse.
The person who takes a
position at the foot of a
waiting line extending a
half block from a ticket
window closed in midevening, knowing as he
does so that 1,500 ticket
holders in the second
lobby must be admitted
to the auditorium before he can make his purchase at
the box office, demonstrates enthusiastic approval of
the theatre.
Such demonstrations occur nightly in

imposing numbers

at the Tivoli.

The patron who stands thus

in line does not find
of waiting entirely devoid of interest.
About him surges the activity of the "busiest corner
on the South side," so designated before the Tivoli
was erected and holding the title since without dissenting voice.
He may observe, in the brilliant light of
the huge, three color title sign and the thousands of
incandescents which outline the massive front and the

the

period

entire building,

newcomers who

alight

from automo-

elevated train and surface car.
As the line moves up and he enters the outer
lobby he may find examination of the white, ivory and
gold interior,, with its mosaic tiled floor and its beaten
metal and glass lighting fixtures, in itself a not inconsiderable entertainment. And through great French
doors he may glimpse, not too comprehensively, the
vast second lobby which is the theatre's first great

bile,

claim to distinction.
The Chateau de Versailles, wherein the peace conference held session, served as general model for the
construction of the theatre. The chapel of the Chateau
de Versailles was practically reproduced in making the
grand lobby.
From the floor to the highest point of the ceiling
the distance is equivalent to the height of a six story
building.
Great Corinthian columns break up the
space between the loge level promenade which circles
the interior and the ceiling which at this point blends
gracefully into the huge dome extending over the
whole. Elaborately designed fixtures hung at intervals
diffuse effective but unglaring illumination.
The wide staircase which leads to the loge balcony
level occupies the position of the altar in the original
chapel.
The lobby measures 125 feet from entrance
to the first step. The intervening space accommodates 1,500 people. Entrance to the main floor of
the auditorium is gained through doors at the right,

as

shown in the accompanying
The patron who has waited

5mmrr«^.
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WEAVER
and subsequently in the grand
uniformed and carefully drilled
an auditorium which volume of

theatre, in the lobby

lobby, follows a neatly

usher to a seat in
business thus far observed indicates

j

popularly conAs he
sidered fit reward for patience exercised.
settles himself into his seat he observes that it is an
exceptionally comfortable one, that it is of ample
is

width and that the seat in front of him is far enough
away to permit of easy ingress and egress of fellow
patrons.
centrally located he looks first at the
sees a proscenium spread of 125 feet,
broken into three openings as shown in another illustration in this section.
Golden drops mask these if
the time is between performances, concealing a stage
measuring 30 feet from footlights to back wall.'
To right and left of the proscenium arch intricately designed organ shutters are seen, a sunburst
dome above each. Attention moves from these across
a consistently broken expanse of ceiling to the huge
dirigible center dome, 65 feet in diameter, which dominates the triple ceiling decorative scheme.
Above and overhanging the stepped loge balcony,
access to which is had from the mezzanine foyer, the
horse shoe balcony next attracts the eye. The second
phase of the triple ceiling scheme is then observed, no
less care having been exercised in designing this than
in planning the great main covering.
With the third
phase, covering the back rows of the main floor, the
mezzanine and main ceilings combine to give the impression of unity from orchestra position.
More detail than this the patron does not comprehend at a single visit. He knows that the temperature and atmosphere are satisfactory, though he
does not know that apparatus said to have cost
$130,000 makes it so. He knows that sympathetic lighting is a constant feature of the entertainment offered,
that an organ of obviously superior quality responds
effectively to the demands made upon it. that a
screen free of eyestraining glitter catches images
projected from a loftily remote battery of projectors
and displays them as he wishes them displayed, and
that some thousands of his fellow citizens know
these same things and are as one with him in
approval.
He does not know that the theatre accommodates 4,500 patrons at a performance, that it was
erected at a cost of $2,000,000, nor that specialists
in their several lines of endeavor worked for sixteen
months to make the Tivoli theatre worthy of his
If

stage.

he

is

He

j

j

patronage.
took part in that work deserve unstinted
Theirs is a genuine achievement, the production of a playhouse equal to the strictest demands of
present day showmanship. Balaban & Katz advertise
the Tivoli theatre as "Chicago's Biggest and America's
Greatest Theatre." None contest the claim as to size.
Greatness is of necessity a matter of individual opinion.
Chicagoans have signified by such volume of attendance as never before accorded a motion picture theatre
in the city acceptance of the statement at face value.
All

who

praise.
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THE

big electric display brightening up the
beautiful front of the Tivoli Theatre,
announcing its magnificent productions to
theatre-goers for blocks in each direction, is a

can

change if
program

. '

Federal
greater recommendation could be made
product than the fact that it was selected
to produce business for the finest moving

No

for a

<I

J4^c

male Mesc

signs as

picture theatre in the world.

shown above with changeable

bulbs

with

or

There is a Federal Changeable Letter Theatre
Sign for every theatre, large or small it is the
effective business producer that pays for itself
many times over.

—

exposed

with

letters

changeable

Silver ay raised\glass letters,
interiorly

which

lighted,

are sold on the 12

Send coupon today for full information,
and free sketch showing how your sign
will look
no obligation.

Months

prices

To Pay plan.

—

Send Coupon Now!

Federal Electric
Please send

me

full

Company,

representing Federal Sign System (Electric),

8700 South State Street, Chicago,

information, free sketch and price of a Changeable Letter Silveray Sign for

Sign to project over sidewalk?

Width

my theatre.

111.

Explain your 12 months to pay plan.

of sidewalk?

Letters on one side or both sides of sign?

Sign to be erected

flat

against building?

Sign to be attached to Marquis: or Canopy?

Name

City

Street

and

Name

of

No

My

State
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The beautiful lighting effects throughout the Tivoli are
produced by a special method of reflectors, developed by the
illuminating department of The Hub Electric Company, par-

Artistry in the Tivoli Theatre

All of the lighting

is

Carried Out to the Last Detail

controlled

Artistry

through a bank of dimmers controlled from the switchboard
through an improved method of control, which permits all
of the heavy current-carrying parts to be located in the
basement in a special fireproof vault, removing any liability
of accidental contact with electrically charged switches or
apparatus.
All lighting projectors and flood lights, which,
in the past, have been subject to the view of the public, are
concealed behind the plaster ornaments, preventing any possible disturbance of the artistic atmosphere by such equipment.
To further insure the patrons from any possible chance
of a panic, due to the lighting effects going out of commission,
the owners have provided three separate means of illumination.
In case one portion should, by accident, be thrown
out of commission, the other section can be readily utilized.
While patrons are witnessing the performance, their
comfort is guarded by the management, who is in direct
control of all of the different stations throughout the building,
through a very elaborate system of inter-communicating tele-

theatre

is

in

the building of

the

modern motion

carried out to the last detail as

is

picture

illustrated

in

and indicator signs which adorn the new Tivoli.
These were manufacturer by T. L. Robinson & Company, 105
West Monroe street, Chicago, and are of the Period design to
harmonize wkh the decorative scheme of the theatre.
Product of this company is a familiar sight in the stock
rooms and display cases of supply companies all over the
the

exit

country.
In addition to the specially designed signs such as
those which are used in the Tivoli. the company also manufactures the regulation exit signs which are carried in stock.
One of the service features maintained is the furnishing of
original sketches to harmonize with theatre designs.

Peerless Automatic Arc Control
In sures Faultless Illumination
Automatic Arc Control in the
was accomplished through arrangements
McAuley Manufacturing company of 30

Installation of the Peerless

In addition to this, there are distributed, at various
points of the building, special instruments recording, in the
manager's office, the temperature, at any point in the theatre.
At a glance he is able to tell the exact temperature of any of
these points.
In addition to this, he is also provided with
indicators showing the volume of fresh washed air being admitted at the various intakes.
To avoid any delay in securing a seat, the chief usher
is provided with an indicator system connecting with the different usher stations, informing him, at all times, at what
portion of the house seats are vacant.
In the general make-up, the very best materials that can
be produced have been used. To give an idea of the exten-

phones.
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siveness of this equipment, there has been used in the cominstallation, a total of very nearly one hundred miles
of insulated copper wire.

Beautiful Lighting Effects Are
Produced by Spscial Reflectors

ticularly for this installation.

i:.:

Tivoli

theatre

with the

J.

E.

North Jefferson
It
it

is

street,

Chicago.

said of the Peerless

insures

the

Automatic Arc Control that

audience faultless

the time and that

it

screen

illumination

all

eliminates the annoying colored lights,

the semi-dark screen, a condition practically unavoidable

with the hand fed arc.
Three of Chicago's finest theatres, the Senate, the Riviera
and the new Tivoli, consider the Peerless indispensable
in the perfect presentation of their pictures.
n
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An

instrument small in itself but large in importance
the Hulett Adjustable Reel End Alarm, manufactured
by E. W. Hulett Mfg. Co., 3119 Argyle street, Chicago.
The device is the warning signal to the operator of the
approach of the end of the reel a change over signal.
Popularity of the device is indicated in the fact that
it is extensively used in Chicago theatres and in theatres
throughout the country.
Among the important chain
theatres in Chicago to make use of this important piece
of equipment are those of Balaban
Katz and Lubliner
& Trinz and Ascher Bros.
This device on the projector performs for the projectionist the same function that the bell on the typewriter
performs for the stenographer.
"If the bell on the typewriter increases stenographic
efficiency, why will not a similar device on a projector
increase projection efficiency?" is the unanswerable argument of the manufacturer.
The device is installed in the upper magazine and occupies less than one-half inch of unused space which permits
full capacity reels to be used in magazines of either round
or square design, and has been installed in the new Tivoli
as an indispensable aid to perfect projection.
is

Hu ge
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Theatre

s

Features

&

The headquarters of the company are at 1507 North
Clark street. Pelz & Carson are designers and contractors of De Luxe picture settings, specializing in mechanical stage settings.
The huge picture settings at the Tivoli is only one of
the many excellent pieces of work done by this company.

Chicagoans Go Home to Dinner;
Neighborhood Theatres Profitable

Company Again

in

|UII(tlimilUUfirUimiU

west.

The

instant success of the Tivoli in point of popular
is but another insurance that the neighborhood theatre is an established institution.
This is particularly true
of Chicago, the second largest city in the United States.
Despite the fact that its population now numbers
nearly three million persons, Chicago has retained many of
its "small town" ideas, chief among which is the "going
home to dinner" habit. To this custom is attributed, by
many, the success of the Tivoli and other pretentious

favor

Selected to Furnish Equipment

i

IIIIUHdUlUUIUMIuai

Carsen are responsible for the excellent picture
setting which is one of the features of the new Tivoli.
This enterprising company is not a newcomer in this field
but has established an
enviable reputation for work
already done in this connection in theatres in the middle

In the equipment of the Tivoli, it is only natural that
the Exhibitors Supply Company played an important
part, inasmuch as this concern, due to its progressiveness
and ability to serve, has been selected in many of the
more important theatre projects.
The projection room received the particular attention
of the Exhibitors Supply Company where three type S
Simplexes, special gray, were installed. In addition to this

i

I

Picture Setting at Tivoli

One
Pelz

&

ijniiimiiiliiiinimmiuiiiimu

mill

three Peerless Arc controls and three Snapolite lenses
were furnished.
In the matter of screens, a Minusa Gold Fibre was
used, twenty-six feet in width and twenty-one feet in
height.
Four 4-unit ticket selling machines accommodate
the crowds which nightly through the playhouse.

Hulett Adjustable Reel Alarm
An Aid xn Tivoli s Projection

Exhibitors Supply

iiiiiiuiiiiliiiiiii
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neighborhood theatres
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Chicago.

public has its entertainment
sponds gratefully.
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THE TIVOLI
Another

Installation

Our Policy

by the

Economy
has

HubElectricOompanv

won

booth and lobby equipment

Wonder Theatre

A

partial

You will find our
equipment in all
high grade theatres

list

3

—

The

equipment:
Special

Snaplite Lenses

4

Save Money!

4 Unit Ticket Sellers

Write for our large supply catalog.

Exhibitors Supply
Milwaukee

St.

Company Inc

Loun

Minneapolis
Produce Exchange Bldg.

33l6Lindell Blvd.

India napolu
157 No. Illinois St.

Attraction Boards

Gray

Peerless Arc Controls

133 Second St.

and

of the

—
—Simplex

3

for

TIVOLI

—Type S Simplex

3

Electric-

Curtain
Operators
Aisle Lights
Switch and
Panel Boards
Color Effects

— Courtesy

Chicago's

THE

Manufacturers

Theatre Signs

Service

1921

of

complete

Grand Ave.
CHICAGO

Light

—

2,

for us the distinction of furnishing

2219-29 W.

Iron Clad Aisle

April

M5

Chicago
South Wabaah Av e

.

Exit

and
Indicator Signs
of

The
Chicago

s

Tivoli
Theatre Beaut

are the utmost in artistic
Installed

PERIOD DESIGN

and manufactured by

AND
like

T. L.

Rob inson

also carry full line of regulation

Will

gladly furnish

sketches

to feed the projector arc

EXIT
upon

every theatre opened in Chicago in the last year
are used

PEERLESS AUTOMATIC ARC CONTROLS

lamps of the new two million dollar

TIVOLI

signs

In use wherever

request

THEATRE

PERFECT

projection

is

required

Write for circular

105

West Monroe

Street

Chicago,

111.

THE

J. E.

McAULEY MFG.

30-34 N. Jefferson St.

CO.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

April
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Three Thousand Mazda Lamps
Light Tivoli
One
that

of the

has

of the

most elaborate and magnificent theatre signs

ever been

new

installed

up the beautiful front

lights

Tivoli theatre, Chicago,

There are approximately
beautiful electric display

3,000

—their

111.

lamps

colors give

this

in

it

a

com-

The fan-shaped

part at the top of the
electric display flashes up and down, giving the effect of
a sea shell. The zig-zag line of bulbs around the border
pelling variety.

State and Madison streets, in Chicago's loop district,
being popularly referred to as "the busiest corner in the
world."
The business district is practically solid for a radius

and surface cars, elevated trains and
for motor travel create a contant
center of activity within a stone's throw of the theatre
several

of

blocks,

boulevards

mazda

many
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flash up and down and around the attraction board itself,
which as you will note, announces the special attraction

set

aside

front.

A dozen theatres, motion picture, vaudeville and legitimate, are located within half a dozen blocks of the Tivoli.
It is an interesting commentary upon the influence of the
$2,000,000 Balaban & Katz playhouse that despite its capacity of 4,500 seats and the fact that it is crowded at practically every hour between opening time and closing, every
theatre in the vicinity is experiencing "business as usual."

of the theatre.

The

letters

in

this

attraction

board are

changeable,

so that each different production and star or special fea-

Any Stage Production
Could Be Accommodated at Tivoli

Practically

"I never saw anything better in the Follies," said a
patron on the opening night of the Tivoli theatre, referring
to the stage features which had been presented in connection with the motion picture program.
"The Follies have
more people on the stage at one time, but the settings

5^

more artistic."
The statement was not overdrawn.

aren't a bit

ities

The

stage facil-

are such that practically no limitations are imposed

upon the stage director

in set construction, lighting or
writing of "business." Practically any stage production on
the road today could be staged at the Tivoli.
In this regard the new theatre marks a distinct step

I

Neighborhood theand most enthusiastically patronized of
the city, have been backward in presentation progress
chiefly because of architectural disadvantages which could
forward

in

atres, the

Chicago theatre building.

largest

not be overcome.

be announced in blazing letters of light that can
be read from a great distance in each direction.
This electric display, which is 55 feet high, IT feet wide
at the bottom and 6^ feet wide at the top, is only one

At least one of the big neighborhood houses is being
remodeled and enlarged as a result of the Tivoli opening,
the excellent results obtained in the new house having
convinced the management that such a course was advis-

of the many recent electric display installations made by
The fact that
the Federal Electric Company of Chicago.
the managers of this theatre and many others do not consider their theatre complete without an attention-compelling electric display at the entrance is mighty good
evidence that it pays big.

able.

ture

may

Transportation Facilities Make
Tivoli Easily Accessible to

Many

The corner of Sixty-third street and Cottage Grove
avenue, chosen by Balaban & Katz for the erection of the
third and greatest theatre of their organization, has been
called "the second busiest corner in the world," the corner
iaiMMiiniiiiniiniiniluiliniiiiiiiiiiHiiiiniiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
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Other comment on the opening night, and in increasing volume since, centered about the organ solos given by
Jesse Crawford, brought on from Los Angeles, where he
had won wide recognition and had made his playing an
important factor in the success of Grauman's Million DolOn the great organ, which is a prominent fealar theatre.
ture of the theatre's equipment, Mr. Crawford gives two
solos nightly, a classical and a popular selection.
The excellently chosen and admirably timed accompaniment played by the forty-piece orchestra under direction of Nat Finston, formerly of the Capitol, New York,
was also the subject of laudatory comment.
In providing every facility for the proper functioning
of stage and pit talent employed the builders contributed
importantly to the success of the enterprise.
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HULETT ADJUSTABLE REEL END ALARM
Eliminate
the white
screen.
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PELTZ

The same

principle
as the bell on a
typewriter.

Telephone Superior 1852

II

Designers and Contractors
of

Specializing in Mechanical Stage Settings, Etc.

The huge
Theatre

W. HULETT MFG. CO.
Chicago,

De Luxe

Picture Settings

$3.00
3117-19 Argyle St

II

1507 No. Clark Street

Eliminate the Warns the operator
as the end of
interrupted
reel approaches.
show.

E.

& CARSEN

111.

II
|

is

picture settings at the Tivoli
only one of our many jobs.

PELTZ

& CARSEN
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takes more than
a good picture

/f

average picture patron
the hot days of summer come
along. Those who can, usually leave
town for the mountains and seashore, where they are offered the
greatest comforts.
to attract the

when

what if you are in position to
supply these same joys and com-

But,

forts,

these

same mountain

ocean breezes right

in

TYPHOON

That's exactly what the

COOLING SYSTEM

and

your theatre?

No
weather may
will

do.

matter how warm the
be outside, your patrons are always
assured of a delightfully cool and refreshing breeze inside your theatre.

TYPHOON

Typhoons are mode

in sizes

from

There are hundreds of
cooled theatres that not only keep
their regular patrons coming all during the warm weather, but add to
this list many new patrons.

2\i' to 12' in diameter

2527 Fairniount Street

Write for catalog

DALLAS, TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY

Street
ILL.

215 Fayettevllle Street

RALEIGH,

N. C.

800 S. Olive Street

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

W. Randolph

CHICAGO,

"T"

ERNST GLANTZBERG,
345

WEST

39th ST.,

1044

Camp

Street

NEW ORLEANS.

LA.

President

NEW YORK,

12

N. Y.

Woodward

Street

CHATTANOOGA.TENN.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Selection and Care of Lenses an

Th eatre
Equipment

Important Factor
.\ature of These

Location of the projection
in both the new theatre
and in the remodeling of the
old has been a matter all too

There have been instances
where so great has been the
indifference in this respect that
alterations have been necessary after the completion of
the theatre in order to insure
proper projection.

Of course

possible to
tilt the screen in order to take
care of difficult angles, but
there is a limit to this tilting.

pretty well agreed
engineers
projection
that the best results can be obtained when the projection
booth is located on the main
It

is

among

floor.

This advantage, however,
has been sacrificed in numerous cases in the interests of
space requirements. It stands
to reason, however, that the
architect of today can present
a solution of this problem if
the importance of main floor
location of the projection room
is impressed firmly upon him.

There is another thing that
should be kept in mind and
that is the operator should at
all
times have a clear, unbroken view of the screen.
It is important that he keep
his eye on the picture. Nothing is quite so annoying to an
audience as a picture out of
frame. To have a pillar obstructing his view is gross negIt is

Xote—In

to sacrifice a
back of the
the balance of

in the

house to keep
the theatre well

filled.

—

Company

the second of a series of articles on projection
tlte care of the lens. He
goes into his subject thoroughly, emphasizing the importance of the lens in
efficient projection.

Editor's

'TOO
•*

this,

ity

much cannot be

said

about the

care and selection of lenses.

Familiar-

with this important feature of efficient

projection

is

a desirable thing.

Always make

it

a point to use the best

condensing lenses obtainable. In doing
this you are effecting a true economy,
for in this particular article there is a
tendency to flood the market with inferior quality.

In order to impress this more firmly,
me consider for a moment its funcThe arc lamp, the source of light,
is so designed that it is impossible to
center all the light rays on the condensing system.
One of the peculiarities of light, if I
may characterize it as a peculiarity, is
the fact that in passing through glass it
loses, in some degree, its intensity.
This
loss of light rays occurs when the lens
is perfectlv clean.
let

tions.

*

Inferior lenses are the source of many-

petty annoyances.
that

service

Many

They do not

the high

class

give the

article

will.

molded and
polished, having much the same appearance as the ground lens, but not to be
compared with the latter in effectiveness.
of these are simply

*

Personally,

I

am

*

*

partial to the Miniscus

Bi-Convex condensing lens, which I have
always found to be all that is claimed for

With these condensers, taking for
it.
granted that proper care is given it, you
have the projection at its best
To the uninitiated it might seem almost
impossible to be sure of obtaining the
higher quality of lenses because of unfamiliarity with their appearance and
general qualities. There is a simple form
follow in examining lenses prior to
purchase which will assure you of the
to

best obtainable.
In .selecting your condensing lenses
always examine the surface to make sure
The next
that it is perfectly smooth.
step is to look through it edgewise. The
high quality lens will exhibit no color,
but rather will present a clear colorless

expanse.
*

economy

Arbitary Judgment

room equipment. Mr. Duffy gives some good advice on

ligence.

few seats

to

Projection Engineer. Exhibitors Supply

is

it

ot Subject

Must Conform to Requirements
ARTICLE II
By J. J. DUFFY

room

frequently slighted.

A

*

*

the contrary, the cheaply made, inferior lens, will present to view on this
edgewise examination various colors,
This is the lens
easily visible to the eye.
to avoid.
ot makimportance
Second only to the
ing the proper selection of the lens is the_
matter of keeping it clean and free of
foreign deposits of any nature.

On

Consequently

*

*

follows that to secure
perfect projection and obtain advantage
of all the light possible, it is of the utmost
importance that the lenses be kept
scrupulously clean.
One of the most common causes of
lack of sharp focus in a picture is a dirty
lens.
I do not mean by *his a lens laden
with dust or dirt.
It might not appear
on casual examination to be anything but
perfectly clear.
Yet closer inspection
would show a finger print or a minute
drop of oil. a fleck of soot or some foreign substance, small in itself but powerful in its detrimental effect upon the
picture being shown.
* * *
it

general practice now in vogue
the highly skilled operators and
projectionists is the daily cleaning of the
condensing and objective lenses. This being acknowledged as the best plan in
keeping the lenses most effective, it is
then essential that a cleanser containing
the proper ingredients be used. It is my
opinion in this connection that a polish
designed
especially
for
this
purpose
should be used, as in this way experiment with untried material is avoided.
When it is necessary to take the objective lenses apart, extreme care should
be taken in replacing them to avoid
touching the surfaces.
The lightest
finger print, while invisible to the naked
eye. seriously affects the picture pro-

The
among

jected.

In summing up, use great care in the
selection of your lenses.
Buy the best
the market affords: it is an economy.
And then after you obtain the best keep
them at their best by keeping them clean.
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NEW MODEL BARTOLA
Divided Manual Invention of Dan
Barton Doubles Possibilities of

Organ

ORIGINAL IDEAS RETAINED
Especially Designed for Motion Pic-

Is

ture

The

Theatres

idea of the original Barton

Organ

has been retained in every respect in a
new model placed on the market, but
numerous refinements and improvements
have been added. The Carton Organ is
unique, inasmuch as the manufacturers
claim an instrument especially designed

motion picture theatres and adapted
no other use. This, together with
the fact that Mr. Barton spent many

for
for

years as a musician playing in theatres,
gave him an insight into the exact requirements needed.

The Barton Organ

is the result of sevyears' experimenting and work on
the part of the inventor. The main point
of interest in the instrument is the beauthe inventor has
tiful
tonal rendition
spared no expense to produce an instrument that has soft, beautiful, pleasing

eral

—

tone qualities without any blast. The inA claim is
strument has solid volume.
made that music for pictures must never
be bosterous or of a nature that will detract from the picture itself.
Has Separate Pipes

The Barton Organ does not use any
unifying, duplexing, borrowing or double
touch, but has a separate and distinct set
of pipes for each organ stop represented
at the key desk, this giving the instrument a great variety of tone color and
being a type of instrument recognized by
musicians as having the greatest musical

No

tion which ha* been used for years.
special schooling is required.
The many

theatres

fine

already

Organ have assured
musical

latest

picture

using the Barton
success of this

the
creation

in

the

motion

Appearance of the console or key desk
worthy of especial note. It is massive in appearance and is most beautifully
The console in
finished in mahogany.
itself is a decided ornament in a theatre.

NOVEL FAN EQUIPMENT

Instrumentation of the Barton Organ
strictly orchestral, the instruments being furnished with stops representing the

is

brass, wood wind and
foundation tones of an orchestra, as well
as a heavy Diapason and the softer qualities of the Muted viols, Dulcianas, Gemshorns and other beautifully toned solo

string

section,

effects.

The Xylophone. Marimba, Or-

chestra

Bells,

Cathedral

Chimes.

Bird

Of

the

stallations

Typhoon

various different kinds of inin
theatres
made by the
Fan Company during the past

one of more than ordinary
is the Typhoon system installed
Hippodrome theatre, Okmulgee,
<)kla.
The equipment in this theatre
comprises two twelve-foot Typhoons.
Each one of these enormous Typhoons
ten

years,

interest
in

the

under the proscenium
arch and on each side of the screen.
These fans operate in full ivew of the
audience and the only grille work is

are installed just

motion picture theatres on Bartola instruments manufactured by the Bartola

directly in front of each fan.
Running
at low velocity, the Typhoons force into
the theatre sufficient air to completely
renovate all the air in the entire auditorium, once a minute or sixty times an

Company.

hour,

The Divided Manual
Mr. Barton has introduced in the Barton Organ a new invention which is one
of the big improvements made in pipe
organs in recent years. It is known as
the Divided Manual and with this arrangement the musical possibilities of the
The
pipe organ are more than double.
point is made that in motion picture theatres a pipe organ is used as a continual

kind.

Effects, Storm, Crash, etc., are operated
by a patented direct electric action which
has a guarantee backed by years of use in

musical rendition over a longer period
of time to the same audience than any
other use a pipe organ is put to.
therefore
it
is
evident
the
number of combinations possible from a
given number of pipes, .the greater variety
and the less danger of monotony or
sameness in the musical rendition. Eminent organists have stated that with Mr.
Barton's Divided Manual it would take
years to play all of the possible combinations.

It

is

of especial

worth

in

theatre

music.

Probably the point of greatest interest
to the exhibitor in the Barton Organ is
the fact that it can be played by any
organist as the instrument embodies
every standard of pipe organ construc-

Company of Atlanta, Ga. that this concern is now making the claim, and deservedly so, that it is the greatest independent motion picture mail order house
in America.
The Lucas Theatre Supply Company
has engineered and installed the equipment in many of the South's finest theatres, including Atlanta's new million
dollar theatre,

The Howard.

SIMPSON

ADDS TO CHAIN

MILLEN, GA. — C.

H. Simpson, owner

Grand

theatre, Hawkinsville; the
Lyrick, at Cochran, and the Dixie, at
Wrightville, has begun the remodeling of
a store building here and will, in the
near future, open a motion picture theatre to seat 300 persons.
type S
Simplex machines will be installed in this

of the

Two

house.

without noise or draught of any

BUILDING

AIDS IN EQUIPMENT SALES
One

COMPANY GROWTH

So rapidly has business increased under
the direction of Harry K. Lucas, general
manager of the Lucas Theatre Supply
t

field.

possibilities.
is

LUCAS

of

the

attractive

Southern Theatre

features of

the

Equipment Company

of Atlanta is a complete miniature theatre maintained in the company's offices.
Brown, manager, expresses the
C.
J.
opinion that it has been a valuable asset
in interesting exhibitors in various kinds
of theatre equipment.

ENLARGE ALAMO THEATRE
GRIFFIN, GA.— The Alamo,

a SouthEnterprise theatre, in this city, will
soon be enlarged and re-decorated. Tentative plans call for beginning of the
work within the next six weeks.

ern

NEW THEATRE

Lucas Brothers' new theatre

in

Sav-

rapidly nearing completion.
It is being erected at a cost of
approximately $600,000 and will have a
Lucas Broseating capacity of 2,800.
thers also operate the Folly, Colonial
and Odeon theatres in Savannah.
C. K. Howell is the architect and it is
announced that a Typhoon ventilating

annah, Ga.,

is

system

be installed.

will

Seeks Site in Columbia
COLUMBIA, MO.— Dr. Prunelle

of

Novinger, Mo., has been in conference
with several property owners here concerning the site for a new theatre which
he contemplates erecting.

O'Connor Building Theatre
LYNBROOK,
O'Connor

Y.— Thomas F.
N.
will begin the erection of the

theatre in the southern part of Nassau county, a playhouse to cost more
than $100,000. It will seat at least 1,000
patrons.
first

Maze Gets New Location
STOCKTON, CAL.—The Maze theatre,

James Barlow, owner,

will

occupy

the ground floor of the new Odd Fellows
building in South Hunter street

April
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SYNCHRONIZED SCORES HIT
Try-Out of Music Fitted to Picture
Meets With Approval at
Covent Garden
Chicago theatre-goers had an opportu-

new

nity to judge of the merits of the

now

being

the big features,

when

Synchronized scenario music
published for

all

Art Kahn and his orchestra at the Covent
Garden, one of the largest of the Lubliner & Trintz theatres, played the new
music for "The Kid" last week.
Music Pleases Public
The picture went over with a bang in
this popular 3,000-seat house and the

management and orchestra leader were
congratulated on all sides for the splendid showing, which was aided materially
in the perfect synchronization
of the
music.
Mr. Kahn, the conductor of the
Covent Garden orchestra, spoke in glowing terms of the Synchronized scenario
score prepared for the Chaplin picture.
At the close of the first day's performance he said to an Exhibitors Herald
representative:

that

it

Will Build Erie Theatre

—

ERIE, PA.
Columbia Amusement
Company will erect a modern theatre on

Theatre Sold at Auction
YORK, N. Y.— A motion pic-

NEW

ture theatre at Amsterdam avenue and
157th street recently was sold at auction
to Irene McCormack.

theatre

in

Hudson

Hoboken, to
August M. Bruggemann.
street,

of

new

films

renovating

summer.

F.

Smith

erect-

is

MOVING PICTURE THEATRES

conservation

Every Stat*—total, 21,170 by States, eS.OO

and effective

M

earnings

A.

THE NATIONAL POSTER & PR'T'G

Per
$7.50

1219 Film Exchange.
313 manufacturers and studloi
368 machine and supply deal are

4.00
4.00

Further Particulars:

exhibitor and producer.

in.

Chicago,

G.

GUARANTEED

a film in perfect
to his patronage.
I ncreased
to

TEITEL

A. F.WILLIAMS,

M W. Atas

St.,

CUeai*

CHICAGO

J

supply over 350 Theatres
with Programs and Dodgers
every weeK. If you're not
playing capacity, send for
some of our samples.

Wabash Ave.,

in the
ing it

condition

We

S.

is

assures the

112 N. La SaDe St,

506

Lapeer's newest
expected to be completed early

theatre

Mailing Lists

COMPANY
Chicago,

New Theatre

LAPEER, MICH. —

The Only Way

plete catalog at once, free on request.

St.,

IND.

of the

Lapeer Gets

terests will erect a motion picture theatre at North Ocean avenue and Green
street.
It is expected to cost $14,000.

exhibitor

.

—

William W. Cooke,
Strand theatre for the last
several months, has sold the playhouse
to A. Siemaszko and I. Habecki.

Plan Patchogue Theatre
PATCHOGUE, N. Y.—New York in-

Immediate delivery on all models.
DeFr&nne, Pathe and many others demonstrated In oar showroom.
Send for oar com-

09 N Dearborn

Kinema, Los Ange-

of the

roof garden will be a novel fea-

GARY,

owner

HUDSON, N. J.— Martin Johnson has
been appointed manager of the Empire

My process of

1

A

Gary House Changes Hands

Johnson Managing Empire

UNIVERSALS.
DeBrle.

.

mer owners
ture.

Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices. Special professional
discounts on

BASS CAMERA

15.— A mil-

be built at Fresno,
Cal., by Kehrlein Brothers, owners of
theatres in Fresno and Oakland, and for-

ing.

CAMERA BARGAINS

Dept. H

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

les.

is

without rehearsal.
It is intensely expressive of the subject and certainly from
a leader's standpoint placed together in
such a clever manner as to make our first
show as perfect as our last.
"I might add it is by far the most

Million Dollar
Theatre for Fresno

LOS ANGELES, March

the present site of the old Herald build-

Praises Score

prepared in such a way
can be played by any musician

One

lion dollar theatre will

succeed the late

Kahn
"The music

satisfactory musical arrangement I have
ever used. I will be more than happy to
use all future scores. It is a big saving
for any orchestra and eliminates the expense of keeping up an immense library
of numbers which are seldom used."
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Cools his housecosts nothing

CO.

Down

in Hagerstown, Md., there's
an exhibitor who never worries
He cools his
about hot weather.
house with Monsoons.

HI.

Printers exclusively for the theatre.

"The increased business
says:
as a result of installing Monsoons
paid for the system, including installation, etc., inside of ten weeks."

He
I

EXHIBITORS

|

HERALD—

1

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD
|

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

I
I

Read

his entire letter

rtPNSPPN
Room

SWUNG
SYSTEM
INC.

909, 70 \V. 45th St.,
Denver

Philadelphia
Baltimore

1

on page 23 of

our booklet, "Aj Better Summer
Business." We'll gladly send you
a copy.

Detroit
Atlanta

New York
Kansas City
Sacramento
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Ocean avenue and Oak

April

LETTERS

Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

*

Casper,
built

Is

new

First

Know

This.

Equipment

The purpov

dent.

Communications

the company
exhibit pictures.

proJucc and

of.

to

is

West Ho-

street,

N.

J.

— Progress

is

*

Pa.

Philadelphia,

Company

— Grand

Amusement

will sponsor the construction
theatre in Jackson street, west of

of a

*

*

—

South Bend, Ind. l-'./ra Rhodes, owner
and Castle theatres here,
has purchased the property at North
Michigan street and Colfax avenue. He
will build a motion picture theatre on

of the LaSallc

Hoopeston,
gaged Lewis

R. Boorde has en— Dougherty,
Danville

111.

J.

&

architects, to draw plans for a new theatre to be erected at South Third and
Fast Main streets.

site.

«

— The ground

new Woodman

N.

Montclair,
floor of the

World building

of the

to be used as a

is

Hinck

C.

the

site

Y.

York.

& Goldham-

mer, architects, have drawn plans for a
theatre at Burnsidc and Crcston avenues,
the Bronx. It will cost $250,000.

of

oW

the

*

—

Springfield, Mo.
The Landers theatre
is to be enlarged and completely remodeled and redecorated. It will be opened
five

weeks.

*

—

G. A. LcBlanc :s
theatre here at Carrillo
and Santa Barbara streets. It will cost

Santa Barbara, Cal.
erect a

Ownership Changes

—

Ann Arbor, Mich. B C. Whitney of
Detroit has sold the Whitney hotel and
theatre to Don Mclntyrc, manager of
the theatre, and James Murnan, manager
Two hundred thousand
of the hotel.
d< liars is involved in the transaction.
*

—

Sheldon. Ia. Dick Haagsman oi Le
Mars has purchased the half interest of
L. J. McGuire in the Lyric theatre.
*

new

$70,000.
*

—

—

T. H. Luneman of MadFairfield, Ia.
ison, Wis., has purchased the Orp'ieum
theatre from J. L. Adams.
*

Clifton City, N. J.
Lambert Strong is
preparing plans for a theatre to be constructed in Parker avenue of the Botany

Pratt, Kan.
chased the Elite

section.

hut for $10,000.

C. Kellcy has pur— thea'.re
from A. E. DickJ.

*

*

—

Emporia, Kan. Riley Smith of Kansas City has purchased the Star theatre.
The house will be remodeled and re-

Muskegon, Mich. Joseph H. Douglas,
Frank E. Madden and Mrs. M. C. Madden will convert the building at 302 Ca <e
;

into a theatre.
*

Rutherford, N.

Presbyterian

—

—

about

First

on

Dowagiac, Mich. A. L. Larkin and
associates will build a theatre here as
soon as a suitable site can be found.

*

East Grand Forks, Minn. McDonald
Brothers have bought the Kearns building in De Mcrs avenue. It will be converted into a motion picture theatre.

within

Ernest

church.

motion picture house.

— Springsten

— Kx-mayor

will build a $f.oo,000 theatre

*

New

J.

—

decorated.

— North

Jersey The-

atres Corporation has been incorporated
to operate theatres and amusement enterprises. The company has offices it 57

Park avenue.

—

George Schwenneker has
Atlanta, Ga.
pin chased the Scenic theatre at Red Oak.
*

— D.

M. Dickey and Adair.
Schilling have bought the Peoples theGarnet, Kan.

atre.

Pittsburgh, Pa.— L. Naffah will build
a theatre at 624?) Frankstown avenue..
*

— Peter

Coutrakon.
Louis and Gus Kerasotas will remodel
the First National bank building into a
Springfield,

modern

111.

theatre.

—

Lynbrook, N. Y. Thomas F. O'Connor will begin construction soon on a
theatre at Atlantic avenue and Long
Island Railroad.

in

—

Joseph Bauer of
Cal.
theatre will build a theatre

Remodeling
Roy Alford will rebuild the
Albia, Ia.
King theatre which was destroyed by
fire.

*

Estherville,

Ia.

— The

Form

Grand

theatre

Jersey Theatre Co.

RUTHERFORD.

California street.
*

Sag Harbor, N. Y.

ment Company

coln theatre.

here has been remodeled.

San Francisco,

Wigwam

*

—

Goshen, Ind. Fitzpatrick & McElroy
have taken ovet the Jefferson and Lin-

—

*

the

— Patchogue Amuse-

will

erect

a

on topics
Writers are
confine themselves

interest.

of
re-

to
quested to
200 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

being

the old Bijou theatre which oas
been leased by Steifel Amusement Company, which owns the Grand and Globe.

Fifth.

boken.

Pueblo, Colo.

current

*

Projects

avenue and Courtland

From Readers

seat

—

—

street

will

Alexandria, Va.
Kend ill Productions,
Inc., has been incorporated. Lee Kendall
Holland of Washington, D. C, is presi-

New York. Greenwood A. Robinson,
president of Roosevelt Theatre Corporation, announces that a $250,000 motion
picture theatre will he erected at Summit

to

It

block

made on

New

again

to be

is

one

•

Vineland,

the

theatre

street,

persons.

1,000

Being Installed

Is

—A

west of the Henning hotel.

an

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

in

Wyo.
West

1921

Patcho-

street,

gue.

Th eatres

2,

theatre

at

N. J.— North Jersey
Theatres Corporation has been formed
with capital stock of $300,000 to operate
theatres and amusement enterprises.

Organization Needed
JOLIET. ILL.— Editor of Exhihitoks
Herald: Dollar for dollar, you will not
find another industry in the world under
the direction of
for their

own

men

interests

so

little

organized

and protection as

Each difthe motion picture industry.
ferent group has its own selfish interests
at heart and attempts to further them
even at the expense of the entire industry, leaving the business shattered into
small querulous units open to attack by
every reformer, politician or Tom, Dick
and Harry who will attack it.

The acme of foolishness, the most shining example of what little common sense
actually exists in the heads of some of
the men connected with the motion picture industry is brought forth by a number of misguided individuals who have
turned from indoor sports to washing
our dirty linen

in

public.

(Here the writer mentions Emerson
Hough, Benjamin Hampton, Jesse L.
Lasky, William A. Brady and George
Bcban. Detailed comment eliminated on
account of space limitations.)
Unless immediate steps are taken to
stop these mental laundrymen from washing our dirty linen in public, the time
is
close at hand when you will have
nothing to worry about as it will be the
death of the motion picture industry.
Let the producers organize solidly and
become a power. Let the exhibitors continue to organize solidly.
Let the distributors organize solidly.
Let each appoint a committee with full authority to
act and handle the big problems of today
threatening the very life of the industry.
But let these committees be composed of
shooters"
"square
who will "shoot
square" and the first thing to do is stop
washing our dirty linen in public.
Mavricf. M. Ri uf.xs.
Princess theatre. Joliet,

III.

Arnold Joins Company
As an Advance Agent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NASHVILLE. TENN., March
W.

R. Arnold,

22.—

one of the best and most

popular

advertising representatives in
Nashville, who recently severed connections
with Loew's Vendome theatre,
after serving this house for the last
eleven months in the capacity of general
advertising agent, leaves Nashville for
Montgomery, Ala., where he has accepted a position on the advance publicity car of the Rhoda Royal circus,
one of the largest organizations in the

United States.
Billy Arnold is especially fitted for the
new position, having had enough experience in the show business to assure his
success with so large an organization.
Mr. Arnold started his career at the old
St. Charles theatre in New Orleans, La.,
in 1889, shortly after the New Orleans
Exposition, which was held in 1885. For
several years he has held positions in
some of the largest motion picture theatres in Nashville.

April

2.
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Musicians find deep and lasting pleasure in the beautiful tone of the
incomparable Stegar in its surpassing artistry of design and finish
Skilled craftsmen working with main its guaranteed durability.
terials of highest grade embody in every Steger these qualities of distinction. The

—

—

Steger represents unequa'.ed value, quality considered.

Write for the Steger Piano and Player Piano

and

convenient terms.

STEGER & SONS
Factories at Steger, Illinois

Jf it's a Steger

it's

Brochure

Piano Manufacturing

Founded by John v. steger, 1879

—

St\le

Steger dealers everywhere.

Company

Steger Building, Chicago, Illinois

the finest reproducing phonograph in the world

100
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"THE HIDDEN LIGHT"
—ALL NEXT WEEK—

BARBEE'S LOOP THEATRE

BARBEE'S THEATRE
PLAYS ONLY THE HIGHEST CLASS
AND MOST PROFITABLE PRODUCTIONS. THAT'S WHY THEY CHOSE
"THE HIDDEN LIGHT" FROM ALL
THE INDEPENDENT FEATURES ON
THE MARKET TODAY.

TEAR THIS COUPON OUT, PRESENT
AT BARBEE'S THEATRE BOX OFFICE
AND YOU WILL BE ADMITTED FREE
TO SEE THIS HEART THROBBING
FEATURE WITH DOLORES CASSINELLI

GOLLOS
ENTERPRISES
STATE STREET
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO,
110 S.

2,

1921

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Lee Mitchell Joins
"The Barbarian" to
Empire Exchange
Have Loop Showing
Pioneer

Considers Latest
One of Best
Has Published

Offering
It

Monroe
Jane Novak in

''The Barbarian," starring

isbury and including

supporting
for

the central west in

theatre the

week

the

premiere
a Chicago loop

have

will

cast,

Sal-

its

of April 18.

is

president.

the

has

yet published, Mr. Elliott is outlining an
extensive exploitation campaign and an
intensive sales drive.
He predicts that
a record number of bookings will be

made.
" 'The Barbarian' will carry my personal endorsement when it goes into the
theatres," declared Mr. Elliott. "I consider it one of the great pictures of 1921."
Besides Monroe Salisbury and Jane
Novak, the cast includes Barney Sherry,
Alan Hale, Lillian Leighton, Elinor
Hancock, Anne Cudahy, Michael Cudahy, Milton Markwell, George Burrell.
Sydney Dean and Marcel Daly.

Complete Aids Offered
Besides an unusually complete press
book, the Pioneer Corporation is offering
attractive six, twenty-four, three and one
sheets, a selection of colored lobby disa

series

of

news

cuts,

Film

to join the forces of the

exchange

an

in

Em-

executive

capacity.

Mr. Mitchell has been connected with
Universal

company

He opened

the

Laemmle

since

first

its

branch

incep-

Carl

Who

Shrieks

The

Lee Herz, president of the Interstate
Film exchange of Chicago, has obtained
temporary quarters at 63 East Adams
street which he will occupy from March
27 to May 1. His telephone number during that time will be Harrison 5365. On
May 1, the Interstate exchange will move
into its permanent quarters at 730 South

Wabash

avenue.

doors.
Running after him through the streets,
the girls shouted for help and attracted

The
C.

matter.

Case Attracts Interest
Considerable newspaper publicity was
given the case as Morrison at the time
of his arrest had in his clothing a marriage agreement signed by a Miss Helen
F. Manzell.

Wabash Exchange

announces

and have already completed

their

Exchange Centers

Buys Star at Belding
BELDING, MICH.— Frank Joslin

has
purchased the Star theatre from John
Parchem. Joslin operates both the Empress and the Star.

who edited Sidney Frank"Courage." brought the negative to
the Chicago Rothacker plant. A few days
later Danny Gray, film editor for Marshall Neilan. arrived with the negative

Dittmers Buy in Peoria
PEORIA. ILL.— Will and Harry Ditt-

Shea,

of Placer."

Exchange

to $110,000.

Prints Arrive

"Bob Hampton

Film

this

lin's

of

Open

pany, owner of the Grand theatre, has
increased its capital stock from S75.000

being

At Rothacker Plant
Billy

to

For Business on Aprils

Increase Theatre Stock
ALTON. ILL.— Alton Theatre Com-

worked out and Gollos Enterprises are
dickering with the owners of a loop the-

New

prisoner gave his name as Harry
He declined to discuss the

Visits

state of Illinois.

premiere presentation of

Prendergast.

and arrested

A. S. Kirkpatrick, vice-president and
general manager of the Robertson-Cole
Distributing Corporation, has been visiting the exchange centers in the central
west.

—

atre for a
picture.

John
youth

sales organization.

Gollos Enterprises recently announced
that they acquired the rights to "Deliverance," George Kleine's production, for
northern Illinois only but when the announcement was made they had so many
requests from the parts of Illinois out
of their territory that they immediately
made arrangements with Mr. Kleine to
distribute "Deliverance" in the entire

now

the

Morrison.

floor,

are

Sergeant

him.

Wabash

Gollos Enterprises Buy
Entire State on Film

plans

Police

that their opening date has been decided
on as April 4. They will be located at
S04 South Wabash avenue, on the third

program

cuts and herald cuts.

Exploitation

Attract

had drawn the money from
the Fort Dearborn National bank and
had entered the Commonwealth Edison
company's store. As they started to
leave, the thief grabbed the money from
them and darted through the revolving

who overtook

Herz Obtains Temporary
Quarters for Exchange

Money

girls

Detective

nue.

Seized

Miss Irma Beck and Miss Mary McGranahan. cashiers at the Chicago exchange of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, foiled a thief who attempted
to steal a $2,290 pay roll from them and
succeeded in having him arrested.

at

The Empire Film exchange, which was
formed by Mr. Padorr and Mr. Saperstein. will occupy new quarters on the
second floor at S04 South Wabash ave-

Pay Roll

Paramount Employes Bring
About Arrest of Youth"

office

Evansville, Ind.,
and has, at various times, traveled as
special representative through territory
from Buffalo to the coast. As an exhibitor, he opened the sixth motion picture
theatre in Chicago.
for

Confident that he has one of
strongest pictures his organization

plays,

pire

tion.

Rights for the Chicago territory to the
feature are held by the Pioneer Film
Corporation of Illinois of which Clyde
Elliott

Executive Capacity

Company,

Girls Foil

Thief; Save

Lee Mitchell, well known Chicago film
man, has resigned from the Chicago office of the Universal Film Manufacturing

the

Distributed by Pioneer

Exchange
in

LEE MITCHELL
Formerly with UniversaL who has joined the
Empire Film exchange in an executive capacity.

mer have purchased the Court
Harry Forbell, former owner, is
the business.

theatre.

leaving
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SHOTS AND MISSES
release,

between

"A

Fox

Connecticut Yankee." stopped off

trains,

Eckhardt,

director of the big

local

March

12.

visiting

Clyde

manager, enroute for

New

M

think Jimmie
tlh avser, Sennett's personal representative, should stay
all like him,
the summer out in Chi.
and he's a regular fellow, and he has surely
with all Chi.'s
registered in
Listen.

I

We

*

*

*

Machines

*

change, is all -hyped with excitement over
the forthcoming set-in of their feature,
"What's a Wife Worth," which occupies the
silver sheet of Barbee's Loop theatre for a
two weeks' stay beginning May 1.
* *
j *
rave and rap "quality features
de luxe," but if you want to get it
STRAIGHT, get the old wireless busy and
page Bob Sterritt. theatre magnate of GutHe carries a tale all his
tenburg, Ioway.
on a personal
own. Take no
The cinema temple is situated on one
visit.
side the road, while the other side enterswishings and temperamental
tains the
tantrums of the river's rushing tides, and
'tis
intimated Bob packs an awful wallop
with his left wing.

Generators
Theatre Chairs
Asbestos Booths

»

»

»

Cress Smith, manager of the local
United Artists exchange, tells us they recently held a trade screening of "The Nut,"
Douglas Fairbank's latest feature, and
owing to the huge holdout, were compelled
to give a second screening to accommodate
the many attending exhibitors.
*

»

nied

we

heaps

of

rumors but admitted
*

Mr. and Mrs. Leo Landeau of the Alhambra theatre. Milwaukee, were visitors
along film row the afternoon of March S.
We happened to spy this charming couple
visiting the local Associated Producer?., and
judging from the smiles emanating from
Sid Goldman upon their departure, would
murmur, "It looks like Milwaukee will
shortly equal the phenomenal record that
Barbee's theatre is establishing with Mack
Scnnett's latest, "The Small Town Idol."

IN

Etc.

the

Windy City looks good to him, so be patient
we mav have some "news" \erv shortly.

S. E.

207 SO.

m

hear him admit

it.

*

*

»

E. F. Tarbell. manager of the palatial
Yitagraph exchange, besides okaying new

contracts plenteous, is getting all sorts of
footwork in galloping up and down stairs
showing the many visiting exhibitors their
new projection salon. Yep. it's all finished

now and it has it
ever saw, b'gosh.
*

Hun Bilford of
is

all

*

over anything we
•

the Independent Films
Chi. for a

now hovering about

and with that aggregation of avoirdupois he's dragging about with him. the U»y
For homeis a mighty welcome stranger.
sickness. Herb., try our Winter Garden re-

spell,

vue.

Great pastime, and case of further
he knows 'em all!

info, call Charlie

Manai.kk

—*

SCHAFFER & CO.

*

( ).
k.
Hanson, division manager for
Koliertsiin-Cnle in this territory, arrived
the Chicago office several days ago all
fussed up with info regarding their new
Kansas City exchange. Of course, it might
lie a wee bit nicer than Chi.'s. but we didn't

Ass'n

*

BEAU REVEL"

—

*

forget, saw the genial Ralph
Bradford on fillum stroll the other day.
With his usual modest demeanor, Ralph de-

Lest

all

CHANCES

»

*

Birhorn

»

of

makes

of all

Rectifiers

big sheets.

Bob Lucas, manager Robertson-Cole ex-

You can

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

BOLD FACE

York.

1921

FULL LINE OF
NEW AND USED

—By Mac

Emmett Flynn,

2.

the

New

Era

Films just grabbed a return ticket for New
Hurry back, BurYork, good March 22.
hom, and here's hoping the shelves will

PHOTOPLAY FORM

WABASH

CHICAGO,

AVE.

ILL.

soon be crammed with a flock of
tures for earlv release.
• » *

new

fea-

A

belated strip of California news has
reached us to the credit of our big
'Twas a balmy moonlight eve, as
city.
Sunset
only sunny California dare claim.
terpsiInn, San .Monica, was the "set."
chorean contest was on, and with the orchestra just breaking into one of those
dreamy dreamiest of waltzes, lo and
liehold the charming Bessie Live, upon the
just

A

of the handsome and debonair Ken
Fitzfatrick. was seen to glide across the

arm

Suffice to state, a beautiful silver
loving cup is now the happy possession of
Miss Bessie Love, with considerable praise
going to the ability of "Rabbi" l itzpatrick.
floor.

"Parish Priest" Reported
Popular in New England
That Schultz

& Dunne

of Boston,

who

bought the elaborate picturized version of
"The Parish Priest," were right when
they reckoned with the popularity the
show had enjoyed in New England, where
the late Dan Sully had presented it for
nearly twenty years, is evidenced by the
fact that almost every large city in their
territory booked the picture before they
had had it two weeks.
Solid week stands have already been
Bridgeport,
for
Providence,
booked
Stiringfield. Worcester, Watcrbury, New
Haven, Hartford, New London, Norwich,
Lawrence, New Bedford and Norwalk.
The big first-run houses in other large
wiring daiiy asking for dates
expected, according to Schultz,
that every city of any prominence in his
territory will be booked before another
cities

and

it

are
is

two weeks

Sets

elapse.

High Standards
For Film Inspectors

The Wabash Film Exchange, Chicago's
newest state right exchange, is giving
unusual importance to its inspection of
films, and submits all applicants for positions in this department to rigid tests.
"No novices need apply," was the
warning used on their advertisements in
seeking help.
More than the needed
number of experienced workers responded.

New Theatre

Plans

QUINCY, ILL— Plans

A

scene from the Paramount feature made from Joseph Vance's story, by
Ince. Florence Vidor is the featured player.

Thomas H.

Grow

are being advanced for the new Majestic theatre to
have a seating capacity of from 1.000 to
2,000.

April
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Eexhibitor s success depends

on

his ability to satisfy his patrons.

His profits are the puppets of a
competition as merciless as it is
ever-changing. To expect a production,
estimated in six figures, to stand up
to the advantage of the exhibitor

Ave.

The Exchange of Popular

through the use of mediocre prints is
dabbling with an expensive plaything.

Priced Pictures

WILL BE READY
FOR BUSINESS

The exhibitor
insurance

Prints— just

MONDAY

requests screen

when he demands Rothacker
the producer protects
by specifying Rothacker

as

his investment

Prints.

APRIL 4
Watch for Announcement of
Our Releases in Next Issue
Founded

1110

by
Wattersoo R. Roth«cker

The Strongest and Most

Interesting Productions of the

Year

They Meet Every Requirement

"The Woman
of Mystery"
the finest Photodramatic
Mystery Story Ever Filmed.

will

make

—

Dr. Quackel

Did Hide"

Exhibitors Trade Reriw says:

"Youth's Desire
It's

"When

Youth s Desire
patrons.

Excellent production.
Should meet
with the approval of any audience."

A

Screamingly Humorous
Travesty-

Featuring

The Best

The Last Word
Thrilling

of

Kind.

its

CHARLIE JOY

in

Drama.

Clean

— Wholesome

and

and

A

Cyclone of Action

GRACE CUNARD

DORRIS BAKER and
JOSEPH BENNETT

Five Reels

Fire Reels

FRANCIS FORD

and

They

are full of Thrills

Box

office

Moments

of Suspense

and

A

Continual Roar of Lauehter
Fire Reels

you have never seen before.

Book Them and Reap
Let us put Drawing
Power into your

Famous Miami

Continuous Thrills

Starring

Featuring

his

Bathing Beauties

Entertaining

Satisfaction

Interstate Film Service
63 E.

Adams

St.

Phone Harrison 5365

Fourth Floor

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
|

The above address

is

temporary only— After

May

1,

1921, address 730 So.

Wabash

Ave.'

1

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Through Pathe Exchanges

Distributed

six reels, with Milton Sills.
Russell.
six reels, with
Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome

Wm.

Light

Eddy.

The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reeU, with Pell Trenton and
Elinor Field.

Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.

Their

kins.

A Man

series, five reels.
Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
Love, five reels, with Rubye De

from

Jan.

Jan. 30

The Way Women
Remer.
Luxury, six

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The
Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Before the White
Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Tame
Man Who

Man

madge.
reels,

with

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Tal-

William

reels,

George

five reels,

Fitz-

Feb.

— Brewsters Millions,
Arbuckle.
the Garret,
— TheothyGhost
Gish.
eight
— Forbidden
Mille production.
with
IS —Chickens,
six

8

in

Fruit,

reels,

Dor-

Cecil

de

Douglas Mac-

reels,

five

Roscoe

reels.

fi»e reels.

Lean.

— The Kentuckians, six
mopolitan production.
27. — The Price of Possession,

Feb. 20.

Feb.

— What't

Chas

reels,
reels,

five

Mar.

Worth While,

Lois
five reels,
production.
Straight Is the Way. seven reels, Cosmopolitan production.
The Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

—
—
13 —
Meighan.
20— O'Malley of
6

Mar.
Mar.

Wm.

Mar. 20

Mounted,

six

with

reels,

six

Ince-Vance pro-

reels,

duction.

— The Gilded Lily, six
Murray.
27 — The Idol of North,

Mar. 27

Mar.

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George
What Women Will Do. six reels.

with

Mae

reels,

with

reels,

six

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

H.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with
House Peters and

PARKER READ,
Woman,

The Leopard

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

seven

reels,

with

with

reels,

six reels.
reels.

A Thousand

to

One,

six

reels,

with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS
The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

POX SPECIALS
The White
I

seven reels, with Pear] White.
King, seven reels, with William Far-

Moll,

Were

num.
While New York Sleeps, seven

reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, witn All Star Cast.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A

Town

Small

It,

seven reels, Marshall Neilan pro-

Woman,

Constance

five

reels,

with

five

reels,

with

Kalberine

King Vidor
Forty-five Minutes from Broadway, six

special.
reels, with

Talmadge.
Notorious Miss

Lisle,

McDonald.
Jack-Knife Man,

five reels.

Chas. Ray.

Good References,

six

reels,

with

Constance Tal-

Idol, six reels, with

Ben Turpin.

In the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan
reels,

the

Katherine

with
Piper,

six

The Branded Woman, seven
reels,

six

reels,

with

C. B. C.

FILM SALES

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

five reels.

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

INC.

five reels.

What Women Love,

six

reels,

with

Anita

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.
heater Reformed,
Bare Knuckles, five

(

EQUITY PICTURES
Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

with

Norma
Barry-

Wing

six reels, with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel Barry-

Dangerous Business, five reels, with Constance
Talmadge.
Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty, seven reels, with Wesley BarTy. a Marshall
Neilan production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.

Jan.

reels.

Jan.

six

reels.

Nineteen and Phyllis, six
six

reels.
reels, with Chas. Ray.
reels, with Lionel Bar-

rymore.

Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Kathryn

MacDonald.

My

Heart,

with Annette Kel-

Haven.
Old Dad,

The Great Adventure,

•

reels.
five reels.
Merely Mary Ann, five reels.
Toy. five reels.
The Lamplighter, five reels.

Lionel

The Truth About Husbands, seven

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
2 —The Bait, Maurice Tourneur production,
six
9 — The Jucklins, George Melford production,

reels.
reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.
Dynamite Allen,

more.

Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering Devils, seven reels, with Conway

five

Chin Toy, five reels.
Flame of Youth, five
Girl of

lerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
.Vomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-

The

reels.

MacDonald.

reels,

more.

The Victim,

Prairie Trails, six reels.

The Road Demon, six
Hands Off. six reels.

Dwan

Talmadge.

The Master Mind,

reels.
reels.

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.

special.

Curtain, five
Harriet and
Stewart.

six

Scuttlers, six

TOM MIX SERIES

madge.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last

duction.
The Perfect

DIST.

reels.

The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
Go and Get

five

PEARL WHITE SERIES

INC.

Louise

Glaum.

with Bessie Love.

reels,

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Florence Vidor.
J.

five

WILLIAM FA It MM SERIES

Richard Travers.

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne er-do-Well, six

g

Charles Ray.

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

The

The House Without Children, seven

with

star cast.

Drag Harlan,

reels.

FILM MARKET,

INC.

Homespun
Lying

six

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

Arliss.

reels,

Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast
The Servant in the House, five reels, with all-

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.
The Married Virgin,

with Charles

|

five

The Midlanders,

If

Hart.

S.

— Beau Revel,

reels,

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES

with

Weber

Mar. IS

six

Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

Ethel Clayton.

Feb. 27.

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

Geraldine Far-

madge.
Scrap Iron,

Frontier of the Stars, five reels, with
Thos. Meighan.

6

with Spe-

Constance Tal-

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

maurice production.
Feb.

reels,

with

reels,

with

30— The

Jan.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
six reels, with

five

reels,

Dorothy Dalton.

The Riddle Woman,

His House, eight

in

Cast.
Affair,

Mamma's
Ray.

five

— Midsummer Madness, six
De Mille production.
— Paying the riper,

Jan. 23

Feb. 13

five reels.
Circumstantial Evidence, five reels.
The Wall Street Mystery, five reels.
The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine Fielding.
Love's Protege, five reels, featuring Ora Carew.
Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor Apartments, five reels, with Georgia Hop

The Woman
cial

reels,

five

cast.

CORP.

The Chamber Mystery,

Tex, feature

School, five reels, with Wal-

Education of Elizabeth,
with Billie Burke.
The Inside of the Cup, six

—
Special
23— The Rookie's Return,
Douglas MacLean.

Feb.

ARROW FILM

Charm

lace Reid.

Jan. 16

The Week End.

Live-Wire Hick,

— The

18— The

Jan.

FLYING "A" SPECIALS
A
A

9

Jan.

five

reels.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, witB Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The

Little

Gray

Lovely.
Oliver Twist.

Jr.,

Mouse,

five

five reels,

reels,

with

Louise

with Harold Goodwin.

April
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GOLDWYN PICTURES
a Great Life,

It's

The Revenge

five reels

Tarzan,

of

(Eminent
five

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

CORP.

The Great Redeemer,

GOLDWTN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Gene

with

reels,

Cast.

production.
The Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Earthbound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels, Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline Fred-

Feb. 28

Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
Concert.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

The Dwelling Place

Lahoma, seven reels.
Beggar in Purple,

JR.,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS

Sweet.

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

The

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

with

five reels,

Warren Kerrigan.
reels,
with J. Warren

J.

five

Kerrigan.

The House

of Whispers, with

J.

Karren Kerrigan.

Colonel, with Joseph

His Temporary Wife, six

IRVIN

with Special Cast.

reels,

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

V.

Down Home, an

All Star Cast.

five

Mar.

1

— Reckless

Madonnas and Men,

reels.

reels.

five reels. State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Youth,
of

six

Wm.

reels,

Ashe, six

cast.

May

—
—

Mar.

Offshore Pirate, six reels, Viola
Dana.
Passion Fruit, six reels, Doraldina.
The Greater Claim, six reels, Alice Lake.
Extravagance,
six
reels,
with
May

—
Allison.
21 — A Message
Bert
28 — Puppets of

from Mars,

six

reels,

with"

Lytell.

Mar.

Fate,

reels,

with

Viola

Dana.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

Billions, six reels,

five

Constance

with

reels,

The

Clown,

Little

five

reels,

Mary Miles

with

The Stealers, eight reels, Cabanne.
So Long Letty, six reels, Christel.
Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred-

A

reels,

with Virginia

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
Once

to Every
Phillips.

Years

Bad

Luck,

five

reels,

with

Max

Linder.

One Man

in

a

Million,

six

reels,

with

George

Beban.

SPECIALS
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
Pat O' the Ranch,

Blue Blazes,

five

five reels,
reels, with

with Lester Cuneo.
Lester Cuneo.

SALIENT FILMS,
The Shadow,

six reels, with

INC.

Muriel Ostriche.

Woman,

Outside the Law, six

six

reels,

reels,

with

Dorothy

with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

erick.

813, six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.

The
The

Cuneo.
six

five

cast.

Different,

31— The

Feb. 7
Feb. 21
Mar. 7

Wanda

aWnda Hawley.

Binney.

Seven
all-star
reels,

Allison.

Jan.

with

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES

BERT LUBIN

— Lure of
— Marriage

five reels,

Minter.

Honeymoon Ranch,

Lights,

Faire.

Johnstone.

Something

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Jan. 10
Jan. 17

Under Northern

The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

Wanda Hawwith

Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

West of the Rio

—
—
—
—
—
—

Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec. i The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

reels,

five

Hawley.

six reels.

Woman's Business, five
Wings of Pride, five reels.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATlUl*

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

Wanda Hawley.
Mary Miles

Villain, five reels, with

Elopement,

First

The Snob,

Love Without Question, seven

A

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.
—The Lure of Crooning Water.

June 13

with

ley.

Wives.

William

with

You Never Can
Oh Lady Lady,

Her Beloved

JANS PICTURES, INC.

reels,

Blue Streak McCoy, five reels, with Harry Carey.
In Folly's Trail, five reels, witS Carmel Myers.
five
Beautifully Trimmed,
reels,
with Carmel
Myers.
White Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.

Her

SPECIAL FEATURE

five

June 27

Minter.

five reels.
reels.

Edith

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

STAR PRODUCTIONS

Skyfire, five reels.

1

Alma Rubens.

six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

reels,

with

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

The Law

five

reels,

five

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

SPECIAL FEATURES

for Scandal, five reels, with

with Bernard

reels,

five

Door,

the

D. N.
Women,

Deep Purple,

Eyes of the Heart,

Vengeance,

of

Fickle

REALART PICTURES

Food

NEAL HART SERIES

—— Danger Valley,
Jan.
Mar. 15 — God's Gold,

with

five reels,

William

with

reels,

Collier.

BECK

Cobb.

J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women,

six

Ralph Ince Special.

Man's Plaything, five reels, with Grace Davidson.
Mountain Madness, six reels, with special cast.
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.

reels.

Edmund

INDEPENDENT FILMS
Nov. 15

six

His,

six reels, a

The Servant Question,
F.

Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert Frank.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS

INC.

Empty

NATIONA L-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky

Red Foam,

the Depths, five reels, with Violet Merse-

reau and

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

Tearle.

Hallor.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Out of

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS

The Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
You Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast
The Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince Special.
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Durning.
Just Outside

SEITZ, INC.

B.

ARTHUR
The Heart Line,

Stedman and Law-

Sin, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The Seeds

Killer, six reels.

Kenyon.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES
The Fourth

SELECT PICTURES
INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

The

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

Faversham.

of Diamonds, six reels.

GEORGE

Case.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Stewart.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

SERIES

reels.

The Sin That Was

to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette

The Empire

The

INC.

six reels, with Doris

with Blanche

reels,

five

six reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

ton.

Her Unwilling Husband,

;

No. 99.

with Mahlon Hamil-

reels,

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Half a Chance, seven

Billy

The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.

Bruce Gordon

with

reels,

with

reels,

.

with Bruce

reels,

five

stunt novelty.

reels,

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six reels.

INC.

and May McAvoy.

Winston Churchill.

DEITRICH-BECK,

cast.

all-star

with Gladys Brockwell.

reels,

Forbidden Valley, six

JESSE

LEWIS

You,

to

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

six reels.

five

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

The Green Flame,

INC.

reels,

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

The Brute Master with Hobart Bosworth.

The Harvest Moon,

six

PERRET PICTURES,

of Light, by

PARKER READ,

Fool,

A

The Sage Hen,

The Devil
and Roy

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

SHURTLEFF,

Little

PATHE EXCHANGE,

P. Trail, six reels.

BENJAMIN
J.

—The

ENTERPRISES

E.

The Daughter Pays,

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

All Star

Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
production.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

The Highest
The

six reels, with

&

S.

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two
It

— Without
C. E.

Mar. 14

erick.

The U.

Honor and Obey,

Love,

Pollar.

six reels, All Star Cast.

PRODUCTIONS

S. L.

Artists).

Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels, Rex Beach

105

A

reels.

five reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
Master Stroke,

five

reels.

The Romance Promoter, five reels.
The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Broadway B-ubble, five reels.
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones,

five

reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrisa
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.

Dead Men

Trumpet

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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April

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS
COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
RED RIDER SERIES

GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

two

SCENICS
Max

with

reels,

NEIGHBORS,

two

two

two

PATHE EXCHANGE,

reels.

CORI\

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

reel

ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

reels.

Number

reels

reel.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

l\c

one

Be Surprised.
It.

Ladies' Pets.

two

reels.

Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining Room. Kitchen and

Sink.

Mr. Fatima.

Scrappily

TORCHY COMEDIES,

»l'l
reels.

Torchy Mixes

Dynamite.
Nonsense.
The Simp.

(Lloyd

two

reels.

(Lloyd Hamilton.)

(HI

reels.

O,

<

two

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
two
reels.

Summer's Dav.
20— The Unhappy Finish.
a

Travel

one

reels.

Pic-

reel.

VITAGRAPH— The
VITAGRAPH— The

ARROW FILM CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

The Kid.

six

one

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

reels.

reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two

reels.

FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES,
An

two

reels.

Elephant's Nightmare.
Hold Me Tight.

His Noisy

every
reels.

two

Don't Tickle.

Don't Tickle.

feather,

Veiled

(Joe

Ryan and

Mystery

(Antonio

NEWS REELS
(twice a week) at Fox exchanges

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Santschi.

Edgar Jones.

reels.

(Mondays and Thurs

days) at Universal exchanges.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
Educational exchanges.
(twice a week) at Select ex
SELZNICK
changes.

NEWS

NEWS

two

reels.

C. B. PBICE CO.
DRAMAS. featuring Mona

one

ANIMATED CARTOONS

Dark

reel.

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.

STAR DRAMAS,

Slicker.

The Jockey.

Tom

two

VITAGRAPH— The

FOX NEWS

PIONEER
INDIAN

Duncan

(William

Fate

Dangers

SPECIALS

two

reels.

Pals and Petticoats.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

reels.

NICK CARTER SERIES,

VITAGRAPH— Hidden

reels

FRITZI

Her Doggone Wedding.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

two

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Moreno).

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

Still.

Pretty Lady.

The

two

(William

Jean Paige).

two

FILM SALES

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

and

and Edith Johnson).

other week, two reels.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

THE TEMPEST,

Seitz

Elinor Fair).

PATHE

Dog's Life, three reels.
Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

B.

Avenger

Silent

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

.

A
A

(George

Duncan).

DOMIN LNT PICT1 RES, im
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS, two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.

(Juanita

camp).

His Jonah Day.

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

C. B. C.

reel.

PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE,

Foe

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
UNIVERSAL— The Flarrung Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL—The Dragon's Net (Marie Wal-

DRAMAS

—

(Ruth Roland).
Hansen and

the Rockies

Warner Orland).

two

Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune.
Mar. 20 Sweetheart Days.

Hoxie-).

Thirteen.

PATHE— Velvet

The Back Yard.
The Decorator.

reels.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES

two

reel.

Film-Osophy.
RADIN Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT Prizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two reels

Fingers
Marguerite Courtot).

AUBREY COMEDIES,

Chats.

Popular Classics.
of the Day.

PATHE— Ruth of
PATHE— Phantom

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.

JIM

Bray Pictographs.

Educationals.

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack

reels.

reel.

ITAGBAI'll

\

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES

one

two

>ll «.

two

two

reels.

»

—
—
—

V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

reels.

tures,

one

Vod

Sermonettes.
FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, one
reel (weekly).

PATHE — Pathe Review, one
PIONEER— Luke McLukes

mil'.

BIG

CO.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE COMEDIES.

— On

I

(bimonthly).

Original

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

FOX— Bride

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

6

II

I'll

STAR COMEDIES,

FILM SALES

Scenic

Movies.

PATHE— Topics

CENTURY COMEDIES,

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

Vil

KINETO — Urban

reel.

mm BBSAX FILM

Hamilton.)

(Jimmie Adams.)

Fool.

Feb.
Feb.

BR-B1 SSBLL

\

i

one

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,

Torchy's Night Hood.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

one

reel.

snapshots

KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie

two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.

In.

Burrud

COMMONWEALTH — Spanuth's

GREIVER — Greiver

COMEDYART.

Torchy's Millions. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.

April

ssi, 1. 1. -(.in

one

Pictorials,

SALES — Screen

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

TUSUN COMEDIES,
two

ARROW— Sport

ROBERTSON-CO
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.

Married.

Series, one

MISCELLANEOUS

I

C. B. C.

Itl

reel.

Scenics.

PICTURES— Sunset

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES one reel
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

Nobody's Wife.

Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.

Scenios

reel.

1.

Movie Mad.

PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Pictures.

'ITHES. I\(

l-K

I

reels.

Holmes Travel Pictures

(every week).

reel

SPECIAL

reel.

REELCBAFT I'M
BES
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

one

(every two

Stories.

HAI)I\

Trayful of Trouble.
The One Best Pet.
Beat

Scenics,

reel

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

You'll

one

reel.

CHESTER COMEDIES,
A

Outing

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON COLE— Martin Johnson

Please.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM COHP.
two

Beau

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
one

one

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

i

C. Bruce Scenics

(every two weeks).

PARAMOUNT— Burton

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
i

reel

weeks).

reel.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DO HIWANT PIl
RES,

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester
Buster

reels.

Keating.

AYWON FILM

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

Buster Keating.

reels.

two

reels.

METRO
THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

(Leonard Chapman), two

reels.

Roberts.

reels.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

CO.

CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two

1921

2,

featuring

Violet

Grace Cunard and others, two

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Mersereau.

Modern

reels.

AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series,

two

Centaurs.

Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

reels.

—

How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art cf Diving, with Anrette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (>ian o' War).
Babe Ruth

f.

S.

Show

Figures

Increase

in

Attendance

I

1

Associated Producers' distribution has

from

its

very inception represented business honor
the type of business honor on which the
best
at

its

—

nation's other great

industries are

founded and

operated.

An

honorable

and

cleanly

operated business

This combination of trade
achieved for "A.P." the
Confidence
Honor and
of thing— it made
unheard
hitherto unknown and

builds

a

Confidence.

distributing

corporation a self-sustaining and

profit-making institution with only nine pictures
one to be
It is a good record and
released.

proud

of.

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES'

729 SEVENTH AVE. HTK YORK

QUIGLEY
PL. XII. No.

15

"red

as second-class mat

at the

Pest

G~

Inc.

CUT

PUBLISHER

,
-

at

ChUfo,

III.,

nmder tke Act ef Merck

APR II

Carl

Laemmle

announces the early presentation c£
a remarkable, nev

UNIVERSAL

JEWEL

DE LUXE

April

9.

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Carl

Laemmle

Carl Laemmle

presents

presents

CARMEL

that

MYERS BREEZY
EASON
Directed by

Marcel
Be
Sa.no

in a great Universal
Special Attract ion.
for young and old

Dangerous
,

Moment"

Universal- Special-Attraction.

Directed by
Reeves Eason
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Tins editorial

TW

the

is

not merely the greatest tribute, but

one of

only

its

kind ever paid to a motion

|

\-

Gr>mtbs r»u

picture

producer by

the

mighty Chicago Tribune.

1

,

This tremendous

,

?
*i

ft6 e

6 Part Comedy- Drama

,

WP^' b^ nneU w-

l

His

500,000

"A

Small

gagement

anU

editorial

daily circulation

Town

power

of the house.

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH AVE.,

NEW YORK CITY

Inc.

a

paper with

Idol" opened for an extended en-

at Barbee's

Loop Theatre, doing, day by

dav, record business topping

Mist*1' 6

in

appeared two days after

all

other past records

In

Chicago
I

AM
VICE PBC9IOCN

FEC 32 BLUE
p B WARREN

"

^ICAGO

^

I LL 1231p
1?
ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS
INC «", Y0RK
«

SEWNETTS Simr
A T.T.

TninfM

-r

m

~

BARBEES LOOP
THEATRE CO
202 P

^

^

WILLIAM 3ARBEB

SMALL TO WN I D
Chicago American: Rob Reel

— There

never been such a comedy drama

Small

Town

Idol."

the screening of

Chicago
funny

News:

picture

It

as

has

Chicago Tribune:

"A

must be

marks an epoch

in

modern comedy
Margaret

and

Mann

audiences

Mae Tinee —Your

awful condition

the

Town

The

Idol."

"A
evi-

Mack

Sennett spared neither time nor ex-

in

pense

in

making

this

big

production for

Associated Producers.

Associated Producers
OFFICES:

in

audiences give

mighty pleasant time.

dence of having a

shouts of laughter.

HOME

system

Sennett

a

It's

indulge

if

comedians do not win your smiles
Small

—

in

L

729

SEVENTH AVE., MEW YORK CITY

Inc.

Ike

With

special

8

PARTNERS
Irbin Willafs production

Story

Wid's
Says

by Joseph

town

ent,

and

so you should be sure to get

this

and

give

You

them something

ftncoln.

This will

There are fewer of this type of picture
on the market than any other at pres-

ent.

C.

of the famous

make

talk

Old man
saves hero

differ-

can promise plenty of

good suspense and
amount of thrills enough

action,

—

a

fair

to sat-

anyone.

isfy

up Willat's name and recall
"Below the
Surface" and "Behind the Door."
Mention the under-sea sequences
Play

his past productions,

in ''Below the Surface"'-and
the

"Behind

Door" and promise more of this

in "Partners of the
office results

Tide." The box

should prove worthy of

any exploitation expenses.

Call Write or

Wire for Screening'
Hero in air pocket

!

punches- 8- actually'*8

of the

TIDE

Ttfadejy the mal{er of Behind the Door

"Below the Surface"etc.

that makes box
office records

etc.

Harrison
Says
The one

thing that stands

out the most in this picture
is

Director Willat's

intelli-

gent work. His characterization

is

so marvelous,

should be entitled

that he

to the

fame

a director of first rank. His
children characters could

of

not be handled any truer to
life; nor could his spinster
characters.

The submarine views

are

extremely interesting; they
are instructive. The wrecking of the ship looks real.

Prints f(eady

at
tkru Pst\iB Exriisije fee

hero saves heavy

all "Branches

The

Strangest Things

Man Has

Ever Seen!

/^\UT

of earth's darkest
spot, out of a land never

penetrated by white

before

men, Dr. Vandenbergh has
brought the most amazing
real life pictures ever made.
Until

motion pictures are

taken of the men on Mars, you
will never again see anything
so strange and interesting.

You

will see the lives of hitherto

unknown

races, their tribal

dances, funeral rites and marriage
celebrations.

You

will

see their

monstrous mutilations and grue-

some customs, their weird witchdoctors and barbaric surgery.

You will see the killing of
eating lion

— and

a

man-

the slaying of a
hippopotamus in a river filled with
savage monsters.

You will see the pygmies, a race lower
than animals, tinier than children, a race
no white man has ever seen before.

You will see more strange and fascinating things in these pictures than you
have seen in your whole life before!
The New York Globe says: "One of
the real events of the screen year. More
thrills in a single flash than a drama
could have in all its five reels."
Paramount- Vandenbergh Exploration Series

Men

"Wild

No.
No.

1

— "Jungle Dancers"

2— "The

Edited and

of Africa"

titled

Lion Killers"

by

Tom McNamara

No. — "Slaying the Hippopotamus"
No. 4— "The Land of the Pygmies"
3

Edited and

titled

by Ernest Maas

CC paramount (picture

April

9,

1921
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7/ou can have

M. HANKWHEN
the
KJNSON,
of

Orpheum Theatre, Gary.
Indiana, booked Paramount
he wanted the world to know
So he used this full-page
it.

mat — and
mighty

business took a

leap!

You can put your house over in
the same way. Write to the Ad-

vertising Department. Home Office, for the mat. You can adapt
the copy to your own house. It's
one of the best ways to tie up with

the national campaign.

There are crowds of people in your community
thirsting for a real romance. Give them
1

"THE MAGIC CUP"
STARRING

CONSTANCE BINNEY
Photopl.y by E.

LLOYD SHELDON

"The Magic Cup'*

is

Directed by

JOHN

brimful of charm and

S.

ROBERTSON

thrills for

your fans

Reluctantly the young girl kneeling before the ancient seaman's
Since babyhood
chest drew forth the tarnished old silver goblet.
she had clung to her "magic cup,*' for some day she knew that
it would bring her luck.
.

.

mm

The story of how this wistful-eyed scullery maid
heritage is the story of
CUP.''

came

into her

"THE MAGIC

Trade Mark Kec. L S. Pat. OJ.
.

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION,

469

Fifth

Avenue,

NEW YORK

Mr. George Arliss
"The Devil"

in

Lrom one exhibitor to another, from ocean to
x ocean, from the Northern boundary to the
gulf word has been passed of the
of "The Devil."
Here are
"The

few

a

of the

reviews that forecasted that success:

big crowds at the Strand liked the

picture very

much.

"Arliss every whit as admirable in the

Acting of the star
most favorably commented upon.
Emphatic verdict of approval given by the
public. Every performance drew an enormous and enthusiastic crowd.
The ad-

picture as he

vertising possibilities are extraordinary."

tator can scarcely refrain

.

.

.

— W.

Stephen Bush

"Very
trayals

ever seen.

draw them
News.

in."

in Billboard.

One

debut.

.

.

with Arliss superb

artistic

screen

.

.

the

of

in his

finest

por-

— Laurence

"Puts Arliss' name on list of famous
Splendid direction.
You can go the limit on your promises
regarding the star's performance.
Pro-

screen portrayals.

.

.

Good

detail, ex-

photography, interiors

excellent.

duction generally good.
cellent
.

.

.

Splendidly handled."

—Wid's.

was on

ing performance."

the stage.

— Alan

Dale

.

.

A

in

strik-

N. Y.

American.

"So striking and
ary shudder.

'The Devil' should
Reid in M. P.

.

success

.

.

realistic that the spec-

from a momentWell worth seeing. It is

breaking records at the Strand."

— N.

Y.

Evening World.
"Mr. Arliss made an instantaneous hit
on the screen." N. Y. Evening Telegram.

—

"A

notable offering.

plays splendid skill."

"Will be
Arliss

.

.

— N.

exceedingly

displays

amazing

Mr. Arliss

dis-

Y. Journal.
popular.
skilL"

— N.

Mr.
Y.

Globe.

A better picture
for your bigger

Associated Exhibitors
25

West 45th

PATHE

Street,

New York

Distributors

business

Inc.

Associated Exhibitors hie. presents

Mr. George

Arliss

in
199

"The Devil
The Sensation of
Produced by

Bookings that
The
The

Continents

ANDREW
JAMES YOUNG

HARRY LEONHARDT
Directed by

Two

tell the

and

J.

CALLAGHAN

story of success

Strand, N. Y.

Colonial, Eastern, Pa.

Strand, Brooklyn

Rivoli,

Baltimore

N. Y.
The Flatbush, Brooklyn
Lafayette, N. Y.
Capitol, Springfield, Mass.
Walnut, Cincinnati

Metropolitan, Washington, D. C.
Sun, Omaha

Liberty, Fresno, Cal.

Rialto,

Keith's 81st

St.,

Rialto, Dallas

Criterion,

Oklahoma

Liberty, Kansas City,

City

Mo.

San Francisco
Newark. N. J.

Rivoli-Locust, Philadelphia

Rialto,

Bijou, Springfield, Mass.

Liberty,

The Stanley and

Metropolitan, Cleveland

Circuit, Philadelphia

Youngstown

Colonial, Reading, Pa.

Orpheum, Akron

Strand, Cleveland

Temple, Toledo
Alhambra, Milwaukee
Walnut, Louisville

Old South, Boston
Key, Houston, Tex.

And hundreds

The

best

known

of others

exhibitors in the country are

their faith in the picture

by booking

Associated Exhibitors
25

West 45th

PATHE

Street,

New York

Distributors

showing

after inspection

Inc.

PICTURES
LEWIS U. SELZNICK.I
Presents

CONWAY TEARLE
HENLEY
A^ HOBART
PRODUCT! OrW
i

n

Snobs"
Society
CONWAV TEA RLE
By

allen

Scenario by lewis

browne

An interesting study of the intimate life
A roof New York's "Four Hundred."
mance

of

today founded on the popular

argument that love

is

of all social barriers.

the great leveller

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICIC

Presen bs

EUGENE O'BRIEN

Gilded CHLies
By

JOH M LVN

Scenario by the

Directed

by

R_

.

Ceci

WILLIAM

I

Snn t/hs
i

P.

S.EARLE

A red-blooded tale of love and adventure
which embraces in its action happenings
in the rugged outdoors as well as in the
luxurious surroundings of civilization s
hothouse plants.

—

n

B.S.Moss's

Glowing
Tribute
-to

this

KP

ST

KABCH

16 TH

COSMOPOLITAN FILM PBOHJ3I0U3
127 SI AHD SSCOHD AV2HU2

Magnifrcervt

JfTO.

'BURIED TRJUSraB' PR0V2D 1 BOBABZA II IE3 BOX OFFICB OF OUR BROADIAT

HIE

THKAfRS ABC OUB AUDI2BCBS IKES DSIISBTKB

MABIOB DAYIBS TOO GIVES

A BEAUT IFUL ABD ISTSlilQSBT FRSSSRAtlOB 07 A GREAT ROLE IB A 7 IBB

Fe&turcz,

FEOTODRAHA.

AiTHOUOE

1

BUBUD TREASURE'

FIXATED FOUR *SEJC£ AI CR ITER 100

THEATRE IT DEBf CAPACITT HOUSES TO THE BROADIAT THEATRE.
B.S.M083.

BOOK NOW

gp

ft

A (osmopolilan
Distributed by

Famous

Players

— Lasky Corp.

TREASURE"
from a Storyjby F. Britten Austen
Scenario andDirection George D.Baker

Scenes J>y Joseph Urban

BROADWAY

STORM
The
four

shown. Played
Criterion Theatre, New York, then

greatest picture of re -incarnation ever

weeks

a week

to capacity at

priced, reserve seat Keith,

York.

MISS

DA VIES

Moss and

does the best work of her career

this picture.

By

all

Now playing highProctor houses, New

at B. S. Moss's; Broadway Theatre.

Variety.

odds the best picture

appeared

MISS DAVIES

Production
by Famous Players

has ever

N. Y. Evening Mail

in.

Distributed

in

4-.

— Lasky Corp.

BOOK NOW

I

Personnel of National Exchanges, Inc.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES:
398

ATLANTA
BOSTON

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK CITY
MINNEAPOLIS

63 Walton Street
Saiini Films, Inc.

First National

Loeb Arcade
Film Exchange

MILWAUKEE

60 Church Street
American Feature Film Co.

Toy

First National

BALTIMORE,

NEW YORK CITY

CHICAGO

NEW YORK CITY
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY

412 East Lexington Street
Independent Film & Supply Co.

JANS FILM SERVICE,

2163 East Ninth Street
National Exchanges, Inc., of Ohio
201

National Exchanges, In

.,

112
R. D. Lewis Film Co.

PHILADELPHIA

of Ohio
Street

201 Film Building
Strand Features, Inc

PORTLAND, ME.

85 Market Street
American Feature Film Co.

1735 Welton Street

ST.ZLOUIS

3317 Olive Street
Independent Film Co. of Missouri

Photo-Plays Co.

KANSAS CITY

SAN FRANCISCO,

12 East 17th Street
Allied Exhibitors, Inc.

1114

1321 Vine Street

1201 Liberty Avenue
Supreme Photoplay Productions

DETROIT

LITTLE ROCK

Street

PITTSBURGH

R. D. Lewis Film Co.

A rrow

Hudson

Metro Film Exchange

1913^ Commerce

DENVER

729 7th Avenue

OKLAHOMA CITY

Broadway Film Bldg.

DALLAS

CORP.

4

CLEVELAND

CINCINNATI

729 Seventh Avenue

CLIMAX FILM

25 East Seventh Street
Superior Screen Service, Inc.

Building

Film Exchange

Markham

191 Golden Gate Ave.
All Star Features Distributors, Inc.

SALT LAKE CITY

Street

52 Exchange Place
Super Feature Film Co.

R. P. Lewis Film Co.

SYRACUSE
Exhibitors Film

565 So. Salina Street

& Service

Co.

Drascena Productions
presents

WELCOME
CHILDREN
Distributed

Features in Themselves
Released Weekly
Each Subject Complete
In a Single Reel

by

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
IMC
398 Fifth Avenue
riewYorh>City

An Unusual Feature
Comedy-Drama
WhichWill Prove of
Universal Appeal

Wdtch forReleaseDate

April

9,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A

Choice of Scenics
From a Single Source
Instantly popular, the scenic
picture or travel picture has

Everything but the Feature!
Educational Animal Comedies
Mermaid Comedies

become indispensable

Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies
Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special Comedies
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Hudson's Bay Travel Series
World Wanderings
Chester Outings
Chester Screenics
Specials in

Slow Speed

Miscellaneous Specials

Kinograms

to

a

well-balanced program. Educational alone can assure
the exhibitor of unrestricted
choice, regularity of release
and the highest artistic quality
in the product itself.

si

—News

m

Q
'THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, Inc.
E. W. HAMMONS, President

16
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HEAL
w
Hdirottv

I

From the FIGHTING PARSON-a western of Character

Awier4 spectacular drama or the Northwest

A

Oanter Valley
American

Story of the Great

Desert

Cold
Ood'y
A
Romance

of the S*ea

Thrilling

O

m

rr

The first four of PINNACLE

PRODUCTIONS

series of

blooded

outdoor

red

eight

dramas are now in the hands
of America s foremost Independent Exchanges.
h rom

all advance information
the next four releases will

completely establish

Neal Hart
in

the minds of the

American

public as

America's Pal

Territorial Franchise

KEY CITY
* Atlanta
* Boston
* Buffalo

ADDRESS

EXCHANGE
Pearce Films

Major Film Corp.
Dooley Exchange

111. & lnd. Film Ex.
Fine Arts Film Ex.
Lewis Film Co.
Magnet Film Co.
Arrow Photoplays
Denver
lnd. Master Films
*T Detroit
* Kansas Citv
Federated Film Ex.
Lewis Film Co.
t Little Rock"
*Los Angeles Co-Operative Film Ex.
* Louisville
First Nat'l. Ex. Ct.
* Milwaukee
First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
* Minneapolis First Nat'l Ex. Ct.
* New Orleans Pearce Films
* New York
Commonwealth Film Co
Lewis Film Co.
fOkla. City
Magnet Film Co.
*t Omaha
*t Philadelphia 20ch Century Film Co.
S. & S. Film Co.
*t Pittsburg
* San Francisco Cr -Operative Film Ex
Greater Features Inc.
*t Seattle
* St. Louis
United Film Service
* Syracuse
Dooley Exchange
*t Washington Exhibitors' Film Ex.

*tChicago

* Cincinnati
*t Dallas
*t Davenport

Holders

146 Marietta
54 Broadway
338 Pearl St.
63 E. Adams
310 Film Bldg.

1913

Commerce

418 Harrison
1753 Welton
105 John R-|
Film Bldg.
1 1

14

i

Marltham

730 S. Olive St.
Nat. Theatre Bdg
Toy Bldg.

Loeb Arcade
608 Canal
600 Broadway
1

114 Hudson
1312 Famum
256 No. 13th

414 Perm Ave.
07 Gold Gt. Ave.
2020 3rd Ave.
3628 Olive St.
445 S. Warren
Mathers Bldg.
1

*Neal Hart Series TP, nnacleComedies *tHartst< Comedies

P

'P irmacle Productions //icTwoTwenty South State St Chicago!
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April

9,

The Picture Sensation **« Year
It

was Famous on the Spoken Stage

It

was Famous as a Novel

It is

more Famous than ever

The Silent Screen has made

THE SERVANT
By

it

imperishable

™ HOUSE

CHARLES RANN KENNEDY

[

THE PLAY WITH A

MESSAGE
MEANING

MORAL

A Screen Epic
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash
Illinois

and Indiana

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Ave.
Illinois

and Indiana

1921

——

—
April

9,

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

From America's

Excerpts

—

—
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Greatest Critics on

The Servant
House

in the

THIS SEASON'S FINEST PICTURE
"It

drama

is

a great triumph."

of its kind

done

"Undeniably the best

in pictures for

"It

ages.

is

beauty of

—Mae

eyes.

Tinee, Tribune, Chicago.

Evening American, Chicago.

unforgettable."

'

"It will leave a

memory.

'Servant in the House'

one of the best photoplays of the new year.
lightful surprise."

A

Positively great!

Strong Case.

with a sureness and strength of an

"We

visual kick that

more than

Directed

artist.

offsets the lack of

comes within your

reach-

de-

Daily Journal, Chicago.

GOOD.

If it

Grab it!"—Wifs.

Has

a

spoken

by reason

publicly express our regret that only

of prior contracts

"Unquestionably

words."

Hits you right between the

this picture.

larger run

—which

we
it

is

We

question of doubt.
exhibitor.'

are prevented

from giving

it

a

justly deserving of without

recommend

highly

to every

it

Barbee's Loop Theatre.

Herald and Examiner, Chicago.
"

"A most worthy and

dignified production.

Clear

photography, praiseworthy from every standpoint."

—

Post, Chicago.

the

of

the

average

movie

preachment fades into insignificance beside the sturdy

must take

place

in the thin

rank of the best films of the year.

The

picture has

many

whose

twaddle

House

its

lar

"My, how

The Servant

artistry

effect.

in the

merits, due evidently to a director

was worth more

Dependent

worth and the excellent acting
high rank as a picture. "

to

entirely

him than spectacu-

upon sheer dramatic

of

every part,

it

Boston Transcript.

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Two Hundred and Seven South Wabash
Illinois

aud Indiana

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Ave.
Illinois

and Indiana

takes
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Alba W. Root, Haven Theatre, Olean, N. Y.

April

1921

:

"Such pictures as 'Passion,' and other First National pictures
make me glad I hate a franchise."
THATS ANOTHER

_

REASON WHY

€

9,

>

7here lLbea Franchise everywhere

It's a Fine

I

nL OATH

Woman's Picture

But you can stake
your last dollar
J
3

They'll All

Take Friend Hubby

Because it's the story of a wise
wife and a foolish husband who
lost faith in her, only to find he'd
pulled a fine fit of jealousy for
nothing

New

York's

Gay

Life

and how a woman with
Western ideals and ingenuity put a dent into

A

Millionaire's Plot

The Katherine MacDonald

Pictures Corporation
B. P. Schulberg, President.
presents

I

Katherine MacDonald
The American Beauty
in

"Trust Your Wife"

A FIRST NATIONAL
ATTRACTION

Screen story by J. A. Barry and Gerald C. Duffy;
based on the stage play, "Conscience," by H. S.
Sheldon; directed by J. A. Barry; foreign representative, David P. Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City.

April

9,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

Moe Mar^ Strand

Theatre,

New

York

21

'•

Mr. Mark

books for his big Broadway House exclusive first runs
in his territory of First National pictures.

THATS ANOTHER

REASON WHY

THtQATB

Watch

I

for This

I

One!

Whitman Bennett

LIONEL
BARRYMORE
presents

America's Greatest actor
in the internationally

famous melodrama

I

"Jim The Penman"
story of a Raffles and a Rufus Wallingcombined in one man who set the financial world on its head by the wizardry of his
pen and his marvelous wild cat schemes.

The

ford,

Barrymore's greatest characterization in a

drama that

is

virile,

fascinating,

thrilling,

and with

A

CLIMAX THAT'LL STARTLE YOU
Story by Sir Charles L. Young;
Scenario by Dorothy Farnum;
Photography by T. L. Griffith

and Harry Stradling.

A

First

National

Attraction

Direction by Kenneth

Webb

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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April

Word of

the Philade

l^LIC^LEDGEK-PHILADELI'UIA^

The n-orth American"

Every

STANLEY

COMPACT MARRIAGE HISTORY
ON THE STANLEY SCREEN

^n-Woman-M,.
arriage'
o{ Special

STANLEY— "Man. Woman.
nag*

THE EVENING BULLETIN

MarAudiences generally are much

:

|

°ne

more interested in events of the present
thon of the long-gone past. Yet
those
>ocnes in this picture revealing
of history

1 °
the
_>Iarnn.S'sterda.v at
tu« «t> J.

l0g in

with their rough, political atmosphere. The whole productiou. one
Of the most elaborate see,, j n a ong
]
"hile, has been conceived
along the
line, of Griffith's
"Intolerant c. -1 The
Picture also suggests
Mi Tourncur'g
"oruan.
though here her power for
good nvel.es more empliasii
An impressive prodigality of expendifire is evident in the
medieval cnstle
cp.sodes. the battle of the
Amazon, ltd
the Court of ConaUntlne,
the last
I" Particular, being u
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Man

— Woman—

ibown on

DRAMATIC FILM

Spectacular-^Othec

Photo-

plays Varied

b

the

° fi ")° g

oV

^ Absented
U

^It

at
the
a?so on, of

•

which was

the Stanley Theatre screen yesa

/

frtedow for bcr «TL
today
enjoys
»be
hna foueht bard, not only la th«
Aniazonlan buttle which Is so dromatlchut on other
ixtly ehown in this plctur*
tleida
Victoria, the vnmM* •«* today. *on
the man she loved, and then came near
f hers ShInrfnn, hliu, throogb no fault
found ber hu«M»nd haul succumbed t" the
litre of worldly auecese and bad become
political mau tool for an or principle
chine, which gave bun wealth, but robbed
Cov.rtr.ey bnd n • uvd
of hla honor.
Victoria from her flar.re. who had Lr~u
forced upon her l.y her father, and for a
But
fen- years ber romance was fctJiBft

Matured ,? artl »ge

-

•

b

i>>

'

of the world of real
For the privilege*

Ml

len*

Is

e«*

Also

Man-Woman-Marnage

M.rr.iirf

THE

pretentions production, magnificently staged nn<l splendidly acted by
a cast headed by n mow attractive nrttst.
Dorothy PhiUlpa, who as Victoria
p)19ed the power of lore to redeem Man,
ever, though the man be in a cell expiatAd Ingenlona arrangeing hl» evil deede
it.- Dt
of theme exposition waa found li>
recreating the past slage- of rrotuana
career from the cave period and the Jurfs$r era. and then thronch (he days wb»o
cfclvalrous knight* made her the pawn
of their proweat and down to today. when
wornua having carried an a battle f v r her
the vtrge
rights. fe-|s rtw la only on
terday.

IN

NEW PHOTOPLAY
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tVurlncy wv.s
other wotneD end wandered far. coming
back only la the solitude to -.vblca hla
atM bad carried him. Victorias trlala
were many, but b*r womanly patl-cca
in the darkest
ids wonderful and
hour Kbc had faith la 1b^ power that
she was not
husband
aad
t-u!d 6acc ber
Tb« dnma la eplrltd. is
unreuarded
and
Uautiful
with
»cal>.
big
ataged on a
If la one cf the most
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studio worn,
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tJJ
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,.l^
^ ^Utblc

i4V-sceing

no

—
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ef

to^Md

,

rj£t

'he

important bcre^n productions of the j»rar
aud will be sure to pl«a«e every Stanley
patron.

M'ss PMIHpe made ber anpearanca in
peraon at the Srtxnlay laat night and she
waa receive.] with enthnatssm. MIsb Phil
llpa told the nudlecce ahe appreemted
»h-- watheir expressions of approvol
occotnpanled by Alaau Holubar. the director,

who

produced

"Mt.

— Woman

Marriage.'' asH Whliman Beno^t. writer
Btunot w-aa hi Philsdelphu
director.
for the purpoae o. delivering a lectcre
before the Stanley V. Mastbaum sfer.arlo
class at Teoiph} Vniv-rslty. Prior to her
visit to the Stanley Tbealre Mlaa Pblllipa. Holubar aad Bennet were the guests
of Jules K. Mastbaum. prealdant of the
Stan'ey Company of America, at dinner.

and

IS
of

» n(u
the heroine.
«J"
tnc
praisc for

Holubar.

«h**^f\iSt

hls
n'_

work,

af
tlie

WOMAN-

t

evening and VC-

|

thusiaotic fans.
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if
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find a
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lie

or direct mis-statement in "Franchise" we'll

pay you

a

REWARD

We mean

it!

pay

it!

We'll

moreover, we
will print
letter,

your

and an

apology in the

next issue

of

FRANCHISE"

s

22 pages of Honest News
Service Twice a Mon th

&

MAILED FREE
to any Franchise holder or First National

Keep "FRANCHISE" on
for exploitation ideas

National attractions

file

customer

and

refer to

when playing
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An Outrageous Proposal
By

MARTIN

JF it were

not for certain serious under-surface
we would be inclined to view
the proposal to put into pictures one Clara
considerations

Smith Hamon, recently tried for the murder of
her paramour, as a bit of tawdry nonsense.
If the individuals who became possessed of
this brilliant notion merely set out quietly on
their ridiculous mission and had not courted the
attention of the country through publicity there
would be nothing for us to do but to hope that
they were not mortgaging the homestead to
build this

As

monument

the matter

to their stupidity.

now

stands the people of the

through the newspapers have been
greeted with the information that Clara Smith
Hamon is going into pictures!
It is easy to imagine the sickly disgust that
spread over the minds of all sane and normal
men and women when they read this item; one
can almost hear the shrill-voiced reformers
gloating over this news, meanwhile pointing it
out to their listeners as another evidence of the
"depravity of the movies," as another proof of
the irresponsible management of the motion
picture industry.

'T'HE
who

s(:

$

fact that the companies and individuals

are recognized as the responsible fac-

tors of the industry

have had nothing to do with

the absurd proposal unfortunately does not free
the industry of blame, because it is not known
to the public. This comprises the disturbing ele-

ment in the matter.
There is also to be objected against the

in-

may

be

timation that the motion picture screen

made

any kind of lurid filth
that is built into a feature by the yellow and
scarlet press. The very mention of this discarded, manslaughtering paramour as a personality whose name and career would be perpetuated in motion pictures is an overwhelming ina catch-basin for

QUIGLEY

motion picture industry. We have
not read the evidence connected up with the
murder which is this person's single claim for
fame and not having an appetite for such
reading we are not likely to do so but from
such general knowledge of the case as we have
it appears to be a story of moral and social outlawry, representing just about the most objectionable subject-matter conceivable for motion
sult to the

—

—

picture purposes.

Viewed by and

large there

is

not an iota of

justification for the plan of putting this

nation

:jc

J.

into pictures.

woman

The motion picture simply has

been victimized by certain rash persons whose
commercial vision seems to be as badly obliqued
as their judgment of the moral fitness of things.
*

'"PHERE

need

*

*

no apprehension that a

be

plague in the form of such a picture will ever
be visited upon the

screen.

There

is

not a

chance of the necessary sanction for this being
obtained from the exhibitors of America. All
the injury that can be done has been done by the

mere announcement

of such a plan.

This case is typical of periodic outbreaks
aimed to besmirch the screen with products of
the publicity contributed by the yellow and
scarlet press. As such it is worth careful consideration.

There must be no compromise the thought
on matters of this kind must be
;

of this industry

made

plain

to

the

entire

world.

The

rank,

greedy commercialism which would give birth
to such a plan as putting the central figure in a
sordid, sexey shooting mess into motion pictures must be regarded as a menace of pestilence and no opportunity should be overlooked
to let the public

know

that this

is

the thought

of the industry.

Clara Smith Hamon pictures and their kind
belong in a waxworks: not on the screen.
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seek to pull themselves out

This figure

the limelight.

No.

1921

15

the industry

organization having pro-

in such a masterly manner "The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse,"
we would like to suggest for a new
effort a production upon a similar
theme which would he known as "The
Four Horsemen of the Film Busi-

duced

ness."

To

He

state of feud.

work on

the

Rex

Ingram's

new production we

sub-

mit the following identification of the
quartet of equestrians

whom

matic sequel to his celebrated opus

This figure rides a
great black steed which is simultaneously stepping on several distinct
branches of the industry, meanwhile
its rider,

clad in a part-colored

representing

production,

and exhibition,

is

armor

distribution

seeking to lassoo

where

he can represent to the public that the
industry

more a

is

As a

business.

battle royal than a

shield

carries the

lie

of a film can inscribed

lid

What didja do with the 187 hours you
saved last year?
The Fox News is showing a chicken
without a bill. It was born in New Jersey.
If they cross it with a Jersey mosquito without a bill then they'll have
-omething worth while.

with the

Let's

Have

a

Few

We'll welcome the day when we have
a bill-less first of the month, or an installment house without a bill.
*

"Black Beauty Books
«raph" Headline.
My.
gent horse.

—

Itself,

that's

Says Vitaan intelli-

slogan "Destruction."

PESTILENCE:
have

some of

producer asso-

his

might take serious offense:

is

The

brimmed panama,

sport

of

wide-

carries a

binoculars with which he

peering over the

Upon

in

investigation

would be found that the binoculars
have mirrors instead of lenses which
it

only reflect his

DEATH

:

own

thoughts.

In this figure

must depart from

Instead

form

this

who

number

in the

think that they can

indulge

continually

in

practices

of

who

are

cheap trickery and deceit and

dead and don't know

in "A Connecticut
Arthur's Court" by Fox.

lead

an unlucky num-

Yankee

"The end of the world"
Paramount announces. Well,

King

in

it.

coming

is

let

it.

*

Uncle Sam Knows
"What's a Wife Worth?" asks Robertson-Cole.

According to the well-known government's income tax department (the only
known authority yet to come out frankly
$1,000.

*

Ted Taylor, who

writes

directors

of

thought to be
that William
D.
Taylor was through with "Wealth" the
day he turned in his income tax report.
for exhibitors, says
only a coincidence

He

and cackling laughter.

film business

is

Mr. Ingram

tradition.

represents that goodly

thirteen

on the subject) she's worth

character appears with smiling coun-

tenance

says

is

apparently

city,

Who

ber.
Harry Myers waited thirteen years
to gain fame in pictures then was made a

riding

shirt,

He

breeches and puttees.
pair of

pic-

costume

the conventional

—

*

bedroom, girl-in-the-bath-

figure

Her Rapid Rise
Here's another evidence of the rapid
rise of an ambitious young American
girl.
"She Tried for the Chorus; Now
She's Queen of Sheba"
Headline.

It

sex-smeared school of motion

ture production.
this

will

to be very adroit in handling this

ciates

tub.

Mr. Ingram

of the usual drab, ghastly

CONQUEST:

be-

should be pictured

legislative hearings, etc..

ings,

he would

be called upon to picturize in the cine-

Start to hoard your daylight yet?

as operating chiefly at public gather

search of stories.

Mr.

facilitate

He

something

i^

should be kept in a continuous

that

typifies the

The Metro

devoid of

is

and any regard for

the welfare of the business.

figure as
9,

M.

R.

J.

figure

this

of deserved oblivion and get out into

lieves that

April

Re -Takes

in

very important

a

is
is

brains, conscience

Vol. XII

theatre

sight.

it

is

*

Speaking of Best Cellars
Will Rogers and Sylvia Breamer were
playing a scene for "Doubling for Romeo" on the Goldwyn lot.
"What a nice balcony you have," said

Romeo Rogers.
To which Juliet
should see

my

replied,
cellar."

"But

you

#

Husky Bird
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Case Dismissed
A wealthy Rockford, 111., merchant
tried to get a divorce because his wife
bought 47 pairs of silk stockings. She
claimed she had a perfect right to wear
'em, and the jury agreed with her.
*

But Nobody Celebrates
Patrick chased the snakes outa Ire'tis said.
Our own St. Volstead,
covering a wider area, has made a pretty
good start here in America.
St.

land,

April
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Lichtman Succeeds
F. B.

Warren As A.

In

NEW

Exhibitors Herald)

to

YORK, March

29.— Al

Lichtman,

formerly

chief of the

Famous Players-Lasky

Inc.,

WASHINGTON,
pression in the film

Warren.
Announcement of Mr.
Lichtman's appointment was made
by Oscar A. Price, president.
This change in management of

Bureau

was

of Internal

According

C, March 29.— In

D.

reported several
following conferences
first

light

Revenue

today by the

are particularly interesting.

announcement

to the

reported de-

the

of

business certain figures announced

admissions increased substantially

distribution for the Associated Pro-

ducers

—

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

Associated Prosucceeding F.
B.

the

for

ducers,

Picture Exhibition

assumed the
general maanger of dis-

position of

Motion
Film Rentals Show Decrease

Official Statistics Belie Talk of Depression in

distribution

today

Corporation,
tribution

Shown
Government Tax Reports

Attendance Increase

P.

Chief of Distribution
(Special

27

in

of the bureau, tax collections

February over January, the February

from the admission tax being $7,802,776 as compared with

receipts

from

$7,120,-

weeks ago
of Mr. Lichtman with the producer

905 in January.

members

monthly receipts from the tax now being more than $1,500,000 greater

organization

the

of

in

Collections for February of last year were $6,166,685, the

Los Angeles.
Mr. Price's announcement today, however, is the

than they were a year ago.

statement relative to
Mr. Lichtman's appointment.
Mr. Warren, who formed the distributing organization for the As-

represent four times the

As

official

first

amount

and as the receipts from

Producers and who remained in charge up to the present time, has made no announcesociated

ment

calculated by experts that receipts of motion picture theatres

it is

it

(Special to Exhibitors Herald]_

loss in attendance

Film

exhold a state con-

vention on April 12, 13 and 14 at Idaho
Falls.
It is probable that a representative of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America will attend.

Louis Exhibitors
Fight Increased Fees

New York

Exhibitor Official

One Theatre
(From

Adds

to

Chain

it

This tax

Kohn Returns

New

York Offices

Kohn,

Twin

president

of

Cities a visit

After five weeks' absence from New
York, during which time he visited Realart West Coast studios and distribution
centers in the West and Middle West.
Mr. Kohn returned to his office on Monday,

March

28.

XEW

Minskoff

at

Kingsbridge

Jerome avenue for
The house has a

road

and

a period of ten years.

seating

capacitv

of

Because Others Failed
Woman Denied License

MINN.,

MINNEAPOLIS,
March

29.

— The

Minneapolis

Aldermen

Acquire Court, Pekin
and Harry
Dittman have purchased the Court theatre from Harry Forbell and have taken
possession.

J.

denied

a

woman who

theatre

li-

wished to
North Minneapolis
because four other exhibitors had
failed in the same locality.
cense to a

open a house

in

'

-

-

of five per

of distributors'

-

Alliance to
II

A meeting of the Illinois Exhibitors'
Alliance has been called tor April 11 and
12 at the Hotel Sherman. Chicago. The
first session will convene at 2 p. m.,
Chicago time. Exhibitors are asked to
communicate with headquarters in the
Century building. Chicago.

Emerson and Loos

Renew
(From

with Schenck

Staff Correspondent)

NEW-YORK, March -29.—Joseph M.
Schenck announces that he has signed
John Emerson and Anita Loos again
and that they will continue to supervise
the Constance Talmadge productions.
The authors

also will write special fea-

such as "Wife Insurance." which
soon will be published by Mr. Schenck,
featuring an all-star cast, under the
brand name Emerson-Loos Production.
tures,

city

council has a heart.

1,400.

PEKIN, ILL.— William

29.

Realart,

on Thursday.
He divided his time between Minneapolis and St. Paul, and while here was
the guest of M. L. Finkelstein and I. H.
Ruben.
paid the

amount

Meet on April

Staff Correspondent)

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.. March

— Morris

have suffered

City,

computed on a basis

Illinois

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, March 29.— Charles A.
Goldreyer. the second vice president of
Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce
of Xew York, is rapidly adding to his
theatre chain. Mr. Goldreyer has leased
the theatre now being built by Samuel

is

-

Morris

-

this

prices.

reflects accurately the

receipts.

LOUIS, MO., March 29.— Local

of

that stage

however, decreased substantially in February as against

cent of rentals, therefore

To

is

In February the rental tax amounted to $470,909 as compared

(From

exhibitors are vigorously fighting a proposal to increase the local theatre license
fee.
At present, all theatres pay a tax
of $150 per year.
Under the proposed
plan, the licenses would range from $125
to $500 annually, based on the admission
prices and seating capacity.
Fred Wehrenberg. vice-president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of St. Louis,
is leading opponents of the measure.

and have resorted to lower

with $593,137 for January.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST.

rentals,

January.

BOISE, IDAHO. March 29.— The

St.

Another aspect

matter which attests the prosperity of the film theatres
theatres in the large centers, particularly

"will

motion picture theatre

will be seen that

attendance and receipts are increasing rapidly.

Idaho Exhibitors
To Meet in April
Idaho

other kinds of theatres

all

other types of amusements are negligible as

all

compared with theatre receipts

of future plans.

hibitors of

by

of receipts

Ostenbergs Erect Big
Playhouse in Nebraska
SCOTTSBLUFF, NEB. —W.

H. Os-

Omaha and

his son, W. H.
of this city, are building
a $150,000 theatre here.
The playhouse

tenberg of
Ostenberg,

Jr.,

.

will

be

among

the finest in the state.
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Finkelstein

One Act Sketch on

&

Ruben Launch School

Bill at

To Train "Salesmen of Amusement"
{From

Program

Ruben.

Have

to

and

Production

—

&

Ambassador

Hereafter

Playlet, Overture

Staff Correspondent)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., March 29. A school to train employes to be "salesmen of amusement" has been launched by Finkelstein

1^21

Vpril 9,

(S fecial

to

Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

March

89.—pore

Katn ish and Sol Lesser have
inaugurated a novel program at the
Brothers,

Four hundred employes of the company
which operates theatres in Minneapolis, St.
Paul and other cities in the Northwest, gath-

Ambassador
Hereafter

theatre.

one act

a

playlet

will

be

class at the Garrick theatre.
Managers, cashiers, doormen, ushers,
stage hands, janitors and publicity men were
Theodore L Hayes, general
the scholars.
manager of "F-R" houses, was the "teacher."
Mr. Hayes told the employees that courtesy

given under the direction of Frank EgaflL
Among the players in these sketches will
!>c
several who are prominent on the

should be the thought paramount in everyone's mind when on duty and that organized
courtesy in a theatre was an asset which
could not be bought.
FINKELSTEIN
"The public is always right," Mr. Hayes
"Let that thought be practiced in the theatre.
It will win
said.
friendship as well as business and if you have the good will and
friendship of your patrons you need not worry about business it's
bound to come."
Mr. Hayes dwelt upon the necessity of showing hospitality and
courtesy to newspapermen. He said it used to be that when newspapermen appeared at a box office with passes they were tolerated
and that's all." "We want them to feel that their presence is appreciated in the future and let everyone remember that a pass has the
face value of money in all our houses," he emphasized.
Monthly meetings of Minneapolis employes will be held in the
future.
Arrangements are being made to have prominent citizens,
including University of Minnesota instructors, to speak at the school

an overture and
screen feature.
The first such proa
gram opened on March 21 with Stanley
Houghton's "Fancy Free" on the bill.
In the cast were Mary MacLaren, Kathleen Clifford, Rov Atwell and Harold
E. Poland.
These plays not unlike those first
brought to the stage at the Grand Guignol in Paris and later imported to this
country by Holbrook Blinn at the Princess theatre in New York.
Several Plays Selected
A number of plays already have been
selected and include "The Claw," from
the French LaGriffe; Salome" by Oscar
Wilde; "The Twelve-Pound Look." by
M Barrie; "Monna Vanna" by Mau"The Vacuum," by
rice Maeterlinck:
Preston Peabody. Several plays of the
Theatre du Grand Guignol have been
obtained by Sol Lesser, who is giving
his personal attention to this innovation.
estimated that these playlets,
is
It
occupying a period 'of from twenty to
thirty minutes, followed by high class
soloists and atmospheric stagings by S.
Barret McCormick. making up the first
half of the program will prove of greatest
diversion. The second half will be given

ered for the

first

—

sessions.

Name

Otis Taylor

Club

Board of Endorsers
To Supplant Censor

President of Stoll
(From

NEW

Staff Correspnn dent

YORK, March

29.— With the
and

election of Otis Taylor as president
\V. J.

Cook

as treasurer of the Stoli Film

Corporation in place of George King
and Ralph Proctor, the latter general
manager, it has been announced that the
publication of the company's pictures
through Pathe Exchange has been curtailed to twenty-six features a year.

Both Mr. Taylor and Mr. Cook are
former members of the Stoll home .organization and were brought to this
country to assume charge by Jeffrey
Bernard, managing director. Mr. Bernard left for England last week.

A. D. A. to Initiate

27

Membership

Into

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

March 39,—Twenty-

seven new members will be initiated at
the second quarterly business meeting
of the Assistant Directors Association to
be held Friday, April I. A banquet will
follow the meeting.
It

is

rumored

that

the initiation will

resemble the Spanish Inquisition and the
Chinese method of helping prisoners
enjoy themselves. Two prominent physicians have promised to attend in an ante
room.

Woman Wants
(From

MILWAUKEE.

WIS.,

March 29.—

by

Miss Lutie Stearns, an
officer of the Wisconsin Federation of
Women's Clubs, at a recent meeting of
the society.

"Censorship in Wisconsin," she stated,
and a scream."
Others present advocated a protest to

"is a farce

managers while some felt that the
trouble should be treated at the BOIirce
of production.
local

Reelcraft Establishes
Branch at Cincinnati
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CINCINNATI,

O.,

March

29.

—A

new

branch

office of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation has been established in the
Film Exchange building here under the

supervision of George

With

W.

Wilson.

opening of the exchange
Wilson who has been manager of the
Cleveland branch becomes district manager in charge of Ohio. Kentucky, Southern Indjana and Tennessee.
Local managers for Cincinnati and
Cleveland will be announced shortly.
the

Mary MacLaren
new

Under the

Cast

in

the

policy

program

will consist of a playlet,

'

I

over to the feature picture.

Staff Correspondent)

Creation of a board of endorsers in the
state to take the place of censorship
because "when a thing assumes an
affirmative nature it works better" was

suggested

screen.

Four Million See
"Way Down East"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK.

March 29.— In

the live

has been on exhibition,
"Way Down East" has played to over
four million people, according to the announcement of the general offices of D.

months' time

W.

it

Griffith.

in with the
for the production at the
FourForty-fourth Street theatre here.

The Easter season ushers

thirtieth

week

teen other organizations are touring the
country with the picture.

Legion Backs Industry
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March
wood

Post

No.

43

of

the

29.— HollyAmerican

Legion at its last semi-monthly meeting
went on record in opposition to any form
Fujrene Lowry, director,
of censorship.
made the motion, which was seconded
by Walter Long.

Urge Adoption of Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KEWANEE.

ILL..

March 29.— The

Ministerial Association, various women's
organizations and the Teachers' Federation have urged city council to establish
a censorship board in Kcwanee.

April

9,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Connecticut Sunday
Closing Is Defeated
Committee Considering Bill Deluged With Telegrams
Of Opposition

Every Theatre Owner
State Is Launched

to Enroll

Brown's
telegrams
opposing Senator
measure during the hearing. The report

and M. C. Hughes, New Haven
Exchange Managers' Association.

Kansas Theatre Men
Elect M. Van Praag
President of League
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA,
Van

Praag,

March

29.

— M.

secretary

of

the

KAN.,
financial

Motion
Picture
Theatre
Owners of
America and retiring secretary of the
Kansas State Exhibitors Association,
was elected president of the league at its
semi-annual convention here.
Disapproval of the production of a pic-

third

depicting the life of Clara Smith
voiced. The meeting voted
to bar such pictures from theatres
Van Praag read a report of the organization's fight in the legislature.
Other
officers elected were first vice-president,
R. G. Liggett, Kansas City; second vicepresident, Herman L. Gees, Mulberry;
third vice-president, R. H. Holmes, Emporia; secretary, H. S. Woody, Lincoln,
ture

Hamon was

i

and

treasurer,

William

Mevn.

City.

Kansas

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LEAD,

—A

D., March 29.
state-wide membership drive has been
launched as a result of the organization at a meeting at Huron last week
of the South Dakota Theatre Owners' Association.
For the purpose of efficiently conducting the affairs of
the new league the state was divided into ten districts with
each directly in charge of an exhibitor who will be active
on the board of directors, the executive board and the legisS.

against the measure was unanimous.
Among those actively working against
the bill were W. E. Sprague, Olympia
theatre, New Haven; Louis Sagal. Poli
Circuit

>

Association Enters Political Field-Membership Drive

March 29.— Ef-

forts of the blue law advocates to repeal
'the local option law were frustrated by
members of the industry who launched
an intensive campaign of opposition.
The effectiveness of the campaign conducted by exhibitors, the National Association and the Exchange Managers'. Association was shown when the senate
judiciary committee was deluged with

(

Kellogg President of New
South Dakota Organization

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HARTFORD. CONN.,

2

lative

committee.

Dundas

J.

Is

Elected Vice-President

At the Huron meeting M. C. Kellogg, one of the regional
directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
Other officers named were vice-president, J.
was elected president.
Dundas. Sioux Falls, and secretarv and treasurer, Leo Peterson, Belle
v

e

'

'

° 8S

Fourche.

One of the outstanding features of the
convention was the decision to become
It was pointed out
active in politics.
that in the last legislature the reform and
radical element controlled the situation
and

it is

hoped that

this condition will not

arise again.

To Make Test Case
Failure of the legislature to repeal the
blue laws has brought about a serious
From all indications a test
situation.
case will be made and it is possible efforts will be made to call a special session
of the legislature to repeal the repressive

measures.

The regional

directors and their terri-

tories follow:

-SIOUX FALLS DISTRICT XO. 1— J. Dundas,
Sioux

Falls,

director.

Counties of Lake, Moody,

McCook. Minnehaha. Turner, Lincoln.

2—

HURON DISTRICT

A. Goethel,
NO.
S.
director.
Counties of Jerauld. Beadle, Sanhorn, Miner, Kingsbury. Brookings.

Huron,

WATERTOWN

DISTRICT

McCarthy. Watertown. director.
Hamlin, Roberts, Grant, Deuel.

NO.

3

— John

Clark. Codington,

J. Myers of Iroquois, Star;
Anderson of Bryant; R. E. Rarnsell
Huron, Lounge; F. Beecher of Sioux

Colonial; H.
P.
of

Falls, Orpheum; A. Staley of Mitchell.
Gaiety and Metropolitan; Charles Klein
of Lead, Fad; A. J. Rose of Rapid City.
Elks; F. G. Vail of Lebanon, CastleGrand.

Leo Peterson Present
Leo Peterson of Belle Fourche; John
M. Toohur of Sioux Falls, Jewel; Joe
Rayn of Madison; S. A. Goethel of
Huron. Lyric; C. F. Hanson of Redfield,
Lyric; W. J. Eschler of Wessington.
Scenic: Frank Hyde of Oldham, Strand:
J. S. Ward of Rapid City, Auditorium;
F. L. Smith of Huron, Bijou; E. B.
Anderson of Strathford. Pastime; A. K.
Pay, Sioux Falls. Colonial; M. C. Kellogg of Lead. Homestake; William Ad-

ams

of Sioux Falls,

New

York Delegation
Will Attend Hearing

ABERDEEN-REDFIELD DISTRICT NO. 4—

Counties of
Hansen. Redfield. director.
Campbell, Day, McPherson, Edmunds, Brown,
F.

C.

(From

Marshall, Spink.

PIERRE-MILLER DISTRICT NO. 5—N.

John

Counties of Haakon, Stanley,
=on. Miller, director.
Potter, Sully. Hughes, Hyde, Hand, Faulk.
Staley.
DISTRICT NO.
A.
Counties of Hutchinson. HanMitchell, director.
son. Douglas, Davison. Aurora, Brule, Buffalo,

6—

MITCHELL

Jones. Jackson,

Lymon.

YANKTON DISTRICT

NO.

7— A.

L.

Hess,

Counties of Union, Clay,
Yankton, director.
Yankton. Bon Homme. Charles Mix.
ROSEBUD DISTRICT NO. 8— V. S. BurringCounties of Gregory,
ton, Whiteriver, director.
Tripp Mellette, Todd, Bennett. Washabaueh.

MOBRIDGE DISTRICT NO. ft— L. R. Stacey.
Counties of Harding, PerMobridge. director.
Corson, Dewey. Zeahaugh, Walworth, Am-

Olympia.

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, March

29.— Sydney

S.

delegation of members of
the Exhibitors League of the State of
New York will attend the hearing on the
Clayton-Lusk censorship bill in Albany
on April 3. From Albany the delegation
will go direct to Rochester for the state
convention.
A special train carrying exhibitors and
exchange men to Rochester will leave
here on April 4.

Cohen and

a

kins.

"'BLACK HILLS DISTRICT XO. 10— M.

C.

Counties ,,f Butte, Meade."
director.
Lawrence. Pennington, Custer, Fall River, Washington, Shannon.

Kellogg, Lead

Many Attend Meeting
Attending the convention were: J. E.
Hippie of Pierre, Bijou: F. R. Thompson
of Brookings; G. Ester of Brookings,
Fad: S. B. Hess of Watertown, Metropolitan; A. L. Hess of Yankton. Hess;
Ed. Mahon of Salem, Regals; L. Milray,
DeSmet, Casey: E. J. Mattson & Son
of

Raymond,

Lyric:

W. W. Adams

Meets at Hotel Astor
(From

NEW

29.— The second
annual meeting of the Theatre Owners
Commerce
opens today at
Chamber of
the Hotel Astor for the transaction of
business and the election of officers.

Stockholders Convene

Falls:

(From

;

M.

VAN PRAAG

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. March

of

H. R. Hauskey of CarH. J. Updegreff of Sioux Falls.
thage
Princess; R. C. Gibbs of Huron, Strand.
Reichbery of Emery: C. W.
P.
J.
Bonteein of Howard; H. Johnson of
Miller; I. A. Dundas of Sioux Falls.
Watertown.
Shief of
Strand; M. W.
Sioux

Chamber of Commerce

NEW

Staff

Correspondent)

YORK, March

29.— The annual
meeting of the stockholders of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation was held at
the

home

office today.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"The Four Horsemen" Has
Auspicious Chicago Opening

April

Adjournment

Woods

at

The

sage in the State
Legislature

night audience was composed of city officials, the various
foreign consuls, social and business leaders, as well as a goodly sprinkling
of local film people.

Picture Heartily Received by Critical Audience

The wide

popularity of Yincento Blasco Ibane/.' novel coupled with
the favorable notices the picture received in New York, where it is now
playing at the Lyric theatre, brought an expectant and critical attendance
However, judging from the frequent and spontaneous
to the La Salle.
applause during the picture's screening, it was a thoroughly satisfied
audience that witnessed the first showing.

The enthusiastic reception accorded
the Rex Ingram production in New York
was duplicated in Chicago and the suc-

An
cess of the picture seems assured.
elaborate advertising and publicity cam-

and "The Four Horsemen"

is

Bill

Fails

the state body also
ended all hope on the part ot the exhibitors for the enactment of the antiadvance deposit laws. Bills which were
before both houses were for the purpose
of creating laws which would compel the
exhibitor to deposit iiis funds with a
local trust company or bank, the funds
to remain there until the films were received and used. In this way it appeared
that many of the so-called evils of the
present
system would be eliminated.

closing

of

Four Horsemen
and money."

bly

'

It

is

worth your time

arrived

and

unvoted-upon

the

killed

remaining

bills.

Not Presented

The censorship

to

Body

had passed
committee on criminal jurisprudence
in the house and was scheduled to be
voted upon in the senate. The bill which
legislation

the

originated in the senate, however, got
no farther than the senate committee
and so it was unlikely that the house bill

destined

would have been passed at any rate.
The blue-Sunday acts had not been
presented to either assembly body, having been under discussion in both committees.
It must be understood that the
proponents of the blue law and censorship movements were instrumental in

Loew Attends Premiere

New York

Deposit

The

The bill was introduced by Senator
Kenyon and was on a fair way to passage when the final moments of assem-

for a long run.

attended

the opening. Other Metro officials present were F. A. Shirley, district manager;
E. W. Aaron, traveling auditor and L.
Chicago exchange manA.
Rozelle,

having

the bills
introduced in both
of the legislature in this way
assuring
the
possibility
of

(hamhers

Antonin Barthclemy,
French consul; Horace Nugent, British
consul; Alexandro de Escudero, Spanish
Metro;

for

29.

attention to detail, tender lights and deep
*
»
•
Go and see 'The

shadows.

paign conducted under the direction of
Ned Holmes for the past two weeks is
reaping its reward in a steady flow of
The sale of
patrons at the box office.
seats so far has exceeded expectations

ager

MO., March

formal adjournment of the Missouri
state
legislature
last
Friday
brought with it the death of the Sunday-closing
measures
and censorship
which had promised much uneasiness to
the hundreds of exhibitors throughout
the state.

theatre.

of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EIFERSON, CITY,

— The

first

Marcus Loew

Law

Censorship Also Fails of Pas-

J

Chicagoans got their first glimpses of "The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse," Metro's million-dollar picture, at the La Salle theatre, SaturIt
was the biggest event in local film circles
day evening, March 2o.
since the opening of Griffith's "Way Down East" now in its fifteenth week

1921

Kills

Missouri Blue

Distinguished Audience Greets Big Spectacle with
Acclaim— City Officials and Society

Turn Out En Masse

9,

doubly
passage.

consul, as well as representatives of the
Brazilian and Uruguay consuls were pres-

Fleming Hurts His
Censorship Cause at
Iowa Investigation

ent.

Chicago society was well represented
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
in the following:
Logan, Mr. and Mrs. Frederick D. ConMrs. Edward F. Carry, Mrs. M. B.
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Litzinger. Mr. and Mrs. Austin H. Niblack.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Letts. Mr. and
Mrs. Horace J. Briggs, Mr. and Mrs.
Tracy G. Drake, Mr. and Mrs. Kelloggp
Fairbanks, Mr. and Mrs. George H. Taytis,

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph G. Taylor, Mrs.
Joseph Griswold Coleman, Mrs. Rudolph
Menn and Mrs. Edward F. Swift.
Critics Praise It
"The Four Horsemen" was well received by the Chicago newspaper critics.
"Observer" on the Chicago Herald and
Examiner had the following to say:
"Many directors are said to rival Griffith.
Rex Ingram is the only one that

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOINES,

*

*

*

The

big

picture

is

a

triumph because it does everything well.
No hokum, no clap-trap, however well
done, nothing but straight pictures. The
people do what they have to do right up
in the eye of the camera."

Who
ol

attended the Chicago premiere, March 26.
of the Apocalypse"

"The Four Horsemen
La Salle theatre.

at the

"Four Horsemen" to
Open in Four Cities
Correspondent)
(From
— E.
NEW YORK, March
Staff

29.

Meador,

in

A.,

March 29.— When

proposed

censorship legislation in this
he gave his cause a severe setback.
Many believe that he made a dead issue
of censorship in this state.
" 'The Kid' is all right," exclaimed Dr.
Kime, a member of the committee.
"If that is what censorship recommends, I can't see it," declared Chairman
state,

Elliott.

J.

charge of the exploitation for

Metro's special, "The Four Horsemen."

announces that Detroit. Washington, San
Francisco and Philadelphia will be the
next of the key cities to show the Rex
Ingram hit. All of these openings will

The Chicago Tribune's critic said: "You
will admit, when you have seen 'The
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse' that
Rex Ingram, a young man and little
heard from, deserves to be bowed into
the front rank of directors. He has made
a splendid picture. The picture abounds

sold his half interest in the Lyric theatre
to Dick Haagsman of Le Mars, who will

broad sweeps of the brush, delicate

conduct the business with Charles Wiers.

in

I

S.

tack on "The Kid" as a "glaring example
of the need of censorship" at a hearing
before an Iowa legislature committee on

lor,

does.

W.

Fleming, professional reformer from Chicago, made a violent atRev.

J.

C.

Flynn and Dr. Sam Atkinson
the N. A. M. P. I. and

represented

Walter L. Stewart, the Iowa exhibitors,
Mrs. Ida B. Wise-Smith,
at the hearing.
state president of the W. C. T. U., lead
the speaking for the

bill.

take place within the next four weeks.

Revier to Produce Six

Haagsman Buys
SHELDON,

I

A.— L.

J.

Interest
McGuire has

(From

Staff Correspondent)

LOS ANGELES, March

29.— Harry

"Tarzan"
Revier, who directed several
pictures, will produce a series of six pictures based on stories of the sea.

April
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Blumenthal Purchases Ten
Large Theatres in Europe
American Pictures Will Be Featured in Houses as
Soon as the Import Taxes Are Reduced
These Countries

Sufficiently in
(From

NEW

YORK. March

29.

Staff Correspondent)

— Ben

Blumenthal has returned to

New York

after a month's theatre-buying trip to Europe.
In that time Mr. Blumenthal and his associates bought ten large theatres in Germany. France and
Hungary, among them the new Scala theatre of Berlin, which seats 3,000
people.
American pictures will be features in these theatres as soon as the
import taxes of the various countries are lowered, which, according to Mr.
Blumenthal. will be in a short time.

High Amusement Tax Is Collected
About 22 per cent is the amusement tax on the theatres of Germany
at the present time.
In France the theatres are forced to pay almost 50
per cent. However, steps have been taken to alleviate these conditions and
the tax relating to imports which fall upon the producers.
BEN BLUMENTHAL
Who

has purchased several theatres in Europe
presentation of American-made pictures.

for

Warm

Sunday Fight

In Huntington, Ind.
Prosecutor Failing at Trial
Attempts to Stir Feeling
By Expensive Tactics

Interested in Production
Mr. Blumenthal, besides his theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HUNTINGTON,

IND.,

The

city board of safety, has filed suit in
the circuit court to enjoin T. Guy Perfect,
owner of the Perfect theatre, from opening his theatre next Sunday.
jury
sitting in the city court last Monday in
a case brought against Perfect on a
charge of violating the Sunday closing
order was unable to agree and the case

A

was dismissed by Mayor Charles Mc-

The

Grew.
seven

for

jury,

it

is

conviction

understood, voted

and

for

five

ac-

quittal.

Perfect was arrested after having been
forced by the sheriff to close his motion
picture house Sunday.
Charles R. Haller, prosecuting attorney, who recently
began, a crusade for the enforcement of
Sunday observance laws, says he wishes
assistance in bringing charges against
the owners of confectionery, tobacco and
a number of which were
Sunday.
The new complaint filed against Perfect asserts he or his employes will be
arrested each time the Perfect theatre
doors are opened on Sunday, and that if

drug
open

stores,

last

He

VA.. March

features that has been brought to

make

his

all

productions

It will first be shown by its
Famous Players-Lasky at the

this side.

owners

Criterion theatre,
part of May.

New

York, the later

In order to supervise the completion of
the four theatres that he owns in Budapest, Mr. Blumenthal returns to Europe
again on April 6.

Reformers Are Beaten
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

visit

OLYMPIA, WASH.. March

29.— Cen-

sorship has been killed in the legislature.

in

"What Sxhibitovs
are saying about
showed

""I

a salesman a copy of

Guess he thought
I

it.

HERALD."

it

was good

—A.

J. Steggall,

"We
it

certainly

¥

want EXHIBITORS

renders us."

— H.

"Have

just lately subscribed to

good indeed."

— R. A.

week

grip

and

was the last
me a March

I

1

la.

*

Herald
*

a few days ago.

that

so please send

C. Houston, manager.

*

"

in his

it

manager. Opera House, Fayette,

¥

service

EXHIBITORS Herald

as he put

can't lose out on a single

29.

\V. McClintic has introduced in the
lower house of the legislature a bill for
a bureau of visual education under the
supervision of the state superintendent
of schools.

made

is

will

but he will

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

— G.

American producing methods.
Will Return Abroad
"Anna Bolynn" is in Mr. Blumenthal's
estimation one of the greatest foreign

the director of "Pasthis country to
study producing conditions this summer,

Mr. Lubitsch

sion."

saw of

CHARLESTON, W.

in-

is

Maye, well known German directors.
Lubitsch Coming Here

7

See k Visual Education
Board in West Virginia

Mr. Blumenthal also is authority for
the statement that Pola Negri will not
come to this country until the last of
this year upon the completion of her
present contract. All of the Negri pictures after that time will be made in
America with American stories and directors inasmuch as it is felt that her
progress will be greatly enhanced by

other side, Blumenthal believes, will be
duplicated when her latest picture is
brought to this country.
In- association with Famous PlayersLasky. Mr. Blumenthal is interested in
the Pola Negri pictures and the features
produced by Ernst Lubitsch and Joe

Perfect persists in opening,

it will cause
innumerable prosecutions at great cost
to the taxpayers of Huntington.

-

actively interested in production on the other side.
He is the
sponsor for a multiple reel feature now
being made in which lea Lenekeffy.
famous star of Hungaiy, has the leading
role.
Her motion picture success on the
terests, also

March 29.—

German} owing to the fact that features
can be made cheaper on the Continent.

In England the building restrictions
are gradually being removed. J. Stuart
Blackton, the American producer, has
been granted permission to build a large
motion picture theatre in London in
the Alwich district.
It is understood
in English film circles that Mr. Blackton's activities are being backed by Sir
Thomas Lipton.

and are well pleased with

Gem

theatre,

the

Sherman, Tex.

¥

EXHIBITORS HERALD and we

find

it

very

Heinsohn, manager, Sylvia theatre, Sylvester, Ga.

Adopt Regulatory Law
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MOSCOW, IDAHO,

29—

March
City
council has adopted the ordinance creating a board of censorship.

"We
Swan

would not want to do without EXHIBITORS Herald."
Swanton Amusement Co., Swanton, Neb.

surely

theatre,

—

EXHIBITORS
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Easter Activity

H E

Shows Place

KALI)

\pril 9,

Henry Lehrman Signs
To Make 13 Comedies

in

For Educational Film

National Life Held by Exhibitor
Theatre

Have
In

Men Over Country

Programs
Keeping With Church
Special

Holiday.

Comedy

program, a
Charlie Chaplin "film, "The Fireman"; a
with
"Beat
Chester
Comedy,
It."
"Snooky"; a Mutt and Jelf cartoon comedy, "The Glue Factory"; a series of slow
motion pictures of pigs, kangaroos and
horses and little bird studies being on
Miriam
the film part of the program.

dominated

Battista, the child star of "Humoresque,"
gave a little recitation to the very evident
delight of the children.

an interest

and the adults and children later in the
day, had seven characters a boy and

terest in affairs of national

life,

which presages a wholly desirable eleva

House organs received from every secweeks im-

tion of the country during the

mediately preceding the holiday carried
advance announcement-, of special programs and added features scheduled for
Footnotes upon reports
the occasion.
Picture Did for Me"
department of this publication and comments included in exhibitor communications upon general subjects indicated a
preparedness unequalled in theatre histhe

"What

the

tory.
*

Arriving

at

a

*

time

*

when

legitimate

managers were publicly decrying Lenten
business slumps and announcing admission price reductions, these constitute
conclusive proof of a generally reported
stability of the motion picture box office.
Early reports are to the effect that even
doubtful Holy Week
the reasonably
worked no hardship upon the motion

picture theatre.
Many exhibitors scheduled their Easter
programs for that week to make doubly
certain that no slump would be experienced. The following description of the
program staged at the Rivoli theatre.
New York, doubtless will prove typical
of the features conducted throughout the
country during the period. Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director, seldom has
done better work.
The entire balcony of the theatre had
been turned over to charity and orphan
societies working in cooperation with the
bureau of public welfare and the United
Hebrew Charities and through Mr. Riesenfeld's generosity it was made possible
to treat more than 1,000 children to free
entertainment every morning for eight
days.

the

little

people

in

the

intrigued

forenoons

—

girl,

tion of the theatre estate.

to

The Easter Fantasy, which
both

and
silk

a
a

pair of rabbits, a pair of chicks
grotesque black cat with a black

hat.

the

at

Oscard,

Paul

ballet

master

theatres, trained the
appeared in the role of the

Riesenfeld

dancers and

ff-'rom

Vera Myers played the girl,
Boslet appeared as the boy, and
Eastman, Florence Roggic, Helen
and Ermina Mathews appeared
cat.

Louise

Grace

Coyne
as

March

Lehrman announces

that

Educational

with

An atmospheric and

quite mysterious
had been created for the little
The boy and the girl
stage number.
entered and peered about among the

tramping, they
Soft voices sang
them sweet dreams from hiding places.
of

*

*

The scene became more distinct and

two rabbits were seen

at the back, leanThey
multi-colored eggs.
came forward and danced about in duet
and. after being offered tid-bits. danced
with the boy and girl. The eggs began
to show life burst open, and two little
chick> appeared, flapping their yellow
wings and nodding their funny heads.

ing

against

—

They danced

a bit of a cock fight

and

then all six gamboled merrily, only to
be interrupted and frightened by the
wiley cat. With a bound he was among
them, scattering them behind the eggs
and trees. Pleased at his own courage,
the cat danced a humorous number, thus
encouraging the children and animals to
come from their hiding places. Again
threatening them, he was hound tightly
with bright ribbons and tied to a little
cart in which he was compelled to draw
the girl about the scene the boy, rabbits and chicks holding the reins.
The children in the audience enjoyed
the little fantasy mightily.

—

Film

20.

— Henry

he has signed

Corporation

to

make thirteen two-reel comedies during
The comedies will be
the coming year.
exploited as super-romedies, Lehrman
states.
I'lie

contract signed by Mr. Lehrman.

one of the largest remunerations paid to a comedy producer.
it

is

said, calls for

The pictures will be made at the Hcnr>
Lehrman studio* at Culver City, Cal.
I'nder the new arrangement the last
three Lehrman comedies produced for
Kirst
National. "Punch of the Irish,"
"Mile-a-Minute"
Lady,"
"The Game
have been turned over by First National
to Educational and will be published by
Educational refused to
the latter firm.
confirm or deny the Lehrman deal.

in West Sign
Anti- Censor Petition

Authors

setting

*

C vrrespondcnt)

the

Easter animals.

trees until, wearied
lay down to sleep.

Staff

NEW YORK,

the

Easter activities of American exhibitors, reported from every quarter,
may be regarded as significant indication
of a genera! tendency toward greater in-

THE

1921

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, March

29.— Many
prominent authors have signed the anticensorship petition circulated by the
Screen VVriters Guild and the Authors
League of America. Among those who
have put their signatures on the document are Peter B. Kyne, Samuel Merwin, George Pattullo and others.

Buys Columbia Theatre
For Eastern Interests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

COLUMBIA.

MO.. March 29.— Dr.
Trunnell, representing Eastern
interests, has taken over the Columbia
Closing of negotiations elimitheatre.
nates Dr. Trunnell's original plans to
build a theatre across from the ColumEarl

E.

bia.

Jerome Storm Weds
(From

Staff

Correspondent)

LOS ANGELES. March

29.— Jerome
Storm, director for Katherine MacDonald, and Mildred Richter were married
last

week.

April

9.
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Clara Smith Hamon Film
To Be Barred by Theatres

Re-elected Head
of Arrow

Entire Industry Aroused by Report Woman Acquitted
on Murder Charge Will "Star" in Pictures
—Avenues of Distribution Closed
Clara Smith Hamon will not appear in the motion picture theatres of
the United States.
Practically every exhibitor organization
tions refusing- to

show any
Film

in the country lias passed resolupictures in which she appears.

to

Be Denied Distribution

The National Association

of the Motion Picture Industry has closed all
avenues of film distribution to her and announced service will
be withdrawn from any theatre winch shows her pictures.
State, municipal and civic organizations have taken steps to prevent the
screen version of the sordid story told at her trial from being publicly ex-'

of the regular

hibited.

Probably no news item ever before
aroused the general protest from the film
industry that resulted from brief dispatch that
"Clara Smith Hamon. acquitted of the charge of slaying Jake L.

Hamon
she

is

to be

after a sensational trial, declares

to star in a series of photoplays

made

at

Los Angeles."

market it.
Every exhibitor in the
country should refuse to play it in bi>
theatre if the picture should be made.
Certainly no member of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
would, have anything to do with such a
to

production.
"If, in the face of the vigorous prothe

The

Affiliated

of

the

fornia,

— At
YORK, March
NEW
Arrow Film Corannual meeting
the

29.

of
poration the board of directors re-elected
Shallenberger
as president;
Dr. W. E.
W. R. Johnston, vice president; W. H.
Small, secretary; H. G. Davis, assistant
treasurer; P. B. Dana, sales manager,

and David

Mountain as export man-

J.

ager.

With All Producers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

In a letter sent to

Charles

A.

D.
all

C, March 29.—

picture producers,

McMahon,

director

of

the

Motion Picture Bureau of the National
the
Council,
offers
Catholic Welfare
council's "earnest and sympathetic cooperation at all times."
"I am writing to express the satisfaction of this organization at the recent
action of the N. A. M. P.

I.

in

standard of production which,
out,

will

greatly

certain admitted
of the films,"

assist

and much

he says

in

adopting a
if

Interests,

rep-

motion picture industry

was the

first

in

organization to

Caliact.

Within a few hours after the word from
Ardmore, Okla.. arrived, it had adopted
resolutions calling upon the X. A. M. P. I.
and M. P. T. O. A. to take immediate
steps to preclude the
tion of such a

Among

the

making or

exhibi-

film.
first

exhibitor

organiza-

were the Indiana
Motion Picture Theatre Owners, the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
York State, Motion Picture Theatre
tions

take

to

action

Owners of Oklahoma City, the L'nited
Theatrical Protective League of Minneapolis and the Allied Amusements Association of Chicago.

Catholic Council in
Offer to Co-operate

WASHINGTON',

Picture

branch and department

carried

eliminating

criticized evils

in part.

"The N. C. W. C. and the public
generally expect that the N. A. M. P. I.
redeem its pledges 100 per cent. Upon
measure of the industry's success or
failure to effect its own house cleaning
will depend our future attitude.
This

will

the

organization will urge legalized censorship, only in the event that the producers
show themselves unwilling or unable to
bring about their self-announced reforms."

The Rocky Mountain Screen Club ot
Denver, Colo., was first exchange men's
organization to take action.

to

go ahead and make

it

anyhow,

am

confident that the producing and
distributing companies which are members of the National Association would
refuse to allow their own pictures to
be shown in any theatre in which such
a film might be exhibited.
The motion
picture industry is essentially clean. Now
is the time to drive out of it anyone who
may seek to capitalize such a sensational
theme as the Hamon case by exploiting
the leading figure in such a scandal. The
National Association will do everything
within its power to prevent the showing
of any such film as that which is proposed."
I

resenting every

men behind

enough

Californians First to Act

making of such a film,
the plan should be foolish

tests against the

1

II,

mi

n

:

iiirm

nn

i:i,

i.\

i

mi

iiin!ini«'i;iniii!'Ki;ii:t::!i!;'iii

<:i it.i.

AL LICHTMAN
Who Has

Been Appointed

General Manager of Distribution for the Associ-

ated Producers, Inc.

Brady Issues Statement
A. Brady, president of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, has placed the organization on record as unalterably opposed
to the making of such a film.
"I pledge the support of the producers

William

of motion pictures who
are members of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry against
any connection or participation in the
production or distribution of the proposed
film featuring Clara Smith Hamon," said
Mr. Brady. "The members of the NaAssociation stand for a clean,
tional
wholesome screen. There never was a
time in the history of the picture industry when producers have made a more
earnest effort than at present to keep
the screen free from objectionable matter.
This is evidenced in the set of production standards that have been adopted
by the producers.
"If it is true that this woman who
figured so prominently in a notorious
murder trial has signed a contract to appear in a certain motion picture, every
reputable film distributor should refuse

and distributors

SiKIIIIIIIIUIIUIiiliiimiiiiiiinM"
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Consolidated Production Giving

Way

Order of Things

By

J.

D.

a marked change in production methods at the west coast
studios, and one which is most assuredly
going to result in better pictures and

—

bigger pictures pictures that will be
better and bigger from an artistic as well
as from a box-office standpoint.
The change I mean is the breaking up
of the huge consolidations of stars and

marked change in
production methods which is going to result in better pictures and
is

a

bigger pictures.

the formation by these
directors of their own independent producing organizations. These
have multiplied on every hand until there

directors,
stars and

and

THE

change

I

mean

is

the

breaking up of the huge consolidations of stars and directors and
the formation by them of independent producing organizations.

producing units, each one
competing with every other, where there

are twenty

or

top-heavy

groups

It is a change that was bound to come
and every one interested in the progress
and development of the motion picture
Its effect upon the
should welcome it.

quality of pictures will be not only decisive, but it will be almost instantanWhen twenty stars or directors
eous.
are working, each independent of the
other, to produce the best possible product for the same market, the competition

not only
before, but

many times keener than
many times healthier. The

incentive to strain every resource to turn
out the finest pictures that can be made
amounts to a positive necessity. And

ITS

effect
pictures will
but it will be

29.

has been sent by the
Riverside censors to the city-

before.

is

Effective

LOS ANGELES, March

—A

letter

council
three

1921

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

New

Industry

were two

Most

Is

WILLIAMS

is

THERE

in

9,

Censors Say Public
Regulation of Films

to Independents

Bigger and Better Pictures Will Result from This

'"PHERE

April

situation

stating

is

almost instantaneous.

so-called objectionable features

be shown.

system has proven, in operation, its own
condemnation.
It has written its own
death sentence. Attractive in theory and
ca|>able of plausible proof on paper, in
practice it only results in the strangling
of individual effort, the throttling of individual ideas.
It tends to make stereo-

u nknown.
is

the only one that will give the exhibitor the really "super-productions," that
are now more necessary than ever to
the continued popularity and prosperity
The old
of the motion pieture theatre.

THEY KEEP THE VITAGKAPH WHEELS BUZZING

every showman
turned out by a

prescription are
public has had a
of them.
The motion picture production must
always be in the creation of individual
personality.
It cannot be standardized
Only
or reduced to a rulc-of-thumb.
when the creator of a picture has absolute freedom to put into his work everything of which he is capable, without
beinK hampered or hindered by anything
that resembles a rigid "factory" system.

two or three

taste of

the result must be pictures that the exhibitors will welcome and the public
enjoy to a degree that has hitherto been

managers
any

of their disapproval should

typed productions, and
that productions
formula or a given
doomed as soon as the

of
be not only decisive,

the

for the general pub-

to notify theatre

lic

that

to control the picture-

knows

upon the quality

The independent producing system

here

way

best

THE

independent

producing

system

the only one that will
is
give the exhibitor the really superproductions.

does he ever produce a great picture.
This new idea is the finest thing that
could ever have happened to the American

motion

picture

industry.

It

will

supply the answer to the cries of "overhave been heard
production" which

For it is one of the
so often of late.
merits of the independent system that it
fewer pictures and better picplaces the emphasis on quality,
where it belongs, instead of on quantity.
In self-defense, the independent producer
must take all the time he needs to
make the best possible picture; the result
is three pictures a year, let us say, instead of ten or twelve, but three pic-

makes
tures;

for

it

any one of which will have more
value than all the ten or twelve mediocrities that he would have turned out.
tures,

Blue Law Enforcement
Follows South Dakota
Defeat of Local Option
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PIERRE,

Left to right
ization.

M. Quinn, general manager of Vitagraph's distributing organ— John Smith,
manager of Western studios; Albert E. Smith, president

W.

S.

of Vitagraph;

George Randolph Chester, production

editor.

S.

D.,

March 29.^-Attorney

General Payne has notified state's attorneys that the present blue laws are to
This action was
be strictly enforced.
taken following the defeat of the local
option measure through deadlock. Prior
to the deadlock in the legislature on the
measure its passage seemed assured.

April
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Steady Expansion Shown in
Activity of Theatre Chains

—

Blank Increases Holdings in Iowa Lynch Adds to
His Circuit in South Butterfield Plans
New House in Michigan

—

Evidence of unusual activity on the part of big theatre circuits in expanding their holdings is presented in recent dispatches to Exhibitors Herald.
In Iowa A. H. Blank has just acquired control of the new Capitol
Southern Entertheatre at Davenport, giving him four houses in that city.
new
prises, Inc., reports the acquisition of the Ideal at Corsicana, Tex.
house will be started shortly in Church street, Asheville, N. C, by S. A. Lynch.

A

New Theatre
Michigan have just announced plans

Butterfield Will Erect

The W.

S.

Butterfield interests of

for the erection of a new theatre at Adrian. A policy of retrenchment, however has been adopted by the Butterfield interests at Battle Creek, where
they have withdrawn from the Garden and Regent theatre companies. The

company

retains the Bijou.

To control the four houses in Davenport Mr. Blank has formed Associated
Theatres of Davenport. Although ownership of the house remains in the hands
Kahl, the new agreement
of H.
C.
between him and Blank will permit the
latter to book for the four houses con-

DOROTHY FARNUM
signed

has

been

write scenarios exclusively for Whitman Bennett. Miss Farnum, who is 23 years of age, is one of
the youngest photoplay authors in the
business. Already she has prepared the
script for the Bennett productions, "The
Great Adventure," "Jim the Penman"
and "Salvation Nell."
to

by the company.
Has 25 Playhouses
Mr. Blank now has a circuit

Producer's Pictures in the
Future to Be Presented by

:

—

NEW

Staff

Correspondent)

YORK, March

29.— Allen Holu-

authority for the statement that he
signed a contract with First National to produce four special features
for that organization during the coming
year.
He also announces that he has
severed his producing association with
Albert A. Kaufman and his pictures in
the future will be presented by his own

bar
has

is

company.

The success

Woman,

of

responsible for the

it

understood,

is

consummation of

is

his

Miss
agreement with First National.
Dorothy Phillips will be starred in at
least two of the new Holubar productions and it is planned that following the
completion of these Miss Phillips will
head her own producing unit under the
sponsorship of Air. Holubar.
There is a possibility that the four pictures

for
inasmuch as

contracted

may

made in
known that

tinental

bankers.

The

—

European

trip

hinges upon the investigation now being
made by Mr. Holubar as to the practability of foreign producing conditions.
The first story to be made under the
new arrangements is from the pen of
an English author, whose name will be
made known later. First National when
queried in regard to the Holubar contract refused to say anything about t^e
matter for the present, nor would it deny
the same.

is

member

of the
of directors

a

exchanges at Omaha, Des Moines, and
Kansas City; president A. H. Blank

the

three

WIS..

March

theatres

29.— The

purchased
that formerly

Company

has

here

Indiana, Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GOSHEN,

Tacoma Board
Their

Sennett to Produce

Four Dramatic Films

Own

By
Do

Mack

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

29.

censor board has
written to the National Committee
for Better Films and to the big
producers requesting that objectionable themes and features be
eliminated from pictures.
"This letter is written in a

Tacoma

friendly spirit," the board writes,
"upon the assumption that you desire to know what your patrons
think of your pictures."

March

29.— E.

M.

Sennett's

has

been

completed under the
and will have its
Mission theatre, Los

of "Heartbalm."

pre-view

Censoring

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

personal representative, upon his return to New York
from Los Angeles, announces that the
Sennett organization will publish four
dramatic productions. The first of this
title

to

TACOMA, WASH., March

— The

IND.. March 29.— The Jef-

ferson and Lincoln theatre has been
taken over by Fitzpatrick-McElroy of
Chicago. N. J. Corbett is resident manager.

series

Producers Asked

Kenosha.

Take Over Goshen,

Asher.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Davton

of

House

(From

Purchase
Houses in Kenosha

Saxe

Dayton

FT. WAYNE. IND., March 29.— S. J.
Gregory Theatre Company will erect a
new $1,000,000 house here. A site is
being sought now. The company operates theatres in Hammond, Ind., and
Chicago Heights, 111.

NEW

Pacini's

KENOSHA.

L.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Enterprises.

be

Europe,
it is
Mr. Holubar has been importuned to
produce abroad by a syndicate-of con-

—

The theatre
executive board and board
of Associated First National; president
Des Moines:
of Greater Productions,
president of Educational Films, Des
Moines; president of First National

Mr. Holubar's "Man.

Marriage,"

—

City— Englert; Waterloo— Strand
Columbus. Neb— one theatre; Lincoln,
Xeb. one theatre: Boone Rialto.
Member of First National

man

Own Company
(From

—

—

ward and Fred

more

in the Middle
In addition to his holdings in
West.
Davenport he has the following houses
Des Moines Rialto, Des Moines. Palace, Strand, Garden, Casino and MajesRialto and Strand; Cedar
tic; Omaha
Rapids one theatre; Sioux City Princess; Mason City two theatres; Clinton
Strand;
A-Muse-U; Marshalltown

—

The new owners are lohn E. and
Thomas E. Saxe of Milwaukee and Ed000.

$1,000,000
of

than twenty-five theatres

National Gets
—
Four Holubar Films Iowa

First

years in the state prison.
It is understood that the purchase price was $100,-

Gregory Will Build

trolled

—

were owned by the late Charles Pacini,
who was murdered several months ago
by Frank Lang, .now serving twenty

at

the

Angeles.
Besides these four dramatic features.
Mr. Sennett also will issue through Associated Producers two or three comedy
features of the type of "A Small Town
Idol," six Ben Turpin specials
two-reel slapstick a month.

and one

Another Film Magnate
NEW YORK. March 29.— Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse L. Lasky are rejoicing over
the birth of a son who arrived at the
Lasky
homestead
Friday
morning.
March 2.">. This is the second boy in the
Lasky household, Jesse, Jr., having
bossed the ranch for ten years.
I

EX

Atmospheric

II

I
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Idaho Kills Measures
To Repress Industry
Censorship, and Sunday Closing

Its

Effectiveness

Among

Selnick's

"The Highest Law"

Favorably
Fabian's Bran ford Theatre

K effectiveness
a well-staged proTllogue
in the successful presentation oi
of.

I

a production
In
Manager
ford theatre,

was demonstrated recentlj
Fabian

of

Fabian's

Bran-

Newark, N. J, The feature
was "The Highest Law." Selznick's pro
duction based on the life of Lincoln and
featuring Ralph Ince.
The settings and prologue used brought
hearty applause from the audience. Because they were simple as well a- el
fective, they can be utilized profitably
by any other theatre playing the picture.
The Fabian is one of the newest
and finest theatres in the counfry.
It
scats 3,500 persons and has a symphonj
orchestra of thirty-five pieces.
A. Gordon Reid. production manager, staged

the prologue.
*

*

*

For the atmospheric presentation a
large center setting and two side panels
were Utilized. In the center of the stage
was miniature camping grounds for
Union soldiers with tents and guns in
the foreground. Two large cannon wen
set in the two panels.
In opening the prologue, the curtain
was raised on a male quartet in the uniforms of the Union soldier.
Gathered
about the guns in the center they sang
"Tenting Tonight."
As the last note
was reached, the bugler sounded taps and
in the distance the roar of guns could bill card
The quartet then sang "Break the N'ews
to Mother."
During this gong the lights
were dimmed

represent sundown,

to

*

*

*

The expense of this prologue, which

not great,

is

is

more than

offset

by the man-

in

«.

rarely that a motion picture audigenerous with its applause, but
they seemed so deeply impressed w'ith
the dramatic scenes of Lincoln's life that
it
seemed to hurst from them spontaneously at the close of the picture.
regard
The Highest Law' as a
It

is

ence

is

'

I

model production from every artistic and
dramatic standpoint and as the type of
picture that is needed in the crusade for
cleaner pictures."
N'o startling exploitation stunts were
put into effect.
The fact that some of
the scenes for "The Highest Law" were
filmed in Newark was foundation for
a number of good newspaper stories.

"The Highest Law" played an entire
week at Fabian's Branford and despite
the fact that it was the last week in Lent
Inisiness was exceptionally good through
the entire run. The Branford is a downtown house.

Brady Reports Status

Of Jersey Censorship
l

From

Staff Correspondent

NEW YORK,
tant

— Lincoln

Herald)

March

20

—An

impor-

meeting of the censorship committee

National Association of the Mowas held last week
to hear the report of W illiam A. Brady.
Gabriel Hess, Paul Cromlien and Fred-

of the

in-

dustry in this state has been successful
in defeating several repressive measures
the legislature.

in

Censorship and Sunday closing were
the two principal issues before the legislature which the industry wa> successful
defeating.

in

L.

C

Gallagher of Majestic Amnsi
Boise and X'ampa, di-

mint Company,

rected the light of the exhibitors against
the
measures
Manager Schubert of
Gooding cooperated with him.

Executive Committee
Plars for Defense
(SpteM

ALBANY,

la

Exhibitor* Herald)

N.

29— Final

March

V.,

combatting the Lusk-Clayton
censorship bill in the legislature were
perfected at a meeting of the executive
committee of the Exhibitors League of

plans

for

the State of New York at the Ten Eyck
hotel.
In a statement the committee dei lafed
that "the proposed measure or
any other attempt at censorship will be

vigorously
regardless

by

fought

organization

this

of the treachery attributed
self-constituted spokesman of
the industry."
Attending the meeting were Sydney S
Cohen, president: Ira Mosher. Buffalo,
vice-president; F. H. Elliott, vice-president:
Samuel I. Herman, secrctarv.
W. H. Linton. I'tica. treasurer; Charles
L. O'Reilly. New
York: Jack Farron.
Rochester; F. J. Koch, Rochester: I. X.
Rochester; L. A. Bucttii'-r.
Salyards,

some

to

Oboes:
Hoosick

(

Charles

Judge

A.

Falls;

A.

McCarthy.
Hudson;

A.

Elliott.

Samuel Sucknow, Albany; Ben Appel.
Mitchell!
Buffalo;
H
Troy:
RosCOC
Hudson Falls: J. Armstrong,
Miller.
Troy: Dave Cohen. Ringhamton. and M
Dipson. Batavia.

tion Picture Industry

who

rick

Elliott,

scy

legislative

ecus,

ir

bill

attended the

meeting

of that

state.

New

relative

to

r-

Jc
the

May Have Own

Unit

LOS ANGELES, March 29— It
norted that Jiminie Aubrey
his

own

pictures

when

Vitagraph expires

PROLOGUE AT FABIAN'S BRANFORD THEATRE. NEWARK.

Left

lu lixhihilors

BOISE, IDAHO, March 29.— The

viewing the picture.
"We have never had a production that
has been more favorably received than
'The
Highest
Law',"
Manager
said
Fabian. "Although we expected the picto go over big, we were surprised
in
at the applause which greeted the production at the opening and at the close.
t

tSpcual

at

which it puts the spectator in the
proper atmosphere and temperament for
ner

at

the same time the tents becoming illuminated.
The next number by tin- quartet
was "Carry Me Back to Old Virginia."
after which the stage was darkened with
the exception of the tent lights.
In the center of the darkened stage a
vision representing Lincoln freeing the
negroes appeared. Then as the strains of
music died away the production was
flashed on the screen.

Received

Is

Defeated

Bills

Legislature

in

in

N.

may

is

re-

product

his contract with

May.

J.

—

freeing the slaves.
Prologue used for the Selznick feature. "The Highest Law." Right Dignified lobby display used for the same picture.
Artistic panels of Lincoln were used on each side.

April

9.
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Motion Picture Directors
Approve "Thirteen Points"
Ratify Program

of N. A. M. P. I. to Improve
Quality of Pictures— Jesse L. Lasky Declares
Clean Pictures Pay Most Money
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS AXGELES, March
the

29.

—With forty prominent directors present,

Motion Picture Directors' Association

unanimously

at a recent session

endorsed the thirteen point standard of the Xationai Association of the.
Motion Picture Industry aimed to exclude from picture production any ?
tiling

which

will offend.

Resolutions were prepared stating that the M. P. D. A. is in perfect
accord with the X. A. M. P. 1. on the subject and were given to Jesse L.
Lasky to carry back east.

Action Practically Completes Ratification
W riters Guild and the Affiliated Picture Interests had
previously adopted the standard and a number of other organizations
affiliated with the producing end of the business has since acted, the ratification of the thirteen points has practically been completed.

As

GARDNER

SULLIVAN
C.
to write J. Parker Read, Jr.'s next story
for Louise Glaum to be distributed by Associated Producers.

Who

is

22 Cuts Are Made by
Censorale During Year

the Screen

The ratification by the M. P. D. A.
occurred at the conclusion of a pleasant
meeting in the Peacock Room of the
Alexandria Hotel. Jesse L. Lasky was
The dinner was
the principal speaker.
arranged by Reginald Barker and Frank
Lloyd, recently retired

PORTLAND.

ORE..

29.—

new censorship board, with
Mrs. Alexander Thompson as chairman,
is now functioning.
Mrs. E. T. Colwell
Gus A. Metzger

represents the theatre owners.

member

is

The

Another

Ralph McAtee. executive sec-

retary of the

the as-

Urges Directors

March

Portland's

remains as secretary.

officials of

sociation.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Church Federation.
report showed

secretary's

"We

are

told

have

cates

to Act
censorship

that

declared

a

for

truce

advo-

one

History of the
Thirteen Points
March

— National

Association of
Industry
Picture
adopts thirteen-point standard for
clean pictures and resolves to
prosecute offenders.
March 7 Screen Writers Guild
5

Motion

the

—

pledge?- self to principles.
Affiliated Picture
S

March
ests,

—

inter-

distributors

and exhibi-

pledge selves to resolutions.
March IT Motion Picture Directors Association adopts thirteen
tors,

Sunday Closing Ticket

—

ILL..
March 29.—The
Federation
has
circulated
a

Age

Limit Measure

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOPEKA. KAN".. March 29.— The bill
prohibiting the attendance at motion picture theatres of children under 16 year-;
of age unless accompanied by parent^
or guardians has been defeated in the
legislature here.

Musicians Opposed to
Any Legal Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SACRAMENTO. CAL.. March 29.—
The San Francisco Musicians Union. No.
has protested
to
against the adoption
measure.
o.

legislators
here
ot a censorship

year." said Mr. Lasky. "This victory we
appear to have won is the most dangerous crisis in the industry. During this
armistice, the reformers will try to 'get
our number.' They will judge us not by
the best not by the clean entertainment
produced by 95 per cent of us but by
The
the worst work of a 5 per cent.
trouble maker of our industry is the individual with a fat bank roll, who produces a salacious picture to make it

—

fatter.

—

Then, oh boy!

are on us

all.

head of every big picture corporation in
this country has pledged himself to a
clean screen. We are pledged to put any
man who dares to exhibit an improper
picture out of business, to expose him to
the police and to herald his moral treachin

to success."

Suggests Two Kinds of Films
Reginald Barker suggested that the
time would come when two classes of
One for
pictures would be produced.
children, another for the matured mind
Mr. Lasky declared that no
of adults.
great expansion in children's stories was
likely to be made at
performances
special

present but that
children on
Saturday mornings and afternoons was a
for

logical step.

the press.

Urges

New

Viewpoint

"No man can spend

Ralph Proctor Sues
Stoll

Film Corporation
Staff Correspondent)

YORK. March

29.— Stoll Film

Corporation of America has been sued
by Ralph Proctor, former general manager, who it is understood is under contract to them for some time to come. It
Proctor has money
is alleged that Mr.
due him from that concern for services
rendered and that the Kessel Laboratories. Inc.. is about to take the same
Otis Taylor, the newly-elected
actio!).
head of the company, refused to com-

ment on the matter.

The reformers

"Every man in this room has a right to
object if any story not morally right is
handed him to produce. The executive

ery

way

NEW

GENESEO.

Kill

a

church, who has
never seen 'The Follies' or the metropolis nor read the type of literature a
dramatic professional is forced to read.
"That normal man's viewpoint is right
because he is in the majority. And he
wants a clean screen. We can double attendance at picture shows of America
by screening interesting, decent stories
and exploiting them in the proper way.
"I am speaking from my selfish viewpoint as an individual when I say that
clean pictures are not only right they

(From

points as their standard.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Kansas Solons

American with

representing California pro-

ducers,

Church Will Support

election.

attends

—

that

pamphlet indicating that the society will
have a ticket pledged to strict observance of Sunday in the field at the spring

average

of
family,

are the

during the past fiscal year 5,596 reels Jtad
been reviewed and twenty-five eliminations had been made. According to members there is more objection to the advertising than to the pictures themselves.

Church

the

who

eyes

his career in the
theatre or pictures and come through
too per cent normal. He cannot see with

John Stahl to Produce
"King Lear" for Mayer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. March 29— John M
produce

Stahl

is

to

Louis

I>.

Mayer

for

"King

Lear"

tor

First National di>-

tribution. according to an announcement
Paul C. Mooncy. general manager
for Mayer.
Arrangements for actual production
of this Shake>pearian play are nearing
completion.
The cast has not been an-

by

nounced
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Be Your Employes' Friend and

Watch

Old Man Bugaboo and Army of Blues
Will Run When Faced by Showmanship

OLD

MAN BUGABOO
blues

of

his

army

break ranks and run

will

when confronted by

And

and

real

showmanship.

say that real showmanship is the ability to look within yourself, literally turning the limelight of searching criticism
upon your theatre, its employes, the product you are selling and the general atmosphere surrounding your business.
When unfair censorship was endeavoring to stigmatize the motion picture industry, the producers of pictures began
to look within themselves and found the
only remedy in purging the industry of
unfit producers who were catering to a

morbid

and salacious minded public.
Now, with publicity seeking reformers
attempting to stifle the theatrical world
large with inconceivable blue laws,

it

behooves the theatre operator to take a
birdseye view of the situation.
*

*

*

Let me give you an idea of a remedy
which has been tried and found successWe instituted an investigation into
ful.
the character of each employe, listed
them, probed into their family life,

weeded out the

unfit

and then

told

the

remainder that we were going to make
their jobs worth holding.
We took out
group insurance covering every employe,
both life and health, which we paid for
and presented to each employe gratis,
beginning at $2,000 and increasing at the
rate of $500 each year until a maximum
of $10,000 is reached.
established a merit system, tabulated by card index at our main office,
which listed the length of service of each
employe with merits or demerits, as the

We

case

may

was

told that

be.

Every man in our employ
at no time would we choose

an outsider for a responsible position.
A man from the ranks would be chosen
and promotion in this manner would be
rapid.

Our

JlARON

By

and

ushers were informed that a
cashier's position was within easy reach
girl

JONES

J.

beyond

that a clerkship or
stenographer position' in our booking or
just

executive

offices.

me when

please do not mistake

I

at

Grow

Business

»

*

*

What was the result?
An immediate response upon

the part
All this tended toward
one thing the personal interest of every
employe in forwarding the business. It
was moral and material courage to them.
And when we gave them to understand
that they would not be discharged for a
of each employe.

—

offense but would be given every
to state their side of the
case, we noticed a decided uplifting tone
in the staffs of our various theatres.
And since we have assumed this attitude, the line at the box office has grown
It has
and with it the bank account.
made our theatres, all of which arc located in the congested area surrounded
by Chicago's famous loop, absolutely
safe for women and children who have
been annoyed in the past by pernicious
trivial

opportunity

morons.
Our employes

not stand for discourtesy to a patron and God help the
will

"feeler"

who attempts

pastime

in

Jones,

a

his

Linick

unspeakable
& Schaefer

theatre.

Thus the indigo blues can find nothing
for complaint and are forced to seek
more fertile fields. Just clean house;
make friends among your employes, and
you will never have to cry bad business.

Kalamazoo Film Men
Attend

Tillson

to

Opening

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KALAMAZOO,
Seventy-five

MICH., March 29.—
members of the local Ex-

change Club plan to attend the opening
on April 7, of Roy Tillson's new theatre
in Lansing. A special car has been chartered by Ben Steers and Harry Bassett
for the occasion.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which

Have Been Used

Exhibitors

to

Successfully

5y

Build Up Their Patronage

AARON

J.

JONES

President of Jones, Linick A Schaefer, who operate a chain of loop houses in Chicago, has
written a well-founded treatise on optimism in
the accompanying article.

Whitman Bennett

Is to

Personally Direct Next
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, March

29.— The next

Whitman Bennett productidh
rected

by

cording

Mr.

to

Bennett

the

will

be

personally,

announcement

of

di-

achis

manager, W. O. Hurst.
The
story will be an adaptation of George
studio

Broadhurst's play, "The Price."
First
National will issue it under the title,
"Love Is Everything."
Pauline
Bennett has engaged
Mr.
Starke and Percy Marmont for the leadThis is Mr. Bennett's first
ing roles.
experience as a director and he will have
the assistance of

Edward Brophy

as co-

director.

Theatre Site Acquired
By Denver Corporation
(Special to F.xhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COLO., March

29.— Den-

ver Theatre and Amusement Company,
lessee of the Iris theatre at Eighteenth
and Curtis streets, has purchased the
property and an adjoining building on
the east. President J. M. Silcox of the
that a new house
be erected in the future. The transaction
represents
an
exoenditure of

company announces

will

By W.

LLOYD BEEBE

(Manager, Opera House,
Manito, 111.)
I

believe

thing that

I

have learned some-

may

be of benefit to

town exhibitors

a knockout and you don't have
to advertise future play titles so
strong.
Make good use of the

now

Consult your reviews in Exhibitors Herald. Then get out
a few Heralds and see what picture in your contract of this
particular star is going over best
by consulting the "What the Picture Did for Me" department.
Get the star started off with

Bert

in

a single star contract.

the house any time.
the other hand, I started
Lytell off in "Lombardi,

she

On

fills

Ltd.," and to flash his name on
the screen meant keeping some

people

good

away
in

Defer Censor Hearing
(From

For instance, I played Alice
Lake first in "Shore Acres'' and

booking

small

name.

star's

$148,000.

until

"Alias

he

finally

Jimmy Valenright

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, March

29.—The New
the motion

York Legislature hearing on

picture censor bill has been postponed
to the afternoon of April 6. William A.

Brady and Gabriel Hess
the

will

represent

National Association.

Aaron Jones

made

tine."

Get your stars started
and good luck to you

NEW

(From

NEW

in

N. Y.

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

March

29.— Aaron

Jones of Chicago and Jules Mastbaum
of Philadelphia are looking the town
over without a thought of business
cares.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING

Th eatre Thought
F. E. LYMAN, preparing a history of Iowa's part

to
picture called "Christopher Columbus"
AMOTION
be exhibited in Manchester, England, with a chorus of

COL.

accompaniment. The bare
is
rich in suggestion. Every
venture
report of the proposed
exhibitor will be interested in the outcome.
Vocal accompaniment has been used effectively with a

in the

is

fifty voices in interpretative

number of pictures in this country, Universal's "Once to
Every Woman" and Goldwyn's "Madame X" being outstanding examples, but in no case has an entire production
been presented in this manner.
The proposition has great possibilities. An experiment
with a short length production, such as Selznick's "The Land
of Opportunity," for which a wealth of musical material is
available, should be a decidedly worth while endeavor for

any

exhibitor.
If

demonstrated practical,

it

is

not impossible that the

may be expanded

to such a degree as to add to the
present picture public a great portion of that patronage
which supports the concert and the operatic stage. Should
a test prove choral presentation only moderately successful,
occasional use of i- as a novelty upon which special advertising may be based will in all probability be found profitable.

idea

SCHOOL CHILDREN
many

IN

cities are participating

drawing contests held in connection with "Black Beauty," the
in

Vitagraph production.
display

Educators

marked willigness

to co-

operate in the work, holding that
the influence upon the juvenile

mind

is

Exhibitors

excellent.

with

regular performances during the
week of the run.
The letter
written to members of the organization included the information that a quartette of stable boys
would sing during the prologue.

That unusual combining

may

of

in-

duplicated by
other exhibitors who use the production, in addition to the school
terests

room drawing

be

contest.

The

life.

which

theatremen

brings

picture

thus

into close touch with those whose
accustomed attitude is one of
antagonism is good for the theatre, for the motion picture as
an institution.

IN OMAHA,

HE LAST

acknowledged

leaders in civic

NEB.,

WHERE

"Black Beauty" was shown at
the Brandeis theatre, Miss
Eleanor Dickman, an executive
of
the Humane Educational
Bureau of that city, conducted a
campaign among the juvenile
members under her direction in
which she urged attendance at

To the suggestion
that he exhibit the pictures to
the legislature, then considering
a bonus bill, he replied that no
place for the screening was available. A. H. Blank, owner of theatres throughout Iowa, donated
the Des Moines theatre, Des
Moines, for the purpose.
Exservice men of Iowa, who will
receive a state bonus according
to a late report, will not be ungrateful to Mr. Blank, especially
since the pictures may be seen in
other theatres of that organization throughout the state.

activities.

MONDAY AND

OF THE

Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur's Associated Producers production, has served similarly in
Students'
many engagements.
Fennifamiliarity with James
more Cooper's novel from which
the picture was taken has been
made the basis of essay contests
the faculty.
encouraged by
When a greater" percentage of
published productions give exhibitors

similar

opportunities

it

reasonable to expect a greater
freedom for the screen, certainly
a greater box office prosperity.

is

"Booster's

are

"Harvest
the

are thus placed in the position of

co-workers

world war, obtained from
sources motion pictures
showing Iowa troops in various

various

O.,

Day"

Palace

Fred

respectively

theatre,

S.

FRIDAY
Day" and

Meyer,

at

Hamilton,

managing

having effected an arrangement whereby $150 worth
of merchandise orders are given
to patrons on the days indicated.
The Palace theatre is popularly
with two important
identified
civic movements by reason of the
designations applied to the speThere is no
cial days set aside.
better prestige advertising than
such identification.
director,

ALLEN

HOLUBAR, PRO-

ducer of "Man, Woman,
Marriage," First National attraction, has prepared an "allegorical
symposium" for use as a prologue in connection with its
exhibition.

The

director of

any

familiar
with the
production,
story throughout every phase of
its translation from printed page
to finished film, is obviously the
person best qualified for the
work of fashioning its presenta-

Mr. Holubar's lead
should be followed by directors

tion feature.

generally.

K X
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MILES MINTER
MARY
the above
shown

appears

as

"The Little
Realart production. The makestill in

in

Clown," the
up is one which

may

be adopted without

alteration for street exploitation.

In pres-

number

of players

entation of the feature a
similarly

outfitted

advantage.

A

might

be

employed

to

II

(

B

I

T O RS

D^ OSCOE

H E

RAM)

Vpril 9,

1921

ARBUCKLE,

star of "A Dollar a Year Man," Paramount produclaundryman who returns laundry scented in accordance
with wishes of the owner
The above still shows the laundry set from the
picture.
Innumerable possibilities are suggested for cooperative advertising

A

tion, is cast as a

which local laundries should be persuaded without difficulty to participate.
Distribution of literature in laundry packages, wagon banners, display windows

in

and cooperative newspaper advertisements are amon^ the more obvious opportunities at hand.

The

more

top" stage setting is
easily constructed by reversing stock drops
and adding banners, pennants and similar

comparatively simple matter.
The exploitation history of
"Suds" should be recalled in the present instance and experience gained with

props.

that picture utilized profitably.

"big

tional

stunts

active exhibitoi

A

XPLOITATION

methods successfully used in connection with "Beneath
the Surface," "Shore Acres" and other comparatively recent productions
should prove adaptable to "Wet Gold," forthcoming Goldwyn production from
which the accompanying still is reproduced. Amateur diving contests, divers'
equipment for street exploitation, newspaper advertisements for "deep sea
divers" and publicity stories relative to the most recent submarine accident
"C

1

will

find the evolution of

sensa-

a

STILL from "The Opened

Shutters,"

forthcoming Universal
production, suggests a prologue upon a
darkened stage. Dramatic dialogue based
Edith

Roberts'

upon the picture may be delivered without

lication containing exploitation stories of similar nature will provide exhibitors

sudden brilliant lighting
an automobile or light
house searchlight accidentally turned upon
the windows of the room, revealing the

with ample material for the prosecution of a productive campaign.

situation at

are

among

the possibilities suggested.

Reference to past issues of this pub-

illumination,

from

a

off stage, as of

its

climax

April

• »

E X

1921

9.

H

I
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T IM THE PENMAN," Whitman Bennett production starring Lionel Barrymore and distributed by First National, was
J given its national premiere at the Strand theatre. Albany, N. Y.. where the style revue form of presentation was used

in its behalf.

The photograph reproduced above

gives a definite impression of the

magnitude

of the prologue.

99
Revue Features "Jim The Penman
Premiere at Opening of Albany Strand

Style

The opening of the Strand theatre,
Albany. A ) .. was an event of more
than ordinary interest.
The city was given its first view of
the new flay ho use.
.

industry

at

manner.

It

stimulus

is

in an exclusive
by their efforts that

large
is

given theatre thought, the

source from which progress and ad-

vance emanates.

The national premiere of "Jim the
Penman," Whitman Bennett production starring Lionel Barrymore and

The Albany Strand

distributed by First National, was conducted in such manner that other exhibitors using the attraction have the
benefit of a precedent in shaping their

success at

its

hoped that

its

the

to

its

It

is

to be

record will measure up

standard

period of

scored a marked'

opening.

throughout the

set

history.

presentation plans.

important

Tivo

and

Christie Comedy Night was recently
conducted by S. Barret McCormick, managing director, at the Ambassador theChristie players were
atre. Los Angeles.

interesting

(•vents.

Strand management
THE
upon
fashion revue

decided

as the most

a

guests of honor.
*

advisable feature for the presentation
of the feature.

A

A

photograph repro-

Fernie. B.

duced herewith shows the stage of
with the prologue in
the theatre

That

illustration

of attractions at Albany's

new

theatre,

such as should he provided
in every new motion picture house
of whatever size or location.
The
builders of the Strand proceded from
a knowledge of present day requirements to the natural result, production
of a playhouse which meet-, those
requirements.
facilities

nite

more as a defiof program material by

quantity and

piece

reason of the Strand presentation.

Other exhibitors

will

vantage of the Strand

making plans for
the

picture.

have the adprecedent

in

Exploitation history

is

picture productions subsequent to the

photograph constitutes ample descrip-

first

tion.

to

"Jim the Penman.'" a picturization
play with much history,
comes to other exhibitors less as an

of a

stage

run engagement*.

believe that

*

It

i*

logical

the present case will

not be an exception.

Exhibitors who thus establish working examples for the trade serve the

*

*

Permission was obtained from the Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania
in order that street car conductors or
Beaver Falls might sell tickets to the
Regent theatre showing of "The Kid,"
Charles Chaplin's First National feature.

the presentation of

one of which is
another illustration.
The

layouts,
in

lobby of the theatre, decorated to
resemble the main entrance to a "big

top."

unknown

largely a record of similar precedents
adopted by exhibitors using motion

shown

C. Orner,

the

from the picture especially mounted
were used in the lobby display frames.

Stills

The lobby advertising of the prowas by means of special pho-

duction
tograph

a part of the

manager
"King of
Ice cream
the Circus," Universal serial.
cones and peanuts were given away in
J.

of the Isis theatre, in behalf of

gives an idea of

hand for presentation

*

C, Canada, was

exploitation done by

progress.

the facilities at

*

circus parade through the streets of

*

*

*

Booklets made up of tickets good for
admission to the Empress. Liberty and
Bijou theatres. Missoula. Mont., are being sold by participants in a contest conducted by the Northwest Theatres Company to select winners of prizes ranging
from a trip to the West Coast with
mother or guardian, which will include a
term of training in acting or photoplay
writing and a screen test at the Metro
studios, to a cash prize of $50.
In case
of tie equal awards will be made to tying
contestants.
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The Sun

Devil's Ascent.

The

April

The Escape

Devil.

9,

1921

Mid-Air.

in

Satanic Stranger
Sun Exploitation
A

CCOMPAXYIXG

photographs show

cidents in the three weeks'

in-

campaign con-

ducted by an unplacarded exploitation representative of the Sun theatre, Omaha, Xeb.,
for the engagement of

"The

Devil," the As-

sociated Exhibitors production.

Details of

the sensational enterprise are given upon the
i

Pedestrians attracted by the stunt.

ipposite page.

View

of the

Sun

theatre,

Omaha, Neb.

April

9,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

front of the Sun theatre. Omaha, Neb., as decorated for the showing of "The
THE
tions,
shown at the
The stage setting for an original presentation feature
left.

is

43

Associated Exhibitors producseen in the central illustration, the

Devil,"
is

foyer at the right.

Sun Theatre Campaign
Is

"The Devil"
Exploitation-Presentation Triumph
for

the news columns and
distributing Sun literature

"There's a place for '{]' in the Sun.''
theThat's the slogan of the
atre, Omaha, Neb., an excellent one
but not relied upon for bringing busi-

cussing

ness.

news of the next stunt to be performed, came on the Saturday night
preceding the Sunday opening.

street

it

men

in

were eagerly greeted by pedestrians
who believed that the cards might contain

"The Devil" Associated Exhibitors
production starring George Arliss, was
made the subject of one of the most
extraordinary exploitation campaigns
in theatre history during its Sun theatre engagement.

Read the details which follow.
Study the illustrations presented. The
whole constitutes a showmanship
classic.

NN. FRUDENFELD, Moon and

director of
publicity for the Sun,
Muse theatres, controlled by the same
organization, began operations three
•

An

was obtained and the
man who impersonated the devil went
airplane

supplied with specially prepared fireworks.
newspaper story
had announced that at a given hour
the devil would christen the theatre
from the sky. Mr. Frudenfeld numbers in thousands the crowd that gathered to witness this event and in midevening the plane dropped the flaming
aloft,

A

weeks prior to the opening of the picture by sending out upon the street a

man in devil's costume identified in no
way with the theatre or the picture.

was abandoned

it

impossible.

Patrons drawn by the three weeks
drive found the front of the theatre

decorated as shown in accompanying
illustrations,

prepared by Ralph Gold-

of Harry Goldberg,
managing director of the Sun, Moon
and Muse theatres.
Within the theatre just prior to the
berg,

brother

screening of the Feature they enjoyed
a special prologue, unlike anything yet
used in connection with the picture,
written and staged by Mr. Frudenfeld.
Red foots provided the color background.
condensed spot lighted
the devil's face at all times.
Green
baby spots were located at the sides of
the opening and a stereoptican fire
effect was used.
The devil entered in smart evening

working

up

a dramatic
"All the world
is my playground, and human hearts
my toys," vanishing in a cloud of flame
as the screen came in view and the
picture opened.
Voluminous as has been the mass of
material received relative to exploitation and presentation of the production in discussion, no previous work
has surpassed the Sun campaign for
originality of conception or enterprise
in prosecution.
convincing testimonial to the practicality and profitability of stunt exploitation, the campaign stands out as a high light in the
exploitation news of the year.

climax, he declared,

at the

proportions that newspapers were dis-

made

guise,

ing his ascent after effecting release

Today

the opening

because of weather conditions which

book.
After stating that there were
"devils" in every walk of life in every

by climbing the face of the building.
At the time these stunts were used
a huge banner displayed the words,
Starts

parachute jump scheduled for the

and spoke lines addressed directly to the audience, seating himself
at the desk and reading from a huge

crowd shown in the accompanying illustration.
Again, he
was tied hand and foot, suspended
from the roof of a 5-story building
and released himself from a rope
jacket as he was hoisted aloft, finish-

to the Devil.

A

Sunday of

attire

tracting the

Sun," the theatre, not far distant,
being bathed in a crimson glow from
red lights put in for the purpose.
The climax of the stunt campaign,
which had by this time reached such

elevation of 2,000 feet

A

After a week of apparently aimless
wandering, during which much interest- was created, he began distribution
of cards bearing catchlines which gave
no hint of the coming engagement.
One week before the opening the
man employed, wearing his make-up
throughout, created a sensation by
climbing an 18-story building, at-

"Go

bombs from an

above the theatre.

N. N.

FRUDENFELD

Publicity director of the Sun, Moon and
Muse theatres, who wrote the original
prologue staged for "The Devil" and
managed the exploitation campaign.

A

to

EXHIBITORS
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Last of the Mohicans"
Subject of Indian Lobby
A.
(

L.

)rpheum

Johnson,

manager of

the

theatre, \\ aycross, Ga., dis-

played a showman's sense of values
when he constructed a highly attractive and in many respects unique lobby
display for "The Last of the Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur's Associated Producers production,
An ac-

companying

illustration

shows

1 1

u-

general effect obtained.
The ( )rpheum lobby is not one that
lends itself readily to the purposes of
the display advertiser.
Architectural
disadvantages hinder him and doubl

have been reproduced upon stages as
prologue settings, Indians have appeared in street work, and in almost
every engagement the aid of schools
has been enlisted with excellent effect.
.Mr. Johnson's lobby display adds
importantly to the general fund of
data

the disposal of the exhibitor
not yet played the production.
Combined with the mass of material
which has been published, the story
of the \\ aycross engagement will exen no little beneficial influence upon
future showings of tht production.
at

who has

One

windows assured
Paramount pictures by
reason of the arrangement effected with
the "Knickerbocker Press" at Albany
and Troy, N. Y
of the exploitation

forthcoming

Publishing Company
Dedicates Windows to

Paramount

Pictures

Newspaper cooperation of unusual
has

scojk-

been

obtained

by

I

larrv

Paramount exploitation repre-

Swift.

sentative,

ment

who

an

effected

wherebv

windows

the

arrangeof

the

Knickerbocker Press, with plants in
Albany and Troy. X. Y.. are to be
devoted to displays advertising Para-

mount productions upon exhibition
those

According
A. E. Johnson, manager of the Orpheum theatre, Waycross, Ga., constructed the
lobby setting shown above for "The Last of the Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur s
Associated Producers production.

discouraging influence. To
these handicaps Mr. Johnson gives
little consideration in his endeavor to
give attractions exhibited the benefit
of the devices at his disposal.
A cutout from the paper issued with
the production served as the hasis finMr. Johnson's lobby display.
is
Ii
seen in the illustration.
The lobby
\\;is arranged to harmonize with iliis
central figure, the general impression
being that of a forest scene suggesting
Indian life as it was lived prior to the
C( uning nl the white man.
less exert a

Readers

of

James

Fenimore

ooper's famous novel undoubtedly
were strongly attracted by this means.
Their attention was not only drawn to
the title of the play, in itself a worthy
purpose, but their memory was refreshed and scenes v isualized in reading the hook took on renewed vividness as a result of the decorations
used.
he production has been given exploitation of many types in various
parts of the country.
Indian scenes
<

I

Pew pictures currently available, it
may be observed in this connection,
have been made the subjects of origi-

into, the

and the

Paramount pictures
reproduced

ing concern

tion

possibilities,

the

production*

was

run thetre men for extraordinary endeavors.
Essay conttsl S were arranged,
school authorities were approached
with proposals of cooperative matinees at which children would be adfirst

in the

at

special

men responded

prices,

newspaper

readily to solicitations

for their cooperation.

As a direct result of exhibiting the
picture many exhibitors will find local
conditions more to their liking than
formerly. A single picture which permits of thus identifying the theatre
with civic interests serves a great purpose.
A succession of such pictures
doubtless would have the effect of securing the advantages gained.

One

instituted

accompanying

The argument by w

is

illus-

hich the publish-

into

was persuaded to enter
the agreement is not disclosed in

the

report

hand,

at

a

circumstance

which in no way lessens the credit
due the man who brought it about.
-M<n carry notebooks to
reminders.
Housewives use them in listing daily
purchases.
Hhers find them a convenient possession.
Pocket sized
notebooks on large orders can be obtained for a comparatively negligible
sum.
Circulate them among your
Once a week distribute
patrons.
new filler pages, half of each page
being devoted to advertising the
day's program. These will prove to
be more effective, perhaps, than the

TT~)1h

A

.

j

mitted

times.

at all

of the displays already

tration.

promptly singled out by

agreement entered

structive advertising matter relative to

Mohicans."
Published without
blare of trumpets regarding exploitathe

to the

windows of the Albany plant
Troy branch are to carry con-

showmanship to the extent that
has marked the career of "The Last of

nal

in

cities.

i

t

down

(

ordinary house program.
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Meyer's Treatment of "Kismet" Showing
Raises Hamilton Entertainment Standard
In exploitation annals of the past two
rears the name of Fred S. Meyer,
managing director of the Palace theatre,

Hamilton, Ohio, occupies prom-

inent

His works are the
showman, springing from

position.

works of a

cona thorough knowledge of existing
ditions and a resourcefulness and industry which bespeaks possession of
the essentials of success.
In his management of the Palace
engagement of "Kismet," the Robertson-Cole production, Mr. Meyer labored under disadvantages that would
have discouraged a less confident and
Despite handicaps
capable exhibitor.

on every side, Mr. Meyer proceeded
at
to make the most of opportunities
Accompanying illustrations
hand.
show hozv he succeeded.

THE Palace

was not designed
The theatre was

stage

for presentation.

built at

dition

a time

when

the present con-

was not foreseen and the screen

was located in keeping with ideas
then prevalent. In spite of this handicap, which all exhibitors similarly
situated will agree is a serious one. a
prologue was staged at the Palace, the
four players employed being seen in
an accompanying illustration.

was

also given atcooperating by
loaning valuable rugs and other furThe entire
nishings for the purpose.
campaign was in keeping with the
items noted and the known quality of

The

theatre front

tention,

merchants

Palace enterprises.
The house organ, excerpts from
which have been printed in this department frequently, carried a long
preparatory campaign. And the same
medium was utilized by Mr. Meyer to
publicly

convey

his

thanks

to

mer-

chants who had cooperated and to that
portion of the public which had responded to his special efforts in behalf of their entertainment by attending the theatre.

The Hamilton public did not rein the manner warranted by

spond

Mr. Meyer's explanation of the matter, and his tribute
to the production, will be found in
the "What the Picture Did for Me"
department of the present issue.
The condition indicated as existent
in Hamilton is one of considerable
though decreasing prevalence.
The
best means of correcting it is that employed by Mr. Meyer, a campaign of
education, expense of which is borne

efforts put forth.

by the theatre, conducted through
every available medium. The reward
is as certain as anything of the theatre
mav be certain.

Hamilton
"Kismet"
Prologue
Prestige
Endeavor

***

OTIS

SMMM

-«««T-

MOST KOTAILE SCRIM
¥MT EVER RECORDED
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"The Kid" Proves
Star Impersonation
Profitable Feature
Star impersonation as exploitation
is

one of the most popular forms of

current

theatre

Charles

Kid,"

advertising.

Chaplin's

tional attraction, has
lant

to

endeavor

in

First

"The
Na-

proved a stimuthis

direction,

several reports of such exploitation in

The

exploitation street car stunt presently popular as utilized by the Isis theatre,

Interior or studio set for a photoplay in which the Sun-Light

Arc

is

used as the moon.

its behalf having been recorded in this
department.
With the publication of the photograph presented at this time, exhibitors who contemplate exhibition of the
picture are given a concrete idea of
what may be done in this connection.
The photograph was taken in the lobby
of Proctor's Fifth Avenue theatre,

New

York, and was selected from sevsubmitted as showing in direct
comparison the exploitation representlithograph
atives employed and a
showing Chaplin and Jackie Coogan,
eral

Exploitation Street Car
Adaptable Novelty Stunt

"the kid," the
personation.

originals

The resemblance

is

of

the

im-

sufficiently def-

assure formation of the proper
impression in the mind of the person
who encounters such a figure upon
the street. Reports from widely separated localities prove that it is not
difficult to obtain imitators for the
purpose.
In view of the slight expense involved and the extensive territory covered by such a street figure, it is not
strange that the stunt has become
so popular as it has.
inite to

The record
tially

tion

of any

growth

essen-

is

a chronology of ideas. Exploitais

no exception.

particularly

bizarre

Occasionally a

example

stands

out above the mass, a concrete

illus-

tration of the general advance that

is

past and

is

characteristic of the in-

men engaged in advermotion pictures to the public.

dustry and the
tising

In the quick response to suggestions
based upon the works of fellow showmen may be seen the most positive
assurance that the motion picture thea-

bannered

That brostill '"in its infancy."
mide, tattered and worn, become the
butt of jest and pun even in the industry itself, remains a statement of
facts and should never be lost sight of
by the exhibitor advertiser.

and piloted over the streets
of an American city. The stunt, then
regarded as no more than that, im-

The theatre is in its infancy. It is
a thousand-fold better institution today than it was ten years ago. The

going on inconspicuously but steadily
every

in

department

of

theatre

thought.

A
for

street car

was

exploitation

recently chartered

purposes,

brilliantly

pressed favorably exhibitors throughout the country

A

week or two later, use of the dewas reported from Detroit, Mich.,
where cartoon figures were placed in
the car windows to give the impression
that it was occupied, a huge banner
vice

announcing

the

destination

of

the

party.

Now comes a photograph showing
the car stunt used for "The Branding
Iron," Goldwyn production, at Grand
Rapids, Mich., where it was shown at
the Isis theatre. Painted characters
indicating occupancy were used in this
case, also, and will probably be a feature of future applications of the idea.
That -the idea will be applied to
other productions and used by other
exhibitors in other cities throughout
the country -goes practically without
saying. That has been the record of
every good idea brought out in the

tre is

advance which has been made is constant in character and gathers impetus
daily. The theatre of ten years from
today will be several thousand-fold a
better institution than

The

exhibitors, the

it is

today.

men who make

it is at all times and the only
responsible for its progress as a
have demoninstitution,
business
strated to the satisfaction of all their
capability for the work with which
thev are entrusted.
it

what

men

T f ~)F A
Li^J->n

r,ic

^ atne exchange

in

co-operating
with exhibitors in popularizing "The
Devil," Associated Exhibitors proIn each of the front winduction.
dows of the exchange are posted
cards on which is printed "Call (here
is given the telephone number of the
theatre plaving the picture'? and
thev will tell you to GO

Chicago

is

TO THE

DEVIL."

representatives of Charles
Chaplin and Jackie Coogan employed
during the showing o£ "The Kid" at

Exploitation

Proctor's Fifth

York.

Avenue

theatre,

New

April
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Jazz

.

*

Band

Puts "Din"
In "Dinty"
GJAMUEL LESSEL-

^

BAUM,

manager of

the

Stadium theatre. Brooklyn.
Max Rud-

X. Y., employed

dick's juvenile jazz band, a

popular vaudeville

for

act,

the presentation of "Dinty,"

Marshall Xeilan's First Xational attraction, during a
four-day engagement.

Youths of the neighborhood heard the organization
and organized an amateur
jazz band in which tin pans
and
makeshifts
similar
served as instruments.

Mr. Lesselbaum

distrib-

uted candy to the amateur
organization and donated a

banner which made of

it

an

exploitation unit extraordi-

nary.

Accompanying
illustrashow the professional

tions

and the amateur organizations at work and at play,
attracting

patrons

Stadium box
cases.

office

to
in

the

both
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Greene's Double Campaign
Shows Exploitation Force

An excellent demonstration of the power of exploitation
was given by Fred V. Greene, Jr., Paramount representative at
the Denver, Colo., exchange, when he conducted campaigns for
"Forbidden Fruit" and "The Kentuckians," Paramount productions, in engagement simultaneously at the Rialto and Princess

Atlanta Theatre
Artist Sets High
Poster Standard

theatres.

The

theatres are located in close proximity to each other,
drawing from the same territory. Mr. Greene divided his efforts
equally between the two houses and attractions.

low

Above is seen the Rialto on the eighth day of the
shown the Princess on the opening day.
The force that creates the conditions pictured in

run.

Be-

is

theatres
so located as to be in direct competition is a force that can be
relied upon in any theatre emergency or lack of emergency to
make money for the management.

The lobby advertising

(if

ard theatre, Atlanta. Ga.,
with

general

tin-

the

How-

on

a par

is

excellence

of

that

newly opened playhouse. Examples of
the posters used reproduced herewith
give an idea of the artistic standard

maintained
Ernest

C.

also designs

artist,

who

settings used

and

Leigh,
stage

staff

nthrr material of similar nature, pre-

pares the special
the

I

toward.

The

material

lobby

for

care in preparation,

and the appreciation of present-day
advertising demands,

distinguish

works from the mass of material
ceived

in the

There

is

the
re-

average week.

something more than "rlash"
There is apparent

advertising here.

a keen realization of the
class advertising.

power of high

'There

is

evident

in

every photograph of the group from

which the two reproduced were accepted a definite object striven for and
gained.

Theatrical art. formerly a neglected
institution, thriving chiefly

because of

April
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the strength

gained by reason of

it

matter,

subject

through the efforts

its

advanced
of men like Mr.
be

will

Leigh.

Other showmen

Howard

posters, as they see the repro-

will

49

Stunt Exploitation Draws
For "Connecticut Yankee"

see the

ductions presented herewith, and the

Howard

creations of the

ment

will inspire

them

art depart-

to greater ef-

fort in the direction of better poster

advertising.

The Paramount
present

the

in

benefited

pictures advertised

instance

point of attendance

in

i

\

undoubtedly
re-

corded during their exhibition by reason of the effort put forth in their
It is no reflection upon the
department of any producing or

behalf.
art

distributing

a

man

company

especially

that the

work of

employed for the pur-

pose indicated should be rated superior to that generally published.

It

is.

however, a reflection upon the industry

and insight of the theatre management
that employs an artist for such a purpose, a reflection of great credit.

From

the theatre point of view,

pLoyment of such an

em-

artist is a highly

creditable enterprise.

the trade point of view, the

From

arrangement

is

but slightly less im-

commendable, for the inof such an artist's work upon

portantly
fluence

the general output of corporation art

departments

is

of the best.

"A Connecticut Yankee

in King Arthur's Court, " the Fox
upon Mark Twain's humorous classic,
was exploited by means shown above and below during its engagement at the Selwyn theatre, New York. Armored motorcyclists and grotesquely attired feminine sign painters will

special production based

doubtless be reported active in behalf of the picture in every
section of the country in due time.
The New York stunts provide a working basis for exhibitors who will use the production, one that lends itself exceptionally well to the more sensational form of advertising.
The armored motorcyclist idea is particularly good. It is
new and easily adapted, motorcycle clubs in nearly every city
being approachable in the matter of cooperation.
The sign stunt, in many respects familiar, may be given
freshness by novel costuming of the painters. It is stated that
considerable attention was drawn to it in the original instance
by requiring the women to mount ladders psychologically arranged and at psychological moments.
The influence of a stunt exploitation picture upon exhibitorial advertising is always a desirable one.
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"Kismet" Posters
Meet Requirement
Of Lobby Display
Successful

advertising

depend!

upon two essentials: the willingness
to work and possession of the materials to work with.
Much successful advertising has been done in connection with the exhibition of "Kis-

met." Robertson-Cole production.
this case the latter essential

available

In

was made

by the distributors of the
former by the showmen

picture, the

who used

it.

The reproduction presented

here-

with of the lobby display constructed
at

terials

attracted

by the rousing

Robertson-Cole's "One

Man

In

A

welcome accorded George Beban, star
upon his arrival in Milwaukee, Wis.

of

Million."

Elaborate Reception Marks

Beban Milwaukee Welcome
George Beban.

star of

"One Man

Robertson-Cole production, and on a personal appearance
tour in connection with that picture,
was welcomed to Milwaukee, \\ is., rein a Million,"

cently

shown
There

in
in
is

the

enthusiastic

accompanying

manner

illustrations.

cause for general satisfaction

report of that welcome.
Mr. Beban arrived in Milwaukee
for a stay of one week, during which

in the

time he appeared with the picture at

proof of the statement. The
work was present, and the mato work with were available.

is

will to

The crowd

Alcazar theatre, Birmingham,

the

Ala.,

The lobby display is adequately described in the photograph.
It is on
a par with others that have been used
in every section of the country.
The structure is made up chiefly of
cutouts from the paper supplied with
the production. The solid foundation
is of material procured locally, mate-

Ascher's Merrill theatre. Architectural
disadvantages of the theatre were such
that it was impossible to stage "The
Sign of the Rose." the playlet which

Mr. Beban made famous in vaudeville
and which he has given in connection
with the picture in Chicago and at
Other engagements in other cities.
Despite this handicap, Mr. Beban's
presence in the city undoubtedly contributed importantly to the success of
the showing.
The keys of the city were given Mr.

Beban in the form of a floral piece.
band paraded the streets in honor

A

of his coming. Crowds of the magnitude shown in accompanying illustrations

were drawn

So much

to the theatre.
for the advertising angle

of the event.

matter of equal interest to the

"Kismet" front erected at the Alcazar
theatre, Birmingham, Ala.

trade as a whole is the fact that
a not extraordinary American city
welcomed a motion picture star in the
menner reported. There is in that
spirit of friendliness an unmistakable
indication of a general regard for the
screen and those engaged in the production of material therefor that
augurs well for the future of the mo-

of such nature as may be obtained
without difficulty by any exhibitor
who sees fit to follow the Alcazar
precedent in shaping an advertising
front for the engagement.
But. the figures in the towers, and
the towers as well, are from the stock

A

tion picture.

Mr. Beban receives the "key to the
in the form of a floral

city"

Respect of patrons is the most valuable thing that a theatre mav possess.
Patrons are citizens. The institution that enjoys the respect of the
entire public is founded firmly upon a
basis which is not menaced by any
condition that may arise at any time.

rial

paper.

And

it

is

these figures and

towers that are most difficult to obtain.
Robertson-Cole, long prominent in
the field as regards exhibitorial advertising aid provided, gave worthy service in the case of "Kismet."
It is to
be hoped that the time will come when
all productions are accompanied with
material of like usefulness.
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Ambassador-Kinema "Passion" Presentation
McCormick's Greatest Work on West Coast

BARRET McCORMICK,

S

managing director of the Ambassador and Kinema theatres,
most remarkable success since joining West Coast showmanship
*
circles in his exploitation and presentation of "'Passion." the First National attraction.
The above illustration, showing the prologue staged at both theatres, conveys a general impression of the character which the entire enterprise assumed. It is significant that attendance recLos Angeles, scored

his

ords are reported broken.

The sedan chair exploitation stunt used in
other cities with the picture was applied in Los
Angeles with amplifications. A masque ball to
which great attention was drawn was pracconverted into a "Passion" exploitation
stunt by the appearance thereat of a young
woman attired to resemble Pola Negri as she is
seen in the picture, a crimson sash giving the
name of the picture and the theatre.
The prologue was staged against a setting
especially prepared for the purpose. The Marion
Morgan dancers, long identified with the vaudeville stage and otherwise prominent, were engaged for the work, a special series of dances
being presented.
tically

A
the

series of classical numbers were given by
of the company, after which the

members

"Dance of Life" began. Male dancers representing Lust, Vice and Wealth appeared upon the
stage, each engaging a woman dancer in char-

Seeming consternation followed as the background seemed to dissolve and
a figure representing the devil appeared and
joined in a weird dance which concluded as the
entire company left the stage and the picture
acteristic measures.

began.
;);

^1

f

Capacity attendance was experienced, it is
said, at the Ambassador during the week of its
appearance there. In view of this the picture
was installed at the Kinema for an indefinite run
and the house record is reported broken on the

day of the run.
Exhibitors familiar with the success of Mr.
McCormick in work of like nature in the past
will not discredit the statements made. The
first

first comprehensive report of his activities on
the West Coast, the "Passion" chronicle is of
exceptional interest. The trade will be glad to
learn that his Los Angeles endeavors have
measured up to the high standard of that city.
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Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Showing the trend

of

Adver tising Activity
NOVEL street stunt was evolved for the exploitation- of
"Married Life," Mack Sennett's First National attraction,
during its engagement at the Orpheum theatre, Scottsbluff,
Neb. The equippage shown parked in the Orpheum lobby in
the above illustration made frequent trips about the streets of
the city, always returning to the theatre. An inexpensive and
easily adapted bit of showmanship.

A

front of the Columbia theatre,
THE
almost completely concealed by the

Pittsburgh, Pa., was
vast spread of stock
paper, special banners and cutouts displayed during the show-

ing of "The Kid," Charles Chaplin's Firts National feature.
Theatres catering to transient patronage have found the pro-

duction especially suited to flash exploitation,
influence

upon

antly in

shaping the present

CANADIAN

its

stimulative

lobby display
THE
during the run of

Bremerton, Wash.,
"Outside the Law," Universal-Jewel feature, was less spectacular than many reported for the same
attraction but effective in a degree most accurately indicated
by the photograph reproduced above, showing the waiting line
in mid-evening.
of the Rialto theatre,

that phase of theatre thought figuring import-

trend of

exhibitor

advertising.

FINKELSTEIN & RUBEN,

showmanship

revealed in the display of the
Maple Leaf theatre, Vancouver, B. C, for "Outside the
Law," Priscilla Dean's Universal-Jewel production. Note the
especially attractive relief banner which dominates the front.
The drawing power of the whole is indicated in the line seen
at the right of the lobby, awaiting entrance to the theatre.
is

using "Black Beauty," the
Vitagraph production, in their Minneapolis and St. Paul
theatres, conducted a drawing contest as a part of their exploitation campaign. The horse shown in the accompanying
illustration was taken to various busy corners of the city and
the boy industriously made a sketch from life with the evident
purpose of entering the competition.
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two-part prologue staged by Clint Pedric. manager of he
THE
many respects." Vani y,"
tional attraction, was innovational

Belvedere theatre. Pomona, Cal., for "Passicn," First Naa dancer, appeared surrounded by handmaidens in the first
part, discovered that she was unbeautiful and was made beautiful by artifice, all players dancing continuously.
Light were
extinguished for a moment to conceal a change in setting which revealed "Vanity" upon a thrcne while "1 he King" and
Devil"
possession.
The
won
the
"The
fought a duel for her
latter
duel and beheaded "Vanity," which marked the close of
the prologue and the beginning of the screening. "Passion" has been presented more lavishly than the great majority cf pictures
placed at the disposal of the American exhibitor. Metropolitan exhibitors have given it the benefit of their vast experience and
resources.
It is significant that a nexhibitor in a city of 12,500 population shou:d produce a pro.ogue totally dissimilar to any
that has gene before and superior to the great majority of them in conception and execution.
in

BALLYHOO

which represented little expenditure and may
be used with practically any attraction was instituted by
John Arnold, manager of the Washington theatre, Sherman,
Tex., for "In the Heart of a Fool." the First National attraction.
A
-

^

STOLTE, managing

MILK

was designated "The Life of the Party" in the novel
manner shown during the exhibition of that production
at the Broadway-Strand theatre. Detroit. Mich.
Leslie F.
Whelan, Paramount exploitation representative, was in charge.

Des Moines theatre, Des Moines, la., prepared the settings shown above for the
Robertson-Cole production. The right hand circle seen on the drop used for the left
half of the stage was of scrim, masking until illuminated from behind a harem scene fashioned after that in the picture.
A
playlet paralleling action in the picture was given on the right half of the stage.
Mr. Stolte has been long identified with
the most progressive newspaper advertising being done for the motion picture theatre.
Some of the greatest cooperative campaigns in exploitation history have been results of his showmanship insight and tireless endeavor. That his talent is not confined
G.

•

presentation

of

solely to this line of

director of the

"Kismet,"

the

work but functions

as fruitfully in presentation

is

clearly indicated in the present account.
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Buffalo Strand Displays
Conform to Fixed Policy

Sunday

April

9,

1921
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Now!—

Wednesday.

Sc*

EUGENE
O'BRIEN
—
—
—
B
-

/>?

ROA DWAY AND HOME"

-

(

A

Ghrisiie

6omedy -Back. From The

Front'

»*i4

Bobby Vernon
]

E. O. Weinberg, manager of the

Mark Strand

terms.

That

lie

has succeeded

New

theatre, Buffalo,

York, has reduced the business of newspaper advertising to

its

simplest

producing a standard display of excellent

in

quality none will question in view of the recent compositions presented

herewith as illustrations.

Mr. Weinberg's daily space consists of a three-column

lateral,

vary-

ing slightly in height but adhering closely to the average indicated.

composition

specially

is

likeness of the star or stars

The
theatre

Kach include-

drawn.

is

Each

photographic or drawn

upon the current program

The

lettering never varies as to style.

signature

a

a constant

black background for the

though, as

feature,

may

be seen, the

CHAELES
F2 AY r:T
AND PHY
Vft
'1©

A Peppy

f

IS'

I

I

Play of Puppy Love.

AFSOLD

1

OYD<i'

,]

title

drawing

is

remade for each

The

display.

attraction copy is always

displayed in black against white and always in the light, readable lettering

vertising

is

not disclosed.

theatres of the
tion

is

its

entirety,

sented.

high

is,

none

its

known

Millions"

newspaper ad-

however, a policy followed by

chain and the

doubtless acceptable proof of

Whether or not
in

It

Mark Strand

set policy in his

all

Merriment

"Brewster's

seen in the advertisements here produced.

Mr. Weinberg's reason for adopting a

That Mint

In
of

crryCoBound of Mirth. ///NUMBER. PLEASE'''

On Deposit

the

success of that organiza-

At The

merit.

exhibitors consider the policy worthy of adaptation

will

miss the obvious good points of the displays pre-

In style, composition, general effect and selling power they rank

among

the theatre advertisements of the day.

$s$ss$$ssssss ssssssss

Q NE

cut supplied by

Paramount was

combined with type obtainable

any

Sundav

So

Wednesday—

A Ghnshe Comedy

Shuffle The Queens.

in

produce

striking

two-column display repro-

duced above by Stanley Chambers, managing

director

Wichita, Kan.

Added

to

above by Stanley Chambers, managing
the

^PRAIRIE TRAILS.

establishment

printing

of

the

Palace

theatre,

Test the copy by trying

to eliminate a single

word or

line.

April
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9,

Stunts

Delmonte Prestige Copy
9

Lists Theatre s Merits

Five cans of red fire were ignited on
the roof of the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, to give the sky a red glow at intervals during each evening that "Passion." the First National attraction, was

INSTITUTIONAL

copy of a quality not often
newspapers of the nation forms the
basis of the single column display recently used by
the Delmonte theatre, St. Louis, Mo., and reproduced herewith. Not the least notable accomplishment scored is in the use of verse without the usual
and all but unavoidable detrimental effect.
found

in the

shown.

DELMONTE

It is possible to

it

—

*

Thcaicr

copy similarly composed.

Then consider

the points scored in the comparatively

tluw

r

Ml

^*L- anon

personation contests recently conducted
Cleveland, O.
* * *
"Jazz Night" has become a weekly feature at the Garfield theatre, Chicago, a
feature production and a single-reel comedy being followed by a jazz orchestra in
clown suits upon the stage in an act
which lasts 25 minutes. "The people like
it," reports Charles H. Ryan, manager,
"and it draws the crowds,"

floor

rcixieiTOD> for pasting tunc. >oa*U find
motion pfe* t uro
th i>

few words

>hnov.

used.
*

*

The

first

*

paragraph, headed "The Theatre."

|

Service 4)

gives interesting figures relative to the size of the

The

house.

figures

are

sufficiently

*
..'X'

The second

no less suitable for advertising purposes, and the 28 words displayed in such manner as to seem even less than
that

number

drive

home

A> K

11

and

Mam.

subject. "Service," is

"mysterious stranger" campaign was
conducted by Hal Olver, Goldwyn ex-

*o«

thank vou.
tM n_- \

aitd in

x

•ron'rf

wj \

the
lo

tri.vl-

theatre

f«***l

a definite impression of the

Fred

deftly brought out.

is

which go to make up the general
entertainment are briefly but attractively mentioned
in the last paragraph, the program factor of greatest importance occupying the position of logical

The

factors

3

m.

(he
,i

«-*!-"•-

synchro led

>

makr

bla«-*

-k> f*t.

i'j.jl

mc

Chief

to

Os-Ko-Mon, late of the cast of
was employed by the

"Hitchy-Koo,"

s native [Tt*u

Muse

theatre,

Tourneur's

important to note that the current feature
is not mentioned until the reader has
been duly impressed with the general desirability
of the theatre as an entertainment institution. With

*

pro-

•

Edward L. Hyman, managing director
the Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y., employsd a woman dancer who

itH

C*f.

th»

films

wo

tan

V>

bot
boj

sui-Pl

:

;i|«rrr>.

-

impersonated Charles Chaplin

in a prologue for "The Kid," his First National
production, staged the week before the

voirctl

datk er.

sa>

-m ibr pr cram

jim*

-ht*nti cai-ft

engagement.

da >

*

H|(.I\MV(.
Tt>MoftK<>\Y

these points definitely scored the reader

is

*

*

Six red cutout hearts affixed to a rod
in such manner that they were made to
seem syncopatedly agitated were displayed above the marquis of the Bijou
theatre. Richmond, Va., during the showing of Goldwyn's "The Girl With the

placed

frame of mind. The
is firmly implanted

thought of attending the theatre

when

Producers

Associated

of

It is

a pleasantly anticipatory

Neb., to give his

duction.

*

attraction

in

Omaha

"Dance of the Senses" as a prologue to
"The Last of the Mohicans," Maurice
*

*

of

Meyer, managing director of

S.

climax.
*

behalf

the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., has distributed as a house organ insert a red
card upon which is printed a parody
upon
presently
the
popular
song,
"O-HI-O," bringing out the fact that
President Harding is from that state.
* * *

and

air.

hVm
hlanv

in

when

that attraction was shown at the Alhambra theatre,
drawing
Canton, O., the stunt
voluminous
newspaper publicity and one two-column
illustration
showing the crowds attracted.
* * *

you'll

norm-

at

representative,

"Prisoners of Love,"

siUim.

i,

-

jiffy

-how n

Ik*

ploitation

-*bt-"U

JM

in

*.>a. Sir.

'

courtesy accorded Delmonte patrons.

Music, popularly considered second only to the
motion picture in importance, is properly made the
subject of the next paragraph, and the fact that
both ragtime and classical music is played at the

*

*

A

imposing to

constitute an advertising asset.

*

in

»o
>ULge
OiousAfaJ

from
-

.

*

Costumes discarded by motion picture
stars were offered as prizes in star im-

without dropping into the

metrical intonation which ordinarily destroys the
effect of

Scout bugler drew attention to
which carried huge banners

announcing "The Sin That Was His,"
Selznick production, during its run at the
LaSalle theatre, South Bend, Ind.

the

as set forth in the reproduction.

read

A Boy

a street car

.i

Read the copy

jo

this portion of the display is reached.

Jazz Heart."

The announcement

of

the

feature

*

attraction

Harold Wendt,

then has the advantage of the excellent impression
already implanted. No especially strong selling argu-

ment

is

required to convince the prospective patron

that an evening at the

% IS

THE WAY

Delmonte should prove a S wikftATT

highly enjoyable one.

MOORE

A

o
*vall
vfory jNnii

Goldman, general manager of the
theatres controlled by the Famous Players Missouri
Corporation has contributed many important works
\\ illiam

The
among

i

»»

cTTKlii.

am

TumF1HFI. CI WTiiN
i

big line reading "Good Things in Store
for Rivoli Patrons."
*

"Old

Dad"

and

*

*

"Mamma's

First National attractions,

Herbert

I',

mr'

H.

Johnson,

Affair,"

were used by

manager

of the
theatre. Lafayette. Ind., on successive Mondays for "Fathers' Night" and
"Mothers' Night," a protracted campaign
of human interest copy and special supplementary entertainment being used to
advertise the events.

Luna

A Firunuun(

executive

..i

to the general fund of theatre advertising data.

present enterprise deserves prominent place
them.

*

of the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O., publishes a monthly blotter upon one side
of which are set forth in calendar tabulation the attractions of the period, the

i

Oil*

I

"

*

advertising

•

E X H
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Joel

Interested

Is

In Fine Arts City
Well Known Exhibitor to
Aid Jacksonville in
Being Film City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

U KSONVILLE,

FLA., March 29.—
of two downtown theatres here and head of a chain
of motion picture theatres in the South,
has announced his intention of becoming
I

L.

D.

proprietor

Joel,

with Fine Arts Picand Fine Arts City, the mo-

associated

actively

tures, Inc.,

tion picture production center
Joseph E. Johnston.

at

Camp

Is Financially Interested

Mr. Joel announced the purchase of
substantial bloek of common stock

a
in

this enterprise and declared it his intention of "going along with the proposition
which will make Jacksonville one of the

motion picture production cen-

greatest

ters in the world."
"I realize what the

The
ANGELES, March
LOS
good" comedies which are being
29.

of the series of two reel "Scatterpicturized from Clarence Buddington

first

Kelland stories by Edna Schley, and which will be published immediately
by Irving M. Lesser through Western Pictures Exploitation Company, is
called "Scattergood Makes a Match." William H. Brown stars in the role
of "Scattergood Baines." Alfred McKinnon is directing.

Bebe Daniels Holds 100 Per Cent
Record for Bookings on Broadway
Her Fourth Star Franchise Production

Is

the Rivoli Theatre, New York, For
of March 27th

Showing At

Week

future holds for
Jacksonville in the motion picture field
if
proper
enthusiasm
and co-operathe
tion is shown by local people," Mr. Joel
said, "and I am confident that we can
and we will secure a generous share
of the industry here.
I have studied for
many years the inside of this marvelous
industry and I know it to still be in its
infancy.
During the last few years
1

have remarked wonderful advancement in
producing, as well as in the exhibiting
end of the business, and I firmly believe
that what the motion picture industry has
done for southern California can and will
be repeated in Jacksonville and Florida."
State's Oldest Exhibitor
Mr. Joel claims title as the oldest motion picture exhibitor in Florida, in point
years continuously in this business
He has been an exhibitor in this state for
sixteen years and has literally "grown up

of

with the industry."

Manages Garrick

Hasell

(From

Bebe

Daniels'

production.

March

on

fourth

star

franchise

"Ducks and Drakes," opened
27

for a

Rivoli theatre,

New

of this picture

by

week's run at the
York.
Presentation

Hugo

Riesenfeld gives

the star a 100 per cent record for Broad-

way hookings.
"The first was "You Never Can Tell,"
which was given its New York premiere
at the
1920.

week of October 3,
This production was followed by
Rivoli

the

"Oh Lady, Lady." adapted from Bolton
and Wodehouse's successful stage comedy.
This picture was shown at the
Rialto the week of December 19.
Present Third at Rialto
Realart's third vehicle for Miss Daniels was "She Couldn't Help It," based
on Miriam Michelson's popular novel.
"In the Bishop's Carriage." and presented
at the Rialto the

week

"Ducks and Drakes"

of February 20.
is

by Elmer Har-

who

originally wrote it for the stage.
Finding Miss Daniels the exact type he
intended "Teddy." the heroine of the
production, he consented to its presentation as a screen offering before producing it on the stage.
Part of the scenes in the picture were
made while the company was on location at Big Bear Lake in the mountains
As the story calls for a
of California.
scene laid in a gun club, a special and
ris,

thoroughly equipped houseboat was con-

structed at the lake where some of the
best outdoor shots in the picture were
taken.

Holt

Much

is

of the fun

Male Lead
and nearly all of the
"Ducks and Drakes"

complications in
can be traced to the telephone for it is
through the use of this instrument that
"Teddy," the heroine, nearly comes to
grief.

Supporting her in the male roles are
Jack Holt as Rob Winslow. "Teddy's"
fiance. Fdward Martindel, Wade BoteMr. Marler, and William E. Lawrence.
tindel appeared with Miss Daniels in her

Staff Correspondent)

LOS ANGELES, March

29.— Milton
Hasell has succeeded H. D. McBride as
Mcmanager of the Garrick theatre.
Bride has accepted an appointment as
director

exploitation

of

and Johnson

Jackie

Withesman

for

Long Beach.

at

Coogan Gets

Big Vaudeville Offer

first

Twenty-five hundred dollars for
fourteen appearances lasting about
six or eight minutes each is the

Tell:"

offer that Jackie

Realart picture, "You Never Can
Mr. Boteler was heavy in "She
Couldn't Help It" while Jack Holt was
seen opposite Mary Miles Minter in her
Realart picture, "All Souls' Eve."
Others in the cast are Mayme Kelso.

Andrean.
Elsie
Maurie Newell and
Maj. Maurice Campbell directed "Ducks
and Drakes."

Chaplin

in

George Beban. having completed a
three weeks' engagement with Balaban &
Katz, playing the Riviera. Tivoli and
Central Park theatres, left Sunday for
St. Paul. Minn., where he will appear
for three days, beginning March 27, at
the new Capitol theatre, and the last half
of the week at the State theatre, Minneapolis.

of

vidual star
has received.

The

offer

comes from the
according

B. F.

to

Jack

Coogan, father of the boy.

The
Los
week

Keith

offices,

Coogan

family

will

New York

Angeles
and it is expected that
for

Beban Ends Engagement

Coogan, co-star

"The Kid" and indiof "Peck's Bad Boy,"

leave
this

a deal will
calling
for
Jackie's
appearances on the big time vaudeville stages of Greater New York
at a weekly salary of $2,500.

be

closed

If

deal,

open

Sr., consummates the
Coogan will probably
New York tour at the

Coogan,
Jackie
his

Palace theatre.
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During March Stand
Tribute to President Brunet

a

Pathe Contest Will Not Be Announced
in April— Branches Report
Great Increase in Sales

Some Time

Until

When the doors of the thirty-two Pathe
exchanges throughout the country were
closed on Wednesday, March 31, what in
virtually

every respect was the greatest

waged by a Pathe sales
was brought to a conclusion.
"Brunet Month," when final results are
ever

contest
force

will

tallied,

stand as a great tribute to

the president of Pathe on the anniversary
of his fourth year at the head of the distributing organization.

Winners Not Known
the winner in any

No

idea of
four divisions
ing time, so
contracts, it is

of the

could be obtained at clos-

heavy
said,

was the influx of
on the closing days.

A week before the termination of the
competition there were indications that
there would be no "repeats" by the vicHowever, these four
tors in November.
branches came to the front in the last
week with such force as to place them-

"A Voice

Scene from

in

Frank Lloyd

the Dark," directed by
for

Goldwyn.

Review Board Issues
List of 882 Pictures
Aim

"Selected Pictures"
To Point Out Best
Films of Year
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

tional

Board

of

selves in a splendid position of "coming back."
As an indication of the wonderful refrom "Brunet
turns to be expected
Month." one branch notified the home
office on March 21 that it already had
more contracts than for the entire month
of November, and guaranteed to show
a 100 per cent increase over that period,
which heretofore was the greatest in the
annals of Pathe.

Reports Are Flattering
Other branches have made reports that
were flattering, and it would not be sur-

NEW YORK.

March 59.— The NaReview has ready for dis-

tribution a catalog titled "Selected Pictures," which contains a list of 882 of

prising if every office returned a record
that it has never before attained.

Conditions

what it considers "the more worth while
entertainment films submitted to it dur-

Opposed

allied

themselves most

Rockett to

ing 1920."

57

Sales

As
Winners

HERALD

S

fa-

Make

vorably with the "Brunet Month" drive.
In those sections of the country where
the situation was precarious for the motion picture industry, a decided change
for the better set in during March. This
was particularly true in the automobile

manufacturing districts which had
been severely hit by the changing ecoan-d

nomic conditions.
Boost Short Reel Sales
In

all'

probability,

it

will

be the sec-

ond week in April before the winners
The flow of contracts in
will be known.
the last week was so continuous that the
accounting departments virtually were
overwhelmed.
It has been very noticeable that exhibitors are running stronger than ever to
programs comprised in a large measure of
short subjects. This fact is reflected in
the increased business the Pathe short
subjects department will have to report
for March.

Donates Film
For Charity Purposes

Griffith

(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. March

29.

— D.

W.

Grif-

has agreed to show his latest
production, "Dream Street," under the
auspices of the Junior League for charitable purpose. The feature will be shown
on April 6 at the home of Mrs. Vincent
Astor. the day before its public opening
The Junior
the
Central theatre.
at
League's reception committee will confith

Mrs. Astor, George Gordon BatOtto H. Kahn. George W. Wickersham and Nathaniel Phillips.
sist of
tle.

Censor-Proof Films

to Censorship

not censorship, the soluslogan appearing on the
The idea is being taken up by
title page.
influential groups outside of the indus"Selection,

tion,"

is

the

as for example in Minneapolis and
Indiana, where in both places state censorship was defeated largely through the
opposition of women's organizations who
have become convinced of its truth owing
to the satisfactory results obtained by
them in cooperating with exhibitors.
"To use the pictures appearing on the
National Board's selected lists is to detheir
advocates
of
prive
censorship
ammunition," declares board members.

try,

Contains

The catalog

•

name

of

the picture and the producing or distributing company, the release date, number of reels, star, character and a desigsuitability
nation
particular
its
of
whether for the family group, for adolescents, for young people of any age, or
only for adults.
Those pictures especially well done are starred.
The catalog may be obtained for 23
cents from the National Board of Review.
One
70 Fifth avenue. New York City.
dollar additional will bring the monthly
selected lists, which will keep the catalog
up to date through the year. One dollar
and a half will bring both the monthly
lists and the board's bulletin of "Exceptional Photoplays."

"The

Film

Rockett

Corporation,

re-

leasing through Hodkinson, hopes to be
to produce pictures that will be
censor proof in case the incubus of
censorship be fastened upon the film industry, as now seems not improbable;

able

but

Complete Data

gives, beside the

With censorship threatening the industry Rockett Film Corporation
has issued a statement announcing in well defined terms its attitude on
the question of legal regulation and the course it will follow should eliminations be made in any of its productions. The statement follows:

in case

one of their pictures happens

to be mutilated by the censor's axe the
public will be told in subtitles added to
the picture just who is responsible for
the mutilation and just what has been

taken out.
*

*

*

are put under a ban a
herald will be placed by the screen at
each performance to explain to the audience what has been done to the picture,
and stills of the portions removed will
be displayed in the lobbies and published
in the newspapers.
"Responsibility will be put straight up
to the censors and if a picture be ruined
by deletion, recourse will be had through
the courts.
"A motion picture as released for ex"If

subtitles

hibition is a definite art entirely and any
part of it deleted must of necessity destroy the continuity, mar the tempo and

impair

its

unity.

"The Rockett management does not
believe that censorship is constitutional:
that any state has a right to create a
commission with power to impair the
salability of any commodity of commerce, and that is what a motion picture
is.

*

*

*

"To beat censorship
the Rockett company

own
only
pass
that
fore

at its own
will censor

game
their

pictures in the making, choosing
such subjects as would be likely to
and picturizing them in such a way
the censor would be powerless bethem; but prejudice, hostility, ignorand arbitrariness will be met with

ance
law and justice.
"The censor is not going to be permitted to get away with the avowed
purpose to destroy the chief amusement

—

of

the

people,

by the

people,

people of the United States."

for

the

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Deeper study and analysis and
ness.
intelligent selection and application will
go further for good pictures than a barrel of gold.
If we had done in the theatre what has been done in many of the
studios, most of the theatres of the country now would be rented as garages.
"Many of
old friends of the theatre
I
know they
have become exhibitors.
take the same pride in showing a good
picture that they did in playing a firstI
have had
class dramatic attraction.
them in mind often. I want them to welcome a Morosco picture as they did a

my

H

Morosco

play."
First

The

first

Breed,"

is

Nears Completion

Morosco

picture,

Wheeler Oakman

in

"The Half

completion

nearing

the

title

role.

with

The

Hugh
Thompson, Joseph Dowling, Mary Anderson, Ann May, Doris Deane, Stanton
Heck. Lew Harvey, Nick F. DeRuiz,

other

/0'

members

of

the

cast

are

Stockdale, Herbert Prior, Albert S.
Loyd, Sydney DeGrey, DeEtta DcGraff,
Kugenia Gilbert, Evelyn Selbie, Lenore
Lynard, George Kuwa, Juanita Archer
Charles A. Taylor is
aiid King Evers.
C arl

directing.

Immediately following the completion
"The Half Breed." work
on "Slippy McGec," the second Morosco
of the filming of

And here Morosco
feature will begin.
is reversing the usual order of things.
"Slippy McGee" probably will reach the
east in picture form before it has had
its Broadway stage presentation.

William Vogel

Management

— Mrs.

Michael Stadter, wife of owner of De Luxe and Orpheum theatres, Hammond, Ind.; Louis Gumbeiner, owner of chain of theatres, Chicago:
Mrs. Gumbeiner and daughter; Mr. and Mrs. J. Lasker, parents of Mrs Gumbeiner and a friend at the entrance to the film city where they were guests of
I. Lesserman, manager of Chicago's Universal exchange, who was spending a

Left to right

few weeks on the

coast.

Expects Morosco Pictures to Be

Permanent Feature With Exhibitor
Theatrical Producer Announces That He Is in the
Motion Picture Industry to Stay With
Definite Plans now Outlined
Oliver Morosco,

who

has launched into

the production of pictures with the same
energy that characterized his climb to

the

heights

"in

pictures"

ambition

is

the

in

to
to

theatrical

world,

Morosco
and permanent

establish

tures as a definite

is

His policy and"

stay.

pic-

fea-

ture in the exhibitors' programs, a fact
that has been emphasized by the contract between Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., and Oliver Morosco Productions, Inc.

Although
rather

than

Morosco

is

strengthening

relinquishing his

theatrical
and invest-

interests, his film activities
ments will be of equal importance. Here
is found one of the closest working alli-

between stage and screen.
Although already fortified with thirty-six

ances
of

his

Morosco

stage
will,

plays

to

be

picturized,
his con-

by the terms of

turn over to his film corporation
the picture rights on all plays acquired

tract,
in

the future.

to make the name
just the same in the

want

lignnicnt.

"I

'Morosco'

mean

business that it does in theatricals.
I am in to
stay.
"Our pictures are being made from
our stage plays.
are working with
tried and proved materials.
Each playthat
has been selected for picturizing
has been through the hard mill of production.
know, by actual experience, what we have.
While the stage
and screen methods of dramatic presentation widely differ, we are meeting
on the common ground of human appeal.
film

We

We

"Oliver Morosco Productions, Inc., is
not a mere use of my name and whatever advertising value it may have acquired through my years of activities
in stage production, I am in pictures
heart and soul now that I have taken
the plunge and we are adopting, wherever possible, the same methods that

—

I

—

in my experipresentation of the spoken drama.

have found successful

ence

in

•

Activity for Hodkinson
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, March 29.—William M.
Vogel has assumed active management
of the export activities of W. W. Hodkinson Corporation with complete world
rights exclusive of the United States and
Canada. His offices are at 1476 Broadway.
Involved in the deal are the productions

of

Hugo

Irvin

Ballin,

V. Willat,

Benjamin B. Hampton, J. L. FrothingCompany, Rockett
Film
ham, Dial
Brothers, Irene Castle, National Pictures
Corporation and other units.
Among the productions included are
"East Lynn," "Jane Eyre," "'U. P. Trail,"
"Kentucky Colonel," "Partners of the
Tide," "Keeping Up With Lizzie." "The

"Down Home," "The
"The Truant Husband,"
"Pagan Love," "King Spruce," "The
Breaking Point," "Blue Bonnet," "The
Dream Cheater," "The Broken Gate."
"No. 99," "Green Flame," "The Coast of
Other Woman,"

Tiger's

Coat."

Opportunity," and others.

Denies Griffith Will

Produce
(From

NEW

"BenHur"

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. March

29.—Jack Lloyd

of the D. W. Griffith forces denied on behalf of Mr. Griffith the printed rumor
that "Ben Hur" and "The Prince of
India" are to be produced by Griffith.
The erroneous report was to the effect
that following the completion of "Faust"
Mr. Griffith intended taking his company
to Europe to make the two Wallace
stories.

"Spending Jag" Senseless

"We

In Pictures to Stay
"I have not gOne into picture production just for the novelty of converting
a few of my stage plays into pictures,"
said Morosco in explaining his new al-

Given
of Export
Is

are establishing a friendly working relation between the dollar and art.
I believe in ample financial treatment of
pictures.

Art must be nourished but a

'spending jag' is as senseless in pictures
as it would be in cold, commercial busi-

Buys Cedarville Empress
CEDARVILLE. IA.—Walter

Petersen has purchased the Empress from H.
and has taken possesJ. Christofferson
sion.
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Morris
In

Rogers

Injured

Will Rogers received a two-inch gash
in the head while filming exteriors for
"Doubling for Romeo" at Jackson, Cal.,
while jumping from a veranda to the
back of a horse. The star lost no time
from work, however. Rogers, his director, Clarence Badger, and the members
of the company have returned to the
studio for interiors.

Director Reginald Barker is Hearing
completion of the photography on Rupert

Hughes' novel, "The Old Nest," which
boasts one of the largest casts ever assembled for a Goldwyn production.

Frank Lloyd
Rita

Weiman's

Comedian,"

is

9,

1921

"The Ace of Hearts" Put
Production by Goldwyn in West

An original scenario by Gouverneur
Morris, called "The Ace of Hearts," has
been put into production at the Goldwyn
studios.
It is being directed by Wallace
Worsley, who directed 'The Penalty." A
fine all-star cast has been selected, including Lon Chaney, Leatrice Joy, the
Sui Sen of Mr. Morris' first original
scenario, "A Tale of Two Worlds"; John
Bowers, Hardee Kirkland, Roy Laidlaw,
Edwin N. Wallack and others.
Will

April

to

Direct

scenario,

"The Grim

scheduled to go into pro-

duction in the immediate future under
the direction of Frank Lloyd.
Director E. Mason Hopper and the
company filming "Look Before You
Leap," based upon Thompson Buchanan's
stage comedy. "The Bridal Path," are
working at the studios, but expect soon

to

go to Santa Barbara again for ex-

teriors.

Anzia Yezicrska, author of "Hungry
Hearts," soon to go into production, is
in San Francisco, where she will give a
reading from her book at the Paul Elder
studio.

Oscar A. Morgan Given
An Important Place in
Lasky's Foreign Field
Emil E. Shauer, assistant treasurer and
of the foreign department of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, announces the promotion of Oscar A. Morgan to an important position in that dedirector

partment.

Morgan is one of the oldest employes
of the organization, having become connected with same about seven years ago.
He started as advertising manager in
Philadelphia.
He was promoted gradually to the position of head salesman, assistant
sales
manager and assistant
branch manager of that office. Later he
was made manager of the Washington,
D. C, branch and assistant general sales
manager at the home office.
He will work directly under Shauer.

Harron's Brother Plays

With Mary Pickford in
Her Latest Production
One

of the principal players in Mary
"Through the Back Door," to
be issued by United Artists in the early
spring, is John Harron, brother of the
late Robert Harron, who died in New
York recently as the result of an accidental gunshot wound.
Johnnie Harron plays the part of Billy
Boy, the role around which the love interest is built in the story. There is said
to be a striking resemblance between
Johnnie Harron and his late brother.
Johnnie Harron is 18 years of age. He
began his career as a photoplaycr in
his knee trouser days at the Griffith
studio in Hollywood.
I'ickford's

"West of the Rio Grande"
Almost Universally Sold
Bert

"West

Lubin announces that sales on
Grande" are progress-

of the Rio
ing favorably.

The

latest sale

on

ern comedy-drama,
is

starred,

in

was made

Westwhich Allene Ray
to National Film

Reelcraft Adds House
Series to Two Reelers
A new series of two-reel Westerns featuring Jack House has been added to the
short subject program of Reelcraft Pictures Corporation, and will be ready for
general distribution about March 30.
The first picture has been completed.
In it cowboy actors are said to give some
wonderful riding exhibitions, as well as

SHIRLEY MASON
in

the Fox picture, "The
the screen from

Lamplightfr," adaptrd to
Maria S. Cummins' story.

Hugo

Ballin's second independent
production, "East Lynne," which is being distributed by Hodkinson.
in

Educational Shorts Are
Popular in Philadelphia
Such a great success was scored by
"Hides and Go Seek," one of the four
Hudson's Bay travel pictures distributed

by Educational, when

it
was shown at
new Stanley theatre. Philadelphia,
last week in connection with a fashion
show staged in cooperation with a lead-

the

ing

department store, that the entire
is being booked through all of the

series

Stanley

theatres.

Educational

is

well represented by the

houses with "The
Reckless Sex," a Christie comedy, at the
Stanley; "Man
vs.
Woman," another
Christie comedy, at the Arcadia; "Ladies'
Pets." a Chester comedy, at the Victoria;
"Ouija Did It," a single-reel Vanity, at
the Regent, and "Putting Nature Next,"
a Chester Outing, at the Capitol.
leading

Philadelphia

this five-reel

Distributing Company of Atlanta, this
organization contracting for the Georgia,
Florida, Alabama, South Carolina and
Tennessee rights. This brings the total
sales on this picture to about 75 per
cent of the territory. On this Allene Ray
picture Ohio and Kentucky is the only
territory remaining unsold.

Turns window washer

MABEL BALLIN
Appearing

atmosphere and background
and romance. There
will be twenty-six in the series and distribution will be through the Reelcraft
and allied independent exchanges.

Hal Spector Resigns as
Result of 111 Health
Spector, Hodkinson representathe Newark territory, has been
compelled, under orders from his physician, to resign his position in order to'
take an absolute rest away from New

Hal

tive

in

York.
Spector, since his affiliation with Hodkinson, has broken all sales records for
the Newark territory and has led the
entire selling force in sales consistently
week after week.
His many friends
throughout the industry are uniting in
extending to him their sincere wishes for
a speedy and complete recovery.

Bennett Signs Marmont
Having recently concluded

his

work

"What's

providing

opposite

for a story of love

Your Reputation Worth," Percy Marmont announces his engagement by
Whitman Bennett for his next produc-

Corinne

Griffith
"

tion,

as yet

unnamed.

in

April

9,
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New Gasnier Ready
For Robertson-Cole
"Good Women" Is Announced
For Early Publication

By Company
"Good Women." the first of four specials to be made by Louis J. Gasnier for
Robertson-Cole, is announced for early
publication by the company. Gasnier was
the director of "Kismet."

Story by Sullivan

"Good Women" was produced from an
story by C. Gardner Sullivan,
acted by a notable cast. Robertson-Cole is expecting its success to be
a broad one, because of the fact that it
is
based on one of the most mooted
questions of the day: That of how far the
marriage relation is governed by the laws
of convention.
In this picture, Gasnier shows himself
to be a master of artistic background and
picturesque settings.
The production is
original

and

is

Greenwich Village, in Monte
Carlo and in various parts of Europe.

laid

in

Rosemary Theby

in

Cast

The cast includes Rosemary Theby.
who had a very important part in "Kismet," as well as Hamilton Revelle, who
was seen

Gasnier-Skinner
production.
Earl Schenck has a big
part in "Good Women," while Arthur
Stuart Hull and William P. Carleton play
the other leading male roles.
Other
women in the cast are Irene Blackwell.
also

in

the

Rhea Mitchell and Eugenie Besserer.
Because of its human angles, "Good
Women" has endless exploitation possibilities.
These have been noted by the
exploitation experts who have mapped
elaborate press book many
the wide-awake exhibitor
can bring this picture before the public.
These suggestions are tested for
their practicability and for the economy
with which they can be put on by exhibitors in houses, of any size.
out

in

the

ways by which

Styles

from

Silk

Show

Feature of West Play
Roland

W est
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Hodkinson

States 2,500,000 Fans
Will See Ballin Film in
Weeks
"East Lynne" Will Set Sales Record for Company
Says F. N. Brinch — Theatres From Coast

Two

To Coast Book Production
Record bookings on "East Lynne" as-

bama, Tennessee and Florida; a number
of Marcus Loew's theatres; the Poli
houses in Xew England; the Allender
chain throughout the Northwest these

sure it an audience of 2,500,000 persons in
the first two weeks of exhibition, according to P. N. Brinch, sales manager for
W. W". Hodkinson Corporation, which is
distributing this Hugo Ballin special.
"Hugo Ballin's Production of "East
Lynne' will total a greater amount of
bookings and within a shorter period of
time than any picture ever released
through our organization," says Brinch.

—

are only selected representative circuits
whose faith in our 'East Lynne' is amply

demonstrated by their voluminous bookings.
Also there is Foy's quartette of
neighborhood theatres in Dallas. Tex.,
which will feature 'East Lynne' day and
date for a simultaneous three-day showing.

Record Prices Paid
"Record prices are being paid not only
the bigger
smaller towns,

but

even

Shows in Dramatic House
"Some of the more important individual
theatres which will show 'East Lynne'

the
where the name of 'East
Lynne' means more to the average audience than in the metropolises where this
play has not been seen so often within
recent years.
This is doubtless due, in
large extent, to the appreciation by the
exhibitors everywhere of Mr. Hodkinson's firm determination to play square
with them by refusing to release 'East
Lynne' as a road show and by booking
it in our regular scheme of procedure.
"The Ziegfeld theatre in Chicago will
show our 'East Lynne' for two weeks,
commencing April 10, at a top price of
in

cities

in

include Jake Louri's Park theatre, Boston; the Goodwin in Newark, the Savoy
in Syracuse, the Isis in Richmond, the

Tudor in New Orleans, Loew's newly
opened Palace in Memphis, the new Capitol in Davenport and the new Fort ArmSt.

Other Chicago bookings already arranged include the Parkside, Harper,
Vendome and Julian theatres.

Winter Garden in Seattle.
"Even houses heretofore devoted solely
to the so-called legitimate shows are
booking this picture. The manager of
the Strand theatre of Shenandoah, Pa.,
noted our trade paper advertisements and

SI.

Big Circuits Book

"Many
have

booked

because of the difficulty in dating his
house due to the high cost of transportation of speaking shows has closed with
Other theatres,
us on 'East Lynne.'
similarly placed, will doubtless follow
suit, and are, in fact, negotiating with
us along these lines."

It

most important
modernized
this

of the

in Rock Island, the Strand in
Louis, the Ansonia in Butte, and the

strong

circuits
classic.

The B. F. Keith organization commenced
a sixty-day showing of 'East Lynne' in
its affiliated combination houses, such as
the B. S. Moss theatres, in and around
New York City, on March 20. Mr.
Moss has declared that in this production is 'the biggest box office title ofThe
fered to the exhibitor this year.'
Saenger chain in Louisiana and Mississippi; the Lynch circuit in Georgia, Ala-

Ann Arbor Theatre Sold
ANN ARBOR, MICH.— The Whitney
hotel and
been sold

Whitney

theatre property has

Whitney of Detroit to
Don Mclntyre, manager of the theatre,
and James Murnan, manager of the Whitby

B. C.

ney hotel.

r

avers that he has in his
latest screen production. "The Rossmore
Case," a picture as powerful in its appeal to film patrons as his stage play,
"The Unknown Purple," proved to regular theatre audiences.
The author has just returned from
Palm Beach where he took the closing
scenes of the play. Palm Beach society
volunteered to pose for groups incidental
to the story which in part is laid at the
Florida winter resort. A cast of principals supporting Jewel Carmen includes
George Fawcett, Florence Billings, William B. Davidson. Kenneth Harlan, J.
Herbert Frank, Riley Hatch, Henry Sedley, Lionel Pape. Grace Studdiford, Ida
Darling,
Ir.a
Rorke.
Lillian
Ashley,
Charles Wellesley and others.

DWAN'S THIRD ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS FILM

Martha Mansfield Will Be
Star of "The Fourth Sin"
Martha Mansfield has begun active
work on her first Selznick starring vehicle, "The Fourth Sin." under the direction of Alan Crossland.
Prior to filming the first scenes for
her production Miss Mansfield played
the leading feminine role opposite Eugene
O'Brien in the forthcoming picture, "The
Convict."

"The Fourth Sin" is an original story
by John Lynch and picturized

written

by the R. Cecil Smiths.

Mary Thurman and Monte Blue enacting
Dwan, the director, sits in

scene for "Johnny Cucabod."
the center foreground

a

Allan
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Russell- Greiver- Russell Will Have
Studio at Fine Arts City in
Russell-Greiver-Russell of Chicago will
have a new studio at Fine Arts City on
the outskirts of Fresno, Cal. The studio
will

open about July
director,

ton,

will

be

1.

in

Edwin Middlecharge of pro-

duction.

Stars already chosen for the features
to be
Hill,

produced are Jack Richardson, Lee
William Laury and Bula Leigh.

Big Space Available

The property

contains 150 acres.

The

screen with the

maximum

West

of freshness in

studio will comprise, be-

sides the studios and the necessary working buildings, homes for the directors
and bungalows for the use of the various
members of the company, besides which
the erection of a four-story hotel is contemplated to care for visitors, and a system of information will be inaugurated
whereby visitors may tour through the
entire studio in company with a trained

guide.

studio will have a floor space of 193,000
feet.
Within an hour's drive of
the studios are the San Joquain and Sacramento rivers, and closer at hand are the
General
high ranges of the Sierras.
Grant National Park, Yosemite Park, as
well as the Madero desert, countless vineyards, orange groves and fig orchards of
southern California are within a brief
journey.
Consequently there will be plenty of
fine locations available.
The open air stage measures 120 by
300 feet and the enclosed stage 150 by 100

square

feet.

Arrangements have been made by

new

studio management to utilize
natural resources of the territory.
They have effected an arrangement
whereby trick riders, ropers and champion cowboys are placed at their disposal

the
the

for use in pictures, thereby bringing to
the screen ranch life as it is in reality.

Will Use Public Buildings
The producers have obtained, it

CECIL

B.

Mary

Pickford's production of "Little

Lord Fauntleroy" will be directed by Alfred E. Green and her brother. Jack Pick-

who

together directed "Through the
Hack Door," her latest picture.
The preliminary work in connection
with "Little Lord Fauntleroy" is progressing rapidly, according to word from
the Pickford studio in Los Angeles. Miss
Pickford is in Mexico, where she went recently with her husband, Douglas Fairbanks, for a six weeks' rest. It is expected that the titling and final cutting of
the current Pickford offering will be
done in Mexico City under her super-

ford,

said,

The
cluded

first

in

name

to be given out as in-

"The Three Musupon which Douglas Fairbanks
the cast for

begin production as soon as he re-

will

turns from Mexico City,

Siegmann, who
ter

is

that of

George

will interpret the charac-

of Porthos,

one of the three mus-

keteers in this great

Dumas

story.

Preparation on the story is going forward satisfactorily, according to word
received by

Hiram Abrams,

president of

United Artists, through which organization this feature will be distributed. Edward
Knoblock and
Lotta
Woods,
scenario editor for the Fairbanks company, and Kenneth Davenport, who wrote
"The Nut," are buried deep in research
work to establish every detail of the picture as correct. In addition to writing
Knoblock will
the photoplay version,
supervise the production.

f

vision.

Woodman
is

use of any public building, bank,
hotel, depot, factory and private home in
the community.
As a consequence, the
twelve five-reel features which at present are under wav will conic to the
the

Complete Mary Pickford
Picture in Mexico City

1921

9,

Begin Choosing Cast for
Fairbanks' "Musketeers"

keteers,"

each one.

The Film Art

April

to

Equip House

PUEBLO. COLO.— The

first floor of
the newly acquired Rettburg building at
407-409 North Santa Fe avenue, will be
equipped for a motion picture theatre by
the Woodman of the World local lodge
which recently purchased the building.

Elinor Glyn

Has Praise

For "The Mark of Zorro"
In a statement in the New York Globe
Elinor Glyn, writer, declared thit Dougrecent production, dislas Fairbanks'
tributed by United Artists Corporation,
Zorro,"
"The Mark of
was in her opinion
the most delightful photoplay she has
ever seen.
In her article Miss Glyn says: "Such
productions as 'The Faith Healer' leave
nothing to be desired, and I think 'The
Mark of Zorro' is the most all-round delightful play I have ever seen. It carries
one away with its romance. And I believe

that

hold the
time."

romance truly portrayed will
world-interest to the end of

DEMILLE AND HIS ALL-STAR CAST FOR "THE AFFAIRS OF ANATOL"

3 \ % \

*

Left to right (standing)— Howard Higgin, Elmer Harris, Guy Oliver, Polly Moran, Charles Ogle, Theodore Roberts, Theodore
Kosloff, Raymond Hatton, Monte Blue, William Boyd, Lucien Littlefield, Clarence Geldart, Julia Faye, Paul Iribe and
Cecil B. DeMille. Second row (seated)
Lora Moon, Beu ah Marie Dix, Jeanie Macpherson, Wallace Reid, Wanda HawRuth Miller, Shannon
ley, Bebe Daniels, Gloria Swanson, Agnes Ayres, Elliott Dexter and Clara West. Seated on floor
Day, Ann Bauchens, Maude Wayne and Ruth Dickey.

—

—

April

9,
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"Black Beauty" Special Has Been
A "Self-seller" Claims Vitagraph
Company

Declares That in Case of Two-Thirds of
The Bookings Exhibitors Have Gone to

Exchanges and Bought Films
"Black Beauty," Vitagraph's newest
and biggest special, based on the famous
story by Anna Sewell, is proving a perfect "self-seller," according to the producers, and, although it is scarcely a
month since it had its initial public per-

of the characters in "The Light in the
Clearing," adapted from a popular novel and
directed by T. Hayes Hunter for the Dial Film

A few

formance, every key center in the United
States and Canada, with only four exceptions, has booked the special for early
showings.
Day and date bookings prevail in many
large cities, New York,
Boston and
Cleveland showing the largest number of
The
these scheduled for early runs.
claim is made that this one-month sales
Solicitation

Shown in Ford Library
An animated diagram showing how the
Colorado River formed the Grand Canyon
one of the interesting and informative
features of the Ford Educational Library
film. "Colorado Plateau," which will be
published through Federated Film Exchanges of America on March 27.
There are many views of this great
natural wonder, showing the rock layers
8,000 to 10.000 feet above the sea; scenes
looking across the great gorge and along
the trails which wind their way back and
forth down the steep sides of the canyon,
a distance of almost one mile straight
down, but a half day's ride by the trails to
the bottom of the canyon where the Colorado river flows.
is

That

addition to their reguwhom they can bank
for any good picture, they are getting
the additional potential patrons who
have previously not been picturegoers.
theatres.

lar

in

patrons upon

result sets a record.

Company.

Grand Canyon Formation

varying sizes, and the demand for these
follow-up towns in the circulation zones
is said to be tremendous.
In many cases
the big city bookings are for two weeks
or more, and a week's booking is more
the rule than the exception.
Practically every exhibitor who has
played "Black Beauty" is authority for
the statement, it is said, that it has attracted an entirely new clientele to their

Popular as a Book

Not Needed

The

In the case of more than two-thirds
of the bookings, the Vitagraph exchanges
have not sold the picture to exhibitors
in their territory, but the exhibitors, it
is claimed, have come in to the branch
offices and bought it
It is stated that
only in this way could the present total
of bookings have been run up in the
stated length of time.

fact that "Black Beauty" is a "selfseller" to the exhibitor may be accounted
for by the fact, Vitagraph says, that i:
has proved a self-seller to the exhibitor's
public, with its many years of cumulative
publicity back of it. its popularity as a
book in schools and public libraries and
among readers of all ages.
Joseph
Plunkett, managing director of the Mark

Strand theatre on Broadway,

New

York,

Within a week after "Black Beauty"
had its first public appearance, the bookings, about two-thirds unsolicited, more
than doubled the number given for any

in congratulating Vitagraph on the picture, stated that it opened at the Strand
in the worst snowstorm in years, and
played to the best business on Broadway.

During the engagement of "Black
Beauty" at the Brooklyn Mark Strand

In making her latest Paramount picture, "Footlights," a story of the stage,
Elsie Ferguson has broken a precedent.

previous production for twice the period.
Vitagraph declares.
Exhibitors got in
touch with the exchange to buy on the
simple announcement that the picture
was ready for publication. In one instance a representative of an important
circuit in the Middle West came East
to book "Black Beauty" for one house,
with the plan to run it in all houses of
the circuit if the original showing's reAfter seeing
ceipts justified the action.
the first showing, he 'booked it for all
houses of the circuit, and it has already
played all but three of these houses, with
successful results.

Until she started work on the picturizaof Rita Weiman's Saturday Evening
Post story at Paramount's Eastern studio,
Miss Ferguson had refused to appear in
pictures of stage life because such stories,
she believes, usually strike a false note.
In "Footlights," however, the story of
the stage has a distinct flavor of reality
and Miss Ferguson is said to be delighted
with her opportunity to play the part of
"Lizzie Parsons," a New England girl
who wins a stage career.

Vitagraph states that practically every
important circuit in the United States
and Canada has made arrangements for
Several
early showings on this special.
cities, comparatively small of themselves
but important by reason of being resort
centers, have booked the special months
ahead of their usual practice.
All centers closed for "Black Beauty"
are pinions of circulation for zones of

Elsie

Ferguson Will Play
Next in Role of Actress

Plays Important Circuits

tion

management reported

that in
school teachers
brought entire classes of children to the
showings. Manager T. F. Clancey of the
Capitol theatre. Hartford, stated that the
picture smashed the attendance record of
his theatre, and Manager Edwards of the
Palace at New Haven also set new house
records by packing in audiences of children at the matinees and playing to
capacity adult audiences at night.
theatre, the

many

cases

Brooklyn

The humane

societies

in

many

cities

They have
have endorsed the picture.
been a factor in building up the record
matinee audiences.

Buy Inn for Film Studio
E ASTON, PA.— Paxinosa Inn. located
on a mountain apex overlooking the Lehigh valley and the Delaware river, has
been purchased by Motion Picture Plays
and Players, Inc.. of New York City and
will be used bv them as a- studio.

Comedy First
Shown at Ambassador

Christy

"The Reckless Sex," a Christie, featurEarl Rodney, Dorothy Devore and

ing

one of the largest casts that has appeared
in one of these pictures, was the first tworeel comedy shown at the Ambassador
theatre, Los Angeles, the special presentation theatre under the direction of S.
Barret McCormick, formerly of the Circle,

Indianapolis.

McCormick already has featured

sev-

and is regularly using
Kinograms. all of which are published by
Educational Exchanges.

eral single reelers

Plans Maryland Theatre
RIDGELY, MD.— Albert W. Saulsbury

will

open a motion picture theatre

Maple avenue.

in

APACHE TRAIL PRODUCTIONS
.filming

at-

ABIT
Aftr ARIZ.
GLUDL,
/*l

£ale$- Office

2IZ SUPERBA THEATRE BLOC.
LOS ANGELE.T
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Educational Predicts 75 Per Cent

Of Houses

"Educational product in 7j per cent
of the theatres of the United States and

Canada by July
This

is

home

tire

cational

campaign
dent E.

1."

the slogan adopted by the enoffice and field forces of Edu-

Film Exchanges, Inc.
This
is under the direction of Presi-

fiscal

distributing organization.
The first exchanges were opened at that time in 1920,
though the entire system was not in complete operation until some three months
later.
However, the drive will apply to
all offices.
It
will include the entire
product being distributed, but will not
consider either new product or pictures
under renewals of contracts with present

producing units.
According to statements from Educational, its product now dominates the
first -run theatres of the country and especially is booked by every circuit of importance. This applies to every series of
every city of importance.
This campaign has been carried through
the smaller cities, but now the chief effort will be centered in obtaining bookings in such smaller localities as all of
the product has not been placed, and this
policy has been encouraged by the voluntary contracts on the part of exhibitors
who have run part of the series and have
pictures

demanded
Mr.

in

number

tour

of the principal offices, in-

Washington, Pittsburgh, LouisCleveland and Detroit.
Henry Ginsberg, domestic sales manager,
has in the past week completed visits to
the Boston, New Haven, Albany, Buffalo
and Toronto, Canada, offices and will
shortly leave on a trip to all of the other
offices not covered by Mr. Hammons or
on the Pacific coast.
cluding
ville,

Cincinnati,

First year contracts with all

L. Chester announces the'appointof Raymond S. Harris as editor of
C.
L.
Chester
Productions,
Inc.,
in
charge of the editorial end of both comedy and travel picture production, and
C.

ment

simultaneously wants the writing world

know

that

the pro-

ducing units carry first-run publications
of every series well into July. Announce-

a

Adams,

— Carl

as

made

editor

is

sweep of peppy

action,

and a big com-

edy scene as the climax. Necessarily the
pictures will be swift-moving farce, but
we are going to play for naturalness in
the characters, for the more true-to-life
the character, the funnier become the
involvments in which he finds himself.
cannot use incidents our single reel
is being crowded with the action developments of a real plot. And the fun must
start early."

—

We

a new Fox production, has
a private screening before
officials of that organization at the
York studios. The consensus of opinion
is that a truly great picture has been produced, with a theme so novel that it is
claimed that there is no other resembling
it in the film field today.

"Shame."

been

given

New

The
mett

J.

story of "§hame," for which Era-

Flynn and Bernard McConville

Its

New

of

Series

I'rizma travel, scenic and novelty pictures in color, 45 subjects, and the new

short

special

bi-monthly

10

issue,

subject
subjects

novelty
published

to March 21, are being handled by
dependent exchanges.
The complete list is announced as

in-

fol-

lows:
Specially Film Co.. Dallas, Tex.
Co-operative Film Exchange. San Francisco, Cal.
Supreme Photoplays Co., Denver. Colo.
Mid-West Distributing Co.. Milwaukee, Wis.
Federated Film Exchange, Baltimore, Md.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.. Chicago, Dl.
Motion Pictures Distributing Corp., Boston,

Mass.
Corp., New York. N. Y.
Masterpiece Film Attractions. Philadelphia, Pa.
Standard Film Service Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Standard Film Service Co., Detroit, Mich.
Standard Film Service Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
F. & K. Film Co., Inc., Minneapolis. Minn.
Standard Film Corp.. Kansas C ity Mo.

Commonwealth Film

Skouras Bros. Enterprises.
Creole Enterprises,

"Bali

— the

Prizma-Horton

New

St. Louis. Mo.
Orleans, La.

Unknown, "

five-reel
a
travel story of the South

Seas, is distributed by Harold H. Horton,
traveler and explorer.
"Heidi," two-reel
special in colors, is distributed by C. B. C.
Films Sales Corporation.
I'rizma prologues and special inserts and art titles
arc handled direct by Carroll H. Dunning, vice-president of Prizma, Inc.

Will Enlarge S. F. Royal
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.— The Royal
Polk and California streets, will
increase its seating capacity. Harold W.
Jacobs, one of its owners, has been in
the East obtaining suggestions for the
theatre.

improvements.

Fire Scare in

Bismarck

D—

Oriental in character
BISMARCK, N.
A fire that dia
and is presented by an all-star cast. It
but slight damage broke out recently in
opens in Shanghai, leaps to San Franthe Rex theatre here.
It was soon excisco and finds its final climax in Alaska. tinguished.
are responsible,

THREE PRINCIPALS

Left to right

the newly

ready to consider scenarios for single
Chester Junior comedies.
Harris says: "We do not want plots
that arc only sweet and light; the stories
already worked out are geared high with
reel

Fox Promise j Something
Big in "Shame" Feature

the rest.

Hammons Tours Exchanges
Hammons is this week on a

Chesters Want Material
For Hngle Reel Comedy

to

1921

Announces Complete List
Exchanges Handling

I'rizma

year of Educational Film Exchanges, the

of a

ments have been made of the renewal
the contract for Torchy comedies
which will bring twelve in the next year
and for twenty Mermaid comedies, twelve
Of wh'ch will be made by Jack White and
Lloyd Hamilton and eight featuring
Jimmie Adams and made by Astra.
of

W. Hammons.

Marks Company Anniversary
July 1 marks the close of the first

9.

Prizma Distributing
With Independents
by July

Be Booked

Will

April

IN

is

"THE MAN OF THE FOREST"

Gantvoort, who has the role of "Milt Dale" in the Benjamin B. Hamptcn-Hodkinson production; Claire
"Helen Raynor," and Robert McKim, playing "Harvey Riggs" in the Zane Grey story.

April

9,
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Two
Below — Mary
Minter

in

Miles

two scenes

from "The Little
Clown."

Pictures
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DIGESVPICTURES oftAeWEEK
HOW

is it

that the foreign visitor to our shores can

up so much information about

pick

picture industry within a few

we

are so close to

we

or do

fail

it

we have

that

to give

months?

the motion

Is

because

it

our perspective

lost

the close scrutiny these dis-

it

member having looked over
plays they are
ability?

If

now

the scripts of the various

booking, to pass upon their suit-

America are retarding

the exhibitors of

the industry which they "hold in the hollow of their

hands" they should be brought

to account.

tinguished writers from abroad do?

"THE LOVE SPECIAL"

Maurice Maeterlinck, the great Belgian writer and
playwright, \vho came to America several months ago
to

make

in

Photoplay magazine for April:
all

his thoughts

ments, are really formed from pictures.

much more powerful than
ideas of duty,

right

justice,

honor, luxury, beauty,

and

of youth and romance.

It is

with some well-staged

thrills

it

his

was made under

is

a

fine piece of

Every

way.

All

and wrong, happiness,

which are now being formed

virile,

red-blooded story

in the

minds of

"JIM

THE PENMAN"

will

Do you

America of tomorrow.

nourishment which

spiritual

produce the men

make

think the

now being lavished upon
men you want?"

is

the sort of

Barrymore an

idea vehicle.

stage

Whitman Bennett

a

It is

production directed by Kenneth

Webb and

the noted

and screen star has been surrounded by a very

The
and

it

keeping with

sets are in

concludes with one of

the best staged fights, in the flooded cabin of a yacht,

many

seen in

days.

"OLIVER TWIST,
Mr. Maeterlinck after viewing nearly one hun-

(First National) adapted

from the famous stage play of years ago, gives Lionel

the period of the play

will be the

Frank Urson and

work.

capable cast of players.

ideas, will, in turn,

and a pretty love theme.

the direction of

who

same

them

a

senti-

ideas concerning the goal

all

It

your children, are ideas implanted by the movies, and
these

(Paramount) presents

another one of his delightful stories

Pictures are

writing or speech.

one can see a picture and interpret

life,

in

a study of the screen, has the following to say

"All man's education,

of

Wallace Reid

among

JR."

(Fox)

important

is

current productions both for the worth of the

dred films reaches the conclusion that the greatest de-

fame of the Dickens story and for
fect of the

American made pictures

is

Only four of the many

weakness of the scenario.

saw were regarded

mod-

Excellent in every way, and a fea-

ern interpretation.
ture that should

pictures he

novelty of

its

the incredible

be eagerly anticipated everywhere.

and

as "worth while"

Introduces a young juvenile

one of these, which by the way has earned for

Harold Goodwin,

star,

pro-

its

who

gives attractive performance.

ducers more than three million dollars and was re-

"THE CHARMING DECEIVER"

garded as a great popular success, he found "neither
badly acted, nor badly mounted, but inordinately long,
dull,

of

heavy, clumsy, monotonous, boring as the sermon

country parson,

the

grace, without beauty,

its

without

numerous

and manifestly absurd and

this

situations forced

new

believes that the "de-

new

truth, or

awkwardly

that

thwarted by the practice which requires that

is

is

commendable" but

before a scenario can reach the production stage, must

love story starring Alice
star.

The romance

of a

lover during her husband's impris-

Attractively presented with good supporting

cast.

THE DOLLAR A YEAR MAN"
will

pic-

little

tricked into marriage with a foreigner,

who meets another

is,

tures try
it

young woman

light, this aspi-

toward the heights, which the producers of
to satisfy,

a bright, agreeable

Calhoun, a new Vitagraph

onment.

for ideals, for a 'message,' as the phase here

ardent pursuit of

ration

without

silly."

The noted Belgian playwright

mand

invention,

is

(Vitagraph)

(Paramount)

prove delectable entertainment for most picture

patrons.

Roscoe Arbuckle demonstrates beyond ques-

tion that he

is

a splendid comedian and

cent of the picture's value.

The

is

story,

weak with a redundance of lengthy

ninety per

however,

is

subtitles.

be submitted to the "judgment of the seventeen thou-

sand distributors, or agents,

who

hold the entire pic-

"EVERY WOMAN'S PROBLEM"

(Plymouth

ture industry in the hollow of their hands," which

Pictures) being offered on the state rights market

judgment, Mr. Maeterlinck

a feature that

feels certain, is not

always

that of the picture producers themselves.

We
his facts.

Dorothy

are curious to know, however, where he got

How many

exhibitors

and distributors

re-

is

was made about four years ago, with

Davenport

directed by Willis

in

the

leading

Robards and contains

when compared with

role.
little

It

was

of merit

present day productions.

WALLACE REID

HAROLD GOODWIN"

OLIVER TWIST,

JR.

(PARAMOUNT)

one of the
most popular Dickens stories done
version

of

delightfully

amusing feature that

its

previous screen interpretation.

because of excellent direction afgood entertainment despite
trite plot.
Wallie Reid and Di-

A

picture that should prove one

rector

manner

in a

entirely different

from

bookings of the season.
Millard Webb has brought much
originality and novelty to its diof the best

rection.

Important because of

its

intrinsic value

as literature as well as for the fact that
it

A

first

Harold

presents Fox's

Goodwin,

new

juvenile star,

"Oliver

Twist,

Jr."

takes place in the front rank of current
picture productions.

Translating it to the screen, the director has employed a new idea in subordinating the character of Fagin, the
crime chief, and has put the importance

upon the affection between Nancy and

Her

assistance of him is a more
ennobling theme than the stressing of
the thieves training by Fagin could ever
be made. It has been used in a way that
has admirably kept the atmosphere and
episodes of the Dickens story intact,
although it has been put into present day
setting even though the original version
was written to meet the needs of three
generations ago. It was then created as
a promotion of the reform of English
almshouses, and the brutality of treatment of the lad Oliver and his crippled
Oliver.

chum,

now

little

Dave,

arouses

fords

Frank Urson make
comedy team.
This

is

the

first

good points and the

picture's

THE LOVE SPECIAL

(FOX)

A modern

IN

a fine

production made by

hilarious
the chief point of distinction,
it suffices to say that Wallie in the end
wins the hand of the President's
daughter.

element

is

Wallace Reid with Agnes Ayres, Theodore Roberts, Lloyd Whitlock, Sylvia
Ashton, Julia Faye, Clarence Burton and

Edwards, make up what is pracHowever, the
must be, in all

Snitz

tically an all-star cast.
real honors of the affair,
justice, given to Director

Urson who has
extracted every conceivable laugh from
his script.

The

can be assured of the
this feature he will
not be disappointing those of his patrons
who like humane merriment. The exexhibitor

booking

since becoming a fullfledged director.
Prior to that he was
Cecil B. DeMille's chief assistant.
Mr.
Urson is to be congratulated upon his
directorial
debut which is indeed a
splendid piece of craftsmanship. The test
of a good director comes when he is given
a humdrum story.
In this case the director has embellished a wavering plot

fact that in

so skillfully with splendid light-comedy

CHARMING DECEIVER

Frank

Urson

incidents and melodramatic thrills, that
the picture as a whole is one of the best
in which Mr. Reid has appeared in the
last year. The story sequences are some-

improbable and at other times
irrelevant, but they certainly do entertain, which is the one infallible box-office
times

test.

The story is an adaptation by Eugene
Lewis of Frank Spearman's novel, "The
Daughter of a Magnate." Reid is seen
as Jim Glover a construction railroad
engineer who is the unwilling guide of
the President of the road. He performs
numerous heroic feats, and defeats a conspiracy, but as the plot is the least of the

which were photographed in
Yosemite Valley are exceedingly fine
and the cameraman is worthy of the
name.
teriors,

ALICE CALHOUN IN

(VITAGRAPH)

An

interesting,

with

simple

agreeable

story

told

A

very
with attractive backspeed.

good cast
grounds and excellent characterizations.
Directed by George L.
Sargent.
Here is a

star worth watching.
Alice
only recently come to the
screen as a Yitagraph star, is an ingenue

Calhoun,

who

really displays artistic possibilities.
In this latest of her vehicles she plays
with all the qualities that make screen

sympathies

The

depicting of Oliver's
tender consideration of the cripple and
his
heart-broken
parting
with
him,
make some of the most appealing scenes
ever brought to the screen.
The youthful Mr. Goodwin gives a
natural, easy performance in the part of
Oliver, but is rivaled for honors in the
excellence of the handling of the role of
Nancy by Irene Hunt.
Lillian Hall
makes an attractive Ruth Morris, and
considerable praise is merited by George
Nichols for that interpretation which he
brings to the part of the schoolmaster.
Others of the cast are Harold Esboldt,
Scott McKee, Wilson Hummell, G. Raymond Nye, Hayward Mack, Pearl Lowe,
George Clair and Fred Kirby.
The story is that of Oliver Twist
raised in an almshouse, ignorant of his
parentage. In early youth he runs away
from the institution and falls into the
power of Fagin and Bill Sykes, two
crooks.
Coincidence takes him finally
into the home of his grandfather where
the attempts to establish his relationship
are interrupted by a half-brother, with
the aid of the two crooks.
Nancy, who
cooks for the thieves, befriends Oliver
as then.

and leads him at last out of his

diffi-

and into the way of love with
Ruth Morris into whose home he is taken
following an accident. The end sees the
relationship cleared and the happiness of
Oliver and Ruth assured.
culties

Harold Goodwin, Fox's new

star, in a scene from "Oliver Twist, Jr.," a modernized
version of Dickens' story, directed by Millard Webb

KX

r>8
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Alice Calhoun, the Vitagraph star, in

success a certainty

— intelligence,

grace,

uncommon good

looks and naturalis altogether charming.
She appears herewith as Mrs. Don
Marston, a young woman who was
tricked into marriage with a forger in
prison at the time of the story's opening.
A letter comes to her brother Frank in
a Canadian hospital, where he is recovering from the war injuries, conveying information that the grandfather, who had
disowned the mother of the young people
when she married against his wishes, had
relented and wished the girl and Frank
with him in his old age. The girl goes
and is followed there by her husband,
of whom she tells the household nothing,
until he escapes from prison and follows
her to the old homestead in Connecticut.
She persuades him to pose as the brother.
Richard Walling, a good friend of the
grandfather, a young neighbor, falls in
The climax comes
love with the girl.
when the husband, in a state of intoxipoise,
ness.

cation,

She

makes known

the real situation.

She

is

brother

and comes to tell the whole tale. The
husband, pursued by Canadian officers,
takes his life, and the girl is left to the
love of Walling.

1921

The

known to fame as the inventor of a
"perfumed wash," finds splendid opportunities for himself while endeavoring
to protect the person of a visiting Prince.
As an amateur sleuth he is a successful
Lila Lee is the girl he captures
failure.

picture, while not particularly unof plot, is very well presented
in every way and will be liked by adult

despite

common

Edwin Stevens plays

patrons.

buckle distinctive comedy.

Jack McLean makes an attractive
brother.
Eugene Acker carries well the
part of the husband. John Adams in the
part of the grandfather is an unusually
good character impersonator. Roland
Bottomley, as Richard Walling, is clean
cut and exceedingly likeable, and the
part of Duncan, an aged servant, is made
The
impressive by Robert Gaillard.
story is superior to the star's last picture,
"Princess Jones."

M. Dumont, Winifred Greenwood,
J.
Eddie Sutherland and Henry Johnson,
rounded out the rest of the comedian's
support. The photography is up to the

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE

IN

is

the

usual

opposition of her father.
the father.
That
meat of the story, plus the Arthe

Paramount quality
to overcome

Cruze helped

(PARAMOUNT)
vehicle.

to

the

He

is

This feature proves beyond

question

Roscoe Arbuckle is a splendid
comedian whether indulging in polite
light comedy or throwing custard pies.
Walter Woods is responsible for the
story and the continuity and he has a
Even with the aid of
lot to answer for.
Mr. Arbuckle the story is not clear at
times. Another technical fault that militates against the story's merit is found
These are not masterpieces
in the titles.
of humor and besides they tell most of
that

the story.
And yet despite all these
things Mr. Arbuckle actually pitches in,
and with the aid of Director James
Cruze, makes the complete production
better than the usual farce solely because of his ability as a "gag" artist

supreme.

While the story will not bear critical
scrutiny the fact remains that most
audiences will find the feature acceptable.
Arbuckle as the laundryman, who is

James

LIONEL BARRYMORE IN

THE PENMAN

JIM

(FIRST NATIONAL)

Adapted

rescue of a weak
ninety per cent of

and

the handicap

of the trite story.

DOLLAR A YEAR MAN
the picture's entertainment value.
Lila Lee makes a clever foil for
the star.
James Cruze directed.

In a scene from "The Dollar a Year Man,*' his
current Paramount picture.

9.

two scenes from "The Charming Deceiver."

about to leave home when the
is discharged from the hospital

Arbuckle

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE

April

stage

play

makes

good

Barrymore.
Whitman Bennett production is well
staged. Contains stirring dramatic
vehicle

climax.

for

Directed

by

Kenneth

Webb.
Sir Charles L. Young's famous stage
melodrama, popular some twenty years
ago, comes to us again in picture form,

Lionel Barrymore in the leading
The screen version follows the
play fairly well, but it lacks the latter's
tenseness, and its vibrant situations do
not convince as they once did on the
This is not due to the manner in
stage.
which it is presented upon the screen,
but more because of the rapid advances
of both stage and screen over the stage
Of course,
plays of twenty years ago.
the absence of dialogue, as in all adapted
stage plays, is quite a handicap, as the
few printed subtitles employed do not
have the "punch" of the spoken word.
The sets are elaborate and in keeping
with the period of the play and the well

with

role.

cast renders Mr. Barrymore
good support. Especially pleasing was
the performance of Doris Rankin, as
Xina, and Anders Randolf, as Baron

balanced

April

9,
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Here was a strong bit of
Hartteld.
acting well put over.
There are many who will not accept
the play as a whole because of the unconvincing characters in it. Present-day
audiences demand realism in their pictures and the run of crook plays of late
years has brought out the finer points of
underworld life in bold contrast to that
of "Jim the Penman."
The story concerns James Ralston, a
bank clerk, who forges a check to save
the bank president from financial ruin.
The forgery is discovered by Baron Hartfeld, who is on the inside of a crooked
deal, and he binds Ralston to a
oil
twenty-year agreement to use his deft pen
Ralston grows
for his own purposes.
wealthy, with the crooks, but as he is
about to secure his release from his
agreement with Hartfeld, his wife discovers she has been the victim of a
forged letter and that he has ruined her
The best
friend and former sweetheart.
thing in the picture is the death fight
on a launch, where the crooks and Ralston are locked in the cabin, and he rids
the world of the presence of himself and
his fellow conspirators by cutting an
immense hole in the side of the yacht.
This scene is well acted and makes a
thrilling climax.

EVERY WOMAN'S
PROBLEM
(PLYMOUTH PICTURES)
Antique story with mediocre direction and badly written titles. This
feature was made about four years
ago by Director Willis Robards
from a story by Hal Reid.
This is an unsatisfactory piece of work
that does not compare with the average
picture produced at the present time.
The sets are cheap, the story is hard to
follow and the acting savors of the ten-

twenty-thirty cent

melodrama

days.

New York Notes About Film Folk
By

In a

praiseworthy attempt to bring this picto date the Plymouth Pictures
Corporation has had a new set of titles
written around the timely theme of the

J.

McGovern

reports that "The
all records at the
Broadway theatre, Richmond, Va.. last
week. Mr. McGovern is using a very exMac
pensive prologue with the picture.
has never been known as a hunter of wild
women on Broadway, so we are led to

Elmer

B.

Woman

The Mamaroneck theatre is to cost $150,000, and will be ready
for occupancy, it is expected, on September
1.
Richard S. Hayes, of White Plains,
general manager of the Lynn theatre, is in
charge and will personally supervise the
construction.
* * *

The Oakland theatre, which is being
erected in Rye. X. Y., will probably have

these days. He expects to show Broadway
a big picture soon and one it will want to
"Seay."

J.

Woman Untamed"

broke

wonder how he can handle "The
Untamed" so well.
*

its

*

opening September

tures are to be

gram

First run picthe entire proup-to-date as Manager

Charles Adams can make
*

*

it.

*

Loew's theatre, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
which has been closed all winter because
of renovations, will soon be ready to re-

The Auditorium

theatre in

in-

*

*

has been announced that John" Lynx
of White Plains, X. Y., who is building
a cinema theatre in that city, has also purchased property at the corner of Palmer
and Mamaroneck avenues, Mamaroneck, at
which place he will erect a one thousand
This is the second link in the
seat house.
chain of eight theatres which Mr. Lynn contemplates erecting in Westchester county
It

ture up

I

up

neck

to his

*

in

work

*

Exhibitors Film Exchange of Milwaukee,
of which B. K. Fischer is manager, has
acquired the rights to Herman Garfield's
"Parish Priest" for Wisconsin, it was announced in film circles here this week.
*

*

*

Jay Rescher has returned from the Bahamas.

Jay has been lens-ing the Ralph
Ince production which is now finished.
*

Mamaroneck

doing a great business since it changed
its policy.
First run features are shown
now and in some cases (not Caseys). such
as "The Kid," they are shown long before
they are presented in any other theatre in
Westchester county. Some times competition acts verv beneficially in Mamaroneck.
is

*

is

*

1.

shown and

be as

will

and Connecticut.

Charley Seav

*

The seating capacity has been
open.
creased by several hundred.
* * *

SPECIAL CAST IN

69

*

*

With the engagement of Vincent Coleman, well known leading man, to play opposite Anetha Getwell, star of Pantheon
Pictures

Corporation's

first

production,

Charles

Miller, supervisor of production,
who will direct this picture, announced that
the cast is complete and that camera-work
will begin at Port Henry, N. Y., this week.
Coleman has just finished work in "Such a
Little

the

Queen," with Constance Binney, at

Famous Players

studio.

Open New Grand, Benld
BENLD, ILL.— The Grand

theatre, re-

cently erected at a cost of $50,000, has

been opened.

WANT EVERYTHING THAT GOES WITH

IT"

women

in politics.
The new titles are
not models of correct English, however.
The story version in its present form
can be sketched thus: The star, Dorothy
Davenport, plays the part of a woman
Her huselected governor of her state.
band is falsely convicted of murder and
she is unable to pardon him. To make
more drama, she is about to become a
mother. By means of a confession, her
husband is restored to her arms.
The presence of Dorothy Davenport
in the picture is worth mentioning.
doubt if the picture will appeal to the
majority of picturegoers.

We

Colored Prints in Press
Book on "Mother Eternal"
"Mother Eternal," Ivan Abramson's
newest production starring Vivian Martin, will have a press book in which will
be incorporated in miniature reproductions of all the lithographs and exhibitors' aids in actual colors.
In a number of newspaper articles
stress is laid on the advisability of mothers sending their children to see "Mother
Eternal" for the great mora! lesson the
rising generation may learn while being
entertained. One of the exploitation suggestions calls for the enlistment of school
teachers who, it is expected, will agitate
for "special matinees for their classes,"
according to Graphic, who is handling
the feature.

George Beban

in a scene

from "One

Man

in

a Million" being distributed through

Robertson-Cole

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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First National, A. L. Gore, captain
Goldwyn, Maurice Wolf, captain, Pathe, Bill
Wall, captain; Robertson-Cole, A. R. Patton, captain
Universal, Bert Pollard, captain
Vitagraph, Charles Marley, captain;
Fox, George Haines, captain; Famous
Players-Lasky,
A.
G.
White,
captain
Dave Bershon of First National and Feild
Carmichail of Pathe are the leading pin
throwers with an average of 250.
;

;

With

Los Angeles

the Procession in
By

E. A. B.

;

*

*

*

of the many improvements going on
at Miller's theatre during the hours when
the films are not running is the installation of a magnificent new symphonic organ.

One

The many friends of Carmel Myers,
the Universal film star, are busy welcoming her husband, I. B. Kornblum, who arrived this week from New York to spend

Saturday night,

remaining in the northher mother who accompanied her. She is being entertained
royally and is making most of her brief and

ern

some time with his bride. Although Miss
Myers and Mr. Kornblum were married
in New York a year and a half ago, the
fact was announced only a few days ago.
The only two people in on the secret
outside of the principals were Miss Myers'
mother and the officiating rabbi.
*

*

Viola Dana
Hollywood from
few days.

Arthur

J.

well-earned vacation.
»

*

*

Zellner

*

*

office

is

again occupying

in

production "The
now being filmed.
est

*

Frank

Man Who," which
*

who

Elliott,

engaged

in

is

play-

important role in Metro's production, "Dated," starring May Allison, will
leave for New York as soon as he has finished
ing an

*

These

studios.
16 to 4.

The record
*

of the
*

Metro victory

is

*

Phyllis Haver, who was guest of honor
movie ball in San Francisco last

at the big

STRANDED

will

be

made and

issued through

series of Bayard Veiller proand the noted playwright is
most enthusiastic about the future.
*

IN A

*

Those represented

*

*

»

Frothincham, of

the Frothinghani
Productions, has just returned from New
York where he completed arrangements for
the release of his pictures through Associated Producers.
L.

*

*

*

Reports from the Hal E. Roach studios

were to the effect that "The boss is up in
the clouds today he's not seeing anybody."
Investigation revealed the fact that an eight
pound baby girl had arrived >at the Roach
home and that "mother and daughter were
;

doing

fine."
*

*

*

Reed Jones, managing editor
of Photoplay Journal, is in Los Angeles.

Charles

He

is

stopping

at

the

*

*

Christie

hotel

in

Hollywood.
•

Earl D. Shanks, well known in motion
Los Angeles and Holly-

picture circles in

•

Teams representing the motion picture
exchanges of Los Angeles have formed the
Film Exchange Bowling League to meet
in competition every Friday evening. The
season will last fourteen weeks and valuable prizes will be awarded the winning
team.

*

prevent any feeling of home sickness
for the Claridge hotel, which was his home
while in New York, Jerome Storm has constructed a replica of the Claridge dining
room as a setting for the Katherine MacDonald picture which he is now directing.
Every detail has been accurately copied,
except the food and the prices, which Storm
declares cannot be duplicated.

J.

Metro, a
ductions,

*

Douglas Fairbanks and Jack Pickford
added their names to the already long list
of those who acknowledge the supremacy of
Metro's indoor ball twirlers the other day
after a one sided contest at the Fairbanks

*

local lectures.

his part in the picture.
*

*

including educational films in the regular
school program, are holding meetings this
week in Los Angeles, San Diego and Santa
Barbara, with F. S. Wythe, head of the
California producing organization, which
made "Film Lessons," the first educational
films adapted to class room instruction.
Lecturers on "Film Lessons" will begin
the work this week of adapting the films to
text books and methods of instruction.
Wythe is expected to arrive this week at
the Hotel Clark, preparatory to giving

*
is

*

Leading California educators, having determined to be the first to take the step of

the Metro Hollywood scenario
department, after a year's absence spent
in New York as a member of the company's eastern studio scenario department.
Before leaving New York, Mr. Zellner
completed the script for Bert Lytell's new-

an

*

celebrated song writer,
jazz expert and composer of popular music,
has written a song in honor of Mack Sennett's forthcoming production "Molly-O",
the star of which is to be Mabel Normand.
The song is titled "Molly-O" and exploits
the beauty of person and charm of manner
of the heroine of the plot.

expected to return to
New York within the next

*

To

Art Hickman,

is

*

is

metropolis with

in

the lineup are

TANK TOWN

wood, sailed on Saturday for Europe. He
is one of the first delegation of motion picture executives to be sent abroad by Hiram
Abrams, president of the United Artists
Corporation to look after the distribution of
the "Big Four" product in England and on
In the new orthe Continent in general.
ganization which will operate the artists'
distributing offices in London, Birmingham,
Leeds, Glasgow and Cardiff, Mr. Shanks
Mr.
will occupy the position of treasurer.
Shanks was formerly connected with the
exan
Mary Pickford Film Corporation in
He was accompanied
ecutive capacity.
abroad by his wife, who is known in picShe has
ture circles as Pauline Pulliam.
been offered a contract to play in English
Prior to her marriage, she
productions.
appeared with practically all the leading
stars producing in and around Hollywood.
*

*

*

Abraham Lehr,

vice-president of Goldwyn Pictures, has a soft spot in his heart
for the ladies. He picked up his paper and
found that Queen Marie of Roumania contemplated a trip to America and is quite
as eager as any school girl to see the inside
of a big motion picture studio. Immediately,
Mr. Lehr forgot all about breakfast and
rushed out to cable to Queen Marie. The
communication invited her to come to Los
Angeles where the key to the Goldwyn
studio will be turned over to her and the

whole organization placed

at her

command.

Will Write Bray Titles
has been officially announced by
Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs that on and
It

Opening scene from "The Smart Sex," the new Universal

feature starring

Eva Novak.

after April 1 the titles for these short
subjects' will be written by Katharine
Hilliker.
Jack Eaton, who is in charge
of promotion and sales of this branch
of Goldwyn's activities, will edit them.

April
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cent satisfaction in all phases, photography, star and play. George E. Taylor,

American

—

Slam-Bang Jim, with William

Russell.
a reissue, but better than some
of the new ones.
Russell a money
maker. T. E. Walton, National theatre,
New Bedford, Mass. Neighborhood pat-

— This

is

—

—

—

duction.
100 per cent picture, but posters
are all wrong.
Drove away business.
Pleased those who saw it. A. H. McCarthy, Mildred theatre, Barnesville, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

ronage.

The Honey Bee, with

a special cast.
Ninety per cent picture.
If you want
men, advertise Kid McCoy in a fourThe fight is very good.
round bout.
advertised picture would appeal to
ladies.
Did a big business on second
day. William Thacher, Royal theatre,

—

DINTY,
duction.

We

Kans.

Associated Producers
The Last

of the Mohicans, a Maurice
production. Wonderful his-

Tourneur

—

Acting of Barbara Bedford brought admiring comments from
everyone.
Good picture to handle in
conjunction with schools. E. A. Baradel,
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H. Ince
production. Was afraid of this account
of adverse reviews, but found it a fair
picture.
J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum
theatre, Maquoketa, la.
Critical patron-

—

—

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Played two days

—

business.
Made tie-up with
schools.
Fine picture and patrons well
pleased, but you must make a tie-up with
schools.
E. C. Johnson, Orpheum theatre, Waycross, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.
to capacity

—

—

National

First

Go and Get

—

3.

|

4.

Love, with Annette Kel-

|

5.

the biggest money makers of the season. The paper on this is
great.
If you are looking for a real

1

6.

A

|

7.

Fair and

Kenton, O. General patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
Absolutely one of Norma's best. Pleased
and drew big audience. Many took the

|

8.

The Yellow Typhoon.

|

9.

|

10.

Lying Lips.
Going Some.

"That was some picture."

1

Let's

H. Powers, New Strand theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal. Railroad town patron-

|

—
—

trouble to say,

—C

—

age.

A

Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. Extra good. 100 per

—

—

—

—

The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore.
that

very

fine

production and one
to

the limit.

Busi-

fair.

It,

full

in

pleased.

new

The kind

patrons.

that will bring
Don't be afraid to boost

it.— W. O. Doyle, Capitol theatre, Hunts-

Mo.

The Beauty Market, with Katherine

—

MacDonald. A regular knockout and
one of the prettiest pictures we have ever
shown. You can't go wrong on this one.
Book it and boost it. Smith Read,
Patriot
theatre,
DeKalb, Tex.— Small

|

—

|

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
§

Warmer.

hear from another exhibitor!

E. F. Ekman,
Rialto Theatre,
Midland, Texas.

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. This splendid actress proves
her worth and versatility by playing a
real old-fashioned Western role, and believe me she gets away with it in fine
style.
Several came to see it again the
second night, and the production surprised me by the way it pulled. E. E.
Sprague, Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan.
General patronage.

—

|

hicans.

~iiMinimi»iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiNHin

—A

you can boost

— Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House,
Kenton, O. — General patronage.
Go and Get
a Marshall Neilan production. — Another
house and every-

ness

town patronage.

Patrons
Liked Best

|

getter,
grab this picture.
knock-out. Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House,

—

—

|

money

McDonald

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production. This is sure great.
Some of
the stunts will make your hair stand.
Pleased 100 per cent here. C. H. Powers, New Strand theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
Railroad towjj patronage.

Ten Plays

The Forbidden Thing.
The Love Flower.
The Mark of Zorro.
The Furnace.
Go and Get It.
The Last of the Mo-

What Women
lerman. — One of

can't fizzle out on
F. W. Horritheatre,
Phillipsburg,

patronage.

ville,

1.

Mo.

You

it.

— Neighborhood patronage.
—
well pleased. — P. C. Hawkins, Forsythe
theatre,
Forsythe,
Ga. — Neighborhood

—

2.

ville,

Book

with proper advertising.

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. Did fair business. Patrons

Broadway,

|

—

—

body

—

patronage.

of the North, with a special
cast.
Pretty weak story, but a wonderful
drawing card. The outdoor shots are
wonderful. Most realistic forest fire ever
shot and kept the audience gripping their

—

My

— Neighborhood

Nomads

Mont.

—
—

|

Minn.

dria,

gan,

with Charles Ray. Good picture, though
not as good as some we have run. Name
Mais a drav/ing card and will satisfy.
Small
jestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
town patronage.
Burglar by Proxy, with Jack Pickford.
Very clever, laughable society crook
Book it.
Pleased all classes.
play.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.
Two Weeks, with Constance Talmadge.

a Marshall Neilan pro-

It,

— Great.

from

Minutes

dandy picture. One that made people express their opinion that they would
be "Connie" fans from now on.
It is
gratifying to hear them talk that way.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexan-

seats.

If First
all
like

Forty-five

—A

it

^<iiiiiiitiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiniimnnniiimnmiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiniiDitHmiiiiniiitnnriiiiiiiiinii;>iniiing

Give us more like this
one and business ought to pick up.
A
real thriller, with each character a star.
Patrons thought this feature the best ever
run in the house.
It's a sure bet even
for the "tank" towns.
F. W. Horrigan,
McDonald theatre, Philipsburg, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Great.
It touches all emotions. Pleased
big crowds. Advanced admission prices.
W. O. Doyle, Capitol theatre, Huntsduction.

a Marshall Neilan proran this on St. Patrick's

National would make
DINTY there sure
them
would be a franchise everywhere.
Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,
2844 Madison street, Chicago, 111.
office.

—

age.

I

that the waiting line was half a city
block long.
Give us more like
DINTY. It is a magnet at the box

torical picture.

—

—

Day, March 17. All my sign work
was done in emerald green and I advertised the names of the cast, such
as Pat O'Malley, Wes' Barry, Tom
Gallery, Colleen Moore and directed
by Micky Neilan. Mr. Martin J.
Quigley visited the Garfield on this
night and he can verify the statement

—

Salina,

—

NeighIdle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la.
borhood patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-

picture

Address "What Tbe

|

—A
—

Stewart.
very pleasing picture which
universal satisfaction to a good
audience. C. H. Powers, New Strand
theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
Railroad town
patronage.

gave

—

The Perfect Woman, with Constance
A clean, light comedy which

Talmadge.

—

pleased, as usual, with Constance.

Harold Lloyd

|
|
|

mmtrnKmrnamumm

Number

Had

Please with
this.
Some show, believe me. Peter
Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
We consider this to be the best Norma
has turned out for First National. Extra big business both nights.
Pfeiffer
in

—

—
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Bros., Opera House,
eral patronage.

The

Yellow

Kenton, O.

Typhoon,

—

— Gen-

with

Anita

A very satisfactory feature.
Anita Stewart is a special favorite here.
have played most all of the First
National Anita Stewart features and our
people pronounce them all good. W. O.
Doyle, Capitol theatre, Huntsville, Mo.
Stewart.

We

—

Fox
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
This one wlil sure wake them up. Don't

— Peter Krauth, Opera House,
— Neighborhood patronage.

miss it.
Denison,

la.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
This is what young and old want. When
you are deluged with compliments and
your house has out the S. R. O. it must
be some picture. The best Mix to date.
Norman Stewart, Wonderland theatre,
Kaufman, Tex. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

Why

Trust Your Husband? with Eileen
Percy. This one went over good.
A

—

comedy drama with plenty

—

of
Bros.,

laughs.

Business
fair.
Pfeiffer
Opera
House, Kenton, O. General patronage.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. This
was a splendid picture, pleasing a

—

crowded house. It's
Miss Mason is at her
G. B. Elam,
boro, La.

—

good picture and
best.
Bank on it.
Princess theatre, Winnsa

Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
Not up to standard of Farnum pictures.
However, it is good. E. A. Baradel.
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small

—

Knight,

—

with

9.

1921

Walsh. Nothing to it. Old, and no good
to start with.
Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.

— Good clean picture.
theatre,

— Majestic
— Neighborhood

Class A.

Reedsburg, Wis.

patronage.

The Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mason.
Star goes over well here.
She is
well liked in this neighborhood. Picture
was good and old, but pleased. Brennan Bros., Casino theatre, Hastings, Fla.

—

—

— Neighborhood
The
over

Texan,

patronage.

Tom

with

Mix.

— Went

especially with the men.
Did
good business on it. W. L. Douglas,
Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Neb.
fine,

—

Small town patronage.

Two Moons,

Buck

with

Jones.

— Just

an ordinary picture.
Not up to Buck
Smith Read, Patriot
Jones' standard.
theatre, DeKalb, Tex.
Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
Pleased fairly well, but not as good as
previous Farnum pictures.
Even Bill's
best friends knocked it. Too bad.
Farnum is a favorite here. E. E. Sprague,
Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan. General
patronage.

—

—

Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.

— Story

somewhat

understand

The

town patronage.
A Manhattan

—

April

Cannot

impossible.

why producers

put out pictures of this kind, and on the other hand
appear to fight censorship.
This kind
encourages the blue law bugs. E. A.
I'.aradel. Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

George

Leave

—A
any

W. H.
Neb.

Me, with William

It to

Russell.

fairly clever comedy.
Star good in
part and this was no exception.

Creal,

'Suburban theatre, Omaha.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Beware of the Bride, with Eileen Percy.
A good comedy. Not a strong plot.
Acting good. James A. York, Audi-

—

torium

—
theatre, Monroeville,

— NeighMix. — Good

Ala.

borhood patronage.

The Cyclone, with

Tom
my patrons. Some

picture and satisfied
parts are impossible, but have yet to find
a picture perfect in every respect. Usu-

Tom Mix

ally

satisfies

was no
Reedsburg,

and

this

Two

scenes from "What's Worth While." the
Robrrtson-Cole special feature. Gaston Ferguson, Ruth Rennick, Alec B. Francis and Virginia Caldwell are in the cast.

Sprague, Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan.
General patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell.
This is one of the pictures that
furnishes material for the censor agitators.
It's a shame to show such trash
on the screen. All right for South State
street, Chicago, but no good for decent
people.
Pfeiffer
Bros.,
Opera House,
Kenton, O. General patronage.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason.
Pleased all. This feature a little old. She
is
some little actress. W. O. Doyle,

—

—

—

—

Capitol theatre, Huntsville,

Mo.

—

Jones. A very
good program picture.
Different from
the usual Western picture of this star.
Peter Krauth. Denison theatre, Denison,

Buck

Just Pals, with

— Neighborhood patronage.
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Iron Rider, with William RusGoldwyn
— About the average program picture.
Hold Your Horses, with Tom Moore.
Nothing new
plot or action.
Got by
— Very good comedy. Many compliments
with a Saturday night crowd. — E. E.
on
Best Tom Moore picture for some
Sprague, Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan.
time. — E.
Sprague, Lyric theatre,
E.
General patronage.
Goodland, Kan. — General patronage.
The Flame of Youth, with Shirley MaThe Penalty, with Lon Chaney. — Very
son. — Not as good as most Shirley Mason
good underworld drama, but by no means
exception.

— Majestic

theatre,

la.

Wis.
sell.

in

it.

subjects.
A very entertaining picture,
but will disappoint the majority of the
admirers of this dainty little star. Smith
Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.—
Small town patronage.

—

Forbidden Trails, with Buck Jones.
This feature a little old. Buck's first appearance on our screen, but will say he
made a hit Feature good. W. O. Doyle,

—

Capitol theatre, Huntsville,
It

— Failed

— General

—

patronage.

—

Desert Love, with Tom Mix. Mix always good, but lost money on this one.
Picture good, but too much rough stuff
for the kids to see.

Book

—

it

you

if

like

shoot 'em kind. John L. Norman,
Lyric theatre, Alexandria, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen Percy.
Typical Percy comedy. Was enioyed
by a Saturday night audience. Pretty
the

—

—

good

stuff

for

light

comedy.

to all patrons.
Business
good, but was not up to expectations.
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, with a special
cast.
Good production, but no box office
value.
H. M. Rouda. Ascher's Merrill

—
—
—

Milwaukee, Wis.
Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. This is one
theatre,

The

Mo.

to Me, with William RusGiacoma
to make a hit.
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

Leave

sell.

satisfactory

— E.

E.

Little

—

of the star's best productions.
Drew the
largest business I have had in six months.
John H. Wetz. Crown theatre, North
Salem, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

The

—
—

Street Called Straight, with a special
cast.
Excellent.
One that will
please you and audience.
Boom & Du
Rand, Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. D.

—

—
—

Pinto, with Mabel Normand.
Mabel is
certainly out of place on the screen with
those actions.
Poor picture. A. G.
Hauge, Happy Hour theatre. Walnut, la.

— Local patronage.
The

Girl

From

Outside, with a special

April
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—

Drew a
cast.
to please all.

packed house and seemed
"The Curly Kid" was the
whole show and I think it was a pity he
was hampered by such a poor leading
Harold Daslady. The girl had no pep.
pit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.
Neighborhood patronage.
The City of Comrades, with Tom
Moore. Ran this two days. Pleased gen-

—

—
— Wilkinson

& Hunter, Elite theWater, Neb. Small town

erally.
atre, Weeping

—

patronage.

Tom

One

Moore.
of the Finest, with
A very pleasing picture very well done.
Star is a good drawing card. Gets them
with his smile. W. H. Brenner, Cozy
theatre. Winchester, Ind.

—

Metro

—

Milestones, with a special cast. This
liked by only about one-half of the
audiences. Business only fair. Too much
John
repetition of the same situations.
Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.

was

—

A CHORUS GIRL'S ROMANCE,
with

Viola

that

"What

Dana.

—Another

proof

the Picture Did For

Me"

beyond comparison. Hand-picked
this because of good reports from
exhibitors and it was all as represented and then some. Charged 40
and 20 cents, semi-special prices.
Ran Snub Pollard's CUT THE
CARDS, also picked from "What
the Picture Did For Me," and that
was A-l also. Result, splendid satis

isfaction.

Many

All classes pleased.

thanks to "Exhibitors Herald" and
to fellow exhibitors for the hunch.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,

atre,

Griffin,

Ga.

— Neighborhood

patron-

Guilty of Love, with Dorothy Dalton.
Absolutely ashamed we ran this. Very

—

embarrassing to young folks. Boom &
Du Rand, Lyric theatre, Ellendale, N. D.
The Market of Souls, with Dorothy

it

—

The White

Circle, with a special cast.
good.
An old-time costume play.
Disappointed everybody in the house.

they did not like this one.
No Oriental stuff ever took good here in
any picture.
Business fine, as Ethel
Clayton always pulls them in. John Hafner,
Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with
Dorothy Gish. Fair. As a star Gish is
good.
Would have liked to have seen
part of the town. Raymond Schneider,

—

—

—

—Neigh-

—

Brewster's
Millions,
with
Roscoe
Arbuckle. Al
picture.
Photography
good.
Drew well.
Patrons pleased.
Give us more like this one. E. H. Billeter. Strand theatre, Perry, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Tree of Knowledge, with Robert
Warwick. Vamp drama. F'or this type
of play it was very good. Acting excellent.
Pleased high class trade. Philip
Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.
Counterfeit, with Elsie Ferguson. Just
about four reels.
Short feature.
No
drawing power. Do not care to express
myself. Raymond
Schneider,
Midget

—

—

—

—

—

—

theatre,

Metamore,

111.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Idaho.

The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.
Better than
Pleased all.
Fine picture.
average house two nights. O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. Small town
patronage.
Body and Soul, with Alice Lake. An
excellent picture and Alice Lake will be
in the same class as Norma Talmadge
very soon if placed in high class productions. -W.
H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Winchester, Ind.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Dana. This little girl is great. So is the

—
—

—

—

—
— Raymond

picture.

Piper,

Piper's

Widow by

—

Proxy,

with

Marguerite

Clark. Just an ordinary program picture.
One of the poorest Clark pictures we have
run.
Star all right, but poor plot and
nothing to work on. Auditorium theSmall town patatre, Carleton, Neb.

—

—

ronage.

Told
wick.

in

the Hills, with Robert Warbusiness.
Story written in

—

—

of not giving it any special advertising.
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
A Dangerous Affair, with a special
cast.
Pleased all who saw it and was a
good picture. Full of splendid action.
George B. Elam, Princess theatre, Winns-

—
—

boro. La.

The Poppy

Girl's Husband, with WilHart. This was a humdinger.
They went out saying, "Best Hart seen in
a long time." Ran Mack Sennett comedy
with it. The Village Smithy. Was a dandy.
Everyone pleased. Business big on this

liam

S.

—

one at 10c and 20c. Sad stuff in this one.
If you run it put a good comedy with it.
William Thacher. Royal theatre, Salina,
Kan.
It
Pays to Advertise, with Bryant
Washburn. Good clean comedy. Hur-

—

— Good

DRAMATIC MOMENT

New

— Railroad

—

—

—

H. Powers,

Strand theatre, Dunstown patronage/
The Money Corral, with William S.
Hart. This is one of Hart's best so far.
Run Mack Sennett comedy with this.
Made good show at 10c and 20c. William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn. Clever comedy with plenty
of laughs.
Washburn is a drawing card
here.— E. N. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind. Small town patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
Fair.
Went over big. Good business.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre. Eureka,
Mont. Neighborhood patronage.
Hairpins, with Enid Bennett. This is
better than most specials.
Reminds one
of Why Change Your Wife?
Business
good, even though I made the mistake
C.

muir. Cal.

me

111.

—

hand
good
Emi-

No

town patronage.
Crooked Streets, with Ethel Clayton.

—

of this story, I certainly will
to this talented star.
She held a

crowd spellbound. A. N. Miles,
nence theatre, Eminence, Ky.

—
—

Midget theatre, Metamore,
borhood patronage.

—

theme

Some sensaDalton. Society picture.
tional scenes depicting evils of the upper
crust.
No good for small town. Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb. Small
told

—

Picture O. K. F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre. Eureka, Mont. Neighborhood patronage.
The Avalanche, with Elsie Ferguson.
Although I don't approve of the gambling
this locality.

age.

Some
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Opera

House, Virginia City, Nev.
Held in Trust, with May Allison. MayAllison is another one of our favorite
players.
This feature is good and will
please most any audience.
W. O. Doyle,

—

—

Capitol theatre. Huntsville,

Mo.

Honor and Obey, with a special
Good program picture. Giacoma

Love,

—

cast.

—

Bros.. Cry stal theatre,

Tombstone, Ariz.

General patronage.

Boston Blackie's Pal, with Bert LytelL
but good. Used this as an emergency. Metro has three dependable stars,
Lytell, Viola Dana and May Allison.
Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon. Idaho.

— Old

— Small
The

Not up

fair.

my

in

W.

town patronage.

May Allison.— Only
May Allison's standard

Cheater, with
opinion.

to

However,

will get by.

O. Dovle, Capitol theatre, Huntsville,

Mo.

A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola
Qana. The nicest and choicest spice put
over in a long time. We had more than
average business two nights. W. H.
Brenner, Cozy theatre, Winchester, InA

—

—

Paramount
The
cast.

Inside of the Cup, with a special

— Played

two days

ness. Better on the
all liked it— C.
E.

to unusual busisecond day. Patrons
Vinson, Alamo the-

Dorothy Dalton
Miller

in a scene from "The Idol of the North," written by J. Clarkson
and directed by William Meill, a new Paramount picture.
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One

made

of the best this dainty star has

under the Realart banner. Bebe Daniels
will please any audience.
Norman Stewart, Wonderland theatre, Kaufman, Tex.

—

April

9,

1921

leased before The Miracle Man it would
have been a knockout. Has only moderpulling
power,
however. E.
E.
Sprague, Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan.

—
— Neighborhood patronage.
,General patronage.
She Couldn't Help
with
Bebe
The Tong Man, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Daniels. — Very good picture. Drew well.
— Pleased packed house. Good producGood program picture. — Brennan Bros.,
tion
and interesting. — Giacoma Bros.,
Casino theatre, Hastings, Fla. — NeighCrystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. — Genate

It,

borhood patronage.
The Outside Woman, with Wanda
Hawley. Good vehicle for Miss Haw-

—

Nice

ley.

newly

little

married.

Armory

comedy drama

— Martin

W.

of

the

Operle,

Genevieve,
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

St.

Mo.

—

39 East, with Constance Binney.
Star
and picture went over satisfactorily.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

Fortune, Judy of Rogue's
Harbor, The Deep Purple and The Stolen
Kiss.
These four Rcalarts gave satisfaction.
The Stolen Kiss best Binney I've
played.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. Small town patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. A good little program picture.
Pleased the women.
Business good.
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton, O.
General patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast.
Nothing special about it.
Have
Soldiers of

—

—

—

—

BOBBY AGNEW
Who

h.is
the leading juvenile role in "The
Passion Flower" and will appear in "The Sign
on the Door," a First National-Talmadge pic-

ture.

—

rah for Bryant Washburn. Adams &
theatre,
Forgan,
Angleton,
Novelty
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.

—
Away Goes Prudence, with Billie
Burke. — Not up to Burke's standard.

her charming personality in
Drew a packed house, however.
E. N. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli,
Ind.
Small town patronage.
Wolves of the Rail, with William S.
Impossible Western
Hart. Ordinary.
scenes and stunts.
Could be in three
reels just as easy.
Regular Saturday
Star

loses

male

attire.

—
—
—

—

disappointed.
B.
G. Hubbard,
Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

crowds

Homer Comes

—

Home, with

Charles

— Good as usual. Business
—
The Miracle of Love, with a special
cast. — Fell
on best night of the week.
Ray.

fine.

John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Neighborhood patronage.
Pa.
flat

Too many

No

reels.

action.

hence no business Monday.
one.

— F.

E.

Eureka, Mont.

Sabin,

It

dragged,

Lay

Majestic

off this

theatre,

— Neighborhood patronage.

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

Daniels.
equal to and almost
superior to any other of our stars in
drawing power.
She has never disapMartin W. Operle, Armory thepointed.
Neighborhood
atre, St. Genevieve, Mo.
patronage.

—

—

All Soul's Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
This is a 100 per cent picture. Heart
interest
picture.
Patrons came out
speaking highly of this one. S. E. Ricker,
Grand theatre, Fitzgerald, Ga. Neigh-

—

—

—

borhood patronage.
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe
Daniels.
Very interesting picture
adapted from In the Bishop's Carriage. It
pleased.
Peter Krauth, Opera House,
Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Miss Hobbs, with Wanda Hawley.
Good picture. It will please any audience.

—F.

Eureka,

—

E.

—

Sabin,

Mont.

Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter.

— Good clean
star. — F. C.

story.

—

patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast. Excellent production.
Lavish settings. Will
please the majority.
W. O. Doyle, Capi-

—

—

Mo.
The Dark Lantern, with Alice Brady.
Huntsville,

theatre,

tol

A

splendid picture and up to this star's
standard.
Will please the majority.
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb,
Tex. Small town patronage.

—

You

Never

Can

with
Bebe
hot cakes, star
and production. Giacoma Bros., Crystheatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
tal
General
patronage.
The Deep Purple, with a special cast.
Went over here in good shape. It's a
Daniels.

— Went

over

—

Tell,

like

—

picture that will please the public and
one that will stand advertising. George
B. Elam, Princess theatre, Winnsboro.

La.

Majestic

— Neighborhood

Soldiers
cast.

of

— While

ture

at

all,

we
it

with

Fortune,

a

special

did not expect a big picwas not as good as we

thought it would be.
Did not draw.
J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale,
III.
Country patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast.
Good picture and pleased most all.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Cal.
Small town patronage.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. Very good program pic-

—
—
—
—

—

ture.

— Giacoma

Crystal theatre,
patronage.

Bros.,

Tombstone, Ariz.

— General

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles MinNot as good as some of the other
Minter features, but will please and get
some favorable comment. W. O. Doyle,
Capitol theatre, Huntsville, Mo.
ter.

—

—

theatre,

patron-

Robertson-Cole

The New York

Idea, with Alice Brady.
Six reels of no story. Poor, very, very
poor. They don't make them poorer than

— Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
— Neighborhood patronage.
this.

Good

picture.

Burr & Son, Orpheum
theatre, Lancaster, Wis.
Neighborhood

Good

age.

—

—

ronage.

now

Daniels

—
—

—

had much better program pictures. Poor
business on this one. J. L. Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
Country pat-

—

Realart

— Bebe

—

Wis.

Oh, Lady, Lady! with Bebe Daniels.

Kismet,

with

Otis

Skinner.

— Played

two days. Elegant picture. Drew well.
Lewis Kalbfield, Grand theatre, Palatka, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

—

with a
Splendid production. If
Stealers,

special
it

cast.
re-

had been

eral patronage.

The Broken

Butterfly, with

Lew

Cody.

— Wouldn't class this as a special. Good
picture, but nothing big.
No kicks. No
comments. — Dr.
M. Childs, Cozy theF.

atre, Villisca, la.

So Long Letty, with a special cast.
was some picture. Pleased everyone
who saw it. Had a carnival to buck so
very few saw it. Rawlinson & Lewis,
Gaiety theatre, Starke, Fla
Small town
It

—

.

—
—

patronage.
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. A big fine
picture of its kind, but Oriental pictures
do not draw here and I lost money.

John H. Wetz, Crown theatre, North
Salem, Ind. Small town patronage.
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. The critic
that wrote, "If ever there was an attrac-

—

—

motion pictures worth $5 a scat
it
is
Otis Skinner in Kismet," unquestionably hit the nail on the head. It
proved all that and more with us, but
much too deep for our public and therefore a box office failure.
Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Transient
patronage.
tion in

—

—

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
While this was a very good picture, beautiful mountain scenery and clever acting,

April
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there was something lacking in entertainment value. No kicks. No comments.
Might go over big in other places. Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
The Fortune Teller, with a special cast.

—

You will not go
\Vrong if you book this and boost it. Get
the crowd in, the picture will do the rest.
W. O. Doyle, Capitol theatre, Hunts-

-t-A splendid feature.

—

ville,

Mo.

The Road of Ambition, with Conway
Tearle. This is the very best picture released on the National program by SelzEveryone praised it and business
nick.
Conway Tearle
was also satisfactory.
much more popular than I suspected.
1

—

John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman God Sent, with Zena
Keefe. A good picture of its kind, but
drew very poor business. We had an old
man come to see it who had never been
Yes, a
to a movie in his life before.

—

—

Meyers, Liberty theatre,
— —L.Small
town patronage.
The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien. — Good picture. — E. A. Baradel,
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small

politician.

Ivesdale,

Stewart, Wonderland theatre, Kaufman, Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
A Fool and His Money, with Eugene

—
O'Brien. —
If

Eugene O'Brien's first picgood as this one we

ture had been as

never wood have cancelled our contract.
This is different. It is good. We had a
capacity house. A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky.
The Perfect Lover, with Eugene
O'Brien. Got the laugh on this one, so
I cancelled balance of O'Brien's on con-

—

—

Selznick

!

man

J.

111.

town patronage.

The Chicken

in the Case, with

Owen

tract.

— F.

E.

Sabin,

Mont.

Eureka,

Majestic

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patron-

age.

Money, with
Wife's
O'Brien. A fair picture that
draw. Poor photography. J. L.
Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
patronage.
His

—

Eugene
not
Meyers,

did

Elaine

Ham-

—Quite good and good business.
Would have been better
as

merstein.

in five reels,

it

Elaine Hammeracted very slowly.
stein gaining in popularity very fast.
Hafner,
Princess
theatre, Donora,
John
Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
is

—

of View, with Elaine Hammerstein. Another one of Miss Hamwere deluged
merstein's successes.
with compliments. It is a picture that
Mrs.
will stand a raise in admission.
Lloyd Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont,

The Point

—

We

cast.

is

patronage.
The Pleasure

Seekers, with Elaine
Hammerstein. Few pictures can boast
of a more lavish treatment. With a magnificent supporting cast it is so powerful
one can hardly suppress his emotions.
Advertise it big and see agreeable reHammerstein at her best. Norsults.

—

—

lion dollars in

ment it pleased about 50 per cent.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville,
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. Liked very much by majority;
only a few people thought it silly. Did
not draw for me. Will also say that Selz-

—
—

making

this picture.

—John

Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
Footlights and Shadows, with Olive

Thomas.

— Good

comments on

this

one,

but drew poor business, as the previous
one of hers we ran, Upstairs and Down,
our patrons did not care much for. J. L.
Meyers, Liberty theatre, Ivesdale, 111.
Country patronage.
The Spite Bride, with Olive Thomas.—
This is a splendid picture for any audience.
Story and direction extra good.
Admission 15c and 25c. Mrs. Lloyd
Junkin, Queen theatre, Aspermont, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Vitagraph
The Courage
a special cast.

—

of

Marge O'Doone, with

— Good

picture

and pulled

good. O. R. Nation, Strand theatre,
Davis, Cal. Small town patronage.
Trumpet Island, with a special cast.
This gave splendid satisfaction at 15c and
35c.
I'd advise any small town exhibitor
to run it and raise his prices.
A. N.

—

—

Eminence

Eminence, Ky.
Pegeen, with Bessie Tove. A terrible
picture.
W. H. Brenner, Cozy theatre,
Miles,

theatre,

—

—

Winchester, Ind.

—

— Snappy, up-to-date comedyTex. — Small town patronage.
Play
Good drawing power.
The Great Shadow, with a special
three days. — W. L. Whitehead, Republic
—This a good propaganda picture
Fla. — Transient
Jacksonville,
theatre,
against Bolshevism, but for entertainMoore.
drama.

nick did not spend anywhere near a mil-

— — Country

The Daughter Pays, with
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Universal

—

Colorado, with Frank Mayo. A wonderful production. Mayo at his best. Will
please anyone.
Book it by all means.
T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
Everyone pleased with this keen little
picture.
F. E. Sabin, Majestic theatre,
Eureka, Mont. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

Honor Bound, with

Frank

Mayo.

the review on "Black Beauty"
in March 12th Issue of Exhibitors Herald

From

Vitagraph has one of the prize pictures of the year in "Black Beauty."
The picture, both for the familiarity of its story and for its intrinsic artistic
value, should sweep the exhibiting world not only in near months but for years
to come.

"Black Beauty" is a novelty in manner of presentation. Its titles tell the
story in first person by the horse, Black Beauty, and they faithfully follow the
book's wording. Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester have gracefully and
effectively added enough to the story to make stronger its slight thread of
romance, and have transformed it into charming screen entertainment by
adding to rather than subtracting from its charm.
The film has all the required elements of screen appeal comedy, suspense,
drama and pictorial beauty. There is naturalness about the characters as the
cast portrays them that makes them live as really to the beholder as one's in:

timate friends and associates.
It is

vividly

human and

in its

manner

of presentation

is

stripped to the ab-

solute artistic essentials. Every scene and every movement are made to count.
From the exhibitor's standpoint "Black Beauty" should be one of the
greatest money-makers of the year. It should go over big in both the first-run
and the neighborhood house.
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Frank Mayo is a favorite here, but this
was not much. Just about 50-50.

picture

— Kolinson

Starke, Fla.

&

Lewis,

— Small

Gaiety

theatre,

jority liked her.

— E.

Good program

—

The

picture.

A. Baradel, Palace theatre,
Gehee, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.

Secret Gift, with a special cast.

Nothing

—

The

very
good picture that failed to draw for me.
Mayo's pictures are all good, but he's no
drawing card here. J. B. Stine, Gem
theatre, Clinton, Ind.
General patron-

——

—

Specials

j

—

—

good picture to big business. Norman
Stewart, Wonderland theatre, Kaufman,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey.
Good picture. Pleased a packed house.
You can't go wrong on a Carey picture,
he always pulls them in here. T. N. Ma-

—

gruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan.
borhood patronage.

— Neigh-

Bitter Fruit (Arrow), with Jane Gail.
Above picture did capacity from 2 p. m.
to 11 p. m. on opening day and held up
well second day and gave real satisfaction.
B. W. Bickert, Majestic theatre,
Pensacola, Fla. General patronage.

—

—

Sky Fire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
The picture was good and pleased an
appreciative audience.
It's a safe bet.
G. B. Elam, Princess theatre, Winnsboro,
La.

Thoughtless

The Virgin
— Drew

of Stamboul, with Priscilla
well and pleased.
Following it up with Outside the Law. O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.

ture.

Small town patronage.

Davis, Cal.

Dean.

The Right
Phillips.

to

— This

—

Happiness, with Dorothy
has been out for some

time, but as good and timely as it was a
Everybody was pleased and
year ago.

Dorothy's

Phillips'

acting

unsurpassed.

well.

Marion,

—

age,

Colorado, with Frank Mayo. Fine for
People enjoyed scenes taken
a change.
in a real mine, which are interesting. A

fairly

Adorable Savage, with Edith
Splendid picture. Fine scenery.
Hurricane great.
Advertise storm big.
Business off on this one. You can boost
this strong.
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Roberts.

—A

Pleased

great.

Hicks, Family theatre,
General patronage.

V'erner
111.

Mc-

1921

9,

If you haven't played it do so.
Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
Small town patronage.

town patronage.

Risky Business, with Gladys Walton.
Walton's first appearance here, and ma-

April

Women

—

with

(Pioneer),

Alma Reubens. Drew above average first
night.
Fell down badly second.
Two
nights average attendance.
Good pic-

— O.

West

Nation, Strand
theatre,
Small town patronage.

R.

—

Grande (Lubin), with
Allenc Ray. One of the most pleasing
Westerns I have had. Touch of comedy
makes it a winner. Book it. Carr Scott,

—

—

Mammoth

theatre,

Dallas, Tex.

— Down-

Child for Sale (Abramson), with a
cast.
Good.
Broke all records

—

special
in

two

Ran two days and made

years.

Repeated for one day and

very good.
played to

Avenue

—

business.
Goduski,
C.
Milwaukee, Wis.

fair

theatre.

The Stream

of Life (Church Film Corwith a special cast. I used

—

poration),
no other advertising except small bill and
pulpit announcement.
A beautiful picPacked them
ture of the old, old story.
in matinee and night.
The best satisfied
audience I ever had. By all means book
it.
Your minister will do the rest. Dr.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.

—

Up

Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
a special cast.
Good comedy and a sure
box office winner. You can't go wrong,
T. N. Maas it will get the money.
gruder. Elite theatre, Iola, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
in

—

—

special

erns

I

good.
great.
this.

—

Range (Forward), with
of the best Westhave seen in some time.
Star

Hearts
a

o'

the

cast.

— One

Direction excellent.
Advertising
Exhibitors can't go wrong on

— Carr

Dallas, Tex.

Scott,

Mammoth

— Downtown

theatre,

National.

played to fair business.
From a
standpoint of scenic grandeur has few
equals and tells interesting story. J. B.

and

Gem

Stine,
theatre,
eral patronage.

Clinton,

Man From Nowhere

—

—
— Gen-

Ind.

(Arrow),

with Jack Hoxie. Picture pleased 100
per cent. Give us more like them. Good,
clean Western. Good work. Don't think
you can say too much for the picture.
Only some of the sub-titles are dark.

William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,
Kan.

Serials
The Son

Tarzan (National), with
On the fifth episode and
a special cast.
going larger than any serial I ever ran.
Plenty of action. C. H. Simpson, Grand
of

—

—

theatre,

Hawkinsville,

Ga.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Moon Riders (Universal), with

a
a real serial. Plenty
of action all the way from start to finish.
Business extra good. Don't be afraid to
book this as it is a sure bet. T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan.
Neighspecial cast.

— This

is

—

—

borhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
off of this.
Nothing but a complete
failure as a serial.
Rolinson & Lewis,
Gaiety theatre, Starke, Fla. Small town
patronage.

Lay

—

—

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe),
Ruth Roland. Started well on

—

with

two-

night run. Dropped off badly. Changed
it to one night and doing very well with
it.
Not a good serial town. O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small
town patronage.

—

—

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. Have run three episodes
and it is gaining. A. N. Miles, Eminence
theatre, Eminence, Ky.

—

—

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. It was a good serial, but
Miss Roland has made better.
Drew
fair.
A. H. McCarthy, Mildred theatre,
Barnesville, Ga.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

The Diamond Queen

patronage.

Sky Fire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
An unusual picture that pleased them all

The

First

from the adapted stage play, "Salvaproduced by Whitman Bennett for

'

of the Rio

town patronage.

A

PAULINE STARKE
In a scene
tion N. II

—

(Universal), with

Fifth number.
a special cast.
Not near
as good as started off. It means a loss.
Palace theatre. Mound
S.
C. Hagan,
City, 111.

Velvet Fingers

— Was

(Pathe), with

George

afraid of it at first, but
am now on third episode and picking up
new patrons all along. Martin W.
Operle, Armory theatre, St. Genevieve,
B.

Seitz.

—

Mo.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. Have shown fourth episode
and this serial is holding up as well as
The Lost City, which preceded it. Very

—

short reels in order to spread it over
eighteen weeks.
E. E. Sprague, Lyric

—

theatre,

Goodland,

Kan.-^General

pat-

ronage.

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. Played capacity business on first episode. Opened on a rainy

—

April
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day and each episode gained in attendA complete mop up. G. Leligman, New Frolic theatre, Jacksonville,

—

ance.

— Transient patronage.
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — Pulled this one after the
fourth episode.
was a perfect joke.
Keep away from
one. — C. E. Vinson,
Rialto theatre,
Ga. — NeighborFla.

It

this
Griffin,

hood patronage.

The

—

—

Doyle, Capitol theatre, Huntsville, Mo.

Vanishing

—

Dagger

(Universal),

with Eddie Polo. Good serial for small
town. On thirteenth episode and going
Adams & Angleton, Novelty theafine.
Okla. Neighborhood pattre, Forgan,
ronage.

—

—

The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. Played number 14 and
serial
cleaned
this
up.
Held good

—

— G.

E. Ricker, Grand theatre, Fitzgerald, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.

throughout.

—

J.

Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexMinn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Wrong

(Fox), with Clyde Cook.
Clyde Cook is coming fast. His antics
do not cause any more laughs than those
of Buster Keaton, but they are far more
hearty. John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
All

— —

The One Best Pet
special cast.
One

—

a

Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. Just finishing this. It
proven
a winner for us.
It held
has
them steady for eighteen weeks. W. O.

The

H.

andria,

77

(Educational), with
of the best, cleanhave ever ran.
I find

comedies I
Educational comedies more satisfying to
my patrons than any other kind I have
ever run. Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis. Small town patronage.
est

—

—

The Skipper's Treasure Garden (First
National), a Toonerville Trolley comedy.
This two-reel comedy went great
and our patrons are howling for more.

—

Opera House, Kenton, O.

Pfeiffer Bros.,

— General

patronage.

Going Through the Rye and Striking
Models (Educational). Neither of these
comedies went over above average. Striking Models poorest of the two. O. R.

USE THIS BLANK
Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

—

—

Strand theatre,
Small town patronage.
Nation,

Davis,

Title

Cal.

Star

Dinner Hour (Pathe), with Snub Pol-

Short Subjects
Pathe Review and Snub Pollard Comedies.
I am satisfying my patrons with
these occasionally, and consider them
well up on the list of short subjects.
Topics of the Day also suits my people.

—

lard.

— One

good

of

reel

fun.

Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Small town patronage.

— Philip

Pets
(Educational),
with
very good comedy with a
lot of new stunts in it.
Have used most
of Educational comedies and they are
uniformly good. H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Ladies'

Snooky.

Producer

Idaho.

Remarks

—A

—

The Red Rider
Leonard

—

Series (Universal), with

Chapham.

—

If

you

want

real

two-reel action pictures get these. They
are the best money can buy. T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Head Waiter

—

with
other
Semons I've played. Have it doped out
as an average comedy.- O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. Small town
patronage.

Semon.

Larry

— Not

(Vitagraph),

as

good

—

The

as

—

Tide

...

Slicker (Sunshine), with a special

— One of the best comedies we have
ever had. — Martin W. Operle, Armory
theatre,
Genevieve, Mo. — Neighborcast.

St.

hood patronage.

The Cook (Paramount), with Roscoe
Arbuckle. A comedy knockout in two
rounds. If they don't laugh at this quarantine your house. All these Arbuckles
are real laugh producers. J. B. Stine,
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. General patronage.

—

Star

Producer

Remarks

—
—

The Jazz
Mann.

Janitor (Arrow), with

— Nothing

off of

it.

Nuff

Ran

—

one. William
Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.

days.

it

Hank

to this. Too silly.
Had it booked
sed.

Stay

two

Thacher,

Pals and Petticoats (Sunshine), with
a special cast. Very clever and will suit
anyone wanting comedy entertainment.

—

H.

J.

andria,

Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexMinn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

and Pants (Educational),
with Bobby Vernon. One of the best
Petticoats

—

two-reel comedies I have ever run, excepting none. E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.— General patronage.
Neighbors (Metro), with Buster Keaton.
On a par with the three preceding
Keatons. Keaton comedies best I run.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Small town patronage.
Cal.

Exhibitor

Name

,

of Theatre

—

—
—

Transient

ronage
City

The Tar Baby (Arrow), with Hank
Mann. This is a dandy. Went big. They

—
Hank.
good. — William
all

like

Salina,

Kan.

Find most all of them
Thacher, Royal the"atre,

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat
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came around."

she

-

rrW'^-^

"TOnCS 01 THE

"I

dear, the

The J_iter<ar/ Digest

you

EXHIBITOBS HERALD

w;th H. E. N.,

Chicago Tribune.

are."

•

"When you

WIFIE:

BETTER HALF

make

so

much

Hubby:

John?"

noise,

"I've

got

N. Y. Univ. News.

married couples will be organized Monday.
Ladies' suits furnished if desired. Baltimore Sun.

:

I

my

heavy underwear on."

N. Y. Univ.

Medley.

:

NEWS ITEM:

#

HUSBAND: "Why

do you wear that

dress? It looks like half mourning." Wife:
"Well, you're always complaining that
you're half dead." Boston Transcript.

team
night.

(at the breakfast table)

my diamond

ring off

Henry, I dropped
finger and I can't

find

(triumphantly)

"It's all right,

found

my

in

it

:

it

New

"Oh,

:

trousers

wear

The

trousers have

York World.
:

At Clay Center

Ayer

NEWS ITEM

You had quite a
Boston Transcript.

are mistaken.

of real

lot

well groomed." Toinette:

poor

that

"Do

Marie

tell?"

Charlie."

The

was gowned

bride

white

NEWS ITEM:

*

understand

embridled

:

chrysanthemums, and autumn
Elgin News.
leaves formed the decorations.
in

:

"She

yester-

*

*

"I

local basketball
shirts on Friday
not yet arrived.

day several persons got their tonsils sunburned watching an airplane disappear.
Kansas City Star.

SHE: "People are saying that you mar"They
ried me for my money alone." He

TONY:

for

*

(Mass.) News.

estate."

The
new

their

NEWS ITEM

dear, I

pocket."

will

my

anywhere." Hubby

my

swimming

*

NEWS ITEM:

*

WIFIE

Class in

There was considerable

scandal in our town Saturday night when
P. A. Cash, our local butcher, was found
in an ice box with a lot of undressed
chickens. Rutgers Neilson.

is

Tony:

Rutgers

Neilson.

*
*

MISSUS

:

"I

NEWS ITEM:

wonder why Adam ever

The

Leesville Bible Class

meets every Wednesday night unless there
is a good show in town.— Denver Post.

Mister: "Oh, I suppose
he saw his day of happiness ending when

Eve?"

called her

His Honor Mayor Stewart, owner of

why do you

walk,

"Don't you adore that
gave you for your birthday?"
Other Half
"No other eyes than mine
shall feast themselves on its loveliness."
necktie

1921

TOURING
the SOUTH

must dress at once,
Browns are coming over. Shall
I put on the percolater?"
The Husband:
"Don't bother, you look all right the way

DAY

9,

Voodoo (Mass.) Tech.
*

THE WIFE:

April

the Princess at DeLand, Fla., is a very
busy man these days.
The morning
court sessions are very heavy and His
Honor is busy with the architect and
contractor
preparatory
to
breaking
ground for a new 1,000-seat house to
cost $100,000. The plans call for a standard stage equipment, as it is planned this
theatre will house legitimate attractions
as well as feature pictures.

The

walls of the

Dreka theatre

at

capital and is largely financed by
the members of the Dreka Department
Store. The seating capacity is 650 and
the chairs will have a radius of 21 inches
by 36 inches, the dimensions of the house
are 148 by 43 feet and will have a ceiling 23 feet high.
The projection room
will set 124 feet from the screen, which
is a Minusa 13J4 by 18 feet.
The music
will be furnished by a No. 41 Photoplayer. George G. Hoffman of Lakeland,
Fla., will be the managing director.

local

L. L. Kennedy, who runs the Winter
Garden theatre at Winter Garden, Fla.,
is improving his projection by installing
a Minusa Gold Fibre screen and reno-

vating the house

in general.

EXHIBITORS

MINU/A
Gold Fibre Screens

|

HERALD—
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Typify as

ever, the best in construction

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

and

reproduction.

The

dominating factor

in correct projection.

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

I

Distributors Everywhere
Samples and

literature

upon

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

request

1

MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO.
St. Louis, U. S. A.

1

On Your Mark!

Get

Set!!

GO!!!

to the nearest

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGE
and book the new

HALLR00M BOYS COMEDIES
The

first

will

big

FEDERATED

be ready soon.

It

is

release
called

"FALSE ROOMERS"
featuring

SID

SMITH

the nerviest

man

in pictures

HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES
1600 Broadway,

New York

De-

Land, Fla., are rapidly going up and is
expected to be completed on or about
July L This theatre is being built by

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Equipment

Progress

The

Part the Carbon Plays as

To
Have

Aid

Perfect Projection

You Ever Experienced Carbon

Sputtering

Which

Defied Correction?
Probably one

of

the

most

ARTICLE

useful of the recent innovations
in theatre equipment is the
aisle

This

light.

article

already seated.

does away with the oldfashioned flashlight which at
its best did not give complete
satisfaction. It is an added advantage to ushers, for it keeps
It

theatre

without

semi-illuminated

upon

effect

perfect

projection of the picture.
Earlier models of the aisle

were more or less fragile
and damage from breakage was
considerable, but with improvements already made, it is. now
light

practically unbreakable.
*

*

*

With

the death of E. E. Fulthe equipment industry

ton,

one of its pioneers. Mr.
Fulton was a man of sterling
business integrity, and had the

loses

respect of

all

His passing

is

who knew

him.

a matter of deep

regret.
*

*

*

We had a letter from a smalltown exhibitor this week. He
is building a theatre and he
wanted to be put in touch with
the best obtainable in electric
signs and interior decorating.

He knows

that the small-town

audience wants the same comfort and elegance that obtains
in

the

large

city

and he

is

going to give the public what
it

wants.

J. J.

III

DUFFY

Projection Engineer, Exhibitors Supply

has

done a great deal for the comfort of patrons who, with its
aid, easily find seats and do not
stumble over the feet of those

the

By

Company

—

Editor's Note Mr. Duffy's third article deals with the carbon and its
importance in perfect projection. He points out a number of truths which
would be profitable to every projectionist as a part of necessary information
needed to successfully follow his profession.
writing these
IXbring
forth the

articles,

fact that

I

desire

to

good equip-

ment, rather than inexpensive equipment,
is real economy in the long run.
In this connection always make it a
point to purchase the best carbons obtainable as cheap carbons are a poor
economy. First of all be very careful
when buying carbons to inspect them for
flaws, etc., and you will find it's time well
Second, keep the carbons in a
spent.
dry place for if they absorb moisture
perfect projection of light cannot be exHave you ever had the experipected.
ence of the carbons sputtering and in
spite of all you could do you were unable
The cause of'
to avoid this condition?
this was due to the fact that the carbons
However, this
hard spots.
contain
hardly ever happens when using a good
grade of carbon.
The sizes of the carbons to use can
best be determined by experimenting.
After you have found the proper size
carbons that serve your purpose the
next important thing to remember is
obtain

perfect

that

to

light

on the screen

it

is

illumination

of

necessary that

in setting the
A slight difference in the set
carbons.
of the carbons will show up very noticeably on the screen. It is safe in saying
that possibly all of the available light
used comes from the crater.

you be very particular

*

*

*

of elimination depends entirely upon the quality of the carbons,
the temperature of the crater and its
In using direct current there is
area.
only one crater which forms on the posi-

The amount

For this reason I recomcarbon.
that you always connect the posiIn using
tive wire to the upper carbon.
alternating current there are two craters
instead of one. The explanation of this
posiis that each carbon is alternating
This change from
tive and negative.
positive to negative is very rapid and
happens many times each second.
In using alternating current it is taken
for granted that the force is divided between the two craters while in using
direct current all of the force is directed
It is therefore, safe
to the one crater.
in assuming that the temperature of the
direct current crater is higher than that
of the alternating current craters if the
tive

mend

amperages are equal.
It may interest
you to know that the combined area of
the two alternating current craters is

much

smaller than that of the direct
current crater.
Taking all these facts
into consideration it will readily be seen
that a direct current arc produces more
light with the same amperage than an
alternating current.
In the case of direct current the most
satisfactory carbon for the lower would,
be, in my opinion, the silver tip carbon.
This has been tried under all conditions
of projection and has given very good

performance.

Summing this all up it requires twice
the amperage to secure the same illumination from alternating current as from
direct current.

Perhaps one of the most important
points to

remember

is

that of setting the

carbons so that the larger proportion of
the light is directed on the condensing
lenses.
In every instance you should

make

it a point to divide the light on
the lenses as evenly as possible.
In using alternating current it is well
that you utilize the upper crater only for
the projection of the light, for if you attempt to use both craters a double spot
is formed at the amperature and hence
shows up very poorly on the screen.
There is another useful little device
on the market known as the carbon
saver, and it is, as its name signifies, a
carbon saver. Through the use of this
little
attachment, the projectionist is
enabled to consume considerable more
of his carbon than is permitted by using
just the regular attachment on the pro-

jector.

This saving, of course, is more greatly
appreciated where money has been expended for the highest quality of carbon
the market affords.
If you purchase
these carbon savers it might be well to
watch for a time and see how much
shorter stubs of carbon you are compelled to

throw away.

will remember to' use only the
best carbon obtainable and then be very
careful in the setting of the carbons so
that the crater is in the right position
with relation to the lenses you will be
assured of the best results possible.
If

you
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PANTHEON, VINCENNES, IND.
SOON TO OPEN TO PUBLIC
Designed and Erected by John Bayard
bp-to-Date Equipment Installed,
Including Typhoon System

A

handsome new
opened

be

in

theatre is soon
Indiana.

Vincennes,

to
It

known as the Pantheon and will
under the management of the owners,

will

be

be

Wilkerson

&

Lyons.

The new Pantheon

will contain ap1,500 seats and will show
tirst-run pictures exclusively.
Special attention will be devoted to the musical
program, and a lirst-class organ will be
installed.
The design and erection of the
Pantheon is under the personal direction
of John B. Bayard, a well-known theatre
architect of Vincennes.
He has shown
skill and art in the design of this theatre,
also special consideration for the
comfort, pleasure and health of the theatre-going public, by using the best and

proximately

Side

elevation

of

the

New

Pantheon

Typhoon

theatre,

Vincennes,

Ind.,

showing

three

fans installed.

address

Sun-Light Arc Corp.

organization of the local
recently discovered
of the Sun-Light Arc
Mr.
in
motion picture production.
Elliott will return to the West Coast in
a month's time, and then will be better
able to meet the demands of the Los
Angeles producers.
the

cameraman upon
facts and new uses

Cuts Product Price
Increased Output in Long
Island Plant Permits

Reduction
Frank Elliott, vice-president and western manager of the Sun-Light Arc Corporation, has arrived in New York to
confer with President

J.

Justice

Harmer

relative to the rapid expansion of the
company's business on the Pacific Coast.
Mr. Elliott reports that the demands
of the Los Angeles producers for the
eight and twelve inch lamps far exceed
the coast allotment and it is for this
reason that he has come east to arrange
for increased production with Mr. Harmer. Two hundred units are now being

MONSOON COOLING SYSTEM
ISSUES INTERESTING BOOK
Many books published especially for
advertising purposes contain more real
interest than a great many of the modern
novels. A case in point is "A Better Summer Business," the 32-page descriptive
booklet just issued by the Monsoon
Cooling System, Inc., which tells the upto-tiate theatre owner how "Monsoons"
will solve his hot weather troubles.
The booklet is full of excellent reawhy "Monsoons" have suddenly
loomed as a dangerous enemy to "Old
Man Heat," and the facts therein speak

made at the new Long Island factory
of the Sun-Light Arc and will be shipped
west as soon as completed.

sons

Announce Price Reduction
Mr. Harmer announces that with the
increased production gained by the company making their own lamps they are

for themselves.

glad to announce a price reduction of
seven hundred dollars. The new factory
is functioning with great results and for
the first time in the history of the company they will be able to keep up with

Illustrations of several new theatres
and typical "Monsoon" installations complete the attractiveness of the issue, and
the demand for the booklet has been so
great that a second edition is now con-

templated.

most up-to-date equipment, including the
Typhoon cooling, heating and ventilating
system, which insures bodily comfort at
seasons of the year.

all

For Public's Comfort
Theatre owners and architects realize
now, as they never did before, the public's demand for comfort in public buildings.
People will not sit in hot, stuffy
houses in summer, nor in cold houses in
winter, no matter how attractive the

program

is.

This demand was foreseen away back
in 1909, when the Typhoon Cooling and
Ventilating System was invented and patented.

This system takes the clean, pure air
from above the roof, forces it into the
building through grilles in the ceiling,
and out through the natural exits.

For All Seasons

A
in

ing

same equipment is used
winter in connection with vento heatstacks, and a part to exhaust tout
part of the

The entire equipment is shown in
accompanying illustrations.
It can readily be seen that Typhoons

air.

the

cover every
purifying at
and cooling

point in air conditioning;
times, heating in winter
in summer, with a complete
change of air every minute, sixty times
an hour. This is the system chosen by
Bayard for the Pantheon with other
equipment of the same high class.
all

the world wide demand. One of the new
uses to which the Sun-Light Arc has been
called is the advertising of the new
Gotham National Bank Building at Co-

lumbus Circle, New York.
A Sun-Light Arc is thrown on the ex-

The
of the building each night.
resulting effect is that the bank building
stands out like a lighthouse and is the
best advertised building in the city because of the attention attracted to it by
the Sun-Light arc.
terior

Many Uses Named
Mr. Harmer

calls attention to another
The Chelsea
use of the light.
Hotel of Atlanta City used the Sun-Light
Arc to exhibit the paintings of one of

novel

the

American artists who
his recent pictures at the hotel.

foremost

showed

Now that the foreign trade is opening
up the company is experiencing an enormous demand from the motion picture
producers of Europe because of the reputation of the lamp as being the best
available lighting unit on the American
market.

While

in

New York

Mr.

Elliott

will

Top

elevation of Pantheon theatre,

Typhoon

Vincennes, Ind., which
ventilating system.

is

equipped with the

April

9,
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At Kodak Park where most
of the motion picture film
for

the world

is

manufac-

tured, quality production

and quantity production go
hand in hand.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I
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Cedar

Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

Is

an

the

Is

new

la.

— Walter

proprietor

of

Petersen

O.

Zoellers has sold
theatre to E. D. Jenkins
*

Being Installed

Mich.

Niles,

the

leased

— Codd

Riviera

&

have
John

Angell

theatre

from

Baumann.

New

—

Projects

East Orange, N.

J.

—Putman

Jacobson

will build a $200,000 theatre at
Central avenue and Eppirt street. Reilly
& Hall of New York are the architects.

Company

#

Hempstead, N. Y.

— Max

Barr of Albe-

Flatbush, and Nathan
Stern, associated with Marcus Loew, will
build a $300,000 house on the site now
occupied by the Homestead hotel.

marle

theatre,

*

—

Syracuse, N. Y. A new theatre will
be erected at 218 West Fayette street by
Max and Mitchell Fitzer.
*

—

Newark, N. J. Max Gold and David J.
Hennessy of the Liberty theatre will
build a new house at 208 Ferry street in
the Ironbound section.

Pa.

Philadelphia,

—A

Wyoming

and

*

—

Hutchinson, Kan. The Home theatre
has been leased by C. M. Jones to W.
A. Loe.

—

Columbia, M. Dr. Earl E. Trunnell,
representing eastern interests, has purchased the Columbia theatre.
*
la.

— Adams Theatre

has sold the Rialto to

Company

Sam Aronowitz.

—

Plattsburg, N. Y. Frank S. Anagnos
has leased the old Wonderland theatre
It will be completely
at 45 Bridge street.
remodeled.

Fires
Flint,

New York

heating

Mich.

— Fire

starting from a gas
the
Princess

wrecked

stove

theatre.

Amusement Company.
*

Wis.— A

Rhinelander,
JttOO.OOO
be
will

which

theatre
seat 1,500

will

by

here

erected

to

cost

persons

Herman

FULL LINE OF NEW AND USED

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Machines

of all

makes

theatre chairs

*

—

Wellsboro, Pa. Arcadia Theatre Company will construct a theatre on the
Williams property adjoining the Coles

generators-

asbestos booths

has started for
a theatre to be erected on the west side
by W. T. Jones.
•

built in

Main

Scottsbluff,
and his son,
theatre here.
will

—A

new

street
*

S.

H.

Cox.

SCHAFFER & CO.

S. E.
207 So. Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

H., Jr., are to build a

C.

*

Catasauqua, Pa. William H. Wentz
of the Majestic is to build a new theatre
this

summer.

of the royalty tax.

with the Riviera Music
to encourage orchestra leaders in the use of musical numbers, as most of the great hits were made
through the co-operation of these orches-

This

in line

is

and the company is endeavoring to
do everything possible to extend the use
of new numbers. The imposition of the
music tax is regarded as a distinct detriment toward this end.
tras,

FAHNER NAMED TO HANDLE
COLUMBIA TICKET SALES
First Step Is Installation of Service

— Plant

De-

Has Large

Capacity

Edward O. Fahner, formerly identified
with the United Theatre Equipment Corporation and the Exhibitors Supply Company, has joined the Columbia Printing
Company, 1632-1636 North Halsted street,
Chicago, where he will be in charge of
promotion of Columbia

tickets.

sales

in assuming his new duties was
the installation of a new service department which he promises will be "unique"
"Dealing with the
in many respects.

UNIVERSALIS.

turned la t* d*lir*rr on ail maxiaia. DaBria.
DaPirmnaa. Pat ha and many ethara darnoav
•Lraiad In our aboerroom.
8a od for oar oaaapUt« rmtaioc at ooea, fraa a* raqaaal.
J

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
IN.

One

of

the

first

steps

taken by Mr.

Fahner

Columbia Printing Company," he prom"will give one a
real conception of the meaning of the
ises in this connection,

GUARANTEED

word 'service'."
The Columbia Printing Company has
the manufacture of spestock theatre admisThe
sion tickets for the past ten years.
plant has a capacity of approximately
12,000,000 tickets per week.
cial

Mailing Lists

printed

MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Taylor of Rutland
in Main street on

has purchased a site
which he will erect a theatre.

—

country announcing that this company's
music can be played without the payment

been engaged

*

O.— F.

Opposes Music Tax
In this connection, it is interesting to
note that the Riviera Music Company
of Chicago has announced that its music
can be played tax free. A notice to this
effect has been sent out by the Riviera
Music Company to all orchestras in the

discounts on

*

—

O. Columbia Amusement
Company has been granted a permit to
build a theatre in Seventh street, opposite
the Olympic.

McArthur,

cabarets.

Several suits have been filed against
the large cafes of Chicago, demanding a
Three of the
royalty in each case.
cabaret owners have been asked to pay
$250 each.

Motion Picture Cameras at cash
uviDg prices. Special professional

Ostenberg

Approximately $150,000
be expended on the project.

Cincinnati,

ward the

etc.

Dept. H, 10»N. Dearborn St., Chicago.

Neb.— W.

W.

theatre will be

by Charles

have recently directed their efforts to-

-

rectifiers

CAMERA BARGAINS

— Excavation

Temple, Tex.

Publishers' Protective Assowhich has been very active in
prosecuting proprietors of motion picture theatres and others who have played
music of publishers belonging to the association without paying the music tax,
ciation,

partment

hotel.

Marion, O.

Effect

on Popular Music Sales

C.

Zander.

Imposition

Company's policy

Remodeling

to seat
at Fifth

theatre

will be erected
streets by

patrons

2,000

Dallas, Tex.
True E. Thompson and
associates have purchased the Palace
theatre, 2407 Elm street, for $40,000.

Newton,

Declares

Tax Has Derogatory

of

The Music

— Tony

the Broadway
of Pomeroy.

Equipment

Concern

Chicago

Empress

the

*

Jackson,

REFUSES TO COLLECT TAX

is

theatre.

This.

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

Falls,

1921

9,

RIVIERA MUSIC COMPANY

Ownership Changes
Washington, la. O. B. Olson has
taken charge of the Graham theatre.

Theatres

April

Every Stat*—total. 2 1 ,170 by Stat**, $5.00

M

Per
$7.50

1219 Film Exchanf**
313 manufacturer* and •tudloi
36$ machine and aupply dealer*

4.00
4.00

Purther Particular*:

A. F.WILLIAMS, law. A teas

St.,

Chirm

in

and

NEW HEADQUARTERS

U. T. E.
H. T. Edwards announces

that the ex-

United Theatre
Equipment Corporation have been moved
to 25 West Forty-fifth street, New York,
on account of the rapidly growing busiecutive

offices

of

the

ness of that company.

April

9,
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NEGATIVES FOR RE-ISSUE

FOR SALE
For United States and

Canada Only
featuring

VIOLET MESEREAU
in

FOUR SPLENDID HIGH CLASS
FEATURES

1
»

Turning Passers-By
to Walkers-In

"Morgan s
Raiders

ft

"The Honor of
Mary Blake"

a real problem in hot weather, isn't
one that you're up against all
through the long, sweltering summer months.

This

is

And

it?

But

a problem you can solve
with Monsoon Cooling System.

make your house

It will

—delightfully

refreshingly cool

comfortable

—a

It will pull the business; turn

'Broken Fetters'
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Path

"

big

And
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the time

all

it

will

passers-by to walkers-

make your
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That's what exhibitors

it

costs.

first

summer

it

PICTURE ART SALES
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Bryant 3720
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all
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makes more

Send the coupon below for
your copy of our new booklet
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—your
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910, 70

West 45th

Denver

Baltimore

Atlanta

Inc.

New York

St.

Philadelphia

BROADWAY

theatre

will

MONSOON COOLING SYSTEM,

produced by

1600

and breezy

attraction in the

stand out as being distinctive from
others in your neighborhood.

shows

—

summer weather.

hottest

in.

easily

it's

Detroit

Kansas City
Sacramento

Monsoon Cooling System, Inc.
Room 910, 70 W. 45th St., New York, N. Y.
I

want to

send
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increase

my

your booklet,

hot weather business, so please
Better Summer Business."
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A

Laugh

You'll

Yourself Sick
at the

April

1921

9,

Real Novelty!

—It's

New

—But

Antics of Little

It's

It's

Old

Novel

Jane and Katherine

THE OLD

LEE

TIME
MOVIE

SHOW
as

Was

it

in the

Early Days
Scream Provoking Novelty
Make Them Laugh
Then it Can't Be Done!
If this

Doesn't

"The Old Time Movie Show"

is

a

decided novelty and portrays a movie

show
In a Series of 2 -Reel

"Circus Imps,"

Comedy

Playlets

will

their

laugh

until

cheeks

—

the

and a one-reel old time comedy

they'll

"My

laugh until they can't laugh any more.
Book them! Book them! Book them!
Don't waste time They are the best

—

Illinois

Distributors of

The Son
The Most

Ave.

of Tarzan

Successful Serial

Ever Presented

Kangaroo"

Recently played at Riviera Theatre
and All Ascher Theatres.

SELECTED
Wabash

Little

also Illustrated Songs, etc.

comedy buy today!

207 So.

ago with a

drama featuring

MARY PICKFORD
and OWEN MOORE

"Dixie Madcaps,"

"Hicksville Terrors"

Your audience
tears roll down

as presented years

one-reel

FILMS,

6th Floor

Inc.

Chicago, Illinois

Distributors in This Territory of

Brady-Made Re-Created
Productions
With

All Big Star Casts

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Max Levey

Reissues
Chaplin Two Reelers

New

Exchange

Chicago to Be

Known As

Organizes

Klimax Pictures

Levey.
business of the combe the distribution in Illinois

The immediate
pany

will

Wins

First Prize

"East Lynne" Will
Show at Ziegfeld

For "Metro Week" Hodkinson

in

Klimax Pictures, a new independent
exchange with headquarters at 17 East
Seventh street, has been organized by

Max

Chicago Salesman

H. R. Moses, city salesman of Metro,
receiving the congratulations of his
is
friends,
through being awarded first
prize of the "Metro week" competition. He
was presented with a gold watch.
What Mr. Moses accomplished is emphasized when it is pointed out that he
was in competition with salesmen in St.
City,
Omaha, MinneMilwaukee and his fellow workers in the Chicago office. Prizes
were awarded by districts. This district
is under the management of S. A. Shir-

Kansas

Louis,

apolis,

St.

Paul,

ley.

Moses has been connected with

Mr.

local Metro office about one year
and a half, having previously sold the
product of both Goldwyn and Universal.

Special Booked at
Advanced Prices for
Two Weeks

"East Lynne," the Hugo Ballin production being distributed by W. W. Hodkinson, will have its Chicago premiere at
the Ziegfeld April 9, when it will open a
two weeks' run at advanced prices. It
will be introduced to the public by a big
advertising campaign in the newspapers.
The contract was made by W. F. Seymour, Hodkinson supervisor in the Chicago district, and Representative Phil

Dunas.

"The Barbarian"

the

"Every Man's Price"
Popular in
As

Illinois

a result of obtaining a

has organized Klimax Pictures to distribute
Chaplin reissues in the Illinois-Indiana terri-

duction being distributed in this territory by Gollos & Gollos, opened a run at
Barbee's Loop theatre March 27.
Big
attendance marked the opening days. As
a special courtesy, exhibitors are being
permitted to review the picture during

Radcliffe are featured in the picture.

its

Unity Obtains Success

tory.

Series for Territory

and Indiana of several Charlie Chaplin
reissues in two-reel length.

new

prints have been obtained by
who believes there is a great
demand at this time for a revival of the
comedian's early successes.
Among the Chaplins on the present
Klimax program are "His Night Out,"

All

Mr. Levey,

"A
Trouble,"
"The Bank." "His New Job,"

"Shanghaied."

Woman,"

"Triple

"A Night in the Show," "The
Tramp" and "In the Park."
Mr. Levey is well known in film cir"Police,"

and has a wide acquaintance

cles

Celebrate Anniversary
The Crystal ball room of the Sisson
Hotel was the scene on Saturday evening
of

a

fashionable

barn dance given

Mr. and Mrs. Aaron

The Unity Photoplays of Chicago, of
which Frank Zambreno is president, has
purchased northern Illinois and southern
Wisconsin rights for the Success Series;
the same territory and Indiana for the
Aubrey Comedies, and Wisconsin and
northern Illinois for twenty two-reel
Helen Holmes pictures from the Aywon
Film Exchange.
Commonwealth Pictures of Chicago
has purchased the northern Illinois rights
to "The Evolution of Man" from the
same company.

among

the exhibitors of this territory. He formerly was Chicago manager for Robertson-Cole.

by

J. Jones, of Jones,
Linick
& Schaefer, celebrating their
twentieth wedding anniversary.
About
300 guests were present and prizes were
presented for original costumes. A Hickville
orcfiestra
furnished
music
for
dancing.

Shown

the Pioneer special
production which is to open a loop run
April 18, was shown to George Beban
and a selected audience by Clyde Elliott,
president of the Pioneer Film Corporation of Illinois, March 16.
Present were representatives of several theatre chains and all expressed
themselves as being more than pleased
with the production.

deluge of
bookings in Chicago and Illinois for
"Every Man's Price," Burton King's special distributed by the J. W. Film Corporation, Gollos & Gollos have purchased
the Wisconsin rights to the production.
E. S. Manheimer, head of the J. W.
Corporation,
speedily
completed
the
transaction so that no time would be
lost in opening the bookings for the additional territory.
Grace Darling and E. J.

MAX LEVEY
Who

Is

"The Barbarian,"

M.
An

P. Press

Club Meets

of the Chicago
Motion Picture Press Club was held on
March 18 at the Chicago Press Club
rooms. Dan Roche presided and presented as the guest of honor Ned
Holmes, who is in Chicago putting on
"The Four Horsemen of Apocalypse,"
the Metro spectacle which opened at the

interesting session

LaSalle theatre,

March

27.

"Hidden Light" Opens Run
"The Hidden Light," the special pro-

run.

"Hodkinson Week" Held
In Milwaukee Houses
H. J. Terry, Hodkinson representative
Milwaukee, has just completed a successful "Hodkinson Week," during which
in

three new Hodkinson pictures were given
their premiere in three of the best theatres.

The Alhambra showed "The Spendshowed "Love Madness"
and the Toy theatre showed "The Coast
ers," the Rialto

of Opportunity."

Schoenstadt and Sons
Open Brighton Theatre
Schoenstadt & Sons formally opened
their new theatre, the Brighton Park, at
4221 Archer avenue, Chicago, Saturday,
March 26. The event brought to the
playhouse a notable audience of theatre

men, exchange men,
public

life.

people and

critics

and men

in

The
is

theatre will seat 1,800
said to have cost $400,000.

Schaffer Buys Chairs

Mr. Holmes related some of his experiences as an advance man and press
agent for many big productions and the
his
witty
thoroughly
enjoyed
Club

S. E. Schaffer returned from LaCrosse
on Friday with a whole back load of
theatre chairs.
He purchased 600 from

stories.

the LaCrosse

Amusement Company.
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murmur

the cause of the big stir. After the
"big boy" had shown Harry Grampp, one
of the state's well known exhibitors, what
his company was giving the exhibitor in the
forthcoming release of their big serial "The
Yellow Arm," featuring Juanita Hansen
and Wanner Oland, Harry Gampp just took
the little ol' fountain pen (think it was a
I'arker, at that), signing up with Ted to set
this serial for play dates in his entire chain
of theatres.
Understand this serial goes
into action in early June. Fine work, Ted
the golden wreath is yours

—

I

»

»

*

Julius Lamm, general manager of the
Brunhild & Young Enterprises, is a busy
official these days handing out the hootch
and roperos to his host of friends who have
been pouring in their congratulatory salutations for the past few weeks.
Yes, mother
and young Mistress Lamm are getting along
nicely. L. A. Schiff tells us the liquid served
easily registers 120%.
»
*
•

They

us that John Bible of the
Classic theatre, Frankfort, Ind., after setting in one of the big comedy feature releases worked out a system all his own
whereby he reduced expenses. Understand
he cut his advertising in the local paper.
After a two-day run, our subtle informant
tell

The Exchange

I

of

Priced Pictures.

nounce

«

ise to

»

*

Makes an-

for another generation.
other unanimous decision!
*

*

*

exchanges

film

comment Spring has came. You
should see that gray creation that Art

we

arise to

Toffler is sporting about these
days. At least a cool century.
*

*

warm balmy

*

Speaking about the easy

of a film repof
Robertson-Cole has mussed up considerable
the former "records" stored away in the
cinema archives. Harry Phillips of the
same exchange tells us that Frank has been
averaging close to fifty town theatres a
week on the road. All right, Harry, what
about yourself and those "rubber-tired"
dogs you're dragging about Chi.?
resentative,

»

brated sales organization, is now among the
With the
"chain" magnates of Indiana.
recent acquisition of the Blinn, Princess and
Royal theatres, all located at Frankfort,
Ind., this likable youngster should soon be
among the Hoosier's biggest film showmen.
Best o' luck, Louis.

looks like

«

*

lot

Frank Ishmael

*

How's the rush, Joe?
Never better
So it goes, the two big recent A. P. features, "Lying Lips" and "The Small Town

*

Idol," is keeping the wiry youngster, Joe
Campbell, piling up extra days for these
two money-getters.

solos the robins
rendering about these parts for we

Must have been those

now

*

built

Louis Goulden, a former vet of the Cele-

are

*

During our rounds of the

has the equipment of
the Celebrated all lined up along the siding
a-rarin' to go. Tells us they will be moved
to their new quarters at 810 S. Wabash
Avenue, April 2. By the way, with the way
Dave Dubin is swinging his arms about
explanatory of his past three weeks through
the Indiana territory, it might be a great
help to have Dave pitch in and help move,
for those Herculean arms could carry a few
sheets of contract pads at least.

»

be there en masse.

George Levy, representative for Unity,
was among the brilliants in attendance at
the recent opening of the Lincoln-Dixie
theatre.
George claims this show place to
Later
be the finest in Chicago Heights.
reports confirm the other house will not be

*

*

to

home
The Unity Photoplays aggregation prom-

Johnny Mednikow

*

who

is to anthe charming
during a reception to be
of the happy bride to be.

city,

engagement

Miss Newman,

First National
representative, has been cutting quite a
swath along Indianapolis' film row the past
few weeks. Some of the boys suggest shoes
Evidently those
a couple of sizes larger.
concrete walks up that way are getting

rough!

his

held at the

"Beau Brummel" Jacobs,

Popular

The

WABASH
FILM EXCHANGE
804 SO.

April 3,
G. Flackman of this

lobby with the red woolen sox over his shoe
Looks like he must have lost both
tops.
garters in the slump
*

1921

message from Dan Cupid
on deck Sunday afternoon,
Evansville, Illinois, and to page J.

murmurs, John was noted running about the

»

9,

just received a
telling us to be

SHOTS AND MISSES
—By Mac
When Ted Meyers of the local Pathe
exchange arrived home the other day it
looked as though Manager Bill Aschm ann's private office had been serenaded
by an aerial attack. Wait a second till we

April

WABASH AVE. 3RD FLOOR
WILL BE OPEN AND

TICKET PRICES REDUCED!
Take advantage
save

Order
and

of our tremendous buying power.

your supply of tickets at these rock bottom

prices

money

Stock admission tickets printed according to government
ruling, showing established price, war tax, and total, can be
furnished, showing the following total prices:
5, 6,

10,

11, IS, 17, 20, 22, 25, 28, 30, 33, 35, 39,

and 55

cents.

Price per

roll,

Price per 50

2000

rolls,

$ 0.40

18.00

100,000

READY FOR

Coupon

BUSINESS

imprinted.

200,000

$ 32.00

20,000 ...

7.00

250,000

39.00

MONDAY

30,000

8.00

300,000

46.00

50,000

11.00

500,000

74.00

100,000

18.00

1,000,000

140.00

2000
Folded tickets, price per package of 10,000.
Special printed

APR. 4TH
With a

Series of Popular

Short
Comedies,
Priced
Subjects, Westerns and Society

Dramas.

1.00

tickets, per roll,

10,000

with

tickets

$ 6.00

I

the

name

of

3.00

your theatre

Additional charge for each change of wording or price, 32.00.

FREE: Write

for

our large Supply Catalog

Exhibitors Supply

St. Louis
3316 Lindell Blvd.
Indianapolis
845 S.
157 N. Illinois St.

Milwaukee
Second St.

133

Company

Inc.

Minneapolis
Produce Exchange Bide
Chicago

Wabash

Ave.

April

9,
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CHICAGO LOOP
THEATRES RUNNING GOLLOS
FEATURES THIS WEEK
2

BARBEE'S

LOOP THEATRE
NOW

PLAYING

PLAYHOUSE
MICHIGAN

2

AVE., NR.

VAN BUREN

WEEKS ONLY

THE BEAUTIFUL CAMEO GIRL

THE MIRACLE WOMAN OF THE AGE

DOLORES

HELEN
KELLER

CASSINELLI
THE SWEETEST LOVE
STORY TOLD
"THE
IN

HIDDEN
LIGHT"
MYSTERY - SUSPENSE -- THRILLS

All Seats

83c

In Geo. Kleine's 8th

Wonder

of the

World

DELIVERANCE
CANNOT BE PRAISED TOO
HIGHLY.
N. Y.

Admission

AMERICAN

$1.1

Independent features have to be mighty strong to get a
booking at a loop theatre these days and we feel proud
that our productions are big enough to play at two theatres
in one week— THERE'S A REASON.
::
::
::

—

GOLLOS ENTERPRISES,
HO

So. State Street

inc.

CHICAGO

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
A

Woman,

Light

Jan.

Through Paths Exchanges

Distributed

six

Eddy
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and

6

Feb.

13

in

Fruit,

—Chickens,

Feb. IS

Sunset Jones,

Feb. 20.

ARROW FILM

CORP.

five reels,

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES

de

Cecil

Douglas

Mac-

reels,

Chas

—The

Price of Possession, five reels, with
Ethel Clayton.
reels,
Lois

Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

The Midlanders,

reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Mar. 13— The ("all of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
Mar. 13 The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

star cast.

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

—

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

Mar. 20

kins.

Wm S. Hart.
— Beau Revel, six

with

reels,

Ince-Vance pro-

reels,

27— The

Mar.

Gilded

Lily,

six

with

Mae

reels,

with

reels,

Murray.

— The Idol of North, six
Dorothy Dalton.
3 — The Faith Healer, six
Mrlf'ird production.
3 — The Dollar a Year Man,

Mar. 27
April

a

reels,

April

George

five reels,

Roscoe Arbuckle.
Treasure, seven

April 10

— Buried

April 10

— The

with

reels,

with

Witching Hour, seven

liam

Geraldine Far-

reels,

If

I

Taylor production.

D.

Were

The

Scuttlers,

THOMAS

INC.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

FILM MARKET,

Homespun

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Lying

Florence Vidor.
J.

The House Without

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS
with

reels,

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well, six

One,

to

TOM MIX SERIES
reels,

with

six

reels,

six

reels.
reels.

Prairie Trails, six reels

FIRST NATIONAL

with Hobart Bos-

The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reeJs

The Road Demon, six
Hands Off. six reels

Louise

Glaum.

Thousand

INC.
seven

Children,

Richard Travers.

PARKER READ.

The Leopard Woman, seven

A

six reels.
six reels.

Frivolous Wives,

INCE PRODUCTIONS

H.

Jack-Knife Man.

with Louise Glaum.

reels,

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacqueline Logan.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

Town

Small

Idol, six reels, with

The Victim,

Ben Turpin.

five

The Nightingale

of

reels.

Paris,

five

reels,

with

Zany

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

with

Allan

Dwan

INC.

five reels.

the

Piper,

six

with

reels,

seven

Devils,

reels,

with

Conway

Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

The Branded Woman, seven

reels,

with

Norma

Lionel

Barry-

Talmadge.

— The Education of Elizabeth,
with
Burke.
—The Inside of the Cup,
Special
23— The Rookie's Return,
Douglas MacLean.
23— Midsummer Madness,
De Mille production.

Jan. 16

five

reels,

Billie

Jan. 16

six

reels,

with

reels,

with

cast.

Jan. 30

five

six

— Paying the

reels,

William

Piper, five reels, George Fitz-

maurice production.

reels.

reels.
reels.

five

with

reels,

Love, six reels, with Annette Kel-

lerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-

The

six

reels,

with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
reels, with Lionel Barry-

Devil's Garden, six

Nineteen and Phyllis, six

The Great Adventure,

six

reels.
reels, with Chas. Ray.
reels, with Lionel Bar-

rymore.

Not Guilty,

six

reels,

with

My

Latchkey,

five

Lady's

cial

Cast.
Affair,

Mamma's

five

reels,

Sylvia
reels,

Breamer.
with Katherine

eight reels, with Spe-

with

madge.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, six
Ray.

reels,

with

Charles

My

Heart,

reels.

five reels.

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy. five reels.

The Lamplighter,

five

reels.

reels.

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.

Number

17, five reels.

Dynamite Allen,

five

reels.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, with Eileen Percy.
While: the Devil Laughs, five reels, »with Louisa
Lovely.
The

Little

Gray

Lovely.
Oliver Twist.

Jr.,

Mouse,

five

five reels,

with

reels,

Louise

with Harold Goodwin.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

Constance Tal-

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Tal-

madge

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
Chin Toy, five reels
Flame of Youth, five
Girl of

six

MacDonald
The Woman in His House,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

Cheater Reformed,
Bare Knuckles, five

Anita

Neilan production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.

to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five
The Iron Rider, five reels.

MacDonald.

The Truth About Husbands, seven

Whispering

Jan.

reels,

Katherine

reels,

Dangerous Business, five reels, with Constance
Talmadge.
Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty, seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall

EQUITY PICTURES

Jan.

Constance Tal

more.

Miens.

Keep

with

reels,

special.
reels, with

special.

Curtain, five
Harriet and
Stewart.

Haven.
Old Dad,

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

six

madge.
In the Heart of a Fool, seven

What Women

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

Good References,

The Master Mind,
more

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A

King Vidor
Broadway, six

five reels.

Forty-five Minutes from
Chas. Ray.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES

worth.

Love, six

six reels.
six reels.

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man. six reels.

The Married Virgin,

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

with Pearl White
with William Far-

WILLIAM FARNLM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

Devil, six- reels, with George Arliss.
six reeli.

What Women Will Do,

reels,
reels,

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.

rar.

The

seven
King, seven

Moll,

num.
While

MaWil-

DIST.

reels.

FOX SPECIALS
The White

rion Davies.

Distributed through Paths Exchanges
six reels, with

six

duction.

cast.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Mounted,

of

five

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Meighan.

— O'Malley

Mar. 20

five reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-star cast.
the House, five reels, with all-

Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

—

Field-

with Georgia Hop-

The Riddle Woman,

with

reels,

Kentuckians,
six
mopolitan production.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, fix reels, with Norma Talmadge.

27.— What's Worth While, five
Weber production.
Mar. 6. Straight Is the Way. seven

featuring Ora Carew.

five reels,

Dor-

reels.

reels,

— The

Feb.

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.

Bachelor Apartments,

five

eight

Lean

Feb. 27.

ing.

Love's Protege,

fire

with

Roscoe

reels.

othy Gish.

— Forbidden
Mille production.

Their

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine

five reels,

six

Feb.

Elinor Field.

Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
five reels, with Charles Clary.

Frontier of the Stars,
Thos. Meighan.

— Brewsters Millions,
Arbuckle.
—The Ghost the Garret,

6

Jerome

Helen

with

reels,

30— The

Feb.

It's

a Great Life,

The Revenge

of

five reels

Tarzan,

(Eminent
five

reels,

Artists).

with

Gene

Pollar.

Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels. Rex Beach
production.

The Penalty,

five reels,

with Lon Chancy.

April

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

9,

Earthbound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Tbief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels, Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.

What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads

Destiny, five reels,

of

Pauline Fred-

with

reels,

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple,

The Sage Hen,

Forbidden Valley, six

JESSE

ZAXE GREY PICTURES.

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
with J. Warren Kerrigan.
Flame, five reels, with J. Warren

five reels,

The Green

Killer, six

RHODES PROD.

N ATIONA L-BILLIE
The Kentucky

Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

V.

Down Home, an

All

Star Cast.

SEITZ, INC.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz

INC.

of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Merse-

Jan.

REALART PICTURES
SPECIAL FEATURES
six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

Deep Purple,

The Law

.STAR PRODUCTIONS
Minter.

Her

Mar. 15

1

— Reckless

five reels, with aWnda Hawley.
Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It. five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.

Oh Lady

Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

six reels.

Love Without Question, seven

reels.

Johnstone.

A Woman's

Business, five reels.
of Pride, five reels.

Something

Different,

The

Clown,

Little

BERT LUBIN
five reels. State Rights Feature.
five reels, Allene Ray.

A

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
Youth,

reels,

six

Wm.

of

Arsene Lubin

Bad

Years

31—The

Offshore

cast.

May

Pirate,

six

reels,

Viola

Dana.

Feb.
Feb.

— Passion Fruit, six
Greater Claim, six
— Extravagance, six
Allison.
21 — A Message from Mars,
7

reels. Doraldina.
reels, Alice Lake.
reels,
with

21—The

Mar.

Mar.

7

—

Mar. 28

Madame

Bert Lytell.
Puppets of Fate, six
Dana.

One Man

six

reels,

Peacock, seven

reels,

a

in

S. L.

28— Without

reels,

Million,

with

Viola

reels,
reels.

with

production.

reels,

reels,

George

A

The Shadow,

five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
reels, with Lester Cuneo.

Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Eva Novak.
Only Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
All Dolled Up. five reels, with Gladys Walton.
The Unknown Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberts.
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank
If

Mayo.

The Smart Sex, five reels, with Eva Novak.
The Freeze Out, five reels, v ith Harry Carey.

It

six reels, with Muriel

Star

cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

Jass,

LEWIS

J.

two

reels,

Billy

stunt novelty.

reels.

reels,

with

Dorothy

with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones,

five

reels.

Deceiver, five reels.

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES
six

six

reels,

The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.

Three Sevens,

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Daughter Pays,

Woman,

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

Ostriche.

&

Mason.

Geo. D. Baker

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

The Charming

INC.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

five reels, with Lyons-Moran.
five reels, with Carmel Myers.
reels, with Edith Roberts.

Shocking Night,

The Mad Marriage,
The Fire Cat, five

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can't Be Done, five reels.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

Cowboy
All

with

with Otis Skinner.

SALIENT FILMS,

six reels, All Star Cast.

six

six

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,
Blue Blazes, five

with Nazimova.

six

Max

with"

PRODUCTIONS

Limit

with

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law. five reels, with Lester

Cast.

Feb.

reels,

May

Nazimova

Honor and Obey,

Love,

five

SPECIALS
Kismet, nine

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

The Great Redeemer,

Luck,

Beban.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Billions, six reels, with

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
White Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.

Pauline Fred-

story.

Linder.
all-star
reels,

Ashe, six

Allison.

Jan.

—
—
—
—
—
—

Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec. 4 The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

Outside the Law, six

Little Fraid l ady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.

Seven

METRO SPECIALS

reels, Cabanne.
reels, Christel.
five reels, with

Slave of Vanity,

The
The

of

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
June 13

erick.

813, six reels,

— Marriage

Mary Miles

with

reels,

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
The Stealers, eight
So Long Letty, six

West of the Rio Grande,

— Lure

five

Minter.

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Jan. 10
Jan. 17

Constance

with

reels,

five

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.
—The Lure of Crooning Water.

Binney.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

Honeymoon Ranch,

Wanda

Hawley.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Wings

Wanda Hawwith

You Never Can

Wives.

Madonnas and Men,

reels,

five

The Snob,

SPECIAL FEATURE

Mar.

Villain, five reels, with

Elopement,

First

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

June 27

ley.

five reels.
five reels.

1

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Cobb.

Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert Frank.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

Skyfire, five reels.

of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard

Just Outside the Door, five reels, with Edith
Hallor.
Man's Plaything, five reels, with Grace Davidson
Mountain Madness, six reels, with special cast.
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.
The Servant Question, five reels, with William

D. N.

Empty

Her Beloved

—— Danger Valley,
—God's Gold,

Ralph Ince Special.

six reels, a

Collier.

for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles

NEAL HART SERIES

Nov. 15

Red Foam,

Line, six reels.

Food

INDEPENDENT FILMS

Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince Special.
Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with William

Durning.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

Karren Kerrigan.

of Whispers, with J.

The
You
The
The

The Seeds

reels.

Edmund

Sin, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

SELECT PICTURES

ARTHUR F. BECK
The Heart

Kerrigan.

The House

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES
The Fourth

Faversham.

Brunette

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The

reau and

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

of Diamonds, six reels.

B.

SERIES

reels.

Case.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

with Blanche

six reels, with Fritzi

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Out

Stedman and Law-

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

reels,

PERRET PICTURES,

Kenyon.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The

five

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
six reels, with Doris

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

B. Warner.

Winston Churchill.

of Light, by

JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

No. »9,

Bruce Gordon

Sweet.

GEORGE

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

PARKER READ,

The

with Bruce

reels,

with

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

The Empire

INC.

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

ton.

P. Trail, six reels.

The Harvest Moon,

with Gladys Brockwell.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Her Unwilling Husband,

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

J.

The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.

reels.

reels,

Half a Chance, seven

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

W. W. HODKINSON CORP.

The Dwelling Place

six
reels,

five

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouverneur Morris.

B.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

INC.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six reels.
.

cast.

all-star

and May McAvoy.

The Highest Bidder,

BENJAMIN

INC.

—The Little Fool, six
PATHE EXCHANGE,

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

erick.

The U.

SHCRTLEPT,

C. E.

Mar. 14

89

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tarn
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Dead Men

Trumpet

ine Calvert.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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April

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN- BR AY COMICS, one

SHORT SUBJECTS

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
RED RIDER SERIES

1921

9,
CO.

(Leonard Chapman), two

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

reel.

two

reels.

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

COMEDIES
AKKOW FILM CORP.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES,
week. Iwo reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES,

every other

two

NEIGHBORS,

two

reels.

AYWON FILM

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

Number

reels

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

INC.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

A Trayful of Trouble.
The One Best Pet.
You'll Be Surprised.
Beat

It.

two reel*

Mr. Fatima.

Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink
Movie Mad.
Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.
Scrappily

Married.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two reels.
Torchy's Millions. (Johnny limes.)
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

MERMAID COMEDIES,
(Lloyd

Dynamite.
Nonsense.
The Simp.

two

reels.

Hamilton.)

(Lloyd Hamilton.)

one

COMEDIES,

JIM

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

— Wedding
Sweetheart
—

a

D«y.

one

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

two

THE TEMPEST,

two

Pals and Petticoats.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

(Ruth Roland).

Rockies

the

of

Foe

(Juanita

reels.

PATHE— Velvet

Hansen

*aa

(George

B.

Seitx

an*

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
UNIVERSAL—The Flaming Disk (Elm* Lincoln)
UNIVERSAL—Tbe Dragon's Net (Marie Wal

reels

Avenger

Silent

(WillUn

VITAGRAPH—The

Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan and

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

Dune**

(William

Fate

and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH— Hidden
one

two

every
reels.

Dangers (Joe Ryan *o<

Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH—The

Mystery

Veiled

(Antoni*

Moreno).

NEWS REELS

two reels

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Monday* and Thurs-

INC.

two

reels.

Tom

two

Santschi.
Edgar Jone*.

reels,

DRAMAS,

INDIAN
feather,

one

two

PRICE

NEWS

NEWS

PIONEER
C. B.

days) at Universal exchange*
(twice a week) at Educational exchange*.
(Wednesday* and Saturdays) at
PATHE
Educational exchanges.
(twice a week) at Select ex
SELZNICK
changes.

KINOGRAMS

reels.

CO.

featuring

Mona

Dark-

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
RUSSELL-GREI VER-RUSSELL
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Player*).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Ru*»ell)

reel.

SPECIALS

two

reels.

Slicker.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

Haxie).

Duncan).

reels,

NICK CARTER SERIES,

Her Doggone Wedding.

reel*

Warner Orland).

two

reels.

His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.

two

Jazz,

Thirteen.

FILM SALES

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

reels.

ENTERPRISES— Cowboy

PATHE— Phantom

PATHE

Elephant's Nightmare.
Me Tight.

E.

camp).

DOMINANT PICTURES,

Hold

ft

VITAGRAPH—The

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

FEDERATED FILM

S.

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack

reels.

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,
C. B. C.

reel*.

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two
FOX FILM CORP.

two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau,
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

Don't Tickle.
Don't Tickle.

reel*.

CO.

ARROW FILM

reels.

The Jockey.

two

Finger*
Marguerite Courtot).

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY

reel.

Pic-

reel.

COMEDIES,

Bray Pictographs.

PIONEER— Luke MeLuke's Film Osophy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.

other week, two reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.
six

Vod-a-

Original

Sermonette*.
FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, oa*
reel (weekly).

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one

Blizzard.

reel.

PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE,

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuths
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,
Travel

reel.

snapshots (bi-monthly).

Elinor Fair).

Finish.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES

one

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

C.

PATHE— Ruth

two

Scenic

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Review*.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.

DRAMAS

reels.

On a Summer
—
—The Unhappy

B.

FOX— Bride

AUBREY COMEDIES,

Days.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

The Kid,

reels.

reel.

two

Burrud

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW — Sport

reels.

one

oa*

Scenic*.

PICTURES— Sunset

Storie*.

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

Tbe

, _
_
Out of Tune.

Bells

Mar. 6
Mar. 20

two

Picture*.

reel.

SPECIAL

The Back Yard.

reels.

one

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.
two

(every two

—

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

reel

reel

PARAMOUNT Burlingham Adventure Scenic*
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Picture*.
REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenic*, one reel.
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson Series, oca

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSELL-GREI VER-RU8SBLL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDY ART, two reels.

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT- ARBUCKLE

tures,

reels.

VITAGRAPH

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

Holmes Travel

(every week).

reel

C.

STAR COMEDIES,

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

Feb. 6
Feb. 20

two

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

reels.

reel.

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MOKANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

COMICLASSICS. two

(Jimmie Adams.)

one

Scenic*,

reel.

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,

Fool.

April

one

one

Please.

HOWELL COMEDIES,

ALICE

Ladie*' PeU.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

INC.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
REELCRAFT PICTURES

reels.

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,

PARAMOUNT— Burton

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
RADIN PICTURES, INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Outing

(every week).

reel

Buster

reels.

Bruce Scenics Beau-

C.

(every two weeks).

reel

weeks).

PATHE EXCHANGE,

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

The

two

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS. two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

CORP.

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Buster Keating.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

two reel*

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

METRO

reel.

JOY COMEDIES.

An

SCENICS
Max

with

reels,

Keating.

reels.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

two

two

Roberts.

WILLIAM

SELZNICK PICTURES
J. FLYNN Detective Series,

two

reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Rua*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.

The Race

of the

Age (Man

o'

War).

Reform Bureau Determines to Dictate

PRISCILLA

DEAN
the mat
IJynamic Personality
in moving pictures

in

April 16. 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALi

JNIVER.SAL SPECIAL

3

ATTRACTIONS

EXHIBITORS HERALD

4

A Headstrong

Girl

—An

Impulsive

April 16, 1921

Wag>r~ A Desperate Adventure

April 16. 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

5

E X

6

II

IBITORS

Men

Wild

II

E k A LI)

of Africa

PARAMOUNT- VAN DEN BERG H
EXPLORATION SERIES

your whole

life

you have never

INseen so many strange and amazing

things

as

you

will

see

in

No.

I

No. 2

— "Jungle Dancers"
— "The Lion Killtrs"
Edited and

Dr. Vandenbergh's pictures brought,
out of earth's darkest spot.

You will see the slaying of a hippopotamus in a river swarming with the savage
monsters; the lion

kill;

African marriage

and funeral ceremonies; weird witch-doctors
and brutal surgery.

You
races

will see races lower

them the animals,

no white man has even seen before.

Nothing more amazing will be seen again
motion pictures are made of Mars!

until

April 16. 1921

titled

by

EXHIBITORS HERALD

April 16, 1921

"The Seventh Wonder

of the Film World!

Tommy' is the seventh wonder of the
and in viewing it one forgets what the other
six wonders are.
In its line it is the outstanding film
achievement of the season."
New York HerM
"'Sentimental

film world,

_

"Seems destined to rank as the
an American director thus far "

"The most worth-while
the finest pictures

_New Ygrk

by

TeUf, ram

picture of the season.

One

of

have ever seen."

I

—New

"For sheer beauty

would be

best thing produced

difficult to

of

York Tribune

treatment and picturization

conceive anything to surpass

—New

it

it."

York Mail

"Barrie himself could not have found the slightest
fault

with

"The
"The

_ New

it."

has

real Barrie

at last

york American

reached the screen."

—New

York Globe

have ever seen."
New York News.

lovelisst film as to technique that I

—

Adolph Zukor presents

James M.

Sir

"Sentimental

Barrie's

Tommy"

with

Gareth Hughes,

A

May McAvoy and Mabel

John

S.

•

.

Taliaferro

Robertson Production

Photoplay by Josephine Lovett

d paramount (picture
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J_JERE

is

April

a great, modern,

who was

girl

the world by a

and

too harsh

16,

1921

vital story

oi

kept from contact wi

who

father

considered

cruel for his sensitive daug

and of the narrowly averted tragc
which his folly brought upon her.

UUllllli

ter,

JUSTINE JOHNSTONE

"SHELTERED
DAUGHTERS"
GEORGE

BV
DIRECTED BY

EDWARD DILLON

bronson

howard

scenario by Clara berange*

IN the shelter of her quiet
home little Jenny Dark
may have dreamed sometimes

*

of herself as another Jeanne
d'Arc.
But her most fantastic dream could never have
been half so wonderful as
that which happened to her
one day when she went out
to see the great world.

RE ALAR. T PICTURES CORPORATION
ijorl^CUy
4-69 Fifth cAvenue

^New

OW PRESENTED A
I

TALE OF TWO WORLDS"
Br

"A

S. L.

Tale of

Two Worlds"

able business

There

is

R.OTHAFEL

at

the

did

Capitol

remarkTheatre.

a short episode in the early part

in Pekin during the
Boxer Rebellion. As soon as this was
finished and before the title announced
that the action had been switched to
America. I "faded out" the screen, re-

of the picture laid

vealing a stage setting of a balcony in

Chinatown. A girl singer, costumed like
Leatrice Joy as "Sui Sen" in the picture,
then sang the Chinese lullaby from
''East Is West."
The setting was in the
centre of the stage,

masked by

a scrim

decorated with long Chinese banners, and
the singer

The

was flooded by mellow lights.
was applauded at each

interlude

A

showing.
"There's

still

plenty

EMINENT AUTHORS

of vitality left in the

GOUVERNEUH
MORRIS'
FAMOUS STORY

the films which have

PRESENT

A TALE OF

TWO WOULDS
PRODUCTION
A F PLANK LLOYD

movies, in spite of

been turned out
so

many

COJ^DWYN TICTURE ^

like

sausages,

when they can produce such a picture
as "A Tale of Two
Worlds' at the Capitol this week."

—X.
,=yf

all

Y. Sun.
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he Knew him
as both

Spencer Ellis
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Starring beautiful Marion Davies in the most

gorgeous, photo-drama of the day
"Buried Treasure."

thrilling,

"Buried Treasure"

is

a powerful, gripping

—

drama

of the old
of reincarnation a notorious
Spanish Main a successful search for his buried
treasure centuries later,
all in one of the most

—

pirate

—

fascinating love stories ever told.

The

marvelous, exciting, old-time pirate ship
are done as only the
pirate fights
world's master of scenic effects, Joseph Urban, can

pirate

life

—

—

do them.
All live exhibitors are clamoring for
It is a

it.

Cosmopolitan Production.

has all the real "class" that
Productions have.
It

all

Cosmopolitan

A Cosmopolitan
CC paramount

Released by

Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges

TREASURE"
With

B

uiiful

MARION

Production
Qicture

Released bv

Famous Plavers-Laskv Exchanges

A Cosmopolitan

U tl

tWA *U
I

"Proxies" has all the real "class" that
always found in Cosmopolitan Productions.

Joseph Urban
"class" direction

settings.

and

is

Real high priced

cast.

Principal members of cast: Norman Kerry,
Zena Keefe, William H. Tooker, Marie Shaffer,
Raye Dean, Jack Crosby, Paul Everton, Robert

Broderick.

& (paramount Q>idure
elsased by Famous Play ers-Lasky Corporation
Released by Fa-nousjPIayers-Lasky Exchanges

I

"Proxies" is the swiftest moving comedy drama
ever screened.

— action — action — that's the
slapstick — but real human

Action

Not

story of two crooks that

word for it.
drama the
went straight and stayed

—

straight.

From first scene to last, your audiences will lean
forward on the very edge of their seats fascinated,
thrilled,
and, to the very end, always in suspense.

—

CC (paramount Gpiclure

'ekased -<6yFamousPlayers~Lasky Corporation
i

Released by

Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges
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Here is a Statement of Facts
and a Prediction
The

Inside of the
the country.

Cup"

the greatest photo
regeneration ever made.
It is

is

sweeping

drama of moral

the greatest sermon ever preached
through the medium of the screen.
It is

doing more for the moral elevation of the screen than any other production ever made,
It is

^The Inside of the Cup"

will live longer

on the screen than any photo drama ever
made.

"The Inside of the Cup" will sweep the
whole world and leave behind it a higher,
better standard for photo dramas.
of the intelligent exhibitors of
motion pictures will show this great drama
All

at their theatres as

IT IS

soon as possible.

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION
IT IS

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

BOOK NOW AT FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY EXCHANGES
Released by

Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges

THE

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM

The
Foundation of a
Well-Balanced

Program
Successful
that

realize

come

exhibitors

audiences dont

to their theatres to see

features

only.

They know

that careful thought

'Everything

but the Feature!

today

must be

given also to short subjects to
assure an evening's entertainment.

Educational Animal Comedies

Mermaid Comedie?
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies
Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special Comedies
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful
Hudson's Bay Travel Series
World Wanderings
Chester Outings
Chester Screenics
Specials in

Slow Speed

Miscellaneous Specials

Kinograms

—News

DUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

E.

W.

HAMMONS,

President

18
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NATIONAL

fe<£T

THEMSUAL NEWS ofALL THE WORLD
EXCLUSIVE

COMPLETE

—scenes showing the dropping
of

100

lb.

Bombs from Army

Airplanes taken at Aviation
Service Mobilization, Langley
Field,

were shown

in

KINOGRAMS

DISTRIBUTED

2028

BY

(Rett

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"
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^illia7n}ojc

announces

his forthcoming

vroductionO

MARY
QUEEN
J

SCOTS

Anril 16, 1921
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A

production, gigantic in scope, portraying the

Mary

Stuart,

life of
one of the most remarkable and romantic

figures in history.

For two years William Fox has been quietly working
on this production, tapping all the vast resources of his
powerful organization to make the photoplay presentation
the greatest ever screened.

Gordon Edwards, who directed the Fox magnificent
production, "Queen of Sheba," is directing "Mary Queen
of Scots." He, and a company of Fox players, are emJ.

barking immediately for Europe; the concluding scenes
of this gigantic historical drama will be made-in France,
Scotland and England, where the ill-fated queen lived her

romance, made her

No

fight

and enjoyed her

brief triumph.

work has been followed in writing
no published romance or drama has been

single historical

this scenario;

used as the basis for this story.
The Fox production of
"Mary Queen of Scots" is founded on material of
unchallengeable authenticity, a corps of literary experts,
under the direction of Mr. Fox, having spent two full
years in sifting from the archives of history the great
dramatic romance of the woman whose beauty swayed
the destinies of nations.

Watch later announcements for details

Km

•0i

William c}oX
hre$ents

SKIRTS
jiippodromic Comedy Spectacle
Witt

Clyde
Zill Star

Sunshine
Comedy Cast.
OheSinger
Jiidgets and
their Cbmplete

Bantam
Circus.

WOO

.

Oascinating

Sunshine
WidcnJs.

Mlllllllllillllllll'llll^

Villiam pox
presents

WILLIAM FAIWUM
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REMOVAL NOTICE
We

announce the removal
to

Our New Quarters
on

Monday, April

11,

1921

Located at

810 South Wabash Avenue

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
J. L.

Eight

Illinois

and Indiana

FRIEDMAN,

Pres.

Hundred Ten South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois

and Indiana

1921
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I

to

2Tf)e

JUmofe Cxjnlritor* alliance
in

3Tf)e

Contention assemble!)

Celebrated diapers Jftlm Corp.
extenb

tfje

frtentatytp

f)anb=clasp of toarmest

anb

for pour

tfjeir

sincere toisfjes

contmueb

success!.

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
J.

L.

FRIEDMAN,

Eight Hundred Ten South

Illinois

and Indiana

Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

p&n Exchanges

1,1

Pres.

Illinois

and Indiana
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WEST ART PICTURES, Inc.
Announce the

A

Sale of

Series of Seven 5-Reel Western Productions
FEATURING AL HART AND JACK MOWER

EMPIRE FILM EXCHANGE,

207° SO.

WABASH

AVE.,

CHICAGO

for

Illinois

EASTERN FEATURE FILM

and Indiana Territory
CO., 57-79

CHURCH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

for

New England

States

"THERE'S VARIETY IN WESTART WESTERNS"
WESTART PICTURES,

INC., 130

W.

46th

St.,

N. Y. C.

Associated Exhibitors Inc. presents

Harold Lloyd
in

"Now
Three

or

Never"
Produced by Hal Roach

Parts

You

are invited to

reel,

with any comedy that has ever been made.

compare

There can be but one verdict

this

comedy, reel for

— BETTER!

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
25

West 45th

PATHE

Street,

New York

Distributors

Have

you

ever

?

Have you

may

)

ever considered

comedy

the

that

be a bigger asset to your program than

the feature?

Have you ever thought

that quality should be

and not length?

the true test of a feature

Have you

ever had a feature "go dead" on

your audience, and then seen the day saved

by a Harold Lloyd comedy which made your
patrons go into paroxysms of merriment?

Have you
to
its

ever realized that after

you of a picture comes

right

all

the value

down

to this,

entertainment value?

Consider the Harold Lloyd comedies from

all

these angles; read the glowing praise of the

newspaper

critics;

papers; and better

read the reviews
sit in

still

while your operator

is

in

Every Lloyd

the trade

your own house

showing one on

comedy should
the true featun

screen; just listen to the waves of laughter,
the howls of delight;

Lloyds

and then book

and thank Heaven

you've

all

got

/e

the

of your program

the
the

chance!

Harold Lloyd
///

"Now

or Never"

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
25

West 45th

PATHE

Street,

New York

Distributors
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Regardless of Various

Rumors—
D.

W. GRIFFITH
planned and produced

"Dream

Street"

be released through The United Artists Corporation to the motion picture exhibitors throughout the country

a dramatic

comedy

That
It is

requiring

Mr.

to

Is, to

Those That Want

It

production since "Way Down East"
and almost as much time as that production.

Griffith's First

more

sets

It will be first shown in the CENTRAL THEATRE, Broadway,
YORK, THURSDAY, APRIL 7, AT PRICES
50c TO $2.

NEW

FROM

great a success this New York showing
may be after this exploitation in New York and one or two other
cities, this picture will be delivered to The United Artists Corporation on April 25.

Without regard

Mr.

to

how

any other idea than to fulfill,
power, his contract to produce this

Griffith has never entertained

as satisfactorily as was in his
picture for the exhibitors.

A.

L GREY, Gen

D.
Longacre Building

W. GRIFFI

/

Manager
Inc.

New York

City

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Do You Want
If

a production

the

amount

distributor

widely
buying

is

is

a

Cheap Director?

a real

of revenue

box
it

office attraction

will return to the

intimately dependent

known

April 16, 1921

upon how

such a production

is

to the

field.

heed is given to additional expenditures
of thousands of dollars in production costs,
Little

yet the appropriation for making the finished

product properly
ers

is

known

to prospective buy-

frequently reduced to an inadequate

minimum.
not economy;
sighted penuriousness.

Such

a course

is

it

is

short-

Commercially speaking, inadequate trade
publicity

is

as great a peril to a picture as

inadequate direction.

April

16.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

'This

Is

What LOVE Has Done!"

And the sister of Janis Clayton sobbed her heart
man who had killed love to marry for wealth.

Hope Hampton

out while Janis Clayton

Productions, Inc

present

HOPE HAMPTON
"Love's Penalty"
A

thrilling story of three kinds of love, a

strange hate and the penalty you pay for

A

both love and hate.
picture

of

real

life

audiences with

its

make money

for

29

that

clean,
will

unusual grip

cut

clear

your

hold

— and

it

you!

Story and direction

by John Gilbert

Exclusively distributed by

Associated First
National Exchanges

will

toned retenge on the

K X

30

11

Colin Denson, Grand Opera House, Springhill,
"I am 100 per

I

15

I

TO R

S

HERALD
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N oca Scotia:

National pictures.
The
quality is eery high and the price is reasonably low with first class
service.
Eoery exhibitor should try to get a franchise as it pays
in

money and

cent pleased with First

reputation."

THAT'S ANOTHER REASON

WHY

Iherellbe a Franchise everywhere

NORMA TALMADGK
The powerful emotional
actress as Acacia

"The Passion Flower"
Presented by Joseph M. Schenck and adapted for the screen
by Mary Murillo and Herbert Brcnon, from the famous stage
play by Jacinto Bcnaventc.
Photographed by Roy Hunt

—Tech.

Director,

V\ illard

M. Reineck

Produced under the Personal
Direction of Herbert Brenon
'I

love you!

Fly to the mountains with me!"

"Shame!

"You

I shall tell

like the fan?

the world of your guilt."

Then

a kiss for a reward."

She

''You are the assassin!

"They

are

I shall

isn't

dead:

protect this boy from you!"

coming to avenge the death of

their brother."

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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W.

G. Shaejfer,

"Any
do a

31

Vaudetle Theatre, West Point, Ga.:

exhibitor can take a First National franchise, use his head>

little

consistent work.,

I can
or anything else.
any k.ir.d of opposition.

and

he can gel the best of hard times
and ixhip

lake First National pictures

The' franchise

WATS

is

my

grealest asset."

THE OATH

—

ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hkerel! be a Franchise Gvevywhei^

A Love Tale

of

Old Spain

A

tremendous emotional drama by a
foremost Spanish author and which
made a wonderful stage success. Even
more suitable to pictures, it is a vehicle
particularly adapted to Norma Talmadge's artistry in portraying the
depths of

A

human

emotion.

First National Attraction

"You hate me

"The assassins have taken their revenge."

'Yes, I agree.

"To

I will

"Come,

marry you.'

the bride!"

"You,

smile!

so,

because you love me.

5
Aren't you glad to see me.

my husband! You

dare

make love

to

'

my daughter?

1

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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C. J. Foster, Palace Theatre, Mineral Point, Wis.
"I am tickled to think I bought a First National franchise.
Your pictures are

great."

THA T'S ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hhere'll

be a Franchise everywhere

Here's the Big Broadway Humor Hit!
and the winsome

MARGUERITE CLARK
Making her bow in her first
picture with her own company

Wives"

"Scrambled

Comes the nymph and brings
Joy and youthful jollity,

to thee

Quips and quirks and wreathed smiles
Such as hang on Hebe's cheek
Sunbeams playing hide and seek;
How she trips it, come and go,

—

On

the light fantastic toe.
(Apologies to the Blind Bard)

"Sh-h-h!

NotaWord"

He was

afraid his
wife would find out he
had been married. She
was afraid her sweetheart who hated grass

widows would find
out she had been
And the
married.
wives were

all

scram-

bled

up so that they

were

all

afraid.

And your

patrons will
shake with laughter
watching the unscramng in this comedy-drama,
with its joy and sparkle, its pep
and vivacity, its fun and frolic.
IT'S THE LIFE.
Presented by the Marguerite
Clark Productions, Inc., taken
from the recent stage success by
Adelaide Matthews and Martha
M. Stanley, as produced by
Adolph Klauber; directed by
Edward H. Griffith; supervised
by J. N. Naulty.

A

First National

Attraction

MARTIN

J.

Publisher

* ISSUE

QUIGLEY
& Editor

Object:

A

this industry

MARTIN

no longer permit

itself to

be blinded to the possible consequences of the
purposes and methods of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts
and the radical reformers who are associated

is

an astute

politician.

He

is

long practiced in ways of begging, tricking or
clubbing public opinion into line with his ideas.

He

an able lobbyist, a successful agitator and
an autocrat in social and moral matters who is
accustomed to get what he goes after.
Just now he is openly and determinedly
after an official dictatorship over the motion
picture industry a dictatorship which would
imperially govern the industry commercially,
socially and morally. Just what inherent rights
those responsible for the creation and the maintenance of the industry should have is a matter
of no concern to him; such things never count
for much with radicals of the Crafts type as
they have hypnotized themselves into believing
is

—

they stand in
of the accomplishment of the holy re-

that nc rights should be secure
the

way

if

forms that are sought.
^:

3fi

With the Eighteenth Amendment having
been put over while the flower of the nation was
dutifully absent from the country and unable to
register their opinion and with his associate radicals perfecting the anti-tobacco campaign and
other manifestations of extreme meddling with
personal liberty, Dr. Crafts finds himself free
to devote his clever brain

and

tireless

the business of whipping the great

energy to

amusement

masses into accord with what he thinks it
ought to be and ought to do.
Dr. Crafts, in keeping with a large number
of radical reformers who, without being asked,
have volunteered to tell the world how to live,
has in his methods the cold-blooded ruthlessness
of a paid executioner. He explains every con-

of the

cession as an

J.

QUIGLEY

fidence that his position inspires in some is used
to obtain information which subsequently is

new

shot off in

attacks. Behind a

acknowledgment of

guilt; the con-

modest mask

of religion and moral uplift he takes a feverish

delijht in beating

with him.
Dr. Crafts

*

Over Pictures

Dictatorship
By

Let

OF

April 16tK 1921

those
it

who

down by one way

or another

oppose him.

With great discretion Dr. Crafts now
be known that he is not seeking to put

lets
life

moribund Blue Laws. Having noted
the widespread popular resentment toward
these measures, he now discreetly lays them

back

in the

aside, but,

we

are sure, only until such a time

as he feels he can again

become an advocate with

a greater hope of success.

Dr. Crafts intends that the radicals with
he is associated shall dictate, and be
backed up by law, as to the admission prices to
be charged at motion picture theatres. Other
details of his plan provide that all stories shall
be submitted in advance of production for approval or rejection. He intends that the industry shall be compelled to produce certain types
of stories with specific treatment that shall be
acceptable, according to his ideas, for religious
training. In short, the industry is to be made an
abject slave to the will of the overlords of reform.
An ambitious program, yes, but not too pretentious for the radical reformers of the nation
who are hysterical over their hollow triumphs
of the past ten years.
This situation is not presented as a disclosure; it is the acute form of a condition that
has been envisioned by many in the industry for
at least the past two years. But while the industry has been waiting calmly for developments, the assailants of the art and the business
of motion pictures have been industriously doctoring public opinion to gain the necessary support.
The censorship agitation that has been
noted throughout the country is but a product
of the preliminary work of the radicals. The
censorship issue has been elected as the opening
wedge. Other regulatory chains are designed
to be thrown about the industry later.
(Continued in next Issue)

whom
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Re -Takes

a type of busi-

is

ness that requires elaborate outside

have
from realizing

industry

merits

prevented bankers
and appreciating

this

of

R.

J.

producers'

require-

New York

won't let anyone carry films
subway. They don't want the sweet
perfume of its Rabid Transit system to
in its

be diluted with celluloid fumes.

ments.
PubUshed every Wednesday by Martin

*

*

*

J.

Motion picture
states have thus

*

Qulgley.
Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

Hew York

Office:
1476 Broadway. (Telephone: Bryant Sill.)
Los Angeles Office: 6372 Hollywood Blvd.

(Telephone: 660-10.)
All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Offices.

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, 92.00 a
year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (Postpaid), 94.00 a year.
Single
copy, 25 cents.
All Bights Reserved.
Copyright throughout Oreat Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copy-

Copyright, 1921.

The
York

XII

in

New

a crucial test.

The

censorship
state

result

in

is

No. 16

have an

will

important bearing on the situation
throughout the country. Those in
New York who are shouldering the
burden of the industry's fight are
doing a very important and necessary work and they may feel assured
of the recognition and gratitude of
the entire industry.
*

*

April 16, 1921

contest

New York

right act of 1911.

Vol.

*

That the return of David Wark
works to the motion

(irifhth's latest

Motion picture securities listed on
the New York stock exchange have
taken

This

upward

substantial

a
is a

significant

turn.

development

in-

M.

methods of the

tion concerning the

the

informa-

inaccurate

yet

financing,

1921

16,

The

dicap of inadequate financing.

production branch

A L

picture

theatres of the

country

is

not to be too long deferred is the
encouraging news offered in the an-

W.

nouncement that D.

"Dream

leagues in forty-six
far passed resolutions
not to permit the showing of Clara
Hamon's pictures when she becomes a
film star.
It begins to look as though
the exhibitors don't care for Clara.
«

What's
Stillman

In

a

Name

his divorce suit grabbed off
a lot of publicity and his yacht "Modesty"

came

in

for

ir.

share.

its

•

Exploitation

Idea

In Metro's latest Viola Dana picture,
"Puppets of Fate," there is a scene showing President Woodrow Wilson congratulating the proprietor of a "Punch
and Judy" show upon his success as an
impresario.
Now that Mr. Wilson is at
liberty why doesn't some exhibitor get
him as an "extra added attraction" when
showing "Puppets of Fate."
*

March this year was the warmest
1790.
'Member how hot it was

since
that

year?
*

We Want

G.'s latest

not be

to

Know

Rockett-Hodkinson

dicating the attitude of the financial

opus,

and business experts of the country
toward the stability and future

seen generally in places customarily

"Keeping Up with Lizzie," more propaganda for a well known flivver.

occupied by the "talkies," but will
be issued by the United Artists

HINES KEATON-LLOYD STUNT

The

prosperity of the industry.

vance

in

ularly

significant

these

the general

ket

is in

securities
at

this

movement

ad-

partic-

is

the mar-

the other direction.
*

*

*

In various instances financial authorities are evidencing a decided

toward the motion
This
comes
picture
business.
largely as the result of thorough
investigation that has been going on
for some time. This industry generally
has always labored under the han-

change

corporation direct to exhibitors.

in front

*

*

time when
in

Street," will

*

In

that

picture,

Using a fellow actor's suspenders for
exercisers seems to be a favorite pastime
of our best comedians of late.
By the

way who wears suspenders nowadays?

Exhibitors Herald gratefully acknowledges the compliment of Mr.
William Menzel in naming his new

*

Theda Bara

going to beat the cen-

is

She has written a book, "Vampire

sors.

Woman," which comes

or

lication.

We

appreciate the honor

which doubtless
on record; that

is

the

is,

first

of

its

kind

naming of a

the

theatre after a motion picture trade

paper

—and

extend cordial wishes to

Mr. Menzel that "The Herald" may
live long and prosper.

out next

fall.

*

theatre at Boyton, Fla., after this pubCalifornia

"racy"

censors

want

Wonder

pictures.

to
if

bar

all

"A Small

Town

Idol" comes under that head. Ben
Turpin pulls a good race in it.
*

The annual
having been

down

failure of the
reported we will

summer

to regular

peach crop

now

settle

weather.

*

The

early frost didn't affect the bud-

ding censor

bills.

*

Those baseball scouts are passing up a
good bet in Zena Keefe. Didja see her
working out in the Selznick weekly?
Some arm!
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Uncle Sam urges everyone to eat more
onions because the farmers are overstocked with them.
He doesn't tell us,
however, where to get the wherewithal
to buy 'em at the farmer's prices.
*

There

Exhibitors Advertising

Reviews
New York Notes About Film Folks
With the Procession in Los Angeles.
What the Picture Did for Me
Theatre Equipment
Chicago Trade Events
.

Topics of the Day
Guide to Current Pictures

Phew!

Pol-

Expansion
South Dakota Exhibitors Ignore Order to Darken Houses Sundays ....
May Form Board to Decide Credit
Bating of Exhibitors
Harry M. CrandaU Elected President
of Washington First National
icy of

.

.

is

a

49
71

onions anyway

74

when

76
77
87

who

93
95
96

Next

ite

to

garlic

strong sentiment against
in

the best social circles.

we'd prefer onions, but

you're wedged in between a "wop"
has the garlic habit and a suburbanwith an onion breath well, give us

—

air.

*

A

newspaper asks:

tion

would be:

"Who

attended the

Another good ques"What was it for?"

peace conference?"
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Reform Bureau Determined

To Establish Dictatorship
Over Entire Film Industry
Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, in Unguarded Interview, Outlines Plans
to Representatives of "Exhibitors Herald"
In an interview appended below Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, head of the International Reform Bureau, stands
revealed not as a doctor of divinity but as a dopester of public opinion; in an unguarded conversation he
makes plain his tierce determination to harass the motion picture industry into falling in Hue with his ideas.
He intends to insinuate his ideas into the operation of the motion picture industry as to the nature of
stories, methods of handling, admission prices and anything else his fancy hits upon.
Dr. Crafts, in keeping with his associate reformers of the same stamp, having affixed prohibition on the nation against the
will of the majority, now finds himself free to devote his meddling attentions to the motion picture industry.
Again without the sanction and without respect to the will of the majority he will seek to compel
an industry, through agitation, threat, promise and subterranean maneuvering to conform with the ideas
of the modern equivalents of the witch-burners of Salem. EDITOR'S XOTE.

—

International Reform Bureau has selected
THE
the saloon
theatre
the substitute
for

as

it

is

the

American motion picture
American working

to offer to the

man.

— urge

fathers to share their evenings with
it an even more nearly universal

IS going to encourage attendance
ITtheir
wives and children at the "movies" — give

appeal than

has today.

it

BUT—
BEFORE

it actively accepts the motion picture theatre into partnership to assure
the perpetuation of prohibition, it is going to change radically the nature of the

business.

PICTURES

are to be made "clean." Advertising methods, especially the preparaEvery
tion of posters, are to be changed. Theatres are to be closed Sundays.
step of production, distribution, and exhibition is to be carefully supervised.

most
TO BE sum
—
slight

entertainment must be within the reach of
10 or 15 cents being the suggested admission scale.

effective, the

all

for a

EXHIBITORS HERALD

presents the above unannounced program of the International
an exhaustive interview with Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts, official spokesman of
the bureau, in Chicago April 1.
Point by point, the gigantic undertaking of the International Reform Bureau was unfolded
by Dr. Crafts amid assurances of "not so radical, eh?" "nothing wrong about that," "constructive,
not destructive," and other phrases.
Dr. Crafts spoke forcefully. It was evident that the consent of the motion picture industry
If not. there are other
to the alliance is of little importance. If it consents, all well and good.
ways to accomplish the same result.
"We have not used public opinion enough," said Dr. Crafts at one point in his talk. "It is a
powerful agent. It is easily massed. An appeal to the women's clubs, the ministerial associations, men's organizations
that is the decent men's organizations and," he waved his hand,
paused and passed on to another topic.

Reform Bureau

after

—

—

He outlined briefly the' three
steps he has taken to force the
picture industry into line:
Urging Congress

1

to pass a bill

latest

motion

hcens-

l « tag all producers, distributors
and exhibitors of film and putting them under
the supervision of an Interstate Picture

mmission.

2«
ard

M^Und

Pennsylvania.
Ohio and
to adopt the thirteen-point standof the N. A. M. P. L as then- stand-

Kansas
ards.

*

Rec^tt^c;m m

PartSof

^- OUnt7

recreation Commissioners to investigate motion picture theatres, classifying
them as "good" or "bad," and recom-

mending^ "buyers' strikes" on those considered "bad."

Hls viewpoint on the various branches
of the industry and individuals in it is in^r.ttlnn
teresting
.
*« calls the .National Board ot Keview
of Motion Pictures the "biggest and boldest decept i on ever prac ti C ed on the American public" and various individuals contotally torgettul ot
nected with it as
moral responsibility."

Ne6d

t0

Enf ° rCe

c
z .u
j
Speaking
ot the producer? who recently
adopted the thirteen-point standard, he
i

i

.1

said several did so sincerely and many
others insincerelv.
He said the pledge
meant nothing unless enforced bv "law.
contract and license."
u
His tew reterences to theatres were
the citing ot instances where "posters of
half nude women insulted passersby."
Growing vehement, he denounced a
"nation-wide
conspiracy
to
discredit
every moral betterment and
reform
movement" by "Iviner about the blue
•

i

^ "I won't stand much more of it." he
—
,
,
,, T ,,,
,
declared. "1 11 ask Congress to investigate,
I understand the 'wets.' the gamblers, the
.

.'
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motion picture industry, the automobile
industry and others they got the automobile industry into it by lying about

—

how

— are

would hurt their business
conspiracy to defeat every re-

blue laws
in a

form movement by lying about the blue
laws.

"They had

a

Seventh

Day

Adventist

minister disguise himself and deliver
speeches about the blue laws and how
they would make the streets run with
blood. Then they plastered his speech on
billboards, sent out 20,000 mimeographs
of it all over the country and spread it in
other ways. That has got to stop."
He was asked in regard to his own
attitude
on "blue laws" and stated
frankly and emphatically that he was
against any "commercialization" of Sunday.

and other
organizations and announce their findings.
They organize 'buyers' strikes' on
the theatres they consider 'bad.'
clubs, ministerial associations,

"The movement is constructive. It is
more with a view of encouraging attendance at theatres giving good clean entertainment than to discourage attendance
at the 'bad' theatres.

"In cities hardly large enough to warrant sending men to. we intend to have
the ministerial association or some other
body appoint a commissioner to make the
rounds.
Of course, it wouldn't be wise
for a minister to make the rounds as the
theatre owners would know who he was.

In Accord with Alliance

—

'blue laws.'

ment had been reached whereby Jews
would refrain from work on Saturday.
"Then if a Jew owns a theatre and

—

Considered Best Substitute

"You

see, we regard the motion picture threatre as the best substitute to
offer the American working man in place
of the saloon," said Dr. Crafts, "so you
see that we are friendly and not antagonistic to the business.
"We want him to be able to spend the
time in theatres which he formerly spent
in saloons
to get his relaxation there.
Of course, he takes his wife and children
to the motion picture theatres.
This is
going to be more and more important as
the enforcement of prohibition becomes

—

more

effective.

Must Be Cleaned Up

"We want

the men to be able to see
'clean pictures' for a nominal sum
say
10 or 15 cents.
"On account of the growth of the
business and its influence upon the youth
of the .country, it must be cleaned up.
"Here's a new idea," he said. "The International Reform Bureau is sending

out
ers.

—

men we call Recreation CommissionThey are to visit the theatre to see

what kind of entertainment is being offered.
They will classify them 'good' or
'bad.'
Then they go before women's

"I know more than that. I know about
the $40,000 fund which was raised to
defeat federal censorship. I know about
the quarter of a million which went to a
press service.

I

had

a

set

of stan-

"Doctor, the producers and distributors
to think you broke faith with them
when vou advocated an Interstate Film
Commission." was suggested to him.
"Nothing of the sort," he replied.
"Luckily. I had my promise to them in
writing. I promised that for a reasonable
time I would not ask for federal censorship.
That is all. The promise wasn't
Simply a reasonable
even for a year.
time.
I am not asking censorship.

seem

they meant it
standards. And
that they are en-

I

am

hell's

"My

Interstate

Film

Commission

is

really a good thing for the producers. If
is successful, the states and cities will
give up their censorships, as they will
it

they are not needed.
makes no provision for pre-publication censorship unless it is voluntary.
The producers send out their pictures. If
they abide by their standards, all well
and good. If not, they may lose their
license and be put out of business. That
feel

"It

fire

looked

was

— that

like

is,

hell's

Oh.

I

know

all

am good

want

a

number

of things

over with him. Didn't have
much admiration for him until I heard he
was editor of Hampton's Magazine. Oh,
we'll have a good talk!"
And then Dr. Craft's stepped out to
keep his first speaking engagement in
what appears to be a determined campaign to club public opinion into his way
I

to talk

Then he returned

public.

it

our point.

I

But there are

letter.

worth from $40,000 to $100,000.
"A federal commission would be made
up of big men. There wouldn't be any
reformers on it. You know that. Congress doesn't put reformers on its commissions.
They wouldn't have Methodist or Presbyterian standards. They would
have their own standards. They would

American

Palm Sunday,

"And at Los Angeles, I intend to see
Mr. Hampton." he said. "Oh. there'll be
a fight. Mr. Hampton said so in his last

of thinking.

about the National Board of Review. I've
been interested in motion pictures since

flimsy dress which

I usunatured.
Criticism doesn't bother me, so I
can usually get corrections of misstatements in the papers, because I
am pleasant about it.
"I have only had one man arrested in my life. Usually I don't
have to resort to the law. I call
things to people's attention and use
public opinion."

A man
a powerful effect.
wouldn't risk his entire business or a film

the

a
fire.

"We

would have

probably pass many pictures I wouldn't
want my son to see.
"The cost would not be more to the
producers than the cost of the present
National Board of Review— the biggest
and boldest deception ever practiced on

has to take

as bad.

will win
ally get along.

for granted

going to see

He

what is given him.
"But in Washington, Easter Sunday,
the nearest to an Easter theme in our
theatres was a woman dancing dressed in

when they adopted those
forced.

producers.

the

of

like a railroad conductor.

"Why. I told them that the thirteenpoint standard pledge of 80 per cent of
the producers would mean nothing unless backed up by law. contract and
it

most

Twenty-eight producing companies have
confessed to me that they need reforming.
Five in the old days. I have a letter from an Fdison official admitting that
he was making bad pictures, but was
going to continue to do so because that
was what the people wanted. Carl
Laemmle told me he conducted a test
and ninety per cent of the exhibitors
wanted suggestive films. These last
eighteen producers admitted their guilt
when they adopted the thirteen points.
"Of course, the exhibitor is a good deal

Commission Good Thing

license.
"I take

know

"I

dards but they go much further
than I did. I admit they put me to
shame."

closes

"Don't misunderstand me.
We
have been over every phase of this
question carefully.
As long as a
man observes one day in seven, we
are perfectly willing that he work
at productive labor on Sunday.
If
he is in business and his work
affects others, it is another matter.
We are not in favor of his being
permitted to operate his business on
Sunday.
"We will have no misunderstanding with the Jewish Sunday Alliance on this point, as it is interested only in Jews who actually
observe the Jewish Sabbath and not
in those who do not."
Dr. Crafts opened the interview by
stating that his appearance in Chicago
was part of a nation-wide trip he was
making for several purposes principally
enforcement of prohibition and the
"cleansing" of motion pictures.

his sense of responsibility since then.
I
know how it is. You can't turn down a
film costing $30,000 or $40,000, if you are
being paid by the man who made that
film.

Say Reform Needed
I dispatched a
yesterday to visit the various
censorship boards existing and urge
them to adopt the thirteen-point
standards of the producers, so they
can say 'We are just doing what
the producers want done.'
"If I had proposed the thirteen
points, they would have called them

stated that he was in perfect accord
with the Jewish Sabbath Alliance on the
question that that organization wanted
one day in seven observed and an agree-

—

is shown and
have the picture passed.
"Cocks was a Y. M. C. A. man and a
clergyman before he went on the Board
of Review.
He seems to have lost all of

very particular about what

"Another point:

man

He

it on Saturday, you would be willing to have him open it on Sunday?" he
was asked.
"Yes if he only permitted Je*vs to
attend." responded Dr. Crafts smiling.
His manner indicated that he considered
the question a "trick question" and was
well pleased to have, a ready answer.
Then he continued:

April 16, 1921

From

Chicago, he went to Milwaukee.
to

Chicago for several

meetings, and from Chicago plans to visit
the larger cities in the west, reaching
Los Angeles.

Over- subscription to
Hoover Fund Reported
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

ture

April 5.— Charles C.
chairman of the motion piccommittee of the Hoover Relief

Fund

for the starving children of Europe,

Pettijohn,

1915 and could tell you a great many
things I have had from men high up in
the business.

reports that in the recent drive the motion picture industry exceeded its quota

Censures Review Board

efforts of the exhibitors, producers, dis-

by a large amount due to the united
tributors and

"Cocks

and

McGuire run

it.

They

If they
take care of all the machinery.
have a picture like 'Passion,' they call in
a number of society women who are not

turns to date
will
returns
$2,500,000.

allied

branches.

indicate

amount

that
to

The
the

more

re-

entire

than
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Big Issues

Up

New

of
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Meeting
York Theatre
at

From Every Section of State
at Rochester to Discuss Important
Issues Before Industry

Exhibitors

Men
Convene

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCHESTER,

N. Y., April

5.

— New

York

state

fully represented at

is

the convention of the Motion Picture Exhibitors League of New York which
opened at the Hotel Seneca today.
Because of the many important and vital issues confronting the theatre
men the convention promises to be the greatest ever held ii\ this state.

Cohen Will Report on Censorship Hearing
Of primary interest is the censorship question. Already
have launched a vigorous campaign against tht Clayton-Lusk

the exhibitors

bill

now

before

the legislature.

Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
league, with other members, is attending
the censorship hearing at Albany. Following the hearing the party will come
to Rochester to report on its activities.

WILLIAM BRANDT
Re-elected president of Theatre
of

Commerce

of

New

Owners Chamber
York.

Will Elect Officers
other important business will
be the election of officers. In addition

Among

Further Regulations
Suggested by Board
New Prohibitions Based on
Standard Adopted
Producers

Names Theatre

"THE HERALD"

by-

(.Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

Through, the appreciation
courtesy o f Willi am

WASHINGTON,

D. C, April 5.— The
exhibition of pictures in which immoral
sex relations are shown or unduly suggested; which are based on white slavery

and

Menzel

of

Boyton,

EXHIBITORS

procurement of women; which depict nude persons, except children, or persons so nearly so as to shock ordinary
sensibilities; which show undue demonor the

is to

HERALD

be honored by having

a motion picture th eatre

named after it. Mr. Mennew theatre which has

strations of passionate love or scenes of
vice or violence; or which use titles or
sub-titles
containing salacious sugges-

zel s

been under construction for
will be opened
about May 1. It is to be

tions, or use in connection therewith advertising matter, photographs or lithographs of that character, would be prohibited, in addition to the present prohibitions, by the amendments which have
been suggested to the board of commissioners of the District of Columbia by the
corporation counsel.

some time

named "The Herald.

new theatre
tive

In transmitting the proposed amendments to the theatre men, the corporation counsel pointed out that they are in
addition to what the regulations already
forbid (any exhibition which in any manner is offensive to common decency) and
are based upon the standards adopted by
the producers, which have been con-

thanks, Mr. Menzel!

most

effective method of regulation, leaving each particular violation to be deter-

mined by

its

own

facts."

Perrin Returns East
(From

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK.

and comfortable

in

Cohen the present executives are vice
president, W. A. Dillon, Ithaca: second
vice president, Ira Mosher, Buffalo, third
vice president, W. A. Callaghan, Rochester; treasurer, W. H. Linton. Utica; executive secretary, Samuel I.
Berman.
New York, and chairman of the executive committee, Jules Michaels.
The New York City delegation arrived
on a special train. With the exhibitors
came members of the F. I. L. M. Club of
New York, which also is meeting at the
to

Seneca.

F.

I.

L.

In Convention

ganization.

resentatives of the F.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROCHESTER,

N. Y., April 5.— RepClubs of
I. L. M.

•

Alma

Hutchinson,

Charles

Rubens,

George B. Seitz. Orma Hawley, Leah
Baird, Marion Davies, Vivian Martin,
Corinne Griffith. Alice Calhoun, Franklyn Farnum, Eugene O'Brien, Martha
Mansfield, Jack Sherrill, Grace Valentine and others.

Brandt President
Theatre Owners
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April 5.— William Brandt
was reelected president of the Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce at the

recent convention.

members, Brandt

In his report to the
said that the organiza-

tion now has 124 members who control
531 theatres. The new officers will be installed on April 19.
Other officers elected are: First vice-president,
William Landau; second vice-president. Chas. A.
Goidreyer; secretary. S. A. Moross; treasurer,
Samuel G. Bock; sergeant-at-arms, Samuel Sonin.
Executive committee: John Manheimer C. Steiner,
Louis Blumenthal. Hy Gainsboro, Leo Brecher,
Charles Moses. Bernard Edelhertz. Rudolph Saunders; finance committee
Samuel Sonin, Rudolph
Saunders, E. H. Behrend.

Frank

Nemec Sues

E.

Sheriff for Alleged
Official Delinquency
(From

Staff Correspondent)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

April 5.—
damages has been
$200,000
served on Sheriff Earle Brown by Frank
E. Nemec, president of United Theatres
of America, a company which operates a
chain of motion picture theatres in the
Northwest, as an outgrowth of the
sheriff's alleged "official delinquency" in
releasing Nemec to a Chicago detective
Suit

for

on February

4.

Brown is accused of "wrongfully, maliciously, and unlawfully" disregarding a stay of proceedings obtained
in
the supreme court and delivering
Nemec to a Chicago detective after he
knew that the motion picture promoter
Sheriff

had taken an appeal

in

habeas corpus

proceedings.

Nemec was

M. Clubs

Albany, Bufand Boston are attend-

Philadelphia,

stars in all probability will attend:

the

Co ngratulations and

York,

New Haven

ing the convention at the Hotel Seneca.
A Grand Movie Ball is scheduled as the
closing event of the F. I. L. M. and exhibitors'
conventions.
The following

South.

April 5.— Dwight PerAssociated Producers has returned
to New York after a seven weeks' swing
around the exchange centers of that orrin of

The

said to
be one of the most attracis

Copies Given Exhibitors
Copies of the proposed additions to the
present law have been submitted to the
exhibitors for suggestion and comment.

densed and broadened.
Are Considered Effective
The proposed additions, it is stated,
are made in general terms "as being the

Fla.,

New
falo,

nical

arrested on an alleged tech-

embezzlement charge on complaint

of National Surety Company acting for
Marion L. Roberts Company of Chicago.
In Chicago the case was given hearing in
municipal court and the defendant dismissed by the judge.
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Outlook

for

Summer

Business

Is

Optimistic Say Executives

April 16, 1921

Charge Three With
Theft of "The Kid"
Police Allege Men Also Had
Other Stolen Property
In Possession

Samuel Sax and John E. Storey, Sales Managers Respectively for
Selznick and Associated Exhibitors, Find Theatre Men Flourishing

rHERE

is
every reason to believe
that the theatre business generally
will increase rather than decrease during

summer months.
is on a much sounder

the
It

basis

today

was six months ago due in a large
measure to the fact that exhibitors have
become more discriminating in their
buying and are using better showmanthan

it

ship in presenting their attractions.
These are the two important points
brought out in surveys just completed
by Sam Sax, general sales manager of

Selznick Pictures Corporation, and John
E. Storey, sales manager of the Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

M

*

R.

SAX

home

*

*

returned

recently

to

the

which took
him to Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Kansas City, Omaha, Minneapolis, and Milwaukee.
He reports that business is
unusually good in those territories, the
volume of bookings on Selznick and
office after a trip

Select picture? being considerably higher
than at this time a year ago.
"Moreover." Mr. Sax declares. "Indications point to the fact that business
will hold up everywhere in the west and
middle west throughout the summer
months.
From conditions that I have
met in the various mid-western key cities
I have every reason to believe that business will increase rather than decrease
during the summer months."
He stated that exhibitors, interviewed
on the star series question, invariably
advanced in favor of the star series that
by contracting for a star's entire output
exhibitors find that they can rely upon
a certain and assured quality of production.
He closed contracts with Finklostein and Rubens circuit and leading
towns in the Blank circuit for "The
Greatest Love." which he states is going
over big throughout the territory. He
will leave New York soon for a visit to
Washington. Atlanta, Charlotte, New
Orleans and Dallas.
*

rW~f //.•!'/

*

tures cannot quarrel witth that development. The stronger the caution of exhibitors in buying pictures the better it
will be for the producers of good pictures.
Too often in the past have we
seen exhibitors oversold with product
which kept good pictures out of his theatre when they were released.
"The experience of these past few
months should be a pretty good guide to
producers in the next year. The condition fits in exactly with the policy established by Associated Exhibitors, Inc., for
the mediocre picture is out of the
schedule of Associated releases.
The
policy of careful selection of product
started with the inception of the company has been vindicated by events."

Oklahoma League
Convention Called
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TULSA, OKLA..

April

bot, president of the

5.— Ralph Tal-

Oklahoma Theatre

Owners' and Managers' Association, has
sent out a call for "the biggest and best
convention of exhibitors ever held in the
state" for April 25 and 26.
The meeting
will be held in Oklahoma City at thv
Lee Hucksins hotel.

APPRECIATED

caution

*

good motion

pic-

with

Bochtman, 35, 82 Tchoma
the Bronx, and Henry Pasquale,
The
30, living at the Hotel America.
police assert Pasquale said he intended
showing the Chaplin film at a theatre
he owns in Havana and was dickering
over the price when the detectives
David

lyn;

street,

.

broke

in.

The complainants
of

7

Isabella

are

street.

Thomas

Boston,

National, and Louis Auerbach

& Export

B. Spry
of First
of Import

Film Company.

2,000 Seat Theatre
Will Be Erected by
Fitzpa trick- McElroy
Fitzpatrick-McElroy of Chicago have

Benton Harbor.

Plans are made by the company to remodel the Caldwell theatre at St. Joseph,
Mich.

Optional Elimination
of Scenes Provided
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SACRAMENTO,

in

of

5.— Charged

April

having $13,000 worth of stolen motion
picture films, three men were arrested
last night in a room of the Hotel America, 155 West Forty-seventh street.
The films, the police say, were copies
of Charles Chaplin's latest picture, "The
Kid," worth $3,000, and "The Lost City,"
valued at $10,000. The police allege the
Chaplin film was stolen Sunday night
from First National at 80 Winchester
street, Boston.
The other was stolen
about a month ago. it is charged, from
Import & Export Film Company, 729
Seventh avenue, Manhattan, and a general alarm had been out for it.
The prisoners said they were Nathan
Nathanson, 23, 814 Hewitt place, Brook-

Bell in

the

"The producers

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

seat theatre to cost $2.">0,000. The house
will be erected on the site adjoining the
company's Bijou theatre there.
W. C. Mellanson will manage the
house, Fitzpatrick-McElroy control a
chain of more than thirty theatres in
Michigan, Illinois, Wisconsin and Indiana. They own the Princess, Bijou and

tension

exhibitor to exercise greater
the selection of product and
in that way productions of real merit
came into their full value.
"As a result of the necessity of better
showmanship to maintain profits the exhibitor
has become a discriminating
buyer," Mr. Storey states. "With the
boom days in general business at an end
every business man found himself under
the necessity of doing keener and better
work, of doing more careful buying, better advertising, and better merchandising
generally. Although the motion picture
business did not feel the depression as
did other industries the exhibitor could
not help being influenced by his environment and he developed the quality of
caution.
pelled

NEW

awarded contracts for the erection in
Benton Harbor, Mich., of a new 2,000-

brought about by
economic conditions during the past
six months has actually been of benefit
to the motion picture business in some
important respects is the conclusion
reached by John E. Storey, sales manager of Associated Exhibitors, Inc., in an
analysis of conditions. Mr. Storey is of
the belief that economic necessity comthe

(From

NEW

YORK, April 5.— Charles C.
Pettijohn, assistant to President Lewis
J. Selznick of Selznick Pictures Corporation, who was actively engaged in the
recent Hoover Relief Drive as a representative of the motion picture industry,
was made very happy last week by the
receipt of a beautiful cigarette case as a
gift from the various organizations assoIt is fittingly inciated in the drive.
scribed.

CAL., April 5.—
Optional elimination of scenes considered
objectionable is provided in a regulatory
bill drafted by Senator Walter Edene of
Santa Ana and Prof. Henry David Grey
of Stanford university.
The bill would create a board of review. Should the cut suggested by the
board not be made the title "Approved
by the California board of review of moThe
tion pictures" will be withheld.
board would comprise nine members.

Walker Incorporates
at Wilmington, Del.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DEL., April 5— Walker
Motion Picture Service, Inc., the purpose
of which is to take and exhibit motion

WILMINGTON,

pictures, has been incorporated
capitalized at $25,000,000.
is

here.

It

April
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Warren Asks $100,000
From Associated Producers

F. B.

Damages Alleging

Files Suit for

ASSIGNED LEAD

Accom-

in Affidavit

panying Complaint That Producers Did Not
Maintain Agreed Production Schedule
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
tract
F. B.

YORK,

5.— A suit for $100,000 for alleged breach of conhere last week against the Associated Producers, Inc., by
Warren, former general manager of distribution, who has been suc-

was

April

filed

ceeded by Al Lichtman.
In an affidavit attached to the complaint Mr. Warren recites in detail
the circumstances attending the formation of the Associated Producers
and the election of Oscar A. Price as president and himself as general

manager

of distribution.

Tells of Meeting with Ince and Read
Mr. Warren states that in March, 1920, when he was associated with
the W. W. Hodkinson corporation as vice president in charge of sales he
was called into conference with Thomas H. Ince and J. Parker Read, jr.,
who were then in New York seeking to effect a releasing arrangement
for the product of the producers who were aligned in the Associated

Producers, Inc.
According to the affidavit Mr. Warren
was requested to pass on various propositions that had been made by organizations which were seeking to obtain distribution rights on the Associated picSubsequently. Mr. Warren says,
tures.
he effected an arrangement with Oscar
A. Price, whereby Mr. Price would ar-

writing by the manager for Maurice
Tourneur that there could be no release
from him until June, 1921."
Grossed Over Five Million
Up to and including March 19. 1921.
the last date upon which official figures
were available, Mr. Warren says he sold
the combined product of the producers

range production finances for the producers and would assume the presidency
of a proposed distributing organization
and Mr. Warren the general managership.
A proposition based on this arrangement eventually was presented to
the board of directors of the Associated
Producers and accepted. Later he says
he and Mr. Price went to Los Angeles,
where details of the deal were agreed
upon and final contracts signed.

in the gross sum of $5,034,260.62, itemized as follows:
United States binder contracts
$4,113,323.52
United States spot booking contracts..
438,134.04
Canadian binder contracts
238,684.00
Canadian spot booking contracts
31,391.06

Lists Release Promises
Agreements were drawn up, he continues, by which Mr. Ince agreed to furnish for release through the new company
in the first operating year* ending August

minimum

of eight pictures.
For the same period, the affidavit states,
Mr. Read agreed to deliver not less than

31,

1921,

a

six productions, Maurice Tourneur not
less than six. Mack Sennett not less than
six feature length productions and Allan
not less than two. In addition, it

Dwan
was

stipulated

that

Contract with Australasian Films for
Australia and New Zealand, excluding George Loane Tucker pictures
12 Sennett two-reel comedies (binders)
6 Sennett all-star two or three-reel

comedies

have the role of Jimmy WaHingford in
Vitagraph special production, "The Son
of WaHingford," now under way at the West
Coast studio under George Randolph Chester's
will

the

direction.

This gives an average per picture of
$213,065.12.

Mr. Warren alleges that he could have
sold each of the thirty pictures stipulated
for delivery on a basis of $500,000 for
the United States and the foreign field.
He bases his suit for $100,000 damages
for alleged breach of contract on the
claim that he could have done a gross
business of not less than $400,000 on each

190,000.00
15,780.00

production.

6,945.00

These total sales in a number of instances, says the affidavit, exceeded the
figures named by as much as $150,000 or
$200,000, "this decline being represented
by cancellations put into effect by theatre owners owing to irritation and disappointment created by the non-delivery
of promised pictures on regular sched-

Doraldina Organizes to
Produce Independently

ule."

to her manager.

Doraldina. the dancer and motion picture star,
ized her

affidavit carries a table listing the
sales to March 19. 1921, on each of the
nine feature productions showing a total

sales

star

is

own producing

according

unit,

Frank Saunders.

now hunting

suitable

a

York or on

The

vehicle.

Studio space will be taken either

•

$1,917,586.10.

of

whose latest picture was "PasMetro feature, has organ-

Fruit," a

sion

The

Loane

George

TOM GALLERY
Who

in

New

the Coast.

Tucker, contingent upon his ability to
complete or amicably cancel his existing

Mayflower contract, was

to

deliver one

production, and that Marshall Neilan.
contingent upon the completion of his
First National contract, was to deliver
two.
"Between September 12. 1920." says
the

affidavit,

'Homespun

"when
Folks,'

their

was

"What Sxkibitors
are saying about

picture.
re-

first

officially

"I have been a subscriber to

my

leased, and March 28, 1921, when
contract was abruptly terminated, the producers severally and collectively had
completely failed in living up to their
stipulations of deliveries and between
these dates had delivered to me for distribution only nine finished feature pro-

ductions and only
Sennett comedy.

one two-reel

Mack

"There were no releases provided for
the month of October, 1920, and none
between December 19, 1920 ,and January 30. 1921, and none for the month
of March. 1921.
I
was informed by
telegraph by Mr. Ince and by Mr. Read
that neither of them had a release that
could be put out either in the months
of March or April.
I was informed in

and

I

want

say that

to

I

magazine on the market.

If

about to buy, just get the
for

Me.'

will say that

I

more than

five

suggestions

to

profitable.

HERALD."

I

—

you are

HERALD
99

There

do not

see

Ellis Irvin,

picture.

how any

I

"I don't

like to

—G.

for about

two years

than any other film

it

up

in

'What

the Picture

100, you get a report that
in

is

is

Herald

every issue of the

Did

worth

good

have used them and found them very

exhibitor can run a

show without EXHIBITORS

manager. Cozy theatre, Newkirk, Okla.

*

HERALD."-

it

doubt about some picture that you are

in

and look

times out of

years subscription.
put over a

EXHIBITORS HERALD

have got more good out of

buy any

*

picture until

*
I

G. Nutter, manager, Royal

have read about

it

theatre. Republic,

in

EXHIBITORS

Kan.

E
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XHIBITORS
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E
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BRADY CONFERS WITH PRODUCER AND STAR

April 16, 1921

Press Aids Industry
Fight on Censorship
Newark, N.

Papers Print

J.,

Editorials Attacking

Regulatory

Bill

(Special to Exhibitors Herat

NEWARK,

\".

I)

April

J..

5— The

Evening News and Morning Ledger have
been active editorially in fighting the censorship issue before the state legislature.
In a recent editorial the News says:"Who are these legislators, pray, who
are to name the censors of our movie
morals? Is there inherent in their joint
vote the power of selecting discriminating judges of what the canons of a new

should be?
"Will Find Itself"
"Do they think they can select three
persons who can pass unerringly upon
what is proper for all of us to see and
what is not? Arc the prejudices of three
potential nondescripts to determine what
art

we

see

shall

art'stic,

what

is

on the screen, what is
moral? save the mark.

—

a new art, in process of finding itself, a prodigious infant, but an in-

"This

is

fant still. Screen presentation, like stage
presentation, like the printed book, will
shake down ultimately in giving the

people what they want."

"Ledger" Makes Comment
left to right in the picture are J. Parker Read, Jr., producer; Jack S.
Connolly, Washington representative of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry; Louise Glaum, Read star; William A. Brady, president of the
N. A. M. P. I., and Fred Niblo, director. The picture was taken during Brady's
recent trip to the Coast. While in conference with producer, star and director,
Brady formulated plans for the production of a one-reel anti-censorship picture
The movement was
which is being written by several prominent authors.
launched by Miss Glaum.

Reading from

Governor Views First Film
Minnesota's Chief Executive Attends

Showing of "One Man in a Million" at Finfyelstein and
Ruben's Capitol Theatre in St. Paul
T F A person were asked today

to go
town and find some
one who never had seen a motion picture
he would shun the task in all probability,

into

any

city or

believing it as difficult as finding a needle
in a haystack.
Yet, such rare cases do exist.

Unbelievable though it may seem no
a personage than J. A. O. Preus,
governor of Minnesota, had not seen a
real motion picture until he was invited
to view a showing of "One Man in a Milless

lion" at the Capitol theatre, St. Paul,

April

on

1.

*

*

*

In addressing the audience Governor
Preus, who is 38 years of age, said that
the George Beban feature was the best
picture he ever had seen because it also
was his first. The chief executive explained that eye trouble had prevented
his attendance at motion picture theatres,
adding that he felt rather embarrassed
because of this record.
B. C. Ferriss, publicity' director for
Fiukelstein & Ruben, induced the governor to attend the showing. He took

Mr. Beban,

who was appearing

in

person

at the theatre, to the state capitol to address the legislature on better motion
pictures.
After his speech before the legislature,
Beban was taken by Ferriss to meet the

governor.
While they were waiting in
the outer reception room. Speaker W. I.
Nolan of the house of representatives

dropped the remark that Mr. Preus never
had seen a real motion picture. Naturally
Beban and Ferris were astounded.
*

*

The Ledger

in
the propaganda
for these local censorship bills by human
fossils, fanatics and hypocrites and pharisees and fake reformers, is that they are
always harping on the fact that a particular moving picture or film is unfit for
children to witness.
"There are a lot of things in this world
wholly necessary and in common use that
are unfit for children. This world is run
primarily for adults and it is the business of the adults, of the parents, to protect the undeveloped infantile mind and
body from things that arc perfectly safe
to the adult normal human being, but
unfit or unsafe for the child."

Montreal Opening is
Attended by F. P. L.

*

Stars

When

the Governor was met and a
short chat had ensued, he was asked the

question

and he corroborated Speaker

N'olan's statement. The party adjourned
to the Minnesota Club, where wives of
legislative members gave a dinner to
Beban and Preus and it was at this dinner that Beban prevailed upon the governor to attend "One Man in a Million"
at the Capitol theatre.
The governor kept his promise and a
special upper box was set aside by Resident Manager Harry Billings. The governor and his wife attended and a bit of
argument on the part of Ben Ferriss prevailed upon Mr. Preus to go so far as to
This
introduce Beban from the stage.
Governor Preus did, extolling Beban as a

man who was

sincere and earnest in his
photoplaydom and as an
He said that
actor of sterling qualities.
if "One Man in a Million" was a criterion
of the standard of motion pictures he
would attend a show at least once every
week for the succeeding 52 weeks of the
year.
effort to uplift

NEW

in

Michigan

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT.

MICH.. April 5.— The
Michigan Motion Picture Exhibitors' Association is meeting at the Hotel Tuller.

(From

and

Executives

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

April

5.—The

follow-

Famous-Players stars and officials
left New York on April 1 to attend the
opening of the new Capitol theatre,
ing

Montreal. Canada.
Elsie
Ferguson, Thomas Meighan,
Doris Kenyon, Grace Valentine, Hope
Hampton, Alice Brady. Justine Johnstone. Sybil Carmen, Louise Prussing,
Gladys Coburn. Gypsv O'Brien, Jules E.
Crane, Thomas S.
Brulatour, James
Clark. S. R. Kent. Walter Wanger, Mr.
and Mrs. Emil Shauer. Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Loew, H. D. W. Connick, Lee

Counselman and Jerome Be'atty.
The Capitol theatre is the latest addition to the Famous-Lasky Canadian Corporation's theatre chain.

Seeks to Stop Ziegfeld
From Publishing Picture

NEW
of

Meet

editorially declares:

"Another element

(From

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

April

5.— A.

J.

Bimberg

Tribune Productions has applied

for

an injunction to restrain Ziegfeld Cinema
Corporation from publishing "The Black
Panther's Cub." alleging that the star,
Florence Reed, is under contract to
Ziegfeld claims Miss Reed's
Tribune.
contract had been abrogated.
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Rogers Manager
Of Distribution
Kirkpatrick
Who Has Resigned From

Succeeds A.

Michigan Official Will
Not Permit Ballot on

S.

Sunday Closing

Robertson-Cole

YORK,

April

5.— Charles

R.

Rogers has been appointed general manager of Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation.

The appointment

is

eftective

patrick,

who

SAULT STE MARIE,

MICH., April 5.— Herbert W. Runnels, city attorney, has ruled that the city commission cannot grant the request ot
local exhibitors to have ballots placed at the polls this month for the
purpose of ascertaining public sentiment on the Sunday opening question.

immedi-

Regers

ately.

Issue

(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

41

Kirk-

succeeds A. S.
has resigned.
The

latter,

Attorney

Runnels

men have

theatre

suggests

ballot

polls or circulate petitions.

sion

he

declared

that

ballots in the polls

that

the

boxes outside the
In his deci-

placing of these

might invalidate the

election.

Would Instruct Solons
Exhibitors had requested the referen-

dum as a means of instructing legislators
from Chippewa county how to vote on
the Sunday issue.
The opinion handed to the commissioners says:

"I have examined the election laws of
the state of Michigan and the charter of
the city and find no authority vested in
your honorable body to submit a question of this kind.

May Have Own Ballots
"The matter which they (exhibitors)
wish determined is the question of a repeal of a statute or the reenactment of a
new one and the only way this could be
officially balloted upon would be by petition signed by the requisite number of
electors to submit the matter simultaneously to all of the voters of the state.
"I can see no objection, however, to
their furnishing their own ballot boxes
and inspectors and placing these ballot
boxes outside of the 100-foot strip from
said polling place and thus give the voters the opportunity to vote on the question, but this would have to be
distinct, separate and apart

absolutely
from the

election."

Local exhibitors making the request
were W. G. Cook, Charles DePaul and
Robert A'Hearn.

Exhibitors in St. Louis Seek
Reduction in Personnel of
Orchestras During Summer
(From

CHARLES
New

R.

ST.

ROGERS

general manager of Robertson-Cole, succeeding A. S. Kirkpatrick, resigned.

tion in

which theatre owners must employ under
the rulings

who

also was vice-president of the organization, had been in charge of distribution since the company's inception.
In announcing the change in management the company stated that Mr. Kirkpatrick was leaving with the best wishes
of the company for his continued success.
Rogers formerly was sales manager of

Selznick Pictures Corporation.

Staff Correspondent)

LOUIS. MO., April 4. — A reducthe minimum number of musicians

decrease

in

of the musicians' union: a
the number of consecutive

hours which musicians may be required
to play, and a shortening of rehearsal
hours are subjects to be discussed at a
joint session of the executive committee
of the Musicians' Mutual Benefit Association and a special committee of the St.
Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
this

week.

Mogler on Committee

National Association
Approves Plans for
New Shipping Cases
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April 5.— The executive
board of the transportation committee of
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry held a conference on
March 25 with W. S. Topping, assistant
chief inspector of the bureau of explosives
and final specifications for shipping
cases, which the bureau had prescribed,
were analyzed and accepted.

The
effective

specifications
on and after

adopted
September

The following attended

will

be

1.

meeting:
W. S. Topping, P. H. Stillson, chairman
of transportation committee. J. Y. Ward.
C. C. Ryan, I. Krotosky, Xorman Kohai..
F. F. McClure, F. V. Chamberlin and F.
H. Elliott.
the

The committee

of exhibitors consists

Fred Wahrenberg, vice president of
the league; Joseph Mogler. president
of Mogler Amusement Company; and
George Hehl of the Cinderella theatre.
of

In discussing the situation with a reprepresentatives of Exhibitors Herald.
Mogler said: "The meeting is to be of a

in

"Such

my

is

confidence in future

I will start

several

more

very soon," he declared optimistically.

Schwartz Buys Theatre
NORWICH, CONN.— Hyman
has

purchased

Taftville

Just an antidote for the visionary

Schwartz

the Hillcrest theatre
from- Dr. George Thompson.

at

to assert their right."

Fight Is Expected
stated that he expected a
serious fight to develop, which if it went
far enough, might result in the temporary
discontinuance of summe - music at the
picture houses. St. Louis is the only city
in the country where the union can dic-

Wahrenberg

tate to the exhibitor.

"We

to make
of our action," said
M. Henderson, secretary of the musicians' association. "AH the points under
discussion are important, and while they
have caused trouble before, we have
maintained our rights."

difinite

are

not yet prepared

announcement

hard times.

Interested in

Large Theatre Project
at Syracuse, New York

Jacob Handelsman is building
the Regent theatre at Grand Rapand other houses at
ids, Mich.,
Evansville and South Bend, Ind.
conditions

a

decrease in attendance and as the number of musicians is determined by the
seating capacity of the house, the proprietor is at a great loss. The ruling of
the union makes no discrimination between seasons, and the exhibitors expect

Eastman
Confidence
the Future

Every summer sees

friendly nature.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SYRACUSE,

N. Y.. April 5.— George
Eastman, president of Eastman Kodak

Company

of Rochester, is financially interested in a large theatre project here,
according to a rumor on the Rialto.
The reports that have been current
here state that negotiations have been
opened for a site at South Warren and

E3st Onondaga
stood that plans
:>,000 persons.

Others

streets.

It

is

under-

call for a theatre to seat

interested

Charles Goulding and

in

the

deal

Myron Bloom.

are
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On

J
SI
CnedUle -Dream

Throughout U. S.

Film Favorites

com-

BERLIN, GERMANY— German film producers are reported

STREET,"
current

ftth's

Central,
D.

W.

production,

will

medium.

The producer has

just issued a state-

the

clarifying

misunderstanding

would

feature

play

only

the

legitimate houses.

As

and

cut

titled

edy.

but

little

picture

a dramatic

is

We

make no great claims for it,
believe it is not without some beauty

and

interest.
"I wish to repeat emphatically that this
picture was produced for United Artists
release, and thaf any claims, of which
there seem to be many, that I intended to
hold it for 'road shows' are at once malicious and absurd.
I made
contract

with the exhibitor and
the picture

now

is

in

Before going into the theatres
it probably will be trimmed to a shorter
length. The picture opens at the Central
theatre on Broadway, New York, on
Thursday.
ten reels.

"Dream Street" is
made by

the five hundredth

since
his
One of his
entrance into the industry.
early successes was "The Adventures of
Dolly," in which Mary Pickford and

picture

»

fulfilling

my
am happy

I

in

it.

"It is, however, our intention to give it
special exploitation in New York and

*

Relative to distribution of the feature
Griffith says:
"Some confusion seems to exist as to
how 'Dream Street' is to be released.
None should. Under my contract with
the United Artists and therefore with the
exhibitors of the country. 1 agreed to
make pictures for release in the motion
picture theatres of the country.
"I intend to stand by that contract exactly, and no other thought has occurred
are showing 'Dream Street'
to me.
As I fear this
in New York in ten reels.
is too long for the convenience of the
probable we
it
is
motion picture theatres,
shall cut it to a length most desired by
the greatest number.
"The capacity of our laboratory permits us to have sufficient copies of the
production ready for delivery to the
United Artists for April 25 release.

We

with

Associated
National by
delivering
"N o t
Guilty" and "CourEastthe
age" to
ern office, has decided that he will

remain unbound by

contracts for
month which he

a

to spend in the
mountains
rod and gun.
is

with

the
first
time in four years
It

is

the young pro-

!

*

a

picture.

It

is

shown

New York

in

without any advertising except the daily
guide as used by the ordinary successes,
and each week since its opening has been
profitable."

In his statement Mr. Griffith points out
the advantages of having the audience

a

decision

make

on one

The

average

Contracts

reduction

in

the

number

a

of

Talmadge: "T h

e
tain,"

Cur

Safety

"Her Only Way,"
"T h e Forbidden
City," "The Heart
of Wetona," "The
Probation

Wife."

For Mary Pickford
he directed "The
H o o d 1 u m" and
"The Heart of the
Hills."
He joined
First National to
produce and direct

Guilty"

and

into picture work
a few years ago as

an extra man,
ter getting
as assistant

man.
but
age.

now in force are not
Picture directors are not

see the picture
says:

a

la-

job

camera

Today he
27

years

is

of

from the beginning.
*

*

He

*

"There can be no possible opportunity
our business unless this is made a
Can you imagine Mr. Belasco or
other producers trying to make a success
of showing his plays and allowing the
audience to see the last act first and then
see the first part? This is so absurd we
wonder it could still exist, being a leftover idea from the days when we ran
three and four pictures.
Though you
might miss the first part of one you
would not on the others.
"But now in the day of the long picture
of seven or eight reels even this is death
to the picture.
For comedies and news
reels it may be all right but the bigger
the idea and the bigger the picture the
more necessary it is that they show it
from the beginning, otherwise the whole
for

rule.

idea

"Courage."
Franklin started

will try to

of the second magnitude
limited to 1,500 marks per
day. A forfeit of 100,000 marks is
the penalty of any producer violating the agreement.

Stars

will be

included.

"Not

lin

the top price for screen stars of the
first order.

*

"Also we want you as exhibitors to
realize that as the average stage play
runs two and one-half to three hours, the
motion picture to compete with the best
drama has been steadily growing longer
since the old days when the first long
picture put out, which I made, had to be
released in two parts, as it was over 1,000
feet in length.
You must have length in
order to tell a good story and in order to
compete with the people's idea of what
is a correct dramatic form.
"This in order to give time to make
your audience believe the characters,
meet them, know them, and take an in'Way
terest in what they are doing.
Down East' has proven for the first time
in picture history what can be done with

ducer-director

While in the
mountains Frank-

marks per day,

2,000

approximately $30 at the
present rate of exchange, is to be

affected.

been

has
unattached
and he has decided
to utilize the time
for a vacation he
promised himself four years ago.

is

justifiable results.

business offers.
Franklin directed
the following picNorma
tures for

just completed his contract

First

that

which

salaries of the high-priced artists is
calculated at 50 per cent.
No
specified number of days are to be
guaranteed in contracts hereafter.

of

Franklin,

who has

have formed an iron-clad agree-

possibly one or two other large cities
only and then it will be given exhibitors.
However, as it is (mite a big story to tell
we believe that it merits unusual exploitation and exhibition in order to obtain

Sidney Franklin Hies Self to Mountains for
First Vacation He Has Taken in Four Years
Sidney

to

ment

Griffith

Henry Walthall appeared.
*

"Our

Grif-

play the motion picture theatres of the
country. United Artists will be the dis-

the

$30 Per Day Top
Pay for German

New York

Broadway

f\REAM

that

Street"

Producer's Latest Picture Opens
at

ment

1921

Exhibited
in Film Theatres
be

to

tribution

16,

States

Griffith

1

F
rour

'Big
ig

April

seems ridiculous

to

them and means

nothing, and everyone who comes in after
the opening cannot possibly understand
or take an interest in the story and goes
out unsatisfied and prejudiced against
both the exhibitor and the producer."

League Attorney to
Fight Sunday

Suit

(Special to F.xhlbitors Herald)

PLATTEVILLE. WIS., April 5.— The
attorney for the Wisconsin Exhibitors'
Association will defend Will C. Tracey of
the Gem theatre in the case brought
against the exhibitor to close his house

on Sunday.

Shipman Goes Abroad
to

Get Foreign Films

(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April 5.— Ernest Ship-

man

sailed April 2 for Europe on a business trip relative to his acting as American agent for foreign productions. Mr.
Shipman will return in four weeks.

Cody

in

Sketch

Chicago this week making personal appearances at Lubliner &
Trinz houses. He has a sketch entitled
"A Tantalizing Tale of Hearts and Arts"
which he presented at the Senate theatre
last Sunday.

Lew Cody

is in
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Hammons

Signs for
Series of Rork and
Selig 2 Reel Dramas
(From

Staff

Julian Saenger

New

—

NEW

YORK, April 5. E. W. Hampresident of Educational Films
Corporation, announced before leaving
here on a tour of exchanges in the Middle
West that he had signed with William N.
Selig and Sam Rork for twelve tworeel dramas to be made from stories by
James Oliver Curwood, Sir Gilbert
Parker, E. Phillips Oppenheim, RanWallace Beery,
dall Parrish and others.
Lewis Stone, William Desmond, Mary
MacLaren, Ann Forrest and others will
star.

He

signed also for twelve one-reel
Both series will be
comedies.
published monthly.

animal

'

to

Produce

(From

NEW

Staff

New

New

Theatres to Be Constructed in the
South This Year Declares New Orleans Theatre
Will Be Finest in United States

Four Large

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

ORLEANS,

LA., April 5.—Julian H. Saenger, president of the
Saenger Amusement Company, has announced plans for the erection of
four large new theatres in the South as the first step in a new expansion
policy recently decided upon by the company of which he is the head.
The announcement is especially significant on account of two Saenger
theatres rapidly nearing completion at the present time.
Calls One Deal Largest in Southern History
The largest of the four playhouses projected is to be erected in New
Orleans. Mr. Saenger, in speaking of this theatre, stated
"As an evidence
of our faith both in the amusement-loving public and in the commercial
future of the city, we have gone into this deal for a magnificent new theatre,
the deal being the largest amusement transaction in the South as far as
we know.

Correspondent)

YORK,

April
5.—Alexander
operates a circuit of ninety
motion picture and vaudeville theatres,
announces his own producing organiza-

Pantages.

Policy of Expansion

:

Reels
For Theatre Circuit

Features,

who

tion to make features and news reels for
his houses.
Fred C. Quimby, who will supervise
York, is the only
distribution from
member of the organization thus far an-

New

Quimby formerly was assonounced.
ciated with Pathe.
Productions will be made on the
Distribution will be through the
coast.
Pantages theatres and not through a
national distributing organization.

The new theatres to be erected by the
Saenger interests are the following:
4,000-seat theatre in block bounded by
Canal, Rampart, Basin and Iberville
streets, New Orleans; announced to be
"finer than the Capitol theatre, New
York."
2,100-seat theatre on site of present
Pastime theatre and adjoining property
in

Pensacola, Fla.
3,000-seat theatre

at

on Saenger property

Milam and Crockett

streets in Shreve-

(From

Staff Correspondent)

April 5.— William Fox
has sent out elaborately embossed invitations summoning the trade to the premiere of "The Queen of Sheba" at the
Lyric theatre on April 10.

YORK,

Charge Thefts of Film
From Milwaukee Firms
(From

Staff

Correspondent)

WIS., April 5.— Between $25,000 and $30,000 worth of films
have been stolen from exchanges here.
This was disclosed with the arrest of a
young man. resident of Milwaukee, who
was questioned and later temporarily reThirteen companies are reported
leased.
as heavy losers.

First

National Gets
(From

Staff

has

obtained

"Cameron

of
distribution.

Correspondent)

April

5— First

National

from Ernest Shipman
the Royal Mounted" for

Henry McRae

all

of these are to be embodied in
theatre.
plan absolutely the largest and

new New Orleans

"We

finest theatre building in

As

the South.

motion picture theatres go, there
will be nothing to approach the new
structure, not even excepting the famous

far as

Capitol theatre

in

New York

City."

Padorr Obtains Series
Of Feature Productions
David Padorr, president of the Empire

Ark.

features

Claims Largest Chain
"New Orleans has been mighty good
to us," said Mr. Saenger in making his
announcement. "We came here a few
years ago from Shreveport and from this
point have built up the largest chain of
motion picture theatres controlled by any
one firm in the United States.
"General Manager Richards and myself have recently returned from a trip

Marguerite Clayton and Beatriz Michelena; a series of Westart westerns starring
Al Hart, and "West of the Rio Grande,"
the Bert Lubin feature starring Alkne
Ray.

New York

for "Gertie's Garter," a stage attraction.
The Griffith picture played sixteen weeks
to good business.

in State street,

While there and

in

the latest ideas in motion
construction and presentation

we absorbed
picture

of

Specialty

Pictures

starring

Picture Ends Run
"Way Down East" moves out of the
Woods theatre this week to make way

South Dakota Exhibitors Ignore
Order to Darken Houses on Sunday
(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)

Ralph Connor Picture
NEW YORK,

the

on Saenger property
Texarkana.^Tex.
Early in May, the new Saenger theatre
in Monroe, La., seating 1,800, is to be
opened. June will mark the opening of a
new 600-seat Saenger theatre in Helena,

port, La.

to Paris.

MILWAUKEE,

and

Film Exchange, returning from New
York, announced the purchase of a series
of feature productions which he will offer to the theatres of northern Illinois
and Indiana.
He obtained two features starring Corliss Palmer and Allene Ray. winners of
the Shadowland beauty contest; four

2,100-seat theatre

Out
For "Queen of Sheba"
Premiere on April 10

Invitations Sent

NEW

Announces

Correspondent)

mons,

Pantages

43

directed this

Ralph Connor story.

PIERRE,

—

April 4. Reports reaching the capital today
indicate that theatres as well as other businesses throughout the
state ignored the order of Attorney-General Payne to close on Sunday.
S.

D.,

at Aberdeen, Sioux Falls, Mitchell and
Wholesale arrests are expected as a result of the
at other points.
activities of the exhibitors.
Payne's decision to enforce the drastic blue laws of the state has
prompted the exhibitors to call for aid in fighting the movement.
group of exhibitors from Minneapolis are expected in the state shortly

Theatres operated yesterday

A

Missouri Governor
Signs Deposit Bills
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

JEFFERSON CITY,

MO.. April 5.—

Governor Hyde has signed the advance
deposit

bill.

to spread anti-blue law propaganda.
One of the first steps to be taken

by the theatre men will be to
arouse public sentiment against the laws. A test case also will be
made. The suit against Allen Goethal, of Huron, probably will be
used in determining the constitutionality of the stringent measures.
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Says Building Graft
Hit Chicago Theatres
Leg islative

Committee

in

Investigation Calls on
Exhibitors for Aid

111
mill

Chicago theatre owners have been subpoenaed to appear before a committee of
the Illinois legislature, which is investi-

HI

gating reports of wholesale grafting in
the building trades.
It is declared that
tribute has been extracted from the builders of practically all of Chicago's new
playhouses.

RWSEUL GREHTS RUSSELL

How
The

System Works
"shakedown" method,

the

theatre

ac-

cording to information received by Representative Sidney Lyon, is briefly as follows: In view of the fact that most of
the seats used in the theatres are nonunion made, certain union leaders are
said to discover that circumstance each
time with the same registration of
horror.

"What," they are reported as saying,
"nonunion seats being installed!
We
can't allow our men (be they electricians,
carpenters,

LOS

—

ANGELES,

April 5
Russell-Greiver-Russell announces the completion of
Facilities for producing any type of
its new studio at 6070 Sunset boulevard.
photoplay have been provided. The smallest stage is 95 by 190 feet. The latest
electrical equipment has been installed.
Large sets already have been constructed
for production.
The plant is located just across the street from the William

Fox

ii

sutdio.

Policy

Adopted by Lichtman

"Strike" Is Ordered
The conthen is ordered.
tractor or owner, seeing the theatre
restless
to
almost completed, becomes
have the job done. He immediately seeks
strike

find

General Manager of

Associated Producers

Would Coordinate the
Interests of Theatre

Man
ii

and Producer

y HE MEMBERS
-*

of

Associated

Producers and myself are working
work toward the same end; the
preparation for the picture market of the
best there is in screen material and its
sale to exhibitors on a live and let live

and

shall

Mack

Sennett, Marshall Neilan. Maurice
Tourneur. J. Parker Read, Jr., Allan
Dwan and other members of Associated
Producers, I Congratulate the exhibitors
of the country upon Mr. Lichtman's connection with this new and powerful organization.
"The producers feel that in Mr. Lichtman they have affiliated themselves with
a man who is a friend of motion picture
theatre owners large and small throughout the world.
Mr. Lichtman comes to
Associated Producers with a reputation
second to none in the industry."

La sky Stockholders

policy."

statement was issued by Al
Lichtman immediately after his assumption of the duties of general manager of
distribution for Associated Producers. In
elaborating upon the policy he has
adopted Mr. Lichtman stated:

Re-elect Directors

This

*

want

*

*

so coordinate the interests
of producer and exhibitor that there will
not be the slightest ground for the charge
that either party to the contract is not
getting all that he is entitled to.
"It always has been my contention that
motion pictures should be sold on merit
alone that is, that the exhibitor should
be permitted to choose for himself the
productions that best please his patrons
and, consequently, bring more money to
"I

to

—

box office.
"While I contemplate no immediate
or sweeping changes in the personnel of
the organization, I may have an announcement to issue at a later date conhis

cerning a

new angle
*

*

of selling policy."
*

announcing the appointment of Mr. Lichtman, President Oscar
In

officially

A. Price paid this tribute:
"Speaking for Messrs. Thomas H. Ince,

(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

April 5.— The principal

business transacted at the annual stockholders' meeting of Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation on March 29 was the
re-election of the present board of direc-

comprising Adolph Zukor, Jules E.
Brulatour, Harris H. D. Connick, Gayer

tors,

Dominick, Cecil B. DeMille. William H.
English, Arthur S. Friend, Daniel Frohman, Frank A. Garbutt, Felix E. Kahn,
Jesse Lasky, Frederick G. Lee, Elck
Ludgigh. Emil E. Shower, Morris Burkheim, Theodore Whitmarsh and Eugene
Zukor.

remedy

the

that

will

salve

the

hurt feelings of the walking delegates.
"I'm in bad." he'll sadly confess.
"What will it take to square myself?"
After a little dickering the deal is made,
the money is passed and the job is com-

according

pleted,

New

or

Then

A

to

Live and Let Live" Is the

decorators

interior

plumbers) to continue work on a nonunion theatre."

to

the

testimony

of

theatre owners.

&

Ruben
Will Build $200,000

Finkelstein

Theatre at Hibbing
(Ftom

Staff

Correspondent)

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

— Contracts

April

5.

have been let for a new
S-'OO.OOO motion picture theatre at Hibbing, Minn., which will seat 1,500 persons
and will be ready October 1. I. H. Ruben
of Finkelstein & Ruben, announced today.
The formal opening of another "F-R"
theatre which was erected at Virginia,
Minn.,

a

at

cost

of

$100,000

was held

week.
Eddie Ruben and Harold Finkelstein
attended the formal opening of the new
Garrick theatre at Virginia which was
The new theatre seats
held Tuesday.
800 persons and will be managed by Edward Rezac, prominent Iron Range exhibition Virginia newspapers spoke very
highly of the new theatre and its owners,
last

Finkelstein and Ruben.

Eddy Eckles Leaves
Independent Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES,

5.— Eddy

April

Eckles has severed all connection with
Independent Films Association, resigning as president, general manager and
chairman of the board of directors.

Hart Quits Producing
For Next Six Months Associated Exhibitors
Exhibitors Herald)
(Special
to Issue Day Feature
LOS ANGELES, April 5 — William S.
feature to be published by
The
to

first

Hart has suspended production for six
months.
It is stated that he will rent
space

in a unit

studio

in

the future.

Associated Exhibitors since

"The

its

reorgan-

a Holman Day production,
Rider of the King Log."

ization

is
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Federated Contracts
For Additional Films

May Form Board

to Decide
Credit Rating of Exhibitors

130 Chester Comedies Will Be

Added

Program

to

of

Organization
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

April

o.— The second

45

Exchange Men Would Be Represented on Kansas
Bureau Which Would Determine Deposit
to be Paid Under New Law

annual meeting of the Board of directors
of Federated Film

Exchanges of Amer-

ica resulted in the increase of that

organ-

ization's activities.

Obtains

Added

New

Froduct

program are 104

to Federated's

(Spvcial to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

bureau on which five exhibitors and five exchange men would
serve should be formed to determine the credit rating of theatre men. This
body would decide whether or not a deposit would be required, thus protecting the exchange man from loss from bad accounts and contract

one-reel and twenty-six two-reel Chester

virtual credit

comedies
produced by 'Warner Brothers, twentysix Hall Room Boys' comedies, thirteen
Monty Banks comedies and fifty-two
one-reelers to be manufactured by one
of America's foremost producers whose

violators.

comedies,

name

will

pletion

of

fifty-two

one-reel

be announced upon the cpmhis present contractual rela-

—

April 5.
New executives of the Kansas State
Exhibitors Association are directing their attention to placing the recently
enacted advance deposit law in operation.
At the convention held in Wichita last week it was decided that a

CITY, MO..

Plan Submitted to Exchange Men
that should an exhibitor account prove bad he would
be denied upon ruling by the bureau all film service from all exchanges.
This plan, it is believed, would serve in eliminating bad accounts.
It also

was agreed

tions.

In addition to these deals Federated
exchanges have purchased trom Warner
Brothers a fifteen-episode animal serial
entitled "Miracles of the Jungle." which
was produced by Col. W. N. Selig. Several dramatic features will be issued, the
first of which is "Don't Leave Your Husband." in which William Desmond and
Martha Mansfield share stellar honors.
Held at Hotel Astor
The meeting was held at the Hotel Astor and lasted from March 21 to March
26.
President Joseph L. Friedman presided and the other members attending
included Harry Charnas of Cleveland; A.
L. Kahn, Kansas City; J. Eugene Pearce.
New Orleans; Ben Amsterdam. Philadelphia;
Samuel V. Grand. Boston:
Samuel Werner. St. Louis; H. P. Baldwin, Springfield, Mass.: L. E. Ouimet.
Montreal. Canada: Arthur G. Whyte, Albany; H. A. Lande. Pittsburgh: Abe
Warner. New York City: C. W. Dimock.
Boston. P. Oletsky. Baltimore, and George
H. Wiley, general manager in charge of
the New York office.
Al. Kahn at the directors' meeting was
given a_ franchise for the states of Iowa

and

Nebraska, which was formerly
by Greater Productions. Inc.
Offices will soon be open in Omaha and

owned

Des Moines.-

Business Booming on
West Coast, Declares
President of Realart

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

April

5.— Morris Kohn.

Realart, who has just returned after an extended trip throughout
the country, declares that while on the
West Coast he found business in excel-

president of

lent condition.

"Speaking with the exhibitors I found
frame of mind
where they believe that the end of the
motion picture is in sight," he said, "or
that the milennium is approaching.
Far
from it. They are convinced that the
business is on a sane, healthful basis.
"The censorship problem while a vital
and serious one has not unduly alarmed
the average exhibitor. He finds with his
local board that there is a tendency on
that they are not in the

the

part of the agitators to accept as
statement of producers that they
are cleaning house from the inside."
fact the

The plan was submitted to the exchange men who declared that they were
not in a position to act on this matter
and that they would have to abide by
whatever ruling was made by their home
Furthermore, inasmuch as they
offices.
would be violating the law if they continued to take deposits in the manner in
which they now are taken and in order

with their home office
agreed that they would
necessarily have to accept deposits, but
would not deposit them, but merely hold
them in trust until advised by their home
the action that should be
offices on
to be consistent

rulings,

all

taken.

Declared Unfair Competition

The convention was

the liveliest ever

by exhibitors in this territory.
Everything moved with a decisive snap
and plans and points were decided upon
in a quick and excellent manner.
held

The biggest topic discussed at the convention was the anti-deposit bill which
became effective on Marcii 15. The showing of motion pictures in churches and
schools was censored by the exhibitors
and considered unfair competition and a
menace to their interests. Further, the
convention went on record as opposed
to the production of a picture depicting
the life story of Clara Smith Hamon or
any similar case. They voted that they
would not show such pictures in their
theatres.

Have Closed Session
meeting, a closed session, was
called at 11 o'clock Monday morning. At
this session a new set of by-laws was
adopted and resolutions were made and
adopted. It was decided that an execucommittee of five members be
tive
elected from the floor and that the president and secretary be on the committee
as ex-officio members. The committee as
chosen later in -the day is comprised as
follows: R. G. Liggett, J. I. Saunders, H.

The

first

A. McClure, Stanley Chambers and S.
A. Davidson.
At the executive session called at 2
o'clock that afternoon M. Van Praag
gave a detailed report of the work done
by the legislative committee in which
he told of their success in putting
through the Kansas legislature the antideposit bill and of their victory in defeating several drastic bills and measures,
among which was the bill recommending
the removal of the Kansas State Board

Review from Kansas City, Kan., to
Topeka; the bill asking that no child unof

der the age of 12 years be admitted to
picture theatres unless in the company
of a parent, and the bill asking for a
stricter enforcement of censorship and
a better "cleanup" of motion pictures.
Officers Are Elected
M. Van Praag was chosen president
of the organization. The other officers
are secretary, H. H. Woody, Lincoln;
vice president, R. G. Liggett, retirpresident, of Kansas City; second
vice president, Herman L. Gees, Mulberry;
third
vice
president.
R.
H.
Holmes, Emporia, and treasurer, William Meyn, Kansas City.
Eight delegates were chosen to represent each congressional district in Kansas at the national convention at Minneapolis
next June.
They are H. K.
Rogers. Marion; H. L. Gees, Mulberry;
R. H. Holmes, Emporia; H. E. Ulrich.
first

ing

Manhattan; H. H. Woody. Lincoln; Fred
Savage. Hutchinson; Stanley Chambers,
Wichita, and R. R. Biechele, KansasCity.

After a reading of the financial report
about $1,000 was subscribed to the treasury, this money to be used to take care
of the overhead expenses incurred.
Many in Attendance
Among the exhibitors present were: Herman L.
Gees, Mulberry; S. A. Davidson, Xeodesha; Frank
Davidson, Cherrvvale; M. Van Praag, A. F
Baker. R. G. Liggett. R. R. Biechele, Wm. Meyn
and Fred Mevn of Kansas City.
S. H. Blair
Belleville; R. A. Wagner. Eureka; H. K. Rogers.
Marion; H. A. McClure. Emporia; Murray Bros.,
Sedan; H. H. Woody, Lincoln; Jos. H. Peet,
Fredonia; Clair M. Patee, Lawrence; E. E. Hoffman. Hope; A. A. Jaecke. Herington; R. H.
Holmes. Emporia; J. I. Saunders. Chaney; Mark
T. Wilson. Chanute; J. A. Townley. Lyons; Earl
Bookwalter, Halsted; E. O. Peeler. Protection;
Geo.
Pike. Ashland: Oscar Zimmerman, Winfield; A. Josephson. Kansas City; F. J. Warren,
Leavenworth; W. H. Weber. Great Bend; H. E.
Ulrich, Manhattan; M. B. Shanberg. Hutchinson;
Stanley Chambers. Wichita; H. E. Duncan. Conway Springs; Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Balbridge. Arkansas City; Chas. A. Bull, Wichita; Mr. and Mrs
T.
P.
Kelley. Pratt; C. W. Hermes. Ellinwood;
W. D. Fite. Wichita: M. G. Kirkman, Havs; O.
K. Mason. Wichita; M. G. Kirkham. Hays; I. E.
Runyan, Hutchinson; Miss Lulu Leffert Lamed
John Beck. Xickerson; Mr. Robinson, Xickerson;
H. C. Hudson, Hutchinson; Fred Savage, Hutchinson; Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Barron, Augusta, and
A. M. Ford, Wichita.

M

The film companies that were represented were: First National, Crescent,
Associated Producers, Educational, Enterprise, Federated, Fox. Famous Players,
Goldwyn, Metro, Pathe, Peacock,
Pioneer,
Realart:
Realcraft.
Richards
and Flynn, Standard, Allied Exhibitors,
Universal. United Artists and Yitagraph.

*
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Four scenes from Mack Sennett's

initial production of a serious dramatic plot.
"Heartbalm" is a romantic comedy in six parts
be published through Associated Producers, Inc. Ethel Grey Terry, George O'Hara, Kathryn McGuire and other
Sennett players take part.

and

will

Feature Sans Slapstick

Is

Produced by Mack Sennett
By
Mack Sennett has attained great
prominence in the industry and among
the fans of the country as a comedy
producer. Any radical departure, then,
that he may make in his production acMr.
tivities is of universal interest.
Anthony's description of what the
comedy producer has achieved in the
drama constitutes,
field of serious
therefore, a document of extraordinary interest to the entire industry as
well as to the motion picture public.

II

TILL

MACK SENNETT,

celebrated

1/1/ throughout the world as comedy
*
king of the screen, experience difficulty in persuading picture patrons that
he can create a picture drama of authentic power without resort to hilarity, gags
and burlesque?
how Mark
It will be remembered
Twain in his first serious literary venture

"

was so skeptical that the world would
accept a humorist in a serious role, that
when he wrote his immortal biography
of Joan of Arc, he signed it with a fie-

WALTER ANTHONY

titious name.
It will also be remembered that when Sir Arthur Sullivan of

best known and most popular leading
women; Noah Beery, a legitimate artist

"Mikado" fame wrote

of high distinction; Robert Cain, the
suavist villain on the screen; Herbert
Standing, patrician actor of patrician
roles, and Ben Deely, star impersonator
of gentlemanly crooks, were placed under contract for the performances of their

serious grand
the world of
London theatre-goers declined to accept
it, though criticism declared the work to
be a masterpiece.

opera

score,

a

"Ivanhoe,"

*

*

*

confidence
that
the
Mr.
Sennett's
world will accept him in a serious vein is
expressed in a six-reel dramatic presenIt is now
tation called "Heartbalm."
completed and its world's premiere will
soon take place at the Mission theatre in

Los Angeles.
To help him

various enrollments' in "Heartbalm."
*

*

*

A

singular quality is said to invest this
unique love story and that is that the
central characters, the Romeo and Juliet,
so to Say, of the plot, are more acted

From his own organacting.
ization Mr. Sennett selected for his two
roles two of his most promising young
players, Kathryn McGuire and George
Around their lives is spun a
O'Hara.
web of intrigue that makes up the brilCharlie Murray,
liant fabric of the plot.
also from the Sennett organization and
upon than

in his difficult task of per-

suading the public that there are new
worlds even for the Alexander of comedy
to conquer, Mr. Sennett engaged for the
leading roles of "Heartbalm" a cast of
such distinction as will persuade the
most casual "fan" of the serious issues
of the plot.
Going outside of his own organization
for talent to interpret the leading roles,
Mr. Sennett spared no expense in getting
whom he wanted. The result was that
Ethel Grey Terry, one of the screen's

whose long dramatic career playing
types of roles eminently qualifies him

all

for

the part, will be seen in the impersonaof a grave and reverend jurist.

tion

Those who saw Mr. Murray's perform(Continued on page 48)
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Crandall Elected President
Washington First National
:
(From

NEW

Goodman, Betty Compson,

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April

5— At

held at Washington, D.

meeting

a

C, on March 25

the local organization of Associated First

National

Pictures

was

consummated.

The meeting was held primarily
about

to

bring

working organization through

a

the election of officers, a board of directors

and an advisory committee

Harry
Millarde,
Charles
Maigne, Mrs. George Sargent, Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle, Mrs. Sidney Drew, James
Harrison, William A. Johnston, James
Beecroft, Sam H. Comly, Dr. William
Young, Barney Sherry and a large supSwitzler,

porting company.

Marshal Rules
Features Cannot Be
Exhibited in School

Fire

theatres of the territory.

Wonders Addresses Meeting
Guy L. Wonders and Thomas Goldberg, prominent
exhibitors,
addressed
the meeting, calling to the attention of
exhibitors the advantages of the subfranchise policies.
E. Bruce Johnson,
head of the legal department of the home
office, attended the meeting and spoke to
the members on First National policies
and pictures.
The balloting resulted in the election
of Harry M. Crandall as president of the
organization; Guy L. Wonders of Baltimore, vice president, and Fritz D. Hoffman secretary and treasurer.
The directors elected were Guy L.

Wonders, Frank H. Durkee, William C.
Murphy, Fritz D. Hoffman, Harry M.
Crandall, Joseph Morgan and James P.
Anderson.

B.

manager. Prior to his
new affiliation Mr. Rogers occupied similar
positions with J. Stuart Blackton
Productions, George Kleine, Standard
Film Company. He also was district
manager for Pathe Exchange in the Chicago territory. Mr. Rogers' new duties
will keep him constantly in the field.
traveling

sales

Ministers Threaten

Competition

if

Films

Exhibitors on Board
The following exhibitors compose the
advisory board: Dr. William Herbst, H.
C. Evans, Harry Cluster, J. L. McDonald, Phil Miller, Paul Emmart, E. B.
McCurdy, A. C. Frey, Thomas D. Goldberg, George Gaertner, Charles Nolte,
Walter Pacy, C. A. Hicks, E. D. Heins,
Arthur Price, Joe Ullman, and Walter
Decker.
It is planned to call frequent meetings
of the advisory board— probably as often

MONT.,

April

5.— The

following a "cen-

Many1 Notables

Arnovitz President of
Equity Canadian Firm
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April 5.— Equity Pictures Corporation, Ltd., of Montreal,
Canada, has been formed with Sam Arnovitz, president; Maurice N. Davis, vice
president;

Irving Stuart,

treasurer.

The company will issue the
Young features in Canada.

Clara Kimball

secretary and

Trades Council Votes
Censorship Opposition
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO, CAE,

April 5.—
State Building Trades Council of
California has gone on record as opposing censorship because "it is in direct
of
free
violation
the
expression
of
thought and opinion."

The

Is

in Industry-

Attend Affair at the
Hotel Astor

warned exhibitors that "the churches of
low-tone movies by themselves furnishing
this form of recreation."
The report of the association declared
that 27.7 is the "actual percentage of positively
demoralizing pictures," while the
percentage approved was 44.4.
Pictures
considered as neutral and "having no moral
tone, neither recreative nor appealing to
high ideals but without or with but small
demoralizing
quality
or
character"
amounted to 27.7 per cent.

the gift.

Given by Directors

sorship survey" of the theatres here, have
the city are considering the necessity of
protecting our young people against the

tion of features has been advanced by the
ruling of Deputy Fire Marshal Armstrong
of Lansing.
After inspecting the new projector at
the Niles high school, the deputy marshal
ruled that it could be used for educational
purposes only.
M embers of the senior class who had
intended the machine as a memorial to the
school had relied upon the exhibition of
features to partially defray the expense of

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MISSOULA,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NILES, MICH., April 5.-The fight of
theatre men against non-theatrical exhibi-

as once a month so that the directors
of the Washington organization may be
kept constantly in intimate touch with
every part «f the territory, and be in a
position at any time to assist in solving
the problems of any sub-franchise holder.

Are Not "Cleansed" Elaborate Dance
Ministerial Association,

Gale,

of First

National sub-franchise holders to confer
with the directors on the problems of the

YORK, April 5.— RobertsonNEW
Cole has appointed Frank
Rogers

Lilian

David Selznick, Richard Travers, Alma
Francis,
Gordon,
Robert
Thomas

(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April

5.— An elaborate

dance and entertainment was staged on
Saturday evening in the Gold room of
the Hotel Astor by the Motion Picture
Directors' Association.

The

affair,
which was replete with
entertainments, was attended by
many notables of the industry. It was
staged under the direction of Charles
Miller, Sidney Olcott, George L. Sargent, James Vincent, C. Jay Williams,

novel

George B. Seitz.
Within the range of their megaphones
were gathered Seena Owen, Pearl White,
Frank Borzage, Anthony Paul Kelly,
Zanou, the Capitol theatre dancer; Violet
Merseau, Richard Stanton, Lewis J. Selznick,
Chet Withey, Louella Parsons,
George Archainbaud, Dorothy Deacon,
Harley Knowles, Travers Vale, Eugene
O'Brien, John Emerson, Anita Loos,
Frank Craven, J. Justice Harmer, Frank
Robert Vignola, Robert Ellis,
Elliott,
Myron Selznick, Alma Rubens, Dr.

HARRY

M.

CRANDALL

President of Washington organization
National

of

First

K X
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who had come to the metropolis
from Ithaca, was announced as the most
student

beautiful girl in New
The Detroit News

York

City.

opened

contest

its

with a double-column display head story
on the front page of its issue of February 16 and every day thereafter carried
a front page story on the progress of the
contest. On each Sunday during the contest it carried a full-page layout of contestants_ in its rotogravure section, and,
in
addition to this publicity, carried
posters on all its billboards and delivery
wagons announcing the quest for Beauty
to play in "Experience." In every story
and in all the Detroit News advertising
the title of "Experience" was prominently featured.

*

More than

*

*

photographs from all
over Michigan were received by the
Detroit News, which has a circulation of
5,000

250.000.

The judges of these photographs were
Phil Gleichman, director of the Broadway-Strand theatre, Detroit; Joseph L.
Kraemer, head of the Detroit News art
department, and Clyde H. Burroughs,

— Edna Wheaton of New York City, who was chosen by "Daily News" as most
beautiful
to play "Beauty"
the Paramount production "Experience."
Right — Juliette Henkel of Detroit, Mich., winner of "Detroit News" contest, who
will play role
Charm

Left

girl

in

of

in

the production.

director of the Detroit Institute of Arts.
The result of their examination of the
photographs was the selection of Miss
Henkel, a student at the ultra-fashionable Liggett school, and the niece of
Julius H. Haas, president of the Wayne

& Home Savings Bank. Miss
Henkel's social prominence gave increased interest to the story.
County

Beauty Winners
Wide Advance Publicity on "Experience,"
Forthcoming Paramount Picture

Contest Gives

1BEAUTY

contest! Exploitation!
Building a picture upon exploitation possibilities is an asset. A contest

-O

created

and

interest

in

the

interest

girl

tor

«

tion

So with the cooperation of The Daily
News of New York and the Detroit Nn/S
of Detroit, Paramount has aroused a sig-

opened

its

production

George

by

Fitzmaurice.

Two young women,

winners in the
contest, have just been chosen to play
important roles in the production. The
winner of the Detroit contest is 17-yearold Juliette Henkel. In New York honors were awarded to Miss Edna Wheaton,
who also was given the premier award
in

the dual contest.
contest was launched to select a

The

*

the pro-

in

daily
its

a

circula-

of
nearly
copies,
500,000
contest in New York on Feb-

ruary SI and every day until

March

carried a two-page spread, amply illustrated with photos of contestants, on its
search for a girl who would play the
role of Beauty. Each story set forth the
name of "Experience" and ^old the nature of the picture. As a result of this

tremendous
girls

publicity,

more than

6,000

sent in their photographs.

On Monday, March

Exhibitors
By

R.

to

thorough
examination of all the photographs had
been made by a committee of judges
Miss Wheaton, an 18-year-old music
21, after a

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

O RHOADES

steady patrons who before did
not like "movies" because they
hadn't "tasted it."

(Manager, Orpheum Theatre,
Converse, Ind.)
I

this

have a class of people in
city who are too good for

the "movies."
In order to get

them

in,

I

have run special programs in
co-operation with various clubs
and even a Sunday school class,
splitting 50-50 on the profits
for the evening.
By this method

we have
brought many people into our
theatre for the first time and
we have obtained several new

We make the show so good
on these special nights that if
we get them in once by this
method, they come back for
more.
fit

Then we

get the bene-

of their steady patronage.

(To Exhibitors : If you have an
idea as to how an exhibitor can
operate his theatre more economically,
attract larger attendance, satisfy his
patrons to a greater degree, build up
that "weak night" or in any other
way help himself financially, send a
brief statement of your idea to The
Editor.)

Salient- Ostriche Films

Will be Distributed by

14

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have

Charm.

*

The Daily Sews, which has

is

"Experience" prior to

Beauty

role of

duction.

found the exploitation.

nificant interest in

the

On Monday, March 21, the two girls
arrived at the Paramount studio in Long
Island City to meet Mr. Fitzmaurice and
compete for the role of Beauty. The
director has just announced that because
of her classic features Miss Wheaton
was most suitable for the role of Beauty.
He cast Miss Henkel in the role of

Forward Film
{From

Co.

Staff Correspondent)

NEW

YORK, April 5.— Salient Film
Corporation has signed an agreement
with Joseph Sameth, president of Forward Film Distributors, Inc., whereby
the latter concern has the distribution
rights on the series of ten multiple reel
features which Salient is producing with
Muriel Ostriche in the star roles.
J. Charles Davis, 2nd, is the director
in charge of all the Ostriche productions,
the first of which has been completed
under the title, "The Shadow." Mr. Davis

now

is

engaged

ing touches
production,

to

"The

in

the

putting the finish-

company's

Call of the
he will direct

second
Open."

Following this
Ethel
Donor's story, "For the Love of Pete."

MACK SENNETT FEATURE
SANS SLAPSTICK
(Continued from page

46)

ance of the judge that straightens the
affairs of the heroine and hero in "Love,
Honor and Behave," will not need to be
told how well Mr. Murray has acquitted
himself

in this still

more authentic

char-

acterization.

To William

Bevan, also from the Sennett organization, was assigned the role
It is this
of a conniving, crook-lawyer.
role that will disclose

many

lightly laid-

on comedy touches without which no
Sennett production (not even this, his
dramatic picture) could be identifying and complete.
first

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
^MOTION

ON

PICT^P^

The A nnua 1 Miracle
SPRING, THE ANNUAL MIRACLE, HAS TOUCHED

the theatre. Heavy hangings «that were comfortingly inviting through the winter seem dusty and oppressive.
Upholstered chairs, deep rugs, massive candelabra, attractive
during past months, seem to cry aloud for rejuvenation.
The weighty problem play, the tropical travelogue, the
standard overture and the operatic vocal selection pall. They
are out of harmony with the world.
Wise exhibitors have completed their annual housecleanNot all have "house
ing as concerns the theatre physical.
still smaller minority have recleaned" their programs.
modeled their advertising newspaper, house organ, etc., to
conform to the universal mood.
If the theatre is to experience no decrease in attendance
due to the counter attraction of a reborn out-of-doors these
things must be done. The preliminary steps, effecting a housecleaning as comprehensive as it is thorough, are not difficult.
Most exhibitors will have taken them ere now.
The final step, an advertising campaign centering upon the
subject of spring and so identifying the theatre with that greatest of seasons as to convince the public it may be most completely enjoyed within the playhouse, is more difficult of execution but productive in a degree rendering insignificant the
effort and expense involved.

A

—

—

PUBLICITY DETHE
partment
the Rockett Film

of
Corporation issues periodically
a
folder called "The
Cinema-

gram" which contains excellently
written "fan patter'' for house
organ or newspaper use.
Read
carefully the entire contents of'
the folder when it comes to hand.

The men engaged

prepara-

in its

tion are peforming a genuine
service for exhibitors w ho pubT

lish

programs or support the modepartments of their

and

men

the

whose

opinions

them

"in between," will find
food for thought in the special
article contributed by E. L. Hyman, managing director of the
Mark Strand theatre. Brooklyn.
N. Y., and presented upon the
third and fourth pages following.

place

It is

man's

not probable that Mr. Hywell-conceived argument

will definitely close the argument,
but it will add importantly to the
general fund of data bearing

tion picture

thereupon and stimulate thought.

newspapers.

The

pXHIBITORIAL

latter is the all-important
consideration in any controversy.

OPINION

widely regarding the
more sensational forms of exploitation.
At one extreme stands
differs

the man who says, "My theatre
is too high class for that sort of
thing.
I can't afford to use it."
At the other extreme is found the
exhibitor who replies, "Anything
worth advertising is worth advertising to the fullest extent of
my ability and resources. It is
impossible to over-advertise any
attraction I book."
Both men,

QTHER

PAGES OF THIS

department
possibilities for

set forth prologue
of

"Bob Hampton

Placer,"
forthcoming Marshall
Neilan production, as outlined by

exploitation department of
First National Pictures, Inc., distributors of the picture. By use of the "Suggestions
in the Stills" method of expression, originated by this department, the four stage features

the

Associated

planned,

at

least

one of which

may be used by any exhibitor in
the nation, are presented with a
clarity obtainable by no other
means. Exhibitors who contemplate use of the picture will refer
to those pages as the stage director refers to his script.
The
First National exploitation department deserves credit for a
genuine service to the men who
use the product of that organization.

AN EDITORIAL WRITER
for the Chicago Tribune recently broke a precedent of long
standing for that publication by
writing a brilliant tribute to the
genius of Mack Sennett as re-

Town

Idol,"
flected in "A Small
his Associated Producers production.
Readers of this publication
are familiar with the editorial

through its reproduction in text
and later in advertising pages.
Exhibitors generally, whether or
not they use the production in
question, will do well to call the
attention of newspaper men with
whom they do business to that
editorial. The Chicago Tribune has
a peculiar reputation in newspaper circles.

Its policy is closely

watched and widely copied. Editorial endorsement of a given attraction or class of attractions is
In
decidedly worth obtaining.
many instances it will follow naturally upon calling attention to
the editorial in question.

<2IX

^

MONTHS ACxO THE

question of presentation as an
adjunct to motion picture exhibition was the subject of considerThe question
able controversy.
has been decided as policy questions are always decided, by application of the unfailing test of
Exploitation news
of practice.
of the day shows a greater percentage of presentation reports
than at any previous time. Exwho experiment with
hibitors
stage features succeed and proceed with heightened confidence
to more elaborate undertakings.
Thus is another milestone of theatre progress passed.
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in the Stills

THE

stills reproduced above are from "Playthings of Destiny," a forthcoming Anita Stewart vehicle to be
distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., showing a visionary sequence in which the main
character sees herself as a child. The stills give a sufficiently clear idea of the juvenile incident represented
and the response to a prologue based upon it should be gratifying. The stage setting indicated is not easily
approximated in the average theatre but equally satisfactory effect may be gained by use of solid color drops
and conventionally artistic gates. The opportunity for arranging advertising endeavors of co-operative nature
due to use of local children is obvious. Parents may be invited to participate in the staging of the feature,

assuring newspaper publicity in volume, or a contest may be conducted directly through such a medium. The
more broadminded type of educator should be found willing to aid in the undertaking if properly approached.
Though the children may be used likewise for exterior advertising purposes it- is probable that such a course
would detract from the general quality of the whole. A number of well-known "kid songs" popular a decade
ago, such as "Smarty," "You'll Be Sorry Just Too Late," etc., are available and especially suitable for use in
this connection.

BIZARRE

characters of

shown

the type

reproduced above are plentiful

in

in

the

still

"Buried Treasure,"

a Cosmopolitan-Paramount production.

The

possibilities

for stage presentation involving players similarly attired

are obvious.
effect

in

They may be used with equally productive
A buried treasure rumor started

exploitation.

well in advance of showing date should gain newspaper
comment. The appearance in various parts of the city
of persons dressed as shown above, persons seemingly
bent upon locating the hidden wealth, should create a

great deal of discussion.

NO

explanation is required for the above still from "The
Smart Sex," a Universal production in which Eva
The stranded theatrical company
Novak is featured.
shown may be employed profitably in general exploitaThe arrival on foot of such a comtion of the picture.
pany should gain front page mention in any newspaper.

Subsequent adventures with hotel proprietors, restaurant
etc., should keep the event in prominent position

keepers,

for several days. The announcement that the theatre has
employed the stranded company to give a stage playlet in
connection with the showing should follow.
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Barbian Launches Grand Pictures Season
With Record Exploitation of "The Kid"
C. A. Barbian, manager of the
Waldorf and Empress theatres,
Akron, O., has accomplished some of

most remarkable shoivmanship
achievements in motion picture history.
The story of his phenomenal
success against great odds teas one of
the

most interesting chapters in the
book of the theatre during 1920.
Mr. Barbian s method of launching
a "grand pictures season," during
which he will exhibit five First National atractions grouped for the purthe

pose,

was

modern

characteristic of the

and thorough.

men,

"The Kid,"

of the five pictures to be shown,
received the greatest exploitation of
its short but sensational history.
first

opened
MR.paignBARBIAN season
for the

his

cam-

as a unit,

sending specially prepared news mat-

The Chaplin impersonators on
were broken.

Saturday, and a parade of imitators

The

contest was limited to children
under sixteen years of age, of either
sex.
The response was as shown in

an

accompanying

parade.

illustration,

un-

fortunately not as well taken as the
event warranted. "Hundreds" is the
word employed to indicate the number of imitators who responded.
The contestants were told to be
present at an appointed place on a

was formed and marched about the
passing all prominent locations,
bringing up at the theatre.

city,

Great as the interest aroused in
manner, a greater enthusiasm was
shown in the response to a criticism
contest in which first prize was fixed
at $100.
In the first four days of its
this

operation

1.000 criticisms were

mitted.

Barbian's prize winners.
ter to the

the

newspapers of the

city for

occasion.

Advertising space in
extraordinary amount was used simultaneously.

"The Kid.'' naturally, got the greatamount of attention in both de-

est

partments of the newspapers.

A
ick

"filmrick" contest, like the limercontests
conducted by many

newspapers

in which readers are invited to contribute the last line of an
unfinished verse, was started, cash

and

ticket prizes being offered.
Printed folders describing each of
the pictures grouped for the season
were then distributed.
"The Kid"
was given the additional benefit of cooperative window displays obtained in
various locations.

Then a bid was made for Chaplin
imitators to compete for cash prizes.
It

was

in this effort that

ploitation

records

for

previous exthe

picture

An Akron

florist's

timely

window

display.

sub-
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Meighan Youngstown Visit
Advances Screen Interests

April 16, 1921

The

Picture

I

vs.

The Theatre
Exploitation

of

motion

individual

pictures as opposed to consistent exploitation of the theatre as an insti-

tution of entertainment with a defi-

and firmly established individu-

nite

ality, a

question frequently discussed

in these

pages, is made the subject
following article contributed

the

of

by Edward L. Hyman, managing director of the Mark Strand theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and long identified
with the forward figures in theatre
advance.
Readers may or may not
agree with all that Mr. Hyman

The

writes.

question

a

is

favorite

one for debate. But all will agree
that Mr. Hyman's article is the work

W.

of the Liberty theatre, Youngstown,
O., paid Thomas Meighan, star of Paramount's "Conrad In
Quest of His Youth," $1,000 for four personal appearances in
one day. Mr. Meighan donated the money to the Actors' Fund
of America and the Glenwood Children's Home of Youngstown.
He was met at the train by a band and a delegation of
citizens, gave an address in a public hall as the guest of the Glenwood organization, headed a parade in which a platoon of police
marched, gave four personal appearances at the theatre and was
guest of honor at a ball arranged in his honor that night.
His visit was made a municipal ceremony.
Citizens of Youngstown were deeply impressed with the
industry which Mr. Meighan represented. The motion picture
as an institution was raised to a new level in the civic life of
C.

Deible,

manager

Youngstown.
Motion picture

stars making personal appearances have an
unparalleled opportunity for advancement of screen interests.
It is to be hoped that all will take advantage of it as admirably
as did Mr. Meighan.

genuine showman.

of a

The men who publish books have
agreed that concentration of adver-

and

publicity

tising,

upon

certain

failed

in

exploitation

books

selected

has

the permanent upbuilding

and that it has
been a costly experiment.
This is a sad revelation, for it has
a direct bearing upon the situation
now prevailing in the motion picture
of their businesses

industry.

It

is

a

situation

that

touches both the exhibitor and the

The book publishers'
distributor.
predicament is synonymous with
the problem before us today. Rooks
are just as

much amusement

motion pictures, and the

as are

them

sale of

has a certain allied relation with the
sale

of

motion

picture

entertain-

ment.
The publishers' findings
should give the exhibitor something
to ponder over and to use as an
asset in the future administration

m

of their businesses.

Mr. Brentano recently stated in
an address that although the heavy
exploitation of a certain author or
book often brought heavy sales in
that particular book it brought no
permanent value to the house that
'

sold
that

it.

The book

institutional

publishers learned

—the

advertising

plugging of their firm name and of
the service they gave to book buyers
which tended toward permanent
business-building was a far better

investment than focusing
ordinary attention upon a

extrasingle
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product and developing an abnormal

demand

for that

one thing.

Applying the same proposition to
the exhibitor, does the heavy ex-

"Earthbound" Exploitation
Exerts Refining Influence

ploitation of pictures or stars at in-

pay better dividends than the

tervals

constant advertising of your theaIn other
tre's policy and service?

words has exploitation

of pictures-

been overdone to the detriment of
the individual theatre and

its

serv-

•

ice.

While the Brooklyn Mark Strand
an exponent of exploitation in
every phase and of the proper exis

ploitation of all pictures the policy
of the

Strand has been to emphasize
its regular, every-

the theatre and

performance quality as much as the
picture and the star of the feature
film.

Thus has the institutional idea
been disseminated to the great district from which the Strand draws
And thus has it been
its patronage.
unnecessary to sell the theatre over
and over -every week to the patron.
The patron has been sold the fixed

The

policy.

theatre, therefore, has

commodity

to offer, not a
product each week, the extent of the
a fixed

which must depend upon the
prominence of the picture or the exsale of

ploitation given the attraction.

The burning question
exploitation loses

public learns

its

that

is

—whether

force

it

is

when

the

used as a

stimulant to business. Indirect exploitation does not carry this danger,
the

especially

exploitation

within the theatre which

is

When

.

heavy exploitation of a

is

sway toward exploiting the theatre
and

its

Exhibitors have learned from playing the picture that sensational exterior representation is desirable at any and all times,
also that presentation limitations have not been approached at
this time.

Both points are of considerable importance.
"Earthbound" has been demonstrated useful
box

but part of the mechanics
of the business aVid does not always
reflect the true worth of the product
it exploits, will the tendency then
picture

curious mixture of dignity and sensationalism characterendeavors in its behalf. Bizarre street work has
been the rule, as has been exceptionally artistic stage features
for presentation.

given as

the public begins to see the

— that

A

izes the general

from

information.

light

"Earthbound," widely exploited Goldwyn production, has
exerted a distinctly beneficial and essentially refining influence
upon American exhibitor advertising and presentation. Accompanying illustrations showing the work done in its interests at
the Shubert Majestic theatre, Boston, Mass., where it was shown
for three weeks, are typical of the general reports received.

policy rather than the prod-

which is but a passing factor
without permanence?
uct

Of course the major attraction
must be given the prominence that
it deserves
in advertising and exploitation
but in my humble opinion there is no reason why the whole
life
and future of the individual
theatre should sacrifice and concede
all to that which is but a component

—

part of the whole.

E. L.

HYMAN.

office sense.

in other

than
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STILL from "Bob Hamton

of Placer," Marshall Neilan's forthcoming First National attraction, which is offered as
The still
the basis of one of the four prologues described in the acccompanying story from the distributing corporation.
represents the close of the presentation, smoke signals in the distance summoning the red warriors who have been engaged
in Indian sports until this time.
The picture follows immediately.

First National Exploitation
Suggests Prologues for
Four distinct prologues, planned in
accordance with existing theatre facilities for presentation, are described
in detail in the following article contributed by the exploitation department of Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., for guidance of theatre

men zvlw will exhibit "Bob Hampton
of Placer," Marshall Neilan's forthcoming production.
The "Suggestions in the Stills'
policy originated by this department
has been adopted as the most effective
available means of conveying to exhibitors thus prior to publication date
of the picture information which will
be of value to showmen zuho plan presentation

and well

The

simplest

prologue

Department

New Neilan

suggested

would be a pleasing introduction
the picture would be based upon

that

to

the

settings

the love scenes beand Lieut. Brant. The

for

tween the Kid

her own
home, through the window of her bed
room, reached by means of a rustic
railing, provides a superb setting for
the exchange of old time sentimental
songs between a male and female
singer, in a setting very suggestive of
the balcony scene from "Romeo and
luliet," although much more informal,
with the soprano perched on the winprivate

Kid's

dow

sill

entrance

to

and the male singer on the

and exploitation carefully
advance of playing dates.

in

The metropolitan theatre with every
stage facility and the smaller and less
advantageously equipped "small toivn"
house are given equal consideration in
Every exhibitor
the plans set forth.
who contemplates use of the attraction
will

by reading the complete

profit

outline.

"Bob

Hampton

of

Placer,"

the

Xeilan production for distribution through Associated First National Pictures, Inc:,
provides opportunities for prologues
so varied that no exhibitor who books
the picture should find himself unable

forthcoming

to

employ

Marshall

this

form of presentation

because of limitations of # his stage or
a paucity of equipment.
A synopsis of the story and a suggestion

of

Xeilan

has

the

settings

given

the

which

Mr.

production,

which can be gained from the

stills,

productive of prologue ideas that
can be adapted to any theatre.
is

A

simple setting and old favorite songs
suggested for a prologue based
upon the pictured love passage between Bob Hampton and the femi*ine
are

lead.

Film

The sounding of taps
stage necessitating the departure
the soldier, could be employed

ground below.
off

of

effectively as a conclusion to the act.

The songs used can be

selected on the
basis of the ability of the singers, the
setting and the uniform of the male

singer providing sufficient atmosphere
for the purposes of the prologue.
An action prologue, requiring a
more pretentious setting and a smalldegree of histrionic ability on the part
of the characters is suggested by the
opening scenes of the picture, which
is an attack on the immigrant train
which is carrying the Kid and her
mother across the plains. An effective prologue could be put over with
four characters with the thrill that
always comes from a rescue by
soldiers.
No dialogue is necessary.
Bob Hampton, the Kid, and one immigrant are enough to put over the
idea of a slowly failing defense against
the Indians suggested by muffled
whoops and the popping of guns off
stage.
The killing of the immigrant,
in
the
the
increasing
exultance
whoops, the wounding of Bob Hampton, is sufficient action to keep the
audience tense. The discovery by Bob
of a limited number of cartridges left
can serve as a proper introduction to
a faint volleying of shots, momentarily growing nearer, then mingled
with the thud of horses' hoofs, and the
entrance of a dust covered character
in lieutenant's uniform accompanied
by the exultant hurrahs of soldiers off
stage, followed by gradually receding
shots and whoops will put over the idea
of the rescue by soldiers and a con-

sequent pursuit of the fleeing Indian

April

10.

band.

A
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fade-out

picture

the

into

naturally follows.

Another most impressive sort of a
pantomime, especially appropriate to
the opening scenes of the production,

would be one using

The

acters.

chiefly of a

resent the

setting

all

Indian char-

would

consist

back drop painted to rep-

Bad Lands along

of the famous Frederick

A

backgrounds.

the style

Remington

band of Indians in
The band

war paint occupy

the stage.

indulges in various Indian sports, an

Indian

or a war
Throughout
however, one of the band

wrestling

dance could be
the action,

stands

match,

utilized.

statuesque

in

the pose

of

a

shaded and his gaze directed steadily at a promontory in the
background.
Suddenly the sentry
sentinel, eyes

command and

raises

straight in the air.

Every

gives a guttural
his right

arm

figure on the stage

becomes

rigid with

their backs to the audience facing the

back drop.

Smoke

begins

to

arise

from the promontory, in broken clouds
and rings, the effect being to simulate
the

smoke

by

the

signals used so extensively

Sioux

Indians.

The band

stands at rigid attention until the sigcease.
Then at grunted commands from the leader, the Indians
hastily gather up their gear that is
lying on the ground and exit in single
file on a dog trot with a break into the

nals

before the stage is emptied.
The tom-tom should be used in all the

picture

orchestral music for the act.
simple device for the gaining of
effective smoke signals is a card board

A

box with a round opening on the

The box will hold smudge smoke and
when tapped smartly on the side with

For the spectacular prologue the closing scenes of the production provide
the basis for one which should bring

the finger will eject rings through the

audiences

opening on the

top.

A

top.

rubber tube,

of sufficient size to emit enough smoke
by the audience, attached to a canopy directly over a

to be discernible

smudge

pot, could also be utilized, the
irregularity of the smoke column be-

ing controlled by the
closing of the tube.

One

opening and

fact in connection with each of

the three prologues suggested, is that
for each one of them a dim stage
a suggestion of evening or night is
appropriate thus obviating a closeness
of detail on the settings.

—

out of their seats.
The
setting of General Custer's headquarters should be used with the bookshelves and entire back wall painted
a transparency.
The dialogue
should be based upon Bob Hampton's
discovery of the real perpetrators of
the murder which has resulted in his
dismissal from the army and his plea

on

to be permitted to ride with his old

company

in the campaign which is just
about to start against Sitting Bull.
General Custer gives his consent and

the entire party exits to enhorse for
the last campaign, as the lights in back
of the transparency disclose a tableau

based upon the famous painting of
"Custer's Last Stand."
With the exception of the figures
of Custer and the standard bearer, all
the figures of the painting would be
sufficiently suggested by an impressionistic painting on a drop.
Actors
should be used for Custer and the
standard bearer.
As the tableau is
exposed they should be in the postures
of the original painting Custer erect,

—

wounded, pistol in one hand and
sword in the other defiant to the last,
the standard bearer on his knees, trying with his dying strength to force
the pole into the ground to keep the
flag

flying

when

longer support
the

A

dramatic moment which it is suggested may be reproduced upon a theatre stage
with but four players, the classic "attack on an immigrant train" forming the
basis of the prologue and a rescue by troops from the U. S. Army post providing the climax.

tableau,

hands can no
After a second of
the
standard bearer
his

it.

should sink slowly to the ground and
as the flag totters. Custer should seize
it, thrust it into the ground, and with
it once more firm and erect turn defiantly to face the foe when he is
struck.
As he falls, the entire stage
should be darkened and a spotlight
play on the flag waving in the breeze
of an electric fan.
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Gersdorf's Street
Character Exploits
"Jailbird'* Showing
An exploitation character which undoubtedly drew considerable attention
"The Jailbird,*' DougMacLean's Paramount production,
was being shown at the Arcade,
theatre, Jacksonville, Fla.. is shown in
The
the accompanying illustration.
figure is one of the few in general
use by exploitation men which does

to the fact that
las

not lose novelty with repetition.
Phil Gersdorf, managing director of
the Arcade and other theatres in Jacksonville, is a man who knows advertisHe knew when he employed the
ing.
for the street work in connec"The Jailbird" that the same
Stunt had been used for other pictures.
He knew also the much more important fact that it had not been used to
the point of ineffectiveness and that
it is highly improbable that that point

man

A

tion with

Posters for "East Lynne" recall the tattered billboard matter that languished
on the boards after "the troupe" had
departed in the days of the stage play's
popularity.

ever shall be reached

in

this

when "The Diamond Queen,"
sal

Assured
Steady Following by

Serial

connec-

showmanship sense more

Hodkinson Posters
For "East Lynne

1 *

desir-

The children of East St. Louis,
whose homes are within the
drawing territory of the Midway

might have been used for the same
picture were not brought into play
simply because other men had masqueraded other streets in convict attire advertising motion pictures.

111.,

theatre,

of

the

in force at the

first

episode

of

probable that the majority of those
seen in the accompanying reproduction of a photograph taken upon
that occasion will be present week-,
ly for the duration of the chapter

influence upon the designers of
the posters issued by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation for exhibitor advertising of Hugo Ballin's picturization of
the play.
The influence was a bene-

play.

The management

of

the

theatre

accomplished nothing sensational in
arranging the event. Such undertakings have been of frequent occurrence in the past, and each and
every one of them has been reported
But
as advantageous to business.

one.

shows

the type of billboard and lobby material prepared for exhibitors using the
attraction.
The suggestion is that of

an amateurishly lettered and carelessly
tacked banner of precisely the sort that
was used in behalf of the stage attraction in the smaller communities during the latter days of its popularity.
When the road company had gone
on its way it was the custom for bill
posters of that day to allow the paper
to remain untouched until another attraction was booked, when it was re-

the

management

did

show

a

full

consciousness of the essentials of
business showmanship. There is a
difference between business showmanship and another less easily
designated type.
Business showmanship is made
up of a combination of the two facBusiness considerators indicated.
tion

acted upon it in
natural course and produced a general
effect similar to that obtained in the
poster design for the motion picture.

The elements

Americans in every section of the
country, in town, city and village, are
familiar with those tattered posters
of yesteryear. The new posters will
waken a memory. That memory will
be such a one as to clothe the motion
picture with the qualities productive of
patronage at the theatre.

'

"The Diamond Queen," Universal
It is more than
serial, recently.

ible

placed.

were present

screening

ican theatregoing public, exerted vis-

illustration

Is

First Episode Drive

The imposing stage history of "East
Lynne," an old favorite of the Amer-

The accompanying

Univer-

to the pat-

ronage of that theatre.

tion.

A

was introduced

serial,

able than prevalent is reflected in the
fact that the many more expensive and
probably no less productive stunts that

History Dominates

ficial

special matinee for children was given
Midway theatre, St. Louis, Mo.,

at the

dominates

it.

Showmanship,

public demands
and advertising media that especially fit a man for the theatre calling, is its other ingredient.
the

knowledge

of

Orleans, La., couples married for
years or longer were invited Jo a

New
1

fifty

performance of "Milestones,' the
production, at the Trianon theA lobby display of antique furniatre
were
ture was installed, old time songs
and
sung in presentation, and candy
flowers were given the aged.

special

exploitation convict is an effective
and durable exploitation stunt. The
one shown above advertised "The Jailbird" for the Arcade theatre, Jackson-

The

ville,

Fla.

Goldwyn

April
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Western melodrama of the old school may be effectively
burlesqued in presentation of "Bang," a Mermaid-Educational comedy.

A

0/

scene from "Ready to Serve," Chester-Educational comedy,
featuring Sncoky, the humanzee, in a chiefly animal
cast.

Showmanizing"
Short Subjects
A

CGOMPANYING

stills

from forth-

coming" short subjects to be distributed by
Educational Film
Exchanges,
Inc., reflect clearly the general effort beingmade to provide showmen with material
for

the

and presentation of
phase of the motion
Consistent use of such

exploitation

a too long neglected

picture program.
material will follow, effecting a material
advancement of the film theatre as an institution of entertainment.

A

clash between the comedy hero and the satirical bad man
that may be used as a basis for spectacular street stunts
to stimulate interest.

Practically any animals obtainable may be used in exploitation or presentation of the comedy by the exhibitor.

community will respond readily to an
invitation to participate in a street parade of pet animals
terminating in a special performance of the picture.

Youngsters of any

i:

X

II

I

U

I

TORS

II

E RA L
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Showing the Trend

of

Advertising Activity
A

UTOMOBILE

manufacturers and distributors are diligent
Their co-operation has been enlisted frequently and advantageously in exploitation.
Such was the
case in Wichita Falls, Tex., when Robert Sparks of the
Olympic theatre obtained the aid of a Studebaker dealer
in conducting the enterprise pictured above for the showing
The banner reads, "A
of Paramount's "The Gilded Lily."
Studebaker Carries 'The Gilded Lily' to the Olympic." Any
exhibitor in the world can use that stunt.
Practically any
automobile dealer will co-operate.
advertisers.

CJPECIAL

costumes for attendants has become a rule rather
than an exception in the majority of theatres where
feminine ushers are employed. S. Barret McCormick dressed
ushers of the Ambassador and Kinema theatres, Los Angeles,
as shown above for the showing of "Passion," the First National attraction, gaining definite relationship of atmosphere
to picture and unusually pleasing optical effect by a single
stroke.

A N

AUTOMOBILE

A

National's

also
of

for

the

exploitation

of

the

TTACHES

of Ascher's Merrill theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.,
were attired as shown during the engagement of GoldCostumers' charges for
wyn's "Bunty Pulls the Strings."
equipment constitute the sole concern of the exhibitor who
considers the proposition of fittingly costuming his employes.

In the majority of cases the established scale will be materially
reduced if a long-term agreement is entered into, and a credit
line in the house organ should produce a further reduction.
If

served

"Nomads

North" at the Latchis
theatre, Brattleboro, Vt., as shown in the accompanying illusIn this case, a truck was obtained by Peter C. Lachtis,
tration.
Co-operation of this sort can be solicited
theatre manager.
of merchants, transfer companies, any concern which has
motor trucks at its disposal.
First

intelligent

practice should

methods
become

of

co-operation

general.

are

employed

the

/^HARLES RAYMOND,

^

Paramount

exploitation man, ob-

tained the co-operation of the Dependable Motor Truck
company in making up the street stunt pictured above for
the East St. Louis, 111., showing of "Brewster's Millions" at
Stage money was distributed in great
the Majestic theatre.
quantities,

purpose.

together with literature specially prepared for the

April

16,
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presents

MARK

TWAIN'S

GREATEST COMEDY

'

A
CONNECTICUT

YAM

K

EE

TIM
m Ma*

i

HOI AT

SEUKYH THEATRE

in

j

WEST43»ST

wnnn

CMMETT J. FLYNtl.

THE

front of the Liberty theatre, Portland,

orated

for

the

showing

of

First

the first picture ever held over a weekly

and top banners carried a

Ore., as dec-

National's

change

"The Kid,"
date.

Side

ULMER

S

CIRCLE SHO

total of 135 electric lights.

TT RADITION

r

has it that the electric sign has reached its
highest point of development as an advertising medium
in the "lighted lanes" of New York.
The accompanying

photographs showing the Selwyn theatre, where Fox's "A
Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court" is in engagement, conveys an impression of the effect gained by plentiful
use of illumination.
The same logic that applies to metropolitan theatre advertising governs the town, the village

and the hamlet.

may

at

It

some time

is

just

light

his

some exhibitor
so brilliantly as to
though there is nothing in

possible

that

theatre

discourage prospective patrons,
history or in reason to justify such a supposition.

XT IGHT

view of the theatre, showing the 50-foot electric

sign erected by Paul E. Noble,
setting off the figures of Chaplin

/

manager

of the Liberty,

and Jackie Coogan.

T HE
T

Portland theatre in mid-afternocn, showing the prominence gained by the huge street sign suspended from

wires
for

stretched

exhibitors

from

city

across

who can

authorities.

the

an excellent suggestion
permission for its adoption

street,

obtain

K X

60

1

I

1

I

Sew

"The sensation of

»

I

York

TO KS
That

this season,"

II

is

K R A
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unfounded rumor to influence their
advertising judgment will find the
evident attitude of Los Angeles ex-

what the

Metropolis think* about Doug's new comedy, "The SuL" It is
his fastest, funniest and most unusual picture. Carti D. Elinor**
bright and happy musical score and a snappy, novelty stagr num
ber entitled "Squirrel Food," with a company of ten clever iringen
and dancers, will make you tingle with joy

hibitors particularly interesting.

It

more than probable that a renewed determination to derive from
is

—

advertising the benefits that

it

un-

questionably yields will be born of

Douglas

the report in

That

man

many

the

is

cases.

course the business

exhibitor will follow.

logical course to follow at

It

is

the

any time

and especially when talk of depression and possible hard times is cur-

THE NUT
WALTON"

Los Angeles Advertising
Mirrors Theatre Thought

RICH GIRL,
,POORGIRL.
I

A

condition

healthy

of

theatre

thought among exhibitors of the
Wesl Coast is clearly indicated in
the advertising pages of Los Angeles
newspapers. Reproductions of theatre

advertisements

that

of

city,

shown upon these pages,

reveal

general attitude which

of

is

a

inter-

thus obtained was superimposed, the
theatre

in five

interesting

the California theatre,

is

as involving expense

additional

to

The illuswas "shot up" from a small

the space rate charged.
tration

reproduction

in

press-book of

the United Artist-'
the

with the production.

slug and the copy

which

office

24-sheet

issued

Upon

the cut

was

buys

space

in

that

quantity and assumes the additional

expense indicated.

The Chine's Broadway

reproduced
column width by

advertisement

above, used

title

mortised in.
No mistaken apprehension as to
business conditions prevails in the

est to the trade at large.

The

A UNIVERSAL PRODUCTION

ment

advertise-

Hammerstein's
Selznick production measured four
columns wide in the original and
shows plainly' the expense involved
in its preparation.
At prevailing
newspaper advertising rates it is
obvious that the total expense of
the advertisement was a considerfor

Elaine

able one.

design and general character

is

it

typical of the advertising being

done by West Coast exhibitors
this

The

three examples are character-

Los Angeles showmen

close to the production center

and presumably

in

intimate

touch

with general industrial conditions.
They should exert a generally beneficial

among members

of

other, in-

The one

life.

fact that the business ex-

no time lose sight
demonstrated
entertainment is more than

hibitor should at
of

is

the

frequently

one that
a necessity, that
that

any and

all

it

is

a public de-

be gratified under
circumstances.

will

the newspaper average main-

tained by

body

-—>t

dustries and in other walks of

mand

time.

istic of

men

at

COMEDIES PRESENTS

Fresh f|ip the farm

rent

The Superba display, also a special composition, occupied approximately the same amount of space.
In

|CENTU.BJf

influence

upon the exhibitor

of the nation.

Theatre

men who have

permitted

Telegrams from

stars for exploitation
are obtained by Harold F.
Wendt, advertising executive of the
Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O., by the simHe wires the star
plest possible means.
from which such a message is desired
and displays the reply which is received.
He has made the telegram idea a permanent feature of his lobby displays and
reports that "hardly a person passes the
card without stopping to read."

purposes
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Optical Illusion
The King

By Vertical Rules
Works for Strand

of

Laughmakers

An original advance presentation feature which may be duplicated by any
exhibitor, regardless
of
stage limitations, was written and directed by H. A.
Albright, manager of the American theatre, Butte, Mont., for "Lying Lips,"
Thomas H. Ince's Associated Producers

The Strand theatre, Seattle,
Wash., used a page deep display for
"The Devil," the Associated Exhibitors production, which is reproduced
herewith.
is

The

brought out

A dramatic monologue
based upon the picture was spoken from

effect of the -original

production.

less forcibly

the stage line by a womaT selected for
her resemblance to Florence Vidor, star
of the picture, and similarly costumed.
The spot followed her to the side of the
stage as she reached the climax of her
reading and excerpts from the picture
gave screen illustration to the closing
lines.
"The stunt got over in fine shape,"
writes Mr. Albright.
"It even got lots
of
applause,
which few advertising
stunts do."

in the

but the means by
was gained are clearly pre-

reproduction,

which

it

sented.

By

the

arrangement of vertical

shown the impression of extreme width was gained, which is
rules-as

less

important than the fact that the
arrangement focused atten-

same

tion upon the cut which was made
the center of attraction.
Were it the policy of the Strand
to use as little space as possible and
attempt to deceive by use of the
illusion
optical
shown question

might well arise as to the wisdom
But such is not
Strand is represented in every engagement by
of the endeavor.
the policy.
The

space proportionately as great as in
the present instance.
The use of
borders to increase the effectiveness
of that space is simply good advertising procedure.
By the arrangement of matter the
most novel phase of the motion picture advertised is not only given
central position but is permitted
ample time for the forceful registering of its natural appeal.

#2

Blind

*

*,^myLady5Dre$s
I'd

Liberty- Doric

Ad

Reflects Faith in

Advertising Power
The four-column advertisement
reproduced above represents an expenditure of S446.60.
It was used
by H. E. Jameyson, advertising manager of the Doric and Liberty theatres,

Kansas

City,

Mo., for what
day and date

he terms "the first
run ever 'pulled' in Kansas City."
The reproduction shows but one
of the four similar advertisements
submitted, cost of which varied according to the advertising rates of
the publications in which they appeared. It is evident that the newspaper advertising of the event cost the
theatres in the neighborhood of S2.000. a sum which indicates a faith fh
the power of advertising which is
one of the most valuable possessions
any exhibitor can have.

*

*

Effective stage setting for a soloist
singing a marine selection was obtained
by E. L. Hyman, managing director of
the
Mark Strand theatre, Brooklyn,
N. Y., by blocking out the upper portion
of the screen and projecting a strip of
film showing the sea in motion upon the
lower portion.
*

A

*

*

paper

napkin upon which was
printed in a black box set in the center
of the white square, "How Would You
Like to Be a Waiter? Not in a restaurant, but at a theatre. To avoid this come
early to the Rivoli next week for you
can't afford to miss George Walsh in
'The Plunger,' a rip-roaring romance of

Wall Street," was distributed by Harold
F. Wendt, manager of the Rivoli theatre,

Toledo, O., for that Fox production.
*

*

*

Bookmarks

bearing upon one side
appropriate color designs and upon the

poem on St. Patrick's
distributed by
Charles H.
Ryan, manager of the Garfield theatre,
Chicago, as a part of the sensationally
successful campaign executed for that
reverse

a

brief

Day were

holiday program.
*

A

*

*

upon one side
word "ImportanL" in big type
and upon the reverse an explanatory
message calling attention to the showing of "Outside the Law," Universal production, was attached to parked automobiles by F. R. Smith, manager of the
Bijou theatre, Fond du Lac, Wis., as
advance advertising for that attraction.
big red tag bearing

the single

press book published by W. W. Hokinson Corporation for "East
Hugo Ballin production, marks a signal advance in exhibitor
service literature. The campaign from date of contract to close of run is
covered in showmanlike manner. Though innovational in artistic conception, the sixteen-page volume is essentially a service composition.
The title page is in tacked poster form, an exceptionally effective
design carried throughout the book, followed by a decorative page. History of the stage play occupies the next two pages, followed by a reprint
of the review published in the March 5 issue of Exhibitors Herald, the
only publication quoted. Illustrated exploitation suggestions, essentially
practical, are set forth in two pages, followed by a double spread of stills
and lobby cards. Program and mailing material follow.
An illustrated prologue occupies a page, illustration and text description reducing effort involved to a minimum. The lobby display is handled
Musical synopsis and story are displayed on the last two
in like manner.
pages, clip sheets for newspaper text and cuts being in insert form.

The

Lynne," the

K
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Equipment Added to
American Laboratory
Improvements

to Plant Axe

Said to Represent a

Cost of $50,000
American

Film

Company

com-

has

modern and
protection equipment. The

pleted the installation of a
effective fire

sprinkler system, together with laboratory improvements, to the extent of
about $50,000, make the plant up to date
in every particular.

Much

outside work has been coming
American's laboratories, it is announced, from educational and manufacturing concerns and from independent
producers. The present equipment is a
satisfying guarantee to customers for the
safety of their films, negatives, which in
to the

many

cases

it

would be

difficult

or im-

A"

labora-

possible to duplicate.
It

is

said that the "Flying

tories handle many of the rush printing
case in point is the
jobs in Chica'go.

A

explosion on March 29, which devastated a city block at Halsted and Fourteenth streets, killed several and deThe wreckage
stroyed many homes.
liig

was photographed about noon that day
and the Pathe News showed pictures of
it in twenty Chicago theatres at 7 o'clock
that evening.

Elaine

Hammerstein, the Selznick star, in a scene from "The Miracle of Manwhich was made at the Selznick studios under the direction of George

hattan,"

Archainbaud.

Mae Marsh

In Picturization of Popular Novel
announces

Mae

publication

a

"Nobody'.-.

Kid,"

Marsh

based

on

for

early

production,
the

novel

"Mary Cary," which was published by
which ran through many
Widely known, especially to
readers, "Mary Cary" tells a

Harper's, and
editions.

women

serio-comic

"Moon light." by George Kibbe Tura dramatic story for the screen,
based upon the scheming of an unscrupulous stock manipulator to possess himself of a young man's inheritance, has
been purchased for motion picture production by Metro, the home offices of the
company announced this week.
ner,

Robertson- Cole Offers
Robe rtson-Cole

Metro Buys •'Moonlight"

story of the

life

of a

little

group of orphans who were led through
a series of trials and tribulations by a
defiant
warm-hearted little girl, who
found happiness after many adventures.

Mae Marsh makes

vividly

human

the

role of "Mary Cary," who is the central
and titular figure of "Nobody's Kid." So
is her work, and so carefully
director plan every sequence of
"Nobody's Kid," that it will present to
American exhibitors an appealing picture
and one. it is claimed, which is certain

the unfeeling

manner

in

which they were

and

the
whole spectacle of
blighted childhood, one feels the master
touch of the director.
treated,

Kathleen Kirkham in Cast
The cast is well balanced and includes,
besides Miss Marsh, Kathleen Kirkham.

Anne

Schaefer, Maxinc Elliott Hicks,
John Steppling and Paul Willis.
Robertson-Cole is publishing an extensive press
book on "Nobody's Kid,"
which will check up in detail the varied
exploitation which is possible on this
picture.
A great variety of "kid stuff"
is
outlined and the exhibitor is shown
in many ways how he can inexpensively
exploit this production.

sympathetic

did the

drawing power.
Consider It Star's Best
Robertson-Cole considers this
the best Mae Marsh picture which

in its

Chicago Journal Fosters
Operators' Beauty Search
a

The Chicago Evening Journal has opened
beauty contest by which some Chicago

girl will be* selected for a place

to
it

be
has

issued.
In this picture the distributors believe
the exhibitor can sell Miss Marsh to the
public in exactlv the sort of role in which
she is- most effective and most desired.

Beyond her individual work there is in
the picture a tremendous volume of human interest and heart appeal.
Howard Hickman, who directed "Nobody's Kid," got out of the story every
heart throb which is in the spectacle of
youth in bondage. He selected telling
types of children to support Miss Marsh.
Throughout the drab settings of the hospital, the gray uniforms of the children.

tie

with Chris-

Arrangements are being completed by Marshall Neilan Productions in conjunction with the Deof
Associated First
troit
office
National Pictures, which distributes
"Bob Hampton of Placer," for the
initial presentation of this firm beremnants of Custer's
the
fore
famous Seventh Regiment.
In the new Neilan production,
soon to be published, a picturization of the historical "Custer's Last
Stand" is presented as the climax
to the story.

The debut of "Bob Hampton of
Placer" before the remainder of
Custer's veterans will be held in Detroit for the reason that the living

members

of the old

in the state of

Comedies.

The Chicago motion picture machine
operators' union has a publicity tie-up
with the contest for the operators' ball
early in May.
The operators' committee wired Watterson R. Rothacker. then
on the coast, asking him to find a producing company which would give a Chicago
contest winner a chance in the movies.
Al.
E. Christie and Charles Christie
readily consented.

$25,000 Theatre
BUHL. MINN. — A $25,000 theatre
by N. L. Johnson.

i>

Seventh reside

Michigan, which

is

also the former home of the late
general.
Joe Culbertson, famous scout for
Custer, who was posted with the
soldiers who guarded the original
wagon train across the river while
the regiment battled with the Indians, will journey to Detroit from
Glacier Park, Mont., in order to
The initial presentaparticipate.
tion of
will be

"Bob Hampton of Placer"
marked by elaborate Indian

ceremonies and a
Custer home.

To Build

to be erected here

Plan Unique Premiere
For Neilan Production

visit

to the old
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Six Districts Stage

National Week
Success in the Northwest
First

Prompts Movement

Spectacular Teaser Campaigns
Starts "Partners of the Tide"
Hodkinson Production Given Wide Publicity Through

in

Series of Blind Announcements— Early
List of Bookings Indicate Success

Other Places
Following the extraordinary success of
First National Week in the Seattle terri-

when 190 theatres
Tacoma and other

tory,
land.

of

in Seattle.

Port-

and towns
and Idaho

cities

Oregon

Washington.

played a special season of First National
attractions, six other territories have announced the inauguration of the move-

ment.
Already the Los Angeles territory, including Southern California, Arizona and
New Mexico, has negotiated a successful
First National Week.
During the vreeu
of March 27-April 2, First National Week

was the watchword in the Milwaukee territory.
The results of the campaign exceeded all estimates made
probable business.

in

advance of

Four Territories Active

The first week
memorable by the

May

in

will

be

made

exploitation of a First
National Week simultaneously in tour
territories
St.
Louis,
Kansas City,
Omaha (including Kansas. Iowa and Neand eastern Canada, of which
braska
Toronto is the distributing point. Detroit will follow the week of May 8.
Already it has been determined that
''The
Passion Flower." Norma Talmadge's next picture, will play the
Strand. Omaha, during that week, with
the Rialto running Charles Ray's "The

—

i

Old Swimmiiv Hole."
Gets Special Exploitation
The St. Louis office of Associated
First National Pictures, in anticipation of
exceptional business during the week of
May 1. has equipped itself with a special
line

of

which

one-sheets,

banners and cards,

be furnished every exhibitor
who is keen to "make a week of it" with
First National attractions.
The Toronto office has flooded its territory with advance notice of the occasion.
One of its most ingenious stunts
has been the distribution of special blotters, bearing the First National trademark, and the greeting:
"There are no hard times coming, just
soft times going.
So let's talk business
will

instead of conditions."

63

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation have
just concluded a teaser
half of

Irvin Willat's

Tide"

that

created

campaign

in

be-

"Partners of the
strong
interest

amongst the exhibitors of the United
States and Canada who came within the
scope of this campaign. A celluloid campaign button was mailed to the theatres
carrying the simple cut of a boxing glove

and the announcement:
Surprised? — Punch

The next day

a

Number One
second button was

mailed reading:
Amazed? — Punch Number Two
Six further buttons were sent out, their
individual inscriptions being:
Shocked? — Punch Number Three
Stunned? — Punch Number Four
Astounded? — Punch Number Five
Perplexed? — Punch Number Six
Bewildered? — Punch Number Seven
Interested ? — Punch Number Eight
At the end of the first mailing week
the above phrases, plus the cut of the
boxing glove, appeared in the trade press,
but no clue was given as to what the
Some one
eight punches were about.
accused Harry Reichenbach of arousing
the curiosity of the unoffending exhibitors, but he denied it and charged the
misdemeanor to "East Lynne" that was
as close as the trail led to the Hodkinson
Reichenbach claimed that not
office.
only was the campaign in behalf of "East
Lynne." but that he was far from identified with the latter production, as he
"specialized in Westerns."

—

Gallup Enters Controversy
Gallup, advertising director of

B.

G.

retorted that Reichenbach
was in error, that he (Gallup) had heard
of many prize fighters, but never one of
As if to
the name of "East Lynne."

Hodkinson,

make confusion worse, an advertisement
appeared addressed to Reichenbach repeating the accusation of himself as
author of the teasers and saying that:
You'd exchange
one
It

of

my

all

of

your punches for

kicks.

was signed "P. T."

The following

illustrations of scenes in the photoplay were printed, repeating the punch
numbers and bearing the lone signature

week

cf "P. T."

came

Then

through

imitation playing cards
the mails bearing the

legend:

"A Good Pair to Play"
Opened, the "pair" was revealed as one
standard film success and "the picture
with Punch Number One."
Successive
playing cards gave the names of suc-

—

—

cessful big pictures
with the space opposite revealing only a change of punch
number.
But the last playing cards
specifically mentioned "The Kid" as a
current photoplay hit and "Partners of
the Tide" as the mystery film with eight
punches.
The trade press carried the
same information and so the lid was off!
P. T. stood for "Partners of the Tide"

and nothing

else.

picture has already been booked
in South Bend. Evansville. Indiana: St.

The

Louis. Kansas City. Missouri: Seattle. Ta-

coma. Yakima. Washington: Butte. Montana; Flint, Lansing, Ann Arbor, Saginaw. Michigan: Chicago. Quincy. Springfield, Illinois; Dallas, Houston. San Antonio. El Paso. Galveston. Wichita Falls.
Texas: Syracuse, New York; Newark.
New Jersey: Fresno. Sacramento. CaliIn Newfornia: Akron. Canton, Ohio.
York City it goes to the Loew's Circuit.

By arrangement with Allan Dwan. Bert
Adler of Allan Dwan Productions was
engaged by Producer Willat and the
Hodkinson Corporation for the preliminary advertising campaign described in
this story.

"Torchy's Night Hood"
Plays at Strand, N. Y.
Torchy. Sewell Ford's celebrated

office

hoy character, who has been the hero of
magazine and newspaper stories and
eight books for the last ten years, takes
up his residence at the Strand theatre.
New York, this week with the showing of
"Torchy's Night Hood." Johnny Hines.
the star, declares that
ture he has made.

Two

leading

— Dorothv

ture

:

it

s

the best pic-

women

appear in this picLeeds and Dorothy Mac-

kaill.

THREE SCENES FROM FORTHCOMING FOX PRODUCTIONS

Left

— Scene

from "Shame," the

part feature

—

Centre Incident from "Skirts," the sixspecial production directed by Eramett J. Flynn.
with an all-star Sunshine comedy cast.
Right Scene from "Thunder." a story of the race tracks, directed

by Richard Stanton.

—
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Frank Borzage Will Direct New
Cosmopolitan Feature "Back Pay"

Capitalizes Negro's
Ghost Superstition
to Exploit Picture

Creator of "Humoresque" Starts Work on Fanny
Hurst Story Adapted by Frances Marion—
Seena Owen and Matt Moore in Leads
Frank Borzage, who directed "Humorwork for Cosmopolitan Productions on "Back Pay," another
Fannie
Hurst story, which Frances
Marion adapted for the screen.
bliss
Marion stopped work on "Just Around

new

picture.

Seena Owen, whose last picture, "The
Changed," Cosmopolitan
Productions will publish soon, is taking
Matt
the leading role of Hester Bevins.
Moore takes the leading male role of
Jerry. In "Back Pay" there is only one
other important charcter who has not yet
been cast, and Mr. Borzage said that he
is glad of the opportunity to handle a
His last Cosmopolitan picsmall cast.
ture, "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," to
be published in a few months, required
the management and direction'of a large
cast of principals and numerous supers.

Matt Moore As "Jerry"
Matt .Moore, who plays the part of
Jerry in "Back Pay," played in "The
Passionate Pilgrim." a Cosmopolitan success, and also played the leading role in

of

"Back Pay" also

More
plied.

and
was

differs

"The

than

600 applicants apold negro was engaged
taken to the cemetery.
He
tied to the bed, which was

An

bed for three hours, the old man
did not become frightened.
Next
day he carried a sign around town
reading:
"I am the man that slept in the
cemetery all night."
The stunt
drew a capacity crowd to see the

the story holds the interest throughout.
heroine, Hester Bevins, when she is
told that the wages of sin is death, remarks that then she has a lot of back pay
coming to her, and that is the basis of the

The

picture.

title.

Borzage plans to take his most
scenes first. These are the scenes
in a war hospital in this country after the
hero has returned from France. In these
scenes Miss Owen's power as an emotional actress will have ample opporMr.

difficult

The part of Jerry also requires
acting from Matt Moore.

Mapel Opens

in April

POINT MARION, PA.— A.
open

will

his

new

tunity.

Kent

A. P. Premieres Will Be Given at

to

Tour Country

i»reat

In Survey of Business
S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution for Paramount will leave New
for a six weeks' tour
York on April
of the country, during which he will investigate business conditions in every
section.
.">

Going further

in

Los Anshow place

establishing

geles as the world's premier

motion pictures. Associated Producers announces that in the future all its
productions will have their premieres at
for

the

New Symphony

theatre,

Los An-

S e,es
,
This plan has been in mind since the
The comformation of the company.
plete details, however, were worked out
between
ago
weeks
at a meeting several
Thomas H. Ince for the Associated Producers and Dr. H. B. Brockwedel, who
-

.

.

.

managing director and owner of
New Symphony.

is

the

Stage Is Enlarged
of the New Symphony
as one of Southern California's most beautiful motion picture
houses. The stage has been enlarged to
permit the presentation of special prologues and novelties, and the entire house
has been redecorated at a great expense.
A. P. directors, all of whom are producing on the Coast, always have felt
that since the advent of the silent drama
Los Angeles has fostered, encouraged
and financed some of the greatest motion
picture productions in screen history, and
realizing that if the premieres were held
on the Coast where they could be personally supervised in all presentation details,
that it would be no trouble to
This
eliminate all flaws and defects.
would result in New York receiving a
perfect picture.

The remodeling

establishes

RENITA RANDOLPH
Appearing as leading woman in the Bimberg production, "What Is Love," under the direction
of Burton George.

Theatre on Coast

Thomas H.

Ince's production, "Lying
featuring
Florence Vidor and
House Peters.
Dr. Brockwedel arranged a splendid
program for the occasion, his orchestra
of twenty pieces rendering some superb
selections, all of them in keeping with
the theme of the picture. All of the Los

Lips,"

Angeles film colony attended this opening and paid homage to the new cinema
institution of Associated Producers' production.
is now running in
week, has played to capacity
business throughout the engagement. It
remains for another week and will then
be succeeded by Allan Dwan's production, "The Forbidden Thfng."

"Lying Lips," which

its

fifth

it

February Opening Held
The formal opening of the New Symphony held on February 22 was by invitation

Mapel

part of April.

New Symphony

Conditions in Industry

S.

theatre here the latter

Way." a Cosmopolitan
Production which was published early in

"Straight Is the

Greatest

wired with electricity. Despite this
and the fact that boys with sheets
over their bodies played around the

"Back
"Humoresque."
Pay" presents a problem that any girl
might have to solve, and at the same time
the drama of the situation around which
this problem is woven is so intense that

dous

picture's

the

carried the information that $25 would
be given to any colored man and
$50 to any colored woman who
would sleep, tied to a bed, in a
cemetery.
Their only means of
protection was to be a dog.

Mr. Borzage's tremen-

essentially from
success,

of

colored theatre in

Ten thousand throw-aways

has taken the line of least resistance in
her struggle for a livelihood. Its theme
is said to be of great heart interest and it
is a distinct departure for Mr. Borzage
to go from "Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," a comedy to this drama of modern
life which Frances Marion has handled
deftly in her scenario.
Origin of the Title

The theme

a

D. W. Griffith's
Question."

"Back Pay" is the story of the redempby means of true love of a girl who

tion

Woman God

Frolic,

Jacksonville, Fla., capitalized the
fact that the negro is supposed to
be superstitious of ghosts to exploit

March.

esque," has begun

the Corner," a Fannie Hurst story which
she adapted, and which she has been
directing for C osmo P°l' tan Productions,
in order to write the scenario for this

Gus Seligman, manager

New

exclusively,

the

feature

being

Wheeler

Company Takes
New Offices in N.

The Wheeler Productions
ated

Y.

Incorpor-

the latest addition to the motion
industry.
Spa.cious offices have
in the New York Theatre
building and plans are being rushed for
a special showing to be given to the trade
of the initial Wheeler offering.
It is
probable that this spectacle will be
"shot" on the Coast and will not be
ready for distribrtion until early fall.
Captain Clifford Slatter Wheeler, hero
of the late world war and a man whose
name has been affiliated with many successful Paramount productions, heads
the firm bearing his name, in the caArthur Donald
pacity
of president.
S.
Charles
vice-president:
is
Bates
Shloss. secretary, and Walter E. Hammond, treasurer and general manager.
is

picture

been opened

April

16,
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PRESIDENT MEETS SUPERVISING DIRECTOR

Burton King to be
Houdini's Director
First

Production Which

Be Made

Is

Will

From An

Original Story
The choice of director for Houdini
his

first

picture

for

his

in

own producing

company, Houdini Picture Corporation,
has fallen to Burton King, a director with
a noteworthy record.

Mr. King began directing ten years
ago when, for Thomas H. Ince, he produced "The Battle of Gettysburg," "A
Southern Cinderella," "The Pride of the
South" and a number of other Ince picSince then he has directed for
tures.
Famous Players, Metro, World Film
Corporation, Vitagraph, Universal, Lubin, Selig, B. A. Rolfe and for his own
company, Burton King Productions.
Among his better known later day pictures are "The Spell of the Yukon,"
"The Lost Battalion," "The Master Mystery," in which Houdini made his film
debut; "The Soul of a Magdalene" and
"Silence Sellers."
His first picture for the Houdini Picture Corporation will be made from an
original story by Houdini bearing the
working title of "The Far North."

Unusual Picture of Air
Attack filmed by Pat he
Completing its triumph over space, the
motion picture camera, in issue No. 26 of
Pathe News, has recorded a most remarkable cinematographic feat.
From
an aeroplane several thousand feet in
the air the camera follows, in this issue of
the Pathe News, every foot of the flight
of a bomb from the time it leaves the
plane until it explodes.
The picture was made

by

Tommy

Baltzell, Pathe News staff man at Washington, during maneuvers at Langley
Field, Va., staged by army officials to
prove the aircraft superior to the modern
battleship in actual combat.

Elmer Harris

has

purchased the Majestic theatre from
Bell and Karr.
He will operate four
nights a

week instead

of three as in the

past.

supervising director of the Realart studios, Hollywood,
of

Realart.

W. Hammons,

E.

president of Educa-

America and

tional Films Corporation of

distributing

Educational

subsidiary.

Film Exchanges, Inc., announces an
Educational Week from May 1 to May 7
as a preliminary to the celebration of the
first

anniversary of the establishment of

the exchange system through the United

The Educational Week
pany's product

plant.

be a fur-

will

in at least 75

com-

per cent of

out that there have been numerous occasions when every important first run
theatre in various cities have played its
pictures simultaneously and there have
been a number of cases where competing
theatres under the same ownership have

used the same pictures at the same time.
Play Competing Theatres
Philadelphia recently set the record of
playing the same comedy in three .first
run Stanley theatres during the same full
week. In New York Educational often
has had pictures at every Broadway theatre at the

same

time.

of the product

Pictures which will be especially called
to the attention of all exhibitors during
this week include the two reel Mermaid.
Torchy and Chester comedies, which are
issued monthly, the two reel Christie
comedies which are every two weeks, and
the weekly issues of Vanity and Gayety
comedies.
The scenics include the Bruces, Chester Outings, Screenics, a number of the
World Wandering series, the Hudson's
Bay Travel series, Red Cross, cartoon
and various other subjects, including all
the one and two reel specials that the
convpany has released during the past

with all those theatres that have not
played any of the pictures. Single bookings will be accepted for this one week
in order that the whole motion picture
public of the country may be made acquainted with the "short subject spe-

Every exchange has been equipped
with renewed supplies of prints, paper
and other accessories. An important part
of the drive will be to have all the theatres prominently announce the short
subjects that they use at this time and

cialists."

attention to the fact that they are
Educational product. It is estimated that
the advertising of these short subjects on
the part of the exhibitor has increased at
least 500 per cent within a few months.

all

the theatres before the complete an-

nouncements

of

product

Educational's

second year are made.

for the

Accept Single Bookings
In his letter to exchange managers Mr.
Hammons calls attention to the fact that
all of Educational's product is booked
for

its

effort

various runs in most
is

to be

made

cities,

but an

to have all theatres

that have the various series booked to

show one or more during
also

Corporation.

West Coast

Further Effort Will Be Made to Place Company's
Short Subjects in 75 Per Cent of
Theatres of Country

ther step in the effort to place the

and Burton King who will direct the handcuff
expert in productions for Houdini Pictures

Calif.,

Kohn announces improvements

Educational Week Is Announced by
President Hammons for May 1 to 7

States and Canada.

HOUDINI

Mr.

that will increase production 100 per cent at the

its

Takes Over Majestic
WELLMAN, IA.— Bunk Booth

(left),

and Morris Kohn, president

to place a portion

While

the

week and

year.

call

this

will

be the

first

concerted

effort that has been made by Educational's branches to have its product
displayed at the same time, it is pointed
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Fox Film to Produce
Four Productions Are Starting
At Selznick Fort Lee Studios In European Country
With two productions

starting and

two

others scheduled to get under way early
soon, the end of the forthcoming week
will find the Selznick Fort Lee studios a
beehive of activity. According to present plans the end of the next week will
find
all
four Selznick stars, Conway
Tearle,
Elaine
Hanimerstein, Eugene

O'Brien and

Owen Moore

busy on new

productions.

Owen Moore and Eugene

O'Brien,
who are completing the final scenes in
their respective productions, will get
started on new pictures under the direction of Robert Ellis and Alan Crosland,
respectively.
Elaine Hammcrstein will
start on "Handcuffs or Kisses," under
the direction of George Archainbaud,

Conway Tearle
under the direction of Ralph

while the following day
will

start

Ince.

include Gertrude Olmsted, picked
year as the most beautiful girl in the
middle west.
"Renunciation," a forceful
western
story by Peter B. Kyne, will be picturized by Universal with an all-star cast
under the direction of William Worthington.
Grace Darmond has been selected
for the leading feminine role.

To Film McCully Story
Another new Universal picture soon to
go into production is "The Scarlet
Shawl," by Johnston McCully, author of
"The Mark

of Zorro." It will be used as
starring vehicle for Carmel Myers, as
soon as she has completed her current

a

"For Thou Art With Me," being
"The Scarlet
directed by King Baggot.
Shawl" will be directed by Jack Conway,
one of the most successful directors in
the motion picture industry and who has
film

New

Tearle Production

The forthcoming Conwav Tearle

pro-

duction follows in the order of production the May Tully and Achmed Abdullah story, "Bucking the Tiger," which
was directed by Henry Kolker.
The forthcoming Elaine Hammerstein
production, "Handcuffs or Kisses," fol-

lows Miss Hammerstein's latest picture,
"The Miracle of Manhattan." which is
scheduled for publication on April 10.
George Archainbaud. who directed Miss
Hammerstein in "The Miracle of Manhattan"
and
in
"The
Girl
From
Nowhere." has been assigned to direct
"Handcuffs or Kisses."

Universal Buys New
Stories For Players
Announcement Made of Its
Production Plans for

Millions of Feet of

Film Used by Arrow
Would Require

Some
that

is

ness

is

Arrow

a

Steele.

of "Chiny, Chiny Chinaman." said to be
one of the best short stories of 1910.

New

Frank Mayo Vehicle
"Three in a Thousand." a tale of
humor, mystery and melodrama, by Ben
Ames Williams, has been bought for
Frank Mayo's next starring vehicle. The
title refers to the three most beautiful
and accomplished women in a thousand.
Universal casting heads have selected
Jean Calhoun, a Southern belle; Jaquelirie Logan, a former Ziegfeld beauty, and
Ruth Ashby, for this trio. The picture
will be directed by Fred LeRoy Granville, and it is understood the cast also

tion

that locations will soon be sought
England, Scotland and France, according to an announcement from the home

in

office.

A
will

small

army

of artists,

sail

for

what

is

set

part in

elaborate

it

is

announced,

the old world to take
described as the most

presentation ever turned
out by the Fox company a special production of "Mary, Queen of Scots."
film

—

J.
>ail

Gordon Edwards, the director, will
Europe on April 10 to arrange

for

This

film

version of the ill-fated Stuart's tragedy
is to be on strictly original lines and not
founded on any existing dramatic work.

For months
assiduously

literary

experts have been
material on the

collecting

drama.

A

idea of the great amount of film
necessary to carry on this busigiven in an article published by
Film Corporation in its monthly

The story follows:
Millions of Fciet Used
"Some idea of the magnitude of Arrow's business as far as footage is concerned may be obtained from the follow-

large

company

of

American

and

players have been engaged,
though the actress to play the part of
Mary Stuart has not been selected.
Mr. Fd wards will b^ accompanied on
his journey by an assistant director, a
scenario writer and a corps of camera-

men, who upon arrival in Europe will
start work immediately on preparation of
the scenes where Mary Stuart's history
is

laid.

figures which have been compiled:
"Arrow's prints and shipments amount
to approximately 1 5, 000, 000 feet of film
yearly or approximately .'{.000 miles of
film.
In others words, if it were one
big reel unwound it would reach from
\( \\ York to San Francisco.
Requires Months to Project
"It would require 15,600 single reels to
hold this total footage.
It has been figured that the 15,600,000 feet would require 243,000 minutes or 3,900 hours or
l<>2'/2 days to project.
"These figures are given solely for the
purpose of acquainting the reader with
ing

the enormous amount of business Arrowdoes.
These figures easily substantiate
Arrow's claim of being the largest inde-

pendent film brokerage organization

in

the world."

Paramount

Conduct
School of Bookers to
Perfect This System

stories

The playlet is called
"Ropes" and was published recently in
Harper's Magazine. Steele was the author
Daniel

For Work
So pretentious are some of the new
production plans of Fox Film Corpora-

English

bulletin.

the purchase of
by prominent writers,
playlet from the pen of Wilbcr

new

to

Company

Coming Weeks
several

Months

Project Yearly Output of

Universal announces

and

Six

Make Arrangements

tor the filming of this subject.

just joined the Universal forces.

Rests Will Be Brief
Only three or four days will elapse between the completion of the present
Owen Moore and Eugene O'Brien pictures and the first scenes of their forthcoming productions. Final scenes on "A
Divorce of Convenience," the Owen
Moore picture, were shot recently by
Robert Ellis and the star was given a
few days to get readv for his next, "Rest
for the W eary." by Garret Elsden Fort,
which will be started by Director Fllis.
Eugene O'Brien finished under the
direction of Alan Crosland, and is starting this week under Mr. Crosland's direction on a production which has not yet
been titled.

Edwards Going Abroad to

will
last

Paramount
ers

April

15

to

will start a class for
in

the

home

office.

bookThis

which will be under the direction
Fred F. Creswell. will be for three
weeks.
The course has been designed
so that the bookers will be trained to
serve their local exhibitors even more
efficiently than they do now.
The class for bookers is part of the

MAY COLLINS

class,

of

plan of

S.

manager of
bring Famous Players-

R. Kent, general

distribution,

to

Lasky's booking system to the highest
point of perfection in all exchanges.
Following the class for bookers, it is
Mr. Kent's plan to inaugurate the fourth
class for salesmen.
Present plans call
for forty members in this class, and many
of the students will be chosen from outside the Famous Players-Lasky selling
force.

Who

will appear in the Goldwyn picture, "Look
Before You Leap," as the female lead. This
is the second picture in which Miss Collins has

played.

Universal April List
Includes Four Features
Four five-reel features are scheduled by
Universal for the month of April. They
include
"The Freeze Out." starring
Harry Carey, said to be the star's best

work in many months: "The Dangerous
Moment." starring Carmel Myers; "The
"Breezy"
Big
Adventure."
featuring
Eason. Jr.. and "Desperate Youth." starring Gladys Walton.
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Fox Has Three Big Specials for
Publication in Next Few Weeks
Producer Believes Pictures Will Serve to Bolster

Up Summer Business— ''Skirts"

Is First

on Distribution Schedule
Fox Film Corporation's production

ac-

have been chiefly concentrated for
several months on three big special productions which will be issued within the
next few weeks and which, in the opinion

tivities

ANNA
Who

Q.

NILSSON

appearing opposite John Barrymore in
"The Lotus Eaters."

is

Ryan Appoints
Road Men for A.

Phil

Knappen

Flynn, Cohen and

E.
to

Carry Franchise Plan

To

Exhibitors

Announcement has been made by Phil
L. Ryan, manager of franchises for Associated Exhibitors, of the selection of the

three representatives of the Associated franchise selling force who will
carry the plan to the exhibitors of the
country. They are H. L. Knappen, E. S.

first

Flynn and Ira H. Cohen.

The

representtives are

men who have

sold film in every state in the

Union and

who have

held important executive positions in the field for important distributing organizations. The esteem in which
they are held by exhibitors is indicated
in a measure by the volume of enthu-

recommendations which came
from those motion picture theatre men
with whom they came in contact.
Formerly in Minneapolis
Flynn comes to Associated from Robertson-Cole.
He was Southern super-

siastic

visor for that organization.
He began
his career in the motion picture business
in Minneapolis, where he sold for several distributing organizations.
Cohen was special representative for
Pathe. when he was invited to join the
Associated franchise sales force. He was
a salesman with Universal for three years
and later became assistant.manager of the
Cincinnati and Detroit offices.
He also

of the producer, possess enough businessgetting qualities to constitute each a sure
enough tonic for warm weather.
First in the order of publication is
"Skirts." a comedy feature which is a
composite picture of all the girls who
have taken part in the Fox Sunshine
comedies. It is a 100 per cent picturization of the roster of Sunshine Widows
1.000 of them.

Singers Midgets in Comedy
Another feature of "Skirts" is the inSingers
original
of
the
troduction

Midgets and all the stunts and skits that
have made this troupe such an eminent
success on the vaudeville stage.
The principal comedian of "Skirts" is
Clyde Cook, who twists and squirms
from one comedy situation to another.
The second spring feature is a special
production called "Thunder." for which
Paul H. Sloane wrote the story and Richdirection.
the
supplied
Stanton
ard
"Thunder" was made strictly as an exhibitor's picture. The keynote of "Thunder" is sensational, which finds expresits colorful story
to climax in an excit-

sion at the inception of

and works

its

way

ing horse race.
Directed by Flynn
The third of the spring triumvirate

"Shame." which opens

Oriental setting, and

all

mystery of old China
out

its

is

in

action does not transpire entirely

San Francisco's Chinatown, a realm of
mystery and adventure. The story then
moves to the frozen north, where in a
dreary Alaskan hut transpires a primeval
conflict of souls that is heart-gripping in
its ferocious intensity.

There is a tragedy and a final reckoning that results in the long denied happiness of the two principal actors being
realized as "Shame" finds its final climax.

Premiere Announced For
"The Heart of Maryland"
"The Heart of Maryland," based on
David Belasco's famous Civil War drama
and put out by Vitagraph as a Tom Terriss production, has been booked over
the entire Poli circuit, and the palatial
Capitol theatre at Hartford, Conn., will
first playhouse to present it to

be the

This will be some time

the public.
mid-April.
It

was

at the Capitol theatre.

in

Harttord,

theatre presentation of
"Black Beautv" was given. It was also
at the Capitol that "Dead Men Tell No
Tales" had one of its first public performances. Now, with its patronage thoroughly sold on Vitagraph features, the
Capitol management hopes to set the

the

that

first

record one notch higher on attendance
is

a special production called "Shame," for
which Emmett J. Flynn. who directed the
Fox production of Mark Twain's "Connecticut Yankee." supplied the story with
Bernard McConville. who made the
screen adaptation of Twain's story. Flynn
also directed

The

There is plenty of it
:n China, however.
laid in the mysterious "third circle" of

an

charm and
woven through-

of the

fascinating development.

and box office receipts when
"The Heart of Maryland."

it

offers

Paramount Will Publish
Ernest Lubitsch Picture
Under the title of "Deception," Paramount will shortly release a production
depicting the life story of Anne Boleyn,
which will tell the romance of loves be-

Directed by Ernest
hind a throne.
who
Lubitsch. the Bohemian director
to
staged "Passion." "Deception" is said
producbe one of the most stupendous
shores from
tions to have reached these
the Old World.

"Deception"

is

mendous appeal

declared to have a treit is the story oi

in that

ambition
the love of a woman whose
made her queen of England. Playing the
Helen
leading role of Anne Boleyn is
and
Porten. famous European stage
screen star.

has been with Metro.

Handled Theatre Publicity
After a career as a reporter on several
newspapers. Knappen entered the indusdustry via the publicity route in 1914. He
started as director of publicity for the
American theatre. Salt Lake City. He
took the field for Pathe as salesman for
Northern California and Nevada in 1915
and after six months he was promoted to
the managership of the Denver office.
Since then he has successively and successfully directed the destinies of Pathe
in Atlanta, Ga.
International. San FranHe
cisco, and First National in Buffalo.
then became Greater
York sales
manager for First National exchange.

"Torchy's Promotion"
First

"Torchy's Promotion"
the

title

New

Willat Studio Will

Be Completed Soon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 5.—The new
Willat "Fairyland" studio at Culver City
is rapidly nearing completion under the
supervision of Harold G. Oliver, the de-

And Hayward Mack,

signer.

ican Film Co. production,

MARGARITA FISHER

from the Amer"Payment Guaranteed."

in a scene

is

of the first of the

announced as
Torchy com-

produced by Master Films. Inc.,
Educaits new contract to supply
twotional Film Exchanges, Inc., with a
Sewell
reel comedv from the stories by
Ford and "starring Johnny Hines each
month. This will be the initial picture
under the new policy of spending an even
larger amount on these pictures.
The cast in support of Hines includes
Dorothv Leeds, who remains as leading
woman: Frank Monroe, who is in the
Nora
cast of "Three Live Ghosts" at the
Bayes theatre: Robert Kenyon of "PotRichard
ash and Perlmutter" fame:
Thorpe, Grace Bonney and \\ alter P.
edies

under

:

Is

of New Fun Makers

Lewis.
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Laemmle Puts "Reputation" With
Priscilla Dean on April Schedule
Universal Announces New Feature to Be Ready for
Theatre Exhibition After Fifteenth
of the Month
Carl Laemmle. president of Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, has sent
word from Universal City to New York
that "Reputation," the new UniversalJewel starring Priscilla Dean, will be
ready for publication about the middle
of April.
Bookings are being accepted
tor dates after April 15.
Cutting and editing of the new feature
has been completed by Stuart I'aton, the
assisted by Frank
Universal'! film editor.

director,

Lawrence,

Herself," a Tod Browning production,
will not be ready for distribution before
summer and probablv will be held for the
.

fall.

Plan Wide Exploitation
country-wide exploitation campaign
already has been started on "Reputation."
Charles J. Giegerich, well known
as an exploitation and publicity expert,
has been engaged to handle this cam-

A

paign.

The

exploitation

will

be divided into

Plays Dual Role
"Reputation" is from the story "False
Colors," by Edwina Levin, which ran
It is a
serially in Ainslcc's magazine.
drama of stage life and contains a dual
role in which Miss Dean is said to do

two phases. The first will be general
and will be planned to help the big exhibitor in the center of population, and
phase, which will begin
the second

the best work of her screen career.
One of these parts is that of the London Flame, England's most popular
At the
musical comedy prima donna.
peak of popularity she combines all the
grace and beauty of a trained actress with
the fire and personality of an unusual
character.

hibitor.

Directed by Paton
"Reputation" is Stuart Paton's first big
Universal-Jewel under his new contract.
He was with Universal several years ago.
His most outstanding directorial success
at that time was "Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea." He returned
to Universal City several months ago,
and prior to taking the megaphone for
"Reputation" directed Eva Novak in several

features.
Priscilla Dean picture will be

five-reel

The new

shortly after the first is well under way,
will be planned to help the smaller ex-

Mi>> Dean is supported by Niles
Welch. Rex Rosselli, Spottiswood Aitken,
William Welsh and Harry Van Meter
also have important parts. Others in the
cast are James McLaughlin, Al Garcia,
Harrv Carter. Kathleen Myers, Joey McCreery, Alice H. Smith, Francois Dumas,
Joe Ray and little May Giraci.

Sam

E. Morris Touring
Bigger Exchange Centers

E. Morris, vice-president and genof Selznick Pictures Corporation, visited Cleveland recently, conferring with Manager George Erdmann
From
of the Select branch in that city.
Cleveland he goes to Chicago for a short
conference with Manager Edward Silver-

Sam

eral

manager

the last big Universal-Jewel production
issued this season. Universal announces.

man

The othet two Jewels now under way at
Universal City, "Foolish Wives," Von
Stroheim's next picture, and "Fanny

office in

Select branch.
Before returning to the Selznick
of the

New York

Mr. Morris

home

will visit

Kansas Citv and Atlanta. It is expected
away from the home office

that he will be

about three weeks.

Arrow

Officials

Serial
The

first

few episodes of the

new Ann

The

verdict of these officials is that "The Blue Fox" is a serial
that should be considered in the same
light as a big feature production.

r
4RICHARD DIX

He played a
in GoMwyn pictures.
dual role in the Sydney Franklin picture, "Not
Guilty."

Appearing

in

Chicago

Receiving Annual Bath
Who ever heard of giving a fish
a
if

bath? But it's being done, even
you never heard of it.

According to the
Selznick

News

issue of

latest

Chicago

the

city

have decided that the
acquarium shall be given
a bath once a year, whether they
need it or not.
Otto, one of the attendants at
the aquarium, has been appointed

authorities
fish in the

valet de chambre for their finny
majesties, and seems to relish the

As shown by Selznick News,
Otto makes good progress with the
fishes' first bath, until he comes
The eel
to the very elusive eel.
seems to feel that he has bathing
enough and resents Otto's attempts
with the scrub brush. At last he
wriggles away and Otto gives up
the attempt for another year.

job.

New

Stahl Production
Is Progressing Rapidly
is being made upon
"The Child Thou Gavest

Excellent progress
the filming of

Me," a John M. Stahl Production, according to reports from the Mayer Los AnPersonally directed by
geles studios.
Mr. Stahl. the picture will be presented
by Louis B. Mayer through Associated
First National.

The story

is

said to have

a strong feminine appeal.

Headrick.

Richard
haired boy

who

the

attracted so

little

much

curly
atten-

Woman

in His House," has
tion in "The
In addia similar role in this picture.
tion to Master Headrick, the principals
of the cast of "The Child Thou Gavest
Me" include Lewis Stone. Barbara Castle-

Ernest
and William Desmond.
Palmer is in charge of the photography.

ton

•

Has Many Feature

serial

Corporation.

Shows Fish

Contend That

which has for its working
title "The Blue Fox," have been reviewed
by the sales organization of Arrow Film
Little

April 16, 1921

New
^

Qualities
"The Blue

the state right buyer to put

Fox"

many
Dr.

into fir»t-run houses
places, he says.

in

a

great

Foreign Territories Sold
Shallenberger believes that "The

Blue Fox"

will

revolutionize

the

serial

"The Blue Fox" serial is said to have
a real storv back of it and was produced
under exceptional direction.

and do much toward popularizing
serials in places where the serial is not
now being shown.
The following countries have been sold
on this serial: J. Pearson & Co., Bom-

Directed by Ben Wilson
"The Blue Fox" is being made and
directed by Ben Wilson, who has had a

bay, Ind., for India. Burma, Ceylon,
China. Japan. Dutch East Indies, Straits
Settlement. Philippine Islands. Siam and

great deal of experience in serial w-ork.
both as a director and as a star. Besides

Federated Malay States.

New

Ann Little there are a number of wellknown players, including Charles Mason,
J. Morris Foster. Joseph Girard, Duke
Worne. Hope Loring and Lon Seefeld.
At the Arrow offices it was stated that

Paraguay,
Kcuador! Colombia. Venezuela. Guianas,
Central America. Panama Canal Zone.
Mexico. Cuba. Porto Rico, Santa Domingo. Hayti. Spain and Portugal.

lleld

Vork

To

L.

H. Allen,

City. Argentine. Uruguay,
Chile. Bolivia, Peru. Brazil,

is a big surprise in store for the
Dr. W.
state right buyer on this serial.
E. Shallenberger states that he believes
"The Blue Fox" will be considered the
best serial ever made and he feels also
that in addition to the regular run of
serial houses. "The Blue Fox" will go into
It is only a
a great many fine houses.

Joe Fine, for four years in the advertising department of Universal, has resigned to start an independent motion
It will be
picture advertising agency.
known as the Joe Fine Service, with

question of salesmanship on the part of

offices in

there

Joe Fine to Start Agency

New York

City.
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DIGESTo/TPICTURES oftAeWEEK
W/EEH

summer when men, women

the approach of

and children seek the open country

every op-

at

portunity and are loath to go indoors, the exhibitor

must put

forth extra efforts to

The

good

the occasion, short prologues or a

This

is

when

comes.

the time though, that special attention must be

when

In the winter,

given to the selection of pictures.
is

good every night you can often get by

with a

fair

or mediocre production but one poor pic-

ture in

summer

business

very often

will

of the best barometers of the pulling

power

of

current features and short subjects can be found in this

magazine's

"What

Me"

the Picture Did for

department.

Here the exhibitor from Tampa, Florida, Ellendale, N.
D.

Tombstone,

;

hand,

his

in

Ariz.,

and Donora,

own way,
and

pictures, stars

directors,

judged as a rule before
public.

Very

Pa.,

you

tells

what he thinks

just

it.

is

(Fox)

moving

a fast

with the popular Buck Jones playing the lead.
is

woven

a pleasing love story

by

directed

West

of the

tale

There

into the tale and a

stir-

ring finish that will have most audiences gripping the
seats.

"THE HIDDEN LIGHT"

(Commonwealth

Pic-

his

has been submitted to the

it

derer and clears the

of touch brings to justice a mur-

name

of an innocent man.

The

story centers around this one fact.

It makes an interdrama although not convincing in some

esting screen
parts.

cannot be

of a picture

whose sense

blind girl

first

of certain

and the comments of

The drawing power

patrons.

narrative to

tures Corp.) presents Dolores Cassinelli in the role of a

days to come.

One

workmanlike job of

Bernard Dunning

business for several

kill

a

"THE ONE-MAN TRAIL"

for

vocalist will

warm weather

the

made

difficult

However, Edward Sloman has

put over on the screen.

seats.

numbers appropriate

addition of musical

often stimulate business

empty

his

fill

pyscho-analysis and presented a

often a picture that appeals strongly to a

"IT CAN BE DONE" (Vitagraph) concerns
young author who wins a wager that he can enact

away with

character in one of his books and get
Earle Williams

is

A

the auhtor.

a

a
it.

pleasing picture well

presented.

trade paper critic or an exhibitor, fails to appeal to large

audiences and vice versa. D. W. Griffith has made a
practice of projecting his finished pictures in neighbor-

hood theatres before

He

cities.

comments

them

finally releasing

in

the big

by the

finds out at once the picture's faults

crowds and can correct them before

of the

"A VOICE IN
adaptation of A. H.

A

name.

THE DARK"
Woods

(Goldwyn) screen

stage success of the same

mystery play, well produced with a very
Irene Rich, Alec Francis,

capable cast.

Ramsey Wallace have

Ora Carew and

the principal roles.

putting the production out.

After

all

pends upon

money

the public
verdict

its

whether a picture

during the

amusement

have

the final arbiter and

it

make

will

summer months when you

Sunday school

parks,

picnics

"WHAT'S YOUR REPUTATION WORTH"

de-

Therefore choose your subjects with

or not.

care, especially

is

and

I

Yitagraph) starring Corinne Griffith

directed and

colorful tale of

magazine story that lends

One

of the

most appealing

New

itself

is

an excellently

York.

An

adapted

admirably to the screen.

roles the star has had.

dozens of other forms of entertainment as competition.

"THE WHISTLE"

"SENTIMENTAL TOMMY"" (Paramount)
adapted from

Sir

James M. Barrie's

Tommy" and "Tommy and
piece of screen fiction as has

John

S.

Robertson,

who

stories "Sentimental

Grizel"

come

directed

is

as

charming a

to us in a long time.

it,

is

deserving of the

highest praise and the acting of the entire cast

is

directed story concerning a
It

(Hodkinson)

man with

Hart

new character
who attempts to

in a

own son by abducting

role, that of a

the factory owner's boy.

picture has heart interest, humor, pathos and
is

in

The

drama and

splendidly directed by Lambert Hillyer.

"PUPPETS OF FATE"
is

workman

retaliate for the loss of his

notably

excellent.

"THE OTHER WOMAN"

S.

a factory,

(Paramount) presents William

a

well

a dual personality.

has a suggestion of the present day discussion of

Viola

Dana

come

in

(Metro) with the wisome

in the leading role will find a

most

theatres.

It is a

warm

story of a poor

wellittle

who comes to America to find her errant
husband who is saved from a long prison sentence by
Italian girl

a kindly judge.

VIOLA DAXA

SPECIAL CAST EN

SENTIMENTAL

TOMMY
(PARAMOUNT)

This John S. Robertson production
achieves a new peak on the path
of

motion picture progress.

McAvoy
attract

May

has

Will

the best class of theatre

remained for the combination

James M. Barrie's genius for fantasy and John Robertson's imaginative
direction to fashion a new art form
motion poetry. Out of the youthful land
of make-believe, the most fragile kind of
of Sir

dramatic plots, has been
woven an entertainment that is charm
material

America where he secures employment in a barber shop as porter. He

to

finds a wallet containing a large

(METRO;
Popular

star

in

an

Fairly

entertaining
couple of foreigners

New York

A

Dallas

to

make

for

Two of Barrie's famous tales.
"Sentimental Tommy" and '"Tommy and

incarnate.

Grizel," have been combined for pictorial
purposes and the work done by Josephine
Lovett in writing the continuity without
losing an iota of the Barrie quaintness,
is indeed splendid work.
The acting is on a par with the direction and the work of the players is
notably excellent.
May McAvoy's performance is so good it will rank as one

of the finest pieces of

work

of the year.

Italian

story

role.

of

a

who come to
their fortune.

M. Fitzgerald produc-

Under the conventional title of "Puppets of Fate" Metro has turned out an
interesting tale of the trials and tribulations of an Italian couple who seek a
fortune in the U. S. A. Miss Dana gives
a pleasing portrayal of a lonely little foreigner, Sorrentina Palombra. who attempts to find her errant husband in the
metropolis.
Another good character
study is that of Francis McDonald, as
Gabriel Palombra. He avoids the impetuous and frequent shrugging of shoulders
usually associated with "Wop" roles, and
gives a life-like and convincing delineation.
splendid cast appears in support.
Director Fitzgerald has taken a hackneyed plot and made of it as pleasing a
vehicle as Miss Dana has had in some
time. The story drags a trifle at first but
soon strikes its stride and holds the interest to the last foot.
There are many pleasing close-ups of
Miss Dana and several exceptionally fine
shots of a horse race, where Gabriel,
under the tutelage of "Babe" a manicurist, wins a fortune betting on a horse.
Following Gabriel's marriage and indifferent success at conducting a Punch

A

and Judy show

in

Italy;

sum and

rewarded by the owner. This money
he bets on a horse under the advisement
is

tion.

deserves stardom.

patrons as well as the masses.
It

IX

PUPPETS OF FATE

he immigrates

of a

manicurist.

He

wins S10.000 and

promptly gives up

his job as porter. In
his wife finds a pocket-

the meantime
book in the public plaza of Venice. She
comes to America and tries to find Gabriel. In a restaurant where she is -employed at selling flowers she comes upon
him. while he is celebrating his wedding
to the manicurist, he having been intimidated into the ceremony. He is arrested
for bigamy by "Babe," whose friends
have won all of Gabriel's money. The
kindly judge, however, suspends sentence

and

lets

him go

free.

EARLE WILLIAMS

IT

IX

CAN BE DONE
(VITAGRAPH)

Intelligent story, well acted and
carefully produced.
Williams in
the role of an author, who wins
a bet and saves his sweetheart's
father from disgrace.
Earle Williams' latest starring vehicle
a satisfactory bit of screen entertainment. The star is surrounded by a capable company and the picture as a whole
should please. The plot is not unusual
nor very different from hundreds of
other screen dramas but it contains an
interesting love story and has been given
a good production.
is

Gareth Hughes, Harry L. Coleman,
George Fawcett, Virginia Valli, Kate
Davenport. Malcolm Bradley. Leila Frost
and Mabel Taliaferro, and in fact everyone connected with this production have
cause for pardonable pride. The production proves beyond question that screen
entertainment is not dependent upon the
mechanical dramatics of plots. There is
no real plot in "Sentimental Tommy,"
just a series of delightful incidents hung
upon the slender thread of a human love
story', but because of the intelligence of
the treatment by Director Robertson,
the story engrosses the attention of the

spectator
the end.

and holds

it

without effort until

evident that a great deal of money
has been spent upon the production and
unlike most features, every cent of the
production cost seems to show upon the
It is

screen.
An entire Scotch village has
been built for the exterior scenes. From
the standpoint of the exhibitor, "Sentimental Tommy" will be one of the finest
box-office drawing cards of the past year.
There is potent advertising assets in the
names of Sir James Barrie and John
Robertson. Besides this, the picture can
be used as an effective lever in attracting
to the motion picture theatres, a class of
people who seldom patronize amusement
auditoriums. The appeal is as broad as

the spirit of youth, and the world of the
silver-screen is greater for having produced a gem with the sparkle of "Sentimental Tommy."
Here is one picture
that will never grow old and it will be
good tor many a profitable revival.

Viola

Dana

in a

scene from her latest Metro production, "Puppets of Fate.
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The story centres around a successful
writer of fiction who is employed by a
newspaper to expose several profiteers.
The father of his sweetheart, a broker in
foodstuffs, is on his list and to shield the
family he refuses to go on with the assignment. The editor, however, determined to get the facts has a reformed
crook steal the data from the profiteer.
The same night, the author, on a bet.
has entered the house to warn his sweetheart's father and there is a mix-up when
he_ is discovered and the thief escapes
with the papers and the family jewels.
The author secures the jewels and restores them and tells the police it is all
a joke, that it was part of the plot of a
storv he was writing.
There is some good character drawing
and Williams gives an intelligent and
forceful performance as the young author. There arc mighty fine sets in this
picture, too. Elinor Fair has an important role.

AL

ST.

JOHN

IN

Ben Taggart as Victor Bailey; Walter
as Jerome Clemens and Henry

Downing

THE SIMP

Sedley as Harry Warren.

(FOX)
The director of
was hard pressed
thing upon which

this

Sunshine comedy

for a story or someto hinge the antics of
the lively Mr. St. John. The picture begins with a murder, which isn't such a
good start for a comedy, and there is a
St.
John over wooded
chase after
stretches, behind barn doors and the
ever-present thin post behind which the
comedian hides. He is captured finally
and while suspended by his neck from a
tree limb he tells a story of his prowess
as a Bowery thug. This takes up the
second reel. The business of the mov-

Well directed production

of absurd
Pyscho-analysis and dual
personality combined in one plot.
story.

Helen Jerome Eddy in the cast. A
Frothingham Production directed
by Edward Sloman.
This novel by Norah Davis only stands

inject

into

the incredible plot.
There is one
thing that can be said about it and that

"The Other Woman" is an example of
fine cast and worth-while direction,
making something out of nothing. The

A

from "The Simp," the latest Fox Sunshine comedy with Al St. John furnishing the
fun.

a

players consisting of Helen Jerome Eddy.
Jerome Patrick and Jane Novak, in the
principal roles, give splendid performances.
The feature can be classed as a

program feature.
The story concerns Langdon Kirven.

plug got a laugh or two and the
The whole is only moderately
funny, however, the subtitles being the
weakest part of it.

able

fire

lire

stuff.

fair

who

has been missing for five years. His
wife, Avery, still hopes for his return
Spencer Ellis, though loving Avery,
searches everywhere for him.
Ellis is
attacked and a ragged stranger saves
him. The stranger proves to be Kirven
He claims to be John Gorham. Ellis
helps him and two years later he is the
leading citizen of a southern town, candidate for mayor and engaged to Naomi
Joyce, Ellis' cousin.
Ellis learns that
Gorham has a prison record, tells him
that he must give up Xaomi and leave
town. Gorham. preparing to leave, sinks
into a strange coma and emerges as
Langdon Kirven. He has no knowledge
of the past five years.
He hurries home
and for a time all goes well. Then he
becomes moody and again he leaves
home, not as Langdon Kirven. but as

John Gorham.

Eighteen

months

pass.

Gorham

has married Naomi and a child
is expected.
The mental strain brings
about a reversal of his personality and
once again he becomes Kirven.
Ellis
tells him of the past and
the shock

merges the two personalities into one.
Kirven returns to tell Avery the entire
story. She says his duty lies with Xaomi
and his new born child to whom he once
again returns, leaving
happiness with Ellis.

her to find her

A VOICE IN THE DARK
(GOLDWYN)
Adapted stage play makes

satisfac-

tory screen entertainment. Mystery drama enacted by a capable
cast and well produced under the
direction of Frank Lloyd.
A. H. Woods' stage success presented

various roles.

erect as a screen feature because of the
illuminating directorial touches which

is, it is the first picture to
contain a suggestion of the present-day fad of psychoanalysis.
Whether this inclusion has
been intentional or not upon the part of
the author is hard to determine.

was

deaf woman and a quarrel overheard
by a blind man.
Frank Lloyd, however, has made a
workman-like job of it and despite the
efforts of an overzealous Chicago censor
board who cut the picture from six reels
to five, it still stands up well and makes
good, sound entertainment for anybody.
pleased Pantheon theatre, Chicago,
It
audiences Sunday, April 3. The manner
of its presentation is up to the Goldwyn
standard of excellence and a splendid
cast has been chosen to interpret the

WOMAN

to

piece

a

(HODKINSON)

Edward Sloman has managed

The

nicely mounted and there is good lighting throughout.
Those who see "The
Hidden Light" are assured a pleasant
and interesting hour's entertainment.

certain difficulties to transfer it to the
screen. Ralph E. Dyar's story was built
upon a murder which was witnessed by

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE OTHER
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DOLORES CASSIXELLI

IN

THE HIDDEN LIGHT
(COM M OXWEALTH)
Beautiful star
blind girl.

makes most

of role of

Novel plot material
weakened by an unconvincing
twist.
Directed
by Abraham
Schomers.

Dolores Cassinelli gives a splendid performance in a very difficult role in "The
Hidden Light." Throughout the picture,
except for a few brief moments at its
end, she enacts the role of a blind girl,
whose sense of touch is so keen she can
recognize one who has clasped her hand
as surely as though she could see him.
It is around this point that the story has
been built and aside from one incident,
where a man is convicted of murder on
circumstantial evidence, despite the fact
that he bears a good reputation and is a
close friend of the family, the picture is
as fine a piece of scrcencraft as one
would want to see. The discovery of
the real murderer is made in a dramatic
manner and the picture has a pleasing
ending.
Supporting Miss Cassinelli there appears James Brennen as her father; Arthur Donaldson, as Inspector Hayden;

Alec B. Francis appears as Crampton,
the blind witness, and Gertrude Norman
as the deaf lady. Ramsey Wallace is the
district attorney in the case; Irene Rich
the suspected murderess, Blanche Warren, Ora Carew and her sister, Adele.
Alan Hale has the villain's role and Alice
Hollistcr is the nurse who proves to be
the real murderess.
The plot is rather involved and there
are many cut-backs to former scenes,
during the examination of witnesses, but
the story has been well handled and is
interest compelling.
Dr.
Sainsbury's
murder follows a
quarrel with a former sweetheart and
because Blanche Warren and her sister
were last seen with him, they are suspected. The only witness was an invalid

woman who

is

deaf.

The

district attor-

love with Blanche, attempts to
unravel the mystery. While examining
another witness who overheard a conversation between a man and a woman
beneath
his
window, concerning the
death of Dr. Sainsbury, the voices of
these two are overheard in the district
attorney's office, and the witness recognizes them. One proves to be the sweetheart of the younger Warren girl and
the woman, a nurse, is his sister. She
confesses, proving her justification for
the act, and the others are cleared of the
crime.
ney,

in

WILLIAM

S.

HART

IN

THE WHISTLE
(PARAMOUNT)

A new

character type for this

star,

which interests because it is different. A worth-while attempt to
get away from the usual Hart
Director Hillyer makes
roles.
the most of a good screen vehicle.
This feature is distinctive because of
the unusual number of fundamental
audience appeals, that are interwoven in
the story text. At times it almost touches
heart interest, humor,
for
greatness,
pathos, drama and a real theme have
'

been skillfully blended into the plot
mosaic.
The story grips the attention
from the start and it is not permitted to

April
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The acting is excelit is told.
except for certain dramatic scenes
Mr. Brovvnlee. in
Mr.
Hart
and
between
which the star overacts. However these
scenes do not greatly detract from the
The
merit of the picture as a whole.
success of the picture at the Rialto theatre, New York, established the fact that
audiences- like to see the star in other
character roles besides those which have
made him famous.
The story is by May Wilmoth and Olin
Lyman and was adapted and directed by
Lambert Hillyer. It gives Mr. Hart the
role of a workingman, whose son has
been killed, as the result of the negligence of the factory owner, in which
Hart is employed. The theme motif centers around the dominating effect of the
factory whistle upon the lives of laborers,
while the capitalist is not bound by such
dominating influences. With the death
of his son Hart conceives the idea of
abducting the son of the capitalist, whom
he has saved from accidental death. The
boy grows up as Hart's nephew. Unable
to stick to his avengeful purpose because
of the pain in the heart of the child's
mother who has become attached to the
boy. Hart tells her that the boy is her
own son and returns him to her side.
This is but a brief sketch of the story
that holds the interest throughout.
The feature will undoubtly be accepted
as one of the best that Hart has done in
some time. He is given able support by
lag until

lent,

Stedman and

Myrtle
Georgie Stone.

Frank Brownlee,
little

IN

(FOX)
Fox's cowboy star gives a good account of himself in this Western

melodrama. The action is swift
and sure and the suspense well
Bernard Dunning, disustained.
rector.

Buck Jones

In this five-reel feature

plenty of opportunity

his histrionic ability as well as his

There are several

is

display

to

horse-

thrilling in-

gambler
which ends when Buck Jones leaps from
cidents, notably the chase of the

his

horse to the

wagon

runaway

of the

team and saves the life of the girl Cressy,
and also the fight in the gambling hall.
There are many splendid shots of a winding road, and typical Western cattle
ranch scenes. As a comedy relief, which
is in
sharp contrast with the picture's
tragic opening scenes, there is an amusing bit where Buck Jones' horse is
dressed in chaps with spectacles and an
old straw hat and Buck is compelled to
ride him until the horse rebels and chases

cowboys indoors.
The locations are
Western atmosphere

the

tained

who

carefully

throughout the picture's length.

Jones has the role of
father

and the
main-

excellent

is

killed

has

Tom

Merrill,

by Crenshaw,

induced

the

daughter,

Merrill, to elope with him.

up "the one-man

trail"

and

whose

a gambler,

Tom
after

Grace
takes

wander-

ing from

town to town, finally comes
upon Crenshaw, who has assumed the

name of Kirk. Having tired of Grace,
Crenshaw attempts to kidnap the daughter of his

henchman, but

Tom

interferes

she has more opportunities
than in her other pictures.

good

taste

to
feature.

One

in

CORINNE GRIFFITH

IN

LARRY SEMON

to star's prestige.

Webster Campbell's debut

as a direc-

tor has turned out very auspiciously.

has actually

made

a sex picture that

is

— therefore

from the usual run
power to his pictorial

different

more
For a

He

picture

of

this

progress.

Heliodore

type

Tenno's magazine story lends itself admirably to screen transformation. Un-

most sex stories it has a plausible
premise and the climax is reached by
means of many good dramatic twists

IX

THE HICK
(VITAGRAPH)

New

Corinne Griffith improving with each new feature.
Webster Campbell has made a
box-office picture that should add
life.

sets are

thing that is noticeable for
is the continuity, which
is a creditable piece of work on the part
of C. Graham Baker and Harry Dittmar.

(VITAGRAPH)
York

The

smoothness,

WHAT'S YOUR REPUTATION WORTH
Excellently directed story of

in this to act

and the camera work is up
the measure of the usual Vitagraph

its

This Larry Semon comedy is not up
to the standard set by its predecessors.
A lot of money has been spent where
more ingenuity would have brought happier results. The titles are inane and the
"gags" have been used many times .before by Semon and other comedians.

The story is the usual comedy collection
of situations with a boob lover, city fellow and country
about it is the

thrills

Semon's acrobatic

falls

it

will

entertain

The

girl.

the

best

thing

resulting

from

and the

slapstick

fact that
fan.

like

Reelcraft Corporation

Adds Three Comedy Units

that are excellent because of their being

The

star's

role

is

the

most

appealing that Miss Griffith has had in a
long time. Louise Prussing and George

THE^ONE-M AN JTRAIL

manship.

her, while Crenshaw meets
death at the bottom of a cliff. Beatrice
Burnham, a pretty and talented ingenue,
appears opposite Jones. A good Western, full of thrills and suspense.

unexpected.

BUCK JONES

given

and saves

73

Howard

of the supporting cast are very

but Percy Marmont was miscast
as the leading man. This part should
have had a much younger player than
Mr. Marmont. The "heavy" role played
by Leslie 'Roy-croft was acceptable.
The theatre audiences that like colorful tales, of Manhattan with its heartaches, and its feverish glamour will like

good,

"What's

Your

Reputation

new comedy

units have been orto produce one and two-reel
comedies for the Reelcraft Pictures Corporation. The first company to start off
the series is a two-reel unit in which

Tweedy Dan

is

the featured star.

The

second unit will be a one-reel comedy

company featuring Bud Duncan in a new
series.
The third unit will produce a

Tt

series of two-reel comedies, featuring no
name as star, but to be composed of an
all-star cast.
All of the above companies will work
under the direct supervision of Reelcraft,

because
Corinne
because

Mittenthal studio in Yonkers being
rented for an indefinite period to house
the companies.

Worth."

will be a money-making feature
it
will make the admirers of
Griffith like her better than ever,

Three
ganized

the

E X

74
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I
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her hold on the Remington, or else

it's

a

self-starter.

*

New York Notes About Film Folk
By

B.

J.

handle his Muriel Ostrichc pictures. Joe
Sameth has a good organization and, what's
better, a good reputation. The combination
should work to perfection.

»

is

*

*

Albert Grey, manager for D. W. Griffith,
putting his best foot forward in the ex-

"Dream

Street." Albert has
the ability and it will be no fault of his if
"Dream Street" doesn't go over like "Way
ploitation

Down

of

East," and that's going some.
*

*

Mr. Lyox,

at

*

Madison Square

.'l!)(Kl,

was

very popular on the first. This numl>er is
Kingling Brothers. The lion bit many people, including yours truly.
*

Bert Ennis

is

*

*

out of the S. and E.

Com-

pany.
*

*

Dr. W. E. Shallenbercer is holding the
deck and you can expect a square deal

from him. The exhibitor usually gets the
trumps when he plays with the Arrow.
*

*

*

again reported that Harry Sherman
expected in town very soon. Mazur re-

It is
is

ports

Harry says

that

"Sherman

is

right."
*

*

Randall White

so,

and

*

»

Herbert

C ad iliac and ca:i he seen most any Sunday
scorching the Long Island pikes and highways, on low.

*

*

Harry Cross, of the Handcock
tinguisher Company, has a new

Fire Exidea for

theatre brackets from which to hang fire
extinguishers in theatres. The bracket, according to Mr. Cross, is made both in
bronze and silver finish and is ornamental
as well as practical. A cut of the extinguisher and the bracket will soon be published.
*

»

*

Jok Horwitz announces that the production "Dollars and Destiny" has created a
sensation
among the independent exchanges. Mr. Horwitz wishes to announce
that Jack Withers is associated with him

*

Pauline or a Brady, and

Jack Crey

is

working
»

wc hope

*

it

have done a

is

reported that

at the Universal.

street,
fertile

where

the

for the

growth

E»thkk I. inner, the w. k. publicist, has
been confined to her home with an attack of
has dusted off the old la grippe. Despite the la. Esther hasn't lost

*

*

is

of
*

probably more
"Film Sales."

Olaf Biarmer.

of the Palisades Labhas been so busy developing
business of late that he has almost become a stranger to Times Square.
oratories,

Arrow

Field

Men

In

New

York Preparing
For New Sales Drive
Jossey, special representative of

S.

Arrow Film Corporation, is now in
N'ew York to attend a series of sales

the

These

being held daily

*

soil

*

conferences.

*

*

Harry Stone has transplanted his office
from 158 West 45th street to 130 West 46th

J.

to

»

managing

Yates,

director
Republic Laboratories, is the directing he„
of one of the most perfectly equipped an
up-to-the-minute institutions of its kind
the world.

as sales manager.

Supreme Pictures seem

*

Charles Davis, 2nd president of the
Salient Films, made a wise choice when he
selected
Forward Film Distributors to

-$>•"

C. Lang "Ty" Cobh hasn't been heard
from for a long time. What 'smatter. Pop?

*

the

direction

at

of

sales conferences are

Arrow's

W.

E.

offices

under

Shallenberger.

Clinton M. White is also in New York
same purpose.
Mr. Jossey has just returned to New
York after being out in his territory for
the past three months, during which he
concluded a great many deals and practically cleaned up his territory on all
Arrow subjects. Mr. Josesy will soon
return to his headquarters in Chicago
with a supply of new pictures for the independent market, including the new
serial, "The Blue Fox," which features
for the

Ann

Little.

Mr. W'hite will also leave for his headquarters in Cleveland, O.. ready to offer
his clients a line of new pictures, several
series of comedies and the new Ann Little

serial.

Tom
ters in

•
headquar-

Curran,

who makes

Kansas

City, according to

his

Arrow

has been doing so well in his
territory and his work has been so successful that he is staying right on the
job and will not return to New York
until some time in June.
officials,

Universal to Install

New Booking

System

traveling auditors, in an
important conference recently held in the
Universal exchange in Chicago, perfected
many plans to increase the efficiency of
the Universal booking system and to give
better service to the exhibitor, it is announced at the Universal home office.
The conference was held under the
supervision of J. B. Ohrt, comptroller for
Universal, and was attended by VV. K.
Lendon. auditor for the Eastern district;
G. B. Howe- of the Middle Western district; C. H. Griffith of the Far West; N.
Shiren of the Northwestern district, and
H. Henigson, traveling auditor for Univesal's foreign branches.
It lasted four
days.
The booking system being developed is said to enable the booker in

Universal's

May McAvoy, who
mental

has the role of "Grizel"

Tommy." She wears

a vision scene.

this

in the

Paramount production

French costume

of the

of "Sentiin

Bonnie Prince Charles

each exchange to advance his notification
of play date from three to six weeks,
thus enabling all exhibitors to know far
in advance just when they will play Universal pictures.

/A/

THE HICK

The Sportsman
The Suitor
The Stage Hand

Dew Drop

Between the Acts

Solid Concrete

I
i

The Simple Life
His Home Sweet Home
The Star Boarder
Passing the Buck
Well 111 Be—!

School Days

The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
The Head Waiter

Inn

Dull Care

VTTAGRAPL
ALBERT Z ^W/.TZ'

PRESIDENT

Larry Semon Comedies

Now

Available
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Houghton may not admire George Bernard
Shaw, or nominate Oscar Wilde to the
fame, but he has caught the satirical
quality of the former and the epigrammatical aptness of the latter in this little playlet
In the
It is a satire on modern marriage.
cast are Kathleen Clifford, Mary MacLaren,
Harold K. Holland and Roy Atwill.

hall of

With

the Procession in
By

Los Angeles

E. A. B.

*

i

*

*

RENE Tams was in Los Angeles for a
few days recently with her business manArrangements were made for space
ager.
at the Brunton studios for the production
Miss Tams also
of Tams Productions.
I

The best
week is

this

bit

that

news we have heard
Bennie Roth well is con-

of

valescing at his home, having recently returned from the Westlake Hospital, where
the surgeons were at one time seriously
considering amputating his left leg. Rothwell was injured in an automobile accident
\\ bile
recently and blood poisoning set in.
an aviator in the army during the war
Bennie fell over four hundred feet and

was badly injured, and the lighting spirit
which pulled him through then was the
same fighting spirit that served him so

well recently and, according to his doctors,
is the only thing that saved his life.

*

*

*

Charles Bennett will direct Antonio
Moreno in his next picture. Moreno recently completed "Three Sevens" and has

selected several of her cast before returning to New York.

TOURING
the SOUTH

gone oo a four weeks' vacation.
*

*

*

A

novel idea was put over at the Ambassador theatre last week when Stanley
Houghton staged "Fancy Free," a one-act
Mr.
play as a feature of the program.

w;th H. E.

N

H. Sample, who runs the Airdome
purchased the ground
for an Hoo-scat house, to cost, it is said.
Work will start on the building
$.50,000.
Mr. Sample will have
in the early summer.
a temple of the silent art second to none
on the east coast of Florida. Music will
D.

at Ft. Pierce, Fla., has

be furnished by a five-piece orchestra. It
is stated the lease expires on the Crystal
Theatre, Ft. Pierce, operated by Harry J
Schulz, April 1, and that a store will be
built on that property.
*

*

*

authorities of Cocoa, Fla..
lot across the street
from the Victor theatre managed by A.
build
a beautiful city
Lemmert and will
park on the Indian River front.

The municipal

have purchased the

*

*

*

C. F. Hancock was seen at Stuart, Fla.,
He
busily engaged in his portrait studio.
managed to spare the time to tell us that
business was good at his Lyric theatre. He
will enlarge the theatre's seating capacity
this

summer by adding
*

*

a

new

balcony.

*

E. E. Green, who operates the Liberty
theatre in Lakeworth, Fla., is mixing the
paint and getting out the brushes to renovate his popular house. E. E. has a stock
company playing in a tent on a lot across the
street from his place at present, but then
this is only one of the
and tribulations of the small

he should worry as

many

trials

town exhibitor.
*

*

Miss Margaret

L.

*

Campbell, who books

the Gem at Melbourne, Fla.. has just enlarged the seating capacity of this house
and has rebuilt the front which gives the
Gem a beautiful mission effect. Film sales-

men making

this

town should ask Miss

Campbell to show them the beautiful

col-

lection of pearls she is disposing of at bargain prices.
* *
*

A

trip

down

the

east

coast of

Florida

would not be complete unless one called
on the genial and smiling Carl Kettler,
owner of the Bijou and Rialto theatres.
West Palm Beach, Fla. Mr. Kettler has
just finished drawing up the plans for one
of the finest theatres in Florida, same to
cost $100,000. The property has been purchased across from the famous Paris Singer
This house will have
Everglades Club.

Douglas Fairbanks, as D'Artagnan, in a screen version of Alexander Dumas' romantic
story, "The Three Musketeers," tobe distributed by United Artists.

ot
a seating capacity of 1,000 and will be
the Moorish type of architecture with
fountains in front. The music will be finished by a large organ and Henry J. Burkhardt will assist Mr. Kettler in the man-

agement of

this enterprise.
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

It is a

co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and

TELL US

every
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,

The

Bert Norton,

National

First

—

with Charlie Chaplin.
mixture of pathos and comedy about halt
and half makes this six-reel subject excellent entertainment.
The press agents
should have co-starred little Jackie Coogan, "the kid."
Little Jackie divides
laurels with Charlie in this one and in
Some insfances grabs the show.
It's
Chaplin's best by far, and if he is liked
in your community lose no time in booking The Kid.
The Kid failed to draw
paying business here, but it was not the
fault of the picture.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Xeligh, Xeb.
Passion, with Pola Negri. A wonderful feature.
The direction, photography,
narrative quality, acting and dramatic
action are all that could be asked.
It
will be remembered as one of the best
ever produced. Star's work great. H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre. Alexandria.
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Good
business all week.
Second run. N. V.
Darley, Savoy theatre. Atlanta, Ga.
Transient patronage.
19 and Phyllis, with Charles Ray.—
splendid comedy.
Ray has made a hit
with us. Peter Krauth, Opera House.
Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. This star is a sure box office
attraction here, and want to say as an
exhibitor, that if you are not showing this
star's productions that you are passing
up a sure bet. We have run every picture that Connie has made and have yet
failed to get one that did not please.
I
consider Connie's pictures as good as any
special on the market.
You cannot go
wrong on Dangerous Business. It has
fine advertising possibilities
and your
patrons will be pleased as well as yourself when you check up the box office.
Ellis Irvin. Cozy theatre, Newkirk. Okla.
Small town patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
Lots of good, clean action.
One of the best. Booked for return date.
Not a minute drag in this one. Plentv
of thrills, too. Book it.
W. F. Harding.
Princess theatre, Mt. Dora. Fla. General patronage.
Kid,

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

The

Love

—

theatre, Eureka.

—

—

—

—

The Master Mind, with Lionel Barry-

Expert,

—

Talmadge.
Good
comedy.
L.
M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.
Mining camp patronage.

Nomads

—

of the

North, with a special

An exceptional North woods picture with realistic settings, and unusual
direction.
Forest fire and river scenes
cast.

beautiful.
Many wild animals add much
interest to the picture. "Brimstone," the

pup, and

"Neewa," the cub bear, play
very prominent roles and help the story
over a few draggy spots. First National
should feed "Brimstone" on T-bone, and
"Newa" on honey and huckleberries the
balance of their lives, as they gave Miss
Blythe and Lon Chaney a swift run for
first honors.
The director slipped a cog
when he permitted Miss Blythe to appear in a swell ball-room costume in a
shack up in the North woods a thousand
miles from nowhere, but then these girls
just have to spring their glad rags some
place
it.

in

It's

They can't help
the picture.
Get it
excellent entertainment.

up strong: it will satisfy any
audience. Business bad on account of a
terrific Easter blizzard which came near

and play

—

it

Most Money
(Jan.

I,

1920, to Jan.

1,

1921)

all

liked

Nutter,

this

one.— G.

G.

Royal theatre, Republic, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Notorious Miss Lisle, with Katherine MacDonald.
Proved a little weak.

—

—

The Family Honor, a King Vidor proThis was just a fair program
Louis J. Frana, Olympic the-

—
—

duction.
picture.
atre.

Calmar.

Ia.

Her Kingdom

of Dreams, with Anita
good picture with a
too long in seven reels.
Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.
Small-town patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. A wonderful picture.
You
can't go wrong. Same old story, another
Anita Stewart picture went over good,
and 100 per cent satisfaction. Anita is
a good drawing card here.
T. N. Magruder. Elite theatre, Iola, Kan.— Neighborhood patronage.

Stewart.
big cast.

—A

fairly

W as

—

—

—

Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.— Delighted the kids as well as most
01 the grown-ups. especially those who
like slapstick comedy.
I
don't agree
with Mack Sennett in that because a
comedy is liked one place it is the fault

—

Forty-Fve

Minutes

from Broadway,

Ray.— Everybody liked it.
The more you see of Ray the better you
like him.
A dandy comedy that packed

with Charles
|
|

them

in

then pleased them.

— H.

A. Wis-

hard. YVishard theatre, Bloomfield, Ia.

2.

Pollyanna.

Wife, with Constance Talmadge. I was
disappointed in these.
Comment in

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

—

Go and Get It.
A Daughter of
Worlds.
In Old Kentucky.
The River's End.
Yes or Xo.

Herald

Two

|

Don't Ever Marry.
Our advice is to book any of

the above that you
already played.

may

not have

Lcfs hear from another exhibitor!

Sylvester, Ga.

111.

Fox
A

The Road Demon, with

Tom

rip-roarin'-racin' picture that'll

Mix.
go big

any house where thrills are sought.
Boost it- and make money. L. Hirsh.

in

—

New

Forest theatre, Philadelphia. Pa.

Neighborhood patronage.
Why Trust Your Husband? with
Eileen Percy. A dandy little comedydrama that you can find no fault with,
as they all went out smiling. The masked
ball was fine: also the mix-ups are amusing.
H. A. Wishard. Wishard theatre,

—

|
§
§

j

—

Bloomfield.

Ia.

— Home

patronage.

§

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
Went over in great shape. It's a good

|

Winnsboro, La.

one and

Heinson & Westberry,
Sylvia Theatre,

— R G. Fain,
— Neighborhood

than pictures.

better

Lyric theatre. Farina.
patronage.

j*

The Idol Dancer.
Male and Female.

12.

—

Gem

—

Home patronage.
Two Weeks and A Temperamental

patronage.
Forty-Five
with Charles

—

—

The Mark of Zorro.

Humoresque.

—

—

1.

The Miracle Man.

Minutes from Broadway,
Ray Good picture to very
poor business. Failed to draw. This is
my first Ray. G. F. Rediske, Star theatre.
Ryegate. Mont. Small-town patronage.
Polly of the Storm Country, with Mildred Harris. A good program feature.

Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.
Did a good business. Everyone
pleased.
M. L. Campbell,
theatre,
Melbourne. Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

if it doesn't make them
roar with joy every place it is shown.
Bert Norton. Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

Twelve That
Made Us the

11.

—

duplicating the Omaha tornado of a few
years ago. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
theatre. Neligh, Neb.

of the exhibitor

10.

—

the picture

Address "What The

—

Constance

with

Proved a very pleasing picture
that drew well.
Bert Norton. Kozy
theatre,
Eureka, 111.
Neighborhood

They most

111.

patronage.

,

—
—

more.

Kozy

— Neighborhood

week what

dience.

§

The
Percy.

We

will

— G.

be appreciated by any auElam, Princess theatre,

B.

Husband

— Here

is

Hunter, with Eileen
one that sure did please.

want more of

this

kind.

Eileen

is
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RAY GALLAGHER

IN A

TWO-REEL WESTERN
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—

Opera House, Fayette, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.

gall.

—

Absolutely the poorest picture we have
ever run.
No action. Picture covered
by one scene. Royal theatre, Center
Point, Ind.
Small-town patronage.

—

—

While the Devil Laughs, with Louise
About as good as any regular
program picture one could ask for. Fox
may have a few poor pictures, but I selLovely.

dom

—

get one.

— H.

A. Wishard, Wishj.rd
la.
Home patron-

—

Bloonificld,

theatre,
age.

Goldwyn
Bunty Pulls
cial cast.

the Strings, with a

— Clean and

spe-

A

wholesome.

100

per cent comedy-drama that will please
your audience and knock the blue law
agitators sky-high.
B. F. Sharp, TumRural patble in theatre, Sinton, Tex.
ronage.

—

—

—

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney. Unproduction.
masterful
questionably a
Wonderfully enacted, masterfully directed, but a most terrible box office
disappointment for reasons that we canFred
not understand or account for.
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.

—

—

The Slim Princess, with Mabel NorTook very well. Star goes good

mand.

—

—

D. H. Saunders, Dixie
Fellsmere, Fla. Neighborhood
patronage.
section.

this

in

—

theatre,

Scene from the Independent Films Association production "Crooked Trails."
lagher is the star and Monte Montague the "heavy" of the picture.
a good
theatre,

— Olen Reynolds, Pearl
Hymcra, Ind. — Small-town patlooker.

ronage.

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

A

good Western,

patrons

like

this

full

of

gun

kind of

play,

if

your

Won't

stuff.

The

Gal-

—

liam

Russell.
Consider this just an
average picture on the Northwestern
Mounted Police theme. Too much desert
stuff used to make the footage.
Wish
Fox would give Russell a chance to show

his

ability.

—

H. Vaughan, New OrMaquoketa, la. Critical

J.

—

please the hetter classes.
Business fair.
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton,

pheum

O.

The Merry-Go-Round, with Peggy
Hyland. This was a hurry-up booking,
but it proved a winner and pleased a big
crowd. W. O. Doyle, Capitol theatre,

—

— General patronage.
Little Wanderer, with Shirley Mason. — This was a very good picture.
The

Louis J. Frana, Olympic theatre, Calmar, la.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
If your patrons like Westerns don't

—

fail

to give

them

this one.

Fox pictures

—

have built up my bad nights. R. O.
Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse,
Small town patronage.
Ind.
The Orphan, with William Farnum.

—

— T. E.
— Good picture. Good business.Bedford,
Walton, National theatre. New
Mass. — Neighborhood patronage.
Would You Forgive? with Vivian Rich.
along
— Continual chain of suggestion
hard-shell
for
immoral
adult,

voung

a
All right
but no picture for children and
folks.
Just as well or better off
lines.

—

without such stuff. Auditorium theatre,
Carleton, Neb. Small town patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
Very good Western, if you like the
"kill-'em-all" kind.— Royal theatre, CenSmall-town patronage.
terpoint, Ind.
The Challenge of the Law, with Wil-

—

—

theatre,

patronage.

—

The

Penalty, with a special cast.
A
Pleased 100 per cent.
remarkable picture that is bound to
Extra
please any class of patronage.
B. F. Sharp,
business at top prices.
Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex.— Rural
patronage.
special.

real

—

Madame

Transient patronage.

—

Number

—

—

George Walsh.
good average picture if you like crook
stories. Seemed to please.
M. J. Drefke,
Empress theatre. Cherokee, la. Neighborhood patronage.
17,

with

—

The She
Good

well.

—

spoken

Tiger,

of.

•Lindsey,

—

picture.
Well
out.
Edward
theatre. Industry, 111.

Lindsey

—

patronage.

The Orphan, with William Farnum.
Here is a real Farnum picture, and one
in

which he belongs.

A

Farnum would draw

few
a

like this

crowd.

and

— Home

— Neighborhood

what

Grey Mouse, with Louise
enough with lovely
Louise. Should please. Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small town

Maskell,
patronage.

Neb.

—

The Woman in Room 13, with Pauline
Frederick. A good picture to fair crowd
and pleased them all. G. F. Rediske,
Mont. Small
Ryegate,
Star theatre,
town patronage.

—

—

—

patronage.

—

Forgive? with a

special cast.
Fine picture to good busiBook it. C. C. Johnston, Triness.
angle theatre, Hoxie, Ark. General pat-

—

—

The Strange Boarder, with Will RogA dandy picture. As good, if not

ers.

—

than

better,

Jubilo.

It

will

please

the

most critical audience. Rain kept crowd
at home, but those present gave it a
good word. H. J. Longaker. Howard

—

Alexandria,
hood patronage.

theatre,

Minn.

— Neighbor-

Water, Water, Everywhere, with W ill
Rogers. A dandy Western comedy.
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka. 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel
Normand. I think Mabel was wise to

—

go back to

Mack

made

Goldwyn since Pinto
know what possessed us to

—

ronage.

This was a good one. In
Mix picture we have had.

Tom
fact,

— A.

Mix.

the best
Steg-

J.

She

hasn't

I don't
Forget it. Fred S. Meyer,
play this.
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Transient
patronage.
The Strange Boarder, with Will Rog-

ers.

The Speed Maniac, with

Sennett.

a picture for

and

Should a Husband

—

—

Little

— Good

— Words

Gladys Brock-

with

program
Not many

— Neighborhood

The

Fred Cubberly, Minneapolis

—

ronage.

Mo.

—

Lovely.

Minnesota and North andSouth
Dakota Exhibitors ask

—

picture
and pleased. Peter Krauth,
Opera House, Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.

Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley MaNot much to this one. Failed to
son.
pull or please.
R. O. Rhoades. Orpheum
theatre, Converse, Ind.
Small-town pat-

Huntsville,

theatre,

"The Man Who Trifled"?

Silver Horde, with a special cast.
good and very interesting
is a

X, with Pauline Frederick.
are inadequate to describe this
picture and do it justice. Without question the greatest picture, the most pleasing attraction of all times. Good business
Big business on one day
to four days.
Madame X is the one picture
return.
Fred S.
that stands in a class by itself
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

—
—

—

is

— This

— Only

—

fair.

Not

in the

with some of his others.

—

same

class

Don't boost it
and you will get by. I stepped on it
Extra good
too hard and fell down.
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—

G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont. Small town patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers.
Fine program picture. Patrons spoke highly of
it.
D. H. Saunders. Dixie theatre, Fellsmere, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
business.

—

—

—

—
Hodk inson

—

and satisfied a large Saturday crowd.
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,

— Neighborhood

it

profitably the third

Zane Grey very popular here.
Horn & Morgan. Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.

—

—

Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln.
good Western with plenty of action.
Olen Reynolds. Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.
Small town patronage.
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth. Brute is correct. The story was
very badly disconnected at the beginning. Business below the average. John
Hafner. Princess theatre. Donora, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The U.

P. Trail, with a special cast.
Great picture and good drawing card.
Book it. A- I- Latts, Majestic theatre,

—

Wis.

Ashland,

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The Green Flame, with
rigan.
tures

— One

J.

Warren Ker-

best Kerrigan pichave run so far. If your pa-

we

of

the

trons like Kerrigan they will like this
one.
B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre,
Rural patronage.
Sinton, Tex.

—

—

Desert Gold, with a special

cast.

— Ran

two days and matinee and believe we

Alias

wrong

Latts,

I.

Wis.

Ask Your Independent Exchange

Parlor,

Royal

— Neighborhood

cast.

cast.

putting this picture over is
with a fashion show and even then we

couldn't do it. Too monotonous
women and absolutely impossible
male audiences. Fred S. Meyer.
theatre, Hamilton. O.
Transient

—

SYMBOL

Telegram

Day letter

Blue

Night Message

Nite

Night Letter

N L

—

Palace
patron-

Lombardi Ltd., with Bert Lytell. The
weakest and poorest feature ever made.
Lay off this one. Schonlau & Abraham.
S. & A. theatre. Houston, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Alias

Jimmy

— After

—

Valentine, with Bert Ly-

making pictures
bardi Ltd. Lytell made good
tell.

fans

who

turned out

in

this.

few

Had

—W. Lloyd
— Small
111.

The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.—
Scenery good, but story very poor.
Schonlau & Abraham. S. & A. theatre,
Houston, Minn.
Neighborhood pat-

Bedroom and Bath, with

— Another

Lom-

like

to the
this one.

Beebe, Opera House, Manito,
town patronage.

—

a spe-

ronage.

Trumps, with a special
good picture that pleased
and went over in fine shape. Fred S.
Hearts Are

cast.

—Very

—

WESTE

CUSS
Day

OF SERVICE

letter

Nig ht

M es sage

_NlghtLetter_

mm

ol these three symbols
H
appears slier the check (number of
aords) this is a tdegrsm.
Other•Iseiu character is indicated by Ota
symbol appearing, liter th* CMS*.

for the
for the

patron-

—

CLASS OF SERVICE

all

theatre.

good Metro comedy.
It is funny all the way through, and not
suggestive to anyone but a person with
a warped mind. R. Ross Riley. Wig-

cial

this

of

age.

"The Man Who Trifled"

Valentine,

in

many compliments on

patronage.

The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.
Good picture. Played two days to fair

—A

Jimmy

Bert Ly— Fine picture. Youwith
will not go
showing
one. Patrons
pleased. — A. Lemmeau, Victor theatre,
Cocoa, Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Clothes, with a special
— The only
chance
telL

Polly with a Past, with Ina Claire.

Ashland,

a Lover?

Dana.

Nothing to rave about. A good enough
picture, but one that failed to draw.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,

—Transient

— Small-town

—

Pirate, with Viola

— Excellent. Pleased nearly everyone.
— L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson,
N. M. — Mining camp patronage.

O.

theatre, Oberlin, Kan.

patronage.

age.

Metro
The Off-shore

business.

Was He

wam

day.

—

The Coast of Opportunity, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. Very good picture
Pa.

could have used

79

1

SYMBOL
Blue
Nit»

N L

of these three symbols
If none
spoeirs riMa the check (nun-ber of

words)

NFWCOMB CARLTON,

president

GEORGE W.

E.

Otherthis is s tetecrarn
viseits character is indicated by the
symbol appearing after the check.
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it gives he great pleasure to advise you that on account op

daily increasing attendance on black beauty i have found it

necessary to hold picture four extra days stop black beauty is the
greatest picture ever produced stop it will

liake

picture fans of

thousands it is absolutely clean and perfect in every detail
it has dray/n adults as well as children no sane exhibitor will

pass it up here is soisthing that will live forever
c j

suthphen mgr brandies theatre

.

,

2 50

i

I
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Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.
Lombardi Ltd., with Bert Lytell. Absolutely no picture for a small town.

—

Too much dago

stuff

Killed

to please.

— Hardin

Entertainment
Company, Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Lytell

for

us.

— Neighborhood
Old Lady

Emma

31,

patronage.
with Emma

Dunn.

Lay off this
sure done here.
one, unless your patrons like slow motion.
W. Lloyd Beebe. Opera House.
Manito, 111. Small town patronage.
is

—

—

cast.

—

atre.

Book

Inside of the Cup, with a special
Wonderful picture for any thePlayed two days to big business.
it.
A. I. Latts, Royal theatre,

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Restless Sex, with Marion Davies.
Continuity does
Photography poor.
not run smooth. Star's work not up to
standard. Carl Kettler, Bijou theatre.
West Palm Beach, Fla. Neighborhood
patronage.
The Six Best Cellars, with Bryant
Washburn. Very disappointing. L. M.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.
Mining camp patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
Very good. Book and boost it. Schon-

Ashland. Wis.
•

—

—

—

—

—

—

lau

& Abraham, S & A

theatre, Houston,

—
buckle. — Good feature and good drawLatts, Royal theatre,
ing card. — A.
Ashland, Wis. — Neighborhood patronage.
Heliotrope, with a special cast. — Pro-

Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Brewster's Millions, with Roscoe ArI.

nounced by press and public very poor.
Picture did not stand up to Paramount's

—

Enough said. Carl Kettler,
standard.
Bijou theatre. West Palm Beach, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The 13th Commandment, with Ethel
Miss
Clayton. Good program picture.
Clayton is always good. L. M. Kuhns.
Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.— Mining
camp patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Proved a worthy successor to Double
Have had
Speed. Drew good crowd.
Bert Norton. Kozy
better Reid pictures
Neighborhood pattheatre, Eureka, III.
ronage.
What Every Woman Learns, with
Only a fair picture.
Enid Bennett.

—

—

—
—

—

!•:

K A L

J. B. Endert,
City, Calif.

General patronage.
The Misleading Widow, with Billic
Burke. Just a fair program picture.
Auditorium theatre. Carleton, Neb.
Small-town patronage.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
Hart in a different role, but a
S. Hart.
Patrons well pleased. Lots
fine picture.
of action and a genuine he-man fight.
Book it. W. F. Harding, Princess theaGeneral patronage.
tre, Mt. Dora, Fla.

—

—

—

—

Commandment, with Ethel
The passionate embracing en-

13th

—

Clayton.
acted by

and

Clayton

Ethel

Charles

The 13th Commandment and
the shame that comes over them and the
apologies that they make therefor as
Meredith

in

brought out by the picture and text are
not fit to be shown in any class of theatre.

brought forth ridicule from some,

It

hearty guffaws from others and severe

—

Rand,

Philip
criticism from the rest.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Wallace Reid is always good here and
Royal
this picture is up to the standard.
Small-town
theatre. Center Point, Ind.
patronage.

Humoresque, with

a

special

cast.

—

very good picture which we played two
days to the loss of $1.V00. No fault of

—

Olcn
local condition.
Pearl theatre. Hymera, Ind.

Poor

picture.

Reynolds,
Small-town patronage.
L'Apache, with Dorothy Dalton.— Star
not liked here, but exceptionally strong

A society
that kind.
Collins, Idle Hour

if you like
picture— Simmons

picture

theatre.

&

Wellsville.

Kan.

— Small-town

Biddle, Strand theatre,
Small-town patronage.

Paoli.

Ind.

of the U. S. A., with WalReid is the boy who gets
Reid.
always count on big
them in for us.
business when we put out Reid paper.
They never get tired of this star. J. B.
Endert. Endert theatre. Crescent City,

Hawthorne

—

lace

We

—

— General

patronage.
Marguerite Clark.— Not up
to the usual Clark standard, but pleased
about 50 per cent. Some said "Nothing
Calif.

Girls, with

to

it."

— B.

L.

Hubbard.

Hub

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

patronage.

Bishop, Tex.

Hobart Bosthem all
Pleased
greatly, considering the bad weather
Business on this was good. J. B. Endert.
Endert theatre. Crescent City, Calif.
General patronage.
Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett.—
verv good picture. One of those pictures
worth while. Book it, boost it and after
you have screened it you'll wish that you
had boosted it some more.— Auditorium

Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
-Misleading title, but a cracker-jack of
No sex stuff in this one. More
a picture.
camping in the mountains than anything
G. L. Deady. Palace theatre. No.
e se
Rose, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

Behind the Door, with

worth.

— Splendid.

—

theatre. Carelton.

Neb.— Small-town

pat-

ronage.
Clayton.
Extravagance,
One of Clayton's best. Poor crowd, but
pleased 100 per cent and they told me
B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre. Bishop.
so.
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Burglar, with Wallace Reid.
—This picture is a little old, but a good
one and vour trade will tell you so. I
am running serial. King of the Circus,
Kelley &
Paramount pictures.
with

with

Ethel

—

—

Roush, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.—
Small-town patronage.
Square Deal Sanderson, with William

Hart.— Like all of Bill Hart's, good.
Ran a Mack Sennett comedy with this,
The Foolish Age. They ate this one up.
S.

average Mack

Sennett.

Better than the
Business good. Packed 'em in. William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
Louisiana, with Vivian Martin. A nice
sweet average little picture, typically
Good attendance at 10
Vivian Martin.
and 2r> cents.— A. N. Miles, Eminence

—
—

Eminence, Ky.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
Barrvmore.— Good acting, bat gruesome.
Lost money on it. Schonlau & Abraham,
S & A theatre, Houston, Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
Clayton.— Star popular here. Picture a
good drama with lavish settings, and just
enough comedy injected to balance it off
Drew a capacity house. E. N.
nicely.

theatre,

—

will distribute "Proxies."

Scene from "The Deceiver," an Arrow production
featuring Carol Holloway.

—

—

—

Scene from "Proxies," a Cosmopolitan production adapted from a story by Frank R. Adams
and directed by George D. Baker. Paramount

April 16, 1921

I)

—

Nothing for or against it.
Endert theatre, Crescent

The

Paramount
The

II

—

—

Pathe
The Deadlier

—

|

—

Fighting Cressy, with Blanche Sweet.
Better than we expected, and a right
good picture. Well liked.—J. L. Meyers,
SmallLiberty theatre. Ivesdale, 111.
town patronage.
The Girl in the Web, with Blanche

—

—

—

Verv good picture that went
S W eet.
over in nice shape. Pleased everybody.
—Fred S. Meyer. Palace theatre. HamilTransient patronage.
ton. O.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon HamilA verv interesting drama f rom
ton

—

—

start

Pleased
acting.
Forest theatre. PhilaNeighborhood patronage.

finish.

to

all.— L. Hirsh,
delphia. Pa.

—

Good

New

Man and His Woman,

a

J.

Stuart

Blackton production.— Another good one.
May McAvoy is finer than silk here.
Beautiful and winning.— G. L. Deady,
NeighPalace theatre, No. Rose, N. Y
borhood patronage.

—

Realart
Out of the Chorus, with Alice Bradvv—
The best Brady picture to date.— Hardin
Entertainment Company, Odeon theatre,
Hardin. Mo.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Plaything of Broadway, with Justine

Johnstone.— Very

Was He

"The

fine

picture,

but

a Father?

Man Who Trifled"

Ask Your Independent Exchange
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R.
star not very popular around here.
Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.

Neighborhood patronage.

—

a special cast.
Best crook picture I ever
ran.
Kept all guessing till the last few
feet.
Should have run it two nights.
O. R. Nation. Strand theatre. Davis, Calif.

Outside Woman, with Wanda
Small-town patronage.
— One of Hawley's best and was — The
Law of the Yukon, with a special
— Horn & Morgan. Star thea—A real good picture. Better than
Hay Springs, Xeb. — Neighborhood

The

Hawley.

well liked.

cast.

tre,

patronage.

we

Help It, with Bebe
most pleasing picture I
have had in some time. A little above
average business for two days. Will H.
Brenner. New Cozv theatre. Winchester,

had

She

Couldn't

Daniels.

— The

—

Ind.

—

An39 East, with Constance Binney.
other splendid comedy-drama sure to
Peter Krauth.
please most any audience.

—

—

Opera House. Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast. A-l
Far better than last season's
picture.
Hardin Entertainment
Realart specials.
Company. Odeon theatre. Hardin. Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Min-

—

—

— Technically,

ter.

story,

100 per
better or

cast,

cent, and if they make any
prettier productions. I have not had them
Mary Miles Minter is in her own
yet.
class and that is good, clean pictures.
Will H. Brenner.
Stick to it. Mary.
Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind. Neigh-

—

—

New

in

Drew fair business and
many good comments. Good humor

expected.

—

the subtitles. -J. L. Meyers. Liberty
Ivesdale, 111.
Small-town pat-

ronage.

A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. Really a wonderful picture.
Can be exploited as a special and
get big money.
Star very good as is
every one in the picture. Photography
and settings very good. W. H. Creal.

—

—

The Luck of the Irish, with
Mighty big picture, done
way. Bound to please the most

—

a special
in a big

discrimi-

Pleased

nating. Big business on
all.
B. F. Sharp. Tumble In theatre. Sinthis one.

—

— Rural

patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda HawThis is a fine picture. Seemed to
ley.
Book Realplease all of my audience.
M. J. Drefke. Empress theatre.
art.
Cherokee. Ia. Neighborhood patronage.
ton.

Tex.

—
—

—

The Mystery

of the

Yellow Room, with

—

Suburban theatre. Omaha, Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary

—

Miles Minter. Pleased everybody,
though we have seen the star in better
roles.
G. B. Elam. Princess theatre.
Winnsboro, La.

—

The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast.
Very good picture to very good

—

Chock

What

—

Wants,

with

—

Very funny.

A

most pleasing
Fred

Good money-getter.

—

Palace theatre. Hamilton. O.
patronage.

The

attraction.
S.

Meyer.

— Transient

with a special cast.

Stealers,

—

good picture.
Some wonderful
scenes.
Complimented by the better
A picclass and condemned by none.
ture that helps head off the censors.
H. A. Wishard. Wishard theatre. Bloomvery

Ia.

field.

— Home

patronage.

Slaves of Vanity, with Pauline Fred-

— Par

Any exhibitor who
attraction does not
appreciate the value of his bank account.
Carl Kettler. Bijou theatre. West Palm

erick.
fails

to

excellence.

book

—

Beach. Fla.

light

—

Woman

Every

to finish.
theatre.

Grace Darmond. Was well received by
our people. Played it to a fair-sized house
and everybody declared it good. G. B.
Elam. Princess theatre, Winnsboro, La.
So Long Letty, with a special cast.

eral patronage.

—

comedy from start
Wishard

A.
Wishard,
Bloomfield, Ia.

Moore.

comedy.

of

full

— H.

Lots of action and a good bit
Good drawing title.
Book it. you're safe. T. B. Endert. EndGenert theatre. Crescent City, Calif.
business.
of rare

borhood patronage.
cast.

—

theatre.

81

this

— Neighborhod

patronage.

Selznick
the Case, with Owen
well and all lovers of
were pleased. O. R. Na-

The Chicken

— Drew

comedy

in

—

Robertson-Cole

—

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. The very
best I've ever shown. Poor business on
account of roads and weather. R. G.
NeighFain. Lyric theatre. Farina. III.
borhood patronage.
Played
Kismet, with Otis Skinner.
two days and broke all records in state.
Played a return date two weeks after,
Orplayed capacity. Phillips theatre.
Neighborhood patronage.
lando. Fla.
So Long Letty, with a special cast.

—
—

—

—

—

HAVE YOU SEEN
'The

Man Who Trifled"?

Iowa and Sebraska Exhibitors
Ask
Reelcraft Film Co.. Davenport

From

the review on "Black Beauty"
in March 12th Issue of Exhibitors Herald

Vitagraph has one of the prize pictures of the year in "Black Beauty."
The picture, both for the familiarity of its story and for its intrinsic artistic
value, should sweep the exhibiting world not only in near months but for years
come.
"Black Beauty" is a novelty in manner of presentation. Its titles tell the
story in first person by the horse, Black Beauty, and they faithfully follow the
book's wording. Mr. and Mrs. George Randolph Chester have gracefully and
effectively added enough to the story to make stronger its slight thread of
romance, and have transformed it into charming screen entertainment by
adding to rather than subtracting from its charm.
The film has all the required elements of screen appeal: comedy, suspense,
drama and pictorial beauty. There is naturalness about the characters as the
cast portrays them that makes them live as really to the beholder as one's into

timate friends and associates.

human and

manner

of presentation

stripped to the absolute artistic essentials. Every scene and every movement are made to count.
From the exhibitor's standpoint "Black Beauty" should be one of the
greatest money-makers of the year. It should go over big in both the first-run
and the neighborhood house.
It is

vividly

in its

is

K X

82
Strand theatre, Davis,

tion,

Calif.

— Small-

town patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. Grand. Better than some big

—
Select's best
market. —
C. Hagan,
specials.

S.

Mound

City,

on

the
theatre,

picture

Palace

Seekers,

—A

—

—

Broadway and
O'Brien.

— Fair

mepd

it

Peter

Krauth,

la.

to

15

I

I

TO KS

Home, with Eugene
Cannot recom-

picture.

the small-town

Opera

— Neighborhood

exhibitor.

House.

Dcnison,

patronage.

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
Average business.
Fine of its kind.
B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton,
Tex. Rural patronage.
A Regular Girl, with Elsie Janis.
exhibitor,
grab
this
quick.
Brother
Caused more favorable comments than
any picture used for some time. They
are still asking for more like it. T. N.

—

—

Magruder, Elite theatre,
Neighborhod patronage.

lola,

Kan.

LD

—

—

Eugene O'Brien on

Select
have had of
and there is certainly no call for pictures

April

Winchester,
ronage.

Ind.

— Neighborhood

pat-

— Best

banks.

of Zoro, with

Everybody's

Sweetheart,

with

Olive

The Mark

of Zoro, with Douglas Fairpicture certainly lived up
to all that has been said about it.
But
our exchange was short on the advertising, paper and cuts, so we suffered.
Martin W. Operle, Armory theatre, St.
Genevieve, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

&

— This

banks.

It you haven't played Owen Moore's pictures, get busy.
He has a style of comedy all his own. The Poor Simp best to
date.
Simmons
Collins. Idle Hour
theatre.
Wellsville,
Kan.
Small-town

—

—

patronage.

His Bridal Night, with Alice Brady.
would call this a good program picture.
Miss Brady plays a double role
which is very clever. Kelley & Roush,
Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.— Small-

Universal

1

—

Outside the Law, with Priscella Dean.
Went over good first day at advanced
prices.
Rained out second day.
Universal satisfaction.
O. R. Nation, Strand

—

town patronage.

—

The Wonderful Chance, with Kugenc
O'Brien.
Picture good program and
business up to average. John Hafner,
Princess theatre. Donora, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Bros..

Empress

—

—

The Chicken

Society

—A

theatre,

Elite

with

Secrets,

Good program

—

Eva Novak.

picture.
T. N. Magruder,
lola, Kan.
Neighborhood

—

patronage.

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
fair Western.
Have seen better
Carey. Kelley & Roush, Rex
Small-town
theatre, Custer City, Okla.
patronage.
Just a
—
ones with

—

—

Hearts Up, with Harry Carey.

A Gripping
Romantic
Tense
Photo Drama

—

la.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Wanted at Headquarters, with Eva
Novak. — Drew well and fine program

—

H. H. Black, American theaOrlando, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
picture.

—

tre,

The Adorable Savage,

Soon
at

Your
Leading

Independent

Exchange

Arrange
for

Bookings

Now

— Boys, here

The Love Flower.

best storm photography ever shown
here. You can't beat this picture. Shown
with Bringing Up Father and did capacWigwam
R. Ross Riley.
ity business.
Small-town pattheatre. Oberlin, Kan.

—

—

ronage.

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
star used to make some good
Western pictures, but his new ones are
But it's Harry Carey and they
not.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
please.
Hymera, Ind.— Small-town patronage.

—This

—

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.
best five-reel feature we ever run.
Pleased 100 per cent. Eva is making a
Harry D.
great hit with our patrons.
Threde, Scenic theatre. Holstein, IowaNeighborhood patronage.

The

—

The Girl in the
well— This took
is

Rain, with Anne CornIt has a
well for us.
not explained until the

good.— Kelley & Roush,
Custer City, Okla— Smalltown patronage.

Rex

Release

with Edith Rob-

as beautiful and great

a picture as Griffith's

last.

An ARROW

is

The

mysterv which

Film Corporation

— This

picture pleased and drew better than the
Some said "The best
usual feature.
Western you have ever shown." D. N.
Essick, Ankeny Picture Show, Ankeny,

erts.

Available

pat-

"stranded on desert island." This stuff
is getting to be a chestnut.
Photography
very dark in spots. J. H. Vaughan, New
Orpheum theatre. Maquoketa, Iowa.
Critical patronage.

—

—

— Small-town

The Torrent, with Eva Novak— Fair
program picture on a worn-out theme of

picture is poor.
Preston
theatre, Rockwell City,

—

Calif.

ronage.

—

in the Case, with Owen
scream.
Best Owen Moore
picture we ever used.
Everybody left
wearing one of those smiles that make
the exhibitor feel fine.
R. O. Rhoadcs,
Orphean) theatre. Converse, Ind. Smalltown patronage.

Davis,

theatre,

la.

Moore.

Fair-

—

—

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.

— This

Douglas

Fairbanks ever made. This
just the kind of pictures we want. Patrons very well pleased.
Big house.
W. F. Harding, Princess theatre, Mt.
Dora, Fla. General patronage.
is

a fair picture. Goldwyn
pictures do not go here.
Preston Bros.,
Empress theatre, Rockwell City, la.

O'Brien.

1921

16,

United Artists
The Mark

The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene

Sealed Hearts, with Eugene O'Brien.
Several said they liked this picture, and
Good proI thought it was very good.
Kelley & Roush, Rex
gram picture.
Small-town
theatre, Custer City, Okla.
patronage.
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. This is the poorest picture I

—

H E RA

as poor as this one.
Business was off
one-third from average second night.
Will H. Hrenner, New Cozy theatre,

Thomas — Only

111.

with Elaine Hamproduction that goes over
Elaine
Hammerstein
in fine shape and
Will H.
is the honcst-to-goodness girl.
Brenner, New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ind.

Pleasure

merstein.

II

I

call

it

theatre.

Hitchin' Posts, with Frank MayoPleased average crowds two nights. O.
R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.
Small-town patronage.

—

—

Pink Tights, with

Here
it

is

a real special.

Gladys Walton.—

For some reason

slipped through on Universal's regular

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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program.
Don't
Magruder, Elite

pass

this

up.

— T.

83

N.

Iola,
Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo. We

theatre,

—

got this as a substitute in place of Sundown Slim. Was O. K.— Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small-town
patronage.

—

All Dolled Up, with Gladys

Good

Walton.—

Gladys is a coming star.
This pleased about 95 per cent. T. N.
Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kan.
picture.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Vitagraph
The Vice

of Fools, with Alice Joyce.—
Alice losing prestige here.
Personally
I thought it an excellent picture, but it
did not register that way with audience.
Lloyd's Number, Please, saved a Saturday for me. This is some comedy. B.
L. Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex.—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Deadline at Eleven, with Corrine GrifThis is fair. Just a program picture.
Louis J. Frana, Olympic theatre,
Calmar, la.

fith.

—
—

The Wreck, with Anita Stewart.
old that it
this over.
ter, Ind.

funny.

is

— New

Cozy

— So

Don't try to put
theatre, Winches-

The Broadway Bubble, with Corrine
Very good program picture.
Miss Griffith does not draw any extra
for me, but always pleases.
B. L. Hub-

—

Griffith.

—

Hub

bard,

theatre, Bishop, Tex.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

When

Man

Loves, with Earle Wilpicture.
Peter
Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

liams.

a

— Good

—

program

Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle),
Hart.
Best Friday night

—

Specials
Immortality (Gobel) with a special
We took the tip from Exhibitors
Herald ajid booked Immortality. Thanks.
It took Fort Dodge by storm and did a
big business. The best feature, however,
was that it brought to our house hundreds of men and women who seldom,
if ever, attend the theatre.
I feel that
its showing anywhere will do more to

cast.

—

remove prejudice against the theatre
than any other agency. And it will get
the crowds and keep the girl in the ticket
office
busy.
P. F. Nugent, Princess
theatre, Fort Dodge, la.

—

Eyes

Youth (Equity), with Clara
A great picture. Good
but Young does not draw for me.
of

Kimball Young.
acting,

— G.

G. Nutter,

—

Royal theatre, Republic,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Mid-Channel (Equity), with Clara
Kimball Young. — Audience exceptionally
circumdelighted.
Patronage
under
stances excellent. — Carl Kettler, Bijou
theatre. West Palm Beach, Fla. — NeighKan.

borhood patronage.

—

We

were very numerous.

Was He

"The

a

— Harry

M. Palmer,

Husband?

Man Who Trifled"

Ask Your Independent Exchange

Goodwin, Palace theatre, New Smyrna,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

with Neal
house in

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe). with
Ruth Roland. Started this on my best
night and gave second episode on my

months. Think Hart made a hit here.
O. R. Nation. Strand theatre, Davis,
Calif.
Small-town patronage.

—

Isobel or Trail's End (Curwood), with
a special cast.
Good, but not as good as
L. M.
the other Curwood pictures.
Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M.

—

—

Mining camp patronage.
Silk
Husbands and Calico Wives
(Equity), with House Peters. A fair
picture, but did not do average business
on account of weather. D. N. Essick,
Ankeny Picture Show, Ankeny, Iowa.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Frivolous Wives (Fidelity), with a specast.
Good story, but very poor
photography. People walked out on it.
Poor business. T. E. Walton. National
Neighbortheatre. New Bedford. Mass.
hood patronage.

—

cial

—

—

Hell's Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
A real Western. W.
Hart. Splendid.

—
Hart has nothing over Neal
one. —
B. Endert, Endert theatre. Crescent City,
— General patronage.
in

S.

this

J.

Calif.

Madonnas and Men

(Jans), with a special cast.
If your patrons are tired of
the humdrum story in the films, get a
contract on this subject and you'll not
regret it.
found this picture a splendid subject for exploitation. The Roman
Coliseum scenes in the first part gave the
audiences something different.
As a
Palm Sunday attraction it was a winner
and the favorable comments we received

— Gen-

Washington, Ind.

Liberty theatre,
eral patronage.

Serials
The Avenging Arrow (Pathe), with

—

Ruth Roland. Went over big on first
Ruth Roland's greatest serial.
N. V. Darley, Alpha theatre, Atlanta,

episode.

— Transient patronage.
(Universal),
Art Acord. — Why serials always
Ga.

The Moon Riders

with

have

such absurd situations is amusing. Instead of killing their enemies with a gun.
the easiest way, they always blow them
up or put them in a pit of fire, from which
they always escape. This one is espeR. Ross
cially full of such situations.
Riley,

Wigwam

—

theatre, Oberlin,

Kan.

Small-town patronage.

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. This serial was a splenK. C.
did production and held up fine.

—

—

—

—

poorest night.

sure drew.

It

I

can rec-

ommend it for a rundown patronage.
W. Lloyd Beebe, Opera House, Manito,

— Small-town
—
reel Western. —
111.

patronage.

The Lion Man (Universal), with Jack
Perrin.
This made us good money. One
among the best we ever ran with twotheatre,

S. C. Crampton, Pastime
General patronage.
Paris, Ark.

—

The Phantom Foe

— This

(Pathe). with a spe-

No
poqr subject.
and patrons don't like it. K. C.
Goodwin. Palace theatre. New Smyrna,
cial

cast.

is

a

—
— Neighborhood patronage.
Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with William Duncan. — Made very poor showing
interest
Fla.

William Duncan wrongly

on opening.

Mr. Vitagraph, please put him back
cast.
in Westerns.
N. V. Darley, Alpha thea-

—

tre,

Atlanta, Ga.

King

— Transient patronage.

of the Circus (Universal), with
T
Eddie Polo.
e like this serial here,
and it draws as good as any we have
running a Paramount feature
run.
with each episode. Kelley
Roush, Rex
Small-town
theatre, Custer City, Okla.

—

Am

—

&

—

patronage.

The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. This is holding up
They all like Eddie. Lots of
good.
T. N. Magruder. Elite theatre,
action.
*
Neighborhood patronage.
Iola, Kan.

—

—

—

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland. Playing seventh episode
and holding up good. The prime favorite
here.
R. L. Wilson, Ark theatre, Or-

—

—

lando.

Fla.

— Transient

patronage.

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
Too gruesome. This serial caused lots
A. I. Latts,
of censorship agitation.
Majestic theatre, Ashland, Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Lost City (Warner

—

Bros.),

with
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USE THIS BLANK

—
—

Juanita Hansen. Best serial I have ever
played.
It
will
make any exhibitor
money. Book it. Louis J. Frana, Olym-

Calmar,

pic theatre,

—

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Fla.

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on

You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Pictures

Are Doing

for

Fill in this

blank

now and

born

St.,

send
Dear-

Chicago.

Title

with

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The

Haunted

House (Metro), with
Buster Keaton. The second reel of this
comedy is a riot of fun. The Haunted
House provides many new gags which
made them scream. Keaton comedies
keep well up to the class A mark as laugh
producers— Charles H. Ryan, Garfield

—

—

wrong.

theatre. Salina,

III.

William
Kan,

Royal

Thacher,

—

crowd went out boosters.
Strand theatre. Davis,

— O. R. Nation.
— Small-town

Calif.

patronage.

Me

Kiss
a

special

Caroline (Educational), with
cast.

— Some-comedy,

brother.

Have shown eight Educational! and they
are all good.
This one of the best.
R. G. Fain, Lyric theatre. Farina, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.

Haunted Spooks I'athe), with Harold
Lloyd. One of the best comedies I have
played in years.
You could hear them
laugh three blocks from the theatre.
Lloyd a splendid drawing card here.
E. N. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small-town patronage.

—

|

—

...

A Baby

Producer

Doll Bandit (Universal), with
Joe Martin. Another knockout with this
famous monkey.
Business good two
days.
You can't afford to pass these
comedies up.
T. N. Magruder, Flite

Remarks

ronage.

Star

—

—

theatre,

Iola.

Kan.

— Neighborhood

pat-

—

—

theatre.

Sinton, Tex.

— Rural

patronage.

Western (Universal), with Hoot Gibson.
This picture drew good crowd.
Kids went wild over it. S. C. Crampton,

—

—

Pastime

theatre,

Paris,

Ark.

— General

patronage.

The

Star Boarder (Paramount), a
Sennett production. This comedy
liked better than some of the others,
mostly through the work of the baby.
The absence of the bathing girls helped,
for they don't please anyone but a few
young fellows here. Bert Norton, Kozy
Neighborhood pattheatre, Eureka. 111.
ronage.
Hot Dog (Universal), with Brownie.
Everyone liked this one. Comedies with
Brownie, the dog, are all good. He goes
William Thacher, Royal theatre,
big.

—

Mack

Name

—
—

of Theatre

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

Ankeny

Salina,

Kan.

Duck Inn
City
State

Iowa-

—

—

—

Lloyd

(Educational), with

—

Hamilton. Went fine. O. R.
Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.
town patronage.

Nation,
Small-

—

The Race of the Age (Educational),
with Man O'War. A picture showing
every detail of the famous race. It went

—

—

R. Ross Riley, Wigtheatre, Oberlin, Kan.
Small-town

cially entertaining.

wam

—

patronage.

Edgar and the Teacher's
wyn), with Johnny Jones.
best of all Edgar comedies
Unfortunately they have an

Pet

— One

<(,.,ld-

of the

ever made.
appeal only
for a certain element, but I maintain that
Edgar comedies should be shown in
every theatre for the betterment of the
industry as a whole. Fred S. Meyer,
Palace theatre. Hamilton, O. Transient
patronage.

—

—

Ship Ahoy Warner Bros.), with Al St.
John.
hate to censure so good an
acrobat, but his comedies are not very
good, due to poor direction.
Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small-town patronage.
I

— We

—

Pathe Review No. 65.— The best review shown to date, and gradually drawing a certain part of patronage.
All of
them have been good. H. J. Longaker,
Howard theatre. Alexandria, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Torchy's Millions (Educational), with
Hines. Johnny appeared here
in person and that helped some.
Torchy
comedies arc good, but like olives, small
towns have to cultivate a taste for them.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, HamilTransient patronage.
ton, O.

—

Johnny

—

—

One Week (Metro), with Buster KeaBest comedy we have played in
ton.
some time. Got them all talking. Give

—

us

more

them.

like

Vesta theatre.

— D.

Eustis,

G.

Fla.

Nearpass,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Up

Father

—

(Pathe;,

with

Johnny Ray. Here at last is a real comedy. The make-up is fine and the acting

Book

cannot be beat.

Wigwam

it.

— R.

theatre. Oberlin,

Ross Riley,
Kan. Small-

—

town patronage.

Moonshine

Educational), with Lloyd
mirth producer. Clean
and entertaining with the usual Ham
Plenty of new
characteristics injected.
stunts in it. H. J. Longaker, Howard
Neighbortheatre, Alexandria, Minn.
hood patronage.

Hamilton.

(

— A real
—

—

The Simp (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton. Very good. Plenty of laughs.
Will go over on any program. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.

—

—

who

—

ronage

N. Essick,

Picture Show, Ankeny.
Neighborhood patronage.

Bringing

Gayety Comedies, with a special cast.
Good, clean comedies.
None better.
Always please. B. F. Sharp. Tumble In

Exhibitor

with

The Race of the Age (Educational),
Man O'War. Brought big business
and everybody said, "Some horse race."
The slow motion photography was espe-

The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
Larry Scmon.
Best Semon yet and

Title

— D.

a record attendance.

lish

with

Short Subjects

go

Remarks

(Pathe;,

kinsville, Ga.

The Trail of the Hound (Universal),
with Hoot Gibson.— They all like Hoot,
but will say his stuff is too much alike.
Stories are weak, but at that they all
like Hoot and he goes good so you can't

Producer

Shave

—

Johnny Kay. This was the second of
the Ray two reelers. and helped to estab-

The Race of the Age (Educational),
with Man O'War— This took very well,
but not the knockout we expected.
It
is worth showing, however
Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

theatre. Chicago,

Star

Close

III.

The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno.— Playing l.ith episode
and going fine.
Made money on this
one.
Just enough of action in this.
Miss A. J. Polhill. Katrina theatre, Haw-

Other Exhibitors

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

Father's

(Universal),

Art Acord. Just finished and held up
good. Plenty of action. L. L. Kennedy,
Winter Garden theatre. Winter Garden,

— Bert

very well when used as a filler
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka,
Neighborhood patronage.

la.

The Moon Riders

Box
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IS

"TheManWhoTrifled"?
Illinois

and Indiana Exhibitors
Ask

HARRY

WEISS, Chicago

.
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"Heart of Maryland" a Fine Achievement
Vitagraph's Screen Dramatization of David Belasco's
Stage Success Should Prove a Distinct Hit. In
Settings, Lighting Effects, Costumes and Backgrounds Shows Exceptional Care. Fine Cast
Headed by Catherine Calvert. Tom Terriss Directed

ABANDONING
nicalities that

War

of the Civil

the

trite

treme by long drawn out battle scenes,
galloping horses and pursuing troops,
and long shots of historic personages,
Vitagraph's version of the famed
Belasco stage play, "The Heart of
Maryland," employs only those elements making the artistic, permanently-interesting screen feature.
Romance and history have been
deftly woven with the result that the

completed pictorial canvas stands as
one of the superior achievements of
current motion picture history.
It is
a picture that carries as much enter-

tainment value and interest upon a
second viewing as with the first
criterion enough of its worth.
The picture patronage has made it
known universally that present times

enough removed from the
to give a chance to any
laying the stress upon that
that this one does upon the

are not far

World

War

features
conflict

War
War

of the Rebellion.
is

it

different.

has glorified
material

With
Its

the Civil
perspective

romance and

its

ment and made

it

senti-

perennially popular

the screen.
There is
always a generation coming on to be
instructed in the historical events
surrounding its era. The picture that
can meet this need and at the same
time offer the amount of real entertainment
value
wholesome and
spirited
that this one does, has success assured for it

—

being a spy.

tech-

have made pictures
boresome to an ex-

for

—

humbr

The Cast
Maryland Calvert
Alani Kendrick

Lloyd Calvert

Bob

Telfair

Nanny McNair
Colonel Thorpe

Tom Boone

Catherine Calvert

Crane Wilbur
William Collier, Jr.
Ben Lyon
Victoria White
Felix Krembs
Warner Richmond

The public has been educated to
appreciate the difference in the degree
of screen mechanics with which pictures are now handled. They will find
much to praise herewith from the
-

technical viewpoint alone. The lighting is exquisite and photography
charming. The patronage is also intelligent in the matter of plot strength
and it will enjoy the intricacies of the
one employed in this feature.
It is
many-sided, and commands close attention to follow^ it.
But it is made
to proceed smoothly and rapidly and
without the least confusion.
It is reasonable to believe that the
picture took six months in the making.
Details have been given careful attention and the restored buildings,
uniforms and costumes that are

claimed to have come from Southern
sacred keeping for use in the picture,
lend it realistic and charming touch.

The

backgrounds

in

the

Southern

country are beautiful.

There are a number of

thrills that

importantly
the
heroine's
swinging from a bell clapper in a belfry to save the life of her lover whose
life is threatened, he being accused of
include

is

A

relieving touch

effectively

employed

to

of

make

the proper contrasts in the character
of the old colored servant employed
about "The Lilacs," the Calvert plantation.

Maryland, the character taken by
Catherine Calvert, is a Southern
beauty and her sweetheart marches
the
army
of
rebel
the
with
Her brother is a Southern
North.
soldier and through him she acquires
valuable information regarding the
movements of enemy troops, which
she imparts to her lover. He, in turn,
without realizing until later that he
has misused the confidence, broken
only to save himself, suffers through
a situation that entangles the trio,
another soldier who is in love with
Maryland, and a rascally traitor.
Miss Calvert scores in character
roles of this sort and she "is engaging
in every way as Maryland Calvert.
Crane Wilbur is her able support and
the role of the brother is carried capOthers
ably by William Collier, Jr.
of the cast are Felix Krembs, Ben
Lyon, Bernard Siegel, Henry Hallam,

Warner

Richmond

and

Victoria

White.

The picture is a Tom Terriss production and its director is entitled to
compliment. It offers unlimited exploitation possibilities that will have
the added value of being seasonable

around the time of the
days.— I. F. D.

patriotic holi-
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T'ICKETS—LIKE YOUR
LETTERHEAD SHOULD
REFLECT THE INDIVIDUALITY OF YOUR THEATRE.
COLUMBIA TICKETSPRINTED TO YOUR ORDER ASSURE THIS DIS-

April

16,

1921

No Denying—
the carbon arc

best for

is

moving picture projection,
and

TINCTION.

Columbia Projector Car10,000
20.000
30,000
50,000
100.000

7.00
8.00
11.00

is.oo

Each Change of Wording or

bons lead the

S 32.00

200,000
250,000
300,000
500,000
1,000.000

t 6.00

39.00

because

field

of their

46.00

74.00
140.00

Price, t2.00

bright white light,
steadiness

CONVINCING SAMPLES ON REQUEST

and lack

of noise at the arc.

Columbia Printing Co.
Founded

1892

1634 N. Halsted Street

National Carbon Co.

CHICAGO
TELEPHONE LINCOLN

238

(Incorporated)

Cleveland, Ohio
INTERESTED DEALERS SOLICITED

We

supply over 350 Theatres
with Programs and Dodgers
every weeK. If you're not
playing capacity, send for
some of our samples.

NEARLY every exhibitor can
recall

the

Rothacker Prints

screened in his house.

he

remembers the

Why
clear

?

Because

definition,

wonderful color gradations and
extraordinary screen brilliance, which

somehow seem

strangely

THE NATIONAL POSTER &

lacking in

506

Audiences
have a way of remembering such
things, too, and that appreciation is
worth cultivating. Rothacker Prints
of every feature is the easiest way
Specify Rothacker
for the exhibitor.
Prints, always.

the run of ordinary prints.

S.

Wabash

PR'T'G CO.

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Printers exclusively for the theatre.

MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
A COMPLETE COURSE
A

practicable, usable, standard treatise for
both the professional cinematographer and
those without experience. About 500 pages—
400 pages of text and 100 pages of illustrations— by New York Institute of Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory, F. R. P. S,
Chief Instructor in cinematography for the
Government Signal Corps School of Photography, at Columbia University, with special
chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly
Feature-Photographer for Thanhouser, Edison, Pathe, and World Film Companies, and
by Research Specialists, Research Laboratories

of

the

Eastman

Kodak

Company.

PRIPF 90.UU
tfi n/lMONEY REFUNDED
riMV^H.
not satisfied with this
if

course after five days' examination.
Founded

1910

by
Watterson R. Rothacker

NEW YORK

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
W. 36th St., New York.

Dept. 6—145

Also at leading dealers.
Dealer's terms on request.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Equipment

Fire

of the year

is

clean

up time.
This has become an institution
and many municipalities set aside
a week with proclamation by the

mayor
to

upon the
paint up and clean up.

This

calling

to

your theatre.

.

the time to make those
repairs.
Now is the time to replace that inferior equipment
With equipment that will fill your
is

every want.

Make your

theatre

so

clean

and bright that it
harmony with the thought of the
will be in full

public at this particular time.

And

also at this time let your
thoughts run toward that all-important subject of ventilation.

The

Summer months

long, hot

are ahead of you and the time to
prepare for them is now.
The old bromide about poor
Summer attendance is a dead isIt has been killed by the
sue.
installation of efficient cooling

and ventilating plants.
There was a time when motion
picture theatres closed down during the Summer months but that
time is a thing of the past. However, if your theatre is not prop-

and

erly cooled

ventilated,

you

might as well close down as far
as the public is concerned. The

knows

that it is possible
to keep a theatre at a comfortable degree of coolness even on
public

the hottest

withholds

day of

its

Summer and

patronage from the

backward exhibitor who

will not,

or cannot, see the light.

Brighten up your theatre, have
your ventilating plant overhauled
to be sure

it is

in

good working

order and then face the coming
Summer with a confidence which
will be justified by results obtained.

ARTICLE IV
By

J. J.

DUFFY

Projection Engineer, Exhibitors Supply

pertinent

—

Now

With Modern Apparatus Flames Can Be Easily Confined
to Booth and Promptly Extinguished

citizens

the
wideawake exhibitor. You, as
one of the leading citizens of
your community if you are not
a leading citizen you should be
should extend this function to.
all

is

Room

junct to the Projection

Progress
The Spring

Equipment a Necessary Ad-

\T7HILE

fire
protection
apparatus
be considered as primarily
projection equipment, still it occupies a
position of importance that should not

cannot

be minimized.

It

is

just

as essentially

a part of the booth equipment as any
other article therein. Failure to provide
against fire is, in my opinion, not only
carelessness but gross neglect.
Time after time we read in the papers
of dense clouds of acrid smoke escaping

from the projection room into the auditorium, and of panic stricken audiences
leaving theatres in utmost confusion. In
many cases injuries and even death result, while the actual damage from fire
is confined to one or two reels of film.
This is a situation to be avoided. These
heavy clouds of smoke also have destructive effect on tapestries and decorations,
making necessary an expenditure of
money for their replacement which the
purchase of proper fire protection equipment would have saved.
*

*

*

There are several small chemical fire
guns on the market that from a protection standpoint are worth their weight in
gold, but that can be purchased at very
moderate prices. These fire guns are the
safest and most efficient for electrical and
all fires originating from oil, gasoline,
films or other highly inflammable sub-

stances.

Company

cabinet is usually constructed of heavy
galvanized iron with double air chambers
between each section and are absolutely

These cabinets should furnish
a part of the equipment of every projection room as a preventive from film fires
arising through films being ignited by

fireproof.

hot carbons thrown on the floor of the
booth or by a spark sometimes traceable
to reels coming in sharp contact with
each other.
In the event of a fire in the booth the
films

owing

in

the

to the

cabinet
fact

are

that

it

perfectly
is

safe

impossible

to insert a reel of film into the cabinet

without closing the compartment door.
*

In rewinding film

*

*

is of the utmost
importance that a fireproof rewinder be
used.
These rewinders are also constructed of heavy sheet metal and are so
designed as to allow you tj inspect the
film with perfect safety.
This is made
possible by the film passing through fireproof valves on the top of the box.
it

Both the observation and lens ports
should be equipped with fireproof shutters that can be quickly closed, automatically, in case of fire.
These can be
constructed of asbestos or select metal.
Personally,
I

have no

I

prefer the metal, although

vital fault to find

with those

of asbestos construction.

emphasize the point that these shutbecause we are
all human and in the stress of excitement
attendant to a fire this important factor
might be overlooked.
As an extra protection I would recommend that you also equip the booth with
a fire axe. These axes have pick heads
and certainly are of great value in an
emergency.
Fire protection equipment is a sound
I

Water

for so long held first place as
the all-around fire extinguisher that man
almost automatically rushes for it at the
first burst of flame.
But in the case of oil

water only serves to broaden the
area and it is also dangerous if not folly
to use water in an attempt to extinguish
fire,

an electrical fire.
Insurance boards of underwriters have
for years recognized the value of these
fire extinguishers.
They stand for years
without usage with no appreciable deterioration in the value of their contents.
And they are always ready for instant
use.
*

*

Another important
proof film cabinet.

*

You are in much better condition to talk rates to fire insurance companies when your house is protected to
the fullest extent. And then there is the
added satisfaction that of knowing that
you are doing everything possible for the
safety of your patrons.
investment.

—

the firefireproof film

article

The

ters operate automatically

is
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causing an even distribution of fresh air
thus assuring perfect ventilation and cooling breezes in the hottijt
summer weather.
During the cold
weather, when the theatre is artificially

at all times,

heated, the action of the "Monsoons" is
reversed; fresh air is possible at will, and
the impure air is drawn out.

LOUIS FILM EXCHANGE
AGENT FOR SYNCHRONIZED

ST.

B. J. (Barney) Fegan, the live-wire
president of the Independent Film Exrhange, St. Louis, Mo., has acquired the

M issouri,

Southern

Illinois

and Kansas

franchises of the Synchronized Scenario
Music Company, the new organization
which will publish and distribute score
books and orchestrations throughout the
country.
Fegan is enthusiastic over his
new venture and predicts that within a
year every up-to-date theatre in the country
will
be using the Synchronized
service.

Fegan
handle

will

organize two companies to

distribution

in
the
territory
allotted him.
One company, with headquarters at the Independent Film Ex-

Interior view of the New Capitol Theatre, Ansonia, Conn., showing opening in ceiling through which a No. 9 Duplex set of Monsoons draws cool, fresh air

change in St. Louis, will work Missouri
and Southern Illinois, while the other,
with offices in Kansas City, will distribute

m

providing efficient ventilation.

Kansas.

As an

section,

Monsoon Ventilation
Used in New Capitol

[.

J.

Hoffman, aggressive exhibitor
of the

new

the immediate metro-

Being a business man,

knew

anil

Capitol theatre at An-

sonia, Conn., has made his brother showHis new
in that section wake up.
theatre, designed by E. C. Horn Sons,
theatre architects, of New York City, is
the talk of the New England show

world.

Two Thousand

Seating approximately two thousand,
it has been doing excellent business and
the success is due in no small way to its
owner.
He left no stone unturned in

endeavor to give to Ansonians a playhouse in which they might take great
pride.
Designed in the Adam period,
tastefully
decorated, comfortably furnished and completely equipped, it stands
forth as one of the finest theatres in that
his

Mr.

Hoffman

good

acoustics, excellent sight
lines, comfortable seats and a first-class
entertainment wore things his patrons had
a right to demand, but he also realized
that a theatre, warm in winter and cool
in summer, as well as perfectly ventilated
all the year round was to the audiences
an assurance of comfort.
that

That

men

Seats

in

politan district.

Ansonia, Conn., House, Adam
Period Design, One of
Finest in Section
owner

and even

Has Monsoon Equipment
is why the Capitol theatre has an

excellent cooling and ventilating system
as designed, furnished and installed by
the Monsoon Cooling System, Inc., of
New York City.
No. 9 Duplex Set of
"Monsoons" in the attic over the proscenium arch draw cool, fresh, clean air
through an opening in the roof and blow
through an opening in the
it downward,
ceiling, while a No. 7 Duplex Set of
"Monsoons" above the main ceiling
bring in an additional supply of pure air
which is blown through a second ornamental grille in the ceiling center.
This abundant supply of pure air is
circulated gently throughout the auditorium and exhausted at the Moor line,

A

exhibitor and film man, Fegan
declares that his observations in recent
years have, proved that presentation and
embellishment is the fastest growing feature of the motion picture industry.
"The public." Fegan says, "is beginning to be able to distinguish between
theatres which 'run' pictures and those
which 'present' them. The houses in the
latter class are the ones that are getting
the play. Synchronized music is the pith
of presentation and I believe we have a
wonderful thing."

MANY HOUSES INSTALL
TYPHOON EQUIPMENT
The Tvphoon Fan Company

of New
that already wideawake exthe
country are
beginning to realize that it is now necessary to make provision for properly cooling and ventilating their theatres, so that
during the summer they may be able to
supply their patrons with cool and comfortable
atmosphere,
which will, of
course, mean that they are going to have
increased attendance during the warmest
days of summer.
The following theatres have just
ordered cooling and ventilating apparatus
for spring delivery:
Hayes Amusement
Company. Lenoir City, Tenn.; Riviera
theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; Rye Play
House, Rye, N. Y.; Metropolitan theatre,
Atlanta, Ga.; Stratford theatre, Stratford.
Conn.; Rex theatre. Philadelphia, Pa.;
Asrington Bros.' theatre. Rocky Mount,
N. C; Wayne theatre, Wayne, Pa.;
Blake theatre. Webb City, Mo.; Sheer's
Amusement Enterprises, Corona, L. I..
N. Y.
Loomis theatre, Peru, Ind.;
Colonial theatre, Newark, N. J.; Indiana
theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.; Strand theatre, Farrington, 111.; Lyceum theatre,
Terre Haute, Ind.; New theatre of Jos.
Stern, Irvington. N. J.; Majestic theatre.
Antioch, 111.; also additional equipment
for the Empress theatre, Omaha, Neb.
The Typhoon Fan Company reports
that business conditions throughout the
industry look bright and every indication
points to a banner year for the exhibitor

York reports

hibitors

throughout

;

and equipment manufacturer.

Wentz Sponsors Building
ALLENTOWN,
Wentz

A

No.

7

Duplex

set of

Monsoons

above main ceiling of the
an additional supply of pure

installed

Ansonia, Conn., which bring

in

New
air.

Capitol,

PA.

—

William

H.

of the Majestic will sponsor the
building of a new theatre in Catasauqua
on the site of the Majestic rink.
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Sixty-five million feet of

EASTMAN
FILM
was the average monthly production at Kodak Park last
year, all manufactured on a
quality basis.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Greenridge avenue has purchased a

L

April 16, 1921

I)

site

Mainaroneck avenue, Mamaroneck, on
which he will erect a playhouse.
in

Th eatres
Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

—

Is

an

This.

Syracuse,
N. Y. George
Eastman,
president of Eastman Kodak Company,
is interested in plans to build a 3,000-seat
theatre here.
*

Palaces Are Going Up. Only

Paterson,

Being Installed

Is

— Specifications

have
filed by
Henry K. Grossman of
Brooklyn for a new theatre to be built
at Union and Redwood avenues.
J.

been

Equipment

the Latest

N.

*

New
Philadelphia,

Pa.

ment Company

— Suburban
erect

will

Sun

cost $60,000 at Rising

shawe

—

Projects
Amuse-

a theatre to
lane and Fan-

Newark, N.

J.

— Work

on the theatre

Orange and Gray

streets

May

—
*

—

Mo. Wellston
Theatre
planning a $65,000 theatre
to be erected in Wellston on the south
side of Easton avenue opposite the city
Louis,
is

hall.

and

E.

*

—

Quincy, 111. A stock company has
been organized to build a theatre on the
property owned by A. R. Dick at 017

K.

*

Wellman,

Miniature theatre, complete

— Bunk

Booth, who has
purchased the Majestic theatre from
Bell and Karr, plans improvements inla.

cluding raising of the

floor.

*

—

Herrin, 111. John Marlow will enlarge
Hippodrome, adding about 1,000
the
seats in the auditorium.
Chillicothe,

111.

—The

Bluffs,

III.,

Warren

of

undergo remodeling.

will

*

—

Muskegon, Mich. John W. Moon and
Ben E. Murphy have bought the Heights
theatre.
A new ventilating system and
projection machines will be installed.

The

theatre will be redecorated.
*

street.

*

Ownership Changes

Carthage, Mo. T. H. Slothower has
awarded the contract for the erection of
a $60,000 theatre to Casey Turned Construction Company.

Taftville, Conn.
Hyman Schwartz has
purchased the Hillcrest theatre from Dr.

—

—

George Thompson.
*

Hancock,

—

Buhl, Minn. N. L. Johnson has had
plans drawn for a new theatre he will

Mich.

— Vance

Amusement

Company has purchased
atre

from Walter

the
Guibault.

Royal the-

build here.

—

"

DeLand, Fla. Dreka Theatre Company has been organized to own and

—

Decatur, 111. The Crystal theatre has
been sold to Morrow & Milligan.
*

operate motion picture theatres.

Newark, N.

—

Kan. Seidhoff Construction
has been awarded the contract

Wichita,

Company

to build the $600,000 theatre planned

White

Plains,

—Steinberg,

100 Springfield

Machat

now owner

—

T. J. Xackerman
of the Lyric theatre.

100 N. Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

SOME
REAL BARGAINS!!!
ACT NOW

in.

BflBSBaMBKaBaaSBBaaaBMBBBMBSBMai

GUARANTEED

Mailing Lists

5

Powers 6 A Motor Drive
complete
each, $250.00

5 Motiograph
Motor Drive

Model

1918,

complete, ea. 250.00

1 Double 35 Ft. Wayne Generator, A-l condition

325.00

3000 Used Theatre Chairs in stock

MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 21,170 by States, $5.00

M

Per
$7.80
4.00
4.00

1219 Film Exchange!
313 manufacturers and studios
368 machine and supply dealers
Further Particulars:

A.F.WILLIAMS, IN W. Abes

St.,

Client

is

manager.

Fire

Resumes

"Business as Usual"
The Consolidated Portrait and Frame
Company, recent victim of a disastrous
fire, is now ideally situated in new quarters at 211-227
it

North Green

street,

where

occupies more than 23,000 square

feet

of floor space.
In its new location the company has
many advantages not available in its
former' home. The present quarters are
all on one floor, a desirable situation, as
it permits easy access to all departments
concerned in the manufacturing of the
company's
product Bilt-Rite
display

—

equipment.
At the time of the fire work had been
begun on a new line of wall cases and
frames, all of which was destroyed. Now
with the aid of new equipment throughout, the most modern obtainable, the
companv has already made great headway with the new line and expects in the

near future to announce
and readiness for market.

"We
W.

are

underway

its

full

completion
blast."

said

take care of any amount of business.
"While a fire is always a misfortune, in
this case we have gained a new location
ideal in every respect.
are now on
one floor, where every detail of the
manufacture of our Bilt-Rite product is
coordinated. And we gain a great deal
with this centralization of production

We

VERS

BASS CAMERA COMPANV

used

Bilt-Rite Concerns Fully Recovered

P.

of

Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices. Special professional
ALS.
discounts on UNI

Dept. H,

detail,

Grounds, sales manager, in commentiiiK on the situation, "amply able to

avenue.

Mt. Pleasant, Mich.

CAMERA BARGAINS
(mmedUU delivery on all mode Us. DaBrl*.
DePranne, PfeUie and many other* demonSend for oar comstrated Td oar showroom.
plete catalog at once, free an reqaeat.

&

*

by
is

Y.— John Lynn

J.

every

CONSOLIDATED PORTRAIT
IS IN NEW QUARTERS

Silverman have bought the Hill theatre
at

Southwestern Amusement Companv.
*
N.

Brown

From Recent
Majestic theatre,

in

the show room & of the Sou t h ern Theatre
Equipment Co. at Atlanta, Ga., off which J. C.
in

*

recently purchased by Ralph

—

Louis, Mo.
M. J. Walsh has purchased a site at Tower Grove and Manchester avenues on which to build a playhouse to cost $80,000.
St.

F.

Gross, new owners of the Opera house,
plan to make extensive improvements.

Stern

house

Middlesboro, Ky. A 1,200-seat house
to be built here is expected to be completed by October 30. It will cost $80,000.

Company

O.— Fred

Crooksville,

in the Roseville section by Joseph
will be started about
The
1.
will cost approximately $300,000.

Main

Remodeling

street.

to be erected at

St.

Thermopolis, Wyo. Harry Levin and
X. Whiting have announced plans for
the erection of two houses on Broadway.

S.E.SCHAFFER & CO.
207 SO.

WABASH

CHICAGO,

ILL.

AVE.

activities."

APPOINTED FACTORY HEAD
F. A. Ramenstein has been placed in
charge of the new lobby frame factory
of
the
Exhibitors
Supply Company,
opened a few months ago for the purpose of manufacturing stock and special
models marketed by the company.
Mr. Ramenstein has had considerable
experience in this line of work.
He
joined the Exhibitors Supply Company
in September last year as sales correspondent, having previously had considerable experience in the manufacturing
end.
i Mi

Beahler to Open Soon
GARRETT. IND — Raymond Beahler's
new

theatre

is

to be

opened shortly.
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For this and otlver work, the studio
electrical machine shop has just been
equipped with new lathes, grinders and
presses.
the new generator set and switchboard, it will be possible to supply current for twenty sun arcs or twenty
The new
searchlights, all at one time.
expenditure of
outlay
represents an
something like forty thousand dollars.
This is the latest step in Mr. Mills'
plans for the most highly efficient electrical depaitment in any motion picture
studio, which was first set in motion several months ago. when a complete new
wiring system was installed in the Lasky
plant, involving months of labor.
drill

With

MINTZ ON SOUTHERN TRIP
M. J. Mintz. sales manager for the
company, is now on an extensive trip,
covering the Southwestern states, and
Scenario
that
Synchronized
writes
Music Service is one of the most distopics of the exhibitors today.
exhibitors have taken to this new
service very readily and the company has
progressed by leaps and bounds.

cussed

The
Interior or studio set for a photoplay in

which the Sun-Light Arc

GENERATOR SET ORDERED
FOR F. P-L COAST STUDIO
electrical

at the Hollywood unit of the
Famous Players-Lasky organization. The
new plant, complete, is sixteen feet in

activity

Com-

three-unit
to be installed at the

motor
Lasky

the

Westinghouse

pany

for

a

generator

mammoth

set,

illumi-

Electric

with

used as the Moon.

length and weighs twenty-five thousand

pounds.
Mr. Mills has also been commissioned
to design, build and install a new low
tension switchboard, which, when com-

make it possible to use,
the connecting stage pockets,
or
direct
current.
alternating
either
Under the present conditions, it is posalternating
current.
only
sible to use
pleted,

plant.

plant has been necessitated to supply additional lighting
equipment, consisting of many Klieglights and spot lights and several big

Also Builders of

i

tell

you how

—

Send today for
Booklet 10
I

^PPLINQ 5y3TEM,iNc.MEWyt7RK|
-

BRANCH

IJ2J VINE ST. PHILA- PA-

.

Tonv

Zoellers.

Opens With Olson Manager
WASHINGTON. IA., March 29.—
The Graham theatre has reopened under
the management of O. B. Olson.
Peterson Directs Empress

CEDAR FALLS.

IA.—Walter

Peter-

son has taken over the Empress theatre.

(Write for Literature)

Inc.

-

-

-

WARSAW,

-

N. Y.

PRICES ON SPECIAL PRINTED ROLL AND FOLDED TICKETS
10.000
20.000
30.000
50.000
100.000

ventilation
specialists

V/ENTIL/\TIN5

theatre from

D. Jenkins of
purchased the Broad-

Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ

Let the theatre

v

wav

O., has

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY,

i

Pomeroy,

will

The New Era Organ

heating

O.— E.

JACKSOX,

through

The new generator

'

Jenkins Buys Broadway

lamps. This new equipment was in turn
necessitated by the increased production

Frederick S.
nating engineer at the Lasky studio in
Hollywood, has just placed a contract
Mills,

is

70 W. iiZSZT.

A

$ 6.00
7.00

8.00

.

1

1.00

18.00

1

200 DOG
250.000
300.000
500.000
.000.000

$ 32.00
39.00
46.00
74.00
140.00

$2.00 charge for each change of wording or price.
Coupon tickets are double the above prices.

STOCK

Roll Tickets— All Admission Prices
50 Rolls— $18.00

ONLY

Per Roll 2000—40 cents

PRE-WAR PRICES. BUY NOW.

MONARCH THEATRE SUPPLY
539 S. Dearbcrn St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
3

422

Market

St.

228

CO.

Union Ave.

MEMPHIS, TENN.
MO.
BIG OFFICES FULLY EQUIPPED
ST. LOUIS,
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Essanay Revival
OF THE

^nWkirlWmdof
^T3ox Office
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Success of Chapl in

The

Colossal

latest

picture

fresh

wave of Chaplin

from coast

"The Kid"

CHAPUI

ill

Prosperity

SUCCESSES

s

insures a

enthusiasm

to coast.

Cjet on the
Crest oFtfteWafe

KLl^ATPieTUPCS
( 0)
Aft

S£V£NTCGN €AST §€V€MT«
ef+IG»A0O, ILLINOIS.

ST.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Exhibitors
Lesserman Returns
Will Meet April 1
From Universal City
Elect Convention Delegates
Improved in Health
And Organize Fight on
Lesserman, manager of Universal
Illinois

Four Film Concerns
Join Exchange Row
First National, Gollos,

will assemble at the
Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, at 2 o'clock Monday, April 11,
for the opening session of a two-day convention of the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance, the major purpose of which is to
combat the blue law and censorship
measures now before the Illinois legisla-

exchange, Chicago, returned from a six
weeks' trip to, the West Coast on March
26.
He spent most of the time in and
about Universal City, where fifteen companies are now at work on subjects for
the Universal program.
The committee on transportation of
the Chicago city council visited Universal
City while Mr. Lesserman was there and
he accompanied them on a trip of inspec-

ture.

tion.

State Blue
Exhibitors

from

May Amend

Laws
parts

all

of

Illinois

They were much interested in
scenes being made in a lion's den and
spent much time watching the various

Constitution

One

of the more important minor
issues up for consideration will be a proposed amendment to the constitution creating an "Associate Membership."
Under its provisions, exhibitors who have
an active interest in either film production or distribution will be barred from
active membership.
Associate members
will enjoy all the privileges of membership except voting and holding office.
Delegates and alternates to the national
convention at Minneapolis are to be

companies working on the open stages.
Mr. Lesserman returned much improved in health and thoroughly enjoyed
his trip.
He snapped many interesting
scenes in California and talks of the
climate like a "native son." Mrs. Leserman accompanied him on the trip.

Hire

Charles H. Miller, formerly with Universal, has taken charge of the feature
sales department of the Celebrated Players Film Corporation.
O. P. Fauchier

elected.
The plan to run Batimer industrial
films in the theatres of the state to finance
the Alliance in its fight on unfriendly
legislation is to be explained at length.

Many

New Salesmen

has succeeded Louis Golden as Indiana
salesman for the same company.

Wabash

Film and Universal Take

I.

New

Quarters

Four other exchanges have occupied
their new offices in the South Wabash
film district.

Universal is located on the first floor
the building at 831 South Wabash,
while First National has taken over the

of

fifth

and sixth

floors at the

same number.

Gollos Enterprises has established itself in the remodeled building at 808
South Wabash. At 804 is. located Wabash Film Exchange.

Moving was accomplished by these
companies with no appreciable interruption in business.

joyed heretofore

Many

not enquarexchanges.

facilities

in the ill-designed

ters are offered in the

new

Baumer Salesman Here
Joe Miller, special booking representative of the Baumer Films, is located at
the Celebrated Players exchange receiving booking for the series of twelve onereel Baumer industrials which are being
placed by the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance.
He states that 500 days of the
l.:200 days wanted have been obtained.

Bills at Springfield

Three censorship

bills

CENTRAL WEST EXHIBITORS ON COAST

are to be intro-

duced at the present session of the Illinois legislature.
Exhibitors have been
informed that an attempt to enforce Sunday closing of theatres in Illinois will
also be made.
A number of measures
designed to fasten additional state taxes !
on theatres are also said to be threat- /
g.

"Deliverance" Given
Successful Premiere
the
George
Kleine
starring Helen Keller, which is
being distributed in the Chicago territory by Gollos Enterprises, has entered
upon the second week of its premiere
showing at the Playhouse theatre, Michi-

"Deliverance,"

special

gan avenue.
It was originally planned to show the
picture at the Playhouse one week.
Its
marked success resulted in a special
arrangement for an additional week.

"The Hidden Light," another Gollos
offering, after a week's run at Barbee's
ee s
Loop theatre, is now having its first run
at the larger theatres in Chicago and

;

j

Illinois.

Simon and Toffler Buy
"Lee Comedies" Rights
Milton Simon and Arthur H. Toffler
Films, Inc.. announce that
just obtained the rights to
distribute the Jane and Katherine Lee
Comedies in the Illinois territory, including a series of three -"Circus Imps,"
of

Selected

they have

—

"Dixie
rors,"

Madcaps" and "Hicksville Terin two reels.

While touring the West these exhibitors dropped in at Universal City and inspected
the big studios. Left to right Harry Burford, of LaCrosse theatre, LaCrosse,
Wis., Gertrude Olmstead and "Breezy" Eason, Universal stars, J. J. Rubens,
Princess theatre, Joliet, 111., and W. D. Burford, of Fox and Rialto theatres,

—

Aurora,

111.

!
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here to tell you,
can show them.

SHOTS AND MISSES
Hekrert Belford of the Pinnacle Pro-

Talkin' about revivals

We

SOME.

you,

believe

for
records

most enviable of past

Xeal Hart productions.

change returned .from Kansas City April
few days out there looking
1, spending a
over suitable locations for their K. C.
branch, further news upon this subject being reserved for a later announcement.

for

Inc., left
will return

and

*

We

back
patrons of

*

D.

figure that

some

*

Smith must have

S.

real buys for the
his big "duo" chain, the Opera
House at Hoopeston and the Princess theatre, Watseka, 111., judging by the peppery
strides that took this genial exhib. exiting

toted

from

real

famous
Wabash Avenue.

two^o-seven

the

*
It

stroll

has

been

that

on

South

*

*

hang

Carl

Harthill of

*

*

murmured about

the film
Esq., of
the guest at a

Thomas Mitchell,

*

past

had and

*

Reelcraft

ex-

*

THEN

Jimmy

*

now covering the south side of
is
Chicago for the Celebrated Players' exchange, and with Dick's large following
should bring them in bundles. We mean
the dotted line stuff.

*

*

E.

*

manager of Vitagraph
returned from a tour of

Tarbki.l,

F.

exchange, has just
the surrounding territory.

popular and
smiling publicist of
Mack Sennett
forces, was given orders to hop a choo choo
for Pittsburgh and then keep on his way
eastward as far as the BIG CITY (New
Yawk, is the place we refer to), leading his
subtle pen to "The Small Town Idol" exploitation
along Broadway.
And we're

*

*

*

Ralph
turned

Kettering and wife have refrom a week's vacation at West

l'.aden,

Ind.

Jones,
Easter
Field.

Linick

Norman Field,
& Schaefer

Sunday

at

W est

also of the
spent

staff,

Baden, with Mrs.

SAVE MONEY! ORDER YOUR
Tickets at Reduced Price

FILM EXCHANGE

MONROE AT DEARBORN

The Exchange

*

the Empire Film exchange, another local celeb who has just
returned from a New York sojourn, tells
us he brought back the "biggest find" down
there.
All right, Dave, we shall annoy
you no further. Keep the good news to
yourself and let us in on it after a while.

the
the

WABASH

*

*

Dave Padorr, of

*

Mi"lh^\i'Ser,

Recent announce-

:

Dick Salkin, former Pathe representa-

#

*

youngster wot

tive,

slender lioyish figure of Sid's tearing down
the platform if the cabby had reduced the
"spare time" to but a few seconds? Hurry
back, Sid
*

he gives us an earful of
Claims it has all that the

big serial news.
big winners in the

the

Sidnev Goldman, manager of the local
Associated exchange, was seen to hail a
Checker cab last Thursday, March 'M, about
12 :30 p. m., which made a snappy "about
FACE" tearing over to the Lake Shore
with just about a minute to spare for the
departing Century.
Can you imagine that

*

Friedman, the directing executive
genius of the Celebrated Players exchange
had just about hopped off the Century
returning from the big meeting of the
Federated Film Exchanges last week in
L.

New York when

now

—

—

*

serial

the film archives to your credit.
* * *

O. P. Fauchier, well known in Hoosier
film circles, has resigned from the Indianapolis office of Pathe to become the manager of Celebrated Players' Indianapolis
branch.

the Doll-Van exchange was
recent banquet, where each paid his own
ticket and Tom put up an awful howl while
checking back "the saw news" scrolled upon
his bill.
The item in question was for a
bowl of soup at fifteen cents a solo. Tom
claims one jitney ample, intimating that
some of "our best" throw the song in with
All right, Tom, slip us the tip
the meal.
we'll give 'em our trade.
J.

in

the

controls the local rights to "Custer's Last
Fight," has signed up Chief Little Eddie
and squaw, who will appear in person
at each performance.
Understand the
big Redman was one of the leading players
in this western thriller and delivers a very
interesting chat about the adventures of
Chief Sitting Bull in his mix-up with the
intrepid army officer of the bygone days,
General Custer. The film is being handled
by Clarence Paffrath, manager of the
Independent
Film
Service
for
Illinois
bookings only.
*
* *

the

Joe,

New York, March
by way of Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh and Cleveland, making a survey of the field in behalf of' their new
ductions,

he's

ments confirm that George French, who

=^By Mac
28,
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Take advantage of our tremendous buying power. Order
your supply of. tickets at these rock bottom prices and
save money.
Stock admission tickets printed according to government
ruling, showing established price, war tax and total can be

of

Popular Priced Pictures

furnished, showing the following total prices:

NOV/ OPEN

5,

I
I

A SERIES OF

2

11,

roll,

Price per 50

Coupon

IS,

17, 20,

22,

28,

25,

and 55

30, 35, 39,

2000

$ 0.40
18.00

100,000

rolls,

2000
Folded tickets, price per package
tickets, per roll,

Special printed

tickets

with

1.00
of

the

3.00

10,000

name

of

your theatre

imprinted.

BEN TURPIN
IN

10,

Price per

HAVE YOU SET YOUR
DATES YET— FOR THE
FUNNY HERO OF "A
SMALL TOWN IDOL."

UHHHRS

6,

cents.

10,000

$6.00

200,000

20,000

7.00

250,000

30,000

8.00

300,000

50,000

11.00

500,000

74.00

100,000

18.00

1,000,000

140.00

$ 32.00
39.00
46.00

Additional charge for each change of wording or price, 22.00.

REEL

FREE:

Write for our large Supply Catalog.

Exhibitors Supply

COMEDIES

St. Louis

Milwaukee
Second St.

133

3316 Lindell Blvd.
Indianapolis

157 N. Illinois St.

OTHER RELEASES TO BE ANNOUNCED SOON

•W

':"

vV." •*

Company

WT <*<••

W

:

Vif<¥.'JV<

845 S.

Inc.

Minneapolis
Produce Exchange Bid?Chicago

Wabash

Ave.
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TWO

SCENES FROM "GOOD WOMAN" THE ROBERTSON-COLE PRODUCTION

LETTERS
From Readers
on

Communications

topics

of

Writers are reconfine themselves to

current interest.

quested

to

200 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

Paper

Advertising

BELLE FOURCHE.

S. D..

March 2S.—

Editor of Exhiritors Herald:

In this mail

I received the enclosed circular letter.
is

"Something

to

case

of

When, oh when,

It

Think About." but be-

comes "Risky Business," as it oversteps
bounds of decent business dealings. _It
another

all
is

the one-sided contract.
is the pcor wobbly ex-

Can you imhibitor going to wake up?
agine any such similar clause being inserted
any other line of business?
Sure, I knew it was there, but my interpretation was to assure the producer that
only advertising as O. K.'ed by them could
be used.
few years ago. exhibitors could
and did use paper on subjects of the same
Take
title but produced by other concerns.
today. Paramount has a right to insist that
in showing of "'Jekyll-Hyde" and "Witching
Hour" that advertising used on pictures of
in

A

same title but produced by another company cannot be used in showing their production of same title.
The old scng of the exchanges in regard
to the increasing cost and unsatisfactory
method of handling advertising has been

LOST money

handling it. They
would be glad if some other system was
devised so they did not have to sell advertising that it was doing the exhibitor a
favor in handling it.
Reread this notice and the inference to
the clause that I cannot give away such
advertising and no other brother exhibitor
can use the very same advertising they sold
me. The new cut rate advertising exchange
must have cut into some one's rake off.
For a long time, the Black Hills League
has interchanged used advertising and for

that they

—

95

in

my part will continue to do so. When the
time comes that any film exchange cr producer can so rule an exhibitor, then it is
time that some radical change be made.
It is no different than for your publication
to state I cannot give away or sell it to
another exhibitor. They may as well insert
a clause that during the showing of their
production no other advertising of any other
producer could be placed in the lobby. There
is a city named Minneapolis and the month
is June.
Those little June bugs are going
to irritate and sting some over-greedy,
short-sighted producers.
Possibly you will not care to publish this
letter, but I hope so.
Your journal is
looked on by exhibitors as the only one
in which the exhibitor has a chance to
place his case and which on national problems is not always on the producer's side.
Leo Peterson.
Iris Theatre. Belle Fourche. S. D.
How
P. S. Might add to the above.
about the advertising being checked short
but charged and paid in full ? How about
duplicate shipment but on return a halt
How about returned matcredit allowed?
ter unused because unable to use, some
other part being short but no credit allowed? Xo. the advertising end of the
exchange does not pay. It is a privilege
to even have them accept an advertising

—

order.

—

(Editor's Note
The clause referred to is as
follows:
"The exhibitor agrees to purchase or
lease from the distributor at list prices all lithographs, posters, photographs, slides, lobby displays and other advertising accessories and to
post and distribute same.
The exhibitors agree
not to use any advertising accessories in connection with any of the said productions except such
as are leased from, sold by or approved by the
distributor.
The exhibitor further agrees not to
sell, lease, rent, lend or give away any advertising accessories leased or purchased from the distributor,
under any circumstances whatsoever.
Upon the breach or attempted breach of this p-ovision by the exhibitor, the right and title to the
immediate possession of such accessories shall revert to the distributor, who may retake the same
wherever found, and in addition, may at its
option cancel the agreement.")

A

STARYIXG tramp stopped at a
kitchen door in California and asked for
food. "You likee fish." asked the Chinese
cook.
"Yes," replied the tramp eagerly.
"All lite, come around Fliday." Tennessee
Mugwump.
*

HAYE

seen better days." the tramp
began.
"So have I." replied
the housekeeper, glancing at the darkening
skies before she slammed the door. Petersen Press-Guardian.
*
"I
at the door

MRS. GRIPCOIX
—

—

White House." Happy Harry "Lady. I
never split a rail yet and tight at this time
I
can eat meals in any color house."
Rutgers Xeilson.
*

TRAMP— "Madam,

could you give me a
dime for a bed." Madam X "Why, sure
brins the bed inside." Soutliern Buck.
*
OLD LADY (to tramp") "But. my good
man. your story has such a hollow ring."

SAX AXTOXIO, TEX.— Mastercraft
Pictures Corporation has been organized
with a capital stock of $12,000. Incorporators include F. L. Liebing. T. E.
Lyons and W. L. Evans.

—

—

—

Weary

Willie "Yes. missis, that's the natof speaking with an empty
stummick." London (Eng.) Mail.

ural

result

MRS.

HAPPYHOME— "What

can I do
poor fellow?" Tattered Tom
"Lady, the woman at th' next farm give
for you.

my

me a piece of cheese. Would you be so
kind as to surround it with bread?" .-Iyer
{Mass. j Xews.

—

TRAMP— "Can
he

I

*

you assist me along the
Lady "Personally I cancan unchain my dog and I know-

mum ?"

road,
not, but

Form San Antonio Company

(about to send tramp

wood

pile)
"Lincoln began as a rati
splitter and in time he ate his meals in the

to

will be pleased to

Item.

"MADAME."

—

do

so."

New

Orleans

*

said Dusty Rhodes po"could you entertain a proposition ?"
could." answered the firm lady, pointing to the rug on clothes line.
"Either
U'aterbury Republican.
beat at or beat it."
litely,

"I

GUIDE tQ'CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

Jan. 30

Through Pathi Exchanges

Distributed

A Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Eddy
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and

—The Frontier.
of the
Thos. Meighan.
— Brewsters Millions,
Arb«ckle.
the Garret,
— TheothyGhost
Gish.
eight
— Forbidden

Stars, five reels, with

6

Feb.

6

Feb.

Fruit,

Elinor Field.

Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.

ARROW FILM

CORP.

Feb. 13

—

Mille production.
Chickens, five reels,

with

Douglas

Mac-

reels,

Chas

Field-

featuring Ora Carew.

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.

Bachelor Apartments,

Mar.

with Georgia Hop-

five reels,

reels, with

five

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

The Midlanders,

Mar.

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De

—
mopolitan production.
—The Call of Youth, four
Ford British production.
13 — The Easy Road,
Meighan.
20— O'Malley of Mounted,

Remer.
Luxury, six

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star

Before the White

Man Came,

Hugh

Youth's Desire,

with

reels,

S. Hart.
Revel, six reels, Ince-Vance
duction.
Mar. 27— The Gilded Lily, six reels, with

April
April

cast.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

April

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

April

The Riddle Woman,

— Beau

— The Idol of North, six
Dorothy Dalton.
3 — The Faith Healer, six
Mrlford production.
3 — The Dollar a Year Man,
Roscoe Arbuckle.
10— Buried Treasure, seven
rion Davies.
10 — The Witching Hour, seven

Mae
with

reels,

George

a

reels,

five reels,

liam

with

reels,

Wil-

Taylor production.

D.

If

The Married Virgin,

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

H.

INC.

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
even reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.
While

WILLIAM FARNL'M SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

INCE PRODUCTIONS

Lying

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
J.

FILM MARKET,

Woman,

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

seven

Thousand

to

One,

six

reels,

Chas.

Jacqueline Logan.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Idol, six reels, with

C. B. C.

The Victim,

The Nightingale

of

Paris,

five

with

reels,

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

Zany

five reels.

EQUITY PICTURES
Whispering

Devils,

seven

reels,

with

Conway

Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

—

Education of Elizabeth, five reels,
with Billie Burke.
The Inside of the Cup. six reels, with
Special cast.

Rookie's Return,
—TheDouglas
MacLean.
23 — Midsummer Madness,
De Mille production.
30— Paying the Piper,

Jan.
Tan.

five

six

maurice production.

reels,

reels,

five reels,

Constance Tal-

with

reels,

Allan

Dwan

Cheater Reformed,
Bare Knuckles, five

special.

Curtain, five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Harriet and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
The Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma

Talmadge.
reels,

with

Lionel

Barry-

with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
The Devil's Garden, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Dangerous Business, five reels, with Constance
six

reels,

Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty, seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall
Neilan production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Katherine

with

William

George FiU-

cial

in

His House, eight

Cast.
Affair,

Mamma's

five

reels,

with

reels,

with Spe-

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES
My

madge

Heart,

reels.
five reels.
reels.

Merely Mary Ann, fire
Wing Toy. five reels.

The Lamplighter,

five

reels.

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.
Dynamite Allen,

five

reels.

20TH CENTURY

BRAND

Two Moons,

with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, witB Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louis*
Lovely.
The Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
Oliver Twist. Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwin.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

Constance Tal-

madge.
The Old Swimmin' Hole, six reels, with Charles
Ray.
Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Tal-

reels.

five reels.
reels.

Chin Toy, five reels.
Flame of Youth, five
Girl of

six

six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-

The Woman

16— The

Jan. 23

reels,

MacDonald.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

reels.

The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five
The Iron Rider, five reels.

Talmadge.

INC.

to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

Jan. 16

six

madge.
In the Heart of a Fool, seven

Haven.
Old Dad,

Miens.

Jan.

Ray.

Good References,

more.

FILM SALES

five reels.

special.
reels, with

What Women Love,

Ben Turpin.

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

Keep

five reels. King Vidor
Minutes from Broadway, six

The Master Mind,

Town

Prairie Trails, six reels.

The Road Demon, six
Hands Off. six reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
Forty-five

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

Small

The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.

six reels.
reels.

Jack-Knife Man,

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and

A

with

FIRST NATIONAL

with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

The Last

TOM MIX SERIES
reels,

Louise

with

reels,

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well, six

Glaum.

A

INC.
seven

Children,

Richard Travers.

PARKER READ.

The Leopard

reels.
reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

six reels.

The House Without

six

Scuttlers, six

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man. six reels.

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

Homespun

seven reels, with Pearl White.
King, seven reels, with William Far
Moll,

Were

I

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

Arliss.

DIST.

five reels.

num.

rar.

The Devil, six reels, with George
What Women Will Do, six reel*.

all-

KOX SPECIALS
The White

with Ma-

reels,

Geraldine Far

six reels, with

pro-

Murray.

cast.

with

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Thomas

with

six

Mar. 27

Indian

five reels, all

reels,

five

FORWARD FILM

Cos-

reels.

reels,

reels,

five

Mar. 20

House,

the

star cast.

Lois

reels,

Wm.

kins.

five reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-star east.

Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

Ethel Clayton.

27.— What's Worth While, five
Weber production.
Mar. 6
Straight Is the Way. seven

Mar. 18
reels,

de

Lean.

— The Kentuckians, six
mopolitan production.
27. — The Price of Possession,

Feb.

ing.
five

Cecil

reels,

Feb. 20.
Feb.

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romanic
Love's Protege,

Dor-

five reels,

in

Feb. 13

Roscoe

reels,

six

It's

a Great Life, five reels (Eminent Artists).
of Tarzan, five reels, with Gene

The Revenge
Pollar.

Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels. Rex Beach
production.
Penalty, five reels, with

The

Lon Chancy.
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Earthboond, seven reels, with All Star Cut.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cut.
Hi* Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hotch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
iasr Ont of College, five reels.
!«»ds of Destiny, five reels, with

Mar. 14

The Highest Bidder,

JESSE

Star Cast.
Guile ef Women,
with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.

KANE GREY PICTURES,

Gertrude
Gouver-

HAMPTON

JR. PRODUCTIONS

The Brute Master, with Hobart Boswerth.
Lave Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK,
The Harvest Moon,

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
J.

five

Warren Kerrigan.
reels, with J.
Warren

NATTONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

Down Home, an

All

1— Reckless

Wings

STAR PRODUCTIONS

reels.

Johnstone.

Something

The

SPECIALS
— LureMETRO
of Youth, six
— Marriage of Wm. Ashe,

reels,

A

Pirate,

five

Slave of Vanity,

six

reels,

reels, Doraldina.
reels. Alice
reels,
with

six

Bad

Years

cast.

May

One Man

Luck,

Viola

Max

with

with

a

Million,

six

reels,

with

George

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

May

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester

with"

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,
Blue Blazes, five

Viola

Dana.
Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

The Shadow,

six reels, with

Billions, six reels,

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The
Great Redeemer, six reels. All Star Cast.

Love Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Cast.
Feb. 28— Without Limit, six reels. Geo.
D. Baker
production.

five reels, with Lester Cuneo
reels, with Lester Cuneo.

SALIENT FILMS,
It

Muriel Ostriche.

&

Jass,

LEWIS

J.

two

reels,

Billy

stunt novelty.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

ELAINE HAMMER STEIN STAR SERIES
The Daughter Pays,

six reels.

Edith

five

William

with

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wo.
—The Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATlU**

—
——
—
—

Douglas
Mollycoddle, six reels, with
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Sept. 5
Griffith production.
Dec 4 The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

June 13

—

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
White Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
A Shocking Night, five reels, with Lyons-Moran.
The Mad Marriage, five reels, with Carmel Myers.

The Fire

Cat. five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Eva Novak.
If Onlv Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
All Dolled Up. five reels, with Gladys Walton.
The Unknown Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberts.
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank

Mayo.

The Smart Sex, five reels, with Eva Novak.
The Freeze Out. five »els, with Harry Carey.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Ask.
The Devil's Pass Key. seven reels, with special
cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

six

reels,

reels,

with

Dorothy

with Priscilla Dean

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
Deceiver, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Mason.

Cowboy

with

reels,

The Charming

INC.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

five

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can't Be Done, five reels.

SPECIALS
Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.

Lake.

reels,

in

Door,

the

Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Pauline Fred-

reels,

five

William

with

reels,

of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard

Outside the Law, six

Beban.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS

reels, Cabanne.
reels, ChristeL
five reels, with

Linder.
all-star
reels,

Dana.

reels,

Mary Miles

with

reels,

erick.
813, six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
The First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.

Allison.

— Passion Fruit, six
21—The Greater Claim, six
Mar. 7 — Extravagance,
six
Allison.
M 21 —A Message from Mars,
Bert Lytell.
Mar. 28— Puppets of Fate, six

Clown,

Little

Seven

six

S. L.

Constance

with

reels,

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES

five reels. State Rights Feature.
five reels, Allene Ray.

Jan. 10
Jan. 17

Madame

five

Minter.

The Stealers, eight
So Long Letty, six

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

»r.

Different,

six

Ralph Ince Special.

Man's Plaything, five reels, with Grace Davidsoa.
Mountain Madness, six reels, with special cast.
Mothers of Men, rive reels, with Claire Waitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.

Binney.

West of the Rio Grande,

Offshore

Wanda

aWnda

New

six reels.

BERT LUBIN

7

with

Oh

Business, five reels.

31— The

reels,

five reels, with
Hawley.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The
York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Feb.
Feb.

five

Hawley.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

Jan.

Wanda Haw-

Villain, five reels, with

Elopement,

First

His,

six reels, a

June 27

A

The Snob,

of Pride, five reels.

Honeymoon Ranch,

J.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Her

Wives.

L»ve Without Question, seven

A Woman's

Kane and

Kail

ley.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Mea,

and

six reels, R.
Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

The Law

Her Beloved

five reels.
Valley, five reels.
Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE

Mar

with

Kane

Gail

Minter.

VEAL HART SERIES

—God's

with

for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles

——Skyfire,
Danger

Red Foam,

Fickle

Food

INDEPENDENT FILMS
Nov. 15
1
Jan.
Mar. 15

Tearle.

D. N.

reels,

Deep Purple,

Star Cast.

five reels, with Vera Gordon
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast.

Collier.

REALART PICTURES

Karren Kerrigan.

J.

BECK

F.

A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Subess.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with

INC.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

reels,

You

The Servant Question,

ARTHUR

five

The Greatest Love,

The Highest Law, six reels. Ralph Ince Special.
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Hallor.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz

Line, six reels.

Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS

No. »9, five reels, with

six reels.

six reels.

Empty Arms,

Sin. five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

The Seeds

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.

son Butt.

The Green Flame,

Killer,

Kenyon.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS

The Fourth

Durning.
Just Outside

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The

INC.

six reels, with Doris

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

SELECT PICTURES
INC.

SEITZ, INC.

B.

SERIES

reels.

Case.

Faversham.

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

Diamonds,

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

The Heart

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

The

of

GEORGE

P. Trail, six reels.

PARKER READ,

six

PERRET PICTURES,
The Empire

INC.

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

The Sin That Was

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay.
and Roy Stewart.

BENJAMIN B.
PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J.

with Blanche

reels,

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

The U.

five

Sweet.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

INC.

ton.

Rogers.

by

reels,

east.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Her Unwilling Husband,

Held Your Horses, five
The Voice in the Dark,

six

D.

Half a Chance, seven

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kicby. six
.

all-star

House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon
and May McAvoy.

five reels.

Don't Neglect Your
Atherton.
Tale of Two Worlds,
neur Morris.

INC.

reels,

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

five reels, All
five reels,

A

six

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

Pauline Fred-

reels.
five reels.
five reels, with Will
Wife, six reels, by

Fool,

Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

Prisoners of Love.

Boys Will Be Boys,

Little

PATHE EXCHANGE,

erick.

The Concert,

SHURTLEFF,

C. E,
— The

97

.

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Tenia*
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (T*«
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Dead Men
Trumpet

ine Calvert.
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April

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOI.DWYN BRAY COMICS, one

PINNACLE COMEDIES,
NEIGHBORS,

AYWO.V
C. B. C.

two

two

reel

Buster

reels.

two

Number

reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

CHESTER COMEDIES,
A Trayful of Trouble.

two

INC.

reels.

PeU.
two

reels.

Mr. Fatima.

Wedding

Blues.

Back From tbe Front.
Dining Room, Kitchen and Sink.

Movie Mad.
Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.
Scrappily

Married.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two reela.
(Johnny Hints
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hints
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy'a Night Hood.
Torchy'* Millions.

)

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two reels.
Hamilton )
Qimmie Adams.)
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

Dynamite.
Nonsense.
Tbe Simp.
April

(Lloyd

CO.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA SKY
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES,
FARAMOUNTDE HAVEN COMEDIES,

— Wedding
Sweetheart

Mar. 6
Mar. 20

Bells

—

tures,

one

JIM

Pic-

two

C. B.

DRAMAS,
one

feather,

reel.

Kaufman

SELECT — Prisma Color
S k
ENTERPRISES

Maaterstacaa.

Picturea.

—Cowboy

¥.

twa

Jaaa.

rati*.

Foa

(Juaaitt

(Gcarga

Ilaaaaa
B.

Suits

aaut

aaa

Silent

Avenger

(WiUkua

Duncan).
Purple Rider* (Jo*

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

Ryu

aaal

one

every

two

reels.

reels,

Veiled

Mystery

(Antoui*

Moreno).

NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs-

reels.

days) at Universal exchange*.
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
PATHE
Educational exchanges.
(twice a week) at Select eaSELZNICK
changes.

KINOGRAMS
Tom

two

Santschi.
Edgar Jonea.

reels,

NEWS

NEWS

two

PRICE

Dangers (Joe Ryan aad

Jean Paige).

VITAGRAPH— Tbe

INC.

two

Duncan

(WUIiasa

Fate

and Edith Johnson).

VITAGRAPH— Hidden

reels.

CO.

featuring

Mona

Dark-

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS

reel.

two

GASOLINE ALLEY

reels.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

FRITZI

(Celebrated Players).

MUTT AND JEFF

REELCRAFT PICTURES

reels.

(Fox).
(Russell-Greiver-Russell)

SPECIALS

two

reels.

two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau,
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.
Don't Tickle.

Review, one

camp).

PIONEER

reels.

Slicker.

Wrong.

two

NICK CARTER SERIES,

Pals and Petticoats.

PATHE— Path*

C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

Her Doggone Wedding.

The Huntsman.

rtels.

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

THE TEMPEST,

His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.

Bray Pictographs.

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Caat*.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classic*.
PATHE— Topics of tbe Day.

UNIVERSAL— King of tbt Circa* (E*Uia Pat*).
UNIVERSAL— Tha Flaming Diak (Elma Liaoeln).
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon'* Nat (Maria WaJ-

PATHE

Tight.

GOLDWYN — Gold wyn

Warner Orland).

DRAMAS

INDIAN

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

two

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Elephant's Nightmare.

Sermonette*.
Magazine, aa*

(weekly).

PATHE— Velvet

ARROW FILM

reels.

two

reel

Finger*
Marguerite Courtot).

AUBREY COMEDIES,

Vad-w-

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

PATHE— Phantom

reeU.
rtels.

DOMINANT PICTURES,

FOX FILM CORP.

monthly).

(bi

Original

Elinor Fair).

reel.

two

reel.

snapshots

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's
Vil Movie*.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

VITAGRAPH— The

reels.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

two

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

FEDERATED FILM

one

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

two

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES,

B. C.

SERIALS
ARROW — Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Haaie)
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth af the Rackiea (Ruth Ratasd).

reel

other week, two reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

C.

VITAGRAPH— Th*

Summer's Day.
Unhappy Finish.

one

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW — Sport

The Nuisance.
Tbe Blizzard.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.

Me

CO.

Scenic

Stories.

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.

reel.

six

one

reel*.

The Back Yard.

a

PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE,

The Kid.

two

on*

Burrud

SELECT— Herbert

Days.

Travel

Series, ana

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,

Out of Tune.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES

reel.

Scenics,

PICTURES— Sunset

two

reels.

—
On
—The

Scenic*.

reel.

SPECIAL

reel.

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
Feb. (J
Feb. 20

Picture*,

(every week).

reel

PIONEER — Luke MeLuke's Film Oso.hy
RADIN — B nnd's Wonder* of Nature.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

reels.

(every twa

PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Picturea.

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

VITA GRAPH

FILM SALE!

reela.

one

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one r.ti
JOLLY COMEDIES, one red.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, •• rati.

reel

COMEDYART,

STAR COMEDIES,

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

*ne

reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

Fool.

one

Holmes Travel

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics. one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

reels.

Please.

two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.

)

Scenics,

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
one

reel.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
REEI.CRAFT PICTURES
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reel*.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSBLL-GREIVER -RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, on* reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.

Beat It

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

The One Best Pet.
You'll Be Surprised.
Ladies'

I

.

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Outing

weeks).

<

ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

FILM SALES

Bruce Scenics Beau-

C.

(every two weeks).

reel

PARAMOUNT— Burton

NC
B \ ll V
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one

FILSI CORP.

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Buster Keating.

reels,

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

PATHE

reels

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

All

two

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

METRO

reel.

JOY COMEDIES.

The

SCENICS
Max

with

reels,

twa

reels.

Keating.

reels.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

Hold

reela.

Roberta.

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every otber
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two

An

two

CO.

(Leonard Chapman), two

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

reel.

INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

two

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
RED RIDER SERIES

1921

16,

ILLIAM

J.

SELZNICK PICTURES
FLYNN Detective Series, two

reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern CentaursValley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks Hi* Heme Rua*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellemun.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

llinois
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Garl Laemmle

P

R

I

S

C

offers

L L I

I

DEAN
$2

/tfatf

'Dynamic Personality
ui moving pictures
Stuart Patents
Tremendous Drama
cf Woman against
in

Woman

A

PRODUCTION

fully

as

sensational as "The Wildcat
of Paris"— or "The Virgin of
Stamboul"— or "Outside the

Law," but with an even
stronger clash of human

emotions — the

clash of a

mother with a past and a
daughter with a future. A
picture, furthermore, with a
title that will reach out across
the street and pull in every

man and woman who

passes

your doors.
I've seen it!
I

know!

CARL LAEMMLE

UNIVERSAL- JEWEL-DE-LUXl

:

April 23, 1921
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YOMOBAN

ith

The vhole market

something
lev and clever and
lilariously Punnv in
tvo-reel comedies,
starving lor

Car,l

Laemmle

announce? the first of
the nev Universal-Jewel
Lyons and Moran Series

BLUE S LINDAS
SAYS M.

P.

NEWS:

" Universal never produced a bet-

comedy than

which
fairly sparkles with incident and
comedy situations. Don't be afraid
to book this one, for it is one of the
best comedies of the year."
ter

this one,

SAYS WID'S:
"It's a good number for Lyons
and Moran and ought to make a hit.

The subject

is very pertinent to the
present time and the boys have built
up a gag around almost every conceivable situation in connection with
the bluest of blue Sundays."

The Best that the Best in the Country can

show

FOR
"MOKDIG

^

One

Gale

of Laughter

Plaijin<g

the

Bi^est and
Pest Theatres
V

@u$ht

4

to

Play Yours!

'-;

SELECT

^

PICTURES

0-'

DISTRIBUTED

BY SELECT

VERA GORDON

in

"The Greatest Love*

April 23,
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An

Endless Source of
Quality 2 -Reel Comedies
Sixty-two two-reel comedies a year
are now being released by Educational.

And— more are to come. The

exhibitor gets not only Educational
quality when he books these comedies

— he

That

gets Educational service.

feature service with short subjects
one sheets, three sheets, lobby cards,
slides, press books, mats and unstinted
exchange cooperation.

is,

—
•

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES.
E. W. HAMMONS. President

Inc

"Everything but the Feature"
Educational Animal Comedies

Mermaid Comedies
Torchy Comedies
Christie Comedies

Vanity Comedies
Gayety Comedies
Special

Comedies

Robert C. Bruce Scenics Beautiful

Hudson's Bay Travel Series

Specials in

World Wanderings

Miscellaneous Specials

Chester Outings
Chester Screenics

Kinograms— News

Slow Speed

A
Ki

Ki

and then

Ct (paramount picture
Presented by

Adolph Zukor

|—

CORPORATION
/jKtoii FAMOUS PLOVERS LAS KY
^...-^

„K^TJ

Directed by
Ernest Lubitsch

4
A

COMEDY

MY

king of men!" she said, and he
laughed, for
to him she was
only another girl driven to folly
by his music.
But a miracle had been wrought in
them both a miracle that years later,
pulled him from degradation back to life
and fame.
Miss Ferguson's greatest stage success,
directed by the man who made "Huckleberry Finn."
Cast includes Conrad Nagel

world-wide
of Arbuckle com-

classic

of

fame, poured full
edy and brought up

to the

minute

with live wire laughs.

—

Another sensational farce on the same
as "The Life of the Party," and

lines

"Brewster's Millions." Just as original,
just as sprightly, just as convulsing.
Cast includes Betty Ross Clark
From

the play by

James Forbes

Directed by Joseph Henabery

From

the novel and play by Arnold Bennett
Scenario by Julia Crawford hers

Scenario by Walter Woods

ADOt-PM

JESSE

L,

LASKV

FERGUSON

ARBUCKLE
„

By Arrangement with Joseph M, Schenck

ZUKOR PRESENTS

ELSIE

PRESENTS

ROSCOE FATTY
(

*

IN

WILLIAM
D, TAYLOR'S
PRODUCTION

)

IN

Sacred and

traveling

Profane Love

Salesman
G (paramount Qicture

-L

ti

.

CE (paramount @>ictune
i[.'f^M.>

fa

sPl-MTKS LV.m

<.<-*J*

*^IW ^ i^i^t.

WHY

8 BIG REASONS

If

PRODUCTION
MOVING PICTURE W ORLD
A melodrama

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

of the sea

one thing that
IRVIN V. WILLAT can do
better than most of his conIf

that should have no difficulty in pleasing

most any type

of audience.

there

is

temporaries,
In this production Irvin
V. Willat

makes another

knowledge

of

The PARTNERS OF THE
TIDE— Entertaining Sea
Picture perfect atmos-

his

reputation as a director
blessed with a thorough
showmanship.

his ability

thoroughly realistic manner.

contribution to the screen
that securely upholds

it is

to stage a sea picture in a

—
phere— action dominates.

IRVIN V. WILLAT
D>«tr.bul»d

kvj

HODKINSON

Spectacular

HARRISON REPORTS

attraction.

The

NERS OF THE TIDE

THE TIDE

box

is

should be entitled

fame
first

ploitation should

make PART-

office receipts.

tacular

melodrama.

swell the

It is a spec-

In

this"

production the exhibitor will find

to the

of a director of the

rank.

that

right kind of ex-

The one thing that stands
out most in PARTNERS OF

Director
Willat's intelligent work. He

a

number

of advertising angles.

His patrons will be impressed
with the settings and convincing
quality of the atmosphere and
its

•

production

should prove a strong box office

strong vein of

human interest.

The picture with 8 powerful punches

EXHIBITORS are

the

erf

rom JOSEPH

BOOKING!

TIDE

C. LINCOLN'S

GREATEST SEA STORY

MORNING TELEGRAPH
IRVIN

Here is a picture which
ought to appeal to all audiences because, in the nature
of film events, there are few
of them and because it is a

is

well developed

mark

of direc-

mak-

ing of this marine

melo-

The action never

falters for

an instant and

the story holds

from

and has
and sus-

scores

torial exellence in the

drama.

a well balanced story that

plenty of action

WILLAT

a high water

mel odr ama well done.
PARTNERS OF THE TIDE
is

V.

its

interest

start to finish.

This

feature should prove a wel-

come

pense.

Distributed

attraction well worth

the attention of exhibitors.

fcj.

HODKINSON
===== ftmPiOMEEXdttHSHK. =====

EXHIBITORS HERALD

WTDS
picture on the market than any

A melodramatic picture that
runs the gamut from humorous

and so you

child stuff to thrilling fights be-

should be sure to get this and

tween two deep sea divers in the

There are fewer

of this type of

other at present,

give

them something

different.

hold of a sunken ship.

You can promise them plenty of
action. The box office receipts

Cod story with

should prove worthy of any ex-

plaintive

ploitation expenses.

tertainment.

I

well

A Cape
developed

human interest and
humor— offers good en-

threads of

II

1
[

Toe picture with 8 powerful punches

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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WANDA HAWLEY
in

THE HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUIC
directed bu- Jenrkyn Stanlaxos^
C^dapted from

the

Saturday 6venituf%tf Story- Sxsieelie'leach-

htf

Sophiel^rr'j

THE HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUTLT
1/

Oh Yes, It Could Happen
to
When

the

moved from

You!

Rodhams, newly-weds,
their

rose-embowered

cottage into the sumptuous "hot
that jazz built," they did the most
natural thing in the world.

The husband indulged

his- wife,

the wife indulged herself, with the
inevitable result she lost first her

energy, then her figure, and finally
her husband's love almost.

—

Here

something new and

is

—

re-

freshing in comedies a story that
"strikes home" to every one of the
twenty-some million families incor-

porated by law

in this fair land.

— in

And
the

throughout the picture
dramatic moments as well as

in

the comedy situations, you are conscious of the masterful control anc

of Mr. Stanlaws who
has courageously dared to offer
something really unique in screen
artistic genius

expression.

Scenario by
'Doucjlas

Qronston

ALART
R
E
PICTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVENUE "NEW YORK.

ROBERTVON - COLE
•Presents

-

<m> WOMEN
iu C GAQDrtEJlSVLLrVAei
directed iu
(jA5NI£R

.ANNOUNCE THAT THEY WILL RELEASE AND OFFER TO THE EXHIBITORS DURING THE COMING YEAR AN UNPARALLELED
LIST OF QUALITY SCREEN PRODUCTIONS,
CONSISTING OF—

A SERIES OF QUALITY
3 SUPERSERIALS
26 TWO- REEL CHESTER ANIMAL
13 TWO-REEL

MONTY BANKS COMEDIES

26 TWO-REEL HALLROOM BOYS
COMEDIES
104 ONE-REEL CHESTER
COMEDIES
52 ONE-REEL WARNER
BROTHERS COMEDIES
52 ONE-REEL COMEDIES
BY A
PRODUCER

A WARNER

BROTHERS' SUPER ANIMAL PRODUC-

TION! MIRACLES

OF THE JUNGLE

- AN

AMAZING AND SPECTACULAR ANIMAL PIC TURE- LEADS THE LIST OFEPISODE DRAMAS
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE. PRODUCED AT
THE SELIGO STUDIOS.
I'ON'T

LEAVE YOUR HUSBAND featuring MARTHA MANSFIELD
andWILLIAM DESMOND, the first of the features to be
RELEASED, IS

A MASTERFULLY-PRODUCED.FASCINATING STORY OF LIFE

FOREIGN RIGHTS CONTROLLED BY
APOLLO TRADING CORPORATION

220 WEST 48 th

STREET NY

•

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD
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To

April 23, 1921

All Independent Producers

and States Rights Buyers
Gentlemen

:

We beg to advise
cu^t'cI"^^'^"
oriUK SLBJECTS.

you of the establishment of the Mount Olympus Distributing
Rights organization handling HIGH-GRADE FEATURES and

I

States Rights buyers will find this corporation in a position to furnish productions
And producers whose product reaches the standard of the requirements of
our buyers will find a ready market with us, advantageous exploitation and modern
of quality.

methods

of distribution.

All productions

marketed by us

will

bear the name of the producer, and in addition,
will be released under the trade name of—

when bearing our personal endorsement,

"OLYMPIAN PRODUCTIONS"
We have ready FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE the following Short Subjects. (And,
remember, audiences do not go to theatres to see FEATURES ONLY. It is the SHORT
SUBJECT that insures a full and complete evening's entertainment.)
1.

2.

"CHARLIE CONKLIN"

"CHARACTER COMEDIES"

Two-Reel Comedies— One Each Month

Two-Reel Comedies

— Two

Each Month

(Featuring characters to fit the situation
of each story)

"DIZZY DUMBBELL"
Two

"JACQUELINE COMEDIES"

Semi-Slapstick Comedies
Reels Each— Two Each Month

—

Reel Each One Each
(Farces based on married

One

Week
life)

"DARKTOWN AFFAIRS"
— Two Each Month

One-Reel Comedies

(Semi-Slapstick pictures, with charming
portrayals of comic negro characters, by
distinguished colored players)

In addition to the above Short Subjects we will shortly announce a few SPECIAL
the banner of "OLYMPIAN PRODUCTIONS."

SIX-REEL PICTURES under

If you are interested in any of these releases, WRITE or
one of our salesmen call on you with sample prints.

WIRE

and we

OR HAVE YOUR NEW YORK REPRESENTATIVE SEE A

will

have

SPECIAL

SCREENING.
Producers of Meritorious Pictures will find a ready market with
to buy or sell make your headquarters with us.

us.

When

in

New York

5!.

Mount Olympus
World's Tower Building

Distributing Corporation
110

West 40th

St.,

New York

City

April 23, 1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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ANNOUN
We are now in our new quarters
we

are prepared to give Exhili
Greatest and Most Diversified Line
Features offered by any Exchange

Handle Your Business down

to

Celebrated is proud of its achie\ [
proud of its product— and abov
port of the Exhibitors who hav
Celebrated will
itors

who have

always welcom

not thus far teste c

growing group.

from
shipping room will
Celebrated

I

its

president

strive to merii

CELEBRATED PLA V

EIGHT HUNDRED TEN SOU'lf

CHICAGO SALES FORCE

JOHN MEDNIKOW
DAVID DUBIN
RICHARD SALKIN
GEORGE MOORE, JR.
CHARLES H. MILLER

INDIANA iA|

S'
*

f
j

a'

m

m
%-

Yf/n
n

^'
SERVICE department

'

un<r

April 23, 1921
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CEMENT
with greatly increased space
iors the Best of Service— with the
of one and two reel Subjects and
m America. We are equipped to
iind

the Last Detail.

iaent— proud of its organizational!, proud of the Loyalty and Sup-

made our growth
its many friends and

possible!

invites exhibour service to join a large and ever

^lean down to the boys in its
/our fullest patronage and support.
Signed,

J.

L.

FRIEDMAN,

LRS
FILM CORP'N.
WABASH
AVENUE, CHICAGO

ES

FO RCE

ILLINOIS SALES FORCE

ICHIER

XER

J.

^OBS

L.

tDON

H.

lirection of

RUSSEL

C.

SMITH

POSNER
WIENER
O. WAINCREST

S.

President

8

EX

1

H

I

B

I

TOR

S

HERALD

April 23, 1921

'.

in"76e
Directed by

JA CHARLES

',•'•<

»,->'.:'

'••

SHADOW"
Prodo<fd by

DAVIS, 2 nd

5AUieNT rtLMS, Inc.
Released by]"

FORWARD
J.

110

West

40™

FILM DISTRIBUTORS,
JOSEPH SAMETH,

Inc.

Pres.

CO> ANOClfS OFFICE

5t,

412 Maton Bldg.
-

/:

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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GEORGE

MOROSCO

R.

BENTEL

VICE PRES A oE*-Ejfi*L

PRESIDENT

Executive Offices

301-2

Los Aix^e les

,

HASAOE

CCChapman. Bld£.
C alrfbxxvia

"Tfte Morosco Stage Successes Filmed with The Typical Morosco Star Casts"

LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA
To Exhibitors:
I

have not entered picture production

.:'ust

for the

novelty of converting a few of my most successful stage plays into
films.

I

am in to stay

— and

the only way to stay is to make good

pictures. It is my definite policy to establish Morosco pictures as
a permanent feature in the exhibitor's programs.

Many of my old friends of the theaters have become exhibitors.

I

know that they take the same pride in showing good pictures

that they did in playing first-class road attractions.

I

want them to

welcome a Morosco picture as they did a Morosco play.
Our pictures are being expanded from my best stage plays.
I

am working with tried and proved material only. We consider the

story the first essential.
We are using infinite care in the making of each picture.
We are preserving and strengthening the stories. We are discriminating

keenly in the selection of casts. The utmost skill has been used in
direction, photography and the building and dressing of sets.
''The

Half Breed", our first picture, is completed for

First National release. It will show you the high standard we have set
for our productions.

I

sincerely believe that you will profit by com-

municating with your nearest First National exchange regarding not
only "The Half Breed" but the other Morosco pictures that are to follow.

Yours very truly.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"One of the finest

April 23, 1921

pictures of the year!"

That's what Joseph Plunkett, Managing Director of the
But read
Strand, said in booking it for his house.

New York
his

letter:

New York City, March 28, 1921.
Williams,
Associated First National Pictures
6-8 West 48th Street, City.

Mr.

J.

D.

My Dear Mr. Williams:
I cannot refrain from writing you regarding R. A.
Walsh's picture, ''The Oath'' which I have just seen.
I really think this is one of the finest pictures of
the year, because it contains such tremendous drama, of
the kind that pleases the audiences.
Mr. Walsh is to be congratulated for this splendid
production, and the First National is also, for having
secured what I am sure will be a big box office winner.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed) Joseph Plunkett
Managing Director, New York Strand

The Mayflower Photoplay Corporation
presents

An

R. A. Walsh
production

THE OATH
with

.

Miriam Cooper
Adapted from the novel "IdosI," by William
directed by R. A. Walsh

J.

Locke, and

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
and one of

The

Big"

That's another reason

why

5

Productions

^Therell be

a Franchise

everywh^

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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National Business Reports

First

SOWING THE WIND
STRAND THEATRE,
with this picture.

It

broke

—Our patrons were delighted
Turk. mgr. —Capacity
week. A
National's Big Five.
mgr. — Played
immense crowds.
B. W

Canton, Ohio.
all

J. D. Kessler, mgr.
attendance records.

DOME THEATRE.

Youngstown. Ohio. J. \Y.
all
real treat
and worthy of its classification in First
STRAND THEATRE. Omaha. Neb.. Harry
atts,
to
RIVIERA THEATRE. Knoxville, Tenn., William E. Drumbar. mgr. Played to large
audiences during the entire run and everyone liked it.
for everybody

—

PASSION

—

MAJESTIC THEATRE. Port Huron. Mich., Earl D. Sipe. mgr. Business unusually good.
Without exception the audiences appeared to be delighted with it. Received the most enthusiastic comments of any picture shown here for months.
JEFFERSON THEATRE. Auburn. N. Y.. John J. Breslin, mgr.— Excellent box office busiIt gave my audiences a genuine thrill and impressed them greatly.
ness.
The showing was
marked by capacity houses despite the fact it was Holy Week. A veritable picture sensation.
Nothing but the highest praise and admiration heard on all sides.
CRITERION THEATRE. Atlanta. Ga.. W. C. Patterson, mgr. It made more money
than any picture ever got on a week's run here. It was praised to the skies.

—

MAN— WOMAN— MARRIAGE
NEW STRAND

THEATRE. Milwaukee. Wis.. E. J. Weisteldt, mgr.—The picture broke
and attendance records in the history of this house. Everyone liked it very much.
RIVIERA THEATRE, Knoxville. Tenn., W. E. Drumbar, mgr. A wonderful picture
and went big here. Patrons thought it excellent. Heard many favorable comments.
STRAND THEATRE. Syracuse. New York.— Broke all records at this theatre, both for
box office and attendance. Immense crowds greatly pleased.
all

box

office

—

THE KID
GARDEN THEATRE,
lin

picture ever shown.

It

Council Bluffs,
broke even.- box

la.,

Hyman

office

Levy,

mgr.—The most

and attendance record

delightful

Chap-

in the history of the

theatre.

LIBERTY THEATRE,
first

week and

Portland. Ore.. Paul E. Noble, mgr.— Broke all house records the
The
the first picture to be held over the usual week's booking in this house.
delighted with it.

is

audiences were

RYLANDER THEATRE.
even-one liked

Americus. Ga..

Emory

Rylander. mgr.

—Good

attendance and

it.

AMBASSADOR THEATRE,
ceived.
Played
records.

up big by

critics.

Los Angeles, Cal., S. Barret McCormick. mgr.—Well reBroke both box office and attendance
Chaplin applauded.

CRITERION THEATRE.

Atlanta. Ga.. Willard C. Patterson, mgr.—One hundred per
cent satisfaction, everyone happy.
Best attendance and box office returns in three months.

FIRST
Echoes from

The

NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS

all over the

Big"

Some powerful

reasons

country on

5

Productions

why

There'll

be a Franchise ey&r ywhere
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William R.

Patlie,

Grand

Theatre, Frankford, Ky.,

has been so satisfied with First National Attractions and service
that he writes to say he would close his theatre rather than ask for
a

lower

price

on

such

pictures.

rr

THE OATH

WATS AX OTHER

REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

iiuir'!:

Jii:ii;..it;

Oh Boy! What a Joy

Ride!

With Mr. and Mrs.

CARTER DE HAVEN
in

Take a peep through thetaxi[ivindow!
Take a peep through

the key hole of

a private dining room of the
Cafe de Paixl

Take a peep
little

old

gay

into the

New

life

of

York!

—

And

what you will see? It'll convulse you with laughter!

It's

a joyous farce, bubbling over

—

with fun and frolic and the
speed's a mile a minute.

Presented by Carter

De Haven; Adapted from

the

play by Stanislaus Strange; Directed

by Lloyd Ingraham

A

First National

Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh
Ave.,

New York

City
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Earl D. Sipe, Majestic Theatre, Port Huron, Mich.,
is

playing First National Pictures consistently, and

money on them.

is

mahm:

THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

THE13ATH

Wierellbeia'Frafiehise. everywhere

"Barrymore's Best Characterization!"
—Mozing Picture H

orld.

Critics of the Newspapers and Trade Press unanimous in praise of picture which
packed them in and fascinated crowds at the big Xew York Strand Theatre

HIS BEST

REMARKABLE PERFORMANCE
"Realistic, logical and consistent
Barrymore gives a remarkable performance. It's an achievement and
the production adds to his fame as a
great artist" Motion Picture Xews.

BARRYMORE'S BEST
is

The drama
"Fine entertainment.
marked by intense force, and the

presents

BARRYMORE

is

Moving Picture World.

America's greatest actor,
in the

FILLED WITH THRILLS
"A very
immensely

melodramatic

by Sir Charles

L

Young

at-

There are thrills galore,
of human interest, plenty of suspense and the picture as a whole
ranks as a first quality feature
worthy of every exhibitor's attention.
The emotional tension never relaxes.
Barrymore gives a vivid, forceful
Exhibitor's
Trade
performance."
traction.
lots

—

Review.

A THRILLING PICTURE
"One of
plays,

it

the

most famous crook

has been done into a most

melodramatic and thrilling picture.
Barrymore does some real acting.
His characterization could not be sur-

Xew

passed."

York Evening Mail.

world-famous melodrama

entertaining film and an
effective

IMPERSONATION

"Mr. Barrymore gives the best impersonation he has shown on the
screen in some time, and arouses
great sympathv. The other parts are
well handled."— Xew York Herald.

LIONEL

that
best
the
has given the screen."

characterization

Barrymore

Whitman Bennett

"Jim

the

Penman 99

FASCINATING AND FORCEFUL
"A superb screen production. All
the fascinating incidents of the original drama gain force in being retold
with wider horizons and a modern
point of view. Barrymore's supporting cast bristles with famous names."

—New York Evening
Scenario by Dorothy

Telenram.

Farnum

L

Griffith and
Photography by T.
Harry Stradling

Direction bv Kenneth

Webb

POWERFUL EMOTIONAL

A TELLING PERSONALITY
"Barrymore has a telling personality and a feeling for using it well
before the camera." Xew York Post.

ACTING
"Gives Lionel Barrymore

many

WORK

op-

portunities for powerful emotional
acting.
strong, engrossing photoplay and Barrymore gives an excel-

A

for the effective use of his
strong dramatic personality. In the
last scene he does some almost terrifically virile work and the scene
will leave an impression on the most
blase.

"A

verv

storv."

Xezf

York World.

A

First National

Attraction
VIVID

AND MASTERLY
Foreign Representative

Vivid, virile and masterly. Barrymore in the climax made a figure to

remember."

Xew

A

well

told

story."

Xew

York Sun.

ABSORBING
absorbing

VIRILE

nity

shaded, powerful performance.
He is ably supported." Xew York
Tribune.

lent,

IT'S

IS

"Barrymore has abundant opportu-

York American.

Darid P. H:

- t

i

be.

72J Seventh Avenue, N'e* Teck City

IT'S

HIGH CLASS

"A high class melodrama and a
good vehicle for Lionel Barrymore.
It is entertaining and forceful and
moves with speed. It carries conviction and has an effective climax."
Xew York Morning Telegraph.
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Jack E. Ungerfeld, Lyceum Theatre, Nyack, N. Y.
"Since I have had a franchise, I have had no occasion for comThe franchise has relieved my
plaint either on service or product.

mind

of worry."

THA TS ANOTHER REASON

THE OATH

WHY

Tnerell be a Franchise everywhere

Trust Your Wife!
But your patrons
to

pay cash to

beautiful

will

be glad

most

see the

woman

in

the world

K AT HERINE

MacDONALD
,

in her biggest success

"Trust Your Wife"
The

—and won.who dared

story of a girl

band
Only

all

for her hus-

to have the finger of scorn and suspicion
pointed at her.

Until the stirring climax
to

women, open

them

all

a

— one

that will

the eyes of

appeal

men and

give

thrill.

Presented by the Katherine

MacDonald

Pict ures Corporation, B. P. Schulberg, President

A

Screen story by J. A. Barry and Gerald C. Duffy;
based on the stage play, "Conscience," by H. S.
Sheldon; directed by J. A. Barry; foreign representa-

First National

Attraction

tive,

David P. Howells,

New York

City.

-

Inc.,

729 Seventh Avenue.

A

Object:

Dictatorship
ARTICLE

By

MARTIN

It is now apparent that what has been represented as a spontaneous, nation-wide interest
of the public in censorship of motion pictures is
really nothing of the kind: It is, instead, the
product of subtle and energetic propaganda that
has been carried on at the dictation of the overlords of reform.
As far as the censorship problem is concerned, the industry is awake to the dangers and
to the responsibilities.
It is prepared to meet
this issue squarely on its merits and is now doing so.
However, the serfdom of censorship
does not alone menace the industry. Other assaults of equal importance upon the freedom of
the industry are contemplated.
Even without a very thorough analysis of
the program of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts and the
other radical reformers associated with him it
may be seen at this time that the censorship
issue simply is intended to be the opening wedge
for the introduction of a rigid scheme of regulation which they intend to impose upon the motion picture industry.

*

A« indicated in
scheme of regulation

*

*

week's issue, this
designed to touch and
affect practically every operation of the industry from the studio to the theatre, not even excepting the subject of admission prices.
This condition shall not come to pass. But
the mere saying so will not accomplish the desired result. The plans of the overlords of reform must be opposed with equal energy and
determination. The one thing of paramount
importance that must be accomplished is that
ways and means must be devised to enable the
voice of the public to be heard on these matters.

The

last

is

spirit of intolerance that is stalking across

nation is permitted to go on simply because
the majority has not been heard from.
If the Crafts plan, as we now know it, is
mad,; plain to the people of the country there
will be visited upon it a deluge of scorn and indignation that will promptly cause it to wither
this

and crumble away.

J.

Over

Pictures

II

QUIGLEY

Obviously, this should and must be done.
to do it is through the motion picture
screens of the nation. It is through the screen
that the people can best be informed of the
agencies that are at work to curb and harass the
motion picture. The screen is sufficiently potent to offset the most desperate efforts of the
disciples of intolerance and the public whose interest and devotion has made possible the motion picture in its present scope and grandeur
will look to the theatres to play the part of in-

The way

telligence

and courage

in this contest.
5jc

1 here is no exhibitor of the nation from the
Capitol theatre, New York, to the village theatre, Ead Ax, Wash., who may properly consider
himself exempt from taking an active part in
this work. There will be certain ones, as there
always are, who will sit back and leave the work
for someone else to do. There will be others
who will feel that they cannot break the charm
of entertainment in their theatres by the introduction of controversial matter. And still others
will feel that we are unduly alarmed and that
really there isn't much to worry about.
those in the first group who will be enhave the badge of slacker pinned upon
them we would warn that their indifference may
eventually bring home to them a staggering
cost. To those in the next group we would say
that your patrons instead of appreciating your
withholding this matter from your screen wil)
bring you sharply to task if the overlord* of reform make any substantia] progress in their

To

titled to

plan.

And to those who still remain unimpressed with the seriousness of the situation we
would say that there are facts of unquestionable
authenticity which cannot be printed at this time
which prove beyond argument that the industry,
from the attacks of radical reformers, will undergo during the current year the most crucial
experience in its history.
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Kane has expressed himself
and
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logically

Re -Takes

forcibly on a subject that should

receive general consideration.
*

Many

jWARTIN J. QTJIGLEY
PUBLISHER/ ZP EDITOR
Wednesday by Martin

Published sTsry

J.

general

much

of the

activities

formers

relative

will

remain

until

it

of the

radical

re-

motion pictures

to

a carefully

and Exeoutlve Offices: 417
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois.
phons: Harrison 1248-9249.)
Vow York Office: 1476 Broadway.
phone! Bryant 8111.)
Lob Angeles Office: 6372 Hollywood

Sooth

ditorlal

(T»l»-

and determinedly

laid

cam-

impose a rigid scheme of

regulation upon the entire business.
*

(Tele-

Blvd.

(Telephone: 660-10.)
All Editorial and Business Correspondents
should be addressed to the Chloafo Offloes.

United State* and Its
Possesions, Mexico and Cuba, S2.0O a
you; Canada, 93.50 a year; Foreign Countrlea (Postpaid)
Single
94.00 a year.

Subscription Price:

,

oopy, 38 cents
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to

houses were projected.
*

Warren G. Can't Place Him

realized that they represent

is

Qulsiey.

paign

Chicago's theatre building took a slump
week. Only two new million-dollar

last

understandable

hardly

*

M.

R.

J.

*

*

of the plans and

Wonder if Einstein can figure out that
"distant cousin" of President Harding's.
They say he's a bear on the theory of
distance.
*

*

The convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York,
held in Rochester last week, was more
than a routine affair; it was a thor-

Humanitarian Note
is on
foot to segregate

A movement

instead of following the cruel
of swatting 'em this summer.
It ought to make a hit with the flies, eh?

all

flies

practice

«

give the film companies a fine
opportunity, too, to grab off a lot of
publicity,
stating they've just
shown
their latest super-de-lux-special feature
to the confined Musca domestka, and
then print a lota fly reviews written by
the prisoners.
It'll

oughly business-like and constructive
session that offers splendid encourage-

ment

younger

to

groups

exhibitor

throughout Croat Britain and
Oolanlea under the provision of the copy-

throughout the country.

right act of 1911.

the course that an exhibitors' conven-

*

It remains as an
tion should follow.
example of what should and can be
done.
And, incidentally, the New

Oh, Say Can You See

upon us. The "we have with us tonight"
bug is in our midst, and the "resolutions

York organization

of an invading army.

Copyright

Vol.

XII

In a significant

elsewhere

Kane

No. 17
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this

in

the

directs

and

ducers

statement printed

Arthur

issue

of

attention

distributors

S.

pro-

im-

the

to

portant fact that one of the chief rea-

lated

inform the trade ade-

their efforts to

quately

and

.

convincingly

regarding

product offered.
*

upon the election as president of
and energetic Charles L.
*

*

*

Motion picture theatre construction
throughout the United States has as-

sumed astonishing proportions.
that has been vigorously

face of

reflects

months.

We

development and prosEach of these individual enter-

substantial

to enable the picture to "sell itself."

prises are created out of

a'

who

picture the exhibitor

is

knows

or nothing ab'out might as well

little

be speaking' a foreign language.

Mr.

this

believe

very definitely a condition of

perity.

Likewise the best salesman

in the

the construction difficulties

all

recent

an intimate
conditions and

knowledge
local

of the state convention

committees" look

like the

is

advance guard

*

The opening guns can be heard

in the
volley of "whereas'es" was fired
into the camp of the reformers in the
central west this week and by the middle
of June every battery will be trained on
the stealthily forming army of censors
and "uplifters of the screen" who would
limit picture making to scenes of "rolling eggs on the White House lawn."

East.

A

*

pushed

whose" merits, are sufficiently eloquent

offering

It is

The season

perhaps the one type of building work-

"*

There has been no picture yet made

to be congratu-

is

O'Reilly.

of
*"

indicates

able

the

sons for a scarcity of playing dates
for the more important productions
which have been crowded out by pictures of lesser worth is because leading distributors have slowed up in

It

of local
requirements and each represents

a substantial contribution to the fun-

damental strength of the industry.

Ask

Briggs,

He Knows

Glad tidings from the West coast: Joe
Martin is resting between pictures. Wonder what an orang-outang thinks about
while resting?
*

Jazz for Jackie
"Peck's Bad Boy," otherwise Jackie
Coogan. had a special car and a jazz

band

York

all

the

way from

California to

New

week, which was something
the
original
Peck's bad
boy never
thought of.
last

»

Gladys Walton is all broken up because her $100,000 life insurance policy
has been cancelled. She went into a lion's
cage while filming "The Man Tamer."
She should have had the insurance man
play the lion.

f.l.,

*

IN THIS ISSUE

Would you call the Sea-Gull Film
Company a fly-by-night concern?
*

OF SPECIAL INTEREST

I

An

Interview with Arthur
"Advertising"

"The "Theatre

in Cuba,"

S.

"Ben

Xane on
41

by Harry E.

Nichols

67
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Exhibitors Hold Important
Convention in Chicago
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Iowa and Colorado
Sunday 0108111? Becomes Issue in
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waukee Film Men

Film

Rights
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for

33
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Hew

Distributing Company
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Film
35
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61
66
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away

off for making film
For forty dollars a servant girl in
New York got nine lessons. But the alleged m. p. director got jailed.
is

stars.

37

Louis Exhibitors Defeat Daylight
Saving Measures
39

St.

Illinois

•

Hur"

$1,000,000
F. B. Warren

*

Stimulate Business
I see Philadelphia druggists are going
to refuse to handle beer. Might interfere
with their checker games in the back
room, I suppose.
*

The

Original Cartoonist
Every so often, when a cartoonist can't
think of anything else, he draws a picture
of a man "walking the plank" and labels
him either "J. Barleycorn," "moving picture censor," or "blue law reformer."
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Illinois

Lea gue Asks Public

And

Press to Fight Crafts
Alliance Reorganized by

Result of

[

Election
Fred Hartmann, Chicago.
Joseph Hopp, Chicago.
H. Von Meeteren, Chicago.
W. D. Burford, Aurora.
M. M. Rubens, Joliet.
Charles Lamb, Rockford.
Dee Robinson, Peoria.
V. R. Langdon, Chicago.
E. J. Haley, Chicago.
J. B. Dibelka, Chicago.
B. F. Uran, Mattoon.
M. O. Wells, Chicago.
George Hopkinson, Chicago.
Don Bestor, Kankakee.
H. D. Koffman, Chicago.
Ralph Crocker, Elgin.
George Bromley, Chicago.

NATIONAL CONVENTION
DELEGATES
Joseph Hopp, Chicago, delegate at large;
W. D. Burford, Aurora, delegate at
large; Dee Robinson, Peoria; Charles
Lamb, Rockford; Don Bestor, Kankakee Charles Law, Pana William Pearl,

New

ALTERNATES
Paul Sittner, Chicago; J. J. Rubens, Aurora; O. Frederick, Pekin;
Claude
Rew, Harrisburg; J. J. Hoffer, Peotone;
Gus Karasotas, Springfield; M. M.
Rubens, Joliet; H. Tanner, Pana; Joe
E. Tabor, Belvidere; Barney Grossman, Moline; Peter E. Pinkleman,
Quincy; F. Fisher, Kewanee; Louis L.
Siegel,
Chicago; R. Von Meeteren,
Chicago; M. Miller, Chicago; Joe
Kallal, Chicago; M. Ortenstein, Chicago; W. Christy, Chicago; E. J.
Haley, Chicago; Harry Kahn, Chicago;
P.
Louis
Lautenschlager,
Chicago;
Frank, Chicago; J. W. Landes, Chicago; Louis Brumhild, Chicago; Rex

Lawhead, Decatur.

of State

—

Officers Elected Minneapolis Delegates
Named at Chicago Convention

Are

Following closely upon the publication in "Exhibitors Herald" of an
exclusive interview with Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts in which he revealed for the
first time his determination to create a complete dictatorship over the
motion picture industry, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Illinois,
in convention at Hotel Sherman, April 11 and 12, adopted resolutions calling upon the public and press to assist in "halting the insulting attacks of
Dr. Crafts and preserving the motion picture theatres of the state from the
muck-raking and meddling interference of those who would seek to insinuate themselves through false assertions and agitation into control of motion
pictures in order to effect a reform-element dictatorship over the destinies
of film theatres and motion pictures."
Is First

The

Organization to Take Action

body to take action on the
matter, which leaders in all branches of the industry now believe to be the
most important issue facing the motion picture business.
The passing of the resolution featured one of the most important sessions in the history of the body. The action was taken unanimously. All
present were thoroughly familiar with the question and there was practically no discussion.
Illinois exhibitors are the first official

Eighty exhibitors from all parts of
were present at the sessions.
Many more, who were unable to attend,
Illinois

word that they would participate
any movement the meeting approved.

sent
in

;

Highland Park; T. E. Yemm, Duquoin;
W. W. Watts, Springfield; J. F. Dittman, Freeport; William Cadoret, Kankakee; Ralph Crocker, Elgin; B. F.
Uran, Mattoon; John Miller, WoodJohn
stock;
Ed. Nelson, Quincy;
Koletis, Rock Island; J. W. Edwards,
Chicago;
Hartmann,
Fred
Aledo;
Henry Von Meeteren, Chicago; John
Silha, Chicago; J. B. Dibelka, Chicago;
M. O. Wells, Chicago; H. D. Koffman,
Chicago; George Bromley, Chicago;
Chicago; John
Fitzpatrick,
K.
S.
Frundt, Chicago; H. Goldson, Chicago.

Men

Theatre

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

;

27

Completely Reorganize

At the opening of the convention, it
was decided to completely reorganize
the Illinois Exhibitors Alliance to incorporate many ideas of organization which
have proved successful in other states.
The following steps were taken:

Name

changed

to

Theatre Owners of

Motion

Picture

Illinois.

Mo-

Constitution and by-laws of the
tion Picture Theatre

adopted,

subject

Owners

to

of

America

necessary

local

amendments.
Seal of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America adopted along with the
words "State of Illinois."
All

permit

officers

new

tendered

resignation

to

election to be held at pres-

ent convention.

Preliminary action taken to make possible the increasing of the executive

com-

mittee from fifteen members to twentyseven members. Election probably will
be by referendum.

Other steps of minor importance
towards the same end were also taken.
exhibitors demonstrated emphatically that they intend to take an active
interest in pending legislation which affects the motion picture business.

House

to take
up pending censorship
Illinois
with legislators from
in
their various districts.
Continuance of the 5 per cent film
rental tax was denounced as unfair and
resolutions asking congress to remove
bills

the tax were passed.
representative,
Lyon,
state
Sidney
who has assisted the exhibitors in several instances, was thanked in a resolution unanimously adopted.

Demand Uniform

Joseph Hopp, which was passed unanimously. The resolution in full is as follows:

Bill

between authorized committees and at which
time clauses were agreed upon to constitute a "uniform film rental contract" and also agreed that
a credit system, based on the standing of each
exhibitor, was to replace the present obnoxious
and oppressive deposit system and
Whereas it was agreed that a subcommittee of
three each, headed by Sydney S. Cohen and William A. Brady were to meet and put all these
matters in legible reading form and
Whereas the X. A. M. P. I. have absolutely
failed to keep faith, therefore, be it
Resolved that we approve the work of the
committee of 15 selected by National President
Sydney S. Cohen to represent the M. P. T. O. of
A., and we hereby register our indignation at the
failure of the N. A. M. P. I. to fulfill its promises.
Be it further
Resolved that we demand "uniform film rental
contracts.'' stripped of "catchy," ambiguous and
one-sided clauses and also want advance deposits
I.,

—

—
—

abolished.

The adoption
the

signal

The organization again placed

itself

to pre-

All present

for a

of the resolution was
brief demonstration.

40S

which is aimed
to do away with advance deposits, were
adopted unanimously.

publication censorship.

—

by mutual agreement of the authornational officers of Motion Picture Theatre
and of National Association
America
of
Owners
of Motion Picture Industry, a meeting was held
in Xew York City, at offices of the N. A. M. P.

Whereas

ized

Tighten Qualifications

in the Illinois legislature,

on record as unalterably opposed

Contract

film rental contracts and the
abolishment of advance deposits is demanded in a resolution, fathered by

Uniform

—

Action on Legislation

The

Resolutions endorsing

urged

were

Two

measures were adopted which
were aimed to safeguard the organization as purely an exhibitor organization.
The first automatically removes from
office any member who disposes of his

g
E X

28
theatre holdings and does not go back
into business for a period of sixty days.
Considerable discussion on this question was precipitated because it was
believed it would take the office of director in the Chicago local from August
Powell, who sold his theatre two months
Mr. Powell has been very active
ago.
in the work and his friends objected

that inasmuch as Mr.
retained a financial interest
in his theatre that the provision did not
The measure was then
apply to him.
passed.
was that barring
measure
The second
from active membership anyone who
was interested in the production or disFriends of Louis
tribution of pictures.
Frank, who from time to time purchases
state right pictures and turns their distribution over to independent exchanges,
objected on account of the fact that he
has been very active in the organizations and they -did not want to see him
It was
retired to the honorary role.
ruled that the resolution did not apply
measure
the
to Mr. Frank's case, and
was then passed.

will recall

that Exhibitors

Illinois

the discussion closed.

-.land.

H. P. Loper, Kimbark, Chicago.
Geo. D. Hopkinson, Hamlin, Chicago.
John Silha, Stadium and Lion, Chicago.

Haley &
I.

Frank, Halsted, Chicago.

F.

R. A very, Strand, Mattoon.
R. Kremer, Grand, Geneva.
Ralph Crocker. Star. Flgin.
M. L. Sparr. Village, Wilmette.
II. E. Nelson, Star, Quincy.

L. A. Bernstein, Capital, Springfield.
J.
olis,

W. W. Watts,
W. D. Burford,

Princess, Springfield.
Rialto, Aurora.
E. O. La Roche, Vialta. Clifton.
Iohn C. Miller, Princess. Woodstock.
W. B. Sudduth, "K," Clifton.

Wm. McNamara,

Rex, Virden.
Chas. J. Law, Palaca, Pana.
Wm. Pearl, Pearl, Highland Park.
Don Bestor, Court, Kankakee.
F. R. Kramer, Grand, Geneva.
H. V. Meetern, Rainbow. Chicago.

M. Rubin, Princess, Joliet.
M. Hellman, Erie, Chicago.
Dee Robinson, Madison, Peoria.
Sapperstein, Palais Royal, Chicago,

111.

J.

James Stepanik, Lynn, Chicago.
Ben Rovin, Amuse-U, Springfield.

Frank H. Seim, Stanley. Chicago.
H. Goldson, Julien, Chicago.
Jos. Hopp, Ft. Armstrong, Rock Island.
Geo. Bromley, Albany and Montrose.
Chicago.

Princess, Chicago.

exchange

in

Mr. Friedman barred all "business"
from the dinner at the Sherman.
"We're here for entertainment, not to
talk shop," he announced.

cussed the censorship situation generally
urged all present to stand firm
against any agitation for pre-publication
censorship.
Serial Is

Shown

of "Miracles of the
Selig serial which Fed-

Jungle," the new
erated Exchanges will distribute, were
then shown.
Many exhibitors assured
Mr. Friedman that they considered it one
of the strongest chapter plays they had
seen.
"I selected

it for showing here tonight
considered it mighty good entertainment." said Mr. Friedman, "and it
isn't for sales purpose as it won't be re-

because

I

leased until early Fall."

Another social event during the convention was a get-together dinner in the
Italian Room of the Sherman Tuesday
noon, April 12.

Chaplin 's Next Comedy
" Vanity Fair" Near in
Completion on Coast
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
Chaplin has
Fair" is the

comedy which

April

announced

12.— Charlie
"Vanity

that

of his next two-reel
nearing completion. All

title
is

exteriors have been taken.

Decatur.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

EVANSVILLE,

Northern, Minneapolis,

Minn.
B.

Second Largest Sign
In Country Planned

Campbell, Wonderland, Minneap-

Mam.
W. A. Steffes,

W. Wilson, Camden,

Minneapolis,

Minn.

W.

Cadoret, La Petite, Kankakee.
Illinois, Chicago.
F. W. Hartmann, Aristo, Chicago.
S. L. Fichtenberg, U. S., Chicago.
Joe E. Tabor, Majestic, Belvidere.
H. C. Loper, Lyric, Springfield.

H. Lutz,

Friedman Proves
Real Entertainer

P. Lautenschlager, Grand. Chicago.
A. Powell, Grand, Chicago.

M. Taub,

film

the world.

Co.,

H. Salkin, Owl, Chicago.
Rabinovitz, Marion. Chicago.

S.

J,

Rex Lawhead, Lincoln Square,
Gus Statkis, Casimer, Chicago.

independent

equipped

Chicago.

Par.a.

J.

A.

visiting exhibitors
to drop into the

An exceptional role has been written
into the script for Edna Purviance, the
comedian's leading lady. "Vanity Fair"
It will
is an original story by the artist.
be published by First National.

Co.. Hillside, Chicago.

Dibelka, Parkway, Chicago.
Tescher, Star, Evanston.
15.

V. R. Lancdon, Avon, Chicago.
George Paul, Paul-Stone Amuse.

Victory, Peotone.

Exchange

for a few minutes' chat
with Mr. Friedman and a view of what
is
generally admitted to be the best

Three episodes

Rubens, Fox, Aurora.
M. O. Wells, 20th Century, Chicago.
Fitzpa trick & McElroy, Lyric, Blue

L.

H offer,

Visit

Monday,
opportunity

the

imme-

J. J.

J.

J. J.

to the ex-

D. Burford responded

And

Tohn Deis, Elm, Elmhurst.
P. T. Kennedy, West Chicago. West ChiDittman, Strand. Freeport.

day

new exchange

America.

Adam Dembach, Grand. Wheaton.
W. Edwards, Aledo O. H.. Aledo.

cago.

to

and

J.

H. Tanner, Eagle,

took

organization at the
Springfield convention," said Mr.
Burford, who is financial secretary
of the Illinois organization and
regional director of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of

I

Fxhibitors who attended the sessions
included the following:

J. F.

Many

motion

Those Present

exchange was thrown open

formed valuable service

the

pictures and pledges the members of the
association not to show pictues of that
type.
List of

April 23, 1921

1)

All

Herald has already been endorsed
by the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at their Cleveland convention and endorsed by

resolution's

entering

I.

Following the serving, U. S. Schwartz,
Chicago alderman, who has been active
in the many fights on censorship, was
called upon for a brief address. He dis-

"You

condemning the practice of
distributors to "take the cream
by long pre-release showings of excepbefore turning them
tional pictures"
over to the .exhibitors.
A resolution was also adopted instructing the Illinois delegation of twentyseven to the national convention of the
M. P. T. O. A. at Minneapolis to vote
as a unit.
Another resolution takes exception to

Hamon

ERA

upon, when Adolph Powell, veteran exhibitor, arose to ask, "Are
we not going to endorse all of the
trade papers which have per-

W.

several

Smith

II

diately.

strongly

Clara

TOR S

hibitors?"

Other Action Taken
passed

1

"Exhibitors Herald" was paid an
exceptional tribute at the convention of Illinois Exhibitors Alliance
in Chicago April 11 and 12.
A series of resolutions had been
introduced and hurriedly acted

still

exhibitors

11

Endorsement
Reaffirmed

was ruled

The

I

I'laycrs

to any measure which would
lose his services to the organization.
It

1

the public in Chicago.

strongly

Powell

1

IND., April 12,—
Approximately 2058 ten-watt lamps will
be used in the electric sign to be placed
over the entrance of the new Victory
owned by the Consolidated
theatre,
It
Realty and Theatres Corporation.
will be 52 by 12 feet and. it is claimed,
the second largest theatre sign in the
I'nited States.

Newark Site Is Bought
By Gold and Hennessy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEWARK,

N. J., April 12.— Property at 208 Ferry street in the Ironbound

purchased by Max
Hennessy, owners
of the Liberty theatre. A new playhouse
Mr. Henwill be erected on the site.
nessy is vice-president oi the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey.
has been
and David

district

Gold

J. L. Friedman, president of <he Federated Exchanges of America and the
Celebrated Players Film Corporation of
Chicago, was host to the Illinois exhibitors at a dinner in the Tiger room of
the Sherman Hotel Monday evening,
April 11.
By a coincidence, the date of the opening of the exhibitor convention was the
same day that the new Celebrated

J.

Will Build in Tennessee

JOHNSON

TENN.—

M. B.
CITY,
Cartt will erect a new theatre soon, to
have a seating capacity of 2,000.
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Exhibitor Resolution
Is Widely Circulated
New Hampshire Theatre Men
Protest Production of
Obscene Pictures

Senate in New York Adopts
Censorship Bill, 30 to 18
New

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FRANKLIN, N. H., April 12.—Newspapers of the state have given prominent
space

in

without restraint in their
editorial pages on the resolution adopted
at the recent meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Hampshire.

Standing out as a significant phase of
the convention was the passage of the
resolution which declared "that we, the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
Hampshire, protest against the making of
any motion picture films, the titles or scenes
of which contain anything of a lewd or
licentious character, and stand for the
elimination of all sex problems."
Further the resolution said "that while
we do not believe in state censorship of
moving pictures for the reason that
legalized censorship is a dangerous departure in a free country, we do recognize the fact that our picture screens of
today are public servants, that they minister to the public, and like any minister,
its service is dedicated to the public, and
continuance or recall of its service is in
the hands of the public."
Censorship was defeated at this year's
session of the legislature.
Another convention of the New Hampshire exhibitors will be held in May.

Kohn
Of Realart Makes Tour
Of Key Cities in East

President Morris

Following
from a trip

Jersey Legislature Adjourns Without Taking
Final Action on Regulatory Measure
Introduced by Reformers

news columns and have

their

commented

his

return

to

(From

NEW

YORK.

Staff Correspondent)

— The Clayton-Lusk

bill providing for censorship
of motion pictures in this state has been adopted by the senate in session at
Albany. The vote was 30 to 18.
In New Jersey, however, the legislature has adjourned sine die without
taking final action on the regulatory measure before that body, according to a
bulletin received here today. This dissipates censorship agitation in New Jersey for at least another year.

April

12.-

Executive Committee Goes to Albany
Although the right in New York State has been bitter the motion picture
interests have felt confident of ultimate victory. In an effort to resist the advances of the reform element the executive committee of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of the State of New York has gone to Albany.
Members of the committee who have others prominent in the industry made
gone to the capital are Charles O'Reilly,
pleas for the freedom of the screen. The
president; Samuel I. Berman, Sydney S.
producers suggested to the legislatures
Cohen, Jules Michaels, M. Dipson, J. J.
that no action be taken for at least a
Farran. John Mannheimer, Leo Brecher,
year on the bill and that in the interim
David Cohen, Walter Hayes, W. A.
every effort would be made to cleanse
Warren. Fred Duffle. E. A. Elliott,
George Roberts and Barnard Grob.
Campaign Well Organized
A well organized campaign in opposition to the coactive bill has been conducted by the producers, distributors and

the screen of the so-called objectionable

Petitions containing 2,500,000
signatures were forwarded to the senators as a protest against enactment of
the measure.
At the recent hearing before the senate committee considering the bill David

of arbitrary regulation.

exhibitors.

Wark

Griffith,

Svdnev

S.

New York

Returns

the

Home

make

10.

Northwest

In the

T. Sheffield, who, with Jack Lannon.
has owned the Greater Features exchange at Seattle for some time, is about
to

open exchanges
City.

in

Denver and

Mr. Kohn's

itinerary called for stop-offs at Washington. Pittsburgh. Cincinnati, Detroit.
Cleveland and Buffalo.

(From

NEW

Stair Correspondent)

YORK.

April

12.

— Luporini

Brothers,

He

plans to be in the vicinity of Chicago again in time for the First National

convention at

West Baden.

When

he

Europe in June, his wife and
daughter will accompany him.
The new building in Los Angeles,
which is said to be one of the most atsails

for

tractive of its kind in the world, will
opened within a few weeks.

be

film exporters, are
activities
and are

extending

now buying

their

Rothacker Pleased by
West Coast Progress
Enthused by the progress being made
on his new plant in Los Angeles, Watterson R. Rothacker, president of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, has
returned from the West, spent a few
busy days in Chicago and proceeded to
New York.

Salt

He

Luporini Brothers
Will Export Films

changes.

Leaving Sunday, April

Exchange Holdings

has purchased the Federated franchise for the territory and
closed arrangements for other product
including the new Neal Hart series.
The three exchanges will give him access to a large territory, including Washington. Oregon, Wyoming. New Mexico,
Colorado. Idaho and Ltaii. He is planning a schedule of one feature publication
every two weeks.

his other trip,
a particular effort
to meet and talk with exhibitors and
ascertain their views on the present condition of the motion picture industry as
they find it.
He will also confer with
managers at the company's various exwill

Sheffield Extends

Lake

As was the case during

Kohn

Miller Favors Censorship
Counteracting the influence of the industry's campaign has been the reiterated
statements of Governor Miller in favor

Cohen and

East.

Mr.

features.

J.

exchanges on the
Coast, in the Northwest and in the Middle West. Morris Kohn. president of
Realart, is touring the key cities in the
to

29

American productions
Balkan
America,
and

for France, Italy,
States,
Egypt,
South

Spain.

Luporini

is

in

Germany.
Ferdinando
charge of the company's

affairs here.

Lesser in
(From

Sta'r

New

York

Correspondent)

NEW

VTEW

—

YORK, April 12. E. K. Lini N coin has arrived in this country from
a pleasure trip through England, IreFrance and Holland.
land, Belgium.
While in France and Belgium he visited
the battlefields and obtained material for
a production which he will make in the
near future.
The star refused several
European offers to star in pictures over
there.

YORK. April 12.— Sol Lesser
Barret McCormick have arrived
here with a print of '"Peck's Bad Boy."
starring Jackie Coogan.
and

S.

Drive Opens
(From

NEW

May

4th

Sta'r Correspondent)

YORK.

April

ment has been made

12.—Announce-

that the national
drive to raise funds for the relief of the
suffering in Ireland will open on May 4.
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National Gets

First

MacDonald Pictures
for Two Years More
Associated First National has closed a
contract with B. P. Schulberg, president
of Attractions Distributing Corporation,
assuring it the productions of Katherine
MacDonald for another two years following the termination of her present
contract.

Twelve productions will be delivered
to First National under the new contract
at the rate of one every two months. A

new company is
MacDonald

to be

formed

productions,

the

to handle
according

B. P. Fincman, vice-president, and J. G. Bachmann, treasurer of
the present company, will be associated
with Schulberg in the new enterprise.
to Schulberg.

Pen

Women

Meeting
Washington,
D.
In

C.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, April

League

National

of

12—The

American

Pen

Women

with headquarters in this city
arc holding their annual convention here

Pete Smith, Marshall Neilan's publicity representative, outlines plans for the personal
appearance of the Blackfeet Indian chiefs at first-run theatres where "Bob
Hampton of Placer," the First National feature, will be played.

Advance Deposit
Exhibitors

April 13 to 16. Many women motion picThe
ture stars are planning to attend.
league is actively opposed to motion picture censorship and is expected to reiterate their stand during the sessions
here.

Strand Observing Its
Seventh Anniversary

Bills

of Kansas and Missouri Were Successful
Having Laws Enacted

in

WITH

Exhibitor organizations in approximately every state hoping
near future to obtain passage of anti-advance deposit laws,
Both the Motion Picture
only two states thus far have been successful.
Theatre Owners of Missouri and the Kansas State Exhibitors Association
were successful in their fight before the legislatures. Both bills have been
in the

(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

theatre of

New

April 12.— The Strand

York, which

is,

owned

by Mark Realty Company, is celebrating
The
its seventh anniversary this week.
Strand is the forerunner of palatial
to the moMoe
picture art in New York.
Mark is president and Joseph L. Plunkett
is manager of this house.

amusement palaces dedicated
tion

signed.

New York

State for

Missouri
Section

1.

Whenever any

some time has had such

Law

Kansas

person, firm or cor-

poration, engaged in the teasing of personal property,
to

shall

be

made by

continue to be the money of the person
shall become and remain a
fund in the possession of the person with
such deposit shall be made, and the person,

firm or corporation, receiving such deposit shall be
the holder of such fund as trustee, and as the
trustee as herein defined shall forthwith, and within seven days after the receipt of such trust fund,
deposit the same in some bank or trust company
in the county in which the cestui qui trust shall
reside or have his principal office or place of business, and such fund shall not be mingled with any
other funds or assets of said trustee; and person,
firm or corporation receiving any money in trust,
as herein defined, who shall violate any of the
provisions of this act shall be deemed guilty of a
misdemeanor.
Provided, however, that this act
shall not apply to such transactions where the
property used or leased is delivered to lessee at
time of agreement and remains in the actual and
continuous possession of lessee during the term of

such agreement.

Section

Any

person, firm or corporation being a trustee, as provided in section one of this
act, who shall violate any of the provisions of this
act, shall pay to the depositor a sum of money
double the amount of the deposit or advance payment, which may be recovered in any court of competent jurisdiction, together with a reasonable
attorney's fee to be fixed by the court and collected as other costs in the case.
Any waiver or
attempt to waive the provisions of this act, shall
be void.
Section 3. All acts or parts of acts in conflict
herewith are hereby repealed.
2.

or advanced on a

shall

be

contract or agreement

for the

such money with the interest thereon until
or so applied, shall continue to be the
of the person making such deposit or advance and shall be a trust fund in the possession
of the person, with whom such deposit or advance
shall be made and shall be deposited in a bank
in the state of Kansas, and in the county where
said depositor resides, and shall not be mingled
with other funds or become an asset of such
trustee. Any interest paid by such bank as trustee
shall be credited to and become a part of such
trust fund:
PROVIDED FURTHER. That
any waiver or attempt by the person making such
deposit to waive any of the provisions of this act
shall be void.
Any person, firm or corporation being
Sec. 2.
a trustee as provided in Section 1 of this Act
who shall violate any of the provisions of this
Act shall forfeit a sum of money to the depositor
equal to the amount of such deposit which may be
recovered by the depositor in any court of com-

due,

repaid,

money

AND

petent jurisdiction.
Sec. 3.
This Act shall take effect and be in
force from and after its passage and publication
in the official state paper.

Godsol Going
(From

NEW

to

Coast

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

—

April 12. F. J. Godsol,
who has been in Florida watching the
making of his John Barrymore feature,
has returned to New York and will leave
in a few days for California.

Sells

New

(From

deposited

sonal property as security for the performance
of such contract or agreement, or to be applied
as payments on such contract or agreement when

making the deposit and

whom

Whenever money

the lessee to bind the said lessee

thereon, shall, until returned or applied in accordcontract or agreeance with the terms of such

trust

1.

In

use or rental of moving picture film or like per-

the

ment,

Sec.

Kremer
Law

payment

require a deposit or advance

performance of such contract, then such
money so deposited, with any accruing interest

to

a law.

Exchanges

York

to Merit

Staff Correspondent)

NEW

YORK, April 12.— In order to
confine his activities to the production of
features and the distributing of them on
the state right market, Victor Kremer
has disposed of his New York exchange
The deal into Merit Film Company.
volves the Kremer features, "Mad Love,"
"Fortunate Handicap," the Chaplin reissues and others.

First

National Officials

Present at
(From

NEW

Staff

YORK.

Annual Ball
— Robert
April

Correspondent)
12.

Nathan Gordon, Sam Katz, A.
H. Blank, J. D. Williams and Harry
Schwalbe were present, with other First
Lieber,

National executives, at the second annual
dinner dance of the Associated First
National Athletic Club at the Hotel McAlpin.

New Theatre for Hoboken
NEW YORK, N. Y— Roosevelt Theatre Corporation, Greenwood A. Robinson, president, has bought a site at the
southeast corner of Summit avenue and

Courtland street. West Hoboken, and
will erect a $225,000 motion picture theatre there.
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Warns Exhibitor

of
Activities of Keith
Film Man Says Control of
Screen Should Remain
Where It Is
(From

events

Rochester was

April 12.— One of the
the
convention at

I.

Bill

Mr. Chadwick referred to the fact that
Murdock's speech, the vaudeville
interests were plainly wooing the screen
and it indicated to Mr. Chadwick the fact
that organization alone had placed the
theatre exhibitors in their present powerin J. J.

position.

Sounds a Warning
He sounded a warning, however, beit is his belief that the Keith enterprises are casting their eye on the film

cause

This statement is substantiated by
the fact that the Keith interests have recently bought all of the motion picture
theatres in Amsterdam, X. Y.
Mr. Chadwick called to the attention
of his friends, the exhibitors, the fact that
possibly they would have a new opponent entering their own business.
field.

moments

IA., April 12.

—Censorship was

of the session of the

Iowa

legislature

Censorship Measure Dies in Committee
Friday morning, the last day of the session, the bill appeared on the
callender. At noon it was called up for consideration. Before noon, however, friends of the industry had obtained support on the floor of the senate
for a motion to recommit the bill to the sifting committee and the motion
went through without a hitch. The bill died in the committee as the session adjourned sine die at an early hour in the morning.

On

DENVER. COLO..

April 12.

—Adjournment of the Legislature

both the censorship measure and the O'Brien
regulated Sunday closing through local option.
killed

While members
tain

Screen

of the

Club, which

Rocky Mounwas active in

the legislative fight, are elated over the
defeat

of

the

regulatory measure they

regret that the O'Brien

bill

was not

re-

Situation Is

The

is

exactly as

convened..
effort will be made, however, at the
legislature

amend

its

enforcement.

Plan Million Dollar
South Bend Theatre
To Open Christmas
IND., April 12.—
Jacob Handelsman of Ch'cago announces
that the Palace theatre to be erected
here at a cost of SI, 000.000 will be completed by Christmas.
It will seat 3,000.
The grand foyer will be 108 feet long
with a vaulted ceiling 50 feet high. Alexander Zukofski of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra will lead the orchestra.

Staff Correspondent)

April 12.— The execucommittee of First National, composed of Samuel Katz of Chicago; A. H.
Blank,
Des Moines; Robert Lieber.
Indianapolis: X. H. Gordon. Boston:
Harry D. Schwalbe. Moe Mark. New
York, and J. D. Williams were in sesThe meeting of this
sion tast week.
committee is a prelude to the annual
meeting of the Associated First Na-

The Palace

for

to be built at the north-

theatrical interests who plan to
build a ten story theatre and office build-

York
ing.

Accident in Laboratory
Delays Griffith Opening

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK.

April
12.— After a
of record-breaking attendance at
the Lyric theatre. "The Four Horsemen"
was moved to the Astor theatre, April 10.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

month

Crowded houses marked the first two
days at its new location.
Reports from Chicago and Los Angeles indicate equal success at the opening weeks of the runs there.
Preparations are being rushed for openings in
Philadelphia. Boston. Detroit and San

is

west intersection of Michigan street and
Colfax avenue. The southwest corner is
said to have been purchased by New

"The Four Horsemen"
Is Removed to Astor

Francisco.

legislature in 1923
the blue laws.
The present Sunday closing law was
passed originally in 1S61.
It has been
ignored generally so far as its enforcement is concerned because public sentito repeal or

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

tive

NEW

next session of the

SOUTH BEND,

YORK,

franchise holders, scheduled
April 20 at the home office.

last week
which would have

Same

situation in the state

was before the

bill

ment has not demanded

ported out of committee.

Opens on April 20

tional

Laws

Will Continue Fight on Blue

Annual Convention
Of First National
(From

in the closing

passage.

An

NEW

thwarted
which adjourned

at 2 :30 A. M.
on April 9.
Drastic restrictive provisions in the measure which had passed the
lower house two weeks ago were unchanged in the bill which was considered by the sifting committee of the senate. Opponents of censorship
had been assured that the committee would never report the bill out for

it

erful position.

the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DES MOIXES.

Might Acquire Many Houses
There are many people who believe
that the Keith enterprises have decided
to buy up as many motion picture theatres as possible and the resources of
such a powerful organization would be
no mean factor in acquiring control of a
large number of picture theatres throughout the country, which action in Mr.
Chadwick's opinion is a source of competition, likely to be at variance to the
best interests of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
It is his contention that the screens of
the country should be kept under the
control of the men who have built up the
business to its present lucrative and pow-

in

Adjournment of Legislature

E. Chadwick's (presi-

evening.

•

Sought by Theatre Men
Rocky Mountain State Dies with the

Local Option

of

dent of the F. I. L. M. Club) speech at
the M. P. T. O. banquet on Wednesday

ful

Film Censorship Measures
Killed in Iowa and Colorado

Staff Correspondent)

ROCHESTER,
salient

31

NEW YORK,

WALLACE RE ID
The Paramount
couver, Harry
west.

star,

meets the Mayor

of

Van-

Gale, while touring the North-

April 12.— Destruction

of 2,000 feet of film, caused by the collapse of a frame in the laboratory, made
it necessary to postpone the premiere of
D. Wi Griffith's "Dream Street" at the
Central theatre until tonight.
The accident inconvenienced a party
of English and Swedish tourists who
had telegraphed from Florida for seats
at the opening.

EX

32
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PROTESTING PASSAGE OF BLUE LAWS

IN

PAMONA

April 23, 1921
ing

all

respect ior

provisions enacted

its

defense of human rights.
If the
churches are not driven out of politics,
they will finally control the state, and
the horrors of the Inquisition will be
renewed, and the streams of America
will flow crimson with blood of martyrs, as did the streams of Europe under
the old regime of church and state domin

ination; for men who have hearts that
beat true and consciences that will not
flinch, will die for their convictions, but

they will never surrender them. The inevitable product of a legal religion is
It aleither hypocrisy or persecution.
ways has been, and it never can be otherwise.

"The principles of religious liberty
must be maintained, and the Sunday laws
must be repealed, or the public institutions of America will crumble under the

The

weight of fanatical hysteria.

refor-

mers are thirsty for blood and are head-

They are
ing to a second Inquisition.
determined to close everything on Sunday, excepting the roads that lead to
church and to the cemetery, and the latter road will give us all one long, long
day of rest."

Among

the stars, producers and authors appearing at the mammoth mass meeting
were Gouverneur Morris, Rupert Hughes, Charles Murray, Anita Stewart, WalCoogan and many others including ministers and prominent
business men.

Pamona Exhibitors

lace Reid, Jackie

Lose Sunday Fight
Law Passes

Sunday Question

Is

Destined

Face

in

of Big

Mass Meeting Held

to

in

Protest
spr.iat to Exhibitors Herald)

Precipitate Great Crisis
Principles of Religious Liberty

Be Maintained

THE

in the

Must

Says

United States

Sunday question

is

C

destined to precipitate

S.

LONGACRE

a greater

crisis

than

this nation has ever seen.
The principles of religious liberty

must be maintained and the Sunday
laws must be repealed or the public institutions of America will crumble
under the weight of fanatical hysteria.

LONGACRE

PROF.

C. S.
of Washington D. C.. international secretary
of the
Religious
Liberty Association
made these surprising statements at a
recent mass meeting held in the Auditor-

ium at Milwaukee, Wis.
For several years Prof. Longacre has
been active
lation.

It is

fighting blue law legissaid of him that he has de-

in

feated more such laws than any other
person in the country. His address follows in part:

"The

months have witnessed
the greatest Sunday blue law campaign
last

four

that has ever afflicted America. In many
localities it is still raging in all its fury,
and with a religious fervor that usually
characterizes fanaticism. The very fundamental principles of the American constitution are being assailed today by professional religious reformers.
They are
sure that a national Sunday law in the
form of an amendment to the federal

constitution will be adopted ultimately by
congress and the several state legislatures, the same as the eighteenth amendment became a part of the fundamental
law of the land.
"They are equally sure that a drastic
enforcement act with confiscatory powers and penalties will follow the adoption of a compulsory Sunday observance
amendment, the same as the Volstead enforcement act, with teeth in it, followed
the adoption of the Eighteenth Amend-

ment.
"This is in direct contradiction of the
freedom of our forefathers which they
attempted to secure to their posterity

when
ally.

the constitution was drafted originof our forefathers was

The freedom

—

both political and religious this has always been considered one of the inalienable rights of American citizenship.

"In this country there can never be a
union of church and state. If the church
does not withdraw from politics peaceably, she is going to be driven out of
politics.

"I do not believe in preachers or the
doctrines of those preachers that would
substitute the policeman's club for the
cross of the Great Teacher in bringing
religion to the masses of the people.
Since God never ordained the civil law
to prescribe man's religion for him and
to enforce it, let us keep the church and
state forever separate.

"The Sunday question

is

12.— Pamou
This
Sunday.
tight which attracted the entire country
because of the proximity of Pamona to
the center of production was won by the
blue law advocates by a small margin.
For one month prior to the referendum

I'AMON'A,
theatres must

destined

to

April

<

close

on

the motion picture industry waged a
On the day
strenuous campaign here.
before the vote was taken a great mass
meeting attended by thousands was held
Stars and others interested
in the open.
in the cause of the industry addressed
the

gathering.

The campaign here was

in

charge of

Arthur, general manager of
Coast Theatres, Inc., the Gore-

Harry

C.

West

Ramish-Lesser enterprise which owns a
of forty houses, and Harry D.
Wilson publicity director of the Irving
chain

Lesser forces.
At no place

in

the country has such an

and well organized fight been
waged by the industry. The law has
thirty days before it becomes effective.
Arthur plans to keep theatres open as
a test case and will appeal to the high
intensive

courts.

Will Not Convict on

Blue

Law Charge

precipitate a greater crisis than this nation has ever seen.
One of two things
is
inevitable,
either the Constitutional
guarantees of civil and religious liberty
and the total separation of church and
state must be maintained, and the existing Sunday blue laws must be repealed,
or these shackles of religious bigotry and
tyranny will ultimately destroy our free

Tracy of the Gem, who was charged
with operating his house on Sunday, reported a disagreement. The state indicated it would move for a dismissal of

Republican institutions.
"We cannot remain free and forever
retain local religious statutes enforced by
the civil magistrates which override the

Sunday Pictures
Lose in Nebraska

federal constitution and are absolutely
hostile to every guarantee of civil and religious freedom vouchsafed to the individual citizen.
"We cannot continuously override the
constitution without ultimately destroy-

April 12.— Reports
received here from the election last week
show that the Sunday opening question
was defeated in Blair, Lexington, Hastings and Wymore.

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PLATTEVILLE,
The jury

in

the

April 12.—
against William

WIS.,

case

the case.

(Special to Exhibitor? Herald)
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Reductions in Rentals,
Warn Milwaukee Film Men

Hiram Abrams
Re-elected

Declare That Exhibitors Lowering Admission Prices
to Their Theatres Are Doing So at
Their Own Risk
(From

MILWAUKEE,

Staff Correspondent)

WIS., April

sion prices are doing so at their
is

12.

—Exhibitors

own

decreasing their admis-

no reduction

risk as

in film rentals

contemplated.

This warning has been issued by the Milwaukee F. I. L. M. Club, a
which was held recently for the purpose of discussing

special meeting of
film rentals.

Better Pictures Makes Reduction Inadvisable
"Film rentals are just as high as they ever were," declared George L.
Levine of Universal, president, "and they will continue to be. There is no
sign of reduction. Producing companies are making better pictures than
ever and cannot accept lower prices for them."

He

that the public was under
that rentals were comdown and that in turn they expected
admission prices to drop.
Representatives of practically every exchange here
attended the meeting and all concurred

the
ing

Mr. Levine's statement.
Two Theatres Reduce
Despite the warning the Merrill theatre,
controlled by Ascher Brothers of Chicago, has reduced its prices from 40 to
30 cents.
The Princess, a Saxe house,
in

—

YORK,
NEW
Abrams,

April
12.
Hiram
the annual meeting of
United Artists Corporation, was reelected president.
This is his second
term as chief executive.
Others reelected are Dennis
O'Brien, vice
F.
president and general counsel; A. H. T.
Banzhaf, secretary; M. E. Prager, treasurer.
Members of the board of directors are Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, Abrams,
O'Brien, Nathan
Burkan and
at

has decreased the admission
children to 10 cents.

price

for

of 400 per cent in the prices of films,"

declared President Jules E. Mastbaum,
"one can readily understand why we
have not been inclined to reduce prices
of admission until now.
However, I feel
that inasmuch as the public is called upon
to pay every excess charge, and that our
patrons are so appreciative of everything

we have done

in

their behalf,

continue to do, that

them every

we have

decided

prices
time.

some

in

and

will

we must extend to
That is why
shade down our

consideration.
to

of

our theatres

at

this

"Few people. I dare say have ever
given a thought to the undisputed fact

Stanley Reduces

Admission Prices

that the motion picture theatre affords
in the aggregate almost two hours of
keen enjoyment for old and young and
in many cases considerably more than
that time and at prices which are ridiculously low when compared to the admission charged by theatres devoted to the
spoken drama. Yet such is the fact and
the Stanley Company of Amreica, ever
mindful, of the good will and patronage
of the public will leave no stone unturned to fulfill its every promise of
presenting only the best in the motion
picture world, and at prices which are
within the reach of everyone."

—

—

Banzhaf.

u

"When one realizes that the war
brought about a raise in some instances

stated

impression

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Ben Hur" Rights
Bring $1,000,000

Erlanger. Dillingham and
Ziegf eld to Make Famous
Story Into Film

PHILADELPHIA. PA,

12.—

April

Effective yesterday prices for admission

Vic-

to the Arcadia, Stanton, Palace,
toria and neighborhood theatres

were

reduced by Stanley Company of America.
This reduction does not apply to the
new Stanley which it is believed cannot maintain the present quality of attractions at a lower price.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW
volving

YORK.
the

sum

April
of

12.

—A

deal

in-

for

the

$1,000,000

motion picture rights to Gen.

Lew Wal-

lace's famous novel "Ben Hur" has just
been consummated between A. L. Erlanger, Charles B. Dillingham and Flo
Ziegfeld, Jr., and the Harper Brothers,
publishers of General Wallace's book.
The stage and screen rights to the novel
have heretofore been vested in Henry
W allace, son of the author and the repre-

sentative of the estate.

culmination of
tions

The

and

eight

conflict

in

The

deal

is

the

years of negotia-

Hur"

find

without the
Picture

Keep

Cabery,

a

for

my

check for

subscription

to

EXHIBITORS HERALD.

money as cheerfully. I just can't get along
and wonder how any other exhibitor can.
'What the

parted with

HERALD

Did

the

I

Me' department

good work going."

is

great,

—W.

a good guide to box office receipts.

H. Trecker,

secretary,

Mutual

theatre,

111.

for

because in his opinion the art of picmaking had not advanced far
enough to insure an adequate presentation of what he 'regarded as a sacred
story.

"Enclosed

Never before have

the courts.

picture rights to '"Ben

which such a tremendous price is to be
paid, have been coveted for years by
every picture producer in the field. Many
tempting offers were made to General
W allace during his life, but were refused
ture

"What oxhibitors
are saying about

EXHIBITORS HERALD here on my desk for some
make up my mind that I was taking about as many trade papers
as necessary, but every time I would run back over some of those comments
about some pictures we had run and found them checking up to my idea
exactly, I decided I was very much in need of EXHIBITORS HERALD.
Please
"I have had a copy of

time trying to

start the

theatre,

HERALD

coming

Brewton, Ala.

to

me

at

once."

—

C. B. Sawyer, president, Vaudette

K X
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Kunsky

to Build

New

Theatre As
Jewel of Chain

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DETROIT, MICH.,
Kunsky

H.

April

Kunsky

the

of

12.— John
Theatrical

Enterprises and president of Associated
First National Pictures of Michigan, will

begin immediately the erection of a new
which is to occupy
the greater portion of a city block in

theatre, the Capitol,

downtown

Detroit.
cost $2,7>0,000 and will seat
4,250. It is to be one of the largest playhouses in the United States.
It

will

Continue to Object
To Clara Hamcn as
Motion Picture Star
Protests against Clara Smith Hamon,
acquitted of murder in Okla-

recently

homa, being permitted

to star in a series

of motion pictures, continue to arrive at
the offices of Exhibitors Herald.
of

J.

D. Williams, general manager of Associated First National Pictures, and Louis
B. Mayer, whose pictures are distributed by First National, look over additions
to the Mayer studios, Hollywood, Cal.

Million Fans
"Over

View Fox Film
New Yori\
17— Road Companies Now

Hill" Has Played on Broadway,

the

September

City, Since

Are Being Put Out by Producer

APPROXIMATELY

1.000,000 people have viewed the William Fox
production, "Over the Hill."
The feature has played at Broadway theatres in New York
City since September 17, when it opened at the Astor.
Road companies now are being sent out by the producer.

N EARING

its eighth month of Broadpresentation the feature, while
not establishing a record, has scored an
achievement. With a record of such success on Broadway interest now centers
upon the box office performance in' the
cities visited by the road companies.
Because of the nature of the picture

way

which

was adapted from two of the
"Farm Ballads" by Will Carlcton, Fox
believes that the feature will play to
profitable houses in every state in the

Union.

"How much
to be

longer

is

the

Fox

picture

duction.
Many wait until these attracI
tions appear in less expensive houses.

believe the same thing holds true in motion picture production.
"For instance, consider the Fox picunderstand it
I
ture. 'Over «the Hill.'

has been running on Broadway for seven
months. While more New Yorkers will
see a meritorious motion picture than a
good drama, comedy or musical show, yet
Then,
there is limit to this patronage.
the attraction continues, as in the case
of 'Over the Hill,' it must of necessity
be the visitor who supports it."
if

shown on Broadway?"
*

*

*

In replying to this question the producer cites the statement of a New York
theatrical producer, which reads:
"Opinions differ, but in my estimation
at least 8 per cent of Broadway theatrical
patronage is derived from New York's
guest list.
Broadway successes such as
'Lightnin' and 'The Gold Diggers' have
proved this theory. Not all of Greater
New York goes to see a Broadway pro-

*

*

*

If the deductions of this producer are
to be accepted, then the final "curtain"
for "Over the Hill," so far as Broadway
presentation is concerned, is in the distant future, in the belief of Fox.

The American Exhibitors' Association
Western Penn sylvan ia and Motion

Picture Exhibitors' League of St. Louis
are two exhibitor organizations to voice
protest since the first list of protests was
printed. Many individual exhibitors have
made public announcement to their patrons that they will not show any Hamon
pictures. Prominent among these is Fred
S. Meyer, manager of the Palace theatre,

Hamilton, O.

Equity Will Distribute
First Zieg field Picture
(From

NEW
f

eld,

April 12.— W. K. Zieg-

uresident of Ziegfeld

poration,
first

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

announces that

production,

concern's

"The Black Panther's

Cub," starring Florence Reed, will be
published in America through EquityCorporation by arrangement
Pictures
with J. I. Schnitzer, president of that
organization.
Equity will exploit the
feature throughout the country on an
unusually large scale.

Aliens Formally Open
New Cleveland House
CLEVELAND,

O., April

12—Jule

and

have formally opened the
Allen theatre here. At the opening performance a program of informal dancing
was held in the rotunda. Oral D. Cloakey

Jay

is

J.

Allen

manager of

the house.

Allentown Rialto Opens
ALLENTOWN,
new

2,500-seat

opened.

Max

It

is

Spiegel.

PA., April 12.— The
theatre has been

Rialto
the

latest

enterprise

of

More than two thousand

guests, including exhibitors, distributors
and producers attended the opening per-

formance.

the Hill" is now in its fifth
since its premiere at the Astor,
having been presented also at the Nora
Bayes, Central and Lyric theatres prior
to removal to the Broadhurst theatre, its

Hayakawa.

present home.

operation for appendicitis.

"Over
"home"

Cinema Corhis

Hayakawa

III

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,
is

'April

critically

ill

12.— Sessue
following an
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B.Warren Organizes
Film Distributing
Open Twenty Branches

New

Company

United States and
Complete Canadian Organization in September Promises Big Productions Weekly

Will

—

in

^

The F. B. Warren Corporation, a motion picture sales and distributing
organization which will operate branch exchanges in the twenty or more
motion picture distributing centers of the United States, has been incorporated at Wilmington, Del.
F. B. Warren, president and general manager of the new company,
was one of the founders and vice-president and sales manager of the Goldv yn organization, later vice-president and sales manager of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation and more recently organized and operated the general management of the Associated Producers distributing organization in
United States and Canada.
Formation of this new organization
is understood brings around Mr. Warren production and financial affiliation of
men ranking at the top in motion picture
production and men of large interests in
the business and industrial life of the
it

United States.
To Operate in September
Producer and director connections, already closed, will assure an annual output of thirty or more big productions,

NEW

YORK,

declared.

April 12.— Felix Feist,
former vice-president of Goldwyn, has
joined Joseph M. Schenck's staff to supervise the distribution and sales of Norma
and Constance Talmadge pictures and
Schenck productions, including
other
the Buster Keaton comedies, the Mutt
and Jeff pictures, the Allen Holubar pictures, Sidney Franklin productions and

production each week.
will
be
All productions distributed
under the complete supervision and control of a man "already identified with

Emerson-Anita Loos special
productions. Mr. Feist will make a trip

ownership of the Warren Corporation is
described as "one of the largest private
moneyed interests in the United States
with holdings and control over several
industries."
This interest is said to be
thoroughly familiar with the sales and
distribution of motion pictures.
Will Not Produce

John

the

throughout the United States, representing Mr. Schenck.
He will visit with the
exhibitors
laboration.

and promote new ideas

of col-

Fox Big Special
"Queen of Sheba"
Opens in N. Y.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
theatre

YORK, April 12.— The Lyric
was the scene Sunday night of

opening

the

of

William

screen spectacle, "The
It

is

a

dramatic and

Fox's

Queen

latest

of Sheba."

mammoth

screen

version of the famous love romance of
the

most beautiful woman

prepared

for

the

screen

Tracy and directed by

J.

in the

by

world,

Virginia

Gordon Ed-

wards.

More than

thousand people took
and 500 camels
and horses were used in many of the
scenes. Thirty principals are in the cast,
headed by Betty Blythe, who has the
titular role.
The production is said to
have cost William Fox over $1,000,000
and has been over six months in preparation. Mr. Fox declares it to be the
culminating spectacular triumph of his
part in

ten

the production

entire career as a producer.
forty-five piece orchestra

A

furnished

the music for the opening, which was arranged especially for the picture by Erno
Rapee. The picture is scheduled for an
indefinite run at the Lyric.

the ownership and making of pictures
that have established box office records."
His identity is not revealed in the pre-

liminary announcement.

The

financial

interest affiliated

It is stated that the

company

in

the

will not
in any

have a dollar of interest or equity

Greet Exhibitor
With Brass Band
Do

theatre

patrons

really

ap-

an exhibitor's effort to
provide them with good entertainment?
preciate

Take the case of David Schaefer,
general manager of the Rosassy
Amusement Corporation and house
manager of the Lyric theatre, Elizabeth, N. J.
Schaefer recently went to Berfor a week to pick up health.
When he returned, he was greeted
by a committee of patrons of the
Lyric, escorted to his theatre by a
brass band, and then presented with
a floral horseshoe and a Gladstone

muda

bag.

Schaefer invited his friends into
the theatre to attend a special
showing of "If Only Jim," a Harry

Carey picture.

productions.

Complete distribution will be maintained through branch offices in the Dominion of Canada, through F. B. Wa-rren, Ltd., a Canadian Corporation and
in Europe will be maintained
London, Paris. Berlin and Milan.

offices

in

it

Exchanges will open Sunday September 4, 1921 and will offer one

is

producing organization. This distribution
will be maintained independently to offer
its facilities for world-wide sale of big

Counter Move Planned
By Allied If Censorship
Agitation Is Continued
The

Amusement Association of
planning counter legislation if
efforts to have the state legislature adopt
a censorship measure continue.
A compilation of admission tax figures
Allied

Chicago

is

made by

the Allied reveals that children
represent only 1 per cent of the attendance at Chicago theatres.
One of the
contentions of the reformers is that some
pictures have a demoralizing influence on
children.
Basing their argument on these tax figures, the Allied states that if agitators
seek to legislate against the 99 per cent
it will seek a bill to prohibit the attendance at any theatre in the state of children under 16 years of age.
The law
would be absolute, not even permitting
admittance of juveniles when accompanied by parents, guardians or other
adults.

Writers to Circulate

Nation-wide Petition
Opposing Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April

12.— The Photoplaywrights League of America will circulate nationally a petition against censorship.
Voters in every state will be
asked to sign it. The league hopes
through this large petition to swing public opinion solidly behind the
industry
and against the reformers who seek repressive legislation.

Exhibitors Must Censor
Or City Regulates Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TULSA. OKLA..
Police Gustafson has

April 12.— Chief of

made

it

mandatory

that exhibitors here eliminate all socalled objectionable scenes from motion
pictures or he will ask the city commissioners for a board of censorship.

E XIII B
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Backbone
By e. r. pearson
of Many Programs

Keith and Allied
Circuits to Play
Pathe N ews Reel

Pathe Exchange Director Says 60 Per Cent of H<ouses

Book
IIXTY PER CENT of the

the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Chapter Play

NEW

YORK, April 12.—
declared to be one of
the largest booking deals ever
transacted has just been closed
What

American theatres play serials.
The chapter play forms the backbone of several programs each week

•

in these theatres.

THESE

statements
are
made by Elmer R. Pearson, director
of exchanges for Pathe, and are based
significant

on actual figures collected by the comMr. Pearpany's thirty-two branches.
son says:
"After losing money for months on a
given day of their week, many exhibitors
have converted that day into their most
profitable one

by booking

serials

for

it

When hot or cold
in and year out.
weather keeps people away on other days
of the week, the old, reliable Pathe serial
day goes right on grinding out splendid
year

You

profits.

there

is

Many

is

can't

anything

tell

that

exhibitor

wrong with

serials.

who

has frankly
stated that serials have saved his business
existence not once but several times.
the exhibitor

*

*

*

every reason why the history
of the screened serial should follow the
course of the triumphant printed serial
story, with its time-honored motto, 'conThey are equally
tinued in our next.'
subject to the law of popular demand.
The orally delivered and printed serial
story, whose Oriental origin is best illustrated in 'The Thousand and One Nights'
tales, never has lost its hold on the public.
The greatest fiction writers of modern
times in all countries have conformed
to, in a general way, and improved on
those models.
"Those magazine publishers who, in recent times, sought to supplant their longstanding serial feature with short stories
and novelettes complete in a given issue,
saw their circulation go down with a
bump. They were deluged with protests

"There

is

their readers.
Serious loss, danger
financial shipwreck, compelled them

May

1, will be played first run
approximately every theatre
in the Keith circuit and its al-

in

trenched again, not only in the magazines
but in most of the important newspapers,
either in their daily morning or evening
or their

Sunday

editions.
»

cuits.

»

»

"Human life itself is a continued story,
lived in daily installments, and containing
perfection those most gripping elements of fiction mystery and suspense.
To have to wait for 'the next installment'
is natural and
enhances the fascination
of the story as a whole. The application
is the same in the case of the screened
story.
It furnished 'recreation' for the
larger part of the population, with the
best comedies next in order.
"The allegation that 'feature audiences'
will not patronize serials is not only
untrue, but stupid except, of course, in
the case of the flashy, strained and
illogical sort that were outlawed by every
intelligent exhibitor half a dozen years
ago.
"The type of serial, well written and
conscientiously produced, that has progressed in quality along with all the other
advances in the industry, and with developing public taste, is the most popular
'recreation'
offered
by exhibitors
catering to any class of patronage. This
description of serial which, I may add,
is the only type distributed by Pathe
is
booked to open a number of the finest
new motion picture theatres being built
in this country."
in

It

—

Who Aided

in

Resigns from Bench
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

April

12.—Almet

F.

Jenks, presiding justice of the appellate
division

dered

He

of the

his

supreme

resignation

to

court,

the

has tengovernor.

will return to private practice in as-

sociation with Gustavus A. Rogers.

Mr. Jenks assisted the United States
government in the prosecution of the case
against the motion picture trust which
led to its dissolution by court proceedings in 1916.
For many years he has
been counsel for Fox Film Corporation
and other theatrical enterprises.

L.

R. Stout Purchases
Hugo, Ok la., Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HUGO, OKLA.,

April

12.— L. R.
Sneed, own-

Stout of the firm of Stout &
of two theatres in Bristow, Okla.,
has purchased the Liberty theatre in
Hugo from A. L. Blunt for $16,000. Mr.
Stout will remodel and redecorate the
Liberty and increase the seating capacity.
ers

will gain

the
Poli

'

cir-

Pathe

that

between 2,500

and 3,000 days bookings
through the deal. At least 250
first run accounts are expected
to be added to Pathe News.__
Signing the contract were E.
F. Albee, president and chief
owner of the B. F. Keith
vaudeville circuit and president
of the B. F. Keith vaudeville
exchange; J. J. Murdock and

—

—

believed

is

News

—

NEW

including

interests

lied

Orpheum, Proctor, Moss,
and Wilmer and Vincent

Dissolving Film Trust

R. PEARSON
Pathe director of exchanges, who has issued an
interesting statement on serial attractions.

prises

to restore the weekly, or monthly, installment of a 'continued story.'
"As a result of this unfortunate experiment, the serial novel has become en-

Justice

ELMER

between the B. F. Keith enterand Pathe whereby
Pathe
News, beginning on

from
of

is

Brunet,
president
of
Paul
This is said to be in
Pathe.
many respects the biggest
deal ever negotiated by Pathe.

Robert Long Forms
Advertising Bureau
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

April 12.— Robert Ed-

gar Long has announced his resignation
as general press representative for D. W.
Griffith, with whom he has been assoMr. Long has
ciated for three years.
taken offices in the Fitzgerald building,
1482 Broadway. He will act as personal
representative and counsel in advertising
and publicity for producers, directors
and players.
While with Griffith he exploited such
pictures as "Broken Blossoms," "Hearts
of the World," "Way Down East," and
others. He composed the musical selection "Broken Blossoms," which he dedicated to the Griffith production.

Officials Go East
LOS ANGELES, April 12. — Carl
Laemmle,
R.

president

of

Universal,

H. Cochrane, vice-president, have

and
left

A

farewell party was tenone of the "Big U" ranches,
and all of the Universal studio employes
attended.

for the east.
dered them at

Rialto Opens in
LOUISVILLE,

tion.

Louis

company,
May.

is

May

April

12.—The

new

$1,000,000 photo-

rapidly

nearing comple-

Rialto theatre, the

play house,

KY..

president of the
will open early in

Dittmar,

states

it
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Regime
As New York Exhibitor Head

O'Reilly Plans Active
New York

Chief

League to Seek Public
Feeling Against Censor
Convention Condemns High Salaries Paid Stars and
Censures Ford for Attack on Industry
(From Staff Correspondent)
April 12. A year of heightened activity which, it is
hoped, will advance the efforts of exhibitors to eliminate whatever- discordance may exist in the ranks of the industry and which will result in
otherwise furthering the cause of the theatre man is planned by Charles
O'Reilly, elected to succeed Sydney S. Cohen as president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of the State of New York.
schedule of work which will receive the immediate attention of the
new regime was outlined by the exhibitors of the state at their convention
In point of attendance and achievements these
in Rochester last week.
sessions undoubtedly will go down in the history of the New York league
as the greatest ever held.

NEW

—

YORK,

A

More Than 250 Exhibitors

in

Attendance

Between 250 and 400 theatre men representing both large and small
houses from throughout the state attended. Urged on by the menace of
censorship in the state the exhibitors went to Rochester with unbounded
enthusiasm and primed to wage a winning fight.
CHARLES O'REILLY
who was

was transacted on the
day owing to the absence of Mr.
Cohen, who, with other members, was
at the Albany hearing on censorship.
Little business

Motion PicNew York

elected president of the

ture Theatre Owners of the State of
to succeed Sydney S. Cohen.

first

When

M. Clubs
Meet

F. L L.

President

Significant

dations

F.

Staff Correspondent)

N.

Y„

April 12.—The

M. Club

at

its

annual conven-

tion

L.

Rochester, April

at

acted

great

a

5,

volume

6,

of

7,

trans-

business

pertinent to the best interests of the ex-

change men of the state.
Probably the most important resolution was
that which applied to the
nationalization of the name, F. I. L. M.
Clubs, so that each individual club shall
have the same name. This, it is believed,
will be most beneficial in case of any
concentrated action on the part of the

organization.

A

motion

making
F.

I.

L.

I.

E.

the

made by

among
the

the

recommen-

retiring

executive

are the following:

ROCHESTER,
I.

assumed

port to the convention, detailing the activities of the organization during the last
year.

(From

Cohen

chair on the second day he read his re-

was passed unanimously
Chadwick president of the

M. Club and Charles Hoy per-

manent secretary.
The object of the convention was the
promotion of unity between the exchangemen and their customers, the exhibitors.
That object was successfully
attained and was due mainly to two men,
Sydney S. Cohen and I. E. Chadwick,

Urged that steps be taken to modify
the rental tax.
Urged that the fight for anti-advance
deposit bills be continued in every state
which has not enacted such a law.
Urged that the penal code relative to
the admission of minors be amended.
Urged elimination of producer-control
of theatres in competition with exhibitors.

President
Cohen spoke vehemently
the percentage booking of pictures and denounced the production of

against

Following his address
the exhibitors responded with protracted
applause, the president thanking them
for the confidence reposed in him during
salacious

films.

the three years of his presidency.

Pledge Their Support
The resolution opposing censorship
was couched in very definite and unde-

who,

terms, the exhibitors pledging
themselves to support all producers making clean and entertaining pictures but
to withhold support and patronage from
"those producers who do not conform to

ship,

these standards."

because of their splendid leaderhave seen the wisdom of having
each separate phase of the industry work
in harmony.

Robbers Get $1,000
CLEVELAND, OHIO,

April 12.—
the day's
receipts at the Empire theatre, April 2
after driving Assistant Treasurer Louis
Isaacs into a back room.

Bandits

made

off

with $1,000

—

batable

It also was proposed in the censorship
resolution that the theatre men join in
the request of the producers that legislative action on the Clayton-Lusk bill be
postponed for one year during which
time the industry itself will eliminate all
so-called objectionable features.

Resolutions Are Adopted
Other resolutions adopted, action on
several of which will be sought imme-

diately by officials of the organization,
follow
Affiliation with the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Altering of the organization's
name to the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the State of New
:

York.
Pledging not

to sign contracts
for pictures unless a signed duplicate is left with the exhibitor.
Pledging support to efforts being made for a change in the copyright law for elimination of the
music tax.

Condemning
and the

the deposit system,
of the value of

inflation

stars as being an added
to exhibitors.
Urging closer coatact

expense

between

the theatres and the newspapers.
Urging support of the Irish Relief

movement, and Herbert Hoover's,
and all other humanitarian work.
Pledging the screen to President
for any movement of pub-

Harding
lic

welfare.
Officers

Officers

Are Elected

elected

in

addition

to

Presi-

dent O'Reilly were:
Vice President William Dillon, Ithaca.
Second Vice President Louis Buettner, Cohoes.
Third Vice President Frank Koch,
Rochester.
Fourth
Vice
President
William
Brandt, New York.
Executive Secretary Samuel I. Ber-

—

—
—

—

—

man, New York.
Treasurer W. H. Linton, Albany.
The treasurer's report, read by Mr.

—

Linton, showed that the organization
had taken in $12,732.35 for the national
quota. From other sources $4,345.60 had
been received, $3,995.30 of which had
been paid out.

Will Pick 43 Delegates
Forty-three delegates and forty-three
alternates will represent the organization
at the national convention at Minneapolis in June. It was voted that the presi-
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dent,

and treasurer have the
any vacancies that might

secretary

power

to

fill

arise.

Condemnation

of the

"Ford Weekly,"
upon the
Film Ex-

because of Henry Ford's attack
industry was voted. Federated
changes of America also were
in the resolution not to issue

requested
this sub-

ject.

On

the first evening of the convention
the exhibitors were the guests of the F.
L. M. Clubs, also in convention in
I.
Rochester. The final event of the convention was the motion picture ball
Stars
attended by several thousand.

were Eugene O'Brien, Tom
Meighan, Charles Hutchinson, Wanda
Hawley, George B. Seitz. Franklyn Farnum, Audrey Munson, Grace Valentine,
Leah Baird and June Caprice.
Zoning Plan Adopted
A new plan of organization submitted
by Mr. O'Reilly was adopted by the ex-

Convention

Thousands of Prints
Ready for Campaign

Highlights

5,000 Are

divides the state into three
zones, each under the direction of a vice
president. Each of the zones is subdivided into four districts to be supervised
It

over by a chairman.

The new executive committee of the
league is comprised of Jules Michaels,
Buffalo, chairman; M. Dipson, Batavia;
Farran, Rochester; David Cohen,
J. J.
Binghamton; Walter Hayes, Syracuse;
W. A. Warran, Messina: Fred Duffie,
Utica; George Roberts, Albany; E. A.
Hudson; Barnard Grob, New
Elliot,
York; Leo Brecher, New York: John
Mannheimer. Brooklyn, and Sanchcr of

President Sydney S. Cohen states that
forty-two states now are organized in
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. These states represent a membership of 12.000.

Anniversary
Ten

Long

The
members

follow:
Committee on Credentials.

their

—

Chairman. F. J.
Koch, Rochester; George Hall. Buffalo; Ben ApTroy; Dave Cohen. Binghamton; Suckno.
ple,
Albany; Wcllman. New York; Wcinstock, New
York; Rachmil. New York; M. Fitzer, Syracuse.
Committee on Ways and Means. Chairman,
Walter Hayes, Buffalo; Berman, Brooklyn; W. H.
I.inton. Utica; John J. Farren, Rochester; Yost,
New York: Elliott, HuHson; Peterson. Jamestown; A. H. Schwartz, Brooklyn; Sam Seceer,
Queens.
Committee on Constitution and By-I.a ws.
Chairman, Leo Brecher. New York; Schatt. GoBuffalo;
Marcy,
Rochester:
Caffery.
wanda;
Corning;
Hendricks.
Salamanca;
Livingston,
Schweppe, Elmira; Groh, New York; Steincr, New
York.
on
Oucanization. Charles
Committee
J.
O'Reilly. New York; Harold Franklin. Buffalo;
Greenstone, Rochester; Shea, Schenectady; Bernstein, Albany; Wood. Jamestown; Peters, Hornell;
Sanders, Brooklyn; Peyser, Richmond.
Committee on Public Service. Chairman,
William Brandt, Brooklyn; Smith. Buffalo; Dillon. Ithaca; Peters, Hornell; A. A. Fennyvessy,
Rochester; J. A. Colin, Johnston; Fred Lux.
Utica; Geller, New York; Roe, Syracuse.
Committee on Laws and Legislation. Chairman, John Mannheimer, Brooklyn; McCarthy,
Shannon,
Saratoga;
Benton,
Falls,
Hoosick,
Rochester; Slotkin. Buffalo; Weil, Syracuse; BernBchrend,
Bolognino.
New
York;
Cortland;
ham,
New York.
Committee on Business Relations. Chairman, Buettner, Cohoes; Elliott, Hudson; Hayman,
Niagara Falls; Bert Kelley. Rochester; George
Hanney. Buffalo; Ed Falter. New York; Edelhcrtz, New York; Goldreyer, New York.
Committee on Grievances. Chairman. RobStaley,
erts.
Albany; Gainsboro. New York;
Olean;
Root,
Buffalo;
Weinberg,
Rochester;
Kallet, Oneida; Charles Miller, New York; Flack.
Potsdam; Schwartz, Brooklyn.

—

ment made
The exhibitors heartily pledge to aid
President Harding and Herbert Hoover
in any movement sponsored by them for
the public welfare.
The statement by Rudy Saunders that
exhibitors contract with exchangenull and void if it called
upon the exhibitor to screen a salacious
production. Mr. Saunders asked that six
pictures be banned and that their producers be requested to withdraw them
from circulation. Mr. Saunders refused

the

men should be

sure that the company's product will be
at every house every day during
week.
This alone is estimated at
bringing the list of runs up Jo 2,000 the-

the

atres.

This drive not only is intended to mark
the nearing of the end of the first year
of the operation of Educational's own exchange system, but it is preliminary to
its announcement of the product for the
next year which will continue practically
all of its present publications and add a
number of comedy and special scries
which now are distributing through other
organizations.
According to the an-

The knowledge that substantial progress has been made in the work of devising an equitable contract form to be
used by the producers and exhibitors.
Five of the largest film companies have

President Sydney

S.

this

—

—
—

—

The chairman of each of the above
committees form the special committee
on censorship to form the composite resolution on censorship covered by six

movement.

Cohen's emphatic

denial of Dr. Wilbur F. Craft's published
statement that the exhibitors had boasted
of their influence in state politics.

nouncement

The appointing of a committee to investigate any violations of the state deposit
law when reported by the members of
the organization.

Many
Mermaid,
comedies,

William Brandt's statement that the
Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce
of New York would not give any advance
deposits during the next film year is

The

;

Fred

Warren,

Messina

;

Fred

Utica; Dave Letson, Herkimer;
Wm. Calihan, Rochester; John Walker,
Schenectady; Benj. Knobel, New York;
Maurice Needles, New York; Gus Koenigswald, Brooklyn.
Duffie,

will
for

includes the two-reel

and Chester
Vanity and
Bruce Scenics

comedies, the
Beautiful, the Chester Outings, Screenics,

World Wanderings and numerous other

indicative of the determination of the
exhibitors to eradicate this angle of film
rt nting.

and such specials as Annette Kellerman in "The Art of Diving," "Modern

series

"The Valley of Ten ThouSmokes," "Babe Ruth How He
Knocks His Home Runs" and "The Race
Centaurs,"

—

sand

Southwestern Firm to
Build $600,000 House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA, KAN.,
Miller, president of

April

12.

ment Company, has awarded
tract

— L.

M.

Southwestern Amusethe

con-

the construction of a $600,000

for

to Seidhoff Construction Company. The theatre will seat 2,200.
Plans call for forty suites of offices
with seven stores on the ground floor.

of the Age."
In addition to these there
are the Red Cross series, animal studies,
cartoon subjects and many novelties.
According to Educational there has
been an increase of over 500 per cent in
the demand for its various advertising
accessories since the original estimate,
which is held to show that theatre owners are showing a fuller appreciation of
the value of one and two-reel pictures.

theatre

City Electrician Will

Enforce Wire Order
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Women

Voters Offer
Services As Censors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MOBILE, ALA.,

April 12.— Request
that the city council establish some form
of censorship here has been made by the
League of Women Voters. Members of
the society declared they would do the
censoring providing the city could not
establish a paid censorate.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Cohoes

it

Christie, Torchy
the
single-reel

Gayety

Jules Michaels, Buffalo; Louis Buettner,

introduced.

Educational

Films on Program

The product now

Operating Own Theatre
Is Favored by Women

previously

special'

from

emphasize its slogan, "Everything
the theatre except the feature."

committee also includes the chairman of the resolutions committee previously announced as follows: Chairman,

resolutions

office.

shown

to name for publication the six pictures
to which he takes exception.

in

this week by the home
Booked by Circuits

Educational
claims
that
practically
every important circuit in the United
States and Canada has booked its product and a majority of these circuits as-

—

—

prints of Educational
are at exchanges for bookings

during Educational Week, May 1 to May
8, and of these more than half already
have been booked, according to announce-

The convention's resolution not to sign
contracts for film service unless the film
salesmen also sign a copy of the contract, and leaves it with the exhibitor.

Island City.

Personnel of Committees
various committees with

thousand

pictures

agreed to cooperate

Already Booked

by Educational For

present

hibitors.

April 23, 1921

EAU CLAIRE,
League

of

Women

WIS., April 12.—The
Voters has asked the

city council to create a board of censorship.
It is suggested by members that
the society operate its own motion picture theatre.

SANTA BARBARA,

— City

CAL., April

12.

Electrician F. P. Stewart announces that ordinance 1000, relating to
motion picture equipment and wiring,
will be strictly enforced. Motion picture
theatres already have complied with the
regulations.
The announcement effects
particularly churches, schools, etc.
Operators' licenses issued under the

former

administration have been canwritten examination will be
given before new licenses are granted.
celled.

A

Theatre Pays

$50

Fine

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OWENSBORO,
Strand

KY.,

April

12.—

Amusement Company

of Louisville, which
leases
theatres here, has
agreed to pay a nominal fine of $50 as a
result or an indictment charging the
The jury
posting of obscene pictures.

disagreed and rather than hold anoiher
trial the compromise was reached.
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Louis Exhibitors Defeat
Daylight Saving Measures

St.

Declare Change in Time Would Have Put ManyTheatres Out of Business— Chicago Exhibitors
Have Handicap Seven Months This Year
With Chicago theatre owners busily engaged
months of Daylight Saving passed over

plans to make the best
their opposition last fall,
have won a valiant fight

in

of seven

the St. Louis Motion Picture Exhibitors League
to prevent the adoption of the Daylight schedule in St. Louis and suburban

towns.

More than 40,000 persons opposed to the measure signed petitions circulated by the motion picture theatre owners of St. Louis. Fred Wahrenberg, vice-president of the exhibitors league and chairman of the league's
legislative body, led the fight.
Say Several Theatres Would Be Closed
Mr. Wahrenberg declares that in addition to causing a loss of thousands of dollars to the theatre owners, the Daylight Savings schedule would
put several theatres out of business entirely and would ruin the business of
the open-air shows.

"The open air theatre would only be able to give one show a night,"
he states. "People will not go into these places before dark and it is not
dark until 9:00 p. m."
He was

assisted in his presentation of

the case to the city council

Fegan, president of the

Board of Trade and

NEW
set

YORK,
aside

Famous

Week,
Paramount ex-

April 5.— Kent

by

all

changes in appreciation of

S. R. Kent,
general manager of distribution, scored
as the second biggest week in the history of Paramount with rentals total-

more than $750,000. This amount
was topped only by receipts during Paramount Week last September.
ling

Export of Film to

Germany

Increases

Foreign

Countries Import In
February 17,000,000
Feet of Product

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, April 12.—
Seventeen million feet of motion picture
film, with a value of more than $700,000,
Figwere exported during February.
ures compiled by the bureau of foreign
and domestic commerce of the department of commerce show exports of
14,346,063 feet of exposed film, valued
at $623,577, and 2,672,253 feet of unexposed film, valued at $94,828.
Germany is beginning to import American films in noticeable quantities, according to the figures secured from the
bureau, her imports from this country
during February included 1,674 feet of
unexposed film, valued at $167, and
270,654 feet of exposed film, with a value
of

$11,598.

Of

the exports of exposed film, nearly

half of the total was confined to England, Canada, Argentina and Brazil, the

being divided among some
other countries.
England's imduring the month were 1,711,165
with a value of $65,260; Canada's,

remainder
forty
ports
feet,

J.

St.

C.

1.595,473 feet, worth $103,939; Argentina's, 2,093,484 feet, valued at $76,385,
and Brazil's, 1,080,119 feet, valued at
$48,446.

Our most important market for unexposed film was Japan, which imported
1,309,159 feet, valued at $39,852.

by Barney
Louis Film

Flinn of the
Corporation,

Players-Missouri
which operates seventeen St. Louis theatres.

Chicago Has Long Schedule
The Daylight Savings schedule went
into effect in Chicago Easter Sunday and
continues to the last Sunday in October,
a period of seven months.
Theatres have not yet felt the effect of
the measure but expect it to materially
decrease attendance from May 15 to

September 15.
Managers are carefully outlining means
of bringing people into their theatres despite the fact that daylight continues up
number of
to late in the evening.
houses are planning to rearrange their

A

schedules.

Increased

advertising

more vigorous exploitation
to overcome the handicap

is

to

and

expected

some

ex-

a

dead issue generally.

Scores of

cities

and towns, which adopted the schedule

A

1920, voted against it this spring.
of states have passed laws making it illegal for communities to adopt
the Daylight time.
in

number

Claims Picture Cost
Will Exceed Million
Harry Berman Declares New
Von Stroheim

Picture

Will Set Record
"The
coming

Jewel production for the
year will be Von Stroheim's
'Foolish Wives,' which has already cost
more than $900,000 and which will require at least $200,000 more to complete.
This is actual money one hundred cents
first

—

on the dollar."
This is the statement of Harry Berman, general manager of Universal exchanges, in announcing his company's
plans for the

coming season.

To Be

tent.

Few Other

Cities Affected

Reports from various parts of the
country indicate that Daylight Savings is

COOGAN WELCOMES
MAIL EACH WEEK
Jack Coogan, father of Jackie
Coogan, who sprang into international prominence through his acting in "The Kid," passed through
Chicago April 8 on his way to New
York with his talented son and his
business representative, Harry D.
Wilson.
In the East they will
close a number of important business matters affecting Jackie Coo-

Published in Fall
Wives' will be Jewel's biggest bet for the fall, and I anticipate that
it
will be the greatest picture that has
been produced to date," he declared.
Tod Browning has started work on
" 'Foolish

"Fanny Herself." Edna Ferber's story.
Harry Carey will do at least two pictures
for the Jewel program under the direction
Priscilla Dean will make
of Jack Ford.

Two other Jewel pictures will
be Mrs. Clara Louise Burnham's novel,
"Jewel," and Hal Reid's famous play,
"Human Hearts."
Exchange Spirit Fine
Mr. Berman completed a survey of the
Universal exchanges and stated that he
"Conflict."

found

the

efficiently

He

managers

said his

trip

would

more
known them.

working

than he had ever

result in a

few

changes.

gan's future.

Mr. Coogan asked for and was
given the current edition of "Exhibitors Herald."
"I look forward to the 'Herald'
every week," he said-. "It's a great
paper.

You have

have

first."

it

it

all

and you

Move
NEW

Selznick Offices

YORK.

April 12.— The advertisand publicity department and purchasing department of Selznick Enterprises have been moved from 729 Seventh
avenue to the company's studios in Fort
ing

Lee, N.

J.
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New

Cosmopolitan Has

Features

April 23, 1921

Employe of Universal
Forms Theatre Firm
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, April 12.— David Rob(Special to

For Early Publication

bins has resigned as chief of Universal's

"Buried Treasure" After Meeting With Success
Opens at Randolph Theatre, Chicago
HTIIKKE feature pictures are scheduled
A for early publication by Cosmopolitan Productions through

A

Paramount.

fourth, "Buried Treasure," starring

Marion Davies, after meeting with success at B. S. Moss's

Broadway

theatre,

New

York, as well as in the other KeithMoss-Proctor houses there, has opened
at the Randolph in Chicago for an indefinite

run.

For publication in the near future are
"The Wild Goose,' a drama of domestic
relations by Gouverneur Morris and directed by Albert Capellani; "Proxies,"
directed by George D. Baker from a
scenario of his own writing, and "The
Woman God Changed," which Robert G.
Vignola directed from a story by Donn
Byrne.
"Proxies" opened at the Rivoli theatre,
theatre, New York, on April 10.
This
story dwells upon the theme that once
given a chance many a man who has
strayed from the straight and narrow
path will "play
the game
straight."
Among those in the cast are Norman
Kerry, Zena Keefe, and Raye Dean.

"The Wild Goose" is a story of the
duty of parents to the future welfare
of their children.
It is a gripping tale
of true love with an unusual angle. Instead of presenting the usual social triangle "The Wild Goose" is a story of a
social square.
It involves two married,
couples, and how they solve their problems is presented in a way that does not
clash with the everyday realities of life.
*

Holmes
and

E.

Norman

*

in

East

the Law," which in turn had beaten the
$11,080 record of "Lying Lips."
Universal announces that "Outside the
Law" played to 25,550 admissions in one
week at the Bijou theatre, New Haven.

Conn.
Metro

Pictures

announced that
of the Apocalypse"
its first week at the
has

"The Four Horsemen
grossed $22,460 in
Lyric theatre,

New

York.

Charge Six Exhibitors
With Sunday Operation
Special

W ACO.

Exhibitors Herald)

TEX., April 12.— A. N. Payne

has

filed

court

against six exhibitors,
operating theatres on Sunday

with

complaints

in

county
charged

the

at

home
come

office projection

department

to be-

president and general manager of

Erie Basin Amusement Company.
The
company has taken over the Oriole theatre at
Henry and Degraw streets,

Brooklyn.
Other
quired later.

houses

will

be

Samuel Krauss is secretary of the company and M. E. Greenberg is treasurer.

Abramson's Picture

to

Play at Casino Theater
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, April 12.— Ivan Abramson's

latest

starring

feature,

Vivian

"Mother

Eternal,"

opens an exthe Casino theatre,

Martin,

tended engagement at
New York, April 17.

In the cast, in addition to Miss Martin,
Hall, Earl Metcalfe, Jack

are Thurston

Sherrill, Vivicnne Osborne, Pearl Shepard, J. W. Johnston and Uaby Ruth Sullivan.

which admission price was charged. The

men involved are Louis Santikos,
Harrison, W. F. Sonneman, J. H.
Madden, A. Levy and H. A. Brownlee.

theatre
J.

P.

Fire

Damages

Princess

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FLINT, MICH., April 12.— Fire recently caused
heavy damage to the
Princess theatre here.

Tarbell Resigns
Vita graph

As
Manager

E. F. Tarbell has resigned as Chicago

manager of Vitagraph.
came to Chicago from

Mr.

Tarbell
Pittsburgh
He
office of Vitagraph three years ago.
has been connected with the film industry for upwards of nineteen years.
the

*

Herbert, Mary McLaren
Kerry play the leading

Dorothy Bernard and Joseph
Smiley also play important parts.
Seena Owen takes the leading feminine
role in "The Woman God Changed."
Others in the cast are E. K. Lincoln,
Lillian Walker, H. Cooper Cliff, Templer Saxe, Henry Sedlay, Paul Nicholson,
Brian Darley and Joseph Smiley.
roles.

Many of the scenes from "The Woman
God Changed" were taken in the Bahama Islands since the story calls for
tropical island settings.
Robert G. Vignola and the company spent six weeks at
Nassau in the British, West Indies where
the island scenes were photographed.

Box Office Figures
Announced on Several
Currrent Productions

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, April 12.— Departing
from time honored custom, several producing -companies have announced box
office figures on recent runs of current
productions.

D.

W.

combined
East" at the end

Griffith states that the

receipts on "Way Down
of March reach $5,432,786.
Mack Sennett states that "A Small
Town Idol" grossed $14,210 in a week's
run at Barbee's Loop theatre, Chicago,
breaking the $12,800 record of "Outside

ac-

NEW YORK,
Mark

April

12.

—Edward L. Hyman, managing director of

Strand theatre, Brooklyn, in cooperating with other
Brooklyn houses in the anti-censorship fight, placed a writing table
in the lobby and detailed an usher to request patrons to sign petitions.
As a result of this enterprise Hyman sent more than 5,000 petitions
against legal regulation to the governor at Albany.
the
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Need Today

Is
Says

To Producers:

ARTHUR

"It is a distressing fact

S.

KANE

that at

time advertising support is not
being extended to the trade papers
in the volume in which it has been

this

REMINDS DISTRIBUTORS
AND PRODUCERS THAT
ADVERTISING BROUGHT

in the past.

"When

selling

not merely the

an

is

and

effort

orders in
a heavy buying market, then all the
influences for the creation of buying strength should be utilized.
Certainly advertising is the strongfor

influence

est

filling of

creation

the

SUCCESS AND

IS

THE

RESPONSIBLE FACTOR
IN MAINTAINING THAT

of

CONDITION

buying strength.
"Advertising never has been a
luxury, is not a luxury and is a

prime necessity

motion

in the

pic-

the companies with real good product
and the ability to make the public

ture industry."

—ARTHUR

S.

KANE.

desire

succeeded.

it

*

'T'HAT
*•

the

time

has arrived

motion picture industry

some

to

the

for

revert to

of the principles responsible for

its

quick rise to popularity and success

is

the belief of Arthur S.

Kar.e, chairman
board of directors of Associated
Exhibitors, expressed in an interview

of the

with representatives of the trade press.
Mr. Kane is of the opinion that advertising of the proper character and of

volume

one of the most imprinciples, and he
is
convinced that producers and distributors of motion pictures have been
drifting away from an appreciation of
sufficient

is

portant of those

first

*

*

"Hardly
the

field

cess,

maintained

were

it

on the way to suc-

when

it

other corpora-

by the wayside, and

falling

responsible factor in keeping
place today," Mr. Kane said.

"The

thing to

essential

connection

this

that the

is

is

it

in

remember

in

first

advertising,

the

«

*

them

of the desire for a par-

ticular picture or the
ticular

product of a par-

company.

"In the keen competitive early days
of

this

business,

advertising

utilized heavily for that

with which

was

purpose and

all

That

of the A.

and

M.

blatant

P. A.,
claims

effective advertising

injury, however,

must

not beyond repair. The trade paper is still the
medium of communication between the
distributor with wares to dispose of and
the exhibitor with a theatre in which he
must show pictures, and the note of sincerity can, and should be, restored in mo-

be met.

is

tion picture advertising.

*

"That

*

*

be found
Associated Exhibitors advertising
and likewise, with confidence in our
product, the volume necessary to drive
home the truth of our productions will
be utilized.
"The Associated Exhibitors in its adin

ideal of sincerity will

all

in the peculiar position of
story of productions to men
who are partners in its enterprise. The
necessity of properly and honestly informing them of the merit of their productions is highly important.
"Associated has confidence in its ability to advertise its product without exaggeration and with all respect for
conservative statement because it is not
involved
in
the
expense
of
making
a
picture
the
conseand
in
quent
necessity
of
disposing of it.
It will select its product from the best
independently made films, and it therefore assures itself of the quality of its
productions before it offers it to its fran-

vertising
telling

*

"The public, and in the case of the
motion picture this means the exhibitor
and his public, of course, desire and demand motion pictures. The science of
advertising in this connection is the implanting in

men

exaggeration

principle

very foundation on
which it rests, is good product A commodity, whether it be a motion picture
or a safety razor, must have the merit
of being excellent of its kind and must
be something that the public desires before it can justify advertising.

of

*

have injured to an extent the confidence

important company in
today will fail to admit that

tions

its

*

a single

advertising started

the

the advertising
that

fact

that

*

"Producers and distributors have discussed with some seriousness in the past
year the manner in which many good
pictures suffered in distribution because
inferior pictures filled the market and
crowded out the playing days rightfully
The answer is
due the good picture.
found partially in the fact that the producers have failed to carry the message
of their good productions to the exhibitors in ample time and with sufficient
truth to take that market, that adequate
number of playing days, which rightfully
belongs to the pictures of merit.
"It is true, and it has been realized by

its

is

chise members and to the
exhibitors of the country.
*

*

purchasing

*

"Another factor in advertising of the
character I have mentioned is its general
influence for good upon the industry as
a whole.
Throughout the business world
all advertising men and executives have

come

to realize that advertising with the
to help an industry as a whole as
well as a particular product is merchandising on the proper basis.
"If this is true in the general commercial field it is more than true in the motion picture industry because no industry
is being subjected to such sweeping, and
for the most part, unfair attack as is this
business.
are under fire from many
directions, and it is a distressing fact
that at this time advertising support is
not being extended to the trade papers

power

We

in the volume in
in the past.

which

it

has been given

"General

business
conditions
are
blamed for conservatism in advertising
at this time, but in so far as this applies
to the motion picture business, there are
some strong arguments against its being
considered as an influence.
*

"In the

*

*

the motion picture
business has not suffered to the extent
of any other industry.
In the second
place, it is recognized that the time of
a slight depression is the psychological
moment for advertising. When selling
is an effort and not merely the filling of
orders in a heavy buying market, then
all
the influences for the creation of
buying strength should be utilized. Certainly advertising is the strongest influence for the creation of buying strength.
"I have taken the liberty of making
these few statements because I believe
this is a matter which affects the prosperity and the strength of the motion
picture industry as a whole.
I believe
that upon reflection every executive of
importance in this business will agree
that this influence which meant so much
in the development of the industry is too
important to overlook at this time. One
thing is certain, advertising never has
been a luxury, is not a luxury, and is a
prime necessity in the motion picture
industry."
first place,

—
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And

Good Time
All at West

a

Had

Is

April 23, 1921

by

Point

Three Nights Each Week Motion Pictures Are on Program
at U. S. Military Academy
/"•ADETS

^

things

at

West Point arc taught two
to work and how to

— how

play. Recreation is considered one of the
fundamental principles in training young

men

to become soldiers.
Dances at the United States military
academy long have been notable functions. But the motion picture as a source

of entertainment there

is

a comparatively

And now

recent installation.
that

members

the

900 cadets are wondering

school

it

managed

is

said

most

of the faculty and

how

of

the

"to struggle along" be-

fore motion pictures
*

«

were invented.
*

Are pictures popular at the academy?
With a dance and pictures as rival attractions on every Saturday night the
attendance at the picture show ranges
between 900 and 1,000.
Two other
screenings at which cadets are not permitted

week.

to attend are held during
Officers, enlisted men and

the
the

given showings on Tuesday
and Thursday evenings. These performances draw between 250 and 300 fans.
An admission fee of 10 cents with an
additional r cents for reserved scats is
Only civilians pay war tax.
charged.
Features for the Tuesday and Thursday
public are

.

>

performances are sent from the department of the East. For Saturday's showMajor Franklin Kemble arranges the
programs.
Saturday night is a bright spot in the
For one thing, it
life of a West Pointer.
is the night when the "To Quarters" signal is sounded at 10:30 instead of 7:30,
meaning that for three hours he escapes
the usual "boning" over his books. Moreover, Poughkeepsie is only twenty-five

miles up the river and the week-end sees
pretty Vassar girls on the post campus.
On a recent Saturday evening there

was a dance in Memorial hall and the
pictures in the gymnasium.
All the
fourth-year cadets were certain to go to
"the movies," for to be seen at a dance
in one's first term at the post is a serious
infraction
of
the
West Point code.
Charles Ray was the star and Sergeant
John Eiofntann, senior police officer, estimated the attendance at 1,000, the record
mark. This fulfilled a prediction made
by Major Kemble.

"Ray

a favorite with the corps," he
a large crowd
and he always delights his audience."
The picture this night was "Nineteen and
Phyllis." in which Arthur S. Kane presents the artist, and, in contracting with
First National for the feature. Major
Kemble knew of a something in "Nineteen and Phyllis" that was destined to
appeal to the romantic spirit of West
Point's week-end guests.
is

"He always draws

said.

When an officer or a cadet escorts
relatives or friends to one of these functions he is required to be in full dress.
the

Always

others.

faultlessly

—

grams nothing regarded as essential to a
The
comp'ete Broadway performance.
West Point military band was equipped
with the

full

musical score for "Nineteen

and Phyllis."

Which Have Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage
to

To build up that weak night.
have tried various methods
premiums, profit-sharing coupons, turkeys, etc., but I find
that knowing your patrons and
studying their wants is the best
way.
For instance, Tuesday was
my poor night. I found they
liked the comedies I was running Thursdays. So I switched these comedies to Tuesdays
and let them know about it.
Then I put in a new comedy
for Thursdays, and cut out my
I

comedy Saturdays, adding a
news reel on that night.
The result was that I doubled
my Tuesday business, increased Thursday and have my
usual Saturdays.

Here's another

little

The mayor passed

stunt.

Stories for

one day and remarked "You
ought to cover the lower part
those one-sheets."

Moore

Illness

What

declared by Selznick to be a
striking example of the company's preparedness is brought to light in the announcement from the Selznick Fort Lee
studios that Myron Selznick, production
manager, has purchased two new stories
for Owen Moore productions.
The point emphasized is that while
Owen Moore has been confined for several weeks in the Post Graduate hospital
with an attack of rheumatism, preparations for his future work had not been
neglected.
One of the stories which Mr. Selznick
purchased is "The Forgetters," by Will
H. Hough, author of "The Time, the
Place and the Girl," and other stage and
"The Forgetters"
screen productions.
was written especially for the star.
The other Moore story is "Rest for
the Weary," by Garrett Elsdon Fort.
This is an original story, also written esis

pecially for

Mr. Moore.

Fitzers Building House
SYRACUSE, N. Y.— The four-story
building at 218 West Fayette street will
be razed by Max and Mitchell Fitzer,
who contemplate the erection of a $100,000 theatre.

the thea-

tre

of

Two

Prepare for Future Work As
Star Recuperates from

—

Exhibitors

HUBBARD

Selznick Buys

But there was no discordant note even

among

buttoned, straight as a tight-rope, a West
Pointer need not be in evening garb to
present an impeccable appearance. The
cadets across the aisle the center passage separated those "with company" from
the "stags" sat on uncomfortable camp
stools for two hours and a half without
inviting a single wrinkle to their backs.
Major Kemble omits from his pro-

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
By B. L.
Manager, Hub's Theatre, Bishop,
Texas

FRANK MAYO
Popular Universal star in a scene from "The
Magnificent Brute," his latest feature.

I

took

one of my letterheads and
wrote in red ink "This Poster
Censored," and covered the

$200,000 to Be

EAST ORANGE.

Expended
N.

J.

— Putnam

Company

has bought the site
at Central avenue and Eppirt street on
which a motion picture theatre will be
erected. The project will cost $200,000.

Jacobson

:

poster as suggested.

broke all matinee records
and played to capacity at night
in spite of inclement weather.
I

Wilson Planning Theatre
PHILADELPHIA,
Wilson

is

—

E.
PA..
Allen
planning a motion picture the-

and

Wyoming

streets

for

New York Amusement Company.

A

atre at

Fifth

2.000 seat

house

is

planned.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
EX
^Tj ON

51MOTION PICTUB^

Another Ten Best
EXHIBITOR ADVERTISERS WILL READ WITH
especial interest the

two

lists

of ten productions each sub-

"What the Picture Did for Me" department
Exhibitors Herald by Fred S. Meyer, managing director
mitted to the

of
of the Palace theatre at Hamilton, O., and printed upon page 69
of the present issue. His first list represents his contribution to
the series which has been made a permanent feature of that
department. His second list is entirely original and accompanied by a suggestion that a second series designating motion
picture productions with exceptional exploitation qualifications
be conducted.
Comparison of the two lists leads to formulation of conclusions of vital interest to exhibitor exploitation men.
Mr.
Meyer's selections cover a wide range of production and an
imposing variety of classifications as concerns subject matter.
Readers will attach significance to the fact that the lists are not
>

identical.

Active and thoughtful showmen who are followers of this
department will find examination of the two lists profitable.
Other lists of like nature should prove no less interesting and
enlightening. Those who act upon Mr. Meyer's suggestion and
submit similar lists will contribute momentously to exploitation
advancement.

that any exhibitor in the country
duplicate it, regardless of

can

stage

Exhibitors

limitations.

handicapped by architectural limitations will watch his work with
great interest. If Mr. McCormick
adds to his long list of notable
accomplishments the perfection of
a

method whereby the

facilities

peded

the progress of presentation in a large percentage of motion picture theatres, he will have
won for himself an enviable position among the outstanding fig-

ures in screen progress.

FIVE HUNDRED DEAF
and dumb children of Chicago
were guests at a matinee performance of "Deliverance," George
production

Kleine's

that the press accorded the event
of less

importance

charitable impulse that

and vocal compositions
will be used exclusively in prologues staged at the Mark Strand
theatre, New York, according to
the announced plan of Joseph
al

managing

Plunkett,

"The Sky
tis

director.

Pilot," a Catherine

production, directed by

Cur-

First

National

Inc., is the first

Pictures,

production to be

presented in this manner and the
distributing

organization

in

any

it.

The

to drive

has

completed arrangements whereby
the musical numbers, dialogue,
stage directions, etc., used at the
Strand will be made available to
exhibitors throughout the nation
without charge. Should the plan be
worked out as successfully as are
the majority of Mr. Plunkett's
undertakings a commendable step
forward will have been taken.
Subsequent development of the
same basic thought should lead
eventually to original compositions for the production itself.

home

barret

Mccormick,

tries in a star

Wilson,

cupy positions

;

publicity

M.

"Peck's

Lesser,

Bad

director

producer

Boy,"

for
of

starring

Jackie Coogan, have accompanied
the completed print of that pro-

New

York, where Mr.
conduct its national premiere. For this event
he plans to produce a prologue
and epilogue which will surpass
his previous endeavors in this
field, yet will be of such nature
duction to

McCormick

will

DEAN.
is

Uni-

reported leading

in early balloting the field of en-

managing director of the
Ambassador and Kinema theatres, Los Angeles
Frank J. Zimmerer, chief of the AmbassadorKinema art staff, and Harry D.
•

Irving

a point frequently

—

versal star,

S

the

incident serves, however,

PRISCILLA

locality.

than

prompted

advanced in these columns that
the one infallible method of obtaining always desirable public
favor is bv deserving- it.

King

Vidor and distributed by Associated

thus enabling the exhibitor to
advertise the fact that no phase
of any entertainment offered at
his theatre ever will have been
seen before or will be seen again.
That should place the motion picture theatre in complete command of the amusement situation

starring

Helen Keller, at the Playhouse.
The justly voluminous comment
is

ORIGINAL INSTRUMENT-

lack of

which has seriously im-

popularity contest

being conducted in Minneapolis,
Minn. Stars who have recently
won by comfortable majorities
similar contests in other cities oclist.

No

far

down

in

the

exhibitor can with war-

ranted confidence book attractions
according to results scored in contests representing other than his

own

clientele

in

the

balloting.

The information obtained through
a local registry of fan preference
is decidedly worth having.
Incidentally, a popularity contest is a
paying publicity stunt for the
theatre that sponsors it.
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DVANCE stills

from "Through The Back Door," Mary Pickford's

forthcoming United Artists production, indicate a preponderance

humorous incident similar to that pictured above. The make-up
shown may be duplicated with little difficulty and an oversize hood

of

will

heighten the resemblance that an exploitation double

An animal

to the star.

CHARACTERS

of the required variety

in the

are

fectively

tunity

to

the

reading

They may be impersonated

public.

tion.

familiar

An
is

in

ef-

presentation or exploita-

especially promising opporpresented for cooperative

measures with

bear

easily procurable.

2.5,

1921

R R V SEMOX'S forthcoming
LAVitagraph
comedy, "The Bakery,"
contains the above

scene,

indicating

commercial advertising tie-ups available for

its

A stage setbe designed after

exploitation.

ting or lobby

may

the above set.

forthcoming

Paramount picturization of Sir
James M. Barrie's "Sentimental

Tommy"

is

may

April

literary societies.

report
THE
players

in

gong such as is sounded by one of the young
"Ready To Serve," Educational comedy, may be heard

of a dinner

A farmyard lobby display may be conexpense by any exhibitor. The showman who goes
to such lengths in behalf of the production, advertising that the sounding of the gong marks the beginning of a performance and employing
for a considerable distance.

structed at

little

a child for the purpose, should experience gratifying results.
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Chicago Engagement of "Small Town Idol"
Marks High Point in Comedy Presentation
The recent record-breaking engagement of "A Small Town Idol," Mack
Sennett's Associated Producers production, at Barbee's Loop theatre, Chimarked a noteworthy step
cago,

upward and forward

in

Chicago the-

atricals.

For the first time in loop theatre history a feature-length comedy of the
"slapstick" classification zcas given
proper and fitting presentation. The
box

office

strated

record cstablislied demonthe merit of the

positively
methods involved.

James Mulhauser, personal representative of Mack Sennett. who took
active charge of the engagement in all
its phases, desen'cs great credit for a

shan'nianship triumph and for establishing a valuable precedent for exhibitors in the city.

ACCOMPANYING
tions

work done

show two phases

illustra-

of

the

in behalf of the picture at

"A Trip

to

Studioland," as staged at Barbee's Loop theatre. Chicago, as a prologue for "A Small Town Idol."

the theatre, work which gave such
satisfaction as to induce patrons accustomed to a lower scale of prices to pay
83 cents admission willingly for the

sang the song of that title written by
a Los Angeles musical director espe-

program

cially for the picture.

offered.

The lobby decoration is adequately
shown in the illustration. Dignity in
keeping with the admission charged

was the effect striven for. The most
bizarre attention attractor used was a
bathing girl transparency which occupied position directly in front of the
box office but was removed when the

photograph was taken.

The presentation was the most elaborate ever given a comedy of the type
in the city.
At the conclusion of a short subject which opened the show the drop<
were drawn. They parted a moment

The picture followed, the orchestra
playing through the transition, and the
song was made the love theme of the
musical score throughout the picture.
Patronage experienced as a result
of the presentation and the extensive
newspaper advertising done throughout the two weeks' run was such as to
convince exhibitors beyond question
that measures of proportionate scope
are decidedly worth while. It is prob-

able that theatre men in other cities
will follow the outline of the Chicago
presentation in preparing for the exhibition of the picture.
They will be amply repaid for their
industry.
It was during the Barbee's Loop
theatre run of "A Small Town Idol"
that the Chicago Tribune carried the
editorial

endorsement of Sennett com-

edies in general and "A Small Town
Idol" in particular that established a
new standing for that newspaper
among motion pictrre people.

reveal a camera man "panning" the audience. He advanced to
front center and delivered a rhymed
introduction written by Mr. Mulhaulater to

ser, in which the studio atmosphere
was established and announcement
made that comedy beauties would appear as on the studio lot.

A

four-line jingle introduced each,
name of the city from which

sriving the

she came. The first was a girl from
Boston who, contrary to expectations,
shimmied briefly while the camera man
cranked his machine.
The next two made less pretentious
entrances, the three taking background
positions as the fourth, an Oriental
dancer, appeared and gave a characteristic dance number.

A somewhat longer introduction
brought on "Small Town Mary." who

View

of Barbee's

Loop

theatre showing the dignified lobby display arranged
to an increased price scale.

conform

to

9
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Programs
That Pay

Induces Artistic Prologue

The

theatre house organ

is

impor-

tant or unimportant as an advertising

instrument in proportion to the care
or lack of care with which it is prepared. Ideas for improvement are of
great value, each innovation which
increases the reader's interest in the
theatre publication adding indirectly

but surely to the box

The

port.

grams
worth

office sales re-

features of various

here
while.

in a single

pro-

especially

are

listed

They may be combined

program.

THE GLADMER AND COLONIAL

THEATRES,

MICH.,

publish "Stage and Screen,"

LANSING,

a sixteen-page magazine which adds
to the

advantages of a well composed

house organ features of strictly reader
interest which insure a wide circula-

THE

court of the Roman Emperor Constantine was reproduced upon the stage of the Strand theatre. New York, for
the prologue introducing "Man
Woman Marriage,"
Allen Holubar's First National attraction, as shown in accom-

—

panying

illustrations.

Sounds

of

—

merriment were heard

stage at the opening. Then dancers entered and
before the throne at the conclusion of their number.

fell

off

prostrate

Lights were dimmed for a moment, after which the emperor
was seen upon his throne and soldiers dragged before him a girl
for judgment.
In pantomime he decreed that she be
flogged, but as an attendant raised his lash to strike her lightning and thunder struck terror to those assembled and a cross
in white light was seen upon the supplicant form of the slave.
Court attaches bowed before the manifestation and the picture
followed.
The Sirand presentation may be approximated in the majority of American theatres.

slave

Harry R. Guerst,

tion.

editor of the

magazine, emphasizes the point that
it is

not a program but a theatre mag-

The second page

azine.

house

staffs of the

two

gives

the

theatres, fol-

lowed by attractions of the week simply listed. The next page is a feature
story tracing motion pictures back to
1709 and up to the present day, an
This
of
unusual interest.

article

breaks on page four, half of which
is devoted to a column of humor. Editorials,

news and magazine features

superior to those printed in most "fan"

magazines and programs of the two
theatres follow, advertisements being

evenly distributed.

Every paragraph

written with care and of genuine interest.

A

A

running head on every page.

magazine

in every sense of the

word

except manner of distribution and pri-

mary purpose.

A

credit to the the-

atres represented.

THE PANTHEON, CHICAGO,
Lubliner

&

Trinz house, prints a

ty-six page house organ

thir-

which appears

paying institution. Serial stodepartments, editorials of
civic interest, a review of cabaret ento be a

ries, fiction

tertainment available and numerous
special articles are features of the curbulky and dignified pubrent issue.

A

which undoubtedly finds its
way into many homes and is read for
other than program reasons.
lication

THE

ARCADE,

VILLE, FLA.,

attains

JACKSONartistic

and
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commercial prestige with a well
printed booklet of twelve pages and an
stock cover,
over-size, heavy blue
punched and tied with silk cord.
"Shrine of the Shadow Stage" is the
slogan on the front cover.
Jacksonville newspaper advertises its motion
picture section on the inside of this
page. The house organization is tabulated upon page 1, and the current
program is distributed through the
book on right hand pages, top and bottom of which, as well as all of left
hand pages, carry well displayed advertising.
Page 12 has a well written
article on motion pictures as an institution, inside and outside back cover
well
carrying page advertisements.

47

"Forbidden Fruit" Proves
Exploitation Adaptability

A

A

composed house organ and a

credit to

Phil Gersdorf, publicity director for
the Arcade and other Jacksonville
theatres.

THE BLUE MOUSE WEEKLY,
published by the Blue Mouse theatre.
St. Paul, Minn., is a four-page newspaper in style and composition.
wide range of motion picture subjects

A

is

embraced

in the text, unillustrated

save for the first page, which has, in
the present issue, a scene cut from

"The

Woman

Untamed."

Editorials

directed at Blue Law advocates head
the second page.
Matter set in news
style occupies the rest of the book,
Blue Mouse attractions being stressed
slightly but not to the exclusion of

items of interest.

THE OUEEN AND GRAND
THEATRES OF DE QUEEN,
ARK., are represented by a larger
newspaper, leaning more strongly toward magazine

style in

make-up and

attaining unusual readability without
use of illustration of any sort. Pages
of type are broken by single and

double column boxes in which is set
matter pertaining to current attrac-

Paragraphs and stories dealing
motion pictures generally and
specifically occupy the remainder of
the space. No advertising of any character is carried. "Amusement Herald"
is displayed above date line on the
front page in true newspaper style.
A publication representing unusual expenditure of work and money but
tions.

with

justifying that expenditure.

THE CAPITOL, WINNIPEG.
CAN., gains a novel

effect by use of
a tri-fold six inches wide by five and
a quarter inches high when folded.
Opened, it reveals house data tabulation, current program, general infor-

mation and coming attractions listed
upon consecutive pages. Printed in
purple upon white gloss stock, with
artistic running head for each page in
Old English and rules, the publication
deserves place in the home of every
Capitol theatre patron.

COOPERATIVE

window displays were obtained in the
leading shoe store, jewelry shop and cafe of Seattle. Wash.,
advertising- the Coliseum theatre engagement of "Forbidden Fruit," Cecil B. DeMille's Paramount production, A. M.
ogel, exploitation representative, directing the campaign. Two
hundred U. S. Marines marched through the streets with band
playing and a truck bannered as shown, a cooperative arrangement being made with the Marine battalion stationed at Seattle.
Two young women distributed apples on Seattle streets and
in the Coliseum lobby.
The scope of exploitation as contrasted with the more
standardized forms of advertising has been demonstrated in extraordinary endeavors reported from widespread territory as
having been made in behalf of "Forbidden Fruit." The feature,
elaborate and represented as of superior quality in every respect,
is not of the class with which sensational advertising stunts are

V

commonly

associated.
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Post Signs

Encourage Respect
For Traffic Law
By an enterprise involving considerable thought but little physical endeavor or monetary expense the showing of "The Restless Sex," Marion
Davies' Paramount vehicle, at the
De Luxe

theatre, Utica,

identified

with civic respect for law

and order.

No

N. Y., was

picture engagement

could be identified with a more desir-

Front of the Phillips theatre, Orlando,
Fla., during the showing of "Kismet."

Original Banners
Give Gala Effect
To Orlando Frcnt

able force.
The signs placed upon lamp post>
at intersections throughout the business center of the city effected the
identification.
One of these is shown
in the accompanying illustration.
Harry Swift, Paramount exploitation representative, was responsible

for the work done. It is not the first
time the idea has been used, but it is
the first time it has been used in Utica
and it is new in every city until apExhibitors can apply it in conplied.
nection with practically any produc-

booked and at any time, the
ency to cross streets at other
designated intersections being
tically universal and admittedly
tion

The

Phillips theatre,

(

H*lando, Flor-

ida, presented a gala appearance dur-

ing the engagement of "Kismet," the

Robertson-Cole production.

Frank H.

Burns, manager of the theatre, ob-

shown above at pracno expense.
Th banners used were of simple
composition and represented no great
monetary expenditure. Their shape
and coloration, rather than their size
and number, determined the forcefulness of the front as viewed by pedes-

tained the effect
tically

than

dan-

gerous.

The

herewith, used by Eli Orowitz, Para-

permission of authorities for use of

advertising

the lamp posts. That is by no meanthe least of the plan's good points.

shown

mount

in

of

"The

for

Gilded

the

Lily,"

Arcadia theatre, Phila-

at the

For once there

is

merit

the triteness of the display.

There was
to

man.

exploitation

delphia, Pa.

little

basis

upon which

argue that a fur store should main-

tain a

window

display for the picture

Yet there

is always basis
an argument that a window may
be improved by addition of decorative
matter which will heighten the effect
of the arrangement.
Apparently this was the sort of
argument used in this case. It seems
to have been pointed out to the pro-

in question.

for

The pennant

is a symbol of gaiety.
use for lobby decoration is none
the less desirable because uncommon.
If the slight yardage used at the

Its

prietor of the fur store that placement in juxtaposition of the cutout
and the stuffed buffalo would induce
just such comment from passersby.
It is apparent that the attention power
of the window and consequently the
scoring of both advertising messages,
that of the picture as well as the fur
stock, was made the more certain by
reason of the arrangement used.
The line of reasoning is not a well-

effect

recorded it is obvious that greater
yardage similarly displayed should create correspondingly greater effect.
Other exhibitors should act upon
the suggestion of Mr. Burns' production.

"A Small Town

worn

Mack

Sennett's Associated Producers production, was the opening atEast St.
traction at Erber's theatre,
Louis, 111., a comprehensive campaign
was waged in behalf of the picture, the
dominating line in newspaper advertising and literature distributed being "If
your sides don't ache when you see
these six rollicking reels of real fun,
you're a mummy."

views the

the in-

is

comment of the person who
window display, reproduced

fact that the signs are to be
as shown, or in similar manner, should be sufficient to gain the

less.

Despite the fact that

"Beauty and the Beast"
escapable

worded

Coloration, unfortunately, is not
in the illustration.
The pennant design, presented with greater
clarity, is of special interest neverthe-

Idol,"

Fairy Tale Made
Basis of Display
For Melford Film

prac-

shown

produce the

Philadelphia, Pa., fur store window
as arranged by a
Paramount exploitation man.

tend-

trians.

Phillips theatre will

A

Lamp

posts of Utica, N. Y., were decorated as shown to advertise "The
Restless Sex."

It is not frequently reone.
ported that an advertising man has
thus created his own opportunity and
It is
capitalized it advantageously.
obvious that the same course of logic
may be followed by exhibitors successfully in almost an unlimited number
of instances.
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Import Hart Pony
For Street Stunt

With Hart Picture
S. Hart
"O'Malley of the Mounted,"
Paramount production, was brought
to Denver, Colo., for exploitation
service in connection with the show-

The pony which William

rides in

ing of that attraction at the Princess

An accompanying illustratheatre.
tion shows the attention which the
horse's presence drew.
Fred V. Green,

Jr.,

Paramount

ex-

ploitation representative at Denver,
was in direct charge of the enter-

DeHaven Film Encourages
Cooperative Exploitation
total expenditure of $15 the management of the Vaudette theatre.
Point, Ga., obtained the assistance of three furniture stores and a
special representative of one wholesale furniture house in advertising the
engagement of "Twin Beds," the First National attraction featuring Mr.
and Mrs. Carter DeHaven. The campaign constitutes an eloquent testimonial to co-operative exploitation as a box office force.
The three furniture stores were
The West Point enterprise is
persuaded to take part in the entersimilar in essentials to those conprise three weeks before the openducted in connection with the picing date of the picture. Two of the
ture in every section of the country.
displays obtained in this manner are
As a result of their participation in
shown in accompanying illustra- such works exhibitors who have
tions.
used the picture have learned imThe proprietor of the store hand- portant truths about the practicalling Simmons Beds communicated
ity and productivity of co-operawith the home office of the manutive exploitation, in many respects
special
representafacturers and a
the most desirable type.
tive was sent to West Point to parCo-operation leads to general asticipate in the work. In addition to
of interests, toward altosociation
advance
window
installing in the
models of beds to be offered by the gether desirable knitting together of
company he supervised distribution civic interests in which the theatre
cannot suffer. Pictures which stimuof coupons good for a portion of the
late activity in this direction are estheatre admission price if the signapecially worth while to the industry
tures of patrons and prospective
as a whole.
furniture purchasers were affixed.

For a

W est

Wm.

S. Hart's pony was the chief figure
in the campaign for "O'Malley of the
Mounted" at the Princess theatre,

Denver, Colo.
prise, R.

Ricketson, manager of the

theatre, working in co-operation.
As a result of the efforts put forth,
it is reported, all records of the the-

atre save that established

Miracle
the
total

by "The

Man" were broken during

run of the picture, figures of
revenue collected being used

as the basis of calculation.
rider made up to resemble the
star as closely as possible was seen
daily about the streets of the .city,
residential as well as down-town
districts being covered.
The monetary results recorded
obviously justify the efforts put
forth by the men engaged in shaping the campaign and the expense
incidental to the importation of the

A

horse.

A

natural speculation arises as to
the sort are no more
they are in the exploitation news of the day.

why events of
common than

D
E
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experienced by various theatre

men

who

sent street representatives out
to advertise "The Miracle Man" will
act as a determinant in many cases.

Standardized Advertising
Serves Indianapolis Isis

The artistic character of the window display and the theatre front is
their

strongest

That

is

point

in

common.

worth striving for in any
instance, whether or not sensational
advertising is done in connection.

No

report

is

made

of co-operative

endeavors of sociological character
in the

campaign described.

It is rea-

sonable to believe that the title of
the picture will lead exhibitors to

make experiment
Andrew
Woodlawn

this

in

direction.

Karzas,

proprietor of the
Chicago,
whose
"talking machine orchestrations" constitute an outstanding feature of the theatre's entertainment, scored exceptional
success with "Presidents of the United
theatre,

States," a
Ford Educational Library
single reel feature, vocal records of selections suited to the successive phases
bearing upon the presidents in order
being accompanied by the Woodlawn
orchestra.
*

*

*

"Have you seen

A

music

store

window decorated

for

the

Indianapolis,

Ind.,

showing

of

"The

Faith Healer" at the Isis theatre.

Standardized advertising methods
were employed with results reported
gratifying for the opening at the Isis
Indianapolis, Ind., of Geo.
Paramount production,
Melford's
Photographs
''The Faith Healer."
reproduced herewith show with exceptional clarity the outstanding
features of the campaign waged.
The cards in the theatre front bore
interesting lines bearing upon the
picture. They follow
theatre,

the kid?" asked a mysterious stranger who appeared recently
upon the streets of LaCrosse, Wis. "I've
been looking for the kid for two days,"
he said upon the second day of his
First
National
appearance.
Chaplin's
feature was shown in due time at the
Rivoli theatre and attendance indicated
that many shared the stranger's desire
to see "The Kid."

As

the feature gains general circuother exhibitors will utilize
other methods in its behalf and it is
more than probable that spectacular
methods will be used successfully in
its behalf in many quarters.
lation

Exhibitors, who know their clienare the only persons qualified
to judge the fitness of this type of
advertising in connection with its
class of feature, though the success
tele,

*

Andy

*

*

Sharick, of the Select Sales Pro-

motion department, persuaded a newspaper of Louisville, Ky., to conduct a
contest among the children of the city
by the terms of which they were obliged
to see "The Greatest Love," shown at
the Alamo theatre, and submit drawings
of the children seen in the picture. Extensive newspaper and mail campaigns
were also conducted with the result that
record business for the week is
a
reported.

:

you

If

today

could

have

your

dearest wish, what above all would
you ask for?
A drama that floods the heart
with faith and soothes the soul like
a prayer.

A

papier

stalled

mache

masking

the

front was inregular front

and poster frames were grouped

in

such manner as to create the best
effect obtainable with the material
used. The false front was the only
special material used in this connection.

Conservative methods were followed throughout the various phases
Sensationalism
of the campaign.
was abandoned as out of keeping

with the general character of the
production and the suggestion of the
The results reported indicate
ttile.
that the logic governing the enterprise was sound.

The first exploitation report of
the production, the Indianapolis pre' cedent
some degree
will serve in
other exhibitors using the attraction.

The lobby

of

as decorated with a preponderance of stock material
admirably combined with original matter.

the theatre
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Seattle Success of Ballin's "East

Proves Stage History Is
success.

no infallible receipe for
There are seeming safe-

guards,

evident assets, apparent ad-

There

Office Asset

is

vantages
creates a

The

Box

Lynne"

ivisc

of which the man who
new thing may avail himself.
workman utilizes these. But

must stamp the product
worthy
or unworthy. That
finally as
which is pronounced worthy by the
public opinion

majority qualifies as successful.

Hugo

producing a motion

Ballin.

picture version of "East

Lynne"

vet-

eran stage play, 'worked carefully. The
stage history of the play

He

was an

preserved the original

ern production

title.

methods constituted an

advantage.

He

herence

the original story

to

safeguard.

asset.

Mod-

used them.

The

Strict ad-

report

first

was

a

of the

passing of public opinion stamps his
production a success.

THE

familiar

drew

to the

Seattle,

atre.

title.

"

W inter

Wash.,

East Lynne."

Garden

the-

entertainment

numbers reminiscent of the
which attended the metropolitan theatre and the village "opera
house" in the days of the stage play's
great popularity.
An accompanying
illustration bhows the manner in which
citizens responded to the Winter Garden theatre's advertising campaign.
seekers in

crowds

Due

to producerial shortcomings in
early days of motion picture
making the theatregoer of today approaches with pardonable trepidation
the picturization of a stage play which
occupies a pleasant place in memory.
The mellowed recollections of the-

the

performances

witnessed in
youth all too frequently have been
rudely violated by incompetent treat-

atrical

ment

in transcription.

ture

inspection that the
patron accords such a production as
It is hypercritical

"East Lynne."

It

must measure up

to

a memory which has gained infinitely
with the passing of years.
And the
picture
must compete successfully
with that memory if it is to be recommended by the patron.
The picture that passes that test
and sends patrons away in that frame
of mind which leads to the voluntary
speaking of "a good word" for the
feature and the theatre which presents
it is an asset for the exhibitor-advertiser.
It is of more than weekly or

monthly

yield.

The patron,

Patronage reminiscent of the stage original in the days of its popularity marked the
showing of "East Lynr.e," Hugo Ballin's picturization distributed by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, at the Winter Garden theatre, Seattle, Wash,

satisfied, gives the pic-

and the theatre place

alongside

the

stage

in

memory

original.

It

is

natural that his footsteps turn toward
that theatre the more frequently thereafter because he there witnessed an

entertainment

which

accorded

him

more than momentary pleasure.
The first report on "East Lynne"
indicates that such was the feeling of
the majority of patrons who attended
the Seattle showing. The waiting line
shown indicates that those who had

witnessed previous performances were
not inactive after leaving the theatre.
attraction
the
using
Exhibitors
should shape their advertising in such

manner

as to attract to the theatre the

greatest possible number of those
are familiar with the stage play.

who
The

comments of those who witness the
picture on the opening day should be
reproduced in advertising for the remainder of the engagement.
It would be difficult to state with
any degree of accuracy the percentage

of the theatregoing public that is familiar with the stage original, but it
is certain that the percentage is a large
It is more than probable that
one.
if no other citizens attend the theatre
showing the picture the engagement
The Winter
will be a profitable one.

Garden

photograph

ever, that the audience
to this class.

indicates,

was not

howlimited

EX
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Showing the Trend

of

Advertising Activity
II

HAPLIN

imposing numbers aided the manageMont., in exploitation
instituted for that comedian's First National attraction, "The
Kid " If proof of the practicality of exploitation by star impersonation were required the history of that production
should convnce the most incredulous.

ment

in

XTRAORDINARY

effectiveness was obtained without reextraordinary means in the lobby display constructed by Ben Harding, manager of the Liberty theatre,
Council Bluffs, la., for "Beyond The Trail," one of the two
part Thomas Santschi Series of western drama distributed by
Pathe. A fine example of short subject advertising as it should
be conducted.
TTj*

imitators

of the Rialto theatre, Butte,

sort to

automobile show was
ANwhen
"The Kid," Charlie

in

progress in Plainfield, N.

HSOMERVILLE,

manager of the New Fourteenth Street
York, constructed for "The Kid" a slum
setting which compares well in point of realism with the best
work of this nature that has been done.
•

theatre.

New

J.,

Chaplin's First National feature,
was being shown at Proctor's theatre. A baby carriage was
planted in one of the show rooms by the management, the
well written card shown in the accompanying illustration being
displayed to effect the required association of ideas. An exploitation stunt with a smile in it, and smiles are in order when
an attracton of the class is being advertised. Many who attended the auto show were doubtless properly influenced by
the display.

slum atmosphere was
THE
the showing of Chaplin's
Trieb's

theatre,

gained by simpler means during
feature length production at

first

Denver, Colo., garments displayed upon a

clothes line carrying the necessary sign matter. Chaplin and
Jackie Coogan imitators employed in exploitation are discernible at right center.
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AN ROCHE,

Paramount exploitation representative, obwindow in Elgin, 111.,
as shown in the accompanying illustraton when "Behold My
Wife" was shown at the Orpheum theatre. Passersby who
peered into the hole as requested saw one of the stock 24sheets issued by the production.
T"\

tained permission to whitewash a

'THE

display seen above measured 24 feet in length and was
posted upon the third floor level of what is said to be the
second best corner in Detroit, Mich. After the photograph
was taken balloons were attached to the corners of the sign as
an added novelty. Leslie F. Whelan, Paramount exploitation
man responsible, states that the influence of the sign was unmistakably registered at the box office of the Broadway-Strand
theatre.

nTF you happen to

live in the state of Ohio, and if the President of the United States hails from Ohio, and if you are
in a town where there's an Ohio Taxicab Company, and if Al
Jolson wrote a special presidential version of 'O-hi-o,' here's
one way to make capital out of a presidential inauguration.
These banners appeared on all taxis that ran about town."
Fred S. Meyer, managing director, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

A

SPANISH cafe setting was provided by S. Barret McCormick, managing director of the Ambassador and Kinema
theatres, Los Angeles, for the presentation of "The Truth
About Husbands," Whitman Bennett's First National attrac-

tion.

NE

of the double cutout window displays used by the
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind_, for "Madonnas And
Men," the Jans production, recently in engagement. The cutout was in two sections and illuminated at night by green
or red globes placed in upper left hand corner immediately
behind the first section or arch. The cutouts were taken from
paper issued with the production and mounted upon beaver
board.

f~\

E
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Adopt Roediger Confidence Copy
For Advancement of Prestige in Community

Exhibitors

bear upon the attraction being shown

misrepresentation

of superlatives, a precedent which has

occasioned the motion picture adver-

in

when the space was
used. The manner in which this was
achieved is best shown in the accom-

charge of advertising for the Kialto.

panying reproduction of the Royal ad-

culty.

and Strand theatres,
Tacoma, Wash., and reproduced in
this department with the suggestion

three columns in width.

Exhibitors in every section of the

country have adopted practically without change the "confidence copy" originally

used by Charles R. Roediger.

Colonial, Victory

the

at

theatre

The

vertisement.

The

beneficial

space

was

the

copy

of

effect

that other exhibitors

so admirably displayed in

material.

diger's excellent layout

make use of the
The Roediger original was

used

Mr. Roeobvious to

is

man.

the thinking advertising

Confidence in the theatre
of

11

incalculable

patron goes

CONFIDENCE

be

satisfied

that he

be.

will

The

little diffi-

general public had to be

made up

of

formation.

The

fully

essentially

reliable

in-

task has been success-

accomplished

in

many

quarters

but the time for the advertising execu-

on his oars" is not yet.
Mr. Rodiger's copy strengthens pub-

the

lic

confidence in the advertising of the

theatre which

it

Men

represents.

ex-

certain

pect to read extravagant praise of a

There are no mis-

current attraction in newspaper ad-

practically

is

it

of the present day no

use

tive to "rest

Where

worth.

free

convinced that theatre advertising was

an asset

is

confidence that he will

in

tiser

and too

When

vertising space.

a

man

reads

in theatre space, instead of the usual

rriBE
1

tm(

yrmxttst

puturt
dtnrt

theater

of a

u

bvdds

it

1*4

material, the sound logic that

Mr***
Ctf»/*-

among

patrons,

Tkeatert Auif established tkk to*fidenco to on unusual d<grtr
If

vara
U*t tktv

ail.

Bene*,

is

this

*

lost.

theat'rt

He

CONFIDENCE

set

con-

is

convinced

that the theatre

beyond question

management

sincere

is

vouH

TUB MMt—l awl
it

CoUrnuil.

mar

is

vinced of certain important things.

tn Tacoma tkt managtrntnit of f"«
Huxlto, Colonial. Victory and ttrulU

to

is

forth in the present instance he

i't

the confidence uf patrons

picture

tion

the potuy of the Rtuli :
VuUtry and strand Ml".

ntrtl irlrnrr

(hi-

i%

among

lurid-

patron*.

i.'w

t>-<

mo-

of a

!n-.tt r,-

i

t

offering pictures of inftnor quotttj
or by cXartpwj mo*-

u

rub)*ci

t*a* a*j

fCm

la

<tntnrd

(

1

.

maniermrni

*

CONFIDENCE

••I

1<

1

jd unutwal

»rre

1o«t.

i

drsrer.

thi*

If

Ihi* theatre

would

thfir all.

lo«#

Charles R.' Roediger's original confidence copy, used in two column width

N thr poKcj «f ihr
to mar the ctmof pat r<m> h> offer
prture*. of inferior quat-

Heart,
Slur

'

il

'
i

il)

or

charting

l>y

any

than

carried to two-column width upon the

film

Brims
TRONS

in

wnrlh.

page of the amusement sections

IF

of

its

was made

N. C, who

Star

save

for the

it

HENCE.

without change

substitution

presentation

of

the

was immediately

givings,

exhibitors

stimulated.

the adaptations received that

Ramsey, manager of the
Royal theatre, El Dorado, Kan., is
selected for reproduction herewith due
of H. G.

to the fact that

it

THE POLICY OF

Kestler

The house organ adaptation of the copy
made by L. P. Kestler, manager of the

From

IT IS

ITS

This confidence is displayed thw week by
the record breaking
crowds that are attending the showing
of "THE KID."

were shown
graphically the manner in which the
copy might be utilized. Interest in it
adaptation

THIS

WORTH

of theatre

name upon the back cover of his house
organ. With the printing of that story
and

WERE LOST

TRONS BY OFFERING PIC
TI KES OK INFERIOR QUAL
ITV OR BY CHARGING MORE
THAN ANY FILM SI'BJBf.T IS

Concord.

theatre.

reprinted

THIS

rHE- ROYAL NEVER TO MAR
THE CONFIDENCE OF PA-

adoption by L. P. Kestler, man-

ager of the

PA-

ITS

THEATRE WOULD LOSE
ALL

Tacoma Sunday newspapers.
In a recent issue mention

of

AMONG

\ EL DORADO THE MA-.VICEMENT OF THE ROYAL
THEATRE HAS ESTABLISH
U> THIS CONFIDENCE Ti>
AN UNUSUAL DECREE

more

«ubieel

THE CONFIDENT! n

IS

net

ini:

A

MOTION PICTURE THEATRE

HfN

Tacoma, Wash., Sunday newspapers
and reproduced in this department.
in

first

1

ihr Star 1 hratrr ha« r*iah1i»hrd
conf idmcf lo

vorth

goes a step further

than the original, bringing the force
of the argument presented

directly to

Star theatre, Concord, N. C.
herence to original copy.

his

Note ad-

no doubts of any variety, in
mind as he views the program ex-

hibited.
like it

He

believes he

and unless

it is

lished standards he likes

The confidence

is

going

to

far below estab-

the current attraction.

in its efforts to

tertainment.

provide satisfying en-

The

fact that the space

used was purchased with the sole pur-

it.

likewise

bene-

ficial

to the theatre advertising.

Show-

men

of the old school established, by

is

H. C. Ramsey, manager of the Royal
theatre, El Dorado, Kans., used the
original display in three column width
and brought its power to bear upon

pose of conveying that fact to the public

is

ample proof

to the reader that

such sincerity exists.
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Stunts

Special Uprights
Prove Profitable

Space Investment
Chicago newspapers gave front page

Loop
"The

position to the story of the Barbee's

Specially designed one
rights,

type

is

of

X. X. Frudenfeld, difor the Sun,

advertising

Moon and Muse

Omaha,
communi-

theatres.

Neb., according to a recent
Two of the advertisements
cation.
enclosed by Mr. Frudenfeld as representative of the matter he is using
at present are reproduced herewith.
The point brought out by Mr.
Frudenfeld is that a better effect is
gained with but slight additional expense due to the special work necessitated than by use of equal space in
two or three column width in which
stock cuts and type are combined.
The reproductions are ample proof
of the soundness of the logic applied.
Single column advertisements of the
type shown carry a forcefulness which
is seldom achieved by use of conven-

theatre exploitation for the run of

H.B.

which not a line of stock
used, have given exceptional

in

satisfaction to

rector

column up-

Devil,"

WARNER

Associated

the

Girls

man

in devil

costume

DICE
OF „
DESTINY
<ff x\ou

at "a loop theatre." Readers
to the amusement pages undoubtedly identified the stunt correctly
with the exceptionally large and well-

who turned

composed advertisements carried by the
theatre.
*

More than

the Strand theatre of Louisville, Ky.,

liked

ijou will like this picluve.

1, was devoted to the Educational
comedy on the program, "April Fool,"

*

*

THE DEVIL"
is

Comiiv^?

There

Box

office

reported

advertising

it

in

this

publica-

"Thank you for the suggestion,"
Mr. Rand wrote upon the card over his
signature. The printed copy, which occu-

is

color

reverse

the

pied

not follow upon application of the advertising policy outlined.
General
recognition of that fact and the naturally consequent procedure removes
permanently fancied danger of the
sort that frightens timid advertisers
into adoption of the myopic economy

of

side

regulation

a

"Park Your Car" at the Rex
Saturday or you will get "In Wrong."
Who says so? Jack Pickford and Snub
P. S. Meet the boys at the
Pollard.
"Old Swimmin' Hole" at 7:30 p. m.
postal, read,

—

and

embarrassment does

which reacts disastrously.

Philip

tion.

strength in the designs reproduced, as
well
as
an attractiveness which
heightens materially the attentiondrawing power of the displays.
In following the course indicated
Mr. Frudenfeld demonstrates a confidence in advertising which mirrors
a commendably firm conviction that
the power of the screen is in no degree
threatened by rumored industrial unrest.
Retrenchment, which presages
and frequently produces box office decline, is not evident in work of this
nature.
The policy being followed by Mr.
It
Frudenfeld is the proper one.
should be adopted by every theatre

man.

LOOK OUT

from

Rand, proprietor of the Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho, which the latter used to
advertise "Park Your Car," a Pollard
Pathe comedy, as Mr. Hamilton recently

*

Sportsmaii

*

Meyer, managing director of
the Palace theatre, Hamilton, O., conS.

tributes a postcard received

methods.

by
on

April

Fred

tional

Karry
&4SEM0N

*

*

a third of the space used

the unique association of date and title
being admirably effected in copy and display by Joseph Goldberg, publicity director for the Libson theatres in Louisville.

MOON
AND

April 9
a rope

shown

being

at the

SOUL"

On
down

from the tenth story to the fourth, atcrowd which stopped traffic
and caused arrest of the three.
The
newspapers stated that the event was an
"advertising stunt" for a motion picture

SaturdayJhght

BODY
AND

slid

tracting a

o/lfbw until

"

pro-

in

loop corner, painting a sign.
a

c41ias JimimjValentine"

JMOW
PLAY1NQ

Exhibitors

"imp" costume appeared upon a scaffold on a prominent
duction.

A

*

*

neatly printed red card

upon which

glued has been received,
showing the unique manner in which the
West theatre of Trinidad, Colo., advertised Douglas Fairbanks' latest United
Artists production. The card read, "This
(Peanut glued to card below
is a peanut.

peanut

a

is

If

this line.)

see

you wajit

to see a real nut,

Fairbanks in his newest
chaser, 'The Nut,' Sunday and

Douglas

gloom

Monday

(dates here), at the

West

the-

atre."
*

Harold F.
the

*

Wendt,

*

publicity director of

theatre, Toledo, O., has obconsiderable free advertising by

Rivoli

tained

convincing merchants whose stores are
located near the theatre that it is wise to
include in their advertising a line setting
forth the distance from the theatre, as
Furniture
Store Four
"So-and-So's
Doors East of the Rivoli."

—

*

*

*

A

property birthday cake four feet high
and fourteen feet in circumference, upon
which were placed seven candles four
feet in height, formed the central figure
in the seventh anniversary program of
York.
the Strand theatre,

New
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Wanda Hawley and

San Antonio Invites
Producers to Texas
Constance Binney in Current Films Cinema
Club in Campaign
'The House That Jazz Built" and "The Magic Cup"
To Make City A New
Are Now Being Played in Theatres
Film Center

Realart Stars

Throughout the Country
"The House That Jazz
"The Magic Cup,'' Realart's
franchise productions with
ley

and

Constance

Built"

and

latest

star

Wanda Haw-

Binney,

have

been

published.

Adapted from a Sophie Kerr story in
the Saturday Evening Post, "The House
That Jazz Built" treats of a theme that
has proved of intense interest to thousands of homes. It tells the story of a
young couple who start out happily on
the great adventure. As the husband becomes successful he urges his wife to let
the servants do the work and allow herself to rest.
Directed by Stanlaws

Candy, lack of exercise and a life of
ease soon combine to rob her of her attractiveness and she puts on weight.
Their home becomes a "house of jazz"
and the young husband revolts, seeking
a more restful environment and a slender companion. The awakening of the
wife and her actions immediately following lead to many unusual situations and
eventually to a happy solution.
Penrhyn Stanlaws directed the picture.
Mr. Stanlaws brings to the screen all of
the talent that has won for him a higfa
place in his former profession art.

—

Stanley in Support
The supporting cast includes Forrest
Stanley, leading man; Gladys George,
Helen Lynch, Clarence Geldart, Helen

Dunbar

and Robert Bolder.
Douglas
Bronston wrote the scenario and Paul
Perry photographed the offering.
Romance, adventure and the unex-

pected are the elements of entertainment
in "The Magic Cup," an original story
by E. Lloyd Sheldon.
John S. Robertson, who directed Miss
Binney in her first starring picture,
"Erstwhile Susan," and in "39 East,"
and whose direction of "Sentimental
Tommy," with May McAvoy, is winning
the unqualified praise of critics everywhere, also directed "The Magic Cup."
Plays Opposite Star
Vincent Coleman, who has been an
actor since he was twelve years old and
has many successes to his credit, plays
opposite Miss Binney in this picture.
Others in the cast are Blanche Craig,
William H. Strauss, Charles Mussett, J.
H. Gilmour t Malcolm Bradley and Cecil

Owen.
The cameraman
the scenario

is

is Roy Overbaugh and
by the author, E. Lloyd

Sheldon.

Cliff Smith Completes
First Western Picture
lit! Smith
Productions, Los Angeles,
completing the first of a series of
live-reel Westerns for the independent
(

is

market.
The first picture, "Western
Hearts," was written and directed by
l liff Smith, who is associated with J. O.

O. Blanchfield, Superba
C.
Los Angeles, is business supervisor and sales manager for the com-

Caldwell.
building,

pany.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAX ANTONIO, TEX.,

April 12.— In
furtherance of its program to induce motion picture producers to open studios in

San

Antonio, the recently organized
club has addressed letters to
many prominent business and professional men of the city requesting their

Cinema

encouragement and support. In addition,
letters have been sent to the leading motion picture corporations of the country,
setting forth the advantages of San Antonio as a producing center, and to the
various chambers of commerce in Southwest Texas, asking their co-operation.

Sets Forth

Advantages

In its bid to the producers the club
uses arguments such as these:
"Would you consider locating in a
place where successful pictures in the
past have been made at a great saving

and money?
have in and about San Antonio
wonderful scenery of all classes missions, parks, plazas, zoos, rivers and lakes
and abundant vegetation."
Long days, the absence of fog and the
warm weather here are other conditions
of time

"We

—

named that play an important part
motion picture making.

in

Congressman Is Interested
Congressman Harry M. Wurzbach has
assured the club of his support

in its ef-

forts to make San Antonio a producing
center. In a letter to Max Wessel, sec-

retary of the club the congressman expresses his pleasure of learning that
Clara Kimball Young intends to produce
a picture in San Antonio soon, adding
that it is his hope that other stars will
follow Miss Young's example.

CHICAGOANS AT UNIVERSAL CITY
Latest Review Booklet
Gives Special Mention
to Three Productions
Three productions, "The Cabinet

of Dr.
ConnectiArthur's Court,"

Caligari," a foreign picture;

cut

Yankee

in

King

"A

made by Fox, and Metro's "Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," are given special
reviews in Bulletin No. 4 of "Exceptional
National
Photoplays." issued by the
Hoard of Review.
The picture given the most extended
critique is "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari." The national board pronounces it
In this
"a revelation and a challenge."
film, it says, "the motion picture for the
first time stands forth in its integrity as
a work of art," and "its release has all
the aura of a great advent" In a state-

ment the board says:

—

Left to right Miss Carmel Myers, Universal star, and her mother; Mr. and Mrs.
L. Lindenthal and Mr. and Mrs. I. Lesserman, on an open stage at the big
Universal plant, California. Mr. Lesserman, Chicago manager of Universal exchange, has just returned from California. Mrs. Lindenthal is a daughter of
H. Schoenstadt, of the Schoenstadt Theatre Co., Chicago.

"It
is
the purpose of 'Exceptional
Photoplays' to reach people generally
and arouse interest in the finest current
If
the people are only
productions.
reached, we think the interest will be
aroused all right, judging from the presThe critique on 'A Connectient issue.
cut Yankee in King Arthur's Court' gives
us a sense of the delicious humor both
of the motion picture and of Twain's
work; while that on 'The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse' prepares us alike

noteworthy qualities of the picture
and our disappointment that it is no

for the

greater than the novel."
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NEW ROBERTSON-COLE FEATURE

Mae Marsh and Paul

Willis (left) in a scene from the adapted Kate Langley Bosher novel "Mary Cary."
Marsh, Anne Schaefer and Katherine Kirkham in a dramatic moment from "Nobody's Kid."

"Adventures of Bill and Bob" Show
Many Advance Bookings for Series
"Book us

for the series."

Pathe reports that this

is

order

the

received from first-run houses over the

country

viewing the

after

first

of "Adventures of Bill

series

The

pictures.

first

subject

is

of

the

and Bob"
"Trapping

the Bobcat."

These pictures, produced by Cyrus

J.

gions.

Like Real Experiences
actual

the actual, real life accomplishments and
exciting deeds of the two typical young

Americans, William and Robert Bradbury not to mention their enthusiastic
Airdale dog, "Rags." Their home is in
Glendale, a suburb of Los Angeles, and
only a dozen miles away are the foot-

—

and wildwood scenes of their camping and trapping "Adventures."
hills

They show
ities

it

in all the pictured activa pair of real

of their adventures

—

who have made themselves adepts
woodcraft and in understanding of
the ways of the wild animals of that district.
Moreover, the art of the cameraman engaged by Producer Williams, and
skill in the selection and arrangement of

boys,
at

material

form a

drama

of the
woods, cause the screened result to "sink
to

little

in" like nothing else shown in motion pictures in a long while, according to Pathe.

Show Amusing
The cabin

Incidents

by the boys for
trapping headquarters, where they
built

Selects Cast
For "Foolish Matrons"

A

of merit is promised to be
surrounding Hobart Bosworth in
Maurice Tourneur's forthcoming production, "The Foolish Matrons," now being
filmed at Culver City. There is no single
heroine appearing in the story, which
deals with the lives of three women, each
with her own ideals of life and marriage.
Doris May will be seen as the girl
who comes to the city from a small town,
to be caught in the whirlpool of bright
lights and jazz.
Mildred Manning will

cast

seen

interpret the role of a city newspaper
reporter whose ambition to become a
successful journalist dominates her entire being.
Kathleen Kirkham, as a cele-

Apex Plans New Venture
In Feature Exploitation
After a delay following an early announcement, Apex Films of 140 West
42nd street, New York, is ready for the
market with its state right attraction,

"Out

of the Dust."
This John P. McCarthy production of
early pioneer days takes its inspiration

from the famous paintings by Frederic
Remington. Because of this association,

Apex company made a deal with Collier's, the publishers, who have for years
the

issued millions of Remington's pictures
as premium subscription features, special
portfolios, etc. It was the Apex idea to
link these Remingtons with the production and the rights to these famous subjects were obtained and Apex now has
its own Remingtons ready for use of the
state rights market, thus giving "Out of
the Dust" a unique feature for exploita-

the

Broadway

role

will be
later

star,

of the girl

who

seen in
marries

and devotes her life to Dr. Fraser, the
part played by Bosworth, while the remainder of the supporting cast contains
such well remembered names as Charles
Meredith, Wallace MacDonald, Margaret
McWade and little Frankie Lee.

Enlarge Christie Staff
To Meet Screen Demand
So great has become the demand for
original stories that it is now producing
for distribution through Educational exchanges, that there has been a reorganization of the scenario department of the
Christie Film Company, Los Angeles, it
is

announced.

Frank R.

Conklin,

who

has

written

many
made

of the Christie successes, has been
chief scenarist and will devote his
entire time to writing original scripts for
both one and two-reelers. Miss Rose

Loewinger is scenario editor, handling
manuscript and selecting those which
are finally passed upon by Al Christie,
director general.
all

teresting part in the pictures.
Bill

the
Bobcat," "Trailing the
Coyote,"
"Catching a Coon," "Outwitting the Timber Wolf," and two others of the series
of six which are completed but not yet
named.

tion.

their
sleep

and eat their own cooking, and where
curious
bear
cubs
sometimes make
"roughhouse" with the pots and pans and
edibles during their absence, plays an in-

Bob and

These subjects are monthly publicaThe order of issue is "Trapping

— Miss

Tourneur

brated

experiences in camping and trapping come these vivid and
highly entertaining motion pictures of
to

forest.

tions.

Williams, feature twin boy heroes and
deal with woodland life and the experiences with the wild animals of such re-

Next

plishments of the boys as school-taught
young naturalists lets the screen audience into many secrets in the lives of
insects and the smaller animals of the

Right

and "Rags," awakened

in

the middle of the night, sally forth, the
boys in their nightgowns, to investigate
the source of strange noises, and are put
to flight by a polecat.
The antics of
"Rags" while investigating the habits and
manners of a horned toad make natural
and delicious comedy, while the accom-

S. J.

Vogel

Is Division

Manager for Hodkinson
P. N. Brinch, sales manager of W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, announces the
appointment of S. J. Vogel to be western
division manager for the company in
charge of the territory from Denver to

the

West

Coast.

Vogel, a man of long and varied experience, comes to the organization with
a reputation that has been built up over
a period of years.

Holding Is Leading Man
In Pathe- Kipling Picture
Thomas Holding

has been chosen for
leading male role in Rudyard Kip"Without Benefit of Clergy," which
is being produced at the Brunton studios
for Pathe.
Director James Young announced recently that Virginia Faire
would play the leading feminine role.
the

ling's

:
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Marion Fairfax Completes Plans
For Initial Independent Features
cast.
As soon as the cast is
plete, which will be in the very

Organization of Marion Fairfax Productions has been completed at the

star

Hollywood

future, actual shooting will be started.
In discussing her plans for her new
company Miss Fairfax said: "The for-

studios.

It is

announced

that

the playwright and screen author will begin production immediately on "The Lying Truth," from the pen of Miss Fairfax,
as the initial independent feature.

John Jasper and Charles W. Bradford,
owners of the Hollywood studios, are
The
executives of the new company.
entire organization and facilities of the
plant

will

be

placed at

the disposal

of

Miss Fairfax.

McClung
Hugh McClung

Is

Co-Director

near

mation of Marion Fairfax Productions is
not the result of a sudden decision or an
overnight idea.- It is the realization of a
plan that I have studied and worked out
for over a year. I believe there is a place
for the combination of literary effort and
motion picture presentation, just as there
is a place for the combination of literary
achievement and stage presentation."

will co-direct with the

Rene Guissart, who has photo-

author.

com-

graphed many popular films, will be in
charge of camera work.
Tom Held,

American Re-Issues Are
Attracting Big Business
Reports State Righter

assistant to Marshall Xeilan,
act in a similar capacity with Miss
Fairfax.
Pete Smith, while continuing
as Coast representative for Xeilan. also
will direct the publicity and advertising
for the new company.
Miss Fairfax has given the screen many
of its most popular photoplay stories via

State rights exchanges report that they
are doing a big business on a series of

Marshall Xeilan and Famous PlayersDuring the last year and a half
Lasky.
her scenarios for Mr. Xeilan. including
"The River's End," "Go and Get It."
"Dinty" and "Bob Hampson of Placer,"
have won her wide prominence.

new
new

formerly
will

Worked With Paramount
At the Lasky studio she was responsible
for many
Paramount successes,
among which were "The Honor of His
House." "The Valley of the Giants," "The
Clown," "The Sowers." "The Westerner,"
For the stage Miss Fairfax wrote a
etc.
number of prominent Xew York hits, including "The Builders." produced at the
Astor theatre, where it had a record run;
"The Chaperon," with Maxine Elliot;
"The Talker," "Mrs. Boltay's Daughter."
"A Modern Girl" and "Mrs. Crew's
Career."

"The Lying Truth"
involving

a

plot

town newspaper

is

written
life

and

a dramatic play
around smallpolitics.

Picks Special Cast
It is the plan of Miss Fairfax to have
her characters portrayed by artists of
recognized and established talents only.
Players that have starred in pictures in
their own right are being assembled to
form what may truly he termed an all-

American Film Company
Because of their former popularity the producers considered these features worthy of up-to-the-minute 1921
improvements, and they are in reality
features.

prints,

art

This

re-edited

with

new

titles,

work and new music

cues.
series of twelve pictures include

cream of the William Russell action
dramas; those in which Mary Miles Minthe
ter

when

made

her hit with the public
she was a very young enthusiast,

first

and the J. P. McGowan serials in which
Helen Holmes starred.
The box office aspect is particularly
interesting in that several ot these features are bringing better prices today in
their new dress than when they were
originally placed on the market.

Who

wrote "The Black Panther's Cub," staring Florence Reed and "The Outside Woman."
Wanda Hawley's Realart feature.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT.
KIT' I.ATION. ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24. 1912.
i

cago,

Third Cabanne Production
Ready for Robertson-Cole
Word comes from

the Robertson-Cole
studios in Los Angeles to the effect that
William' Christy Cabanne's production,
being made under the title "The Pretenders," is almost completed.
Robertson-Cole has just issued "What's a Wife
Worth?" the second Cabanne production,
while the first one. "The Stealers" has
been playing for some little time.

at

Chi-

1921.

1,

management (and,

if a daily paper, the circulaetc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the
date shown in the above caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912. embodied in section 443,
Postal Laws and regulations, printed on the reverse of this form, to wit

L
lisher.

Standing in Ballin Cast
Wyndham

Standing has been added to
Hugo Ballin's "Ave Maria."
for Hodkinson. He
being
produced
now
will play the -leading masculine role while
Mabel Ballin will be the heroine of the
story, written by the former's sister, a
Dominican nun.
the cast of

Kleist Talks at

Hearing

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

POXTIAC. MICH..
and Samuel

April

12.

— A.

J.

Patterson of Kleist
Amusement Enterprises participated in
the joint hearing on censorship before
the senate and house committees at
Lansing.
Kleist

J.
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J.

Quigley. 417 S.

Dearborn

Street.
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Quigley,
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Dearborn

S.
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studio Has been outfitted
at the Rothacker Chicago plant for Miss
Daisy Taake, the artist whose sculptor
work decorates parks and public squares
Miss
in a number of American cities.
Taake divides her time between modelling in clay, and art title card work for
the Rothacker Company.

has formed her own company to produce
pictures. Her first will be "The Lying Truth."

for April

III.,
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County op Cook, J
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the
state and county aforesaid, personally appeared
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31 Reel Federated Picture May Be
Exhibited in Any Number of Units
Animal Feature That
Theatre Man May Choose Length of Each
Program to Be Shown

Plot So Constructed in Selig

"Miracles of the Jungle," a spectacular
Warner Brothers' animal production, regarded as one of the finest and costliest
wild animal pictures, has been completed
the Selig studios for distribution by
the Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc.
The production is featured by daring
use of wild animals, pretentious settings
of unusual character, real jungle atmosat

phere and artistic photography.

It is in

thirty-one reels, and one of the unique
features of the production is the fact that
it
can be divided up and run in any
length of unit desired by the exhibitor.
This production novelty is made possible
by ingenious construction of the plot.

Wild Animals

in Picture

Thirty-five lions of the Selig Zoo were
enlisted in the production, together with
elephants, tigers, leopards, gorillas and

other jungle folk.
said to include many African tribesmen, and a number of pygmies
from the African interior, in support of
the leading actors.
It took several months to construct one
of the sets in the production, showing an
entire ancient African city.
Although
thousands of dollars were spent on the

The

set,

cast

it

after

it

is

was blown up and demolished
had served

its

brief but realistic

purpose to achieve a powerful

moment

San Francisco, Calif.; Sol Lesser, 209 Knickerbocker building, Los Angels, Calif.; Glenn Harper,
2125- Oak street, Los Angeles, Calif.; Thomas Vickroy, Tabor, Denver, Colo.; S. Z. Poli, Bijou, New
Haven, Conn.; Oscar Ginns, Du Pont, Wilmington, Del.; C. D. Cooley, Strand, Tampa, Fla.;
Sig Samuels, Criterion, Atlanta, Ga. S. A. Lynch,
Lynch Enerprises, Hurt building, Atlanta, Ga.
Sam Atkinson. Allied Amusements Association,
Chicago, 111.; Fitzpatrick & McElroy, Adams and
State
streets,
Chicago, 111.;
E.
H. Bingham,
;

Colonial,

H.

A.

Indianapolis,

Blank,

Des

Ind.

Moines,

Des

Moines,

la.;

L. J. Dittmar, Rialto, Louisville, Ky.; L. M.
Miller, Palace, Wichita, Kan.; Eugene V. Richards,

Sanger Amusement Company, New Orleans, La.;
Harry J. Mulqueen, Central, Biddeford, Me.;
Alfred Black, 142 Berkeley street, Boston, Mass.;
Chas. W. Whitehurst, New, Baltimore, Md.; R.
G. Larsen, Allied Theatres of Massachusetts, 80
Boylston street, Boston, Mass.; J. C. Ritter,
Rialto, Detroit, Mich.; Theo. L. Hays, Finkelstein
Ruben,
&
Loeb
Arcade,
Minneapolis,

Levey Announces

New

Invention to Project
Pictures With a Disk
Instead of asking Mary to put
"Bright Eyes" or "II Trovatore"
on the phonograph, the day is coming, according to
Harry Levey,

when father will sit in his living
room and enjoy a Charlie Chaplin
or some other picture projected
from a disk resembling the talking
machine record.
"A twelve-inch disk," he said, "by
use of the microscopic lens, contains pictures equivalent to that
contained in a standard film 300
feet long.
The cost of these disks
will be about $1, and the projecting

machine will cost about $25."
.Levey declares that the motion
picture disk has been perfected
after a series of secret tests.

Company,

Minn.

Newman

Assigned District

Schwie, manager, Duluth Theatre ComDuluth, Minn.; Frank L. Newman, Newman, Kansas City, Mo.; Joseph Mogler, Mogler,
F.

59

F.

pany,

St. Louis, Mo.; F. T. Bailey, American, Butte,
Mont.; H. L. Goldberg, Sun, Omaha, Neb.. C. H.
Bean, Pastime, Franklin, N. H.; Louis Blumenthal, National. 433 Central avenue, Jersey City,
N. J.; W. Bernstein, Colonial, Albany, N. Y.;
Mike Shea. Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, N. Y.
W. A. Dillion, Strand, Ithiaca, N. Y. Theo.
Jellenk, Albany.
Schenectady, N. Y.
W. H.
Linton,
Hippodrome,
Utica,
N.
Y.;
L.
S.
Rothapfel, Capitol, New York City; H. B. Yarner,
Lyric, Lexington. N. C.
Emanuel Mandelbaum, 3648 Euclid avenue,
Cleveland, O.
Maddox, Southern Theatre
J. A.
building, Columbus, O.
Ralph Talbot. Majestic,
Tulsa, Okla. W. A. Greaper, Union avenue, Port;

;

;

;

;

land,

Ore.;

Jules

Mastbaum, Stanley Amusement

Philadelphia,
Pa.;
John P.
Grand, Pittsburgh, Pa.; E. M. Fay, Fay's
60 Union street, Providence, R. I.; T. L.
Jr., Rialto, Columbia, S. C; E. T. Peter,

Harris,
theatre,
Lester,

1713^

Dallas, Tex.; Wm. Swanson,
Pictures, Salt Lake City, Utah;
Jake Wells, Colonial. Richmond, Va.
H. S.
Graves, St. Johnsbury. Vt.
James Q. Clemmer,

Commerce street,
Swanson Motion

;

;

Wash.; Ray Q. Crombacker,
Liberty, Spokane, Wash.;
Harry M. Crandall,
Metropolitan, Washington. D. C.J F. B. Hyman,
Lyric. Huntington, W. Ya.
Fred Seegert, Regent,
Milwaukee, \\ is.
No set rules have been adopted for
the gathering of funds for relief in IreThe chairman in each locality is
land.
expected to organize a committee and
Clemcr,

Seattle,

;

adopt whatever plan of campaign may
appeal to him as the best adapted to secure the largest amount of money.

in a single scene.

"NO ROUGH STUFF, MR. KNOBLOCK"

Stage Jungle Fight

Another scene shows a jungle fight
between a tiger and an elephant that
was guarding a little child from attack.

The wild animals are shown at large in
their native jungles, and the tangled vines
and huge trees among which they are
shown stalking in their ceaseless blood
hunt furnish backgrounds of tropical
beauty for the unfolding of the colorful
story of adventure on the Dark Continent.

"Miracles of the Jungle" was written
and directed by E. A. Martin and is to
be issued shortly through Federated.

Name Chairmen
Irish

for

Fund Campaign

Exhibitors

Who Aided

in the

Hoover Drive Are Asked
to Participate
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

April

12.—Telegrams

have been sent to fifty-three exhibitors
throughout the country asking that they
act as chairmen in their territory in the
campaign to raise funds for the suffering
in Ireland.

These theatre men are the same ones

who conducted

the

Hoover

drive for re-

Europe.

Request to participate
in
this movement
was made by the
American Committee for Relief in Ireland.
Cooperation by the industry was
pledged at a recent meeting here.
lief

in

Chairmen Are Named
Exhibitors requested to act as chair-

men

follow:

H. G. Farley. 214 Montgomery street, Montgomery. Ala.: C. A. Lick, New theatre, Ft. Smith,
Ark.; J. M. Xales, Lyric, Douglas, Ariz.; Eugene
H. Roth, California, Market and Fourth streets,

Pickford, when not working in her own productions, acts as advisory committee at a conference where "The Three Musketeers" scenario is being discussed.
The photo shows Douglas Fairbanks, Kenneth Davenport, author of "The Nut;"
Mrs. Lotta Woods, scenarioist; Miss Pickford, and Edward Knoblock, engaged to
picturize the Dumas story.

Mary
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DIGEST*/PICTURES o/fZieWEEK
OPINION

i- divided on the latest film importation
from Germany, which had its premiere at the Capitol
theatre, New York, April 3.
"The Cabinet of Doctor

Caligari"

by some an artistic, masterful piece
Others refer to it as a "Cubistic shocker,"
"a nightmare.*' and '"a celluloid delirium tremens."

Whether or not the fantastic charm of settings, the
amazing and weird story and radical departure from
conventional

enough

current

in

photoplays

country are inclined

this

They seek

horrible.

turn

to

warrant

it-

Picture patrons

away from

the

pleasanter entertainment.

lighter,

European audiences may like this sort of thing but the
average healthy American does not go in for the gruesome in pictures no matter how well done.

One European

film dealer has the following to say

"From

regarding the picture:

the viewpoint of effect on

their audience, the authors of 'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari'

had

advantage of treating the subject of mad-

the,

mad

Granting their

ness.

premise, the story works

itself

out logically and remorselessly to the final sane ending.

While original both

in

and

inspiration

play, yet the

profounder reason for the

lies in

thrill

is

which

it

tion

a weird tale of a

He

is

published shortly as a

Midgets and the Sunshine
Widows. Entertainment is found in the many comedy
situations of which Cook is the mainstay and in several
features which intersperse the action.
The production

man who

calls

himself "Dr.

traced to an insane asylym where the

and cause much comment.

"THE CITY OF SILENT MEN"
drama of standard quality. A

terially

Contains

in a characteristic

Lois Wilson and George MacQuarrie

the leading role.

solved.

"THE PASSION FLOWER"
stage play by Jacinto Benavente

life.
it

An

Norma Talmadge.

(First National)

is

Adapted from a

is

from

"THE SKY RANGER"

(Pathe)

the latest serial

is

produced by George B. Seitz and promises to equal if not
surpass his former chapter plays in book-office appeal.
It

has a strong element of mystery,

but

many

thrills and suspense,
from features which have raised objection in

free

is

quarters to serials.

"THE LAMPLIGHTER"
-tory of an

abandoned

child.

provides a splendid

is

"HANDS OFF"
Tom Mix

(Fox)

is

a Western story

full

of

as star and Pauline Curley in the

Mix is
way through

dainty heroine's role.

a roving

who

life

cowboy

this time,

hand and
Texas Ranger, captures a bad man and wins the hand of
the wealthy rancher.

Mason

is

a very pleasing

little

its

is

an appealing

stirring

moments
Shirley

gives a delightful interpretation as the waif.

picture that should please almost any audience.

"THE DANGEROUS .MOMENT"
New

(Realart)

domestic

drama, nicely mounted and beautifully photographed.
Miss Hawley is cast as the wife of a young attorney

York.

assaults

Myers

It isn't

in

A

Howard

a very truthful picture of that quiet
it

and run-ins with the

Miss Myers.

The

(Universal)

a story of Greenwich Village,
does fighting, murderous
Director Marcel

police.

deSano has devoted considerable footage
title

to close-ups of

may draw.

"FORBIDDEN LOVE"

(Wistaria)

is

a story of

New

England fisher folks and aside from an overabundance of subtitles and useless scenes, can be classed
Marguerite Clayton, Creighton
as good entertainment.
Hale, George MacQuarrie. and Baby Ward appear in the
special cast.

"THE BIG ADVENTURE"

(Universal)

"Breezy" Eason in a simple story of
life.

Wanda Hawley

(Fox)
has

sense usually associated with tales of this kind.

as a ranch

"THE HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT"

It

and the director has carefully avoided the sugary non-

unusually clever sup-

provided and no expense has been spared
by Joseph M. Schenck in producing it.

with

play

John A. Moroso's novel, "The Quarry."

act-

A

a colorful tale of Spanish peasant

fights his

The

stand out most prominently in support.

neighborhood, picturing as

action with

Meiglian

portrayal of

Mitchell directed.
fine

characters perfectly.

porting cast

is

Thomas

the steady tension.

relieves

dominates the production

of the

vehicle for

is

convict storv

of necessity drab and heavy, but careful direction ma-

presents Carmel

is

(Paramount)

a serious

picture that will compel attenphantasy of terror worthy of a
ing against odd cubist backgrounds, that fit the mood

mystery

attraction.

opens a public library for love of a little school teacher.
Moderately interesting and well directed.

A German made

Poe.

summer

"THE FREEZE OUT" (Universal) A Harry
Carey picture somewhat different from his usual type.
Western comedy-drama in which a gambler reforms and

(Gold-

Caligari" and entertains the public by exhibiting a
cabinet in which he keeps a sleeping puppet. Several
crimes are committed and suspicion points to Dr. Caligari.

will be

featuring

Singer

the

the actual story of Dr. Caligari."

"THE CABINET OF DR. CALIGARI"
wyn)

comedy

a six-reel

Cook,

interpretation,

'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari' strikes a pitch akin to that
heard in the stories of Hoffmann, Poe, Fitx James O'Brien and Ambrose Bierce. It should be said that while
the interpretation has added immeasurably to the photo-

awakens

is

Clyde

awaken

will

interest in this unusual production to

universal exhibition remains to be seen.
in

"SKIRTS" (Fox)

called

is

of filmcraft.

the

whose success revolutionizes the household and aP
mosl loses him his pretty wife and home.

It is

city

stars

and country

unnecessarily brutal in parts and holds the in-

by reason of the youngster's winning
directed by Reeves Eason from a
story written especially for Eason. Jr., by James Edward
Hungerford.
terest principally

personality.

It

was

NORMA TALMADGE

PASSION

IN

mirable repression, because of which it
stands out as one of the best of character delineations seen on the silver sheet.

FLOWER

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Norma Talmadge at her best.

A

principals were surrounded by an
excellent supporting cast, which included
Charles Stevenson. Robert Agnew. Alice

May,

JUNE CAPRICE AND GEORGE

Jacinto Benavente's stage play has
provided a splendid foundation for Norma
Talmadge's most- meritorious cinema
work.
The story has been beautifully
produced and gives a wonderfully vibrant
life.

The

acting of Miss Talmadge, Courtenay
Foot, Eulalie Jensen and Harrison Ford
The picture
is notable for its realness.
is an example of the desire of the producers to make features that are above
the ordinary and commonplace, and in
"The Passion Flower" one is treated to
a production that justifies every cent of
the vast expenditure lavished upon it.

From

the

exhibitor's

standpoint,

the

cleanup in every
locality.
It is the finest thing in the long
list of Talmadge successes and it will appeal to audiences of all classes. If prop-

should

be a

THE SKY RANGER
(PATHE)

A

It is in fifteen episodes.

director.

If the opening three episodes
fair criterion to the latest serial

by George

B.

Seitz,

are a
created

"The Sky Ranger"

will

incidentally

will

prove

itself

a

strong box office attraction.
There are thrills, suspense and daring

because it is founded on guilt.
Miss Talmadge plays the part with ad-

aplenty.
But in the opening
episodes, at least, there is nothing to
which even the biased could take objecHorror is lacking. There is no
tion.
over-emphasis of unpleasant situations.
The action centers around the battle
for possession of a light invented for the
purpose of signaling Mars. The introduction of a Dr. Santro, a South American musician, as the ally of one of the
men, adds greatly to the complication.
June Caprice and George B. Seitz are
assisted bv an able cast.

Norma Talmadge and company

scenes

two

Clean and

While not exactly a blue-law reformer,
Harry Carey, without the use of firearms,
succeeds in "The Freeze Out" in reforming a whole town addicted to gam-

leave,

quarters to the chapter play,
but has retained all of the thrills,
love interest and "pep" so necessary to this class of production.
George B. Seitz, producer and

and

in

star.

many

erly

—

Universal

wholesome entertainment.

bling.
He does it quietly, after they
have used various means to get him to

manager,

terrible

different type of Western
story from the usual Carey production. Will please followers of

which in its opening
episodes has none of the features
which have raised objection in
serial

be received by the exhibitors of the
country as an effective answer to the agitation against this class of entertainment,

exploited by the individual theatre
the picture will undoubtedly
establish new box office records.
Miss Talmadge plays the part of
Acacia,
flower."
Her
the
"passion
mother, Raimunda, has married a much
younger man, after the death of Acacia's»
Acacia regards her stepfather as
father.
an interloper. So great is her hate that
it
is
akin to love. Esteban. the stepfather, is in love with her and strives to
prevent her marriage with Norbert, the
poet.
The big moment of the play develops when Acacia realizes that her hate
for Esteban is really love
a love that is

(UNIVERSAL)
Somewhat

this
B.

SEITZ IN

cess.

picture

Payton

Walter Wilson, Robert
Gibbs and many others.

IN

THE FREEZE OUT

The

colorful tragedy of Spain that is
drama.
with passionate
vivid
Splendid adaptation of stage suc-

photograph of Spanish peasant

HARRY CAREY

feats

by establishing a public

Carey
stranger

is

in

the
this

usual

library.

carefree,

Universal

happy

production,

and though it is a Western play, he refrains from using drastic methods to attain his ends. Helen Ferguson makes an
appealing and charming heroine; Joe
Harris, a comical character, "Headlight"
Whipple; Charles LeMoyne is the villain.
"Denver" Red. The picture was directed
by Jack Ford.
Carey is cast as "Ohio," otherwise
known as "the Stranger." wno comes to
Broken-Buckle unannounced. He meets
Zoe Whipple, who runs a notion store,
and teaches the youngsters in the back
room.
Ohio notes that the Headlight
saloon and Palace of Chance is not being run honestly, so he determines to
open a square gambling hall. The crowd,
headed by "Denver" Red, owner of the
Palace, attempts to run him out of town,
but he holds his ground, completes his
building and opens up. Then the curious
townspeople get the surprise of their
lives when they discover a fully equipped
school room and library. The love affair
between Zoe and Ohio is incidental, but a
pleasant part of the picture.

from "The Passion Flower," adapted from Jacinto Benavente's play bv

Mary

Murillo (First National).
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CARMEL MYERS
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IN

THE DANGEROUSPE-i

MOMENT

(UNIVERSAL)

A

comedy-drama

is supposed to
York's Greenwich
Title may draw.
Mystery story that ends with
usual death bed confession. Car-

depict

in
Village.
life

mel Myers

in

that

New

many

close-ups.

"The Dangerous Moment" is from the
pen of Douglas Doty, and against the
picturesque background of the WashingSquare district Director Marcel de
Sano has built up a dramatic tale of artist
life in Manhattan.
It isn't one of the
strongest features that Miss Myers has
had, and while she gives a creditable performance the whole is marred by repeated close-ups in which she poses and
ton

grimaces unnecessarily.

The

story's principal weakness is the
where a crook confesses he
stabbed the restaurant proprietress' son
and thus frees the girl. Good photography and novel lightings abound, but it
is not a very truthful picture of life in
finale,

New

York's

Bohemian

district.

Sylvia

Palprini is a waitress in the
"Black Beetle," a little cafe of Greenwich Village. Movros, dissolute son of
the proprietress, makes several attempts
to force his attentions on Sylvia, who is
fascinated by a young artist whom she
serves frequently. One night, as the girl
prepares her accounts, Movros attacks
her.
In the struggle, Sylvia, wielding a
chair, smashes the lights, and as the man
falls makes her escape in the darkness.
Fleeing oyer the roof tops she finds an
open skylight and drops into the studio
of George Duray, the artist with whom
she had become infatuated. After hearing her story, Duray agrees to hide her,
and when the police arrive they tell him
that Movros has been killed.
The next
morning Sylvia is posing as a model for
him to allay suspicion, when she is dis-

covered by another unwanted suitor, who,
after again being repulsed by her, leaves
in a rage.
Duray's fiancee, a society girl,
visits

him and finding Sylvia there breaks

her engagement.

Hill.

THE LION KILLERS
(PARAMOUNT)
"The Lion Killers," second two-part
unit of the Paramount-Vandenbergh Exploration

Series, describes in interesting
scenes and subtitles native life in little
known interior Africa. Dress and matrimonial customs are set forth in the early
part of .the footage, a lion hunt by natives which is obviously genuine, forming the climax.
The subject has a freshness of content and treatment not frequently observed in subjects of this class.
The
stamp of genuineness distinguishes it
from similar attempts to record native
life in little known countries.
As a program adjunct the present publication
ranks high.

May McKenzie and "Snooky"

in a scene from "Beat
being distributed by Educational.

TOM MIX

story

stunts,

full

of

daredevil

in

MEN

A

straightaway narrative involving

commonplace

it.

an interesting manner. The star
is cast as an innocent convict who
escapes from prison and fights his
way from oblivion to a position of
social and industrial prominence.
A feature production of Para-

Mix. in the role of a roving cowhoy, puts plenty of pep into this five-reel
feature.
His expertness with the lasso,
ease

IN

thrilling

Tom

with his

comedy

(PARAMOUNT)

rescues,
fierce
fistic encounters and the suggestion of a love affair.
Mix delivers
with the aid of a capable cast of
players.
George E. Marshall
directed and Ben Kline photo-

graphed

the Chester

CITY OF SILENT

(FOX)
Western

It,"

THOMAS MEIGHAN

IN

HANDS OFF

his

Led by the outraged suitor the police
enter the studio once more and find the
girl.
She is arrested and taken to jail.
At the same time, Reeves, a gunman, is
trying to escape from detectives who
have followed him. He is shot and confesses that he knifed Movros when he
fell under the blows of the chair swung
by Sylvia.
The girl is released and
Duray takes her in his arms.
Members of the cast include Herbert
Heyes, Lula Warrenton, George Rigas,

Smoke Turner and Bonnie

Ida

saddle and his prowess
keep the interest at a high

the

fists

The smooth running, logical story
well captioned and carefully directed.
It is an adapted story written by William
McLeod Raine.
Expert photography
brings out the story's dramatic points as
well as the fine acting.
pitch.
is

Pauline Curley appears in Mix's support and makes an acceptable and pretty
heroine.
Others in the cast are Charles
French, Frank Clark, Sid Jordan. Wil-

Webster Dill and Marcomedy role.
Mix is cast as "Tex" Roberts, a cowboy out of work, who wanders into a
town just as a bad man of the desert
liam McCormick",
vin Loback in a

insults the daughter of an influential
rancher.
Texas lassos Pete Dinsmore,
the bad man, and ducks him in the public
drinking fountain.
Later he rescues a
baby from the heels of stampeding horses
and is offered a job on the farm of the
baby's father.
Here he whips the son
of the rancher for beating a horse and
loses his job. As a member of the Texas
Rangers he goes in quest of a gang who
are supposed to have robbed the son of
the rancher. The son is killed by one of
the thieves and Texas is accused of the
murder. He finally clears his name and
runs down the murderer. A realistic fist
fight occurs in the final reel between Mix
and Sid Jordan, as Dinsmore, and both
show the effects of the battle when it is
over.

mount

situations treated in

standard.

Thomas Meighan overshadows by

his

constant presence before the camera the
work of Lois Wilson, George MacQuarrie and others of a logically chosen cast
representing characters in the adaptation
of
A.
Moroso's
John
novel,
"The

Quarry." The sombre incidents constituting almost the whole of the action are
lightened somewhat by Tom Forman's
careful direction.

Settings showing Sing Sing prison, the
Bridge of Sighs, Break-Neck Stairs and
other well-known points of interest, add

realism to the production.
The many
prison interiors used impress as genuine.

The star appears less at ease in the
rough clothing of the early footage than
in the garments of a business executive
during the latter sequences, though his
work is uniform throughout. Policemen,
detectives and crooks of conventional
characteristics are adequately represented
by other members of the cast. Lois Wilson appears well along in the picture and
plays a scant role well.
The convict's escape, discovery that his
mother has died, a detective's penetration
of his assumed personality toward the
end of the picture and his heroic attempt to escape identity by allowing his
finger tips to be mangled in factory mechanism are high points that add much
to the strength of the production.
Jim Montgomery ,a country boy seeking work in New York,, is arrested and
convicted of murder through circumstantial evidence.
He becomes a "trusty,"
escapes, learns that his mother has died,
goes West and becomes firmly estab-
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In time
lished socially and industrially.
he marries the daughter of his employer
and becomes half owner of the factory in
which he has been employed. A New
York detective arrives to take him back
to prison, whereupon he allows his finger
tips to be mangled in a factory machine.
The detective decides to let him "get
away with it." and enduring security
comes with the confession of the guilty
criminal.

SPECIAL CAST IN

FORBIDDEN LOVE
(WISTARIA)

A

"The House That Jazz Built" for
screen purposes.
The title is misleading,
for it is a much better picture than one
would be led to believe from this caption.
There is very little jazz in it. It is a pleasant little story of domestic misunderstanding and is quite the best thing Miss Hawley
has done thus far for Realart.
Stanlaws, for years a contributor of
pretty girl sketches to the pages of Judge
magazine, brings into play his eye for the
artistic in many beautifully arranged sets
and unique lighting effects. Aside from
this the story is one that fits Miss Hawley 's
talents admirably and the support given her
by Forrest Stanley and Gladys George is
ened

faultless.

rather lengthy story of New Engfair program
land fisher folks.
Directed by Phillip Van
picture.

A

Loan.
Except for an over abundance of titles
and a few incidents which lack plausibility,
"Forbidden Love" might well be
classed as splendid entertainment. While
the feature is fundamentally the eternal
triangle idea, there are one or two original twists to the story which make up
for many of the wearisome details. The
action of the picture is not swift enough
and is greatly retarded by many useless
scenes, which if cut would improve the
production considerably.
John Van Zandt is the owner of several fishing vessels.
One of these ships
is managed by his sons, Peter and HarHarold, the younger, is in love with
old.
Eileen, the village belle, but being shy
accepts his brother's offer to assist him
in his courtship.
Peter poisons the girl's
mind against Harold and then persuades
the brother to accept an offer of a position in the city, telling him that by going away he may prove whether or not
the girl loves him.
Harold leaves for
Boston, and a short while later receives
word of his brother's marriage to Eileen.

About five years later. Harold, returning
on some business to the -old home town,
makes his home with his father, where
Peter with his wife and their little daughter also live.
Eileen openly avoids Harold, whom she really loved in the beginning, and Harold speaks to his brother
about it.
Eileen overhears a conversation between the brothers and learns of
her husband's duplicity. She realizes that
she still loves Harold.
She spurns her
husband. A guilty conscience and insane
jealousy drive Peter to plan his young
brother's death. The plan fails and he is
exposed and ordered to leave.
Peter
goes to the lighthouse during a terrific
storm and accuses Harold of causing his
fall.
They ascend to the light balcony,
where Peter in his rage rushes at his
brother, crashes through the railing and
is dashed to death on the rocks below.
The cast includes Marguerite Clayton.
Creighton Hale, whose boyishness and
agreeable personality are an asset to anv
picture.
George
Macauarrie.
Harold

Success* comes to the Dunhams, when he
appointed counsel for a large corporation.
They move to a beautiful home,
which is soon transferred into a veritable
maze of souvenirs gathered from cabarets
by his wife. He urges her to let the servants do the work, as befits their station in
society.
She lies abed, eats chocolates and
is

grows

fat

interested

Dunham becomes

and pudgy.
in

another

young

lady,

whose

the
home fires burning
brightly and displays good taste in arranging things.
He urges his wife to get a
divorce.
They meet at a week-end party.

mother

keeps

Mrs.
Dunham's jealousy having been
aroused, she is determined to win her husband back. He discovers the truth about
the other girl and is glad to return to his
pretty home, now stripped of its bizarre
trimmings, and presided over by his active
and once more slender wife.
Not very heavy, but pleasant entertainment.

SHIRLEY MASON IN

THE LAMPLIGHTER
(FOX)

An

appealing story beautifully told
on the screen. Should please any
audience.
Directed by Howard

63
picture runs smoothly through the series

which are intriguing because
they are so faithfully portrayed. Shirley
Mason is natural and delightful and the
same may be said for the entire cast.

of incidents

"The Lamplighter"

is

a

picture

worth

while.

The

story

is

woven around

supposedly an orphan, but
child

who was

left

by an

little

in

Gerty,

reality

irate

a

grand-

father with the captain of a sailing ves-

hope that she would never
The mother, who thinks
that her baby daughter died at birth, is
the victim of her father's mistake.
He,
thinking the child illegitimate, arranged
for its disposal and had told the husband
of his daughter that she never wished to
see him again.
The mother has been
blinded by an accident.
The husband
has now been located by the father, who,
repentent, is now doing all within his
power to regain for his daughter her
husband and child. At the age of twelve
the girl is working as a slavey for the
sel

in

the

turn up again.

wife of the captain with whom she was
left, and is very much mistreated.
Her
only friends are a kindhearted lamplighter and his assistant, who, when she
runs away from the beatings of her
foster mother, adopt her and care for her
tenderly. The lamplighter, working as a
gardener in the home of the girl's real
mother, arranges for a meeting between
the two.
The Grahams take a genuine
interest in the girl, and after the lamplighter's death take her to live with them.
The boy, now traveling in India for his

unknowingly meets the real father
of Gerty and brings him back to the
States with him.
The family is finally
united and the father forgiven after a
climax that proved a big surprise.
Raymond McKee. Philo McCullough,
Edwin Booth Tilton and Iris Ashton are
also in the cast.
firm,

Mitchell.

Organize Theatre Concern

There are many
this

The
with

stirring moments in
tale of tenderness, pathos and love.
"sob stuff" has not been overdone
a lot of sugary nonsense, and the

—

QLTNCY, ILL. A stock company is being organized to erect a theatre at 617-19
Maine

street.

Thomas and Baby Mav Ward.

WANDA HAWLEY

IN

THE HOUSE THAT
JAZZ BUILT
(REALART)
Pretty

domestic drama that
gives Miss Hawley further opportunity to act. Penrhyn Stanlaws'
direction shows result of his years
of training as an artist and his
deft touch is reflected in sets, coslittle

tumes and lightings.
Sophie Kerr's Saturday Evening Post
story, "Sweetie Peach," has been rechrist-

Forrest Stanley,

Wanda Hawley and Gladys George
that Jazz Built."

in a scene

Realart.

from "The House
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REAVES EASON,

SPECIAL CAST IN

(UNIVERSAL)

(FOX)
Clyde Cook's versatility

in

comic

contortions, the antics of the
Singer midgets, a humorous prologue done in clay modeling, a
large banquet scene in which the
Sunshine widows participate, an
amusing cyclone effect and a rescue incident are the high lights of
this multiple reel comedy.

Fox has kept

the exhibitor
in a state of anticipation since his announcement, several months ago, of the
production of this six-reel comedy. However, the picture justifies the time, money
and care spent on it. "Skirts" should
prove an excellent box office drawing
card with its liberal supply of comedy
situations and the insertion of several

unique features.
A novel introduction
modeling representing

Adam and Eve
audience

in

will

go

in

animated clay

the

creation

of

far in putting an
mind to receive

the frame of

the picture.

Clyde Cook, whose past performances
have won a wide following for him

among

picture patrons, handles the comedy situations in his inimitable manner,
provoking laughter as he performs each
antic.

Those who are

familiar with the vaudeact of the Singer midgets know
what to expect of these little men and
women. In the cyclone scene, during
which automobiles, trees and human beings are sent sailing through the air, the
Liliputians ride to safety in the big shoe
so familiar to readers of fairy tales. Children especially will enjoy the midgets.
The picture reaches its climax in the
rescue of a girl by an airplane from the
top of a speeding train.
The Sunshine
Widows of which there appears to be
hundreds put life into the banquet
scene as they dance ovej" the table tops.
ville

—
—

in

IN

THE BIG ADVENTURE

SKIRTS

William

JR.,

Several exploitation angles are offered
the picture.

"Snooky," of course, is the principal performer and- foils the thieves, waters the
beer and does other stunts with almost

human

story of a motherless youngster,
a cruel father and a kindly country
household, very well done with
some exceptional photography.
Directed by Reeves Eason.

The winning

personality of little "Breezy"
Univcrsal's five-year-old star, the
antics of a
faithful
French bull pup,
"Mickey," and the sharp, beautiful photography of this production help put over a

Eason,

story.
James Edward Hungerford
said to have written it especially for this

weak

unnecessary brutality,

which

too,

will

CHESTER PLAYERS IN

BEAT

IT

(EDUCATIONAL)
The
upon
laughs

of this comedy depends
photography for a number of

director
trick

and

succeeds

in

getting

them.

is

built

who

sings in a cabaret
to earn money to pay off the mortgage on
the old home. Thieves steal the money.
They are ejected and the stove, tables, chairs
and kitchen utensils promptly wander back
into the house.
The monkey recovers the
lost purse, saves the life of the little girl's
father and restores harmony in the little

A

home.

first-rate

comedy.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE CABINET OF
DR. CALIGARI
(GOLDWYN)

have

pears Gertrude Olmstead. a new Universal
acquisition, winner of a recent beauty con"
test; Fred Herzog in the role of "Patches'
father; Lee Shumway, as an attorney; and
Mollic Shafer as Mrs. Lane, who makes a
home for the waif.
The story opens with "Patches" and his
dog picking coal in a freight yard. He
drags his sack of coal home only to receive
a beating at the hands of his cruel father.
"Patches" leaves home, is discovered in a
box car by a train hand and set off in a
strange town. Falling in with three "knights
of the road," he is arrested, meets the
County attorney, and is taken into the home
of Mrs. Lane, a kindly lady.
His father
finds him alone in the house, steals the silverware and abducts the child. When
traced to a shack by constables "Patches"
is rescued and the attorney finds happiness
with Sally, a child Mrs. Lane has adopted.

miss

little

juvenile cinema star.
It is regrettable a
stronger story could not have been provided
the little fellow.
There is considerable
a deleterious effect upon most audiences.
In support of the clever star there ap-

The comedy

intelligence.

around a

The

is
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German production written by
Mayer and Hans Janowitz
marks

a distinct

departure in

Carl
that
pic-

A

ture making.
phantasy of terror, cleverly directed and interest

compelling.
Contains much fine
acting against a background of
cubist settings.
"The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari" is the
most recent of the German importations in
films.
It had its premier at the Capitol
theatre. New York, April 3, and was hailed
as the most unusual and enthralling picture ever screened in this country. It is
unusual in theme and treatment and presents a revelation of what the camera is
capable of doing.
It challenges comparison with present-day acting, present-day
direction and present-day sets. It is different in all three and its fantistic story
reminds one of Poe's weird, creepy tales.
Unquestionably the picture will draw because of its oddity and also because of the
really great acting of Werner Kraus. Conrad Veidt and others of the small cast.
Director Robert Wien teaches our own
directors a few things in screen technique.
The story moves along swiftly with few
intervening subtitles, and these are very
brief.
The impressionistic treatment of the
backgrounds fits the picture perfectly and
you forget their bizarre and contrasting
appearance as the story unfolds. The topheavy houses, crooked streets, odd ground
clothes reflect the mood of the characters
appearing in them. As an experiment it is
quite successful.

The high
is

light

the acting of

of the feature, however,
as Dr. Cali-

Werner Kraus,

and Conrad Veidt, as the somnambulist Cesare.
Lili Dagover. the only girl in
the cast, enacts the role of Jane with fine
understanding of the part.
The role of
Francis is played by Fritz Feher.
gari.

The

of the evil genius Dr. Calito a county fair with his
cabinet in which he keeps a wonderful
sleeping puppet, named Cesare, who can
be awakened to somnambulistic speech
and action only by the doctor. During his
visit a series of mysterious murders are
committed, supposedly by the sleeping man
at the instigation of his insane mentor.
A
beautiful girl is abducted on the night her
lover is keeping watch over Dr. Caligari,
who sits beside his cabinet in which is seen
the sleeping form of Cesare.
It develops
the cabinet contains a dummy and the
authorities learn that the real Cesare has
been the direct cause of the crimes. Dr.
Caligari, finding his ruse discovered, departs and is pursued until he disappears
within the gates of an insane asylum.
Eventually it develops that the tale is the
imagining of an insane patient who believes
that the head of the institution where he
is confined is the notorious Dr. Caligari.
The picture gives the producers a new
mark to shoot at and should prove a distinct novelty on any program
gari,

Scenes from "The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" obtained by Goldwyn for distribution in
this country.

story

is

who comes
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R-C Schedules Several Box Office
Features for Next Three Months
Approximately

Twelve

Pictures Differing in Cast,

Atmosphere and Dramatic
Appeal Are Offered

Direction,

Between now and August 1 RobertsonCole will offer to the exhibitors about
twelve publications which, according to
company officials, have but one quality
in common
drawing power.
The pictures are diverse in atmosphere,
cast, direction and artistic and dramatic
appeal.
Each, Robertson-Cole feels, will

—

give to the exhibitor a subject on which
he may rely for satisfying returns, and
which he will be aided in selling by the
most complete exploitation and advertising campaign.

ham,

"Wives"

drama

of present-day social

is

powerful

a

life,

domestic
laid

amid

the luxurious surroundings found in the
homes of the wealthy.
The cast includes William P. Carleton,
Fritzi Brunette, Sam De Grasse, Beverly

Traverse and Edythe Chapman.
Another picture in which Edith Storey
is prominent, and which will be published
this summer, is "The Greater Profit." It
was adapted to the screen from an original story by Clifford Howard and Burke
Jenkins, well

known

screen writers.

Hayakawa Film Scheduled
The first picture is "Black Roses," the
second of the new series of productions
which Sessue Hayakawa is making for
This production was
Robertson-Cole.
written

CALDWELL

VIRGINIA

In the William Christy Cabanne special RobertsonCole feature, "What's a Wife Worth."

"Rip

Van Winkle"

to

Be Hodkinson Picture
Thomas

Star

Will

Jefferson

In Film Directed by

Ward
•

.

Lascelle

W. W. Hodkinson

is

to

distribute

It is safe to assert that ninety-nine
out of 100 men, women and children of
the United States know that lovable

for

the

star

by

E.

It is laid in the American
action is so logical and its
quality of acting so high, as to far elevate
it above the usual "Western" type.

in

"Rip Van Winkle."

especially

Richard Schayer, and directed by Colin
Campbell, who also directed Hayakawa
in his latest success, "The First Born."
"The Beach of Dreams," another of
the publications, has a cast which includes Edith Storey. It is from the novel
by D. de Vere Stacpoole, one of the most
unusual and thrilling sea stories, it is
said, ever adapted for screen purposes.
"Cold Steel," produced by Leonard J.
Meyberg, is another production which
This is based on a story
will be on the list.
which originally appeared in the All-Story
Magazine, and which was later published

book form.

West, but

its

the

Washburn Film Coming
Another picture that will be of broad
interest is "On the Road to London,"
which stars Bryant Washburn, having
been made in England.
It
tells
a

which is now in course of production on the West coast will follow
closely "Joe" Jefferson's famous stage

dramatic story, with the central role
played by Mr. Washburn, the part being
one which gives him splendid opportu-

version.
In the leading role will be seen Thomas
Jefferson, son of the noted actor, and the
direction is in the capable hands of Ward
Lascelle.
This is but another example of what

nity for his particular line of character-

character, and many of them know him
through the character which Joseph Jefferson created on the American stage.
It is particularly

to note
picture

that

significant, therefore,

the screen version of

W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation is doing for the exhibitors of America in
supplying them with pictures possessed
of the greatest possible box office appeal,
the

company announces.

Rita

Weiman

to Write
For William DeMille

Announcement has
Jesse L. Lasky,

just

been

made by

vice-president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, of the
engagement of Rita Weiman, noted playwright and author, to write for William
DeMille an original photoplay for the producer's next offering for Paramount, to
follow "The Lost Romance," which has just
been completed.
first

Miss Weiman has sprung into prominence in the past few years by reason of the
brilliant successes which have been scored
by her plays and short stories, many of
the latter having been published in the
Saturday Evening Post.
Her latest play,
"The Acquittal," has enjoyed long runs in
the east and on the west coast and has
been praised by critics as one of the best
of the season.

"Lavender, Old Lace"
Will be Distributed by
Hodkinson Corporation
W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation

has

added "Lavender and Old Lace" to its
list
of 1921 publications.
This is a
picturization of Myrtle Reed's widely
read novel.
The picture was made by
Renco Film Corporation under the direction of Lloyd Ingraham.
Included in the cast are Marguerite
Snow, Lewis Bennison, Seena Owen and
Victor Potel.

So enthusiastic was W.

W. Hodkinson

about the production of "Lavender and

Old Lace" and the excellent taste which
had been displayed in its making that
he has contracted with Renco for three
more productions to follow this one, all
to be made from Myrtle Reed's stories.

Change Name to M. & M.
DECATUR, ILL.— Morrow & Milligan,
who have purchased

the

Crystal

theatre

from Mrs. Conrad Strewing, have changed
the name of the house to M. & M.

izations.

The third Pauline Frederick picture
made for Robertson-Cole is included in

'The Four Horsemen"

"Salvage."
This is an
original story which was written for Miss
Frederick by Daniel Whitcomb, and
wh'ch was directed by Henry King.
Ralph Lewis and Milton Sills are in supthe

list.

It

is

port.

Under the personal supervision of Miss
Frederick, King, the director, and E. L.
Heywood, art director, draftsmen, architects and other craftsmen worked for
weeks designing the settings which were
destined to serve not merely as backgrounds, but to make clearer the everchanering moods of the play and the personalities of the characters.
Offers Cabanne Film

The

William Christy Cabanne
production, which has been made under
the working title of "The Pretenders."
One of the interestalso is on this list.
ing members of this cast is Harriet
Hammond, who has in "The Pretenders"
her first dramatic role. One of the most
appealing features of "The Pretenders"
is the humanness of the characters which
move throughout the story.
Gasnier's second production in his new
series for Robertson-Cole, the working
third

of which is "Wives," also will be
issued before
August first.
Adapted
from an original story by Jack Cunningtitle

Allegorical statue of "Conquest," "War," "Famine" and "Death" made by Lee O. Lawrie, of
Yale School of Fine Arts, inspired by Metro's
picturization of Ibanez' famous book.

:
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will even pick on an actor.
Arthur had
his "kick" frisked in a subway train last
week to the tune of several hundred dollars.
Jules Cowles throws cold water
on Leo Pollack's story by saying "No actor
ever had that much money on his person
at one time."
*
*
*

Now

New York Notes About Film Folk
By

J.

Jack Reilly

is handling the publicity and
for the Forward Film Distributors, Inc., as well as that of the Associated Photoplays. Jack packs a great wallop in both hands so don't be surprised if
he knocks 'em over.
* * *

advertising

James Enclander of the late Stoll Film
Company has joined the Federated Film
Exchanges as chief of the publicity staff and
advertising.
James is a live member and
a fast worker and always reaches his desk
early despite his
late Stoll Films.

late

*

*

is
is

piloting to completion.
Jules, it
set in a gem of a story which

should go a long
valuable picture.

way toward making
*

*

it

a

*

Lincoln, whose return from
Europe was announced last week, looks
the pink of condition and he has no doubt
improved otherwise after his association
with Europe's "Virtuous Men." Welcome
home, Eddie!
E.

*

Prunes" day, "Eat

the
bottle,
*
*

average
quick!

arts at home, at work and at play,
edited and produced by A. D. V. Storey,
former editor of "Screen Snapshots." in
co-operation with the Brewster publications, Shadowland. Classics and Motion
Picture Magazine, has been sold by Storey
Pictures to the Producers Feature Service,
729 Seventh avenue, for New York State
and northern New Jersey.
*

*

*

The Department of Agriculture is establishing certain days upon which they suggest we consume a particular brand of

Herman

P.

P. A.,

»

*

"Hey. Perce," yells Ferdie, "know anything about Fords?"
"Sure," Percy comes back. "Lots. About
fifty

funny

stories."

Bert Ennis Resigns
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April 12.— Bert Ennis,
one of the partners of Shenfield & Ennis
Enterprises, has resigned from that concern to take up other activities.

an indefinite run.
*

»

*

Arthi-r Rankin, who is playing opposite
Marion Davies in a Cosmopolitan production at the International Film Studios, finds
that the light fingered gentry of

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable:

Avenida

de

General Press

producer of "The

"Broken Blossoms,"

Birth

of

"Way Down

East," and other super motion pictures, has resigned from his associa-

Mr. Long
tising.

and

will act as

is

now

in business for himself.

personal representative and counsel in Adver-

Exploitation and Publicity for Producers, Directors and Artists

of the stage

and Screen.

Headquarters have been established
ing, 1482

Broadway,

New York

City.

605 Fitzgerald Build-

in Suite

Telephone Bryant 6380.
;

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

*I

Vel»»quin"

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

New York

for the past three years

W. GRIFFITH,

a Nation," "Hearts of the World,"

Griffith

*

F.

ROBERT EDGAR LONG,

Mr.

»

Percy and Ferdie Hallroom (Sid Smith
and Harry McCoy), those incorrigibles in
the Hallroom Boys Comedies, are responsible for this one
Ferdie is busily engaged trying to find
out why his Ford won't go, when along

ROBERT EDGAR LONG
tion with

held a general

association.

Jans reports from Los Angeles that the new Garrick theatre of that
city is showing "Madonnas and Men" for

Representative for D.

Inc.,

meeting at its headquarters, 1819 Broadway, on April 6. Col. Edward J. Steicken
delivered an address on "What's the matter with the movies?"
Mr. Doty Hobart
also spoke on things which were pertinent
and interesting to the Motion Picture Photographers' Association. The meeting was
one of the most successful ever held by the

comes Percy.
the single

and

K.

*

picture.

de luxe of stars of the stage, screen

reel

Jules Cowles, w. k. character actor, is
Port Henry, N. Y., violating the Volstead act by putting punch into a First
National attraction which Director Charles
said,

more soundly than
Larry, the ammonia

connection with the

at

is

hence the "Eat

food,

Orange" day, "Eat Fish" day, etc. But
now that "Eat Onions" day has been recommended we sure are up against it. If a
fellow slipped up on fish day or prune day
nobody would be the wiser, but, suffering
cats, if all the reviewers smother themselves in onions on Monday and then crowd
into a small projection room the asphyxiating vegetable will probably make them sleep

"Shadowland Screen Review,"
*

Miller

The M.

B.
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THREE LEADING MOTION PICTURE THEATRES

Left

— The

—

The Theatre
Havana Have

the

Same

Difficulties

But They must Be Solved

By

HARRY

E.

In

picture

old

Havana

of

city

motion
ever been

of the strangest

theatres

it

has

Some

the writer's experience to see.

of

them are cinema palaces that would
grace any American city, while others

we knew

theatres

The
he

along

conducted

are

is

date

the

of

lines

fourteen years ago.
the

or

exhibitor,

called in Cuba,

impresario

a real,
has the

is

He

showman.

the

live,

as

up-to-

same

and problems that confront the
American exhibitor, but due to his patronage, which is Latin-American, he
has to solve them in a different way.
exhibitors of the country

have been compelled to establish their
own exchanges, due to certain conditions, and it is very common to find that
the owner of three or four houses opThe
erates an independent exchange.
booking of pictures and the arranging

programs
problem than

of

a

is

much more

confronts

the

Tom

dergo radical change, as tne impresario
adopt American exhibition
is eager to
ways, and the writer was eagerly besieged with questions pertaining to the

know

in

it

of

exploitation as

we

America.

One never

finds an organ in a theatre
Cuba, and it seems that no exhibitor
The building of
cares to experiment.
at least fifteen theatres will be under
way by the late fall this year. Plans

of

an

specifications were shown the writer
really beautiful houses with
average seating capacity of 2.000.

some

Cuba has approximately 300 theatres in
operation with 150 operating daily and
the others two or three days each week.
A number of leading Havana exhibitors

*

American

at

7

p.

all

their own aspractical business

extended along film row

m. and

in

Havana.

Re- Title Negri Picture

8:15, respectively.

(From

The

big feature and show goes on at
9:30, when the top admission price is
charged, which may be 40 or 80 cents.
The paper proposition is a difficult one.
due to the fact that all the posters are
in English, and therefore cannot be used,
and practically every poster has to be

and are

—

shown at the original
cents.
Then follows differis

shows and features

*

picture can never successfully compete
The mawith the American product.
jority of the Cuban population want the
American films, that is. the poorer
the elite, the real, pure
classes, but
Cuban society, prefers the Italian films:
but as they are so much in the minority,
the American production spells the real
box office success.
It will always live in the writer's memory the cordial reception and hospitality

and a program of one hour
and forty-five minutes is run off at the
general admission price of 20 cents, then
a new program follows with the admission price of 30 cents, and at 5:15 an-

ent

*

The Havana exchange men are unanimous in their opinion that the foreign

*

at 1 o'clock

price of 20

*

men.

runs are unknown, as the majority of the houses change their programs daily. The shows generally start

feature

in regard to the exclusive
rights on any picture in Cuba.
He is
practically at the mercy of the seller of
foreign rights, as there is no law in
Cuba protecting the buyer against the
pirating of films, with the exception that
the exchange man must deposit with the
government three prints of each subject
The
to be assured of exclusive rights.
writer
understands that a bill will
shortly be introduced at the next session of congress in Cuba, doing away
with the old law and protecting the
buyer in every respect.

sociation

difficult

Week

other

The exchange man works under some

The exchange men have

exhibitor.
*

are leaving this summer for the United
States to study the American plan of
The theatres of
conducting houses.
Havana are in a very prosperous condition and are playing to capacity.
The Trianon theatre in the exclusive
section of Havana and built on the lines
of an airdome in the United States is an
example of art that American showmen
could well afford to study.
difficulties

in

and

Cuba

Herald)

Mix and William S. Hart seem to be the
popular stars down here, as one sees
their names on practically every theatre.
The present situation of exhibiting
pictures in Havana is due shortly to un-

ways and means

owner.

NICHOLS

George Walsh,

by hand.

Loto,

That Confront the American Showman
Different Way

diffi-

culties

The leading

lettered

Lopez

in a

(Field Representative, Exhibitors

quaint
THE
houses some

HAVANA, CUBA

owned by Edelborto de Carrera. Centre — Front of the Wilson Theatre, Jose
Right The Cine Habana, belong to Edelborto de Carrera.

Universal,

Exhibitors in

IN

67

NEW
Office

and

Studio

of

Rivas

Havana, Cuba.

and

Co.,

Staff Correspondent)

YORK.

April

12— Famous

Play-

ers-Lasky has changed the name of its
foreign-made feature starring Pola Negri
from "Anne Boleyn" to "Deception." The
first showing of this production will be at
the Rivoli theatre on April IT.
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National Film Co.

BLANCO & MARTINEZ

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

AND GAUMONT

ECLIPSE

Leading Importers and
Exporters

of

PARIS

Film

s

are always in the marl
for

Office

:

Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

Exclusive
^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliu

Distribution Rights for
All Vitagraph Subjects
Cuba and Central America

1

&

Medina

E

Distributors and Buyers of

|

Foreign Rights

=
=

— 633

Cable

Belascoain

"Edecar"

Havana, Cuba

~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Pedro Rossello and Dr.

Only the Best Theatres
in Central America
and Cuba

Elis Rossello

Importers and Distributors of Films

Proprietors of
All

Verdun Theatre, Havana

Operations Cash Only

Neptuno— 50

Ca6/e "Cinema"

'LA- INTERNAC I ON AL

CINEMATOGRAFICA'

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS

& COMPANY

CABLE: "BLAMARFILM"

MONTE

242,

New York

HAVANA, CUBA
Representative

L. H.

Room

41, 130

ALLEN

West 46th Street

Serves The Best Exhibitors in Cuba
Cuban Rights for All "Union Italian" Productions

Exclusive
P \j.
O box
Box 134
im
r.

/->

Havana, Cuba
yY

i

~
E

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllir

FILMS
CINEMA
Havana, Cuba
We Supply

I

In the Market for Big Features

SERVICE Our Motto
52 Bluebird Features
52 Snappy Comedies
4 Super Productions

Carrera

Cable "Peliculas"

—

—
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"What

69

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You are

k is a

especially invited to contribute regularly to tbis depa rtment.

co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE

TELL US

week what

every

The Valley

liam Russell. Very good "Tug River"
story where hero breaks out of jail to
commit murder and, having failed, goes
back for a night's sleep. S. V. WalHour theatre, Cambridge
Idle
lace.
Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.

—

—

Slam Bang Jim, with William

Russell.

This is the first we
say that this eastern-western comedy
Don't make
wild western is a corker.
Cast wonderfullj- strong.
them better.

have run,

Book

it

theatre,

and

will

—
—

and boost it. Philip Rand, Rex
Salmon. Idaho. Small town pa-

tronage.

The Week End, with Margarita

— First

Fisher.

time for this star for a long time
in this town, and a pleasing picture, as is
Olen
also The Thirtieth Piece of Silver.
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

Town

—

gnMBmi!i!itiiiiiuB P : :
,

|

|

Idol, a

M u.iini>ii:i»~uikiaEHii!Miiiiiir.!iiciiiiiimimnim.imm<g

The Ten That
Made Us the
Most Money
(Feb.
1.

i,

1920, toFeb.

1,

1291)

Get Out and Get Under.

2.

Down

3.

Revelation.

4.

The Red Lantern.

5.

7.

Checkers.
Stronger Than Death.
Should a Woman Tell ?

8.

A

6.

on the Farm.

Chorus

(Return).

Girl's

Ro-

10.
Let's

Warmer.

Fair and

Lombardi, Ltd.
hear from

another exhibitor.'

F. S.

— Crit-

The Last

Mohicans, a Maurice

of the

Tourneur production.

— A great picture

in

every sense of the word.
But the big
exploitation and tie-up with schools, etc.,
failed to bring box office returns that we
were entitled to. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O. Transient pa-

—

—

tronage.

First

National

Charlie Chaplin.
tainly is a wonderful production.
one seemed to be well satisfied.

—

—

—

— Another
was

I

good one. All
town where

in a

Talw-ish

I

could

I

run this kind of pictures every day. It
please any audience anywhere. H.
W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington,

—

will

Ark
Kid, with
six

for

it

days

Charlie
in

a

Chaplin.

— Ran

two-day town to

standing room each night.
Your patrons will keep asking you to run it, so
get it while it's hot and remember you
are entitled to a raise in price the same
as the star got.
S. A. flayman, Lyda

Meyer,

Palace Theatre,
Hamilton, O.

Woman,

with Constance

—This a mighty good pic—W. B. Sweezy, Dortha theatre,
Manville, Wyo. — Neighborhood patronis

ture.

age.

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. A splendid picture. Good photography. Anita Stewart can always be
depended upon for good work, and she
is surely a drawing card for us.
C. L.
German, Royal theatre, Bonner Springs,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Love Expert, with Constance
madge. Drew good crowd, and was

—

bet-

than some of her later ones,

liked

ter

Tal-

although one or two scenes were a little
Bert Norton. Kozy theatre, Eustrong.

—
— Neighborhood

reka,

111.

patronage.

The Yellow Typhoon, with Anita StewIn fact
This was a real picture.
art.

—

all

and

of Anita Stewart's pictures are good
better.
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic

—

—

theatre.

Grand

Island, Neb.

—

Scoffer, with a special cast.
Was
afraid to advertise this owing to such
strong adverse criticism, but it pleased
very well, and I don't see where "one

The

I

Perfect

Talmadge.

—

tronage.

The

been weighted down with trash long
enough. Boost the clean ones and swat
the dirty ones and then watch your business grow. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium
theatre, Neligh, Neb.

The

It cer-

EveryI heard
nothing but praise.
My patrons that
never before cared for Chaplin pictures
said this was the greatest picture he
ever made. John Frana, Cozy theatre,
Long Prairie, Minn. Neighborhood pa-

that

there wasn't a dry eye in the house. It's
pictures like Dinty that give our business
real standing in the community.
Brace
up, boys.
Let's ban the sex stuff and
suggestive pictures. It's up to us to uphold the dignity of our business. We've

—

The Kid, with

is

soloist sing "Annie Laurie" at opening
and a quartette sing "Abide With Me"
at deathbed scene of Dinty's mother and

would be digging

his

grave

if

he

1

The 10 Best

|

Exploitation

ran

— Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka,
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance Talthem favormadge. — This seemed to
ably. Plenty of good, clean comedy. You
can assure them a good one here. — B. C.

Productions

it."
111.

|

I

(Feb.

i,

1920, to Feb.

J,

192 1)

1

|

hit

Brown, Star

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. Almost caused a riot here.
One of the cleanest, peppiest, comedies
we have ever run. Could repeat next
week and clean up. Don't be afraid of
Boost it to the limit and then
this one.
some. You can't go wrong. Smith Read,
DeKalb, Tex. Small
Patriot theatre,

—

—

town patronage.
Not Guilty, a Sidney A. Franklin proPleased all who
duction. Very good.
saw it. John Frana, Cozy theatre, Long
Neighborhood patronage.
Prairie, Minn.

—
—

—

Dinty, a Marshal Neilan production.
A top notch production. Heavy increase
Prices 20 and
in business second night.
35 cents. Wesley Barry is a real "find"
be congratuNeilan
is
to
and Marshall
lated

on

his

excellent

direction.

Had

2.

Get Out and Get Under.
Down on the Farm.

1.

theatre, Yiroqua, Wis.

—

mance.
9.

la.

patronage.

madge.

Mack

Sennett
production. This is surely a masterpiece
and pleased all but the confirmed
Worthy of strong exploitagrouches.
tion.
We advertised it big and got the
money with it. Had many patrons come
Sennet has
the second time to see it.
struck his stride in this production and
Associated Prohope he keeps it up.

Small

Orpheum
ical

New

The Branded Woman, with Norma

Associated Producers
A

—
theatre, Maquoketa,

power

Tomorrow, with Wil-

of

—

More

ducers are delivering the goods.
to them.
J.
H. Yaughan,

American

the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting tbe only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

3.

Checkers.

4.

Number,

5.

Suds.

Please.

6.

Homespun

7.

Once

8.

Fair and Warmer.
The Last of the

9.

to

Folks.

Every Woman.

Mo-

hicans.
10.
§

Let's

Going Some.
hear from another exhibitor!

Fred

S.

i

Meyer,

Palace Theatre,
Hamilton, Ohio.

§
|

—
—
AA
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— Neighborhood — Splendid picture by this star who
very rapidly increasing in popularity.
Good story, well acted and will please
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford. — Dis— Smith Read, Paappointing.
Punch at end too tame. If anywhere. Boost
triot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. — Small town
go after children. They
you must play
will enjoy
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, patronage.
Salmon, Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Number
with George Walsh. —
theatre,

Huntington, Ark.

is

patronage.

it.

it

it.

17,

The Turning
MacDonald. A

Katherine

with

Point,

—

slow-moving cut and
dried story. Just good enough for program. Settings very good. Leo Peter-

—

son, Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.

The Beauty Market, with Katherine
MacDonald. Good society picture, but

—

my

patrons

They got

don't

much

too

want
of

it

society
in

stuff.

this picture

they walk right by when a MacDonald picture is on the bill. Charle>
Holtz, Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.
Small town patronage.
The Beauty Market, with Katherine
MacDonald. Good program picture.
W. Lloyd Beebe, Opera House, Manito.
111.
Small town patronage.
A Virtuous Vamp, with Constance Talmadge. I heard that this was no good,
but I knew Connie would not work in
a picture that was no good, so I booked
ran it and I want to say it is a
it and
class-A picture and had them all talkGive me more like it. H. W. Jefing.
fries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
so

—

—

—

—

—

few will

like this type of story.
Very litaction until last part. Nothing risque
although a couple of scenes might imply
such.
Leo Peterson, Iris theatre, Belle
tle

—

Fourche, S. D.
Love's Harvest, with Shirley Mason.
Another of those clean, wholesome Shirley Mason plays that go 100 per cent.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
This was a silly picture. A few of my
lady patrons said they liked it.
Others
did not. Personally I would call it poor
entertainment. Adolph Kohn. Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.
.

—

—

The Mountain

the picture will do the
Spalding Bros.,
action.
Taylorville, 111.

—

Lots of

Gem

theatre,

Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.

with Pearl White.

of pep in this feature, and it went
over strong with a Sunday audience. Bejieve, however, that Pearl White belongs
in the serials though.
Hard to convince
the readers of ads that it is a complete
production.
Most of the readers think

—

of her in serials. Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.

The

rest.

Girl,

— Lots

Fox
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
This is a good one. Book and boost and

—

Grey Mouse, with Louise

Little

Lovely.

— Some

of the trade paper critics

panned this picture in their reviews, and
was a little afraid of it, but found it
I
to be a very nice little drama which
pleased a Saturday night audience. Admission 10 and 20 cents. E. E. Sprague,
Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kan.
Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
A dandy good five-reel feature. As
good as the average regular program
feature.
A good interesting story well
played.
H. A. Wishard, Wishard thea-

—

—

Peace Is
Decl area
THE

DEVIL'S

PASSKEY

(Universal) an Erich Von Stroheim production. A big league
production intended for the sophisticaied audiences in the city

—

This is really a wondertheatres.
ful picture, and personally I enjoyed looking at it a second time,
but I fear it went over the heads,
patrons with the
of some of
roughened cuticle just above the
contains
It
rear collar button.

my

many

scenes

photographed

with

the fuzzy, out-of-focus effect which
I am told is very artistic, but it
looks more like n cubist's nightmare to me. If the directors and
"cinematographers" could hear the
people "cuss" when one of these
blurry scenes is on the screen they
would cut it out.
Fellers, after Jenkins,
sprung that
Neligh,
Neb.,
of
"grasshopper" stuff on me in the
a week
or two ago I wrote him a letter
asking for a truce, which was
granted, so everything is peaceful
and lovely between the sand hills
of Western Nebraska and "shortHe told me all
grass" Kansas.
about his new stunt of cutting out

NOTE:

EXHIBITORS HERALD

program stuff and showing only
high and exalted, 33rd degree,
super features de luxe at 35 and 50
cents per throw. Let's watch him
and see how he gets by with it.
Sprague,
E. E.
Goodland, Kans.

Lyric

theatre,

—

Bloomfield,

tre,

Wing Toy,

la.

— Home

patronage.

—

Shirley Mason.
good program picture, but I have shown
much better ones with the clever little
star.

with

— Adolph

Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Neighborhood patron-

Granville, N. Y.
age.

The Iron

— Fair,

of

Peterson,
S. D.

—

Rider, with William Russell.
cut and dried formula.
Leo
Iris
theatre, Belle Fourche.

—

—

Number 17, with George Walsh. Another knockout for George Walsh fans.
He moves swiftly as usual and carries
the usual punch with battering-ram efPleased a big house. Smith Read.
fect.
Patriot
theatre,
DeKalb. Tex. Small
town patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell.
Made a mistake in not boosting this picture. It's a crackerjack. Get
the ministers out and don't be afraid to
boost it. It is better than you expect.
H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, BloomHome patronage.
field, la.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley MaThis little star's pictures always
son.
please here. They give her good stories.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Small town patronage.
Ind.
Dynamite Allen, with George Walsh"

—

—

—

—

—

—
A

—

good program

— Adolph Kohn,
— NeighJones. — A picture

picture.

MAE MURRAY
In

scene from the Robert

a

Z.

Leonard-Para-

mount production, "The Gilded

gram.

Lily."

This picture is like all the Fox,
a 100 per cent.
Bill Leonard. Mystic the-

—

atre, Cedarvale,

Kan.

— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley MaA good one. Good regular program. E. I. Conroe, Conroe's Play
House, Conroe, Tex. Neighborhood pason.

—
—

—

tronage.

—

The Cyclone, with Tox Mix. Boys,
get in on The Cyclone and cash in and
don't be afraid to raise admission on The
Cyclone. Mix is good in this one. John
L. Naiman, Lyric theatre, Alexandria,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Iron Heart, with Madlaine Traverse.
Not up to Fox standard, still some

—

scenes in the big mill trouble.

thrilling

Kan with Sunshine comedy to full house.
A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre,
H.

—

Hloomfield,

la.

— Home

patronage.

The Untamed, with Tom Mix.
fairly

well

— Drew

and pleased.
Local condinow. Olen Reynolds. Pearl

—

tion bad
theatre, Hymera,

Ind.

— Small

town

pa-

tronage.

The Challenge of the Law, with WilRussell.
A good picture. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

liam

—

The White

Moll, with Pearl White.—
type story which holds attention.
Cannot see any objection to her in features.
Far better actress than many socalled feature stars.
Leo Peterson, Iris
theatre, Bell Fourche, S. D.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
serial

—

—A

good lively Western and pleased.
George E. Taylor. Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Wings of the Morning, with William
Farnum. A very good picture.
Had
many favorable comments on it. In fact

—

—

many

said

was the

it

best picture they
F. D. Hall,

—

Pastime theatre, Granville. N. Y.

had seen

borhood patronage.
Just Pals, with Buck

Wonderland theatre, Madelia, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix.— A K.
O. of a picture.
Book it and watch
the money come in.
You can't lose.
B. E. Hippler, McCloud theatre, Mc-

Somewhat
that will please the majority.
far fetched, but for non-critical is good.
Peterson, Iris theatre, Belle

— Leo

Fourche,

The

S.

Spirit

D.

— In

of

Good, with

Madlaine.

the years I have been
in the show business I have never been
without a Fox picture on my week's pro-

Traverse.

all

in

this

theatre.-

Cloud, Cal.
Faith, with Peggy Hyland.
A mightygood clean picture. Invite >-our ministers

—

in

to

see

this.

We

all

want

clean pic-

—

—
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It

tures.

—

help us to build up our

will

business. A. J. Steggall,
Fayette, la.

Opera House.

Rose of Nome, with Gladys BrockAnother one of those Northern
well.
dance hall pictures that will please once
Olen Reynolds. Pearl thein a while.
Small town patronatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

—

—

age.

The Branding

—A

Good box

One that should go
pleasing style everywhere. The
Branding Iron is a sure bet. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.
attraction.

office

over

in

—

Shepherd of Kingdom Come,
Followed book very
with Jack Pickiord.
closely and proved wonderful box office
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre,
attraction.

The

Little

Eureka,

The

— Will
book.

—

—
— Neighborhood

111.

Silver

of

the

Poorly cast and directed.

A

fine

1

Telegram

It

cast.

readers

the

fcUSS OF SERVICE SYMBOL

i

patronage.

Horde, with a special

disappoint

Peterson,
D.

Not

—

the special class. Leo
theatre, Belle Fourche,

in

Iris

S.

MADAME

X,
with
Pauline
Frederick. Here is one where the
press agents loafed on their jobs,
the first instance of the kind on
record.
X is more
than has been claimed for it. It is

—

MADAME

in

Iron, with a special cast.

very powerful picture.

Spoilers.

more than

Goldwyn

made another The

opportunity to have

a picture,

photoplay

art.

it is

The

an epoch
life

story

of Jacqueline Floriot as portrayed
by Pauline Frederick is all that
the human mind could imagine.
It's

not only entertainment;

it's

a

thousand sermons for good boiled

down

into seven reels of intensely
interesting drama that lifts one to
a higher conception of his duty.
If
you have an audience that
thinks, by all means play
X, but it will go over the
heads of those that are inclined
Price advanced here
to dizziness.
to 50 cents and no complaints.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,
Neligh, Neb.

MAD-

AME

71

The

From

Outside, with a special
the only picture we ever
played two days that made larger receipts
on the second night than the first. An
excellent picture that will please anyone.
H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre.
Chandler, Okla. General patronage.
cast.

Girl

—This

is

—

—

When

Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
Normand. Nothing to rave over. Had
the usual crowd, and think it pleased most
of them.
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,
Ryegate. Mont. Small town patronage.
The Brand, with a special cast. For

my

—
—

—

—

the strongest Rex Beach
thriller.
A wonderful picture from every
angle, and will please your patrons.
Book it. W. W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

opinion

it

—

is

—

—

with Tom Moore. Just
entertainment.
Too light to suit
the majority.
It may get by, but that's
about all. Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.
The Hell Cat, with Geraldine Farrar.—
I believe it is the best balanced Western
we have booked. It's a picture you like
to see.
The Hell Cat shows the possiOfficer

666,

fair

—

—

WESTE

Telegram

Oar letter

Blue

Day letter

Blue

Night Message

Nita

Night Message

NIU

Night Letter

N L

Night Letter

none

ot

lhese three

,

mho

It

;
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FY SATTLE WASH 2

JOBH M QUTNN

GEHL

i!GR

VITAGRAPH INC 469 FIFTH ATE NEWYORK NY

BLACK EEAUTY DIE NED HERE TODAY TO CAPACITY WITH LONGEST LINE HOLD
OUTS SINCE BLUE MOUSE OPENED STOP SENT THOUSAND 0? ENTHUSIASTS AWAY
TO SPREAD THE GOOD NEWS STOP NEYER IN MY SHOW EXPERIENCE HAVE I HEARD

MORE FAVORABLE COMMENT OR SUCH SPONTANEOUS APPLAUSE STOP THE COOPERATION

RECEIVED TOOM YOUR OFFICE IN CREATING AND CARRYING OUT IDEAS HAS BEEN
MOST EFFECTIVE AND WORTHY 0? SPECIAL PRAISE STOP THE PICTURE IS ONE
HUNDRED PERCENT BECAUSE 0? ITS AHEAL TO EVERYONE YOUNG AND AND OLD
HAVE EVERY REASON TO FEEL BLACK BEAUTY WILL fCLD RUN AS WELL AS BOX

OFFICE RECORD STOP MY WARMEST PERSONAL REGARDS AND BEST WISHES FOR BLACK

BEAUTYS SUCCESS EVERY WHERE
JOHN HAMRICK BLUE MOUSE THEATRE.
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—
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ble happenings and not the impossible.
Audience highly pleased. W. W. Stirlen,
Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. Neighborhood patronage.
The Misfit Earl, with Louis Bennison.
Substitute
picture.
Hardly normal
crowd.
Bennison does some fine work
in this.
Keeps them laughing and holds
their attention.
Book it. M. C. Davis,

—

Frail story, but made a good hour and
a half by this fast coming leading lady
for Metro.
A dual role in a new way
that pleased. Good picture, well directed.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.

—

—

—

Wigwam

April 23, 1921

—

The

theatre.

— General

did please.

"That

more

sure
like

— This

— H.

W.

Jeffries,

Fair and

Majestic

This
push

patronage.

—

—

—

—

Metro
The Great Redeemer, with a special
The most impressive picture of

cast.

—

the year, fittingly describes this Maurice

Tourneur master production. The Great
Redeemer gave universal satisfaction,
proved a good box office attraction- and
worthy of a de luxe presentation. Local
audiences were deeply moved by this
wonder production. Fred S. Meyer, Pal-

—

ace theatre, Hamilton, O.
tronage.

Madame

Peacock,

— Transient

with

pa-

ANN LITTLE
Who

will soon be
serial, produced

seen

in

by Ben
Film Corporation.

new

a

fifteen-episode
Wilson for the Arrow

The

story lacks the action in previous
pictures, but will satisfy her fans.
She
is in a class of her own for acting.
Leo
Peterson, Iris theatre, Belle Fourche,

—

S.

D.

for

super-special,

a

Held in Trust, with May Allison.
A mighty good picture, but they like
May better in comedies like Fair and
Warmer. She is good even in drama, but
comedy suits her better. R. Ross Riley.

Wigwam

—

theatre,

Oberlin,

Kan.

— Small

town patronage.

The Great Redeemer, with

— Rained

a

—

it.

a

Warmer, with May
good

out

first

—

Allison.

Don't be afraid to
Pleased 100 per cent. Reading
bet.

—

too short in several places.
L. A. Hasse,
Majestic theatre, Mauston, Wis.

—

Blackmail, with Viola Dana. The type
of a picture best suited for this star that
pleased and gave entire satisfaction.

Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,
O. Transient patronage.

—

The

Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
picture.
First part Western locale.
pleasing clean story. Leo Peterson,
Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert Lyt ell.
About the best Lytell picture to
date.
He is a clever star, and growing
more popular every day. R. Ross Riley,
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan. Small
town patronage.

good

—

—

—

—

The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.
money getter and

special

time
shown.
Brought it back and I cleaned up. The
churches will boost this one. My patrons
liked it.
Stay with Metro.
They are
the small exhibitors' friend.
E. I. Conroe, Conroe's Play House, Conroe, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
Body and Soul, with Alice Lake.
cast.

is

A

—

Nazimova.

this

but it is not in that class. Leo
Peterson,
Iris
theatre,
Belle
Fourche, S. D.

sure

Riders of the Dawn, with Ray Stewart.
This picture one of the best shown
here.
Took well with packed house.
Reming & Mcintosh, Star theatre, Brackettville, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Kentucky Colonel, with a special
cast.
This is a real picture. The only
trouble is it is dark. Sub-titles not clear.
All of Hodkinson service is too dark to
suit me.
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.

censor-

booked

Kindly Light" during the transformation scene to telling effect.

— Neighborhood

theatre, Huntington, Ark.

— With

agitation,

Used "Abide With Me" and "Lead

Everyone came out and said,
is
some picture.
Give us

it."

Sunday

Easter Sunday.
Good
comments. Will please better class
and help your house. Good music
essential to put over the feeling.

Bought

Glaum.

patronage.

ship and
this
for

Hodkinson
Louise

—

with a special cast.

—

with

—

THE GREAT REDEEMER,

—

Sex,

of

the Elsinore, with
Mitchell Lewis. Went over big to big
business.
Top price 40 cents. Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

Kingston, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
The novel title drew and all the subtitles were good.
Rather weak story.
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, III.
Neighborhood patronage.
It's a Great Life, with a special cast.
Too light. May get over in a college
town, but flopped something terrible with
us.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.

—

Mutinty

A. censorship killer,
picture that pleased

My

—

Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.

—

The Very Idea, with Taylor Holmes.
Not much to it. Poorest Metro I have

ALLROOM BOY
COMEDIES
II

Make your patrons

W

Your box-office happy.

Book To Day at
T5
6

jfaiy
federated Exchange
*
b'way. New YorK^
MaIIroom boys Comedies 1600
Disbibutoz's
Intel' -Ocean

Film Corpoi'gtion.

Foreign

a

Alice Lake and
Viola Dana must be twins.
patrons
like her as well as I do.
Nuf sed. S.
all.

.

—
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— L.

Majestic

Hasse,

A.

——
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"WHEN A FELLER NEEDS A FRIEND"

theatre,

Mauston, Wis.

Dangerous to Men, with Viola Dana.
you can't please them with this one
you had better lock up. A wonderful
picture and a wonderful little girl. I wish
we could have more like her. Advance
your price and boost this production.
If

Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale,
patronage.
Billions,
Nazimova. It's
not
with
quite as bad as Madame Peacock, but
Nazimova killed herself with her last picture and Billions fell even harder.
She
may be able to come back with a real
honest-to-God picture, but I doubt it.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Nothing But Lies, with Taylor Holmes.
—Absolutely nothing to it. If you want
to spend a nice quiet evening alone in
your theatre just book a few like this one,
Bill

Kan.

— Neighborhood

—

—

and you will sure get to. C. L. German,
Royal theatre, Bonner Springs, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Heart of a Child, with Nazimova.
Not all of our fans like Nazimova, but
this feature went over good.
W. O.

—

—

Doyle, Capitol theatre, Huntsville,

The Great Redeemer, with
cast.

— Religious

As

picture.

Mo.

special
great as

a

The Miracle Man. Punch in last reel.
Tremendous scenes in last half hour.
All-star

is

way

the

knock them cold.

Hour

theatre,

— S.

to

It

will

V. Wallace,

Idle

tell

it.

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Transient patronage.
Blackmail, with Viola Dana. Not as
good as her previous releases, but will
satisfy her fans and make new ones.
Leo Peterson, Iris theatre, Belle Fourche,
S. D.
The Brat, with Nazimova. A sevenreel feature that should please any audi-

—

—

ence.

— F.

E.
Angola, Ind.

Croxton

Frisbie,

theatre,

Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
—Picture pleased. Raymond Piper, Piper's Opera House, Virginia City, Nev.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. A good
picture.
Will please all classes. Hardin
Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Marriage of William Ashe, with
May Allison. This star is going in the
direction of Halley's Comet and with the
impersonation of Lady Godiva in this
picture she should make her bow, for

—

—
—

—

—

Edgar's feast day brings an attack of mustard plasters and hot water bottles. A
scene from the Booth Tarkington-Goldwyn comedy, "Edgar's Feast Day," of
the adventures of Edgar Pomeroy series.

Was

well liked. Raymond Hatton shared
honors with Reid. Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka, 111.
Neighborhood pat-

—
—

ronage.

The

— This

Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
picture drew more patrons than

I

here.

Hay

—

&

Springs, Nebr.

— Small

town patron-

Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.
Laughs galore. Have played all the
Paramount Clark's and am mighty sorry
this was the last one.
They all made

—

for me.
E. N. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

Transient patronage.
Someone in the House, with a special
cast.
Nothing to rave about, but a good
pleasing program offering that will get
by.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.

Black Is White, with Dorothy Dalton.
Star does not draw.
Lost money.
Story of man who wrecked his life and
others' by his jealousy.
Heavy drama.
Boost it strongly if you have it booked.

—

—

—

Paramount
Double
Play

this

100%

Speed,

and you

with

will see a big business.

satisfied.— A.

Wanette,

theatre,

Wallace Reid.

W.
Okla.

West,

Empire

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

—

It will stand
Philip
best.

for

it

it

good.

is

Dalton's

—
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.
Too Much Johnson, with Bryant
Washburn. — No better, no worse, than
other Washburn pictures. — Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka,
— Neighbor111.

hood patronage.

the Hills, with Robert Warpicture that pleased everybody.
Good for any class of patronage. Also
a good drawing card.
E. E. Bonham,
Bonham theatre, Prairie du Sac, Wis.

Pays
Washburn.

Neighborhood patronage.

You're Fired, with Wallace Reid. At
one time was very good, which Reid's

Told

wick.

in

—A

—

Brewster's Millions, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
After running this and The Life
of the Party I want the Arbuckle tworeelers back again. Although these are
both good pictures, I would rather have
The Garage. J. R. Baxter, Lyceum the-

—

—

atre,

A

Spring City, Utah.
Dancing Fool, with Wallace Reid.—

It

is

a

Advertise,

to

— Good

money

Endert

with

—

Bryant

Washburn

comedy.

getter for us.
theatre,
Crescent

B. Endert,
City,
Cal.

J.

General patronage.

—

pictures

all are, but this is getting too
old.
Kelley
Roush, Rex theatre, Custer City, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

A

&

—

Nine O'Clock Town, with Charles
Ray. Ray is good. Get out good advertising; Ray will do the rest.
A good
play.
John L. Naiman, Lyric theatre.

—
—

pat-

— Small

town patronage.

The Dub,

age.

money

— Neighborhood

it on Sunday.
Monday was a frost.
just squeezed by.
Play too brutal.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

ting

Everybody

since our opening picture.
liked it. Hart is very popular
Horn
Morgan, Star theatre,

Nebr.

The Sea Wolf, with a special cast.
As concensus of opinion in these columns was that play would not hold up,
I packed them in the first night by put-

we have had

there isn't much else to talk of to revive
interest in her work.
S. V. Wallace, Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

—

Alexandria,
ronage.

with Wallace Reid.— Was a
program picture. Title did not
draw. Poor crowd. Those who did at-

good

tend, very well satisfied, but it is not in
the same class with The hove Burglar or
The Roaring Road.— B. L. Hubbard, Hub

Bishop,

theatre,

Tex.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Whafs Your Husband Doing?

with

Douglas McLean
While I was slow

and Doris May.
to buy and use this
feature, it has value we do not find in
most of them, and anyone that has not
used

it

has a treat in store for his pa-

McLean and May were

trons.

better in

than 2354 Hours' Leave. Also you
can invite all the censors in and they'll
this

like

it.

— H.

J.

Longaker,
Minn.

Howard

thea-

— Neighborhood

Alexandria,
patronage.
tre,

The Law of the North, with Charles
Ray. A well produced story of the far
North. Ray not so popular in this type
of drama, but it drew fair business and
seemed to please.— J. B. Stine, Gem theatre,
Clinton, Ind.
General patronage.
Wanted
a
Husband,
with
Billie
Burke. A very pleasing little comedydrama. A story that just suits Billie.
Mrs. Sufus
Olson,
Pastime theatre,
Delavan, Wis. General patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with Dorothy Gish. General opinion was that it's
a fair picture. I expected more comedy.
Alvin S. Frank. Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Thirteenth Commanch-nent, with

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

——

—

—
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—

Ethel

was

a

Clayton. Title drew
disappointment. J.

—
Crescent

Endert theatre,
General patronage.

picture
B. Endert,
City,
Cal.

but

one

is

Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles MinThis is an exceptionally good propicture. Will please 90%.
G. G.
Nutter, Royal theatre, Republic, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

ter.

—

—

gram

—

in

—

a little darling.
W. O. Doyle, Captheatre, Huntsville, Mo.

ter
itol

—

it to a Sunday school crowd and no
will be offended.
Mary Miles Min-

play

Everywoman, with a special cast.
Magnificent production. Follows the play
closely.
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
Neighbortheatre, Port Gibson, Miss.
hood patronage.
Told
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the Hills, with Robert Wargood Western that pleased all

The Luck

Some
of that kind of pictures.
wonderful scenery. J. Herbert Talbert,
Legion theatre, Norwich, Kans. Small

of the Irish, with a special
satisfaction to all, but did
not prove a drawing card. Truly a well
developed picture. E. E. Bonham, Bonham theatre, Prairie du Sac, Wis.

town patronage.

Neighborhood patronage.

—A

wick.
lovers

—

Young
Clayton.

— An

Ethel

with

JENNY BE GOOD, with Mary
Miles Minter. I am a little late
in reporting on this picture, also
in showing it, but if I had known

—

excellent picture and Miss

—

Clayton does good work. 10-25C Bert
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Sea Wolf, with a special cast.
A good picture of this type. Very poor
business.

— W.

Uglow,

L.

Burlington,

atre,

Wis.

what it was I would have booked
it months ago.
Boys, as well as
in the picture business, if
in a locality where you are
facing municipal or state censorship get this little actress in any
of her productions and invite all
the blue nosed reformers and the
quacking busybodies to the show
that night. Her pictures are clean
and wholesome as a breath of
Spring and they please 100 per
Admission 15 and 25 cents.
cent.
E. E. Sprague, Lyric theatre,
girls,

Crystal thepatron-

you are

— General

age.

Told
wick.

in

—A

the Hills, with Robert Warvery good picture. Good clean

Pho-

Beautiful mountain scenes.

story.

tography bordering on perfection. You
Auditorium
can't go wrong on this one.
theatre,
Carleton,
Nebr. Small town

—
—

—

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
It's all there. Reid gets the money and

—

Frank,

delivers
the goods. Alvin
S.
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.
Stepping

Out,

with

Enid

Bennett.

picture.
Makes
audience think after they have seen
B. E. Hippler, McCloud theatre,
Cloud, Cal.

Very clean

Double

little

your

of the Kitchen, with Marguerite
Clark.
Another mighty good
Marguerite Clark production. A very
pleasing comedy-drama
and audience
satisfied.
W. F. Baker, Boone Way the-

—

Mt. Vernon, Ky.

— General

patron-

—

—

patronage.

done to

the liking of all I talked to.
Good for all ages. Full of action and
suspense. S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Transient
patronage.

—

Barrier, with Sylvia

BreaOverall Hero. Both gave
excellent satisfaction at an increase of a
nickel on the adults.
featuring the
Educational Comedies on Wednesdays
and building up a good following. H.
G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla.
General patronage.
The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
Used this on Saturday and it pleased
90%. Some fine scenery in this one.
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
That Girl Montana, with Blanche
Sweet. Here's a real story spoiled by
cheap interiors and childish acting. It's
tough on the patrons to have to look at
such
bunk.
Poor
business.
Frank

An

Am

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Sherry, a
tion-

—This

most

Gem

— Tran-

Blackton produc-

Stuart

J.

Pa.

a very good picture. Pleased
Spalding Bros.,
of my patrons.
Neighbortheatre, Taylorville, 111.
is

—

—

—

—

O.
will back up all you can say.
Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica,

It

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

Daniels.
Bebe is growing in popularity here.
Her pictures all light, and this class of
Horn & Morpicture is well liked here.
gan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Nebr.

—

Small town patronage.
Sinners, with Alice

—

Brady. Pleased
as a regular program picture.— Giacoma
Bros.,

a special cast.

with

one

but

En—City,B. Cal.

photography is too dark.
dert, Endert theatre, Crescent
General patronage.
fault,

J.

Jenny Be Good, with Mary Miles Min-

—

An excellent picture that pleased
a good house from start to finish. It will
Smith Read, Paplease the majority.
triot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.
Small town

—

—

patronage.
Erstwhile Susan, with Constance Binney. This was 100%. My patrons are
still telling me what a great picture it
was. Realart sure is good service. L.
A. Hasse, Majestic theatre, Mauston,

—

Wis.

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

Daniels.
didn't
business,
but
picture
please as well a* She Couldn't Help It.
Bebe is popular here though, and so we
do good business regardless. O. W.
Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111.

— Good

—

— Small town patronage.
The Law of the Yukon,
—This picture a

—

Sinners, with Alice Brady.
A good
vehicle for this clever star. Patrons well
pleased with picture.
Reming & Mcintosh, Star theatre, Brackettville, Tex.—
Neighborhood patronage.

with a special

cast.
little rough, but
is
will please generally. People expect some

rough acting when they come to see a
picture like this.
W. O. Doyle, Capitol
theatre, Huntsville, Mo.

—

Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
patronage.

— General

production

—

Realart
All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
Here's a dandy; big business and
"Best since The Mirall raved over it.
acle Man," some said. Get it and boost

—

—

The Deep Purple, with

ter.

Springs,

with Wanda Hawley.—
strong for young people

school and college age. It sure
went over well for us. C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. Small
town patronage.

theatre, Cambridge
sient patronage.

—

it

of high

—

stories

try.

III.

—

Snob,
Boost

connected with a civilized counThis will please all classes for high
entertainment. S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour

—

W.

Dice of Destiny, with H. B. Warner.
Warner, Seitz and Fairbanks run a
dead heat here and this crook play is

—Also

— Neighborhood

Great.

— Excellent

it.

Pathe

Goodland, Kans.

Rogues and Romance, with George B.
Seitz.
Good old world plot and atmosphere, but here's hoping Seitz gets some

—

Hart pictures, but this one is the be^t
we have had yet. J. J. Kudlacek, Swan
theatre, Swanton, Nebr.
Neighborhood

The Blood

BarTier, with a special cast.

is as good, and better, than some
big specials that I have run. The stars
are liked here.
Bill
Leonard, Mystic

The Money Corral, with William S.
Hart. Have played about all the old

—

— Gen-

hood patronage.

age.

—

Cal.

The

patronage.

—

—

The Blood

—-This

Lodi,

Mc-

Speed, with

Come Out

—

Vescly, Lodi theatre,
eral patronage.

theatre, Cedarvale, Kans.

—

mer.

BROWN

L.

it.

Wallace Reid.
All of Reid's pictures are good and draw
for us. This is one of his best.
Hackett
& Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

atre,

CLARENCE

For six years associated with Maurice Tourneur.
"The Great Redeemer"* is one of his latest
productions.

patronage.

— Gave

—

—

Winthrop,

Mrs.

cast.

Rob ertson- Cole
—

Broadway, with Jus-

Stealers, with a special cast.
One
of the best pictures I ever ran, to
notion, as you have to keep up with it
to appreciate it.
No good for roughnecks, but fine for a good clean audience.
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,

tine Johnstone.
Justine will never be an
actress. She has only two stock expressions for all situations. If your people
are not too critical she will get by
though.
fairly good picture, and all

with
Carlisle
entertainment.
An
East-to-West picture with Indian background.
They liked it. Dr. F. M.

—

The Plaything

—

A

of

—

but a few were pleased with it. O. W.
Jastram, Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111.
Small town patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles
Minter. A dandy little feature. You can

—

—

The

my

—

Huntington, Ark.
The Third Woman,
Blackwell.

— Good

—

Childs.

Cozy

theatre,

Villisca,

la.

In Search of Arcady, with Billie
Rhodes. Just an average picture. Nothing in favor of or against it. Not the
kind of picture for Billie. J. B. Endert,

—

—

—A

Endert theatre, Crescent
General patronage.

Cal.

City,

—

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. WonderStay away
ful picture, but no business.
from it. Several said they couldn't get
head or tail of it. O. W. Jastram, Strand
Small town pattheatre. Pecatonica, 111.

—

—

ronage.
Life's Twist, with Bessie Barriscale.—
dandy picture. In fact every Robert-

son-Cole picture I have ever run was
good. H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,
Huntington, Ark. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

So Long Letty, with a special cast.
This is a better picture than most comH. W.
edies as it will please them all.
Majestic theatre, Huntington,
Jeffries,

—

Ark.

#
The Wonder Man, with Georges CarA good big seven-reel show.
pentier.
Some comedy and the best glove fight
my people ever saw on the screen. A

—

splendid, clean, all-around show. Plenty
H. A.
of compliments and nary a kick.
Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,

—

la.

— Home

—A
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A

—

.

patronage.

May

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.

A

Gave satisfactruly big production.
tion at advanced prices. If you want action and thrills, here is the one for you.
B. C. Brown, Star theatre, Viroqua,

—

Wis.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. Bangup with action. One patron said, "Well,
I
don't know whether I have seen a

—

movie, or a prize fight." Frail story, but
will please.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
Trantheatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.
sient patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.
This is a splendid picture. A pleasure
to stand at the door as your pleased patrons pass out and hear many complimentary remarks. Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Wal-

—

—

—

—

ton.
Another excellent picture.
This
star is sure good.
C. H. Smith, Electric
theatre, Morning Sun, la.

—

West

Is

misleading.
Mining camp story.
get by where Carey is liked. With
us, a lemon.
Leo Peterson, Iris theatre,
Belle Fourche, S. D.
Title

Universal

—

75

West, with Harry Carey.

—

La La Lucile, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. The best one so far. This
one went good. Didn't get any extra
money. My audience not crazy about
Eddie and Lee. They had better go back
to one reel comedies.
If they play this
one, better put a two reeler with it.
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,

—

Kans.

The Virgin
Dean.

—An

of Stamboul, with Priscilla
unusually good picture and a

perfect star.

Humphrey,

—

—

Everyone pleased. W. H.
Electric theatre, Mound Val-

Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
Hearts Up, with Harry Carey. This
is not up to the standard of Carey's picNot much action in it. Too slow
tures.
Spalding Bros., Gem theafor this star.
Neighborhood pattre. Taylorville, 111.
ley,

—

—

—

ronage.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo.
very good picture, and gave good satis-

—

faction.

— Adolph

Kohn, Pastime

theatre,

Selznick
The Man

Who

Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. A pleasing picture.
L. L. Ledan, Larabee theatre, Isabel.
Kans. Small town patronage.
Red Foam, with Zena Keefe. A very
good picture, but not a special. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Footlights and Shadows, with Olive
Thomas. This picture failed to draw
Thomas pictures. Bert
previous
like
Norton. Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The New Moon, with Norma Talmadge. This sure was a dandy little program picture. Norma is good in anything.
Worth the .money just to look at
Majestic
her smile. H. W. Jeffries,
Ark. Neighbortheatre,
Huntington,
hood patronage.
The Blue Pearl, with Louise Huff.—
good picture. Adolph Kohn, Pastime
Neighborhood
theatre, Granville, N. Y.

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The Valley of Doubt, with a special
Wonderful snow scenes, with a
good story and capable direction, make
cast.

—

—

a satisfying release. C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. Small
town patronage.
this

—

Cheating Cheaters, with Clara Kimball
Young. A dandy little picture. Pleased
all who saw it.
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic
theatre, Huntington, Ark.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
A very good picture. Fairly good business and many good comments. J. L.

—

—

—

Meyers. Liberty theatre, Ivesdale,
Country patronage.

111.

G A BUSH

K

BUSH THEATRES
SUPERSA.

I-I.O AVD C ST, t ,T S
eighth aho booaowav

BROADWAY,

SUPERS* THEATRE BUILDING

SILVER STRAND. goronaoo
VISTA. EAST SAN DIEGO

""«"••"«

8usm theatres magazime''

SAN DIEGO. CALIFORNIA March 15,

Mr. C.J.l^arley, I'ngr.

Vitagraph ?ilm ^change
643 S. Olive Street, Los Angeles, Calif.
Dear Sir:In the great field of motion picture production, there occasionally stands out a masterpiece so beautifully produced, so clean and wholesome in theme, story and moral, that it is at once
pronounced a classic of the screen. Such a cloture
is "BLACK BEAUTY"

Pounded, as it is, on one of the most famous literary classics - Anna Sewell's "Autobiography of a Horse" - the screen version, by Lillian
and George Randolph Chester, is even more convincing and appealing than the original story.
We doubt if any story ever written has had
a wider appeal than "BUCK BEAUTY", or has so inspired both young and old, with love and consideration for dumb animals.
"BLACK BEAUTY" as a book,
was read and loved by millions; "BLACK BEAUTY" on*
the screen, will be loved by a greater number of
millions, not only for if"s beautiful sentiment
and teachings, but as a work of art as well.

United Artists
Mark

The

of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. Played two days and broke
all records for the house, and that means
eight years.
Could have played it three
days. M. Stewart, Princess theatre De
Land, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbanks. Book it by all means.
It will
make you the money. Doug, at his best.
Good all the way around. E. I. Conroe,
Conroe's Play House, Conroe Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

The Love Flower,

a D. W. Griffith proFine
production.
Unusual
theme.
Something different.
Business
unusually good.— D. E. Johnson, Jefferson theatre, St. Augustine, Fla.—
Transient patronage.
duction.

—

G BUSH

In adapting the story to the screen, the
Chesters have interwoven a delightful romance
about those associated with Black Beauty, thus
adding a dramatic touch that holds throughout the
entire picture.
We consider it not only a privilege, but
a duty, to bring such a picture to the attention
of those interested in subjects of an educational
and inspirational nature. We therefore call your
attention to our presentation of "BLACK B3AUTY" at
the Superba Theatre, the week of March 20 to 26.

Yours very truly,

BUSH THEATRES
per

1921

——

—

——
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N.

Granville,
age.

Y.

— Neighborhood

patron-

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
He is the best
Carey hit.

— Another

actor making
R. Ross Riley,

Western pictures today.

Kans.

town patronage.

— Small

Wigwam

theatre, Oberlin,

—

Society Secrets, with Eva Novak. Get
the way of this "Way Down East"
Certainly 100 per cent from all
story.
Oh for ten of them in a row.
angles.
Eva is a great favorite here. Wonder
girl.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre,
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
in

—

—

Gladys Walton.
run for some
Fine picture.
Patrons all pleased. C. H. Smith,
time.
Electric theatre, Morning Sun, la.

—

—

—

The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast.-^A good picture, but
hardly in special class, such as The Riv-

—

other Curwood subjects. Leo Peterson,
Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.

Dean.

of Stamboul, with Priscilla

— Wonderful

Pleased

picture.

all.

Climax
are still talking about it.
Book it; you can't go
a sure thriller.
wrong. Charles Holtz, Princess theatre,

They

—

Danforth, Me.

— Small

town patronage.

Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
Really good old Western story, and my
If

patrons pour

for

in

this

old

fashioned

a magic word

my

kind.
Carey is
Ttie only objection 1 heard was
about the prayer, so it has 99 good points.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronin

Mr. Fatima (Educational), with a speWe have run a bunch of
cast.
Christies and we have never had a bad
one.
I consider these comedies the best
buy I ever made. Bill Leonard, Mystic
Neighborhood
theatre, Cedarvale, Kans.

—

—

Bumping

— This

here.

Norton,

— Bert

Eureka,

A

111.

Tray Full

with"
a hit
theatre,

Kozy

— Neighborhood

—

patronage.

Every Woman, with Dorothy

to

—

Phillips.
Played this Universal-Jewel
two nights. Packed the theatre at both
shows in spite of rain and bad roads.

Here

is one honest-to-goodness big spewith plenty of heart appeal and a

cial

mother love. Book
W. H. Trecker, Mutual
Cabery, 111. Small town

theme

beautiful

of

—

and boost it.
Movies theatre,

it

—

patronage.

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.

—A

—

picture.
Adolph
theatre, Granville, N.

good

time

Kohn, PasY.

— Neigh-

borhood patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.— It
was as fine a picture as we have had
Wonderful acting and a
for some time.
story of remarkable strength. Gladys is
a comer.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

The Adorable Savage, with Edith Rob-

— First

made

a hit.

— H.

picture of this star, and she
good story of the tropics.

A

G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon theatre,
Chandler, Okla. General patronage.

—

The Heart
Phillips.

—A

of Humanity, with Dorothy
box office clean-up for me.

Pleased 90 per cent of my patrons. The
other 10 per cent kicked because it was
a war picture.
Personally, I think a
picture like it should be shown once a

on account of the fact that America
forgets too soon. W. F. Haycock, Star

year,

—

Neb.

theatre, Callaway,
patronage.

The Marriage
This

is

good

a

— Neighborhood

Snookey subjects
somewhat same, but
different type and truly wonderful when
Leo Peterson, Iris
cast is considered.
Stories

all.

—

Pit,

with Frank Mayo.

me.

Too much

society stuff.
Good for the
Can't get them in on Universal stars.
Stars are unknown. Business off. William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

highbrows.

—

—

The

Torrent, with Eva Novak. Sensational, that's all, but it pleased on account of novelty injected. No new stuff
but well done. Deadly average picture.
S. V. Wallace. Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
Bare Fists, with Harry Carey. This

—

—

—

picture's comment was the same as Poker
Flat, but star does not please like Hart.
L. M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, BiSmall town patronage.
son, Kans.

—

Dwellers

Cliff

—

and

comedies

Educational

every

one

seems better than the last. This one
kept them roaring. This line is the best
H. G. Stettfor comedies on the market.
mund, Jr., Odeon theatre, Chandler,

— General
—

ton,

O.

— Transient patronage.

Haunted Spooks and From Hand to
Mouth (Pathe), with Harold Lloyd.
These two comedies can be classed exThe only two out of the first six
cellent.
If Lloyd would make us clean
that are.
comedies like these two, he would be in
L. C. Farquhar,
a class by himself.
Opera House, Guide Rock, Neb. Family

—

—

patronage.

Salome

Shenandoah (Paramount),

vs.

—

—

The

a

—

One Week
ton.
in

— Pleased

ronage.

Some Shooter

(Universal), with Hoot
Gibson. Just fair. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Striking Models (Educational), with a
cast.
A big improvement over
former Christie releases. Provided any
number of laughs and pleased. Fred S.
Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.

—

—

Lochinvar

the Line (Goldwyn), with
pleasing short subject.
Nothing wonderful, but will please anywhere. E. E. Bonham, Bonham theao'

Johnny Jones.

—A

—

tre.

Prairie du Sac, Wis.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Ahoy

(Fox), with Al St. John.—
Good comedy. AI St. John is a comer.
Bill Leonard, Mystic theatre, Cedarvale, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

Ship

—

—

The

Slicker (Fox), with Al St. John.—
Sent everyone
a real comedy.
out laughing. They are still talking about

This

is

Larry

(Metro), with Buster Keaall.
Buster and Clinc put

enough comedy stunts

for several soClean, clever and pleasPeterson, Iris theatre. Belle

called comedies.
ing.

— Leo

D.

S.

The Smiling Kid (Universal), with
Hoot Gibson. Average, and clean.
Phillip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

—

— Small
All

Here

town patronage.

Wrong
is

(Fox), with Clyde Cook.
comedian that threatens to

a

the

into

league

big

along

with

Semon, Lloyd and Chaplin. This subject

made the house fairly rock with laughter,
and, although it is but the second Clyde
Cook comedy we have played, they all
seem to know him by his full name.
Harry M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind.

Dew Drop Inn (Vitagraph), with Larry
Semon. A very good comedy. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Going Through the Rye (Educational),
with a special cast. Very funny. Made
a big hit with our patrons, and substan-

—

redeems Christie for a
former shortcomings. Fred
Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

tially

—

Johnny Ray.

pat-

with

comedy.

—

theatre, Eureka,

—
— Neighborhood

(Vitagraph),
fine

surely pleases my patrons, and this was
up to his usual standard. B. C. Brown,
Star theatre, Yiroqua, Wis.

patronage.

III.

—

Sportsman
Semon. A

Larry

Mack Sennett production. A clever comedy that made a hit. Bert Norton, Kozy

—

theatre,

comedies.
Clean and entertaining. No
need of worrying about censorship when
you run these. L. C. Farquhar, Opera
House, Guide Rock, Neb. Family patronage.

break

patronage.

Neighbors (Metro), with Buster Keaton. Without doubt one of the greatest
comedies of all times. A riot from start
Lloyd and Chaplin better
to finish.
watch out or Kcaton will pass both.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamil-

Royal

Thacher,

Edgar Comedies (Goldwyn), with a
These are real juvenile
cast.

special

—

Okla.

(Arrow), with
think much of this
too much foolish-

—

Hank Mann. Don't
one.
Too slow and

Fourche,

Wedding Blues (Educational), with a
Have played quite a few
special cast.

special

picture, but not for

—

The

Trouble (Educational),

of

— These

theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.

Once

—

Broadway (I'athe),
comedy made

into

Harold Lloyd.

please

erts.

—

patronage.

with Snookey.

age.

—

—

cial

Salina,

Number, Please (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. Just a fair comedy.
The best
that can be said for this offering is that
it's Lloyd, that Lloyd is always original
and never repeats. Aside from that, it
is far from being the best he has made.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.
Transient patronage.

William
ness.
Salina, Kan.

Short Subjects

tow-n.

—

this one big. Better than some
specials.
Go after this one.

William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Kan.

End, Back to God's Country, and

Best we have

The Virgin

so-called

The Romance Promoters, with Earle
Williams. The best Williams we have
run since Captain Swift. A good story,
well acted.
Plenty of comedy and will
B.
please most any class of patronage.
L. Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.

er's

Boost

it.

Vitagraph

Pink Tights, with

—
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Up

Bringing

much
ing a

Our

lot

of his

Meyer,
Transient

S.

—

Father

— These

(Pathe), with
three comedies were

better than we expected after seeof adverse reports on same.
patrons enjoyed them. L. C. Far-

number

—

quhar, Opera House, Guide Rock, Neb.
Family patronage.

Bumping

into

—

Broadway (Pathe), with

Harold Lloyd. Proved a good drawing
picture and a whirlwind comedy.
E. E.
Bonham, Bonham theatre, Prairie du Sac,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Don't Blame the Stork (Educational),
with a special cast. Will get some laughs
and get over. Shimmy stuff not neces-

—

sary,
edy.

it crude, uncalled for comPeterson, Iris theatre, Belle

making

— Leo

Fourche, S. D.
Modern Centaurs (Educational), with
a

special

cast.

— Extra

good single

— L.

reel.

Farquhar, Opera House, Guide Rock, Neb.
Educational and

thrilling;

C.

Family patronage.
April Fool (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton. A riot of fun from start to
finish.
So excruciatingly funny that
Fred S. Meyer,
we'll bring it back.

—

—

—

—
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Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.
patronage.

— Transient

His Fretful Finish (Century), with a
Very tunny. As all CenI find these to be about the
tura's are.
best comedies on the market. T. N.
Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
special cast.

—

—

Serials
The Son

of Tarzan (National;, with a

special cast.
in spite oi

— Protracted

meeting on, but

this I pulled a big house.
on 4th episode and
Good matinee.
Old and young are
so far it's a comer.
interested.
E. I. Conroe, Conroe"s Play

Am

—

House,

Tex.

Conroe,

—

Neighborhood

patronage.

VELVET FINGERS (Pathe)
with George B. Seitz.— VELVET
FINGERS

has pulled out the high
brows from hiding corners. On
sixth episode and still getting them
from eleven miles around. VELVET FINGERS has pull. Book
John L. Naiman, Lyric theit.
atre, Alexandria, Neb.

—

W

ent big. Running Universal
short stuff with The Moon Riders. Make
good program. Six reels at 10 and 20c.
William Thacher, Royal theatre. Sa-

up good.

—

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. On third episode. Like
all the rest, we can say this is the best
we have seen yet. Juanita Hansen is
anything but handsome in this serial,
but that doesnt count, as the wild animals
are the big attraction. L. C. Farquhar.

—

—

Opera House, Guide Rock, Neb.

The Screaming Shadow (Hallmark),
with Ben Wilson. On the 14th episode
and drawing fine. Patrons well pleased.
E. F. Hancock. Lyric theatre, Stuart,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Son
special

Tarzan (National), with a
This picture was not at

of

cast.

—

what it should have been. The actors
used modern slang in their conversation,
instead of the good English of the
author, and the picture was inconsistent.
The photos for advertising were mere
blurs, not photos.
R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin. Kans.— Small town

—

The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
Played the thirteenth epispecial cast.
Doing great business. I never
sode.
saw a serial holding up as strong as
Positively the biggest moneythis one.

theatre, Atlanta. Ga.

—

—

—

—

we have ever had. John
Cozy theatre. Long Prairie, Minn.

maker

serial

Frana,

— Neighborhood
Ruth

patronage.

Ruth

of the Rockies (.Pathe), with

Just finished playing this
—
Lots of action.
and
went over
New Casino
— L. D.
Held up
theatre. Jacksonville. Fla. — Transient pat-

Roland.

-

Bride 13 (Fox ), with a special cast.
Playing the 14th episode.
This serial
has held up fine.
Patrons were very
well pleased.
B. N. Cawthon Bellewood

—

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
Fill in this

blank

now and

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S.

born

St.,

send
Dear-

Chicago.

Title

Star

Producer

Remarks

—Neighborhood pat-

The Vanishing Dagger and The Moon

—

Riders (Universal"). Just finished these
serials.
Both good, but business fell off
on account of work, as this is a mining

town and the mines are closed down.
H. W. Jeffries. Majestic theatre. Huntington. Ark.

Specials

Up

Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
Very good comedy. Did

in

a special cast.

ronage.

Ruth of the Rockies and Pirate Gold
(Pathe).—Think Pirate Gold the best
If you want good serials,
of the two.
either of them are good.
H. W. Jeffries,

—

Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
of the Rockies (Pathe). with Ruth
Roland. Just finished this serial and can
say it is the best one we have had of
Ruth Roland. Ruth pulls one real aeroplane stunt in the fifth episode. L. C.

—

—

Farquhar, Opera House.
Neb. Family patronage.

—

Guide

Rock,

Bride 13 (Foxj. with a special cast.
big.
on 12th episode and
lose 3 to 6 dollars every night I show
it.
Cannot understand why. Can you?
E. I. Conroe. Conroe's Play House, Conroe. Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.

Am

Started

—

Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. On tenth episode.
Good
serial and holding up fine. Are also using
The Lion Man on another night. It
is a good puller.
Only objection is too
much of the preceding episode is always
shown. H. G. Stettmund, Jr., Odeon
theatre. Chandler.
Okla. General patronage.
of the

—

—

—

King

of the Circus (Universal), with
Polo. On twelfth episode and
gradually losing out.
Rather tame. It
is
clean, however.
Philip Rand. Rex
theatre, Salmon. Idaho.
Small town patronage.

—

Eddie

—

Ruth

Whole

ronage.

big.
Jolle,

fine.

King

Office Reports Tell the

Story.

serial,

it

Ruth

Box

all

patronage.

—

—Fam-

patronage.

ily

Bros.), with
Hansen. This serial is getting
Sweezy,
out. W. -B.
the dead ones
Dortha theatre, Manville, Wyo. Neighborhood patronage.

The Lost City (Warner

Juanita

USE THIS BLANK

Kans.

lina,

—

of the Rockies (Pathe), with

—
—

Ruth

Roland.
Splendid business.
Patrons
crazy over this one. Star pleases in this
territory.
Margaret L. Campbell, Gem
theatre. Melbourne, Fla.

The Moon Riders (Universal), with
Art Acord.

— On

the 15th episode holding

—

not draw as I thought it would. However, it is a good picture.
H. W. Jeffries.
Majestic
theatre.
Huntington. Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with Neal
Good picture and especially in-

—

Hart.

due to a lot of scenes taken in
Valley. H. G. Stettmund, Jr..

teresting,

Death

Odeon

—

theatre. Chandler. Okla.

— General

Title

Star

Producer

patronage.

Danger Valley (Pinnacle) with Nea!
Hart. Did more business on Danger
Valley than any of the Neal Harts so

Remarks

—

They

far.

all

do

well.

— Gus Gemanis.
— Small town

Crystal theatre. Salinas. Cal.
patronage.

Immortality (Gobel). with a special
Boys, here is a play you want to
run.
Get your ministers and superincast.

—

tendents of Sunday schools to help you
tells the story of the Life of
A beautiful production. A wonderful presentation of the New Testaall need a picture like this
ment.
Book it;
to make us stop and think.
you will get people into your house that
Eight
have never been there before.
reels.
A. J. Steggall. Opera House. Fay-

out.
It
Christ.

t

We

—

ette, la.

Oasis (Pinnacle), with Neal
Like his type.
Hart. His first for us.
Think he will gain friends. Picture a
Leo Petlittle rough, but good Western.
erson. Iris theatre. Belle Fourche, S. D.

Exhibitor

Name

of

Theatre

Hell's

—

Transient

—

Hell's
Oasis (Pinnacle), with
Good picture, but very
photography, and why don't the
ducers use readers large enough to

Hart.

—

Nea!
poor

proread
them 25 feet from the screen? T. E.
Walton. National theatre. New Bedford.
Mass. Neighborhood patronage.

—

ronage
City
State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-
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"Deception"

With

the Procession in

Months

Los Angeles

Paramount

By

i

to his early experience
that hokum is not news.
*
*
*

when he learned

*

Several hundred invitations were sent to
and newspaper people by Sin
to attend a special review of
George Mcl ford's "The Faith Healer" at
(irauman's Rialto on April L

clergymen

Grauman

*

*

*

Clarke Irvine has been appointed

direc-

Max

Lindcr Productions, with offices at Universal City, where
the pictures are to be produced.

tor of

publicity

for

*

*

*

Leete Brown, fromcrly manager of Facts
Bureau, has joined the scenario
Universal City.

Publicity
staff at

*

Frank Mayo

*

*

spent the week-end at Tia

*

*

Three
14.000
12,000
200,000
220,000

*

*

»

From

*

fined in the same court last
appealed to the War department

»

*

five

these statistics

of architecture,
of

paving

some

idea

ornamentation and

arrangement

British

streets

of

century which figure
prominently in the picture.
Helen Porter takes the leading
role of Anne Boleyn, Emil Jennings as King Henry VIII, and
Audrey Nelson as Jane Seymour.

the

Thomas Burke "Lime-

stories, reports that Griffith

lot of comedy in this picture.
be no 'Broken Blossom' tragic
production," said Mr. Vidor
in a recent interview in which he spoke very
highly of the few scenes he witnessed.
is

stone

for the picture devoted himself to
research work studying the styles

nevertheless.
*

King Yidor and Florence Vidor have
returned from the east.
While in New
York Mr. Vidor visited D. W. Griffith at
his eastern studio and after watching some
scenes being made for "Dream Street," a
combination of
house Nights"

tons of sand

tion.
For months before work
was commenced the art director

who was

jail

building

can be gained of the magnitude of
"Deception."
The sets for "Deception" which required the tremendous amount of time, labor and
material outlined above, are said
to represent only a part of the outlay in the making of this produc-

Daniels, who was arrested for
speeding in Santa Ana recently, has been
sentenced to do a period in jail. She has
appealed to a higher court.
Some of the
wise ones are recalling a case of an army
year and
but got ten days in

in

stone

Bebe

officer

spent

sacks of plaster
square yards of canvas

pounds of iron
125,000 pieces of walling
84,000 i oof
tiles
12,000 square yards of

of Clergy."
*

months

sets alone

Virginia Faire, who broke into pictures
through a beauty contest, will play the lead
in the first Kipling picture, "Without Benefit

Making

offers

carpenters

200

Five-year-old "Jackie" Coocan, "the kid"
in Chaplin's new comedy, has bought his
mother a new automobile.
*

Pat Dowling, director of publicity for
Christy films, suggests a novel plan for exploiting "See My Lawyer," in which T. RoyBarnes is starred. There are to be special
nights for men, special nights for lawyers,
doctors and alienists and crazy people. Pat
figures on the women folks packing the
house on all other nights, if they have not
already seen the picture.
*

Juana. Before leaving San Diego for the
race track Frank paid his hotel bill in
advance and filled his car with gas. This
was a wise move, for Frank spent more
than the week-end in Tia Juana.
*

in

Six

the following
statistics to show the magnitude
of
"Deception,"
the
Europeanmade picture directed by Ernest
Lubitsch, director of "Passion,"
which is soon to be published as a
Paramount picture:
Seven months in the making
400 stucco workers

E. A. B.

"Scoop" Conlon, director of publicity for
William S. Hart for the last three years,
has been engaged as director of publicity
and advertising for all productions by William N. Selig and Sam E. Rork. "Scoop,"
who was originally a newspaper reporter,
has had wonderful success in getting stories
into print. This success is undoubtedly due

Is

16th

putting a

"There
ending

will

in this

THOMAS INCE STAR LEAVES FOR NEW YORK

New

Ince-A. P. Film
Placed in Production
With a Special Cast

Announcement of the beginning of a
new Associated Producers' special, the
story and scenario for which were written by C. Gardner Sullivan, has been
made by Thomas H. Ince at his studios
in

Culver City,

Under

Calif.

author's working title of
"Hail the Woman," the new Ince drama
has entered production under the direction of John Griffith Wray.
Florence
Vidor.
Roberts,
Lloyd
the

Theodore

Hughes, Madge Bellamy and Tully Marare

numbered

the all-star cast
the vividly human
characters drawn by the Sullivan narrative, with ad-riitional luminaries to be
shall

which

will

in

interpret

cngagtd.

The services of Roberts were obtained
by Ince through tHe courtesy of, and by
a special arrangement with Jesse L.
Lasky of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

Master Films Leases

New
(From

NEW

Douglas MacLean bids farewell to his company associates at Los Angeles. Left to
right
Bert Cann, cameraman, with the flower; William A. Seiter, director; Mr.
MacLean; Harry Cornblatt, property chief; Hal Cooley and Al Willey, second
cameraman. It is "Doug's" first trip to the Big Town since deserting the foot-

—

lights for Kleigs.

Studio in East

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. April 12.— C. C. Burr,
president of Master Films, Inc., producer
of the "Torchy" comedies, published
through Educational, announces that
hereafter these comedies will be made in
the Fifty-fourth street studio, which he
has leased as the permanent home of his
producing staff. Upon the completion of
the present series starring Johnny Hines,
Mr. Burr intends to present that star in
two multiple-reel comedy features from
the pen of Raymond Schrock.

1
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You Employ a Single Musician
or a Complete Orchestra

SYNCHRONIZED
Scenario Music Scores
Will Solve Your Greatest

Problem

Specially Fitted to All Feature Pictures, Correctly

Cued and

Timed For Every Action, Character and Scene.

Simple Arrangement— Each instrumental Part
Printed in Book Form.
Service for all Feature Pictures at Nominal Weekly Rental Fee.
Write at once to Distributor

in

your Territory.

NORTHERN ILLINOIS and INDIANA—The Bushmint Company, 220 South State St., Chicago,
LOWER NEW YORK and NORTHERN NEW JERSEY, also WESTERN CONNECTICUT—Active
111.

Seventh Ave.,

New

Supply Company. 753

York City, N. Y.

UPPER NEW YORK STATE—Exhibitors Film & Service Co.. 565 S. Salina St.. Syracuse, New York.
NEW HAMPSHIRE, RHODE ISLAND, MASSACHUSETTS and EASTERN CONNECTICUT—

MAINE. VERMONT,

Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of N. E. 14 Piedmont

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA

and

St.,

Boston, Mass.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY— Synchronized

Scenario Music Co. of Phila.. Philadelphia.

Pa.

DISTRICT COLUMBIA. DELAWARE.
D. C.
and NEBRASKA

MARYLAND

and

VIRGINIA— Synchronized

Scenario Music Co. of Wash.. Washing-

ton,

IOWA

—Hostettler Amusement Co., First National Bank Bldg., Omaha, Neb.

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA and NEVADA—American Film & Equipment Co., 170 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco.
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA and ARIZONA—Theatre Service Company, 730 S. Olive St.. Los Angeles, Calif.
OKLAHOMA. TEXAS and ARKANSAS—Tri-State Distributors, Inc., 2003^ Main St.. Dallas. Texas.
COLORADO, NEW MEXICO and WYOMING—H. A. Kyler Enterprises. 919 Foster Bldg.. Denver, Colo.
UTAH and IDAHO —H. A. Kyler Enterprises, 58 Exchange Place, Salt Lake City, Utah.
MONTANA, WASHINGTON and OREGON—H. A. Kyler Enterprises, 2014 Third Ave.. Seattle. Wash.
For Open Territory, Address

SYNCHRONIZED SCENARIO MUSIC

f
€/

J.,
+

j
~

1

j

CO., 64 E. Jackson, Chicago

m

mjf-

j

gis
'

111
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— Dustproof Printing Room)

(Constantly cleaned by powerful

When
must

efforts are
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concentrated

in

vacuum apparatus)

one

direction, greater

results

follow.

The Republic

organization is constantly trained in every phase of
Photography, Developing and Printing motion picture film, and instantly
responds to every requirement.

Expert knowledge and personal attention to every detail precludes
the possibility of any but the finest results being obtained and always at
our usual moderate price.

Republic Laboratories,
128

Inc.
NEW YORK CITY

WEST 52ND STREET
TELEPHONE CIRCLE

5828-5829

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Equipment

Progress

The

Mission of the

m
Hand

Control

Perfect Projection

Adjustment of Carbons as Obsolete Now
Hand Driven Projection Machine

Have you given serious

as

the

ARTICLE V

thought to the possibilities of attracting patrons to your house
through the ownership of a mo-

camera?
Some time ago there was
printed in this department an

Arc

By

J. J.

DUFFY
Company

Projection Engineer, Exhibitors Supply

tion picture

article dealing with this subject
by Charles Bass, of the Bass
Camera Company, in which it

was pointed out that many exhibitors were using the camera
with good effect.
With the approach of the
Summer months comes the time
for

outdoor

activities.

Com-

mercial club picnics, pageants
and the like arrest the interest of
the public. Then, too, there are
the holiday celebrations in which
large numbers of your fellow
townsmen take part.

Possession of a motion picture
camera at these particular times
is a desirable thing.
It is not
an expensive proposition, as Mr.
Bass set forth, and the results
have always more than paid for
the time and effort expended.

There

within reach of nearly
every exhibitor in the country a
film laboratory where his "shots"
can be developed and returned to
him within a week's time ready
is

for showing in his theatre.

TJERHAPS one of the most aggravating things to the patron of the motion
picture theatre is to have, at the most
interesting part of a film story, a cloud,
tinged with all the colors of the rain-

bow, gradually creep up from the bottom
of the frame until much of the screen is
obscured.

Everyone has experienced at one time
I, personor another this very thing.
ally, have been in theatres where this
misty cloud has come on the screen and
aggravated the audience to such an ex-

that his carbons need adjustment.
the audience may not
the carbons that need attention, but they do know that there is
something radically wrong with the pic-

Members
know that it

*

Let

Some

exhibitors not equipped
with motion picture cameras
have had considerable success by
using just the ordinary camera
showing the results by means of
slides.

While

method is not so
creates local interest
and local interest means additional patrons.
effective,

this
it

me emphasize

right here that

it

is

me up

to

the subject of

—the

matter of arc controls.
Arc controls are an. absolute necessity if
perfect projection is to be maintained.
article

attempt to feed arcs by hand in this
day and age is as obsolete and impractical as the hand operated projector for
the theatre.
I

am

thoroughly convinced that to ob-

tain perfect presentation

it

is

absolutely

essential that arc controls be used. Regardless of how efficient or careful the

operator is he cannot maintain the arc
with near the precision or perfection that
can be obtained with the use of arc
controls.
*

*

*

The most evident and apparent

distinc-

between a high grade operator and
an efficient one is the manner in which
tion

I

believe I

am

safe in saying that no

would think

of attempting to secure high-class projection with
hand-driven projectors then why with
first-class theatre

—

a hand-fed arc?

It

quite impossible

is

for the operator to thread

up the second
machine, trim his lamp, rewind his films
and properly attend to the hundred and
one other duties and yet give the feeding
of the carbons his proper attention it
can't be done and this is a fact which I
want to drive home to every progressive

—

exhibitor.

The tendency toward
amperage

the use of high

lamps

at the arc

in

most of the

made almost imperative the
arc control. With the higher

theatres has

use of the

it

is

correspond-

ingly difficult to properly handle the arc

lamp by hand, and

if

not correctly and

carefully operated, the benefit of the in-

creased amperage
*

By keeping

is

*

largely
*

lost.

carbons of the proat all times
(after the craters have formed) constant
voltage is maintained at the arc, and
since the amperage from every motor
generator is constant, the result is that
an unvarying wattage is provided at the
arc, which insures a constant volume of
illumination from the lamp throughout
the performance, a condition which is
physically impossible to obtain without

jector the

berless activities.

This brings

the operator.

amperage being used,

*

*

not the operator's fault that such things
He has many duties to perform
occur.
in the booth during the projection of the
picture, such as threading the film on the
second machine, patching and other num-

To

tion of this fact.

is

and their displeasure takes the form
of hend clapping.

wonderful success of the Ameria convincing illustra-

of

ture,

Don't lose sight of the fact
that the public is keenly interested in its own activities. The
is

to at-

tract the operator's attention to the fact

this

can press

hand clapping

tent as to provoke

he cares for the light on the screen and
with arc controls installed on the projector, the light on the screen is bound
to be perfect with virtually no care from

the

same distance apart

the use of arc controls.
The movement of the carbons is so
slow and delicate that it is hardly possible to observe the carbon movement
with the eye which insures against sudden crater disturbances so common with
hand-fed
spasmodic
rapid
and
the

—

method.

The cost of operating the various arc
controls on the market so far as current
consumption is concerned, is only a few
cents a week and the current which it
saves is a big factor.

—
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HEADQUARTERS OF REPUBLIC LABORATORIES, NEW YORK CITY

Left

— general

view

of

printing

department.

Center

— Republ

Cameramen

KEHRLEIN BROTHERS USE
ORGAN MUSIC EXCLUSIVELY

apolis

really

been the earliest exhibitors of prominence, and it is therefore worthy of note
that their discriminating musical taste is

building in

title

West Fifty-second

states

of

street,

New

York.

Right—

department.
dis-

Wisconsin,

"MONSOON"

IN

NEW HOME

The Monsoon Cooling System,

Inc.

"Breeze-makers"
and ventilation
experts have moved into their new three-

—

satisfactorily met by organ music.
Location of the organ is directly in
the center of the house in the space

nominally occupied by the orchestra. It
is in charge of a competent organist and
is a popular feature of the Kinema.

DISTRIBUTE SYNCHRONIZED
of

in

Concern Organized

To Aid

Presentation
Symphony Amusement Offices
Furnishes Entertainers for
Picture Houses

pioneers of

& Rowe

ic's

Minnesota,
North and South Dakota and the upper
The company
peninsula of Michigan.
will maintain offices in both Minneapolis
and Milwaukee.

organ music on the West Coast, having

Sobleman, Mustard

work

have obtained the exclusive

the

in

Brothers,
owners of the
Kinema theatre, Fresno, Cal., depend entirely upon the pipe organ for the music
For this purpose they
in their theatre.
have chosen the Robert-Morton, manufactured by the American Photo Flayer
are

at

tribution of Synchronized Scenario music

Kehrlcin

Company.
The Kchrleins

m

Minne-

story factory building in Brooklyn, recently equipped with the most up-to-date
and efficient machinery necessary for
turning out Monsoon Blowers in proporThe new
tion to the increasing demand.

open about May 1
Longacre Building, 147<> Broadway, New York City, and will be in daily
communication with the several branch

sales headquarters will
in

the

offices

throughout the country.

Symphony

The

Amusement

Offices,

which has opened headquarters in the
Hartford building, Chicago, is enlarging its scope and is prepared now to
high-class

furnish

entertainers,

pro-

pianists,

quar-

instrumentalists,

logues,

motion picture theatres.
agency has furnished
entertainers and musicians for conventions,
churches
clubs,
and
lodges,
specializing on stunts for conventions.
This department is under the charge of
Harry Fetterer, who for a number of
years was connected with the Western
tettes,

etc..

to

Heretofore

Vaudeville

the

circuit.

Wheeler Heads Department

The department devoted exclusively to
motion picture houses is under the direct
supervision of Benjamin F. Wheeler. It
is the purpose of the Symphony Amusement Offices to specialize in appropriate
prologues, vocal soloists, quartettes, lady
singing orchestras and violin soloists,
giving the theatres the style of entertainers that fit in with the pictures being
played, the surroundings and in keeping
with the thousands of dollars that have
been expended in decorative effects,
lighting, etc.

Burton Bates has been appointed production director.
He will under Mr.
Wheeler's supervision stage prologues,
choose musicians and arrange the programs to the best advantage. Mr. Bates
has directed pictures for the Commonwealth Pictures Corporation, International Photoplay Corporation, Essanay,
Famous Players and the DeRecat Pictures.

Knows

Exhibitors'

Needs

Mr. Wheeler is a former exhibitor, having conducted the Hyde Park theatre,
Chicago,

knowledge
this

and

therefore has first-hand
of the exhibitors' needs along

line.

The concern
Interior of the beautiful

Kinema

theatre, Fresno, CaL,

organ

installation.

showing the Robert-Morton

will furnish talent for the

present to any house within 500 miles
of Chicago and is prepared to lend the
exhibitor every assistance toward perfect
presentation.

:
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GEVAERT & CO.

L.

ANTWERP, BELGIUM

Everybody
Comfortable?

MANUFACTURERS OF

Movie comfort

GEVAERT

mostly

What pleases

eye comfort.
the audience
soft,

is

is

a

RAW

bright, white light,

FILM STOCK

with no flicker, and no

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
COLOREDPATENTED
POSITIVE

noise at the arc.

That's what they get with
Columbia Projector Carbons

Write

for details.

>U. S.

UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTOR

National Carbon Co.

THE GEVAERT CO. OF AMERICA,

(Incorporated)

Cleveland, Ohio

HOOVEN
117

NEW YORK CITY

W. 46TH ST..

Your Opportunity.
Save money by ordering your
soothing reproduction that makes the theatre the
most popular place on earth

literature

upon

Stock admission tickets printed

s

5,

request.

to

6,

10,

11,

IS,

17, 20,

22,

25,

28,

government
total,

can be

30, 33. 35,

39 and

55 cents.

Largest Producers^

J»lot!ori

according

showing established price, war tax, ai d
furnished, showing the following total prices

Price per

^orld

remarkably low

ruling,

Distributors Everywhere
Samples and

tickets at these

You'll not regret our advice.

prices.
soft, clear,

Order Now!

Ticket Prices Reduced

Gold Fibre Screens
Mean

Inc.

PHONE
BRYANT 1642

B'L'D'G.

roll,

Price per 50

Coupon

2000

rolls,

$ 0.40

100,000

18.00

2000
Folded tickets, price per package of 10,000

Picture Sere ens

tickets, per roll,

Special printed

tickets

with the

name

of

1.00
3.00

your theatre

imprinted.

Let the theatre

j

10,000

$ 6.00

200,000

$ 32.00

20,000

7.00

250,000

39.00

30,000

8.00

300,000

46.00

50,000

11.00

500,000

74.00

100,000

18.00

1,000,000

140.00

Additional charge for each change of wording or price, 32.00.
i

SAVE MONEY!

ventilation

heating

Write for our large Supply Catalog

specialists

\/entilatins

f

tell

you how

—

Exhibitors Supply
Milwaukee

Send today

1525 VIME.5T7 PHILA. PA-

.

Louis

Inc.

Minneapolis

3316 Lindell Blvd.
Produce Exchange Bldg.
Indianapolis
Chicago
845 S. Wabash Ave.
157 N. Illinois St.

133 Second St.

for
Booklet 10

^PPLINQ 5y5TEM,iNc. MEW yPRK
-

BRANCH

St.

Company

7©W.

I

§..

I

i
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DEMAND FOR ORGANS
SHOWN BY BARTOLA SALES

BRISK

Theatres

Orpheum
Seat

Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

Is

Is

Considerable sales activity

company's southern

Projects

— Fitzpatrick and

McElroy of Chicago have broken ground
for the new $250,000 theatre which they
will build in Main street.
It will seat
*

2.000.

— Plans

arc being prepared for a motion picture theatre to be
erected by Stephen B. Fish and Lamar
( larmany.

Scarsdale, N. Y.

*

—

Dayton, O. Robert Hirsch of the Old
Glory theatre has taken an option on a
site in South Brown street between Oak
and Patterson streets on which he will
build a $40,000 theatre.
*

Clifton City, N.

motion picture theatre

J.

— Solomon

M. Saxe

of Dayton avenue will build a $7.1,000
theatre at Highland and Parker avenues.
Samuel R. Greeman of Jersey City will
lease

*

it.

Kewanee and Galesburg, 111.,
purchased the Majestic theatre at
Madison and in addition to remodeling
the structure has installed a large size
Rarton organ, making this type of instrument a feature in each of the Fisher

La

Salle,

has

houses.

John Odell, who has recently purchased the Oakman Boulevard theatre of
Detroit, has also announced his intention
of installing a Barton. The sale was accomplished by K. G. Kurtz, the Bartola's
Michigan representative, who also reports
that he has closed contracts for two more
of the Bartola instruments with the Butterfield Circuit.

—

Martinez, Cal. Turner & Dahnken of
San Francisco are considering the erection of a $100,000
here.

reported

In conjunction, with Phil H. Pierce, the
representative, Mr.
P.arton last week closed a contract with
the Foy Theatres Company of Dallas,
Texas, for a large three-manual Barton
organ.
F. G. Fisher, who operates theatres in

Equipment

Benton Harbor, Mich.

is

by Dan Barton of the Bartola Musical
Instrument Company, manufacturers of
the Barton organ.

This.

Being Installed

New

$15,000 on

Instrument

an

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

Theatre, Menasha, Wis., a 600-

House Expends

—

Murphysboro, 111. King Amusement
of which John Kingsbury is
plans the erection of an airdome and theatre here.

Company

president

Mr. Barton has just finished superintending the installation of a $1">,000 Barton organ in John R. Herziger's new
Orpheum theatre in Menasha, Wis. The
theatre seats 600 and Mr. Barton voices
the belief that this is the highest priced
pipe organ of this size theatre in the
country. It was necessary to build a 28foot addition in the rear of the theatre
to provide a place for the big instrument.

DU BOIS APPOINTED
BY CARBON IMPORTS CO.

H. E.

*

—

Minn. It is understood
that Alexander Pantages may close negotiations for a down town site on which
lie
will erect a motion picture theatre
Minneapolis,

here.

Glens Falls, N. Y.— C. W. Higley announces that a new motion picture theatre probably will be started here this

summer.
*

Cleveland, O.

— Thomas

Urbansky
the

will

Lorain-

Ownership Changes
Wis.

— Harvey

C.

Buchanan

has purchased the interest of N. LePage
in

the People's theatre.
*

—

San Francisco, Cal. Wallace Feehan,
E. W. Blumbield and John Contant have
purchased the Cozy theatre m Union
street near Fillmore and have renamed
it

the Capitol.

—

Mt. Pleasant, la. Raymond Howard
has bought from Adams Theatre Company the Auditorium.

1044

CAMP

ST.,

NEW

in

has joined the Exhibitor* Supply Company
in general charge of Sale* Promotion.

GEORGE DE KRUIF AGAIN
WITH EXHIBITORS SUPPLY
George De Kruiff has rejoined the ExSupply Company as assistant to
President H. A. R. Dutton in which

hibitors

capacity will have entire charge of sales

promotion work.
Mr. Dc Kruiff resigned from the company a few months ago and became identified with the Checoupon Company. During his previous connection

he devoted

his time to sales promotion work, advertising and publicity. He assumed his new

duties last week.

CAMERA BARGAINS

H. E Du Bois has been appointed
western representative of the Carbon Imports Co., Inc., and in his new capacity
will have supervision of the sales and
distribution of Bio Carbons which have
made their reappearance in this country
after a long absence occasioned by the

Motion Picture Camera*
saving prices.
discount* on

at caab

Special crofessional

UNIVERSALS.

DoBrU.
d.llr.rr on all modeU
IfeFrann.. Path* mad m.nr othor. d.moB
S*nd for oar cobbl/.t.d In oar ibovrwm.
cataloc St one*, fro* oo rtqMil

Imm.dl.U
•

pUU

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. M. 109 H. D«arhorn St., Chicago,

in.

war.

erect a $200,000 theatre in
West 34th street section.

Superior,

As Western Representative
Charge of Distribution and
Sales of Bio Carbons

Will Act

GEORGE DE KRUIF
Who

ORLEANS. LA.

In

addition

to

the

Bio Carbon, Mr.

Du

Bois is introducing to the trade a new
copper-coated negative carbon which is
made by the same manufacturer and
which gives very satisfactory results.
The new western representative of the

Carbon Imports Company is well known
ia Chicago and the central west through
his long identification with the supply
business.
Prior to accepting his present
position he was Chicago store manager
of the Simplex Cinema Equipment Corporation. He was also, at one time, associated with the Mid-West Theatre Supply Company.
Mr. Du Bois has not as yet established
permanent

headquarters, but it is not
unlikely that in the near future he will
be located in Chicago's new film row.

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
E»ery State— total,

2

1

,170

by State*, $5.00

M

Per
$7.50
4.04
4.04

1219 Film Exchanges
313 manufacturers and studios
368 machine and supply dealer*
Further Particulars:

A.

F.WILLIAMS.

1H W. Atos

64 W. RANDOLPH

SI.,

CMnf

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Exodus From Loop
Nearing Completion
First National Entertains
In

—

New

Place Celebrated
Opening This Week

Removal of Chicago's film exchanges
from the loop district to the new film
row in South Wabash avenue continued
during the past week.
Two-thirds of the distributors are now
housed in their new quarters. The remaining third will be within the next
three weeks.
First National Program
The Associated First National Pictures
of Illinois, of which R. C. Seery is manager, opened its new office and exhibition
rooms at 831 South Wabash avenue Friday afternoon, April 8.
In the projection room, a program was
given beginning at 2:30 o'clock, including Norma Talmadge's new picture, ''The
Passion Flower"; a Christie comedy,
•"Hey, Rube," and a Chester Outing,
"Something to Worry About."
Monday, April

11, the

Celebrated Play-

Film Corporation was safely housed
new quarters at 810 South Wabash
avenue and is providing special arrangements to make guests comfortable during
the present week.
Many exhibitors, attending the convention of the Illinois
Exhibitors' Alliance, took the opportunity to drop in at Celebrated.
More Planning to Move
A large number of the exchanges remaining in the loop are making arrangements to remove to new quarters within
the next ten days.
The Unity Photoplays Company, which is to occupy
quarters at 808 South Wabash, has announced April 25 as the date upon which

ers

in its

it

will

move

Blackstone Successful
With American Reissues
Blackstone Pictures, Inc., of Chicago,
are doing a big business on a series of
reconstructed features produced by the

American

new

Film

prints of the

These are
William Russell. Mary

Way" and "The Moonshine Menace."
which features are being played in representative houses throughout the city.

Chicago Theatre Man
Sought as Embezzler
Thomas A. Breskin, manager of the
Casino theatre, 58 West Madison street,
disappeared April 3.
A week later the
police were asked to search for him and
he was charged with absconding with
nearly $5,000 of the theatre's money.
Breskin has a wife and two children.
Police investigating the case connect his
disappearance with that of Miss Aileen
taurant.

Chicago Reorganized
Peter

the Chicago city council
passed a daylight saving law, which
moved the holdout hour at Chicago
theatres from 7:30 back to 9 o'clock
in the evening.

Now it has passed a curfew law
compelling all boys and girls under
16 years of age to be off the streets
by 10 o'clock.
The average shows run from an
hour and a half to two hours.

Company

has been selected by the Riviera Music
Company for their new downtown professional offices.
Heretofore the professional offices
were located with the
business office in the Chateau Theatre
Building across from the Marigold Gardens.

Building,

which

moved over from
streets, the Loop
is

located on

the

corner of State and Lake streets, directly
opposite the State-Lake theatre, and adjoining the new Ambassador theatre, is
the haven for the music publishers' professional offices in Chicago. The building
now boasts of such publishers as Forster
Music Publishers. Inc., Harry Von Tilzer, Sam Rich, Van Alstyne & Curtis,
the Riviera Music Company and the
Music Publishers Exchange.
John A. Tenney. president of the
Riviera, is now in New York trying to
find a suitable location for a Riviera professional office in

Times Square

Manager

organization.

Sam

At-

State street.
In officially announcing the reorganizaPresident Schaefer stated that 263
members are now enrolled. Before admitting to membership any applicant his
qualifications will be passed upon first
by the membership committee.
Plan Greater Activity
in

Office in "Loop"
The Loop End Building in Chicago,
which is now known as "music row,"

End

Business

Reorganization of the Allied Amusement Association has been effected with
Peter J. Schaefer of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer remaining as president of the

Contrary to reports that Dr.

Opens

Since music row
Clark and Randolph

Schaefer Remains

kinson had accepted an important post
in the East, he will remain as business
manager of the reorganized association.
Maintain Present Offices
Offices will be maintained at the present quarters in the Consumers building

Well!

Riviera Music

J.

President and Atkinson

First

district.

tion

Under

the reorganization policy Allied
in controversies

will make settlements
for its members only,

according to Mr.

Schaefer.
Plans have been formulated
for heightened activity within the next

tew months.

The new plan of operation and building up the personnel of the association
will serve to greatly strengthen it. in the
opinion of officials.

Superior Screen Service
Buys Several Productions
The Superior Screen Service of Chicago has purchased rights to several features and a number of short subjects.
These include "The Man Who Trifled"
and "The Tame Cat," from Arrow; fiftytwo Kineto reviews and a six-reel feature,
"Welcome Children," from National Exchanges, and the Cissy Fitzgerald comedies from Producers Security Company.

Company.

Miles Minter and the J. P. McGowan
successes which have been brought up
to date in every way.
The most recent bookings are on
"From the West." "Quick Action," "The
Virtuous Outcast," "Sally Shows the

Majeska, pianist

Allied Association in
Exhibitors Hit
on Both Sides

in

King Joy Lo's

res-

Empire Exchange Obtains
"Every Woman's Problem"
D.

Padorr.

president

of

the

Empire

Film Exchange of Chicago, has purchased
the Northern Illinois and Indiana rights
to "Every Woman's Problem," the Ply-

mouth

Pictures feature, starring

Dorothy

Davenport. The deal was closed during
Mr. Padorr's recent trip to New York.
This is the fifth territory disposed of.
Other sales are: New England, CosmoFilm
Company of Boston;
politan
Canada, Soskin Photoplays: California,
Arizona and Nevada, American Film &
Equipment Company; Texas. Oklahoma
and Arkansas, R. D. Lewis Film Com-

Organize Dreka

Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

DE LAND, FLA., April 12.—Dreka
Theatre Company has been organized
with a capitalization of S50.000. G. A.
Dreka is president: W. H. Geissinger and
W.

E. Douglass, vice-presidents; G. W.
Fisher secretary, and S. A. Wood treas-

urer.

Awards Theatre Contract
CARTHAGE, MO.—T.

H. Slothower
has awarded the contract for the building
of his new $60,000 theatre to Casey Turned
Construction Company. The house will
seat 1,000.

pany.

Seek South Bend Site
SOUTH BEND, IND.— Promoters

of
the Blackstone theatre are seeking a site
2.000.
from
1.500
to
seat
for a theatre to

Warren Buys Majestic
CHILLICOTHE, ILL.— Ralph Warren of Bluffs. 111., has bought the Majestheatre and will remodel and renovate

tic
it.

—
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SHOTS AND MISSES

Exhibitor Offers to

Boost Own Rental on
Buster Keaton Films

^=By Mac

1

H. A. Spanuth, president Commonwealth Pictures Corp., returned after a
week's

New York

Friday,
April 8.
understand he is shortly
to make announcement of import to the
exhibiting field of the central states at
an early date.
to

visit

We

*

*

last

*

Howard Robertson

of the Pinnacle Productions was a busy host last week entertaining a stellar light of the West Coast
exchanges, J. T. Sheffield of the Greater
Features, Inc., of Seattle, Wash.
Although but a youngster as years go, this
genial veteran took but a few moments to
convince himself that the Neal Harts are

hopped a Western flyer
for the Coast with a franchise on these
Westerns for his territory.
real reel buys, so

*

Now
veyors

that the
for

all set

tial

suite

Tenth

in

musical

move

scores,
to their pala-

Gunther

Wabash

to Eddie
description, one might easily imagine a
veritable palace awaits the visiting exhibitors.
Another item before closing
get Eddie to slip you the address for a
case of Scottish moisture at pre-war
listen

prices.
*

*

*

Another motor car has been sighted
about our famous driveways and is beby Eddie Botham, sales repof Unity Photoplays.
Big
brother, Bill Botham, w. k. realty operator, was a delighted passenger the other
evening. Which Eddie, motor or sales
ing piloted
resentative

instruction?
*

*

»

While on the motor gossip,
another.

Frank

Hammond,

let's

heave

associate

TWO SCENES FROM

enterprises,

is

*

Lyon

*

an announcement from Metro.
J. L. Hasbrouck, Grand theatre,
Graceville, Minn., wrote to A. H.
Fischer of Minneapolis exchange
offering an additional 33 Vb per cent
for Buster Keaton comedies because "I believe these comedies to
be in a class by themselves."
"Metro has always been very fair
with me and I want to show you
that I can be just as fair with you,"
he concluded.
Goldwyn had a similar experience

*

back again with the local
Fox exchange and will cover the southside territory as a member of Clyde
Eckhardt's crack sales organization.
Joe

is

*

»

»

Talking about equestrianism as a pastime, Maury Salkin of the Blackstone
exchange would rather kill time selling
tillum.
For why should I go horseback

My

driving?

Building at
avenue, where, to
Trinz's most elaborate

the

Hammond

of the

another contributor to the Standard Oil
bank roll with his new Haines sevenpassenger touring car. John H. is now
busy taking lessons on being an occupant
of one of the big cozy rear seats, while
genial
pater
Hammond looks on and
admits the Vendome theatre and his
string of houses are doing nicely.

wife

tells

me — "Maury,

don't do it!"
*

and Indiana of the

Scenario

to shortly

and

*

Bushmint Company, pur-

Illinois

Synchronized
are

*

member

Another instance in which an exhibitor holding a contract on a
series of pictures offers voluntarily
to boost his rental is revealed in

Ad Powell,
capitalist

and

*

*

theatre
literary

director,

genius,

retired

most em-

phatically denies that he is to conduct
the "B. L. T." colyume for the world's
greatest.
Better reconsider, Ad.
*

Charles

«

<>f

was

resultant.

*

former w. k. sales
star of the Robertson-Cole and Univeris

accompanied by a crowd
"customers" in his costly motor equipage. Apparently "Lizzie" sedan was having
a temperamental spell. After considerable
conversation had been poured forth, it
dawned upon this genial pilot to examine the
gas tank, and pour the stuff that makes 'em
all go.
He did, and another perfect day
ers executive offics

*

Miller,

sal exchanges,
brated Players,

recently.

now

with

the

Cele-

purveying features exclusively for this leading independent
exchange. Knows every exhibitor in the
field but two and they haven't started

*

*

E. P. Grohe, one of the star go-getters of
the local Fox sales forces, feels that this
dull times chatter is
wrong.
That
recent bonus cheque drawn to his favor
must have been real good to look at if the
pep this veteran now displays means anything.

ALL

yet!
*

You may

all

»

»

rave about conversational

repression when making a few bad drives
and putts on the golf course, but have you
ever been close by when some of our very
greatest film salesmen are about to step on
the gas? The other afternoon wc happened
to pass by while "Chi:b" Florine was attempting to depart from the Favorite Play-

A FORTHCOMING

SOME REAL BARGAINS!!!
ACT NOW

....

Powers OA Motor Dri«e complete
eacb S7S0.II
complete ea.
9 Motiofraph Model 1911, Motor Drue
291.01
Double 35 Ft. Wayne Generator, A-l condition . .
329.00
3000 Used Theatre Chins io slock
S

1

S. E.
207 So.

SCHAFFER & CO.

Wabash

Chicago,

Ave.

III.

WESTART PICTURES PRODUCTION

Al Hart, Jack Mower, Bob Conville, and Ethel Dwyer are the featured players

in "Cotton and Cattle," the
seven five-reel Western pictures to be published independently by Westart.

first

of a series of

— —
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TOURING
the SOUTH
With H. E. N.
town of Homestead, Fla.. is all
up with the measles, and conseJ. W. English, who operates the
Seminole theatre on the edge of the Everglades, is not in a very good frame of
But he slipped us the information
mind.
that he expects to start building an 800-seat

The

spotted
quently

theatre this year to cost about $20,000.
*
* *

who has had personal
Hippodrome, Paramount.
Photo Show, Airdome, Park and Strand
theatres in Miami, Fla., has just returned
from Atlanta, Ga., where the final deal was
put through whereby the Southern Theatre
Harry

direction

Leach,

of

the

Enterprises will take over the control of the
policy of the above mentioned

booking

theatres.

*

Van

*

*

who have conducted the Dixie theatre at Dania, Fla.. have
dismantled
this
house.
Its equipand
closed
Riper and Hansen,

will be used to complete their traveling equipment, which will be mounted on
a truck to play the small towns throughout
the South. These gentlemen have reopened
the Dixie theatre at Ft. Lauderdale for

ment

colored patronage.
*

W.

*

*

Bennie, formerly an exhibitor of
Green Bay, Wis., an old time magician, is
C.

now operating the Queen theatre at
Lauderdale.
Exhibitor Bennie and
brother are now negotiating for three
four theatres in the smaller towns

Ft.
his

or
of

Florida.

*

*

installed.

*

*

but

I finally located

the

bay near

New

Palace makes K. C.
has just installed a

him at his Villa on
Smyrna, Fla. The
a good living and he

new Wurlitzer

*

or-

gan.

May

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEWARK,

N. J., April 12.—Joseph
Stern announces that ground for the new
theatre he will erect at Orange and Gray
streets in the Roseville section will be
broken about May 1. The cost of the
house is estimated at $300,000.

are encountered down this way every day.
found
one of the "show me" variety from Kansas
City running a regular place, playing upto-date features and keeping a theatre that
any city might well be proud of. W. G.
Thurber is the gentleman we refer to,
manager of the Vero at Vero, Fla. Mr.
Thurber stated that the town was growing
so rapidly and the winter's business was
so big that his theatre will be too small
and that possibly late this year a much

Exhibitors

all

states

*

Another state heard from
A real live
Texas Long Horn and a good newspaper
man. He is running the Palm theatre at
St. Cloud, Fla.
L. A. Guessaz, who hails
from San Antonio, is packing them in at
his theatre.
Ground has been purchased
adjacent to the Dixie Highway and work
will start late in the Fall on a $12,000
!

*

*

W.

closed

for an indefinite period.

*

*

*

D. G. Nearpass, owner of the Vesta at
Eustis, Fla., will break ground soon for
a 600-seat house, of which plans and
specifications have just been completed.
*

*

*

Prints

on.

mobile

:

Terrible Accident! Autoin the

and struck lady
Watertoum Standard.

skidded

safety zone!

*

HARRY
General

to find

it

NEWS ITEM

5- Harding, who oversees the packing of the famous Mt. Doro Oranges
and finds time to run the local Cinema
Palace, has just installed two Monographs at the Princess theatre.

man

Wants Complete

Charles Holtz.
Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.

W.

* * *
K. C. Goodwin was a hard

of

Personally, I think this is the most
annoying thing I have to contend with.
If the exchange cannot supply the missing part, the least they can do is to supply a trailer. I have noticed this fault in
many a good theatre and have left with
the impression that I had not seen the
whole of the show.

*
J.

topics

200 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

to put

theatre.

The Crescent theatre, owned by
Beach at Groveland, Fla., will be

on

ME., April 7.— Editor
Why do exof Exhibitors Herald-.
changes send out a perfectly good feature only to have it spoiled by not having
a title on it, to say nothing of from ten to
twenty feet gone from the end? If they
would only have a trailer on it reading
"The End," it would not be quite as bad.
Often I have had a fine feature spoiled
by not having any ending. To be sure,
there was an end, but it ended at least
twenty feet too soon. If the exchange
cannot take the trouble to fix up their
film, at least I think it would be a good
idea to supply each exhibitor with a few
feet of trailer reading "The End." and I
am sure the exhibitor would be willing

larger one will be built.

*

Communications

Writers are recurrent interest.
quested to confine themselves to

DANFORTH,

We

*

LETTERS
From Readers

Stern to Build in

*

At Del Ray, Fla., we ran into the genial
Mr. F. L. Tenbrook. He has operated the
Bijou for the last ten years and has given
to Del Ray a very neat and up-to-date
theatre.
This house will be enlarged by
350 seats this summer and new equipment

from

Carmel Myers, the Universal star, serves the Java to her director Marcel de Sano,
who is directing her in "The Dangerous Moment." Miss Myers' "home brew"
isn't making much of a hit with de Sano.

K.

LUCAS

Manager Lucas Theatre Supply Company

of Atlanta,

Ga.

NEWS

ITEM:

Mr. Frank, while harnessing a broncho, was kicked just south
Winnipeg Free Press.
of his corn crib.

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
A

— Brewsters Millions,
Arbuckle.
— The Ghost the Garret,
othy Gish.
eight
— Forbidden
Mille production.
13 —Chickens,
with
Lean.
6

Feb.

Through Patht Exchange]
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Eddy
Distributed

The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

ARROW FILM

CORP.

Feb.

Feb. 20.
Feb. 27.

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.

Bachelor Apartments,

The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The M«n Who Trifled, five reels, with all stir

cast.

— The Kentuckians,
mopolitan production.
— The Price of Possession,

Mar.

five

Mar. 27

—
Murray.
— The Idol

Homespun

J.

reels,

PARKER READ,
Woman,

The Leopard

3

April

—The

One,

to

Hughes.
and

House

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

seven

six

Peters

reels,

with Hobart Bos-

Jacqueline Logan.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

Town

Idol, six reels, with

The Victim,

Ben Turpin.

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

The Nightingale

of

Paris,

five

with

reels,

Zany

Miens.

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

INC.

five reels.

EQUITY PICTURES
Keep

to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

Whispering

Devils,

seven

reels,

with

Conway

Tearle.

Midchannel. six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

—The Education of Elizabeth,
with
Burke.
16—The Inside
the Cup,
Special

Jan. 16

five

reels,

of

six

Jan. 23

—
Douglas MacLean.
— Midsummer Madness,
The

Rookie's

Return,

De
— Paying
the Piper,
maurice production.
30—The Frontier of the
Meighan.

five

six

Jan.

reels,

with

The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.
"

FIRST NATIONAL
Jack-Knife Man,

King Vidor
Broadway, six

five reels.

Forty-five Minutes from

special.
reels, with

reels,

Constance Tal-

with

In the Heart of a Fool, seven

reels,

Allan

Dwan

special.

Curtain, five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Harriet and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
The Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma

Talmadge.

The Master Mind,

six

reels,

with

Lionel

Barry-

more.
Love, six reels, with Annette Kellerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter Desix

reels,

with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
reels, with Lionel Barry-

Devil's Garden, six

more.

Dangerous Business,
Talmadge.

five

reels,

with

Constance

Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty, seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall
Neilan production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Katherine

MacDonald.
in His House, eight reels, with SpeCastMamma's Affair, five reels, with Constance Tal-

madge.
Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Tal-

six

reels,

with

Charles

Ray.

William
Fitz-

madge
Scrap Iron,

five

reels,

The Passion Flower,
madge.

Cheater Reformed,
Bare Knuckles, five

with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

six

five reels.
reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

Ray.
six

reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES

six reels.
reels.

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

George

The Road Demon, six
Hands Off. six reels.

Richard Travers.

with

Stars, five reels, with

Thos.

seven

Children,

with

reels,

five reels,

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.

Prairie Trails, six reels.

INC.

reels,

Mille production.

Jsn. 30

M SERIES

TOM MIX SERIES

reels,

cast.

Jan. 23

MINI

The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.

cial

Billie

The

reels.

The Woman

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

Jan.

six

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well, six

The

five reels.

Wil-

Taylor production.

D.

FILM MARKET,

Haven.
Old Dad,

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

reels,

What Women

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Small

with

madge.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

I

six reels.
Scuttlers, six reels.

with Ma-

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

Chas.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

A

five reels,

reels,

Witching Hour, seven

Good References,

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and

WILLIAM

rion Davies.

—The

Louise

with

reels,

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

The Last

Man,

Dollar a Year

with Pearl White.
with William Far-

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.

George

a

reels,
reels,

num.
While

Drag Harlan,

Roscoe Arbuckle.
Treasure, seven

The House Without

with

POX SPECIALS
The White Moll, seven
If I Were King, seven

with

reels,

reels,

10— Buried

April

INC.

Glaum.

A Thousand

six

six

reels

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd

Lying Lips, six
Florence Vidor.

Thomas

DIST.

five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Hugh

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

H.

North,

of

The Married Virgin,

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

Dorothy

liam

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

with

reels,

Dalton.
—TheMelford
Faith Healer,
production.

through Pat he Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

star cast.

Cos-

reels.

reels,

six reels, with
S. Hart.
Revel, six reels, Ince-Vance production.
The Gilded Lily, six reels, with Mae

3

April

Distributed

THOMAS

Lois

reels,

— Beau

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

six

with

—The Easy Road,
Meighan.
20— O'Malley of Mounted,
Wm.

Mar. 13

April 10

What Women Will Do.

Cbas

six

Indian

five reels, all

cast

The

reels,
five reels,

five reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-star cast.
the House, five reels, with all-

Hearts and Masks,

mopolitan production.
Call of Youth, four

Mar. 27

kins.

Man Came,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

13— The

Mar. 20

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, witn Carol Holloway.
Before the White

The Midlanders,

Ethel Clayton.

with Georgia Hop-

five reels,

de

Cecil

Ford British production.

Field-

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhode*.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

Mac-

27.— What's Worth While, five
Weber production.
Mar. 6. Straight Is the Way. seven
Mar.

Ora Carew.

featuring

Dor-

Douglas

reels,

reels,

Feb.

ing.
five reels,

Fruit,

five

Roscoe

reela,

five reels,

—

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine
Love's Protege,

in

Feb. 13

Elinor Field.

Their

six

6

Feb.

Chin Toy, five reels.
Flame of Youth, five
Girl of
erely

w ing

My

Heart,

reels.
five reels,

Mary Ann,

Toy,

five reels,
five reels.
five reels.

The Lamplighter,

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.
Dynamite Allen,

five

reels.

ZOTH CENTURY

BRAND

Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, with" Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
Oliver Twist. Jr., five reels, with Harold Good wis.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
It's a Great Life, five reels (Eminent Artists).
The Revenge of Tarzan, five reels, with Gene
Pollar.

Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels, Rex Beach
production.
five reels, with Lon Chancy.
Earthbound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels. Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.

The Penalty,

April

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

23..

Feb. 28

The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline Fred-

Mar. 14

Forbidden

B.

The Devil to Pay.
and Roy Stewart.

with

reels,

J.

Warren

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerriean.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

V.

Down Home, an

Star Cast
Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.
J.

L.

All

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Other Woman,

six reels,

with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

Thurston Hall.
Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

Idle

reels,

A

five

SPECIAL FEATURES

1

— Reckless

Wings

Something

The

METRO SPECIALS
of

six

Wm.

Ashe,

Pirate,

all-star
six reels.

six

The
The

reels,

reels. Doraldina.
reels, Alice
reels,
with

7

six

reels,

cast.

May
with

reels,

with

S. L.

reels,

Luck,

with

five

reels,

Hayakawa.

six

reels,

Max

with

with

George

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
Blue Blazes, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.

SALIENT FILMS,

William

with

reels,

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wo.
—The
Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATlUN

—
——
—
—
—

Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglai
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Sept. 5
Griffith production.
Dec. i The Mark of Zorre, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

June 13

June 27

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
White Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
A Shocking Night, five reels, with Lyons-Moran.
The Mad Marriage, five reels, with Carmel Myers.

The Fire Cat. five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Eva Novak.
If Only Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
All Dolled Up. five reels, with Gladys Walton.
The Unknown Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberts.
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank
Mayo.

The Smart Sex,
The Freeze Out.

five reels,
five reels,

with £va Novak.
with Harry Carey.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

It

six reels, with

Muriel Ostriche.

&

Jass,

J.

two

reels,

Billy

stunt novelty.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
The Daughter Pays,

six reels.

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

six

reels,

reels,

with

Dorothy

with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones,

five

reels.

Deceiver, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Mason.

Cowboy

Once

The Charming

INC.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

Star

five

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

with Otis Skinner.

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester

LEWIS
All

Million,

reels,

The Shadow,

PRODUCTIONS
six

Mae Marsh.

SPECIALS

Dana.

Honor and Obey,

Lady,

Bad

Years

Kismet, nine

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Billions, six reels, with Nazimova.
six reels, All Star Cast.

Edith

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

First Born, six reels, with Sessue

Viola

MAURICE TOCRNEUR PRODUCTIONS

with

reels,

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

Pauline Fred-

story.
six reels, with

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lake.

five

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Outside the Law, six

Beban.

May
Viola

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

The Great Redeemer,

reels, Cabanne.
reels, Christel.
five reels, with

Arsene Lubin

Little Fraid

Seven

Dana.

— Passion Fruit, six
—The Greater Claim, six
— Extravagance, six
Allison.
21 — A Message from Mars,
Bert Lytell.
28 — Puppets of Fate, six

Feb.
7
Feb. 21

Madame

Mary Miles

with

reels,

Linder.

Allison.

Offshore

five

Slave of Vanity,

813. six reels,

One Man *i a

reels,

Door,

the

Man's Plaything, five reels, with Grace Davidson.
Mountain Madness, six reels, with special cast.
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.

Constance

with

reels,

erick.

five reels, State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

— Marriage

five

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
A

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION

31— The

Clown,

Little

The Stealers, eight
So Long Letty, six

BERT LUBIN

Youth,

Wanda

aWnda

Different,

of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard

cast.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

of

with

reels,

five

Minter.

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

— Lure

Wanda Haw-

Villain, five reels, with

Elopement,

Binney.

reels.

Business, five reels.

West of the Rio

with

reels,

Johnstone.

of Pride, five reels.

Honeymoon Ranch,

five

New

six reels.

Love Without Question, seven

A Woman's

Wanda Hawley.
Mary Miles

for Scandal, five reels, with

five reels, with
Hawley.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It. five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The
York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

Wives.

Madonnas and Men,

STAR PRODUCTIONS

Hawley.

JANS PICTURES, INC.

Love.

J.

Kane and

Gail

six reels. R. A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
production.
•
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

The Snob,

five reels.
Danger Valley, five reels.
God's Gold, five reels.

SPECIAL FEATURE

Mar.

Mar.

Kane and

Kail

with

ley.

—
—

1

Mar. 15

Mar.

with

reels,

The Law

First

SELECT PICTURES

D. N.

REALART PICTURES

Her Beloved

William

with

reels,

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

Her

15— Skyfire,

Jan.

Mar.

BECK

F.

Minter.

NEAL HART SERIES

Jan.

Good Woman,

Eyes of the Heart,

INDEPENDENT FILMS

six

Ralph Ince Special.

The Servant Question,

INC.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

Food

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

His,

six reels, a

Collier.

ARTHUR

with All Star Cast.

five reels,

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

Jan. 10
Jan. 17

six reels, with Geo. B. Seiti

Deep Purple,

cale.

The Breaking

Nov.

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Line, six reels.

with Bessie Barris-

reels,

Tearle.

The Sin That Was

Hallor.

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
Empty Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and

FROTH INGHAM PRODUCTIONS

The Broken Gate, seven

Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Highest Law, six reels. Ralph Ince Special
Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Durning.
Just Outside

six reels.

The Heart

The
You
The
The

Brunette

of Diamonds, six reels.

Killer,

Sin, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Red Foam,

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS.
The

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES

The Seeds

GEORGE

Dowling.

J.

six reels, with Fritzi

PERRET PICTURES,

Sheldon Lewis.

six reels, with

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Faversham.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

TRACY PRODUCTIONS

SERIES

reels.

Case.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

The Empire

son Butt.

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

The Fourth

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Warner.

Kenyon.

DIAL FILM CO. PRODUCTIONS

IRVIN

D.

ton.

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

five

Bruce Gordon

with

reels,

five reels, with Blanche
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

INC.

six reels, with Doris

Flame,

The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.

Her Unwilling Husband,

DEITRICH-BECK,

Green

six

Half a Chance, seven

JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

The

Valley,

JESSE

PARKER READ,

.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

cast.

with Bruce

reels,

and May McAvoy.

INC.

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

HAMPTON

The Silent Barrier,

all-star

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

PRODUCTIONS
BENJAMIN B.
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

LOUIS

reels,

Lahoma, seven reels.
Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

P. Trail, six reels.

The Harvest Moon,

Fool, six

Little

A

HODKINSON CORP.

ZAXE GREY PICTURES,

J.

—The

Baker

INC.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

The U.

SHURTLEFF,

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Runty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouverneur Morris.

W. W.

Limit, six reels, Geo. D.
production.

C. E.

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

— Without

89

Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrisi
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (To«
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Trumpet

ine Calvert.

)
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GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS
COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

AYWON FILM

two

two

INC.

Ladies' Pets.
reels.

Mr. Fatima.

Married.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two reels.
Torchy'a Millions. (Johnny Hinea.)
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines.
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

STAR COMEDIES,

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE

JIM
tw*

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

tw*

— Wedding
— Sweetheart

Mar. 8
Mar. 20

Bells

one

Pic-

reel.
reel.

reels.

His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.

The

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— I'athe Review, one

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.
Don't Tickle.

Magazine, *a*

Pictographs.

reel.

PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film-Ossphy.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.

two reela

CO.

Masterpiece*.

SELECT— Prizma Color Picture*.
S. * E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy

Jazz, tw* reek.

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack
PATHE— Phantom

reels.

Foe

Hoxie).

(Ruth Roland).

Rockies

Hansen

(Juanita

and

Warner Orland).

reels.

PATHE— Velvet

B

(George

SeiU and

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie P*4»).
UNIVERSAL— The Flaming Disk Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL—The Dragon's Net (Marie WaV
(

two

reels.

VITAGRAPH—The

Silent

Avenger

(Willi***

Duncan).
Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan' us)

ARROW FILM

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

CORP.
one

ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS, twe
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.

every
reels.

two

NEWS REELS

reels.

reels,

tw*

Tom

two

^untschi.
Edgar Jones.

reels,

C. B.

INDIAN
feather,

one

(twice a week)

at

Select ex-

changes.

two

PRICE

DRAMAS.

NEWS

SELZNICK NEWS

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES,

days) at Universal exchanges.
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
PATHE
Educational exchanges.

KINOGRAMS

PATHE
two

Fate (William Duncaa
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden Dangers (Jo* Ryan and
Jean Paige).
VITAGRAPH—The Veiled Mystery (Antaai*
Moreno).

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs-

INC.

reels.

CO.

featuring

Mona

Dark-

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)

reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
FRITZI

two

SPECIALS

reels.

Slicker.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

Scemi*

(weekly).

SELECT— Herbert Kaufman

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

Her Doggone Wedding.
Pals and Petticoats.

*a*

camp).

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

FOX FILM CORP.

reel

VITAGRAPH—The

THE TEMPEST,

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels.

Burnid

FAMOUS PLAYERS — Paramount

Finger*
Marguerite Courtot).

reels.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two
An Elephant's Nightmare.
Hold Me Tight.

two

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

reel*.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

**

ARROW— Sport Pictorials, one reel.
C B. C. SALES — Screen snapshots (bi-monthly).
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Original Vod-*Vil Movie*.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's Sermonette*.

FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the

DOMINANT PICTURES.

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.
six

Series,

Scenic*.

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chat*.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classic*.

other week, two reels.

Travel

PICTURES— Sunset

COLDWYN— Goldwyn Bray

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
Dog's
Life,
three reels.
A
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.
The Kid,

reels.

DRAMAS

Summer's Day.
Unhappy Finish.

one

Johnson

Elinor Fair).

>

PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE,

Scenics, one reel.

MISCELLANEOUS

Blizzard.

Days.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES

Scenic*.

Stories.

His Jonah Day.

Out of Tune.

reels.

tures,

SPECIAL

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

—
On
—The

Picture*.

(every week).

reel.

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

The

reel

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

The Back Yard.

COMEDIES,

ssm

(every twe

reel

PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Picture*.
REELCRAFT— Reelcraft

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

reels.

Feb. 8
Feb. 20

one

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, twe

reel.

one

Holmes Travel

ROBF.RTSON-COLE— Martin

reels.

reels.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

two

reel.

VITAGRAPH

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

reels.

two

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

April Fool.

Scenics.

reel.

COMICLASSICS, two

tw. reels.
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
(Jimmie Adams.)
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

Outing

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
one

one

Please.

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,

MERMAID COMEDIES,

C. Bruce Scenics

(every two weeks).

reel

weeks).

SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSELL-GREI VER-RUSSBLL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART. two reels.

link.

one

PARAMOUNT— Burton

INC.

ROBERTSON-COLE

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.

Dynamite.
Nonsense.
The Simp.

reel

Buster

reels.

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reel*.
NAPOLEON » SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

Beat It

Scrappily

two

HOWELL COMEDIES,

ALICE

EDUCATIONAL— Robert

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Buster Keating.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.
REELCRAFT PICTURES

The One Best PeL
You'll Be Surprised.

two

reels,

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel.
RADIN PICTURES. INC.

reels.

Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dininf Room, Kitchen and
Movie Mad.

two

reels

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

SCENICS
Ma*

Keating.

Number

CELEBRATED PLATERS

two

NEIGHBORS,

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

CORP.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES.

with

reels,

twe

reels.

tiful,

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

(Leonard Chapman), tw*

reels.

METRO

reels.

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

two

PATHE EXCHANGE.

FILM SALES

CHESTER COMEDIES,
A Trayful of Trouble.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

reel.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C.

GOLDWYN-BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
Roberta.

reels.

CO.

RED RIDER SERIES

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every ether
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.

two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau,
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series,

two

reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Run*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

V;w York State Censorship Effective August

J

;

1

a

WISE EXHIBITORS WILL KEEP OPEN
DATES FOR THESE ATTRACTIONS
J.

"I

Parker Read,

AM

Mack

Jr.

Production

GUILTY!'

'

featuring Louise

Glaum

Sennett's Cyclonic Special

"HOME TALENT,"
Thomas H.
"

MOTHER

Allan

Dwan

Ince's

O

Great "Mother Love" Production

MINE,"

with a notable

cast.

presents

"THE BROKEN DOLL,", adapted

from the widely

read story "Johnny Cucabed"

A Maurice Tourneur Production
THE FOOLISH MATRONS" featuring
J.

^
v.

V1I x

.

L.

Hobart Bosworth

Frothingham, presents

THE TEN DOLLAR RAISE" from the story by Peter B. Kyne

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
729

Inc.

SEVENTH AVE. NEW YORK
:&rfccr3c.^

.V

A

XT IX

J.

QUIGLEY, PV

£
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"

"RHe Storys alloverSown frith

SCANDAL
SHEET
Sec this

hugely clever
promotion
help in your

Campaign
Folder on
this newest

biggest

Universal

Jewel

de

Luxe

Carl

Laemmle

presents Stuart
Patau's Tremendous
Drama of Woman against Woman

p HISCILLA

DEAN

RutH Roland
VAe Avenging

^RROW"
byArthur Preston Hanfos

Produced by

Ruth Roland

Serials./,,.

y\t The F^bertEw/ftonStudiosmc

RUTH ROLAND
///

The Avenging Arrow"

The Problem of
If

is

of the greatest of America's

probed the motion
picture business the other day

statisticians

and

said:

"The empty seat represents

the greatest single loss to the exhib-

today."

itor

You can
by

fill

those seats occasionally

spurt of

a

showmanship

showing of a great

You can

fill

making your
your patrons.

the

or

those seats regularly
theatre

a

habit

by

with

the poorest day of the week
and put in a really big serial sponsored and presented by the greatest
serial house in the business.
will

will

fill

your missing

profit

Ruth Roland gets them

in.

the world's greatest serial star.
of

the

Rockies"

shattered

make a bad day good; you
your seats for fifteen weeks
and you will make your theatre a

habit.

Book

it

Book

it ?ioiv

She is
"Ruth

all

rec-

From her first serial, "Who
Pays?" down through "The Red
Circle," "Hands Up," "The Tiger's
ords.

and all the rest, her
have been very successful.
Trail"

Now comes "The Avenging

special.

Take

You

Empty Seat

the regular croud just covers your overhead,

then the empty seat

ONE

the

her

latest,

venture

and
of the

is

Arrow,"

a true-blue story of ad-

shadow
It

serials

romance, without
underworld in it.

a

your big opportunity for an ap-

peal to men,

women and

is

Romance.

is

clean-clean-clean.

It

is

children.

It

And

it

Outdoors.

Dust off the empty seats and polish
up the glass on the box-office front
for the most constructive move you
ever made.

7iow for the star

for the picture

now for your patrons
Book it now for present and future projits
Book

it

They didn't

sit this

far apart

in the little rose-covered cottage,

No

siree!

where they began their married life.
it rich and moved into the big

was only when they struck
that Jazz came between them.

It

naughty city

—
Adapted from the
Saturday Evening

With a flock of servants doing all the work, wifie had nothing to do
but gain in weight, and take to jazz for amusement. Luxury and laziness
resulted in discontent and drifting apart, until they were about ready for
the divorce mill.

Post story, "Sweetie
Peach," by Sophie
Kerr. Scenario by
Douglas Bronston.

And then Cora woke up, got busy with the chest weights, and by some
clever plotting, recovered her lost slimness, her lost husband and the happiness they had known in the little cottage back in the old home town.
Here

is

a picture that will "strike

home"

to millions of fans.

WANDA HAWLEY
in

'THE HOUSE THAT JAZZ BUILT
Directed by

PENRHYN STAN LAWS

REALAUTFIFTH
CORPORATION
PICTUrVES
AVENUE." NEW "YORK CITY
4fe9

Adolph Zulcor presents

Sir^ James

,

'Sentimental
with

M.Barjrje's

^ommu

GARETH HUGHES, MABEL TALIAFERRO

and

MAY McAVOY

"The Seventh Wonder of the Film World"
—New

NO

Motion picture

has received such unqualified praise as the critics
have given "Sentimental Tommy." And in its
third week] at the Criterion, New York, it is
still playing ^to packed houses night and day.

Screen Opinions
fication that has

pictures a year

in history before

calls it

Class

AA — a classi-

been given to only two or three

—and comments

A

John

"One

We do not
romance so colorful and at the
wholesome and pure in sentiment.

recall a screen

same time

so
picture is universal
to the
it belongs
people. It will be just as welcome in the small
theatre as in the big one, in the neighborhooi
house as in the transient house."

The

as follows:

S.

Robertson Production

Photoplay by Josephine Lovett

d (paramount Qicture
J FAMOUS

York Herald

of the season's classics.

PLAYERS- IAS KY CORPORATION

—

Deat/TawaitedAim WhentAe year rolled around.

He hadqamBled for Lifes highest stake-andlost!
Then Fate turned another card/

Lewis J. Selznick

Conway Tearle
inBuckm6 the Tidei'*
FROM THE PLAY BY
ACHMEO ABDULLAH
AND MAY TULUY » »

Directed \>y

HENRY KOLKER.

•

I
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A Box-Office Sensation
At The Capitol Theatre!
The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari has proved
that the at re -goers

want some thing new!

The

second largest Sunday

—the largest Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday — the third
largest Thursday — the
second largest Friday and
Saturday ....
in the history of the

Theatre!...
some history!

Capitol

and that's

This new European film
success is a mystery story
that

holds

the

public

in

suspense every minute!

Give your patrons

Something new

they want

it 11

THE CABINET OP

.CALiCARi
BY GOLDWYN

Di/TRiBUTED

/ uala/ii

Stat jAmJuAi Oun
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FLYING
'niton and

produced by

MARION FAIRFAX
I
with the following notable cast:

MARJORIE DAW
PAT O'MALLEY

MARSHALL
NOAH BEERY

TULLY

GEORGE DROMGOLD
CLAIRE MCDOWELL
CHARLES MAILES

ROBERT B ROWER
HUGH
RENE

Few authors havesorichlycontributed to the progress of the screen drama
as has Marion Fairfax during the
past six years and fewer have been
so closely indentified with the actual
production of their writings.

The pen

of this noted writer and
dramatist has played an important
part in the success of productions
by Marshall Neilan, William De

Mille, Mary Pickford
pictures.

and Lasky

"Dinty," "Go and Get It," "Bob

Hampton

of Placer,"

"The

River's

End," "Through the Back Door" and
"The Honor of His House" are but
a few of these record-breaking attractions.

As a dramatist a half dozen Broadway successes were her creations.
Her work for Charles Frohman,
Winston'Churchill, Maxine Elliott,
Henry B. .Harris and other eminent
exponents of the drama assures for
Marion Fairfax Pioductions that
solid foundation on which can only
be built the structure of genuine
screen entertainment.

MSCLUNG. Co-Director
GiJISSART. Cinematographer

MARIO

PRODUCTIONS
Presented by Eagle Corp. John Jasper Mgr., Hollywood.Cal.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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•DREAM STREET"very name brings
the breath of Youth
of
and Springtime
soft nights and dark-

its

—

by - ways

ened

lure with mystery

that

and

romance.

And

here in

Dream

Street David Wark
Griffith has chosen to
tell his story; here, in

the loves
Street

of

folks,

Dream
he has

found another bit of
the Heart of Life itself.

Never has the masterhand of Griffith
wrought a more beautiful thing;

never has

he gotten so close to
the Soul of Humanity.

GRIFFITH

DAVID
presents

DREAM

STREET''

Comedy based on
Characters (^Thomas burke

~J Dramatic

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY

Pl'CKFORD

•

CHARLIE CHAPLIN
D. W. GRIFFITH

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

-

HIRAM ABRAMS; PRESIDENT

10
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"Everybody's Picture
Drascena Productions
presents

WELCOME
CHILDREN
Directed by Harry CMatthews
Enacted by a Superlative Cast

An Unusual Feature
Comedy-Drama
WhichWill Prove of
Universal Appeal
Release Date,

May

Distributed

First

hy

NATIONAL EXCHANGES
ISC.

398 Fifth Avenue
NewYorh>City

11

S
[

(cosmopolitan

«>4

BURIED TREASURE"

MARION DAVIE
ys-om a S/ojy Ay

Y.

Briiien Austen "Scenario

fift

Direction

GeoigeD.Bake)'

Scenes by Joseph Urban

Uninterrupted Capacity! Box Office Business
From the Start, is tKis Film s Present Record
1

— Capacity
Liriterion

2

box

office

Tbe atre, N.

business and big daily overflow for 'weeks at tbe
Y., and duplicated at tbe Randolpb L ln J Cbicago.
j

— Present

exbibitor reports and advance bookings bave set a new record,
predicting a business wbicb, for tbis kind of a picture, will be unequalled.

Released as (2 (paramount Qicture
.Released £y FamousPlayers-L asky Corporation.

produciion

"Buried Treasure"

new

establishing
It is a

is

another Cosmopolitan Super-Feature

financial figures

and creating new

artistic

that

is

standards.

Cosmopolitan Production.

has the real class and real character that invariably distinguish Cos
mopolitan Productions from the ordinary.
It

by Joseph Urban.
Produced by the International Film Service Co.,
Randolph Hearst, Owner and President.
Settings

Inc.,

William

Released as (X ^paramount Qieture
-R clc ased

Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation

]

l

y

(cosmopolitan
on the

Ladies

Ri

"There's enough action in the story for a three act melodrama, and enough mystery, too," is what the New York Daily
News says of "Proxies," which confirms our claim that this is the
swiftest

moving comedy drama ever screened.

The New York Herald

— "Norman

Kerry and Miss
Keefe capture the attention, and with mystery and a double
barrelled love story, the picture proves once more that finance
and romance blend very well on the screen."
writes

"Proxies" asks and answers the question
give a fallen

So
like

man

— does

it

pay to

a chance?

answered and "so presented that the fabric shines
News.

well

new'

'Released as CC (paramount (picture
•Released 4- FamousPleyers^Lasky (brporeihoa -

—

Droduciion
on the

Gentlemen

Left

In "Proxies" an ex-convict is given a chance to make good.
Right at the vital point of the play he changes the course
of events and holds you gasping.
"The ingenuity and speed of 'Proxies'

is its

"the particular quality of the picture was

its

"one of the best screen performances

I

chief charm,"

unexpectedness,"

have seen in many a long

day"

Alan Dale, N. Y. American.
a Cosmopolitan Production.
It has all the real class and real character that invariably
distinguish Cosmopolitan Productions from the ordinary.
Story by Frank R. Adams.
Scenario and direction by George D. Baker.
Produced by the International Film Service Co., Inc.,
William Randolph Hearst, Owner and President.
It is

Released as C£ (paramount Qiclure
flB gleased £y Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation

j
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Biggest Six Week's Record

of any Picture in Five Years
weeks following its record breaking
pre-release run for weeks at the Criterion Theatre,
New York, "The Inside of the Cup" has booked
more houses than "Humoresque" did in its first
In the

six

six

weeks.

This
It

is

the big picture of 1921.

more houses

will play

— do

more

for the

screen and live longer than any picture produced
in the past five years.

Every exhibitor
of the

Cup" and

release

showing

box

who

given

to a

it

has booked

"The

Inside

the exploitation of a pre-

group of ministers, has broken

office records.

It is

It

a Cosmopolitan Production.

has

all

the real class and real character that

invariably distinguish Cosmopolitan Productions

from the ordinary.
Released as a Paramount Picture.

Produced by the International Film Service
Co., Inc., William Randolph Hearst, Owner and
President.

—
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Exhibitors Herald
is

The One

of

Really

NATIONAL Publication

The Motion

Nationwide

Picture

— East, West,

in

CIRCULATION
EDITORIAL VISION

INFLUENCE

Industry.

It

North and South

is

<^An nouncin g*

the

$CATTERGO£>D
by
Produced

WfR

Edna libhley Productions

SOMETHING NEMEI 4D IN THEIR.
POPULARITY*™ t« e PUBLIC
of 2 reel comecLv

series

drcumdbs
*

(fe&tuting-

Scattergood

Dairies

'

CJriendL^ ^,ooo,ooojiction loiters

LsicLa>plecL from ike

KNOWN

UNIVERSALLY

{CATTIRGOD

1TORII1

SATURDAY EVENING POST

COSMOPOLITAN
and AMERICAN MAGAZINE
and they are still beinc published

1ET U$

PROVE To^U THEY ARE DISTINCTLY
DIFFERENT <

Western Pictures Exploitation Company
635H.W.Hellman Dldg;

Los Angeles

Cal.

(^Announcing ihe Completion

op

PECKS<19HBAD BOY
Mo<!el>

S^ai-i-inO"

The Sensation of Filmdom

uLll stsu- cast, includes-

MAY

DORIS

.

WHEELER QMtMAM

.

LILLIAN LElGHToX jAME$ CORRI6AN
.

RAYMOND HATTON
by

Directed

failed & Titled

SAM WOOD

nyiM

$.

bry-

cObd

WORLD PREMIERE DE LUXE
Und
cL ion
p
er-

-

ei-soiaa, L

c/12-

e

S.DARRET He CO RMICK

^Managing cjrtectot Kinema, Ambassado
Theatres, Los AngeLes, C&LrfoirniSL
UliLi

lake place

ifiim circles

in EsLS-iem
ifiis mon'iii

5 REELS OF LAUGHTER BR EVERY
CHILD FROM SIX TO SIXTY SIX
Western Pictures

Exploitation Cbmpany

IrVinq M. Lesser Jen- Mgr.

6"b 5 HWHellmax\ Bldg:

Los Angeles

*r

MewYotk Address
As-toi- Hotel
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Bird in the Hand]
Is

But the

Guy Who
Is

Gets the

Gink

the

Two

Worth

Who

in the

Bush

Gumps

Cops the Cush

"ANDY
and

MIN"
will

your

give

rpatrons the glad

hand

ofj

welcome and
send them home
smiling.
SIDNEY

Wrtie

A

Series of Mirth -Provoking

Cartoon

Comedies Released Weekly.
Distributed by

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.
810 South

Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO,

The House

of

ILL.

Comedies
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PRIZMA
A Reel

in Natural Colors

Painted by the Master Hand with Colors Out of
Nature's Paint Pot
All of the Great,

Modern Motion Picture Palaces Opened With the Prizma

LUBLINER AND TRINZ

BALABAN AND KATZ

at the
at

SENATE

the

TIVOLI

..and..

Form 1206

WESTEJ1M UNION

CLASS OF SERVICE DESIRED
Telegram

Day

Receiver's No.

Letter

AM

Night Message
Night Letter
Patrons should mark an X opposite the class of service desired;

OTHERWISE THE MESSAGE
WILL BE TRANSMITTED AS A
FULL-RATE TELEGRAM

NEWCOMB CARLTON,

president

GEORGE W.

E.

Check

Time

Filed

ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT

1921

MAR 29

PM

3

40

C181C 56

CINCINNATI
JOSEPH FRIEDMAN

326P

29

6006

CARE CELEBRATED FIRM EXCHANGE

2.07

SOUTH WABASH AVE

CHICAGO ILLS

AM DESIROUS OF OPENING OUR NEW CAPITOL THEATRE WITH PRIZMA ENTITLED

IF (STOP) CLEVELAND OR CINCINNATI BRANCH UNABLE TO SUPPLY HAVE
YOU PRINT IN FIRST CLASS CONDITION THAT WE COULD USE FROM APRIL
SECOND TO APRIL NINTH INCLUSIVE AND CAN YOU SHIP IMMEDIATELY
I

CERTAINLY WILL APPRECIATE ANYTHING YOU CAN DO WIRE ME SINTCN

HOTEL REGARDS
MAX ASCHER

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORP.
810 South

Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO,

ILL.

K X
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big stars will head their

organizations.

CHARLIE CONKLIN
former Mack Sennett star, is one who fulfilled this
prophecy, and is now producing two-reel semi-slapstick
comedies under his own banner.

CHARLIE CONKLIN
is

known by Motion

Picture Fans the world over.

He

has been featured with Ben Turpin and Charles Murray,
forming the trio that made so many Mack Sennett comedy
productions.

CHARLIE CONKLIN
needs no introduction.
Every producer, exhibitor and
motion picture patron remembers Mr. Conklin's work in
"East Lynne with Variations," "Uncle Tom Without a
Cabin," "Salome Versus Shenandoah," and many others.

CHARLIE CONKLIN
an established comedy star. Tell your buyers that you
have a series of two-reel comedies featuring him. Show
them the pictures and they will find any price reasonable
to secure the Conklin series.
is

For Territory, Write or Wire

Mount Olympus
World's Tower Building

Distributing Corporation
110

West 40th

St.,

New York

City

—
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H

M. Crandall,
D.C.

Metropolitan

Theatre,

1

;

Washington,

"Our profits so far this year, with First National, exceed those
during the whole of last year, when we were without First National."

—WATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

be a Franchise everywhere

"Lot

s of

Fun

1
;

Star

Charming

is

!

what the Indiana
Daily Times says of

That

s

Marguerite Clark
her first picture
from her own studio
in

"Scrambled Wives"
Excerpt from Review:
funny complications, more
entertaining on the screen than on the
Marguerite Clark is as sweet
stage.
as ever, and sweeter. She is charming and has a gloriously good time in
"Scrambled Wives.' It is good entertainment !" Indiana Daily Times.
"Lots of

Keep Your Patrons
Roaring With Laughter

It'll

A

First National Attraction
Foreign Representative. David P. Howells. Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City

gillllllfllllM

Presented by the Marguerite Clark Productions, Inc.
taken from the recent stage success by Adelaide
Matthews and Martha M. Stanley, as produced by
Adolph Klc.uber directed by Edward H. Griffith supervised by J. N. Naulty.
;

;

24
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Paul L. Turgeon, Rex Theatre, Green River, Wyo.
"I am certainly well pleased with my First National Franchise.
THAT'S ANOTHER REASON WHY
It is my greatest asset:'
I

_

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

"Real, Powerful

Drama With

ML OATr

Grippi

Louis B. Mayer presents
The Inimitable Star

ANITA STEWAR1
in

'Sowing the Wind

Fresh from a
she

girls' finishing school,

came on a scene

in her

own

she returned to her

home unexpectedly

to

surprise her

m

home, with her mother the chief figure, that froze her with horv

—

——

—
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£5

Dundas, The Strand, Sioux Falls, So. Dakota
convinced thai ue hate the only sellins plan thai

,i

is

fair

THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

•
\

THE OATH

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

'nations; Will

Hold Audience Intense
-Motion Picture News.

Trade paper reviewers are unanimous in calling picture strong,
stirring drama, that grips the sympathy and quickens the heart
Star's best work.
beats.
THEY'LL LIKE

STAR'S BEST

IT

"Your crowd is going to like "Sowing the Wind.'
\en the play was produced by Charles Frohman
Henry Miller and Yiola Allen it was a sensation.
Hre is a strong, stirring drama offered, splendid
linatic scenes that are going to be remembered for
The story is so strong it will get over.
fng time.
H excellent cast aids Anita Stewart. You have a
The picture
ii
title and it is sure -to get them in.
5 Dwerful enough to stand out among modern screen
s.
You need have no fear of this. One of the
» characterizations Anita Stewart has even given.''
if

i

,

WORK

"Real, powerful drama, gripping situations which
will hold any audience intense.
There is a powerful
and appealing love story worked in. Well planned,
intense and forceful incidents bring out to the full the
lavish and perfectly detailed propotential drama.
duction.
Sets are magnificent and the photography is
perfect.
Probably the best production in which Miss
Stewart has ever appeared. It is going to be well
liked and well received everywhere.
It is a tale that
preaches its lesson without in any way giving the idea
that it is a preachment."
Motion Picture Neivs.

A

li

THRILL AND SUSPENSE

Wits.

"A

STRIKING INTENSITY

A

splendidly produced and excellently enacted
thoroughly conof compelling strength.
ing story of striking intensity. Rich and elaborate
Miss
stiture and a cast of great competence.
vart registers the entire gamut of emotions in a
ner of such certainty she touches the uppermost
t of the dramatic attainments of her career.
terful dramatization.
It grips the sympathy of
spectator and quickens the heart beats in effectively
Its
stering scenes of unusual dramatic intensity.
te strength justifies big promises.
It drives home
wervingly a moral that many pulpits aim for but

A

highly emotional drama, full of tense scenes
and dramatic moments. Mystery is well concealed
until the last moment which adds greatly to the thrill
and suspense. Splendidly directed and acted. Miss
Stewart will keep the audience atingle, and the picture
Miss Stewart does
will bring the tears to the eyes.
some of the finest emotional acting she has ever done
Her acting could not be imwithout exception.

—

proved on
is

A

ot hit so effectivelv."

Exhibitors Herald.

in

any way.

exceptionally good."

It is perfect.

"Gripping, dramatic scenes enough and to spare.
strong emotional drama of American life, in which
the star does some of the best acting of her career.
Registers with force and has a powerful climax.'*
Moling Picture World.

A

the play by Sydney Grundy
the Anita Stewart Productions, Inc.

Directed by John

.c

•

And

entire cast

STRONG EMOTIONAL DRAMA

From

Made by

The

Exhibitor's Trade Rei-ieic.

M.

Stahl

A First National Attraction
One of the Big 5 Productions

—
E X
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C. D. Coolcy, Strand

"The

Amusement

First National franchise assures

at equitable prices.

There

WATS

exhibitors:'

is

no

belter

I

I

J

Tampa,

Co.,

me

II

first-class

I

TO KS

Fla.

II

K

KALI)
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productions

insurance for independent

ANOTHER REASON WHY

Iherell be a Franchise everi?ujhere

•:W5

it

One of

Most Novel

the

Plots

Ever Presented"
Motion

What

Picture

New*

the critics say:

A NOTABLE PRODUCTION
"A

notable production, wonderfully acted, most artistically produced and faultlessly directed, with one of the most novel plots
ever presented.
Miss
It registers as an all star production.
Talmadge's performance is consistently good throughout. Her
emotional acting places her on a par with the most talented of
screen stars.
It is real drama that commands attention from
every angle of picture making.
Herbert Brenon is a master at
gauging dramatic tempo. The general atmosphere of the whole
production is above criticism."
Motion Picture News.

—

STIRRING ACTION
"Skillfully directed, handsomely photographed, ably presented
by a talented cast, strong in suspense and cleverly staged

dramatic situations. Its atmosphere is admirably developed and
remains a standing tribute to the craftsmanship of Director
Herbert Brenon. The emotional crises are many and there is no
lack of decisive, stirring action. Norma Talmadgc is fully equal
The interiors
to the demands made on her emotional ability.
and exteriors are beautifully filmed and perfect lighting prevails."
Exhibitor's Trade Review.

—

GRIPS LIKE A VICE
"Throbs and beats with a

conflict of

human

wills.

It

moves

forward at a tension that grips the mind like a vice. There are
unexpected turns and quick change of incident. Norma Talmadgc
The supporting company is finely
gives a vivid impersonation.
Moving Picture World.
balanced "

—

A SPLENDID PICTURE
force of the stage play has been injected into the
The production is
screen interpretation with renewed zeal.
Herbert Brenon has done splendid
splendid from every angle.
work with an unusual story. Miss Talmadge gives a delightful
U'id's.
performance. The star's admirers will like her in this."

"The dramatic

Presented by Joseph

Mary

M. Schenck

;

adapted for the screen by

Murillo and Herbert Brenon from the play by Jacinto

Benavente;
Willard

photographed

by

Roy Hunt;

technical

director

M. Reineck.

Produced

U nder the

Personal

Direction of Herbert Brenon

NORMA TALMADGE
in

A

First

National Attraction

Foreign representative, David P. Howells, Inc.,

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

"The Passion Flower"

MARTIN

J.

Publisher

QUIGLEY
& Editor

» ISSUE

OF

w
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So-Called "Box Office Titles'
By

MARTIN

ONSPICUOUS among

the sirens that have
lured the motion picture into perilous ways

has been the

dangers have

subject

of

picture

affected

titles.

the industry
general standing.

realized that only a part of this public eventuallv

views the pictures whose
pressed upon their minds
the idea those people

have been imeasy to imagine

titles
it

is

who do

not see the pic-

must have of the subjects that are dealt
with upon the screen.
The mad pursuit of what is tersely termed
tures

"box

has been a costly thing to the
has cheapened the motion pictures.
It has kept millions of people out of theatres and
it has caused other millions to jump unwarrantoffice titles''

business.

QUIGLEY

passed with the passing of the shooting gallery
type of motion picture theatre.

Commercially

These

commer-

and also its
Motion picture titles come before almost
the entire adult and reading public. When it is
cially

J,

It

the

title

which

is

either

broadly or mildly suggestve is a downright failure. The millions in search of wholesome entertainment are repelled. The others composing
the very small minority who would be entertained by a bit of the risque perhaps are attracted
to pictures with such titles but upon leaving
the exhibition they are irritated and annoyed
because the salacious promise of the title is not
fulfilled in the picture itself.
5ti

T T

is

judgment

the

jfc

of persons thoroughly

com-

petent to speak that a great deal of the con-

cern over the moral significance of motion pictures

and the sentiment

for censorship or other

regulation has been due chiefly and directly to

edly to the conclusion that the motion picture
business is being conducted under very bad aus-

the titles of pictures and not to the pictures

pices.

necessity for thorough and careful considera*

O

*

*

those in the industry

lines

themselves. This fact alone indicates the urgent
tion of the subject of titles.

who

will read these

and who are familiar with picture

titles

Xo person who has been awake to the developments of recent months can underestimate
the importance of making the motion picture
And,
safe against every legitimate criticism.
unquestionably, one of the easiest and one of
the most necessary ways of accomplishing this
end is by devoting a little sane and conservative
thought to the subject of titles.

it is not necessary to recount the lengthy list which would apply to this discussion. We know
that there have been repeatedly fastened upon
moton pictures titles that have been suggestive
of debauch, orgy and salaciousness whereas the
A title, except if it is grossly vile, practipictures themselves have been generally as
wholesome as sunshine. We kpow that a mul- cally stands beyond the reach of the law and it
is probably this fact that has embroiled thortitude of titles have stood on the very borderinnocuous pictures in much trouble at
line of indecency.
We know that the double oughly
various times. Persons affronted by a title which
and triple meaning title has not been a difficult they are unable to reach by law have proceeded
thing to find.
to vent their wrath upon the picture itself, meanAnd. further, we know that these crimes while pointing to the supposed decadent moral
have been committed in the name of "box office standards of pictures. These instances would

title."

ized in

that

if

were a

But what apparently has not been realcertain quarters where titles originate is
there ever was a day when such titles
stimulant to box office activity that dav

not occur if the folly of certain title writers was
curbed.
A misrepresentative title is not an evidence
of commercial sagacity or cleverness but only

of cheap, unprofitable deceit.

#

It

doesn't pay.

—
28
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.Re -Takes

a bulletin sent out broadcast, char-

acterizes the matter as "a degrading

jWARTIN J. QUIGLEY
PUBLISHER, & EDITOR

and

disgusting

who

shall say that the league is not

Big doings

quite right?
*

*

New York

*

J.

crucial issue

is

it

not only a matter of

Quigrley.

regret but also one of great surprise

Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

that the ordinary standards of

New York

mon

1476 Broadway.

Office:

(Tele-

phone: Bryant 5111.)

Los Ang-eles

Office:
6372 Hollywood Blvd.
(Telephone: 660-10.)

All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Of-

announcements

public

been

left

throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copyright act of 1911.

Copyright

XII
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Censorship,

so

long as there remains in

the industry a trace of the spirit of

peep-show barker

the

it is

not possible

to escape quantities of humiliating

and

justified

— criticism.

"Way

example, an advertisement for

Down
City

East" printed

in

New York

newspapers which carried

cheap, lurid bid for attention
is

it

that

woman

is

the only female

animal that loses her mate?"
*

*

the advertisement

was of a

line of

and the following

or no attention.
state, for

*

The time has come, we are
out our light summer films.

Lasky, writing in "Pictorial
Review," asks "Is There Any Sense in
Censorship?" and then proceeds to show
that there isn't.
In Chicago you can't

in

show

L.

pictures

city officials;
a back flipper

ment

ridiculing

In a conspicu-

the

police

or

Pennsylvania censors turn

when a baby's knitted gardisplayed and Ohio draws the
news weeklies showing clashes

is

line on
between capital and labor.

*

essential

our law makers had any sense of
humor they'd laugh themselves to death
over some of the things the censor
boards do.
If

*

example, censor-

found favor because a leading

ship

politician

and

means

embraced

his party

it

to retaliate for an imagined

The

grievance against the industry.

One report sajis the robber who took
Anita Stewart's $11,000 worth of jewelry
was a plumber, another that he was an
electrician.
Probably it was the former
and he considered himself about even
for his few hours' work.
*

verdict

was

in

before the evidence was
*

*

Ask Arthah James

"What T. O. C. C. Means" is an M. P.
News head. It might mean "Take out

heard.
*

Cohen's cut."
«!

Another factor

in that situation

was

a deplorable division in the ranks of

A

industry.

rudimentary

very

Saw

vaudeville act the other day
where they didn't sing a Blue-laws song
or tell a prohibition joke.
It was a
trapese act with a lot of monkeys.

necessity of a united front

and united

action.
*
It

a

*

*

*

must now be apparent

to all that

of fiddling being done

from

there

was a

lot

The League

while

Rome

burned.

called forth a bitter denunciation

told, to get

•

Plumbers Come High

It is

not surprising that this advertisement

styled,

legislators

democracy of ours the

ous eastern

magazines.

principle of warfare stresses the utter

consistent nature.

an organization

question

merits or demerits have been given

the

*

This was the leading display

text

many another

this

"Win-

:

found

has

politically,

Like

of

Those Foolish Censors

*

comes before the

that
this

as a

Witness, for

*

home run

first

Illinois exhibitors knock out a few
resolutions.
They endorsed the Hotel Morrison
management, the bell hops and a few

Jesse

favor for various reasons from time

little

Just

week.

season.

have

should

so far behind.
*

to time.

All Bights Reserved.

Copyright, 1921.

com-

decency and good taste as to

fices.

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $2.00 a
year; Canada, S3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (Postpaid), S4.00 a year.
Single
copy, 25 cents.

last

M.

passed censor measure.

Babe Ruth knocks
Especially with censorship such a

Published every Wednesday by Martin

R.

J.

and

advertisement"

They Turned Down "The Bible"
Recall what one of the oldest Eastern
trade papers used to delight in calling
itself.
'Twas "the old testament," wasn't
It probably regards those Illinois
it?
exhibitors and the rest of the bunch as
atheists

now.
*

A

thing like losing a diamond pin
at a circus doesn't worry our N. Y.
manager. It wasn't his, anyway, and it
wasn't a diamond, we are told.
little

*

A

Pioneer Move
Wonder if those towns that bar carnivals will draw the line on "the county
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30

fair?"
*
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10-11

31

to

Cuba

Wonder what

Menocal.

down

it

is

a

quart

there now.
*
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President Harding talked
the other day to President

See where

'Em Some Day

A U. S. Mail hold-up in Chicago the
other day, supposed to be posed for moving pictures, "turned out to be the real
It
thing," according to news reports.
would have been a greater surprise if it
had been picture making.

.

Barker Wants to

,

Know

to know about the blue
Sunday is this," sez Reginald Barker, the
Goldwyn director, sezze: "Will profanity
be permitted if you cuss a blue streak?"

"What

I

w ant
T

—
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Steam

29

Roller Tactics Force

Y.
Censorship Passage in
Law To Cost Industry

Clayton-Lusk

Bill in

Million Dollars Yearly

Brief

Creates commission of three to be appointed by the governor.

Term
years.

Legislative

of each commissioner to be five
Salary to be $7,500 per year-

Commission given authority to employ
needed deputies and maintain offices or
bureaus "wherever efficiency, economy
and the public interest require."

NEW

Permits can be revoked after

A

is

five days'

fee of $3 for each 1,000 feet of original

Exhibiting any advertising which is
"obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman or
sacrilegious" is made grounds to revoke
permits.
is

effective

August

1,

1921.
it

An

ap-

in force is

Radical Measure Buried

in

Unfinished Business of

Old Committee
Herald several weeks ago, the proposed new Chicago censorship ordinance is dead
predicted in Exhibitors

buried with a multitude of other freakish
measures in the unfinished business of
the retiring city council.
Little

There

is

Chance to Revive

still

a chance,

but a remote

being revived. Frank opposition, voiced by Police Chief Fitzmorris
and the determined objection of the motion picture business, is believed to have
one, of

its

removed any

possibility of its

becoming

law.

Timothy D. Hurley and other proponents of the measure are expected to
attempt to renew interest in the ordinace.

The ordinance was drawn by
of

a

a faction

commission appointed three years

ago

to investigate the entire censorship
question in Chicago.
After a series of
public hearings, the legislative committee of the city council took it under advisement. They had taken no action at
the time the recent election made several
changes in the personnel of the com-

mittee.

Provided $15,000

One

of the

August

formality.

Chicago Censor
Ordinance Dead

As

April

Governor Miller will sign the bill. Throughout the desperate
fighting over the measure, he was at the throttle of the steam roller
which forced it through both houses.
Responding to his whip, members of the assembly who had publicly
annouced themselves opposed to the principles of censorship were driven
into line.
It is his victory.
His signature to the bill will be but a

film and $2 for each copy is provided for.

Act

19— New York

state will have censor1921.
1,
Late Saturday night, the Assembly passed the Clayton-Lusk
bill by a vote of 102 to 38.
It was passed bv the State Senate April
1 1 by a vote of 30 to 18.
Governor Will Sign Measure

given.

propriation of $70,000 to put
provided.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

ship beginning

Bars "obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman, sacrilegious," or "of such a character that its exhibition would tend to
corrupt morals or incite to crime."
written notice

Members Who Had Voiced Opposition
Respond to Whip of Governor

in Salaries

main features

of the ordi-

nance was the creation of a motion picture department in charge of three persons, two men and a woman, each of
whom would receive $5,000 per year.
Among other things, it provided that a
film, once approved, could be recalled at
am- time.

The stream of gold, which will be necessary to maintain this new
autocracy over the screen, has already started to flow. The Clayton-Lusk
bill provides an appropriation of $70,000 to put itself in force.
Means Additional Burden of Millions
Conservative estimates are that enforcement of the law will place an
additional burden of $1,000,000 annually on the motion picture industry.
This, of necessity, will be passed onto the "ultimate consumer" the
patron of the motion picture theatre.

—

Motion picture exhibitors, producers
and distributors went down in defeat
gamely. All three groups fought to the
last ditch.
It still appeared that victory
was possible up to within a few hours
of adjournment, when the governor summoned his assembly lieutenants to him
and insisted upon the passage of the
bill.

Exciting Scene at Passage
There was a bitter debate lasting an
hour and a half on the floor of the assembly when the Clayton-Lusk bill was
brought up for final action.
It had been omitted from the calendar,
but despite that fact, advocates of the
measure succeeded in scheduling it for
action.

Assemblyman Charles D. Donohue, the
made a vigorous speech

doubts about the measure and was personally opposed to the idea of "censorship."

Presents

Many Problems

of the bill presents many
problems to film distributors as outlined.
The provision in regard to "used films"
follows: "The commission shall,
is as
without inspecting it, issue for any motion picture film which has been publicly exhibited in the state of New York
prior to August 1, 1921, a permit, only
if and when application thereof as herein
provided shall be made within thirty
days after this act goes into effect. The
fee for each such permit shall be at the
rate of $2 for each film of 1,000 feet or
less and for each 1,000 feet or less in
excess thereof, whether original or duplicate copy."

The passage

minority leader,

opposition.
He said in part:
"I regret that this important piece of.
legislation did not come up for considin

eration early in the session and not during the excitement of the last hours of
the last day, so that ample time and
opportunity to reason quietly on the subject would be given to give it the thought
it is entitled to."

Many Changes Made
There were many changes in both the
Republican and Democratic ranks as the
pressure of the governor was felt.
Two of the members of the rules committee who had refused to commit themMajor Leader Simon L.
selves to it
Adler of Rochester and Thomas A. McWhinney of Nassau fell in line after
Governor Miller made representations to
the assembly insisting on the bill's pas-

—

—

Adler made a speech for the bill,
although he stated that he had grave
sage.

Minority of Voters

Beat Sunday Shows
at Cedar Falls, la.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CEDAR FALLS,
Failure

shows

of

citizens

19.—
April
favoring Sunday
IA.,

to cast their ballots at the recent

election let one-third of the voters defeat the Sunday opening issue.
Cedar Falls, a college town of 8,000
population, will have no Sunday theatres
because 1,020 of 1,457 votes cast were
against the proposition.
Sunday busi-

ness now will go to Waterloo, seven
miles away, where both vaudeville and
motion picture theatres operate Sundays.
It is estimated that two-thirds of 3,000
college students at Cedar Falls will spend

Sundavs

in

Waterloo.
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New

San Francisco Houses
Will Cost Over $6,000,000

Reports Current in East State That Stanley Will
Erect a New Million Dollar Playhouse on
Site in

New York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., April 19.—The greatest theatre building

progress in San Francisco. Theatres planned and
already under construction represent the vast expenditure of more than
activity in history

is in

$6,000,000.

Under construction

at

theatre, work upon which
will cost at least $1,500,000.

the present time is the new Loew's State
progressing. This house, it is estimated,
It is located at Market and Taylor streets.

is

New Curran
In

Geary

street

between Mason and Taylor the new Curran theatre

theatre, plans for which
being drawn, will be erected on a
at

site

street and Golden Gate
also will be a million-dollar

Jones

avenue.
house.

It

pare favorably with the finest in the Twin
Cities, according to Burton Meyers, resimanager of Pantages theatre.
dent
Plans for the theatre have not been completed.

Another theatre on which it is planned
to spend $1,000,000, is the AckermanHarris theatre
at
Powell and
Post
streets.

Rumor

Stanley Has
(From

Robert son- Cole Names
Clark Publicity Chief
(From

Purchased a Site

in the cooperative
bring the exhibitor into
direct contact with actual studio
production, thereby further insuring the exhibition value of its product has been taken by Realart.
This move comes to light with

to

announcement that Aubrey
the
Stauffer, manager of many road
companies and more recently manager of large theatres at Santa Barbara and Bakersfield, Cal., has been
engaged to read all submitted
photoplay material and to assist in
titling all finished productions at

Hollywood

C

Seymour
April 19.—
been appointed director of publicity and advertising of Robertson-Cole,
Mr. Clark's
succeeding Arthur Haerl.
most recent connections have been with
the American Red Cross and the Herbert
Hoover's European Relief Council.

this

studios.

appointment El-

mer

Harris, supervising director
"In the past
for Realart, said:
there has been criticism of some
producing units on the ground that
isolated in their studios they have
been unaware of the actual condiconfronting the exhibitor;
tions

have failed, in fact, to provide him
with the material which will most
convincingly appeal to his public.
"Realart has always had the exhibitor directly in mind in making
its pictures, and it is to further
guarantee that our judgment is corMr.
rect that we have secured
Stauffer to assist us in getting the
theatre man's direct viewpoint."

("lark has

NEW

YORK. April 19.— It is understood that the negotiations between the
Stanley Company of America and the
Eno Estate have been brought to a conclusion and that the Philadelphia theatre
concern will build a fifteen-story office,
store and theatre building on the former
Eno property at Broadway and Forty-

Believe Small

It is said that the Stanley
has paid $1,250,000 for the plot,
which has a frontage of 40.5 feet on
Broadway and 100 feet on West Fortysixth street.
This will be the first large
theatre to be managed by the Stanley
Company in New York, their only other
house in this city being the Stanley on
Seventh
avenue
below
Forty-second

Company

Found

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

sixth street.

KINGSTON. ONT.,

April 19.— A

man

of mystery who has been wandering
around Verona for several days is being
held by police in the belief that he may

prove

known

to be Ambrose J. Small, wellexhibitor, who disappeared a year

ago and was believed murdered.

street.

Arrest Film Thief

Pantages Will Build
Minneapolis Theatre
(From

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK,

Staff Correspondent)

Another step

plan

Explaining

be erected at an expenditure of more than $1,000,000. At Taylor
street and Golden Gate avenue the Junior Orpheum circuit will build an
amusement place on which it is planned to spend $1,500,000.

The Granada

Man Will Aid
Realart in Selecting
Material for Screen

Theatre

Realart's

Will Cost $1,000,000

will

are

April 30. 1921

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH,

Staff Correspondent)

PA., April 19.— Leo
believed to be implicated
in the theft of more than $50,000 worth
of motion picture films, is under arrest

Wayne, who

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

April 19.—
Alexander Pantages plans to erect a motion picture theatre here which will com-

is

here.

Von Tilzer Appointed

New

York Manager of
Associated Producers
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

April 19— Al Lichtman.
general manager of Associated Producers, announces the appointment of Jack

Von

Tilzer as resident

manager

of

the

Mr. Von Tilzer
exchange.
formerly was with United Artists.
Other appointments made by Mr.
Lichtman are J. K. Burger, formerly as
sistant general sales manager of Par-

New York

amount, special representative; Sam W.
B. Conn, publicity manager; Louis E.
Loeb and Edward Grossman to the home
while Charles Muehlman has
been named as a special representative.

office staff,

Original First National

Members Hold Meeting

Great Britain May
Lift Ban on Building of Theatres

Parliament
NEW

in

(From

YORK,

Staff Correspondent)

— Of

interest to the American producer
that an official housing Bill will be introduced in the English Parliament by Dr. Addison, the housing commissioner.
The object of the bill, which will permit of extensive
theatre building, is to alleviate the general dullness in all the English
building trades. At the same time it will relieve the booking congestion and expedite the extension of the market for American films.
It is known that plans for at least 300 new theatres in England
have been held in abeyance owing to the present stringent building
regulations.
Picture Playhouses, Ltd., the Famous-Players Lasky
English theatre building concern and Provincial Cinematic Theatres,
the Lord Beaverbrook organization, are among those whose activities
in building new theatres will be enlarged after the housing bill goes
into effect.
is

the

April

news from England

19.

The annual corporation meeting

of the

Associated First National Pictures. Inc.,
was scheduled to open at West Baden,
It was exInd., on Tuesday, April 19.
pected that the meeting would last four
or five days.
All of the original franchise holders
of the First National were expected to
be present. The home office was represented by J. D. Williams, Harry O.
Schwalbe and Bruce Johnson. A number of the First National members assembled in Chicago on Monday, April
and left by night train for West
18,
Baden.

Kahn
NEW

(From

Is

Manager

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April

17.— George

E.

Kahn has been appointed manager of ihe
Alhambra theatre, Brooklyn, by Ward &
Glynne Theatrical Enterprises.
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Wisconsin Association
Will Hold Meeting at
Milwaukee, May lO-l

Assigned Title
Role

MILWAUKEE,

(Special to the Exhibitors Herald)
19.
The most

WIS., April

—

important convention

Wisconsin Exhibitors Association has been called
will be held at the Motel Wisconsin in Milwaukee.

of the
It

In issuing the call Walter F. Bauniann.
executive
secretary,
places
particular
stress upon the fact that this will be the
meeting
prior
the
national
convenlast
to
tion in Minneapolis.

Record attendance

is

expected owing

the perfected organization which has
been accomplished since the association
to

was reorganized

last

August.

Associa-

One

impressed

the exhibitors with the
vital necessity of a co-ordinated league.

for

May

10

and

11.

measures before the legiswould establish censorship; another would regulate the prices of admission, and the third would prohibit the
sale of tickets for standing room only.
So constructive has been the work of
of the

lature

the organization that today there is hardly
a town in the state that is not represented
in the membership of the league.

tion headquarter* has kept in close touch
with every theatre man in the state and

has

1

Would Expel Members
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

FORT SMITH,

ARK., April 19— Acwas taken at the recent meeting of'
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Arkansas to expel any member exhibittion

Three

JULIENNE
MABEL
been chosen to play

SCOTT

General Manager Lichtman
Schedules Productions

•

and June

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

April 19.— General

Man-

ager Al Lichtman of the Associated Producers, Inc., has announced six
productions for publication during

new

May

and June.

They
"I

are:

Am

Guilty!"

J.

Parker Read,

Jr.,

production, starring Louise Glaum, early
in

May.

"Home

Talent,"

Mack

tion with special cast.

Sennett produc-

May

15.

"Mother O' Mine," Thomas H. Ince
production,

May

"The Broken
duction,

June

29.

Doll," Allan

Dwan

pro-

12.

"The Foolish Matrons," Maurice Tourneur production. June 16.
"The Ten Dollar Raise," J. L. Frothingham production, June 26.
All of the productions are declared to
lend themselves readily to exceptional
advertising campaigns.

Women

to Exhibitors in Movement
to Clamp on the Blue Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LANCASTER,

WIS., April 19.—The
Women's Christian Temperance Union
has lost its first fight to close the motion
picture theatres of the state on Sunday.
Being the first test case in the state
the defeat of the reformers, it is believed,
will have a far-reaching effect.
This is virtually the first test case in
the state on the Sunday closing issue.
It is believed that the jury's failure to
convict William Tracy of the Gem theatre. Plateville, will go far in dissipating
the agitation.

Hess Handles Case
Tracy was aided in his fight by the
joint legislative committee of the Wisconsin Motion Picture Industry and Allied Crafts.
The committee instructed
Attorney Robert A. Hess of Milwaukee
complete charge of the case.
In addressing the jury Attorney Hess
assailed the women bringing the action.
to take

Beadell Chicago Head
Associated Producers
J.

Ben W. Beadell has succeeded Sidney
Goldman, resigned, as Chicago man-

ager for Associated Producers, Inc.
Mr. Beadell was local manager for Stoll
Film Company until that concern dispensed with its exchange system.
( <

Peck's

Bad Boy"

Open

geles.

to

at the Strand

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

m

in

Chicago

Herbert Lubin of Sawyer & Lubin was
Chicago on business during the past

week.

Hamon.

Smith

Lose First Skirmish

Proctor to Coast
Ralph O. Proctor passed through Chicago April 13 on his way to Los An-

Lubin

depicting the life of Clara
C. A. Lick, president
of the league, reports that the convention
was one of the most enthusiastic ever
held in the state.
ing pictures

has

Associated Producers
Announces New Films

May

Pending

Further there are three bills pending in
the legislature which are the work of the
Indication that these
reform element.
agitators hope to regulate and legislate
the industry out of the state has aroused
the fighting spirit in the theatre men.

the title role
in the new Universal-Jewel production,
"Fanny Herself," by Edna Ferber. Tod
Browning, who will direct the picture,
has spent sixteen weeks in preparing to
commence actual production. It is expected at Universal City' that the feature
will be completed by May 30.

for

Bills

NEW

YORK, April 19.— "Peck's Bad
Boy," starring Jackie Coogan, will have
its world premiere at the Mark Strand
After a
theatre on Sunday, April 24.

He

questioned the sincerity of their motives and condemned the members of the
W. C. T. U. present for interfering with
the rights of those who choose to patronize the

theatre on Sunday.

Courtroom Is Crowded
The courtroom was crowded,

more

spectators being present.
At
the opening of the trial the atmosphere
was antagonistic toward the defendant
and sympathetic with the W. C. T. U.
As the trial progressed, however, the
feeling
changed and Attorney Hess'
words were received with approval
throughout the courtroom.
The jury in the case disagreed, three
being for Sunday opening and three op-

than

600

posed to it.
This is considered a signal victory for
the exhibitors, as this territory has been
considered
a
stronghold
radical
of
reformers.

week

at this

playhouse the picture

will

go to the Brooklyn Strand.

First

National Gets
Holubar Productions
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, April 19.— First National
has contracted for the future productions
of Allen Holubar. The organization of
Allen Holubar Productions, Inc., is virtually completed. James Grainger, Eastern representative for Marshall Neilan
and Charlie Chaplin, will supervise the
distributing contracts.
The first two Holubar pictures will
star
Dorothy Phillips and will be
directed by the producer.
These two
will be made in California. Others may
be produced in Europe
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Freedom!/.^

I

fcpiotion
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O

Announcing the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
Commencing in next week's issue
EXHIBITORS HERALD will present a
workable arrangement for solidifying the
opposition of the motion picture trade
against the assaults that are being

upon

its

made

freedom.

The movement that will be launched under

HERALD

the auspices of EXHIBITORS
provides for swinging the weight of public
opinion to the side of the exhibitor and
the film industry at large.

The movement

offers hope of putting a
speedy and effectual stop to the efforts of
those seeking to enslave the motion picture.

The

cooperation of every exhibitor

invited.

SEE

NEXT ISSUE FOR DETAILED
ANNOUNCEMENT

is
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Hoover Drive Report
Is Made by Pettijohn
Mark

$2,500,000

Film

Is Passed
in Effort to

Men
of C.

Pettijohn, acting

C.

chairman of the motion picture division

European Relief Council, shows
grand total

of the

Indiana Exhibitor Fighting
American Theatre Owner Asks Same Privileges that
are Extended to Non-Citizen Store Owners
by Huntington, Ind., Mayor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

that the film industry raised a

INDIANAPOLIS,

of $2,687,519.57.

Of

was rethrough state com-

"amount

this

$695,676.48

turned by theatres
mittees; $220,668.68

represents

302.11

is

outstanding; $824,-

collections

in

theatres

sent through other agencies

and organdonations and

izations;

$385,035.12

Invisible

Guest checks received at mo-

in

tion picture headquarters,

and $561,837.18

donations and Invisible Guest checks received at the general offices.
This does not include a segregation of
funds in Delaware, where the theatres
cooperated with the various relief organizations.

does not take into consideration the
by the various producing
and distributing companies, the ordinary
rentals of which being
estimated at
It

films furnished

$250,000.
It does

not

considerable
P. I. as
expenses during the drive, nor the various
moneys expended by the exhibitor organizations in each state for their expense nor the 800,000 feet of raw stock
include

a

amount paid out by the N. A. M."

donated

for

the

"Invisible

Guest"

trailers.

Mayor Derides Censor
at

New

York Meeting
of Film Advertisers

(From

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK, April

19.—The luncheon
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers on April 14 was well attended
because of the presence of Mayor George
Lunn of Schenectady, who had been invited by President Paul Lazarus to adof

the

dress the gathering.

Mayor Lunn
censorship

is

and

a strong

opponent of

speech he laid
stress upon the fact that the reformers
are more apt to be destructive than con-

He

structive.

Law

Enforcement of Blue

by

Fund

Swell
The report

33

in

cited

his

the

fact

that

IND., April 19.— Another determined effort to
making a target of the motion picture
theatres of the state or enforce the letter of the antiquated "blue laws"
against all places of business is being made at Huntington, Ind.
T. Guy Perfect, owner of the Perfect theatre, is the man on the firing
line.
He has carried his battle to the circuit court, where he is seeking a
permanent injunction against the police interfering with his opening his
playhouse Sundays.
Discriminate Against American Citizen
In his plea for the injunction, Mr. Perfect points out that he, an American
citizen, is not permitted to conduct his business, while many stores, conducted by men who are not citizens of the United States, are permitted to
remain open Sundays by Mayor McGrew of Huntington.
Mayor McGrew, he declares, has repeatedly threatened to throw him
in jail and revoke his city license.

compel reform forces

Mr. Perfect
fight

for

to either cease

round

lost the first

from Judge Eberhart at the hearing in
the circuit court scheduled for some time
today.

in his

Sunday motion pictures April

when a jury in the court of Justice
of the Peace G. W. Schultz found him
and three of his employes guilty of violating the law by opening his theatre

11,

April

The
among

It is
but neighboring states as well.
declared that the Perfect case parallels
hundreds of cases in all parts of the
country.

10.

Arrested Despite Injunction
four defendants were arrested despite a restraining order issued by Judge
William N. Ballou of the Allen superior
court at Fort Wayne, who acted in the
absence of Judge George M. Eberhart

The

of the

The

Huntington

Bring Pressure on
Portland Exhibitor
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

circuit court.

PORTLAND,

IND., April 15.— Opposition to Sunday picture shows in this
city has resulted in the picture houses
being closed the last two Sundays. At
a conference of members of the Minis-

issued at Fort
Wayne was expected to prohibit the
police officers from interfering with the
showing of motion pictures at the theaMayor McGrew, the board
tre Sunday.
of safety and the chief of police were
made parties to the order which prevents
the mayor from revoking the theatre's

restraining order

terial

arrests

last

Sunday

Association and

J.

S.

Hines, pro-

prietor of the Princess theatre, the latter
was told that if he would close his show
on Sundays the case against him in the

license.

The

case has attracted wide interest
exhibitors not only in Indiana

theoretically

circuit court
effort would

would be dismissed and an

be made to close other
places of business operating on Sunday

were "not intended to interfere with the
theatre's business" although in fact they
automatically closed the house.

for profit.

Case Arousing Interest
Perfect has asked a change of venue

The

case against Hines has been in-

definitely postponed.

the

newspapers constantly feature scandals
that the motion picture industry would

"What Sxhibitors

not dare to use in pictorial form, j'et
there has been no attempt to censor the

are saying

to

yellow press,

The mayor derided the thought that
men or body of men could

"Enclosed

any three

have the mental or moral authority to
pass upon the entertainment needs of the
population.
In Mayor Dunn's estimation, the present censorship agitation in
New York state is for no other purpose than to create a few more political

Herald.

I

find

a

check

two

years'

subscription

About

when my wife gets the HERALD
manager, Mystic theatre, Cedar Vale, Kans.
¥ ¥ *

have

in

home

our

is

"EXHIBITORS HERALD

jobs.
in

Press at Meetins of

for

don't want to miss a single copy.

which

is

Belle Fourche, S.

—William

(From

"Exhibitors Herald

Staff Correspondent)

April 19.— The Theatre
Owners Chamber of Commerce of New
\ork had trade paper representatives in

attendance at the luncheon and business
meeting today at the Hotel Astor in
order that they might observe the functioning of this exhibitor organization
while in executive session.

we

Leonard,

— Leo

Peterson, manager,

D.

Chamber of Commerce
NEW YORK,

EXHIBITORS

looked upon by exhibitors as the only journal

the exhibitor has a chance to place his case."

Iris theatre,

first."

to

the only friction

is

the best journal of

them

all."

—

L.

R. Stout,

manager, Liberty theatre, Hugo, Okla.

¥

"You
the

'dope'

HERALD."

¥

don't have to run anything but
in

first

class pictures

Did for Me' department
L. Beebe, manager, Opera House, Manito,

'What

—W.

¥

the

Picture

when you follow
of EXHIBITORS
111.

i
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Cody

Essay

to

Role

in

His

Winning Friends
in

Own

Chicago

Productions

Generous Applause During His Personal
at McVicker's, Chicago

Given

Star Is

New

April 30, 1921

Appearance

CODY "topped the bill" at McVicker's theatre, Chicago, last
week, giving his large screen following an opportunity to see him in
real life.
He easily walked off with the lion's share of the applause
and demonstrated he was quite as much at home upon the the stage as
before the camera.

LEW

TLTIS

act

consists

A * which he

of

tells of

monologue

a

in

several experiences,

outside studio walls, where his fame as

home-wrecker has preceded him. He
these with two recitations, one
about a French-Canadian and another

Ind., and will make personal appearances
His
at Milwaukee the week of April 25.

tour

the

in

management

of

a

follows

His

"Florette."

entitled

offering

re-

ceived generous applause.
*
It

is

*

*

Mr. Cody's intention,
vaudeville

his

brief

the

West Coast and produce

tour,

•

different character

to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

than that with

latest play is "Dangerous Pastime,"
will be offered exhibitors through
Irving Lesser.

His
which

week's engagement at Mc-

Vicker's he was entertained at the Hamilton Club, Covenant Club and the Edgewater Beach Hotel. This week he is attending the convention of the First National Pictures, Inc., at West Baden.

NEWARK,

X. J., April 19.— Joseph
Stern announces that construction work
on his new $r>50,000 theatre, to be erected
at Belleville and Bloomfield avenues, will
begin about June 1.
Plans drawn by
Reilly & Hall of New York call for a
house seating 2.K00 persons built in
stadium style.
Stern has two other theatres under
construction here— the Irvington and the
Rivoli.

Kane

May Win Home

urday.

Confer With
Associates on Coast
to

his

Minneapolis Orphan
(

From

Staff Correspondent

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.,
19.

— Because

vertisement

a
in

S.

Kane

April

Kane expected

for

April

motion picture adthe "Minneapolis

Tribune" attracted the attention

West Coast

16,

left

for

Chicago on SatMr.
California.

to be in conference with
associates for about three

weeks.
He intimated that certain important announcements could be expected shortly after his arrival in California.

John

CODY
completing
LEW
personal
appearances
is

Mr. Kane was accompanied by
formerly publicity
Fritts,

Pond

head of Realart Pictures Corporation.

theatres. Milwaukee.

Will

Convert Into Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BALTIMORE, MD., April 19.—
Joseph Castelberg has purchased the
Kafe Kaluna in Madison avenue, near
North avenue. He will convert it into a
motion picture theatre seating 1,500.

of

childless woman, two babies, a
boy and a girl, are to make a trip
from St. Paul to Englevale, N. D.,
and one of them may find a home.
The advertisement was placed to
call attention to a film presented by
Finkelstein
& Ruben, and announced a "Child for Sale." The
address of the theatre, 38 South
Seventh street, was given, and a
few days later a letter was received from Mrs. Hans Johnson,
Englevale, N. D., in which she said
she wanted a child of her own and

of

the

owners of the theatre, solved the
problem when he decided to send
two orphan children to Englevale,
charge

in

of

their

Johnson may choose

nurse.

Mrs.

either

boy or

girl.

This

little

human

interest- story,

given publication in the daily papers, aided materially in boosting
the box office receipts at the Blua
Mouse theatre during the showing
of the pictures.

Chicago

management of William BasHe has concluded week showtar.
ings at the Senate and McVicker's theatres and is closing a three-day showing
During the
at the People's theatre.
week of April 25 he will appear at Saxe's
the

a

asked further information.
M. L. Finkelstein, one

a series of

in

under

Arthur

Exploitation Story

y

1

Has Plans for
$650,000 Playhouse

Stern

a series of

pany.

his

*

special train is being run from Chicago to Milwaukee. Saturday, April 23,
for Mr. Cody.
He will stop en route and
have dinner with 12,000 "gobs" at the
Great Lakes training station.

following
return

to

which he has been associated of late.
These plays will present Mr. Cody in
more virile roles and will be made under
his own supervision and by his own com-

During

*

A

pictures in which he will portray an entirely

West is under the
William Bastar.

Central

Tribute to David

rauman

By "A FRIEND"
the passing of David Grauman
WITH
of Los Angeles, one of the most

notable careers in theatrical circles of
the nation has closed.
Mr. Grauman
entered the Pacific Coast dramatic field
when it was a veritable wilderness of
undevelopment a quarter-century ago,
and in that jungle which overran his
chosen field he blazed a clearing in which
he planted the seed of his future greatness.
With the strength and patience of
his youth, he sheltered and protected the
sapling that sprung from the seed which
he had sown amid such hardship, until,
in the quiet days of his old age, he beheld
the massive and mature oak, the triumph
of his labors.
Day after day,

thoughout

his

active

he securely laid stones in the foundation of the Pacific
Coast's theatrical
world, which, as the finished structure
present,
is
famous
in
every region of
at
the earth.
He cleared a long, arduous
trail of obstacles, so that those who have
life

succeeded him may tread along this path
to the greater achievements of the future.
To the late Mr. Grauman "D. J.," as he
was affectionately termed by those with
whom he associated his chosen work
was the theatre, so it was befitting that
he should launch the son so dear to his
heart
Sid Grauman in his life's work
and instruct him in the lore that he had
reaped through years of experience.
Father and son became inseparable; the
strivings of the one were the strivings
of the other: they worked for a common
goal; their lives were interwoven into
The bonds that joined the late
one.
David Grauman and his son, Sid Grauman, were stronger than those of kin-

—

—

—

— they

—

were those of friendship in
the righteousness one man could
treasure for another. Each great in his
field, the power of fame did not wither
the flower of their affection, which preserved its freshness and beauty to the
end.
ship

all

—
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Our Plan Boosts Patronage
Much

comment has been
many quarters by the
publication in the March iq issue of
this magazine of "A Greater Picture
by Martin

editorial

—

that of bringing the
ing the exhibitor
millions of potential patrons into the
Every exhibitor, producer
theatre.

and distributor should give serious
consideration to the suggestions presented by Mr. Woody in the subjoined letter addressed to Mr. Quigley:
.

on "A Greater Picture
" Public." appearing in a recent issue, is
of vital interest to every factor in the industry- While the trade in general, as you
have pointed out. has failed as yet to take
any united action in the matter of winning over new patrons, I am convinced
is

editorial

partial

JOHN

J.

manager of Realart Pictures Corporation, in a communication offers a discussion of this vital problem confront-

^OUR

Says

*

WOODY

S.

solution

of

this

COMMENTING ON A
RECENT EDITORIAL ON
ATTENDANCE WRITTEN
BY MARTIN J. QUIGLEY
OFFICIAL OF REALART
SAYS A SOLUTION FOR

problem

am

in

"There are

the

lines

are

now

We

ory that better pictures would sufficiently
increase their attendance to justify the
higher rental costs they would naturally
have to pay for these pictures.

acknowledged

the

of

»

theatre."
*

*

*

go farther than that and say that
least one count the producer and
distributor must plead guilty to negligence and shortsightedness. My feeling
is (and I cannot put this too strongly),
I

*

basis.

Finally, we sought some means to get
closer touch with our customers in
order to acquire a more intimate understanding of their problems, with the
thought in mind that through the possession of this knowledge we could do much
more to help them, with tlie certainty of
sharing with them a new prosperity.
I feel that results have amply justified
our earlier convictions, and I feel, too,
that we have done something, from the
producer-distributor angle, to reach out
to the "Greater Picture Public" you visualize in your editorial.
in

that the producers of the better type of

pictures have not attempted to cooperate

with the average exhibitor in
idea that the proper
presentation of a high quality program
spells an augmented attendance and, not
infrequently, an increased admission, over
that obtainable through the use of lowpriced mediocre productions.

*

Because they could play the pictures
first and then pay what they felt the picture had been worth to them, they were
persuaded to make this test where they
never would have considered buying
high-grade pictures on a straight rental

publicity to bring these people into the

sufficiently

selling

Realart, in sponsoring the Honor Plan,
several ideas.
believed that exhibitors were ready for a
selling plan based on honor, in other
words that they could be trusted to play
and then pay not a fixed rental or certain percentage, but what the production
was really worth to them.
Another reason for the plan was that
we wanted to learn how exhibitors generally would arrive at a fair rental when
offered the opportunity to set their own

was influenced by

Plan offered exhibitors
using cheap mediocre pictures an -opportunity to test out the the-

motion picture public who remain there
simply because the industry has made no
efforts away from the beaten tracks of

But
on at

the exhibitor for decision.

who had been

literally mil-

who

of potential patrons

lions

outside

*

The Ho nor

unqualified agreement with you

when you say:

*

price.

not distant.
I

phase of the

have received thousands of
reports along similar lines. These
have come in connection with the
promulgation of our Honor Plan,
which, as you probably know, gives
exhibitors the opportunity to use
our five Mayflower productions
without stipulated rental or percentage guarantees. The exhibitor
shows the pictures and then pays
what he considers them to have
been worth to him. The valuation
of the production is left entirely to

IN

INCREASING PATRONAGE
HAS BEEN FOUND

this

admirably.

We

Woody, general

John S.

comments sum up

situation

in

an

Public,"
Quigley.

that a

their

laudatory

prompted

him on the

JOHN
Genera) manager

of

S.

WOODY

Realart

Pictures

Corpora-

tion.

Every exhibitor

realizes the im-

portance of strong programs. He
knows that good features are necessary to attract patrons and that the

minating because

problem of getting a larger clientele is to be solved mainly by providing the best available entertainment, supplemented by adequate,
intelligent exploitation.!

But here the average exhibitor strikes

"How am

a snag.

tures

makes

when
it

I

to get the best pic-

the rental

impossible for

is

so high that

me

that at a profit?" he asks.
sufficient additional

an increase

in

to

it

show them

"Will

I

secure

business to warrant

my

service costs?"
* * *

During the past few months we have
from exhibitors bearing more or less directly on this

1

collected considerable data

subject of an increased patronage.

information

is

both interesting and

This
illu-

it mirrors the opinion
of a large number of exhibitors as to the
value and necessity of the better type or
feature productions.
When they do decide to take, a chance
and use these better pictures, it is interesting to note their attitude toward the
results.
Perhaps the most significant
comment we received along this line was
from an exhibitor who remarked simply,

"best people in town were in attendance
I had never seen in my house
before."
Another wrote us regarding this first
use of really high-grade productions:
"These pictures are softening the shell of
some and those who never attended before are creeping out once."
These exhibitors decided to offer pictures which were undoubtedly of a higher
grade than had hitherto been seen at their
theatres, and the results amply justified

— people

I
to them this radical change in policy.
have quoted these two exhibitors because

Congress Has Bill to
Prohibit Ticket Sale
When Theatre is Full
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C.. April 19.—
Local exhibitors again will be called upon
to fight legislation designed to limit the
number of tickets that may be sold for
admission to any performance. Representative
Wheeler having introduced in
congress a measure to that effect.

The bill prohibits the sale of tickets for
more admissions to any performance
than the seating capacity of the theatre
permit, and in the case of houses
giving continuous performances, no seats
may be sold when the capacity of the
house has been reached.
Fines of S100 and revocation of licenses are provided as penalties for viowill

lation of the

bill.

—

!

!
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Stupid

Pictures

Impractical

LASKY

Further Declares That to Throttle
.
„ TT
„
the Industry Will Hinder Progress
.

.

•

.

,

CENSORSHIP will not work.

It is stupid and inconsistent
There is only one thing that can stop good pictures from replacing the bad and that is attempts to throttle the industry!
Censorship has been an acknowledged failure

an article entitled "Is There Any
Sense in Censorship," which appears
in the May issue of Pictorial Review,
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president of
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, sets
forth in an informative manner the utter
futility of existing state censorship of
motion pictures.
The article is more than an attack on
the agitators and politicians who are

TM

seeking a dictatorship of the screen.
It
constructive in the many phases of
the subject discussed by the producer.
It should awaken the people in the states
where censorship is in force to the
is

stupidity and narrow-mindedness which
are controlling their entertainment.
*

*

»

Mr. Lasky gives nation-wide publicity
to actual instances of censorship's idiotic
methods. Case after case of silly childishness, bigotry and actual tyranny is
cited in a coldly analytical expose of
what censorship actually has done to
lower the entertainment value of pictures and to prevent the public from get-

ting innocent recreation.
Because of Mr. Lasky 's prominent
position in the industry and his standing
with the public, the Pictorial Review
Publishing Company has prepared a tremendous nation-wide campaign to advertise the article.
In addition to this, the fight for the
truth about the censorship evil will be
waged by means of thousands of posters
distributed among exhibitors, postcards
to every exhibitor and articles in the motion picture sections of the press, all calling attention to Mr. Lasky's expose.
Mr. Lasky's review expresses a firm
conviction in the desire of the average
motion picture public for clean enter-

tainment and he begins his

article in this

manner:
"Pictorial

women

Review's

campaign to rouse

America to kill the exhibition of indecent motion pictures has
my hearty endorsement and I am sure
is approved by every other reputable producer or exhibitor of motion pictures.
We want the help of the women, not only
their help in eliminating the bad pictures
but also their encouragement when we
produce a good one.
the

of

*
"I

believe

pany and

in

*

*

every person in our comevery other responsible pro-

ducing organization is working toward
the very same end sought by every right-

—

thinking woman to insure clean, decent,
intelligent entertainment for the screen
and I thoroughly believe that the women
have in their own hands the means for
bringing about this condition.
"There will never be many, however,
of the wrong set, for the resistless law
of public opinion regulates all great
movements.
For a striking proof of
this, look at the way public opinion absolutely controlled the exhibition of war
pictures in the fall of 1918.
Just as
soon as the armistice was signed war pictures had to be discontinued because the

public would not go to see them. Public
opinion will act in the same way when it
comes to indecent pictures. The public
demands clean and helpful entertainment.
"I have no patience with the man who
says the public likes unclean entertainment. He lacks convincing evidence to
support his statements, however plausible
his theorizing may sound.
The maga-

and books of the greatest circulation are clean.
They have to be to live.
The plays that live year after year appeal
only to the decent things in men and
zines

women."
Referring to pictures for children, Mr.

JOSEPH ALLER
Vice-pre»ident and general manager of the
Rothacker- Aller Laboratories, Loa Angelet,
Calif.

Lasky writes:

"Some

loose thinkers have criticized
certain pictures because they could not
take their children to them. This is really
arrant nonsense. Let us have done with
the thought that the photoplay is primarily for children. No more *s it child's
entertainment than is the speaking stage,
the novel, the magazine or the newspaper.
You cannot hold us down to
drama fit only for children. Some of
Barrie's most whimsical books cannot be
understood by children. And yet their
'cleanliness' is never in question.
*

«

"Hundreds

*

as pure as the
lily, cannot be understood by children and are therefore unsuitable for
them. We makers of screen drama aim
to serve the majority and not any specialized group.
While some persons feel
we should be filming Horatio Alger and
Harry Castlemon, we are bringing dozens
of authors, such as Sir James M. Barrie,
of

plays,

gilded

Sir

Gilbert

Parker,

Edward

Sheldon,

Somerset Maugham and Edward Knoblock to our studios to supervise the production of their stories.
The motion
picture gives you John Barrymore in 'Dr.
and
Mr.
Jekyll
Hyde' and some persons
complain because it is not of the same
literary specific gravity as 'Rollo in London.'

"There never

will

be a time when every

picture will please everyone.
Neither
presidents, preachers nor playwrights do
that.
So long as human tastes differ this

must be

Every producer, however,
so.
trying to make a picture that will please
as many people as possible, but he often
is

fails.

"The only thing that can stop good pictures from growing in number until they
entirely crowd out the bad pictures is an
attempt to throttle the industry down to
the standard of the 12-year-old girl.

"We must

We

not

be

stopped

in

our

progress.
cannot ask great authors
to write exclusively for childish minds."

Joseph Aller Joins
Rothacker on Coast

Known Film Man

Well

Placed

Charge

in

is

of

Western Office
Joseph Aller, formerly

W.

in

charge of the

laboratory at Los Angeles and recently in business for himself, has become associated with Watterson R. Rothacker, head of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, in a corporation which will direct Mr. Roth-

D.

Griffith

acker's activities on the

Aller Resident

West Coast.
Manager

The new corporation is the RothackerAller Laboratories and is controlled by
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company.
Mr. Rothacker is president; Mr.
Aller, vice-president and general manager, and J. Wesley Smith, secretary. Mr.
Aller is resident head.
At present, the
company is operating in Melrose avenue,
Hollywood.
Mr. Aller was born in Russia.
He
completed his education in a New York
technical school and entered the photographic business in 1898. From 1904 to
1913 he was laboratory superintendent
for the American Biograph Company. He
was in full charge of D. W. Griffith's
Los Angeles laboratory until Mr. Griffith removed east.
He then went into

business

for

himself,

taking

over

the

Griffith plant.

Has Rothacker's Confidence
"Mr. Aller ,is a true artist," said Mr.
Rothacker in speaking of his new asso"He puts art into the laboratory
just as a truly great director puts
His arcreative art into a photoplay.
tistry supplements the artistry in the
studio."
ciate.

work

McGrath Now Directing Anderson of Gulfport
Advertising for Arrow
Erecting New Theatre
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

William J. McGrath. formerly director
of advertising and publicity for Stol' Film
Corporation of America, is now with Arrow Film Corporation, 220 West 42nd

MISS., April 19—V. A.
Anderson, a newcomer in the theatre
business, has under construction a new

street, New York, where he has taken
over the advertising and publicity duties.

named

GULFPORT,

1,000

seat house.
the theatre.

He

has

not as yet

A
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Business Great
Says Laemmle
"How are conditions

37

Kansas City Theatre Men
Have Censor Law Modified
on the

Coast?" Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, was asked
during his short stay in Chicago while en route to New

Twenty Tax Payers Who Have Seen Picture Must
Sign Petition Before Appeal to Bar
Picture Can Be Made
(Special to the Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

York.

"Speaking for Universal they
wonderful!" declared the
"Production is at
producer.
high tide. Perhaps when I reare

home

turn to the

office I will

have some interesting announcements to make relative
to our activities."

Test Case Suspends
Blue Law in Dakota
Theatres Can Stay Open on
Sundays

for

Another

Month
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MITCHELL, S. D., April 19.—Attorney General Payne has announced that
the blue laws closing the theatres on
Sunday will not be rigidly enforced pending the decision of the supreme court interpreting the statute with regard to
exhibiting films on the Sabbath.
The test case before the court probably will be decided within the next
thirty days, the attorney general stated.
Restraining Order
Issued at Pomona
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

POMONA,

CAL., April 19.— A temporary order restraining Mayor Coving-

CITY, MO., April 19.—The Kansas City branch of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Missouri has just been successful in
obtaining modification of the city ordinance creating the censorship board.
The amendment to the ordinance as adopted by both houses of the
city council requires that twenty tax payers must have viewed a picture
before signing a petition to prohibit exhibition of a picture, and before
it can be used to take the picture from the screen it must be approved by
two members of the appeal board.

William Flynn Introduces Measure
William Flynn of Richards and Flynn, film distributors, who also is
a member of the upper house of the council, introduced the measure. At
a hearing on the bill on April 9, 200 women representing various organizations were present.
Especially antagonistic to the measure
Ess, a professional
and radical censorship advocate. After
threatening the political death of the
council if it acted favorably to the ordinance she vowed to close the motion
picture theatres of the city because they
are ''dens of vice," "schools of crime" and
She declared
"hotbeds of indecency."
that the proposal was an effort to disfranchise women and was a plot to destroy the morals of the community.
Is More Representative
Other speakers among the women,
however, admitted that there were many
good points in the amendment that
twenty persons were more representative than fifteen as called for under the
original ordinance.
The industry was represented by the
following members of the M. P. T. 0. M.:

was Mrs. Henry N.

JACKIE'S

from putting into effect the blue
laws voted here on April 4 has been
issued by the Los Angeles county suton

Harding, W. L. Shelton and
Lawrence Goldman; the Film Board by
W. C. Troug, Goldwyn; Ben Blotsky,

David

Associated Producers, and W.
ham, Pathe.
Picture Is Passed

Under

S.

Gra-

provision of the
could appeal
from a decision of the censor. It was
not necessary for any one of the fifteen
signing the petition to have seen the
picture.
Upon presenting the petition to
the appeal board one member could withdraw the picture from the screen.
Pathe's serial, "Velvet Fingers," recently was recalled by a petition signed
by sixteen persons. Nine of these persons had not seen the serial and one
denied signing the petition. The appeal
board reviewed the picture and it was
passed.

ordinance

the

original

fifteen

persons

TOO SICK TO RIDE HAND CARS NOW

perior court.

Reform Is Issue
At Hammond, Ind.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HAMMOND,

IND., April 19.— Sunday motion pictures and censorship have
been made an issue in the coming election

by the Woman's Christian Temperance
Union.
Questionnaires have been sent
by the women to all candidates to ascertain their stand on these reform measures.

Florida Women Ask
Picture Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TALLAHASSEE,

FLA., April 19.—

of resolutions have been received
by the state legislature from women's
clubs in various parts of the state asking
the enactment of a state censorship of
motion pictures.
series

C. J. Bradley Resigns
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.. April 19.—
Charles J. Bradley, for the last year director of publicity and advertising for
the Finkelstein & Ruben theatres in
Minneapolis, has resigned to accept a
position as campaign manager for Col.
George E. Leach, Republican candidate
for mayor. No successor to Mr. Bradley

has been chosen.

NEW

—

YORK, April 19 Jackie Coogan, who is featured as the kid in Charlie
Chaplin's picture of that title and who is star in his own right in "Peck's Bad
Dr. Jessie Heiman says the boy has
Boy," is suffering from acute bronchitis.
remarkable vitality and it is not believed that pneumonia will develop.
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"The Queen of Sheba"
a Lavish Production
Box-office Spectacle of Unusual Merit. Colorful Drama,
Full of Thrills That Are Logical in Relation to Story.

Gordon Edwards Wins New Directorial Laurels. Exceptionally Well Chosen Cast Supporting of Betty Blythe.

J.

-

the
INFox

"Queen of Sheba.
presents

extravaganza

an

that

is

'

William

elaborate

film

a

im-

distinct

The Cast
Queen of Sheba
King Solomon
Queen Amarath, wife

provement
"C
in

upon its predecessors,
leopatra" and "Salome."
It is big
sustained

interest,

heart

Betty Blythe
Fritz Lieber

Solomon
Claire De Lorez
George Siegmann
Sheba
Herbert Hayes

of

King Armud of Sheba
Tamaran, a courtier ol

appeal,

and the glamour of a love story of a
bygone age. The appeal to the eye
paramount because of the vastness

Mentor, Minister

of State
Herschel Mayall
Adonijah, brother of Solomon
G. Raymond Nye
King David
George Nichols
Beth-Sheba
Genevieve Blinn
Sheba's son, aged four
Pat Moore
Nomis, Sheba's sister
Joan Gordon
Olos, Sheba's giant slave William Hardy

i-*

of the sets and the masses that live in
J. Gordon Edwards, has done
yeoman work in visualizing the bar-

them.

King

of Tyre
of King

Envoy

John Cosgrove

Pharaoh

baric civilization ruled by

King Solo-

Princess Vashti
A Captain in Adonijah's

mon

picturesque

Joab. a soldier

the Wise, in

all

its

Paul Cazeneuve
Nell Craig

Army
Al Fremont
Earl Crane

glory.

The love story of Sheba's Queen
has remained

in

the

minds of men.

because of a certain romantic vividness

that

intrigues

the

imagination.

congratulated

retaining

the

iri-

in its transmis-

sion into film form.

Betty Blythe, as the

Mr. Fox, Mr. Edwards and Virginia
Tracy, the continuity writer, are to be

for

descence of the legend

fills

the part

Queen of Sheba

completely, both as to

acting ability and stately beauty. Fritz

Lieber in the part of King Solomon
miscast.

is

The outstanding

acting

performances are the contributions of
Joan Gordon, as Sheba's sister, G.

Raymond Nye, as Adonijah, and Nell
Craig as the Princess Vashti.
In one sequence, that of the chariot
race, the audience

is treated to one of
most effective thrills utilized in
motion picture production to date.
This has been extremely well staged
and the general chariot races are

the

brought to a dramatic climax by the
race of the teams driven by Sheba and
Princess Vashti, a battle of feminine
wiles to win the favor of King Solomon. This incident brings the first
half of the feature to a close and because of it the first part of the feature
is
much more effective from the
dramatic viewpoint, than the latter
half.
Director Edwards, erred in not
keeping the tempo of the latter part
of the production at the same high
level

Queen

as

the first
of Sheba

The
sequences.
should prove a

to the box-offices of
It lends itself admirthe country.
ably to high class exploitation, and in
the final analysis, while it is not free
of technical errors, still it is a boxoffice picture if there ever was one.

wonderful boon

—

S. C.
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"Bob Hampton" Neilan's Greatest Picture
Mans

Early Struggles in the West
Has Been Graphically Told in Picture Form. Adapted
From Randall Parrish's Novel. This First National
Feature Offers Unusual Exploitation Possibilities

Story of the Whitt

with which the previous Xeilan productions developed.

Players

One

James Kirkwood
Pat O'Malley
Wesley Barry

fax

is

feature for which Miss Fairresponsible and for which the

be

exhibitors

and the public

Noah Beery

grateful

the introduction into the

Tom

Parrish story of a part for Wesley

Daw

Marjorie

Gallery

Priscilla

Bonner

Barry.

Dwight Crittenden

West

Charles

is

The

will

picture as a whole

is

tensely dramatic and the interspers-

comedy

ing of pleasing

to the satisfaction of all

XEILAX

The

novel,

depending upon the

Indian wars in the nineteenth -century for

its

theme, has given Xeilan

the opportunity to surpass his previ-

ous efforts

in the

Red men and horses
faithful manner the
bloody fights that marked the pioneer days in the West. Coming as
a climax is Custer's last stand. The
moments here are intense and only
re-enact

really big productions of the year.

edly

many

its

"Bob Hampton

attributes,

of Placer''

undoubt-

the producer's greatest pic-

is

wholly unlike anything that he has worked
with heretofore, the producer has
given a remarkable demonstration
He has reof transcriptive ability.
vealed further his versatility and
keen perception in handling a
is

"Bob Hampton

of Placer"

exploitation

possibil-

of his cast and in the
locations. The
atmospheric
choice of
picture excels in photography and

selection

seven reels there

when

is

the interest
*

*

is

—

titles.

*

However, she mastered

Hamp-

sible

for

it,

last

wants forceful pictures. Show
them "Bob Hampton." Tell your

lic

dis-

acumen responthe marked smoothness

playing the same

Custer's

duction should not be entertained by
The public wants
the exhibitor.
clean entertainment. "Bob Hampton of Placer" offers that. The pub-

ton of Placer" a big task confronted
her.

in

"Bob Hampton of Placer is a
It is a picture
truly big picture.
that should command a universal
It will give satisfaction
audience.
Fear that
to young and old alike.
the .public will not support the pro-

not a moment
not sustained.

In "Bob

—

sacrifice

fight.

the

Granting to Neilan the credit for
finished product one cannot
overlook the adroitness with which
Marion Fairfax has handled the con-

and

wrongly

officer of

supreme

the

tinuity

way

convicting an
murder, his eventual
exoneration and the realization of
his longing to return to the life he
loved the army only to pay the

army

in the

Throughout

its

It is the story of circumstantial

lar.

evidence

effects'.

weaving

through the dramatic and spectacu-

advertising.

scenic

romance

virile

and no
wisely modulate his

Xeilan has run true to form

*

perceptibly to the success of the
production.
As 'stated previously,
the producer would have overlooked
a valuable asset had he not included
young Barry in the cast.
The story already is known to
In it is
its thousands of readers.

are practically limitless

exhibitor will

fired

.

picture

Its

Parrish.

*

been

Featured in the production are
James Kirkwood. Pat O'Malley.
Marjorie
Daw and "Freckles"
Bam- Kirkwood responds sympathetically to the exacting requirements of the role assigned him.
Though handling less difficult parts,
both O'Malley and Miss Daw add

is an
because it unquestionably will be given the unrestrained support of the public. It
has prestige in having been a popular and widely read novel by Randall

ities

a

*

diversity of situations.

exhibitor's

in

after the last shot has
will the spectator relax.

ture to date.

Taking a story that

production of the
has
been

Xothing

of white men.

that will rank as one of the

Considering

welcome

spared to give the big battle scenes
realism and atmosphere. Hundreds

again

has given to the screen a feature

is

relief.

spectacular.

MARSHALL

situations in

which young Barry romps through

Marshall Neilan, who made "Bob Hampton of
Placer" for First National, and two scenes from
the play.

patrons that it is Xeilan at his best
and your statements will not be

misleading.— T. M.

S.
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International Film Service Co. Studios

Joseph

Urban, Production

April 30, 1921

Manager

Cosmopolitan
Headquarters
VjmiJJAM RANDOLPH HEARST'S
International Film Studio,

mopolitan Productions are made,

where Cosis

one of the

and best equipped in New York. It
faces Second avenue and the front of the
property covers the entire block between
126th and 127th streets. The building runs
largest

back three-quarters of a block toward Second
avenue. Recently the entrance to the building has been remodeled and the handsome
effect

gained

illustratii

is

shown

in

an accompanying

>n.

George

William Le Baron, Editor-in-Chief

B.

Van

Cleve, Vice-President and GenJ. Mgr.

William Sistrom, Studio Manager.

:

April
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Have Wide Appeal

Street" Will

D. W. Griffith's Latest is Another Story of the Slums of
London. Marked by Unusual Acting on the Part of
Ralph Graves, Carol Dempster and Charles Mack.
which he uses to

in dramatic situations, deft
RICH
in character drawing, with infinite

shown in its details "Dream
makes a strong box office atfor United Artists. While it

care

Street,''

traction
is

not the greatest of D.

creations,
to a

wide

it

W.

Griffith's

undoubtedly will appeal

circle of- people.

It is

a

picturization of ordinary, everyday
folk in humble surroundings and
makes a direct appeal to the heart.

was written by Roy
from two of Thomas Burke's
stories of London slum life "Gina of
Chinatown" and 'The Sign of the
Lamp." It is in ten reels divided into
two parts. The second half of the
picture presents some absorbing melo-

The

scenario

Sinclair,

The Cast
Carol Dempster
Gypsy Fair
W. J. Ferguson
Her Father
James "Spike" McFadden Ralph Graves
Billie McFadden Charles Emmett Mack
Edward Peil
Sway Wan
Porter Strong
Samuel Jones
Police

Slattery
George Neville

Charles

Inspector

Tom Chudder
Sayer

of

Tyrone Power

Old Truths

Trickster of the Streets

Emmett Mack and

it

Morgan Wallace

would be hard

to differentiate between them as to
which gives the best performance.
The boisterousness of youth is superbly shaded by the work of W. T.

Ferguson.
strong.

Tyrone

Morgan

Power. Porter
and Edward

W allace

Peil.

Griffith has endeavored to set down
or express certain spiritual elements
of life and he has succeeded wonder-

"Spike"' McFadden. a bully, selfish
and arrogant, and leader of the slum
toughs, possessed of a beautiful voice

The

a
neither
Fair,

affair.

battle

attract girls to him.

love with Gypsy
dance hall entertainer, but
fall

in

knows of the other's love
Gypsy thoroughly enjoys the
of hearts and "Spike's" bold-

ness strikes a responsive chord in the
little dancer.
Billy, because of his
diffidence, is soon left far behind in
the race and in his rage at "Spike"
winning the girl he determines to
shoot his brother.
He changes his

mind, however, and later when he
does kill a rowdy, he lets "Spike"

The stronger man
shoulders the responsibility and undergoes the trial unshaken, until Billy,
conscience stricken, comes forth and
assume the blame.

confesses.

It is full of surprises, refreshing incidents and laughable little
touches that move one alternately to
smiles and tears.

drama.

They both

concerns two brothers.
Billy McFadden. a weakling physically, but spiritually of fine mold, and
story

The love scenes between the young
people are particularly amusing and
fully of exquisite drama.
The personification of good and evil, in "The
Saver of Old Truths" and "The
Trickster of the Streets." which appear in the street close beside the
sides of the boys, are very well
handled bits of screencraft.
Scenically

"Dream

Street"

is

beau-

done and the photography of
Hendrik Sartow bespeaks the master
hand behind the camera. The scenes
of the fog-laden by-ways of the slums
tifully

are particularly effective.

The character of "Spike" as portrayed by Ralph Graves is lifelike and
one of the most striking pieces of
work ever directed by Griffith. Carol
Dempster's "Gypsy Fair" is all that
could be desired and Charles Mack
made the most of the role of the
Together and indiweakling. Billy.
vidually they are excellent characterizations.

fully well through the medium of his
players in presenting this upon the
screen.
The figure of the Chinaman,
typifying lust; the street musician,
whose strangely beautiful face is but
a mask, hiding the evil of his soul
and the itinerant street preacher,
typi tying the good influence, are all
splendidly drawn and are woven into
the story with pleasing and wonderful
effect.

The principal roles are in the hands
of three young people: Carol Dempster,

Ralph

Graves

and

Charles

S. C.
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Shows Surest Way
Raise Irish Fund

Benefit

to

April 30, 1921

Named

Assistant

Manager

Have Named May 4 on Which
Collect Relief Money

Theatres of Country

to

MAY

4 has been set as the date on which the theatres of the country
will concentrate on raising funds for the relief of Ireland's hungry
women and children.
The committee in charge of which E. F. Albee is chairman suggests
that the surest way perhaps to raise the money is to conduct benefit

performances.
states are requested to make preALL
liminary plans immediately to assure

the success of the campaign. The means
of raising the money will be worked out
in various territories by conferences between the state chairmen of the American Committee for Relief in Ireland and
the local organizations of motion pic-

theatre

and legitimate

exhibitors

ture

managers.
In

New York

planned to hold sevbenefit performances in legitimate
it

is

eral
theatres.

*

*

*

night, April 24 and again
on Sunday night, May 1. actow, musicians, stage hands and all others identi-

On Sunday

fied with the profession, have assured
the committee that they will gladly contribute their services gratis to these

benefits.

At the recent committee meeting, those
attended either personally or by
E. F. Albee, chairrepresentative were:
man; William A. Brady, president of the
N. A. M. P. I.; William Fox, Martin
Beck, head of the Orpheum circuit; Sam
H. Harris, president of Producers The-

who

Association;
John
Managers
Actors
the
president
of
Emerson,
Equity; Walter J. Moore; Joseph Webber, president of the American Federaatrical

tion of Musicians; Harry L. Spencer,
assistant president of the International
Alliance of Stage Hands and Picture Apparatus, and Joseph Maxwell, executive

director of the Motion Picture and TheDivision of the Committee.

atrical

»

Sydney

»

»

Cohen, president of the
Theatre Owners of
Motion
Picture
America, was in Rochester and for that
reason was unable to attend the meetMr. Cohen appointed Leo Brecher
ing.
of the Plaza theatre, chairman of a comS.

mittee to assist the campaign in the picture theatres in greater New York.
The campaign for Irish Relief by motion picture interests is already being
organized in twenty-four states according to advices received at the general
committee headquarters from the regional chairman.
In Rhode Island the motion pictu-e
theatres already have raised nearly $9,000
Chairman Fay of Provifor the fund.
dence has reported that amount from
Sunday performances in the picture
houses on April 3.

Plans Unusual Program
For Rialto Anniversary
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK, April 19.—The Rialto
Hugo

theatre, under the direction of
Riesenfeld, will celebrate its fifth anniversary next week. An elaborate musical
program has been arranged as a feature

of the bill, in addition to the feature picture, Elsie Ferguson in "Sacred and Pro-

fane

Love."

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

Exhibitors to
By MONTE CREWS

(Former Manager, Alamo, Fayette, Mo.)
For the small town exhibitor, I believe a printing
outfit is the best investment
that can be made.
I am a firm believer in postcards, throw-aways, handbills,

window

cards
and
other
printed matter. When I first
went in business, I found the
charges of the local printing

were almost prohibitive.
By looking around I picked
up an old-style Gordon press,
a cutter, plenty of type and a
offices

printer's stick for $250.

my own

I

set

ads and did the
It
wasn't
printing myself.
long before I became a pretty
fair printer. I even printed my
own letter heads. In fact, I

up

turned out a first-class twocolor job for one picture.
All of this was done in spare
time and I saved myself about
$80 per month.
It not only saved me money
and gave me a chance to put
out an unlimited amount of
paper, but very often proved
invaluable in an emergency.
I

recall the

day Vice-Presi-

dent Marshall came through.
After threatening a storm, it
turned out bright and clear and
nearly a thousand automobiles
parked at the grove where he
spoke. I hastily set up a throwaway, rushed it through and
dropped one in each car. And
I certainly did do a big business.

Fayette has a population of
2.300.

YORK, April 19— Charles
NEW
Rogers,
new manager
Rob-

R.

the

of

Distributing
Corporation,
ertson-Cole
has announced the appointment of George

M. Sharrard to the position of assistant
general manager. Mr. Sharrard recently
has been in charge of the department of
mail sales for Realart.

Anti-Blue Dinner to
Be Held on April 25
Prominent Citizens Opposed to
These Laws Will Be
Guests
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

April

19.— Some

America's most prominent citizens

of

who

government by blue laws
be guests at a banquet to be given
at the Hotel Commodore on April 25 under the auspices of a committee of citizens of the state of New York.
Among the distinguished Americans
who have accepted the invitation to attend the dinner are the following:
GOVERNOR— Edward I. Edwards and staff of
are opposed to
will

New

Jersey.

—

CONGRESSMEN C. D. Sullivan. John F.
Carew. John J. Kindred, Nathan D. Perlmen,
Martin C. Ansorge. D. J. Riordan. Albert B.
Kahn, Andrew N. Peterson,
Julius
Rossdale
Thomas Jefferson Ryan.
MAYORS Taylor of Wilmington; Kincaid of
Mt. Vernon; Wilson of Bridgeport, Conn.; Sullivan of Worcester, Mass.; Gillen of Newark.

—

Hague

N. J.;

of Jersey City.

SENATORS— Nathan Straus. Jr.;
Lockwood, John J. Boylan, Jeremiah
F. Twomey. James J. Walker, Bernard Downing,
Martin G. McCue.
STATE ASSEMBLYMEN— Ralph Halpern,
Mario G. DiPirro. Frederick A. Wells, Peter A.
Leininger, Robert B. Wallace, Owen M. Kiernan,
Chas. D. Donahue, Nathan Lieberman, Henry
Baum, L. V. Doherty, F. R. Galgano. Samuel
Dickstein, Sol Ullman, J. J. O'Connor. Benj AnThos.
tin, F. L. Hackenburg, J. H. Caulfield. Jr.,
F. Burchill, A. H. Henderson, John R. Crews,
STATE

Charles

C.

Michael E. Riburn.

:

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
of

WW

motion

"The

ON

pi

Fl avor Lasts

WRIGLEY, JR., MANUFACTURER OF
WILLIAM
Spearmint, most widely known chewing^ gum, included
in a series of articles on advertising recently published
Chicago Evening American the statements that his first
advertising order represented an expenditure of $300, that his
advertising for last year cost $3,500,000, and that present activities entail a daily expense of $10,000. In explanation of the
increase in the face of recorded success he likened a business to
a railroad train, advertising performing the function of the
in the

locomotive, and pointed out the effect of cutting off the engine.
Advertisers of motion picture entertainment who have
curtailed advertising and now are contemplating reduction of
admission prices should find Mr. Wrigley's statements profitable reading. Certainly no theatre man has better cause to believe his product sufficiently well advertised. He has increased
his appropriation.
Spearmint has retailed for a nickel since the day it was
placed upon the market.

EXHIBITORS WHO FEEL
that

economy of

some

sort

should be effected in their advertising will profit by reading the
"Money Making Idea" contributed
by Monte Crews, former manager
of the Alamo theatre, Fayette. Mo.,
and printed upon the opposite page.
The saving effected by Mr. Crews
was a purely monetary one. Volume of advertising was increased
Quality
rather than decreased.
was maintained. No other type of
economy is compatible with advertising success.

SYMPHONY AMUSETHE
ment
with headquarters
Offices,

established in the Hartford Building.
Chicago, offers presentation
and prologue talent to exhibitors
within a radius of 500 miles.
motion picture director will direct
stage features and arrange programs if desired. Though not the
first institution of the sort organized, it is the first in which this and
other advantages are offered. The
announcement of the opening is
particularly well timed. Exhibitors
have evidenced in the past few
months unprecedented interest in
presentation and a sincere desire
to develop the new program form
as it has been demonstrated worthv

A

of development.
An era of better
motion picture theatricals in the
territory served should follow.

THE

GOLDWYN ADVER-

tisement for

"A

Worlds," page 9 of

Tale of

Two

Exhibitors

Herald

for April 16, recalled to
close readers of this department
the prologue suggestion printed on
page 42 of the March 19 issue.
S. L. Rothafel, managing director
of the Capitol theatre, New York,
used the balcony scene from the
play as the basis of an interlude
instead of a prologue, having seen
the production and found it desirable to do so.
"The interlude

was applauded at each showing,"
Mr. Rothafel states. Another practical

demonstration of the "Sug-

Fire Chief," an Arbuckle
That was a neat stroke
of advertising: genius.
Village

comedy.

MEYER, EXHIBIFRED
tor and citizen of Hamilton,
S.

O.,
inside page of his
excellently edited house organ for
the Palace theatre to editorial com-

devotes the

first

ment of general interest. An item
from the issue of April 17 printed
in the interests of a

"Greater

Ham-

of special interest to readers of this department. It follows
"Exhibitors Herald," one of
America's greatest motion picture
publications, a trade paper that
goes into every one of the 20,000
theatres in this country (we don't
know how many abroad), has
done more than any medium we
ilton"

is

know

of in putting Hamilton on
map.
Time after time the
"Herald" has devoted a page to
this
theatre and some of the
Not for any
things we've done.
personal reasons, but for Hamilton's sake, we're grateful and ap-

the

preciative, for this is another step
a

toward

GREATER HAMIL-

TON.

SECOND
LHE
electric
theatre

LARGEST
sign

in

the

country, 52 feet high and 12 feet
wide, is reported placed over the
entrance of the Victory theatre,
There are many
Evansville, Ind.
cities larger than Evansville, and
many theatres larger than the Victon', but there is only one advertising manager with a larger capacity for appreciation of sign
potentialities.

LO.

LUKEN,

OF

THE

department, exhibiting a fire prevention film called
"America's Greatest Crime." That
was praiseworthy support of a

First National Exhibitors
Circuit of the Northwest, recently told the Tacoma (Wash.)
Advertising Club that advertising has been to the motion
picture business what the electric spark has been to the automobile. He said that advertising
10.000,000 persons
has induced
daily to attend motion picture
Mr. Luken's comparitheatres.

commendable movement for public

son

After the special picture
was finished the theatre added to
the occasion by exhibiting "The

also

gestions in the Stills" service rendered exclusively by this publication.

PASADENA THEATRE.
THE
Pasadena,
gave a
Cal..

free

performance recently

request of the

safety.

special
at

the

fire

.

is

picturesque and effective,

He might
conservative.
have likened advertising to gasoline without stretching a point.
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Suggestions in the
jazz"

in

prominent

April 30, 1921

Stills

majority of instances.
Brief concerts at
street intersections should attract considerable

the

For stage purposes a jazz prologue or interlude
of any desirable magnitude might be employed. As the
stills indicate, many or few players may participate in
this, according to facilities and talent available.
In newspaper and other advertising the syncopation angle should
be stressed also.
Publicity stories based upon recent
organized movements against jazz music and the more
sensational dances should prove acceptable to the majority
of editors.
attention.

EXPLOITATION

and presentation of ultra-modern
suggested by accompanying stills from "The
House That Jazz Built," Wanda Hawley's Realart production.
The title is one that will be read twice and in
all probability talked about by those to whose attention
it is brought.
A jazz band costumed as indicated above
and mounted upon a properly decorated truck for a tour
of the city should give the title wide circulation and atnature

is

many to the theatre. Such an enterprise entails little
expense save for salaries of those employed, and members
of the bouse orchestra should be willing to "double in
tract

UNIVERSAL describes

"Blue Sunday," Universal-Jewel comedy featuring Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran, as "a riproaring satire on Blue Law enforcement." The above still is chosen from many similar ones indicating clearly the
nature of the attraction. Exhibitors should not find it difficult to make good use of the production as an argument
against the indicated menace.
Exploitation and presentation which will arouse public opinion against those conducting the organized movement for oppressive legislation should produce effects of more than immediate box office benefit.
Stocks may be placed at various points as indicated above, singly or in groups. Burlesque "reformers" may be sent
out upon the public highway to "warn" smokers, automobile drivers, gum chewers, perfume users^ etc. For stage
purposes a playlet may be modeled after the comedy. Several stage plays and tabloid playlets have been produced
setting forth conditions as they may be in 1950 if proposed "reforms" are imposed upon the public.
These may be
used with alterations to suit present requirements. Such a campaign properly conducted should evoke voluminous
newspaper mention. In many instances it will not be possible to obtain editorial comment. Local conditions should
govern the designing of the campaign in each engagement.

-
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Chicago Neighborhood Business Thrives
As Result of Ryan- Ullrich Showmanship
"Bicsiness as usual"

is

the industrial

report of the time.

"Business better than ever before'
is

heard less frequently.
Merchants in the neighborhood ad-

jacent to the intersection of Jackson

and

boulevard

Chi-

avenue,

Cicero

cago, reply thus to interrogators at the

present time.

A

motion picture theatre

is

respon-

for the condition indicated. Exhibitors liaving misgiznngs as to the

sible

security of the
diate future

box

may

imme-

office in the

base upon the history

of that theatre plans for reproducing
the indicated business conditions in

Such misgivings

communities.

their

should vanish promptly.

November, 1920, Charles H. Ryan
and L. A. Ullrich, young showmen

JN
of

ability,

inspected

neighborhood,

among

the

designated

others,

with a

view to obtaining a motion picture theatre

in

residence

a

district.

They

found the corner poorly lighted and

and industrially
But
two places of business, saloons and
drug stores struggling for existence,
remained open evenings.
In the Ben Hur theatre. 306 S.
Cicero avenue, they saw potentitalities.
They assumed control of that playunattractive at night

sluggish during business hours.

house.

They immediately mapped out a
plan of action the 'chief purpose of

which was to stimulate community interest and bring residents of the neighborhood to the chosen corner as frequently as possible.
First National, Paramount, Goldwyn, Select and Realart booking arrangements were made. The pictures

thus contracted for were closely ex-

amined and the strongest attractions
booked for Saturday and Sunday exhibition.

Under

conditions existing at

the time the theatre

was taken over

those nights were the best of the week.
It

was determined

to give patrons

who

attended entertainment so far superior
to that to which they had been accus-

tomed as

"make them talk about it."
same time special features
were instituted to impress upon patrons the fact that the new manage-

At

the

to

A

portrait of Pat O'Malley, formerly a Chicago boy, occupies prominent position
in the lobby of the Ben Hur theatre, the influence of which as managed by C. H.
Ryan and L. A. Ullrich, has rejnvenated business and social life of the neighborhood in which it is located.

ment was determined

to

give

them

novelty as well as quality.

A

vocalist

was employed on Sat-

urday nights.

A

Ladies'

Hat Contest was held

on Friday nights.
Every Tuesday a Song Contest

was

staged.

A

Jazz Night, in which a jazz
gave a stage performance
lasting 45 minutes, was tried as an

band

experiment and found so successful
that it was made a weekly event.

Blanks for names and addresses of
patrons were distributed and a mailing list compiled as quickly as possible.
The lobby was brilliantly lighted
and neatly decorated. Above the box
office window was placed a big portrait of Pat O'Malley, a Chicago boy,

whose rise to prominence in motion
pictures has attracted wide attention
within and without- the trade.
The children of the neighborhood
were given special attention also.
Punch and Judy show was staged at
one matinee. At another a Children's
Song Contest, similar to that in which
their elders participated, was conducted. Candy was distributed at another time and all school children
were admitted free of charge when a

A

serial

was

started.

Today, five months after the opening of the theatre under the management of Messrs. Ryan and Ullrich, the
corner presents a changed appearance.
Lights in windows of stores that
formerly were closed at twilight, and
in many that were untenanted, illuminate both streets.
'"Business better than ever before"
is the response of the merchant to the
conventional inquiry.
The important point to exhibitors
generally is the fact that the same
reply is forthcoming from the theatre
Business at the Ben
management.
Hur theatre is better than ever before
for the very good reason that the
house has been managed as never before.

Modern showmanship methods have
been applied.
The neighborhood has prospered.
Other exhibitors can accomplish like
results by like methods. The fact that
in promoting general business prosperity the theatre man promotes simultaneously the prosperity of his box
should be ample inducement for
the exhibitor business man to follow
the lead of Messrs. Ryan and Ullrich.
office
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A Comedy

Adaptable Prologue Marks
"Passion Flower" Opening

Campaign
Fred Hathaway, advertising manager for the Alhambra Amusement
Co., Utica, N. Y., recently experienced marked success with an exhaustive campaign conducted in behalf of "A Small Town Idol," Mack
Sennett's Associated Producers, Inc.,
production. His success, in view of

methods used, substan-

advertising

essentials Mack Senstatements in regard to
exploitation and presentation of slaptiates

in

its

nett's recent

comedies -printed

stick

An

in this publi-

Mr. Hathaway's campaign, written by himself,
is presented herewith for the guidance of theatre men using attractions
cation.

outline

of

of the character indicated.

For lobby display
of

advance
centra]

"Presentability"

is

a

modern

exhibitorial

requirement.

it

Norma Talmadge's

of

aid

sign

poster and

in

of

sheets,

to-

six

street car

First

National
during its

houses less favorably equipped, a> concerns stage facilities, fewer players may be employed.
A single Spanish dancer
will serve in cases where architectural handicaps are greatest.
For the theatre which can accommodate no stage presentation
a wealth of characteristic music, vocal and instrumental, is avail-

Two
at

Pictures possessing the indicated quality serve the theatre
as an institution excellently, developing resources and opening
the way to new and meritorious innovations.
Their value is not limited to entertainment or box-office
merit.

Also 20 of our

hangers with cut thereon of

made from

transparencies

still.

— one

in theatre

of screen, and one over

left

first

landing of balcony entrance.
Eight stair risers on stairway lead-

In

able.

from one-sheet

painter
photos.

lien Turpill

was presented as shown above and below
engagement at the Capitol theatre. New York. The same Style
of prologue may he used in practically any American theatre.

attraction,

from

figures

weeks

cutouts

gether with streamers worked up by

Though but recently included anion" the demands the theatre
man makes upon producers,
is rising rapidly in the scale of
importance.
' The Passion
Klower,"

— two

dates

play

ing to balcony.

Street cars

— one

week

in

advance

play dates dash cards, outside 22\

<>i"

on

fronts

of

175 cars and

350

hangers inside of cars.

Advance advertising
t<>

in

newspapers

extent of $120.00.

Tie-up with Utica Observer as

fol-

lows, receiving extra free publicity in

paper and on the

street, offer to

news-

boys financed by Alhambra manage-

ment

:

To boy

most "Observers"
and pass
good for one month to Alhambra.
Four other prizes in proportion
and free admission to see "A Small
Town Idol" to all newsboys enterselling

for the week, $3.00 in cash

ing the contest.

Condition
to

wear

— All contestants required
quarter-sheet

a

jute

tag-

Am

Out for
board card reading "I
the Special Ben Turpin Cash Prize
for

the

Selling

Town

Most

'Observers'

See Ben Turpin in 'A Small

Today.

Alhambra Today.

Idol,'

Buy

'Observer' from Me."

Xew sboys
>pirit

entered into contest with

and helped us

As per

greatly.

request to Mr. Brady, re-

—
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ceived the following day letter in time
for newspaper publicity, i. e.

BUFFALO,
H. G.

LUX,

N. Y.,

MAR.

23, 1921.

JR.,

ALHAMBRA AMUSEMENT

"Stealers" Presentation
Effective Easter Program

CO., INC.,

UTICA,

N. Y.

PRINT SMALL TOWN IDOL
REC'D SPECIAL AMERICAN
EXPRESS MESSENGER DIRECT
FROM LOS ANGELES. AM

SENDING MESSENGER TO
YOU WITH PRINT. RECOMMEND THAT AFTER YOU
HAVE SCREENED THIS FOR
MUSICIANS YOU PLACE SAME
IN SAFE DEPOSIT VAULT,
THIS DUE TO FACT THAT
IS WIDESPREAD PLOT
DUPLICATE SAME FOR FOR-

THERE
EIGN

COUNTRIES.

THIS

IS

THE ONLY PRINT IN ANY EXCHANGE THROUGHOUT THE
COUNTRY. MR. SENNETT ADVISES THAT OTHER PRODUCING COMPANIES ARE ANXIOUS TO SEE THIS PICTURE
WITH IDEA OF OFFERING
BEN TURPIN, THE HERO, A
CONTRACT CALLING FOR FIGURES BEYOND IMAGINATION.
MR. SENNETT RECOMMENDS
THAT AFTER SHOWING EACH
NIGHT THE PRINT BE DEPOSITED WITH LOCAL BANK.
MUST INSIST THAT YOU PUT
UP TEN THOUSAND BOND AS

ADDED PROTECTION

AGAINST

PICTURE

STOLEN,

AS

MR.

BEING

SENNETT

HAS INVOLVED IN THIS PRODUCTION OVER FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS.

THOMAS
MGR.. ASS'D
1:20 6:00 A.

W. BRADY,
PRODUCERS, INC.

M.

H. M. Rouda, manager of Ascher's Auditorium theatre.
Dayton, O... used '"The Stealers," Robertson-Cole production, in
the manner shown for his Easter program, one of the best re
ported from any quarter.

The

above shows the opening. Blue lighting,
cathedral chimes and muffled organ music of religious character
were used.

As
the set

illustration

lights

came up and the scrim drop dissolved

shown below

sang "The Holy

a spotlight picked

City.''

As

and the feature closed as
Immediately took telegram to local
bank and arranged for repository for
film
during engagement, and also
secured bond and duplicate from a
local

company who used same

for per-

sonal advertising purposes.
Had our sign painter make enlargement of "Day Letter" 18 ft. by 4 ft.

which was fastened underneath marquee with large cut out index pointing

same and lettered "READ."
Arranged forty stills of production
on a three-sheet frame together with
original "day letter" and bond dupli-

to

cate, the result being that after this
board was placed in position on sidewalk from two to eight people were
constantly pei using it.
advertising
Current
newspaper

Used 12 stands for bill postUsed 150 window cards made

$174.20.
ing.

—

As a final clinch hired
for $30.00 for week to work four
shows a day as "professional laugher"
his business being to help keep the delighted audiences in an uproar of
laughter when situations called for
same. It was $30.00 well invested.
"A Small Town Idol" went big.

up

special.

man

With

up a soprano soloist who

she neared the end the spot
it

opened.

to disclose

The

was dimmed

picture followed.

the illustrations presented herewith as guidance any

exhibitor can evolve a fitting stage feature for a similar occasion.

Mr. Rouda performs a genuine service to the trade in contributing a working model of a particularly difficult type of special
entertain ment.

—
K \
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Universal Issues
Teaser Slides for
Screen Campaign
Teaser

slides patterned closely after

newspaper teaser

the general style of

advertising campaigns in use are to be
issued by the exploitation department

of the Universal Film Manufacturing

Co. for forthcoming productions.

The

prepared

for

>eries

A

of

three

slides

cutout from the 24-sheet issued in connection with "The Brute Master," a J.
Parker Read, Jr., production, by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, was
effectively utilized by the Tivoli theatre, Beaumont, Tex., in a lobby display
strong by reason of its simplicity.

Newspaper Reviewer Praises
"Brute Master" Lobby Set
Once more
Lobby displays are wortb while.
The lobby display of the Tivoli theatre, Beaumont, Tex., for "The Brute
Master," Hqbart Bosworth's J.
Parker Read, Jr., production for Hodkinson distribution, was worth considerably more than the vague, conventional "while."

was worth a great deal of money.
The motion picture critic of the
Beaumont Daily Journal made the
It

lobby display of the Tivoli theatre the
feature of that picture's review during
the engagement. The first paragraph
of a four-paragraph review running
half a column is devoted exclusively
to a description of the lobby display
pictorially reproduced herewith. From
that point the reviewer breaks naturally into the criticism of the picture.

As newspaper

criticism the review-

ranks high. It is presented herewith
for that reason and because the exhibitor who knows local reviewers
personally may duplicate the designated accomplishment and gain for the
special lobby which he constructs for
a given production the additional
drawing power which undoubtedly
was imparted to the Tivoli display by
review mention.

Under a

three-line head

which read,

"Bosworth Portrays 'Brute Master'

With Uncanny Force,"

the review in
part appeared as follows:

The

lobby- of

the

Tivoli

theatre

"Desperate

Youth,"

Gladys

Walton

vehicle, are presented herewith.

A

test

of the plan was carried out

"Come right in, and see a real
he-man picture," for there is a miniature tropical isle, on which is a palm
tree, bamboo stalks, a stuffed wild
boar and a stuffed bear.
Grinning
and chattering at the curious is a
live monkey, of the Rhesus variety
tiny as a new baby, wonderfully
human in its expression. The lifesize cut-out picture of Hobart Bosworth in his role of "brute master,"
dominates the whole exhibit one of
the most original lobby displays that
Beaumont movie fans have seen.
says

—

—

Inside,

the picture

bears out

the

promise of the lobby attractions.
Hobart Bosworth is a veritable brute
in appearance.
His massive blond
head, with its hawklike blue eyes,
powerful chin, and strongly marked

with slides issued in connection with
recent Uniand exhibitors are

"The Big Adventure," a
versal publication,

rises from a torso that
might have equalled that of Hercules.
Bosworth is an undisputed artist in

features,

—

line
the
portrayal
of
strength and mental force.

his

Anna

Q.

Nilsson.

the

gross

beautiful

Swedish girl, is the woman who
remakes the brute into a man, with
a man's
impulses rather than a
beast's.
The sea captain, shorn of
his command of his ship through the
insane action of a whipped member
of the crew, becomes through efficiency and real courage, the leader of
the salvaged crew, which includes
two passengers a society man and
a girl. The society man, in his own

—

is an admirable fellow,
chivalrous, cultured. Thrown on his
own. as beast battling with beast, he
becomes a beast. The brute captain, under the same circumstances,
rises to an astonishing height of nobility, and wins the love and loyalty
of the girl he had tried to violate in
the first reels.

surroundings,

said

to

have reported so favorably
was

results experienced that the plan

adopted for future offerings.

The combining

of merits attaching

to screen advertising

campaign

and the

demonstrated
as
result in general satisfaction.

teaser

should
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cafes were given place cards such

New

as that reproduced above at left prior to the
Lyric theatre opening of "Black Beauty." During the run
of the picture cards bearing the theatre name, as shown

above, were substituted ft>r the unidentified
Transients doubtless responded in numbers to
the appeal thus simply made, as well as citizens who dine

at

right

teasers.

downtown.

BLACK

"Black Beauty

tallvho

drew through Minneapolis streets the
and dog cart obtained after exhaustive search

horses

for exploitation of the

Groomed to Win
^ CCOMPANYING

feature.

A

New

Lyric run of the Vitagraph

bugler in the forward vehicle "warned the

populace" of the approach.

illustrated items set

forth high lights in the engagement of

Vitagraph's "Black Beauty'' at Finkelstein

&

Ruben's

New

Lyric theatre, Minneapolis.

Minn., a precedent
ic's

in

showmanship.

A crit-

preview, a school drawing contest, pri-

vate screenings for educational bodies and
published reviews written by

city, state

and

military officials were other features of the

campaign.

To John
of the
field,

New

managing

Prescott,

director

Lyric, and Messrs. R. D. Sco-

G. V. Carlson, Charles Bradley and

A HUNTING
New
in the

Robert Cotton, credit

work reported

in

is

due for the best

connection with the pro-

song and a ballad were sung by soloists
The
Lyric "Black Beauty" prologue.

atmosphere of rural freshness and simplicity was effectively established by use of dog and horse.

duction.

'

BLAG
BEAUTY"
6aster

'Veek

than
MORE
shown

five

thousand special heralds designed as

in the illustration

were distributed to

resi-

dences in Minneapolis. The copy shown in the right panel
appeared upon the front of the herald, that in the left
panel upon the reverse side.

N

Lyric attaches were attired as shown above
throughout the run. their appearance constituting in
effect an introductory prologue which properly influenced

E\V

patrons at the

moment

of entrance to the theatre.

E
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The business

of

complex one.

It

title writing is
has become common practice to combine information and appeal in one, two or
three words that provide without
elaboration basis for an advertising
campaign as well. It is not a simple
matter to compose titles that have
these cpialities yet retain the cleanliness which must be retained.

a

The

common

exhibitorial
sense
to develop means of
selling stories rather than titles.
Stories of advertising such as used
in Columbus for "The Jucklins" point
the
way toward developing such

procedure

is

means.

A

house" effect was gained by the Grand theatre, Columbus, O.,
during the engagement of 'The Jucklins," a Paramount production.

"district school

Advertises Story Factors
for "Jucklins" Engagement
"The Jucklins"
Unsupported
persons

who

not a title that readily "sells itself" to the general public.
by additional descriptive matter it means little to the majority of
must he depended upon to patronize the theatre which exhibits
is

picture which it designates.
All of which does not mean that
the picture cannot he successfully exhibited.
Paramount exploitation man
has demonstrated one effective method of overcoming the handicap of the unthe

Paramount

A

informative

title.

Oscar Kantner, of the Paramount
exchange at Indianapolis, Ind., took
charge of the campaign for the engagement of the picture at the Harris
Grand theatre, Columbus, O.
He determined to sell the story and
the more prominent factors thereof
independently of the

title.

The first publicity stories sent out
made mention of "the fighting schoolmaster" who is prominent in the picture.
At the same time the cock-fight
angle, the small community locale and
other interesting factors were given

prominence.

The theatre front was decorated in
such manner as to make it impossible
for anyone who became familiar with
any phase of the advance informative
campaign to fail to associate properly
the advertising and the picture.
The upper portion of the lobby was
masked as shown

in the accompanying illustration, drop siding, laid slantwise, forming the roof. The "district
school
house" motif was carried

throughout.
Directly below this artificial gable
and in the center of the lobby was

placed the additional attraction feaThe
ture shown in the illustration.
roosters in the pens were christened
"Bill" and "Sam" in order that persons who had read of the much described battle in the advance publicity
could not fail to grasp the significance
of the display.

An explanatory title, which might
or might not be construed as such by
the passerby, was given central position.
It is stated that "the crowds
just

had to come."

is of more than surIt is a significant conface interest.
tribution to exploitation precedent.
Titles like "The Jucklins" impose
hardships upon the unresourceful advertiser.
The Kantner method of
overcoming the disadvantages of such

The campaign

is an effective one that may be
adapted to practically any such production on the market.
Other exhibitors will follow a similar course in future campaigns for

titles

attractions of the class.
Incidentally,
they will learn in so doing that a story
may be sold as effectively as mav a
title.

That lesson

is

of infinite value.

POSTERS

by Robertson-Cole
with "Black Roses,"
Sessue Hayakawa's starring vehicle, convey in pictorial matter a definite impression of the play's general character. The
title, in keeping with the picture content,
adds to the informative quality of the
composition.
Yet the most intensive
scrutiny leaves the observer curious as to
in

issued

connection

The curiosity
story detail and action.
leads to the purchase of tickets at the
theatre showing the picture. That is the
purpose of good paper.

April 30, 1921
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A

Cutout Demonstration

T X accompanying illustrations this department demonstrates
* graphically for the benefit of exhibitors the cutout possibilities
of the posters prepared for

"Through the Back Door," Mary
The cut above is from a pho-

Pickford's United Artists production.

tographic reproduction of a six-sheet. Other paper of equal promise
is presented in complete form.

The United Artists selection of poster designs available was
based upon a rigid test for the indicated quality. Theatre men
undoubtedly will award credit due in the most effective manner by taking advantage of the obviously great opportunities

—

presented.

MaryPickford
THROUGH THE
BACK DOOR

51
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded

Showing

fc>y

trie

trie

L ens

Trend

of

Advertis mg Activity
and stooped, with
GREY
handkerchief across

goggles and cane and a

his lips, a curious individual

attracted downtown crowds Tuesday afternoon.
A sign
on his back read, 'I am looking for the faith healer.' Investigation proved that it was an advertising stunt for
'The Faith Healer,' the feature photoplav coming to the
Mroadwav-Strand." Detroit News.

ROBERT

RHEDANS, Paramount salesman operating
out of Minneapolis, Minn., hooked "Forbidden Fruit''
into the O'Klare theatre, Eau Claire, Wis., on condition
that he stay in the city and direct the exploitation.
He
started operations by loading a truck with empty, barrels,
employing men who might easily be mistaken for sheriff*
to "guard" the load, and affixing thereto a banner shown
in the accompanying photograph, which must have elicited
general laughter and doubtless brought business to the
theatre.
The local militia unit was approached with a
cooperative proposition and gave their support in promoting a special matinee performance which drew newspaper mention.

LESLIE

F.

WHELAN,

Paramount exploitation

repre-

sentative, conducted the enterprise

which is pictorially
described in accompanying illustrations and brought forth
the newspaper story quoted above on the second day of
the man's appearance.

HERBERT'S

Greater Minstrels played an engagement
Claire a few days prior to the opening of
"Forbidden Fruit."
The theatre publicity department
aided the company in its advertising campaign on condition
that a banner advertising the picture be carried in the
street parade.
In the event may be seen the burial of a
grudge of long standing, the traditional battle between
film and stage theatre men.
Both profited by the cooperation, due to the fact that playing dates did not conflict.
More work of that nature is desirable.
in

Eau

ON

the first day of his appearance the man silently inspected pedestrians upon Detroit streets.
On the
second day he cried out the purpose of his search. Photographs reproduced herewith give an impression of the
attention he attracted in his travels.
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HE

finest prologue ever presented by a manager of
neighborhood theatre,'' is the phrase employed by
Detroit critics in describing the presentation accorded
"Passion." the First National attraction, by J. C. Sellers,

J. a

manager of the
first

Iris

The
shown in

theatre.

part of the prologue

is

stage setting for the
the above illustration.

THE

theatre history of "The Kid," Charlie Chaplin's
First National attraction, has been featured by use of
spectacular advertising methods. Cutouts of a magnitude

never before attempted have been utilized in behalf of
the production.
George Schade. manager of Schade's
theatre. Sandusky, O.. started well in advance of playing
dates, using the huge cutout shown above as an advance
unit of his campaign.

only necessary to close the drop for a brief period
ITtowas
remove the French doors and bring into view the
set which served for the second part of the
prologue. Mr. Sellers* presentation ranks high among the
many reported as used for the indicated production.

guillotine

CITIZENS

of Grand Rapids, Mich., were informed that
would be
at the Isis theatre if searchlights playing upon a prominent
public place were white on a given evening, elsewhere if
Assembled crowds followed
they were red or yellow.
the white beams which appeared to a huge sign indicating
that "Prisoners of Love." Goldwyn production, was being
shown at the Isis theatre. Hal Olver. Goldwyn exploitation man. evolved the stunt.
a widely advertised but unidentified person

A CHILDREN'S

ballet

in

an idealized woodland

set

served E. J. Weisfeldt. managing director of the New
Strand theatre, Milwaukee. Wis., for presentation of
Allen Holubar's First National attraction. "Man
Woman
Marriage." Mr. Weisfeldt's contribution is a notable
addition to the presentation history of the production.

—

—

•
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Newspaper Advertisements Reflect Thought
Responsible for Uniformity of Attendance

BLIND WIVES
The uniformity of motion picture theatre attendance that has endured
throughout a period of readjustment which lias not left every business tin
damaged has heen attributed to a number of cause*
Men who hold other
causes responsible will do well to study newspaper advertisements currently
in use.
They reflect exbibitorial thought of a quality which is without preDepression is not compatible with the business ingenuity displayed
cedent.
in practically every composition of recent date used by American exhibitors,
Harold

F.

Wendt, manager of

the

Kivoli theatre, Toledo, O.. evidenced
comprehensive grasp of showmanship
principles when he devoted the lions
share of a seven-column advertisement
reproduced herewith to Kealart's "All

Souls'

Eve" despite the

fact that

acts of vaudeville shared the
*

*

six

bill.

*

F. J. Hassett, advertising the first
anniversary of the Lincoln theatre.
Parkersburg, W. Va., put similar
thought upon his advertisement of

dimensions for the occasion.
Read the copy and examine the conin

the

reproduction.

The

will ii|M>n
it

Ihr c\r» of every

und about

il

all

man

n woman

in Seattle, for

like a

srarM

thread!

"Golf
In

Slow Motion"

STRAND ORCHESTRA

theatre birthday was made a force for
increasing the prestige of the institution.

herewith

The

deep display of the
Strand, Seattle, Wash., in which cuts
from Fox's "Blind Wives" are accompanied by boxed fashion comments which undoubtedly won close
attention
from
feminine
readers,
mirrors advertising thought of equally
page

high quality.

The Allen

theatre, Akron, O., using
presently popular tacked poster
design for its advertisement of "Outride the Law,"
Universal feature,
>hows close study of present day advertising conditions and procedure.
*

*

*

The four reproductions presented
ANNIVERSARY

—ST--

MM!

CHARM SCHOOL"

the

think as the men responthese advertisements think
assured of industrial independfor

ence.

Theatre thought of the type indicated logically may be advanced as
responsible for the consistently healthy
condition of the theatre box office.
As long as such policy governs the
motion picture theatre advertising of
the nation such a condition logically
may be expected to endure.
.

u

ANNIVERSARY

WEEK

I

USD * Y —FRifc A Y —fcATUUj A Y

WALLACE REID
'THE

of

Men who

WEEK

MONTMY-TTTSDAY-WEDNHSDAT

characteristic

theatre advertisers at the present time
rather than for individual merit or exceptional qualities.

are

the

are

mass of material received. They have
been selected and grouped as representative of the work being done by

sible

like

struction

ll

ihroufth
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Aschers Capitol
Opening Preceded
by Teaser Drive

A reader with Chautauqua experience
was employed by W. D. Harris of the
Grand theatre, Columbus, O., to sing two
numbers and give a dramatic reading
based upon mother love for the presentation of "The Greatest Love," the Selz-

the Capitol theatre, Cintwenty-seventh unit in the chain
operated by Ascher Brothers, Chicago, was
preceded by a teaser campaign of excepFour of the two-column
tional character.
displays used in the series are reproduced

The opening of

cinnati, O.,

herewith for the benefit of theatre men
formulating advertising plans for a similar
purpose.
The series terminated in a page deep
smash which set forth on the opening day
With the
the policy of the institution.
reading public following the teaser series
naturally a large percentage of the population was influenced to read it in its entirety.

Thus much

of the

difficulty

nick production. An old-fashioned doorway was erected on the stage and as she
sang the song immediately preceding the
screening. "The Greatest Love of All," a
spotlight revealed two little boys playing
with toys in this position.
*

M.

What

Mean

I

(-0

the

People of Cincinnati

is

Immeasurable Oejiqhr-

commonly

experienced in establishing a clientele for a
new theatre was overcome.
The text of the smash for the opening
day, which was topped by an art title design

"What
cinnati

is

I

mean

*

grandeur

to the people of Cin-

You

trip

at that theatre.

What

1

Mean

of CiiKinoafi
Delight

is

to roe People

wwearurable

amid unpaflleled^Continued Tomoftov-

will

witness a performance deserving all
the Capitol's magnificence. You will
see an entertainment that calls into
motion every device known to the
stage and screen.
"You will hear musical numbers of

E. O. Weinberg approached the editor
of the "Buffalo (N. Y.) Evening Times"
with a cooperative proposition by which
newsboys of the city would be enabled
to see the exhibition of "Dinty," First
National attraction, at his Mark Strand
theatre.
The editor cooperated to the
extent of delivering an address from the
stage of the theatre.
*

like

a presentation requiring the services
of America's greatest producing geniuses will delight and amaze you. All
in all, 'Ascher's kind of entertain-

exhibitors

indescribable in mere words
you must see and hear Come early
Doors
It starts at 2 p. m.
today.

—

is

—

open 1 p. m.
"See the unusually clever effects
created by our artists. Hear the beautiful inspiring music of our orchestra
;

hear the pealing of the Capitol organ,
the largest and best ever made by
Wurlitzer. It is easily the largest and

*

manner and widely adopted by
showing "A Chorus Girl's
Romance."
*

1 can HaHiy TeaseYouAnu Longer
•Thousands Know the Secret Knf ond

'h.:;l?..\it

No Off •- PLari Except

S"« April

2M

What ffte^n to she People
of Cincinnati is immeasurable
Deliqbr Amid Unparalleled
Architectural Grandeur.
I

^ytContinued Tomorrow-

StHlRS

*

*

Essays of 200 words each were written by 3,000 citizens of Springfield, O.,
in a contest without restrictio'ns of any
sort conducted in behalf of the Regent
showing of "What Women
theatre
Love," First National production. Interest ran high for 11 days and was further
stimulated when Benson Shapiro, winner
of the first prize of $50, donated his
check to the fund for the relief of European children.
*

"The Punch

of

*

*

the

Irish."

a

First

National comedy, was featured on the

—

and you will
in the world
always see 'only the world's finest
motion pictures' and always first.

finest

*

press book published by Metro
Pictures Corporation for "A Message
From Mars," forthcoming Bert Lytell
vehicle, includes another animated cutout stunt similar to that presented in

The

superb harmony and exquisite beauty;

ment'

*

to

.Associated Producers production, conducted by Earle Snell, managing director
of the Majestic theatre, Reno, Nev., when
that attraction was given an extended run

immeasurable delight amid

incomparable.

*

Los Angeles and the Ince
studios was offered as first prize in an
essay contest based upon "Lying Lips,"

*

unparalleled architectural grandeur.
"Aschers' Capitol theatre will be
hailed throughout the country as one
of Cincinnati's principal points of interest—it will bring a new refinement
and culture to the theatre and the city.
"You will "behold at the Capitol a

exploitation representative in the Ohio territory,
printed handbills which were taken into
Lima homes at dawn by milkmen, advertising the Lyric theatre showing of
"Outside the Law." The copy reads:
"If you do not drink fresh milk daily you
are outside the law of good health. For
health. The White Mountain Dairy Company. For recreation: See Priscilla Dean
in 'Outside the Law' at the Lyric theatre."
The stunt has been duplicated
successfully in Elmira, O.; Mt. Clemens,

A

data, follows

*

Universal

Mich., and Wooster, O.

and followed by tabulation of performance
*

*

*

Lowell Cash,

St.

Patrick's Day program of the Riviera
Knoxville, Tenn.

theatre,

*

*

*

theatre of Vancouver,
B. C, cooperated with a newspaper of
that city in conducting a thumb print

The Maple Leaf

The Capitol theatre is described as a
million dollar playhouse and the finest of
An orchestra
the Ascher Brothers chain.
of 40 pieces and an organ said to have cost
$75,000 are factors which indicate the general quality and magnitude of the institution.
The advertising campaign conducted
for the opening was entirely in keeping.

THE CAPITOL TEASERS

search in which Priscilla Dean's thumb
print was printed in every edition of the
paper with instructions as to how to
make prints for entry in the contest. It
is said the cumulative publicity thus obtained brought the biggest business in
the history of the theatre to the showing
of "Outside the Law," the Universal production.
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THE COSMOPOLITAN PICTURE "THE WILD GOOSE"

This Paramount picture numbers Mary McLaren

in the cast.
It was adapted from the novel by Gouverneur Morris and was
directed by Albert Capellani.

Forecasts Big Memorial Booking
On Selznick's "The Highest Law"
Picture in Which Ralph Ince Stars Is Particularly
Fitting for Exhibition in Theatres on
This National Holiday
From

all

Selznick branches reports are

being sent to the

and general

vice-president
distribution,

office of

to

the

effect

showmen throughout
look to timeliness

the

Sam

Morris,

manager
that

of

picture

country

who

their offerings are

in

booking "The Highest Law" as an outstanding feature for Memorial Day.
This offering, that has as its star Ralph
Ince,

his

in

Abraham

striking

Lincoln,

tells

impersonation of
exactly the kind

of story that is particularly fitting for
display on national holidays.
Possibilities

Are Great

"The Highest Law" has been exploited
in

many

df the principal theatres since

it

was published a few weeks ago, but it
has by no means reached its possibilities.
patriotic import this Ralph
Ince special is suited to presentation in
any theatre, no matter what its size, in
the United States.
It has become the custom to make

Because of

its

Memorial Day exercises an observance
during the forenoon, when cemeteries are
and religious services are held in
churches.
Patriotic
parades generally
take place in the morning and by employing "The Highest Law" as the matinee
and night attraction at picture theatres
the showman becomes a factor in rounding out the proper and fitting observance
visited

of

Memorial Day.

Wide

Exploitation
points in view
picture-showmen are taking advantage
of their opportunity to present an impersonation of Abraham Lincoln as their
contribution to local celebrations of the
impressive holiday. Veterans of American wars, especially survivors of the
A. E. F., are becoming interested in "The
Offers

With these

essential

Highest Law," because of its patriotic import and to every theatregoer the entertainment value of the offering will come

wholesome and refreshing lesson in
humanitarianism as well as thoroughly
enjoyable amusement.

as a

The

exploitation

possibilities

Ince impersonation
are manifold.

Ralph

of

of

the

Lincoln

Goldman Resigns As
Manager for "A. P. "
Sidney
Chicago

J.

Goldman, manager

of

the

Producers
since the company opened exchanges a
year ago, has tendered his resignation,
effective April 30.
On May 4, he will
leave Chicago for San Francisco to visit
of

office

Associated

his parents.

Although it is generally understood
that Mr. Goldman has already accepted
an important position in the film business, he declined to make any statement
as to his future plans. His successor has
not yet been named.

Abramson's Feature
Opens on Broadway
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, April 19— Ivan Abramto

special production, "Mother Eteropened at the Casino theatre on
Sunday evening for an indefinite run.
The picture is said to be Mr. Abramson's
most ambitious venture. Vivian Martin.
Thurston Hall, Earl Metcalfe, Jack Sherrill.
Pearl Shepard, Vivienne Osborne,
J. W. Johnston, Baby Ruth Sullivan and
Clvde Hunnewell are in the cast.
The musical score was arranged by Dr.

son's
nal,"

Anselm

Goetzl.

Charles Conklin Has

12

Independent Comedies

Ready
Charles

Murray

Mack

for Publication
who with Charles

Conklin,

J.

and

Sennett

Ben Turpin formed the
comedy triumvirate has

entered the producing field and hereafter
will make productions under his own
banner.
Mr. Conklin, whose studio is
located

in

Los Angeles, has completed

independent pictures.
of twelve tworeel comedies, will be published at the
rate of one each month by the newlyorganized Mount Olympus Distributing
Corporation, whose headquarters are in
the World's Tower building at 110 West
4()th >treet, New York.
Conklin's former work in the Sennett
fun pictures, including "Two Tough Tenderfeet," "The Battle Royal," "East Lynne
with Variations," "Uncle Tom without
several

The

of

first

these

series,

made up

the Cabin," "Salome vs. Shenandoah"
and others of equal merit, has established
him among exhibitors and fans both in
the American field and abroad.

Shallenberger Makes
Trip to Maine Woods
W.

E. Shallenberger, president of Ar-

row Film Corporation, has returned from
a several days' trip to Maine, where he
went to watch the making of the series
of four James Oliver Curwood pictures
which Arrow will handle for the independent state rights' market. He visited
the headquarters of Pine Tree Pictures,
Inc., which is producing the Curwood
series and
accompanied the director,
Charles S. Seay, and his staff into the

Maine woods

in the selecting of locations.

Builds City's Third House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TEMPLE.
Andrews

TEX., April 19.— W. M.

of Bastrop has executed a tenyear lease with Charles S. Cox of this
city for a site in Main street adjoining
the latter's business establishment. The
city's third theatre will be constructed
on the site.
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Rothacker States Bankers Aiding
in Stabilizing Industry on Coast

Chicago Manager
for Vitagraph

Declares Representatives of Film Companies in the
West Are Enthusiastic Over Prospects
for the Balance of 1921
On

his last trip to the Coast,

Watter-

son R. Rothacker, president of Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, was impressed with the interest Los Angeles
bankers are taking in the motion picture
industry.

"They are lending not only

their

moral

but also their financial support to worth-

while productions," said Mr. Rothacker.

movement

headed by Mr. Flint,
Los Angeles Trust
and Savings Bank, who is doing some
wonderful work toward stabilizing the
Mr. Flint has made a careful
industry.
survey and analysis in regard to production, and in my opinion he is the
best-informed banker in the world on
"This

is

vice-president of the

this

subject.

All

Are Enthusiastic

he a firm believer in Los
Angeles as the film capital of the world,
he
sincerely
but
believes
that
Los
Angeles will be the future distribution
center of the world, and has taken some
very practical steps toward that goal.
"Mike Levee, vice-president of Brunton studios, was very enthusiastic as to
the prospects for the balance of 1921.
He believes that production will proceed on even a greater scale within ninety
days.
In fact, it is the consensus of
opinion among the knowing ones on
the Coast that the future will be bright

"Not only

is

indeed.

"Sol Lesser and associates are doing
wonderfully < constructive work,
adding steadily to their chain of theatres and developing First National en-

studios.
Mr. Mayer promises some big
news shortly in regard to forthcoming
John M. Stahl productions and some
very interesting news about other new

productions.
"Col. Selig and Maj. Sam E. Rork are
associated in the production of a new
series of double-reel James Oliver Curwood and Sir Gilbert Parker pictures.

Production is now proceeding full speed
ahead and the pictures promise to be one
of the most notable short-reel series of
the season.
"Bernie Fineman was radiating optimism
at the Katherine MacDonald studios.

Forecasts Big Pictures

"The

film colony is eagerly looking
forward to Charlie Chaplin's next production, which promises to be a sensation and a worthy successor to 'The
Kid.'
"Mr. Willis at the Ray studios sees
nothing but fair weather ahead and forecasts some wonderful Charles Ray productions for the future.
"I found Irving Lesser daily extending his activities. He will shortly begin

production on another big feature now
that 'Peck's Bad Boy,' starring Jackie
Coogan, is finished.
"Miss Anita Stewart was complimented by the colony for her great work
in
'Plaything of Destiny,' which was
screened at a private snowing at Sol
Lesser's Ambassador theatre.
Another
actor whom the film folk were praising
was Mahlon Hamilton, who scores in
'Half a Chance.' "

some

Robertson-Cole Film

Has Excellent Cast

thusiasf to the A^th degree.

Activities Are Increasing
found Louis B. Mayer activities
becoming daily greater at the big Mayer
"I

Madeline Clare Has Leading
Role in Naulty-Hunting
Production
"If Women Only Knew," which was
M. Naulty and Gardner
Robertson-Cole distribution,
contains an excellent cast.
"If
Women Only Knew" was directed by
E. H. Griffith and most of it was made
with the beautiful country around Ithaca,
New York, and Cornell University as
backgrounds.
The leading character. Madeline Marshall, is played by Madeline Clare. Miss
produced by

Hunting

J.

Clare will be remembered as "Nancy" in

was made by

the late Benjamin Chapin. She also was
seen in support of Billie Burke in "The

Misleading Widow."
Virginia Lee,

who

has the second fem-

inine role, made a very definite impression on Robertson-Cole patrons through
her depiction of the young girl in "The
Fortune Teller."

OSCAR

A.

MORGAN

Connected with the sales department of Famous
Players-Lasky Corp. for some years, who has
been promoted to an important post in the foreign department under E. E. Shauer, assistant
treasurer.

veteran film sales-

man, has been appointed manager
of Vitagraph's Chicago exchange to suc•

resigned.
He was
position from the
sales force, which he joined in Novem-

ceed E.
elevated

F.

Tarbell,

to

his

new

ber, 1920.

Mr. Brimmer broke into the film business with the U. S. Film exchange in
In 1912 he went
Indianapolis in 1909.
to Milwaukee to enter the Universal office, and three years later was made Milwaukee manager for General Film. He

Chicago to become salesman for
Players-Lasky Corporation in
1917, and remained until November 20,
when he entered the Chicago Vitagraph

went

to

Famous

office.

George Taif, for the past two years
booker at the Vitagraph office, has been
made assistant to Mr. Brimmer. He
was with George Kleine foi seven years
before going to Vitagraph.

for

the Lincoln series, which

Frederick Burton, who has been seen
many recent productions, notable
among which are "Heliotrope," in which
he had the leading and titular role, is
another player of the cast. He also was
se^n in "The Fortune Teller," supporting Marjorie Rambeau.
Blanche Davenport, Leon Gendron and
Charles Lane are three other players who
have leading parts.
in

WC. BRIMMER,

Goldwyn Will
"Dr. Caligari

Run

Distribute
1

After Its
at Capitol Theatre

Following the success of "The Cabinet
of

Dr.

Caligari" at the Capitol theatre,

New

York, Goldwyn Distributing Corporation announces this unusual production for immediate national publication
for first run theatres.
Starting with a Sunday attendance of
20,284, the picture continued to draw
great crowds and would have been held
over for another week had not a previous
booking interfered, it is announced. The
Monday paid admittances, 9,732, broke
all

Monday

were

records.

10,011;
day, 11,021.

The Tuesday

Wednesday,

10,314;

figures

Thurs-

According to S. L. Rothafel, manager
of the Capitol, the picture has caused an
unprecedented amount of discussion
among his patrons. He has been deluged with letters of congratulation on
his enterprise in giving "The Cabinet
of Dr. Caligari" its American premiere.
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ford," which he wrote in association with
Mrs. Chester, is making splendid progress. This is a special production, with
Gallery, as Jimmy
a cast including
Wallingford, Wilfrid North, as J. Rufus
Wallingford, and George Webb as Blackie
Daw. Another special production, which
is in the preliminary stages of casting,
is
"Flower of the North," by James

Heightened Activity at Vitagraph
Studios With All Units Producing
The Vitagraph studios in Brooklyn and
Hollywood, Cal., are working at full capacity, at a mid-season pace, in an effort
to keep up with demands for its productions.
All three of its eastern stars Alice
Joyce, Corinne Griffith and Alice Calhoun— are working simultaneously at
the Brooklyn studio.
The new Alice Joyce production will

—

be based on "The Blood Red Dawn,"
adapted from the novel by Charles CaldEdward Jose again will diwell Dobie.
The cast is being serect Miss Joyce.
lected and camera work on the picture
will begin soon.
New Role for Star
Corinne Griffith's new picture will
present her in a new type of role. It is
a screen adaptation of a successful stage
It is a play of society life and
afford Miss Griffith splendid opportunities to wear beautiful gowns, a gift

play.
will

she has made an art. Miss Griffith will
be directed by Webster Campbell.
The cast is selected for the new Alice
This is called
Calhoun production.
"Closed Doors," and as it was written
especially for the

young Vitagraph

star

Tom

the leading role is perfectly fitted to her
winsome personality and unusual beauty.
G. V. Seyffertitz will be in charge of the

new

production.

Miss

pleted "The Charming
three weeks ago.

Calhoun

com-

Oliver Curwood.

This will be produced
under the direction of David Smith.
Other units busy at the West Coast
studios include Larry Semon and Jimmy
Aubrey, in new comedies, Earle Williams,
who is nearing the end of "The Silver
Car," and Joe Ryan, who soon will complete the fifteenth and final chapter of
"The Purple Riders."

Deceiver" about

Duncan Making Feature
At the West Coast studios the

April 30, 1921

activi-

have been further increased by the
addition of William Duncan in a sevenreel feature production.
Of recent years
Mr. Duncan has devoted his energies
more to chapter plays. In making the
change President Albert E. Smith has
bowed to the will of the people. Mr.
Duncan's forthcoming picture is "The
Princess of the Desert Dream," adapted
by Thomas Dixon, Jr., from the novelette of the same name by Ralph Cumties

Plans Quaker City House
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Jacob Ridgway.
tion

Sr., is planning the erection of a mopicture theatre at Fifth and Rock-

land streets.

mins.

Antonio Moreno, who also recently
gave up chapter plays to assume the
roles in feature productions, will
a new picture within a week or
His first venture as the star of a
feature production was in "Three Sevens."
Chester Film Progresses

Excelsior Film Co.

stellar

begin
so.

EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA

L'nder the direction of George Randolph Chester, "The Son of Walling-

Avenida

Cable: "Velasquin"
de Belgica 43,

Havana, Cuba

"LA-INTERNACIONAL CINEMAT0GRAF1CA"

National Film Co.

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
ECLIPSE

& COMPANY

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We are

always in the market
for Big Productions

Office

:

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba
P.

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

Serves The Best Exhibitors in Cuba
Cuban Rights for All "Union Italian*' Productions
C " bl " "P*'"" ""
O. Box 134
Havana, Cuba
Exclusive

1

ALLROOMBOX5
COMEDIES
CXe BIG FIRST RUN THEATRE!
RECOGNIZE THESE CLEAN CUT COMEDIES
AS AN ESSENTIAL. COMPLEMENT TC

A WELL BALANCED
THEY'LL

MAKE YOU HAPPY

IF

PROGPAr

YOU BOOK

TODA)

AT ANY FEDERATED EXCHANCI
new vokk

BOXS COMEDIESwoo BQOADWAy-HALLROOM
Corporation
Inter-Ocean
Film

- Foreign Distributors
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Hammons Wants

Variety in Booking
During Record "Educational Week"

"Everything for the Theatre But the Feature"
Will Be Slogan of Company During
Its Anniversary Period
After receiving advices from every
branch indicating that Educational Week,
May 1 to 7, would be an even greater
success than anticipated. President E.

W.

Hammons

Ex-

changes,

branches

of

Educational

Film

this week instructed all
that in addition to booking picInc.,

tures at every theatre possible during
that period he desired the variety of the
product being published by the company
to be impressed on theatre managers.
In other words, Educational's "everything for the theatre but the feature"
will be the slogan.

Since no pre-releases will be permitted
order to make a showing, the salesmen are being instructed to call attention
to the April schedule, which includes
"Ready to Serve." a Chester comedy
directed by W. S. Campbell and starring Snooky, the Humanzee; "Short and
Snappy," a Christie comedy with Bobby

in

JOHNNY JONES
Who

made a name for himself in the Edgar
Pomeroy stories of Booth Tarkington, which
Goldwyn produced. A new series of **Edg'ar"
has

comedies

will

soon be published.

Vernon and Vera Steadman, and "Sneaksecond Christie with Neal Burns
and Dorothy Devore; "The Greenhorn,"
a Mermaid starring Lloyd Hamilton,
and "Crowning Torchy," one of the
Sewell Ford comedies starring Johnny
ers," a

New Animal Picture
Shown

to Exhibitors

Thousands of Dollars Spent
on Massive Sets for
Production
''Miracles of the Jungle,'* the

Warner

animal production which has
just been completed, has been shown to
throughout the country
exhibitors
through the twenty-two exchanges of
Federated Film Exchanges of America.
Inc., which will distribute the producBrothers

tion.

Exhibitors Praise Film
Reports received following these showings indicate, according to Federated,
the unanimous opinion of the exhibitors
that the picture is the best animal film
ever made from the point of view of
thrilling use of wild animals, lavishaess
of settings,
sensational,

marvelous photography and
spectacular effects.

In "Miracles of the Jungle" thousandsof dollars were expended on massive sets
necessary to get sensational scenes of
adventure and drama in their full value.
The outdoor locations were selected carefully to show scenes of rare tropical
beauty.
Many times more feet of film
were shot than necessary so that only
the very finest would be retained.

I
'

Campaign Mapped Out
Federated is preparing an elaborate,
country-wide campaign to give "Miracles
of the Jungle" the publicity and exploita|

I

tion it deserves.
An exhibitors' press
book, with a striking cover in four colors,
posters showing some of the amazing
scenes from the production, also in
colors, and an unusually large and diversified list of accessories, including banners, lobby-cards, window-cards, heralds
and novelties for children, are some of
the other exhibitors' aids under way.

Hines.

what is called the most amazing scenic
picture ever made, "The Man
Always Sat Down," picturing his flight over
the Matterhorn and Mount Blanc. There
are two Chester Outings, "The Worst
Was True," showing Chinese eating cus-

Who

Screen Sets by Urban
Exhibited at Museum
For what is said to be the first
time in the history of the motion
picture art, settings designed for
motion pictures have been exhibited at the Metropolitan Museum
Art in New York City. Joseph
Urban, the world famous designer

of

Sells Interests

PECATOXICA. ILL — O. W.

Jastram

has sold the Strand theatre to Frank Fay.
Mr. Jastram has moved to Des Moines,
la., where he expects to enter the theatre
business.

same schedule, "An Eskimotion

Picture,"

which delves deeply into the habits and
customs of the people of the land- of
snows. In addition, there are two publications of Kinograms each week.
Other Subjects Available
In addition to these, the entire product
of Educational during the past year and
its issues for the first week in May will
be available to exhibitors. The latter includes "Snooky's Wild Oats," a Chester
comedy "The Red Trail's End," a Chester Outing, and "Zero Love," a Gayety
;

comedy, and Kinograms.
In some sections quite a little of the
product a few months old has not been
shown, including such specials as "Modern Centaurs," "The Valley of Ten

—

Thousand Smokes." "Babe Ruth How
He Knocks His Home Runs." Annette
Kellerman in "The Art of Diving" and
"The Race of the Age." Advance bookings for Educational Week indicate that
these will have an unusual record.
In addition, there are a number of slow
motion single reels, the new World
Wanderings pictures, the Red Cross,
New York State Conservation Commission films, cartoons, educational and cartoon subjects and a number of others,

new
all

prints of

which

will

be on hand

in

exchanges.

Opening Baseball Games
Featured in Kinograms
Opening of the baseball season is
featured in the current issue of Kinograms, published through Educational.
Openings in various sections are shown
in the issues for the different parts of
"Babe" Ruth and Jackie
the country.
Coogan, co-star in "The Kid," share
honors at the Yankee-Athletics game,
where the youngster is cheered to the
For the Coast section the first
echo.
game between the San Francisco Seals
and the Portland Beavers is shown.

of stage settings, who designs all
the settings for Cosmopolitan Productions, at the request of the
Architectural League of America,
photographic reprocontributed
ductions of his settings for Cosmopolitan Productions to the exhibition which the league held at the

Striking pictures of the return of Cardinal Dougherty from Rome, where he
was made a Prince of the church, are
included among the variety of other subjects, as are a number of pictures of the
late former Empress of Germany.

museum.
Never before has such recogni-

Finish American Legion
Film, "Lest We Forget"

tion been given to a designer of
settings for motion pictures, it is
declared, placing it as an art that
equals in importance the other
forms of design and artistic execution.
Mr. Urban's settings for

"Buried Treasure," starring Marion

shown at the museum.
collection also included
photographic reproductions of the
magnificent settings which he designed for "The Bride's Play," a
forthcoming Marion Davies picture.
Davies, were

Jastram

—

Schedule Single Reelers
Single reel comedies are represented
by two Vanitys. "Hubby Behave" has
Irene Dalton and Earl Rodney and "Take
Your Time" the same players. There
are also two Gayetys. "Turkey Dressing"
and "Dummy Love."
Robert C. Bruce is represented by

toms, and "Hitting the Hot Spots," picturing the' geyser' region of Maoriland in
Xew Zealand.' Screenics are represented
by a double subject, "Philippine Futurity"
and "An Angle in Idaho."
Last of the Hudson's Bay Travel Pictures of four single reels appears on the

The Urban

The American Legion

picture.

"Lest

We

Forget," has been completed by
Storey Pictures, Inc., A. D. V. Storey,
president, and turned over to the national
publicity department of the Legion.
interiors of this picture were made
Universal's Eastern studio, the complete facilities of which were contributed
Special
to the Legion by the company.
cooperation also was provided by Gevaert Company of America and the picture is produced on the colored positive

The

in

Gevaert

film.
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O'Malley
Tully

Is

Signed

By Marion

Fairfax

Marshall and

Marjorie

Daw Also

Appear
Under Banner
to

Following the announcement of the
formation of Marion Fairfax Productions, the new producing organization
headed by the noted author and dramatist, contracts have been signed with a
number of popular stars.

Among

the

known

well

artists

who

have become affiliated with Miss Fairfax
are Marjorie Daw and Pat O'Malley, who
have appeared together in the leading
parts of various Marshall Neilan productions, their most recent portrayals opposite each other being in "Bob Hampton of Placer."

Marshall Joins Company
Miss Daw has just returned from New
York, where she played the part of
"Love," in the Famous Players-Lasky
production, "Experience."
Tully Marshall, who for years has appeared in character parts for Famous
Players-Lasky, is another well known actor to appear in Marion Fairfax productions.

Noah
Mary Anderson and King Evers

in

a Scene From Oliver Morosco's Forthcoming
Production

first

Morosco Says Production on Stage

Makes

Picture Possibilities Obvious

"The new literature of the screen"
versus the adaptation of successful stage
plays for pictures, a question that is agitating some of the producers in their
search for picture quality material, is not
perturbing Oliver Morosco. He has announced that it will be the policy of
Oliver Morosco Productions, Inc., to
make adaptations, a natural stand considering that he is so solidly fortified with
more than twenty good plays.
"We hear much about the original story
and the adaptation these days." said
Morosco in explaining his policy for pictures.
"I am dealing with both sides, for
in producing stage plays I deal with the
original.
When it emerges from the production process and reaches the proportions of a success on the stage we have
gone through the experimentation.
It
would be impossible to carry on the long
period of rehearsals, building up reconstructing and trying out in pictures.

Have Known Material
"Therefore, when we begin a picture
we are working with known material.

Now

there are different ways of expanding a stage play into pictures. Sometimes
the play in picture form is unrecognizable
because of the directorial twists and quirks
that have been given it.
This is natural
because the director has not been through
the original upbuilding that we have experienced.
"We know the picture possibilities better, obviously, because we have worked
with the story from the 'raw material'
stage.
Given the story and its known
elements, we begin working it toward the
screen technique. And here I find a real
delight, for many a time it has caused a
pang to merely indicate in stage action,
because of physical limitations, what we
can show in its full strength and entirety
on the screen.

Has Twenty Plays
"So well equipped with stories, we can
lay out our production plan well ahead.

This means that we have to do no groping around or be forced into inactivity
between pictures. At the completion of
our first picture, 'The Half Breed,' we
are ready to proceed with 'Slippy McGee,' which will be the second picture
for First National release.
"We have more than twenty successful stage plays now in our scenario department. I have on my stage program _for
production seven new plays. These, too,
will be picturized and in two of them, at
least, I feel sure that I have as great
"
plays as 'The Bird of Paradise.'

Man

of 30

Makes

Says Fred Creswell

F.

in

picture.

Others Are Engaged
George Dromgold, who has

just

fin-

ished a part opposite Mary Pickford in
"Through the Back Door," Clair Mc-

Dowell,

Charles

and

Mailes

Browcr are other players

well

Robert

known

to

the motion picture public who have been
engaged by Miss Fairfax.
"The Lying Truth" is an original story
from the pen of Miss Fairfax. All the
players already signed to appear in her
pictures will take part in the first film
play which will be staged at the big
Hollywood studios on Santa Monica
boulevard, Hollywood, under the business
management of Messrs. John Jasper and

Charles

W.

Bradford.

Pine Tree Pictures Is Now
Adapting Four of This
Writer's Stories

is

the film salesman

at his best?

Fred

whose recent work

Arrow Will Handle
Curwood Features

Best Film Salesman
At what age

Berry,

heavy characters for Marshall Neilan,
Douglas Fairbanks, Metro and other
producing companies is well remembered
and is expected to prove an important
factor in the success of Miss Fairfax's

Creswell,

who

is

in

charge of Paramount's sales school,
declares that the man of about 30
is the best timber for film salesmanship, and announces that he
will limit applicants to the next
sales class to men between the ages of 25 and 35.
Mr. Creswell also announces that
the next class, which will begin as
soon as possible after May 1, will
be drawn almost entirely from men

Paramount

outside the Famous Players- Lasky
Corporation, and that a special
effort will be made to enroll salesmen who have gained their experience in other lines besides the film
business.
The next class will number forty
students. This enlargement of the
class is a result of the success already achieved. Applications may
be made now to Mr. Creswell.

W.
row

E. Shallenberger, president of ArFilm Corporation, announces that

company has signed a contract with
Pine Tree Pictures, Inc., to handle the
distribution of four James Oliver Curwood stories now being made into pichis

Maine woods.
one of these pictures is to be
called "The Heart of the Northlands."
The title, under which this will be marThe
keted, has not been determined.
Pine Tree Company is a Maine corporatures in the

The

first

tion.

The second one also is in
The productions are being

production.
directed by
Charles M. Seay, one of the oldest and
Mr. Seay has
best known of directors.
been a director for Vitagraph, Edison,

Community Productions and during

the

war made

features for the Committee on
Public Information for the government.
A capable cast will be seen in the first
production. Included among these playPrussing, Warner
ers will be Louise

Richmond, Richard Neil, William Peavey
and other equally well known players.
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to Celebrate Second
Anniversary of Eminent Authors
Is

Personnel of Original Organization Is Still Intact
With Twenty Pictures Already Contributed
by Group Since Formation
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is preparing to celebrate the second anniversary of the founding of Eminent Authors
Pictures
Corporation,
organized
by
Samuel Goldwyn and Rex Beach

in the

spring of 1919.

The original membership of the comremains intact All of those who
followed the leadership of Rex Beach now
are engaged either in the preparation of
original stories for motion picture presentation, or in the adaptation of novels or
plays.
A number of the authors are
spending most of their time at the Goldwyn studios in Culver City, Cal., cooperating with directors in actual production work.

Authors remains unaltered, a number of
other famous names have been added to
the roster of those now writing for Goldwyn. They are Booth Tarkington, Alice
Duer Miller, Katharine Newlin Burt,
Rita
Weiman, Anzia Yezierska and
Kathleen Norris.

Write Directly for Screen

bine

Have Made Twenty Films
In the two years since the launching
of
their
organization,
the
Eminent
Authors have written or collaborated on
the screen version of twenty photoplays,
fourteen of which have been published.
Of the other six, one has been completed,
three are nearing completion and the remaining two are now ready to go into
production.
The influence of Eminent Authors Corporation has been far-reaching.
When
the wisdom of the policy behind this
company became apparent, other authors
recognized the possibilities open to them,
with the result that in the last two years
most of the leading writers of this country and England have become contributors to the screen.

More

One

Originals Written

the important developments
that followed as a logical outcome of the
Eminent Authors' idea is the present
tendency of the leading novelists and
playwrights to write original stories for
screen production, instead of relying upon
adaptations of plays and books. Also, it
has become the custom of authors to collaborate with the continuity writer and
frequently with the director during the
filming of the scenes.
While the membership of the Eminent
of

Of the twenty pictures contributed by
the Eminent Authors' group, seven were
written directly for the screen:
"Don't
Xeglect
Your
Wife,"
Gertrude
by
Atherton; "Dangerous Curve Ahead," by
Rupert Hughes; "A Tale of Two
Worlds" and "Ace of Hearts," by
Gouverneur Morris; "The Glorious Fool,"
by Mary Roberts Rinehart, and two Leas
yet
unnamed.
roy
Scott
stories
Although Basil King's picture, "Earthbound," was suggested by one of his
short stories, the additions to the photoplay were so vital that it became to all
intents an original work.
Following is a list of the pictures contributed by the Eminent Authors during
the last two seasons: Rex Beach, presiSilver
dent Eminent Authors, "The
Horde," "Going Some," "North Wind's
Malice"; Gertrude Atherton, "Out of the
Storm," "Don't Neglect Your Wife";
Rubert Hughes, "The Cup of Fury,"
"Scratch My Back," "Dangerous Curve
Ahead," "The Old Nest"; Basil King,
"The Street Called Straight." "EarthGouverneur
Morris.
"The
bound";
Penalty," "A Tale of Two Worlds," "Ace
of
Hearts"; Mary Roberts Rinehart,
"Dangerous Days," "It's a Great Life,"
"The Glorious Fool"; Leroy Scott, "Partners of the Night," and two pictures as
yet

unnamed.

Firmly established

in their

Warren avenue,

1825-31

at

now

the best

available

in

new

studio

said

to

Chicago,

be
the

future activities.

The company is at the present time devoting its efforts to the production of
educational films in addition to producing a 400-foot fairy tale each week under
contract with Movette, Inc., of Rochester, N. Y.

To

Close Negotiations

Mr. MacCullough
last
will

week

left

DAW

Paramount Films Scenes
At Famous Oxford Campus
The traditional beauty of Oxford University will reach the screen at last, because, according to reports just received
at Paramount's home office, Donald Crisp,
directing "The Princess of New York,"
at the London studio of Famous PlayersLasky British Producers, Ltd., is taking
his company to the grounds of the classical institute for the finishing exteriors
The scenes taken
of his production.
around the university grounds embrace
the entire campus, but feature the section which includes Oriel College for
most of the action.

To Make

Work

Series of Films

soon to be begun on a series
of six three-reel productions for foreign
is

distribution under a contract with Frank
Kessler. who, prior to the war, had
built up an extensive business, principally
in the Central Powers.
Mr. MacCullough will be recalled as
the producer of "Do the Dead Talk,"
which created considerable of a sensation
at the time of its release and which
showed in the Chicago loop district for
three weeks. Miss Hermina France, star
in this production, also carried the stellar role in the one-reel series, "Reel-olaffs," distributed by Interstate.

the latter part of

secretary.

MARJORIE

"The ChUd Thou Gavest Me," which
John M. Stahl is directing.
picture,

New York

City, where he
complete negotiations for the mak-

for

ing of a fifteen-episode serial.
Pending
the outcome of the trip, Mr. MacCullough was unwilling to make further details public at this time.
Incorporation of the company for $75,000 under the name of the Jack MacCullough Studios was completed recently.
The officers are Jack MacCullough. president and director general; Findley D.
John, treasurer, and Otto F. Wegner,

has been signed to appear in Marion Fairfax

who will have a prominent part in the Louis B. Mayer-First National
child actor

Jack MacCullough Will Produce
Serial in New Chicago Studios
MacCullough Productions have
Jack
under way a comprehensive program for

Who

RICHARD HEADRICK
The clever

Final "Double' Adventure"

Episode Published
the issuing on

With

Wages

of

Triumph,"

May

1

May
of

1

"The

fifteenth episode of

"Double

Adventure," starring Charles
Hutchison, one of the most successful
serials Pathe has ever published, will
have reached its conclusion. Exhibitors
now running the earlier episodes of

"Double Adventure" are finding it a box
office attraction second to no other serial
medium, Pathe declares.

—— —

—
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TOURING
the SOUTH
_With H. N._
E.

G. G. Stonaras is one of the many exhibitors who are fast becoming educated
to the needs of good projection.
Motiographs with Madza lighting equipment
have been installed in the Abbot theatre.
Plans are being drawn for a new 800seat house to cost $20,000, work to be
started on same late this fall.
*

*

*

Walton, prominent real estate
and investment broker of Tampa, Fla.,
E.

*

*

*

The Sans Souci has been reopened by
Jack Himes and Steve Kissinger and will
feature pictures and vaudeville at Ybor
City.
The Sans Souci was once the
stamping ground for none other than our
old friend E. F. Tarbell of Chicago.
*

*

*

D. V. Marouis has sold the Clinch theatre at Frost Proof, Fla., to Prof. G. D.
Pin holster. The walls of Mr. Marquis'
new theatre at Haines City, Fla., are
rapidly going up and this 450-seat house
will be ready for business May 15.
The
latest Powers machines and a Minusa

open the Glades
about May 1.

at

*

*

new

summer.
*

*

»

Moorehaven,

Fla.,

It's a long way to Arcadia, but the trip
worth while when you meet L. P.
Davis, who runs the Star in that city.
The Star will be renovated this summer
and a new ventilating system installed.

*

*

*

*

*

has a fine theatre

in

the

Temple and a real live exhibitor to operate same.
E. C. Bennett is one of the
pioneer exhibitors of the state and his
policy of showing nothing but the best
in pictures has given the Temple a prestige that opposition has never been able
to survive.
If Harry Lucas wants the
order for those two Simplex machines
he had better make a trip to Ocala.
*

*

*

L. Carter, manager of the Lyric at
Gainesville, Fla., reports business very
good.
S. L. has been in business six
years now and has given to this university
city a real up-to-date picture house.
S.

*

The mystery

is

*

*

solved

J. A. Cole, who is a product of the
"big top" and like many an old-timer
has settled down in a smaller town and
is giving the natives some real live exploitation stunts. The Majestic is enjoying exceptionally fine business, due to
Exhibitor Cole's extraordinary energy.
The pet monkey that hangs around the

— Cleveland

film

would be surprised if they could
see the former Fox manager of that city
living the life of Reilly at Bradentown,
Fla.
Mr. Brown, who is now the picture

giving the natives of
Southwest Florida some "Stillman" proof health,

is

grams.
The "Wallace" at Bradentown
is
a joy to the eye.
C. A. has the
Olympic at Palmetto and the Sarasota
at

Sarasota,

man

Said a bald-headed

that;
If the blamed
hat."

HOALD

to a waitress bold,

put on your
York Central Magazine.

thing's chilly,

New

*

FAT Man

"Do you

:

Fla.

serve lobsters here?"
in a

Waitress
"Yes, I'll wait on you
Tennessee Mugwump.
:

Business is good as usual at the Two
Friends theatre over Crystal River way.
H. Cribbs, who operates this house,
will spend a three months vacation in
the North.
Fla.,

or the dayU» Stmt 4 Mm MoW V

IXHI»ITO«S

minute."

*

W.

Ocala,

mmr

The literdr/ Digest

*

circles

*

topics
C**mm»

"See here, young woman, my cocoa's cold !"
She scornfully answered: "I can't help

*

is

will

started this

*

*

E. D. Boston will break ground May 1
for a 700-seat house at Avon Park, Fla.
This house will cost about $10,000 and it
is planned to have a late type of photoplayer installed.
Mr. Boston also operates the Ohio at Seabring, Fla., and will

be installed.
Work on his
800-seat house in Bartow will be

screen
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lobby has been used by various exhibitors
near Ft. Meade in putting over "The Son
of Tarzan."

J.

reports that the cigar industry, which
has been practically at a standstill for
the past few months at Ybor City, is now
back to normal again and in consequence
his Rivoli, Casino and National theatres
are enjoying good business.

— —— —

a

MR. FUSSY
spoon for my

"Here, waiter, bring me

:

coffee!"

Waiter
"Sorry, sir, but we don't serve
them the music here is so stirring." Jack
Canuck (Toronto).
:

—

*

LUNCH

Hound:
and

oxtail soup

had a

"I just

plate of

feel bully."

Counter Fiend: "I just had a plate of
hash and feel like everything." Winnipeg
Telegram.
*

He

some

boiled eggs and bread,
Said the waiter as Bell turned his head:
"Shall I open the shell?"
"Gee whiz," replied Bell,
"No, open the window instead." N. Y.

ordered

Univ. Alumnus.
*

WAITRESS

(offering

suggestions

to

hungry actor): "Soup, fish, eggs, ham!"
Actor (highly offended) "Ham! I guess
:

not, I'm a regular actor."
*

"HOW

will

Rutgers.

you have your eggs?" asked

the waitress.
"As well as could be expected under the
circumstances," replied the absent-minded
doctor. Portland (Me.) Express.
*

"WAITER,

this

coffee

is

nothing

but

mud."
"Yes, sir;
J

'underbill

it

was ground

this

morning."

H ustler.

"Through the Back Door"
Starring Mary Pickford

Now

Nearing Completion

"Through
next

the

Back Door," Mary Pick-

United

Artists picture, is
stage of preparation, according to word received by Hiram
Abrams from Bennie Zeidman, production manager for Mary Pickford.
All scenes have been taken and the
work of cutting and titling the picture is
now in progress. The actual cutting of
the picture is being done by E. M. McDermott, Alfred E. Green and Jack
Pickford, who directed this feature, are
supervising the work.
Gerald Duffy is writing the titles.
ford's

now

in its

final

Build Theatre for Scene
In George Kern Picture
A big theatre was built by George H.
Kern

at

the

Hollywood studios

for his

production
"The Unfoldment," with
Florence Lawrence and William Conklin

The top of a big
the leading roles.
stage at the studio was raised to permit
a wide encircling balcony and two galleries to be built for the theatre scenes.
Well known Los Angeles and Southern California society women donned

in

A

evening gowns
scene from

"Wet Gold" produced by Submarine Film Corporation, under
direction of

Ralph Ince, for Goldwyn.

the

and appeared

in

these

scenes for which a thirty-piece orchestra

was engaged

for

two days.
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New

Celebrated
Exchange Opens

J.

63

L. Friedman, president of the Celebrated Players Film Corporation, threw open

the doors of his

April

11.

It is

new exchange

at 810

South Wabash avenue, Chicago, on Monday,

generally conceded to be the best equipped independent exchange

Above at the left is shown Mr. Friedman sitting at his desk almost
In the background can be seen the beautiful clock presented to him
by his associates in the Federated Exchanges, of which he is president. At the upper right can be seen a group
of the scores of exhibitors who visited the opening.
Below is shown the Tiger Room of Hotel Sherman during
the banquet tendered the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Illinois by Mr. Friedman the night of his opening.
in the world.
buried by the floral greetings from friends.
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DIGESVPICTURES oftAeWEEK
rT7 IIE exhibitor on the alert for the best features the

market has to

.

which

offer,

has quite a

With productions

choose just at present.

to

of pictures from

list

"The Queen of Sheba," "Bob Hampton of

"Dream

Street" and "Proxies"

draw patrons

to the theatre

what the screen has
themes

the

in

to offer.

pictures

and arouse new
There

above

is

Then

spectacular to society crook drama.

interest in

from the

ranging

too the regular

stance

Talmadge a

The

National)

It is

a big production

record box

in

every respect and should prove a

office attraction

for the exhibitor.

(Review

Wesley Barry.

will be

found on page 41.)

"THE QUEEN OF SHEBA
spectacle
is

action

is

office attraction.

J.

It

lavish settings

Gordon Edwards

directed and

declared to be the finest thing he has ever done.

entertainment

(Review

will be

smiles

with

romantic

drama.

Ralph

Graves,

Dempster and Charles Mack have the principal
is

W.

D.

is

a fanciful idyl blending

It is

Carol

roles.

(Review

of

An

it.

narrative style than by plot.

in

It is

excellent

Not

Lytell.

Clean

(Metro) adapted
in the

a well staged and beautifully photo-

supporting company appears with

his greatest picture, but acceptable entertain-

ment.

"GOOD WOMEN"

(Robertson-Cole)

woman.

Rosemary Theby

daring

a

is

be

if

she

may

be called that, a

of this Gasnier production.

cast as the

is

many

of

loves.

It

was written by

C.

Gardner

Sullivan.

"THE TOMBOY"
whom we

(Fox)

presents

Eileen

have usually associated with society

harum-scarum character

found on page 43.)

woman

Beautiful sets and splendid acting are the admirable points

It

will

a simple, wholesome

graphed picture, with a wholesome amusing story back

a picture that will appeal to a wide circle of people.

Contains some beautiful photography.

from those

different

It is

presents

offered.

story of a daring

(United Artists)

somewhat

MESSAGE FROM MARS"

"A

heroine,

Griffith's latest screen opus.

is

(Universal)

it.

found on page 40.)

"DREAM STREET"

well

be warmer

star's friends will

from a stage comedy-drama, presents Bert Lytell

•

in

in a role

more

story told

Betty

Blythe and a large cast of trained players appear

and the

fast

assigned her in recent pictures.

role of a cad.

mammoth

a

is

drama presented with

and beautiful costumes.
it is

(Fox)

and should prove a big box

a thrilling, colorful

and

exceptionally

Director Chet Withey has

"DESPERATE YOUTH"

Featured

Daw

are James Kirkwood, Pat O'Malley, Marjorie

is

friends after viewing the feature.

Gladys Walton

clearly illustrates the directorial genius of Marshall Neilan.

(First National) gives Con-

which

vehicle

given the production every element of a successful comedy.

week.

(First

be relied upon to give satis-

classes.

suited to her histrionic talents.

run of pictures presents an unusually strong line-up this

BOB HAMPTON OF PLACER

and

"LESSONS IN LOVE"

Placer,"

a wide diversity of

listed,

may

picture that

faction to all ages

like

should not be hard to

it

A

stardom.

part.

It is

Percy,

roles, in a

timely in that

it

con-

cerns the ferreting out of a maker of whiskey in a small

"THE OATH"

(First National)

is

of William J. Locke's novel "Idols."

Conway Tearle and Robert

a picturization

The

"NOBODY'S KID"

Fischer have the leading roles.

Routine direction and considerable excess
Locke's theme.

footage

mar

Marsh

who

"MIRACLES OF THE JUNGLE"
It

serials

in the

(Federated)

produced

has a plausible story and a well directed

go over big

in the stellar role,

"Mary Cary."

story drags.

one of the best wild animal

Will please youngsters and their elders.

town.

Miriam Cooper,

in

some

cast.

It

is

time.

(Robertson-Cole)

"THE

eventually finds happiness with her long lost uncle.

Pleasing and adequate vehicle for Miss Marsh.

Hickman

story.

Precedent

manner with

"PROXIES"

is

(Paramount) deals
the race

carefully avoided

in

track type of

and the

Howard

directed.

should

majority of theatres.

HOME STRETCH"

original

Mae

concerns a poor orphan school child

It

(Cosmopolitan-Paramount) ranks high

as society crook melodrama.

new and

with

was made from a popular novel

spirit of

background of practically

all

Rich settings are made the
Against

of the action.

this

a well selected cast gives excellent response to the direction
of George D. Baker.

the race produces the usual effect of promoting interest.

the leading roles.

Douglas MacLean's best production since attaining single

and incident.

Norman Kerry and Zena Keefe

Frank R. Adams' story

is

have

rich in plot

A SPECIAL CAST IX

spared to

PROXIES
(COSMOPOLITAN-PARAMOUNT)

A

society crook drama of the finest
type.
story depending equally
upon incident and characterization told in smoothly and swiftly
unfolding
continuity.
Co-ordinated characterization by capable
players.
Richly mounted, admirably directed melodrama.
A
picture that should build business
during its run.

A

George

D.

Baker,

director,

accom-

plished extraordinary results in the picturization of Frank R. Adams' short
story of the same title. Working with a
big cast and confining the action almost
entirely to rich interiors conducive to
slow movement, he has produced a picture which lays claim to attention with

the first subtitle and holds interest securely to a novel and surprising finish.
Norman Kerr>r scores the acting
triumph of the production. Zena Keefe,
in the second role, wins next honors,
though the work of Rave Dean, William
"H. Tooker and Paul Everton passes as
flawless.
Individual performances are
submerged in a general semblance of
reality effected by direction which minimizes parts in the interests of the whole.
The picture will cause comment. It
is a story which must be studied as it
is viewed.
Patrons will talk about it.
Their comment will be favorable.
Peter and Clare, butler and maid in
the
Darley
mansion,
are
reformed

i

and show that no expense has been

fine,

make

this a real attraction.
the first seven reels, this

Judging from
should go over big

in the majority
please because it
is away from the trite and usual serial
melodramatics.
Director Martin's cast
includes Wilbur Higby, Irene Wallace,
Ben Hagerty, Genevieve Berte. Al Ferguson, Frederic Peters and John George, all
of whom play their roles acceptably. It
was made at the Selig studios by Warner Brothers.

serial

of

theatres.

It

will

BERT LYTELL

IN

A MESSAGE
FROM MARS
(METRO)
Stage play of Richard Ganthoney
makes suitable screen vehicle.
Produced under the direction of
Maxwell Karger with beautiful
wonderful lighting effects
sets,
and an especially well chosen cast.

"A Message from Mars," successful
as a stage play several years ago, delivers its lesson quite as effectively upon
the screen, and is worth anybody's time.
One may not have much patience with
Bert Lytell's interpretation of the cad.
Horace Parker, but at character drawing
Lytell is a master, and his performance,
after his eyes have been opened to the
misery about him. atones for the unlikable role in the early scenes.
Karger has some especially beautifuT
street stuff, supposed to be scenes in

London during

the Christmas season, and
the atmosphere of England's metropolis
is wonderfully well
preserved.
Arthur
Martinelli is credited with the photography.
It is a fine piece of work, especially the double exposures where the
shadowy form of the messenger from
Mars stalks through the streets, and
points out to Parker the needs of the
poor.
It is a picture that will appeal
strongly to family audiences because of
it; wholesome, clearly defined story and

happy ending.
Horace Parker, wealthy young Englishman, and member of the London
Astronomers' Gub, agrees to finance the
making of an amplifier, by means of
which it is hoped to communicate with
the planet Mars.
He refuses to attend
a social with his fiancee, on the grounds
that he might catch cold and a great
scientist would be lost to the world.
When asked alms by an ex-soldier, he
directs the

man

to call after the holidays.

In his library he falls asleep. A figure
appears before him and. after reducing
him to a shadowy form, takes him among
his friends, where he learns what they
really think of him.
When he reads
that the bank with his fortune has failed,
and a beggar agrees to share his last
penny with him, Horace's heart is
touched and he is anxious to make
amends. Awakened from his dream, he
goes forth to a fire, rescues a dying
woman and houses the unfortunate victims of the blaze.
Rave Dean plays with considerable
charm the role of Minnie Talbot,
Horace's fiancee.
Maude Milton, Alphonz Ethier, Gordon Ash. Frank Currier and George Spink all do good work.

criminals.
John Stover, a detective who
has risen to wealth but not to social
position, informs their employer of their
past, but the latter hears Peter's story
and gives him a chance to prove the
honesty of his resolve to go straight.
Stover and Darley disagree in regard to

a business matter and Stover asks the
hand of Darley's daughter in marriage,
threatening ruin.
Peter overhears the
conversation, learns that Stover's power
invested in a proxy which he carries
in his pocket holds up the assembled
guests at a reception and recovers the
proxy for Darley. Misunderstanding is
eventually dissipated and the ending is
is

happy.

WARNER BROTHERS PRESENT

MIRACLES OF
THE JUNGLE
(FEDERATED)

A

wild animal serial that hits the
spot.
It has been given a good
production and is extremely thrilling.
Written and directed by E.
A. Martin.

The

three episodes of this serial
it stands out above the usual
wild animal serial. The story is more or
less plausible and the thrills are very
well directed. The sets, which were designed by Gabe Pollock, are exceptionally
first

indicate that

The

big

hold-up scene from "Proxies," the Cosmopolitan-Paramount production
adapted and directed by George D. Baker.
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concerns

It

the

activities

of

a

musical

family, with a versatile little monkey. The
finds father's hidden supply of gin,
saves it from robbers and feeds it to the
fish.
The poor poet takes the hired girl's
savings to get something to eat, attempts
to rob a gas meter and is blown through
the floors of three flats and lands on his
own chandelier. The subtitles are mostly
in verse and
get a
few laughs. The
monkey's antics furnish a considerable part
of the humor.

monkey

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE OATH
(FIRST NATIONAL)
picturization
of
William

A

J.

Locke's novel, "Idols."
Excellently acted by Miriam Cooper,
Conway Tearle and Robert
Fischer.
Is marred by routine
direction which has permitted surplus footage to engulf Locke's

theme.
This feature contains nothing unusual
in the way of audience appeal.
It starts
with a theme, that of intermarriage between those of opposite faiths, which
promises to be interesting, but, due to
unimaginative direction and a continuity
that loses Mr. Locke's plot motif early
the

in

MAE MARSH

IN

NOBODY'S KID
(ROBERTSON-COLE)

An appealing little story of an orphan, adapted from Kate Langley
Bosher's book, "Mary Cary." The
simplicity and naturalness of Miss
Marsh in the leading role lend
conviction to trite theme aided
materially by the forceful direction of Howard Hickman.

"Mary Cary" was classed among the
"best sellers" in bookdom several years

No
ago and ran into several editions.
doubt because of its popularity it was
regarded as a safe bet for picture purposes, and it is.
In the hands of a less
experienced
director,
however, it
is
doubtful if it would have made such a
tine play.
It is a story that has appeared
under various titles ever since we have
had blonde curled ingenues and it remained for Howard Hickman to get
away from the beaten track and bring to
the hackneyed plot a few new twists.
This he has done, with the result that it
is a very acceptable piece of screen fiction.

Mae Marsh

well cast as Mary, the
poor orphan school youngster, and the
various characters of the book, the severe
matron, the pretty nurse and the uncle,
are particularly well fitted for the roles

assigned them.

is

Ann

Schaefer and Kath-

erine Kirkham have leading parts.
It is
a picture that will appeal strongly to
the children and exhibitors should have
no difficulty in interesting readers of the
book in the photoplay.
It has many
splendid exploitation angles, also.
Mary Cary, since babyhood, has lived
in the orphanage.
Under the severe eye
of Miss Bray she and her little playmates get little enjoyment out of life.
She is punished for slight infractions of
the rules and severely reprimanded when
her diary is found to contain pictures and
writings of her teacher.
She overhears
a conversation regarding an uncle; she
writes to him and there is the usual happy

ending, with the uncle falling in love and
marrying the pretty nurse of the school.

EILEEN PERCY IN

hibitors

THE TOMBOY

be

Humorous touches make
pealing

Romance

and

this

an apstory.

small town harumscarum girl who turns reporter to
find a gang of bootleggers.
Well
produced. Carl Harbaugh wrote
of

and directed

it.

Eileen Percy gives a pleasing impersonation of a hoydenish young person
full of life in "The Tomboy."
It has
a timely touch in that a bootlegger is
being sought by the townspeople, and his
eventual exposure is one of the picture's big scenes.
"The Tomboy" is a
picture that will please the youngsters
Miss Percy,
as well as their elders.
dressed in overalls, plays ball, conducts
the sporting page of the local newspaper
and in her spare moments looks after two
babies deserted by a troubled woman.
Briefly,
the story runs as follows:
The tomboy's father is an inventor. He
is
intoxicated
one day and his
found
daughter determines to find who is supplying him with liquor.
A stranger
comes to town and a warm friendship
springs up between them. He agrees to
help her, but when a bottle of whiskey
falls from his pocket she turns from him.
The town dullard finds the bootlegger's
stiil
in a barn, but neglects to inform
the authorities until the outfit is discovered by the stranger and the tomboy,
when the barn is burned.
Hallam Cooley, Paul Kamp and Byron,
Munson furnish excellent support in the
other roles.

SUNSHINE PLAYERS IN

VERSE AND WORSE
(FOX)
Chester Conklin is featured in this latest
Fox comedy but aside from scribbing verse
in a garret has little to do with the plot.

reels,

the

picture

in

the brightest spots will
the meritorious histrionic

Cooper, Conway
Q. Nilsson, whose
names are of audience value. As a whole,
the picture may be placed in the ranks
Tearle

interesting

angle,

found

abilities

(FOX)

three

first

emerges as trite melodrama. It lacks as
a drawing card because it has been allowed to drag endlessly. From the ex-

of

and

Miriam

Anna

of the usual, w-hereas
promised the unusual.

its

starting point

The photography

by Dal Clawson is very fine and the settings reflect good taste.
Aside from the wandering continuity,
the principal fault may be found in the
fact that Director Walsh has allowed an
anti-climax to creep into the feature. This
more than anything else tends to disrupt
the endeavor to build up suspense in the
final reels.
The situations in the courtroom have been done so many times
that they fail to ring true from a dramatic
standpoint, although they are productive of very fine acting on the part of the
principals.
Another good point that can
be cited is the fact that the locations have
been very well chosen and that the correct English

atmosphere has been main-

tained throughout the production.
The
production was directed by R. A. Walsh
for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation.

VANITY COMEDY

DEAD EASY
(EDUCATIONAL)
One
will

reel of good, wholesome fun that
easily uphold the comedy angle of
program.
painter in distress,

your
A
through want of food, accepts $50 from
two quack dealers in bodies. He leaps
from a high bridge into a river to commit

suicide but, to the surprise of the freakish

merchants, his body rebounds from

the surface of the water back onto the
bridge and he rushes to satisfy his hunger.
The dealers pursue him and command that he shall commit suicide by
ft
o'clock so that his body may be turned
over to them.
In the meantime, the
artist receives a telegram announcing the
death of his uncle and the inheritance of
several thousand dollars.
To comply
with his negotiations with the quack dealers, he gives them the body of his uncle.
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CONSTANCE TALMADGE

LESSONS

IN

67

IN

LOVE

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Constance Talmadge has been given
a colorful and entertaining little
comedy with enough laughs in the
various situations and titles to
satisfy anyone. Book it and keep
an account of the laughs if you
Chet Withey directed it.
can.
For good, clean comedy there is nothIt
ing missing in "Lessons in Love."
runs the gamut of farcical situations
leaving nothing to be desired with the
final fadeout.

There is a surprise
and one which they

in store for all

fans

welcome joyously.
Flora Finch, who won fame as
the principal support of John Bunny, is
again with us.
She is cast in a role
will

which is in keeping with the attributes
which placed her on a high plane of
public favor.

"Connie" and

her support seemingly
fun in the riotous situations
as the public assuredly will.
Director
Withey has jumped hurriedly from one
situation to another, making the picture
find as

all

much

more

the

desirable

for

this

speedy

action.

An

excellent cast is in support of the
In addition to Miss Finch,
are Kenneth Harlan, leading man, Florence Short, James Harrison, George

comedienne.

Fawcett, Frank Webster and Louise
Lee.
In "Lessons in Love," Miss Talmadge
finds herself financially embarrassed, with
two old men attempting to arrange her
marriage to the nephew of one of the
men whom she never has seen. She
poses as a maid that she may have the
opportunity of tricking the nephew. In
the complications that follow is found
the fun of the picture.

GLADYS WALTON IN

DESPERATE YOUTH
(UNIVERSAL)

A

wholesome picture which reliesupon narration rather than plot
for its entertainment value.
The
picture adheres closely to the Universal standard.
While the star
is unfortunate in not having as
distinctive a role as in the past
she will leave a favorable impression through her portrayal of a
little

is

orphan.

For the most
played amid

Constance Talmadge effectively blocks an outcry

SPECIAL CAST IN

WOMEN
GOOD
(ROBERTSON-COLE)
Five-part drama written by C. Gardner Sullivan and featuring Rosemary Theby.
Has interesting
trend and some clever acting help
put over story that weakens at
the end.
J. Gasnier has given us a skilldirected and charmingly photographed play in "Good Women," and the
acting by the entire cast is above reproach.
It is a story that holds your
attention, too, for the end is not an
obvious one. Therein, however, lies the
play's weakest point.
It drives home its
point, it is true, but it has such an un-

Louis

fully

part, "Desperate Youth"
rustic settings with the

atmosphere of Southern aristocracy predominating it. It is a simple story of anorphan who is transplanted from the
rugged West to the stilted and supercilious surroundings of a Southern household.

Gladys Walton, in the role of the
orphan who is abused by a disdainful
aunt and cousin, wins the sympathy of
her audience by her sincere delineation.
Comedy bits are introduced through
the antics of a group of little colored
folks who find resistence impossible when
mammy places a delectable cake on the
back stoop to cool. No watermelon ever
disappeared more unceremoniously.
An ideal type has been chosen for the
character of the aunt. She creates an air
of haughtiness about the household that
seems impregnable. Contrasting her attitude with that Miss Walton arouses a
hatred that is difficult to expel.
Some very beautiful scenes are used in
the introductory part of the picture.

in

"Lessons

in

Love," her

latest

First National production.

satisfactory finish.
C. Gardner Sullivan
has given us many fine examples of
dramatic construction, but this is not
one of his best.
Nevertheless, it is interesting and provides a splendid vehicle
for Miss Theby.
She gives a convincing performance. Others in the cast who
play admirably are Earl Schenk, Hamilton Revelle, William Carlton, Arthur
Stuart Hull, R«ah Mitchell and Eugenie
Besserer.
The story is woven around the love
affairs of Katherine Brinkley, who, aside
from being wealthy, has won renown as
a writer of verse.
She Dreaks with her
fiance, and runs away to France with a

married man, an impetuous Russian
piano player. He soon tires of her and
returns to America, to his wife and further triumphs on the concert stage. At
Monte Carlo she meets an Englishman,
Richard Eggelthorpe, who has a fondness for daring women.
He does not
offer her marriage, however, and she
goes to Italy to forget. At Naples she
falls desperately in love with an American who is sojourning in the city.
Shelby, the American, however, neglects
to inform her that he has a wife until
the day that Mrs. Shelby arrives in
Naples. There is a scene when Shelby's
wife and mother appear at Katherine's
apartments, but they are convinced that
she is a good woman when they learn
she has induced Shelby to return to his

M

wife.

Pretty sets are an outstanding feature
of the production.

MOVIE MAD
A new

(EDUCATIONAL)
note

in

comedy production

is

by the Christie organization in
"Movie Mad," a two-part comedy that

struck

won

Rosemary "Theby and William P. Carleton in
scene from "Good Women." (Robertson-Cole.)

;

audible favor at the Tivoli theatre,
Chicago, during the week of April 12. No
better
entertainment has been forth-
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coming

from

this

quarter

in

many

months.

Dorothy Devore is cast as a film fan
from the middle west, who arrives in
Los Angeles to visit relatives.
Neal
Burns, as cashier of a local bank, is her
fiance.
She shows such interest in motion picture comedians that he impersonates Charlie Chaplin and visits her at
the home of her relatives, wrecking the
place and stealing her gems.
He is arrested and sent

to

jail

during which time she

for

thirty

days,

cured of her
infatuation.
When released he returns
without the disguise and is accepted on
is

the old footing.
An airplane flight over the production
center, during
versal studios

and shown

which Goldwyn and Uniare

designated

in

sub-

a bird's eye view, adds
to the general interest of the picture, as
do numerous street scenes showing pictitle

ture-making

in

in

progress.

DOUGLAS MacLEAN

IN

THE HOME STRETCH
(PARAMOUNT)
An

original racetrack story.
Love
interest, rural and metropolitan
atmosphere admirably contrasted,
continuous, brisk action and capable character delineation set the
picture apart from others of the
high class production in
type.
every respect.

A

"The

Home

Stretch" is a race track
without precedent.
The hero
does not ride the horse to victory following the drugging of the jockey, nor
is the horse stolen, poisoned or rescued
from a burning stable. Yet the spirit of
the race, which has made box office sucpicture

cesses of practically all similar stories
that have been picturized previously, exercises as beneficial an effect in the present instance.
Douglas MacLean is at his best in the
role of the youthful race horse owner
and romantic wooer of a village maiden,
effectively portrayed by Beatrice Burnham, a young woman of personality.

Walt Whitman,

as her father,

and

Wade

Boetler, as the star's benefactor, have the
next best roles.
Many excellent types
are profitably employed.
Exhibitors may rely upon the picture
to give satisfaction. Chicago theatre men
approved it audibly in an otherwise silent
projection room.
Music will heighten
its effectiveness.
It follows that the production should be forcefully advertised.
The material for as extensive exploitation as desired is present.
In the story, Douglas MacLean, as a
young man whose sole possession is a
race horse of promise, rescues a little girl
from death beneath the hoofs of "the
ponies," as they dash down the home
stretch, though his act loses the race for
his entry.
A little later he flees a roadhouse party and the country when he believes a blow struck in defense of a girl
has resulted in death.
He goes to a
city, works as hotel clerk, falls in
love with the daughter of the town grocer, saves her father's money by entering his horse in the race at the county
fair, and. misunderstood, leaves in disgrace.
His triumphant return and eventual engagement to the girl provide a
satisfactory finish.
little
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safe to say any audience will get
a good laugh from this one. Andy,
riding in his famous flivver, runs upon,
it

is

many

his neighbor's lawn and receives a
in the eye.
To get back at him,

(EDUCATIONAL)
This picture

is
both entertaining and
educational, giving a one-reel study of
the elephant in his native haunts. Scenes
showing the various uses to which the
elephant is put by the natives of the
country. The picture shows the juggernaut of the jungle transporting mammoth
timbers from the forests to the native
settlements and splitting the timber with

his tusks.

The World Wandering

series

comprises unusually colorful subjects. It
is
one of the World Wandering scries
issued by Educational.

Andy

boxing lessons, then goes out

takes

in

and repeats his first offense. He
gives the fellow an awful trouncing, but
meets his Waterloo at the hands of his
neighbor's wife, who knocks him out
his car

with a broom.

Cleveland Interests
Finance Corporation
Company Has 142 Subjects
For Distribution In the
State Right field
Mount Olympus
is
the name

Distributing Corpor-

ation

of the newest comenter the state right field.
It
recently was incorporated under the Delaware laws, "to produce, sell and distribute" motion pictures, and begins its
career with no less than 142 short subjects, divided into five groups.

pany

to

Has

JUGGERNAUTS
OF THE JUNGLE

wallop

There
edies

will

Several

Series

be twenty-six one-reel com-

known

as "Darktown Affairs,"
by colored actors exclusively;
fifty-two "Jacqueline comedies" of one
reel each, these to be on the order of
the household stories so delightfully told

played

by Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew; twentysix "Dizzy Dumbbell" comedies, semislapstick stories of two reels each, and
twelve Charles Conklin comedies, each
two reels in length.

The corporation has

its

offices

in

the

World's Tower building, 110 West 40th
Street, New York.
Cleveland interests
are financing the new venture. The officers include James Blackwell of Cleveland; James
Calnay and Edward P.

Borden.
Other Cleveland bankers are
be interested in the company.

said to

LOVE THY NEIGHBOR
(CELEBRATED PLAYERS)
One
date.

of

Sid

Smith's best cartoons to

The animation

is

well

done and

May

Issue

Features

In addition to the short subjects now
ready for the market, the Olympus company also is negotiating for several large
feature productions of from six to eight
reels.
These will be presented to the
trade under name of "Olympian Productions."

Robert Edgar Long, recently general
press representative for D. W. Griffith,
is
handling the firm's advertising and
publicity.

"Miracle of Manhattan"

New Hammerstein Film
"The Miracle

of Manhattan" will be
the title of the forthcoming Selznick picture starring Elaine Hammerstein. This
is
the production which was originally
announced under the working title of
"The Gilded Butterfly."
According to a revised publishing
schedule, "The Miracle of Manhattan"

follows

Next

"Poor

will

Dear Margaret Kirby."
Girl from
No-

come "The

where," and then "Handcuffs or Kisses."

Star's Skating Skill Is
Tested in "The Convict'
Among the novel scenes which were
filmed

recently

for

Eugene

O'Brien's

forthcoming Selznick picture, "The Convict," are the skating scenes taken at
Saranac Lake, New York, under the direction of William P. S. Earle.
The scenes reveal O'Brien and Martha
Mansfield,

the

new

Selznick star,

in

a

series of skillfully manipulated stunts and
are made to serve as a picturesque background to the production.

^
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for the Western Pictures Company, of which Irving M. Lesser is general
ploitation

manager.
*

New York Notes About Film Folk

j

By
See by the morning papers that HookamBay-Bay arrived on the S. S. Aquitania. He
came to America to study film production.
Certainly ought to be able to take care of
himself among the boys with a name like
that.

*

*

*

Sayles has been appointed advertising manager of the International Film
Service, Inc. Leo A. Pollock continues to
be manager of publicity.

James

F.

*

*

*

"Dream Street" went over big and, as is
usual with a Griffith production, it registered 100 per cent.
Got to hand it to the
Oriental chief when it comes to the finished
article.

*

*

*

C. Lang Cobb has been indulging in the
eighteen-hole pastime while visiting New
Orleans.
They play for "praelines" down
there now, instead of the time-honored 19th
hole "high."
* * *

There is a realty movement on foot to
make Mamaroneck a second Hollywood.
The Post Realty Company have been making surveys of the territory with the idea of
securing suitable locations for studio sites.
They contemplate erecting a modern hotel

find,

*

because the Republic

in scientific installation

J. B.

is

the last

word

and Mr. Yates has

the knowledge and experience necessary to
back one of the finest laboratories in the
United States, if not in the world.

accommodation of the film people.
a step in the right direction, as the
present accommodations are inadequate,
even for the Griffith employees, some of
whom have to commute on the N. Y., N. H.
R. R., because of the lack of rooming acfor the

This

*

H. Yates, managing director of the Republic Laboratories, is one of the busiest
men in town and the reason is not hard to

is

commodations

in

Mamaroneck.

According

tentative plans the new hotel will be
known as the Heathcote and will be erected
on a high tract of land overlooking the
Sound, on which is known as Heathcote
Hill.
If the deal goes through as contemplated at present, the hotel will cost $175,-

*

*

*

table is all set for the big feast and
Realart's second birthday cake will be cut

The

on June 29. There have been cakes and
cakes cut in the past, but Realart's confection will be the reel piece de resistance for
the exhibitor.

to

"Now

or Never" to
Be Given Premiere

At Capitol Theatre

000.

*

The Auditorium

*

*

Mamaroneck played
two days last week and

at

"Black Beauty" for
the record of attendance almost reached
that set by "The Kid."
Mr. Wheeler, the
present manager of the Auditorium, has
them coming and if his present standard
keeps up he may hold his patronage despite
the new theatre which will soon be erected
half a block away.
*

*

*

Eddie Zorn, owner of the Temple theatre.
Toledo, Ohio, has been a visitor in New
York during the past week.
*

*

Harry D. Wilson

*
is

handling the ex-

The Broadway premiere

of

Harold

Associated Exhibitors
offering, "Now or Never," will be at
the Capitol theatre, where S. L. Rothafel
Lloyd, in his

will

give the

first

first

three-reel

picture of

comedian a special presentation.
Lloyd will be featured at the Capitol
showing and extra efforts will be put
the

forth in appreciation of the fact that the
theatre is to get the comedy for an exclusive first run in New York City.
On
previous comedies Lloyd was featured
day and date in two Broadway houses.
considers
Mr.
Rothafel
"Now or
Never" the finest work of Lloyd and
indeed considers it one of the most remarkable comedies made for the screen.
The popularity of Lloyd throughout the
country and the enthusiasm with which
his every picture is greeted in New York
City, it is stated, led Mr. Rothafel to
close with Associated not alone for "Now
or Never," but for the entire first series
of three comedies.
" 'Now or Never' is breaking all records set by Lloyd and that is a great
achievement in itself," said Mr. John E.
Storey, sales manager of Associated, in
discussing the success of the picture. "It
was realized by the sales force of Associated that Lloyd had surpassed himself
in his first picture for this organization
and the results are proving that exhibitors everywhere agree with Associated.
regard this picture as not alone
Lloyd's best, but as just about the best
comedy of its length ever offered the
public."

We

Cosmopolitan Fea'ure
Exhibited in Sing Sing
"Proxies," the latest Cosmopolitan Pro-

duction to be issued by Paramount, was
shown on Wednesday, April 13, to members of the Mutual Welfare League of
Sing Sing.
It was particularly appropriate that this

Cosmopolitan production

exhibited at the New York
Ossining, because the
state prison at
theme of the picture, which is a clever

should be

crook comedy drama, is "Give a Man a
Chance," and also that "A Man May Be
Down, But He's Never Out." The inmates of the institution enjoyed the picture because it did not preach too much
entertaining way
to them, but in an
demonstrated the truth of those maxims.
"Proxies" was adapted for the screen
from a story in the Cosmopolitan MagaColleen Moore, who has an important part in "The Sky Pilot," King Vidor's latest
production now being issued through Associated First National Pictures.

zine by Frank R. Adams, and was directed by George D. Baker, who also
wrote the scenario.
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Robert Schable, in the role of "Conceit" in the new George
Fitzmaurice-Paramount production, "Experience."
Florence Vidor whose ability and charming presence lend
much to the Associated Producers production "Lying
Lips."

Lillian

Walker, famous picture

Dean

star,

wearing a Priscilla

tam-o'shanter, congratulating Hazel Bye on the
success of the "Outside the Law" stunt in Chicago.

Harold Goodwin, new Fox star, is a true sportsman, wears
old clothes and everything and spends much time in
the woods, when not working in pictures.

—

—

—
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
CopyrigM, 1921

You are

especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
read in tbe HERALD

a co-operative service

It im

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and

TELL US

week wbat the picture
Address "What The

every
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

A

Town

Mack

Sennett
and
good,
very
production. Picture
drew good business in snow storm. Prices
advanced for this. John Hafner, Prin-

Small

—

Idol, a

—

cess theatre,

Donora, Pa.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Last

Maurice

of the Mohicans, a

production.— Good business.
Best matinee I ever
It's a fine picture.
had. J. A. Cole, Majestic theatre, Ft
Meade, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

Tourneur

—

—
Homespun Folks, a Thomas H.
The advance
production. — Fine.

Ince

trailers

Everybody

business.

get the

A. P. Schaefer,

Academy

pleased.
theatre, Iron-

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
a real picture, which
production. — Here
Mo.

ton,

—

them

Associated Producers

all.
Peter Krauth, Opera House,
Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Used for an opening for my new house.
A dandy picture and the proper one to

—

show to any class of audience. H. Pitman, Capitol theatre, Clearwater, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

appeal to all classes of patrons. It is
well directed and has plenty of heart indid a fine business with it.
terest.
Orpheum theatre,
J. H. Vaughan, New

Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Great.
Broke house record. First National have
the goods.
Wouldn't be without First
National franchise. O. V. Kelly, Ma-

—

theatre,

jestic

la.

— Critical

First
The Kid, with

National

^jiinitrmniiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiT[iijiiiiiuiHruiimnr:uiriiiiiiiiiTiiitiiiii(iniMiinninii[iiiiiiiiii[]un[nnitruiinT>^

—

—

Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.— The
Kid is the best picture Chaplin ever made.
Played five days, and could have run
Fifth day larger than the first.
longer.
C. D. Cooley, Strand theatre, Tampa,
Neighborhood patronage.
Fla.

The

j

|
j

I
I
I

I
I

I

like

it.

Very weak

plot.

—W.

L.

theatre, Burlington, Wis.
General patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Broke
all records.
In my ten years' experience
I
have never
in the picture business
shown a picture to as many people as
they
stood in
The Kid. Both nights
line for nearly an hour in cool weather.

Uglow, Crystal

—

—

J.

E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a
— Good picture. Drew well

cast.

special
at ad-

scene wonder-

vanced prices.

Forest fire
especially to those who never saw
anything of the kind. Neewa, the cub,
and Brimstone, the pup, ran Lon Chaney
and Betty Blythe close race for first honors.
Star wore very elaborate gown for
a far north setting.
Bert Norton, Kozy
theatre, Eureka, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
Passion, with a special cast. Played
two days to capacity business. Fine picture.
T. de la Cerra, Lara theatre,
Havana, Cuba. Transient patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.—
Here is another good one, and it pleased
ful,

—

—

—

Nomads of the North, with a special
cast—Absolutely pleased all who saw it.

A

picture

and

|

are the seventeen which

|

remainders §

largest

Daddy Long

3.

Virtuous Men.

4.

Tarzan of the Apes.
Back to God's Coun-

Small town patronage.

What Women Love, with Annette KelIerman. An excellent picture which cannot fail to entertain, as it satisfies. One
should take advantage of the many possibilities of exploitation.
It pleased here.
—Frank Vesley, T. & D. Jr. Lodi theatre, Lodi, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Pollyanna.

I
[

8.

Evangeline.
The Heart of

I

I
I
I

Legs.

10.

11.

I
I

|

I

Satan, Jr.

13.

Mickey.

14.

The Daredevil.
The Great Air Rob-

|

In for Thirty Days.

The Great Redeemer.

|

Lefs hear from another exhibitor!

§

Bert E. Fahrney,
Electric Theatre,
Curtis, Neb.
<

1

11

n iinun

— General

—

Did

great

Monroe

Fleitas,

—Neighborhood

pat-

theatre,

business.

—

J.

Key West,

F.
Fla.

patronage.

The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge.

— This

picture

pleased 100 per
Connie, give us more like

this.

not think

—

Stewart.

—

—A

very good picture. Anita
playing her role in the usual
good fashion. Her naturalness is sure
commendable and we had two days average business.— New Cozy theatre, Win-

Stewart

Allan Dwan producbut did not please.
Too
heavy and draggy. No drawing power.
O. V. Kelly, Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.— Played
two days to good business. The old
Chaplin fans were disappointed. L. P.
Davis, Star theatre, Arcadia, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
tion.

Scoffer, an

— Fair,

—

— Here

is

Contains

17.

!

Wis.

—
—

16.

^.tir.iiu:i(n>iiin [ill ni iHintiiiir nti iui u 11 i:L!Lin' 11 l;

Burlington,

special
pleased.

The

Human-

Three Gold Coins.
Down on the Farm.

—

a
to

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
|

bery.
I

picture

chester, Ind.

12.

15.

excellent

hood patronage.

ity.

1

I

cast.

Good, clean comedy-drama. I do
I could say too much for this
picture.
Business fair.— W. F. Baker,
Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.—
General patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.
For a small town, this picture will
hurt your theatre.— W. W. Wales, Yeomen theatre, Seneca, S. D. Neighbor-

I

Eye for Eye.

9.

—
—An

The Truth About Husbands, with

§

|

tr y7.

I

means,

A. Batts,
N.
D.

cent of them.

j

6.

I

all

|

§

The Revenge of Tar-

2.

5.

—

The Truth About Husbands, with a
cast.
Everybody more than

after subtracting -film rental from
gross receipts, 1920. By the way,
they make mighty slim picking
for censorship, eh, what?
1.

you can boost by

will
please them. R.
theatre,
Carrington,

Grand

theatre,

Patrons
Liked Best

us the

I

I

Mich.

Here
left

—

age.

ronage.

zan.

I

not

—

|

My

—

—

good business.— W. L. Uglow, Crystal

The Plays

My

—

Lady's Latch Key, with Katherine
MacDonald. Good business, but they did

with picture. Among the best we have
run this year. Frank Ober, Boynton
theatre, Boynton, Okla.
General patron-

special

I

—

— Neigh-

—

patronage.

Charlie Chaplin. The
most satisfying picture we have had in
a long time. Coogan is some kid. Boost
Yourit and The Kid will do the rest.
R. A.
self and patrons will be satisfied.
Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Reedsburg, Wis.

borhood patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
Played this to the biggest
house of the season, and all well pleased

We

Maquoketa,

—

The

is

will

—

!

tiiit^ ij
1

.

1

li 11

1

u it:

1

r j

l:

hu :j

1

; [

ail

I

j

n 11 [i bun M [i :?m
1

a

real

box

office

attraction

elements of a picture. Some
part of it will appeal to every fan.
Everyone will praise it.
Boosted it
strong, raised admission and it broke all
records except Mickey.
An all-round
picture.
Bert
Norton,
Kozy theatre,
Eureaka, III. Neighborhood patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.— Have
run every Chaplin picture ever made,
and must say this is best of all. Book it
if you like box office winners.
All well
pleased.— Jake J. Disch, New Majestic

—

all

—

—

—
AA

—
—
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Cudahy,

theatre,

Wis.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald.
Star does fine
This is a fine picture.
I guess she
acting, but doesn't draw.
well

isn't

enough known

here.

— W.

W.

Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la.
General patronage.
In Wrong, with Jack Pickford.—
Pleased a small crowd.
clever program.
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
change sorely needed
production. A
from the heavy to light production, and
Marshall Neilan is a real picture director
and he has selected a good cast for this
New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
one.

—

—

—

Ind.

ing

Ray pictures better right along.
R. A. Batts, Grand theatre, Carrington,
N. D. Small town patronage.
The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
a
just
entertainment,
Stewart. Not
drama of life incidents, in some spots a
part,
this
Anita miscast in
little rough.
although her work is good. Plucked eyemake-up does not
butterfly
brows and
look well in this type of story. Leo
Peterson, Iris theatre, Belle Fourche,
S. D.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Broke
Jackie Coogan, the kid, liked
all records.
Uglow,
L.
Chaplin. W.
better than
Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis. General patronage.
Harriet and the Piper, with Anita StewVery good. Miss Stewart always
art.
Peter Krauth, Opera House,
pleases.
Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.
it.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

send

—
Point, with Katherine
MacDonald. — Star a drawing card. ScenGood story and — Oh
ery wonderful.
What more could
boy! — the box
you ask?— W. L. Beebe, Opera House,
Manito,
— Small town patronage
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
Absolutely pleased 100 per cent. — SucksBros., Orpheum theatre, Wildrose,
N. D. — General patronage.
office.

111.

.

torff

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
In this one Connie gallops
along very close to the danger line, so

Talmadge.

—

close in fact that the over-particular may
think she steps over in some instances,
but Constance can get away with it where

another

woman would

fail.

After view-

special

a

invitation

to

clergy

the

Ladies Aid Society.
Not that it
will hurt 'em, but they might claim it
was another argument for censorship.
It's a good entertainment and will draw
better the second night.
Better play it.
The worst feature is the glaring advertisement of a Victor record, and I am
wondering how much First National got
from the Victor people for putting this
the

in

and

film,

I

am wondering how

long our national association will permit
this kind of graft.
time it was
It's
stopped. J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—

Fox
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
Fine picture.
Full of pep and excitement every minute. Don't do business
on any picture like we used to. William

—

Haight,

Mont.

—

Orpheum

Livingston,
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

White Youth, with Edith Roberts.—
Poor. The cut and dried scenario type
picture which is a waste of everyone's
time.
Leo Peterson, Iris theatre, . Belle

—

Fourche,

Why Trust Your Husband? with
Eileen
Percy. Good
comedy. E. A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

—

New York

While

Sleeps, with a special

Pleased about 60 per
— Just
cent. — L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. — Mining camp patronage.
cast.

fair.

The

Thief, with

Pearl

White.—Just

a

fashion show.
Nothing to the picture.
My people don't like this high brow
stuff.
A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arling-

—

ton, la.

— Neighborhood

The Man

patronage.

Who

Dared, with William
Russell.
A splendid production that
pleased 100 per cent.
Hope Fox keeps
on putting Russell in good productions.
Poor house owing to labor conditions.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, .Marmarth, N. D.

—

Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.

—A

program

Girl of

— Will

My

Heart, with Shirley Mason.

please the majority.

—

Another

built on "Faith."
Leo
Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S.

pic-

Peterson,

D.

—

The Feud, with Tom Mix. Not as
good as The Speed Maniac. I consider
The Feud just a fair Mix picture. Did
not get any money for me.
P. G. Held,

— Neigh-

Sprague, with Buck Jones.
Star looks like a comer, but this one is
not much. Just like a serial. No story
to it.
It needs some humanness of story

—

make

a star come up.
Arthur
Universal theatre, Hanford, Cal.
to

Fukuda,
Neigh-

—

d

N

—

From Now On,

with George Walsh.
one boys, it's
this
reels.
Will please 90
per cent. G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre,
Marmarth, N. D.

Book

and boost
there and in seven

—

Untamed,

Tom

with

Mix.

— Splendid

Took well. It seems as though
Mix crowd wants more circus-

picture.

—

Trail, with Buck Jones.
Just a program picbusiness.
William Haight,
theatre, Livingston, Mont.

good Western.

No

—

Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Will please
Percy. A clever comedy.
those who want light entertainment. Leo
Peterson, Iris theatre, Belle Fourche,
S. D.

—

—

Know Your Men, with Pearl White.—
This one gave satisfaction to all my paThe star played her part exceltrons.
lently.
B. Hersh, Spruce theatre, Phila-

—

delphia,

Pa.

— Neighborhood

Would you Forgive?

— On

the

bum.

No

patronage.
with Vivian Rich.
wonder they are

—

raving for censorship. Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Neb..— Small town patronage.

Woman

— Best

and the Law, with Miriam
picture I have shown in

the last four or five months. Drew good.
theatre,
Tropical
Estrada,
Casa Blanca, Cuba. Neighborhood patronage.

— Rogelio
The

—

Scuttlers,

with William Farnum.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
This absolutely brought me more money
than' any other Mix I ever had.
C. C.
Price, Royal theatre.
Tarpon
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

usual

Springs,

theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.

—

an ordinary
— Just Farnum
snap.

Western character.

Thief, with Pearl White.— Got by.
Pearl White is not the big card she used
to be.
This picture will please about 85
per cent, and that is not bad. R. A.

—

Lacks the
takes better in
Peterson, Iris

picture.
Bill

— Leo

17, with George Walsh.— PicIt
holds attention to the last.
pleased.— Peter Krauth, Opera House,
Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh.—

Number

The

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The One Main

Neighborhood patronage.

7

My

The

Orpheum

WIRE FOR TERRITORY

with George Walsh.

a picture showing thieves, robbers,
thugs, gamblers, kidnappers dope fiends,
etc., appeals to your patrons, book it.
patrons considered it a rough and crude
G. V. Kelly, Masort of dime novel.
jestic theatre, Recdsburg, Wis.

Cooper.

ture.

SHADOWLAND fc^E£ R fS

From Now On,
If

borhood patronage.

—A

At Play

Neighborhood patronage.

versal theatre, Hanford, Cal.

Sunset

At Work

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
five years in show business,
but this is the worst thing I have ever
seen called a picture. Worse than poor.
H. Pace, Princess theatre, Traer, la.

have been

Neighborhood patronage.

borhood patronage.

Home

The Land

I

regular
like stunts and action, like the other productions of his. Arthur Fukuda, Uni-

—

doubt.

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.

With Stage, Screen and Dance Stars

Educational Exchanges.

Shobe, Kentland theatre, Kentland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.

picture that will pass withFair drawing power.
B.
Hersh, Spruce theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

out

—

At

"SNOOKY"
The famous Chester comedy monkey in a scene
from "Ready to Serve," soon to be issued by

D.

S.

ture

SINGLE
REEL
DE LUXE

she

and

—

The Turning

said

dreamed of sinners and wild men all
night.
If you play this one, I wouldn't

—

Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
good picture, which pleased all who saw

woman

one

picture,

this

April 30, 1921

ture

—

—
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A

too

little

gruesome

— A.

P. Schaefer,

ton,

Mo.

my

patrons.
to suit
theatre, Iron-

Academy

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
good, but many expected more
thrills from Jones and a Western. Very
slow stuff. William Haight, Orpheum
Very

—

Mont.

Livingston,

theatre,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Thief, with Pearl White.— I still
contend Pearl is a cracker-jack serial
we pay for the exstar, but in features
periments.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theSmall town patatre, McGehee, Ark.

—
—

—

ronage.

Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Percy. Great comedy and keeps them
laughing, and that is what they are looking for.
R. A. Shobe. Kentland theatre,
Neighborhood patronKentland,
Ind.

—
—

—

age.

Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley MaShirley has lots of friends here, and
why shouldn't she? She does her part
well. It's a nice, clean picture. Lots of
compliments and no kicks. Today our
son.

—

decides
censorship.
Hope the
scare does some good if it tails. This
picture needs no censor, though.
H. A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
Home patronage.
la.
state

—

—

The

Little

Lovely. —-This

Grey Mouse, with Louise

star could be made a
puller if given right stotries. Consider it
Majestic theatre, Reedsa weak picture.

—

—

Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Eastward Ho, with William Russell.
Nothing objectionable
Good picture.
about the picture. Auditorium theatre,
Carleton, Nebr.
Small town patronage.
burg,

—

—
Goldwyn

the kind that

makes

cast.

—This

exhibiting a pleas-

Good story, well cast comedy. Will
please all.
Leo Peterson, Iris theatre,
Belle Fourche, S. t>.

ure.

—

Own

with Hobart Bosworth. Good picture, but couldn't get a
crowd with it. John Hafner, Princess

His

—

theatre,

the lavish splendor of Egypt.

any audience.

— W.

Will please

H. Harman. Strand
theatre, Kingsport, Tenn. -Neighborhood

—

Law,

—
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood

73

John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora,
Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

patronage.

Hodkinson

Madame X,

with Pauline Frederick.
The best work of Miss Frederick of all
of her pictures so far shown here. Mr.
Ferguson also deserves special mention.
Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison,
la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Cowpuncher, with Will
Rogers. This was the first Will Rogers
picture I ever ran, and the star was totally
unknown here. After showing
Cupid the Cowpuncher I will say Rogers
made some hit. Rogers actually took
them by storm. All asking for more
Rogers pictures. Any town that can't
wake 'em up on this one is a hopeless
Cupid

—

the

—

Charles
Danforth, Me.

case.

Holtz,

— Small

Princess

theatre,

town patronage.

The Blooming Angel, with Madge
Kennedy. May get by. If you don't
have to use it let it alone. A promising
comedy star ruined by poor stories.

—

Played Convict 13, Buster Keaton, with
it which put over the show.
Buster just
ordinary in this. Too much slap-stick,

— Leo

knock-'em-down

stuff.

Iris theatre. Belle

Fourche,

When

Peterson,
D.

S.

The Westerners, with Roy Stewart.
Sure some Western, and a real picture.
Enough comedy

to please the kids. First

dark but a good bet for any
house.
R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre,
Ransom, Kans. Neighborhood patronreel

titles

—

—

age.

The Coast of Opportunity, with J.
Warren Kerrigan. Very good program

—
—

Kerrigan not much of a drawing
card any more. William Haight, Orpheum theatre. Livingston,
Mont.
picture.

Neighborhood patronage.

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth. Poor from all points. Star is no
good. Story poor. Nobody liked the local color in this picture. Box office receipts very poor. Lost money.
Arthur
Fukuda, Universal theatre. Hanford, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Down Home,

an Irvin Willat producOnly thing the matter is the photography is too dark.
H.
W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
tion.

— Good picture.

—

Doctors Disagree, with Mabel
The worst ever. Normand's
pictures get worse with each release. Patrons panned this one. Asked me if I got
it
free, and I don't blame them.
New
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

Desert Gold, with E. K. Lincoln.
Great picture.
Somewhat drawn out.
Subtitles dark in places. Second run on
this one w^ent big. Business good.
William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina,

The Strange Boarder, with Will Rogers.
This is good. Some said they liked
Water, Water Everywhere better, but he

Metro

Normand.

—

—

—

Kans.

—

growing popular with

is

W. W.

my

patrons.

Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City,

la.

Going Some, with a special
is

—

—

—

Godless Men, with a special cast. Absolutely ace high. One of the best specials ever. Big crowd and all satisfied.
B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton.

— Rural patronage.
The North Wind's Malice,
— Good picture of

Tex.
cial

cast.

did not

draw much

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Ly-

—

&

ronage.

The Misleading Lady, with Bert Ly-

—

Bert Lytell is entirely mis-cast in a
picture of this type. It got by, but that's
all that can be said.
Our patrons prefer
to see Lytell in a much heavier offering.

tell.

with a speits kind, but
business for me.

—
—

Pleased.
An entertaining picture.
Lytell is a favorite here. Good drawing
card.
Frank Vesley, T.
D. Jr. Lodi
theatre, Lodi, Cal.
Neighborhood pattell.

pat-

ronage.

The Branding

— Patrons

well

Iron, with a special cast.
pleased.
Spoke very

highly of same.

Business good.

— K.

O.

Thompson, Strand theatre, Key West,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Water, Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. Very good, but not quite as

—

—

—

good as Jubilo. J. Christensen, Star theatre, Sandusky, Mich.
Small town pat-

—

ronage.

Earthbound,

Wonderful
claimed

with

the

a

special

cast.

and T5% who saw

picture,

it

picture ever seen.
However, on account of depression,
business was way off. E. A. Baradel.
it

best

—

McGehee,

Palace theatre,
town patronage.

The Girl With
Madge Kennedy.

the Jazz

—

Ark.

— Small

Heart, with

most pleasing

A.

pic-

Nothing to rave about, but a good
enough program offering that will satisfy.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamil-

ture.

—

ton, O.

— Transient

patronage.

The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
Very good, although this picture does
not contain the usual amount of comedy
found in Moore pictures. Moore a big

—

favorite
theatre,

here.

— Merle

Royalton,
patronage.

E.

Minn.

Rhoda, Palace
Small town

—

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
Best picture I have played. Big business.
O. Thompson, Strand theatre, Key
West, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine

— K.

—

—

A tremendous spectacle. Caryou from the luxuries of London to

Farrar.
ries

Clyde Cook and support

in a

scene from the

Fox Sunshine comedy,

"Skirts."

—

—

—
A
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ANOTHER GERMAN-MADE FILM

IS

HERE

April 30, 1921

majority.
atre,

— G.

W.

Mystic

Johnson,

the-

Marmarth, N. D.

—

Stepping Out, with Enid Bennett. Oh
what a story, and what more could anyone do than Enid did in this one? Simply
great.
Drew applause in the middle of
the picture. S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
theatre, Cambridge Spgs., Pa.
Transient

—

—

patronage.

Conrad

in

Quest of His Youth, with

Thomas Meighan. — Business

only average and picture was without incident and
pep to get over with us. A. C. Evans,
Greensboro Opera House, Greensboro,

—

Ala.

—

Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.
dandy comedy-drama. Best Warwick I
have run to date, though Sylvia Ashton
as a social climber is equally prominent.
Drew fair houses. E. N. Biddle, Strand
theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Crooked

Straight, with Charles Ray.
opinion the poorest Ray picture
on the market. Was not liked generally.
However, Ray is a good actor, and as a
Simmons &
rule his pictures take here.

my

In

—

— Small

Kans.

Hour

Idle

Collins,

theatre,

Wellsville,

town patronage.

The

Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
of Hart's best pictures and pleased
all my patrons.
R. A. Batts, Grand theSmall town patatre, Carrington, N. D.
ronage.

— One
Pola Negri, noted star of the First National production "Passion" in a scene from
"Gypsy Blood," the second German production to be distributed through Associated First National Pictures.

— Fred

S.

—

Meyer, Palace theatre,

Ham-

O. Transient patronage.
The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.
Very, very good. L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson, N. M. Mining camp

ilton,

—

—

—

patronage.

The Hope, with a special cast.
picture. Some will be satisfied,

a
—soJust
play

A good comit only as program picture.
edy needed. Leo Peterson, Iris theatre,
Belle Fourche, S. D.
A Modern Salome, with Hope Hamp-

—

— Excellent picture and acting, but
close-ups of star killed the picture. — E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small town patronage.
The Mutiny of the Elsinore, with a
special
— This picture went some to

—

Nothing

out of the ordinary. E. A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGchee, Ark.
Small town patronage.

—

Extravagance, with May Allison.
Rather slow and draggy. Did not please.
L. M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre, Gibson,

—

cast.

—
The Off Shore Pirate, with
Dana. — Rather tame. Not much

Viola
action,

but will pass. Kidnaping heroine in a
novel way and undone by the lure of
dice. Will please anywhere, but tame.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Spgs., Pa. Transient patronage.
The Star Rover, with a special cast.
Disappointed.
Poor.
No good, absolutely.
Take my tip, do not book this

—

Do not pay any attention to whatever your exchange man says. I have a
small house in a country town, but this
is not good even in a big town, to my
opinion.
Arthur Fukuda, Universal theone.

—

atre,

Hanford,

Cal.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.
is

la.

knockout by any means, but one that
should get by with any program. Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.

—

—Transient
The

patronage.

Misfit

Wife, with

Alice

Lake.—

—

—

highly entertaining picture. Don't need
any censors for these. Auditorium theSmall town patatre, Carleton, Nebr.
ronage.

—
—

is

la.

Paramount
The Gilded

Played two days to capacity business. A
good special production. B. B. Garner,
Casino theatre, Lakeland, Fla. Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.

The Charm School, with Wallace

Reid.

picture. Original story.

Well

— Excellent

expressing
their appreciation.
Frank Vesley, T. &
D. Jr. Lodi theatre, Lodi, Cal. Neighborhood patronage.
My Lady's Garter, a Maurice Tourneur production. Title seemed to scare
some people. Story good and nothing
Bert
like title. Failed to draw, though.
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
My Lady's Garter, with a special cast.
very pleasing interesting picture
which pleased a good crowd. Very much
like a detective story and scenery great.
W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt.
Vernon, Ky.— General patronage.
The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.
Big business on this one with extra
advertising.
Very pleasing. A. C. Evans, Greensboro Opera House, Greensboro, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Right to Love, with Mae Murray.
This was my second picture after
opening. The picture is great, but stars
not known. Lost money on it. S. Aron-

Patrons

done.

generous

—

guerite, but as a rule the men patrons
don't. They say she is too "kiddy." I
think she ought to have better stories
W. W. Woltz,
for she is a good actress.
Star theatre, Lake City, la. General

—

Mae Murray.—

Lily, with

I

is

eral patronage.

in

—

—

—

—A

—

of Elsinore, with a special
—
—This a good picture. Very dark
on account of night scenes and on shipboard. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre, Lake
City,
— General patronage.
Are All Men Alike? with May Allison.
—
—A pleasing program offering. Not a

The Mutiny

cast.

in Pawn, with Marguerite Clark.
enough comedy for this star.
Merle E. Rhoda, Palace theatre, RoyalSmall town patronage.
ton, Minn.
The Valley of Giants, with Wallace
Exceptionally good, clean
and
Reid.

Luck

— Not

Heliotrope, with a special cast. — Went
— Mining camp patronage.
over good to big business. Fine picture.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
— B. West, Casino theatre, Kissimee,
splendid.
My patrons Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
Lake. — This
talked about this for a week. — W. W.
Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City,
— Gen- This
always like Mara fine picture.

many

hurt my business. Booked for a twonight run and one night was enough.
R. A. Batts, Grand theatre, Carrington,
N. D. Small town patronage.

—

X. M.

ton.

so

—

—

—

—

reguTerror Island, with
knockout and one of the best pictures we have ever run. Brother X, you
can't go wrong on this one. Book it and
boost it. W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.
The Life Line, a Maurice Tourneur
lar

—

—

production. A beautiful, clean picture
with some thrilling scenes, such as the
fox hunt and a hair-raising rescue in a
storm from a sinking vessel by means of
Harman,
the breeches buoy. W. H.
Strand theatre, Kingsport, Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, with a special
Played one day to big business.
cast.
Extra fine picture. Patrons well pleased.

—

Monroe
F.
—
West, Fla. — Neighborhood
Fleitas,

theatre,

Key

patronage.

Humoresque, with a special cast.
Played two nights to average houses.
Advanced prices. No complaints. Lots
O. R. Naof praise. Piano and violin.

—

Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.

tion,

— Small

town patronage.
An Amateur Devil, with Bryant Washburn. Very poor card. Looked like an
amateur show as well as An Amateur
Devil.
A. C. Evans, Greensboro Opera
House, Greensboro, Ala. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

— About

Reid.-

ran.

Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
as good a Hart picture as I ever
Boost it big, and it will please the

agement.

The

—

—

J.

Rialto theatre, Newton, la.

witz,

—
Houdini. — A

patronage.

—

Whafs Your Hurry?

with Wallace
house under new manWent over like wildfire. Ca-

— Opened

—

—

two days.
for
theatre, Newton,

Aronowitz,

S.
la.

—Neighbor-

Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
Good, but not nearly as good as some

—
he has made. This
— Majestic theatre,

please,

will

though.

Wis.

Reedsburg,

Male and Female,

— Went

De

a Cecil B.

Mille

over strong with

all

Weather conditions bad.
it.
Personally, a very good picture. R. A.
Batts, Grand theatre, Carrington, N. D.

who saw

—

— Small town patronage.
Tracks, with William S. Hart.
Went over great. A splendid picture.
Up to the star's standard. Bill Hart will
please any audience. A 100% picture.
Many compliments. Business good. W.
F. Baker, Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky. General patronage.

—

—

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles

— Wallop

rounds

is

of real
for me.

maker

right, at the

prize

end of four

A money

fight.

Very pleasing

picture.
theatre, Cam-

S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
bridge Spgs., Pa. Transient patronage.

—

In Mizzoura, with Robert Warwick.
Pleased a good
Very good picture.
Nothing objectionable about it.
house.
Auditorium theatre, Carleton, Nebr.
Small town patronage.

—

.

Lyceum

R. Baxter,

J.

town audiences.

My

the-

Hubbard,

Hub

— Neighborhood

—

—

age.

Husband Doing? with

—

—

town pat-

ronage.
Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
One that you can't afford
to miss. Pleased all.
Robinson & Lewis,
Gaiety theatre, Starke. Fla. Small tow n
patronage.

Washburn.

—

—

—

r

Wolves

of the Rail, with William S.
Hart followers. Drew
nothing extra. No comments, no kicks.
B. L. Hubbard, Hub theatre, Bishop,

Hart.

— Pleased the

— Neighborhood patronage.
Rose's Daughter, with
Ferguson. — Slow acting picture.

Tex.

Lady

Elsie

Don't
hold interest. This picture did not draw.
A. I. Latts, Royal theatre, Ashland,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Something

Think About, a Cecil B.
DeMille production. Very good picture,
but serious, not a comedy by any means.
However, everybody well pleased. Not
to

—

—

of a house.
W. F. Harding, PrincGeneral patess theatre, Mt. Dora, Fla.

—

ronage.

Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth.

—Very
— L.

good,

but also very un-

M. Kuhns, Gibson theatre,
Mining camp patronage.

Gibson, N. M.

—

Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray.
This is a good one. Play it up good and
Preston
strong and raise admission.
Bros., Empress theatre, Rockwell City,

—

Iowa.

Path(
Blanche
Sweet. I consider this feature one of the
better directed Westerns. It has the real
punch and had many good compliments
Stormy weather, poor
from patrons.
crowd. H. J. Longaker, Howard theAlexandria, Minn. Neighborhood
atre,

That

—

Girl

Montana,

—
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MOVING PICTURE WORLD

R<

with

—

patronage.

The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis

—

"The Heart of Maryland"

—

Tom Terriss Production of Famous Stage
Play Released by Vilagraph Makes

Neighborhood patronage.
City, Fla.
That Girl Montana, with Blanche
•Sweet. Weak Western, but seemed to
please, although the story couldn't be all
true. Nothing lacking in the acting part.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Spgs., Pa. Transient patronage.

j

cherished traditions of the stage. In giving
the screen a version of the drama Tom
Terriss has set an example to moving pictures which they .would do well to follow.
He has preserved the dramatic action of the
original. The story moves forward at jnst
the right tempo to keep the interest unbroken. EveTy incident is told by action,'
and the scenario writer has followed the
original construction as eloselyas the screen
would permit. Given a plot that throbs
with life and uses the Civil War merely as a
background to a love story that is the
center and the inspiration of every foot of
film,
scenario writer and director havebeen content to abide by these desirable
conditions and have wasted no time on
symbolic distraction which has no place
in a drama that Has sufficient vitality to set^
'

,

(

its

own

pace.

proper Unfolding of the plot.
The cast,
lead by Catherine Calvert, is thoroughly
capable, and the mechanical details of the
production are right at all times.
There
is a red blooded "kick" to this picture which

—

Rio Grande, with Rosemary Theby.
of the best. Some said the very best
Western I have ever run. J. ChristenMich.
sen,
Star theatre, Sandusky,
Small town patronage.
Rio Grande, with Rosemary Theby.—
Many remarked. "What a wonderful lesson in a play like that." W. L. Beebe,
Opera House, Manito, 111. Small town

One

Give us more

The

>

Maryland Calvert
Alan Kendrlck.
Col. Fulton Thorpe

like

CM

it

t

—

—

patronage.

A

Damsel in Distress, with June CaA dandy comedy-drama that
should go good anywhere. Book it.
Guy W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Mar-

..

Kremba
Ben Lyon,

Felix
'

Ool"iz_

Forbidden Valley, with a special

—

..Crane Wilbur
-

distribute.

will

cast.

—
The House of the Tolling Bell, with a
—A very good picture.
special
Pleased a nice crowd. — A. C. Mercier,
cast.

—

Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Moonshine Trail, with a special
Play this as a reminder of how
cast.
liquor and barrooms cursed all who
came their way. I received many favorable comments on it, and showed to increased business one day. S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Spgs.,

—

—

—
ton. — Here

Transient patronage.
Half a Chance, with Mahlon

Pa.

a

is

real

special.

Hamil-

You can

promise them something out of the ordinary. Will stand raise in price if you are
accustomed to raising on specials. J. E.
Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.

—

—

Sherry, with a special cast. An excelWell acted and sure to
lent picture.
please.
A. C. Mercier, Electric theatre,
Neighborhood patronPerryville, Mo.
age.

—

—

Help Wanted, Male, with Blanche
Sweet. Good, clean comedy-drama. W.
L. Beebe, Opera House, Manito, 111.—
Small town patronage.

—

—

Realart
The Furnace, with

a

special

cast.

Never had a picture that pleased my audience so much. Drew fine. A dandy
picture.
W. G. Thurber, Vero theatre,
Vero, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Soul of Youth, with Lewis Sar-

—

—

—

gent.
This is a healthy, splendid picture
well done excepting the first half of the
first reel.
Too much detail there. Sargent, who played Huck in Huckleberry
Finn, makes this a picture that cannot
D.
Frank Vesley, T.
fail to please.
NeighborJr. Lodi theatre, Lodi, Cal.

—

—

&

hood patronage.

The Plaything
tine

Johnstone.

of

Broadway, with Jusdirected, won-

— Nicely

derful settings. Star nice to look at when
she does not smile. This is the first Realart that our patrons knocked to our
House,
Metcalf, Opera
C.
T.
faces.
Small town patronage.
Greenfield, 111.

—

The

—

Little

Minter.

Clown, with Mary Miles

— Drew

well with extra exploita-

and caused more favorable comment than anything shown here in a long
tion,

of the finest pictures I ever ran.
No need of censorship with this kind of
A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arpicture.
Neighborhood patronage.
lington, la.

...Catherine Calvert
.

—

— One

I

..

—

marth, N. D.

forces the closest attention from every^spec-

1st, Telfair.

—

price.

"The Heart of Maryland" is entertainment purely. The conflict of human wills is
never absent and there is never a false
note in the character drawing and the

tator

—

—

The success achieved by David Belasco'3
"The Seart of Maryland" is one of the

W. Hodkinson

Electric theatre, Perryville,

pro-

duction. Went over to a record business. Patrons spoke highly of this one.
G. G. Stonaras. Abbott theatre, Plant

Fine Picture
Reviewed by Edward WeltxeL

Scene from "The Man of the Forest," a Benj. B.
Hampton production with Claire Adams. W.

Neighborhood patronage.

Douglas McLean and Doris May. EasLet's have
ilv one of the season's best.

Newest

Orpheum

house for me. R: O. Rhoades,
theatre, Converse, Ind.
Small

pleasant.-

What's Your

L.

Tex.

Jane Goes A-Wooing, with Vivian
Martin.—A good picture. Pulled a good

The Copperhead, with Lionel Barrymore. Pleased 90% of my patrons,
though a war picture of '61. A well made
picture.
R. A. Batts, Grand theatre,
Carrington, N. D. Small town patron-

—
—

— B.

Bishop,

theatre,

much

—

—

Vicky Van, with Ethel Clayton. Title
does not draw, but a very cleverly acted
Clayton that will please 100% of small

Wife, with a special cast.
Best picture I ever saw, and that's
what the patrons said. Big business.
D. V. Marquis, Orpheum theatre, Bartow, Fla.— Neighborhood patronage.

Behold

it.

The

Wagon

Ray.-

like

Spring City, Utah.

atre,

patronage.

Neighborhood patronage.

—

more

75

—

hood patronage.

production.

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

April 30, 1921
pacity
Rialto

——

Perfectly splendid in every detail.

time.

— A.

Evans, Greensboro Opera House,
Greensboro, Ala. Neighborhood patronC.

—

age.

The New York
—Leave it alone.
for

it

and

Idea, with Alice Brady.
It's simply awful. Pay
shelve it. You'll be money

——A—

—

——

EXHIBITORS HERALD

76

—

—

any

time.
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111.
Small town patronage.

O. V. Kelly, Majestic theatre,
Reedsburg, Wis. Neighborhood patronahead.

April 30, 1921

—

Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles Minter.
A good feature with plenty of com-

cast.

of real entertainment.
Minters not up to this one. H.

cess

Six

Former

reels

—

—

—

Fair picture.

The

picture
Frank Vesley, T. & D. Jr.
Lodi, Cal. Neighborhood

—

pleases.
theatre,

—

—

pat-

—

Something

Different,

— Have

Cannot sec

one.

with

Constance

some knocks on this
where they find any-

seen

thing in this delightful production that
All our people liked the
fails to please.
picture and are strong for Constance.
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield,

— Small town patronage.
Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley. — Very good picture and everywell
pleased with Miss Hawley and
body
supporting
— Peter Krauth, Opera
House, Denison,
— Neighborhood pat111.

Her

ronage.

many Vitagraph

of

of

—A

Broadway, with Jus-

We

fair
picture.
tine
Johnstone.
don't think the star will please. Patrons

do not say complimentary things about
her.
Her last offering was also almost
poor.
Frank Vesley, T. & D. Jr. Lodi

—

theatre,

Lodi,

Cal.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

The Luck

of the Irish, with a special
Another good one. Full of pep
cast.
and plenty of fist fights. L. S. Bucher,
Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.' Neigh-

—

—

—

borhood patronage.
All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles MinMuch better picture than Eyes of
the Heart. Pleased our people. C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.
Small town patronage.
ter.

—

—

—

The

Stealers, with a special cast.
feature that drew well two
nights. Gave satisfaction.
H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la.

big

—

Home

patronage.
Slaves of Vanity, with Pauline Frederick.
Some picture. Pleased 95%. H.
W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
Did not stand up for two days. Star is
good, but story is weak. Charles L.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.
The Wonder Man, with Georges Carpentier.
One of the best R-C super-specials we have ever seen, and it pleased
everybody. G. B. Elam, Princess theatre, Winnsboro, La.
The Wonder Man, with Georges CarThis pleased a big house. I
pentier.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

atre,
Huntington, Ark. Neighborhood
patronage.
Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum.
A good picture and pleased, but why it
is called Big Happiness 1 cannot understand, as it's about as sad and sensational as one can find. The name "Big
Sadness" would be more appropriate.
H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la.
Home patronage.

—

Selznick
Poor

Dear Margaret Kirby, with
Hammerstein. Good picture and
pleased. Everyone satisfied.
Charles L.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.
The Palace of Darkened Windows,

—

—

—

with a special cast. Good picture, but
played to only fair business last week in
Lent. John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
The Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes, with
Elaine
Hammerstein. The best Miss
Hammerstein has been in here. It is
clean and will hold close attention to the
end.
More like it, is my cry. H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. Good. Olive Thomas was always a drawing card for us. Average
business.
C. T. Winter. Eureka theatre,
Louis, Mo. Neighborhood patronSt.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Rob ertson- Cole
good,

—A

—

90%

my

patrons. The star is popular
here, and while she has made better pictures than this, it went over and pleased.
W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaof

—
think it one of the best program pictures
I ever ran.
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic the-

—

—

age.

The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene

—

—

troit,

A

I

consider this an extra good

picture. One of the best of this
E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, De-

program
star.

way, Nebr.

J.

—

Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Fool and His Money, with Eugene

—

O'Brien.
Fairly entertaining drama to
small house.
Star not known.
Title
seemed to disappoint, as they expected
more comedy. Snow scenes and race
with sleighs a knockout. R. C. Buxton,

—

—

Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. An
excellent
picture.
Very

—

funny.

They should make more

People

like

them.

— William

like this.

Haight, Orpheum theatre, Livingston, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
Splendid comedy-drama. Will please at

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
Fair.
Seems impossible to cast Moore
just

right.

atre,

— E.

A.

Baradel,

McGehee, Ark.

— Small

Palace the-

town pat-

ronage.
Seekers, with Elaine Hamsplendid
picture.
Miss
Hammerstein draws the better class.
Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison,
la.
Neighborhood patronage.

Pleasure

merstein.

—A

—

Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. Picture liked by
all except some young girls who want
nothing but mushy stuff.
Drew fair
business
considering conditions. John
Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.
The Man

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Point of View, with Elaine Hammerstein.
Good picture. Hammerstein
is
coming and gaining admirers every
picture.
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Greenfield, 111.
Small town patronage.

—
—

—

Stoll

—

Mr. Wu, with a special cast. If you
have patrons that want real drama and
beautiful settings, then by all means book
this

picture.

In

my

estimation this pic-

ture has the best acting by the star that
I have seen in a long time.
W. F. Haycock. Star theatre, Callaway-r Nebr.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Tavern Knight, with a special
cast.
Just a fair program picture. Too
much costume stuff for this town. Wil-

—

liam

O'Brien.

—

—

now appearThis is a new

serials,

ing in five-part productions.
portrait of the popular star.

F.laine

The Plaything

Eugene
good
Lake

very good picture, but not a big
by any means. Some good comments from patrons. R. A. Shobe,
Kcntland
theatre,
Kentland,
Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. A good picture that pleased

ANTONIO MORENO
The hero

cast.

la.

with

—

cast.

— This

—

pat-

la.

special

—

town

Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
A dandy picture that will make money
and bring them back. Charles L. Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small
town patronage.
The Valley of Doubt, with a special

The

Binney.

— Small

— A good picture. Star a
actor. — W. W. Woltz, Star theatre,
City,
— General patronage.

ronage.

—

a special cast.

A. Baradel, Palace the-

The Wonderful Chance,

and
Lodi

Stolen Kiss, with Constance Binwas great. Pleased everybody. A wholesome and clean love story
with strong action and one that will
please your people. G. B. Elam, Princess theatre, Winnsboro, La.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter. Fair picture, but why put her
in
a crook picture? A. P. Schaefer,
Academy theatre, Ironton, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

— Neighbor-

O'Brien.

—

gregation.

Pa.

ronage.

patronage.
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe DanIt's "In the Bishop's Carriage," and
iels.
a fine title, She Couldn't Help It. With
a comedy entitled "Nasty Husbands and
Wild Women," should attract a fine agfair

— E.

McGehee, Ark.

atre,

—

is

—

Donora,

theatre,

hood patronage.
Man's Plaything, with

Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexanMinn. Neighborhood patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast.
Played one day to capacity. A wonderG. G. Stonaras, Abbott theful picture.
Neighborhood
Fla.
City,
Plant
atre,
J.

dria,

Doubt, with a special

of

—A

good story of lumber camps.
Business ordinary. John Hafner, Prin-

—

edy.

ney.

—

The Valley

age.

—

Haight,

Orpheum

Livingston, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
Squandered Lives, with a special cast.
Just a picture. Too slow and draggy.
Keep away from this. I think these English actors had better take a few lessons
from our American actors before they
make many more pictures. P. G. Held,
Sterling
theatre,
Fairmont,
Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.
Mr. Wu, with a special cast. Good
business to satisfied crowd. Seemed to
please the majority. B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex.
Rural patronage.

—

theatre,

—

—

—

—

—

—

United Artists
The Mark

of Zorro, with Douglas
Fairbanks. Everyone
pleased.
Dandy
Leo Peterson,
story, plenty of action.
Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.
The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith pro-

—

—

———
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—

Played one day to capacity
duction.
business due to the fact that scenes of
the picture were shot here. Fine picW. C. Bennie, Queen theatre, Ft.
ture.

—

Landerdale,

Fla.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

The Mark

Zorro, with Douglas
very good picture. Conbest Fairbanks picture to
Book it A. C. Mercier, Electric

—A

Fairbanks.
sider it the
date.
theatre,

of

—

Mo.

Perryville,

— Neighborhood
—We

patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford.
screened this picture over a week ago,
and the people are still talking about it.
In my opinion it is a wonderful picture
and a money getter. Simmons & Col-

—

Hour theatre, Wellsville, Kans.
town patronage.
Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett

— Small

—

production. Was afraid of this, but am
glad I played it. Patrons liked the change
to an all-comedy show and it pulled them
In adin, and sent them out laughing.
vertising it go heavy on the work of the
kid and the dog. It's great. W. F. Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Romance, with Doris Keane. I would
not have shown this for anything if I
could have seen it first. Killed my business for a week, as they don't forget a
lemon, though I gave their money back.
Charles
L.
Hyde,
Grand theatre,
Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The Mark
banks.

Douglas Fair-

two days to capacity
This was an absolute knockC. Price, Royal theatre, Tar-

— C.

pon

of Zorro, with

— Played

business.
out.

went out

Spgs.,

Fla.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

All Dolled Up, with Gladys WaltonScore another for Gladys, who has three
strikes and a spare that I know of to
date.
Good girl clerk who was wide
awake all the time. Her tussle with the
crook was O. K. S. V. Wallace, Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridge Spgs., Pa.
Transient patronage.
The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.

—

Good.

Harry Carey always draws

here.

—W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita,
— Neighborhood patronage.
West

Away

how good it was. Mayo
Ran Arbuckle com-

than

Better

edy with this and did a big business.
Best
Arbuckle brought the business.
Another
business ever did on Mayo.
thing, if they would make the posters
more like the pictures it would pull them
in more. Posters and photos not thrilling like in picture. Lots of good stuff in

School students.

not in the advertisement. William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina, Kans.
the picture,

—

that's

The Gilded Dream, with Carmel My-

—A

very good program picture that
Robinwill please ordinary patronage.
son & Lewis, Gaiety theatre, Starke,
Small town patronage.
Fla.
ers.

—

—

Blue
Carey.

McCoy,

Streak

— Fair

program

Harry

with

picture.

Carey not

good

as he used to be, but still pleases.
G. D. Hughes, Liberty theatre, HeavSmall town patronage.
ener, Okla.

as

—

—

Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
Lee Moran. Went over good to
average Sunday attendance. O. R. Na-

Once

a

—

and

tion,

—

Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.

— Small

town patronage.
Beautifully

Myers.

— O. R. Nation, Strand
— Small town patron-

theatre, Davis, Cal.
age.

Vitagraph
Black Beauty, with a special cast.
Drew
This is a wonderful production.
A clean picture
a wonderful business.
H. Pitman, Capitol
in every respect.

—

Clearwater,
patronage.

theatre,

Dead Men
cial

Tell

Fla.

No

— Neighborhood

Tales, with a spe-

—This was a good enough
but a picture women patrons didn't
—W. W. Woltz, Star theatre,
pic-

cast.

ture,

care

for.

Lake

City, la.

— General

patronage.

Bab's Candidate, with Corinne

—A

Griffith.

good little star and a clever story.
Did not draw well, but pleased, and the
next one will draw. Charles L. Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small town

—

—

patronage.

—

Cousin Kate, with Alice Joyce. Glad
Canis last Joyce picture I run.
celled Vitagraph.
They do not draw.
C. V. Kelly, Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
Human Collateral, with Corinne Griffith.
Interesting picture and pleasing
star.
New Cozy theatre, Winchester,
this

Trimmed,

— Fair. — E.

theatre,

program picture.
a hit with the Farm

average

Think Gladys made

McGehee,

Carmel

with

Palace

Baradel,

A.

Ark.

— Small

town

patronage.

Pink Tights, with

Gladys

Walton.

One

of the best Universal has ever made.
Pleased a packed house. Book it, then
boost it. Circus stuff is great. W. H.
Trecker, Mutual theatre, Cabery, 111.

—

—
—

Ind.

—

Small town patronage.

Specials
(Salisbury), with Monstory.
Star in
Jane Novak excellent.
Unusual story.
Fine
photography.
S c e n i c a 1 1 y attractive.
Pleased as a whole. E. M. Thall, California theatre, Turlock, Cal.

The Barbarian

The Mad Marriage, with Carmel MyWent over good. Good business. —
ers.

—

X. Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola,"
Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. Patrons laughed at
F. L.
this one, and it went over big.
Tenbrook, Bijou theatre, Del Ray, Fla.

T.

u nivers al

telling

77

doesn't pull for me.

Idle

lins,

—

——

—

—

—

— Good

roe Salisbury.
agreeable role.
Support O. K.

—

The Forbidden

.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Dorothy Phillips alPhillips. — Good.
ways good. Business
— C. T. Winfair.

Eureka theatre, St. Louis, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.
ter,

Clara
of

its

Woman (Equity), with
—A good picture

Kimball Young.
kind.
of a

Not

suitable for small towns.

high brow society drama.
Patrons want entertainment, not the trials
and adventures of a hermit writer and a

More

—

Parisian
actress.
Leo Peterson,
theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.

A

Iris

Child for Sale (Ivan), with a special

la.

West, with Harry Carey.
below average production of
Is

'PANTS PRESSED

WHILE YOU WAIT"

Carey's. He acts like Hart." Too much
of the hero.
Disappointed all the way
through. Arthur Fukuda. Universal theatre, Hanford, Cal.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Gilded Dream, with Carmel MyGood program picture. Will get

—
— T. N. Magruder, Elite theatre,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Adorable Savage, with Edith Rob— This a good picture. The scenery and effects are splendid. — Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
— Neighborhood patronage.
ers.

by.

Iola,

erts.

Two

is

Kinds of Love, with a special cast.
melodrama. Kid was the whole

— Cheap

—

amusement of picture. E. A. Baradel,
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small
town patronage.
The Great Air Robbery, with Ormer
Locklear. Nothing extra. Just fair. Did
not take good here. You are taking a
chance. L. S. Bucher, Palace theatre,
Powersville, Mo. Neighborhood patron-

—
—

—

—

age.

Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo.—
picture went over big.
Patrons
pleased, and they told us so. Mayo is a
favorite here.
Good business. W. H.
Trecker, Mutual theatre, Cabery, 111.
Small town patronage.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank Mayo.—
Found this to be a good picture. They

This

—

"Short and Snappy"

is

the

title

of this Christie

Comedy soon

Educational Exchanges

to be issued through

——

——
I
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cast.

USE THIS BLANK

— Played
—Cudahy,

one three times, and
A mighty good pic-

this

pleased everyone.
ture.
Jake J. Disch,
it

tre,

Wis.

New

Majestic thea-

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Story.

Husbands and Calico Wives
with House Peters. Only a
program picture. W. E. Baker,
Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Hoxie.

Silk

(Equity),

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Report Regularly on
Pictures

You

for

Dead or Alive

—A

patrons.

serial.

W.

— G.

Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth,
N. D.

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

Skyfire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
This picture made big money for me.

— E. W. Fischer, Star theaOakdale, Cal. — Small town patronage.
The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. — Only a program
It is all there.

tre,

picture.
Poor story
here.
W. F. Baker,

—

Title

tre,

Vernon,

Mt.

and

Ky.

failed

Boone

to

Way

— General

take
thea-

patron-

age.

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
Finished yesterday.
Every episode held
up good. Best serial I have shown.
Rogelio Estrada, Tropical theatre, Casa
Blanca, Cuba.
Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

The Son

Tarzan (National), with a

of

—Just started and going big.
— Suckstorff Bros., Orpheum theatre,
Wildrose, N. D. — General patronage.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — Have only run one chapter, but
special cast.

believe

it's

Even better than
Keeps them on their

a winner.

The Lost

City.
toes every second.
theatre, Ransom,

— R.

C. Buxton, Strand

Kans.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Tide

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
Did splendid
Just finished this serial.
business on it. Ran it on Saturday night
with Mutt and Jeff and Sunshine comedies.
Splendid program. Frank Ober,
Boynton theatre, Boynton, Olka. General patronage.

...

—

Star

—

Gold (Pathe), with a special
cast.
Not a drawing serial. Seventh episode and crowd falling off. Charles L.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.
Pirate

—

Producer

Remarks

Ruth

—

Packed the house and turned them away.
serial

ever ran.

I

Don't

fail

—

to

book this one, you can't lose. G. D.
theatre,
Heavener,
Hughes,
Liberty
Okla. Small town patronage.

—

The Son

Tarzan (National), with a
Lay off this one unless you
cast.
grudge against your patrons. It

special
have a
killed the

of

—

best

me, Saturday.
theatre,

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat'

night

— G.

W.

in

the

week

for

Johnson, Mystic

Marmarth, N. D.

Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with William Duncan. Pulled big. Did fine busiFernandez,
action.
ness.
Plenty
of
Havana, Cuba.
Variedades theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

ronage

—

City

King

State

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Short Subjects
Now

or Never (Asso. Exhibitors), with
Harold Lloyd. Lloyd's first three reeler.
Plenty of new gags and audience greatly
enjoyed this. Frank Vesley, T. & D.
NeighborJr., Lodi theatre, Lodi, Cal.
hood patronage.

—
—

of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. On the sixth episode and
holding up great. A very good serial.
C. A. Sappal, Macao theatre, Tampa, Fla.

—

— Neighborhood

—

Duck Inn (Educational), with Lloyd
Hamilton. Will get a lot of laughs.
Don't know who is responsible for such
good comedy, the director or Ham.
Most of the stunts are steals on other
comedies, but they all make a good laugh.

—

— Leo

Peterson,
S.

theatre,

Iris

Belle

D.

One Week and The Scare Crow
(Metro), with Buster Keaton. The best
and cleanest comedies ever run. Is a
relief to get a comedy not all legs. Give
us more comedies like these. A. R.
Bird,
Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Shuffle the Queens (Educational), with
a special cast.
A dandy, as all Educational
comedies are. W.
L.
Beebe,

—

patronage.

—

Opera House, Manito,

III.

— Small

town

patronage.

Torchy in High (Educational), with
Johnny Hincs. We failed to derive the

—

benefit that we had reason to expect by
reason of Johnny Hines' personal visit
here some time ago. It will take a long
time to make Torchy comedies what

—

they should be. Fred S. Meyer, Palace
theatre,
Hamilton, O. Transient patronage.

His Model

—A

Day

—

(Fox), with

Chester

different one with new stuff
in it.
Created lots of merriment. H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,

Conklin.

Minn.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

Rolin Comedies (Pathe). Vanity Fair
comedies are the poorest we ever put
on our screen. Snub Pollard comedies
only fair.
Cancelled contract for them
all.
C. T. Winter, Eureka theatre, St.
Louis, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Jungle Gentleman (Universal),
with Mrs. Joe Martin. Clever, I'll say.Did better work than Bill Franey in

—

—

Hour

cast.

of Theatre

it on and run it backwards once to
have a change.
On sixth episode. W.
F. .Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb.

Fla.

Best

must have

I

put

are winners for me.

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
special
— On the second chapter.

Name

Bros.), with
a
different sort of people here than there
is
in other places.
This serial brings
them in, but it fails to please. Too much
of the same thing.
They want me to

of the Rockies (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Playing 11th episode and going
big.
Patrons well pleased. Star makes
big hit.
Biggest business of any serial.
L. A. Guessaz, Palm theatre, St. Cloud,

—

Exhibitor

(Warner

— Guess

—

Serials

Remarks

City

Hansen.

Fourche,

Star

Producer

The Lost

Juanita

(Arrow), with Jack
dandy that took well with my
Hoxie a favorite here since I

showed Lightning Bryce, the

Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

—

—

fair

April 30, 1921

—

some Hawaiian
theatre,

Monkey comedies

stuff.

—

S.

V. Wallace, Idle

Cambridge Springs, Pa.

Transient patronage.

—

Harold Lloyd Comedies (Pathe).
play other comedies that have them beat
a mile.
I must have a different sort of
patrons than there are elsewhere. W. F.
Haycock, Star theatre, Callaway, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Kaufman's Weekly
(Selznick).
A
good addition to any program.
Split
reel of sayings to the point and short
drama with lesson and moral. Leo

—

Peterson,

Iris

theatre,

Fourche,

Belle

D.

S.

Torchy Comes Through (Educational),
with Johnny Hines. Average comedy.

No

—

—

of laughter.
O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. Small town

roars

—

patronage.

The Merry Cafe (Fox),
Jeff cartoon

comedy.

— Mutt

a

Mutt and

and

Jeff are
right as a diversion, but people soon
tire of them if shown too often.
Simmons & Collins, Idle Hour theatre, Wellsall

ville,

—

Kans.

— Small

town patronage.
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technical director for

many

noted

films,

who

With

the Procession in

for the last three months has been
on the Benjamin B. Hampton art staff,
has been made assistant director.
Mr.
Hampton has two complete producing

Los Angeles

directors, assistants, cameramen
their assistants, working upon his

crews,

and

By

production,
"The
Mysterious
Rider," adapted from the novel by Zane

E. A. B.

latest

Grey.
*

The Western executive offices of the
Associated National Pictures, Inc., have
moved from the Knickerbocker building
the Pacific Finance building,
larger quarters have been opened.
to

*

*

scriptions
stores.

*

where

*

Al Nathan,

*

formerly manager of the

*

California.
*

*

*

Bryant Washburn

will

on

Risley, formerly director of pubfor Independent Films Association
the coast, has resigned.
* * *

principal cities of the East, making personal appearances in connection with the
showing of his latest picture, "The Road
to London."
*

*

is

filming

which

is

*

Hugh Thompson has been doing "rain
scenes" for Oliver Morosco's "The Half
Breed," and as a result has been wet
every day. Hugh admits that this would
not be so disagreeable if he was working in the East instead of Los Angeles.
Hugh's father is a physician and his pre-

at Catalina,

"My Lady

will be

of

the

where he
Island,"

Edith Roberts' next Uni-

versal starring vehicle.
The story
written by Beatrice Grimshaw.
*

was

*

*

*

desolate stretch of desert on one
end of the Universal ranch is being used

by

Art

serial.

Iva

Accord for some important
of
"The White Horseman"
Albert Russell is directing and

Forrester

is

playing

opposite

the

star.

*

*

*

Frank

E. Woods, supervisor of all
Paramount productions, is the ninth personage to join the advisory council of the

Palmer Photoplay Corporation, according to an announcement from President
Frederick Palmer.

Harry Carey is at work on his
program picture, "Christmas Eve

last

at
Pilot Butte."
Jack Ford is directing.
Upon its completion the star will begin
production on Universal-Jewel features.
*
*
*

Aggie Herring, noted character actress,

most recent addition to the cast
Benjamin B. Hampton's photoplay,
"The Mysterious Rider," which is now
is

*

A

episodes

*

*

Al

*

soon tour the

succeeding

licity

Norman Dawn
Frank Keenan will not return to the
screen for a while.
He is preparing a
stage revival of "Rip Van Winkle" in

Eastern drug

*

the Ambassador theatre,
Barret McCormick.

S.

*

*

*

Superba theatre here and the Broadway
theatre in New York, is now manager
of

Mrs. Hugh McIntosh, wife of the
famous Australian theatrical magnate, is
a visitor in Los Angeles, accompanied by
Miss Bonnie Aitkin. Mrs. Mcintosh is
spending a week here prior to going to
New York.

are accepted in

*

*

Jack Perrin has begun work on another Universal two-reel Western photodrama called "The Claim Jumpers," under the direction of Edward Laemmle.

the

of

*

*

*

Allan Dwan, Thomas H. Ince and C.
Gardner Sullivan of the Associated Producers;

Jesse

L.

Lasky,

Cecil

B.

De

Mille, Lois Weber, Rob Wagner and
James R. Quirk, editor and publisher of

Photoplay

magazine,

members

of The Big
organization.

are

the

remaining

Nine of the Palmer

filming.
*

James

*

Townsend,

*

former

art

and

Straight Writes Fox Trot
Said to Be Widely Liked
Charles Straight of "I Love You Sunday" fame has come to the fore again
with another novelty fox trot melody,
"I'm Doublin' Back to Dublin." Roy
Bargy, speed king of syncopation, assisted in composing this musical outburst.

The song is said to be delightfully
tuneful and remarkably catchy and due
for a sensation. It is said to have a swing
that makes a hit with
dance-lovers.
Dance orchestras are featuring it everywhere and it soon will be recorded on
music rolls and phonograph records.
Sheet music departments all over the
country report gratifying sales records
for this new number, which is published
by M. Witmark & Sons.

Stark Completes Series
of Single Reel Pictures
Charles F. Stark announces the completion of a series of ten single reel motion pictures, shortly to be released. The
titles were written
bv a well known
writer of humorous stories, and the star
is well known to all theatre goers.
Ten of the most beautiful locations in
the United States were selected, such as

Yellowstone

National

Valley, Pike's Peak,
for each reel.

Park,

etc.,

The main

Yosemite

a different one
title will

be an-

nounced in the near future, with a secondary main title reading "a traveling

comedy

in ten

jumps."

Issue Serial
The George

Enid Bennett, who

is

soon to appear as a Rockett Film Corporation star,
Lizzie," to be distributed by Hodkinson.

Up With

in

"Keeping

May

1

B. Seitz serial, "The Sky
Ranger," which features both Seitz and
June Caprice, will be published by Pathe

on

May

1.
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The Owner of This Theatre

—
—

runs the best pictures has good music and the picture
projection is perfect and still he features Typhoons
because in the hot summer weather he knows a cool,
well ventilated theatre always gets the crowds.
Increase your

summer

—

receipts too

— install

Typhoons.

WRITE FOR CATALOG "H"
2527 Fairmount Street

800 S. Olive Street

DALLAS. TEXAS
255 N. 13th Street

PHILADELPHIA. PA.
64

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG.

W. Randolph Street

CHICAGO,

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
1044

Camp

Street

NEW ORLEANS.

President

LA.

ILL.

215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH. N. C.

345

WEST

39th

STREET,

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

12

Woodward

Street

CHATTANOOGA.TENf:

Equipment

Progress

An

Important Point

of the Operator as Well as the Equipment
Reaches Highest Point With This Feature

Efficiencu

In another part of this pubunder the title "'Money-

lication

ARTICLE VI

making Ideas," Monte Crews, an
Fayetteville, Mo.,
he
saved
money
through the use of a press on
which he printed his own cards,
announcements and programs.

exhibitor
tells

ticles

which have long played an

important part in the business
world, the machine used for addressing purposes, of which there
are several on the market, and
the small printing press.
With the aid of the first mentioned, it is possible to keep a

on stencils of those
you wish to send circular matter. These stencils are

complete

list

whom

to

By

of

how

Thus come into the equipment field for theatres two ar-

so arranged that

it

is

a simple

matter to add new names and
destroy those found to be no
longer of use.

Of the printing presses there
are also several low enough in
price to be practical from the
theatre owners' point of view.
Monte Crews set his own type
and became,

in his

own words,

pretty fair sort of a printer."
He was his own printer and
naturally his own job was forein his

He did not
turn. He got his

mind.

to take his

work out when he wanted it. In
way he was master of emer-

J. J.

D

modern motion picture
*-* theatre is a huge task and it is little
to be wondered at that when the edifice
is

a

practically completed

some important

details

it

of

is

found that
construction

have been overlooked.
Thus it was in one of the large theatres
recently completed in Chicago. Shortly
before the doors were thrown open to
the public it was found that absolutely
no provision had been made for the ventilation of the projection room nor the
small room adjacent which housed the
generator plant.

The owners of this theatre spent thousands of dollars installing a ventilating
system for the comfort and well being
of their audiences, but, through oversight and it can be charged only to this
failed to appropriate one cent for the

—

ventilating of the projection room.

Steps were at once taken to remedy the
it is not unlikely that already
the task has been completed. But it was
a costly error.
defect and

*

«

*

In my opinion, too much attention cannot be paid to the installation of a proper
ventilation system in the operating room.
With few exceptions the projection room
is located immediately under the roof of
the building.

gencies.

lows that the booth is extremely hot in.
the Summer.
Together with this, the
heat and fumes given off by the arc
lamp demands that the operating room
be as well ventilated as humanly possible.
From an efficiency standpoint, too. the
ventilation of the booth has a very beneficial effect upon the work of an operator.
It can be readily seen that an operator
working under ideal conditions can accomplish more and better work than one
who is subjected to heat and faulty ven-

press in particular on the
market does color work in excellent style.

It

adapts

itself

read-

to electrotypes and handset
type or linotype matter.
It is electric driven and has a

ily

large hourly capacity.
It can be
used for letter heads, postcards,
elaborate programs, in fact, has
practically the same capacity as
the larger press in the printing

establishment.

This kind of theatre equipment saved Crews money—S80 a
month in a town of 2,300."

Company

types on the market.
Fans primarily
designed for this purpose are the most
economical to use because of their low
initial cost and the small power consumption when the large amount of air
handled is taken into consideration.

Having made your selection of the
makes of fans available, it is
then necessary to determine what size is
various

best fitted to your needs.

Of

course,

it

naturally fol-

tilation.

do not believe that successful ventilaroom can be accomplished by other than the use of a
ventilating fan of which there are several
I

tion of the projection

This informa-

tion is very easily obtained if you will
use the following simple rule. For average requirements a change of air in the
projection booth every five minutes is
desirable. That is. in five minutes all the
original air in the operating room is
drawn out and replaced by fresh. As
all ventilating equipment is rated in cubic
feet per minute, it is necessary to divide
the cubical contents by five, to determine
how much air the fan must handle in one
minute.
*

—

this

One

DUFFY

Projection Engineer, Exhibitors Supply

UILDIXG

"'a

most
have

Room

Ventilating the Projection

For

room

example,
is

fifteen

*

*

assume an operating
feet wide, twenty feet

long and twelve feet high. Multiplying
these three dimensions we have a total
of 3,600 cubic feet.
Dividing this total
by five, we have 720 cubic feet, which is
the volume of air the fan must handle
per minute.
Having determined the type and size
of fan. the best location for it is the next

important step. The air should be made
to do the maximum amount of work.

That

is.

the fresh air

coming

in

should

travel the entire length and width of the
operating room so that the operator receives the full benefit of it

A ventilating fan should not be placed
above an open door or next to a window
that can be opened, because it will create
a "short circuit"

—

the fresh air will come
the door or window into the fan and
then out, thus not affecting the rest of
the room in other words, nullifying the
work of the fan. The size and location
of the air inlets depend entirely upon the
design of the booth.
in

—

Don't purchase a cheap fan. A good
ventilating fan costs more at first, but it
is a real economy in the long run.
A
cheap fan is not only ineffective, but its

upkeep is expensive and its life short.
And. added to this, the fan is usually
out of action when most needed. When

we remember

that the success of the
presentation depends almost entirely
upon the operator, we can readily realize
that it is important thrt his health and
comfort be not overlooked.
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CLEVELAND ELECTRIC FIRM
DEVELOPS NEW GENERATOR
Designed to Convert Alternating Current
to Direct

— Vertical

in

Construction

The Acme

Electric

&

Manufacturing

Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, has recently developed a motor generator for converting A. C. to D. C. for motion picture
projection work. This apparatus is vertical in construction, the revolving elements, rotar and armature arc mounted

on one solid shaft and suspended between radial annular ball bearings with
a thrust bearing on the bottom of said
revolving unit.
This apparatus on the A. C. end has a
squirrel cage induction motor of ample
capacity to perform its particular duty.
The rotar and end rings are of ample
cross section, made of welding rotar bars
into a solid mass, this forming an indestructible motor.
The generator, which
is mounted above the squirrel cage induction motor, is of the interpole type
by a schematic form of connections
within the generator. This machine has
an excellent characteristic for motion
picture projection.

The armature
ity

is

made

pf electrical sheet

of highest qual-

steel

using form

mound coils, the commutator is
made of hard drawn bars, giving

large,

a low

operating temperature. A Sirrocco type
fan draws cold air through windings and

Ascher

new Capitol theatre, Cincinnati, which opened
Mayor John Galvin on hand to admit the first audience

Brothers'

Ascher Bros. Capitol

Opens

in Cincinnati
Mayor John Galvin on Hand to

—

Greet First Audience Cost
Nearly a Million

With the triumphant premiere of the
Capitol theatre, Ascher Brothers' million
dollar edifice, devoted to the presentation
of the silent drama, Cincinnati moved
forward another notch on the theatrical
map of the United States. Superbly appointed and artistically decorated, the
new motion picture house was welcomed
by civic and city officials as a new enterOfficially opened by
prise of merit.
Mayor John Galvin, the first page of the
Capitol's history was written with glory
and

brilliance.

forms the twenty-seventh link in
chain of theatres controlled by
Construction costs
Ascher Brothers.
totalled more than $875,000 and the house
was in the course of building for more
Exceptional attention
than 19 months.
in architectural designing and completion insured
the magnificence of the
It

the

Artistic mural effects and
decorations,
plus
other overhead expenses, rolled up another item of more
than $100,000, making the Capitol a
$1,000,000 investment.
structure.

Owners Demanded Perfection
Harry, Nate and Max
viewing even the initial

Ascher, in replans for the

And
Capitol, insisted upon perfection.
they are not disappointed in the finished
theatre, which combines every requisite
for lavish comfort and sturdy excellence.
It is the finest theatre in Cincinnati devoted to the screen.
The Capitol, according to many prominent persons in the Queen City, fills what
amounted to an aching void. It enters
into competition with the Strand, Walnut, Family, Gift's and Palace theatres

recently

with

already recognized as a leader. The first
program excelled anything that had ever
been offered in the city from orchestral
overture, prologue, soloists, scenic effects
to the regular bill of film attractions.
"Buel Barron Risinger, our producing
conductor of the orchestra, is a national
figure.
His name adds dignity to any
program and his supervision guarantees
an attractive overture.
The orchestra
itself, composed of 60 playing pieces, includes twelve members of the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchestra and other
famous concert organizations. Supplementing this imposing array of talent is
a $40,000 organ, in charge of Edward
Benedict, one of the foremost organists
in the nation.
He was brought to Cin-

—

insures cool operation.
The latest features of engineering
practice have been incorporated within
The lubrication is taken
this product.
care of automatically. It operates on two
arcs in series supplying 50 amperes to
each arc, and the characteristics of these
machines are such that there is pracwhen
tically no variation
of current
either arc is started or extinguished. The
only necessary equipment with this product is a volt ammeter with field rheostat.
This is mounted on a slat panel
and placed in the booth convenient for
the operator.
The equipment, boxed for shipment,
weighs 500 pounds. It stands 30 inches
in height and occupies one square foot
of floor space.
The efficiency is 75 per
cent operating on the two arcs in series.

RIVIERA MUSIC COMPANY
EXPLOITS NEW FOX TROT

cinnati from Tacoma, Wash., at a salary
of $10,000 a year," said Mr. Ascher.
sterling feature of the new Capitol
is the seating arrangement.
None of the
2.400 green plush covered chairs are more
than 110 feet from the screen and there
is
nothing to interfere with the vision
of any of the audience from any point
in the house.
The general admission for
the lower floor and balcony is 44 cents,

The Riviera Music Company of Chicago has prepared a special orchestration
arrangement of the new Spanish Fox
trot, "La Brenda," which will be featured
in Chicago next week, by the following
leading orchestras: Isham Jones at the
Marigold Gardens, Tommy Rogers' Orchestra at the Green Mill Gardens, Bush
Orchestra at Al Tearney's, Paul Biese

including war tax.

Evanston,

A

THE NEW GENERATOR

Inn, Kieft's Orchestra,
Clarence Jones, La Salle
Hotel, Sharp's Band, Peacock Inn, Mullin Orchestra, Rainbow Gardens, Armand
F. Hand, Pantheon Theatre.

at

the

College

"Karma"

111.,

is

also a

new number

fresh

from the Riviera catalog.

MICHIGAN RIGHTS CLOSED
FOR SYNCHRONIZED SCORE
Strand Features, Inc., 201 Film Exchange building, Detroit, has closed with

M. J. Mintz, general sales manager of
the Synchronized Scenario Music Company of Chicago, for the exclusive distribution of their musical score service
in the state of Michigan.
Interest manifested by Detroit exhibitors in this service, it is said, has already been reflected in theatre owners
throughout the state and indications
point to a big success for the new project.

:
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Railroad

will erect a theatre
at 404 Broad street.
*

street

Cambridge City

Theatres
Providing Comfort
Exhibitors

Asset.

delphia

Fans

for

Know

Is

Malone, N. Y.

Company

is

Pearl street.

Denver
Plans

Grand Theatre

—Joseph

Good-

J.

will build a $90,000 theacall for an $18,500 organ.
*

Pine Bluff, Ark.

— Fred

Senyard plans

Remodeling

—

Brainerd, Minn, The New Park theatre will be remodeled and a modern heating plant will be installed.

ing several

New

theatre.

erected.
*

la.

is

J.

in
Royal
electric fans will

and

seats

—

Orono, Me. A 900-seat house will be
erected in Mill street by George A. King
and A. L. Goldsmith.
Savlovich

NEED TICKETS

of

San Angelo, Tex.

new

with the

name

*
Carterville, 111.
been sold to the

Lyric theatre has

Mario Brothers.

Plainview.
has been completely

&

ventilating

Whitfield.

theatre.

Pipestone,

Maedi

Minn.

—A

fire in

the

loss

If that's

$6.00

200,000

$ 32.00

20,000

7.00

250,000

39.00

30,000

8.00

300,000

46.00

50,000

11.00

500,000

74.00

100,000

18.00

1,000,000

140.00

what you want,

you need Monsoon Cooling
System.
keeps business going big
pays
in the hottest weather
It

—

Additional charge for each change of wording or price, $52.00

Stock admission tickets printed according to governmen'
ruling, showing established price, war tax, and total, can be

for itself the first

furnished, showing the following total prices

Other exhibitors say

10,
55 cents.

Price per

11,

roll,

Price per 50

Coupon

IS,

17, 20,

22,

25,

28,

30, 33. 35, 39

2000

rolls,

booklet

1.00
of

SAVE MONEY!
Milwaukee
133 Second St.

St.

Company

Louis

3316 Lindell Blvd.
Indianapolis
845 S.
157 N. Illinois St.

Inc.

Summer

^PPLINC SySTElA

Minneapolis
Produce Exchange Bldg.
Chicago

Wabash

Better

Write lor a copy.

Write for our large Supply Catalog

Exhibitors Supply

"A

Business."

3.00

10,000

so.

Full information in our

18.00

100,000

tickets, per roll,

summer.

and

$ 0.40

2000
Folded tickets, price per package

$15,000

your theatre

10,000

6,

of

New Orpheum

Good business
all summer through

imprinted.

5,

theatre

destroyed by fire.
Rogers operated the house.

was caused by

of

— The

Fires
Tex. — The

system, organ, seats and screen will be
installed in the Libertv theatre by R. P.

Besides low prices we are in a position to give you prompt
service plus quality.
Reserved seat, folded, rolled and
coupon tickets our specialty.
Don't delay sending your
order.
Take advantage of these exceedingly low prices.
tickets

will be remodeled.

Dye, Ford

—A

A HURRY?

IN

*

—

Fairbury, Neb. T. J. Kempkes of
Crete has taken over the management of
the Majestic theatre, succeeding Jolly
*
Jones.
Shelbyville, 111.— Charles R. Mertens
has purchased the Yale theatre from
Frank S. Russell. Mertens also owns the
*
Playhouse.

mak-

be installed.

— Milan

from Homer Barnes.

tres

*

—John Friedl
improvements
the

Sioux City,

of Anita.
*

Warren of
Chillicothe,
111.— Ralph
Bluffs has purchased the Majestic theaThe building
tre from W. C. Hippler.

the erection of a theatre here.

in

—

Special printed

Inc..

*

Fort Collins, Colo.

Baltimore, Md. Theophilus White is
organizing a syndicate to buy from Eastern Construction Company a site in
Charles street just north of Lafayette
avenue on which a theatre will be

Pa.

—Olympia Theatres,

seat 2,000.

to erect $75,000 theatre
It will seat 1,000.
*

Johnstown,

Schwenneker

—

Gorham street and
Commonwealth avenue, Allston. It will

Projects

— Malone

L.

will build a theatre at

Equipment

—

la.
Good & Sons have purchased the Scenic theatre from George

Hillsboro, O.
George A. Rea has purchased the Forum and Orpheum thea-

*

stein of
tre here.

New

Pa.— R.

Boston, Mass.

This.

Being Installed

Is

is

Ownership Changes
Red Oak,

here by Palace Theatre Company.

an

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

in

A. Kearns of Philaplanning a theatre to be erected

Coatesville,

83

Room

Ave.

The New Era Organ

West 45th St., New York

Denver
Atlanta

Detroit

Kansas City
Sacramento

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.
theatre.
(Write for Literature)

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY,
Also Builders of

911. 70

Philadelphia
Baltimore

Famous Marr

&

Inc.

-

-

-

Colton Concert Organ

-

WARSAW,

N. Y.
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To Bigger Quarters
And Better Service

UNITY PHOTOPLAYS

COMPANY

Frank Zambreno,

Pres.,

announces the opening on
April 25 of its new
quarters at 808 South Wabash Avenue, second floor,
where Illinois and Indiana
exhibitors

make

are

invited

to

their headquarters

while in Chicago.

IVe couldn't improve Unity pictures
So we improved service facilities.

From
207

SOU TH WABASH AVE NUE
To 808

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Spanuth To Operate
Flaherty and Frundt
Funkhouser Ousted
Motor
Exchange in Chicago
To
Distribute
Illegally, Is Ruling
Vehicle Accessories Announces Twelve Features
Former Censorship "Czar"
Wins Appeal But
Is

Office

Abolished

Maj. M. L. C. Funkhouser, former
second deputy superintendent of police,
was illegally ousted from office by the
city civil service commission, according
to a decision of the Appellate court.

The major's victory, however, is only
on paper, because the office of second
deputy was abolished a year ago with
the passage by the city council of the
police reorganization ordinance.
Civil Service

Victory?

service reform association and
other agencies interested in civil service
were jubilant over the victory. Officers
of the organizations said that the finding of the Appellate court would have
the effect of a more rigid enforcement of
the civil service law and better protection for municipal employes.
"If the office had not been abolished
shortly after the removal of Maj. Funkhouser, the effect of the ruling would be
to put Funkhouser back in office," said
Attorney Vincent D. Wyman. representing Funkhouser. "But the principle contained in the decision of the higher court
Star chamber
is of greater importance.

The

civil

can no longer be adopted
by politicians to summarily remove pubproceedings

servants from
must be made."
lic

office.

Specific findings

Frank Flaherty, manager of the Unity
Photoplays exchange, and John Frundt,
former vice-president of the Illinois ExAlliance,

hibitors'

May

are

leaving

the

film

with Harry S.
Jones in an automobile accessory distributing agency to be located at 3110
South Michigan avenue. The firm will be
known as the Jones-Flaherty Sales Corbusiness

1

to

join

and Short Subjects as
First Offering

H. A. Spanuth, well-known Chicago
producer and distributor, will open a state
right exchange, serving northern Illinois

and Indiana,

firm will operate in northern Illinois, northern Indiana, Wisconsin and the
feature
will
It
Michigan peninsula.

The

batteries, but
self-oiling springs, a

Westinghouse
handle

will

also

stop

light

and a French carburetor. They may distribute motor vehicles.
Mr. Flaherty has been active in the
management of film exchanges for the
past nine years and enjoys a wide acMr. Frundt recently sold
quaintance.
Both are popular
his Claremont theatre.
throughout the trade.

Have Old Time Show
Selected Films. Inc., is making a new
sales drive for "The Old Time Movie
Show." It depicts pictures of the old
days, including "Shadows of Doubt," a
with Mary Pickford and
one-reeler.

Owen Moore

It will

1.

Commonwealth Ex-

street.

Two Weeks

In a recent visit to New York, Mr.
Spanuth closed for twelve feature productions and a series of three short subfeature will be published every
jects.
two weeks and a short subject every

A

week.

"You Find It Everywhere," a Booth
Tarkington Saturday Evening Post story,
in which Herbert Rawlinson and Catherine Calvert star, will probably be the
"The Man's Law," a story
first offering.
of the Canadian Mounted Police, starring Irving Cummings, and "The Lure
of the Orient," the Nathan Hirsh German-made spectacle, are scheduled for
early publication.
The short subjects will include twelve
comedies featuring
single Newly

Wed

Meyers and

Harry

Rosemary Theby;

seven two-reel Midget comedies, and the
Spanuth Vod-a-Vil Movies.

Spanuth Well

Known

Mr. Spanuth was active

the organPlayers Film
Corporation and later th^ Central Film
Company of Chicago. His sales force
will include his brother, C. W. Spanuth,
Max Cutler and H. Lutzon.
the

of

ization

Monday
The

in

Celebrated

Unity Exchange

well-known men and women.

will

at 808 So.

Open
Wabash

coming week
South Wabash
avenue will be the opening of the new
Unity Photoplays exchange at 808 South
Wabash. Elaborate preparations are be-

Evanston Exhibitors Ask
Same Right as Churches

ing

council that they be permitted to
operate Sundays or that churches be
compelled to obey the law prohibiting
the showing of motion pictures on Sunday.
While the Hoyburn and Star theatres

city

feature event of the

new

the

in

Motion picture theatre owners in
Evanston are preparing to demand of the

made

film

row

in

for the reception of visitors.

Opening week will also be a farewell
week for Frank Flaherty, popular manager,

May

who

is

leaving

the

film

business

1.

Salter Will Exhibit
"Jimmie" Salter, who resigned from

were dark Sunday, Rev. O. F. Jordan,
pastor of the Christian Church of Evanston, gave a Sunday night motion picture
performance in connection with his sermon.

Educational sales force recently, is
negotiating for the purchase of a theatre
near Chicago and is to become an exthe

hibitor.

Plan Leroy, Providence
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— A local cor-

street.

the

will

Feature Every

featured.

Among the forty-one specifications in
the charges on which Maj. Funkhouser
was tried before the civil service commission, it was alleged he had employed
as assistant morals inspectors ex-convicts and "shake-down" artists and that
he had directed his men to "shadow"

Broad

May

Chicago,

in

as

be located at 745 South
Wabash avenue, occupying :he second
floor of a building at Wabash avenue and

Eighth

poration.

Faced Forty-one Charges

poration immediately will begin the erection of the Leroy theatre at the cost of
a half million dollars. It will seat more
than 3,000 people and will be located in

known

be

change and

Buy Klass A Comedies
B.

THORNTON PHELPS

Indiana salesman for Unity Photoplays Company,
who is in Chicago to attend the opening of the
exchange's new offices April ZS.

The Favorite Players Film exchange
has purchased rights to Klass A comedies, which are being distributed by the
Alexander Film Corporation.

—

—
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SHOTS AND MISSES
in

>

i

Have you

noted the

all

Milt Simon, prexy of

new spring

suit

the Selected Films,

row

disporting about film

is

==By Mac=
season?

this

melange of riotous color,
sort of a rainbow struggle and must have
crashed the little of bank roll for several
(Refer to any local bank
thousand liras.

Tis a

veritable

for the rate of foreign exchange.)
*
* *

*

»

Understand the new roster of the SuScreen exchange will henceforth

The

southside of the city
will be cared for by Stan Keely; on the
west side Al Hoffman, and the north side
by R. H. Hadfield. The out of town points
in Illinois will continue to receive the attention of Billy Weiss and the Indiana
territory is to be handled by L. K. Eagan,
former manager for the Buffalo exchange
of First National.
:

*

*

*

Another

*

scintillating

*

the

of

star

sales

local terrain has forsaken the lure of the
silver sheet for the dignified conservatism
refer
of Chi's lane of bulls and bears.

We

to

Buddy Grump,

erstwhile

Select

repre-

*

*

*

hoping young Fred Rosenthal,
former booker for Robertson-Cole exchange, who recently bought the Elba theatre at 31st and Indiana avenue, inherits a
gold mine with the pile growing skyward
nightly.

Again the Favorite Players
exchange comes to the fore. With "Chub"
Florine the

added feature to

latest

*

*

*

Irv Man del of the Security exchange has
been on sick call for the past several days
with a badly sprained ankle, but it is fast
to be on
hand shortly with both dogs hitting regu-

coming about and he promises
lation stride.
*

*

At hearing of Frank Flaherty's resignamanager of Unity Photoplays most

tion as

of us experience a feeling of regret for this
youngster, though a veteran in local film
circles, a chap whose roguish Celtic orbs of
blue never registered other than smiles to
Go to it,
his friends and he had us all.

Frank, our best goes with you and we know
that it will be but a brief spell when "motor
row" will realize their gain is our loss.
*

*

and

plete cstsloK et once, free on request.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY

Mailing Lists

ACT NOW
5 Powers 6

A Motor

complete
5 Motiograpr.
Motor Drive

Drive
each, S250.00

Model

1 Double 35 Ft. Wayne Generator, A-l condition

250.00

325.00

MOVING PICTURE THEATRES

M

Per
...$7.S0
.4.00

4.00

Further Particulars:

ktam

St.,

CUnti

S.E.SCHAFFER & CO.
207 SO.

WABASH

CHICAGO,

well

known

circles,

Mr.

in the central

having

been

dealing in state rights features and
short subjects for upwards of 15
years.

During the war he was employed
by the government manufacturing

army supplies.
The Klimax company

is

han-

dling ten of the Essanay Chaplin
two-reelers from its newly established headquarters at 17
East

Seventh

St.,

Chicago.

Wabash Exchange

Offers
Pictures

Two Two-Reel

The Wabash Film Exchange is now
its new headquarters on "film
row," at 804 South Wabash avenue.
The first releases from their new address are a two-reel Western Star drama,
"The Outlaw's Reformation," with Fritzi

Ridgeway as the star, and a two-reel Ben
Turpin comedy, "Special Delivery."
The Turpin comedy is one of a series
laugh producers
of twenty successful
which the exchange has purchased from

Warner Brothers.
A new list of five-reel features, to be
distributed by the Wabash Film Exchange in this
nounced soon.

ILL.

territory,

will

be

an-

East St. Louis Opening

Planned for May 1
LOUIS, ILL.— The location

Is

EAST

ST.

new

Lansdowne, at Forand Waverly place, to be

theatre in

street

dentist.

He

is

assisted in the enterprise by sev-

promoters of St. Louis. It is
have the building ready for
formal opening about May L

OPERATORS' BALL MAY

1918,

Every State— total, 21,170 by States, $5.00

W.

film

other

eral theatre
planned to

3000 Used Theatre Chairs in stock

Ill

west

the

constructed at a cost of $35,000, has been
announced by Dr. G. J. K. Hoobs, a local

— complete, ea.

A. F.WILLIAMS.

is

tieth

REAL BARGAINS!!!

IB.

GUARANTEED

1219 Film Exchanges
313 manufacturers and studios
368 machine and supply dealers

Kline

is

SOME

UNIVERSALE.

Chicago.

— Patchogue

will

expected to be completed by July or August.
street,

Special professional

,

Y.

build a new
motion picture theatre here at a cost of
which
will have a
$100,000. The house,
seating capacity for 1,200 patrons, will
stand at the corner of Ocean avenue and

Oak

KLINE,

Klimax Pictures.

half of

installed in

$100,000 Theatre Planned
N.

MORRIS

of a

Immediate delivery on ell models. OeBrle.
DeFrarrne, Petri, end menr others demonSend for oar eonsstrated Id oar sbowroom.

St.

*

Representatives of the motion picture
trade papers and press representative held
a regular meeting of the Chicago M. P.
Press Club at the rooms of the City Press
Thomas Reynolds, busiClub, April 15.
ness manager of the Operators' Union and
two members of his executive staff attended the luncheon and outlined plans for
their forthcoming motion picture ball to
be held May 5 at the Arcadia.

CAMERA BARGAINS

Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn

this live

independent exchange, Ike Van Ronkel
can justly murmur they have the "greatest
Why arfilm salesman" of the industry.
gue? "Chub" admits it!

Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices.
discounts on

*

*

Ah — ha!

Amusement Company

Here's

"Dude"

.

PATCHOGUE,

sentative.

to

quarters now
that the bulk of exchanges are strewn
Looks like
about South Wabash avenue.
Thompson's marble temple of food on
Adams and Wabash will sustain a terrific
wallop on the credit ledger when this portentious event is chronicled.

*

Happened to spy Ben Beadell galloping
Ben
south on The Row the other day.
stoped just long enough for us to enjoy
that knowing smile of his and tells us, "Let
you know in a week or so." Must be something on the fire all right, Ben. Go get it
and here's our best to you.

relative

rife

is

new exchange

»

perior

register thusly

Speculation

Langford's

*

Speaking of colors, our new film row,
with most of the new settlers now happily
at home, presented a regular barrage of
beautiful flowers strewn about the desks
of the various local magnates, with Joe
Friedman's Celebrated Players exchange
easily standing out like a diamond on a
black velvet background. Lest we forget
you must drop in and greet this peppy independent exchange in its new home. It
ranks second to none and is about as well
appointed an exchange as any exhibitor
could possibly enter. Congrats, Joe, to you
and your great team of hustlers.
*

=

AVE.

5

The Motion

Picture Ball, to be held by
the Operators' Union at the Arcadia. May 5,
promises to be the biggest affair ever staged
Many novel stunts
by this organization.
are being arranged for the evening, among
these being the deciding of a beauty conconjunction with the
test conducted in

Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company
and a Chicago evening newspaper. The Arcadia is one of the largest halls in Chicago and it is expected the ball will be the
best attended in the eleven years that the
operators have been holding these affairs.
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ASKING
FOR EXTRA
» DATES ON
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SUPER:

:

;

SERVICE:

IS

~

^

"ARRING

\

\

MIRACLE

WOMAN

HELEN
KELLER
GOING BIG

4Tl

GOLLOS
ENTERPRISES,

Inc.

Will Soon Occupy Their

New

Quarters

at

OF THE

\

EVERYWHERE

808

WORLD

\V

WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO

BEN TURPIN
Is

SECURITY PICTURES

8th WONDER

^^^i^

THE

808 S.

GEO. KLEINE'S

REMOVAL NOTICE

funnier in his series of one reelers than In any of his previous
Book them and you're sure

And

will

Wabash Avenue

So.
have

new

for distribution a

line of

FEATURES and SHORT SUBJECTS
Watch For Announcement
of

New

Releases

-

-

-

Real Box Office Attractions

NOW BOOKING

"THE FIGHTING KENTUCKIANS"

=

^=P0PULAR='

PHOTOPLAYS

A ttention producers!

comedies— and that's going some!
to clean up.

You Can Make That
Under

Picture

Ideal Conditions
At

Jack Mac Cullough s Studios
Phone West 2853

1825-31 Warren Ave.

CHICAGO
One 40x70 Stage Open For Rental.

All advertising

i,By

is

Day or by Contract.)

good.

better — we
supply the better kind

Some

Ask us

WABASH
FILM EXCHANGE
804 So.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago

3rd floor

Phone, Harrison 1496

is

for samples.

The National Poster and Printing Co.
506 S.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Printers exclusively for the theatre.

GUIDE to- CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
A

— Brewsters Millions,
Arbuckle.
the Garret,
— TheothyGhost
Gish.
18— Forbidden
eight
Mille production.
13 — Chickens,
with
6

Feb.

Through Patht Exchanges
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Distributed

Feb.

Feb.

Eddy.

The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Bine Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and

six

6

in

Fruit,

Feb.

five

Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

ARROW FILM
ing.

Love's Protege,

five reels,

Feb. 27.

Field-

_

featuring Ora Carew.

Mar. 20

—

Wm. S. Hart.
20— Beau Revel, six

Mar.

27— The

Mar.

27— The

—

3

—
10—
3

April

Indian

five reels, all

five reels,

with

reels,

five

Lois

Gilded

star cast.

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

Lily,

six

reels,

with

Mae

of North, six reels, with
Dorothy Dalton.
The Faith Healer, six reels, a George
Melford production.
The Dollar a Year Man, five reels, with
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Buried Treasure, seven reels, with Marion Davies.
The Witching Hour, seven reels, William D. Taylor production.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
FOX SPECIALS
The White
If

I

Were

seven reels, with Pearl White.
King, seven reels, with William FarMoll,

num.
While New York Sleeps, seven

reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

PEARL WHITE SERIES

TOM MIX SERIES

Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

B.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

The House Without

Homespun
Lying

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.

PARKER READ,

with

reels,

Thousand

One,

to

six

reels,

with Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

Jacqueline Logan.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

six

special.
reels, with

with

reels,

Constance Tal-

In the Heart of a Fool, seven reels, Allan

Dwan

special.

Curtain, five reels, with Katherine MacDonald.
Harriet and the Piper, six reels, with Anita
Stewart.
The Branded Woman, seven reels, with Norma

Talmadge.
The Master Mind,

six

reels,

with

Lionel

Barry-

more.

What Women Love,

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Town

Idol, six reels, with

Ben Turpin.

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

The Victim,

five reels.

The Nightingale

of

The

Paris,

five

with Zany

reels,

Miens.

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

INC.

five reels.

EQUITY PICTURES
to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

Whispering

Devils,

seven

reels,

with

Conway

Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

—ThewithEducationBurke.
of
Inside
—TheSpecial
the Cup,
23—The Rookie's Return,
Douglas MacLean.
£3— Midsummer Madness,
De Mille production.

Elizabeth,

five

six

reels,

reels,

five

reels,

with Mildred Harris Chaplin.
reels, with Lionel Barry-

Dangerous Business, five reels, with Constance
Talmadge.
Love. Honor and Behave, Mack Sennett comedy.
Unseen Forces, with All-Star Cast.
Dinty, seven reels, with Wesley Barry, a Marshall
Neilan production.
Habit, five reels, with Mildred Harris.
The Truth About Husbands, seven reels.
Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Katherine

MacDonald.
in His House, eight reels, with SpeCast.
Mamma's Affair, five reels, with Constance Tal-

madge.

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

with

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.

Scrambled Wives, six
reels,

five reels,

William

The Oath,
Lessons

George

Fitz-

Stars, five reels, with

Thos. Meighan.

reels,

six

reels,

with Charles

Ray.

six

— Paying the Piper,
maurice
—The Frontierproduction.
of the

six

Devil's Garden, six

more.

with

cast.

Jan. 30

with Annette Kel-

cial

Billie

of

reels,

The Woman

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

Jan. 16

six

lerman.
Peaceful Valley, six reels, with Charles Ray.
Nomads of North, six reels, Curwood production.
Twin Beds, five reels, Mr. and Mrs. Carter De-

Haven.
Old Dad,

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

Jan. 30

five reels. King Vidor
Minutes from Broadway, six

madge.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

Jan. 16

WILLIAM RUSS^ELL SERIES

FIRST NATIONAL
Forty-five

reels,

with Marguerite Clark.
Walsh production.
with Constance Tal-

eight reels, R. A.

in

Love,

five

reels,

madge
Scrap Iron,

five

reels,

The Passion Flower,
madge.

with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

six

reels.

The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.
Cheater Reformed,
Bare Knuckles, five

five reels.
reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

Chas. Ray.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

Small

with

six reels.
reels.

Jack-Knife Man,

Good References,

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and

The Last

reels,

The Road Demon, six
Hands Off, six reels.

Richard Travers.

Louise

Glaum.

Prairie Trails, six reels.

INC.
seven

Children,

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well, six

PRODUCTIONS

JR.,

The Leopard Woman, seven

The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.

FILM MARKET,

INC.

reels.
reels.

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.

Geraldine Far-

Arliss.

six

Scuttlers, six

The Married

The Devil, six reel9, with George
What Women Will Do, six reels.

DIST.

five reels.

Idol

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
rar.

Jan.

Chas

—

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
six reels, with

reels,

Ince-Vance pro-

reels,

five reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-star cast.
the House, five reels, with aU-

Hearts and Masks,

Murray.

April 10

The Riddle Woman,

Jan.

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

duction.

April

Keep

The Midlanders,

Douglas Mac-

Ford British production.
The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas
Meighan.
O'Malley of Mounted, six reels, with

Mar.

Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.

east.

A

de

production.

— Straight

—

Mar. 13

April

Man Came,

6.

with Georgia Hop-

five reels,

kins.

Before the White

— The Kentuckians,
mopolitan production.
— The Price of Possession,
Ethel Clayton.
— What's Worth While,

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhode*.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

Is the Way. seven reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Mar. IS— The Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.

A

reels,

Dor-

Cecil

reels,

six

Feb. 27.

Mar.

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.

Bachelor Apartments,

Feb. 20.

Weber

CORP.

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine

J.

five reels,

Lean.

Elinor Field.

Their

The Man Who

Roscoe

reels,

Chin Toy, five reels.
Flame of Youth, five
Girl of

My

Heart,

reels.
five reels.

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy, five reels.

The Lamplighter,

reels.

five reels.

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.
Dysiamite Allen,

five

reels.

2OTH CENTURY

BRAND

Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, witfi Eileen Perey.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The

Little

Gray Mouse,

Lovely.
Oliver Twist,

five

Jr., five reels,

reels,

with

Louise

with Harold Goodwia.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
It's

a Great Life, five reels (Eminent Artists).
of Tarzan, five reels, with Gsm*

The Revenge
Pollar.

Going Some, five reels, Rex Beach production.
The North Wind's Malice, five reels, Rex Beach
production.
Penalty, five reels, with Lon Chaney.
Eartbbound, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Stop Thief, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Madam X, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
The Branding Iron, seven reels, Special Cast.
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Nennaac.
The Song of tie Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Gsxlle** Men, seven reel*.

The
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Feb. 28

The Great Lover, six reels.
Tost Out ef College, five reels.
Roads of Destiny,

five

Mar. 14

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

Worlds,

six

HODKINSON CORP.
GREY PICTURES,
B.

JESSE

INC.

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

The Devil
and Roy

Kenyon.

The Empire

Stedman and Law-

The

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

GEORGE
The

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame,

five

with

reels,

J.

Warren

Killer,

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife,

with Special Cast.

six reels,

Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.
J. L.

Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

reels,

A Good Woman,

five

Deep Purple,

cale.

The Law

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

The Other Woman,

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

with All Star Cast.

five reels,

Her

New

JANS PICTURES, INC.

Johnstone.

Something

six reels.

Lave Without Question, seven

The

Business, five reels.
of Pride, five reels.

reels,

all-star
reels.

cast.

Allison.
six

reels,

Viola

Madame

Doraldina.
reels, Alice Lake.
reels,
with
May
six

reels,

with"

reels,

with

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
Ulions, six reels, with Nazimova.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
S. L.

six reels, All Star Cast.

PRODUCTIONS

Lye, Honor and Obey,

six

with

reels,

Edith

five

William

with

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

STOLL FILM CORPORATION

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.
—The Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

—
—
—

June 13

Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec 4 The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
Mar. 18 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

June 27

—
—
—

White Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
A Shocking Night, five reels, with Lyons-Moran.
The Mad Marriage, five reels, with Carmel Myers.

The Fire Cat, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Eva Novak.
If Only Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
All Dolled Up, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
The Unknown Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberts.
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank
Mayo.

The Smart Sex, five
The Freeze Out, five

reels,
reels,

with Eva Novak.
with Harry Carey.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

reels,

The
The

Bad

Years

Luck,

five

a

in

Million,

six

Mae Marsh.
Sessue Hayakawa.
reels, with Max

reels,

with

George

Beban.
with Otis Skinner.

reels,

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,

Blue Blazes,

with All Star

five

five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
reels, with Lester Cuneo.

SALIENT FILMS,
The Shadow,

six reels, with

Cowboy

Jass,

two

INC.

Muriel Ostriche.

ENTERPRISES

&

S.
E.
It Might Happen to You,
Mason.
reels,

five

reels,

with Billy

stunt novelty.

LEWIS J. SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

ELAINE HAMMERS TEIN STAR SERIES
The Daughter Pays,

six reels.

six

reels,

reels,

with

Dorothy

with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

SPECIALS
Kismet, nine

Woman,

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Linder.

One Man

to Every
Phillips.

Pauline Fred-

story.
six reels, with

Little Fraid Lady,
First Born, six reels, with

Seven

Once

Outside the Law, six

Arsene Lubin

813, six reels,

Viola

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

The Great Redeemer,

Slave of Vanity,

reels, Cabanne.
reels, Christel.
five reels, with

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

Dana.

— Passion Fruit, six reels,
21—The Greater Claim, six
Mar.
— Extravagance, six
Allison.
Mar. 21 — A Message from Mars,
Bert Lytell.
of Fate, six
Dana.

Mary Miles

with

reels,

erick.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Jan. 10— Lure of Youth, six
Jan. 17 — Marriage of Wm. Ashe, six
May

28—Puppets

five

January
January
January
January

Constance

with

reels,

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
A

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, State Rights Feature.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

7

five

The Stealers, eight
So Long Letty, six

BERT LUBIN

Pirate,

Clown,

Little

Door,

cast.

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Offshore

five

Minter.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

7

Different,

Binney.

reels.

A Woman's

31—The

Wanda

aWnda

Oh

1

Wings

Wanda Hawwith

reels,

five

five reels, with
Hawley.
You Never Can Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The
York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

reels.

the

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

Hawley.

Valley, five reels.

Madonnas and Men,

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

Villain, five reels, with

Elopement,

First

The Snob,

— God's Gold,
SPECIAL FEATURE
— Reckless Wives.
five

Outside

Wm.

Minter.

Skyfire, five reels.

1

six reels, a
reels, a

ley.

NEAL HART SERIES

—— Danger
Jan.
Mar. 15
Nov. 15

Mar.

J.

Kane and

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Her Beloved

INDEPENDENT FILMS

Jan.

Kane and

Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

Feb.
Feb.

Kail

with Gail

R. A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller

.

of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard

Man's Plaything, five reels, with Grace Davidsoa.
Mountain Madness, six reels, with special cast.
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.

duction.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

Mar.

with

reels,

six reels,

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

with All Star Cast.

six reels,

Ralph Ince Special.

six reels, a

SELECT PICTURES

D. N.

production.

cale.

William

His, six reels, with

Faversbam.

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Gate, seven reels, with Bessie Barris-

The Breaking

BECK

F.

REALART PICTURES

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

The Broken

ARTHUR

Line, six reels.

J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

IRVIN

Tearle.

The Sin That Was

Collier.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.

The Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
You Can't Kill Love, six reels, with AU-Star Caat.
The Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince Special.
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

The Servant Question,

INC.

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
Empty Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and

ren Kerrigan.

The Kentucky

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitx

six reels.

The Heart

Kerrigan.

Sin, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Hallor.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

The

five reels.

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES

Just

B. SEITZ, INC.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

TRACY PRODUCTIONS

INC.

of Diamonds, six reels.

Case.

Society Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger,

The Seeds
Duming.

Stewart.

SERIES

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette

FERRET PICTURES,

DIAL FIKM CO. PRODUCTIONS

The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

Red Foam,

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
six reels, with Doris

with Blanche

reels,

five

six reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR

The Fourth

ton.

Winston Churchill.

of Light, by

Worlds Apart,

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Lore Madness, with Louise Glaum.

LOUIS

The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.

INC.

with Mahlon Hamil-

reels,

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

cast

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Her Unwilling Husband,

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

The Harvest Moon,

D.

Half a Chance, seven

PARKER READ,

>.

all-star

and May McAvoy.

P. Trail, six reels.

BENJAMIN

reels,

House of the Tolling Bell, six reels, with Bruce
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six reels, with Bruce Gordon

by Gouver-

reels,

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

The Dwelling Place

six

.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

Atherton.

ZAN'E

Fool,

Little

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

in the Dark, five reels.
Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude

The U.

—The

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

The Voice

W. W.

SHURTLEFF,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Star Cast.
with Will Rogers.
Bunty Polls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
five reels, All
Guile ef Women, five reels,

Tale of Two
neur Morris.

Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker
production.

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.

The Concert,

A

— Without
C. E.

with Pauline Fred-

reels,

89

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
Deceiver, five reels.

The Charming

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrisa
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Teas
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Trumpet

ine Calvert.
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GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS
COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

AYWON FILM

GOLDWYNBRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

two

with

reels,

NEIGHBORS,

two

reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

reels.

reel

Buster

reels.

reels.

Number

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

reel.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

INC.

reels.

Trayful of Trouble.

The One Best Pet.
You'll Be Surprised.
Ladies' Pets

two

reels.

Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining Room, Kitchen and

Sink.

Mr. Fatima.

one

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.
Married.
reels.

Torchy'* Millions. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.

COMICLASSICS.

Torchy's Night Hood.

MERMAID COMEDIES,
Dynamite.
Nonsense.
The Simp.

(Lloyd

two

reels.

Hamilton.)

(Jimmie Adams.)
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

April Fool.

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

one

two

THE TEMPEST,
two

one

feather,

Don't Tickle.

every

two

reels.

two

two

VITAGRAPH— The

(Willi*™

(Joe

Ryan and

Mystery

(Antoni*

Dangers

Veiled

Dunca*

(William

Fate

Moreno).

NEWS REELS
days) at Universal exchanges.
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
PATHE
Educational exchanges.
(twice a week) at Select exSELZNICK
changes.

Tom

two

Santschi.
Edgar Jones.

reels,

two

NEWS

NEWS

reels.

Dark-

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS

reel.

two

GASOLINE

reels.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

SPECIALS

two

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
J. FLYNN Detective Series,

(Celebrated Players).
(Fox).
ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)

MUTT AND JEFF

reels.

WILLIAM

Avenger

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs-

reels.

FRITZI
reels.

SeiU sad

KINOGRAMS

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

two

Silent

and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden
Jean Paige).

reels.

INC.

REELCRAFT PICTURES

Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.

one

C. B. PRICE CO.
DRAMAS, featuring Mona

INDIAN

reels.

Slicker.

B.

Elinor Fair).

PIONEER

reels.

Her Doggone Wedding.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

reels,

NICK CARTER SERIES,

Pals and Petticoats.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

two

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

Tight.

(George

Purple Rider* (Joe Ryan and

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

PATHE

Elephant's Nightmare.

(Juanita

FILM SALES

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.

The

PATHE— Velvet

CORP.

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

reels.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

Foe

Warner Orland).

camp).

DOMINANT PICTURES,

FOX FILM CORP.

Hoxie).

(Ruth Roland).
Hansen tad

the Rockies

of

PATHE— Phantom

reels

ARROWNORTHWOOD DRAMAS,
Pic-

reel.

two

reels

Thirteen.

PATHE— Ruth

other week, two reels.

FEDERATED FILM

Me

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack
FOX — Bride

two

ARROW FILM

C. B. C.

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES,

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S. It E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two

Duncan).

reels.

Hold

reels.

DRAMAS

Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside. two reels.

An

—

KINETO— Kineto Review*.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chat*.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film-Osophy.
RADIN— Brinds Wonders of Nature.

CO.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

FAMOUS

VITAGRAPH— The

A

six

Vod-a-

two

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
The Kid,

(bi-monthly).

Original

Sermonette*.
PLAYERS— Paramount Magazine, on.
reel (weekly).
Goldwyn Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER Greiver Educational*.

Fingers
Marguerite Courtot).

AUBREY COMEDIES,

reel.

one

COMMONWEALTH— Spar.uth's
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

VITAGRAPH— The

On a Summer's Day.
—The
— Unhappy Finish.

tures,

reel.

snapshots

The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.

reels.

PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE,

one

Pictorials,

SALES — Screen

B. C.

GOLDWYN—

reels.

two

C.

two

6
Feb.
Feb. 20

Travel

Scenic

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.

Days.

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES

oa<

The Back Yard.

JIM

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
two

Burrud

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Poto).
UNIVERSAL— The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln)
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie W*J-

reels.

— Sweetheart

Series, one

MISCELLANEOUS

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

reel.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,
reels.
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune.

reel.

Scenics,

PICTURES— Sunset

ARROW— Sport

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES,

Scenic*.

Stories.

VITAGRAPH

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

Mar. 20

two

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

In.

Picture*.

PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Picture*.

SPECIAL

reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSELL-GRKI V Kit- It US SELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART. two reels.

Movie Mad.

Holmes Travel

reel.

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MOKANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

It.

Torchy Mixes

(every two

(every week).

reel

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

REEL CRAFT PIT II 1(1 >
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.

two

m

Scenics,

reel

reel.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

Scrappily

one

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

reels.

Please.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMEDIES.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

Outing

(every week).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
one

one

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

Bruce Scenics Beau-

C.

(every two weeks).

reel

PARAMOUNT — Burton

INC.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reel*.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

CORP.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

Beat

one

weeks).

two

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

A

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Buster Keating.

Keating.

reel.

JOY COMEDIES.

two

SCENICS
Max

tiful,

two

tw«

reels.

METRO
THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

(Leonard Chapman), two

reels.

Roberts.

reels.

CO.

RED RIDER SERIES

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.

two

reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Ruas.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellersnan.
The kace of the Age (Man o' War).

nnouncement or rublic Rights League —p. 35
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKING
^

a

J.PARKER READ J?

production

JCpuise Glatan I

AM

^'Ja GUILTY

Pi

i

A POWERFUL VISUALIZATION OF A SOUL
STIRRING DRAMA CONCERNING THE
CAREER OF A NEGLECTED WIFE

Associated Producers, inc

v ._

.'All.

.

NO. IS

EntrT' d

"

MARTIN

J.

QVIGLEY, PUBLISHER

tecond-claa matter, August lo, if 17, at the Pott OMce at Chicago, III., under the Act of March
Published weekly at 417 South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription,
00 a year.
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To the Biggest Housein

the Land

Shake hand?

.

with yourself /
the" Wildcat"
is

back/

Carl

Laemmle presents
Stuart Paton's

Tremendous

Drama of Woman

against Woman

There is only one Dean. Only one "wildcat of the screen." Only
one actress whom you can absolutely count on for a ripping, tearing, sensational drama every time she appears.
And there s only
one theatre in your town that can show this newest Dean picture
first.
Make that theatre yours — right now — today by wire. Then
ask your Universal- Jewel Exchange to show you the promotion
material for "Reputation" and you'll see the cleverest stuff than any
picture even a Deat has owned for many a year.

Universal

Jewel de Luxe
Adapted by

the Most Dynamic Personality

PRISCILLA

Lucicn Hubbard

FROM EDWINA LEVIN'S NOVEL
'FALSE COLOaQ"

Starring
in

Moving

Pictures

DEAN

KAY
LAURELL

SIDNEY

CATOOLL

DAVIDSON

L©W B Of H EART
/AT.
AFFILIATED DISTRIBUTORS
NEW YORK CITY

135

WEST

44th

STREET,

THE LARGEST CiRCUiT/
IN

AMERICA ARE NOW

BOOKING TH E CABINET
"

OF DS.CALiCARi" FOLLOWING

iT/ /EN/ATiONAL

/UCCE// AT THE CAPiTOL

THEATRE,

NEW YORK

THE CABINET OP

XALiCARi
GOLDWYN

Di/TRiBUTED BY

,

is

the sweet

to

many.

young thing he had promised

Her's

is

the tender heart that's

LEWIS

J.

SELZNICJC

presents

WEN

Moore
ConvenwncQ
By Victor Heerman
Scenario by SarakY Mason

DIRECTED By

1

ROBERT ELLIS
Jlnd
This
is

-

.

the poor benighted simp,

made

crazy by the sunshine

of loo

many feminine

who

smiles,

forgot for a minute that

no world is big enough tor
two women who love the
same man.

His are the

opera

bouffe troubles which

make "A Divorce

of

Convenience" the most
riotously funny

photo-

play feature which has
ever

been

shown oh

a screen!

IT

This^dainty

little

nineteen-

yeai*6ld actress who has taken
world by storm
le picture
and whose praises you have

hearing sung on every
hand is the artiste chosen to
star in the Realart Birthday
Production which on June 29th
the occasion of Realart's second birthday will become
available to every Star Franchise owner.

been

—

—

A Birthday

Production

which every resource
Realart studios has
here, in
been lavished
upon

RE
A LA RT
PICTURES

CORPORATION

"469 FIFTH AVENUE - NEW

YORK

in

a

the

—

word, gentlemen,

is

Everything within reason
has been done story, cast, direction have been carefully
chosen to make of this Birthday Production an artistic and

—

—

box-office success. It

is

for Star

Franchise owners at their Star
Franchise price.
It

you are not already a

Realart Star Franchise owner,
sign up to-day and cash in on
the Birthday Production.

Book

it

for

extra dollars.

extra days jand

REALART
PICTURES CORPORATION
4(>q Fl FT. i

AVENUE-NEW YORK

EXHIBITORS HERALD

8

Moving Up

in the

May,

World

Moving up in the world has its drawbacks.
Take the Rodhams f'rinstance. Love-in-acottage. Then sudden prosperity. Move to the
city.
Breakfast in bed.
Jazz.
Good-bye,
energy
love.

— good-bye, figure— good-bye, husband's
Enter a slim, trim, clever vamp. Then
and home.

a nip-and-tuck battle for heart

"The House That Jazz

Built"

STARRING

WANDA HAWLEY
DIRECTED BY PENRHYN STANLAWS
Adapted from

"Sweetie Peach"
Scenario by Douglas Bronston

the Saturday Evening Post Story

by Sophie Kerr

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION

469

Fifth

Ave

,

NEW YORK

7.

1921

—

"

—

Your Patrons Will Say
the

Same

EXHIBITORS HERALD
'The Other Woman' is an example of a fine
."
cast and worth-while direction
.

.

SCREEN OPINIONS
"A

glance at the cast should satisfy you that
contains strong
picture should be of good qualit>
vein of human interest an absorbing drama of
dual personality.

—

—

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
"The picture

is

keyed

in

a

suspensive pitch

spectators interest is held
adequately acted appropriate^- staged.'
therefore,

—

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
"One of the most interesting pictures recently
witnessed."

WID'S DAILY
"Has fine element of
guessing until the end.

suspense and keeps you

IXstriVuts

JAM M VOGEL

7)

,

^Adolph Zukor

ferguson

clsie
in

WILLIAM

presents

D,

TAYLOR'S PRODUCTION

Sacred and Profane Love
From the novel and play by Arnold Bennett

A cross

Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers

and a
dozen years the call of an
old memory had reached her
and she came to him forgeta thousand miles

,

ting her

new

love

— forgetting

everything except that he

needed her,

& (paramount

Gpicture

:

DAVID

WARK
GRIFFITHS

"DQEAM
STREET'
We Can Prove
And Defy Anyone

Things

j
Dramatic Comedy

To Disprove

Suggested by

TO THE EXHIBITORS:

Characters

This day of high competition leads to aggressive
battles in advertising, through the press, word of mouth
and every possible means of communication.

What

follows

is

not an idle statement

Four years ago,
"Griffith

is

the

Washington

the only producer

who can

Herald said:
put his pictures

two dollars, and have them so
he can keep his pictures there."

into the theaters at

the public that

all

This is as true today as when
words to the contrary.

Anyone who has
tures into

New

money

it

was

satisfy

written, despite

i

spend can bring picYork, advertise them heavily; and if they
the

to

do not meet the public's approval, continue
long as the

of

%omas Durke

money

at a loss as

holds out.

But from one end of the countrv

to the other,

"THE

BIRTH OF A NATION," "HEARTS OF THE

DOWN

WORLD"

EAST," have had
and "WAY
profitable engagements in each and every city played,
including New York; and these ARE STILL THE
ONLY pictures that have done this. If you think other-

YOU ARE BEING DECEIVED.
"DREAM STREET," Mr. Griffith's

ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MAP.V PlCKFOftD
CHAQLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

wise,

latest picture,

has met with exactly the same reception as his other plays.
"HEARTS OF
WORLD," when first shown, did

THE

UNITED

D. W. GR.IFF ITH
QAM ABI5AMS

1-1

1

President

'

make

not

DAVID

it

The

a big impression.

was not another "Birth of

critical

comment

said

a Nation."

Even the men who had managed "The Birth of a
Nation" refused to manage this play because they said
it would never be successful.
Yet, until the war suddenly ended, it was one of the most successful plays ever
produced. Almost as successful as had been "The Birth

WARK
GRIFFITHS

of a Nation."

"DREAM

When "Way Down

i

STREET"

East" came out, the same

crit-

—

made that it was not another "Birth of a
Nation." They were waiting for the Ku Klux Klan to
come, and did not see the climax that was to be as pow erful to the people as the famous ride.
icisms were

:
:

And now with "Dream
only

this

time

the critics

it is

compared

NOW

ting what was

"Dream

Street" the
to

same

"Way Down

is

said again,

East" which

accept as a classic; apparently forget-

said

when

Street"

is

it

was

first

not another

shown.

"Way Down

East."

But the great masses,
including the swaggerest people from Fifth Avenue
and the equally important people of other streets, not so
well dressed, have flocked to see it.
Up to the sixth
It is

an entirely different picture.

(when this is written) more people have been
turned away than from any picture in history. True,
the Ku Klux do not ride to the rescue, nor is there a
night

great ice

flow— but

even greater than

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MAP.Y PlCKFOfiD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D.
1-1

1

GRIFFITH
QAM ABI5AMS
W.

President

there

these.

is

SOMETHING.

PerhajDS

:

A

There Is

Grandeur About

"Dream

Street" That Floods The Heart

appeals to the highest decencies and the cleanest

It

longings.

—and

awakens Faith

It

Hope — and Love

— and

brings a serene certainty into the hearts of the

public.

As

the astute critic for "Variety"

"It will

have a following as great,

— Mr.
if

ling

gem — a

seem

not greater, than

N. Y. Review,

finds

when

Street'

classed with

it

GRIFFITHS

:

"A

"DREAM
STREET"

spark-

Other pictures

thing of rare distinction.

like trash

'Dream

the

WARK

Rush, says

anything Mr. Griffith has done."

Mr. Weller, of

DAVID

Mr.

Griffith's;

and

a masterpiece."

is

"In popularity,

it

should be a 'Main

Street' of the

films."—TV. Y. Sun.

The proof of this picture's power
only on the Broadway showing, where

is

not based

its

success

is

truly sensational.
It

has been tried in the picture theaters.

In Middletown,

New

within fourteen dollars as

"Way Down

East"

At Yonkers,

York, the second night drew

much

as the

— and this was the last week in Lent.

after the

matinee showing, thousands

of people clamored that night for seats

and not a person
It is,

second night for

— hundreds stood

left.

indeed, a picture for the people, high

and low.

UNITED

ARTISTS
CORPORATION

MARY PlCKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

D.W.

GRIFFITH

HIRAM ABRAMS
Presided
t

——

A

DAVID

WARK

of

inspiration

A

— moments
makes

"It has that indefinable touch that

motion picture world."

in the

The Very Winds

only a

N. Y. Globe.

great soul could produce."

A

[
.

Griffith

Y. Mail.

of

Beauty Blow Across

"DREAM
STREET*

——

Noble, Splendid Picture—

"With moments

supreme

GRIFFITHS

——

It

"Easily the most artistic picture which Mr. Griffith

N. Y. Commercial.

has ever made."

"Beautiful scenes fairly

full of surprises as a

one of the

the delighted

N. Y. Telegram.

onlookers' eyes."

"As

swim before

artistic

Christmas pudding,

triumphs of the year."

it

is

N. Y. Tele-

graph.

A

Quick Action Swarms
to a High Suspense
"It grips the spectators

N. Y. Times.

ing in motion pictures."

"Holds your

— with a vitality so often lack-

interest

from

start to

finish."— N. Y.

American.

"Too high
and

skill

praise

cannot be given the direction

with which the dramatic

N. Y. Evening

W

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D. W. GRIFFITH

WIRAM ABRAMS
President

achieved."—

orld.

"Griffith's sheer genius

Telegram.

effects are

is

revealed again."—

7".

Y.

—

The

—

—

Know That

Players

DAVID

Secret Language of the Screen

WARK

In the leading roles are:

James "Spike" McFadden, who conquers the girls with his golden voice, and the men w ith
his bold fists, and reigns king of the district.

Ralph Graves

as

have seen no better screen actor than Ralph
Graves. He has dash, youth, facial expression and wonderful magnetism."
Alan Dale in N. Y. American.

GRIFFITHS

"I

Miss Carol Dempster
girl,

who

a bird

is

gentle, brave

"DREAM

i

—

Gypsy Fair the dancing
and gay, swift and restless as
as

STREET"

— with velvet eyes and lyric body.

"Miss Dempster easily attains
leading lady." N. Y Telegram.

first

rank as

a Griffith

.

"She

— N.

Y

.

is

youth personified,

a type with intelligence."

Journal.

Charles

Emmett Mack,

hailed as the greatest of re-

I

cent Griffith "finds," appears as the younger brother,

weak, wistful, glorious with talent; but capable of
"He is a shining spot in the production." N. Y.
World.

Edward

Peil. as

crafty, revengeful,

Sway Wan,

who

a

Chinaman

in silks,

tops a long-standing feud with

astounding cunning.
Porter Strong, as
negro,

who wants

Sam Jones, just plain Georgia
home but has no money.

to get

Charles Slattery, as the Police Inspector.
Tyrone Power, the Saver of Truths and

Good

Thoughts.

Morgan Wallace,
devilish

violin.

the

Man

with the Mask, and tru

i

lUNITED

^ARTISTS
}
J

i

2
£
<

CORPORATION
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D.W. GR.IFFITH
Ml QAM

ABCAMS
President

———

—

DAVID

WARK

The
is

laid in a large city;

and mysterious
streets,

GRIFFITHS

—

Story

probably London, with

its

fogs

streets of adventure.

a dramatic

It is

——

comedy.

The

dim
Evening

players walk the

perhaps with their faces turned to the

Star.
I

,ove

and great dreams are there; startling action and

bursts of strange adventure.

"DREAM

The Many
More than

STREET"

"The

sets

in

Sets

any picture Mr.

Griffith has

should be the envy of any producer

X. Y.

country or of any other."

the touch such as
X. Y. Telegram.

artists

in this

Post.

"Interiors have soft, elusive corners.

Exteriors have

achieve in great paintings."

making scenes which
eye and command interest." N. Y. Times.

"Again
hold the

made

"Again
the screen."

Griflfth is the

Griffith

master

at

Rembrandt
Commerce.

shows himself

N. Y. Journal of

as the

of

The Photography and Music
"The witchery

of the very beautiful scenes

is

so beautiful

have ever seen such wonderful
in

Mr.

Griffith's pictures."

"The scenes look

as

if

the brush of a Beardsley."

UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION
MARY

PICKFOR.D
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
D.W. GR.IFFITH

VI

I

RAM ABQAMS
si de nt{

P.t-.e

in-

X. Y. Globe.

creased by the musical scoring."

"The photography

is

you wonder

if

effects, certainly

you
only

N. Y. Tribune.
they might have

N.

Y

.

Sun.

come fiom

^Associated Exhibitors
is proud co present

A Holman Day Special
"O/ie

Production

Rider of the King Lo
Produced bp EdgarJones Production
Pathe

Distributors

inc.

f

The

Rider of the King Log
From

A Story of

the

Famous Novel

Love and Combat

by

Set in Nature's Great

a picture flavored with the tang of the pine
HERE
evergreens; resounding with the crash of falling
is

Holman Day

Outdoors

woods of Maine, spiced with

great

forest.-

of mighty waters, and the
a picture of the great outdoors, from the chai

trees, the roaring

•

Here is
struction with dynamite of strong dams.
of Indian summer to the glittering grandeur of ice-clad trees.

Here is a picture with a score of punches and a "knockout." Imagine old "X K" Kavanagh send?
his logs roaring down stream to make his daughter happy in her culture; imagine that giant of a ng
fighting Wall Street; imagine him dying from his great effort, but his spirit living on in the heart of I
"Colleen." And imagine her victory
!

On
THE RENT COLLECTOR."
You know how welcome

the rent collector

these days!

is

Mr. Rent Collector has more than his share of
he is the least bit soft-hearted, like Larry, his

trials

lot is

and

if

doubly

strenuous.

Even

profiteering landlords will laugh at

Larry Semon

ATO

in

"The Rent

Collector"

W AVAILABLE
The Hick

The Sportsman
The Suitor
The Stage Hand
Solid Concrete

School Days

The Fly Cop
The Grocery Clerk
The Head Waiter

Dew Drop

Inn

Dull Care

Between the Acts
The Simple Life
His Home Sweet Home

The

Star Boarder

Passing the Buck
'ell I'll

Be—!

w

VITAGRAPH
ALBERT E.SMITH

i

— — ————

"So Excruciatingly FunnyWe'll Bring It Back
FRED.

MEYER

S.

Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ohio

EXHIBITORS

HERALD
April Fool (Educational), with
Lloyd Hamilton.—
riot of fun from

A

start

funny
Fred

to

So excruciatingly

finish.

that we'll

bring

it

back-

Meyer, Palace Theatre,
Hamilton, 0.— Transient patronage.
S.

MERMAID
COMEDIES
A Fresh

Start

Duck Inn
Dynamite
Nonsense
The Simp

Adams

"Ham"

— 'Ham
'

A dams

"Ham"
Fool— "Ham"
High and Dry Adams
Moonshine "Ham"
Holy Smoke Adams
Bang Adams
The Greenhorn "Ham'

April

—

And More To Come
And They Are Yours,

Mr. Exhibitor,

FOR

3

YEARS

IT IS

ONE OF THE

MERMAID
COMEDIES

—

—

—
E \

22

IHITORS

II

AL

E K

II

—

—
May

I)

7,

.

1921
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PHILADELPHIA HAS PROVED AGAIN THAT

|

|

"DREAM STREET"

|

A $2.00 SHOW

IS

Opening with nine
triumph in popularity.
It

reels at the

Chestnut Street House, the

first

j

showing was truly a

stands today a tried and successful road attraction, strong enough for runs

in

the

regular theatres.

But the Exhibitor,
tunity in

Mr.

always planned, will get the
his territory, through release by the United Artists Corporation.
just as

Griffith has

first

oppor-

tale,

and pre-

PHILADELPHIA'S CRITICS SAY:
"Another

Griffith

to

hang

that

in the screen's art

gallery."— Philadelphia Xorlh American.
"Inspired, dignified distinctive,

humorous, superb
fnterest."

"The
gallery

full

photography,
North American.

picture

is

in

commands

animates the

of the greatest of

screens have had."

in that

where 'The Birth of a Nation' hangs."

"A

the two brothers
that

is

jxjrhaps

the local

Philadelphia Ledger.

picture of vital dramatic interest strikingly

presented
of everv beholder, for a love

human

Philadelphia Record.

"The scene between

Philadelphia Inquirer.

with

sufficient

comedy

scenes."

Philadelphia Bulletin.

"FOR TIME REMEMBERED
When "Way Down East" was

,

new aspect

the strongest emotional acting

amply worth a place

"Touches the heart

transcendant
a

emotions."

of incident,

it

is

sents

IS

GRIEF FORGOTTEN"

shown, memories of other Griffith triumphs were so vigorous that
Such phrases as
the enthusiasm they had for the old.
"proceeds too slowly," "illusion of reality destroyed " "undesirable impressions," "manufactured en•
thusiasm" scattered through the reviews.

some

critics

first

could not accept the

BUT HERE

new with

THE PUBLIC'S ANSWER TO THESE CRITICISMS

IS

Gross receipts from five

cities:

New York

(run uninterrupted!
$638,440.50
327,128.00
Boston 32 weeks— a record for that city
Pittsburgh A record in length and gross over any
i

1

attraction)

197,846.00

Washington

88,988.00

Providence iMost amazing record for city of that
size in the theatrical records)

82,210.00

Admission for

New York is

D.

$5

top, for other cities

$2

top.

W. GRIFFITH,

LONGACRE BUILDING

Inc.
NEW YORK

=*lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllilliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiilllllllllllll|—

ROBERTSON-COLE
presents

Nobodys Kid
Prom the novel /iary
bu

Cary

Kate Laigley Basher
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TO THE FIGHTERS OF 1921
Our hats are in the ring— Our coats are c
Watch us wade in— watch the fight we a(

We are ready for big business— but don'
We don't belong to the swivel-chair brigach
Getters"

Every Exhibitor in our territory know:
one desk in a cubby hole— without reputatk
Today we operate the largest INDEPENDENT
Today becomes yesterday tomorrow. The yesterdays

<f

We are set for tomorrow.
We have twelve top notch

ing

them —

salesmen, who are goij
backing them with the best brands of corned

;i

—

—

—

plu
plus confidence
Organization
plus brains
equal and it will equal the greatest year's business

t

Celebrated has always been the record-breaker of t(
will make us work overtime every year thereafter

LET'S GO!

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
EIGHT HUNDRED TEN SOUTI
ILLINOIS
•VtSA'flTAmA'ff^^

rT'Ti tT 7*
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/
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ITT* fTTi
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BELONG THE REWARDS
Chicago Tribune's Slogan

<ur sleeves are rolled
[ping to

put up.

we

down

and wait for it.
are in the front ranks of the "Go and

cagine

We

up to the elbows,

shall sit

We

started with
cw Celebrated has grown.
vithout standing— without business.

^CHANGE

in the world. But today isn't tomorrow,
(business world are as worthless as last year's bird-nests.

(

make

and Celebrated is backand novelty reels in the market.

a hot scrap for business

—educational —
idee — plus quality-brands

s:enics

>

equals

— well,

it

career.

r

business and

itn

we

are after a record for 1921 that

FILM CORPORATION
/\BASH AVENUE,
4>*

rV

ought to

DIANA

i

CHICAGO

25
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c/&

T^athe Seria.7

JUNE CAPRICE
and GEORGE

B.

SEITZ

jib

*Jke SkyRanger
'Produced and Directed

by Geor|eB.Seit&

June Caprice
and

George

B. Seitz

in

"The Sky Ranger
^6%

77j£

Problem of Picking
It

or

it

may
may

the Picture

be just a serial

be a Pathe

HTHE

serial

world has worn a beaten path to the doors of the
Pathe exchanges in the quest
{ox good serials.

not "a Pathe serial" it is
just a serial and it does not have
behind it the years of experience and quality production.

The reason

George

is

found

in

the

unique record of specialization
which has created serial success after serial success in Pathe

product.

The mark of
day

distinction

to-

phrase "a Pathe
Serial" in the presentation of
episode production.
is

the

Book
Hook
Book
Book

If

it is

the

B. Seitz has scored in

direction

serial,

of

serial

after

among them such

knockouts as "The Fatal Ring"
and "The House of Hate." In
"The Sky Ranger" he again
maintains his reputation of
being the world's greatest
serial director.

it

it
it

it

now for its action
now for its thrills
now for its story
now for your patrons
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JIMMY CALLAHAN COMEDIES
26

— ONE

EVERY TWO WEEKS

— 26

TWO REELS OF CLEAN AND CLASSY

FUN AND FROLIC
LAUGH FOR EVERY PROGRAM

A STAR

COMPANY OF

EXPERIENCED SCREEN PLAYERS AND
PRETTIEST GIRLS ON EARTH

30

14

JIMMY CALLAHAN
FLORENCE DIXON AND LOTTIE KENDALL
NOTABLE TECHNICAL STAFF

CHARLES DOWNS
CAMERAMAN

RALPH

D.

WHITING

GENERAL DIRECTOR

D.

W.

MAC REYNOLDS
DIRECTOR

ASST.

CONTINUITIES

AND TITLES
BY

TOM

PROOF

BRET

Date of First Release

Distributed by

to be

ROBERT W.

THE FILM MARKET,

Inc.

'PHONE BRYANT

Announced

PRIEST,
6548

503

President

TIMES BUILDING

KXIIIBITORS HERALD
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About Those Charles Ray Rumors!
Arthur S. Kane states that star has
no idea of leaving First National

Arthur

5.

Kane Pictures

Cohpo^tioN
west

April

•>,•

U^
n

.

Ht«

*

YORK CITY

U. «*1.

i

D.T.illi^'^ 69

City *

mention:

Inc.

Circuit

tors'

A-

m
STREET

''

•«n are being

Gentlemen:

mention

„ith you.

til

1

ba*e

1
58

„
no

^hat

false

absolutely
na are
by anyone
statements
stax,*"

v,
Such
ftCt
basis in f

.

a

^V^ffect

ate-oer.

^

.11

ol

hi
continue witn y
next fall,
to renew
er8
.
nt8
iy satisfactory
**
this
mutually
Aerinr
'be
be mutual
9 rinf,
shall
n3
f
relations
the facts
SrelftUOn8
ness
this
thi8 letter
as business
use
us
t.
to
fx
d
4V,orized
see

I

^^^

ma—

°V°

-Te^ran^-

they are g
toe form

19

^

^

President.

-
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Harry Thomas, Liberty Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
is making a big success with
First
is a franchise holder, and
THAT'S
REASON
National pictures.

ANOTHER

c

WHY

7here Il be a Franchise everywhere
,

The girl from the
Golden West who beat

The story of a wise
wife in a City of Folly

—Beauty and
from a

the

a millionaire and man-

Beast

about-town at his

different angle.

own

game.

Katherine MacDonald Pictures Corporation, B. P. Schulberg, President, presents

KATHERINE MacDONALD
The American Beauty

"Trust Your Wife"
Your patrons

will

A

biggest success.

be delighted with the most beautiful
picture that portrays the gay

life

woman

and the traps

in the

world

in

her

for the innocent in

York.
A lavish production, wonderful scenery, beautiful settings, gorgeous
gowns, and exquisite millinery creations that will delight every woman.

New

A

screen story by J. A. Barry and Gerald C. Duffy, based on
the stage play, "Conscience," by H. S. Sheldon; directed by J. A.
Barry. Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.

A

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

-

E \

30

H

I

B

I

T

(
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"It Will Please Every Audience!"
That's what H.

The

M.

Crandall of Crandall Theatres,

W ashington,

D.

C, Says

of

R. A. Walsh Production

"THE OATH"
Wll
ith

Conway

Tcarle,

Miriam Cooper

Anna Q. Nilsson and Henry

Clive

Crandall Theatres
WASHINGTON.

D. C.

932-836

EXECUTIVE OFFICES

F

STREET

April 3, 1921.
Mr. J. D. Williams, Manager,
Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
New York City.

Dear Mr

.

Williams:

I have just looked et another of the "Big Five", namely
"THE OATH" and I feel that it is a great picture, not only from a
box-office standpoint, but from the view that it will please every
audience.
I am frank to admit that I would not know just how to
rate this picture with the others of the "Big Five", for the reason
that they are all such phenomonal productions that it is hard to
6ay just which way they should be numbered, but I feel that "THE
OATH" should stand close to the top of the list.

When not comparing it with the "Pig Five" however, I don't
know of any picture I have seen this year that pleased me better.
I
feel confident that a few more like this will put First National so
far ahead of all other companies, that no competitor will ever be
able to catch us, and the old slogan "There'll be a Franchise Everywhere" will surely have to come true.
I want to say that I am very enthusiastic about First
National, and that our profits in the Metropolitan Theatre her.e...so
far this year, with First National, exceed those made during the
whole of last year, when as you know, we were without First National.
Hence my enthusiasm.

All

I

can say is, keep up the good work.

With kindest regards,

I

beg to remain

Very truly yours,

Presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corp'n.
Adapted from the novel "Idols," by William J. Locke
Directed by R. A. Walsh

A

First National Attraction

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc., 229 Seventh Ave..
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Powers, Colonial Theatre, Albany, N. Y.,
are delighted with First

a Franchise Holder whose audiences
THAT'S
National Attractions.

ANOTHER REASON WHY

THE^QATH

IherelLbeM Franchise every where

1
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Br-r-r-r-r-r!
"That's
rible in

my wife, and
my uniform."

I'm

ter-

was mamma's boy's first advenHe had met the most beauin the world while
tiful woman
hiding in a taxi, and taken her to
It

ture.

a private dining room at the Cafe
it
de Paix. The moon was full
was a large night. His tete-a-tete

—

—

was most charming
it was romance. He. was having the time
of his young life when
B BY
showed up.

HU

Carter

Mr. and Mrs.
in

.

CARTER DeHAVEN

the

adaptation of the famous
by Stanislaus Strange

stage success

"The

Girl in the Taxi"

You know how your
DeHavens

in

patrons laughed and laughed with the

"Twin Beds."

most excruciatingly funny
breadth escapes that
delicately handled it

will
will

They

will roar at this one.

The

and hair
make the hair stand on end. So
please all and offend none.
situations, complications

Directed by Lloyd Ingraham

A FIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

i

imu m

:

_

EXHIBIT O R S
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'A theatre owner who does not worry about competitive attractions
because he has a First National Franchise. THAT'S

rTU^^irrTf

ANOTHER

1

^There'll

tit

UA1 H

be a Franchise everywhere

THE VENUS DE SMILO
Some Doll was the V enus de Milo,
Yea, a Wiz in feminin' guilo;
But for Vampin'! Say, Bo,
it win, place and show
•

e wiles of the

Venus de

.S'milo.

)NSTANCE

\LMADGE
will give

your

patrons some rare

"Lessons
In

this,

in

Love"

her newest,

and zippiest comedy

ITU

how to make love!
'em how to win 'em!
'em how to hold 'em!

teach 'em

It'll

teach

It'll

teach

And

they'll

laugh while they learn!

Presented by Joseph M. Schenck; Adapted
from Douglass Murray's play, "The Man
from Toronto;" a Chet Withey production;
Photographed by Oliver Marsh; Technical
Director, Willard M. Reineck; Foreign Rep-

A

National
Attraction

First

1921

—

7oe Carbrach, Ames Theatre, Ames, la.

REASON WHY

7,

resentative,

David

Seventh Ave.,

P.

Howells,

New York

City.

Inc.,

729
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Publisher
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& Editor
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May

League

Tlie Public Rights
By

pXHIBITORS HERALD

week
America

this

attention of exhibitors of

1921

7th

MARTIN

J,

invites the

devoted to the discussion of the assaults of radical

move-

to a

QUIGLEY

reformers upon the motion picture there yet

ment which has been launched under the auspices

mains to be evolved a

of this publication under the

help the public itself in the defense of

Rights League.

A

—The

Public

announcement of the

detailed

plans and purposes of this

title

movement

is set

forth

and the

Herald not only invites but
urges, for many good and sufficient

Exhibitors

imperiled.

possessed of

and accurate

full

of every exhibitor in

the nation a brief

and thorough cooperation
America with this movement.

There can be none in the industry who does not
realize that the motion picture faces a grave situation throughout the United States which dis-

menace of the imposition of many
unwarranted and unreasonable regulations and
the

restrictions.

public does not realize either the

nature or the magnitude of
public

of

is

unaware of

many of the
The freedom

in the

The

menace.

this

the deep-laid plans to strip

rights that

now

it is

it

enjoying.

of the motion picture

the

is

weight of public opinion.

it

is

is

JT

is

*

The

Public

Rights

weekly to the exhibitors of
message of information and

to offer

to the public via

the screen.

'"PHIS weekly screen message in itself might be
regarded as a meagre defense against the colossal menace, yet when it potential effectiveness in
being read weekly or more frequently by the millions that

may

be reached by a comparatively few

number of screens

is

realized,

this single effort offers

will be seen that

it

hope of the accomplishment

truer understanding of the problem

amusement

to

which they

offer

No

is

and other important

factors

the

of

efforts looking to personal

be tolerated in this movement.

and

*

the aim of this informal association of ex-

hibitors

;

mind

to a

facing

the

their

highest

allegiance.

to be concerned.

*

we want nothwhen it is
information. The

argument which may be relayed

the problem of the day and

with this problem that

League intends

rights

rights

;

of great things in awakening the public

now hangs

balance and the one deciding factor

This, very briefly,

its

industry's

Public Rights League intends to supply what has

been deficient

The general

The

public's rights are identical

reasons, the immediate

closes

workable plan to

definite,

ing but what the public will insist upon

elsewhere in this issue.

earnestly

now

that are

re-

no way concern

in

itself

industry and the public and

on the issues involved and to become
agency for the dissemination of honest

alienable rights of both.

ganda on behalf of the motion

picture.

fidently expected that in

operation

the

league the grave problems of

the

day

It is

con-

of

this

will

be

It

is

distinctly

an

others in the industry
it

with any subject that

of the motion picture from unwarranted and

unreasonable interference.

propa-

will

no time

not directly involved in the question of the free-

dom

industry to crystallize the thought of the business

an active

perferment

It will at

It is

exhibitors

may

dedicated to the

will serve

only the in-

movement but

align themselves with

to indicate their desire to cooperate.

The

success of the plan depends solely upon the

rendered susceptible of early solution and that the

willingness of exhibitors to accept the aid that

movement

offered gratuitously to

will

continue indefinitely as a safeguard

against intolerant interference, for the perpetuation of the

Despite

freedom of the motion picture.
the time and effort that have been

all

if

them for the protection and

promotion of their business.
Let every thinking exhibitor respond immediatelv.

X
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can
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no substantial

be

admission

•liXilidBITORS

()

reduction

without

prices

R A L

!•;

May

I)

in

Re -Takes

corre-

a

sponding reduction in the calibre of

The few cents that it is
from admission prices

pictures.

1921

7,

R.

J.

M.

possible to cut

jWARTIN

QJJIGLEY
PUBLISHER ZP EDITOR
J.

never

be accepted by the public

will

as compensation

for
*

*

Published every Wednesday by Martin

of the country there had been an in-

Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

New York

1476 Broadway.

Office:

(Tele-

6372 Hollywood Blvd.
Office:
(Telephone: 660-10.)
All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Of-

Lob Angfeles

fices.

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $2.00 a
year; Canada, 83.50 a year; Foreign CounSingle
tries (Postpaid), 84.00 a year.
copy, 25 cents.
Copyright, 1921. All Rights Beserved.

throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copyright act of 1911.

Copyright
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A
this

reduction

time

move

is

in

No.

1921

all

Such

found

to

the present

ills

he

exhibiting business.

It

he

upon

any
is

lull

in

of

business the course to take

*

make

it

acting as a

stimulant to business.
*

may

their

grand

attention

of

*

and intelligent understanding of the economics of the film business makes it very plain that there
full

shows resemble

a

of the

Public Rights

League
Review of "Deception"
Review of "Gypsy Blood"

35
46
47

entertainment

screen

oj>era.

but in

common

The

value

Illinois Exhibitors

with

many

tion to overdo.

Presentation special-

incidentals and
must be kept within the
sphere of incidental expenses and not
be permitted to mount up toward the

are

essentially

cost

film rental figure.
*

to

*

the picture
that brings them in and it is the
merit or the lack of merit of the
picture that determines the success or
failure of the show.
When retrench-

ment
is

is

on

it

is

necessary the place to begin
presentation
the
specialties

whose attraction to the public
ways problematical.

is

Who

says

pictures don't

move?

lars for services rendered. Suppose that
was why they are called experts.

*

There are a lot of fellows who play
golf and keep their own scores, who don't
believe that story about George Washington and the cheny tree.

A De

Luxe Prisoner

to be expected, we arc getting
a lot of pictures of Bcbe Daniels sweep
ing the jail floor at Santa Ana, cooking
breakfast, doing the lock-step and all the
other indoor sports attendant upon her

As was

incarceration.

al-

realizes

how many good

fel-

lows there are in the film business until
one tries to attend all the openings of
new exchanges along Chicago's film row.
i

So

far

no

film

*

company has announced

that it is going to put Al Einstein's
theory into pictures. Wats'matter
*

to announce
join a real
league not a league of nations or anything like it— but a real helpful league,

And

right here

we wish

anyone who wants

—

to

he wants to get his John Henry on one
of those Public Rights League pledges.
Write for one.
*

Exhibitors Advertising
Little Ole New York

49

Reviews

73
76

What

moving

A Chicago newspaper has sued the city
because two exoerts want a million dol-

that

Associated First National Be-Elects
AU Executives
43
Chicago's
Finest
Loop
Roosevelt,
44
Theatre, Opens
Existence of Minneapolis FUm Com45
bine Denied by Legislature

Con-

—

Glance at these titles: 'The Traveling
Salesman." "Over the Hill," "Way Down
East" and "The Sky Pilot."

Nobody

1

40

—

Regular Guys
*

In the last analysis

39

vene at Culver City in May
Industry Urges Governor to
Censorship Bill

is busy entertaining two of
the screen's greatest boy stars Wesley
Barry and Jackie Coogan this week and
from all accounts they are both about
three jumps ahead of their press agents.

other good

Topics of the Day
With the Procession in Los Angeles
the Picture Did for Me
Veto
Theatre Equipment
41
Chicago Trade Events
Wilbur P. Crafts Opens Campaign to
"Capture" Los Angeles
42 Guide to Current Pictures

Goldwyn Branch Managers

to

of proper

DEPARTMENTS
39

Showing Some Speed

New York

things there occurs at times a tempta-

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Movement Started to Bar GermanMade Productions
L. M. Rubens Elected President of

is

three-

IN THIS ISSUE
OP SPECIAL INTEREST
Announcement

*

this

be profitably given

presentation cannot .be overestimated

their

*

be no logical hope of

which

to

basis

ties

such a reduction will be so negligible
to the general public that there can

*

matter

a

Only a very small price reduction
can be allowed with any hope of continuing successfully in business and

A

time and at every other time and one

the

a price reduction.
*

theatre

in

operation are to be striven for at this

ring circus, including everything from

of the

appearance

the

Not hard on the eyes, either. A credit to
the city and a beautiful tribute to the
memory of T. R.

*

economies

a

apparently

is

*

*

Reasonable

the tendency of certain exhibitors to

the belief in certain quarters that im-

mediately

;

Hi

admission prices at

a serious step.
not

will

panacea for

would be a reducBut there has
been no inflation the increases have
been due solely to better and more
expensive productions and better and
more expensive presentation.
inevitable course

character
7,

admission prices, then the

The Roosevelt, Aschcr Brothers' new
down-town house, is the latest.

12,000,000

tion to a solid basis.

phone: Bryant 5111.)

Vol. XII

in

flation

Life is just one beautiful theatre opening after another for the trade paper reporter in Chicago.

*

during the post-war prosperity

If

J.

Quig-ley.

lowering of

a

production standards.

69

78
79
89
93
96

Babe Ruth got out th? old oil can and
greased up his adding machine early this

And it looks like a busy season
year.
for the baseball manufacturers.
*

That Einstein Theory
Einstein's wife says she doesn't understand her husband's theories regarding
She hasn't anything on a lot
space.
of us.

"Home Brew

is

batting for Ice Water."

"Give us an onion, bar tender."
*

And

that's that.
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Public Rights League
The Following

Article Discloses the Plans
and Purposes of this Practical Proposal
for Uniting the Industry and Public
Against the Agitation Which Is
Menacing the Freedom of
the Motion Picture
"Exhibitors Herald" with this issue announces

The PUBLIC

RIGHTS LEAGUE.
The

plans and purposes of this organization are:

(1)

To

enlist the public in the industry's fight for

freedom.
(2)

To

crystallize the sentiment of the industry for

defensive action.
(3)

To

upon the
by means of

through the exhibitors,
correct information and
logical argument, to take a determined stand
prevail

public,

against autocratic interference
formers with its rights.
(4)

of

radical

re-

To

conduct a campaign of education on the
screens of the nation, aimed to make known to
the public the agitation which menaces its freedom as individuals and the freedom of motion
pictures.

(5)

To win

(6)

To stimulate

the active support of the public to the
industry's fight to prevent radical reformers from
establishing a dictatorship over motion pictures.
public interest in the welfare of the

industry.

The PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

the first practical
proposal for effectually uniting the industry and the public into a
dynamic defense body to oppose the aggression of the reformers
whose activities and methods are aimed to enslave the industry.
Enrollment

in

is

The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

obligation.
The success of the plan
the exhibitor for whose benefit the

carries with it no monetary
the enthusiastic participation of

depends upon
has been created.

LEAGUE

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
purpose of the LEAGUE
to encourage the
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Primarily the
is
exhibitors to avail
themselves of the opportunity they have to publish broadcast from their screens
the message of freedom.
The fact that millions of persons attend the motion
picture theatres suggests the magnitude of the results that may be expected from

propaganda.

this intensive

Each week "Exhibitors Herald"
J.

Quigley which

will publish a brief,

concise editorial by Martin

These editorials will be of such
transcribe them on slides for presentation to

will discuss the issues of the day.

length that the exhibitors can readily
the public.

RIGHTS LEAGUE

The PUBLIC
has
informal organization because of the benefits
activities.
That the public may grasp the full
as a means of inducing patrons to proffer their
with a declaration of its aims will be
may be posted in a conspicuous place.

LEAGUE

been chosen as the name of this
the citizenry will derive from its
significance of the movement and
moral support the emblem of the
provided each member so that they

All that is required oj an exhibitor, or any other member of the industry, to become
a member of the
is
to sign the pledge which accompanies this article.
Immediately the signed pledge is returned to this publication the signer will be enrolled
in the
list of the members will be published at intervals.

LEAGUE
LEAGUE. A

Eventually it is hoped to obtain a record, through the circulation of petitions,
of the millions of patrons who are ready now to challenge the right of the reformer
to restrict their liberties by enactment of radical laws.

The far-reaching effects which this movement will have in moderating and
ultimately eliminating the more drastic agitation is apparent.
No movement with
such imposing potentialities has been launched heretofore. Through the exhibitors
the public will be given an opportunity to register its opposition to the intolerance
of radical reformers.
to time "Exhibitors Herald" will suggest new activities in which members of the
participate. The possibilities are limitless. The time is opportune for the inauguration of such a movement. As has been pointed out previously in this publication there are millions
Opportunity is now offered to get many
of potential motion picture patrons in the United States.
of these persons into the theatres through this spirited defense of public rights.

From time

LEAGUE may

This plan has news value which the papers of the country cannot well afford to overlook.
activities of the LEAGUE gain the recognition of the press added impetus will be given

Once the
to

its

progress.

Exhibitors and others in the industry realize the dangers of the situation and that immediate
action must be taken to cope with them.
You are asked to join in this workable arrangement
which will benefit the industry as a whole. The pledge accompanies this story.

PLEDGE

]
j

PUBLIC
RJCHTS
-

T 17 A n TT7
LEAGUE

*

'For the

^

felk

M ^O

CQfreedomM^/

5j^£
£
*T

Freedom

of

Motion

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

and the

public

motion picture industry through the enactment ot drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, / PLEDGE
MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my only obligation to be that
I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and in this manner do my part in arousing
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
dictatorsmp over

trie

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
HERALD. 417 South Dearborn Street.
Chicago.

You

then will be enrolled as

a member lJ the

LEAGUE.

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
Name
Theatre
City
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Cooperate

With Your
Fellow

The Constitution

of the United States

guarantees the freedom of the press.

The motion

Exhibitors

pression

is

means

picture as a

of ex-

a development of the press,

publishing stories in pictures instead of
in type.

and Assure

The motion picture is entitled to the
same freedom enjoyed by the press.

Success for
rnr

ti—

!

i

t-jj

i*

—irxc

lm

m

the League

.

This

:

slide No. 1.
Each week there will be printed
space a brief message of information and argument
aimed to inform the public correctly concerning the issues
involved in the campaign for the freedom of the motion
is

copy for

in this

EXHIBITORS!
You now

are offered an op-

picture.

portunity to participate in a

workable plan for crystallizing
public sentiment for a defense
of the motion picture.
All that

is

necessary

is

you to sign the pledge of

for

THE

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
Participation

in

move-

the

by
Martin J. Quigley which will
appear weekly in this publication in connection with reports
of the progress of the movein

brief, concise editorials

Each week in the border
frame on this page there will

ment.

members

of the

LEAGUE

is

ble

The Emblem

dou»—

tions are involved in the sign-

*Y

•

UjjvMotion

you

will be

An Enlarged copy

of this insignia

is

to

conditions

exhibit,

permit,

upon
whenever

slides,

the

copy for which will be supplied

the

phases of the movement
suggested and explained

in later issues of this publication.

The manner

at a

ing the public

later date for posting in the

box

its

office

place.

or

some other prominent

movement

their benefit.

members

will be supplied to

mem-

for

port of the public.

New

It merely
shows your willingness to co-

The only obligation of
bership which devolves

material

campaign which will enlighten and win the active sup-

aimed for

ing of the pledge.

tures.

afford

slide

co-operation in the

meanings or masked obliga-

operate in a plan for maintaining the freedom of motion pic-

ten to thirty-five
will

member without
an emblem of the
LEAGUE and a declaration of
aims.
These can be posted
in the box office or in some
other prominent place so as to
acquaint the public with your

an honorary and

No

the

from
words which

charge

THE PUBLIC RIGHTS
informal organization.

to

nish to each

not involve the expenditure of

LEAGUE.

messages

"Exhibitors Herald" will fur-

ment by the entire industry
assure its success and will

will

one cent by
'

printed

be

public ranging in length

is

of approach-

certain to

win

support.

Sign the pledge today and
become an honorary member
of this organization whose influence will be nation-wide.
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Lick Policy

Two

Is

Day on
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1921

Shows Each

Big Pictures

Arkansas Exhibitor Says

He Never

Increases Admission

Without Altering Order of Program
which warrant an increase
BIGof pictures
a rearrangement
program

in admission also are worthy
policy.
shows a day with reserved seats at prices twice and even four
times as high as the normal admission will make specials "go over big."
in

Two

r*

LICK,

A.

of

New

the

that this

is

Theatre,

showman

Fort Smith, Ark., a
eighteen years' experience,

of

convinced

is

presenting costly productions.
In
an explanatory statement, Mr. Lick,
who is president of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Arkansas, declares:
"We have been in the theatrical game
for eighteen years, but only about five
years ago did we take up the picture
end o. it.
At that time we adopted a
rule to never change our prices unless
we also changed our policy. It is meant
by this that all grind pictures were always at the. same price, and when we
changed prices we doubled and sometimes quadrupled them, giving only two
shows a day; a matinee at 3 o'clock and
night

seat

show

tickets

fcrma.ico
inee

at

using

8:15,

always

the

for

and sometimes

for

reserved
night perthe

mat-

also.

"We

would augment our orchestra
and where possible play a special score
written for the picture. In a good many
cases we have specially decorated the
stage and lobby, and we believe we can
honestly say that this policy has made
pictures go over big that would have
been a flat failure as a grind proposition

seat tickets can
be obtained in small quantities at a
very little advance in price over the
general admission ticket.

the only policy for success-

fully

a

any house, and reserved

*

"We

*

*

not attempt to say what
others can do with this policy, but we

do

know

do

that

we have made what we

think is a big success with it, and among
all of the shows we have played on this
policy, we can call to mind the follow"The Spoilers," "Battle Cry of
ing:
Peace." "My Four Years in Germany."
"Peggy," "The Garden of Allah," "Birth
of a Nation" (rental), "Pershing's Crusaders. "Mickey," "Hearts of Humanity," "Yankee Doodle in Berlin," "Brok-

Blossoms," "Madame
bound" and "Passion."
en

*

*

*

many
them

realizes that there are
pictures that seeing the last of
interest
first absolutely kills the

"Broken Blossoms" was
to the patron.
particularly one of this character, and
there have been many more and will
be many more yet to come, where by
all means the ending should never be

"We are all bound to realize that the
picture game is, above everything else,
a psychological one, and that the time
has about passed when by advertising
you can make them think that this or
that picture is out of the ordinary, so
some recourse must be resorted to to
prove to them that you are really offering something worth their time to witdo not believe there is anyness.
thing that makes them realize that a
super-picture is going to be presented,
better than the fact that you are changing your policy to a reserved seat one.
believe, like Mr. Tourneur, that the
time is almost here when all big pictures
must be played on this policy."

We

We

seen first.
"In our regular or grind pictures, we
run on a strict schedule 2, 4. 6. 8, 10
o'clock, but even with this it is impossible to make our patrons arrive on the
But where only one
very first scenes.
show is given at night, they know that
absolutely necessary to arrive on
it is
time in order to see all the picture, and
the fact that they can reserve their
seat the same as for Mr. Griffith's "Birth
"Way
Nation," "Intolerance,"
of
a
Down East," etc., lends a tone to the
theatre that permeates all of the offerings thereafter, even at the regular

—

prices.

"Many theatre managers that we have
talked to on this score are inclined to
think that the reserved seat performances are too much trouble to handle.
This is simply because they have never
had any experience in handling road
shows. With a simple plan of numbering the seats most any boy or girl can
be found who makes a competent usher,
and if the seats are not numbered, as
is the case with most picture shows, a
small gummed sticker number can be
obtained at a nominal cost of $2.00 or
$3.00, to number up completely almost
'

Harry Weiss Obtains
World Rights on New
Northwestern Picture
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SHERIDAN. WYO.,

April 26.— John

E. Maple, general manager of Northwestern Film Corporation, has returned

from a business trip to New York and
Chicago, where he closed for the disHe
tribution of his company's output.
sold the world rights to a new production

depicting

the

early

of the
the West

days

Argonauts who migrated to
during the early California
days of 1848. The story was
author
Lockhart,
Carolyn
Fighting Shepherdess."
Harry Weiss of Chicago will

of

"The

handle the

western Film Corporation has made is
"Before the White Man Came," with an
Arrow Film Corporaall Indian cast.
tion is handling the distribution of this
unique feature.

Two Theatres Planned
THERMOPOLIS, WYO., April 26 —
large theatres are to be erected in

Broadway,

one

by

Harry Levin and
by X. Whiting.

associates and the other

of publicity for

Robert-

son-Cole

Nearing
Normal, Claims Kohn

Business

Is

Realart President Finds An Improvement in Some Eastern
Cities
in the motion picture industry in the East are similar to
those prevailing in the Middle West,
which means about 20 per cent off normal, according to Morris Kohn, Realart's president, who has returned to New
York from a tour of key cities in the

Business conditions

Eastern states.
Mr. Kohn recently returned from an
extended trip over the continent during
the course of which he visited the principal cities in the Middle West, Northwest and extreme Western states. His
latest trip included stops at Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Detroit, Cleveland

and Buffalo.
"While conditions now, as

far as the

exhibitors with whom I talked are concerned, are about 20 per cent below what
they have been, the prevailing impression seems to be that by fall there will
be a change in the general situation and
most exhibitors are looking to that time
for

important developments,"

said

Mr.

Kohn.
"In Detroit
see
the

I

found that exhibitors can
in conditions and

some improvement
same thing is true

of Pittsburgh."

gold rush
written by

Indiana' and Illinois rights to this picture through his Superior Screen Service
exchange and the world rights, as well.
Among the big productions North-

Two

SEYMOUR CLARK

"Earth-

X,"

.

"Everybody

C.

Newly appointed director

Miss Minter, Realart
Star, Plans to Leave
For Europe This June
Mary Miles Minter, Realart star, will
leave in June for a tour of Europe. She
will be accompanied by Mrs. Charlotte
Shelby and Miss Margaret Shelby, her
mother and sister.
While abroad she

will make a number
of personal appearances at some of the
On her
larger motion picture theatres.
way East she will stop off at Chicago.
She plans to sail from New York with
her mother and sister early in June, and
will visit England. France, Switzerland,
Italy,

Spain

countries.

and

other

Continental

——
May

—
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Rubens President of
Exhibitors

Illinois

Down-State
Is

L.

Movement

Started to Bar
German-Made Produc tions

Theatre Owner

Honored With High
Office in League

M. Rubens of

Joliet

was

American Legion, M.P. D.A. and Actors Equity
Seek Strict Tariff Legislation

elected

president of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners

of

39

Serious Mistake

at the first meeting
committee held following

— Importer Warns

to

Can be Made

Illinois

of the executive

NEW

/'Special to

—

YORK,

Exhibitors Herald)

April 26.
With the American Legion, the Motion Picture Directors Association and the Actors Equity demanding an embargo
on German-made motion picture productions, exporters and importers of
films are issuing a series of warnings that the so-called "foreign invasion"
is greatly overestimated' and unfriendly legislation may prove a costly

boomerang

to

American-made pictures.
American Producer Willing

to

Compete

of the Motion
Picture Industry, has issued a denial of the report Germany has decided to
limit American film importations to 2 per cent of the total. He states that
the American producer is willing to compete with the producers of the
world, fairly. As soon as a country attempts to limit the importation of
American film, however, he declares, the N. A. M. P. L will appeal to congress to impose similar restrictions on that country here.

William A. Brady, president of the National Association

The Actors Equity and

the

Motion

Picture Directors Association have gone

on record
ductions,

as

opposed to German pro-

calling

attention

to

the

fact

because of the cheapness with which
pictures can be made abroad, their importation allows unfair competition that is
detrimental to the American actor and
director.
The action taken by the Actors
Equity in appealing to Congress for a
high protective tariff is being held in
abeyance for the time being, owing to the
illness of John Emerson, the Equity
that,

president.
Of

Joliet,

1- M. RUBENS
the new president of the Motion

is

Picture Theatre Owners of

Illinois.

the reorganization effected at the recent

convention

Other

Chicago.

in

officers are:

Vice-President

—W.

D.

Bluford,

Au-

—

Treasurer

J.

B. Dibelka. Chicago.

Secretary

Ed.

J.

Haley.

Henry von Meeteren,

Chi-

cago.

Organizer

William

J.

Sweeney, Chi-

cago.

good

as

the

first

two German features

gress will erect a film barrier unless it
is shown that American films are being
discriminated against when it comes to
their being offered for sale in foreign
markets.
If Germany continues to ban
all but a small percentage of American
film. Congress can be expected to take
similar action.

The league will leave its old quarters in
the Century building, Chicago. May 1. to
occupy offices in the new film row.

Warren

Now

Organizing
His Distribution System

F. B.

is

"Passion" and "Deception."
However, it is doubted whether Con-

rora.

Secretary
Financial
Chicago.

25 Foreign Films Ready?
understood that there is at least
productions
twenty-rive foreign made
waiting to be published in this country.
They will undoubtedly offer strong competition to the more expensively produced American picture, if they are as
It

Warren Corporation which

will

Exporter

in

Appeal

L. Auerbach, vice president of the Export & Import Film Co.. Inc., declares
that the agitation against the importation
of foreign films, especially those of Ger-

many, is ill-timed, ill-advised and illogical.
"Perhaps the agitators do not know
ninety-five

that

shown throughout

cent of pictures
the world are Ameri-

can pictures," he stated. "The producer
in America, when making a picture, expects his foreign sales to carry a great
deal of the production cost, and if through

personnel.

some

The problem of financing production
has been solved by the active participation of several powerful financial groups
whose sole interest will be in financing
production, with no interest in distribu-

duced

tion.

Americans Producer Abroad
Herald six
weeks ago by Ben Blumenthal, Ameri-

As

stated in the Exhibitors

can capital is being enlisted in the production of features to be manufactured
in Germany because of the known fact
that on account of a smaller labor and
material cost, pictures can be produced
for about one-half of the amount spent in
this country.
It is for this economic
reason that men like Adolph Zukor, Ben
Blumenthal. S. Rachman. Carl Laemmle
and others are becoming interested in foreign film

Jos.

-

entures.

Brady Appointed

Advertising Director
Associated Exhibitors

NEW

YORK, April 26 —Joseph A.
Brady has been appointed director of
advertising and publicity for Associated
Exhibitors, through mutual agreement
of Elmer Pearson, director of exchanges
for Pathe. and Arthur Kane, chairman
of the board of directors of Associated
Exhibitors.
For the past year Mr. Brady has been
pssistant to P. A. Parsons, advertising
manager of Pathe and prior to that engagement he was associated with Robertson-Cole.

per

world wide distribution to independent pictures is engaged at the present time in perfecting its distribution
system and in building up its operating

give

He points
in the United States.
out that unless a foreign picture meets
the standards set by American producers,
it has no chance of sale here.
shown

Jans Goes

to

Capital

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

XEW

YORK.

president

April 26.— Herman F.

have

Jans Pictures, Inc.,
has gone to Baltimore and Washington
together with his sales manager. Foster

a hard time existing."
He declares that in Germany, today,
twenty American pictures are being
shown for every foreign picture that is

Moore, and C. F. Wrensch of the auditing department. Mr. Jans' trip is for the
purpose of arranging the premiere of
"Madonnas and Men" in the capital city.

that

ill-advised action this picture is reor taken, it will so reduce the income

many American companies

will

Jans,

of

Jem UtePMMcTUffMsleague

)
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Special Rail Rate

Goldwyn Branch Managers Will
Convene

Culver City

at

May

in

Advance Showings of New Pictures Will Be Given So
Sales Campaign Can Be Formulated
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation and the managers of
twenty-two branch exchanges will meet at the Goldwyn studios. Culver City, Cal., in convention the second week in May.
of

Samuel Goldwyn, who is due back from Europe on May 1, will leave
on May 4 with others from the Eastern offices of the company.

New York

chairman of
FJ.ofGODSOL,
directors, will attend
•

the board
the con-

vention, as will Alfred Weiss, vice-president of the distributing corporation; A.
S. Aronson, vice-president and general
sales manager; Eric Shay, assistant treasurer, and Howard Dietz, director of advertising and publicity.
This is the first time in the history of
the Goldwyn company that a sales conproduction
vention has been held at
headquarters. It is the purpose of the
Goldwyn executives to bring the branch
managers in closer touch with the actual
making of pictures. A number of big
productions scheduled for publication

next

fall

will

be given advance showings.
*

Vice-President

»

*

Abraham Lehr

will take

an active part in the convention, affording
the branch managers a thorough insight
into the operation of the studios and giving them as much advance information
as possible about the features which they
will receive during the coming season.
With this information as a basis for a

of the Goldwyn authors now at Culver
City will discuss various artistic phases
Rupert Hughes
of the motion picture.
is on the list of speakers.
The following branch managers are
planning to attend the convention: Arthur Lucas, Atlanta; J. A. Koerpel, Boston; George A. Hickcy, Buffalo; Cecil E.
Maberry, Chicago; Jack Stewart, Cincinnati; W. J. Kimes, Cleveland; L. B.
Reiny, Dallas; Ben Fish, Denver; J. E.
Flynn, Detroit; W. E. Truog, Kansas
City; M. Wolf, Los Angeles; Newton
Davis, Minneapolis; S. Eckman, Jr., New
York; Felix Mendelssohn. Philadelphia:
Nat Darach, Pittsburgh; G. C. Parsons,
San Francisco; Jack Weil, St. Louis;
W. E. Banford, Seattle; W. A. Busch,

Washington, D. C; J. W. Pope, Jr., New
Orleans; E. J. Maclvor, Omaha; Charles
Knickerbocker, Salt Lake City.

Metro Moving Offices

will formulate a
in which the characteristics of each picture will be considered. Every depart-

manufacturing and marketment
ing of pictures will be touched upon in
addresses by Mr. Goldwyn, Mr. Godsol,
Mr. Aronson. Mr. Weiss, Mr. Shay, Mr.
Dietz and others.
of the

*

*

*

In addition to the business matters to
be considered it is expected that several

New Loew

to

(From

Manager Aronson
definite sales campaign

plan of action, Sales

NEW
week

the

cated

in

Provision of Bill
WASHINGTON,

D. C, April 26—
measures affecting the motion picture industry have been introduced in congress. Under the terms of
a bill introduced by Senator McKellar

number

April

Metro home

new
West

the

26.— After

offices will

Loew

State

be

this
lo-

Theatre

in

by Richard Rowland
and
of the new theatre and office

ters to be occupied

and

his officials will take in the fifth

sixth floors

building.

of

Tennessee,

the

interstate

commerce

commission is directed to establish a system of mileage books to be issued to
commercial travelers at reduced rates by
The rates prescribed would
all railroads.
be not less than 20 per cent below the
regular
for

the

transportation

general

rates

prescribed

Similar

public.

meas-

ures have been introduced in the house.
K(
lina

mon

prcM

iitativc

Logan

has introduced a

bill

of

South Caro-

penalizing com-

carriers for failing to

make prompt

adjustment and payment of claims for
freight overcharges or for loss or damage to property or baggage.
Mileage books for 5.000 miles each, to
be sold at the rate of 2'/2 cents a mile
and to be valid for intrastate or interstate transportation, are provided for in
a bill introduced by Representative Kahn
of California.
The coinage of a J-cent
piece in commemoration of Theodore
Roosevelt is provided for in a bill introduced by Senator McLean of Connecticut.

Capellani Back in U. S.
To Resume Production
(From

NEW

45th street, instead of
the Longacre building. The new quar-

building
in

YORK,

Building

Correspondent

Staff

Is

Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald/

(

of

EXECUTIVES

Salesmen

for

Staff

YORK,

Correspondent

April

26.— George

B.

Van Cleve, vice president and general
manager of Cosmopolitan Productions,
announces that Albert Capellani has arrived in this country after spending a
vacation in France, and that he immediately will take up again the direction
Cosmopolitan special productions.
of
Mr. Capellani has to his credit such pictures as "Inside the Cup," "The Wild
Goose" and others.

May
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Industry Urges Governor
To Veto Censorship

Bill

Executives of M.

P. T. 0. A. and N. A. M. P. I. Go To
Albany In Final Effort to Save New York State
From The Clayton-Lusk Bill
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

ALBANY,

N. Y., April 26. Representatives of all branches of the
motion picture industry appeared before Governor Nathan Miller today
in an effort to induce him to veto the Clayton-Lusk bill and save New York
state

from censorship.
fact that Governor Miller granted a hearing on the merits of the

The
bill

L.

has revived hope.

Cohen and O'Reilly in Delegation
The delegation from the exhibitors includes Sydney S. Cohen, Charles
O'Reilly and W. H. Linton. The National Association sent H. D. H.

Connick to speak on the financial side, Gabriel L. Hess, the technical, Dr.
Frank Crane for the public and newspapers, and a representative of the
Author's League. Coleman DuPont and other leaders in the financial
world are also attending the hearing.
film men ask one year in which
prove that they are capable of putting
Individual
their own house in order.
asking for time to
are
distributors
straighten out the situation before they
are subjected to the hardships that will
result from the enforcement cf a censorship on their productions.

The

Buettner, Treasurer
Secretary Samuel I.

to

SIDNEY

J.

GOLDMAN,

for
six
motion pictures

years associated in.
with F. B. Warren during which time
he has represented the interests in the

Chicago territory of Goldwyn, Hodkinson and Associated Producers, has been
elected a Vice President of the F. B.
Warren Corporation in charge of the
entire
central district of the United
States

for

this

new

distributing factor.

Change of Venue
Granted Perfect
Indiana

Exhibitor Carries

Fight on Blue

Law

to

Wabash Court
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,
T.

Guy

Perfect,

IND., April 26.—

manager

W.

H. Linton and

Berman remained

until

learned the real

significance

censor-

of

ship.

They found very many friendly assemwho displayed sympathy with
They declare that the
their contention.
1

blymen

Believe Public Object
Charles O'Reilly, president of the New
York state exhibitor organization, believes that public opinion is against the
censorship legislation and points to the
fact that theatre owners obtained 1,200,000 signatures to petition protesting
against the Clayton-Lusk bill in a space

"fourteen

point"

argument

was insur-

mountable, however. Before leaving Albany after the house had passed the bill,
Mr. O'Reilly called at the executive
chambers and formally requested a hearing from the governor.

of ten days.

Law

Case Is
Supreme Court

The chance of defeating the bill in the
legislature, he states, was prevented by
the plea of the producers that they would
be able to prevent its passage, provided
the organized exhibitors made no effort
to bring it to the attention of the public.

Blue

declares that William A. Brady,
president of the N. A. M. P. I., mismanaged the case before the legislature
and that the "fourteen points" of the producers were used as "a confession that
the largest film concerns of the country
had admitted that they produced unclean

before the state supreme court to prove

in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HURON,

He

S. D., April 25.

—A

test case

the legality of South Dakota's blue laws
started today when A. S. Goethal,
motion picture exhibitor, went on trial
charged with exhibiting a motion picture on Sunday. If the charge against
Goethal is upheld all of South Dakota's
old blue laws will be held valid and Sunday theatres will be a thing of the past.

was

and unwholesome pictures."
Granted Hearing by Governor
Mr. O'Reilly, Vice President Louis

of the Perfect

Huntington, who is making
a determined stand against what he says
theatre

is

at

unfair

discrimination

in

the enforce-

ment of the Sunday blue laws, has taken
a change of venue to the Wabash circuit court from the Huntington circuit
court where he had filed suit for injunction against Huntington officials who
have been prosecuting for operating his
theatre on Sunday, but have ceased interfering with the operation of other
places of business on the same day.

Perfect says that sentiment in
ington has been directed against

Hunthim by

influential citizens until he feels that
his case cannot receive fair consideration

within the county. The date of hearing
the petition has not been set.
The "blue law" campaign started in

Huntington in January. The prosecuting
announced he would close all

attorney
j

|

business, but Mayor McGrew interfered
in favor of cigar, candy, drug and soda
dealers, but expressed himself as opposed
to picture shows on Sunday.

in

Sunday morning, hopeful
that the measure would be eventually
killed when the members of the assembly
Albany

"Enclosed

HERALD.

I

find

don't think

to miss a single copy.

the

a check

HERALD."

— R.

I

my

for

another year's subscription to

subscription has expired but

would be

lost if I

to run

want

my show

EXHIBITORS
to

a

be sure not

week without

C. Buxton, manager, Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.
if,

"Without your valuable weekly,
parable.

had

I

EXHIBITORS HERALD

9p

I

tP

believe

we would be

for

us always."

*

*

—G.

lost.

It is

incom-

Kirk Lewis, manager.

Gaiety theatre, Starke, Fla.

"Your

*

reproductions of display ads from various parts of the country are

a great aid to the small town publicity man."
Smoot Amusement Company, Parkersburg, W.

—

F. J.

Va.

Hassett, vice-president,

—
K X H
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Wilbur Crafts Opens Campaign
'

'Capture" Los Angeles

to

a mistake
ilbur F. Crafts didn't mean to ru>h to Congress with his Federal
Film Commission plan. He just published it to give the producers,
reformers and the public something to think about! He says so himself.

I

all

May

!

W

And there are no "blue laws"! Dr. Crafts says that, too. Approximately 6,000 motion picture theatres in the United States are dark Sundays the courts are swamped with lawsuits over Sunday closing attempts,
and referendums are being held in cities of a dozen states. But Dr. Crafts
gives his personal assurance that it's all a "misapprehension"
;

Suggest Ohio Plan
for Raising Money
Houses Place One Capacity
Irish

is

in

Los Angeles,

is issuing a series
He
of statements such as the above.
has announced that he will make his
home in Los Angeles for some time to
come so as to be able to give his undivided attention to the motion picture industry

NEW

various state committees which are conducting campaigns through the motion
picture theatres for the relief of Ireland's
hungry women and children that they
adopt the Ohio plan as the surest method
of obtaining the necessary funds.
The success of the campaign in Ohio is
forecast in a letter just received by the
Theatrical and Motion Picture Divisions
of the campaign'from William F. Hoehn,

.

—

plan considered by keen
observers to be a subtle effort to gain the
confidence of the Los Angeles film colony is announced by him as follows:

His

latest

—

*

*

»

FIRST — To

cooperate to the largest possible
with motion picture producers, believing
that a majority of them have concluded for many
reasons that the "thirteen standards" agreed upon
by the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry, are sincerely adopted and will be very
The problem
largely applied to future pictures.
that we must mutually solve is how these standards can be imposed on all producers.
I
favor censorship only as a little
better than nothing, until some other efficient
method of improving the motion pictures can be
put in operation.
THIRD It has been my announced plan to
hold
back the proposed federal commission
which is not censorship but regulation similar
until I can have secured
to that of railroads
by argument and by the experience with other
results,
of
accomplishing
the desired
methods
the cooperation of a group at least of motion pic
ture producers.
I
published this plan after the

degree

SECOND—

direction.

believe
the
thing is to press the use of the police
power to the utmost, first getting the laws against
obscene pictures in force which can be done in
any town taking those cities which have the best
judges and the strongest public sentiment. Then
there is a very large possibility from police regudiscriminatory
powers of
through
the
lation
mayors, all of whom have power to control shows
as an essential part of the executive office, as has
been demonstrated in my experience all over the
country.
FIFTH As to the Sunday question, the talk
about blue laws should be eliminated because it
has been based on misapprehension, there having
been no real blue laws in the past and no national
Sunday laws whatever blue or otherwise proposed in congress in recent years.
strategetic

—

—

—

—

Zukor

—

—

(

—

Opening
German Exchanges
Is

From

Staff

NEW YORK,

Correspondent

>

26.— H. D. H.
Connick announces that Adolph Zukor.
Famous Players-Lasky
president
of
Corporation, will open exchanges in Germany and other European countries in
which the company is not represented,
during his trip abroad. The first branch
He says that the ban
will be in Berlin.
against American pictures in Germany is
being

April

lifted.

(From

Staff

Correspondent)

made.
This concern is separate
other Schenck companies.

from

the

Place Assisting Clark
With Robertson- Cole
April

26.

A. C. BERrepresentative

United Artists, has just appointed
George King general manager of Allied
Artists Corporation which is the European subsidiary of United Artists. Mr.
King formerly was president of Stoll
Film Corporation of America.

of

(From

NEW

Staff

YORK.

Correspondent)

April 26.— C. Seymour
Clark, director of publicity and advertising for Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, announces the appointment of
Gordon H. Place as his chief assistant
in direct charge of the publicity depart-

ment.

exhibitors have accepted appointas regional chairmen in their respective
and are now organizing their working committees:
H. G. Farley, 214 Montgomery street,
Montgomery, Ala.; Eugene H. Roth. California
theatre,
San Francisco; Thomas Vicroy, Tabor
theatre. Denver; S. A. Lynch Enterprise*. Hurt
building. Atlanta; Oscar Ginns, Du Pont theatre-.
Wilmington. Del.; A. H. Blank. Des Moines
theatre. Des Moines; Eugene V. Richards, Saenstates

Amusement Company, New Orleans; Charles
Whitehurst. New theatre, Baltimore; H. B.
Varner, Lyric theatre, Lexington, N. C. Emanuel
Mandelbaum, 3548 Euclid avenue. Cleveland F.
B Hyman, Lyric theatre. Huntington. W. Va.;
C. H. Bean, Pastime theatre. Franklin, N. H.
Walter Hays, Mark Strand, Buffalo; Jake Wells,
Colonial theatre, Richmond; Leo Brecher, Plaza
ger

W.

;

;

theatre,
lington,

April 26.— John
L.
(iolden, theatrical producer, has entered
ihe film industry with Joseph Schenck,
urbanizing as Golden-Schenck Film Corporation.
"Romeo and Juliet" will be
the first production and will feature Hale
Hamilton and Grace La Rue. Winchell
Smith wHl be in charge of production.
Distribution arrangements have not been

the

The following

ment

tre.

NEW YORK.

Ohio is Emanuel Mandelbaum.
Chairmen Accept

division in

in

Golden and Schenck
Form Film Company

Is $1

picture houses of Ohio
have placed at our disposal one capacity
audience, meaning that we shall sell tickets at $1 each for the benefit of relief
in Ireland, these tickets to be good at
any moving picture house in the state cooperating with the American Committee
for Relief in
Ireland during the first
week in May. The entire dollar is to
go for relief. The response has been
The tickets are now
very gratifying.
being issued and sent out to our relief
organization, as well as to the Knights
of Columbus and the American Association, whose co-operation we expect."
The chairman of the motion picture

in

charge.

Mr. Hoehn says:

"The moving

New York

theatre.

Paramount may laurch production
Germany with American directors

YORK,
—
NEW
MAN,
European

state director.

Admission

be
as

ment of something effective in this
FOURTH— For the present. I

Committee

YORK. April 26— It has been
suggested to exhibitor chairmen of the

New York

meeting, not as something that was to
introduced in congress, whether or no, but
Mated in my letter as a matter to be submitted to producers, reformers and the public
to think about, with reference to the develop-

of

(Speetal to Lxhibttors Herald)

Ohio

now
DR.andCRAFTS
from there

1921

7,

Audience at Disposal

Clever Reformer Seeks Confidence of Producers and Other
Film People by Explaining Industry "Misunderstands" Him
T'S

D

City;

E.

M. Fay, Fay's

thea-

Providence; Fred C. Duffy, Hibernian Hall
Utica; J. Whalen, Strong theatre, BurVt.
F. F. Schwie. Duluth theatre company, Duluth; Sam Atkinson. Allied Amusements
William Flynn, WonderAssociation, Chicago;
;

land theatre, Kansas City; L.
theatre building, Louisville.

Two Are
In

J.

Dittmar,

Rialto

Arrested

$100,000 Film
Thefts in Chicago

Two

men, John Mikolina, 2959 Elston
avenue, and John Ferns, St. Anne. III.,
have been arrested in connection with the
theft of $100,000 in film from the Chicago
exchanges of Fox, Universal, Paramount
and Pathe.
According to police Mikolina confessed
Ferns told
that he had stolen the film.
the police that he had purchased the
stolen property in order to open an exchange.

" Topics of the Day"

Now

Three Years Old

"Topics of the Day," the short reel
offering of humorous excerpts from the
press of the country, is now observing
More than 3,000 theaits third birthday.
tres are showing this film.

—— —
—

:

May

:

:
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National
Re-elects All Executives

Associated First
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during

the

were

meeting

the

following

Watterson R. Rothacker. Earl VV. Hammons, Charles Christie. John S. Woody.
Felix Feist, Lew Cody, William S. Bastar and Earl Gulick.

Important Undertakings Hinted at Annual Meeting Johnny Jones Appears
Personally in Prologue
at West Baden Springs But No Public Announcement Is Forthcoming at This Time
In Six Large Theatres
The annual meeting of the Associated First National Pictures, Inc.. and
the First National Exhibitors Circuit. Inc.. was held at West Baden Springs.
Ind., on April 19. 20, 21 and 22.
Franchise holders representing the several territories in the United States
and Canada were present, together with several persons representaing the home
offices.

Sessions Continue Three Days
Formal sessions opened at the West Baden Springs Hotel on Wednesday morning, April 20, and continued in morning and afternoon meetings
until the final adjournment on Friday afternoon.
The following officers, directors and
members of the executive committee were
reelected

Associated First National Pictures
Robert Lieber, Circle theatre,

President

Indianapolis.

Vice-President James B. Clark,
land-Clark theatres, Pittsburgh.
Secretary and treasurer

Row-

— Harry

Mastbaum

Schwalbe,
phia.

theatres,

O.

Philadel-

—M

Mark.
Committee
oe
Executive
Strand theatre, New York; Nathan Gordon, Gordon theatres, Boston; Harry O.
Schwalbe; Sam Katz, Balaban and Katz
theatres, Chicago, and A. H. Blank, Blank
theatres, Des Moines.
Directors J. G. Von Herberg. JensenVon Herberg theatres, Seattle E. Bruce
Johnson, Turner and Dahnken theatres,
San Francisco; John H. Kunsky. Kunsky
Enterprises, Detroit; Col. Fred Levy, Levy
theatres. Louisville; A. H. Blank, Blank
Enterprises, Des Moines: Robert Lieber.
Harry O. Schwalbe. Nathan Gordon.
James B. Clark, Moe Mark and J. J.
Allen. Allen Theatre Enterprises, Canada.

—

:

First National Exhibitors
President Robert Lieber.
Vice-President Sam Katz.
Secretary and Treasurer

Bruce Johnson. San Francisco.
M. Brockell. New York.
R. H. Clark. New York.
E.
F.

Skouras,

Spyros
E.

Mandelbaum.

St. Louis.
Cleveland.

Jacob Fabian, Newark.
S. Fabian. Newark.
Moe Mark. New York.

in Goldwyn's productions of the
Booth Tarkington "Edgar" comedies, issued under the general title of "The
Adventures and Emotions of Edgar
Pomeroy." has been booked to appear in
person in six large motion picture thea-

tres

Dewees. Vancouver. B.
Harry T. Nolan, Denver.
Tom Saxe. Milwaukee.
Sam Katz. Chicago.
Barney* Balaban. Chicago.
R. D. Craver. Richmond.
James B. Clark. Pittsburgh.
John H. Kunsky- Detroit
Geo. Trendle, Detroit.
Sol Lesser. Los Angeles.
A. H. Blank, Des Moines.
Col. Fred Levy', Louisville.

C.

at

large

cities.

He

al-

Buffalo,

week

of

1;

week of May 28.
Johnny may also make personal ap-

C.

pearances

Milwaukee,

in

and Kansas

Minneapolis

City.

McCormick

Manage

to

Allen in Cleveland, O.

NEW

M. F. Finkelstein. Minneapolis.
Hereert Allen. Montreal.
Tom Boland. Oklahoma City.
John J. Gleischman, Detroit.
present

many

Strand. Brooklyn, week of May
8: Loew's Stillman. Cleveland, the week
of May 15; Circle. Indianapolis, week
of May 23. and the Riviera, Chicago,

.

others

as

Hippodrome,

Shea's

P.

Among

in

ready has made a personal appearance
with his mother at the Capitol theatre.
New York, and the Stanley, Philadelphia,
where they gave a brief sketch as a prologue to one of his comedies.
Jack Eaton, in charge of Goldwyn's
short subjects department, announces
that Johnny has been booked to appear
in
person at the following theatres:

May

John McGuirk. Philadelphia.
Harry Crandall. Washington, D.

W.

Johnny Jones, the 12-year-old "leading

man"

West Baden

(From

Staff

Correspondent)

YORK,

April 26.— The LesserGore enterprises have placed Al Nathan
in
charge of the Ambassador and
Kinema theatres, Los Angles, replacing
Barret
S.
McCormick. who has resigned
to take charge of the new Allen theatre.
Cleveland, O.

Circuit

— Harry

Near

O.

trie

Banks

Wabash

of the

Schwalbe.
Directors

James

Clark. E. Brcce
Herberg. Sam Katz,

B.

Johnson, J. G. Von
Robert Lieber. Harry O. Schwalbe and
Nathan Gordon.
No public announcements were made durIn answer to inquiries it
ing the session.
was stated that the meeting was devoted
to corporation affairs and to other matters

the operation of the business.
important undertakings for the
coming year were considered and referred
to the executive committee for subsequent
action.
The many important actions of the
organization during the past year were
endorsed.
Conditions Are Encouraging
In an analysis of nation-wide trade conditions based upon reports of franchise
holders representing the various territories
it was found that while in some instances
minor evidences of depression were encountered on the whole the exhibiting field appeared to be in a prosperous condition.
Considerable enthusiasm regarding the prospect for business commencing with the
next theatrical season was expressed.
On Wednesday evening the circuit members were the guests of Col. Fred Levy and
Sol Lesser at an exhibition in the hotel
of "Peck's Bad Boy."
The following were present

affecting

Several

A

"First National meetirig." be

it

it

small,

is

*

Quite a

lot

*

*

reasons

of

vanced to account for
but one is sufficient and

have been ad-

this

The Hon.

large

always the magnet for
outside notables who just happen in.
or be

S.

J.

Woody

left for the liter-

ary archives of the Spring hotel a classic
line when in explanation of Mr. Brown's
mechanical contrivances he observed astutelv that thev are merelv "built to bilk."
* * *

A

phenomenon

large delegation of gallant equestrians

that the farflung lines of the "circuit" include a goodly
number of interesting and delightful per-

were among those present: Watterson R.
Rothacker. Barney' Balaban, M. Ftnkelstein. Sam Katz, Col. Fred Levy and

sonalities.

others.
*

*

it

is

Secluded in the interior of Indiana and
removed from any trace of metropolitan
diversions

it

was found

necessary' to revert

to a gag which probably was first indulged
either by the early Greeks or Ben Franklin, namely, an electrically charged bench.
It was reliably reported about that after
J. D. Williams was lured to the execution chair his leap into the air and shrill

outcry could only be compared with the
occasion upon which he first viewed "Passion."

*

*

*

application of Earl Gulick. the
boy representative of the O. J. Gude Company, the return cab fare from Brown's
temple of chance at French Lick to the

Upon

hotel was reduced to
cents which amount Mr. Gulick collected each evening from the hat check

Robert Lieber, Indianapolis.

West Baden Springs

Harry O. Schwalbe, Philadelphia.
J. D. Wiluams. New York.
William J. Morgan, New York.

five

girl

at Brown's.

*

*

*

*

Earl W. Hammons,
chief, spent a

few days

the

"Educational"

at the Springs con-

ferring with the Circuit members.
* « *

Likewise Charles Christie of the celebrated team of Charles and Al. Mr.
Christie has been in the East for several
weeks and is returning to California and
golf within a few davs.
*

*

*

Robert Liefer, the genial pres.. for the
first time had all his associates assembled
in

his

own home

state.

*

*

*

Regret was widely expressed upon
absence of Nathan Gordon of Boston
has been ill.
*

*

the

who

*

Sol. Lesser escorted "Peck's Bad Boy"
to the Springs and in return received the
plaudits of the assemblage.
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Roosevelt, Chicago's Finest

Theatre in Loop,

Is

Opened

Ascher Brothers Dedicate Twenty-fifth Playhouse
Which Was Erected at Cost of $2,000,000—
Seating Capacity

Is 1,700

THE

Roosevelt, Chicago's newest and most beautiful downtown motion
picture theatre, was opened formally to the public on Saturday afternoon,

April 23.

With a golden key Joseph R. Noel, president of the Chicago Association
Commerce, unlocked the doors of the new $2,000,000 cinema palace.
Edward Bowes Attends the Ceremony
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bowes of New York attended the opening, comMr. Bowes represents the
ing to Chicago in a private car for the occasion.
Du Pont interests, and also is managing director of the Capitol theatre,

of

New

York.

The Roosevelt marks
theatre in

second

theatre

opened by
a month.
said

this

The

and

the

is

over $1,000,000
progressive firm within
costing

Capitol in Cincinnati

have cost $1,500,000, and

to

treatment, with
the
letters "Ascher's
Roosevelt" standing out in gold against
a blue background.
Hundreds of Hood
lights of different hues are used to light

the twenty-fifth

the Ascher chain

it

up the face of the building, which is of
terra cotta and marble.
The inside decoration and design is
of the Italian Renaissance with marble
and American walnut predominating.
Deep blue curtains, trimmed in gold, and

is

is

estimated the Roosevelt cost $2,000,000.

The

Has Imposing Appearance
new down town house

is

the

blue carpets give the

realization of an ambition long fostered
by the Ascher brothers to have a loop
Located as it is opposite Martheatre.
shall Field's department store in the
heart of the shopping and business district it presents an imposing appearance.
At night its large display signs can be
seen for many blocks in either direction
up and down State street.

like

net

Ericsson

exterior

theatre will seat 1,700 persons

Grecian

in

A

Simplex machines.

McMullin Is Manager
The opening program consisted

with

of

Ascher's news weekly, Pathe color reel,
Pathe Review, "Topics of the Day," Hy

Mayer Cartoon and
Constance Talmadge

the First Nationalattraction "Lessong
Two prologue numbers, a
in
Love."
ballet from "Aida," and a duet, were
used to break up the program. The adA weekly
mission price is 83 cents.
change of pictures will be inaugurated.

Roy McMullin, formerly manager
Kenwood theatre, is manager
new Roosevelt.

the
the

An

was extended

invitation

to

of
of

Presi-

G. Harding, to be present
at the opening, and his answer regretting that pressure of business kept him
away, was read at the formal opening
Miss Peggy Doyle,
of the Roosevelt.
Chicago newspaper correspondent,
a
distributed roses from an airplane Satur-

Warren

dent

day afternoon

in

commemoration

of the

occasion.

Smith to Produce
Pictures at Tulsa
Franklyn

leather

ladies

couches

rest

and easy

Farnum,

Hamilton

And Al Hart

Signed for
Leading Roles

Rogers Directs Orchestra

general

1921

are a feature of the new house, while a
private projection room is also installed
in the basement.
twenty-five piece orchestra under
the leadership of Harry Rogers furnishes
the music.
Mr. Rogers formerly conducted the Chicago orchestra, and the
Chicago Symphony orchestra. Edmund
Fitch,
well
known musician, is the
organist.
The theatre is provided with
a Kimball organ.
The projection booth is equipped with

stage.

Smoking rooms,
is

home-

and has a mezzanine floor as well as a
comfortable balcony, easily reached by
wide stairways from the main entrance.
A splendid view of the screen can be
had from every seat notwithstanding the
balcony is built on the horseshoe plan.
Boxes are provided on each side of the

Franzheim.

The

a

7,

and rich appearance.

The new

was the contractor
and the theatre was built upon plans
drawn by C. Howard Crane and Ken-

Henry

interior

May

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

rooms,
chairs,

April 26.— W. M.
Smith Productions, Inc., is starting work
on a series of eight pictures which it

TULSA, OKLA.,

will offer

Franklyn

for fall publication.

Farnum, "Shorty" Hamilton and Al Hart
George
are among the players signed.
Holt will direct.
The stories to be filmed include 'The
White Masks," by E. H. Corr. which
ran in People's Magazine; "The Lariat
Payson Terhune;
by Arthur Somers
Roche, and "It's a Man's Country," by
Arthur Chapman, which ran in Peoples
Magazine.
Thrower,"

"The

by

Trail's

Albert

End,"

From its business offices, 130 West
46th street, New York, the company will
direct a national exploitation campaign.

Close Cooperation

Urged by Wyckoff
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, April 26.— Alvin
vice-president of the
Wyckoff, first
American Society of Cinematographers,
in addressing the Assistant Directors Association declared that by close cooperation the cameramen and assistant directors could help lighten the director s

burden.

.

.

Hart has been appointed
jeant-at-arms by President Scott
Virgil

ser-

R.

Beal.

Mayer Will Address
Assistant Directors
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

—

—located

Ascher Brothers' new $2,000,000 theatre The Roosevelt
Chicago's shopping district. It seats

1,700

LOS ANGELES, April 26. Louis B.
Mayer, producing pictures for First Na-

in

the heart of

Astional distribution, will address the
29.
sistant Directors Association on April

)

May
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Popular Exhibitor
Joins Arthur Kane
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Existence of Film Combine

Denied by Legislative Body
House Committee Reports That Activities
& Ruben Do Not Violate

Special

of Finkelstein

Minnesota Anti-Trust Laws
(Special to Exhibitors Herald

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.,

April 26.—Finkelstein & Ruben are not
operating in violation of anti-trust laws of Minnesota.
This is the finding of the special committee appointed by the house of
representatives of the state legislature at St. Paul to investigate the activities of the company.
In submitting the report to the speaker of the house
the committee recommended its adoption.

Committee Conducts Extensive Investigation
thorough investigation was conducted along such lines as the nature
of the organization, the extent to which it controls theatres, the
nature
of the service rendered the public, the question of admission prices,
complaints which competing exhibitors might make regarding operations
of
the company and the question of whether other theatre men had
been

A

forced out of business
After

hearing

many

bv the concern.
witnesses,

both

exhibitors and film men, the committee

summarized

its findings as follows:
none of the claims and charges
preamble of the resolution under
which your committee was appointed was sustained by the evidence produced before your
(a)
recited

TT EXRY
*

WILKINSON,

E.

president

Motion

the

of

Picture

in

the

That the three persons referred to in the
(b)
preamble of said resolution are William Haram.
M. L. Finkelstein and I. H. Ruben.

Theatre Owners of Pennsylvania, has resigned the

Pittsburgh,

theatre.
sales

management

manager

for

to

the

of the

Olympic

become general
S. Kane

Arthur

Pictures Corporation.

Mr. Wilkinson entered the film business as part owner, of the Ellen Terry

After
he was
made Buffalo manager for Realart under
Mr. Kane and later transferred to Pittsburgh. In October, 1920, he accepted a
theatre. Buffalo, in January,

signal

success

flattering offer

as

an

Hamm.

1919.

Hopper Believes He
Has Made Record
Mason

E.

ing

plays.

ow-ner of a string
of motion picture and vaudeville house

Michigan and Indiana, has just comJohn Eberson.
an inspection of his two Port Huron,
Mich., properties, the Majestic and Family theatres, and announces that during
in

pleted with his architect,

the coming summer the Majestic theatre is to be remodeled and refurnished
at an estimated cost of $40,000.
It will

be renamed

"The Strand." Earl D. Sipe
remain as manager.
The auditorium and balcony will be reseated and the seating capacity, when

will

finished will be 1,250.

more

directed

any other director

Butterfield Plans to

Butterfield,

Hopper,

Goldwyn

director, claims the record for hav-

He

S.

in

Directing 500 Films

displays.

W.

Not Controlled

n,J' ther

said
Hamm, Finkelstein,
City Amusement Trust Estate or
the national subsidiary organization of
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., severally
or
collectively or in combination with any
other person, firm or corporation in any manner
control
or are enabled to control, the introduction
into
the Mate of Minnesota of substantially
all the
him used in moving picture exhibitions,
or by
reason of any control are enabled to
secure a
practical monopoly in the operation
of movine
picture houses, or by reason of any
control or
combination have inordinately advanced the
cost
of exhibition to the public or made it
practically
impossible for any person outside of the
persons
and organizations above named or those
associated witn them to own or operate moving
picture
theatres, in violation of the anti-trust
laws of
the State ot Minnesota or otherwise.
(

f)

at

„
i
Kuben.
Twin
.

.

Exists

That no "such combination as is referred
to in the preamble of said resolution exists
(h)
That the activities of the persons, organizations and corporations above referred
to are
(g)

to take the management
theatre.
By progressive

Remodel His Majestic
At Port Huron, Mich.

T

First National, Inc., of
of the Associated First
of Delaware, a cooperof moving picture film.

No Combination

exhibitor

Olympic
showmanship he made the theatre a first
run house and doubled its receipts, making a record for himself by the artistry
of his newspaper advertising and lobby

of the

Holdings Are Limited
the business owned by the
said
Finkelstein and Ruben was trusteed with
trustees for convenient operation for the benefit
of the three persons above named, this form
of
organization being commonly known as a
"Massachusetts Trust."
(d)
That said organization is interested in
a very limited number of theatres other than
those actually operated by it.
(e)
That said organization is a franchised

That

(c)

Distribution

That

committee.

vice-

holder in the Associated
Minnesota, a subsidiaryNational Pictures. Inc..
ative national distributor

pictures

than

in the business.

has been juggling the megaphone since 1910 and in that time
has produced more than 500 photo-

He

with the old
General Film Corporation and used
to turn out two short pictures a
week.
Eighteen
players,
now wellknown, did their first work under
Hopper's guidance. Among them
are Ben Turpin, who then made
§30 a week; Francis X. Bushman
and Beverly Bayne, Wallace Beery,
Lenore Ulric, Betty Schade and
Allen Holubar, the director.
He directed Mary Roberts Rinehart's "It's a Great Life," and he
completed Rupert
recently
has
original
screen
Hughes'
story
'Dangerous Curve Ahead," and
"Look Before You Leap,"
also
adapted from Thompson Buchanstarted

an's stage play

"The Bridal Path."

not violative of the anti-trust laws of the
State
of Minnesota.
(i)
That in the opinion of your committee, no
legislation is required, either along the
lines indicated in said resolution or otherwise in
respect
to the matters referred to in said
resolution and
the preamble thereof, or in respect to the
matters
investigated by your committee.

Signing the report were the following
committee members who recommended
its adoption:
John I. Levin, chairman;
J.

B.

Gislason, F.

Ximocks and

C.

McPartlin, Frank

J.

H. Warner.

Mack Swain

Contracts

To Play With Chaplin
Charlie Chaplin has just obtained the
services for a long period of Mack Swain,

popular character comedian. A contract
has been signed between the inimitable

and Swain whereby the latter becomes permanently identified with Chaplin and in the future he will be an imstar

portant

foil

for Charlie.

Swain will make his initial appearance
on the screen as a member of the Charlie

Chaplin

company

the production.
filmed
to the screen under the

"Vanity Fair" which

and

his

much

return

banner will
anticipation.

Chaplin

in

is

now being

be

watched

with
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"Deception" a Historical Love Tragedy
Dignified Portrayal of an Historical Event in the Life of
Henry VIII. Massive Sets, Beautiful Costumes and Splendid Acting

Make

This Realistic Spectacle

Worthy of Note.

which was reBoleyn"
"Anne
from
1_J named
Rivoli
the
at
premier
its
and given
sponis
April
17,
York,
New
theatre,
sored by Adolph Zukor, who saw in it

ECEPTION"

kk -p*

a remarkable opportunity to present a
fascinating historical epoch upon the
screen.

The

picture

is

exceptional in

respects and because of

its

many

historical

realism with regard to events of that

and architectural
perform-

time, the costumes

backgrounds, the splendid

wonderful
possesses

actors

leading

of

ances

and
lights
immeasurable

their

with

shadings,

it

educational

value.

of the whole

The workmanship

is

and the picture represents
much care and time expended in its
making and cutting.
This romance of the Tudor King
excellent

to

appeals particularly

eye

the

be-

cause of the gigantic sets and the multitudes used in picturizing the historic

As with

theme.

the other

same

picture by the

sion," this feature

is

German

director.

"Pas-

distinctive for its

elaborate detail and the vastness of its
It is a picture that will
production.
receive a great deal of "word of
mouth" advertising and "Deception"
will draw large crowds to the first run

in the largest theatres

theatres.

country.
*

*

the tragedy of

planted
fections

*
is

that of

Anne Boleyn, who

sup-

Queen Katherine in the afof Henry the Eighth, only to

be supplanted in turn, by her lady in
waiting, Lady Jane Seymour.
of

The principal roles are in the hands
Henny Porten, as Anne Boleyn.

and Emil Jannings, as King Henry.
Mr. Jannings gives a remarkable
delineation of the English monarch.

The

the

to

the

Anne,
queen,

now a gentleof the court, refuses to become

King's mistress, unaware that
he intends to divorce Katharine and
make her queen.

Henry

persists

in

his attentions

but with sustained dramatic in-

and the court scene wherein he divorces the Queen, defying the papal
enacted.
impressively
envoy
is
Anne is duly proclaimed Queen,

should be good for a run

despite the opposition of the people,

with wide appeal to the better class of
It is a spectacle without
audiences.
thrills

lady-in-waiting

with a boyhood friend,

forcefully as her co-star.

can be classed as a
worthy theme of historic interest, impressively mounted and presented

King Henry

interest in

has just returned from the
French court, the finishing school
He
for the English upper classes.
expresses dissatisfaction with Katharine of Aragon, to whom he has
been married twenty years and
which union has not been blessed
Anne in love
with a male heir.

man

picture

first

who

Miss Porten does not stand out as

The

*

*

story opens with

displaying his
the

cidents.

It

which opposition

is

promptly put

down by

*

story of "Deception"

The

throughout the

the soldiers. Anne, however, still retains an innocent affection for her boyhood lover, Norris.
The birth of a girl, Elizabeth, brings
the King's displeasure upon Anne's
head, and he begins to intrigue with
Lady Jane Seymour at the beside of

Anne.

Through

a series of vile, slander-

ous stories circulated by Mark
Smeton, the court rhymster, and a
former suitor for her favors, Ajine
is Undone and she is made to suffer
the indignities which her predecessor suffered.
Her former lover is
mortally wounded and as she cries
out against this inhumanity she is
accused of infidelity by perjured testimony wrung from her slanderer
before he is hanged. Anne is condemned to the block and as she goes
to meet her fate King Henry is beguiling himself with the complacent
Jane.
larly

The

final

impressive

torical facts.

—

S.

scenes are particu-

and true to
C.

his-

May
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Powerful Production

Is

Pola Negri Gives Brilliant Performance
Picturizaiion
Ernest Lubitsch,
hfc

YPSY BLOOD,"

/"«

produced by

vJ

Ernest Lubitsch, producer of
"Passion," and featuring Pola Negri,
star of that production, is

a powerful

"Carmen," previously

picturization of

but never more satisfactorily picturFirst National has in its second
ized.

picture

a

importation

which

promise of duplicating the box

performance of

Two

gives
office

predecessor.

its

of the star and that of the

At

director.

The treatment

the head of a capable

throughout.

There
matters,

prehensive understanding of his sub-

matter and the competence

of

No

mencita.

natural

La Car-

actress has portrayed

more convincingly for
The demands of the
the camera.
story are admirably met. From emothat character

depths of depres-

tional heights to the

the

sion

frequently

transition

The Polish

abrupt.

*

The

settings

no

at

resort

to

La Carmencita is presented as the
La Carmencita of the original, a girl
of the lower class whose Gypsy char-

Don Jose Navarro, a
Sergeant of the Dragoons, to forsake
betrothed, mother, honor and finally,
after he has

murdered her

man from

her affections,

attempt

to

keep an-

sharing his place in

is

made

to establish ex-

tenuating circumstances as responsible
for her character.

She

is

introduced

good and

The water'

death in the arms of the lover she has

spurned occurs with as

little

prepara-

tion.

The

picture opens simply, a brief

seauence

ity

strict

treatment,

in

naturalness that

a

from the motion
picture of accepted American standards.
Closeups are few and scat-

By

it

elimination of less essential

rapid, even progress

from opening

manner

no

one domiis at no
time submerged.
A battle between
soldiers and smugglers in a mountain
pass, the mounting of the guard in
fact

that

single

nates the others and the story

march

Seville, a cafe in Gibraltar, the

in

color

indicating

made

is

to close.

Big scenes are many, but woven

that

a

is

of the populace through the streets of
Seville to the bull ring

players.

*

involve

all

All are

None

whole.

and the scenes
hundreds of

made

parts of the

dominates.

straightforward, unprehandling of big material

It is in his

tentious

even treatment
continuity

on the side of realism.

players

is

The

effects.

tained.

front at Gibraltar

scorej

that the director
telling

dingy
atmosphere
a

of

situations

interest

The

who

the

a

many
unnamed

cast contains

ability.

his
is

seldom ob-

of

girl's lover,

dampness is created so effectively as to stamp the
sequence permanently upon the mem-

of

of

most

his

result

The supporting
actor

The im-

pression of fog and

portrays the role of the
the jailer, the leaders of

the matador conperformances of great merit,

Gypsy band and

tribute

but in every instance a type is presented simply as a type, a character as

ory.
bull ring in

whole production is
adherence to simplic-

the

distinguishes

com-

brief but important scene.

The

About
thrown by

evil

deeds called for impetuously, and her

erings, as in the squalor of its

scores heavily

a brief

is

exists.

therein,

world

reached there

is

com-

When

fire.

into the continuity in such matter-of-

have the stamp of the

old

camp

return to this scene which doubtless

details,

The Spanish city of Seville
background for the major portion of the action, and in the dress and
mannerisms of its great street gaththe

the end

tered.

the

corners,

telling the story to his

life itself.

genuine.
is

is

rades around the

will overcome prejudice against unhappy endings in quarters where it

throughout.
*

Gypsy

star demonstrates

rare artistic ability in retaining
plete naturalness

is

*

abruptly, performs the

workmanship.
a

*

*

No

is

is

subterfuge or attempt at deception.

every scene the latter displays com-

Pola Negri

scene

that

time mincing of

tion

other

practical

of

typical of that accorded the produc-

cast the former maintains firm grasp
In
upon the interest at all times.

ject

"Carmen."

Direction by
Producer of "Passion," Masterful

of

acteristics lead

personalities dominate the pic-

ture, that

in

a character, and the play

and around which

is

kept

al-

the closing incidents of the play take

ways

place

not the gold and marble strucAmerican manufacture. Rough
boards encircle the field whereupon
the bull is done to death, and in the
tiers of seats above them hundreds of

The
known

players register satisfaction with the

Pola Negri production

performance without recourse to intimate panorama and the magnifying

fective screen transcription of Pros-

is

ture of

of trivial incidents.

in the

foreground.

story of

"Carmen"

to require synopsis.

is

too well
It is

not

"milk and water" fiction. It has not
been treated as such in the present
picturization.

Two

scenes from "Gypsy Blood," with Pola
Negri in the leading role. (First National)

The Ernest Lubitschis

the most ef-

per Merimee's novel that has been
produced.— \V. R. W.

—
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Federated Completes Features
Dates Set for Distributing Pictures Featuring
Bessie Love and William Desmond

No

FEDERATED

Film Exchanges of
announces the first
two of the series of features which will
be published through the twenty-two
exchanges of that organization throughAmerica,

Inc.,

1921

Build ers
of the Theatre Circuit

—and

the sensational events which
place as a result of her daring.
The story was written by Edmund
Goulding and directed by Samuel R.
Bradley.

end

7,

Some of
the Exhibitors of the
U. S. Who Have Developed

Personal Sketches of

took

.

Possibilities of the
Motion Picture Playhouse
the

out the country.
of the pictures is "Penny of Top
Hill Trail," a five-reel production starring Bessie Love, adapted from the popular novel of the same name by Belle
Kanaris Maniates, and directed by Arthur Berthelet. The other is called, for
the time being, "Don't Leave Your Husseven-reel picture featuring
band," a

One

William Desmond and Margaret Clayton, supported by a capable cast including Frank Losee, Marion Elmore, Frances Devereaux and Lillian Greene.
Publication dates have not been set,
but the two features have been completed and will be distributed shortly,
Love production coming
Bessie
the
The pictures form a pleasing confirst.
trast in locale, treatment and atmosphere.
Both are declared to hold the interest
from the beginning to the last foot.

"Penny of Top
show Miss Love

Hill Trail" is said to
It is a
at her best.
Western story with elements of crime
and mystery, and a good deal of humor,
with a startling climax. Miss Love does
some sensational rough-riding, but that
is only incidental to a story with a surprise at every turn.

"Birth of a Nation'

Play

New

to

York Capitol

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

April 26.— S. L. Rothawill present at the
Capitol theatre, the week of May 1, D. W.
Griffith's masterpiece, "The Birth of a
Nation."
Griffith's prophetic talent for selecting
his casts is strikingly in evidence, for
practically every member of the cast today is either a director, star or actor of
Among these are
the first magnitude.

fel

announces that he

Joseph Henabery, Raoul Walsh, Donald
Crisp, Henry Walthall, Miriam Cooper,
Mae Marsh, Ralph Lewis, Lillian Gish,
Wallace Reid and Mary Alden.

Universal Opens

Exchange

New

in

Chicago

Universal held a reception and housewarming on the occasion of the formal

opening of

its

new exchange in Chicago
25.
The new offices
831 South Wabash.

on Monday, April
are located at

"Don't Leave Your Husband." on the
a tense drama of tangled
It is featured by sumptuous
desires.
gripping scenes and unique
settings,
The story concerns the craving
plot.
of a bank clerk's wife for riches and
what it can buy how she achieved her

other hand,

is

—

Film Sales Company Moves
Film
offices

New

Sales

Company has moved

from 158 West Forty-fifth
York, to Room 401, 130

West

Forty-sixth street.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have
Exhibitors
By H.

A.

to

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

WISHARD

(Manager, The Wishard,
field,

My

town

Bloom-

la.)

is

2,300,

and

I

formerly changed my program
every night.
With daily express charges, it was taking

about eighty per cent of

my

I
was
gross for expenses.
using $12.50 stuff. I am now
using for Monday and Tuesday
also Thursday and Friday

and saving one-third on express and paper.
On Wednesday, I run a
S12.50 feature and news reel for
9 and 18 cents, so as to give
them one bargain night. Saturday, I give them a $10 feature
and a two-reel comedy at $5
for 13 and 27 cents, the prices
I charge for every other night
except Wednesday.

—

features at $20 to $30 for

making four changes per

week

(six days).

I

raised

my

thirty

per

cent

many

people,

more money

and banking forty per cent of
my gross in place of twenty
per cent and giving them better
pictures and better satisfaction

*

BLANK

when you mentioned
Iowa you thought of

used to be that

name

the

of

agriculture and Indians.
But time has changed that condition.
Back in December, 1912, there was a
He was agcertain man with an idea.
He foresaw a great future in
gressive.
the motion picture.
Then it was that A. H. Blank opened
the Casino theatre in Des Moines. Since
the opening of this first theatre this
live-wire showman has extended his ac-

throughout Iowa and into Ne-

tivities

b r ssk3

Today A. H. Blank operates

By

humaniis a tireless worker in all
tarian movemei.ts in which the industry
has paiticipated.
The cities in which Mr. Blank operates and a list of his theatres follow:

and

Iowa
Des Moines- Des Moines, Strand,

J.

(Manager, Star theatre, Sandusky,
Mich.)

From

the

viewpoint

small town exhibitor,

—"Buy

say

pictures."

I

of

—

—

CHRISTENSON

a

Rialto, Gar-

Ames.

Waterloo Strand.
Mason City— Bijou, Palace.
City— Englert.
Iowa
Clinton— Amuse-U.

Davenport—Capitol, Garden, Famdy,
Sioux City— Princess.

Casino.

Council Bluffs—Garden.
Marshalltown Strand.
Fort Dodge Strand.

—

—

would

fewer and better
Give your public

a circuit

Since Jantwenty-eight theatres.
uary 1. 1921, he has acquired five new
playhouses.
Mr. Blank has not alone rested on his
He always has
lnurels as an exhibitor.
taken a great interest in civic affairs

of

Palace, Casino, Majestic.
Boone Rialto.
Ames— Twin, Star, Princess,

price from 18 cents to 27 cents,

getting fully as

TT

den,

two

days,

H.

A.

its

street,

Nebraska
Omaha— Rialto,

Strand.
Swan, North.

—

Columbus

This

is

one reason

.

why you

think oi

quality instead of quantity and

something else other than agriculture
ot
and Indians when you hear the name

charge accordingly.

Io'va mentioned.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
NT
.Of"

motion

H ome
MICH.,
OWOSSO,
Curwood. When

the

is

his

pictu^B:

lown

Stuff

"home town" of James Oliver
"Nomads of the North" was

at the Owosso opera house three special officers
were appointed to maintain order and it was necessary to
run a last show beginning at 2:30 A. M. to accommodate
persons unable to gain admittance at earlier performances.
When, some time later, "Kazan" was exhibited, the

shown

starting time of the last show was 2:45 A. M. and it was
estimated that Owosso merchants did $50,000 worth of
business with persons drawn to the city from homes within
a radius of 30 miles.
Comparatively few cities can duplicate the Owosso incident, because few are homes of men as prominently identified with motion pictures as Mr. Curwood.
But practically
every city is the "home town" of someone "in motion
pictures."
Exhibitors will find it profitable to acquaint themselves
with such cases and advertise widely the productions in
which former residents appear or are concerned.

A RARE

grasp of advertising
essentials is revealed in the
story of C. A. Lick, manager of
the New theatre, Fort Smith,
Ark., upon another page of this
publication.
Mr. Lick not only
increases admission prices for big
productions but changes the entire order of his performance, giving but two shows daily in the
majority of cases. That change
in program order gives to his advertising of such a feature a
strength

way.

It

obtainable in no other

goes far toward convinc-

ing the public that the increase in

admission prices

is

justified

by

the magnitude of the production

influence of the motion picture,
should not overlook the remarkable record of "Black Beauty,'' a
motion picture which has stimulated juvenile interest in drawing more effectively than any
classroom lecture or course of
study that has been or could be
devised. Advertising did it.

ONE

of the most
sive advertising

Inc.,

Philadelphia, Pa., viewed "Partners of the Tide," Irvin Willat's
Hodkinson production, saw exploitation possibilities in it and
extended a three-day booking to
one week.
He sent a man in a
diving suit about the streets of
the city and erected a lighthouse
in front of the theatre.
The incident is of general interest.
It
shows the importance present dav
exhibitors attach to exploitation
fitness as a determinant of booking values. That is a matter of
.

concern to every person in every
branch of the industry.

fcbTT

is up to the exhibitor to
get them in the first night.
From then on it is up to the picture you are running to get results."
So reads a report from
Pfeiffer Bros., Kenton. O, in the
"What the Picture Did for Me"
department of the present issue.

JL

No comment

is

required.

The

one rather generallv
realized but never more effectfact stated is

ively expressed. Similarly effective
expressions of advertising
facts and theories form not the
least interesting reports in that

department weekly. Advertising
men can read no matter printed

more

succeeding page of this department. Showmen who read that

any community is
report of McCIure & Faulkner,
managers of the Comique theatre.
Jamesport, Mo., on the opening
of "The Avenging Arrow," Pathe
serial.
Turn to page 86 and read

story
children under 14
years of age were invited to
participate in a drawing contest
conducted by the Chicago Daily
News and Barbee's Loop theatre
when Vitagraph's "Black Beauty"
was being shown. Precedent established in other cities was followed closely and prizes aggregating S100 were offered.
Artists and others wont to bemoan
alleged lack of interest in matters
of art on the part of young Americans, attributing such lack to the

general manager of the Car-

man Amusement Company,

news is described
by Thomas D. Soriero, general
manager of the Strand theatre,
Lowell, Mass., upon the fourth

in recent theatre

of

modern

will agree that

CHICAGO

comprehencampaigns

GEORGE F. GRAVENSTEIN.

showmanship

no advertising op-

portunity was overlooked. When
it is known that such a campaign
was used to build business it is
not necessary to state that the engagement was well attended.
When every motion picture is as
well advertised it will be necessary to make such a statement at

no time.

The mere

fact of

good

attendance will cease to be regarded as news. In view of the
box office condition it will indicate that sort of news will be well
lost to the industry.

profitably.

ANshould

exploitation

prove

stunt
that
successful in
outlined in the

the story of that introduction in
the words of the showman who
conducted it. In any city, large
or small, the stunt may be used
exactly as described.
Children
are children, in metropolis or village.
Exhibitors contemplating
use of the serial will look long
before they find an introductory

measure

in

which economy and
more compatiblv

effectiveness are

combined.
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gestions in the Stills

-

from "The Queen of Sheba" show the presentation
STILLS
Exhibitors Herald review, page 38, issue of April

Fox spectacle, described in the
as "a box office picture if there ever was one."
Those reproduced above may be followed in the construction of a stage setting for features of whatever
character deemed practicable by the individual exhibitor. By reason of the costumes worn considerable latitude is
permitted the stage director.
Cla ssic dancing can be made the chief factor in the prologue, and showmen using
this type of presentation may obtain the assistance of local dancing classes or clubs in staging the same, members
appearing in the playlet and adding to the advertising value of the performance. Costumes of the required style are
kept in stock by practically all costumers. The cost of costumes for "extras" who will add materially to the magnitude of the feature staged is justifiable in view of the effect thus obtainable with comparatively few principals. The
chariot race which constitutes one of the picture's big scenes provides basis for street exploitation of a high order.
Both street exploitation of this nature and stage presentation of elaborate design may be capitalized in the obtaining
of newspaper publicity in volume.
possibilities of that

30,

ONE

of the most adroitly directed bits of humor in
"Skirts," the Fox feature comedy, is shown in the
above still. As the couple takes position in the conveyance the animal about faces and consternation follows.
The still may be followed exactly in the production of
street exploitation for the picture.
Such a conveyance
upon the public highways of any community, with a girl
and man registering at intervals their discomfiture, should
attract wide attention and, if introduced without identifica-

newspaper comment.
The materials required are available to any theatre man. Elaboration of
the campaign may include a circus parade of whatever
magnitude is possible under existing conditions, as much
tion,

induce

of the action in the play

is

set against a circus

background.

from "Reputation,"
THE above
production

forthcoming UniDean, suggests
an interlude which may be produced without great expenditure and should prove effective from the standpoint
In maintaining the semi-lighted atmosphere
of novelty.
indicated such scenic shortcomings as are unavoidable may
still

versal

starring

be satisfactorily concealed.

Priscilla

But one
The

especially talented

pit orchestra can
provide musical accompaniment of proper characteristics,
or special musicians may be employed and given prominent position upon the stage in costume. Amateurs may
be given the minor roles without endangering the success
of the presentation.

player

is

required, the dancer.
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From

"Battle of the Sexes" to "Kismet"
Is Exploitation Record of C. E. Daftin

When

did the exploitation begin?
the first exhibitor to use

Who was
it?

Where and

in

connection with zvhat

pictwe was sensational advertising of

now known

the type
applied?

Men

interested

in

as exploitation
the

successful

marketing of motion picture entertainment talk of these things in leisure
moments. A natural curiosity exists.
Consider, tlien, the recorded history
of C. E. Baffin, proprietor of Daffin's

Fla.. who
Tallafujssee
illustrations repro-

theatre,

.

contributed the
duced herewith.

ran "The
CE. DAFFIN
remembered
Sexes,"

Battle of

•

well

the

one of D.

W.

ductions in

as

Griffith's first big pro-

1912, using

for the en-

gagement an advertising stunt which
is currently reported as used in exploitation of "The Kid." "The Branding Iron" and numerous attractions of
The accompanying
current
date.
illustration is made from a photograph
taken at that time.

In

1921

an

Exhibitors Herald
upon Mr. Daftin

C. E.

which are shown in another illustraMr. Daffin is referred to as the

only exhibitor in Florida
prologues

found him occupying as prominent po-

pictures.

showmanship ranks as nine

years ago.

"Kismet," the Robertson-

Cole production, was being presented
with a prologue, players employed in

exploitation of a D.

tion.

representative calling

sition in

Daffin's

The
Xot

the

for

who

presentation

uses
of

facts listed are significant.

a great percentage of the ex-

hibitors who were in the business at
the time Mr. Daffin exploited "The

W.

feature in

Griffith

1912.

Battle of the Sexes" are in business
Many who have taken up
today.
other lines of endeavor might have
duplicated Mr. Daffin's record had
they used the showmanship methods

which he employed.
Mr. Daffin makes no claim to credit
for having "started" exploitation. He
does not state that he was the first
exhibitor to use it, nor that "The
Battle of the Sexes" was the first picture thus advertised.

His record is. however, an imposing one.
If there is an exhibitor whose use
of exploitation is of longer standing
the trade will be interested to hear
from him.

"Open

L

a

Joy Account With Us.

We

Guarantee to at Least Double for You
on Every Investment. We Develop a
Smile into a Laugh Every Time." That
was the front cover . greeting of the
house organ published by Bruce Fowler,
manager of the Elmwood theatre, Buffalo, N. Y., for the week of April 10.
I

Snappy and adaptable.
"The Omaha Daily News,"
Neb.,

carried

a

of

Omaha.

page wide front page

spread

with illustrations on the longdistance telephone interview with Florence Vidor in Los Angeles conducted
as

feature of the campaign
"Lying Lips," Associated
production,
during its enGossip of the studios was
entertainingly discussed in the recorded
conversation.
N. N. Frudenfeld, publicity director of the Sun, Moon and
a

special
for

waged

Producers
gagement.

Characters in C. E. Daffin's

1921 presentation of "Kismet."

Muse

theatres,

conducted the enterprise.
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A Novelty

Decorative Ability Great
Asset to Advertising Man

Campaign
1 1

I

"Novelty is half the show business," according to the views of
Thomas D. Soriero, general manager of the Strand theatre, Lowell,
Mass.,

who

describes in the follow-

campaign which he
conducted for the New England
premiere of "The County Fair," the
Maurice Tourneur production.
story

ing

the

"I am not revealing any secret when
declare that almost any picture, even
those of mediocre quality, can be
made attractive in the eyes of one's
audience by the use of some novelty
or the introduction of an odd lobby
display, a prologue to the picture on
the stage of the theatre, costumed
ushers and house decorations in keeping with the atmosphere of the film
to be featured.
I

"As an

I would
your attention to what
we did with Maurice Tournetir's production of Neil Burgess' famous stage
Perhaps I
play, 'The County Fair.'
was fortunate in having been one of
the few managers to obtain this pic-

like

Decorative ability is an asset of great value t<> the adverentertainment.
Accompanying reproductions of photographs received showing the window displays obtained for the showing of "Dr. Jekyll
tiser of theatre

and Mr. Hyde," Paramount production, at the Mystic theatre,
Denver, Colo., point to an interesting conclusion in this connection.

There is no attempted linking up of interests in the displays shown. They are essentially advertisements for the picture and the theatre. The sole benefit to the merchants who
gave them space was the additional attention drawn to their
windows by reason of the decorative schemes.
Decorative ability on the part of Fred V. Greene, Jr., 'who
produced the displays, was solely responsible for the space obi

ained.

to

illustration of this,

call

After I
ture for early presentation.
it and several weeks before it was to be shown at my theatre,

had booked

I set my novelty campaign in motion
and as the time neared for the actual
showing of the film I had nearly a
dozen novelties all ready for the

public
"First, we decorated the lobby of
the theatre with all kinds of cutouts
of animals and poultry, and incidental
novelties, together with the usual

number of streamers and enough

rus-

atmosphere to emphasize tne spirit
of the film without cluttering up the
foyer with too much farm truck. This
was done about a week before the pictic

ture

was

to be presented.
*

*

*

-

"Then we flooded the town with
one, six and twenty-four sheets. vVe
also distributed ten thousand circus
heralds from house to house, and this,
together with a thousand horseshoe
stickers

which were pasted on

windows or any other

poles,

available place
the film exten-

within the law, gave
sive advertising and created, I believe, a desire to see the picture.
Teaser ads were run extensively in
the newspapers a week ahead of the
presentation of the picture at the
Strand.
In connection with this, we
used our screen freely to advertise
the picture.
"I might mention here that aside

from 'The County Fair' we also gave
our patrons another big feature, a
short comedy and the usual weekly.
"On the opening day we had the
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County Training School
Band of twenty-five pieces play in the
lobby. I obtained the band with the

53

Middlesex

Universal Pictures Given
Sensational Exploitation

understanding that the boys were to be
my guests for the day. I made arrangements with the street railway company to provide cars to convey them

and from the theatre. The youngwere a feature in themselves, and
attracted as much attention as any
to

sters

of the incidental novelties.
Just before the theatre opened on Monday,
we released one thousand toy balioons,
on which were attached coupons
which could be redeemed for prizes

and passes.
*
"I

*

*

had previously made arrange-

ments with the

local high school for

the use of their orchestra in a prologue on the stage. These pupils were

dressed as rubes, of course, and lent
considerable atmosphere to the prologue.
"Incidentally, I obtained the serv-

Pete Murray, who played the
rube comedian in one of the touring

ices of

companies of 'The Country Fair.'
He of course took part in the prologue,

Murray

which lasted

thirty

also did 'sandwich'

minutes.

work

in

front of the theatre throughout the
presentation of the picture.
"The Mayor of the city was invited to see the picture and liked the
feature, particularly the prologue, so
well that he suggested that we invite
the children from the orphan asylums
of the city to see the picture Satur-

day morning.
These two thousand
hundred youngsters had the time
of their young lives, and the extra
expense which enabled them to see the
five

picture

was

"Perhaps

negligible.
is
all this

may

be construed

as small-town stuff, and maybe it is
in some instances, but much of the
material used by me in connection
with 'The County Fair' could be admirably applied to the largest city in
the country.
The very rustic nature
of the picture would preclude the
charge of provincialism in the use of
the rube band, decorated foyer, toy
balloons, etc.
But most significant of
all is the economy of these features.
It cost me nothing for the band or the
orchestra because these people were
willing to cooperate after they had

been tactfully approached.
of

"I might mention here that several
the newspapers in this city ran

full page ads of 'The County Fair'
during the week it was at the Strand.

These ads,
form.
off

The

came in matrix
was divided
four two-column ads, two
I

believe,

The page

of ads

into
deep, with a big streamer in the center on 'The County Fair' and telling

where it was beneath; then followed
four more two-column ads, and another four beneath.
"So after all, a good theatrical
maxim is, 'Feature vour attraction
and you've won half 'the battle.' "

exploitation activity of the

White House theatre manage-

ment, Milwaukee, Wis., and that of the New theatre, Baltimore,
Md., in support of Universal attractions, "The Diamond Queen"
and "Outside The Law"' respectively, is characteristic of that accorded productions from this source by exhibitors generally in past
months, marking a distinct step forward for that corporation.
The obvious reason for the increased activity noted is the
heightened "advertisability"' of Universal productions generally.
That this has been effected without detrimental effect of any kind
to the lasting credit of the company.
Accompanying illustrations show the

work done in Baltimore
and Milwaukee. The stuffed animal lobby and the street float are
both worthy accomplishments. Neither could have been used had
the pictures not possessed qualities calling for them.
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Paramount

May

Two-way Cutout

Issues

New Lobby

Teaser Posters for

Advance Campaign

Paul E. Noble, managing director
of the Peoples theatre, Portland, >re.,
and producer of some of the most remarkable lobby and stage effects reported, introduced a novelty lobby
device of promise in connection with
the showing of "My Lady's Latchkey." Katherine MacDonald's First
National attraction.
<

ers-Lasky Corporation, has designed
a series of teaser posters for the use
of exhibitors advertising "Deception,"
a Paramount production of foreign
origin reviewed on another page of

One of the teaser
this publication.
posters is reproduced herewith.
The color scheme is red and black,
white lettering standing out in strong
The
relief against this background.
curve design used for camouflage purposes during the war has been utilized
in this case to obtain exactly the reverse effect, the result being a poster
that will draw attention at great dis-

The accompanying illustration
shows the manner in which the twoway cutout was designed and placed
The

A

in

is

effective

comparison with newspaper adver-

tising.
It is significant that
is

given

the

no

poster.

identification

Upon

closest

scrutiny no minute signature of company or producer is discovered to dispel the mystery which is the strong

point of the scheme.
The posters should arouse wide interest in any community, interest as
wide as their circulation.

A Graphic
Page From

Lifep

Bom

A

Hy man's

Operatic
Presentation Gains

Deception

display,

The presentation of a motion picture which offers in its subject matter
no especially suitable "angle" upon
which to base a prologue is in many
cases an exhibitorial problem of conEdward L.
siderable consequence.
Hyman, managing director of the

Mark Strand

theatre,

Brooklyn,

X.

frequently by the use
of an operatic presentation such as
that used in connection with "The
Passion Flower," Norma Talmadge's
First National production, and, incidentally, not of the class indicated.
Using a scene adapted from the
opera, Mr. Hyman made "Miserere"
the feature of the musical program.
It was presented in addition to a
lively Spanish prologue and a bit, in
costume, from "Pagliacci."
After a brief introductory passage,
the curtains parted on the set reproduced in the above photograph.
prison wall drop, two buttress leg
drops, and a prison window set piece
was all that was required to put it on.
Picked out by a green overhead
spot, the soprano was found in the
center of the stage.
The tenor, behind the prison window, was defined
by a baby green spot from the opposite side of the stage.
Overhead
the border lights were up one quarter
V.. has solved

it

amber and blue.
Opera is reported becoming more
and more popular at the Brooklyn
in

Mark

of the teaser one sheets prepared
by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation for ^he advance advertising of

Strand, because people have
shown that they like it.
"Miserere"' went over big. and plans
are under way to present another
tabloid opera in the near future, it is

"Deception."

reported.

One

flat

Popular Approval

A

thatis

however attractive, had
drawn to. the huge key
which was seen from whatever angle
the stand was viewed.
It is obvious

a

their attention

advertising. There is good reason to
believe that they will gain rapidly in
exhibitorial favor with the natural re-

ratio as poster advertising

simple setting that served for an operatic interpolation at the Mark Strand
theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

theatre

sult, standardization of manufacture
and general circulation.
If newspaper teasers are effective,
it
is
logical to assume that poster
teasers should be effective in the same

lobby of the theatre.
effect is both novel and artistic.
It is likewise practical and based upon
sound advertising logic.
Persons who would not have seen

in the

tance.
in

Device
Paul Noble

From

Walter Linlar, assistant director
of exploitation for the Famous Play-

Teaser posters are new

1921

7,

A new

in lobby stands introduced
Peoples theatre, Portland, Ore.,
for Katherine MacDonald's First Na-

idea

at the

tional attraction.

that the productive power of the display was materially increased by reason of the added attention thus drawn.
The plan admits of adaptation in
connection with practically any motion picture.
In this case the title
gave acute significance to the decorative

scheme.

likewise with
structed.

Other
similar

titles

will

designs

do
con-

For "Lessons In Love," for inbackground may be used
with an open book protruding therestance, a flat

from.

For "Through The Back Door,"
obviously, a door may be used in
similar manner.
Without exercise of great ingenuity
the advertising exhibitor can develop
the third dimension in cutout science
bv following Mr. Noble's lead.
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Lord & Taylor department store window.

A

Sterns Bros, show case display.

"Booked" Solid
have
YORK book
NEW
taken advantage
dealers

of the advertis-

ing done for the Lyric theatre engage-

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" by making up
window displays of stills from the pic-

ment

ture

of Metro's

and

copies of the original novel,

establishing a precedent which doubtless will

An Abraham &

A window

in

Straus

department store display.

McDevitt & Wilson's book

store.

be followed elsewhere

the picture

is

in

when

engagement.

Another McDevitt

& Wilsor window.

E
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Snowing

trie

Trend

of

A
Advertising
Activity
1

SMITH,
LOU
mond, X.

manager of the Garden

theatre, Richpersuaded a local face powder manufacturer to distribute samples to ladies attending that theatre's showing of "The Kid," Charles Chaplin's Eirst
National attraction, with the results shown in the illusV.,

tration.

production
THE names ofwithoutandmonotony

star
were displayed in
nine places
in the artistic lobby
display used by the Empress theatre, Owensboro, Ky., for
the Robertson-Cole production of "Kismet," featuring
Otis Skinner. Note the even blending of cutouts in the
foreground with the lobby mask specially constructed for
the engagement.

Cm

•TSIDE THE
«HTH LON

>

|

OuYsiDE

:

i

mjl

of
NAMES
the lobby

and

7

>s

v

,|

DbtmkIiiU;,'

Bo

were used eleven times in
display used by the Globe theatre, on the
board walk at Atlantic City, N. J., when "Outside the
Law." the Universal production starring Priscilla Dean,
was in engagement. The name of Lon Chaney, masculine
lead, was given prominence in the electric sign.
title

star

beauty the window display obtained by
N. Robson, Paramount exploitation representative at the Pittsburgh, Pa., exchange, for "The Gilded
Lily" seldom has been equalled.
artistic

U** f

CHANEY

m

1

FOR
Win.

showing
THE
Imperial

of Paramount's "Forbidden Fruit" at the
San Francisco, Cal., was materially
benefited when Nick Ayer, press representative of the
theatre, aided apple growers of Watsonville, caught by a
breaking market, in advertising their product. An automobile company loaned the car, the stunt costing the
theatre nothing.
theatre,

May

7,
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AGIAXT cutout of Marion Davies. star of "The Restless Sex," Cosmopolitan production distributed by
Paramount, dominated the music store window display
obtained during the picture s engagement at the Universal theatre, Auburn. N. Y.

DANIEL ROCHE.

Chicago exploitation representative

Famous Players-Lasky

for the

Corp.. established a

precedent which doubtless will be widely followed by exhibitors using' "The

Witching Hour" when he conducted

the stunt campaign pictured in accompanying illustrations

during the showing of that attraction at the Butterfly
theatre. Milwaukee.

The

big street clock of the Richard

was identified with the engagement by means of a poster which was also a part of a
cooperative campaign in which enlistment in the navy was
Seidel. Inc.. jewelry store

NOVELTY

and

stimulated.

adaptability are the outstanding
features of the street stunt used by the Orpheum
theatre of Scottsbluff. Xeb.. for the showing of "The Perfect Woman." Constance Talmadge's First National at-

day the

traction.

the police

theatre

was

The

clock installed above the entrance to the

fitted

out with a bell which rang at intervals,

calling attention to the sign directly beneath

it.

On

Sun-

drew such crowds that on the following day
ordered the management to remove it.
The

bell

stunts used are of such nature as to permit of adaptation

by exhibitors

in even.- section of the country.

The

title

of the picture permits of innumerable elaborations of the

plan which will occur to the individual exhibitor.

"THE
WITH

GRAND

THE Garden
Des Moines.
tion of

theatre, in the heart of the business secIa., used the lobby shown in the

above illustration when Roscoe Arbuckle's Paramount production. "Brewster's Millions," was in engagement.
A
colorful effect was gained with comparatively little expense.

WITCHING
ELLIOTT

SYMPHONY

5

HOUR"
DEXTER
ORCHESTRA
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Chicago Newspapers Yield
To Theatre Space Demands
Chicago newspapers have yielded to
the exhibitorial

demand

for advertis-

of

long

standing are being abandoned.

Chi-

ing

Restrictions

space.

cago exhibitors are improving their

columns wide and is typical of the
newspaper representation being maintained by this theatre. The same note
of quiet dignity

is

maintained

hr*CHJCAGO'S FINEST ENTERTAINMENT
LU B LI NEK

and greater freedom allowed them for
expression.

The opening of the Senate, Tivoli
and Roosevelt theatres undoubtedly is
responsible in some degree for the
change of attitude. Two of the displays recently used by the Senate and
Roosevelt are reproduced herewith.
done

TR1NZ

m SENATE
"Cke Senate

".

iluiys

eSerUin you.

Weatre
Circle
ON MONUMENT CIRCLE

work being

typical of the

present time.

at the

The

1

new

advertising in keeping with the

They are

every

in

Roosevelt

columns wide

display

in the original

was two
and was

Colorful Splash
Gets Full Value

campaign which preceded the opening of that theatre on
April 23, a campaign which culminated in page deep smashes in the
majority of newspapers and a special section in the Chicago Evening
American.
a

unit

in

the

The Senate composition was
f\

S

C H£ R

Of Circle Space
When an exhibitor buys space
measuring six columns wide by full
page depth he is not to be censured
if his first impulse is to sit down and
write several pages of copy to fill it.
He is not, however, exercising the

three

S

best of advertising logic.

When "The

Kid," Charles ChapNational attraction, was to
be shown at the Circle theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., that amount of space was
contracted for in a single issue. But
no such amount of copy was written
for the purpose.
Instead, a huge cut was prepared
and given the position of prominence.
The name of the star and the title of
the picture were placed at the top of
the space and the theatre signature
slug was placed at the bottom.
lin's First

STATE ne&rWASHIflGTON opposite MAKSHAU. FIELDS

«...

.

>iM

m&mm
St ATS

GRAND

OPENING

SATURDAY
2 P.

M.SHARP, April 23rd

Exclusive Chicago 1st

Ron Showing

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
"Lessons in
Love"

OKCHCSTtAL fXtlVDZ
VOCAL SPECIALTIES

Frtlw

»"d Phatapla, Ha^ttin
Grand Organ

COME EARLY

space used, from the page deep display to the single-column

minimum.

Other theatres are taking advantage
of

opportunity

the

houses
space

have used
in

quantities

Loop

offered.
in

recent

weeks

previously

un-

known. The more progressive neighborhood theatres have done likewise.

As
tity

is

is

natural, the increase in quanaccompanied by improvement

in quality.

The

net result of the

tion of affairs
tising.

It

is

new

condi-

better theatre adver-

goes without saying that

an increase
atres taking

in attendance at the the-

advantage

cedent established
tant consequence.

is

of

the

pre-

a no less impor-

A

moderate amount of copy was
written for a box to run at the right
and in the upper portion of the" space.
The effect was such as can be described most fittingly as a "splash."
The reproduction presented herewith
does scant justice to the original,
much force being lost in reduction.
Persons who opened the newspaper
and glanced, however briefly, at the
were forcibly imdisplay,
Circle
pressed with the importance of a
photoplay which called for such generous use of space in its advertising.
They carried that impression with
them, whether or not they stopped
long enough to read the details of the

engagement or the data that was presented.
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Perfectly Projected Pictures
Selznick
those days

Gone and almost forgotten are

€

when people claimed

that

moving

pic-

tures were injurious to the eyes.

there
In the early stages of the development of the motion picture
not have been reasons for such claims. But not so now.

fl

©

may

or

early

may

is

to

be

conducted

in

Many merchants have

June.

signified willingness to aid in the

movement and autographed photographs of
Selznick stars will be given by them to

it
God has endowed great men with brains w invent tiose things which make
manner scenes of every description and

purchasers

of given amounts.
Special
displays will be installed in
connection with the drive.

possible to flash on a screen in life-like
from every corner of the world.

window

striving to please the theatregoers, The Rivoli, Toledo's Million Dollar
Playhouse, has taken those steps necessary to project most perfectly the high class

©

Week

by Maurice Fox, manager of the
American theatre, Terre Haute, Ind.,

locally

Always

pictures

which are known

be shown

to

at that

amusement

Three hundred half-sheet snipes announcing the showing of "Lying Lips,"
Thomas H. Ince's Associated Producers
production, were given prominent display on as many street cars when Sam
Sivitz, conducting the campaign for that
picture's engagement at
Rowland and
Clark's
Liberty and Savoy theatres,

palace.

finest screen on the market, known as the crystal bead, and also one of the
largest in the country, together with a batiery of three Powers Projectors, makes
this perfect projection possible.

The

<J

IJ

No longer
stops in

are film fans subjected to the unpleasantness of frequent breaks and
as "jumping pictures."

what were once known

Pittsburgh, Pa., obtained the cooperation of the city railway system.

They now enter the Shrine of the Silent Art and are Wafted Up into the Forgetful
ncss of the Outside World from the Time the CurTain Rises, "Living" with
the Artists of Shadowland. Until the Theatre Lights Return Them to This Earth.
-

€J

©

And

1

the Goddess

x>{

The

Ihe Screen Smiles Her Satisfaction.

Booth

Tarkington-Edgar com-

edies produced by Goldwyn were made
the basis of a similarity contest held by
the Allen Parkdale theatre, Toronto,
Canada, in which six prizes were awarded the children who were selected as
most closely resembling Johnny Jones,
Buddy Messenger and Lucille Ricksen,
juvenile members of the cast. The stunt
can be used in any community and in a
theatre of any size.

Projection Advertisement
Reaches Untouched Field

Hugo

Riesenfeld, managing director
Criterion, Rialto and Rivoli theatres, New York, entertained 300 students of the Julia Richman High School
at matinee performances of "Sentimental Tommy," a Paramount production,
establishing what undoubtedly will be a
of the

The

three

column advertisement

re-

produced above was used by Harold

Wendt, advertising manager of the

F.

Rivoli

theatre,

Toledo,

O.,

for

purpose of reaching persons to
the

names of

whom

directors

actors,

the

and

others prominent in motion pictures

mean

little

or nothing, to the mass of

population not included
generally
ture public.
is

To

known

among what

as the

such persons, Mr.

motion picture

motion

pic-

Wendt

rea-

simply a
motion picture. When they attend a
theatre it is selected without preference based upon the name of the star
or director of the picture then upon
exhibition. Their desire is, in simplest
terms, "to see a picture."
sons,

a

is

To them there are good pictures
and bad, of course, but they have not
familiarized
themselves
with knowledge of the motion picture
to determine quality before actually
witnessing the exhibition.
sufficiently

Mr. Wendt's copy

intended to
drive home the impression that pictures shown at the Rivoli are given
the advantage of superior projection.
is

He

reasons, plausibly, that when that
is formulated the natural
destination of the person who goes to
"see a picture" will be the Rivoli

impression

theatre.

The copy is presented in readable
form.
It can be used by other exhibitors
practically without alteration.

That

should be used is obvious.
is
it
not considered
"worth while" to make a bid for
patronage of the class indicated, if
there is such a place, the copy is
valuable as providing an additional
sales argument for the theatre that
uses it.

Even

it

where

The Rivoli does not depend solely
upon motion pictures. An elaborate
vaudeville program is also presented.
But the motion picture phase of the
program is always given the position
of prominence in advertising and in
presentation.
If such a theatre advertises specifically to the non-patron
class it is apparent that the straight

motion picture theatre should do

so.

popular precedent.

Sidney B. Lusk, proprietor of the
Leader theatre, Washington, D. C, obtained from the local representative of
the Adams Pepsin Gum company 10,000
sticks of gum for distribution at the theatre.
One flap of the wrapper bore the
words, "Adams Pepsin is good for indigestion. See 'Bitter Fruit' at the Leader
theatre all week of April 10." In cooperation a slide was run advertising the

gum.
"Clean up your back yard. You are
'Outside the Law,' " was the message
upon cards sent to residents of Marion,
O., when that Universal production was
to be shown at the Orpheum theatre.

A

significant contribution to the literature of advertising is presented by
the Arrow Film Corp. in the magnificent twenty-four page booklet being
circulated as advance advertising for "The Blue Fox." the new serial featuring
Ann Little. The publication marks a distinct departure from established

custom.
tie.

The book measures 9% by 11'/ inches and is bound with a
The cover is solid gold, unbroken by type or decoration of any

silken
kind.

The inside pages are of heavier stock, solid blue with the reading matter in
great white script, ever)' page an individual drawing printed as a plate.
"The Great Arrow Serial" are the words on page 3. Page 4 carries the
"With the Screen's Most Popular Western Star" is
title, "The Blue Fox."
upon the fifth page and "Anne Little." over a portrait cut which is the only
In like manner the essential
illustration in the book, appears on page 6.
information regarding the serial is given upon succeeding pages.
For richness of design and readability the publication has not been surbrilliant example of advertising literature, it should be
passed in its class.
accorded a place in every exhibitor's reference file. "Nothing more suitable for
anniversary or holiday special publication has been offered the exhibitor.
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Assure Tense Drama
in Cosmopolitan Film

Woman

"The

God Changed"

Scheduled for Early
Publication

A

tense dramatic power is
promised by Cosmopolitan Productions in
"The Woman God Changed," scheduled
for early distribution through Paramount
This picture is based upon a story by
Donn Byrne that appeared in Hearst's
Magazine under the title of "Redemption
Cove."
Seena Owen in Lead
The picture, which is structurally novel
story

of

that the entire action

in

related in a

is

court-room, develops the problem: Can
a woman kill her faithless lover and yet
be good at heart? Will the removal of
an insidious environment cleanse from
the woman's soul the guilt of homicide

mankind as redeemed?
the situation which confronts the
that tries Anna Janssen (Seena
Owen) and its verdict is startling.

and

set her before

This
jury

is

"The
rected

Woman God
for

Company,
Alice Joyce during a dramatic incident

from her new Vitagraph

picture,

"The

politan
Stain."

nola.

the

Robertson- Cole Predicts Universal
Popularity for "Beach of Dreams
Robertson-Cole is expecting a general
response from exhibitors when it offers
"Beach of Dreams," a special production
based on the novel of (he same name by

H. De Vere Stacpoole. the famous British
writer of stories of adventure. This pro-

Norma Talmadge Is
Commended for Her
Relief Production
"Herself, '* a special picture, with
as the star, contributed by Joseph M. Schenck, her
husband and manager, to the Near
East
Relief
"Say-It-With-Flour"

Norma Talmadge

Campaign, made such an impreson the officers of the organization,
of which the Rev. Dr.
James L. Barton is chairman, that
sion

C. V. Vickrey, general secretary,
has written a letter to Mr. Schenck,
in which he says that Miss Talmadge's action "refutes emphatically any charge that sheer commercialism dominates the great

moving picture industry."
Miss Talmadge, in the course of
posing for the picture, became so
interested in the plight of the
famine sufferers in the Near East
that she sent her personal check
for $1,000 to Near East Relief.

duction features the work
Storey and Noah Beery.

poster,

which

is

now

being

dis-

tributed throughout the country.

Captain Stephen N. Bobo,

New

York

state director for Near East
Relief, reported that as a result of

Miss Talmadge's picture the fund
for
the starving Armenians is
richer by at least $200,000.

Edith

the atmosphere of the great open,
and the most thrilling adventures on a
desert island, go to make up the action
of the picture.
It is a particularly good
summer publication because of its seaside backgrounds and its spirit of adventure.
All

Prepare

Ad Copy

The

being
exploitation
angles are
cared for by the Robertson-Cole advertising staff and other advertising angles
have been amply considered, as will be
evident to exhibitors when they utilize
the handsome press book about to be
published.
E. Richard Schayer prepared "Beach of
Dreams" for the screen. William Parke
directed it.
Besides Miss Storey and
Mr. Beery in the cast will be seen Sidney Payne. Jack Curtis, George Fisher.
Joseph Swickard, Margaret Fisher. W.
Templer Powell, Gertrude Xorman and
Cesare Gravini.

Action Is Dramatic

The

action frequently rises to dramatic
heights which hold the spectator spellbound, such as that realized when a yacht
cruising in Southern seas is wrecked off
the rocky coast of a desert island.
Another point of great tension arrives when
tl*e heroine is pursued over the hills of
the island by a lust-maddened sailor.

Reelcraft Will

Mr. Schenck's contribution was in
the form of a $100 bill stuffed into
the dollar slot of a special coin

of

9 '

Open

Changed" was

Inc.,

which

di-

Film

Service

makes

Cosmo-

International

Productions, by Robert G. VigMany of the scenes were taken in

Bahama

Islands.

Crane Writes Titles
A notable cast was assembled for the
picture, including, besides Miss Owen,
E. K. Lincoln, Lillian Walker. Henry
Sedley, H. Cooper Cliff, Paul Nicholson,
Joseph Smiley, Brian Darley and Templer Saxe.
Al Ligouri, the cameraman,
took every advantage of the luxuriant
tropical scenes to present photography of
a very high order.
Because of the moral character of the
story.
Cosmopolitan Productions engaged Dr. Frank Crane, the well-known
editorial writer, to write the titles.
Dr.
Crane has brought out in a telling manner the spiritual change that takes place
in Anna Janssen after she is freed from
the contamination of her fast "friends."

Associated Producers
To Publish Second of

Sennett Series

May

8

"She Sighed by the Seaside" will be the
title of the second two-reel Mack Sennett
comedy to be published by Associated
Producers, Inc.
The publication date
has been set for May 8, and follows
'Made in the Kitchen," which was the
initial issue of the series.
The story has to do with the dangers
that lurk where the billows break, and
the vehicle affords an unusual setting
for the famed Sennett bathing beauties.

Ben Turpin heads the

He

cast.

is

sup-

ported by James Finlayson, Charles
Conklin,
Marie
Prevdst.
Charlotte
Mineau, Bert Roach and "Tiny" Ward.

Universal Sending

Three New Branches

Auditor

to Orient

President R. C. Cropper of Reelcraft
Pictures
Corporation has
completed
plans for the addition of three more exchanges to the Reelcraft system.

Universal has appointed Nathaniel E.
Shiren, Cornell University graduate, as
traveling auditor for the company in

three new exchanges will give
Reelcraft a direct sales organization and
its own offices in more than 65 per cent
of the United States. Announcement will
be made shortly of the three offices, together with the names of the managers
and staffs of each branch.

post.

The

the Orient.

He

is

on

his

way

to

the

His territory will include the exchanges in Australia, New Zealand, Philthe Strait Settlements, Japan,
China, Dutch East Indies and India. It
will take him six months to make his
rounds and he will have traveled 20,000
ippines,

miles.

May
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EUGENE O'BRIEN ATTENDS CONVENTION AT ROCHESTER,

— Cup

Left

Sieg,

—

Centre O'Brien is welcomed at Eastman Kodak Plant.
Henry
Morris, General Manager and Archie Moses, Select's Buffalo Manager
York State Exhibitors Pose With Popular Star for New Weeklies.

Presented at Dance Given For Selznick Star.

New York Exchange Manager

Are Seen Just Behind Him.

Right

for Select,

— New

N. Y.

Sam

Big Business Increase
Selznick's Big Studio Staff Joins
Is Recorded by Pathe
Officials in Praising
Pictures
Receipts Show Gain of 38
"Bucking the Tiger" and 'The Last Door" Shown

New

to

Prior to shipping •Bucking the Tiger,"

Conway Tearle, and "The Last
Door." featuring Eugene O'Brien, to the
Selznick
exchanges.
Myron Selznick.
manager of production, gave a special
performance of the two productions tor
the personnel at the company's Fort Lee
starring

studio.

The purpose
was to obtain

of this unusual program
a diversity of opinions
concerning the standard of the pictures.
Following the showings the concensus
of opinion, according to the Selznick
offices, was that the two features measure up to every standard of good pro-

various
encompassing
the
phases of story, direction, acting, light-

duction,

ing and staging.

"Bucking the Tiger" had the advantage of being presented on the stage by
Lewis J. Selznick. two seasons ago. at
which time the story and production
stood the test of public opinion in such
favorable degrees
that
Mr. Selznick
readily determined its value as a picture
property.
Achmed Abdullah and May
Tully wrote the original play and Edward J. Montagne adapted it for the
screen.

Miss Mansfield Supports
Mr. Tearle was directed by Henry
Kolker, who has carried along the essential
details as presented on the stage,
the

addition

of

exciting

fred

The closing of the fiscal year of Pathe
Exchange, Inc.. on February 28 discloses
remarkable gains in the volume of business of this pioneer distributor.

According

directed.

public.

Ralph Lice, another Selznick star and
director, furnished the story in collaboration with W. B. Foster and the scenario was created by Edward J. MonMr. O'Brien's support, in additagne.
tion to Miss Mansfield, includes Nita

year

Helen

Xaldi.

Lindroth,

Warren Cook

and Charles Craig.

Edgar

the receipts of two years ago, and
per cent over those of one year ago.
In

Long Opens Quarters in
Fitzgerald Building, N. Y.
Long,

who

resigned

press representative
for D. W. Griffith to become a counsel
trade paper and other advertising,
in
has taken additional office space in the
Broadway.
1482
building,
Fitzgerald
K'ew York, to meet the demands of an
recently as general

increasing business.

Associated with Mr. Long are John
S. Spargo. prominent newspaper writer
and former managing editor of the
Boston Traveler and the St. Louis Republic: Curtney Savage. Frederick Roche
and other newspaper and magazine

Westover

is
Mr. Tearle's leading
the supporting cast also in-

cludes Gladden James. Helen Montrose.
Templar Saxe and Warren Cook..
"The Last Door," starring Eugene

to statements just made
Pathe Exchange's business for the

just
closed
was $14,700,000 as
against $9,800,000 the previous year, and
$0,275,000 two years ago.
This shows a gain ot 133 per cent over

keeping with a policy of greater

1919, vfrhich held the
profit.

Pathe officials take an optimistic view
of the future, their March collections this
year having shown a healthy increase
over those of March one year ago.

R-G-R Announces Sales
on the Tusun Comedies
Rus^ell-Criever-Russell,

Chicago,

an-

nounces the sale of the following territories on the Tusun comedies:
R. D.

M arson

Boston,

and

Kansas

Attraction Company.
Crescent Film Companv,

The following

Will Build K. C. Theatie
KANSAS CITY. MO.— A theatre

is

to

seat 1.000 patrons will be erected at 31214 East Twelfth street by Star Amuse-

and

previous record for

City.

writers.

ment

38

volume and smaller margin the per cent
profit on turnover was not as great in
1920 as it was in 1919, bm the total net
profit showed a substantial increase over

incidents

and engaging scenes that could not be
Winistaged and acted with scenery.

woman and

O'Brien, has Martha Mansfield as the
leading woman, and her presence in the
cast is especially noteworthy because
she is soon to become a star in the SelzWilliam P. S. Earle
nick constellation.

Robert

Former Stage Play

with

Per Cent Over One
Year Ago

Employes at Special Performance
in Plant at Fort Lee

Company.
May.

Investment

erection will start

in

Its

announced:

sale on "Witch's Lure"
Producers & Exhibitors

Pictures Company. Dallas.
Companies
that will distribute Fritzi Ridgeway pictures are Crescent Film Company. Kansas City: Warner Film Company. Cleveland, and Greater Production Company,

Des

Moines
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Six Pictures
Of Publications for
Fox Film Corporation announces a
formidable list of May publications, the
program including six features.
Tom Mix will be seen in "The Hornet's
Nest," a thrilling and laughable tale of
the West, the scenario of which was
written by the star. This is said to be
an unusually snappy offering. The
rection was by George E. Marshall.
Offer White Feature

di-

be seen in "Beyond
Pearl White
Price," a colorful narrative and highclass comedy by Paul H. Sloane, in which
Miss White is cast as the neglected wife
will

of a

man who

designs exclusive styles in

shoes for the ultra-fashionable and who
eventually comes to realize his wife's
claims upon him, leaving them both
happy and contented, after various misunderstandings have been adjusted.
J.
Searle Dawley directed.
Shirley Mason is to be seen in "The
Mother Heart," described as an exceptionally good equation of comedy and
Frank
sentimental values, for which
Howard Clark is responsible. Howard
M. Mitchell directed.
New Vehicle for Russell

William Russell will figure in the May
through the medium of
publications
"Colorado Pluck," in which the hero,
who strikes it rich in a Colorado mine,
finds himself transplanted to England
and married into a vainglorious family
The story was written
of the nobility.
by George Goodchild, and it was directed
by Jules G. Furthman.
Buck Jones is to be seen in "Get Your
Man," a tale of the Royal Northwest
Mounted Police and one brimful of that
type of strenuous adventure which Buck
Jones fans have come to expect of him.

May

by Fox

George William

Hill directed and Alan
Sullivan supplied the story.
Eileen Percy has been provided with
an exceptionally amusing and forceful
story in "Big Town Ideas," written by
John Montague. This details the adventures of a "flap-jack queen" at a small
railroad lunch room
her efforts to emancipate herself from culinary serfdom and
take her place in New York among the
fine ladies of the metropolis.
Carl Harbaugh directed.

—

Chicago Sales Office
Mount Olympus Is Operating
Branch Also

Joyce Production Is
Titled "The Scarab Ring"

"The Scarab Ring" is
forthcoming Alice Joyce
tion recently completed
Brooklyn studio. It was

the

title

of the

special producat

\"itagraph'>

directed by Ed-

Jose, who has been engaged for
Miss Joyce's picture to follow "The
Scarab Ring."
Production on this has

ward

started.

"The Scarab Ring" has been produced
manner, and with a splendid
includes Joe King as Miss
Joyce's leading man; Fuller Mellish, E.
in a lavish
cast, which

Phillips.

Claude King, who played one

of the leading roles in Ethel Barrymore's
stage version of "Declassee"* Joseph

Smiley and

Maude Malcolm.

Ennis Tours Northwest

Los

Mount Olympus

Distributing Corporanewest of the organizations to enter the states rights market, has opened
branches in Los Angeles and Chicago,
and is arranging to open a sales headtion,

quarters in

New York

executive offices at 110

New

in

Angeles

to augment the
West 40th street.

The West Coast branch in the Pacific
Finance building, Los Angeles, is in
charge of Halsey H. Tower. The Chicago headquarters are at 122 South
Michigan boulevard, and are to be managed by William H. Engleman.
Art Bates, for a number of years associated with Charley Chaplin and Max
Linder in the old Essanay comedies, has
signed a contract to appear in a series of
comedies to be known as 'Dizzy Dumbbell." These will be issued through the
Mount Olympus company. Lou Tops,
well known in vaudeville under the name
of "Tops and His Pets," a comedy animal act, will co-star with Mr. Bates in
twenty-six of these comedies.
The first of the Charles Conklin comedies has been finished and will be pubimmediately under the title of
Hished
"Married 'n Everything." Conklin will
make twelve comedies to be published
one each month.

With Bert Lubin Film
Bert Ennis, who is making a limited
tour for Bert Lubin Pictures, has been
Minneapolis and Milwaukee with a
in
print of "West of the Rio Grande."
Ennis reports conditions on the upward trend and states that the independent market will experience a healthy
boom in the early fall.

POPULAR WITH MEN— YES YES

Sunday Closing in
Kansas Menacing
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TOPFKA, KAN.,

April 26.— The Sunday closing issue has come to the front
recently, Governor Allen having received
complaints from Leavenworth because
of the operation there on the Sabbath of
motion picture houses.
There is no prescribed law in the state
to prohibit Sunday shows. However, if
the governor takes action he will base his
enforcement upon the law now on the
books which prohibits labor on Sundays.

Blair

Heads Internal

Revenue Department
{Washington

Bureau,

WASHINGTON,

Exhibitors

D.

Herald)

C, April 26.—

Questions pertaining to the admission,
film and other taxes which the motion
picture men of the country are called
upon to pay will be decided during the
republican administration by David Blair
of Winston-Salem, N. C, whose appointment as commissioner of internal revenue
has just been announced. Mr. Blair is
one of the leading attorneys of the state.

Pathe Has Renewed
Contract to Publish
"Topics of the Day"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, April 26.— Pathe has
renewed its contract with Timely Films,
Inc., whereby it will continue the disof Literary Digest's "Topics of
the Day."
The short feature will continue a
weekly publication, no present change in
this policy being contemplated.
tribution

Pearl White in a scene from her latest
is

Fox production, "Beyond

by Julius Steger, and was directed by

J.

Price."
Searle Dawley.

The

story

May

7,
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Cut and Title Production of Kipling
Promoted

for Pathe Publication in May
Young Has Followed Closely the Written

Novel

Director
Instructions Furnished by Author Prior to
the Filming of the Story
Director James Young reports to Paul
Brunet that he has completed the filming of Rudyard Kipling's first Pathe pic-

"Without Benefit of Clergy." Cutand assembling are in progress at
the Brunton studios.
Publication will be set early in May.
Completed Ahead of Time
ture,

ting

The actual shooting of the scenes required considerably less time than Director Young anticipated, considering the
picture's essentials of exotic atmosphere
and finished characterizations. This saving of time was due largely to Robert
Brunton's care in making the sets and
properties, for which Rudyard Kipling

himself had supplied models and designs,
and most explicit written directions.
Moreover, both Director Young and
the leading man, Thomas Holding, had
the advantage of picture experience in
India.

MOE STRIEMER
Sales

manager United

Artists'

New York Ex-

change. Mr. Striemer has been connected with
the organization for some time and has made
an enviable record as a salesman.

Phil Selznick Handles

Curwood Productions
Buys

Territorial
Series from

Rights on
Arrow

Company
Phil Selznick of Phil Selznick Productions of Cleveland has closed negotiations with Arrow Film Corporation for
its series of four James Oliver Curwood
pictures for distribution in Ohio. These
productions are being produced in the
Maine woods by Pine Trees Pictures.
Inc.

Selznick has broken most of the speed
records for action since he opened negotiations with Dr. Shallenberger, president of Arrow, ten days ago. He rushed
into

New York

on

his first trip,

opened

negotiations for the series and then returned to Cleveland, where he advertised
the acquisition of the Curwoods.
few

A

days

later

he returned to

New York

and

closed the deal.
In speaking of the Curwood buy, Selznick said: "My sales slogan, as can be
judged from past performances, is: 'Big
pictures and the best.' Therefore in acquiring these new Arrow-Curwood productions for my territory, I feel confident
that I am keeping faith with every part
of that slogan. I proved that to the Ohio
exhibitors with 'Isobel' and I count on
proving it again."

Theatre for East Orange
ORANGE, N. J.— Putnam

EAST

Jacobson Company
picture theatre to
seat 1,600 people

will erect a motion
cost $200,000 and to
on a site in Central

avenue and Empire streets.

During the last weeks of the filming
of the Kipling feature many members of
the Los Angeles Oriental colony were
permitted to visit the streets, market
place, courts, bazaars and dwelling interiors of the ancient Hindu city of
Lahore, reproduced on the Brunton lot.
They expressed their admiration of the
fidelity of
these sets to the original
scenes.
Sets Are Praised
Several distinguished travelers seeking
and being granted the same privilege,

expressed themselves similarly. Among
these was M. Etienne de Marsac, the
celebrated international journalist and
film expert, a guest of Randolph Lewis,
who, assigned as a technical expert by
Paul Brunet, had assisted Mr. Kipling in
the preparation of the continuity of
"Without Benefit of Clergy."
Mr. Lewis has reported M. de Marsac
as saying:
"I am certain that this is one of the
most notable productions of the year,
with beautiful photography and marvelously accurate and beautiful settings. It
certain that Mr. Kipling will be
is
amazed at the perfect fidelity of the environment which he will see depicted in
the street of Lahore, built on the Brunton lot."

office that a legitimate theatre in London
will be obtained
for the showing of

"Way Down East."
New York's newest community house,
the Town Hall, has been obtained for
the continuation of "Dream Street's" metropolitan run, and as soon as the house
has been transformed by the noted artist,
John Wenger, into a suitable auditorium
for picture presentation, the Griffith attraction will move on May 1 from its
present location, the Central theatre.

Sameth Gives Wide
Publicity to Picture
Press

Book With Many Aids
For Exhibitors Has
Been Issued

Joseph Sameth, president of Forward Film Distributors, Inc., of 110 West
40th street, New York, is carrying out
an extensive advertising, publicity and
exploitation campaign on "The Shadow,"
staring Muriel Ostriche and written and
directed by J. Charles Davis, 2nd.
J.

A

press book full of exhibitor aids is
the mail and a sales force will comb
the country in an effort to sell "The
Shadow" in record time. Nothing has
been left undone to aid the exhibitor in
putting over this production and the
paper, lobby and other accessories are in
keeping with the quality of the producin

tion.

Mr. Sameth has organized an exploitabureau. As "The Shadow" is the
of a series of productions starring
Muriel Ostriche it is Mr. Sameth's intention to exploit Miss Ostriche as well as
the product in which she is starred.
tion

first

Metro Books Special
Detroit

Abroad

for Arranging
for Griffith Showings
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

April 26.— Albert E.
Grey, general manager for D. W. Griffith, who was to sail for Europe on April
22, cancelled his reservation and will
leave at a later date. Mr. Grey is going
abroad to arrange the foreign showings
"Way Down East" and "Dream
of
Street." the latter to be shown abroad in
association with Allied Artists Corporation.
It

is

presumed

in

the

local

Griffith

and Pittsburgh

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

April

26.— Metro

will

Rex Ingram production, "The
Horsemen of the Apocalypse."
a month at the Garrick theatre,

present the

Four
within

Detroit; and the

A. E. Grey Delays Trip

in

Sam

S.

Shubert theatre,

Pittsburgh.
These exhibitions of the great photoplay adapted by June Mathis from
Yicente Blasco Ibanez's novel will bring
the total number of "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse" companies to
five.
The picture is now playing at the
Astor theatre, New York; the La Salle.
Chicago, and the Mission, Los Angeles.

To Begin Fargo Playhouse
FARGO, N. D.— Plans for the new
theatre to be built by W. J. Hawk, owner
of the Liberty, are being drawn.
The
house will seat 1400 patrons. Work will
start early in the spring.
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Christie Is Completing Educational
Series at Total Cost of $700,000
List Includes Twenty-four Two Reelers the Last
of Which, "Southern Exposure, "

Been Put

in

the starting of work on "SouthExposure," which will be number
twenty-four in the first series of Christie
comedies distributed through Educational exchanges, Christie is completing
the biggest comedy job he ever has
undertaken, aggregating in the series an
expenditure approximating $700,000 and
spreading over twelve months time.
Several Players Starred
In the twenty-four two reel comedies,
while no particular star-element has
been advertised, a record number of
popular comedy players have been pre-

With

ern

sented. The summary of pictures shows
that Neal Burns is appearing in ten picFay
in
seven,
tures, Bobby Vernon

Tincher in three, Dorothy Devore in
six, Vera Stedman in eight, Eddie Barry
in six, Helen Darling in eight, Harry
Gribbon in two. Earl Rodney in six and
others including Viora Daniel, JosephHill,
Teddy Sampson, Charlotte
Merriam, Laura I. a Plant. Ogden Crane.
Win. Sloan, Lydia Titus, Ray Gallagher,
etc., in one or more pictures.
The picture now undertaken, "Southern Exposure," follows "Sneakers" and
"Let Me Explain," recently completed
under Al Christie's personal direction.
"Southern Exposure" is being directed
by Frederic Sullivan and features Neal
others.
and
Stedman
Vera
Burns,
Among the recent pictures just pub-

ine

lished are

by

rected

"The Reckless Sex," also di"Hey Rube" and
Christie,

"Short and Snappy," directed by William Beaudine. and "Red Hot Love."
directed by Scott Sidney.

Bookings Unprecedented
Educational already has called attenunprecedented bookings
the
tion
to
which this series of Christie comedies
attained during the eight months since
actual bookings started through Educational Exchanges and practically 100 per

Opening of Capitol

House

Fifty-First

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOWLING GREEN,
26.

of

— Col.

KY., April

Tony Sudekum, president
Crescent Amusement Company,

has

opened

his

fifty-firet

motion

picture theatre in the South.

The Capitol, a thirteen hundred
seat house, is one of the finest in

Two other
the company's circuit.
theatres here are controlled by
Sudekum and his associates. They
also have eight houses at Nashville,
Tenn., two at Murfreesboro, one at
Springfield

and two

at

Hopkins-

ville.

A

First

National franchise has

been acquired for the new house.
Attending the opening were Lee L.
Goldberg, secretary of Associated
National of Kentucky and
Tennessee, and Joseph Goldberg of
Big Feature Rights Corporation.
John P. Masters is the company

First

manager

here.

7,

1021

Six Christies

Has Just

Production
cent bookings in every city and town in
the United States and Canada will be
reached before the last pictures of the
series have played the first run theatres,
said.

is

it

Press

Men Attend
Exhibitor Meeting

F.

L. M. Club Is Invited to
Installation Dinner on

I.

May
(From

NEW
the

Staff

YORK,

trade

press

luncheon and

£4' I «>N

April 26— Members of
attended the regular

meeting of

Owners Chamber
Hotel Astor

3

Correspondent)

of

the

Commerce

week

Theatre
at

the

order to see
the workings of this exhibitors' body.
President William Brandt presided and
the reports of the various committees
relative to the results accomplished by
last

in

them was indicative of the worth and
effectiveness of the first Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce in this country.
As a body, the organization has been unusually successful in eradicating various
practices hostile to the exhibitors.

Good Will Exists
notable feature of the meeting disclosed the good will existing between the
exhibitors and the exchangemen.
The

One

Theatre Owners 'Chamber of Commerce
passed a resolution inviting the members
of the F. I. L. M. Club of New York to
attend the installation dinner to be held
at the Ritz on May 3.
A report was made by one of the committees showing that the members of
the Chamber of Commerce and the F. I.
L. M. Club arc working hand in haivd on
the grievance committee of the F. 1.
L. M. to adjust the differences that come

up from time to time.

Win Over Newspaper
Other work accomplished touched upon
the visit of a committee to the publisher
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle in regard
the attacks of that paper upon the
motion picture industry. This visit of
President Brandt and his associates resulted in changing the viewpoint of the
paper upon the censorship problem and
the promise from the publisher that before tackling any- future motion picture
problem he first would get in touch with
the exhibitors and gain their views on
the subject.

of

Sudekum His

Gives

May

to

Goldwyn Is Returning
To America on May

1

Samuel Goldwyn, president of Gold-

wyn

Pictures Corporation, will be back

New York

on May 1, after a EuroEngland,
pean
trip
which
included
France, Spain, I taly and Germany.
Mr. Goldwyn went abroad in February
to become acquainted with the latest
developments in motion picture conditions in England and on the Continent,
and to perfect arrangements for a wider
in

Goldwyn pictures on the
With Arthur Ziehm,
market.

distribution of

foreign

manager

of foreign sales, he visited the
principal studios of Germany, Italy and

France.

Scenes from six Christie comedies which are being distributed to first run houses by EducaThe scenes are from "Notional Exchanges.
body's Wife." "Hey Rube," "Man vs. Woman,"
"Scranpily Married," "The Reckless Sex" and
"Red Hot Love."

May
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Universal Purchases

Three More Stories
Roberts,

Cary and

Have New

Mayo

Vehicles

f.5

CUT OUT THAT NEW fangle dancin- -

ii^^^^^kkh^h^^h

to

by

Popular Writers
stories
have recently been
bought by Universal and will be produced as feature pictures as soon as they
can be put into continuity form, announces John C. Brownell, Universal

Several

scenario chief.

Among them

are "Harbor Road," a
by Sarah Ware Bassett; "The
Mascotte of the Three Stars," by J. Allan
Dunn, and "The Gossamer Web," by
John A. Moroso.
Bassett Novel Popular
"Harbor Road" has had unusual sucThe Pennsylvania Pubcess as a novel.
lishing
Company, which put it out,
reports that its distribution has been
widespread throughout the country. Mrs.
Bassett's latest novel, "Flood Tide," has
It is expected that "Harjust appeared.
bor Road" will be used as a starring
vehicle for Edith Roberts, who now is
producing "My Lady of the Island," a
tale
of the South Seas by Beatrice
Grimshaw.
"The Mascotte of the Three Stars" is
a western story which Universal thinks
will make an excellent vehicle for Harry
It
recently
appeared in Short
Carey.
Stories and is said to be one of Dunn's
most popular stories. It probably will
be produced as one of Carey's Universal-

novel

William H. Brown as "Scattergood Baines" in a scene from "Scattergood Makes a
Match," the first of a series of these tales which will be published through Western Pictures Exploitation Company.

Jewel productions.

To Film Prize Story
"The Gossamer Web" is a prize story
which recently attracted much attention in
It is scheduled
the Photoplay Magazine.
to be produced with Frank Mayo in its
starring role.
It is the story of a man,
sentenced to prison unjustly, who sees,
in

news

reel

moving

pictures

shown

Group of Excellent Productions Is
Announced by Hodkinson for Issue
Hampton's' The Man

in

prison, "shots" of his wife with the man
ruined him.
This precipitates an
amazing series of complications which
give unusual zest to the story and make
for suspense and a powerful climax.

who

Chester Goes West

To Begin Producing

New Comedy
(From

NEW

Staff

Correspondent)

YORK,

April 2(5.— C. L. Chester left for Los Angeles on April 21 to
be gone three or four weeks. Upon his
return Mr. Chester will announce the

company through which he
has arranged to market a new series of
distributing

two-reel comedies and a one-reel travel
series.

The-e additions to the Chester productions will in no way conflict with his
present comedy and travel pictures. Mr.
Chester's visit to the Coast is to start
production on the new pictures at his
Hollywood studio. He has formed a new
company. Chester Pictures Corporation,
to sponsor his newest venture.

Irving Lesser in N. Y.
(From

NEW

Staff

Correspondent)

YORK,

April 26.— Irving Lesser is in town at the Biltmore relative
to the distribution of
the
several of
Lesser features. He will be in New York
for about six weeks.

Gets Portland Post
Ralph Pielow has been appointed Hodkinson

representative

in

Ore., territory to succeed
who is resigning.

the

W. W.

Hodkinson

Corporation anthe near future
some of the greatest pictures that it has
brought to the screen. Within the next
few weeks there will be issued the new-

nounces for publication

in

Benjamin B. Hampton production,
"The Man of the Forest," made from a
Zane Grey novel.
est

Series

Portland.

Mr. Chandler

'

Dial 's
of the Forest,
Light in the Clearing" and Ballin Film
Will Be Published Shortly

It is claimed that this picture will exin popular appeal "The \J. P. Trail,'
the last Hampton-Gray production.

ceed

B. Hampton and his assohave created a production rich in
interest, strong in its heart
its human
appeal and vitally engrossing in its acIn the cast are Carl Gantvoort.
tion.
former musical comedy star: Claire
Adams, Robert McKim. Charlotte Pierce.
Jean Hersholt, Eugenia Gilbert, Frank
Hayes, Charles Murphy and Frederick

Benjamin

ciates

Starr.

Dial Has Offering
there will be "The Light in the
Clearing." which now is being assembled
on the West Coast by T. Hayes Hunter,
who directed it for Dial Film Company.
Mr. Hunter claims that "The Light in the
Clearing" represents his greatest effort
thus far and that he is quite prepared to
It was
let it stand as his chief work.
made from Irving Bacheller's novel. The
cast is a large one and drawn from the
ranks of popular screen players.
As regards "A Certain Rich Man," another Benjamin B. Hampton production,
Mr.
too much cannot be said of it.
Hampton has insisted that this be placed
other
any
than
upon a different plane
He believes it is a
of his productions.
picture that merits extended runs in the

Then

'

'

The

best theatres, but is not prepared at this
time to confirm the rumor that a special
arrangement has been made for an exin Los Angeles and New York
advanced admission prices.
From Novel by White
"A Certain Rich Man" is William Allen
well-known
novel
and Mr.
White's
Hampton and his associates have caught
the very spirit of the book and transmitted it to the screen, assisted by such
players as Robert McKim, Claire Adams,
Carl Gantvoort, Jean Hersholt, Joseph J.
Dowling, Lydia Knott, Eugenia Gilbert
and other players of similar calibre.

tended run
at

It
first

will be several months before the
Irene Castle productions, made un-

der the direction of Edwin L. Hollywood,
reaches the screen. Her first vehicle was
provided by Clarence Buddington KelThe continuity is the work of
land.
Director Hollywood has
Eve Unsell.
promised that the picture will be replete
with massive, luxurious sets and that the
outdoor work will leave nothing to be desired.

Now
Hugo

Being Completed

third independent production, which is being completed under the working title of "Ave Maria."
shortly will be available for the exhibitors.

Ballin's

Wyndham

Standing and Mabel

Ballin are seen in the leading roles and
in their support are included many wellknown players.

These are but a few of the Hodkinson
pictures scheduled for presentation during the current year, but they are ideally
representative of the type of pictures that
the company will distribute.
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Neilan Will Spend Six Months on
Next Picture for First National
Production Will Involve Extensive Travel for Organization Including Possible Trip to EuropeExplains Barrymore Affiliation
Marshall Neilan, whose
the

affiliation

with

John Barrymore company has

cre-

ated

considerable

future activities,

discussion
last

week

as

to

for the

his
first

time announced his position

in this conplans for the
next six months involving the production of the most elaborate film of his

and outlined

nection

his

career.

The

success,

Placer,"

D. C,

St.

other

first

of

"Bob

run

cities,

of

has brought about

the final decision in the

Staged

Hampton

reported
from
Washington,
Paul, Kansas City, Boston and

new undertaking.

along

spectacular lines, "Bob
Hampton of Placer" is the first picture
of its kind ever produced by Mr. Neilan,
involving considerable travel to distant
locations.
The new picture now being
planned by the producer will bring his
company to different parts of the country and possibly Europe. This production will be distributed through Associated First National.

Neilan Issues Statement
In announcing his plans, Mr. Neilan
issued the following statement: "In reply to the queries I have received from
exhibitors

as

my

future activities I
would like to say that I am about to
start work on the most elaborate production of my career, a picture that will
take six months to produce and will
involve extensive travel for my organization and myself in order to insure the
to

proper settings.
'Although we have been working on
the preparatory arrangements for this
new undertaking for some time our decision to start definite activities immediately is prompted by the reports we
are receiving from the big cities where
'Bob Hampton of Placer' is now showing.
These reports afford assurances
that my endeavors in the field of big

productions have met with the approval
of the exhibitor and his patrons and encourage future effort in this direction.
"This new offering will he distributed
through Associated First National Exhibitors in accordance with my contract.
An exploitation campaign along the lines
of that put out for 'Bob Hampton of
1'lacer' covering even a broader scope
will be executed by the Neilan organization in conjunction with the First National exploitation staff.
"At this time I do not believe it wise
to disclose further details concerning
this production, but if what those who
are directly in it say can be taken as a
criterion it has the possibilities of making film history."

Leave Soon for Coast
Mr. Neilan and his producing

staff will

leave New York shortly for Los An :
Keles where work on the big film will
he started immediately.
After the necessary backgrounds arc obtained there,
the entire organization will take up further travel covering many thousands of
miles and possibly crossing the ocean
according to whether or not a certain
phase of the story will be included in
the picture.
In connection with his affiliation with
Barrymore company, which
the John
has aroused considerable interest in the

Mr. Neilan makes his first statement as follows: 'Answering the various
rumors that have been printed affecting
my connection with the John Barrymore
trade,

organization I would like
some months ago I became

to say that
a member of

company.
"At the time we decided

to start his

this

production a director in keeping with
Mr. Barrymore's requirements was not
As a member of the Barryavailable.
more firm I was of course vitally interested and stepped in to fill the breach
myself through the courtesy of Associated First National Exhibitors."

Ptnrhyn Stanlaws,

artist-director, meets Joseph
Kilgour, one of the cast of the Paramount picture "At the End of the World."

they were entertained at the studio in
Yonkers, where the productions arc being made, and at a special party given
by Morris Shiller of Shiller Productions
their

in

honor

at

the Moulin Rouge.

Helen Gardner Makes 1
Personal Appearance
At Chicago Playhouse
Helen Gardner who is making personal
appearances throughout the country in
connection with the showing of "The
Devil's Angel," a feature in which she is
^tarred, ended a week's engagement at
the Bandbox theatre, Chicago, on April
23.
She was brought here by Empire
Film Corporation, which controls the
rights for the picture in Illinois and
Indiana.

Division Chiefs Confer
On Reelcraft Business

*

With Cropper

in

East

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

managers

April 26.— Division sales

of Reelcraft Pictures Corpora-

tion, including Carl

Harthill of the Chi-

Milwaukee, Indianapolis, Minneapolis and Kansas City offices and their
tributary territory; George Wilson of the
Ohio. Kentucky and western Pennsylvania territory and in direct charge of
the Cincinnati and Cleveland branches;
George
est, territorial sales manager
for territories where there are no Reelcraft branches, and Julius Singer, manager of the Greater New York territory,
cago,

W

T

conferred here
K. C. Cropper.

CHARLES RAY
Turns blacksmith
Ray-First

"Scrap Iron," his
National attraction.

in

latest

recently

with

President

Mr. Cropper called the conference for
the purpose of introducing the managers
to the latest three additions to the short
subject program of Reelcraft and outline the forthcoming Reelcraft feature
pictures as well.
During their stay in the metropolis

Miss Gardner's greatest screen success

was "Vanity Fair" made several years
ago by Vitagraph. She has toured the East
and South, giving fifteen-minute talks at
She
a variety of subjects.
very decided views on censorship
and while in Chicago gave out an interesting interview on the subject.
She
will appear in Peoria, Aurora and other
Illinois towns before returning to Georgia
where she contemplates working in a
newl> -organized company.
theatres on

has

Ginsberg Ends Trip
After visiting twelve of the principal
exchanges through the South and Middle
West, Henry Ginsberg, domestic sales
manager for Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., returned to the home office
this week with the report that conditions
were excellent so far as short subjects
are concerned.

Loew Books Lubin Film
"Honeymoon

Bert Lubin's
starring Allene Ray,
has been booked by the Loew circuit in
New York. First National bought the
New York rights for this picture.

Western

feature,

Ranch,"

May
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"The Cup of Life" is
Title of Ince Film
Will be Distributed
By A. P. Some Time
in June

Picture

"The Cup of Life" has been announced
by Thomas H. Ince as the publication title
of his Associated Producers special production which recently was completed
under the working title of "Pearls and
It probably will be issued in
Pain."
June.

The forthcoming

feature boasts a truly
including Hobart Bosworth,
Bellamy. Tully Marshall. Xiles

stellar cast,

Madge

Welch, Monte Collins and May Wallace.
Story by Carey Wilson
The drama was adapted to the screen
by Joseph Franklin Poland from an
original story by Carey Wilson, and is
said to be a colorful and absorbing tale
The
of the East Indian pearl fisheries.
Singapore, for the most part,
with a prologue set in the Dutch Islands.
The latter episode is featured by some
remarkable under-water photography.
Bosworth is seen to splendid advantage
in the role of "Bully" Brand. "Beast of
the Pacific." the type of characterization
in which he has scored his most pronounced successes. Madge Bellamy has
the leading feminine portrayal of Pain,
the adopted white daughter of Chan
Chang, a picturesque and influential
Chinese merchant, played by Tully Marlocale

is

Xiles

shall.

Welch

is

the

juvenile.

"Bully" Brand's son.

Has Many Innovations

From a
standpoint.

pictorial

and

productional

"The Cup

of Life" embodies
many unusual innovations, among them
a furious fight between Brand and his
son, dimly but effectively seen silhouetted
against the light pap.er walls of a Chinese
mansion, and many lavish Oriental interior and exterior settings.
The direction of the drama is by Rowland W.
Lee and the photography by J. O. Taylor.

Claim 80 Per Cent of Theatres
Will Observe Educational Week
Intensive Drive for Short-Subjects Bookings
Reach High Point in Last Few Days Before
May 1 Many Records Already Made

in

Current Kinograms

to

—

So successful has been the campaign
for Educational

Week, May

May

1 to

7,

many exchanges have already placed
contracts for entire series of pictures that
have not before been booked in a number

that

theatres, and in many cases where
they had not been seen in smaller cities.
A statement this week issued by Educa-

of

tional Film Exchanges, Inc., declared that
preliminary reports from the various
branches showed that product of the

company would be shown
per cent of

in at least 80

the houses in this country

all

and Canada during the seven days

set

aside for this celebration.

Seek
Five

word

cities

New

Records

are -reported to have sent

home

impossible for them to set a new record by
having some of these pictures shown in
every theatre during Educational Week,
since they have established that record
before.
However, the attempt will be
made in such cases to have the entire
programs with the exception of the feature made up from the one and two-reel
pictures,
including
comedies,
scenics,
specials and Kinograms.
Several hundred subjects, ranging in variety from
the National Geographic Society's "Valto the

office that

it

is

ley of Ten Thousand Smokes" to slapstick comedy, are available for this purpose.
Another of the effects of Educational
Week, according to the home office, is to

bring about an unusual advance

in

those

which opened late. The
first Educational offices began bookings
with the week of June 20, 1920, but others
were opened at various intervals, a few
exchange

Humor and Pathos

67

districts

of them getting started as late as the first
of October. As a general rule these last
offices were in the smaller territories that
have not had the opportunity to consume
the same amount of product as the larger
ones. Result of the canvas of the solicitors and the offer of spot bookings
has been to create an immediate demand
for the pictures and every office has reported numerous contracts to start immediately instead of waiting for the first
of May.

New

Subjects Listed

No

pre-releases will be permitted for
the purpose of making a showing, but the
first-run theatres in the principal cities
will have an opportunity to show the
pictures for the first week in May. which
include: "Snooky's Wild Oats," a tworeel Chester comedy; "Zero Love," a
single-reel Gayety comedy; "The
Trail's End," a Chester Outing, and
issues of Kinograms.

Red
two

So encouraging have been the reports
the home office that a new slogan
has been sent to all the branches: "Every
Educational reel working every day."
to

accomplishment the home
have established
it will
a new record in the history of motion

With

that

office

feels

picture

that

distribution.

Sherry Chosen for Cast
In Cosmopolitan Picture
Barney Sherry has been added to
"Back Pay." the Fannie Hurst
story which Frank Brozage is directing
for Cosmopolitan Productions at the International Film studios. Frances Marion
adapted this story. Mr. Sherry will play
J.

the cast of

the

male

of Mr. Wheeler, the leading
role after that of Jerry, which is

part

played by Matt Moore. Seena Owen
taking the leading feminine role.

is

There is plenty of spice in the Kinograms reel released the first half of this
week. Exclusive pictures show the Histy
Pudding Club at Harvard with the members taking the roles of chorus girls in

annual theatricals.
Jack Dempsey, world's heavyweight
champion, is shown at the start of his
training for the Carpentier bout.
There

their

some excellent pictures of the Boston
Marathon and then there is a touch of
are

pathos

in

a

bicycle

race

of

crippled

French war veterans at St. Germain.
President Harding's first visit to New-

York

since his election is recorded, and
there is another patriotic touch with
scenes of the award of the croix de guerre
to St. Mihiel. which was the scene of the
first independent operation of American
troops.

Russell Mystery Picture
Now Being State -Righted
"The Tell-Tale Eye." a five-reel mystery film surrounding the secret service,
has just been completed by Allen Russell of Russell Productions.
The picture,
in

which

Russell,

is

Betty Finley plays opposite
being state-righted through the

C. O'D. Blanchfield. Superba
theatre building. Los Angeles.
Frank
H. Marshall, sales manager, has left on
a tour of the United States and Canada
offices

in

of

the interests

of

this

production.

Carter

De Haven and

support, in a scene from his latest Associated First National
Pictures production, "The Girl in the Taxi."
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Marion Fairfax Will
Direct Own Pictures
Hugh Mc Clung to Assist the
Writer

in Production
Operations

Marion Fairfax, who has staged a half
dozen of her own plays on Broadway
with marked success, will direct her own
pictures for the first time in the presentation of the productions bearing her

name.

Few

authors have so richly contributed

the progress of the screen

to

drama

as

Miss Fairfax during the past six
years and fewer have been so closely
has

with the actual production of

identified

their writings.

Prominent

in

Theatre

Her direction of stage plays and her
work for such eminent stage characters
as Charles Frohman, Winston Churchill,
Maxine Elliott, Henry B. Harris, and
fits her well for the fundamental
presentation of the screen drama.
At the invitation of William DeMille,
some six years ago, Miss Fairfax gave
up a successful stage career as a dramatist, author and actress to become identified with him in the production of mo-

others,

tion pictures.

Her work

for

DeMille

in

the presentation of Paramount successes
soon attracted attention and her services have been in demand ever since
among motion picture producers.

Weil-Known Men

Assist

In the production of her pictures, Miss
Fairfax will apply the training gained
through her work for the stage and her
knowledge of motion picture technique
obtained during the past six years. To
further facilitate her physical direction
of the scenes and the preparation thereof,

Katherine Perry, Selznick feminine lead who supported Owen Moore
of Convenience," which is soon to be published.

in

"A Divorce

Cosmopolitan's "Proxies" Presented
To the Convicts at Sing Sing Prison
"Proxies," the latest Cosmopolitan production to be published through Para-

pressed with the accuracy of the material

mount, was shown recently at Sing Sing
Prison,
New York.
Eleven hundred
prisoners saw the picture, and Major
Lewis E. Lawes, warden of Sing Sing,

Men Are Impressed

also attended.
" 'Proxies' is a picture with a splendid
moral lesson which is well told," Major
Lawes said after the showing. "I enjoyed every moment of the picture, and
the men showed by their enthusiastic
reception of it that they not only enjoyed
it but also approved of the main .theme of
the story, which is that honesty is not the
best policy, but the only policy. 'Proxies'
also gave them a message of hope and
encouraged them to feel that if pictures of
this nature are shown, the general public
will learn to give a man a chance, even
if he has served a prison sentence.

Picture Is Appropriate

"No

in

An

excerpt from "In the Bishop's Carwhich appears as a title in
"Proxies," impressed the men.
The excerpt reads:
"Honesty is not the best policy," he
went on. "It's the only one. The blind
fool that gets it into his head he's smarter
than a world full of experience ought to
be put in jail. He's too big a jay to be
left out.
For 5,000 years the world has
been putting people like him behind bars.
Yet every minute a new ninny is born
who fancies he's cleverer than all the
predecessors put together."
"Proxies" was adapted for the screen
from a Cosmopolitan Magazine story by
Frank R. Adams.
George D. Baker
wrote the scenario and directed the pic-

Norman Kerry and Zena Keefe

ture.

his past."

Odeon
.of

Sing Sing were im-

in

the cast are

William H. Tooker, Marie Shaffer. Rave
Dean. Jack Crosby, Paul Everton and
Robert Broderick.

Wise Building New House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BIRMINGHAM.

ALA..

19.—
Marvin Wise, owner of the Alcazar and
seat

theatres,

house

in

is

April

building a

Second

street.

has

engaged

Hugh Mc-

Rene Guissart, A. S. C, is in charge
of the photography.
Other executives
of Miss Fairfax's personal staff are Tom
Held, assistant director, and C. D. Hall,
well-known technical director.

Camera Work Completed

On

Bacheller Production

camera work on "The Light in the
Clearing," by Irving Bacheller, the T.
Hayes Hunter production for Dial Film
All

riage."

play the leading roles, and

Fairfax

Clung.

the picture.

picture could be more appropriate
to show to both prisoners and those who
will receive prisoners back into their fold
after their sentences are finished.
There
is no incentive for an inmate of Sing Sing
to go straight, unless he feels that his
past will be forgotten, and this picture
helps the general public to adopt that attitude
which will accept a returned
prisoner on his future and forget about

The inmates

Miss

new

700-

Company, has been
Mr. Hunter and

whom

finished.
his players,

among

Eugenie Besserer, George
Hackathorne. Clara Horton, Eddie Sutherland and Frank Leigh, were delayed
several weeks by bad weather in northern
California, where they were shooting the
exteriors that completed the story, which
has been in process of production for the
last several months.
After a few days'
rest Mr. Hunter will return to the studio
are

to supervise the cutting.

New De Haven Picture
Is Now in Production
With the selection of the trio of young
actresses who portray the three lady
friends in "My Lady Friends." starring
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven, the cast
is now complete and the initial scenes are
being filmed under the direction of Lloyd
Ingraham.
In the cast of this Associated First Nafeature are Hazel Howell. Ruth
Ashby. Clara Morris, Helen Raymond,
Thomas G. Lingham. Helen Lynch, Lincold Stedman and May Wallace.
tional

—

May

7,
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Boston Educational
Office Sets Record
Manager Scully Books All

New York

Down Town Houses for
Educational Week

J. B.

Educational's Boston office claims to
have just set a record that not only
smashes all the motion picture traditions

Harry Wilson is having no trouble in
keeping Jackie Coogan cheered up during
All he has to do is to
the lad's illness.
bring him a new bat and tell Jackie that
Ruth
made
just
a circuit clout with
Babe
it and the boy wants to jump right out o"
bed and take a swing at the chandelier.
*

*

*

Eddie Boxxs has arrived at Los Angeles.
This makes Eddie's fourth trip to the coast
within twelve months.
* * *

Pete Smith, and Chief ManyFeathers-In-His-Beaser, are booking their

Tis

own
The

said

circuit for

"Bob Hampton

of Placer."

wants to go one way. Jim
Grainger wants him to follow the route as
it is booked and Pete wants to follow the
path that leads to the most publicity.
chief

»

*

*

ritt's long newspaper training gives him a
great advantage over the average press
representative because he can differentiate

between news and bunk and the news he
sends out. he gets over.
* » *
^ Charlie Mover has no pipe on "Dream
Street." that is to say with the amount oi
advertising and publicity he has to put out

he has no time

on

all

Charlie

to sleep.

is

hitting

twelve.

*

*

*

Joseph Sameth says "The Shadow" is
selling fast.
I suggest that inasmuch as
the Rivolf is refurnishing the house with
period furniture for the run of Anne
J.

Boleyn's

love affair, that exhibitors when
Shadow" starring Muriel
Ostriche use mural decorations in the lobby
instead of giving away three foot Ostrich

booking

"The

,

Joseph Pluxkett

going to advertise
for veterans of Custer's Regiment as he
believes there are a few old soldiers left
who were present at Custer's Last Stand at
Wounded Knee and if they are still able
to step a about a bit, he can slip them in
the prologue.
* * *
"is

Friends of Harry Xichols are wondering whether he learned much Spanish while
he was looking over the Cuban exhibitors.
Exeter Polozitiji says he knows that
Nichols speaks Greek and Transalvania but
he had no idea he spoke "Spigoti" well
enough to transact business.
No telling

how

far

Harrv can go
*

*

linguisticallv.

*

Ivan Abkamson continues to slip them
over and from the appearance of the box
office line, Ivan seems to have a regular
"Clare de Lune'' for drawing power.
* * *
Speaking of '"Clare de Lune." John and
Ethel Barrymore seem to have taken the
theatre-goers by storm.
On the opening
dav the line reached for three blocks.
* * *
•

Merritt

Crawford, one of the best
publicity and exploitation men in
the business, has just added several big accounts to his alreadv substantial list. Mer-

known

plumes.
*

*

*

well known camera man,
who lives in New Rochelle has become quite
a musician of late. He told Jerry Wilson
the other day that it took him a year to
learn to play the saxaphone and Jerry replied that it would take him longer than
that to learn of a flat where they will let
vou plav it.
* * *

Jack O'Neill, a

Harry Poppe. the chief aid to the handcuff king, has been doing a disappearing
act himself of late.
Probably away helping Houdini keep in training for the act.
Harry will never be able to dive from the
dizzy heights of the back of a rocking chair
into a cuspidor containing less than two
inches of water without breaking a leg
though.

Rothacker Beauty Judge
Watterson R. Rothacker, president of
the Rothacker Film Manufacturing company, has been named as one of the
three judges to pick the winner in the
Chicago Journal's beauty contest by which
some Chicago girl is to get a place in
Christie Comedies.

of the

New England

sets a

new mark

metropolis, but that
number of theatres playing the same pictures simultaneously.
It is pointed out that this is
all the more remarkable since
Boston
theatres have long followed the double
feature
or
the
feature-and-vaudeville
policy, and until Educational entered the
field it was almost impossible for short
subjects to secure representation.
for the

Books All Downtown Houses
Manager John J. Scully, in making

the
the fact that
every" downtown Boston theatre is represented in the list and that there were
scores of outlying and neighborhood theatres playing his product for one or more
days during the week, which he does not
include in the record.
This is the record for the week:
Two of the finest houses, the Modem and the
Beacon, both played "Back From the Front,*' a
two-reel Christie comedy featuring Bobby Vernon,
Vera Steadman and Neal Burns.
Four theatres the Washington Street Olympia,
Scolly Square Olympia. Old South and the Star
used "Torchy Mixes In.'' a two-reel comedy from
the stories bv Sewell Ford, and starring Johnny
report,

attention

calls

to

—

Hines.
All four of these houses used Kinograms, in
addition to the comedy.
• The B. F. Keith theatre. Boston theatre and
Bijou Dream, also used Kinograms.

In addition to the comedy the Washington Street Olympia and the Old South
theatres also used "The Great Mirror," a

Bruce

scenic.
Is

Second Record Made

In reporting to the home office, Mr.
Scully declared that he had already set
the
record outlined for
Educational
\\ eek. but that he meant to surpass even
that by having every theatre, regardless
of the time it runs pictures, use the
product during the first seven days in
May. This is the second record claimed
by the Boston office. Only recently it

announced that

it

had booked

Educa-

product in every circuit of any importance through
the
New England
tional

states.

DRAMATIC BITS OF ACTING FROM MOTHER ETERNAL'
"

Vivian Martin and support in two scenes from Ivan Abramson's latest special production.
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was

"dis-

Deserves Stellar Honors
McAVOY

[AY

covered"

several

years

Commodore

ago by

Stuart Blackton and this

J.

little

nineteen year old lady's screen

work

from producers and

attention
the

much

pretty

"Sentimental

In

since.

Tommy"
a

press

trade

ever

commanding

been

has

for instance she gave

most beautiful and

performance

and

satisfying

"Exhibitors

commenting on

Herald"

in

said

ranks as one of the

"it

work

finest

pieces

year,

May McAvoy

stardom."

of

We

of

it

the

deserves

reproduce the

unforgettable, emotional scene

from the Barrie play where she
discovers
sincere.
for

Tommy's

We

love

is

in-

predict big things

Miss McAvoy.

:

May
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Goldwyn Distributes
Star
New Martin Picture
Star's
Latest Production,
In Realart Birthday Special

May McAvoy Becomes

Up

"Oiling

Production Will be Offered

to

Franchise Owners

During Company's Second Anniversary
the Latter Part of June
AST

in Exhibitor's Herald Realart announced that
second birthday the latter part of June.

week

serve, its

it

Goldwyn

would ob-

Amplification of that announcement is made this week in the statement
that a special birthday production introducing May McAvoy as a star will
be offered to exhibitors owning the Realart star franchise..

Rise to Stardom Is Justly Earned

Tommy."
Reviews

pictures

of

which

in

Miss

has played have praised highly
The Los Angeles
young actress.

the

Times says

Work

Commendatory
"Something new and fine has hapIs

pened

in

the world of art, and that some-

thing

is

little

May McAvoy. There
what may be expected

no limit to

is

of

her."

one of the feminine leads in his newest
production now under way and which
suggested by Leonard Merrick's
"Laurels and the Lady."
Mr. Katterjohn wrote Miss Dalton's

was

Trinagle starring vehicle, "The
Jungle Child." Among others which he
wrote and in which Dorothy Dalton was
starred by Triangle may be mentioned
'The Flame of the Yukon," "The Female
first

of

the

"Back

Species," "The
of the Man," etc.

Weaker

Sex,"

Boston's verdict, given by the Herald.

was

She was Grizel

ing Grizel.

we have
In
its

all

New

— the

Grizel

loved."

York, where the picture had

pre-release

showing

at

the Criterion,

found her worthy of the highest
place.
"I think Miss McAvoy a factor
to be reckoned with." said Alan Dale, in
Jhe American, while the Evening Post decritics

"The

clared that

should go

down

Grizel of May McAvoy
as a milestone in screen

production starring Vivian Martin, made
under the tentative title of "Oiling Up
Society."
The first Vivian Martin pic-

"The Song of
box
according to the com-

ture issued by Goldwyn,
office

attraction,

pany.
In contrast to the heart interest

drama

unfolded in "The Song of the Soul," the
new production is reported to be comedy
in which the winsome star has ample opportunity to reveal the lighter side of her
art.
Edward Childs Carpenter wrote the
story, Harry C. Hoyt prepared the continuity and Sydney Olcott directed a cast
that includes George Spink, G. Studdeford, W. Mac E wen. Nadine Beresford.

Tom Meegan

Ralph Bonsfield,

and Wal-

lace Ray.

Miss Martin plays the part of a young
stage-struck
The story

girl.
is

replete with action

and

situations, which were utilized to the fullest advantage by Director Olcott and the cast headed by Miss

unexpected

Martin.

"May McAvoy's perform-

similar:

ance of Grizel showed her to have beauty,
charm and feeling. She was never act-

Distributing Corporation has

added another strong production to the
list of pictures on which it has obtained
distribution rights, a Messmore Kendall

the Soul." proved to be an excellent

For some time this young actress has attracted the attention of motion
Her rise to stardom has
picture people and patrons of the cinema theatre.
been justly earned. During her career she has been leading woman and coHer best work to date, however, has been
star in a number of productions.
the portrayal of Grizel in John S. Robertson's production of '"Sentimental

McAvoy

Society,"

Comedy

Is

Dissolve Corporation
LINCOLN, ILL.— The board of

di-

Buys Pawnee City Elite
PAWNEE CITY. NEB.— Olin

rectors of Lincoln Grand Theatre Corporation has entered a motion to disstockholders'
solve the corporation.
meeting will be held later to ratify the
action. This will restore the Grand theatre to the ownership of Matthew Reinhardt.
L. J. Wilkins will remain as

Shannon has purchased a half interest in
the Elite theatre here from Earl Nesbitt
He will assume active
of Tarkio, Mo.
management of the theatre. Archer
King, former manager of the Elite, has
opened a motion picture theatre in the

manager.

opera house.

A

S.

acting."

Portrayal Rarely Equalled
Said the Tribune, '"Miss McAvoy is a
flawless
brunette beauty who wears
clothes better than anyone on the screen.
She gives a performance that is beautiful and moving and soul-satisfying."
"As the daughter of the Painted Lady
* * *
she gives an interpretation that
has rarely, if ever, been equalled on the
screen" This from the Telegram.
Equally high praise was given by other
critics

both

in

Xew England

and

else-

where.

To make

certain that her

new

picture

would have the fullest attention and receive the utmost care in production.
Morris Kohn. Realart's president, paid a
to the Hollywood production plant
and personally supervised the undertakvisit

ing of the production, giving particular
attention to the selection of the cast and
other important matters pertaining to
the production's inception.

Star

and Screen Writer

*

Renew Acquaintanceship
At Lasky Plant in West
Among

those who have renewed acquaintanceships after a lapse of some
time at the Lasky studio, Hollywood, are

— Work of enlarging the Louis B. Mayer studios here
ANGELES, April
LOS under
way and will be completed within a few weeks. When the alterations
units— two Mayer companies, the
have been completed the studios will house

Dorothy Dalton and Monte M. Katterjohn. Paramount star and writer, respectively.
Miss Dalton has been cast for

Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven Productions, the Oliver Morosco Productions and
The first four units named distribute through
a unit headed by G. M. Anderson.

26.

is

five

First National.
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DIGEST/PICTURES ofrAeWEEK
TJTAVING

four pictures recently ini]>orted from

seen

— "Passion." Dr.
"Gypsy Blood" —
more or

A*

abroad

Caligari,''

"Deception" and

less spectacular

all

produced, we are inclined,

and splendidly

Oliver Twist, to ask for

like

worked

story has been

Irvin S.

ing.
it

Cobb

into a thoroughly acceptable offer-

titles

are an asset to the picture and

one that comes very near being a 100 per cent pro-

is

duction.

"more."

No

operas. French farces, or

lic,

so

Drury Lane melodramas, brought

country for the edification of the theatre-going pub-

to this

why

when they

should

we draw

the line at pictures, especially

are as well done as these are.

Certainly no

Glaum's

and

"Deception" and "Gypsy

Blood"

— are the work of Ernest

Lubitsch, a genius and an

artist,

who

has expended

patience in di-

in

J.

Parker Read,

It is

Jr.

is

Louise

the direction

a

trite story

proportion of the local popularity of

"SACRED AND PROFANE LOVE"
is

much time and

made under

the star.

ject to fine entertainment such as these four pictures offer.

— "Passion."

draw

will

(Associated Producers)

starring vehicle

latest

of Jack Nelson, by

fair-minded and sincere patron of the cinema would ob-

Three of them

AM GUILTY"

"I

one has ever decried the importation of German

Adapted from her stage play of

the leading role.
it

(Paramount)

a William D. Taylor production with Elsie Ferguson

in

year

last

affords this star a rather unconvincing vehicle and one

that does not impress.

recting them.

We

many

cannot have too

should be an incentive to other directors and
greater efforts.

Let us have more

like

stir

them

to

them, whether from

Germany, France or England.
There

is

will not survive, but the really

tionality, color or

;

it is

Orient or Brazil.

—

box

;

it

it

universal,

and anything
in

(First National) should prove

office attraction.

It

has

with clever comedy touches

side

its

and

delightful

human

several

unusual

Adapted from Ralph Connor's novel and

directed-

by King Yidor.

GREATEST SACRIFICE"

"HIS

or literature, knows no na-

R.

J.

film

worth while product, be

and entertains should be as welcome

uplifts
in the

creed

art,

a great

thrills.

no room here for the poorly made

motion pictures, music,

"THE SKY PILOT"

These

really big pictures.

(Fox)

starring

William Fanium, presents a story of an author whose wife
that

America as

him

deserts

to

win fame on the concert

stage.

Not a con-

vincing story nor one well suited to Farnum's ability as

M.

an actor.

"GYPSY BLOOD"

(First National) gives promise

THE MIRACLE OF MANHATTAN"'

of duplicating the box office performance of "Passion,"

Pola Negri's previous starring vehicle.

who produced

Ernest Lubitsch,

that picture, contributes in the present in-

stance the most effective picturization of

has been made.

"Carmen"

a

romance of

is

make

another

It is

a vivid historical spectacle effectively acted by Emil Janas

Porten, as

Henry VIII. King

Anne

Boleyn.

of

Massive

groups of people give impressive

England, and Henny
sets

effect.

and well handled
(Detailed review

on page 46.)

a living by herself.

A

Coogan

is

BAD BOY"

(First National) with Jackie

a genuinely delightful picture.

The

who

Matt Moore has the

role of the

pleasing, though slight story.

"UNCHARTED SEAS"
the stellar role.

A

icebergs of the

North

photography but

is

familiar

(Metro) with Alice Lake

long drawn out tale of love amid

weak

seas.

looking

Contains some remarkable

featuring Pete Morrison.

for a

in

the

in plot.

"HEADIN' NORTH" (Arrow)
ern story

"PECK'S

with

girl

Ernest

Lubitsch production renamed from "Anne Boleyn."

nings,

life,

a bet with a poor, friendless waif that she can

makes

hero.

(Paramount)

York's east and west side

Elaine Hammerstein in the role of a wealthy

is

that

(Detailed review on page 47.)

"DECEPTION"

New

(Select)

is

a stirring West-

For the exhibitor

good Western feature we unhesitatingly

recommend "Headin" North."

A

SPECIAL CAST IN

JACKIE COOGAN IN

THE SKY PILOT

PECK'S BAD BOY

(FIRST NATIONAL)

(LESSER PRODUCTION)

great box office picture.

It is

de-

human,

has a clever
comedy relief and an unusual
stampede thrill. King Vidor has
made of Ralph Connor's novel his
lightfully

cinema creation.

finest

"The Sky

Pilot," First National has
about the best outdoor picture that has
been released in many a day.
It is a
splendid piece of genuine entertainment
that will please any audience because
of its cleanliness, its naturalness and real

In

dramatic

thrills.

Ralph Connor's novel of the Canadian
cattle country has received sympathetic
treatment at the hands of Director King
Vidor. w ho has produced a money-making success, that is proof against the
attacks of the most obtuse censors.

The story is that of a righting parson,
Sky Pilot," who makes a place for

This

is

a genuinely delightful pic-

which Jackie Coogan
again follows the high standard
of screen charm and acting shown
in "The Kid." The familiar story
has been worked into a thoroughly acceptable offering which
affords much humor with a touch
ture

in

of melodrama.
The titles by
Irvin S. Cobb are a notable asset
of the picture.
Jackie Coogan's

"Peck's Bad Boy" comes very
near being one hundred per cent
entertainment for young and old.
There is little more than a suggestion
of the original story of "Peck's Bad
Boy" in this picture presented by the
Irving Lesser Productions, but even that
has proved sufficient for the building of an entertaining narrative which
little

"the

himself

and

his

religion

in

a

lawless

by his fists and
then by his faith. John Bowers, in the
role of "The Sky Pilot," David Butler,
as the ranch foreman, and Colleen Moore
as Gwen, enact three characterizations
town,

cattle

first

are
notable for
their
realism.
big punch in the picture is the cattle
stampede in which "the Sky Pilot"
stands over the prostrate body of Gwen
and protects her while the infuriated
herd passes over them. This is one of
the most effective thrills that has ever
been screened.
It alone would be sufficient to put the picture over, but besides this Air. Vidor has injected several
other dramatic thrills that bring the picture to a splendid climax.
The work of
the entire cast is very good and the phothat

affords Jackie

Coogan an opportunity

to,

repeat his triumph in "The Kid." He is
the same
romping, rogueish, lovable
youngster, only this time he has the
picture just about all to himself.
In incident and story Sam Wood, the
director, has accomplished a very satisfactory task.
Mr. Wood has provided
ample opportunities for this juvenile
marvel to delight and intrigue the interest of all classes of people.
And little
Coogan has made every one of these
opportunities register.
This little fellow is not the usual child actor who

merely walks through his work; he really
acts and his acting in many instances
cannot help but be long remembered by
the theatre-going public.

A

conspicuous appeal of the picture is
found in the titles which are the
work of the celebrated humorist. Irvin
S. Cobb.
Many of the titles are certain
to be

lausrh -provokers.

The

trade exhibition of the picto a selected group which
'"ncluded the members of the First National Exhibitors Circuit at the West
Baden Springs hotel last week.
The
reception on the part of this critical
ture

initial

was given

audience was unmistakablv enthusiastic.
Jackie Coogan in "Peck's Bad Boy"
stands out as a picture of really universal
appeal and one which the radical reformIt
ers can view without consolation.
offers bright promise of being one of
the
day.
the most nopular pictures of
As far as little Coogan is concerned it
might almost be considered as a sequel
to "The Kid." which is something that
will be a factor in its popularity.

The

LOUISE GLAUM IX
I

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)

An

expensively produced sex story
with trite situations. Will doubtless please Glaum fans, but does
not impress because of obvious
storv and mechanical direction.
A J. Parker Read, Jr., Production bv Bradley King, directed by
Jack Nelson.

tography is exceptionally good.
The ending is one of the cleverest bits
of directorial imagination that has been
done.
In it Vidor has taken the curse
of sameness off screen weddings.
The picture deserves elaborate exploitation and it should be found to be one
of the most lucrative audience pictures
cn the market. King Vidor is to be complimented for making a real box-office

GREAT LIFE— IF

The camera man who filmed

this

ex-

Northland braved 40
degrees below zero temperature to get
a series of interesting and artistic flashes
of life in the frozen extremity of Canada. His work is embellished by careful
editing and well-written subtitles, which
lend

a

into

the

personal touch

to

the

is

no surplus footage.

It

should please.

is

not a

has taken her.

Three scenes from "The Sky Pilot" directed by
King Vidor.
(First National.)

patronage

world from which her married life
At a party she is made
the pawn of circumstances and thinks
herself the guilty agent in the murder
of a man-about-town who has become
enamored of her. not knowing that she
A crook is aris
a married woman.
girl

pictures.

The picturesque equipment of the Hudson's Bay Company add interest.
There

Guilty"

engender new
neighborhood house.

(EDUCATIONAL)
cursion

Am

feature that
in
the
However, to those
who prefer sex drama it will prove engrossing entertainment. It is not a picture for young children, but it is by no
means as torrid as the majority of the
recent features of the same classificaThe production will draw in protion.
portion to the local popularity of Miss
Glaum and the amount expended by the
theatre in exploiting the picture and its
box-office title.
The story is that of a woman who
through neglect of her husband permits
herself one last fling in the hectic show"I
will

hit.

ITS A

AM GUILTY
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ELSIE FERGUSON IN

UNCHARTED SEAS

SACRED AND
PROFANE LOVE

A romance
adapted

of

the

from a

Fleming

frozen North
story by John

Wilson.

Familiar

tri-

Makes poor vehicle
Metro star. Wesley Ruggles

angle

plot.

for
directed.

A
tale

very

disappointing

of three

villainous

and unoriginal

people, a devoted wife, a

husband and a gallant young

man. The story lacks coherency, is long
drawn out and the dramatic scenes are
vague and uncon vincfng.
Especially is
this true where the drunken husband
brings three cabaret women of his acquaintance to his home and demands

meet them and again when
he is at her bedroom door she telephones
her friend and former lover to come to
her assistance, which he does and makes
that his wife

Lake and Rudolph Valentino in a scene
Irom "Uncharted Seas" (Metro)

rested for the crime and later is tried
for the murder.
She, knowing that he
is innocent, takes the blame, but at the
finish it develops that another woman
shot the man and that the heroine is
innocent.
Mahlon Hamilton appears in the role
in support of the star.
The acting honors 'go to Miss Glaum, Joseph Kilgour,
Claire DuBrcy, Ruth Stonehousc and
May Hopkins, all of whom are verygood in their respective roles.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

the husband apologize.
Underwood, the friend, an Arctic explorer, is very well played by Rudolph
Valentino, the hero of "The Four Horsemen," while the role of the husband is
in the hands of Carl Gerard.
The feature is in six reels with considerable

footage devoted to snow stuff showing
Underwood and Mrs. Eastman "mushing back" to civilization, after their boat
has sunk.
When she can no longer bear the
abuse of her drunken husband Lucretia
Eastman, turns to Frank Underwood,
who has long loved her and has promised to come to her whenever she needs
his help.
Urging her husband to bea man and do something worth
while, she goes with him to the North
seas in search of a treasure ship.
Eastman, however, becomes panic stricken

come

IN

THE MIRACLE
OF MANHATTAN
(SELZNICK)
Popular player in story of New
York's East side. Matt Moore
and capable cast in support. Directed by George Archainbaud
from a story by Bradley King.

1921

7,

ALICE LAKE IN

(METRO)

Alice

May,

and turns back, while she goes on with
Underwood also on the same mission
in his own ship.
The two fight against
temptation and win, and when their ship
is destroyed in the ice they set out for
civilization with a dog team and arc
saved by a government cruiser.

(PARAMOUNT)

A

splendid array of names in an un-

convincing vehicle. Miss Ferguson
suffers from poor photography
and stilted direction.
Conrad
Nagel excellent in his depiction
Picture does not
of virtuoso.
impress.
This William D. Taylor Production of
Arnold Bennett's stage play, in which
Miss Ferguson appeared in New York
last year, is an unfortunate example of
the fact that it is necessary to have some-

names

thing beside

in

making meritor-

Besides the three names
above, the picture displays Conrad Nagel,
Thomas Holding and Winifrefl Greenious features.

wood, an unusually
not be blamed for
so

is

cast,

failing

to

who
lift

higher classification.

story into a
direction

fine

canthis

The

uneven that the strongest

dramatic situations of the play do not
impress one as they should.
The picture will undoubtedly draw because of Elsie Ferguson's popularity, but
is a feature that will not satisfy the
it
majority, especially in view of the fact that
Miss Ferguson has been seen in features
that were much better in construction
and entertainment interest.

The

enacts the part of Carlotta
in love with the world
famous exponent of Chopin's art, Emilio
Diaz. He wins her love and then passes
Years later, after she
out of her life.
has become a celebrated novelist, she
The years have
again runs into Diaz.
made of him a drunken sot, who has
musical
genius.
God-given
his
lost
Through the loving care of his old flame
he is restored to manhood and to her
arms.
Peel,

-.tar

who

falls

"Sacred and Profane Love"
cause of the
will

not

will, bestar, retain the interest, but

make

a lasting impression.

This Select picture is not up to the
standard set by Selznick productions.
Bradley King's story is somewhat improbable and it does not give Miss Hammerstein sufficient opportunity to display her histrionic ability.
Miss Hammerstein has the role of a
society maiden who changes places with
a street waif and finds life a series of
hard knocks until she meets with success as a cabaret singer.
Matt Moore
appears in support, but his work is not
convincing, as he neither looks nor acts
the part of a Bowery thug.
the cast are Ellen Cassity,

Others

in

Nora Reed.

Warner Greene, Lenora Ottinger and
Tack Raymond.
The ball room scenes
and interior of the tough dance hall
showed care and intelligence in presentation.

Evelyn

Whitney,

society

debutante,

finds a girl, Mary Malone, on the point
of starvation in the kitchen of her home
and makes a wager that she can start
from the same position and maintain
herself without stealing for two months.
She finds it difficult to get and keep a
job but finally finds work as a cabaret
singer.
romance springs up between
her and an ex-gangster and after several trying experiences in which a jealous woman attempts to kill her. she
settles down to a new routine of life,
with the ex-gangster.

A

Elaine Hammerstein in a scene from "The Miracle of Manhattan"

(Selznick)
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WILLIAM FARNUM IN

GREATEST

HIS

SACRIFICE
(FOX)
Mildly interesting story of domestic
misunderstanding. Has dramatic
finish

and

Directed by

some heart interest.
J. Gordon Edwards.

William Farnum

is

from convinc-

far

ing in "His Greatest Sacrifice," the story

whose wife runs away

of an author,

become

to

great concert singer and
leaves him to languish in jail after he
has shot her business agent.
He has
had many better vehicles than this albeit
he does some fine emotional work in the
a

scenes.

final

The theme
moves along

an old one and the story
sluggish pace for many
scenes, wherein the grief stricken author
seen mourning over the absence of
is
his wife, a part hardly in keeping with a

man

of

is

at a

Farnum's

build.

Alice Hall, wife of Richard Hall, a
successful author, seeks the plaudits of
the public as a vocalist and when she is
offered a contract to appear abroad, she
leaves against her husband's wishes. He
finds her in an apartment with her agent
and friend and in his jealous rage, Hall
After
shoots and kills the other man.

twenty years imprisonment, he is released and accidentally comes to the
home of his daughter, where he recognizes a portrait of his mother. He discloses his identity when his grandson
pleads for him to come and live with
The picture has no relieving
them.

humorous touches.
pears opposite

Alice

Farnum

in his latest

Fox

of which is stolen by an Indian.
cast includes Charles Mason', J.
Morris Foster, Joseph Girard, Hope Lor-

half

The

ing and

Lon

as Alice

Hall.

Eight Units Working

At the Lasky Plant

(ARROW)

George Melford Producing a
Novel From the Pen

Interesting and fast-moving Western tale with many excellent long
Morrison is right at home
shots.
in the saddle and has a winning
personality. Directed by Charles

Business optimism in the motion picture industry is reflected in the stress of

Bartlett.

Five

reels.

THE BLUE FOX
(ARROW)
The

first

three episodes of

of

activity at the
companies are

Oppenheim
Lasky

"The Blue

Fox." in which Ann Little is starred,
promise much for the succeeding chapters.
There is a logical and coherent
story back of it and Ben Wilson, who
directed it, has injected enough thrills
and suspense into the first part to satisfy the most blase serial fan.
It starts out with a tragedy enacted
fifteen years previous to the story's later
-

studio,

engaged

mount productions

For audiences that like thrills, horsemanship and the usual fights associated
with Western stories, we can think of
no more interesting story than Arrow's
latest offering "Headin' North."
This tale of a cowboy's love affair
which is thwarted when his sweetheart,
a ranchman's daughter, runs off with
another man, holds your attention every
foot of the way.
It is a typical western
story, with Pete Morrison, Jack Waters
and Gladys Cooper giving very satisfactory performances in the principal roles.
The camera work is especially good in
catching the thrilling incidents and there
are many beautiful long shots.

to

where eight

work on Parabe issued during

in

the ensuing year.

George Melford is producing E. PhilOppenheim's novel of mystery and
intrigue,
"The Great Impersonation."
James Kirkwood is featured and Ann
lips

Forrest plays the leading feminine role,
the adaptation being the work of Monte
M. Katterjohn. Ernest Traxler is assistant

director.

Clayton Film Progresses
William D. Taylor is making progress
with his production in which Ethel Clayton is to star, adapted by Julia Crawford
Ivers, from "The Lifted Veil," a play
by Henry Arthur Jones.
Cecil B. DeMille is busily engaged
upon the opening scenes of his new
Paramount production which was sug-

by Leonard Merrick's
gested
The
"Laurels and the Lady."
of the production are as yet vague. The
cast includes Dorothy Dalton Conrad
Nagel, Mildred Harris, Theodore Kosloff
story,
details

and others.
William DeMille

James Cruze, who is directing Roscoe
(Fatty) Arbuckle in his new Paramount
picture "Gasoline Gus," adapted by Wal-

The

ter

around an emblem

Pattullo, made a number of amusing
scenes in a small town theatre which he
located after making several excursions

nearby places.

Wood

from two

directing Gloria Swanson
her first Paramount star picture.
Elinor Glyn's "The Great Moment,"
adapted by Monte M. Katterjohn, has
almost reached the concluding scenes
of what promises to be a dramatic and
in

beautiful offering.

Frank Urson has been making interior
scenes for the opening of "The Hell Diggers," Byron Morgan's story for Paramount which he also scenarized. Wallace
Reid is the star and Lois Wilson is
leading woman.
Considerable time has been spent at
the Lasky studio in the sets representing
'The Paper Lantern," a gambling den and
cafe in Shanghai for Betty Compson's

Paramount

first

End

of the

star

World."

"At the
an adapta-

picture.

This

is

tion by Edfrid Bingham of the European
play by Ernest Klein and Penrhyn Stanlaws is the director.

Latest Hawley Picture
Directed by Stanlaws
Much

speculation has been occasioned
the director of "The Outside
Woman," Realart's latest Wanda Hawley comedy-drama, which appeared without the director's name on the credit
as

to

title.

The omission resulted in numerous inquiries at the Realart offices from those

who remarked on

the smoothness of the
and the skill with which the
production was handled and requested
From several arthe director's name.
direction

in California papers, it is learned
that Penrhyn Stanlaws, the noted artist,
directed "The Outside Woman." He now
is devoting all of his time and talent to
motion picture direction.
ticles

in consultation
is
with Rita Weiman concerning her story
which she is writing for his next proThe title and
duction for Paramount.
other details are as yet unannounced.
Filming Nearly Complete

incidents and then brings it up to date
with airplane rescues, thrilling horsemanship and a massive ball room scene.

story revolves

"His Greatest Sacrifice"

Sam Wood,

in

NORTH

feature,

to

Seefield.

Fleming ap-

PETE MORRISON

HEADIN'

William Farnum

stories

by George

Plans to Enlarge House

ONTONAGON, MICH.— J.

Clark
J.
planning to enlarge his theatre, the
Rex.
is

——

—
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Publishers Will Aid
In "Zane

Hodkinson Has
In Curtis

New
The

first

gun

publishers

Vitagraph Building Big
Lake for Special Film

Grey Week"
Strong Ally

Company

A great engineering feat is being
accomplished for Vitagraph's forth-

for

coming special production, "The
Son of Wallingford," which George
Randolph Chester is directing on
the West Coast.
A huge dam is

Production
in the big,

tie-up

which

three-cornered
will

result

in

such a flood of publicity for the Hodpictures will be
fired on the second of June, when on
that date is issued The Country Gentleman
magazine which is to carry the first instalment of Zane Grey's newest story "To the
Last Man."
The opening of this great
serial story forms the basis of the entire
campaign.
Publishers to Co-operate
The Curtis Publishing Company, publisher of The Saturday Evening Post, The
Ladies' Home Journal and The Country
Gentleman are co-operating with Harper
Bros, and Grossett & Dunlap in the

kinson-Hampton-Grey

exploitation
of
"Zane Grey
Week," June 2 to 9, and nothing will
left undone to make this week one
of the most memorable events in both
the literary and the picture worlds.
Every conceivable aid which will assist
the booksellers and the newsdealers in

This doughnut has a
"Here, waitress.
I'll bet the
tack in it." "Well, I declare!
ambitious little thing thinks it is a flivver

being constructed to create a vast
inland lake of one of the bays of
the Pacific Ocean at Balboa, Cal.,
fifty miles down the coast from
Venice and Santa Monica.

Youngstoivn Telegram.

tire."

*

understand you had quite a blow-out
"Yes, and dammit
at the Club last night."
The AutoI had two more driving home."
"I

For three weeks a gang of men
under
the
Vitagraph technical
chiefs have been building the dam,
for which permission was granted
by the United States Geological
Survey
commissioners.
Several
more weeks will be required, it is
believed, to fence in the huge body
of water entirely.
The complete

mobilist.

*

Golddigger— "You treat me just
Reggie Roadeater— "What
like your auto."
do you mean dearie?" Gertie Golddigger—
"You tire me so much." Rutgers.
Gertie

*

hear you had a puncture this morn"Yes, I ran over a milk bottle."
ing?"
"Didn't you see it in time?" "No, the kid
had it under his coat." Awgvuan (Nebraska

job will give the company a perabout twenty-four
fect
lake of
square miles.

"I

national

Una:)
*

be

their co-operation has been prepared and
will be furnished them, ami the theatre
owners who during that week play a
Zane Grey Picture are going to reap
to the fullest extent the benefit of as
colossal an advertising and exploitation
campaign as has ever been put into eftect.
For he is tying up with a nationwide campaign which is designed to

reach every

home and which must

in-

evitably create ready-made audiences for

every Zane Grey picture.

May Reach
One

of the most interesting features of
will be the appearance in

campaign
The Saturday

the

50,000,000

Post and The
Ladies' Home Journal of a 4-page advertising insert in which will be included the
first installment of "To the Last Man."

Evening

Through

these two media alone, and taking
into consideration the circulation of The
Country Gentleman, it is estimated that the
news of "Zane Grey Week" will be carried to fully fifty million people.

During "Zane Grey Week" the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation will publish
"The Man of the Forest," Benj. B.
Hampton's newest picture production
made from a Zane Grey story. Behind
it there will be a special advertising and
exploitation

campaign.

nothing but trouble all the
way four punctures and two blowouts."
Cornell
journey."
tiresome
a
"Quite,

Herman Robbins, general sales manager of the Fox Film Corporation, held
an important sales conference in Chicago
April 14 and 15, at which were present
manager;
Eckhardt,
Chicago
Clyde
George McKean, St. Louis; Max Weisfeldt,
Minneapolis; C. E. Penrod, Indianapolis, and Sidney Meyer, Omaha.

*

Mr. Robbins and the visiting managers
took the opportunity to inspect the new
Chicago exchange.
"I've got the finest office in the country except one," Mr. Weisfeldt of Minneapolis said to Mr. Eckhardt; "that one
is your office."

Codd

&

Angell Lease
Riviera, Niles, Mich.

— Juanita

&

April 26.— Codd
Angell, proprietors of the Strand theatre,
have leased the new Riviera.
Robert
Codd will be resident manager of the
consolidated houses. The company opcrates theatres in Niles, Adrian, Owosso

and

Buchanan.

Films, Inc. plant at Tampa, of which
State Exhibitors League. Right

W.

E.

— The

had

—

;

Widow.
Speaking
say which

automobile
Magazine.

of blow -outs— it's difficult to
the more to be avoided an
or a church social!—//
tire

—

is

I'm just
"No.
"Had a puncture?"
changing the air in the tires. The old air's
worn out."— American Tribune (Dubuque,
la.)
to a
the stocking, "I've had a blow-out!"
—Motor Life.

"Look mother," wailed Ned, pointing

hole

in

*

"Oscar has gone

in for social affairs since

getting his auto.

"Is that so?"

had two blow-outs
ing World.

last

week."— .V.

"Yes, he
Y.

Even-

Rhodes Buys Lincoln

From George Senger

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NILES, MICH.,

SNAPPED BY "EXHIBITORS HERALD'S"

Left

"We

Robbins Holds Sales
Meeting in Chicago

MISHAWAKA,

IND., April 26.—
Senger has sold the Lincoln
Ezra Rhodes, owner of a
theatre
chain of theatres in South Bend and ElkMr. Senger will continue to operhart.
ate the Century theatre as a vaudeville
and picture house.

George

CAMERA

—

IN

L.
to

FLORIDA

Sawyer is president. Centre G. V. Cooley, president of the Florida
Strand theatre, at Tampa, owned by G. V. Cooley.
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Jackie Coogan robs the refrigerator for his midnight lunch.
Star of "Peck's Bad Boy" in a scene from the Irving

Lesser production.

Dana

sets a new style in overalls in her
Stuff," adapted from the Frank
Johnston story, by Metro.

Viola

"Home

Eileen Sedgwick attires herself in the garb of a toreador to
greet Eddie Polo, upon his return from Cuba. The Universal serial star's daughter, Malveen Polo, who appears
in "Foolish Wives," stands back of her father.

new

picture,

Dazey-Agnes

Marion Davies, the Cosmopolitan Productions star, in a scene
from "Buried Treasure," in which she has a dual role.
Here she is seen as a Spanish girl.
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gather on the side lines whenever Charlie Chaplin appears in Hollywood, frequently necessitating a call for the
He is shown here making a scene for "Vanity Fair," his next Associated First National comedy.

police reserves.

Christie's

Twenty-Fourth

Comedy

With

the Procession in
By

for Educational

Educational Film Exchanges,

Inc., anrelease its twentyfourth two-reel Christie comedy on May
22, just ten months after the opening of

Los Angeles

nounces that

E. A. B.

it

will

its first offices.
This will be "Southern
Exposure," a farce built around efforts
to deceive a rich uncle as to the wealth
of a young couple, and featuring Neal

Burns and Vera Steadman.

Hazel Daly has been
opposite Tom Moore in his
vehicle "Beating the

current

to

play

Goldwyn

Game."
*

*

selected

*

Frank Lloyd and his company including
Phoebe Hunt, Jack Holt and others has
gone to Big Bear to film scenes for "The
Grim Comedian" a Goldwyn feature.
*

*

*

Harry Myers has

just completed a very
artistic dog house for the pup recently presented to him by Bebe Daniels whose lead-

ing

man

he was

in

"The March Hare."

It

is
so complete in every respect that real
estate agents in Hollywood have had many
inquiries from househunters regarding the
rent.

Frank O'Connor

directing "Everything For Sale" for Realart. May McAvoy
is to be the star.
Others in the cast are
is

Kathlyn
Williams,
Edward Sutherland,
Betty Schade and Richard Tucker.
*

M

*

*

Miles Minter has completed
"Moonlight and Honeysuckle" for Realart.
This is the George Scarborough play in
which Ruth Chatterton was starred on
Broadway. Joseph Hanaberry directed.
\ky

*

*

Bruce Leaves on Trip
Robert C. Bruce, who has been producing Scenics Beautiful for Educational
Films Corporation for more than six
years, has started from his western camp
on an expedition which will occupy the
entire summer and a portion of the fall,
according to word received at the home
office.

*

Stars in Two-Reeler

Neal Hart's next Pinnacle production
"Black Sheep" directed
Hurst and Louis Chaudet.

will

Paul

"The Policeman and the Baby," made

four years the entire

from the story by Clarence L. Cullen, is
announced as the first of the de luxe
dramas in two reels produced by the Selig

be

*

For the

first

time

*
in

by

*

Walsh family have united in one picture.
At that time R. A. Walsh directed "The
Honor System" and both Miriam Cooper,
wife, and George Walsh, his brother,
R. A. Walsh is now proin the cast.
ducing a Spanish drama for Associated
National Pictures Inc., in which
First
George and Miss Cooper appear. The picture has not been named as yet.
his

Polyscope

Company

for Educational Ex-

Desmond, Wallace
Beery and Elinor Fair have the leading

changes.

William

roles.

were

*

Henry King

*

*

directing Pauline FredWork is berick in "The Greater Love."
ing rushed so that Mr. King may make a
three-week's trip to New York on business.

Ziegler Sells

H.
ILL.— E.
Ziegler has sold the Harriet theatre here
to Bob Cluster of Benton, 111.

is

*

*

*

Louis Mayer has completed plans for
filming "The Wandering Jew" which will
also be produced on the stage this fall by
David Belasco.
*

*

Managers, Attention!
High class Orchestra Conductor now directing in
one of the largest Photoplay Theatres in'IUinois
would like to connect with large concern, prefer^
ably on the West Coast. This is a first class manf
genial and artistic conductor and synchronizer o
photo drama with splendid repertoire and can
furnish all kinds of press notes and references,
nothing but large Theatres and Orchestras considered with salary in accordance. Address Exhibitors Herald. A-100, Chicago.

*

Marion Fairfax has become a successful
producer, bringing the number of women
producers up to two.

WESTERN NEGATIVE FOR SALE
Five

reels—

real Indians,

Robert Gordon and Virginia Lee in a scene from
"If Women Only Knew*' a new Robertson-Cole
picture.

Plans Nebraska Playhouse
JOHNSON, NEB.— Ollie Wallen will
start a

House

PINCKNEYVILLE,

motion picture theatre here soon.

of the U. S.

(World Rights)
Made in Montana with
Cowboys, etc. Made by special permission
Just completed

—

Government. Contains plenty
For details, etc. address

of action.

HARRY WEISS
CHICAGO, ILL.

25 East Seventh Street

—
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

u

Lt

a co-operative aervice

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and

TELL US

every week what the picture

Address "What Tbe

did for the other fellow, thereby getting tbe only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Associated Producers

—

Lying Lips, a Thos. H. Ince producPlayed one day to a large busi-

tion.

—

Playing return date next week.
ness.
Wonderful picture. J. A. Cole, Majestic
theatre.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Big picture. Big

—

— A.

P. Schaefer,

Ironton,
ronage.
atre,

Mo.

Academy

— Neighborhood

thepat-

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince producThe biggest thing we have had
Will stand any kind
in a long time.

tion.

—

——

Erie theatre,
Pierce,
of publicity. J.
Small town patronage.
Antlers, Okla.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. This is a fine

—

It's a true to Indian life story,
picture.
and at times gruesome but follows the
book. Is well acted and in all a splenWoltz, Star theatre.
did picture.
Lake City, la. General patronage.

—W. W.
—

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince production.
Best picture I have had in
Patrons were all pleased.
some time.

—

Drew

— C.

face of strong opposition.
Carter, Lyric theatre, Gaines-

fine

L.

ville.

Fla.

in

— Neighborhood

patronage.

First National
Mamma's Affair, with Constance Talmadge.

— Promise

your patrons someConstance at her best.
Norma. Quite an im-

thing different.

More

like

—

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
This picture should cause everyone
engaged in the industry to pause and do
a little concentrated thinking if possible.
Here is a little freckled faced, 13
year old actor, who plays "himself," or
just plain boy. with a naturalness and
charm that pleased more people and
drew greater patronage than all the
problem, bedroom, and eternal triangle
plays with which we have been surfeited
the past year or two. A picture of this
kind will enable the exhibitors of the
country to hold up their heads as the
audience passes out, and not feel ashamed
My sincere thinks to
of their business.
Marshall Neilan who gave us a good,
clean story filled with fun and mother
love without finding it necessary to introduce any forbidden fruit, slightly
over-ripe, or vampettes with feet of clay.
The sex-o-phone is playing its last tune
I am glad, and my patrons
in pictures.
E. E. Sprague.
tell me they are too.
Lyric theatre, Goodland, Kans.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
A fine picture, but Charlie does not draw
Pfeiffer Bros..
for us like he used to.

— Fla. — Neighborhood —

Meade,

Ft.

patronage.

business.

Patrons objected
ture to no business.
to picture on account of title. A. H.
McCarty, Mildred theatre, Barnesville,
Ga. Neighborhood patronage.

sister

—

—

—

|

Ten Plays

My

—

WHAT WOMEN

—

1.

to all the reoprts in "What
Brother Buswell
ture Did for Me."
hit the nail on the head when he said
this was a "class B picture but a
moneymaker." The wonderful diving and swimming stunts of the star
make this worth booking.
charged 40 and 20 cents. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

the Pic-

2.
3.

4.
5.

We

6.
7.

Man-Woman-Marriage, an Allen Holwomen were
ubar
production. The
highly pleased with it. The men's opinions varied.
It is a safe bet at the box

—

— G.

atre.

8.

9.

—

Devil's Garden, with Lionel BarWonderful acting on the part
spicy,
little
of Lionel Barrymore.
but well liked by the majority of patrons.
Patertheatre,
C. C. Dooley, Garden
General patronage.
son, N. J.

The

rymore.

—

—

A

—

Passion, with Pola Negri.

— Good

pic-

Patrons
Liked Best

—

age.

Twin

Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
Not being able to find any
exhibitors' report on this one I booked
it and packed them in first day. No busiPleased only about
ness second day.
They are
30 per cent of my patrons.
They expected
kicking about it.
still
musical
of
another
case
too much. It's
comedy not going over in pictures. If
you have to play it don't advertise it
too strong, and don't boost it as a big

DeHaven.

—

Any one of the two reel Educational comedies has more laughs than
It may go over in
this six reel subject.
the cities but no good for the small
towns. Albert Metzger, Fairy theatre,
comedy.

—

Knox, Ind.

—Small town

patronage.

DON'T EVER MARRY,
shall Neilan production.

—

a

It is

Marup to

the exhibitor through exploitation to
get them in the first night. From then
on it is up to the picture you are
showing to get results. Book DON'T
MARRY. Class will tell.—

EVER

Pfeiffer
ton, O.

Bros.,

Weeks,

Opera House, KenConstance

with

Tal-

of
— Connie always pleases
patrons. — George E. Taylor, Idle
Neighborall

theatre.

Dunlap,

la—

hood patronage.

|

Male and Female.
Dangerous Days.
The Copperhead.
Scratch My Back.
Huckleberrv Finn.
The Miracle Man.

Forty-Five Minutes from Broadway.
Exceptionally fine picture. Clean humor.
A melodrama of merit. Pleased a full
house.

— Reming

atre,

Brackettville,

&

Mcintosh, Star theTex. Neighborhood

—

and cantonment patronage.
The Master Mind, with Lionel BarryBusiness
more. An excellent picture.
fair.— A. H. McCarty. Mildred theatre.
Barnesville, Ga. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

The Master Mind, with Lionel BarryGood picture and good star.

more.

Everywoman.
The Revenge of Tar-

F.

—

C.

Burr

&

Lancaster, Wis.

Son.

Orpheum

— Neighborhood

theatre.

patron-

age.

Daddy Long

The Perfect Woman, with Constance
Constance sure making real
pictures. Patrons ask for more of them.
R. A. Batts. Grand theatre. Carring-

Legs.

|
1
|

you haven't already, be sure and

|

play these

|

Let's

The Kid, with

—

—

Hour

Minutes from
Broadway.
"Daddy Long Legs" and "The
Miracle Man" far in the lead. If
10.

patronage.
Charlie Chaplin.— Put
on two days to an absolute record business.
One of the best pictures of the
Never had
year.
Patrons all pleased.
a kick— E. C. Bennett, Temple theatre.
patronage.
Ocala, Fla. Neighborhood

—

my

zan.

Wingreene, Eltinge theBismarck. N. D. Neighborhood
E.

— Neighbor-

In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan Dwan
production. A very strong heart interest picture.
Drew fine and patrons all
pleased.
C. H. Carney, Dixie theatre,
Marianna, Fla. Neighborhood patron-

Two

—

office.

O.

madge.

provement over previous releases. V\ e
would like more on this order. Heinsohn & Westherry, Sylvia theatre, SylNeighborhood patronage.
vester. Ga.
LOVE, with
Annette Kellerman. This ran true

—

Opera House, Kenton,
hood patronage.

Talmadge.

45

—
j

\

tzvo.

hear from another exhibitor!

§

H. A. Wishard,

Wishard Theatre,
Bloomfield, la.

|
|

—
—

Small town patronage.
N. D
In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan Dwan
production. The picture is from the
story by William Allen White, which
story no doubt is based on the old German legend of the "Lorelie," the siren
who stood on the rocks in the Rhine
river and with her songs lured the sailors
Anna Q. Nilsson played
to destruction.
the character of the "Lorelie" to perfection and adapted it to everyday life.
After viewing the picture some claimed
it to be risque and immoral, notwith-

ton,

j

—

—

—
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standing it pointed a very strong moral
and taught a very fine lesson. The second morning I tacked the following card
on my lobby display, "Some of our citi-

zens

—

who saw

picture last night
as risque and immoral.
If this is true you better not
come and see it tonight." Result, increased business second night.
Personally I don't like the story as a basis for
a picture, but it was handled delicately
and I think it will get over with tinaverage audience. I would recommend it
as good entertainment. J. C. Jenkins.
Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.
this

have condemned

my

sure business getters.
beautiful scenes.
George E. Tay-

Some

Hour

Idle

lor,

Anita and Constance

all.

Talmadge are

—

Dunlap,

theatre,

la.

Neighborhood patronage.

References, with Constance Tal-

Fox

—

Wing Toy,

with Shirley Mason. Very
Shirley always pleases and has
a good following here.
George E. Tay-

good.

—

Hour

Idle

lor,

•

Dunlap,

theatre,

la.

—A

Buck Jones.
A good clean
good. James A.

Trail, with
full of life.

picture

—A

dandy program picture and

majority.

Don't be afraid of
Johnson,
Mystic theatre,
Marmath, N. D.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
This one is padded. Just a fair program picture. Should be five reels. Patrons grew
weary waiting for some
action.
C. H. Carney, Dixie theatre,
Marianna, Fla. Neighborhood patron-

—

W.

—

—

Western.
Buck is
York, Auditorium theatre, Monroeville,
Ala
Neighborhood patronage.

—

age.

The

Neighborhood patronage.

The One Man

Lovely.
pleased
itG.

1921

7,

—

it

—

Good

Pleased

A-l.

May,

Scuttlers, with William Farnum.
up to Farnum's standard.
No

— Not

action.
Like Farnum in Westerns. Just
got by.— A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arl-

ington,
— Constance seems to improve
From Now On, with George Walsh.
—
Patrons delighted with
each picture.
— A good Walsh picture, but a
The One Man Trail, with Buck Jones.
this one. — C. F. Hancock, Lyric theatre,
much crook
— R. O. Rhoades,
— Book this without hesitation you too
Stuart, Fla. — Small town patronage.
Orpheum theatre, Converse, Ind —
want a show chock
of action and
Dinty, a Marshall Ncilan production.
Small town patronage.
Buck proves a wonder. — L. Hirsh,
— Went over big. Harold Lloyd Get pep.
Three Gold Coins, with Tom MixForest theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Out and Get Under with
Oh Boy! New
Mix
Neighborhood patronage.
sure some puller for us.
a
This was some show. — Peter Krauth,
relief to get away from tootsie-wootsie.
SUNSET SPRAGUE, with Buck
Opera House, Denison,
— Neighborlove-sick society
Tom
the
Jones. — Buck
not

madge.

in

la.

little

stuff.

if

full

in

this.

is

It's

la.

Jones

hood patronage.

He

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
De Haven. — Another big hit for First
National. This comedy drama did wonders for the blues. Book it by all means.
A. Batts, Grand theatre, CarringSmall town patronage.
ton, N. D.
Nomads of the North, with a special

— R.

—

— A wonderful picture. Boost to
You won't go wrong on this
one. — Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison,
— Neighborhood patronage.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production. — A picture out of the ordincast.
the limit.

it

la.

Long drawn out and dragged. Perary.
sonally thought it poor, but patrons said
C. F. Hancock. Lyric
it was very good.
Small town pattheatre. Stuart, Fla.

—

—

The Beauty Market, with (Catherine
MacDonald. Fairly good program pic-

—

ture.

Business

— Tom

on

this one.
theatre, Iola, Kans.

off

me.

for

— R.

theatre.

O.
Con-

verse, Ind.

Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.
Give us more like this. Our patrons
s'mply ate this up.
Great picture and
star fine.
Paul L. Shew, Wonderland
theatre, Clinton, Ind.
General patron-

—

—

—

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
This is a good one.
Book and boost
and the picture will do the rest.
Lots
of action.
Grcenhaw Bros., Strand the-

—

atre,

Leslie,

Ark.

— Small

town

patron-

age.

From Now On,
as

of this picture

title

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart. Same as all of Anita's pictures.

ronage.

just as poor

is

to be.
reels of nothing.

give

work on?

Walsh

— Pfeiffer

House. Kenton, O.

The

George Walsh.

show proved

the

just seven

they

with

Little

stuff.

when

real

is

comes to stunts.
Gold Coins is a plumb good one.
and boost it strong. McClure &
ner, Comique theatre, Jamesport,
Neighborhood patronage.
article

Three

it

Book

—

Prairie Trails,

good
in

— R.

Verona,

atre,

Tom

with

Drew

picture.
this one.

Navary,

Pa.

Mix.

Mix

well.

Faulk-

Mo.

— Very
good

is

Liberty

thepat-

— Neighborhood

ronage.

age.

Magruder. Elite
Neighborhood patronage.

—

comer.

Always draws

Orpheum

Rhoades,

The

ronage.

crowd

good

a

a

is

already there.

is

better
Bros.,

There was

Why

don't
to
pictures

Grand Opera

— Neighborhood

pat-

Grey Mouse, with Louise

JUST BEFORE THE PIE SLIPPED

Know Your Men,

with Pearl White.

Just a program
picture.
Star no
—
drawing card here. — Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison,
— Neighborhood
la.

patronage.

The Mountain Woman, with Pearl
White. Fair picture to poor business
on account of star not having any drawOpera
Pfeiffer
ing
power.
Bros.,
House, Kenton, O. Neighborhood patronage.
Flame of Youth, with Shirley Mason.
Seemed rather heavy stuff for MaPeople like her better in light
son.

—

—

—

—

—

parts.
Fair only.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee. Ark. Small town
patronage.
The White Moll, with Pearl White.
The poorest picture I ever ran for a

—

—

Lost money on it. Not worth
William Haight,
in
prices.

special.
raise

—

a

Orpheum

Livingston, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. Story
Patrons not well pleased. H. E.
poor.
theatre,

—
—

Murray. Murray theatre, DeFuniak,

Fla.

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Little Wanderer, with Shirley
Mason. — Don't be afraid of this one as
you can't go wrong. Should please the
most critical audience. — R. E. Pullen,

—Neighbor-

Best theatre. Foreman, Ark.
hood patronage.

Partners of .Fate, with Louise Lovely.

— Average program picture. — George E.
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Were King, with William Farnum.
seem be— Flopped here. Fox —supers
low program standard. Paul L. Shew,
la.

If I

Wonderland

Ind.—

Clinton,

theatre,

General patronage.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
This is an interesting picture, but
such scenes as where the man attacks
the woman are not very pleasant to
Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denview.
Neighborhood patronage.
ison. Ia.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.

—

—

—A

—

good

lively

Western,

pleased the audience.
the

money come

in.

—

Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark.

Larry Semon

Vitagraph comedy, "The Bakery," said to contain more
than the usual number of laughs.

in his latest

and

well

Book it and watch
Greenhaw Bros..

— Small

tow«

patronage.

The Husband Hunter,

with

Eileen

——A
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Ten Plays

|

My
2.

|
|
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|

4.

The Man

j

j

God's Coun-

|

|

What's Your
band Doing?

6.

Hus-

1

Pollyanna.

|

8.

Male and Female,

j

9.

|

10.

The Speed Maniac.
The River's End.

|

Let's

|

|
1

Iowa.
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Percy. Real good comedy-drama.
It
pleased good crowd.
R. O. Rhoades,

—

theatre, Converse, Ind.

town patronage.
The Texan, with

P.

Ellis,

High Springs,
ronage.

Fla.

— Small

Tom Mix.— Pulled
Tom Mix. Patrons

both male and female liked

— E.

Hour

good.

Dunlap,

E.

Russell.
Idle

Taylor,

la.

The Road Demon, with

— Neighbor-

Tom

Mix.

—

—

in the

—

—

ronage.

— Mabel

to Rosa, with

Mabel

Normand

could not
have made a worse picture than this.
This is one of the kind of pictures that
makes patrons stay away from the theatre.
No sense. R. Navary, Liberty
theatre. Verona, Pa.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

—

The Penalty, with a special cast.
very good and interesting picture, but did
not get us any business.
Peter Krauth,
Opera House, Denison, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Jes' Call Me Jim, with Will Rogers.
This one was simply great, and pleased
everyone. Some said it was the best picture we ever have shown.
It has a wonderful appeal for good.
Jno. I. Saun-

—

Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
Good program picture. Small crowd
because of local conditions. Pleased. M.
ders,

—

is

a

shame

to spoil

of their stars.

— G.

E.

Wingreene, Eltinge theatre, Bismarck
N. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Body and Soul, with Alice Lake. Just
fair.
Why such titles from Metro lately

—

—

a mystery.

Families in smaller places
bringing their children will not enter
after noticing such a title.
The others
who are attracted are disappointed.
Frank Vesley, T. & D. Jr. Lodi theatre,
Lodi, Calif. Neighborhood patronage.
Are All Men Alike? with May Allison.
Just as poor as anything can be. There
is not a plot in the thing and for the
life of me I do not see how any producer
will put out one as poor as this one.
Will H. Bremer, New Cozy theatre, Winis

—

—

— Clever —

chester, Ind.

THE BEST

right.

special

cast.

9'

— This

LUCK,

with a

was shipped

in

unexpectedly on top of the regular
booking
of
Paramount's
DANCIN' FOOL. Put on both plays
in a double header special.
Used
dance orchestra for the Reid-Daniels
dancing. Raised prices to 40 and 20

THE

cents and had "the best

o'

luck" after

all.

J.

o'

cast.

is

it

liked.

fine

Woltz, Star theatre,
General patronage.

Lake

City,

la.—

Hodkinson

—
O. — Neighborhood

—

patronage.
Riders of the Dawn, with Roy Stew-

art.

— Nothing

Jeffries,

to

it.

Majestic

Lay

theatre,

hood patronage.
Passion Fruit, with a special cast.
to the usual standard in acting,
Why
but will please as it is different.
do they knock Metro? Picture for picture they have stood up as good if not
better than any other program, and I
am using nearly all of them. G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
Neighborhood patronage.
Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. This
Patrons want more like
is a good one.

Not up

The Kentucky Colonel, with a special
Good picture and drew very well.
cast.
Pfeiffer Bros., Opera House, Kenton,

—

H. W.
Huntington,

off.

—

—

— Roy R. Peterson, Fad theatre, Arlan Irvin Willat produc— Neighborhood patronage.
— ington, Neb.Daylight,
— Good. Something
with a special
Burning
Watt & Simmons. Bijou theatre, Crook— This a good feature that you need
patronage.
ston, Minn. — Neighborhood
will please 90 per
not fear to book.
Warren
The Green Flame, with
O. Doyle, Caoitol theatre.
cent. — W.
Kerrigan. — Better than the average KerHuntsville, Mo.
rigan.— L. R. Ledon, Larabee Opera
The Microbe, with Viola Dana. — This
House, Isabel, Kans. — Small town patwas run as an emergency. Old but very

Ark.

it.

Down Home,

different.

tion.

cast.

—

J.

ronage.

A Man's Man, with J. Warren Kerrigan. One of Kerrigan's oldest and one
Good business. Satisfied
of his best.
crowd.— B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex.— Rural patronage.

—

Riders of the Dawn, with

of Light, with a
cast.— This is the picture to be
those
played about ten years ago when
white slave pictures were going big, but
picture.
not a picture nowadays. A poor
—Arthur Fukuda, Universal theatre,
Hanford, Calif.— Neighborhood patron-

The Dwelling Place

special

age.

The
much

Capitol,
politics.

—

with Leah Baird.— Too
People do not care for

nicely produced ieaturc.
Hejtmanek. Opera House, Clarkpatronage.
son, Neb.— Neighborhood
it

—F

Otherwise,

Metro

—

Godless Men, with a special cast. Did
a fine business with this one, and it sure
pleases.
One of those big he-man spe-

Roy Stew-

—A

good picture and will get the
crowd. All of the Zane Grey pictures
we have played have pleased.— Hardin
Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, Harpatronage.
din, Mo.— Neighborhood

art

Davis, Wigwam theatre, Kingston,
Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
C.

It

power

It

Dark, with Irene Rich.
really interesting picture with a
thrilling climax.
Extra business to a
real satisfied crowd.
B. F. Sharp, Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex.
Rural pat-

Normand.

is

the drawing

is

Goldwyn

What Happened

Hour

for their stars.

B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.
— Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Sal—
mon, Idaho.
— General patronage.
The Best
Luck, with a special
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
afraid
— A good picture, but our people don't
— This a good picture. Was but
care for melodrama. — Hardin Ent. Co.,
on account of criticism,
of
— W. W. Odeon theatre, Hardin Mo. — Neighborand well
proved to be

—

Fastest picture Tom Mix ever made, and
boy, it sure was full of thrills.
Paul L.
Shew, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind.
General patronage.

Voice

—

Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
Neighborhood patronage.
Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.—
Metro must be running short of stories

most human and likeable stars in pictures, and this is one of his best efforts.
Bound to please any audience anywhere.

hood patronage.

A
—A

Pickford.

George E.
acted.
theatre, Dunlap, la.

Well

— Neighborhood patronage.
One of the Finest, with Tom Moore.
Tom's smile
— One of the
You can't
was really one of the
one. — B. F. Sharp,
go wrong on
Tumble In theatre, Sinton, Tex. — Rural
patronage.
Jubilo, with Will Rogers. — One of the

Dreamland theatre,
Neighborhood pat-

— George

theatre,

Drew

it.

The Iron Rider, with William

— Very

Wrong, with Jack

In

it

better than the usual
well.

age.

Yeaton,

finest.

Empress Theatre,

Orpheum

—
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this

Preston Bros.,

—

—

finest

hear from, another exhibitor!

aMMraonminraiiiiRiiiinuiiiiiiiiiii

—

Taylor, Idle

7.

City,

—

Winchester, Ind.
The Great Accident, with Tom Moore.
Tom will go over here in anything,
but here was a good one for any small
town. Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney theatre,
Cheney, Kans. Neighborhood patron-

comedy-drama.

|

Rockwell

Everything, with
good.
It carries
a lesson that will please everyone.
R.
Navary, Liberty theatre, Verona, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Very

—

try.
j

patron-

and His Money, with Tom
Moore. Weak from start to finish.
Will H. Bremer, New Cozy theatre,

|

to

— Rural

Tumble

A Man

the Clouds Roll

Back

5.

I

this one.

F. Sharp,

Who Had

Jack Pickford.

By.

I

— B.

age.

Patrons
Liked Best

When

go wrong on

.can't

sky high.

it

In theatre, Sinton, Tex.

The Miracle Man.
Daddy Long Legs.
l
2Z /
2 Hours Leave.

1.

j

—
—

—

of William Ashe, with
Allison always goes well
Allison.
here, and the picture is good.— G. W.

HERBERT RAWLINSON

The Marriage

May

—

Who

playing the lead opposite Ethel Clayton
in "Wealth," her next Paramount picture.
is

——

—

—A—
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do better.— Frank Allen, Rose theatre,
Byron, III. Small town patronage.
Jack Straw, with Robert Warwick.—
An amusing society comedy-drama.
While of a light plot, it was well acted,
and for a high class patronage would
be fine. My patrons want more action.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.
More Deadly Than the Male, with

—

—

—

Ethel

Clayton.

picture.

— Ordinary,

Nothing

entertaining

but good show.

big,

Wigwam

R. Ross Riley,

theatre,

Ober-

— Small town patronage.
Ellen Comes to Town, with Dorothy Gish. — Pleasing
comedy-drama
Kans.

lin,

Mary

little

but it failed to draw.
It has been so
long since I ran this star they have forgotten her. E. N. Biddle, Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.
Humoresque, with a special cast.
This was a clean up, and patrons were
very much pleased. B. West, Casino
theatre,
Kissimee, Fla. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

—

Woman

What Every
Enid

Bennett.

— Last

Learns,

with

two pictures with

have not paid for themselves.

star

this

—

—

is
not any good. A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky. Small
town patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with
Dorothy Gish. Lost money as usual on
Paramount society program pictures.
Star was good, but play was too light.
Philip
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. Small town patronage.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles

This

—

—

—
— Philip Rand, Rex
mon, Idaho. — Small town
good.

theatre,

Sal-

patronage.

—

Shore Acres, with

Alice Lake. One
of the best pictures in my house. Pleased
100 per cent.
A. R. Bird, Opera House,
Arlington, la.

—

The Off Shore

Pirate, with Viola Dana.
pleased here.
Dana always does.
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N.
H. Neighborhood patronage.

—

It

—

A Chorus
Dana.

Girl's

— Another

Rcmance, with Viola

remarkable

Dana

pichas made a flivver yet.
theatre, Ober-

W.

fine.— Mrs.
Alice, Tex.

—

H. Heifer, Itasca theatre,
Small town patronage.

Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth. — Played to a very good business.
Patrons more than pleased. W. D. Patrick, Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Inside of the Cup, with a special

—

—

—

Went over big. Patrons like this
one very much. G. E. White, Idle Hour
theatre,
Mulberry, Fla. Neighborhood
cast.

—

—

patronage.

She never
Ross Riley, Wigwam
lin, Kans.
Small town patronage.
Please Get Married, with Viola Dana.
Like Fair and Warmer, it is one to be

drama.

classed as a 100 per cent production in
the comedy drama list.
Roy R. Peterson,
Fad theatre, Arlington, Neb.

Strand theatre, Ransom, Kans.
borhood patronage.

Neighborhood patronage.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn.
About the sorriest picture we have
shown in five years. If you do show it
you won't be able to look your people
in the eyes for a week.
Give it a wide
berth. No good whatever.
McClure &
Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport.
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

ture.

— R.

—

—

—

—

—

—

a

Cecil

B.

DeMille

—

age.

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
mighty good one. Worth boosting.
F. C. Burr & Son, Orpheum theatre.
Lancaster, Wis. Neighborhood patron-

A

—

— An

—

age.

with Wallace
Reid. Rain and a cold snap hurt business, but it's sure good.
A. N. Miles.
Eminence theatre, Eminence. Ky. Small
town patronage.
Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth. Patrons pleased. Some said best
I had run.
His acting could not be done
better.
All Paramounts I have had are

—

—

S. A.,

—

Marguerite

The kind

—

— Neigh-

—

—

Burke. Splendid picture. Fine scenery.
Pleased a packed house.
Billie Burke
always good here. This will please anyone.
Book it by all means. W. F.
Raker. Boone Way theatre, Mt. Vernon,
Ky. General patronage.

—

Clayton.

Mrs.

— Very
No

money.

Winthrop,

with Ethel
but very sad. Lost

fine,

fault of play.

Rex theatre. Salmon,
town patronage.
Male and Female,

—

— Philip Rand.
Idaho. — Small
De

Mille
production. A splendid production with
a poor title.
Not an offensive scene in
it, though some patrons feared it on account of suggestive name. W. H. Harmen, Strand theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.
a Cecil B.

—

—

—

This
this

among the
year.
Drew a
is

The Miracle Man,
weeks previous.

special

cast.

best we have run
larger crowd than
which we ran two

— Frank

Boynton,

theatre,

a

Okla.

Ober, Boynton
General pat-

—

ronage.

Easy

— Has

to
a

mediocre

with Marguerite Clark.
but turns out a very
picture.
Home talent could
Get,

good

start,

—

Ray. Good clean picture depicting an
exciting prize fight in connection with
Pleased audience. Auditorthe story.
ium theatre, Carleton, Neb. Small town

—

—

patronage.

2Z% Hours

Leave, with Douglas MacDoris
May. Extra good.
Pleased all. Adams & Angleton, NovNeighborelty theatre, Forgan, Okla.

Lean

and

—

—

—

hood patronage.
What Every

Woman

Learns, with
several comments
One man said
this one.
it contained a great truth and object lesSimmons & Collins, Idle Hour
son.
Small town
theatre, Wellsville, Kans.

Enid Bennett.
both ways on

— Had

—

—

patronage.
Burglar, with Wallace Reid.
consider this one of Wallie's best.
A clean light comedy drama which
Good
pleased as Wallie usually does.
crowd— W. F. Baker, Boone Way theGeneral patronatre, Mt. Vernon, Ky.

The Love

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
This was all that one could desire and
the picture pleased all.
G. B. Elam,
Princess theatre, Winnsboro, La.
Wanted: A Husband, with Billie

Everywoman, with

Hawthorne of U.

with

excellent and clean comedy
that pleases any kind
of trade.
Pleased 95 per cent. Played
with serial at 15 and 30c. R. C. Buxton,
Clark.

Young

production. One of the most beautiful
pictures ever made.
Book it, boost it
and guarantee the money back, if not
well pleased. W. F. Harding, Princess
theatre, Mt. Dora, Fla.
General patron-

—

Proxy,

—

Paramount
Forbidden Fruit,

Widow by

—

—We

—

age.

Hairpins, with Enid Bennett

program

fair

—

— Only

Robinson
picture.
Starke, Fla
theatre,

Lewis, Gaiety
Small town patronage.

a

&

—

The Life Line, with Jack Holt—
very good picture except last two reels
are so dark it is impossible to follow
picture.— R. C. Buxton. Strand theatre,
Ransom, Kans. Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

.

,

Humoresque, with a special cast.
Broke all house records and was truly
Patrons ask us to get
great picture.
like it.— Paul L. Shew, Wonderland theatre, Clinton, Ind. General patronage.
One
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid
of the best comedy-dramas we have run.
Full of action all the way through.
Robinson & Lewis, Gaiety theatre,
Small town patronage.
Starke. Fla.
a

more

—

—

—

—

All of a
ite

Sudden Peggy, with Marguer-

Clarke— Girl

stars

are-

certainly

Lost heavily on this one.
They say the play was very good for

Jonahs for me.
the type.

I

didn't see

it

myself.

— Philip
—

Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.

———
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When We Were Twenty-One,

— Found

H. B. Warner.

to

this

with
be a

Patrons well satisfied.
Westberry, Sylvia thea-

pleasing picture.

— Heinsohn

&

—

Neighborhood patSylvester, Ga..
ronage.
The Devil to Pay, with a special cast.
tre,

—Very

Exceptionally fine phogood.
tography. F. Hejtmanek, Opera House,
Clarkson, Neb. Neighborhood patron-

—

—

age.

Frank
with
Smouldering
Keenan. Did not see this myself, but
people tell me that it was very good
indeed and pleased all.— Philip Rand,
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.— Small
town patronage.
The Little Cafe, with Max Linden—
Why will
Absolutely the worst ever.
producers' make such pictures as this?
A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Embers,

—

—

OTHER MEN'S SHOES,

an EdLewis production. The great
Pathe exchange gave us this picture
gratis to run as a church benefit
showing for the building fund of our
new Methodist church, and it was a
most appropriate picture for this
Must say it is one of
presentation.
the best pictures we ever had in our
house. It netted the church a neat
sum and got people out to see it who

—

gar

Long
rarely come to our theatre.
McClure &
live the name of Pathe.
Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo.

—

Felix O'Day, with H. B.

Warner.—

Very good acting.
F. Heitmanek, Opera House, Clarkson,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.
first

class picture.

—

Forbidden Valley, with a special cast.
peach of a picture. If producers put
out pictures like this, no need of censorship.— A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arling-

—A

ton, la.

of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.
Brady has made for Realart. She
is again more like the Alice of old.
Our
patrons complimented this one. C. T.
Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.
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MOVING PICTURE 'WORLD

Newest

R<

— you want a
one.
Patrons
— C. C. Behrens,

The

Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
most excellent picture to no
business.
A. H. McCarty, Mildred theatre,
Barnesville,
Neighborhood
Ga.
patronage.

I

3.

|

4.

Don't Every Marry.
The Jack-Knife Man.

I

5.

|

6.

—

Quincy,

—A

Out

— The
that
Bros.,

—

—

of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.
best Alice Brady picture so far
Realart
has
released.
Pfeiffer

—

Opera House, Kenton, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. A very delightful program picture to put with a good pulling comedy.

ley.

—

— Good

All

picture.

— F.

Realarts

are

C. Burr & Son, Orpheum theLancaster,
Wis. Neighborhood
patronage.
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
Fair program picture.
Played to
a good business.
E. C. Bennett, Temple
Neighborhood pattheatre, Ocala, Fla.
ronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Haw-

good.

—

atre,

—

ley.

—

— Very

— George

—

satisfactory and well acted.
E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,

—

Dunlap. Ia. Neighborhood patronage.
The Soul of Youth, a William D. Taylor production.
Was well received by
all who came and we had a big business
Will H.
first night and average second.
Bremer, New Cozv theatre, Winchester,

—

'

—

the

— This

—

—
—

Reviewed by Edward WelUeL

cherished traditions of the stage* In giving
the screen a version of the drama Tom
Terriss has set an example, to moving pictores which they .would do well to follow,
He has preserved the dramatic action of the
original. The story moves forward at just
the right tempo to keep the interest unbroken. Every incident is told by. action,'
and the scenario writer has followed the
original construction as closely as the screen
would permit. Given a plot that throbs
with life and uses the Civil War merely as a
background to a love story that is the
center and the inspiration of every foot of
film,
scenario writer and director have
been content to abide by these desirable
conditions and have wasted no time on
symbolic distraction which has no place
in a drama that Has sufficient vitality to set

—

—

—

age.

;

Oh, Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels.
wonderful picture. Pleased my pa-

—A

Drew a big house. — Mrs. P. G.
Maddox, Maddox theatre, Archer, Fla.
trons.

— Neighborhood
Soldiers

pace.

"The Heart of Maryland" is entertainment purely. The conflict of human wills is
never absent and there is never a false
note .in the character drawing and the

—

of

patronage.
Fortune, with a special
a very good production,

This is
and people made
so after the show.
cast.

a point to tell me
E. Bonham, Bonham theatre, Prairie du Sac, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.

The cast,
proper unfolding of the plot.
lead by Catherine Calvert, is thoroughly
capable, and the mechanical details of the
Trrere
production are right at all times.
is a red blooded "kick" to this picture which

it

— E.

Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels.—
One of the best program pictures I have

Oh

forrts the closest attention from every^spectator
Give us more like it I

CM

ever used.

Maryland Calvert
...Catherine Calvert
Alan Kendrlck.
.Crane Wilbur
...
Cot Pulton Thorpe
Felix Krembs
y^AJTMfaiiB«n Lyoo

of

cast.

Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.
Small town patronage.
39 East, with Constance Binney. One
of the best comedy dramas we've played.
Everybody liked it. O.
Good house.
R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.
Small town patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
No business.
Binney. A fine picture.
—A. H. McCartv, Mildred theatre,
Neighborhood patronBarnesville, Ga.

The success achieved by David Belasco'i
"The Heart of Maryland* is one of the

.

-

EXHIB-

|
|

hear from another exhibitor!

1

G. G. Nutter,
Royal Theatre,
Republic, Kans.

§
|

until I read

I

ITORS HERALD.

|

Let's

We

—

Drew

good. Star

is

a favorite.

Burton, Marion theatre, Live
—LonNeighborhood
patronage.
Fla. —

Oh

Oak,

Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels.

buy a picture

to

about

i

—

played it with one of the Chester
monkey comedies. Good business at 10
and 25c. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.
Eminence, Ky. Small town patronage.
Food for Scandal, with Wanda Haw-

|

The Wonder Man.
Go And Get It.

/ don't like

|

I

In Old Kentucky.
River's End.

1.

2.

real

all

Nation.

Play Released by
Fine Picture

Patrons
•Liked Best

[

If

fine.

—

Famous Stage
Vitagrapk Makes

Terriss production of

My
I

this

—

"The Heart of Maryland'"

The Plays

I

picture book
pleased.
Drew
Empire theatre,

iels.

Yellow Room,
was the third
of five specials offered by this corporaIt killed my patronage and I cantion.
According to recelled the other two.
ports they fell hard for other exhibitors.
Roy R. Peterson, Fad theatre, ArlingNeighborhood patronage.
ton, Neb.
The Fear Market, with Alice BradyAverage week day house. Picture didn't
Brady not popular here. O. R.
please.

April 9. 1921

The

Li Li

1

Small town patronage.
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Dan-

The Mystery

own

1

—

with a special

its

u

Out

— Best

Ind.

Tom

1

Realart

Pathe

it

in

5mmmmwi«mii™inimiMi^^

— Good
count

picture

to
financial

of

no business on acdepression. A. H.

—

McCarty, Mildred theatre, Barnesville,
Ga. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Robertson-Cole

—

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. Played
two days to capacity business. A fine
picture.
Should make money for any

—

theatre.
C. E. Daffin,
Daffin theatre,
Tallahassee, Fla.
Neighborhood patron-

—

age.

So Long Letty, with a special cast.
is a crowd getter.
Patrons left the-

This

—

atre with smile of satisfaction.
Roy R.
Peterson, Fad theatre, Arlington, Neb.

Neighborhood patronage.
The White Dove, with H. B. Warner.
People liked it. Charles L.
Good.
Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Slaves of Vanity, with Pauline FredAn excellent story and Miss
Frederick did very good work. Bert

erick.

—

—

Kozy

Norton,

Eureka,

theatre,

111.

Neighborhood patronage.
The Grey Wolf's Ghost, with H. B.
Warner. Good picture and pleased.
More like this means less noise about
Charles L. Hyde, Grand
censorship.
Small town pattheatre, Pierre, S. D.

—

—

—

ronage.

Sel znicK
Society

—A
all

Snobs, with

nice clean

who saw

theatre,

it.

Knox,

Conway

program

— Albert

Ind.

Tearle.

picture. Pleased

Metzger, Fairy
town patron-

— Small

age.

THE CHICKEN
with

Owen

IN

Moore.

THE

— If

CASE,

there

has

five-reel comedy than
off
this made in 1921, please tip
quick, because I want to book it

been a better

me

Owen Moore and his
right now.
director have discovered the right
kind of story for this star and you
can tell the world it hit the spot
with my patrons. I haven't heard so
much hearty laughter in my theatre
since
Heck was a pup. E. E.
Sprague, Lyric theatre, Goodland,

—

Kan.

Who Lost Himself, with
Faversham. A splendid picGood enough for any theatre.
ture.
Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison, Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Man Who Lost Himself, with
William Faversham. A splendid picture.
The Man

William

—

—

—

—
84

Left

— Carmel

Myers

as a flirtatious

—

Eberwine, Auditorium theatre, Marblehead, O. Small town patronage.

—

The

Country
Cousin,
with
Hammerstein. A very good

—

Elaine
picture.

patrons.
Good business.
Peterson, Fad theatre, ArlingNeb. Neighborhood patronage.

Pleased
ton,

all

R.

—

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
Was a toss up between Humoresque as to which was the best picture, but we did not do the business on
it
that we did on Humoresque as we

— Great.
ran

it

—

Paul L.
theatre, Clinton, Ind.

before that picture.

Wonderland
eral

— Harry

Shew,

— Gen-

patronage.

Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore.
comedy.
The best of this
star's.— F. C. Burr & Son, Orpheum theLancaster,
Wis. Neighborhood
ater,

ture.

— R.

Converse,

The
Moore.
J no.

ney,

O. Rhoades,
Ind.
Small

—

—

patronage.

The Point
merstein.

—A

Better than lots of

peach.

Book

specials

Ham-

View, with Elaine

of

it

by

all

—

means. Tom
Iola, Kans.

Magruder, Elite theatre,
Neighborhood patronage
The Valley of Doubt, with a special
cast.
A dandy snow picture with a good
story.
Pleased 90 per cent. George
Eberwine, Auditorium theatre, MarbleSmall town patronage.
head. O.
The Woman God Sent, with Zena
Keefe.
Not a special and failed to
please.
Did not draw. C. T. Metcalf.
Opera House, Greenfield. 111. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

with Elaine Hammerstein. A
very
pleasing
picture.
Nothing objectionable. We have never
had a poor Hammerstein picture. Miss
Hammerstein is very pretty in this one.
received many favorable comments.
Pleasure

—

Seekers,

We

— Heinsohn

&

Sylvester,
age.

Ga.

Westberry, Sylvia theatre,

Out Yonder,
Good program

— Neighborhood
with

Olive

patron-

Thomas.

picture, but the star was
not at her best. Thomas well liked here.
Roy R. Peterson, Fad theatre. ArlingNeighborhood patronage.
ton, Neb.

—

Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. Just an ordinary program pic-

—

Orpheum

theatre.

town patronage.

Hero,

Desperate

—A

Owen

with

program and pleased.
I. Saunders, Cheney
theatre, CheKans. Neighborhood patronage.
fair

—

The Flapper, with Olive Thomas.

—

—

Elaine Hammerstein.
splendid picture.
Star is growing
Pleased
in popularity with my patrons.
Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney
a fair crowd.

Whispers, with

—A

—

Cheney,

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Kans.

patronage.

7,

1921

Carey and Helen Fer-

Lyric theatre, Jewell,
patronage.

la.

— Neighborhood

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
Clean picture.
Name misleading, but
story good.
Drew well Sunday night
performance. Gladys Walton is a comer.
Reming & .Mcintosh, Star theatre,
Brackettville, Tex.
Neighborhood and
cantonment patronage.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. Mayo
is sure coming to the front.
Every one
.

— As —

usual, Olive Thomas is a drawing card
This one especially strong for
for us.
the younger
people.
C.
T.
Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield. III. Small
towTi patronage.

'

—

liked

one.

this

Good

support.

—
— Watt

&

Simmons, Bijou theatre, Crookston,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.
Very good picture.
Drew big.
Photography excellent. E. D. Boston,

—
—

—

Capitol

theatre,

Avon

Park,

Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.

The

Uni
niversai

— Dandy

—

—
May,

maiden in a scene from "The Dangerous Moment." Right
guson become acquainted in "The Freeze Out" (Universal).

Pleased all. This is a good, clean offering and splendid acting.
Good photography.
William Faversham does a
dual role in this that is fine. George

Roy

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Secret Gift, with a special castprogram pictures I have
Better than many so-called
specials.
Received more comments on
this than on any picture in the past six

One

of the best

ever shown.

The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak.
fair.
only
Good picture.
Business
Weather against me. Tom Magruder.

—

Elite theatre, Iola,

Kans.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

months.

— George

Eberwine, Auditorium
Marblehead, O. Small
town

theatre,

—

patronage.

—

PINK TIGHTS, with Gladys
Walton. This picture in itself is
better than two-thirds of the highly
press agented "supers" and to top it
off I ran Arbuckle in THE GARAGE
The audias an added attraction.
ence laughed, yelled and indulged in
hysterics to such an extent that the
noise was heard by people three
blocks away, who came running to

Marked Men, with Harry Carey. This
a dandy Western.
One of Carey's
best.
E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lin-

the theatre to see if it was a riot or a
fire.
Dozens of patrons said it was
the best thing ever shown in the
house, and I have played them all,
from the one-reel Pickfords to
KID. E. E. Sprague, Lyric theatre,

Gem

—

THE

—

Goodland, Kan.

—

If Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
Another 1000 foot picture on 5000 feet of
film.
My patrons are showing at the
box office their disapproval of such
draggy padded stories for such a sterling actor.
I
got more business than
the picture
deserved, at that. J. B.

Gem

Stine,
theatre,
eral patronage.

Clinton,

—
Ind. — Gen-

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.
Great. Boost it like you would a circus.
You can't go wrong. Jack Bouma,

—

is

—

coln, Ark.

Two

— General

Kinds

patronage.
Love, with

Breezy
Eason. Very good Western story cathat
pictured
containing
kid
pably
and
a
sure pleased them. Universal still keeps
the exhibitor busy trying out new talent
to

—

of

B.
—General
—

his own financial loss.
theatre, Clinton, Ind.

J.

Stine,
pat-

ronage.

White Youth, with Edith Roberts.—
Not much to it. E. A. Baradel, Palace
theatre. McGehee, Ark.
Small town pat-

—

—

ronage.

Once

to

—

Every Woman, with Dorothy

Here is the most wonderful
picture of the year.
Business off very
bad for some unexplained reason. Don't
pass this up. as picture is there.— Tom
Magruder. Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
Phillips.

Neighborhood patronage.
Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Walton.
Some splendid comedy. Well liked
by everyone. Watt & Simmons. Bijou

—

—

Crookston,
hood patronage.
theatre.

The Ace

of

the

Minn.

— Neighbor-

Saddle, with

Harry

—
May
Carey.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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7,

—The

kind

picture that will
patrons.
Carey
does more than average business for us.
Every one clean and fine entertainment.
Don't pass this up. J. Pierce, Erie theatre, Antlers, Okla.
Small town patronage.

any

go with

of

and

all

H. E. Murray, Murray theatre,
niak,

Fla.

— Neighborhood

De Fu-

Down on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production.— Will get a crowd, but I
do not think much of the picture. Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre,
Hardin, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.'

The Right to Happiness, with Dorothy Phillips. Some picture. Drew good
business in bad weather and pleased 90
per cent. E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre,
General patronage.
Lincoln, Ark.

Zorro, with Douglas
simply ate this one up.
Fairbanks I ever had. Patrons simply wild about it. B. H. Sam-

—

—

Among

Shipwrecked
a

special

cast.

— We

Cannibals, with
put on Hawaiian

stringed orchestra which gave this an
appropriate musical setting.
made
no great claims for the picture save its
originality, therefore no one was disappointed.
got safely by at 50 and

—

—

The

Mark

We

— Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Idaho. — Small town patronage.

Salmon,

Airdome theatre, Ft.
Neighborhood patronage.

ple,

offering.

— Good

Pleased a good SatA very beautiful pic-

urday business.
theatre,
Elite
T. N. Magruder,
ture.
Neighborhood patronage.
Iola, Kans.

—

—

The Brute Breaker, with Frank Mayo.
Mayo is coming fast. A few more like
J. Pierce.
this one and he is made here.
Small town
Erie theatre, Antlers, Okla.

—

—

—

patronage.

Sundown

with Harry Carey.
A dandy picture, but people would rather
see Carey in a real Western character
Slim,

—

than a tramp part. R. Ross Riley, WigKans.— Small
Oberlin,
theatre,
town patronage.

wam

United Artists
The Mark

Zorro, with Douglas
FairExcellent picture.
It will pull patrons who do

—

of

Fairbanks.
banks' best.
Held up
not care for the star.
Jacksonville,
Arcade
theatre,
Transient patronage.

fine.

Fla.

The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith
One of the best pictures
we have run for some time. The title
production.

—

not the strongest but the picture is
F. A.
100 per cent and will please all.

is

—

Richmond,
Family theatre,
Mich. Small town patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas

Wagner,

—

Fairbanks.

Patrons

— Fine

picture.

Drew

big.

Played two days.

satisfied.

^tbiiur itniTtii iniiiiiKMiT[?i!ii<[iiiiiitiTiii!iiriii]iiiiLiTL!ii[riiLiiiiiiiiiimi][in[iiiiiui!niiiTiii]iiui! imiiunritirg
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Ten Plays

My

Patrons
Liked Best

—

Pierce, Fla.

Vitagraph
Dead Men
cial

cast.

No

Tell

— Played

Tales, with a spe-

two days to capacity
good.
Turned them

Very
day.— B. W.

business.

away
tic

The Torrent, with Eva Novak.
program

of

—Just

Fairbanks.

It is the best

We

25c.

first

theatre,

Pensacola,

hood patronage.
The Courage
with a special

Bickett, Majes-

Fla.— Neighbor-

Marge

of

—A

O'Doone,

very good small
town picture with plenty of action, and
if

cast.

advertised will get the business.
It
me.— F. A. Wagner, Family the-

did for

Richmond, Mich.— Small town pat-

atre,

ronage.

Dollars and the Woman, with Alice
Joyce. Very good. Above the average.
—George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Her Lord and Master, with Alice
Joyce. Personally, I like Alice Joyce.
My patrons do not. Not much story to
this one.
G. E. Wingreene, Eltinge theatre,
Bismarck, N. D. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a specast.
Good story. Good direction,

—

cial

but very poor photography. Fair business.
T. E. Walton, National theatre,
New Bedford, Mass. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Romance Promoters, with Earle
Williams. Pleased every one. Adams

—

&

—

Angleton, Novelty theatre, Forgan,
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Midnight Bride, with Gladys Leslie.
Not fit for family trade and very
poor for anyone. Will H. Bremer, New
Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.
BLACK BEAUTY, with Jean
Paige. A real production. One that
is different.
The best picture I ever
ran, bar none.
Do not have to hide
as your patrons come out.
Pleased
100 per cent. Book it and boost it.
You can't go wrong. Only mistake
I made was that I did not raise my
admission price high enough. Kelley
& Stephenson, Elite and Cozy the-

—

—

—

—

—

Kan.

atres, Pratt,

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.

1

—This

not a special. A good child picture,
but adults were not impressed with it.
G. E. Wingreene, Eltinge theatre, Bismarck, N. D. Neighborhood patronage.
is

The

from Out-

Girl

—
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special
— Very good picture of the
great Northwest.
Good bear fight
— George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theDunlap,
— Neighborhood patron-

side.

The
The

4.

Silver Horde.
River's End.
Jes' Call Me Jim.

5.

Back

2.
3.

to

cast.

in

this.

God's Coun-

atre,

la.

age.

try.

7.

8.

Shore Acres.

9.

Dinty.
The Kid.

10.

—

New Cozy

.with

—

theatre,

Winchester, Ind.

Specials

from another exhibitor!
J. C. Jenkins,
Auditorium Theatre,
Neligh, Nebr.

wiuiumnnuiiDiHiiiiiiiiiiiimuiiuiiiniiiiiiii

Earle Williams.
A very pleasing production and
well done throughout. Will H. Bremer,

gnnmaum

1

§

miminniniiiiiiimii

—

Second picture by this player,
but he seems to have made a hit. J. B.
GenStine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.
business.

j

—

coin.
Excellent.
Should
tised this a special, for it

boost

it.

— Mrs.

fare.

have
is.

adver-

Book and

worth more than regular
H. Heifer, Itasca theatre,

Is

W.

— Small town patronage.
Fickle Women (D. M. Schwab), with
David Butler. — Splendid picture. Is one
Tex.

Alice,

Good

that will please any class of people.
story.
Good direction and good

tography.

Business

the fault of picture.

only

—T.

New

theatre,

tional

phobut not

fair,

Na-

E. Walton,

Bedford,

Mass.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. An extra good picture. 'Second
day held up good. A very pretty pic-

—

Book

ture.

for

this

a

change.

—Tom

Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
Youth's Desire (Forward), with Jo-

—

This was indeed a glad
Everyone seemed well pleased.

seph Bennett.
surprise.

Good clean picture.
Tumble In theatre, Sin-

Average business.

— B.

F. Sharp,

Tex.

ton,

— Rural

patronage.

Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with Neal
produced Western
well
Hart. Very

—

Neal Hart is acquiring a creditable
following and deservedly so, for his pictures have been uniformly good. J. B.
play.

Stine, Gem theatre,
eral patronage.

—
— Gen-

Clinton, Ind.

The Parish Priest (Garfield), with William Desmond. Played four days to capacity business. Worked this in conjunction with the churches, schools and clubs
Picture especially
to wonderful success.
good and will please any audience. Can

—

recommend

it

to

any

Great

exhibitor.

— O. McKivitt, Bijou theaWis. — Neighborhood patron-

box

office title.

tre,

Racine,

—
—

eral patronage.

Virtuous

Men

The Soul of Rafael (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young. Good picture, but
too slow for a Saturday program. Peter
Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Hearts

Fighting
(W. S. P. Co.), with
William Fairbanks. Full of action Western that went over fine and to good
Bill

Let's hear

They're getting everything out of spigots nowadays.
In "Bang," the Mermaid-Educational
comedy, they draw a lot of pool balls.

age.

The Fortune Hunter,

Yes or No.
Fair and Warmer.

6.
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patronage.

—
—

—

—

—

(S-L). with E. K. Lin-

o'

the

—

Range (Forward), with

—A

good Western. You
go wrong on this. C. A. J. Meyer,
Pastime theatre, Ellinger, Tex. Small
town patronage.

a special

cast.

—

can't

—

Discarded Woman (Hallmark),
Grace Darling. Splendid picture.
Poor business on account of the work-

The

with

—

ing conditions in this

cit /.

— T.

E.

Wal-

——

—

piiiuuiumiiuumuiuuinuiiuiH

a

special

Patrons
Liked Best

Daddy Long

1.

i

2.

1

3.

Male and Female.
The Copperhead.

1

4.

Shore Acres.

I

5.

I

6

More

action

7.

The

Misfit Wife.

8.

Man

and His Woman,

1

9.

|

10.

\

j

High and Dizzy.
The Miracle Man.
|

Beebe,
Manito,

111.

I

I
iiiiiiuiiimiiiinimim

National

ton,

New

theatre,

Bedford,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with
Hart. — This
one of the best Neal

Mass.

Neal
Hart
Good, clean Western.

is

pictures

Some

so

far.

fine desert scenes.

Best ever put
on screen. Everyone went out well satisfied.
Can't go wrong on this one. Best
business on any Neal Hart picture so
far.— William Thacher, Royal theatre,
Salina, Kans.
Honeymoon Ranch (Lubin), with a
special cast.
Picture O. K.
Star is
good.
Business good, but photography
is poor.
Looked like an old reissue of
Biograph picture. Arthur K. Fukuda,
Universal theatre, Hanford, Cal. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

None

—

the

of

New
Pa.—

stunts
Has held

1921

7,

—

William Duncan. One of the best serials 1 have played up to date.
R. E.
Pullen, Best theatre, Foreman, Ark.—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
episode No. 4 and going great. Ac-

On

tion

and

thrills

a-plenty.

Victor theatre, Cocoa,
hood patronage.

— A. Lemmeu,
— Neighbor-

Fla.

Short Subjects

impossible

it

International

News

(Universal).

—

&

suppose all exhibitors use news service
of one or more companies.
Universal

Neighborhood patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
Bad for a neighborhood house. Causing more censorship talk that I can fight
off in a year.
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
Neighborhood patronage.

— Small town patEducational Comedies. — Best comedies
on the market. Not the slap-stick kind,
but good clean comedies. — Albert Metz-

Minn.

—

—

—

The Lost

hear from another exhibitor!

mum:

episode

L.
Hirsh,
Philadelphia,

up well from

Opera House,
"..iniiniiiii.

fourth

that are in most serials.
start to finish.
Watt
Simmons,
Bijou
theatre,
Crookston,
in

I

W. Lloyd

—

May,

—

1

Let's

needed.

theatre,

serial.

Bath.

.

the

Neighborhood patronage.
The Phantom Foe (Pathe), with Juanita
Hansen. Boys, this is a real live

Leg's.

Tarzan of the Apes.
Parlor, Bedroom and

-

— On

—

Forest
I

cast.

and holding up good. B. B. Garner,
Auditorium theatre, Lakeland, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. Just finished.
Went
over well, but did not draw as expected.

Ten Plays

My

I

I
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|

—

—

City

(Warner

Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. On the tenth episode
and holding up very well. W. D. Patrick,
Cozy theatre, Florala, Ala.

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with

—

a

special cast.
One of the best money
getters yet. Lots of action.
W. F. Harding, Princess theatre, Mt. Dora, Fla.

—

General patronage.
The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. Put this on on my
poorest night.
Has doubled my gate
receipts and more.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town
patronage.
Bride 13 Fox), with a special cast.
This serial flopped so we put on Vitagraph's Purple Riders to put it over and
Paul L.
the two are going fine now.

—
—

—

(

—

Shew, Wonderland

— General
The

theatre, Clinton, Ind.

patronage.

Silent

Avenger (Vitagraph) with

news

is

certainly giving us
Philip Rand,

entertainment.

—

splendid

Rex

the-

Salmon, Idaho.

atre,

ronage.

ger,

Fairy

theatre,

town patronage.
The Kick in

Knox,

Ind.

High Life

—

— Small

(First Na-

with a special cast. A comedy
your patrons will like. C. F. Hancock,
Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla. Small town
patronage.
tional),

—

The Hick (Vitagraph),
Semon.
fans.

— Very

—

with

Larry

good for the slap-stick
Personally, I do not think it com-

—

pares with his other pictures. C. C.
Dooley, Garden theatre, Paterson, N. J.
General patronage.
One Week (Metro), with Buster Keaton.
It's a plumb knockout.
Best tworeel comedy we ever had in our house.
showed this with Taylor Holmes in
Nothing But the Truth. The comedy
saved the day. However, Holmes is not
bad in this. Better than a number of
write-ups we have read on this.
The
featured the comfeature is good.
edy and everybody was tickled to death
(almost).
Buster is in a class by him-

—

—

We

We

—

Serials
The Vanishing Dagger

— Eddie

with Eddie Polo.
the serial record

(Universal),
has always held

in my house and The
Vanishing Dagger certainly maintained
it.
Universal serials and short subjects
are absolutely the best on the market.
A. P. Allbaugh, Spad theatre, Dierks,

Ark.

King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. Am on 14th episode and
losing ground rapidly. Too much sameness over and over again. Boil it down
one-half and it would be a corker.
I
believe if producers would put out se-

—

rials

in

ten reels in place of 18 that

—

it

would pay well. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town pat-

—

ronage.

THE
(Pathe),
starting

AVENGING
with
this

Ruth

serial

I

ARROW

Roland.— In
dressed up a

boy as an Indian, whittled out a lot
of arrows, tacked a ticket on each
arrow and had the Indian shoot them
in the street between 12 and 1 o'clock,
during noon hour of school.
The
way the kids fell over one another
and grabbed those tickets was a sight
to behold.
We had a bushel of fun
and about fifty kids got in free the
first
night.
Everybody witnessed
the scramble for tickets, so had a full
house first night. Am showing Jack
Dempsey serial with this. Going fine.
Good stuff. None better. McClure
& Faulkner, Comique theatre, Jamesport, Mo.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with

—

Johnny Hines, the versatile, in the role of a waiter in "Crowning Torchy,"
Torchy comedy distributed by Educational Exchanges.

a

new

——
—
May
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L. Shew, Wonderland theatre,
Ind.
General patronage.

Clinton,

—

Jenkins
Rebuttal

Seven Bald Pates (Educational), with
One of those comedies
without any laughs to speak of that
seemed to please.— O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Calif.— Small town pat-

Bobby Vernon.

A DAUGHTER OF TWO
WORLDS (First National), with
Norma Talmadge. — On

Harold

Lloyd

AN

in

EASTERN WESTERNER

with

feature and my audience declared their time and money well
spent.
If you can't please them
with this program you'd better
build a fence around the town and
turn the cows in or get a scythe
and
the sidewalks.
this

mow
NOTE:

"Exhibitors
Herald"
says that peace has been declared

between Sprague of Goodland,
Kan., and Jenkins of Neligh, Neb.
but it is conditional, and I
want the world to know that the
"Sand Hills of Nebraska" don't take
a back seat for any doggone "Short
Grass" country on earth. And if
"Short Grass" Sprague had a little
more of our "sand" he would write
more and oftener for "Exhibitors
Herald," for it is mighty interesting reading even though it does
come from the grasshopper region.
It has,

—"Sand

Hill" Jenkins, Auditorium

theatre, Neligh,

The Jockey (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
two-reel comedy is a riot of fun
from start to finish.
Best Cook has

— This

the whole
but

not Norma's best. A few breaks
somewhat
continuity
detract
in
from an otherwise interesting story.
It is a little disconnected in a few
Some bobbles in photospots.
graphic closeups of Norma that
are, as Sprague of Goodland, Kan.,
says, "fuzzy and out of focus,"
make one think that he is looking
through glasses that are fifty years
Who invented this
too young.
blurry, fool photography?
There's
nothing to it and I'd like to know
whyinel they do it.

Played

—

ronage.

this is excellent entertainment,

turned out.
He is setting himself a
hard pace to follow here. J. B. Stine,
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. General patronage.

—
—

The Hold Up Man
Young Buffalo. — Buffalo
Westerns

—

A

—

Tray Full

Trouble (Educational),
Another Educational Chester comedy in which Snooky,
the Humanzee, lives up to his title of
a

Avith

of

special

cast.

self.

— McClure

&

Faulkner, Comique the-

Mo.

Jamesport,
patronage.

Some

— Neighborhood

Shooter

(Universal),
with
"Hoot" Gibson. — "Hoot" always good.
You can't go wrong on his pictures.
They please everybody. — Tom Magruder,
Elite

theatre,

Kans.— Neigh-

Iola,

borhood patronage.

A

Tale

tional).

taken

the

of

— The

life

Far North

Baffin Land.
reel that will interest
where.— F. Hejtmanek,
in

Clarkson,

Neb.

—

(Educa-

Eskimo
worthy short
and please anyOpera House,
Neighborhood patronstory

an

of

A

age.

The Haunted House

—

Buster Keaton. Class A.
head of the class, Buster.

(Metro),

with

Go up to the
Best we ever

ran.— Frank Allen, Rose theatre, Byron,
111Small town patronage.

—

You

Tell

versal),

a

Lions,
special

I'll

Roar (UniNothing

cast.

—

Would say average comedy. — O.

big.

R.

'Em

with

Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Calif.

— Small town patronage.
Neighbors (Metro), with Buster
ton. — Don't pass up these Keaton

Keacom-

They

The Haunted House (Metro), with
Buster Keaton. Fine comedy and Keaton will be the biggest bet in comedies
if
he makes more like this one. Paul

—

—

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

that does everything but.
talk."
truly wonderful comedy which
pleased in every sense of the word. Worthy of being offered on any program.
Fred S. Meyer, Palace theatre, Hamilton,

Title

A

— Transient patronage.
A Fresh Start (Educational), with a
special
—Absolutely the best slap-

Star

Producer

O.

cast.

comedy

Remarks

A

have ever run.

big
laugh in every foot and the action is so
fast it makes you dizzy.
Oh! for more
like this one.
E. N. Biddle, Strand thestick

I

—

—

Small town patronage.
High and Dizzy (Pathe), with Harold
Paoli, Irwi.

atre,

—

Lloyd. I envy you lads who can get a
crowd to see Harold. I lose every time.
This town lacks many things, one being
Personally, I
keen sense of humor.
think all these are dandy and I notice
most all exhibitors think so too. Philip
Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.
a

—

—

Close Shave (Pathe), with
comedy.
Jiggs
Ray. Some
brought to life and Maggie is a winner.
WigRiley,
Ross
Gets the money. R.
wam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. Small
town patronage.
Father's

—

Modern

Titie

....

—

Centaurs

(Educational).

—

Remarkable
Beautiful one-reel special.
Many compliof horsemanship.

Star

Producer

feats

ments from patrons.— F. Hejtmanek,
Opera House, Clarkson, Neb.— Neighborhood patronage.
Fox Sunshine Comedies.— A lot of
guys and bathing girls chasing themselves
Some comedy— nit.
around the lot.
Have two more and am done. A. R.
Opera House, Arlington, la.—
Bird,
Neighborhood patronage.
Rolin Comedie% (Pathe).— All good.
Each one brings more comments. Yeomen theatre, Seneca, S. D. Neighborhood patronage.
Moonshine (Educational), with Lloyd
Educational
All
Hamilton.—A riot.
comedies are so excruciatingly funny
that it becomes next to impossible to
boost one more than the other. Moonshine certainly is one of the best. Fred
S. Meyer, Palace theatre. Hamilton, O.

Remarks

—

—

—

—

Exhibitor

Name

of Theatre

Transient patronage.

Mrs. Sydney Drew Comedies (Paramount), with a special cast. Just two
reels of film you take out of a can. Nothing to them. Enuf sed.— L. C. Farquhar.
Opera House, Guide Rock, Neb.— Family

Transient

patronage.

City

—

are the best yet.— G. W.
Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.—
Neighborhood patronage.

edies.

Office Reports Tell the

Box

—

—

atre,

USE THIS BLANK

"The Monk

Johnny

Neb.

(Pathe), with
poorest

series

have ever shown. Yeomen
theatre, Seneca,
D. Neighborhood
S.
patronage.
I

87

Puppy Love (Universal), with Brownie.
—Good. Brownie does some good work

ronage

-

in

this.

vertise

W

He
the

is

a wonderful

dog.

He

will

dog.

go

Ad-

big.

Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

xs
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With an instrument like the Steger Grand, music attains its wonderful power to bring beauty and charm to human minds and hearts.
In theatre and home, the Steger is ideal with its classic grace of
design and its beautiful singing voice. The Steger links artistic
supremacy with guaranteed durability and moderate price.

—

Write for the Steger Piano and Player Piano

and convenient

terms.

STEGER & SONS
If it's a Steger

—

Brochure

Piano Manufacturing

Founded by John v. steger, 1879

Factories at Steger, Illinois

Style

Steger dealers everywhere.

Company

Steger Building, Chicago, Illinois

its the finest reproducing phonograph in the world

7,
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT
The

Equipment

As

Film Cleanser

ment

Good

Insures

Equip-

Projection

M an

Results Greatly Improved li hen
Theatre
Cleans Print Before Projecting Picture

Screen

Progress

ARTICLE
By

Proper recognition of the box
value of good equipment

J. J.

VII

DUFFY
Supply Company

Projection Engineer, Exhibitors
.

office
is

reflected in the projection ad-

UPON
all

vertisement used by the Rivoli

and reprothe "Exhibitors Adver-

theatre, Toledo. O.,

duced in

department

tising"

this

of

Harold Wendt, ad-

publication.

vertising director of the Rivoli,
is

the

to put into concrete

first

form the appeal which,
abstract,

is

vertisement.
that

upon the ad-

Mr. Wendt stated

was intended to reach
whom names of stars

it

persons to

and

mean

directors

The

nothing.

jected

vinced

of well pro-

Patrons

and con-

projection

is

really good, will be constant in
their patronage.

They must be convinced.

The

projection must be good.

That necessitates good equipment.
And when good equipment and its screen result are
actually
the effect
tain,

familiar with the motion picture "game,"

he had never considered cleaning of the
film important.

in

first

I

had considerable

difficulty

convincing him that his trouble was

film

present in the theatre

upon the patron

is

cer-

whether or not such adver-

tising is used.

Good equipment

cleaner

was

However,

films.

installed.

run in his theatre without

Since

a

is

its

own

first

thorough-

*

is

should be overlooked.
Quite
though, it happens that while
energy is bended toward securing

being

often,

every
artistic

projection, certain essentials that are absolutely
necessary
are
completely

Whether this is brought about
by an oversight or other causes, nevertheless the goal of flawless presentation
is

*

number

*

*

cleaning of the film

is

an impor-

more often than any other
"passed up." While at first this may

tant step that

seem

*

taken without proper knowledge. Within
the last few years a

not reached.

The
is

*

of excellent

cleaning machines and fluids have

been put on the market. These cleaners
not only thoroughly serve the purpose
for which they are intended, but make
the films pliable, thus overcoming break-

age and delays which often happen when
This in itself is
the films are brittle.
sufficient reason for using a film cleaner.
When a film is brittle, it runs hard
and thus causes considerable wear on the
mechanism. In using a film cleaner the
operator will find that it is not necessary

a very difficult problem to the inexperienced exhibitor, in reality it is very
easily accomplished.
The blurs or rain
marks that you see upon the screen are
nothing
more or less than slight
scratches in the emulsion.
However,
they seriously hamper the picture from

showing up well on the screen and are
extremely tiresome on the eye.
Very seldom do these scratches remove that part of the silver carrying
the image.
They have simply filled up
with dirt or grease, thus becoming
opaque or semi-opaque. I believe I am
safe in saying that this condition exists
in every film that has been run several
times.
With this oil and dirt removed,
these

scratches

are

made

invisible

or

naked eye when the
projected upon the screen.

to clean the aperture as often as when
no cleaner is employed. When the film

nearly

is brittle and breaks, small particles are
left in the mechanism and soon have the
tendency to throw the gears out of line.

very specific case that will
perhaps bring out the point very forcibly.

dition

is

of a film cleaner this con-

eliminated.
* *

*

the several types of machines on
the market I would particularly recommend the models that screw down on a
bench and with which felt pads are em-

ployed.
there

is

In using this style of cleaner,
lost motion inasmuch as the

no

film
I

is

so

to

the

recall a

An owner

of a theatre

came

to

plaining that although he used

me comfirst

run

and the best equipment to be
had he was not able to obtain perfect

pictures

Of

That does not mean that it is
not decidedly worth advertising.

it

So many important subjects enter into
perfect projection that not one of them

that

ly cleaning the film.

film

cleaned at the time

is

rewound.

time he has not allowed a picture to be

With the use

advertising.

film

avoided.

At

with liquid was not a thing to be under-

home

the

was not being

Although the exhibitor was

advertisement,

that appeal

that

perfect presentation

obtained.

In former years the cleaning of films

motion pictures.

drawn by

much

saw the reason

readily

I

very

or

little

which every theatre man should
read, advances the cause of the
theatre as the

why

been

simply due to dirty

well equipped playhouse.

In commenting

appearances

mishandled,

in the

the property of every

viewing a film that had from

projection.

The

initial

cost of a film clean-

very moderate and the
cost of the liquid will not amount to
over a few dollars a year. Surely, from
a money standpoint, no theatre car, overlook this necessary equipment.
ing machine

is
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apparent.

is

positive carbon is held tightly by a
clamp to the feed screw, which, with the
carriage, is rotated by a bevel gear and
pinion connected to the motor through a

The

gear train. A starwheel fastened
the feed screw, and which revolves
with the feed screw and clamp around
the axis of the carbon, feeds the latter
forward by engaging with a detent

worm
to

The Negative Carbon
carbon is not rotated,
but is fed by means of a clamp on the
feed screw, which is rotated by bevel
These gears are driven by the
gears.
motor through a worm gear train and

The

negative

clutch.

Type MP, Third Model,

of

Westinghouse projection lamp.

General Electric Announces
is

presented the announcement

of the General Electric Company of
its

new

words

projection lamp, in the
of executives of the company.

the arc

New

High Intensity Projection
Below

Automatic regulation of the arc length
and consequently of the rate at which
the carbons are fed is secured by connecting the motor across the arc. Thus
the speed of the motor is unaffected by
any fluctuations in the power supply, being dependent on the arc voltage. If the
carbons approach each other too rapidly,

termined for any particular
not have to be readjusted.

The accompanying

Lamp
lens,

illustrations

show

•

will

office building

street,

to cost be-

The

theatre

be the first of a chain of playhouses
to be built by the Fitzers in Central New
They recently sold the Regent
York.
and now operate the Happy Hour.

Protest Theatre Project

HOBOKEN,

N.

J.— Claiming

that

there are enough motion picture theatres
in their locality and that the new theatre
to be built in Jackson avenue by Irving
Miller of New York City, residents of
the district have protested against its
building to the city commissioners. The
date has been set for a public hearing.

Advantages

gives twice the illumination on the
screen that can be obtained by use of
the older styles of low intensity lamps,
with no increase in current consumption.
The quality of light, obtained by a
special type of carbon, tends to eliminate

Plan Hempstead Theatre
HEMPSTEAD, N. Y.— It is reported

eye

shown by spectrum analy-

a close approximation of daylight,

theatrical firm from New York
build a theatre here in Main
street on the site of the Old Homestead

defini-

the exception of striking the arc, operaIn place of five hand
tion is automatic.
adjustments oh the ordinary lamp, this
lamp has only two. No adjustment of
the carbons should, therefore, be necessary during normal operation. The only
movement to set the arc at the focus is a
longitudinal movement, which, once de-

and

will

It

Operation Is Automatic
Another important feature is, that with

and Mitchell

promoters,

tween $75,000 and $100,000.

mo-

in the
projection of colored films, the full value
is
This
of the colors is brought out.
especially true in the case of blues and
greens, which often look muddy in the
light of the ordinary arc.

Y.—Max

picture

West Fayette

at 218

tion picture, for these reasons:

is

N.

erect a picture house

Recent experimentation in this latter
by the General Electric Company
has resulted in the development of a new
high intensity projection lamp which bids

which means that a much clearer
tion is given the pictures and that,

motion

Fitzer,

field

sis,

Theatre Chain in East
SYRACUSE,

projecting, the films.

strain.
Its light, as

Fitzers Build First of

the lamp and the operating mechanism.

has been devoted largely to the methods
of making, rather than of showing, or

Lists Its

shorter, the arc voltage

does

Hitherto the attention of those engaged
in perfecting the various processes employed in the motion picture industry

fair to revolutionize the projecting of

becomes

drops and the motor slows down. If, on
the other hand, the carbons become too
widely separated, the arc lengthens, the
voltage rises and the motor speeds up until the proper distance between the carbons is obtained.

that

a

City

will

hotel.

Complete

lamp

showing Westinghouse
lamp installed

house

projection

Rebuild Burned Theatre
SPRINGFIELD, MO.-Contracts

The positive carbon is horizontal, projecting through the positive nose, while
the negative carbon is at an angle of 60
degrees to the horizontal, and so located
that its tip is never between the crator
on the positive carbon and the lens. When
it is realized that 90 per cent of the whole
illumination given by the arc comes
from the deep crater in the positive carbon, the importance of its position rela-

have been let for the reconstructing of
the Landers theatre, which was partially
destroyed by fire last December.

Hotel to Become Theatre
BLOOMFIELD, IA. — The Commercial

hotel

will

picture
motion
Wishard.

be converted into
theatre

by

a

Henry

May
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GEVAERT & CO.
ANTWERP, BELGIUM

MANUFACTURERS OF

GEVAER1
RAW
Let us help you with that load.
Our

number

booklet

1

9 will

tell

you how.

FILM STOCK

POSITIVE
NEGATIVE
POSITIVE
COLOREDPATENTED
:U. S.

Monsoon Cooling System,
70

UNITED STATES DISTRIBUTOR

Inc.

West 45th Street
New York City

THE GEVAERT CO. OF AMERICA, Inc.
HOOVEN
1'7

PHONE
BRYANT 1642

B'L'D'G.

W. 46TH ST..

NEW YORK CITY
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J^ttention producers!

Certified Tickets
Simplex Certified Tickets cost no more than the ordinary
Numberings are guaranteed to be absolutely correct.
Don't delay sending your order for quality tickets at these
remarkably low prices.

You Can Make That

kind.

Special printed

tickets

with

the

name

of

Under

Picture

Ideal Conditions

your theatre

At

imprinted.

200,000

$ 32.00

20,000 .........

7.00

250,000

39.00

30,000

8.00

46.00
140.00

$ 6.00

10,000

50,000

11.00

300,000
500,000

100,000

18.00

1,000,000

Jack Mac Cullough

74.00

Additional charge for each change of wording or price, ?2.00

s

Studios

Phone West 2853

1825-31 Warren Ave.

CHICAGO
One 40x70 Stage Open For

Rental.

(By Day or by Contract.)

Stock admission tickets printed according to government
ruling, showing established price, war tax, and total, can be
furnished, showing the following total prices:
5,

10,

6,

11,

IS,

17, 20,

22,

25,

28,

30, 33. 35,

39 and

55 cfnts.

Price per

roll,

Price per 50

Coupon

2000

rolls,

$ 0.40
18.00

100,000

2000
Folded tickets, price per package of 10,000

1.00

tickets, per roll,

Special Sale

Gold Fibre Screens

3.00

on Rebuilt Equipment
Mean

Write for Prices

Exhibitors Supply

Company

Inc.

soft, clear,

soothing reproduction that makes the theatre the
most popular place on earth

Distributors Everywhere
Samples and

Milwaukee
133

Second

St.

Louis

3316 Lindell Blvd.
St.
Indianapolis
157 N. Illinois St.
845 S.

Minneapolis
Produce Exchange Bldg.
Chicago

Wabash

Ave.

(1514)

orld

s

literature

upon

request.
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& Holland Company to erect a
theatre in Greenmount avenue at Thirtythird
street,
and American Theatres
Company to build in the same locality.

May,

more

Th eatres
Providing Comfort for Fans
Asset.

Exhibitors

Know

—West

Los Angeles

an

Is

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

New

The

Projects

Fires

Purchasing Com-

will

*

*

—

—

Macon, Mo. J. L. Rogers of
bought a site in

theatre has

is

I
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Mailing Lists

ACT NOW

....

S. E.

Gem

207 So.

SCHAFFER &

Wabash

^

22U,h
1219 Film Exchanges, for Liat

Manufacturers and Studios. "
419 Machine and Supply Dealers "

750.00

196

250.90

III.

A.

Bourkc

to build a playhouse.
•

X

Ark.—Joie Theatre Com-

oF

process of conservation
films and effective

new

renovating

patrick is president of the company,
which has a theatre under construction.

assures the

exhibitor a film in ptrjtci
cmnJiUon to his patronage.
Increased earnings to
exhibitor and producer.

*

—

Baltimore, Md. Mayor Broening has
signed the ordinances permitting Pal-

F.WILLIAMS,

166

W. Adam

St..

25.00
7.50
Chic

i

The Only Way
My

articles of incorporation.
capitalized at $125,000.
Hoyt Kirkfiled

"
"

and Canada
810 Vaudeville Theatres

Chicago,

$5.00
7.50
.V5t
4.00

3674 I.eftltlmaie Theatres U. S.

125.00

CO.

Ave.

and

LEGITIMATE THEATRES
Movlnft Picture by States per M

SOME REAL BARGAINS!!!
each
Ponert 6* Mllof Olive cemplele
5 Miliitnpb Model 1318. Molor Dine- complete ea.
.
1
Oiokle 35 Ft. Wayil Generator. »-l condition
3100 Used Theatre Chain ! slick
5

*

It

Spidell has pur-

C.

chased the motion picture theatre business from Eli Studer and sons.

MOVING PICTURE

.

Smith,

— R.

pUU

totally
deMass. Fire
Haverhill,
stroyed the theatre at the Pines park.

hall.

pany has

*

Strasburg, O.

—

*

which

—

Md.
Winchester,
The projection
booth, two machines and about 10,000
destroyed
of
film
were
by fire in the
feet
Strand theatre operated by Sanderson &

Butternut,
Wis.— Harry Sharff has
plans for the erection of a motion picture theatre on the site of the old Odd

street on

Ownership Changes
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Imperial Theatre
Company of Philadelphia has purchased
the Majestic from Comerford Amusement Company. The house will be entirely renovated.

Warren.

Philadelphia, Pa.— Fred D. and Mau
rice E. Felt have purchased for $135,000
the
property at 19th and Chestnut
streets.
A million dollar theatre to seat
1,300 patrons will be erected.

Fellows

be

Chicago Emil Stern of Lubliner &
Trinz will build a new theatre to cost
$2,000,000 in Belmont avenue west of the
Ashland and Lincoln intersections.

build a theatre and stores at
Third avenue and 119th street at a cost
of $100,000.

Ft.

of

will

—

Equipment

New York— Stadium
pany

Gard-

house

the

1,200.

Being Installed

Is

Theatres,

West Hollywood.

ner Junction in
seating capacity

This.

Coast

Inc., will erect a $100,000 theatre at
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TEITEL
Sins

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable: "Velaaquin"

Avenida

de

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

Su CHICAGO

'LA-INTERNAC10NAL CINEMATOGRAFICA"

National Film Co.

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS & COMPANY

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
ECLIPSE

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We are always

in the market
Big
Productions
for

Office

:

Paseo de Marti

87,

Serves The Best Exhibitors in Cuba
Cuban Rights for Alt "Union Italian" Productions
Cable "Peliculas"
|v_„___
r"..KHavana, Cuba

Havana, Cuba

Exclusive
P. O. Box 134

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

WANTED TO LEASE
OR SELL
900 seat

theater, one of the
best towns of 10,000 population in the middle states. Fully
equipped for Road Shows and
Pictures; one other picture
theater in city. Only those with

some capital will be considered.
Address L4, Exhibitors Herald.

1
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THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

I

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Ben Beadell Begins
Duties With "A. P."
Veteran Film Manager Has
Twelve Years in Work
Back of Him

New Adams Theatre

Security Pictures
To Join Film

Row

Security Pictures will move into its
new quarters on the second floor, 808
South Wabash avenue, May 1. They will

have for distribution a number of new

and short

features

The

subjects.

five-reel picture will feature

have brought scores of exhibitors to the
office to see him in his new surroundings
and wish him well.

New

in

He has been in the film distributing
business in Chicago for the past twelve

Saxe Theatre

Is

To Be Well Equipped

Work

Bay House

Green

May

7

—

Open

Will

Complete

Is

Plans Announced

first

and "Highland Laddie." the famous stage
This will be followed by "The
dog.
Fatal 30." starring Fritzi Ridgeway.

in

Every Particular
The Saxe Amusement Enterprises of
Milwaukee, Wis., of which Thomas Saxe
one of the owners, announces the opening of Saxe's Strand theatre at Green
r
on Saturday, May 7. E. C.
is.,
Bay.
Bostick. general manager, and Charles
Brewster, together with Mr. Saxe, are
spending much time in Green Bay in
order to see that the work is rushed to
completion for the opening.
The Strand will be one of the finest

The Adams theatre, now in the course
of construction in Adams street, between
State street and Wabash avenue, will
open May 18. It will seat 600 people.
It will be booked by the Vista Amusement Company, owners of a string of
theatres on

theatres

the

in

state.

The

artistic

decorating of the interior will be worked
out in an original color scheme of rose,

crimson and gold.
Will Seat One Thousand
The seating capacity will be one thousand.
Opera chairs of the latest design
assuring the patron real comfort will be
All aisles will be carpeted in
installed.
very fine texture. The drapes and other
furnishings will be selected by the expert

emoloyed by the Saxe organization.

The stage
24 feet wide, which will provide ample
room for prologues and de luxe presentais

BEN W. BEADELL
In 1909 he started as western
representative for the Edison Film Company, covering Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin. Iowa and Missouri.
When the Edison office was closed in
1914 he went with Essanay in a similar
capacity. Later he joined Fred Aiken in
the Allen Film Company, which was
formed to exploit "The Garden of Allah."
and in 1917 followed Mr. Aiken to the
Chicago office of Select.
He was appointed Chicago manager of Select at the
time Mr. Aiken resigned.
years.

Recently With Stoll Film
When the Stoll Film Corporation
opened a Chicago office recently, Mr.
Beadell was selected as manager, resigning shortly before he accepted the position with Associated Producers.

Changes

of

Service.

feldt."

which will be arranged by "WeisMr. Weisfeldt is at present man-

aging director of Saxe's Strand in Milwaukee and will continue as such, but
will devote much time to the presentations at Green Bay.
Ventilation, has been provided for to
the extent of 2.500 feet of fresh air per
nerson each hour. Simplex machines are
being installed and a screen of the latest
House attaches will he uniformed
type.
in the familiar robin's egg blue, cream

and gold.
Saxe Policy Given

A

$10,000 pipe organ will be supolemented with a seven-piece orchestra. The
excellent
policy of Saxe is four things

—

comfort
and
music.
All of the staff will attend the
Saxe theatre salesmanship school, which
was inaugurated last Friday. April 15.

oictures.
'•ourtesv.

fine

Brother

Salesmen

K. L. Eagon has been appointed Indiana salesman for Superior Screen Service.
Bob Smith is selling the South Side
for Selected Films, Inc.
Sherman Keeley
has joined the Indiana and Illinois Film
'

tions

12 feet deep. 18 feet high,

C.

W.

nuth,

wealth

Is

exchange

of
in

the

new Common-

Chicago,

has been

vice president, manager and
rector of sales of the exchange.
assumes his duties May 1.

named

Theatres for Harvey

Two new theatres are planned for
Harvey.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy are
planning a new house and John Chamowner of the new Brookline theatre
Chicago, has taken over the proposiHarvey owned by N. Ruby and

nus,
in

tion at

remodel it into a first-class theatre.
Obreshk. owner of the Star theatre
Whiting, Ind., is having plans drawn

will
J.

at

for a 2,200-seat theatre to be erected this

summer. It is to be one of the largest
and best equipped houses in Indiana.

To Enlarge Theatre
V. T. Lynjch, owner of the Tiffin theatre. Chicago, has had plans drawn enlarging the house by 800 seats, so that it
will have a seating capacity of 2,500.
He
decided upon the improvement during his
recent illness, which kept him from the
theatre eight weeks.

Superior Service Obtains
Two New Feature Films
The Superior Screen Service of Chicago has obtained two new National Exchanges features:
"Welcome Children"
and "Behind the Mask," the latter featuring Hedda
Nova and Lieut. Pat
O'Brien.

It

has also received twenty-six

Moranti Comedies.
The exchange has arranged premieres
for two of its pictures.
During the past

week "Mad Love" showed

at the

During the present week
Box.
Handicap" is having its premiere.

Band
"The

Gollos and Gollos Move
Into New Film District
Gollos & Gollos is the latest motion
picture distributing firm to announce new
quarters in the new film district of Chicago.
The firm has removed from the
Masonic Temple to 806 South Wabash

Both George N. Gollos and
Harold M. Gollos are located in the new

avenue.
offices.

Writer Goes Abroad

Executive

Spanuth. brother of H. A. Spa-

president

the south side.

Two

is

W

May

18
Playhouse in Loop
Completion — Mam-

Another
Nears

Frankie Lee

Ben W. Beadell, popular Chicago film
man, has taken up his duties as the new
Chicago manager for the Associated Producers.
His first few days on the job

Twelve Years

To" Be Opened

di-

He

Mrs. H.

S.

Johnston,

who

writes

mo-

tion picture reviews under the name of
Virginia Dale, sailed on the Saxonia April
26 for Cherbourg, France. She will tour
France, Italy and England, visiting producers and stars abroad.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

I

!

May,

people.

By Mac-

Henry Ginsburc, general sales manager
Educational Film Corporation, is spending
several
days
here
with
I.
Maynard
Schwartz, manager of the local branch.
Must be getting the "sets" ready for the big
drive, Educational Week.
This campaign
begins May 1 concluding May 7 and is of
national scope. Needless to comment as to
where Chi will be when "taps" is blowed.
*

*

*

Sam Sax, general director of sales Select
Pictures Corporation arrived April 19 and
will spend a few days about the
indy
city, Sam's favorite city, so murmurs Manager Ed Silverman. With the new Selznick exchange now all dolled up in its new
finery, glass tops on the desks and everthin', we'll say it's some nifty place to
spend one's time.

W

*

*

r

*

Harry

Rice, the subtle publicist for the
Ascher enterprises, was sure "snapping to
it" from reveille to taps April 23 admitting
the hordes of scribes from the various
papers and publications through the confidential
press entrance to the
palatial
Roosevelt theatre. Most of the boys agreed
the "ammunition" purveyed by the genial
former Captain of the A. E. F. was decisively effective.
»

Maple, general manager of the
Northwestern Film Corporation, Sheridan,
Wyo., spent the week of April 18 visiting

many

friends in local film circles.
He
shortly return westward to resume
production on several big westerns which
should be readv for the market in the earlyhis

will

Fall.

to

circles

local

*
'Tis rumored that
craft representative,

was spied

*

*

is

to

«

*

produce a

series

*

—

time.
*

*

L. W. Alexander, sales representative
for Universal is soon to become a member
of local film motor circles. Understand the

Hudson

sport model
*

is

*

now on

its

way

to

»

like old
see the genial visage of F. O.
Nielsen on "the row." Believe he is covering the northside territory formerly cared
lor by the erstwhile Charley Miller.
* * *

Talking about Universal, looks

times

to

Clarence Phillips, former manager for
the Gollos Enterprises has just been ap-

*

*

*

Irving Maas, assistant manager to Clyde
Eckhardt of the local Fox exchange isn't
losing a second these days putting the
finishing touches to the big sales drive now
E. P. Grohe reports seven
terminating.
weeks on the firin' line without a miss
(How about the couple that Irv Maas
slipped him, ahem!) and Joe Lyons who
is back again at the old stand has a four
weeks go at 'em without a miss.
*

Max Gi

*

»

being kept so busy
these days hustling about film row that he
Why not get the
is fading away to a ton.
tailor to insert an extra yard or so in the
back of the vest. Looks much neater to
run around with the vest all buttoned up.

mbinkr

is

*

Harry Sherman

*

*

of the

Sherman Pro-

ductions hopped off between trains last
week long enough to hail the gang on his
wy Eastward to tell us his company would
begin releasing about May 15.
*
* *
Johnny Hahn, secretary of the Rothacker Film Mfg. Company is being showThe
ered with congratulations galore.
young lady arrived bright and early \pril
and Mamma Hahn and daughter are doing nicely.

Super

WHO SAID BUSINESS
WAS BAD?

»

seen that "beauty" that Mal'RY
Joliet is chumming about with
She's the prettiest thing that
these days?
frequents Boul Mich, all dolled up in her
vampirical raiment of canary and Maury
whispers, "She can toddle at a 90 mile an
hour clip." For a Kissel sport model, we'll
say 'tis remarkable. With the present speed
laws, a Ford at twelve miles an hour is
plentv.

That citation that Jack Willis is carrying on the left orb just happened, that's
May have come from a few moments
all.
spent about the Masonic Temple corner a
few weeks back. Y'know we had plenty
of the wind stuff flying about there, at that
*

*

Have you
Rubens of

Henri Ellman, Reel-

of comedies along the line of the famous
"Snooky" films. The leads will be effectively cared for by Harold Baigh and his
Ellman claims "his find" can
manager.
even talk, a decided advantage over the
famous "Snooky," we aver.

*

E.

J.

newcomer

other afternoon along Wabash Ave.,
in the person of Joe De Young, who has
just been appointed a member of the auditing forces of" Associated Producers and for
the time being will be affiliated with manager Ben Beadell of the local branch.

the

Chi.
*

Dr.

A

Service"

ANNOUNCEMENT

EXHIBITORS THAT

HAVE PLAYED GEO.

and after May 1st
we will conduct business
on a larger scale at our new
quarters at 808 S. Wabash

On

WONDER
OF THE WORLD
KLEINE'S 8th

Ave., second floor.

DELIVERANCE
Starring

NOW
BOOKING

DON'TTHINKSO.
CAN YOU THINK OF A

PICTURE WITH MORE

"The

THAN THIS ONE

GOLLOS ENTERPRISES
WABASH AVENUE

Call
W.lch

Now

From
{or

the

Wild"

reU.se d..e

"The Fighting Kentuckians"

Booking

Security Pictures
207 S.

EXPLOITATION POSSIBILITIES

808 So.

Our Motto — "For Service
and Satisfaction"
Coming

HELEN KELLER

Wabash Avenue
Chicago

?

-»<•

Phone Wab. 3060

1921

pointed manager of the Indianapolis office
of the Illinois and Indiana Film exchange.
They tell us the
Best o' luck Clarence.
Hoosier capital is a great city full of real
*

I

7,

opulan

Photoplays'

May

7,

1921
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Sixty-five million feet of

EASTMAN
was the average monthly production at Kodak Park last
year, all manufactured on a
quality basis.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
A

— TheDouglas
Rookie's

Jan. 23

Through Pathe Exchanges
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Distributed

Eddy.

The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Bine Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and

Return,

five

Madness,

six

De

—

Thos. Meighan.

ARROW FILM

CORP.

— Brewsters Millions,
Arbuckle.
—The Ghost the Garret,
othy Gish.
— Forbidden
Fruit, eight
Mille

Feb.

6

Feb.

6

six

—
— The Kentuckians, six
mopolitan production.
—The Price of Possession,

de

reels,

five

with

Love's Protege,

featuring Ora Carew.

five reels,

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
Trail, five reels.
Bachelor Apartments, five reels, with Georgia Hopkins.

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Kubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, witn Carol Holloway.

The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star

Man Came,

Before the White

five reels, all

cast.

Feb.

27.— What's Worth While,

five reels, Lois
production.
Is the Way. seven reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Mar. 18— The Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
Mar. 13 The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

Weber

Mar.

6.

Mar. 20

— Straight

—
Meighan.
— O'Malley of

Mar. 20

—

Mar. 27

—

Indian

Wm.

Mounted,

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

April

through Pathe Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Far

April

3

Mar. 27

Distributed

rar.

April 10

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do,

INC.

Homespun
Lying

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

PARKER READ,

—

liam

April

PRODUCTIONS
with

reels,

Louise

One,

to

six

reels,

— What

May

1

reels.

Ben Turpin.

Talent, five reels.
reels.

FROTHINGHAM

of

Paris,

five

reels,

with

Zany

INC.

Devils,

six

reels,

with

My

Lady's

Latchkey,

seven

with Edith Taliaferro.
reels,
with Conway

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

—ThewithEducationBurke.
of

Elizabeth,

five

Cup, six

reels,

reels,

Billie

Inside of the
Special cast.

The

Scuttlers, six

five

with Chas. Ray.

reels,

with Lionel

Bar-

Sylvia Breamer.
reels,

with

Katherine

reels,

with Spe-

Cast.
five

with

reels,

with

six

Constance Tal-

reels,

with

Charles

Ray.

six

reels.

Holubar-Phillips.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan).

Gypsy Blood,

reels.
reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.
Prairie Trails, six reels.

The Road Demon, six
Hands Off. six reels.

reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.
Cheater Reformed,
Bare Knuckles, five

five reels.
reels.

My

Heart,

reels.
five reels.

six reels, with

reels.

five reels.

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
From Now On, five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.
five

reels.

20TH CENTURY BRAND

His House, eight

Man-Woman-Marriage,

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

—The

with

Donald.

five reels.

Tearle.

Jan. 16

reels,

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Slarguerite Clark.
The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mac-

EQUITY PICTURES
to the Right, six reels,

WILLIAM PARNUM SERIES

Dynamite Allen,

reels,

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

Jan. 16

INC.
seven

with Pearl White.
with William Far-

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with AH
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.

The Lamplighter,

reels.

Guilty,

Affair,

reels,
reels,

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy, five reels.

Not

in

King, seven

While

Girl of

six reels.

Nineteen and Phyllis, six
The Great Adventure, six
rymore.

cial

Miens.

Whispering

reels.

Children,

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

Mamma's

six reels.

The Nightingale

Were

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

madge.

five reels.

Keep

six

FILM MARKET,

The Woman

FILM SALES

Dangerous Love,

I

num.

Chin Toy, five reels.
Flame of Youth, five

MacDonald.

Raise, five reels.

C. B. C.

with

Thomas Meighan.

FIRST NATIONAL

Idol, six reels, with

She Sighed by the Seaside, two

The Victim,

Wallace

six reels,

Richard Travers.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS

J. L.

Men.

City of Silent

The House Without

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

The Ten Dollar

reels,

MacLean.

—The

Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six reels.

Home

seven

Prod.)

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

A Small Town

Knows,

April

The Married Virgin,

Jacaueline Logan.

The Last

Woman

Every

(Wm. De Mille
24 — The Home Stretch, five

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and
five

Hugh Ford

four reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

Doll,

If

Hobart Bos-

with

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

The Broken

POX SPECIALS
The White Moll, seven

Mae
with

reels,

seven reels, WilTaylor production.
five reels, with Wallace

D.

reels.

JR.,

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Prod.)

April 24

Glaum.

A Thousand

six

six reels, a George
Melford production.
Dollar a Year Man, five reels, with
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Buried Treasure, seven reels, with Ma-

— Love Special,
Reid.
17 — The Great Day,

reels.

The Leopard Woman, seven

pro-

DIST.

five reels.

Drag Harlan, six

— The

April 17

INCE PRODUCTIONS

B.

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

with

10— The Witching Hour,

April

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

reels,

rion Davies.

six reels.

star cast.

Murray.

— The Idol of North,
Dorothy Dalton.
3 — The Faith Healer,

cast.

six

Hart.
Beau Revel, six reels, Ince-Vance
duction.
The Gilded Lily, six reels, with
S.

five reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with all-star cast.
five reels, with all-star cast.
the House, five reels, with all-

Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

Chas

Ethel Clayton.

The Golden

The Midlanders,

Douglas Macreels,

Feb. 27.

ing.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

Dor-

Cecil

reels,

production.
Chickens, five reels, with
Lean.

Feb. 20.
Field-

Roscoe

reels.

five reels,

in

Feb. 18

Feb. IS

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine

J.

William

reels,

Mille production.
Paying the Piper, five reels, George FiUJan. 80
niaurice production.
Jan. 30— The Frontier of the Stars, five reels, with

Elinor Field.

Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

The

with

reels,

MacLean.

— Midsummer

Jan. 13

Pola Negri.

Two Moons,

with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, witfi Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louis*
Lovely.
Oliver Twist, Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwia.

The Land

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normana.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline Frederick.

The Highest

Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bnnty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.

May
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Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouverneur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels, All Star.
An Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers.
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels. Williamson Production.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels, Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.

That

When We

B. Warner.

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

The

Flame,

with

reels,

five

Warren

J.

Brunette

B.

ren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

V.

Down Home, an All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.
J.

L.

reels,

The Breaking

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

HUGO

five reels,

Her

Wives.

Something

The

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
six

reels,

A

£« D

all-star
reels,

cast.

May

Ashe, six

Pirate,

Feb. 21
lt »r - 7

Mar.
Mar.

six

reels,

reels.
reels,
reels,

reels,

Dana.

M »r

Limit, six reels, Geo. D.
production.

C. E.
-

1«—The

8HURTLEFF,

Little

Fool,

six

all-star

reels,

Star

Baker

with

George

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.
—The Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

—
—

Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec. 4 The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

June 27

—
—
—

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
White Youth,

five reels, with Edith Roberts.
of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
A Shocking Night, five reels, with Lyons-Moran.
The Mad Marriage, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
The Fire Cat, five reels, with Editn Roberts.
Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Eva Novak.
If Only Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
All Dolled Up, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
The Unknown Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberta.
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,
Blue Blazes, five

five reels, with Lester Cuneo
reels, with Lester Cuneo.

six reels, with

INC.

LEWIS

J.

reels,

Billy

stunt novelty.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

The Daughter Pays,

six reels.

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

Outside the Law, six

six

reels,

reels,

with

Dorothy

with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.

reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six

reels.

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES
cast

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

Three Sevens,

Mason.

two

with Eva Novak.
with Harry Carey.

Princess Jones, five reels.
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

&

Jass,

reels,
reels,

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

Muriel Ostriche.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with

Cowboy

The Smart Sex, five
The Freeze Out, five

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

with Otis Skinner.

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester

S.

INC.

reels,

six

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

It

28— Without

reels,

The Shadow,

PRODUCTIONS

All

Million,

SPECIALS

six reels, All Star Cast.

Cast.

Feb.

a

in

Kismet, nine

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

Love, Honor and Obey, six reels, with

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

cast.

Beban.

SALIENT FILMS,

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

Billions, six reels,

S. L.

five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels,, state right feature.

Once
Pauline Fred-

Linder.

One Man

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

The Great Redeemer,

reels, Cabanne.
reels, Christel.
five reels, with

Slave of Vanity,

^ola

reels,

Madame

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Mary Miles Minter.

Max

—
—The Greater Claim, six Doraldina.
Alice Lake.
— Extravagance, six
with
May
Allison.
21 — A Message from Mars, six
with"
Bert Lytell.
28— Puppets of Fate, six
with Viola
7

-

Offshore

Dana.
Passion Fruit, six

Constance

Mary Miles

erick.
813, six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
The First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Seven Years Bad Luck, five reels, with

Allison.

31— The

Jan.

with

with

reels,

All Souls' Eve, five reels, with

The Stealers, eight
So Long Letty, six

five reels, State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels. Allene Ray.

Wm.

reels,

five

five

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES

BERT LUBIN

of

William

with

reels,

Mayo.
Clown,

Little

Minter.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

Youth,

Different,

Binney.

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

— Lure of
—Marriage

Wanda

Johnstone.

six reels.

reels.
Business, five reels.
of Pride, five; reels.

Jan. 10
Jan. 17

with

Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

Love Without Question, seven

West of the Rio

reels,

reels, with aWnda Hawley.
Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniela.
Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.

A Woman's

Honeymoon Ranch,

five

Oh Lady

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Wings

Elopement,

First

The Snob, five
You Never Can

SPECIAL FEATURE

Madonnas and Men,

Wanda Haw-

Hawley.

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

— Reckless

five

Two Kinds

NEAL HART SERIES

1

Edith

D. N.
Women,

Minter.
Villain, five reels, with

with

reels,

five

—

STAR PRODUCTIONS
for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles

Her Beloved

— Skyfire,
— Danger Valley,
Mar. 15— God's Gold,
Mar.

Walsh production.

reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

Eyes

INDEPENDENT FILMS
1

The Law

Food

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

Nov. 15

six reels, R. A.
of the Yukon, six

Door,

Fickle

June 13

SPECIAL FEATURES
Deep Purple,

with All Star Cast.

BALLIJJ PRODUCTIONS

Kane and

REALART PICTURES

with Bessie Barris-

cale.

Gail

J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

The Broken Gate, seven

Jan.

Herbert Frank.
with

the

Collier.

Cobb.

reels,

with William

reels,

of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard

Darning,
Just Outside

The Servant Question,

Anns, five reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
five

six

Ralph Ince Special.

Man's Plaything, five reels, with Grace Davidson.
Mountain Madness, six reels, with special cast.
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.

the Depths, five reels, with Violet Merse-

Edmund

His,

six reels, a

Hallor.

INC.

ARTHUR F. BECK

Good Woman,

Tearle.

SELECT PICTURES

Empty

A

Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince Special.
Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

The Seeds

Line, six reels.

reau and

The
You
The
The

six reels.

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Out of

Sin, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

SEITZ, INC.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES

Faversham.

six reels.

Killer,

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Red Foam,

Diamonds,

SERIES

reels.

Case.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The Heart

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

The Sin That Was

GEORGE

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green

six reels, with Fritzi

PERRET PICTURES,
of

The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.
Worlds Apart, six reels.

The Fourth

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewi*.

with Blanche

reels,

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

The Empire

TRACY PRODUCTIONS

'LOUIS
The

five

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

Stedman and Law-

Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle
son Butt.

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

with Bruce

Bruce Gordon

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Half a Chance, seven

Kenyon.

DIAL FIEM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The

reels,

with

reels,

Her Unwilling Husband,

JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Boswerth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.
six reels, with Doris

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

PARKER READ,

The Harvest Moon,

.

ton.

INC.

P. Trail, six reels.

BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J.

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six

inc.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

JESSE

Distributed through the Pat he Exchanges

The U.

PATHE exchange,

97

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Dead Men

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tom
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Trumpet

ine Calvert.
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May,

GOLDWYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS
COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

two

reels.

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

NEIGHBORS,

two

ROBKR

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.

U

I

SPECIAL
COMEDYART. two

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two reels.
Torchy's Millions. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

Fool.

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

JIM

two

Summer's Day.
20— The Unhappy Finish.
Travel

one

Pic-

reel.

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

two

reels.

His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.
Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.
Don't Tickle.

of Nature.

S.

&

E.

ENTERPRISES— Cowboy

two

Jazz,

reeli.

Hoxie).

Warner Orland).
Ranger

(Geo.

B.

Seitz

and

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo).
UNIVERSAL— The Flaming Disk (Elmo Linooln).
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie WiJSilent

Avenger

(William

Duncan).
Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

CORP.

two

reels,

two

reels.

C. B.
feather,

DRAMAS,

Tom

two

Santscbi.
Edgar Jones.

reels,

one

Ryan and
(Aotonia

Moreno).

NEWS REELS
days) at Universal exchanges.
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) at
PATHE
Educational exchanges.

NEWS

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week)

at

Select ex-

changes.

two

PRICE

(Joe

Mystery

Dangers

Veiled

KINOGRAMS

PIONEER
INDIAN

VITAGRAPH— The

Duncan

(William

Fate

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs-

INC.

two

and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden
Jean Paige).

reels.

CO.

featuring

Mona

Dark-

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)

reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
two

SPECIALS

reels.

Slicker.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

Wonders

PATHE— The

reels.

FRITZI

Pais and Petticoats.

reel.

FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland).
PATHE— Phantom Foe (Juanita Hansen and

reels.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

Her Doggone Wedding.

os>«

Pictographi.

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one every
other week, two reels.
ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels

reels.

Elephant's Nightmare.
Me Tight.

Sermonettes.
Magazine,

camp).

ARROW FILM

NICK CARTER SERIES,

Hold

Vod-e-

Original

MeLuke'a FilmOsophy.

VITAGRAPH— The

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

FOX FILM CORP.

The

reels.

CO.

Blizzard.

THE TEMPEST,

reels.

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two

reel.

(weekly).

The

reels.

An

two

PATHE

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

reel

VITAGRAPH— The

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.
six

Scenic

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.

reels

DOMINANT PICTURES,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.
A Day's Pleasure, two reels.
The Kid,

Burrud

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

Sky
June Caprice).

two

eat

Elinor Fair).

reel.

PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE,

Series, one

snapshots (bi-monthly).

COMMONWEALTH— Spar.uth's
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

RADIN— Brind's

reels.

two

one

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

B. C.

PIONEER — Luke

DRAMAS

a

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES

C.

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one

CORP.

Itl.S

reels.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

Days.

reels.

reel.

Scenics.

PICTURES— Sunset

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

one

reel.

I

The Back Yard.
two

Scenic*.

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviewa.
KIN ETO— Charles Urban Movie Chata.
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

reel.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,
reels.
Mar. 6— Wedding Bells Out of Tune.

tures,

I

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

reels.

Feb.
Feb.

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

GOLDWYN— GoldwynBray

reel.

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA SKY
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE COMEDIES,

Picture*.

(every week).

reel

ARROW— Sport

VITAGRAPH

FILM SALES CO.
BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.

— On

one

one

I'M

COMICLASSICS. two

two reels.
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
(J'fmie Adams.)
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

two

one

MISCELLANEOUS

I

CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

6

(every two

reel

Stories.

SSELL-GKKI VEK-HUSSBLL

TUSUN COMEDIES,

Married.

— Sweetheart

one

Holmes Travel

PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Pictures.

SPECIAL

reel.

OLE

SOK-4

I

SUPREME COMEDIES,

Sink.

Movie Mad.

Mar. 20

one

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

reels.

one

PARAMOUNT— Burton

reel.

REELCRAFT Pit
RBI
HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.

ALICE

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

Scenics.

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

EXPORT

I

Mr. Fatima.

April

Bruce Scenics Bean

Outing

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,

RADIN I'll TI RES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

It.

Dynamite.
Nonsense.
The Simp.

C.

(every two weeks).

reel.

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,
INC.

Ladies' Pets.

Scrappily

reel

(every week).

reel

Buster

reels.

Please.

I'HOTO PRODUCTS

Trayful of Trouble.

Wedding Blues.
Back From the Front.
Dining Room, Kitchen and

two

Keating.

reels.

two

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Buster Keating.

reels,

reels.

The One Best Pet.
You'll Be Surprised.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

Number

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

Beat

SCENICS
Max

METRO

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

A

with

reels,

tw»

reels.

BXI BAJTGB, INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two reels.

FILM SALES

two

reels.

PATHE

AY WON FILM CORP.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

(Leonard Chapman), two

weeks).

reel.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. R. C.

CO.

RED RIDER SERIES

Roberts.

reels.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two

1921

7,

two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
WILLIAM J. FLYNN Detective Series,

two

reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Run*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

;
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BRIGHT DAYS AHEAD
The ensuing months
Inc.,

will

forging ahead of the

find
field

Associated

Producers,

of motion picture

dis-

Every indication points
by great strides.
toward an unprecedented success for the organization
that distributes the product of the country's foremost
director-producers.
This is made possible only through
the great co-ordination that exists between the two
which go to make
production and distribution
units
tributors

—

—

up

this

During

co-operative company.

May and

release six

June, Associated Producers, Inc., will

feature productions

two-part comedies.

All

and two Mack Sennett
product of the most

are the

representative directors in the business.

Watch

for our

forthcoming announcement in the trade journals.

Associated Producers

XIL No.
'

20

EmteTti

"

~?r-

Published weekly at 41J

Inc.

MAY

14,

1921

your bank

will <£o
-

account

show

when you

("he

oVeafesh

hero of l-hem

all

-

EDDIE

Soon

to

be released

fn 18

Chapters of desperate advenhure on Hie island of Cuba
DiVected by

JP*M cGowarv

V^\Nevsa\sMosVTerriTic5er/a/ Sensation

Whistling
the

Dick,

happy hobo

— another Will

Rogers character
creation, funnier

and more lovable
than Jubilo.

GOLDWYN

c

presents

Will Rogers

'*'AN

UNWILLING HERO

Adapted from O. Henrys famous stoiy "Whistling Dicks Christmas Stocking"
Virected hy

CLARENCE BADGER

wnr

/

MSI NATIONAL
THE MSUAL NEWS g^ALL THE WORLD
Exclusive Pictures
—OF THE FAMOUS
AMERICAN COMEDIENNE

Elsie Janis
WITH HER QUAINT SEDAN
CHAIR ON A MOTORCYLCE,
TAKEN IN PARIS WERE
SHOWN IN—

KlNOGRAMS NO. 2936

DISTRIBUTED

BY

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

1

!

May

14,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

H.I nee
Thomas
presents

THE

BRONZE
BELL"
By Louis Joseph Vance

THE

shrieks of a thousand mutinous
natives! The ominous roar that
grew in volume with her every heart
beat!

And she, an English girl, alone and
helpless in the strange, secret Temple of
the Bronze Bell

But the Indian Prince was an AmerAnd when he fell in

ican in disguise!
—
love with her

The

rest

is

a sizzling, surprising,

spectacular melodrama, written by a
master of thrills, and produced on a
gigantic scale.

Cast includes Doris May and
Courtenay Foote
Directed by James W. Home.
Scenario by Del Andrews and Louis Stevens.
Photographed by George Barnes.

An

Ince-Vance Special.

CI (paramount Q>icture

/

8

EXHIBITORS

'HE R A L D

May

14,

1921

DAVID

WARK
GRIFFITH'S

"DREAM
STREET"

j
Dramatic

Comedu
Suggested by
Characters

of

Ihomas burke
The splendid popular success of Mr.
Griffith's

newest production

"DREAM STREET"
in

New York

City and Philadelphia

has brought to our offices throughout the country the biggest booking

response from exhibitors that our
organization has so far experienced.

Hiram Abrams.

UNITED
AI2TI STS

CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD
CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

D.W GRIFFITH
HIQAM ABRAMS

President

Realart's Birthday Production

HE

had chanced upon the secret of her

guardian

she
of four

tell,

people

and
and,

benefactress.
telling,

Should

wreck the

and cloud the future

of

lives
little

Bettv?

Or
fice

should she remain silent and so sacri-

on the altar of devotion a new-found love

and
but a

all

her fond dreams of happiness which,

moment

before,

seemed so near and

real?

90000000
Here you have no hint of cheap, insincere
melodrama, but a gripping, real story peopled
with everyday,

human

characters brought sud-

denly face to face with stark tragedy.

REAL A RT
PICTURES CORPORATION
469

Fifth

Avenue.

New York

Realart's Birthday Production

HEN

Realart determined to celebrate its
second anniversary with a Birthday
Production to be shared with owners of
the Star Franchise, Hector Turnbull,
one of the foremost writers for the screen, was
engaged to write the story.

The result is what he believes to be the
greatest dramatic work of his career.
To insure
a faithful screen portrayal it is being produced
under Mr. Turnbull's personal supervision, with
Chester Franklin, director of many successes,
wielding the megaphone.
only one actress today who was
the heroine role, and that is
May McAvoy, starring in the Birthday Production.
This little woman is bringing to the screen
some of the most remarkable emotional acting
it has ever seen.

There

literally

is

born for

Ably supporting Miss McAvoy are such
players as Kathlyn Williams,
Ralph Lewis, Bruce Gordon, Lloyd Whitlock
and Gladys Fox.
distinguished

REALART
PICTURES CORPORATION
469

Fifth

Avenue.

New York

'

opolilan
The 20th Century
Problem Divorce

—

Here is the supreme Special
Super Feature that pul.srs vibrantly with the pitiful drama -of a
child torn bj the love for her parents who are about to bedivoi <•<!.
<

Under the unmistakable genius
of that

master director, Albert
it
moves toward ii~
tremendous soul rocking climax
\\ ith
a resistless sweep.
Capellani,

Adapted
the

the screen from
story of the inter-

for

(anions

national!)
noted
Gouverneur Morris.

uovelis!

It
paints
in
broad brush
stroke- the inescapable duty of

a

man and

a

woman

to the child

they have brought intotheworld.
It

sounds the one eternal unitheme thai grips audiences

versal

everywhere— the child appeal.
It is a

Cosmopolitan Produc-

tion.

Convincing, engrossing, dynamic in
every detail, it represents the real class
and real character that invariably distinguish Cosmopolitan Productions.

Produced by the International Film
Service Co., Inc., William Randolph
Hearst, President.
It is a

Paramount

Picture.

For Early Release.

--7—

Released Ay Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

m

Production

production

^«n &?Ncvejj>y <5ouvern€ur Morris - Scenario 4jrDonnahDarrcII*i^c/«/4fAlbert Capellani

y/

Personally directed by that master ol the
dramatic, Albert Capellani, who directed
"The Inside of the Cup."

Taken from the famous

by Gouver-

story

neur Morris who stands today in the foremost
rank of world novelists.
Settings designed

by

that world master of

scenic effects, Joseph Urban.

The cast includes such notable actors as
Mary MacLaren, Holmes E. Herbert, Norman
Kerry, Dorothy Bernard, Joseph Smiley, and
in addition that marvelous child actress Rita
Rogan winsome, lovable, ranked among the

—

best

on

stage

and

Scenario by
It is

a

screen.

Donnah

Paramount

For early

Darrell.

Picture.

release.

Released £y FambusPlavers -Lasky

Co rpo rat on
i

~:

-V.

v

MARY MILES MINTER
DONT CALL ME
edfrom

the play prrtj by Catherine ClusholmCushiruj
Directed by Joseph Henabery
Scenario by Sdith l^nnedy

If

Doors Were Only Transparent

Happy sounds came through the parlor
door — the creak of an armchair with a
double burden, gentle cooings, indistinct
murmurings silence.

—

Was

it

Monty— or

LITTLE GIRL

only Peter?

It ought to have been Monty, inasmuch
as tomorrow was his wedding day, but madcap "Jerry" had planned otherwise.

Because they considered her just a
her plans of altar-wrecking had
prospered, plans that would have done
credit to a Machiavelli.
But they must not
fail at the last moment.
And so you see
why "Jerry" is glued so anxiously to the
"little girl"

parlor door.
Millions of Minter fans will
shout with joy at this clean-cut,
laugh-packed comedy-royal.

'A

Mi

KEALAKT

PICTURES CORPORATION
4-69 FIFTH AVENUE-MEW YORK

gsmopolilan produ

Woman
God

s

Changed
•s

/vom a SforyJ>y Donn Byrne
DirectedAy Robert GVignola
Scenes 6y Joseph Urban

Produced by the International Film Service Co.,
William Randolph Hearst, President.

Inc.,

For Early Release
Its CZ

Presented Jby

(paramount (picture

Famous Players- Lasky Corporation

itan

4/

V

Woman

Woman God Changed" is not only a special Cosmopolitan Super Feature,
a powerful love drama that is away and beyond the ordinary in the novelty
theme and the scope of its presentation, and will have an immense box office

"The
but
of

it is

its

following.
Its scenic effects are easily above the usual
many of them being screened in
the Bahama Islands, where scores of native Bahamans were used in the picture and
contribute to the wonderful life-likeness of its settings.
The interiors are themselves alone a gorgeous tribute to the master workmanship
and personal arrangement of the famous master of scenic effects, Joseph Urban, who

—

designed them.

An exceptionally strong cast has been assembled for this production, headed by
the popular screen favorites, Seena Owen and E. K. Lincoln.
"The Woman God Changed" is a marvelous example of the artistic genius of
Robert G. Vignola, who directed it.
Produced by the International Film Service Co., Inc., William Randolph Hearst,
President.
It's

E

Ci (paramount Q>iclure

Presented 6y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

i

God Chan
/rom a Story Ay

Donn Byrne
Dhecied by

Robed G.Vignola
Jcenzs £>y

Joseph Urban

Presented By Famous Players^Lasky Corporation

a

"The Woman God Changed" is adapted from the brilliant short story
by Donn Byrne, which attracted such a tremendous following in Hearst's
Magazine.

"The

Woman God Changed"

tells

the story of a beautiful

woman

—

—

on the wheel of a care-free world, who kills her lover her escape
to the South Sea Islands
her capture
the shipwreck of herself and the officer
who is bringing her back under arrest, on a desert island their years together
butterfly

—

—

there alone.

Then

—

follows the rescue

justice.

—

—

return to civilization

their

and the bar

of

—

The climax is startling unique new.
"The Woman God Changed" will create

discussion wherever

shown.

it is

a Cosmopolitan Production.
It has all the real class and real character that invariably distinguish
Cosmopolitan Productions from the ordinary.
It is

Produced by the International Film Service Co.,

Inc.,

William Randolph

Hearst, President.

Woman
fr-om a SJory £y

Donn Byrne
Directed by

Robcri GVign o a
1

Scenes by

Joseph Urban

God

.

Changed
It's

CI Q>aramounlQ>iclure

Famous Players ~Lasky Corporation

j[j

ROBERTSON -COLE
'PRESENTS

•

GOOD WOMEN
by C GARDNEQ SULUVAN

PRODUCTION S\t\CE KIXAtET
STORY OF THE COMPLEXITIES OF A BRILLIANT
YOUNG WOMAN WHO DAKED TO LIVE OUT HER UNCONVENTIONAL IDEAS OF LIFE.
7\

GORG£OU$£flTRAflCIAG, DARI/NCh
ROBERTSON -COLE

J"UPER-J"PECIAL

DOLL
An Allan Dwan Production
from the story

"JOHNNY CUCABOD"
By

WILBUR HALL
Featuring

MONTE BLUE— MARY THURMAN
AND A NOTABLE SUPPORTING CAST
To

be released June

12th

By

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES-

729 SEVENTH AVE,

NEW YORK

CITY

Inc.

STATEMENT OF FACT PERTAINING TO
DMAS H. INCE'S GREAT DRAMA OF TODAY

MOTHER

MINE"

O'

To be released by
Associated Producers, Inc.
June

5,

Exhibitors

everywhere

learn

Thomas

what

that
will

1921
will

be delighted to
completed

Ince has

H.

undoubtedly prove

to be his greatest

when it is released on June fifth,
Those who enjoyed the privilege of ex-

production
next.

hibiting "Lying Lips," the second Ince release

through "A.

when we
in the

probably be surprised

P.," will

state that

"MOTHER

opinion of those

O'

MINE"

is,

who have pre-vieued

an even greater picture in every respect
than this big special.
The production combines every element that made "Lying Lips"
it,

so successful and in addition has a stronger
and more gripping theme
mother love!

—

We

urgently appeal to

progressive

all

exhibitors
!

discriminating and

to

make

Mine"

"Mother
"A. P." exchange

just as

which we predict

will result

to view

application

at their

nearest

soon as prints are received by our branches.
We want our many
exhibitor-friends to share in the huge profits

from the exhibi-

tion of the Ince super-special.

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH AVE., N'EW YORK CITY

Inc.

It

all started With

a pair of shoes ff

C

]hree great Wishes in a girls heart
heeame realities through their magic
Step

hij step

thaj led her through-

Jmazing adventure - Duffling mystery,
gripping intrigue

- Stirring

romance

right into
the one thing in a riomans

Bei/ond

Price

lire

that

is
-A

Jery dramatic

Quality
combined in one
picture

William

c

Jo^

resents
J)

PEARL
WHITE
IK

Beyond
Price
^/he picture that Will coax in"
numerable feet to your box office
Story by
PaulJI.Sbane

^ySjC

Directed by

J.Searlc Valley

Cntertainmcnts

WILLIAM
William Fox
presents

FARNUM
in

1ANE GRETS UJoruLerfid stories

Riders-ofihe
Purple Sa£e
jkree
established
box
ce

°j

and

JFe Rainbow

(

Trail
also in

Successes

TienaMan
Sees Red
from -the famous Saturday Srenhuf
°Pcst story £y

LARRY EVANS

A YANKEE
McA

<$en

Wilson

(-Production

V

^§8

lEUHE GODS TURNED THEIR BACKS ON BARRY WEST. ALL HE
Ml OWNED WAS HIS YANKEE PLUCK,
FLIRTED- WI'
PLUCK. THEN HE FLIRTED-WITH
BUI
MISTRESS FATE, IN THE PERSON OP A BEAUTIFUL GIRL. ^
;

YOU WILL FOLLOW HIM AND HER WITH EVERY NERVE! TINGLING
AND THRILLED THROUGH AMAZE OF DELICIOUS MYSTERY AND
MORE SURPRISES AND ACTION THAN THREE MELODRAMAS COULDGIVE
-YOU.
(Released
•

ARROW

by

FILM CORPORATION

W.E. SHALLENBERGER,PRES.

V

GO-GETTER
W
Qfirst

oP a Se

es

oP

Cfour

Starring

Supported hy

'ames ^Morrison

or

f/ie

Independent

Market

o

TWO

THIRTY-FOUR WEST FIFTY-FIFTH STREET

NEW YORK
TELEPHONE CIRCLE 1844

April 20th
1921

Justice Harmer, President,
Sun-Light Aro Corporation,
1600 Broadway,
New York City,
J.

Dear Sir;The flew York Lodge of the Motion
Pioture Directors Association passed and
unanimously adopted a resolution that the
Motion Pioture Directors Association of New. York
should award to the Sun-Light Arc its heartiest
endorsement for the greatest advancement that
has "been made in studio lighting up to the
present time; not only for the wonderful
artistic light, but also for its perfect
efficiency under all conditions.

The Sun-Light Arc has been such a
splendid benefit and help to each director that
we as a body feel it a duty to offer our
appreciation for the excellent achievement that
the Sun-Light Arc has bestowed upon Motion
Pioture Art.

With very best wishes for your
continued success, we are

Cordially yours,

—
E X
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A FAMOUS BOOK
A FAMOUS PLA\
Has Become

A

— By Virtue of theJPhotographer's Magic

Screen Epic

"The Servant * House*
By Charles Rann Kennedy

A

Distinctive Feature Carrying a Forceful

Message, Lingering Long After the Trashy
Stories of the Day are Forgotten
:

:

:

:

How the Twaddle of the Average Movie Preachment Fades into
Insignificance Beside the Sturdy Beauty of This Picture.
Hits you
right Between the Eyes."
Mae Tinee, Tribune, Chicago
"My,

—

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
linois

and Indiana

May

14,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

The Dramatic Favorite
Of Three Generations
Revived
A

in Colossal

faithful presentation of the

Grandeur

book and

play, absolutely

avoiding exaggeration or the false conception of copyists.

"EAST LYNNE"
A

surpassing presentation of the tear and smile compelling romance, evoking pleasant memories of bygone days.

FOR THE EXHIBITOR

FOR THE PUBLIC
A HEART

NOTE:

A SURE BOX OFFICE HIT

DRAMA SUPREME

This is the original production of East Lynne,
place where the events actually occurred

made

at the

DON'T BE MISLED

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Eight
Illinois

and Indiana

Hundred and Ten South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois

and Indiana

K X
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KIPLING SCORES AGAIN!
Fourth

Richard Kipling Series
Powerful Westerners

of the

of

THE BATTLIN' KID
A Five Reel
Western
Super Feature
Now Ready for

Get Busy

if

Distribution,

You Want

the

Best Western Ever Made.

It's

a

Positive Sensation.

ASK KIPLING
WRITE OR WIRE

Richard Kipling Enterprises
516 Fifth Avenue

-

-

-

-

New York

City

192 1

Mav

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

14.
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Love
exacts terrible penalties!

And
So

pays beautiful rewards!

it

the sister of Janis
heart
love's

So the

Clayton, whose

was all love and
penalty—alone.

man who

trust,

cast aside love to

wealth, paid love's penalty

—

paid

wed

alone.

So Janis Clayton paid love's penalty
alone paid for the loves of others.

—

—

But love had a beautiful reward in store

—and love

for her

paid.

The Strange

Story of

Three Kinds of Love
Portrayed by

The Beautiful

HOPE HAMPTON
as Janis Clayton in

"Love's Penalty"
A

story with a big audience

appeal

—dean,

wholesome, with a great moral lesson.
Presented by

Hope Hampton

Productions,. Inc.

Story and Direction by John Gilbert

Exclusively distributed by Associated
First National Exchanges, with the

exception of the Pittsburgh territory,

which is handled by the Columbia
Film Exchange, Pittsburgh, Pa.

33
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Hal Oppcrman,
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Crescent Theatre, Pontiac, Hi,

plays First National Attractions a second time and thzn turns

them away.

THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY
GYPSY GOOD LUCK

Ihereli be a Franchise everywhere

MARK

to the successor to P

with the same star and

Box

PI

The Romany Pateran, made
and left at Crotiwayt to blatet
trail to Gypsy tent and Gynay
the world and back.
THE
direct'

Office Recor
That's What Hal Opperman,
Crescent Theatre, Pontiac, I//., reports of

Presented by Catherine Curtis and
Produced by Catherine Curtis Corporation

Taken from

the novel by Ralph

Connor

Directed by

King Vidor
A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

It's

a Wonderfu

Mav
u

Ilg,

14.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

.•o

Wonderland Theatre, Lorain, Ohio,

ii the public has been so impressed by the excellence of
! lional Pictures that all he has to do is use the words
t

ational" in his advertising to crowd his house.

7

ER REASON

THAT'S
GYPSY GOOD LUCK PIECE
The Romany Pateran, made of twigs
and left at Crossways to blaze the Gypsy
trail to Gypsy tent and Gypsy love over

WHY

^There'll

be a Franchise everywhere

" 'The

Sky

the

MARK

The Kid

quals

Read

THE TRADE
the world and back.
to the successor to PASSION,
with the same star and director.

Report of the Crescent Theatre:

Pilot'

smashed

all

attendance records
9

equaled The Kid in box office
receipts. The picture held the audiences enthralled.
It's the most magnificently filmed play we have
run this year."

in this theatre.

1

It

Audience Picture!

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Fred J. Campbell, National Theatre, Louisville, Ky.,
plays

First

National pictures

and always draws

THAT'S ANOTHER REASON

big

crowds.

WHY
GYPSY GOOD LUCK PIECE
The Romany Pateran. made of twifi
and left at Croiiwayi to blaze the Gypsy
trail to Gyp*y tent and Gypay love over
THE TRADEthe world and back.

*7here%be a Franchise everywhere

MARK

to the tucceuor to PASSION,
with the name star and director.

A

Society Raffles and a
Rufus Wallingford combined whose dizzy flights

Whitman Bennett

high finance will
astound and fascinate

America's Greatest Actor

A

smashing climax in
which a forger wipes out

presents

in

in his

you.

the world famous

"Jim
"\ou

t

ke

melodrama

Penman

forged not only to steal

money but

lives," said

his wife.

"1

es,

"And

I

have wrecked lives," said Jim the Penman.
be one more wreck of the wreckers."

—

there'll

An

astonishing story with remarkable acting
by Lionel Barry more and a noted cast.
It will
grip and hold them fascinated.

Story by Sir Charles L. Young
Scenario by Dorothy) Farnum

Directed by

Kenneth Webb
Photography by
T. L. Griffith

and
Harry Stradling

A

without leaving a trace.

BARRYMORE

LIONEL
in

Greatest Characterization

band of crooks in a
most sensational way,

a

First National

Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P.
Howells, Inc., 729 Seventh Ave.,
New York City

MARTIN

J.

Publisher

ISSUE OF *
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*

QUIGLEY
& Editor

Another Brand
By
T_TARDLY
*~

A

a

MARTIN

day now passes that some inspired

savior of the motion picture industry does

demand

J,

of

Meddling

QUIGLEY

of nor disinterested in the issues to which he
refers. He might further be informed that his

the invariable rule in these cases that the per-

cursory investigation has revealed nothing in
the way of demonstrable facts that has not been
long known to the industry. If he is a reason-

son bent on this mission has nothing more than

able

an admission ticket relationship to the business.
Among the latest crusaders for the salva-

which

not dash forward with a
of the stage.

for the center

Strangely enough,

tion of the industry

is

it

is

almost

one Edward L. Corbett,

an attorney of New York City, who, in a communication to the members of Congress, discloses himself as very much alarmed over a possible lowering of American prestige through
the competition of German-made pictures. Mr.
Corbett points to Germany's restriction of film
importations as a course which America should
follow.

After a fleeting analysis of the situation,
Mr. Corbett is quickly brought up to the conclusion

that

to

save the American

industry

several expensive schemes of regulation, super-

and censorship should be introduced by
sees an immediate need of Federal regulation on the interstate commerce basis.
vision

law.

He

A SIDE from whatever merit there may

or may
not be in Mr. Corbett's contentions, it appears to us quite notable that here is what seems
to be another instance of the whole industry

whose happiness and prosperity is tied up to the
business of motion pictures not knowing what
is either good or bad for it, creating the necessity for an outside, more or less disinterested
person like Mr. Corbett, to come along and advise it as to what should be done.
If Mr. Corbett were merely altruistically
interested in the questions involved, it apparently would surprise him to know that a very
representative type of American mind, both as
to national characteristics

and calibre, is to be
found within the motion picture industry in the
United States, and this mind is neither ignorant

man and
is

is

not shooting at some target

not plainly set forth in his communica-

tion to Congress, it should be somewhat of a
shock to him to be informed that the industry
which he assumes to be protecting is unqualifiedly opposed to the position he assumes and
thoroughly repudiates what he is pleased to

regard as the remedy.

CORBETT
MR.number
of German
first

cites

an exaggerated
and

film importations

then steps quickly into the conclusion that this
portends a lowering of the prestige of the American producer. His answer to this situation,
which, for the purpose of his crusade, he has
elaborated beyond its actual status, is a retaliatory embargo. The record will show that commercial embargoes usually are set down at the
The
instance of industries that are affected.
motion picture industry has not asked for an
embargo against German films for various good
and tenable reasons which are arrived at out
of a great deal better understanding of the situation than is indicated in Mr. Corbett's communication, and chief among these reasons is
that the basis of the American industry's foreign policy is the proposition that public demand, inspired by the quality of a production,
shall give that production a free passport to
the markets of the world.
Mr. Corbett, in an excursion into the highly
problematical advantages of Federal regulation,
contends that by such means the American motion picture can be perpetuated as a promulgator
of America's high standards in thought, art,

morals and manners. However, he appears to
be either blind to or ignorant of the conspicuous
fact that only an unusual degree of stupidity
would encourage foreign governments to permit
the American picture to be exhibited in their
countries in the face of foreign product being
locked out of the United States bv law.
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There has heen a big development
censorship situation

the

in

York.

may

This

New

in

state

still

remains

New York
The

in doubt.

de-

—

velopment that has taken place and
which is of thoroughly significant proportions

—

demonstrated

is

in the cal-

ibre of the opposition to the

law made

at the

proposed

hearing before Gov-

ernor Miller.
the

*

*

New York

dustry was a unit

dence

;

factional discord.

hearing the in-

was no

evi-

suggestive

of

there

anything

of

legislation has car-

However,
the good judgment of the Wisconsin
legislators brought them to the conof

sons

who formerly appeared

the

position

that

to

assume

censorship

was a

trivial to

merit their con-

is

a step back-

*

*

*

Exhibitors Herald

is

gratified to

note the strong and enthusiastic re-

announcement of
the Public Rights League and its plans
and purposes. This is a movement of
and for the whole industry and the
whole industry is invited to cooperate.
Put your signature on a membership
blank and earn the right to participate
sponse to the

in the

initial

obvious benefits that will be ac-

complished.
is

*

Law

Wisconsin Senate
Censorship Rill

43

Votes

Against

43
Indiana Exchanges Hire Expert to
Kediii e Damage to Films
4U
Milwaukee
Exhibitors Announce
Standards of Pictures
44
Famous Players To Build World's
Largest Theatre
43
Senator James .1. Walker to Combat
Crafts'

Propaganda

40

Ralph Talbot Elected President of
Oklahoma Exhibitor League
17
Governor Miller Expected to Reach
Early Decision on Censorship.... 47
Rufus J. Cole Announces Future
Plans of Company

Chicago has twelve strikes and four
lockouts on

48

its

hands.
*

Xew York

is

running a close second

with a total of ten.
*

Coming in by Hundreds
The way the exhibitors are joining

the

Rights League" announced in
bxHonoRs Herald, April 30, the time
was just right for this popular movement.

"Public

By Appointment Only
Gibson Gowland, the only member of
the Los Angeles film colony who was
born on the island of Yap, is now ready
to be interviewed on the Japanese quesLeague of Nations, or any other

tion, the

current topic.
*

Tough on Harding

An

Eastern theatrical paper recently

quoted

Tom

Moore, well known Wash-

ington exhibitor, as saying: "President
Harding is not, from all accounts, a great
executive."
A week later, it explained
the quotation should have read: "President Harding is not only, from all accounts, a great executive," etc.

*

Has anyone signed

a great deal of speculation

that

George Kelly

person for pictures as yet?
*

in the

will

industry at this time as to what

be the position of the exhibitor

in the limited picture

market which

is

very definitely forecasted for the coming theatrical season. Production has
been so materially decreased during
the past six

months

that there

is

no

and Spring the exhibitor will be confronted with a buying problem which
will differ widely from that of recent
years.

*

The
meet

first

this

realize

step

a time there was a director
who didn't write and direct his own
stories.
That was before there were any
motion pictures.
*

We

didn't gain anything but a thrill
when we cashed that five cent check Ivan
Abramson sent us. It cost five cents exchange to put it through the bank.

We

*

*

preparedness to

time.

the existence

obviously

of a

is,

Tells Crafts He is Discredited by Recent Kvents
Carl Laemmle Says I'. S. Producers

Do Not Fear Foreign Competition

41*

49

Early Reports Assure Success of
"Kducational Week"
50
Chicago Ex change* Now Located in
District

7-1

DEPARTMENTS
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Reviews
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What the Picture Did for

Xew York

Me

51
77
80
81
87
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88
Chicago Trade Events
93
With the Procession in Los Angeles 93
Cuide to Current Pictures
96

*

Money Talks
That money talks was clearly demon-

to

new and

different state of affairs.

Little Ole

Fable

Once upon

in

situation

Wabash Avenue

Speaking of famous swatters, see where
Babe Ruth was fined $25 for speeding on
Broadway.
Lucky they don't lock 'em
up for ten days in New York, like they
do in Santa Ana, eh?

hope "Mother Eternal" puts the decimal
point over to the right two places next

Hampton

Governor of Nebraska Vetoes Cen-

normalcy.

•

*

There

to

*

ward and not a step forward.

IN THIS ISSUE
NEWS OF THE WEEK
sorship

Things arc almost back

censorship.

clusion that censorship

Further, conspicu-

ous assistance was rendered by per-

matter too

re-

doubt whatsoever that for next Fall
*

At

which has

Wisconsin and this has been
an encouragement to the Badger State
advocates

M.

particularly sig-

Various types of ultra-modern

be stated in face of

the fact that whether there will or will

not be a censorship law in

is

R.

into

ried in

J.

Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

New York

moving over

states

and experimental
Published every Wednesday by Martin

in

jected censorship
nificant.

1921

Re -Takes

means eventual

victory.

-MARTIN J. QJJIGLEY
PUBLISHER, & EDITOR

14,

the calibre of opposition

unquestionably

that

May

strated on the streets of Chicago one day
Hazel Dawn, of the
recently when
"Gertie's Garter" company, gave away
1,000 one dollar bills to a mob of loop
hounds, while a "silent man" advertising
"The City of Silent Men" couldn't give
away his free tickets on the side lines.
Business picked up for the "silent man,"
however, after Hazel's crisp dollars were
gone.
*

Universal has spent a lot of money on
its Monte Carlo and didn't have to go to

France to do

it.

Buy 'Em by the Bunch
They are selling stock in Clara Smith
Hamon's film company for thirty cents

A year hence those shares will
probably look like thirty cents (a hundred) to the stockholders.

a share.

*

How

About It Ed?
The M. P. World will have its little
joke. In a review of "Kazan" it says "the
scenes are located in the Far North where
of the action takes place."

all

May

14,
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Public Rights League
Exhibitors, Distributors and Producers Pledge
Co-operation to Make
Organization
Effective in Its Fight to Protect Entire
Industry and Public Against a Dictatorship of Reform Element.

New

Letters and

LEAGUE

telegrams acclaiming; the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

the most plausible and effective plan yet conceived for

preserving the freedom of the motion picture have been received by
"Exhibitors Herald" from theatre men, producers and distributors.

Prominent film men concur in the belief that this practical and
co-operative arrangement as defined in last week's issue of this publication will lead ultimately to the complete eradication of the reform
element whose activities are contradictory to the freedom of the screen.
These obstructionists, in the opinion of film men who
have commended "Exhibitors Herald" for sponsoring
The PUBLIC RIGHTS' LEAGUE, can be routed
only through the crystallization of public sentiment in
a defense of the motion picture, which is the fundamental purpose of this informal organization.

Members

of the

refor msituation

industry

who have had

occasion to study the

from a national aspect declare that the

been demonstrated in several instances. They contend that
and the Let that its operations are not involved assure its success.

of the plan has
cability

feasibility
its

practi-

Washington, D. C, which is considered a pivotal point in the nation-wide censorship and blue law movement, recently defeated a drastic regulatory measure. Prior
to the final hearing on the bill the exhibitors launched an intensive drive to win the
support of the public in their attack on the reformers. The campaign was effective.
The galleries were crowded with censorship antagonists. The reformers lost.
but one example of what this workable plan can achie. e. Applied nationally the benefits to be derived are countless.
The PUBLIC RIGHTS' LEAGUE,
however, offers even greater opportunities for effectually dealing with the menace.

This

is

Because of
efforts

its

regularity

and constancy

and

appealing to the public no

last

minute

sentiment are necessary.
Once you have gained the
support of your patrons your case is won.

to crystallize public

confidence

in

—
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As
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Herald" signing of the pledge, which
the LEAGUE, in no way places the exhibitor under

stated in last week's issue of "Exhibitors

membership in
But one request is made of each exhibitor who signs the pledge
that he display on his screen whenever program conditions permit a brief, concise
editorial by Martin J. Quigley which will be published in "Exhibitors Herald" every

carries with

undue

it

obligations.

week.

With these informative comments on the

situation being read weekly by millions

be but a comparatively short time before the public is awakened to
the seriousness of the reform movement which is menacing its own freedom as well

of patrons
as the

it

will

freedom of the motion picture.

The reformers are demanding a dictatorship over the motion
are resorting to subterfuge

As a means of whipping
sought

and

They

picture.

artifice in their endeavers to attain this control.

the industry into subjection they have insulted

and

of the people.
A statement issued recently by the International Reform Bureau declares that
the motion picture industry has brought pressure to bear upon the press to publish
editorials and news favorable to the film people and against the reformers "as a rebate
on photoplay advertising, seemingly oblivious of the sacred obligations of an editor
to give news impartially and speak in editorials sincerely unbiased by advertising
to discredit the press

of the country

it

in the eyes

patronage."
Denial of this has been made by newspapers and producing companies.
However, such an allegation by the reformers must be counter-acted.
Through the slides
of the PUBLIC
the patrons of the motion picture theatre will
be given accurate and authentic information on all phases of the reform movement.

RIGHTS LEAGUE

Oftentimes patrons are heard to register complaints that admission prices are too
high.
They do not realize that AN EXHIBITOR MUST PAY APPROXIMATELY TWENTY TAX AND LICENSE FEES out of every admission

They do not

price before the profits can be tabulated.

realize that the theatre,

ultimately themselves, have been singled out to shoulder the tax burdens.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

the

slide will enlighten

and

Use

your audiences on

of

this

subject.

The purposes
it is

LEAGUE

of the

his duty to cooperate in this

Every exhibitor should feel that
The pledge is published herewith.

are manifold.

movement.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD

LEAGUE
"For

in the interest of the

^

laplolion
.i'^Piciurej^

•

_

INDUSTRY

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

Motion Pictures"

realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
I
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use,

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD.
Chicago.
a

You

member cf

LEAGUE.

then Will be enrolled as

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

in this

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
my part in arousing

manner do

Clip Out!
Sign!

And Become
a iMember of

League

May

14,
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the

Time to
Enlist Your
Patrons in
the Fight to

Free the
is copy for slide No. 2. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

Screen
--o--

IF YOU

HAVEN'T SIGNED
THE PLEDGE, DO IT NOW!
The reformers

of the

are a persistent lot

and

country
it is

the

duty of every exhibitor to coplan

operate in this practical

industry and the public into a

dynamic
freedom

force for defending the
of

the

screen.

This

are

making

last

this article

play

reformer in the past and

Refer to

do

it

it

will

minute

scribe

states

last

on

furnish

In

the editorial

which can be posted

outcome was

in

doubt

plans and pur-

tion also will be printed in con-

venient size for posting in the

dustry was victorious the oppo-

was so highly organized

The

for public

poses of the informal organiza-

majority of cases the in-

that the

of

member with an
print of the emblem

several

ready has been defeated. Though

sition

issue

each

observance.

a

slide

a

fights to

states this adverse legislation al-

in

week's

Shortly this publication will

The Emblem

and other co-

legislation.

dis-

before your audiences.

it

enlarged
active

and

slide

then published.

several

defeat censorship

on a

"Exhibitors Herald" and tran-

in the future.

be for naught.

Exhibitors in

the brief editorial accompanying

powerful force has defeated the

that the efforts of the reformers
will

Sign the pledge now. Reprint

An Enlarged copy
will

of this insigia

be supplied to

members

box

office.

Co-operate in this movement
at a

and you

will find

the public a

later date for posting in the box

until the final vote.

supporter of your cause.

Don't permit a repetition of
this circumstance.

The PUBLIC

RIGHTS LEAGUE

offers

you

a workable plan for uniting the

office or

place.

some other prominent

Sign the pledge and return to
this publication.

You

then

be

the

PUBLIC

enrolled

in

RIGHTS LEAGUE.

will
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Lichtman Announces
Changes in Managers

Omaha

Producers Have
New Men in Charge

Associated
Six

of

Branch Offices

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 3.— Six appointments to branch office managerships have
been announced by General Manager Al
Lichtman of Associated Producers, Inc.,
during the past week.
All of the appointees are now at work. They are:
George S. Jeffrey, Boston.

Ben W. Beadell,

Chicago.

E. C. Leeves, Dallas.
E. S. Flvnn, Detroit.
S. E. Fried, Minneapolis.
F. C. Bonistall, Pittsburgh.
All of the men are veterans in the motion picture business and are well known
to exhibitors in the territory assigned to

them.
General Manager Lichtman states that
he is rapidly lining up his new organization and that there will be only a few
more changes in the personnel of the
distribution branch of Associated Producers.

OMAHA,

NEB., May

— World

Realty Company which owns the Sun, Moon and
awarded the contract for the erection of a new $500,000
house to be erected at Fifteenth and Douglas streets. Although the house will b*
dedicated to the photoplay stage equipment will be installed. It will seat 2,500. Sam
Goldberg is president of the company.

Muse

theatres here has

Indiana
to

Exchanges Hire Expert
Cut Damage to Prints

Mechanic Skilled
Assist

3.

Will Inspect Theatres to
Unnecessary Tear of Films

Projection

in

Operators

ANEW

Eliminate

which is expected to result in the ultimate benefit of
both the exhibitor and the exchanges of Indiana, has just been installed
by the exchange managers of Indianapolis.
An expert mechanic, with a thorough knowledge of motion picture projection machines, has been employed by the various exchange managers to
investigate all cases where prints have been received in bad condition.

THE

service,

object of the plan

is

not only to

save the exchanges great loss of time
and finances through the destruction of
prints, but also to guarantee to the next
exhibitor, who happens to book the picture, a print in perfect condition.
* * *

Whenever a print is received at any
Indianapolis exchange which is not in as
good condition as it was when it left
the vault, ordinary wear and tear expected, the emergency mechanic is sent
out to find out the cause of the trouble.
His duties will not only consist of inspecting the machines, but also to lend
his assistance to the operator whenever
possible, and, in addition, to see that the
inspection departments of the various
exchanges do their utmost to keep the
prints in the best possible condition.
* * *

The exchanges which
in

this

Ready Market Found
For Two- Reel Dramas

plan,

include:

are co-operating
Associated First

National Pictures, Inc., Famous-Players
Corporation,
Pathe Exchange,
Fox Film Corporation, Select Pictures Corporation, Educational Film Corporation, Universal Film Manufacturing
Corporation, Robertson-Cole Distributing
Corporation and Reelcraft Pictures Cor-

Lasky
Inc.,

poration.

in

New

NEW

YORK, May 3.—J. R. Grainger,
manager of Marshall Neilan Proand sales representative for

Chaplin, has closed with Allen
to represent the director in
New York. He will pass on all contracts under Holubar's
new contract
with the Associated First National.

Holubar

are finding a ready market
exhibitors and a big increase in
this class of production can be expected.
Cyrus J. Williams met marked success
in his first series of two-reel westerns
starring Tom Santschi and has just
signed Santschi for another series. Universal and Selig have announced plans to
issue short stories based on the work
of such standard novelists as Oppenheim, General King, Parrish and Parker,
done in elaborate style with special

among

casts.

Beban on Last Lap
Of Tour of Country
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH., May 3.— George
Beban is now on the last lap of his
country-wide personal appearance tour.
Upon his arrival here, he was welcomed
by a deputation of leading citizens and
royally entertained by the heads of the
Jensen & Von Herberg forces, in whose
theatres he is appearing in connection
He will
with "One Man in a Million."
return to Los Angeles the latter part of
May.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

York

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

eastern
duction
Charlie

3.— Two-reel

dramas

Producers Will Send
Expeditions to Orient

Grainger Represents

Holubar

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May

LOS ANGELES, May

3.— A number

producing companies are planning
to send expeditions to Hawaii and the
Orient during the summer months.
Allan Dwan and George Loane Tucker
have announced they will produce one
or more pictures each in Hawaii. Metro
will send Daniel Frawley, director, and
a number of players to the Orient to
of

make

a film play with native players.

:

May
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Governor of Nebraska Vetoes
Creating Film Censorship

Bill

Message Declares Law

True Amercanism
Governor McKelvie in the closing paragraph of his censorship
veto message says:
"Let us then place the responsibility with the people themselves
where it belongs, realizing that if
we as a nation are to be strong,
self-governing people we
virile,
must assume the full responsibilities of citizenship without expecting the state to relieve us from the
ills that are self-imposed and that
are within our range of control,
without the aid or direction of
statutory law."
_

Wisconsin Censor
Bill is

Defeated

United I ndustry Succeeds
In Convincing Solons

Law

Not Needed
MILWAUKEE, WIS., May 4.—The
is

state senate

today killed the Bennett cen-

sorship

by

bill

a vote of 29 to 3.

MADISON. WIS., April 26.— Following a public hearing on a proposed censorship law here last week before the

Hits
Public

Freedom

of Press

Opinion and Statutes Are Held Sufficient
in Masterly Presentation of Reasons
(From

Staff Correspondent)

3—

In one of the most masterly
LINCOLN, NEB., May
state papers ever prepared by an executive of the state, Governor
McKelvie has vetoed H. R. 113, the bill which would have created
a board of three censors with arbitrary power over motion pictures in Nebraska.
The message was issued ten minutes after the adjournment of the
legislature, in the closing hours of which the house had passed the bill
with 58 votes and the senate had approved it by 18 votes.
Takes Stand on Fundamentals of American Liberty
The keynote of his objection to censorship is that it encroaches on
the fundamentals of American liberty and clashes with the principles of a
democratic government. He stated that the bill attacks the right of free
speech and might ultimately result in an attempt to censor the press; that
statutes already in force and public sentiment are sufficient remedies for
the evils complained of, and that parental responsibility for children should
not be passed on to the state.
Governor McKelvie makes a plea "for tolerance for the rights of
others." He protests against making the state "the guardian of the individual, directing him in his every act and depriving him of his rights of
initiative and personal opinion." His veto message, probably the most virile
and complete writing yet evolved on the censorship question, is as follows

committee at which the incase against the measure was
strongly presented, it became known that
the committee voted unanimously against
the measure. It is believed that no furIher action will be taken on the bill.
state affairs

dustry's

Opposition Is United
opposition to the bill was handled
jointly by the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association and the National Association of
Martin
the Motion Picture Industry.
Exhibitors
of
Quigley,
publisher
JHerald, also appeared against the pro-

The

posed

The

statute..
chief address

in

protest

against

the enactment of the bill was made by
Sam Atkinson, representing the National
Association. Joseph G. Rhode, president
of the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association,
was in charge of the opposition program
and opened the hearing with an outline
Other ofof the industry's opposition.
ficers of the association who took an
active part were A. P. Desormeaux, vicepresident, and Walter Baumann, business
manager. A large group of Wisconsin
exhibitors representing the various sections of the state were present.

Atkinson Chief Speaker
Mr. Atkinson as the chief speaker delivered a strong and convincing argument which was apparently well received

by the committee.
It is

now

generally credited here that

Wisconsin has joined the ranks of those
states which have rejected the censorship proposal.

Abrams Goes

to

Coast

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
left for

YORK, May

3.— Hiram Abrams

California April 30.

Complete Text of Governor McKelvie 's Veto
withhold my approval from
I SHALL
H. R. No. 113. This is an act which
provides for a board of review

(censors)

theory of free government as it is provided in our fundamental law and as we

whose duty it shall be to determine what
motion pictures may be shown in the

have always cherished it and believed in
it.
Therefore it is upon this point that I

state.

shall dwell.

with the sincerest regrets that I
I do not like
feel impelled in this action.
to set my opinion up against that of a
majority of the members of the legislature, especially upon a subject that has
been so thoroughly considered by it, but
I feel so keenly upon the principles here
involved and I am so fearful of the violence that will be done to our free inIt

is

stitutions by legislation like this that I
must waive all question of personal preference and act in accord with my conscientious belief upon this very important

question.

Threatens Free Government

There are many reasons why I think
I might
this is not good legislation.
again refer to the danger that lurks in
the creation of additional boards and
agencies of government, the need for
which is doubtful and the burden of taxation for the maintenance of which is ever
increasing; or I might point out the fruitful field of dissension and discontent and
resentment that is developed in the public mind by this sort of regulatory legisBut these are of minor imlation.
portance when compared with the larger

Abridges Free Speech Right
Section

5, Article 1, of our state conprovides that "every person
freely speak, write and publish on
all subjects
being responsible for the
abuses of that liberty." This is a guarantee of free action that has always been
cherished by us and no one who believes in American principles of government can for a moment tolerate its
abridgement. That H. R. No. 113 does
promise to abridge this right is very
apparent to me, as I believe also it must
be to the people of the state.

stitution,

may

Press Right Be Next

no

reflection upon any of the
that influence public opinion
when I say that there is no- criticism to
be made against motion pictures in the
things that they portray that might not
also be made of the legitimate stage, the
most popular books on fiction or the
press.
Indeed, the very great majority
of pictures are simply the portrayal upon
the screen of stories that have already
been told in the press or acted upon the
It

is

agencies

stage.
in

this

Moreover, every item mentioned
bill

as

upon the screen

unworthy of portrayal
is

admitted without cen-

(Conctudcd on

tiage 62)
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Milwaukee Exhibitors Announce
Standards

(By

Staff

Correspondent)

WIS.— A

harmful

schedule of

standards for motion pictures in
Milwaukee has
been
announced in
connection with a statement issued by

Milwaukee exhibitors and members of
the city commission, in reply to various
critics who have recently asserted themselves before the commission
The statement directs attention to an
impression said to be prevalent in the
city that no local restraint is placed upon
theatre managers in this respect.
Motion picture men point to the fact
that a board has been in existence by
appointment of the mayor for several
years.
.

*

*

*

In applying the standards
the commission, exhibitors
to submit to the board any
to the harmful elements in

set forth

any produc-

Regulations adopted by the commission since its formation are:
"Only such motion picture films as arc
free from harmful elements shall be
exhibited.

"Advertising, of all forms, must be
free from deception, must not be misleading, must not be based on a sensuous
appeal, must not be immorally suggestive.

theatre

shall exclude or prohibit the attendance of any age, sex, race or class.

films

*

the

films

themvul-

garity or

suggestiveness.
"White slave films are not permitted.
"Nudity in films is not permitted.
There must be no display of the human
figure in any manner which may be
taken to be suggestive.
"The title, producer, agency and proposed date of exhibition of each motion
picture subject must be sent in to the
mayor's office on blanks provided for

that purpose at least three days prior
to such exhibition.
If another film is
substituted a special report giving the
reason for the change must be mailed
to the mayor's office as soon as the
exhibitor knows of the change."

Oakman to Star in
New Morosco
LOS ANGELES. May
Oakman,

*

"Vaudeville acts, songs, or other forms
of entertainment, given in motion picture theatres, must be equally free from

star

of

the

3.— Wheeler
newly completed

but as yet unpublished "The
Half
Breed," has signed with Oliver Morosco
as star of "Slippy McGee," another Morosco play which is to be picturized.

Walter

Wanger

Sails

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

ger, general

department

manager
of

First Tile
Stage Ever
Constructed on Coast
in New Plant

Laboratory Well Equipped

Between

the cutting room and the
cafeteria will be located the laboratory
built of hollow tile, fire-proof construction, with dimensions 50x75.
This building, which is a story and a half, will
have all the latest scientific appliances
invented for the making of successful
pictures.

Will Have

Swimming Pool

Recreation has also been considered in
Mr. Roach's extensive program. To the
right of the cutting room, excavation is
proceeding briskly for the swimming
pool, 50x75 and eight feet deep.
With the exception of the laboratory
and plunge, which will be finished in
about a month, the buildings are all completed.
Another dark stage is under
contemplation, plans for which are now
being drawn.

3.— Walter Wanof the production

Famous Players-Lasky,

Aquitania accompanied by his wife, Justine Johnson, for a
month's sojourn in Europe.
sails

1921

Hal E. Roach has practically completed a $100,000 building program at the
Hal E. Roach Studios. The tile dark
stage, 80x200, with most modern equipment, marks an advance in building as it
is
the first tile stage ever constructed
on the Coast. A fire-proof brick building will house the big electric current
generators which supply the current for
stage as well as the general lighting and
motive power for the equipment used in
securing various effects such as wind
storms.
Every convenience is being installed in the new dressing room, a twostory brick building (fire proof), 40x100..

Film

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

showing motion picture

*

as

by

are required
questions as

tion.

"No

elements

Managers must not permit

selves.

14,

Hal Roach Completes
His $100,090 Studio
Has

for Pictures

Board Appointed By Mayor Assists Theatre Owners Maying
Censorship Board Unnecessary

MILWAUKEE,

May

today on the

Baker Will Produce
At Hollywood Studios
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

MARION FAIRFAX READ'S SCRIPT TO COMPANY

YORK, May 3.— George D.
Baker, of the George D. Baker Productions, left New York April
30, with
Arthur Sawyer and Charles Hundt, his
chief assistant, to produce his next two
features at the Metro Studios in HollyMr. Sawyer and Mr. Baker

wood.

will

decide between two famous stories that
they have under option, upon their
arrival on the coast.

Nazimova

to

Return

To the Spoken Stage
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May

3.— Nazimova

completing
Metro, according to
Her version of "Camille"

will return to the stage after

her contract with

reports.
It is said that she
last picture.
was to have entered the field of independent producers but satisfactory arrangements for her personal supervision
late

is

her

of productions could not be made.

Oregon Increases Its
Hoover Fund Donation
Oregon, which was originally credited

The noted dramatist and screen

authoress, who recently formed her own company,
gathers her players and technical staff for a reading of her first play.
Miss
Fairfax is seated at the table and the group includes Marjorie Daw, Pat O'Malley,
Tully Marshall, Noah Beery, George Dromgold, Claire McDowell, Charles
Mailes, Robert Brower, Hugh McClung, director; Tom Held, assistant director;
Rene Guissart, photographer; Pete Smith, publicist, and John Jasper, general

manager.

with $1,680.25 to the Hoover Fund of the
motion picture industry, has increased
its collections to $4,275.09, according to a
letter received by C. C. Pettijohn, acting
chairman, in a letter from W. A. Graeper.
The sum has been turned over to Mr.
Graeper by Robert Strong, state chair-

man

of
Council.

Oregon

for the

European

Relief

May

14.
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Famous Players

to Build

World's Largest Theatre
H. D. H. Connick Announces Plans for $8,000,000
Structure in New York— Lubliner and Trinz
Start Chain of Large Chicago Theaters
Announcement by H. D. H. Connick, chairman of the finance committee of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, that his organization will
build the largest theatre in the world on the present site of the Putnam
building. New York, featured a series of dispatches during the past week
which indicate that theatre construction throughout the country is continuing unabated.

More Large Theatres

JOSEPH BRADY

Who

has been appointed director of publicity for
Associated Exhibitors, Inc.

Viroqua Theatre Man
Wins Blue Law Case
Find F. C. Brown Not Guilty
After Trial Attended
By Entire City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

VIROQUA,

WIS.,

May 3.— Blue

law-

agitation in this city is believed to have
been buried for all times.
B. C. Brown, manager of the Star the-

Tuesday on
a charge of violating the state Sunday
closing law. The jury was out just long
enough to elect a foreman and ballot.

atre,

was acquitted here

last

down for the trial. The
room was crowded and scores

Business shut
court
stood

outside

waiting

the verdict.
the leading
local newspaper, hailed Brown's dismissal
as a victory for public sentiment.
The complaint was based on a petition
circulated by the W. C. T. U. Mr. Brown
circulated no counter petitions and fought
the case on legal grounds. Citizens, however, voiced their protest against his
prosecution and merchants objected, declaring that it would seriously reduce
trade from surroundinsr farmers.
for

The Vernon County Censor,

New Action
On "Son of Tarzan"

Revier in

NEW

YORK, May 3.— Though Supreme Court Justice McCook dismissed
first complaint in a suit for an accounting on the serial "The Son of Tarzan," against David P. Howells. David

his

P.

Howells

Inc.

parallel interest

The
$2,000,000.
project includes in addition to the 4,000seat cinema theatre, fifty offices, several
stores and in the rear a huge court apartment building.

vestment

exceed

will

Saxe to Build Big Theatre
John E. and Thomas Saxe of the Saxe

Distribute Synchronized
In Six Southern States

M. J. Mintz, sales manager of the Synchronized
Scenario
Music company,
announces that he has just closed with
some big interests in Atlanta, Georgia,
to handle the Synchronized service in
the
states
Tennessee,
of
Alabama,
Georgia, Florida, North and South Carolina.
The new organization will operate

Enterprises
will
shortly
close for a ninety-nine year lease of the
northeast corner of Grand avenue and
Sixth street. It is said the deal involves

under the name of the Synchronized
Scenario Music Company of Atlanta.
The Synchronized score, according to
Mr. Mintz, has received the personal
endorsement of Enrico Leide, musical

$6,000,000.
The lease provides for the erection of
a five-story building within five years. It
is the intention of the Saxe Enterprises
to start construction within a vear of a

director of the Howard theatre, Atlanta,
one of the finest houses in the South,
and has also been commended by Dan
Michalove. general manager for T. A.
Lynch Enterprises.

Amusement

"What Sxhibitors
are saying abou,
"I want to thank you for opening a column

how

sion of ideas as to

you have decided

make good

open

to

use of it."

—

J.

Before booking pictures

HERALD.
Grand

I

theatre,

in

new department, and

this

I

I

am

glad

trust the exhibitors will

C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

at

certainly

the

Grand

is

a boon to the small town exhibitor.

theatre

here,

wish your magazine every success."

New

your journal for the discus-

to stimulate business for the small theatre.

"EXHIBITORS HERALD

accounting has been made.

"Deception" Shatters
Rivoli House Record
NEW YORK, May 3.— "Deception"

is

involves an investment of $8,000,000.
The Lubliner and Trinz theatre at
Belmont and Lincoln avenues, Chicago,
is to be one of the largest and most elaborate in this city. With the site, the in-

and Harry M. Rubey.

president of the National Film Corporation, Harry Revier has now filed a second complaint in which he makes a new
motion for a receiver to be appointed
and asks for an injunction restraining
any further payment to the National
Film Corporation of America until an

for Chicago

the statement of Emil Stern, general manager of the Lubliner & Trinz circuit, that the erection of a 4,000-seat
theatre at a cost of S2.0CO.C0O by his company at Lincoln and Belmont avenues in Chicago's northside residence district is to be the first link in
a chain of large motion picture theatres to be established about Chicago.
Simultaneously, from Milwaukee comes word that the Saxe Amusement Company has closed a lease calling for a rental of S6.000.000 on a
downtown site upon which an eight-story theatre and office building is to
be built.
The announcement of Mr. Connick theatre and an eight-story office building,
which will be the finest in Milwaukee.
followed his appearance at the hearing
Saxe have also obtained a building peron the New York censorship bill at Almit to erect a 900-seat theatre at Thirtybany a week ago. during which he exthird
street and North avenue. Milwautremenplained to Governor Miller the
kee, at a cost of $50,000. The construction
dous investment the motion picture
is to be of brick and steel and the dimenindustry has in the state of New York.
sions, 44x120 feet.
Begin Construction Soon
It is presumed that the actual construction on the Famous Players-Lasky theatre building will be well under way by
Atlanta Interests to
the middle of this summer. The project

Of almost

Hamburg,

we always

— M.

refer

to

the

J.

Swan, manager.

who

could put out a

Ont., Canada.

is

being held over for the third week at
the Rivoli theatre, thereby breaking a
house record as it is the first feature to
play more than two weeks since the
theatre opened five years ago.

"I would like to see the color of the person's hair
better

paper

than

Rhoades, Orpheum

EXHIBITORS HERALD.
theatre. Converse, Ind.

It

touches

the

spot."

—

R.

O.
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Senator James

S. Cohen Sends Able Orator on Speaking
Tour Through West to Combat Propaganda
Being Spread By Professional Reformers

Sydney

CITY, May 3.— Senator James J. Walker, national
counsel of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, has been dispatched by Sydney S. Cohen on a tour of the larger cities of the West to
combat the propaganda against motion pictures being spread by Wilbur F.
Crafts and other reform leaders.
at

Walker Auditorium

Senator Walker, who is one of the ablest orators in the industry, will
open his campaign by an address to the exhibitors of southern California
at Walker Auditorium, Friday, May 6.
"I am glad to note the co-operation EXHIBITORS Herald is giving to
mobilizing exhibitor attention to the various and serious problems which
we must face,'' said Mr. Cohen on the eve of Senator Walker's departure.
Optimistic reports,

tabulating

the

de-

an unnature, have been received by
national headquarters of the M. P. T.
O. A.
Double Victory in Nebraska
feat of
friendly

proposed

"Censorship

bill

legislation

passed

of

and

imme-

diately vetoed by governor of Nebraska,"
says a wire from A. R. Pramer, executive committee member of the M. P. T.
O. A. at Nebraska, "Deposit bill passed

and immediately signed by governor. Am
forwarding you copy of new deposit law
and the governor's message to house and

senate written in explanation of his reasons for his veto. I consider it one of
the finest arguments against censorship
ever expressed by any man in a position
of authority in this country."
adjourned.
"Legislature
No bills
against theatres passed," is the message
from M. T. O'Toole, secretary of the M.
P. T. O. of Pennsylvania.
"California legislature adjourned April
30th and no adverse legislation enacted,"
wired C. C. Griffin, president of the M.

P. T. O. of Northern California, "Three
censorship bills were tabled and other

drastic

report follows."

Full

legislation.

United Artists Plans
Manifest Increased

Company

Activities

(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 3.— Increased acbeing manifested by the United
Artists
Corporation,
who after announcing that George Arliss films will be
published through its organization, also
tivity is

that

states

it

announce within the

will

week or two

next

several

other

new

deals.

The producing

surrounding Mr.

staff

Arliss in his first picture for the Distinctive Productions "Disraeli" as announced by Henry Hobart, the president
of the company, includes the director,
Henry Kolker, Charles Sessel, art direc-

Harry

Fishback, cameraman, and
Halsey, scenario writer.
Mr.
Arliss' supporting cast will consist of
Margaret Dale, Mrs. Arliss, Reginald
Denny. Grace Griswold, E. J. Radcliffe.
Noel Tearle and Frank Laza.
tor,

Forrest

New Cummin gs

Series

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, May

3.— Francis

J.

Hawkins, of the Producers Security Corporation, announces that his organization
is releasing through independent distributors, a new series of Northwest Mounted
Police stories.
These two-reel features
are being produced at Banff, Canada, by
the Irving Cummings Production Company. 'Mr. Cummings is the star of the
series as well as the director and organizer of the new company.

New Chicago

Theatre

Robbed; $1,800 Taken
The Senate

Who

EDWIN

L.

HOLLYWOOD

will direct Irene Castle in her forthcoming
productions to be distributed by Hodkinson.

theatre, the

picture business, decided on a purchase.
"I can already see the reaction from
the slight depression the picture theatres

said Mr. Bennett, who was
himself an exhibitor for many years in

suffered."

New York City,
my good money
at

this particular

"and that is why I put
in an outright purchase

moment."

Schenck for Measure
Barring German Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

May 3.—Joseph M.
Schenck is the latest film producer to go
on record as being against the importation of German films. Mr. Schenck says
in

part:

"An

influx of such films in the United
States would throw thousands of our
own picture players, directors, technical
experts, and the thousands of others
engaged in film production, out of work.
It would be absolutely impossible for the
American producers to compete with the
German producers on account of the
cheapness of German labor.
Another
reason is the restriction on the importation
of American pictures into Ger-

many."

Hotel Astor Scene of
"Reputation" Premiere

NEW

YORK, May

3.— The

New York

premiere of "Reputation," the new Universal Jewel production starring Priscilla
Dean, was held yesterday afternoon in
the Grand Ball Room of the Hotel Astor. before a large audience of newspaper
and trade paper representatives, prominent figures in the New York film world,

and exhibitors from the

New York

ter-

ritory.

Buys Houses One Day
Sells Them the Next

Distribution Planned

NEW

Returning prosperity in the film industry receives emphasis in the news from
Yonkers,
New York, that Whitman
Bennett, producer, has purchased the old
Triangle Studio in that city. Mr. Bennett had the studio lease for over a year
and was so pleased with its facilities and
enthusiastic over the future of the motion

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK

Opens Campaign

1921

Old Triangle Studios

to Offset Crafts' Tactics

(From

14,

Whitman Bennett Buys

Walker

J.

May

PITTSBURG, KANS.— One

day

after

he had purchased three theatres in Frontenac from Harry McKee, Joe Knost of
this city disposed of the property to C.
F. Doolittle of Buffalo, New York. The
theatres are the Lyric, Miners' and the
Airdome, all of Frontenac.

Brilant Appointed to

Head A.

P. Publicity

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

3.—Arthur

Brilant

has been appointed director of publicity
for Associated Producers, by Al Lichtman. Mr. Brilant was formerly with
Fox and prior to that with Cosmopolitan
Productions.

new Lubliner

and Trinz theatre in Chicago, was raided
by four bandits Tuesday morning, April
i.
They forced the manager to turn over
$1,800 and escaped before the police ar-

Eagle Grove has purchased the Princess

rived.

theatre here for $24,000.

Buys Princess, Hawardin
HAWARDEN, IA.—W. C. Stewart of

—
May

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

14,

NewN.

Y. Offices for

"Exhibitors Herald"
The New York headquarters

been removed from the tenth floor
Longacre building, Broadway and Forty-second street, to
larger quarters on the seventh floor
of the

same

fices are

building.

The new ofBroadway

located at the

and Forty-second street corner of
facing
building,
Longacre
the
Times Square.

Ralph Talbot Heads
Oklahoma's League
Important Sessions Held
Big Attendance

OKLAHOMA

CITY. OKLA., May 3.—
owners and man-

theatre

two day conwhich brought

agers' association held a busy

vention here April 26 and 27,
out a

record attendance.

for the

Officers

(From

NEW YORK

Oklahoma

—

elected

Morris

Tulsa.

Lowenstein,

City.

Secretary

— A. B. Moman, Shawnee.
— H. W. McCall, Oklahoma

Treasurer
City.

Tom H. Boland
others

of

comprise

Oklahoma
the

City and

executive

com-

mittee.

Resolutions were adopted barring Clara
Smith Hamon, Henry Star, Dalton Brothers, Al Jennings and similar pictures from
the theatres. Resolutions were also adopted

opposing the renting of films to non-theatrical organizations, charging admission.
The producer-exhibitor question was discussed. A committee was appointed to in-

The
vestigate the so-called music tax.
association renewed its affiliation with the
M. P. T. O. A.
Plans are being made for a big ball to
welcome Henry B. Walthall to Oklahoma
City.
The visitors were shown the new
Criterion theatre, claimed to be the biggest
and best equipped house in the entire southwest.

will

Industry Hopeful Censor Advocates Confident
Leaders of the motion picture industry are hopeful that the governor
veto the measure, despite the fact that he insisted upon its passage by

—

Assemblyman Walter F. Clayton, whose name the bill bears, has repeatedly expressed the opinion that there is no question about the bill's
being signed.
The biggest men in the industry have
submitted for the governor's approval a
workable plan to take the place of the
Clayton-Lusk censorship bill.
In brief, it has been proposed that the
governor shall appoint a commission of
five disinterested persons to conduct an
impartial investigation of the motion picture

Admission Tax

Is

of

the

pro-

Association of the Motion Picture Industry has agreed to pay
the entire expense of the investigation
conducted by the commission.
This plan was submitted to the governor by Paul D. Cravath, attorney for

WASHINGTON,

D. C, May 3.— Collections from admissions during March
against

ment

at the hearing that

itself is to

my mind

some greater

unless

"Censorship in
avoided

a thing to be
evil results

from

its

avoidment."
Among those who attended the hearing were William Fox, H. D. H. Connick, John Quinn, Oscar A. Price, William A. Brady, Morris Kohn, Gayer G.
Domminick, Charles C. Pettijohn, Frederick H. Elliott, Peter J. Brady. Lee Counselman,

Gabriel

O'Reilly,

Samuel

Hess,

L.
I.

Charles

L.

Berman, Rudy SaunPaul H. Chomelin, Ed-

Lloyd Willis.
Earl, Paul Gulick. E. L V. Ludvigh,
Robert Rubin and W. H. Linton.

ders,

ward
J.

The National

the financial interests of the industry. Other
speakers at the recent hearing were H.
D. H. Connick, Gabriel L. Hess, Peter

Brady, representing the New York
State Federation of Labor, .Charles L.
O'Reilly, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York, and
Augustus Thomas, representing the Au-

J.

thor's League.

Judge Jenks' Able Talk
Ex-Justice Almet F. Jenks of Jenks
and Rogers, attorneys for the N. A. M.
I.,

of veto.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

as

report

gave a particularly able address
urging the governor to exercise his power

$750,000 in Excess
of March Last Year
$7,863,785,

The

industry.

posed commission as to the best way to
eliminate salacious films is to be accepted
as final and binding both by the state
officials and the motion picture industry,
which pledges itself to follow the recommendations of the commission explicitly.

P.

totaled

—

3.
Arguments for and against the censorrecently passed by the state legislature have closed.
Governor Miller, who has the alternative of either signing or vetoing
the law, has the matter under advisement. At any time he may announce
his decision. Probably never before has one man had such an opportunity
to encourage or retard the progress of a great industry.

bill

Ask Investigating Commission

Ralph Talbot,

Vice-President

Staff Correspondent)

CITY, May

ship

coming year are

President

the

Motion Picture Industry Sees New Hope of Censorship Bill Being Vetoed While Author Predicts
Measure Will Be Signed

the legislature.

April 26-27 With

The Oklahoma

Governor Miller Expected
to Reach Early Decision

of

EXHIBITORS HERALD has

of the
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Governor Miller seemed much

impressed with Judge Jenks' argument
and gave the speaker until today, May 3,
file a written opinion relative to the
constitutionality of the bill.
In many circles, it is thought the governor will reverse his stand on the censorship problem because of his state-

Associated Producers
Distribute "Devotion"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

Producers, Inc.,

it

May
is

3.— Associated

announced by Gen-

eral Manager Al Lichjman, has acquired
for general distribution, "Devotion," a
six-reel special production said to deal
with a topic of universal and timely interest. The picture will be published in

July.

"Devotion" was written and produced
by A. J. Bimberg., who is known to exhibitors all over the country as a producer of features with box-office values,
it

is

said.

Censor Bill
Reported Favorably

Illinois
Is

to

$7,802,776

February and $7,085,123 in March,
1920.
For the nine months ended with
March the total collections were $67,-

in

This Issue Delayed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SPRINGFIELD,

ILL.. May 4.— Advocates of state censorship won a preliminary victory when they succeeded in
having the Spence bill reported favorably out of the senate's license committee.

The

bill

is

framed similar to most

censorship measures and if passed would
be effective January 1, 1922.
,

795,373 as compared with $54,726,342 for
the same period a year ago.
March collections of the tax on film
rentals totaled $614,286 as compared with
$470,909 in February and $565,854 in the
preceding March, the nine months' total
being $4,542,404 against $4,897,693 for the
same period in 1920.

taxes
month
during
the
amounted to $18,805; in February, $21,-

Seating

and in March of last year to $21,906.
For the nine months' period, the total
was $1,356,712 against $1,501,651 last
639,

year.

The

mechanical production of this
week's issue has been delayed pending
the negotiation of certain agreements
with the printing crafts.
These agreements have been negotiated

and while
schedule,

delivery

will

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

this issue will reach sub-

scribers about three days later than the

usual

Demonstration Held
Against German Film

be

customary prompt
resumed commencing

the

with the following issue.

LOS ANGELES, May
Post

43,

3.— Hollywood
American Legion, has started a

campaign against German-made pictures
and have been joined by the local branch

A

big indignation
of the Actors Equity.
parade is planned for ne.tt week.
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Cole Announces
Future Plans of Company

Rufus

President

S.

of

Robertson-Cole Company

In First

Authorized Statement Outlines Effort to
Better Serve Exhibitors of Country
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

—

3.
In view of the various reports which have appeared in different motion picture magazines and newspapers, in connection with the suspending of production at the Robertson-Cole Studios, Inc.,
R. S. Cole, of the Robertson-Cole Company, to correct these erroneous reports, has issued the following announcement regarding the plans of his

company

for the future

:

Explains Halt in Production
"It is quite true that production at the Studios was discontinued April
9th, in view of the fact that by day and night 'shooting' they were able to
complete in a very short period of time productions starring Pauline Frederick and Sessue Hayakawa, and Directors' Productions directed by William Christy Cabanne and L. J. Gasnier.
"With

productions their entire
releasing schedule up to September 1st,
the beginning of the fall season, has been
completed, thus making it possible to
curtail on productions, with the saving
resultant therefrom, and to devote the
following weeks in the completion of
their plans for the productions to be rethese

leased and offered to exhibitors for the

season of 1921 and 1922.
Success Justifies Plans
"The success which has been attained
by Robertson-Cole Company during the
past few months in connection with the
class of productions they are now releasing justifies them in giving very careful consideration to an even increased
and improved schedule of releases for

coming year. The studios will resume producing between May 15th and
June 1st, when Pauline Frederick, Wilthe

liam Christy Cabanne,

L.

J.

serious illness, from which he is now
recovering.
"With an idea of better serving the exhibitors throughout the United States,
various changes have been made in the
personnel of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, both at the general offices and throughout the various
branches, which should result in even
greater success and higher efficiency being attained in the handling of Robert-

son-Cole Productions.
"In addition to the stars and directors
now under contract and option, Robertson-Cole Company are negotiating with
two or three ingenues, with the expectation of gradually developing them into
stars with big box office values, and will
from time to time make further announcements as to their plan of producing for the

coming year."

Gasnier and

Henry King will commence their work
on new productions. It will be impossible to resume with Sessue Hayakawa
until about July 1st, owing to his very

Alter Estherville Grand
ESTHERVILLE, IA.— The Grand
theatre

is

undergoing improvements.

May

1921

14,

Clara Smith Hamon
Record Offer Fails
to

Land Cameraman

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May
cameraman

sart,

at

3.— Rene Guisfor Marion

present

Fairfax Productions, has been offered
$500 per week to photograph Clara
Hamon Smith in a picture to be directed
by James Gorman, formerly associated
with the production of pictures here.
Gorman claims to have rented space at
the Mayer studios. This is denied by

Louis B. Mayer.
Guissart caused a sensation by refusing the offer, which is said to be the
largest salary ever offered a cameraman
on a contract to run several months. Several prominent directors have refused
to direct the picture at any price. Miss
Hamon is at the Clara Barton hospital
recovering from a minor operation recently performed.

Arrange Premiere of

New

French Feature

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

3.— Abel Gance.

the
French importation
"J'Accuse." arrived May 2 to attend the
premiere at the Ritz May 10, under the
auspices of the French mission. Marc
Klaw owns the American rights. The
musical score has been prepared by
Hugo Riesenfeld.

producer

of

Seeks Jury Decision
On Sunday Closing
PLATTEVILLE, WIS.

—

Following

the disagreement of a jury here on a test
case to enforce Sunday closing of motion picture theatres, District Attorney
Clementson has issued a statement that
he will continue prosecutions until he obtains a conviction or acquittal.

Dempsey Gives Pa the
Exclusive Concession

UNIVERSALIS VICE-PRESIDENT TAKES A TRIP

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 5.— Jack Dempsey
has given Pathe exclusive rights to pictures showing him in actual training for
the Carpentier bout. They will be published in a one-reel special, "A Day with
Jack Dempsey," for early publication.

"Dream

New

Street" Uses
Speaking Device

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
munity
into a

YORK. May
center,

Town

3.—The new comHall,

transformed

motion picture theatre, opens with

Street." By use of a new device,
several of the "Dream Street" characters
talk their parts. The novelty of real talking pictures is attracting huge crowds.

"Dream

Court Awards Theatre
CHARLOTTE. MICH.— Edward

Hul-

burd, former manager of the Osborn motion picture theatre here, must be paid
$1,000 by Ayers M. Miller and wife, fol-

lowing which they become sole owners
of the theatre, according to a decision by
Circuit Judge Smith.

R. H. Cochrane, the gentleman with his foot on the ground, used one of Eric Von
Stroheim's "prop" trolley cars to show his friends around the magnificent
Monte Carlo set being used for "Foolish Wives" at Universal City.

Fire Destroys Theatre
RIVER FALLS, MINN.—The River
Falls

Opera House was totally destroyed
which originated in a tailor shop.

in a fire

May
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Hampton Tells Crafts
He Is Discredited by

An

Appreciation
From Tennessee
Jay Allen Glenn, manager of the
theatre, Newport, Tenn., never

Several Recent Events

Gay

writes a letter unless it is necessary.
He considered the following letter

Martin

to

Quigley,

J.

editor

EXHIBITORS HERALD,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

of

LOS ANGELES, May

"I am busy six days to the week
and seldom write a letter unless it

Your

necessary.

makes

He

referred specifically to the reformadvocacy of a federal motion picture
commission and his now famous "Chicago interview," which appeared exclusively in Exhibitors Herald.
Told to "Put It in Writing"
Mr. Hampton has advised Dr. Crafts,
if he wants to have any further negotiations with anyone in the film industry, to
put his intentions in writing and to stick

editorial in the

April 30th issue of the

er's

HERALD

necessary that I write you.
hit the nail squarely

it

"You have
on

head

the

driven

it

and

I

in hard, for

hope have
anyone with

as much common sense as a fifteen
year old schoolboy knows that the
titles are misleading and border on

"Many important
you

problem to solve in the
motion picture showman-

as a

game

of

ship.

"You have my congratulations."

Cohen Calls Meeting
for Middle of May;
Business Important
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

May 3.— Sydney

S.

Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. A.,
has called a meeting of officers and national executive committee to be held the
middle of May at Washington, D. C.
The date of the Minneapolis convention
will be definitely set.
In addition to preliminary convention
details, the executives will discuss plans
to reduce exhibitors' taxes; combat federal and state censorship; modify or remove the music tax; fight the blue law
advocates, and obtain the uniform contract

from distributors.

Paramount May Build
Theater in Oklahoma
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA

CITY, OKLA., May 3.
It is reported on what is considered
good authority that the Paramount Pictures
Corporation will build a new

—

$1,000,000

motion

The site is said
Main street.

picture theatre here.
to be in the 100 block on

London Film Executive
Eyes American Field
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, May 3.—Harry Row(Special to

son, of the Ideal Film
of London, England,

Renting

Company

arrived in New
30, to look over the American field with the idea of bringing over
some of the latest Ideal features for

York April

showing on

this side.

leaders of the indus-

try regard as futile my efforts to bring
into a position of co-operating with
the industry," Mr. Hampton wrote the
reformer. "Other prominent men feel
that my efforts serve merely to give you
publicity.
Several events have caused
even progressive picture men to doubt
that any good can come from an effort
to cooperate with you.
One of these

harmful to the business as any
other one thing that has ever come

events was your proposal for a Federal
commission. Another was an interview
given in Chicago."

Once Enjoyed Good Will
Continuing, Mr. Hampton tells Dr.
Crafts that he once had the good will of
the industry's leaders and the trade
press, but his recent actions "knocked
over everything that had been accomplished."

He

to his promises.

the edge of indecency and are as

up

—

3.
Benjamin B. Hampton, well known producer, has told Wilbur F. Crafts, leader of the International Reform Bureau,
that his recent actions have discredited him with leaders of the motion
picture industry.

very

necessary:

is

49

suggested Dr. Crafts state clearly
willingness to co-operate with
the picture industry for a reasonable
period of time with a view of bringing
about improved conditions; (2nd) that
he withhold efforts to secure passage of
censorship bills; (3rd) that he withhold
efforts to secure the passage of laws creating a federal commission, and (4th)
that he work for the development of
police power.
(1st)

his

Carl Laemmle Says U. S.
Has Nothing to Fear From
Invasion of Foreign Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. May 3.—"United

States

has nothing to fear from an invasion of

German films," said Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Manufacturing
aj

Company, in discussing in his office
Sixteen Hundred Broadway, the de-

for a tariff against German films
coming into this country. "In fact, I am
of the opinion that America should welcome the best films not only from Ger-

mand

many

but

from every other nation on
the globe where productions

the face of
are made. I am firmly of the belief that
the American producer is the superior of
nationality, and I have been
a position where I could see at firsthand productions made in every large
producing center outside of the United
States.

any other
in

Government Should Act
"But

I

am

strongly

of

the

opinion

government
United
States
should immediately make every endeavor
to have the barrier which Germany has
raised against our films removed. Foreign countries have every freedom for
that

"I

said

Stands for Free Films
that we had nothing to fear

from German films, and the three examples which have been quoted in the discussion do not change my opinion in the
least.

"I am frank to say that there may be
other pictures made in Germany or in
England or in France which may be
this country and may make
money here, but I am also frank to say
that we have nothing whatever to fear
as a producing company from the productions as a whole, made abroad. As

brought to

far as I am concerned, I am for free
films in every country, but I am for putting an embargo on the films of every

country which puts an embargo on ours."

the

bringing films into this country, and
there should be no reason in the world
why American films should not have the
same privilege in the foreign countries.

Germany permits only 15 per
it is,
cent of the total amount of films in circulation in Germany to be brought in
from foreign countries, and America has
to take its chance on about two per cent.
This is entirely unjust and in my opinion
As

is a matter with which our government
alone can successfully cope.

Goldwyn

Attend
Convention on Coast
to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 3— Samuel Goldwyn, returned on the Aquitania, April 30,
from a three months' trip that embraced
most of the Continent. Mr. Goldwyn
left New York today to attend the Goldwyn convention in Los Angeles. He was
accompanied by Howard Dietz, director
of publicity and advertising for the company.

:
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'

Week"

'Educational
Early Reports

the Theatres

of

O TARTING
it

May

1,

Educational

announces

was represented

in

fully

ninety

per cent of the theatres of the United
States and Canada and that in a greater
portion of these houses the product of
the company was shown every day durThis considerably
ing the entire week.

exceeds the

mark

set for the drive.

"Every print working every day" was
the slogan used through the drive and
though reports have not been received
by the home office from every exchange,

Not only were

called on the

prints

all

home

*

*

»

Fourteen of the exchanges had already
set the record of Educational pictures
at every first run theatre in their cities
for as long as a week and so in these
cases it was difficult to break this record,
but in each case this was accomplished

by the
tures

exhibition of

the

in

same

two or more
In

theatres.

pic-

many

cases as many as three pictures were
used, and in a score of instances in prin-

run houses observed
"EveryEducational's trade message:
thing for the theatre except the feature."
This included one and two reel comedies,
cipal

cities

first

and Kinograms.
scenics,
In New York the fact that "The Birth
of a Nation" was being shown at the
Capitol and "Deception" held for a third
specials

week

the

at

Rivoli,

.theatre

After 18 Years

at

these

houses.

"As Old as The

Bruce Scenic, and a Christie
At the Strand
Johnny Hines is appearing in "Torchy's
Big Lead" and at the Brooklyn Strand,
"Torchy Mixes In" and "Water Trails,"
a Bruce Scenic.
The Loew theatres are
playing "Back From the Front," a Christi
Comedy, and "April Fool," a Mermaid,
featuring Lloyd Hamilton.
Hills,"

a

Comedy

are being used.

*

*

*

edies in

certain territories.

in

At the Rialto

cases branches

office for additional

older releases which had not

of

been shown

any other pictures

of

of the current

many

releases used, but in

With Kane Again

in Ninety Per Cent

Jensen and von Herberg theatres in
Seattle not only observed Educational
Week by showing both scenics and com-

indications are that this has been realized.

prevented the use

of their

all

downtown

theatres,

same record the previous
week.
At the Strand "Holy Smoke," a
Mermaid, "Something to Worry About."
a Chester Outing and Kinograms, formed
the entire program with the exception
of the feature. At the Liberty the comedy was "Scrappily Married," a Christie,
and the scenic "From Deer to Dam," a
At the Coliseum a one week
Scenic.
Vanity comedy, "Naughty Mary Brown,"
was used along with "The Will o' the
but

the

set

Wisp"

Bruce Scenic

a

beautiful.

Griffith to Postpone

Production of "Faust"
(Special lo Exhibitor! Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 3.— D. W. Griffith
has announced that he will indefinitely
postpone the production of "Faust" on
account of impending censorship legislation in New York and other states.
He says the danger of severe regulations
makes it foolhardy to risk investing
practically $500,000 in the production.

ROY CRAWFORD

NEWTopeka,

YORK, May 3.— Roy

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

Exhibitors
By
(Manager,

J.

C.

to

JENKINS

Auditorium

make

to

Theatre,

of

is

my

idea as to

how

to

you with nothing but
Pan the dirty
clean pictures.

theatre

ture Did for

Impress upon

your patrons

the idea that you are striving

them nothing but clean,
Back
wholesome amusement.
this up by doing so.
Be courteous to all treat the
man in overalls as you do the
to give

—

man

in broadcloth.

Don't pander to the roughneck element. Don't allow kids

to

"What

the

Pic-

Me."

He

theatre

women's clubs and church

societies.

They

don't appreciate

it.

Be

public

things.

spirited

Make your

in

all

theatre the

center of attraction and a busi-

ness
that

of

and

Mr.

Kane

friends since their
together.

importance.

attitude.

In

SHOOT SQUARE.

all

business

with

his

have

first

been

warm

business venture

Assume
matters,

to Edit

"The Money Sheet"
Walter
per

F.

Eberhardt, former newspahas been in the publicity

man who

department of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation for the past eighteen
months, has been named editor of "The

Money

donating your

Stop

amusement

the

Eberhardt

ones through

again

S.

father, L. M. Crawford, who is president
of the Amusement Syndicate Company
with interests in St. Louis, St. Joseph,
E. Paso, Wichita, and Topeka.
Mr.
Crawford has been secretary and treasurer of the organization for several years.

that your exchange

stimulate patronage for a small

associated

Kane, chairman of the
board of directors of Associated Exhibitors.
Eighteen years ago, the two men
were partners in the operation of the
Grand and Crawford theatres at Topeka.
When Mr. Kane entered the motion
picture industry, Mr. Crawford continued

furnish

Here

becomes

Exhibitors,

with Arthur

your

theatre.

Demand

Neligh, Neb.)

nuisance

a

Crawford

of
Kans., who has assumed
his duties here as treasurer of Associated

in

Which Have

1921

14,

Throughout Country

Inc.,

with

Success

Is

Bookings

Exchanges,

Film
that

Indicate

May

Sheet,"

Paramount

the

pictures,

exploitation

aid

to

succeeding Gordon

H. Place, resigned.

Rehearse Stage Play
By Col. J. E. Brady
NEW YORK, May 3.—The first stage
play

from the

pen

of

Colonel Jasper

Ewing Brady has been put in rehearsal.
The play is entitled "Personality," and
being produced by William A. Brady,
featuring James Crane.
Colonel Brady
the eastern scenario editor of the
is
Metro Pictures Corporation.
is

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
Of

Speaks

'Big Business
w

w\T /E HAVE TAKEN XO
our advertising space, as

STEPS TO REDUCE

our feeling that it
is false economy to cut down advertising at a time
when business is in need of a stimulant to keep it alive.
'We resrard our advertising as an investment and as
business insurance rather than expense."
""We do not feel that we should decrease publicity if any
change is made it should be increased."
The heads of three organizations selected as representatives of American business made the above replies to investigators from the domestic distribution department of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States conducting "a survey
to determine what manufacturers, retailers and wholesalers
are doing to cut overhead expenses as a means of meeting the
demand for lower prices."
Advertisers of motion picture entertainment influenced
by gossip of depression to contemplation or actual inauguration of a policy of reduction will not fail to attach proper importance to the statements of the men in '"big business" quoted.
Adherence to the policy of "bigger and better advertising,"
which has been followed profitably by the motion picture
advertiser since the beginning, remains the course of wisdom.
It will result, as it always has resulted, in the creation of bigger

\/\

it

is

:

and better business.

JONES, OF
AARON
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, pracJ.

Monday. May 2, advertising that
The stunt serves to

attraction.

loop motion

bring into sharp contrast motion

picture theatre situation through
their extensive holdings, gave the
Randolph theatre engagement of
"'The Gilded Lily," Paramount production, his personal endorsement

picture and stage theatre advertising methods. The "Gertie's Garter"
stunt cost at least the amount of
the money distributed.
It's actual
worth is problematical. None will
argue that it had as great value as
Mr. Jones' personal endorsement
of the Randolph theatre attraction.

tically controlling the

in

advertisements and

newspaper

statements.
That production was
the first to receive such guarantee
from Mr. Jones in his many years
of prominence in Chicago theatricals.
To theatregoers of the
city it indicated a sincerity that
doubtless resulted in the sale of
many admission tickets. To other
motion picture advertisers it indicates a policy of truthful advertising which has played important part
in
the remarkable
success and
growth of the theatre organization.

HAZEL

DAWN, STAR OF

"Gertie's

stage
a
farce in engagement at the Woods
theatre. Chicago, distributed 2.000
dollar bills in the loop district on
Garter,"'

^-^JION

MOTION PICTU^J^

SOMETHING NEW
hibitor aid

IN Ex-

offered theatre
men by Associated First National
Pictures. Inc., in a special exploitation guide calling attention to productions particularly suitable for
use on Memorial E)ay and giving
suggestions as to methods of advertising them.
Doubtless many theatre men will avail themselves of
the aid thus volunteered. Members
of producing and distributing organizations, accustomed to thinking of the attractions bearing a
single brand and therefore intimately familiar with the nature of
all of them, are especially fitted for
is

the

work of

selecting timely proExhibitors will appreciate
general adoption of the policy in-

grams.

dicated.

BASEBALL SCORES WILL
be posted in the lobby of the
Palace theatre. Hamilton. O.. as
rapidly as received by wire.
Patrons may see them there. Others
are invited by Fred S. Meyer, managing director, to call the theatre
by telephone and ask for the scores.
Theatres that follow this and other
precedents
established
by
Mr.
Meyer, one of the most original and
progressive showmen in the country, will rapidly advance their theatres to the position of the Palace,
regarded by citizens of Hamilton
as a civic institution.
There is no
beter type of advertising.

ACT PLAYS HAVE
ONE
been added
program
the

to

of a California theatre. It is not
reported that the plays are selected
because of any particular bearing

upon the motion picture program in
engagement.
That reduces the
proposition

to

the

of

class

the

"added attraction."

Thinking exhibitors, with the development of
screen art at heart and knowing
that the motion picture theatre does
and must depend primarily upon
the motion picture for success, find
it difficult to reconcile the innovation with progressive showmanship.

MOTHERS

DAY WILL BE

throughout
the
United States on Sunday. May 8.
observed

Many

exhibitors

will

give special

performances on that day. selecting
especially suitable screen material
and distributing flowers or using
them for house decoration. It is
not probable or desirable that any
will

derive direct monetary profit

from such

efforts.

But

it

is

in-

evitable that theatres conducting
such enterprises will enjoy height-

ened prestige as a result. That is
better than monetary profit, constituting at the same time the most
positive assurance of continuous
prosperity that can be obtained.
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Suggestions in the

THE

musicale shown in the above still from "The
forthcoming Yitagraph production starring
Alice Joyce, may be made the basis of a presentation
feature which is a practical duplication of the scene in
the picture.
A local or imported violinist with sufficient
standing to warrant special advertising will give the prologue or interlude added merit, though amateurs of ability
may be used profitably or house musicians may be assigned
to the work.
The players required for the audience need
not be especially talented.
In theatres where lobby or
foyer construction is suitable the feature may be staged
therein, in which case the patrons will occupy the required
positions naturally.
By whatever means the presentation
is conducted it will wield beneficial influence in behalf of

1921

Stills

effective and easily-staged prologue or interlude
based upon the above still from "Big Town Ideas,"
a
Fox production featuring Eileen Percy, may
he staged in practically any theatre.
The stage setting
indicated is easily produced, inexpensive, stock scenery
serving in the majority of cases.
The girls' costumes,

obviously, are easih obtainable.
The title gives sufficient
information for the tentative planning of the presentation.
Eocal talent may be used, in all probability, as successfully
as professional, the possible awkwardness which may be
displayed serving to heighten the realism of the stage
feature.
A revival of the "Amateur Night" of past years
is one of the possibilities presented.
Where this is effectively conducted it is probable that many return visits to
the theatre may be brought about,

the motion picture.

stills

14,

AX

Stain,'' a

ACCOMPANYING

May

contributed for this page by Associated First National Pictures, Inc., represent scenes

from "The Girl in the Taxi," a picturization of the widely known stage play of the same name in which Mr.
and Mrs. Carter DeHaven are featured. "The interior of a private dining room, and some fast patter centered
around the embarrassment of a young man ordering an expensive, twentieth century dinner on a ten spot in a gilded
palace, would be an appropriate opening number," it is suggested in connection with the still on the left.
The suggestion for the exterior setting reads, "A back drop of the exterior of a cafe, two actors, a man and a woman, and
a taxicab would be the proper ingredients for a pantomime or a song prologue." Both suggestions have the desirable
elements of practicability and cooperative fitness. Arrangements doubtless can be made with restaurant managers
and taxicab companies which will lead to the staging of very elaborate presentation features at little or no expense to
the theatre.
The same arrangements should result in extensive advertising of the theatre and the attraction by the
1

parties interested in addition to the theatre advertising.

•

May

14,

1921
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Riesenfeld Traces Musical Development
In Presentation Score for "Deception"
"Deception/' Paramount producreported as having established
a nezv box office record for the Rivoli
theatre, Nezv York.
Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director,
established another record in his presentation of the production, arranging
a musical setting representing research and effort unparalleled in past
endeavors.
The story of Mr. Riesenf eld's ivork
in this direction is presented herewith
as contributed by the press departtion, is

ment of the theatre. Aside from its
value as a record of achievement, it
constitutes a musical thesis of unusual
interest to theatre men and musicians
generally.

MOTION

pictures like "Decepthe remarkable presentation of the romance of
tion,"

Anne Boleyn and Henry the Eighth,
naturally create a musical response
in the real musician.
The dexter-

ous handling of huge human masses,
the proper shading of character in
story and acting, the shifting from
the serious to the frivolous without a jar, royal tournaments, royal
weddings, royal feasts and royal revels,
all
in themselves
filled
with
song; in a word, the masterly directing and acting of the film made
Hugo Riesenfeld feel that in this

photoplay he had an opportunity to
create a musical setting that might
be worth any man's labor.
The

The

front of the Rivoli theatre,

New

York, during the run of "Deception," the

Paramount production which inspired Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director, to
one of the most remarkable efforts in the field of musical presentation on
record.

100,000 persons who saw
picture at the Rivoli the first
two weeks of the showing will
testify that he succeeded in his ambition
that he has created what is

more than
the

;

probably the finest score that ever
has been made for a motion picture.
It would have been possible for
the young impresario to make a
score out of modern music and the
well known classics. After all, human emotions are pretty much the
same in all ages and great modern
music expresses emotion at least as
well as that of other times.
But
while the modern work might have
served technically well enough, it
would not have given the effect of

When the King of Engshown eating venison with

antiquity.

land

is

and rolling it around in
the gravy with his fist there were
no forks then it is well to have the
setting in a proper period.
So. Mr. Riesenfeld hunted for the
proper material out of which to build
a frame for his picture. The public
library, private libraries, books of
old ballads, popular songs of the
period all contributed their share.
It is interesting to remember in
this connection that the orchestra,
as it is known today, was not in existence during the sixteenth century
and that the beginnings of the combination of string instruments, wood
wind instruments and brasses did
not begin to develop until a century
later.
In 1650 the elements of an
(Concluded on ,cge 56)
his fingers

—

—

A

room on the mezzanine floor of the Rivoli, refurnished in Elizabethan period
for the "Deception" engagement. It is reported that practically the entire theatre
was refitted in period furnishings for the run.

rest

—
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Barbian Sustains

Report Indicates
Beneficial Effect
of Exploitation

Interest in

Grand

Pictures Season

The name
is

a

of the director in electric lights

latter-day

development of motion
which is reported pro-

picture advertising

ductive

shown

of

excellent

results.

Above

is

night photograph of the Grand
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., with the name
of

a

Cecil

B.

DeMille,

director

of

Para-

mount's "Forbidden Fruit," given promiposition.
Similar
nent
treatment is
shown below, in the reproduction of a
photograph taken on the opening night
at the Strand theatre, Des Moines, la.

A
Imitators employed by J. A. Jones, manager of the Isis theatre, Pensacola, Fla.,
for the exploitation of "The Kid."

C.

Jones, manager of the Isis
J.
theatre, Pensacola, Fla., reports as
follows in regard to the hox office
record of "The Kid," Charles Chaplin's First National production, in the
"What the Picture Did For Me" department of the present issue of Ex-

Season which he

Isis

Other exhibitors conducting protracted campaigns for similar events will do well to follow the
reports of Mr. Rarbian's activity pub-

the-

The photograph reproduced herewith shows one of the reasons for
the attendance characterized as "big
Mr. Jones'

report.

Coogan

the picture, went
about the downtown and residence
district of Pensacola attracting attention generally and giving out the
essential data of the entertainment.
The result of that enterprise was
exactly what the result of similar en-

Jackie

in

deavor has been in numerous cities
throughout the country whence have

come

practically identical reports re-

garding the picture

Those

in discussion.

trade familiar with
history of that
production know that it possessed
drawing power of such strength as to
convince many that exploitation in its
behalf was "not necessary."
Those
familiar with its later history know
the early

in

the

box

office

lished as received.

Mr. Barbian's campaign for "The
Kid" was given in detail in a recent
issue.
It was probably the most com-

An

impersonator of the star of the picture, accompanied by a boy made up
to represent the character played by

Pictures

is

to his credit.

atre,

business' in

Grand

conducting with
five productions distributed by Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
by institution of a continuous exploitation campaign which is regarded by
many as the greatest work of a man
who has many showmanship triumphs

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.—
Played three days to big business.
picture.
Patrons more

—

manager of the
Akron, O., has sus-

Barbian,
theatre,

tained interest in the

hibitors Herald.

than pleased. J. A. Jones,
Pensacola, Fla.

A.

Waldorf

A,

Wonderful

distinctive sedan chair used by C. A.
Barbian, manager of the Waldorf theatre, Akron, O., for "Passion."

prehensive drive made in behalf of
production by any exhibitor at

that
that exhibitors did not, because of that

drawing power, slacken

that time.
In behalf

one of the most important facts

of "Passion," the imported feature starring Pola Negri, as
thorough exploitation methods were
employed.

exhibitor
advertising.
It
has
brought into general recognition the

The accompanying illustration
shows the novel use of the sedan chair

efforts in its

behalf.

The production has served
trate

to illus-

in

fact that

no picture

is

so

good that

it

cannot be benefited by intelligent advertising.

General understanding of that advertising precept is one of the most
desirable conditions that has been
effected in the past year.
It leads to

more

consistent application of business-getting methods, more constant
use of the advertising channels at the
exhibitor's disposal and a more firmly
established box office income.

stunt widely used in connection with
local girl was emthe picture.
ployed to ride in the conveyance over
Akron streets for a week, girl and
driver being costumed in keeping with
the players in the picture.
In addition Mr. Barbian colored all
the globes in his lobby red, creating a

A

crimson glow which attracted attention and was in keeping with the naHere was hung,
ture of the picture.
also, an Oriental rug valued at 52.000.
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Atlanta Rialto Conducts
First Exploitation Drive
For Fox Comedy Feature

A
'

distinctive lobby display used at the
Lyric theatre, McKeesport, Pa., which
represented a total expenditure of
twelve dollars.

Twelve Dollar

Lobby Piece Is
Paying Venture
A

lobby decoration costing twelve
brought big returns to the
McKeesport, Pa.,
Lyric theatre,
"Forbidden
when
Paramount's
dollars

was shown at that playThe accompanying illustrashows the remarkable effect

Fruit"
house.
tion

gained thus economically.

The theatre is so situated that
practically the entire walking population of the city passes the theatre
daily.
During the display of the
lobby piece constructed in this case,
it is obvious, a large percentage of
pedestrians were impressed with the
attractive character of the theatre
front.

The drawing power of the arrangement was greater, perhaps,
than could have been exerted in any
Certainly no more efother way.
fective advertising enferprise could
have been conducted for the same

expenditure.
That is the way advertising merit
must be calculated, despite the fact
that expense should never be considered a barrier to enterprise. The
question is not "How much did the
stunt cost?" It is, "How much did
the stunt yield?" In this case it is
reported the yield was heavy. The
that an expenditure of only
dollars was represented is
interesting, but not essential.
fact

twelve

KIRTS," Fox comedy

feature, publication of which has
been looked forward to with especial interest by exploitation exhibitors, received its first comprehensive campaign
at the Rialto theatre, Atlanta, Ga., where it is reported as having
drawn capacity business for a week. Frank Hammond, manager
of the Rialto and Forsyth theatres, assisted by DeSales Harrison,
manager of the Rialto, used in behalf of the production exploitation
methods which may be adopted by exhibitors generally when the
picture is in engagement.
^ b

THE
two weeks

Rialto campaign

was

started

advance of the opening when twenty twenty-four sheets
were posted. Twelve hundred colored
in

booklets carrying scenes from the picture were sent by special delivery to
a selected mailing list, and three thousand other heralds were sent out.
Three hundred easel-backed window
cards were also distributed.

On

the

Sunday preceding

the open-

ing 30-inch displays were used in two
newspapers, a smaller space being
used in a third. The same editions
carried advertisements of two leading

of the most attractive window
displays of cooperative nature ever observed in Chicago has been placed in
Rothschild's
department store,
stills
from Metro's "The Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse," in engagement at the
LaSalle theatre, being given positions of

prominence over copies of the novel by
Vincente Blasco Ibanez.

tion.

Hammond

and Harrison
without definite
knowledge of the production except
as regards title, length and general
character. They did not have a press
book for guidance, or other assistance.
Showmen will agree that they
Messrs.
worked, it

worked

is

said,

well.

Their

campaign

for

the

feature

one which may be
adapted by practically any exhibitor
length

comedy

is

ladies'

who uses the production. The title
provides basis for a number of cooperative endeavors similar to the

sales

skirt

wear stores based upon skirt
and advertising the fact that the

twenty-five persons to make purchases would be given tickets to the
Rialto theatre.
first

One

vertising of this phase of the performis shown in the above illustra-

ance

Another merchant supplied six bathing suits for the use of young women
employed to take part in a bathing girl
revue which was staged in connection
with the showing. The exterior ad-

tie-up effected in

Atlanta.
likewise
adaptable, and the exterior advertising
of the picture by use of big paper in
quantity and cutouts for the theatre
front is obviously desirable.
It is very probable that the Atlanta
method of procedure will be generally
adopted in connection with the picture.
sale

The bathing

girl

revue

is
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Presentation

Window Work

(Continued from page 53)

orchestra were being experimented

with and from that early attempt
the

modern orchestra was

oped.

The

devel-

period depicted in "De-

is previous to 1536.
At the
time of Henry VIII organ composi-

ception"

tions and songs

were the most im-

portant.

The

task of assembling the musi-

was only the beginning
Mr. Riesenfeld's work it was
the raw material from which the
musical setting to "Deception" was
to be wrought.
The composers of
the second Tudor period and those
who followed immediately after
were the main source of musical
knowledge. Yet they had often left
little more than
fragments and had
written them in the old forms of notacal material

—

of

In developing- advertising methods which place the gospel
of the motion picture before the eyes of those who do not give
the theatre front, the billboard or the theatre advertising pages
of newspapers a glance, the Paramount exploitation staff has
contributed importantly to the widening of the screen's appeal.
The work of Oscar Kantner, Paramount representative at Indianapolis, Ind., in behalf of the showing of "What Every
Knows" at Mister Smith's theatre, illustrated herewith, is typical
of the window work standardized by the Famous Players-Lasky

Woman

staff.

Cooperative window displays for Paramount productions
have become so numerous and of such even quality of conception
and design that announcement of a new Paramount production
leads to speculation as to the classes of business institutions with
which it will be linked in advertising. Rare resourcefulness is
displayed in obtaining merchant cooperation.
Is is by work of this nature that new patrons are brought to
the motion picture theatre and new friends are made for the
screen.

tion for the particular instruments
of their time.

All these fragments

were studied for their quaint flavor
and their historic merit and many
were transcribed.

The work of orchestration
It was a difficult, but

began.

then
plea-

sant task, this of trying to retain
the peculiar spirit of four hundred

years old music and
fit

the

modern

still

making it
Organ

orchestra.

music had to be rewritten
orchestra.

The

for the

old melodies, tune-

and interesting, but lacking the
resonance and dramatic qualities, were translated into modern
forms of musical expression to give
them variety and color.
The entire score was not, however, to be played only by the
ful

full

modern instruments.

Much

of the

music, especially the lighter, play-

moods, could best be expressed
through old instruments not found
ful

modern orchestra pit. They
seemed to express in their quaint
voices a myriad of thoughts which
belonged to the past and not to the
in the

The clavecin, forerunner
present.
of the piano, the oboe di caccia and
the viola d'armour had voices that
spoke

ancient

were placed

tongues,

and

they

in the orchestra pit.

In some instances no music could
found to fit a certain brief
moment in the historic drama. There
were songs about Henry VIII and

be

about

his

hunting

— one

of

them

plays a prominent part in the prologue and opening scenes of the pic-

—
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but none which announced
ture
with dramatic force that the ruler of
It
all England was about to enter.
devolved upon Mr. Riesenfeld to
compose a special theme for these

"Black Beauty" Powerful
Theatre Prestige Picture

bits of the play.

Another song

—

a delicious bit of
that written to the words
which are sung by the king's jester
as he sits on a table and teases the
king for dallying with a dancer
while Queen Katherine sits at home
waiting for him to join in the queen's
birthday celebration. It is a naive
composition, a bit of grotesque jesting, and delightfully appropriate. It
is brief, yet it was considered important enough for Mr. Riesenfeld
to write a special bit of music for
it.
Joseph Littau orchestrated it.

humor

—

is

another scene for which no
music could be found
from among the ancient writings
was the dramatic moment in "DeStill

appropriate

when it is announced that
born to Anne Boleyn. According to the film Henry VIII had
married Anne under pretense that
he desired an heir to the throne
and she accepted her place as
queen as a duty to the English peoThe king had hoped for a son
ple.
and when a girl was born, the child
which was later to become Queen
ception"
a girl

is

Elizabeth, the royal giant collapsed.
It was the deepest thrust into his
heart.

The

king's collapse, the defeat of
one of his greatest hopes, was of a
dramatic force which the ancient

had

not expressed in
musical forms, and
Frederick Stahlberg, conductor of
the Rivoli orchestra, wrote a speMr. Stahlberg
cial setting for it.
also wrote original music to the
song sung by Mark Smeton, the
favorite singer at the court of King
Henry, who, through a bit of ditty,
suggested to the king that Anne
Boleyn had been unfaithful to him,
and also the music to the dramatic

composers

their primitive

moment

in which the suspicious
king attacked the singer.

Gradually the rich score began to
It
take definite interpretive form.
did not attempt to impose its importance upon the photoplay but
sought to express in its own medium
a story that harmonized with the
picture.

There
were many musicianly
hands at work on the score, there
was much research and adaptation
a great amount of labor which

—

stupendous work which
had been devoted to the pictorial
parallels the

of the production.
Just as
Ernest Lubitsch made the drama of

side

Anne Boleyn and King Henry

live

"Deception," so Mr. Riesenfeld
made it live in the tonal structure
not as an entity, but as a harmony,
a drama told in the voices of the
in

past.

''Black Beauty," Yitagraph production starring Jean Paige,
has contributed as have few motion pictures to the prestige of

the motion picture theatre as a community institution. Its exhibition career has been distinguished in practically every engagement reported by exploitation and presentation endeavors
amounting to genuine civic works.

Accompanying illustrations show the Boy Scouts of Lima,
on their way to the Sigma theatre, where the picture was
shown, and grouped in front of that playhouse. The cooperation
indicated is typical of that accorded by civic bodies in almost
every city where the picture has been exhibited.
By reason of their prominent association with the works of
this nature conducted, theatre men using the production have
won for their houses the esteem of persons hitherto at best

O.,

mildly tolerant to the theatre.

By reason of the favorable attention drawn from classes accustomed to regard the theatre as a perhaps necessary evil, the
motion picture as an institution has been benefited materially.
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of

twentj four sheet stands
the intersection of
FOI56thK St.
and 8th Ave., New York, have been converted
at

Advertising Activity

into an imposing broadside for three

now

Fox

special produc-

Selwyn and 1'ark
theatres, "The Queen of Sheba," "A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur's Court" and "Over The Hill," respectively.
The mass effect gained is shown but moderately in
the accompanying illustration. The motion picture as an
entertainment institution is effectively advanced in public
tions

in

engagement

at the Lyric,

favor by advertising of this type.

JW. KELLY,"Outmanager

of the Wizard theatre, York,
of the Storm," a Goldwyn production, during Goldwyn Week and constructed the lobby disThe set pieces
play shown above for the engagement.
were prepared in a color scheme that imparted to it in
daylight an appearance almost as effective as that gained
by use of illumination at night.
.

Pa., used

We

wwTT'S

have been
never too late to play 'Kismet.'
playing to standing room only for two weeks. The
The cos( )riental rugs in this lobby are valued at $6,500.
tumes for the ushers were made especially at a cost of $50
each. This picture drew the best class of patrons to this
theatre and they were more than pleased with the atmosFrank Lacey, managing director
phere of the occasion."
Majestic theatre, Portland, Ore. Mr. Lacey, distinguished
among American showmen for artistry in lobby work, states
that his decorations for the Robertson-Cole production
JL

—

were the best he has produced.

PEGGY

DOYLE, reporter for the "Chicago Herald
and Examiner," rode through loop streets to the aviation field from which she ascended in a plane and dropped
2,000 roses over the downtown section marking the opening on April 23 of Aschers' Roosevelt theatre, an imposing
addition to loop theatricals.
Much free publicity for the
theatre and for "Lessons in Love," First National attraction which was the opening feature, was a natural result
of the enterprise.
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of State and

district,

"The

money bags and

a cutout of Roscoe ArParamount's "Brewster's Millions,"
added importantly to the lobby appearance of the Queen
theatre, Galveston, Tex., when that picture was shown.
buckle,

SIDNEY

of

star

of

B. LUST, proprietor of the Leader theatre,
Washington, D. C, used the huge telegram streamer
shown above to advertise "Cyclone Bliss.'' Arrow production starring Jack Hoxie. earning the same note of importance throughout the front.

Sts., in

Chicago's

traffic and brought police intervention when
George Arliss' Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
production, was in engagement at Barbee's Loop theatre.
The corner at a dull hour is shown above. When two
young women from the Art Institute, dressed as "imps."
mounted the scaffold and began painting the sign attention
was drawn from pedestrians so effectively as to result in
the condition shown in the illustration below. Voluminous
newspaper publicity resulted.

which stopped

A PILE

Monroe

selected for the sign-paintmg stunt

Devil,''

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Clemmer Upright
Joins Force and
Artistic Appeal

Mimeograph Announcement
Serves Fayette Exhibitor
a

the man.
Persons who attended the
Chicago convention called by W'illard

resourceful showman. Technically, he

C. Patterson recall his activity in be-

James Q. Clemmer, proprietor of
Clemmer theatre, Seattle, Wash.,
and one of the most consistent users

may

half of exhibitorial betterment.

of big advertising space in the the-

\\

D. Putnam, proprietor of the

.

Putnam

theatre,

Fayette,

Ala.,

is

be referred to as a "small town

But

exhibitor."

his

work

of "big

is

lime" calibre.

W.

Mrs.

the theatre

D.

at the theatre.

—

Putnam sells tickets
Her son operates the

i

^

In proportion to the initial cost of

territory,

and the

it

possibilities of the

stated,

is

Mr. Putnam de-

rives

from

come

as the great majority of

his business as great

in-

the

world, added to the strength

atrical

of

characteristic

appeal

artistic

intention to

expand with the progress of events
and abandon even the technical classi-

gives a definite impression of the effect

It is his

Amer-

town."
Theatre business men, familiar with
operating costs and advertising as a
fication of "small

production of the advertisement used
obtained in the original.

Block effects are predominant

Clemmer advertisements. Over

period this style of set-up has been

tion

of

the

advertising problem

by

used practically without elaboration,

use

of

the

mimeograph convincing

extended use testifying to the quality
of the results gained.
the

In

deemed

present

instance

was

Clemmer

fulness of the characteristic

The

the photoplay advertised.

obviously,

'r\

it

desirable to add to the force-

design a light touch in keeping with

ty

i

in

a long

business factor, will see in his solu-

evidence that he possesses the quali-

P

unusual

in

manner when "All Dolled Up," Universal production, was in engagement
The reat that playhouse recently.

ican exhibitors.

n

an

displays

his

obtained

was

responsible

title,

con-

in

,l

To

<

ivi>vouJ

Wvv

"ALL

****

"l

^f

DOLLED
UP

machine and his sister is the musician.
Mr. Putnam takes care of the remaining details of the theatre's operation

and conducts the advertising.

Some

of the letter

is

LEV-

reproduced

Co.

•AM

Tt

D*M
.

Om mmrj

U(T

«*•

•« "> ««*7

imwmm •- —- -

M i—'-

M

part

M
•-«!

herewith.

Mr. Putnam draws

his

own

adver-

tisements, using letter size paper,

and

runs off the required number of copies

on a mimeograph.

Reduced repro-

ductions of two of these recently used
intimate

acterizes all of
tising.

He

is

personal

touch char-

Mr. Putnam's adverpersonally acquainted

with practically every person

who

at-

tends his theatre, so he puts his advertising

message

use

he were talking to his readers.

if

The
this

in

terms that he might

resourcefulness

may enter.
As advertising,
command respect.

displayed, in

phase of his business

is

typical of

GLADYS WALTON

field

he

They have,

are presented herewith.

An

Bcations for success in whatever

his

compositions
IVTfia-NATIOKAL

ment of economy, novelty, directness
It is probable that
and simplicity.
few theatres derive as great returns
from advertising done as does the
Putnam.
The resourcefulness revealed is a
priceless exhibitorial asset.

be acquired deliberately.
cultivated.

NEW!

in adidtion to the ele-

It

It

cannot

may

be

OXMMSX

siderable

degree

ORCHESTRA

for the

means em-

ployed.

The
is

"All Dolled

Up"

advertisement

a typical one, incidentally a splendid

example of advertising space
ably employed.

profit-

—
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advertise

Do You Enjoy 7
BEAUTIFUL

NATURAL
SCENERY?
7
7

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7

Strand patrons this week are afforded a trip into Wonderland a close-up
of Yellowstone Park from the comfort
of an opera chair.

—

picture, a Chester Outing called
•'Something to Worry About," has an

The

educational value for the whole family.
It was taken in the dead of winter.
Some idea of the volume of the snowfall in that section can be obtained
with the scenes at the start when the
expedition literally digs itself out of
the cabin and makes iis way over the
roof to discover the beauties of frozen
Nature that lie beyond.

There are some beautiful views of
the Yellowstone River making its way
through the caverns of snow, now
seemingly placid and then in its tumbling cataracts defying the touch of
winter to halt its course. At the
I'pper Falls the waters literally frolic
through the snow draperies.

There are shots of some of the wild
animals in their winter habitat and
then the party enters the area of the
geysers and boiling springs. They boil
fis'h and cook eggs in these Nature-

made

stoves.

Views of the various geysers, "paint
pots" and boiling springs are shown,
great clouds of steam and vast quantities of hot water being thrown off
by them while the snow is packed high
but a few inches from these marvelous
manifestations.

commonly acknowl-

is

edged an important program

The copy

m

7

what

7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7«
7

distinctive.

is

pay theatre men

will

generally to read

in its entirety.

it

It

argument for
has been found in

constitutes as strong an

the travel picture as

current newspaper advertising.

Br an ford Adopts

A

"You

its

fact

that Eastern, Western, Southern

and

maintain

theatres

a

certain

uniformity of design and content, an
interesting but not especially signifi-

cant observation.

The

Bran ford theatre, recently
opened in Newark, N. J., uses adver-

may

be

well

termed

presented herewith, that of a display

used to advertise the engagement of

"The Passion Flower," Norma Talmadge's First National attraction, is
characteristic of the Branford style.
In that display and others used by
the Branford are found

some of the

outstanding characteristics of the best

Strand Display
Advances Cause
of Travel Film

Eastern

The

advertising.

best recently received

Many

of

its

present

is

one of the

from

that quar-

composition, incidentally,

ter.

attributes

may be

adopted by exhibitors in other parts
of the country with considerable

The

straight text advertisement,

two

columns wide in the original, which

a ENTRANCES

Strand theatre, Seattle, Wash., a city

good theatre advertising, solely

of
the

interests

of

the

travel

in

picture

which was a feature of a recent program, "Something to Worry About,"
a Chester

Outing distributed by Edu-

cational.

The Strand

advertising staff took

an important step forward in publishing

the

composition

reproduced.

Nothing quite like it has been done
before, though it is reasonable to believe and decidedly desirable that this
presentation of the Strand precedent
.

will lead

profit.

is

reproduced above, was used by the

other exhibitors to properly

i

t

.mm
"

Heb Latest
and greatest

Production

J

*

#

hear or smell

feel,

But You Can See It."
That was the teaser copy used by Daniel
Roche, Paramount exploitation representative at Chicago, in advance of that
production's engagement at Rock Island,
Illinois.. A final display announced the
theatre at which it could be seen.
*

*

*

"The Talk of the Town," a thirty-two
page weekly published in the interests
of a "Bigger Toledo," Toledo, O., recently devoted more than half a page
to a biographical sketch of Harold F.
Wendt, publicity director of the Rivoli
theatre, illustrating the same with a portrait cut.

*

*

*

A

series of six post cards, designed in
teaser style, has been prepared for ad-

vance

advertisement

of

Horseman," Universal

"The

serial

White

featuring

Art Accord. Pictorial and type matter
are developed evenly and should produce
excellent results.

The reproduction

typically Eastern.

SECOND NEAR SENECA

eat,
Fruit.'

Close observers of adver-

tisements reproduced in this depart-

that

can't

'Forbidden

ment have remarked upon the

tising

tags distributed by the
Lyric theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.,
warning auto drivers that they were
"Outside the Law," brought a request
from the police department that they be
picked up by the theatre management
bringing, also, business to the theatre
when that Universal production was
*

community may be known by

central

Automobile

New

exhibited.

Typical Eastern
Display Method

advertising.

Stunts

factor.

of the advertisement
It

61

(l

Ocm-a'Tfeliice-

When "My Lady's Latch Key," First
National attraction, was shown at Creston, la., E. Metzger, house manager,
installed an ornate house door in his
lobby with a box of twelve keys beside
it,
advertising in the newspapers that
persons who unlocked the door with the
first key they selected would be admitted
to the theatre free of charge. The lobby
was crowded throughout the
also,

run, as

was

naturally, the theatre.
% % %

Jean Darnell, Goldwyn's feminine exploitation representative, persuaded the
"Houston (Tex.) Chronicle" to devote a
window of its establishment, situated
directly across the street from the leading vaudeville theatre of the city, to a
display advertising the Liberty theatre
showing of "The North Wind's Malice."
snow setting was made the background for a display of hunting knives
and similar material in the middle of
which was placed a board bearing stills
from the picture.
* * #

A

"After the

Ball

Was

Over,"

"Sweet

Rosy O'Grady," and songs of like age
were used by S. Barret McCormick in a
recent revival of the community sing
idea used at the Kinema theatre, Los
The audience was invited to
Angeles.
join in the singing, a soloist being shown
side of the stage
feature being introduced just
prior to the screening of the main production.
* * *
in a spotlight at the

and the

many of the stills from
Business," First National
attraction, show scenes in which floral
decorations are prominent was made the
basis of an argument whereby Leo Brecher, managing director of the Plaza
The

fact that

"Dangerous

theatre,

inent

New

florist

York, convinced a promthat

a

window

display

founded upon the stills was an investment worth while. The idea can be
adapted in any city.
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"Photoplay Magazine" to Award
Medal for Best 1920 Production
will
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Selznick Lists
Elaine
The arrangement

of

inmrr

Attractions;
Hammer stein Stars in

star-series

fea-

—

man will be William R. Davidson and in
"Handcuffs or Kisses" Robert Ellis will
head the supporting company.
Kolker Directs Tearle
Conway

present
"The
from Albert Payson Ter-

Tearle

will

Fighter," made
hune's novel of the same title. Winifred
Westover will lead the supporting com-

will

have

The laws
"

Two
Martha

starring

are em-

braced in the forthcoming arrangements.
Constance Talmadge in "Up the Road

With Sallie," and Norma Talmadge in
"The Moth," will be returned to the
screen, edited

and

which they must discharge
are to have a
self-governing

people

Mansfield as his leading woman in "The
Last Door," directed by William P. S.
Earle. while Winifred Westover will support him in the Alan Crosland presentation now temporarily titled "Six Shots."
Miss Mansfield will make her final appearance as a screen leading woman in
"The Last Door," preceding her introduction as a Selznick star.
Owen Moore is scheduled for two, "A
Divorce of Convenience," directed by
Robert Ellis, in which Kathryn Perry will
again-lead the support, and another upon
which work will be soon begun.
Revive Talmadge Successes

Two revivals of productions
Norma and Constance Talmadge

in

responsibility if we
nation
of
independent

in a presentation directed by Henry
Kolker. who directed Vera Gordon in
"The Greatest Love."

O'Brien

some

manner

pany

Eugene

—

this

Summer

tures and special attractions to be distributed
through Select branches for
May, June, July and August have been
completed. General Manager Sam Morris in making the announcement of the
pictures in which Elaine Hammcrstein,
Conway Tearle, Eugene O'Brien and
Owen Moore will appear in the star
series, also commented on the Constance
and Norma Talmadge revivals and "Who
I?" a special attraction.
Elaine Hammcrstein is scheduled for
two pictures during the summer, "The
Girl From Nowhere" and "Handcuffs or
Kisses."
George Archainbaud directed
both of these features. In "The Girl From
Nowhere" Miss Hammerstein's leading

Am

ill—bhiimimiihiwii

mi

fundamentally through those free instiwhich we cherish most the
home, the church and the school. So
profoundly do I believe this to be true
that I think the enactment of this law
would stand as an indictment of these
institutions, an admission that they have
failed in
their purpose and their importance would be consequently subordinated to the paternalism of the state.
Obligation of Parents
I
do not question the justice of the
that is made of the influence
pictures upon the children, but
admitting the very worst in this direction, it need not also be admitted that
legislation is needed to control the situation.
What shall we say of the obligation of parents to their children and the

its

So

as a people and as a nation, and their
evolution will be wrought primarily and

of

crosses, the exhibition its ribbons, and literature its
there has been no distinctive commemoration of
singular excellence in the field of the photoplay. After long consideration 'Photoplay Magazine' has determined to permanently establish
an award of merit, a figurative winning-post, comparable to the dignified and greatly coveted prizes of war and art."
prize.

1921

criticism

made:

Nobel

14,

tutions

A

gold medal executed by Tiffany & Company, of New York,
be awarded to the producer of the motion picture published in
1920, which is indicated as the best picture of the year by vote of the
readers of "Photoplay Magazine.'* Ballot blanks are to be printed in
four consecutive issues of that publication and readers are invited to
signify their opinions, upon which the selection will be based.
Each year a similar medal will be awarded to "the producer
whose vision, faith and organization made the best photoplay a possibility."
In announcement of the innovation the following statement

May

retitled.

that are

made

in

legislative

secondary importance
to the laws that are formulated in the
home and the same may be said of law
enforcement. It is still true that "The
hand that rocks the cradle rules the
world,'' and it is equally true that there
is no law which will repair the damage
that is done when parents fail to exercise proper jurisdiction and control over
halls are of only

their children.

There is no more reason to pass laws
against the showing of pictures that do
not have a strong moral influence than
there is to prevent the publication of
books and newspapers that carry the
same stories as are shown on the screen.
The right kind of parents do not permit
their children to read indiscriminately.
Neither should they permit them to see
pictures indiscriminately. The guardianship of the child in these matters is a
parental responsibility and to transmit
it to the state would be simply to lessen
the responsibility and minimize the importance of the home. What we want
now is not that parents should be encouraged to relax their proper vigil over
their children, but that they should be
called to realize that the state must and
will
not relieve them of these responsibilities.

Public Opinion to Control
I

Complete Text of Governor McKelvie's Veto
(Continued from yage 43)

sorship or criticism to be published
otherwise. Murder, manslaughter, homicide, burglary, offenses against women,
fraud, embezzlement, marital infidelity,
divorce, and every other crime is told
and retold with all of the appending details in the columns of the daily press,
but I venture the assertion that it would
be a very small minority of our people
who favor the censorship of this character of news. Certainly, then, you must
agree with me that to be consistent
it
will naturally follow that censorship
of motion pictures must ultimately be
followed by censorship of the press.
Remedy for Evils

The remedy

for the evils that attend
the showing of pictures that might properly be considered as subject for censorship is clearly pointed out in the paragraph of the constitution that I have
already quoted wherein it says that every
person shall be held responsible for the
abuses of the liberty of free speech and
the press.
This means that offenses

lic

am

thoroughly convinced that pubopinion when it is left free to func-

tion untrammeled will control the entire
situation.
The motion picture business
is young and many abuses have crept
into it that are repugnant to those who

against the proper exercise of this liberty
may be legally defined and punishment
may be inflicted for violation of the law.
Already we have such provisions upon
the statute books and they are enforced.
To go further than this and anticipate
the violation is to approve conviction before the offense has been committed.

have been most successful in it. These
abuses will be gradually removed as the
business grows, and in the same propor-

Such a procedure would be intolerable
under our theory of government.
It
would simply mean that the state would
become the guardian of the individual,
directing him in his every act and depriving him of his rights of initiative and

predict

personal opinions.
Rut there is yet a

finer and more
fundamental remedy for these ills than
by statutory law. It is the law of personal control, which embraces strength
of character, moral rectitude, the belief
in an infinite God, temperance of action,
tolerance for the rights of others, and
the precepts of the golden rule. These,
after all, are the things that shall forever determine our destiny as individuals.

tion that public opinion is intolerant of
the showing of unclean pictures, producers will be prompt to remove that
character of productions from the screen.

The movement has already begun and

I

another legislature
convenes in Nebraska, it shall have made
such progress that the question of the
censorship will not even be suggested
before

that

here.

Let us then place the responsibility
with the people themselves, where it belongs, realizing that
to be strong,

virile,

if we as a nation are
self-governing people

we must assume

the full responsibilities
of citizenship without expecting the state
to relieve us from the ills that are selfimposed and that are within our range
to control, without the aid or direction of

statutory law.

Ma)
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May McAvoy

is

SCENES FROM REALART'S BIRTHDAY PRODUCTION

the star of this feature which

is

on the occasion of Realart's second anniversary in June.
has not been announced as yet.

to be issued

Realart Celebrates Anniversary

By

Sharing Birthday Production

Invites Star Franchise Owners to Participate in the Celebration— Reviews

History of Organization
Considerable interest has been aroused
the invitation advertisement issued
last week by Realart announcing its sec-

by

ond birthday. Of particular interest was
that part which invites Star Franchise
owners to participate in the celebration
by sharing in a Birthday Production.
This is a novel and unique way of observing an anniversary and one which is
in

the history of

mo-

tion pictures.

The Birthday Production, which will
be available to all owners of the Realart
Star Franchise, will be published on
June 29th, thus marking the date of the
organization's founding.
History of

Company

The company began
producing and

its existence as a
distributing organization

REALART OFFICIALS

JOHN

S.

WOODY

General Manager

by opening twenty exchanges in various
key cities throughout the country. Following this came the announcement of
the company's first picture, "Anne of
Green Gables," starring Mary Miles
Minter. This was published December
15, 1919, and given its Broadway showing at the Rivoli theatre the week of December 21.
At that time Realart had one star,
Miss Minter. Soon, however, two others,
Alice Brady and Constance Binney, were
added. Meantime the growth of the organization continued and exactly one
year from the screening of its first picture there were six stars under the Realart banner. These actresses were Mary
Miles Minter, Alice Brady, Constance
Binney, Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels
and Justine Johnstone.

WHO WILL CELEBRATE

MORRIS KOHN
President

The

title

Several things stand out with particuprominence in the activities of this
organization. One has been the establishment of the Realart Star Franchise,
put into effect at the end of the first season. Under this plan thirty-six pictures,
the work of six stars, are to be supplied
to exhibitors during the current season.
The principle back of this selling policy
is to insure to exhibitors a reliable, dependable supply of high-quality productions.
At the present time, there are
more than six thousand Star Franchise
lar

Company

without precedent

63

owners.

Inaugurate

One

Honor Plant

the interesting phases of the
selling history of Realart was its inauguration of the Honor Plan. By this plan,
straight rental prices
and percentage
guarantees are discarded and the valuation of the production is left to the exhibitor.
Three Mayflower special productions were originally made available
under this plan. Later two others were
added and indications today are that still
other pictures may be published on this
of

basis.

Two

the other in

one on Long Island and
Los Angeles, California, are

now devoted

to the production of Real-

studios,

art pictures.

COMPANY'S SECOND BIRTHDAY

DARIO

FARALLA

L.
Assistant Treasurer

GOVE

JAY A.
Assistant Ger;ral

Manager
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Educational Groups Scenic Reels

To Take Audiences Around World
Hammons Announces That He Has Forty
One-Reel Features Embodying- Views From
All Corners of the Globe

President

E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., has announced that after five years he is able
to put into effect a plan of helping exhibitors that has been in his mind since

the time when he was handling only
scenic pictures. The plan is to so group
scenic photoplays that he can place at
the disposal of exhibitors, shortly, four
groups of scenics that will enable the
exhibitor to actually take his audience
around the world in motion pictures.

There will be forty pictures, all onereel lengths, in four equal groups, so arranged that an exhibitor can exploit each
group as is now done with serial pictures.

Grouping
Handsome

loving cup presented to Sydney S.
Cohen, retiring president of N. Y. M. P. T. O-,
at Rochester, N. Y., April 6. 1921. The inscription reads
"As a reminder of our Love and
:

Esteem

Many

recognition of his
which have brought us such
of Success."
in

a

Sacrifices

full

Measure

Kent Views Pictures
At Paramount Studio
General Manager on

Country— Will

Tour

of

Visit All

Exchange Centers
R. Kent, general manager of distribution, Famous Players-Lasky CorpoS.

ration,

is

in

Los Angeles on

a trip

the country, during which he
all

is

around
visiting

Paramount exchanges and

the

absent for two months from the
office in New York.

Views

The purpose

New
of

Productions
Mr. Kent's

will be

home

trip

is

arrange for the Fall business
at the Lasky studio he is devoting much time to seeing the forthcoming pictures to be published by Paramount among which may be mentioned
Cecil B. DeMille's "The Affairs of Anatol," which he declares is one of the
greatest box-office attractions that he
has been privileged to see in a long
time.
He also spoke with great enthusiasm
concerning
William
DeMille's
production, "The Lost Romance," by
Edward Knoblock. Other pictures that
he viewed with much satisfaction were
"Too Much Speed," starring Wallace
Reid, directed by Frank Urson; George
chiefly to

and while

—

The

of

Films

offering will be known as
(iroup "A" and take audiences through
Holland, Switzerland, Spain and Italy.
Group "B" is known as the Oriental arrangement and is made up of fine selections taken in Samoa, Philippines, New
Zealand Islands, China, India and the
South Seas. In this collection is one also
from Palestine. Group "C" starts with
the finest works of Robert C. Bruce in
first

Alaska, continues through Canada and
embraces Northwestern United States.
Group "D," the last of the collection, has
its scenes staged in Southwestern United
States, Central and South America. The
countries contributing scenic grandeur
to

in
addition to the
are the West Indies,
Chile, Ecuador and other points in South

this

United

latter

list,

States,

America.
"I have watched the growth of scenic
photoplays for seven years," Mr. Hammons said in announcing the completion
of his collections. "For five years of that
time I handled a series of pictures that
might very well be described as vacation pictures. I have always believed that
we did not do enough for the average patrons of our screen whose circumstances
did not allow them the opportunity to
travel. I did not want to educate them
at all. I did not believe that people pat-

ronize the screen to be preached at, but
did want to start them on a journey
1
some day around the world.
"To be sure, there have been countless
scenic pictures released, but these pictures that I am grouping actually tell a
motion picture story without the aid of
paid actors. They are not without actors,
however, because nature and the wilds,
or foreign cities by their weird populations, have furnished the actors and the
sets.
I believe that exhibitors generally
will welcome something of the nature of
these works as all the pictures are specially selected and so arranged that no
two tell the same story or view two
countries in exactly the same way. I had
originally twenty-three pictures and all
strong ones, in each group and finally
eliminated all but the strongest ten in

each

lot."

—

The first of this series of four Group
"A" will be announced in about ten

—

days.

Warner Brothers

On

Monty Banks has

started work on a
comedies for the FedExchange.
Production is being

scries of two-reel

erated

done at the Warner Brothers' new studio
in Hollywood, Calif., under the management of Sam Warner. "Try and Get It"
the name of the
Monty Banks under

is

Warner Bros, are now busy lining up
an all star cast for a large number of
one-reel situation comedies to be released through the Federated Exchange.
Every effort will be made to put these
short subjects on the highest possible
plane in the comedy line.

Jack Gardner Selects
Taylor Comedy
Jack Gardner, who

versal with H. C.

Jesse

to produce the

inquiries concerning them from all sections of the country.
George W. Stout, business manager
for the David Butler Productions, has
been loaned by that company to act in
the same capacity for the Jack Gardner

ghan and directed by Tom Forman, and
"Sham," with Ethel Clayton as star,
directed by Thomas Heffron.
Holds Business Conferences
Mr. Kent has also had numerous
with

is

Louise Dresser- Willard Louis comedies,
has selected a story by Rex Taylor, which
will be filmed under the temporary title
of "The Shoppers."
Taylor is now at
work on the continuity and the company
will begin shooting this week.
Irving M.
Lesser, who is acting as distributor for
these comedies, has received a number of

organization.

conferences

comedy with
new Federated

first

the

contract.

Melford's production, "A Wise Fool,"
featuring James Kirkwood; a William
D. Taylor production
starring Ethel
Clayton, named "Wealth;" "Crazy to
Marry," starring Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle, directed by James Cruze; "White
and Unmarried," starring Thomas Mei-

business

Start

Federated Comedies

Obtain Witwer's Stories
For Lee Moran Comedies
Arrangements have been made by Uni-

Witwer to supply Lee
Moran with comedy stories for screen

that a record
It is said
production.
price for short length features will be

L.

Lasky,

paid.

Mille,

Witwer is said to be one of the four
highest paid humorous writers in AmerHe has written a number of series
ica.

first vice-president; Cecil B. Dedirector-general; Charles Eyton,
general manager at the studio, and
others.
In his visits to the studio he

has been accompanied by
ber,

district

manager

at

Herman WebSan Francisco,

and O. V. Traggardh, manager of the
Los Angeles exchange.

JACKIE COOGAN
Star of Irving Lessor's production, "Peck's Bad
Boy," having recovered from his recent illness,
calls for his "Exhibitors Herald."

for the Saturday Evening Post, Collier's,
the American Magazine and other pubHis first story for Moran will
lications.

be "Robinson's Trousseau."

May

14,
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Albany, Memphis, Milwaukee and
Seattle Win Brunet Sales Prizes
Pathe Issues Announcement of Records Made During March By Its Organization— Many
Previous Records are Broken
Carrying a renewed expression of confidence in Pathe Exchange, Inc., from
exhibitors throughout the United States,
the final figures of the Brunet Month
contest, waged by the Pathe and Associated Exhibitors
sales
forces during
March, are made public. Held up by a
flood of last minute contracts, and the
closeness of the races in every division,
the figures contain some startling revelations, and in addition
to
upsetting
previous records result in the crowning
of three new division champions.
The
prize winning branches are:
Eastern— Albany, E. M.

San Francisco, which won the championship of the West in November, did
no better than last in March, yet in
spite of that had a ten per cent increase
in collections and seventy-three in new
business.

Branches finishing ahead of
San Francisco, were Los Angeles, Portland and Denver.

Milwaukee Also Wins
The pace was swift in the contest in
the Central Western Division, but Milwaukee, with its 66 per cent increase in
collections and 136 in new business, held
the van all the way.
Chicago made a
hard run, but never was strong enough
to get beyond second place, completing
the run with a 20 per cent increase in
collections and 123 per cent in new business.
Indianapolis was third with 49
per cent collections increased and 92 per

MORAN,

branch manager.

Southern— Memphis,

Western— Seattle,
PAUL BRUNET
In

Show Chinese Famine
In Current Fox News
Representative in China Gets
Pictorial Evidence
of Suffering
Obtained as the result of high enterprise and disregard of danger by a Fox
News cameraman, the first motion picto reach America showing the
famine-swept districts in the interior of
China are in the current issue of Fox
News, Vol. 2. No. 59.
Deserted villages, river boats crowded

tures

with starving refugees, making their way
to the coast; relief stations thronged with
hungry supplicants, and many other
features of the famine are shown; the
picture as a whole telling graphically the
story of China's gigantic tragedy.

Big

News Beat

is claimed by Fox to be
supreme news beat of 1921. The subject is one that is very much in the news,
and a great deal has been written about
it; but because of the extreme difficulty

This picture

the

of reaching the distressed regions, even

photographs showing conditions
have been scarce. Fox News visualizes
the thing to Americans for the first time.
The film was obtained through the
enterprise of Joseph Darling, Fox Film
Corporation's
staff
representative
in
China, who journeyed with a cameraman
from Shanghai up the river and over the
trails to the very heart of China.
The
"still"

contrast between the coast cities, where
there is plenty of food, and the devastated interior was very sharp, Mr. Darling reports.
Every day as they jour-

neyed the way grew harder, the "danger
being increased by the prevalence of
bandits in the mountain regions.

Plague a Menace
Plague was another mighty peril
which failed to daunt the Fox News men;
estimated that this disease has killed
as most as many Chinese as hunger durit is

ing the last few months.
On their return to Shanghai the first
act of the Fox News men was
to have
the pictures printed and a print given
to
the International Relief Committee.

P.

MERG-

H.

LYNCH,

G.

branch manager.

whose honor Pathe salesmen hung up new
sales record in competition.

VAUGHN,

C. C.

branch manager.
Central— Milwaukee, J.
ENER, branch manaarer.

cent increased new business.
Detroit.
Minneapolis, Des Moines. Omaha and
Cleveland,
the
dethroned champions,
finished in the order named.

Albany Again Leads

Albany alone

of

the

four

branches

who were successful in the Pearson
Month competition, in November, was
returned winner during the Brunet anniversary celebration. This is the third
time in succession Albany has been tri-

umphant.

With

the figures based on an average
December. January, and February,
Albany sales force showed a twenty
per cent increase in collections, and the
tremendous increase of 107 per cent in
new business. Buffalo, under the guidance of W. A. V. Mack, gave Albany a
sterling race, but just failed to get under
Buffalo showed an inthe wire first.
for
the

crease in collections of seventy per cent,
in new business.
The order of finish of the other eastern division contestants, was Washington, Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Newark,

and eighty per cent

New

Boston and

York.

Memphis Hits

Stride

Perhaps the most startling performances of the competition, was the wonderful showing of Memphis, winner in
the Southern division.
The Memphis
office

was moved over from

Little

Rock

beginning of the Brunet
Month contest, but in spite of this hanthe
dicap showed
almost miraculous
increase in new business of 215 per cent,
and an addition of sixteen per cent in
collections.
New Orleans was at its
heels all the time, winding up the month
with a record of 28 per cent increase in

about

the

collections,

and

152

oer

cent

in

new

business. Oklahoma City, former champion, finished third with 30 per cent
increase in collections and 112 in new
The other competitors, well
business.
Dallas.
hunched, finished as follows:
Atlanta. St. Louis. Cincinnati. Charlotte

and Kansas

City.

made such a hard run in the
Pearson Month contest it was a foregone conclusion March would see it
But it was beyond expectawell up.

The members

of

the

winning teams

are:

—

Albany B. M. Morgan- manager; J.
H. Krause. booker; W. Wenzel, cashier; J. H. Loughborough, J. L. Rose. T.
A. Sachs, L. C. Carboni, W. L. Elliott
and S. Hochstim.
Memphis C. C. Vaughn, manager; H.
Hunt, booker: H. Hester, cashier; L. E.
Royster, G. S. L^nderhill and H. O.
Eakins.
Milwaukee J. H. Merexger, manager;
C. D. Koehler. booker; F. G. Felzman,
cashier; S. G. Honeck. B. H. Louthain,
H. A. Wolfgram, and H. C. Holah.
Seattle
P. G. Lynch, manager; L. A.
Samuelson, booker; H. E. Maxogue,
cashier; F. N. Haas, and A. H. Huot.
Under the terms of the contest, $500
goes to each successful branch ipanager
and $100 each to every other member of
,

—

—

—

the successful teams. The activities of
the Associated Exhibitors salesmen, who
sold all the Pathe feature product during March, in towns over 1,500 population, were material factors in the record
breaking figures established in the contest.
Each of the Associated Exhibitors
salesmen was provided for in the contest,
they receiving the same amount as each
of the winning Pathe salesmen.

Dorety to Be Featured
In Century Comedies
Charles Dorety, who has played leading roles in many Century Comedies during the past twelve months, is to be featured hereafter, it is announced by Universal, through which the Century Comedies are distributed.

Seattle

tions to

hope that Seattle would

finish

with such a remarkable record as a
seventy per cent increase in collections
Spokane,
and 190 in new business.

which was second in this
showed a 15 per cent increase

division,
in collec-

new business, while Salt
third place had a record
of 44 per cent increased collections and
114 in new business.
tions

Lake

and 166

City, in

in

"Love Egg" Completed
Titling and cutting of "The Love Egg,"
first of a series of twenty-four comedies

produced by Warner Brothers for
Educational was completed and the film
on its way East this week.
Louise
Fazenda,
Chester
Conklin,
Charlotte
Merrian, Tack Duffy. Neely Edwards.
to be

Little

John Henry, jr., and Teddy, the
some of the names prominent

dog, are
in

comedy production

cast.

that appear in the
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Filming of Chester
Success of "Big Five 9 Productions
Picture Progressing
Proves Efficacy of Grouping Plan
Efficacy
for

the

grouping of unusual

the

of

attractions

into

a

distinctive

purpose

exploitation

as

a

of

selection

advertising

means

of

attendance at these theatres

is

and

increasing
well illus-

by the success which every one
of the Big Five productions are meeting
in every part of the country, according
to
First
National.
While "Passion,"
"The Kid," and "Man-Woman-Marriage"
are the only three which have been gen-

side bookings are still on the increase
but already the number reported to the
First National home offices has reached
1588, which means that nearly 4,600 theatres have already shown or will show
this spectacle.

trated

erally distributed in

United

all

territories in the

other two, "Sowing
the Wind" and "The Oath," have been
given premiers in a number of cities
and have already proven the drawing
power they have, not only in themselves,
but through the success which has
greeted the other three.
The extent to which these pictures
have been, or will be shown in the country is exemplified by the number of nonfranchise holders in First National who
have contracted for runs on dates which
do not conflict with those selected by
the franchise and sub-franchise holders.
States,

the

Booking "The Kid"

With

new

contracts
being signed
every day for "The Kid" this feature
probably has already reached a record
in the number of bookings it has reIn addition to the 3,000 theatres
in which First National franchises are
already operative, 3,493 other contracts
have been signed for the Charlie Chaplin
six reels of joy.

Others Just Starting

"Man-Woman-Marriage" and "Sowing
'he \\ ind
have not been generally offered to non-enfranchised theatres as yet.
Kecause of the fact that the franchise
houses have not yet selected their playing dates.
Despite this fact, however,
the Mayer-Stewart member of the Big
Five already has 083 contracts from outside houses, while eighty-nine non-franchise theatres have arranged to show the

Holubar-Phillips special.
Exhibitors have been quick to appreciate the strong impetus toward enhancing theatre attendance by emphasis on
the special attractions, it is said, although
there are not many who have gone as
far as Mudd and Colley with their Kialto
theatre in Birmingham, Ala.
The prosperity possible to attain through a Grand
Pictures Season appealed to them so
strongly that they decided that five pictures were not enough to exhaust the
possible clean-up so they added the
"Passion Flower" starring Norma Talmadge. a regular First National release
to the list of the Big Five and advertised
six consecutive weeks of Grand Pictures.

New

Exploitation

"Passion" was considerably slower in
The
getting started than "The Kid."
fact that Pola Negri, the star, and everyone else connected with the production
were unknown to the average exhibitor
made the non-franchise house cautious
the franchise houses had
until
after
shown it and then came the flood. Out-

Man

Engaged by Universal

ceived.

The

addition to the Exploitation Department of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company is J. A. Daly,
well-known in publicity circles, it is announced at the Universal home office.

Daly

latest

will

make

his

headquarters

in

Phil-

adelphia, and will help exhibitors in and
near Philadelphia to exploit Universal
productions.
He also will do similar

work
work

in

and near Washington, and

may

as far south as Charlotte, N. C.

Vitagraph
Well

Special

Known
in

Have

Will

Players

Cast

George Randolph Chester, who
Yitagraph's

California

"The

Son

of

wrote

in

is

studios

is

at

directing

Wallingford" which he

association with Mrs. Chester,
making rapid progress on this pro-

duction, according to reports received in
the East.

Having created the characters, two

whom

are

known through

of

the

earlier
stories.
ideal for

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford"
Mr. Chester has had a definite
each role and accordingly did not rush
the selection of characters. He took his
time in the casting part of his program
and obtained perfect types.
The cast
included the lesser roles, which are also
important in a type production of this
sort, numbers nearly a score and alto-

gether more than 500 persons take part
in

the

picture.

For the
ford,

Tom

title

role of

Gallery

Jimmy Walling-

was engaged.

It

was a difficult role to fill as the part
not only required a young American of
pleasing appearance and capable acting
abilities, but a big fellow physically as
well.
Gallery met all these requirements,
according to Chester. J. Rufus Wallingford, the father, is played by Wilfred
North, for many years well known on
both the spoken stage and the screen,
but who recently has been manager of
Vitagraph's West Coast studios.
George Webb, who did such clever
work as the villain in Vitagraph's "Black
Beauty," was selected for the role of
"Toad" Jessup is porBlackie Daw.
trayed by Antrim Short, and Bobby
Mack, who was in "Black Beauty," is
Andrew Arseen as "Onion" Jones.
buckle, brother of Maclyn Arbuckle, the
stage star, and himself well known to
the screen, assumes the role of Talbot
Curtis.

character of Henry Beegoode is
capable hands of Van Dyke
Brooke, widely known on both stage
and screen, while his son, Bertram Beegoode, is played by Sydney D'Albrook.
To Priscilla Bonner, who began her
screen career in California less than two
years ago, falls the important role of
the heroine, Mary Curtis. Florence Hart
is seen as Fannie Wallingford, Jimmy's
mother; and Lyla Leslie as Violet Bonnie Daw, the likable wife of Blackie.

The

in

the

Well

Known

Players in
Pioneer's "Idle Hands"

Gail Kane, screen and stage star, has
the leading role in Pioneer Film Corporation's special, "Idle Hands." In her
support are Thurston Hall, J. Herbert
Frank, Mile. Dazie and Ted Lewis,
known on the stage as the king of syncopation, and his jazz band.
"Idle Hands" is from the pen of WilFrank Reicher dilard King Bradley.
The premiere of the picture
rected it.
General publicawill be held in May.
tion is planned before the end of the

summer.

Plan Big Kewanee House
KEWANEE, ILL.— A feature of the
theatre being erected just south of
the Parkside hotel will be the pipe organ.
More than $125,000 will be expended in
construction and furnishings.

new
Scene from

"Let

Me

Explain," a late Christie Comedy,
Educational Exchanges.

to

be

distributed

by

May
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Associated Exhibitors Preparing
to Publish "Rider of King Log"
Two announcements

of

importance

by Associated Exhibitors
simultaneously with the news that "The
Rider of the King Log" is soon to be
were issued

published.

The first is that the organization has
purchased "The Road to London," Bryant

Washburn's

new

starring

vehicle,

and will publish it June 19.
The second is that prints of Harold
Lloyd's
Present"

new

comedy

have

been

"Among Those
received in New

York and that the picture, which is declared to be his best effort, will be seen
in a few weeks at the Capitol on Broad-

has

created a character which places
him in the front rank of screen stars.
Sheridan has had a long career on the
screen and on the legitimate stage, but
he has never had a part which seemed
to fit the character of a man any better
than "Kavanaugh" in "The Rider of the

King Log."

67
at Levine Visiting All

Eastern Exchange Centers
Xat

Levine,

president

of

Plymouth

Inc., has left Xew York for
an extended tour of independent exchanges in the interests of the company's
new state rights attraction, "Every
Woman's Problem," featuring Dorothy

Pictures,

Davenport.
Mr. Levine's itinerary includes stops at all exchange centers east
of the Mississippi.
It is expected that
the trip will consume about six weeks'
time.

Steinmetzes to Build
XEW YORK. — A two story motion
picture theatre to accommodate 1.500 patrons will be built in East 116th street
by the Steinmetz Building Corporation.

The primary purpose of Mr. Levine's
tour of exchanges will be to close deals
for the disposal of the
remaining 30 per cent of unsold territory on "Every Woman's Problem."

now pending

way.

At the request of the Maine Society
of Xew York City a special showing of
the Holman Day special. "The Rider of
the King Log" will be held in Xew
York City on May 14 at Aeolian Hall.
All the members of the society and many
prominent citizens of the state, including the governor and other officials have
been invited to attend.
Picture Romantic Story

The

a romantic story set in
the lumber camps of Maine and so faithfully has the life of the people in that
region been portrayed that aside from
its recognition as a film masterpiece the
picture is arousing the greatest interest
throughout Xew England. The picture
was made in Maine and more than a
year was spent in filming it there. Over
3,000 citizens of the State appear in the
big scene of the picture.
Members of the State Legislature have
already seen the picture at a special
showing in Augusta and have enthusi-

picture

It was pointed
clean picture at
censorship before the

hearings on
Massachusetts legislature.
the

Story of the Play

The character

of

Kavanaugh or

old

X. K., the dominant personality in "The
Rider of the King Log." is said to be
one of the best which Mr. Day has ever
created.
He is a powerful giant of a
man enthroned as king in his little realm
of pine and spruce.
For years he had
developed his leases and rights until in
the wilderness, had grown up the small
town of St. Agathe. peopled with Kavanaugh's own men and their families.
Xext to the love for his motherless
daughter, was his love

for

his

people,

and his possessions. While he is intent
on the education of his daughter, the
great Temiscouta Pulp & Paper Company has silently surrounded his leases,
usurped river rights and dams, and are
attemptine to throttle the activities of
Kavanaugh and ruin the little town of
St. Agathe. This man's lone fight against
his
this powerful combination means
death, and the passing on of the Kavanaugh power and spirit to his daughter,

who carries the fight to a successful conclusion.
Sheridan as Kavanaugh

When Holman Day

stepped out of his
automobile on location, he saw Frank
Sheridan dressed in his spiked boots and
belted jacket, and the rough habiliments
of the backwoods.
He imagined that
the composite picture that he had men-

drawn

owner

of the

MICH. — Frank
Empress

theatre, has pur-

chased the Star from John Parchem.

Reopening in Estherville
ESTHERYILLE.

IA.—The

of

Kavanaugh was

stalking

towards him in real life, for Frank Sheridan was happily cast in the part of
Kavanaugh.
He is Kavanaugh every
day whether on Broadway or in the
Maine woods, and in the splendid acting which he has given to the part, he

Young Monkey Seen

Grand

theatre has been reopened after redecoration and renovation.

To Operate In Missouri
CARTHAGE. MO.— T. H. Slothower
expects to begin the construction of his
new theatre here in the near future. He
comes here from Miami. Okla.

in

"Snooky's Fresh Heir"

Joslin.

is

astically endorsed it.
to us as a model of a

tally

Buys Belding Empress
BELDIXG.

A

second and very young monkey has

a part along with "Snooky. the Humanzee," in "Snooky's Fresh Heir." latest of
the two reel Chester Comedies which has
just been received by Educational Film
Exchanges. Inc.. from the studios. The

youngster does not show the wonderful
training of the star, but he is said to
add a great deal of comedy.
In this
picture Snooky burlesques his former
heroic actions and instead of saving one
of the children from imminent peril he
rescues the young monk from in front of
a toy train. "Snooky's Fresh Heir" will
be a June offering.

E
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E. Morris Sees
Fall Business

Record

Present Curtis
Picture

Selznick Executive

Declares

Conditions Are Excellent

Throughout Country
"Prospects for next season are better
than I have ever seen them," declares
Sam E. Morris, vice-president and general manager of Selznick Pictures Corporation, who has returned to the home
office in New York following a tour of
several
of
Selznick's
mid - western
branches. "Every exhibitor I met looks
forward to a record business for next fall
and I think it will be the beginning of
the biggest season we have ever known."

Than Reported
Mr. Morris' trip he visited
Cleveland, Chicago and St. Louis, where
he says he found conditions much betBetter

During

ter ihan they are generally reported.
In
every instance, Mr. Morris says, admis-

NEW

YORK,

May

3— Catherine

Curtis Corporation of New York and
California made its formal bow to the
industry and the public as a producing
organization with the opening at the
Mark Strand theatre on Sunday, April 17,
for a week's run on Broadway of "The
Sky Pilot," an elaborate production of
the novel by Ralph Connor.
It is offered as a First National attraction. The
picture, "The Sky Pilot," was directed by
King Vidor and has a cast including

Colleen Moore, John Bowers, David ButJames Corrigan, Donald McDonald,

ler,

Harry Todd and Kathleen Kirkham.

Sennett-A. P.
Is
Mack
Inc.,

Booked by Capitol

Sennett's initial two-reel

through

cation

Comedy

"Made

Associated

publi-

Producers,
have

in the Kitchen," will
at the Capitol theatre,

premiere
New
York, within the next few weeks.
A
hilarious comedy with new and unique
its

situations, this little feature was contracted for by S. L. Rothafel immediately after viewing it.
The story has to do with the domestic
troubles of a couple who pioneer in the
manufacture of home brew. The cast
includes -Louise Fazenda. Billy Bevan,

sion prices are holding up well and he
looks for no decrease in prices now or
even in the future.
A general falling off in business for the
past five weeks is attributed by exhibitors
to the Lenten season, as it was found
upon investigation that this year's Lenten
season found fewer theatre goers than
during Lent in several years past. Immediately after Lent, however, business
took a decided jump and the usual
capacity houses are reported on every

hand.

Finds Product Popular
product is concerned, Mr. Morris reports that Selznick
Pictures are in general favor with all
exhibitors and that Selznick star series
productions are being depended upon as
sure-fire attractions in every territory.

As

far as the Selznick

Eddie Polo to Star in
Series of Short Films
Eddie

Polo,
Universal's serial star
recently completed his latest chapter play "Do or Die," will devote the
next few months to making a series of
two-reel westerns.
Three years ago, he
made a successful series of "Cyclone
Smith" adventures.
His new pictures
will be called "The Return of Cyclone
Smith."

To Build
CLIFTON

CITY,

N.
J.—William
begin soon the building of a four story theatre building at
Main and Passaic avenues.
Brooks,

Sr.,

will

Enterprise

Perrin has resigned from
Associated Producers, Inc., wihere he
was assistant general manager of distribution, to become associated with F. B.
Warren, former general manager of Associated Producers, in Mr. Warren's new
motion picture enterprise, preliminary
details of which are announced elsewhere
in

S.

this issue.

To Be

Vice-President

Perrin, who is a newspaper and motion picture man of long and varied experience, will be a vice-president of the
He has beF. B. Warren Corporation.
gun his new duties in the temporary
home offices of the company in New
City,

where he

will

Was Promoted
Upon

his
take this

in Clifton City

S.

New
Dwight

Acknowledgment

and

Equity Pictures Purchases
"The Black Panther's Cub"

Perrin
Will Join Warren
Resigns Executive Position
With "A. P." To Assist

York

for his territory.

John Henry and "Teddy," the won-

Dwight

make

his head-

quarters.

Equity Pictures Corporation has purchased "The Black Panther's Cub" from
W. K. Ziegfeld, head of the Ziegfeld
Cinema Corporation. The picture stars
Florence Reed and was directed by
Emile Chautard. Sam Zierler, head of
the Commonwealth Film Exchange of
New York, has purchased the picture

little

is making a special production under the
the direction of his brother, R. A. Walsh, for
First National.

who

Mrs. D. J. Grauman, widow of
the late theatrical magnate, and her
son, Sid Grauman, wish to express their appreciation for the
beautiful floral
and the
tributes
hundreds of letters and telegrams
which they received during their
recent bereavement.
came
Messages of sympathy
from every part of the United
States, and are still being received,
as the late David J. Grauman and
his family have hundreds of friends
over the country.
"It is impossible for us to answer personally all of the messages we have received," said Mr.
Grauman, speaking for himself

der dog of the screen.

GEORGE WALSH

Who

mother, "and I wish to
means of expressing our

appreciation and gratitude to the
multitude of friends who have sent
us heartfelt messages of condolence."

Recently

the formation of Associated Pro-

ducers last fall, Mr. Warren appointed
Perrin director of advertising and publicity.
On January 1 of this year he was
made assistant general manager and
given charge of contract routine.
Just
before his resignation he returned from
a two months' tour of Associated Producers' exchanges, during which he covered the Middle West, the Northwest and
California.

Perrin is a former night
of the New York Tribune,
early days of Goldwyn was

editor
in the
publicity

city

and
its

manager.

Lusk Has Mission Abroad
Hugo BalMay 3 on
By appoint-

Norbert Lusk, representing
sails on the Aquitania on

lin,

a

mission

ment he

of

importance.

meet in Cornwall a well
known author whose identity at present
If arrangements
cannot be divulged.
will

be made Ballin
stories of this writer.
can

will

produce

the
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Passing of the Factory System
o f Mot ion jricture Prod uction
A Statement by W. W.
THE

HODKINSON

old order of motion picture pro-

duction

is

passing.

steps along
success.

The marvelous

*

growth of the industry and the unheard
prosperity of our country for some
years past has permitted a system of
quantity production of motion pictures
to prevail long after the time that a basis
of quality should have been established
and substituted.
But the producers of
motion pictures, who could have brought
this change about, failed to realize the
necessity for so doing. They were sufficiently misguided to be of the opinion

the past.

that
it

the

in

vast

majority of

seemed of the

belief that

those
it

W. W. HODKINSON

was

further

intensified

by

the

sweeping wave of reform. The resulting
condition is very apt to entirely re-cast
the map of the whole motion picture
business.
So thoroughly saturated have
the public become with mediocre pictures
resulting from the "factory system" of
production that the lack of quality alone
becoming a deterring influence, which,
coupled with the existing financial stringency, and the fact that censorship and
reformers are forcing a general elimination of sensational elements, which have
had their value at the box office, has
brought about a crisis that the unseeing
individuals in the business have been
loath to admit, much less to foresee intelligently and fake proper steps to meet.
There is no denying the fact that while
is

there have been several worthy pictures
produced, the productions that have been
given to the exhibitors and, through
them, to the public, have been in the
main of an inferior quality, and this is
due to the prevalence of what I have
characterized as the "factory system" of
production.
* * *

motion
THE
divided into

picture industry is subthree separate and distinct branches:
the production of pictures, the distribution of pictures, and
the exhibition of pictures.
Under the
present system, the larger organizations
within the industry today seek domination in all three of those branches. They
make pictures; they distribute them, and
then, in an endeavor to insure a market
for their product, which inevitably suffers
by comparison with pictures more ra-

and more intelligently produced, they buy theatres.
Thus is created an endless chain, the purpose of
which is to perpetuate mediocrity the
entire foundation of which is false and
tionally

—

unsound.

The

distributing agencies which these
producer-distributor-exhibitors
maintain

gory enumerated above can save themselves.
They can amalgamate their

Who

predicts radical changes in the distribution of films within a short time.

remain entirely exempt.
Now the
economic pinch is being felt, and that
is

to

—

to

pinch

leads

We

other lines has finally
extended to the motion picture industry
which was for so long a time apparently
unaffected by changing economic conditions

that

*

pictures of the indeare put upon the
market and win high favor with the
theatre-going public.
An increased attendance results at the houses where they
are exhibited and against the competition of such pictures the producer-distributor-exhibitor finds himself losing out.
He faces a grave situation: He must
either content himself with the rental
paid to his own distributing branch and
face a loss at his box office or he must
shelve his own inferior pictures and play
the pictures which the public demand.
Under either circumstance he is confronted with a serious financial loss.
And that financial loss is making itself
felt right here and right now!
are
watching the disintegration of the unsound organizations a disintegration as
inevitable as the rising and the setting
of the sun!
There is but one way in which the organizations which fall within the cate-

that the public would continue to support pictures of insufficient merit in the
future just because they had done so in

within

*

resume: The
TOpendent
producers

of

Retrenchment

roadway

the

are

costly

satiable

more

in

They
demand for
and still more

mechanisms.
their

pictures,

are

in-

pictures,
pictures.

Clerks must be paid; salesmen must be
paid; executive heads must be paid; all of
which requires money. And that money
can only be obtained through rentals

secured from the exhibitors or from their
controlled or subsidized theatres.
in order to meet this condition pic-

own
And

tures are ground out, as one would manufacture clothing or furniture or any other

commodity, with no other thought than
to meet the release dates scheduled, although it is a well-established fact that
the production of pictures is an art.
And, since picture-making is an art, it
is only natural that there are some producers and directors who cannot and will
not work under such circumstances as
these circumstances which forbid the
giving of their best. These men are now
cutting loose from the restrictions which
bind them about and are making their
own pictures, reflecting therein all of
their creative ability, their artistry, and
their knowledge of what motion picture

—

patrons demand in entertainment. And
they are seeking out independent distributing organizations which can insure
them of a fair handling of their product.
And right here I wish to inject a
thought: Is it not natural to suppose
that an organization which specializes in
one branch of work, and one alone, can
do that work better than an organizainterests are more diversified?
producer-distributor-exhibitors
must inevitably slight one or more of
their functions, whereas a business which
is founded with one definite end in view,
tion

whose

These

and intelligently managed and
seldom fails to achieve success.
fore, the

independent distributor

directed,

There-

who

organizations,

distributing

has

neither the financial responsibilities of
production, nor the care of exhibition,
upon his shoulders, can travel with surer

eliminating

thereby the vast amount of useless expenditure of monies which has resulted in
a waste of some thirty or forty million
dollars yearly on surplus product and
excess distributing agencies, or they can
seek a neutral organization to market
their product through a common channel.
Already production has been decreased but this serves merely to intensify the problem of distribution.
This, of course, it is difficult to make
them realize, for they and their bankers
think of their surplus distributing systems as assets when in reality they are
liabilities.
Also a mutual distrust keeps
any producer from wanting to place his
product in the hands of any other man
who has a similar product of his own
manufacture to handle.
*

*

*

AND

so they go on making poor pictures, distributing poor pictures, and
either forcing the exhibitor to show these
poor pictures in their houses or buying
theatres which they can control. And in
either event the poor pictures are foisted
upon the public.
The remedy for this evil lies in the
hands of the motion picture exhibitors of
If they continue to render
support to these organizations it
will mean that these organizations will
be enabled to function over a longer
period until their own unfitness which
we are discussing drives them from the

America.
their

field.

But

if

the

exhibitor

withdraws

support from the type of
organization whose very existence is a
menace to the continued prosperity of
the motion picture industry, or to any
hope of future betterment, then will conhis

financial

ditions change and the legitimate exBy
hibitors will come into their own.
swinging their support to the independent distributor organizations which are
insuring the making of better pictures
they are striking a strong blow at the
monopoly which is so detrimental to
quality necessary for the conduct of the
exhibitors' theatres.
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Affiliated Distributers

"Broken Doll"

What is characterized as being one
of the most ambitious independent producing and distributing programs yet
designed, is found in the perfected plans
of the Affiliated Distributers, Inc., the
formation of which was recently an-

"The Broken Doll," the Allan Dwan
production which is to be published by
Associated Producers June 12, is an
adaptation of Wilbur Hall's widely read
story "Johnny Cucabod." Both the sce-

Awarding
Independent Exchange Franchises
consisting of a total of six picfeaturing a well known feminine
star, whose
name may not be made
public at this time owing to the stipulations of her present contract.
series,

tures,

nounced.

Expect Complete Circuit
Supplementing the initial announcement, C. C. Burr, president of the new
organization, stated this week that franchise negotiations were already in progress with the representative independent
exchanges throughout the country and
that extremely gratifying results have
been achieved. Indications point to the
realization of a complete, nation-wide
distribution of product far in advance
of the publication date of the initial production.

Beginning next September and thereafter every eight weeks, will be published through Exchange franchise holders, one production of a series of six.
Of this series, Anthony Paul Kelly's picturization of Edgar Selwyn's "Lonely
Heart," the thrilling story of the oil
fields, featuring the beautiful Kay Laurcll
and directed by John O'Brien, will be
the initial offering. This production has
been completed. The second production
will be "Sunshine Harbor," from the
story of Jerome N. Wilson, personally

by Edward

directed

turing

Mr.

Hemmer

Hemmer's

latest

and
'find,'

fea-

the

beautiful
Margaret
grandBeecher.
daughter of Henry Ward Beecher. This
production is rapidly nearing completion and is said to be Mr. Hemmer's

most auspicious

offering to date.

Hemmer to Direct Third
Production will be started on the third
picture on or about May 15, at the Master Films Fifty-fourth Street Studio and
will be personally directed by Mr. Hemmer.
During the summer, work will be
started on the production of the second

nario and direction of
credited to Mr. Dwan.

"The Broken Doll"

'Mother Eternal' Check
Expoits New Abramson
Production's Premiere
A

novel exploitation scheme is being
out in connection with the run
of
Ivan
Abramson's
screen
drama
"Mother Eternal" at the Casino theatre,
Mew York. It consists in mailing out
real checks made payable to the person
to whom the letter is addressed and
signed "Mother Eternal."
Accompanying each check is a letter of explanation.
To date, about ten thousand checks
have been mailed.
They have gone to
individuals in various walks of life. The
president and all of the heads of govtried

Is

Story

Of Crippled Child W ho
Is Aided by Ranch Hand

the

is

feature are

a story of the

great love of a big-hearted ranch hand
for a little crippled child.
Of course
there
is
romance brought about
a
through this association which results in
the marriage of the youngster's admirer
to the daughter of the sheriff, who is
equally interested in the welfare of the
little cripple.
There are plenty of thrilling situations in the story all brought
about by the ranch hand's endeavor to

—

raise sufficient money to
doll for Rosemary, when
breaks her old favorite
tine."

purchase a new

he accidentally
— "Louise
Alber-

Monte Blue

takes the part of

Tommy

Dawes, the ranch hand. Mary Thurman
is cast as Harriet Bundy, his sweetheart.
Little Mary
Jane Irving appears as
"Rosemary," the crippled child.

ernment departments in Washington
have received checks, as have all of New
York City officials, judges, etc. Checks
have been mailed to men prominent in

Buys Joan Feature

the different professions.

Later checks will go out to the various Smiths, Browns and Jones who
really make up the bulk of the theatre
Checks are being mailed
Koing public.
to every exhibitor in the United States

Brokaw of Merit Films, Detroit,
has purchased Michigan rights to "She
Played and Pard," the Joan feature starring Fanny Ward.
C. O.

and Canada.

Pantheon Completes Film
Starring Anetha Getwell
Pantheon Pictures Corporation
completed "On the Back Lot," the
production

starring

winning beauty.

prize

has
first

Anetha Getwell.
It was directed

Miller, vice president of the
corporation, and is considered by officers
of the corporation to be destined for suc-

by Charles

cess.

Miss Getwell

is

supported by Vincent

a cast including Henry
Pcmberton, Jules Cowles, and little
One
Jerry DcVine and Ruth Sullivan.
of the big scenes shows the rescue of
a child menaced by the breaking of a
log jam.
The story is an original one

Coleman and

by George DuBois Proctor.

Feature

Human

Interest

In Current Kinograms
Human interest subjects are given
marked attention in the current issue of
Kinograms including pictures of Phyllis
Tocque, a four year old Louisville
who has just started alone on a

girl
'

trip

the Atlantic; Blackfeet Indians
visiting the mayor of Boston; a New
York circus entertaining the inmates of
Bellevue hospital: an exhibition of French
police dogs and a society horse show

across

Santa Barbara.
Other pictures include U.

at
in

a

sham

battle at Catalina

new army

S.

Marines

Island, ex-

periments with the
Mme. Curie and an army polo
game.

caterpillar,

pictures of

Open Sturgeon Bay House
STURGEON BAY, WIS.— Sturgeon
ADOLPH
Who

E.

MENJOU

Louis XIII in Douglas FairbanksUnited Artists production, "The Three Muswill play

keteers."

new opera house, to be devoted
largely to picture programs, has been
informally opened.
The formal opening
will take place about May 1.
Bay's

Top— Johnnie Walker, who is co-starred with
Edna Murphy (bottom) in a new Fox production written by Edward Sedgwick and Charles
Emerson Cook, titled "Two Live Wires."

Max

14,
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Telegraph Praise for

Five Year Old Girl Takes Important

Part

Cosmopolitan's "Wild Goose"

in

Rita Rogan, who takes one of the
most important parts in Cosmopolitan
Productions' "The Wild Goose," is a
"The Wild Goose" is
five-year-old girl.
a screen adaptation of Governeur Morris' novel and is scheduled for early pubthrough
Paramount.
Albert
lication

Capellani directed the picture before
leaving for Europe on his vacation, from
which he is now returning to rejoin Cosmopolitan Productions.
Rita Rogan is the daughter of a New
York newspaperman, her mother was a
reporter and several others in her family are newspaper men and women. She
had her first opportunity in motion pictures in "The Inside of the Cup," the
Production
Cosmopolitan
successful
which Albert Capellani also directed.
Her part in that production was small
in comparison with her part in "The
Wild Goose." but Mr. Capellani was so
pleased with her work that he cast her
for the part of Tarn Manners in 'The

important because
the entire domestic theme of the play
is the duty of the parents toward their

Wild Goose," which

is

Capellani commented
children.
acting of the child as follows:

"Her acting

is

on the

simply remarkable.

I

never expected to direct a child possessing such skill and intellectual powers.
She is amazingly quick to grasp and
depict the import of situations and has
a remarkable power to act them in the
Her acting is the
most natural way.
Her
best I have ever seen a child do.

work in 'The Wild Goose' is without
parallel and will make her a great favorite with
public."
Littie Rita
screen work.
her younger
She is the

the

motion picture loving

Rogan

is

in

love with her

She plays "studio" with
sister and older brother.
director and cameraman.
Eight dolls and her sister form the cast
Dishes and
of her home productions.
the
constitute
material
household
"props" and are often damaged in the
stirring
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war

rentals are frowned on by most
exhibitors who prefer to book pictures
with lesser stars at rentals they can
afford to
pay.
This
condition
has
opened the golden chest to state rights
buyers, who, until necessity opened the
eyes of the majority of the exhibitors,
suffered from neglect or lack of recognition."

Viora Daniel Added to
Christie Organization
Viora Daniel, who makes her first appearance in a Christie Comedy in "Let
Me Explain." soon to be published
through Educational Exchanges, has
been made a permanent member of the
Christie organization and will hereafter
be featured with several other players in
two reelers. Eddie Barry has returned
to the company after a short absence
and will soon be seen in "Nothing Like
It," along with Earl Rodney. Dorothy
Devore, Gene Corey and a number of
others.

Helen Darling is to be featured hereafter in one reel Vanity comedies which
are also published through Educational.

"Inside of the Cup"
Exhibitors Report Record
Business on Cosmopolitan

Film

Exhibitors

have notified the offices
of Cosmopolitan Productions with telegrams of the popular appeal of "The
Inside of the Cup," the Cosmopolitan
Production which Albert Capellani directed from the famous novel by Winston Churchill.
Some of the telegrams read: "Played
Phiel theatre. St. Petersburg, Fla., to
twice as much business as 'The Nut,'

'The Love Light,' 'Passion,' and broke
records for the town."

all

Strand Theatre Wire

The manager

of the Strand theatre,
Ia., wired:
"The greatest
the year from every angle.
Unusual business throughout the entire

Des Moines.

picture

of

week."

From

the

Arcade

theatre,

Jackson-

following telegram came:
"Did bigger business for three days than
any picture during similar period in
Arcade's history.
Endorsed by clergymen. One of season's biggest successes."
ville,

Fla., the

"Best of Year"

"Was unanimously conceded

Guiding Mountaineers
Clyde Cook's

New

Role

Clyde Cook is now twisting and
squirming through the intricacies of a
new special comedy for Fox, under the
direction of Jack Blystone.
The comedy is to be known as "The Guide."

"IS

to be the
best picture of the year by both press
and public. Business increased at every
performance." says the management of
the Orpheum, Jackson. Mich.
The Broadway Strand, Detroit, Mich.,
wired:
"Played to one of the biggest
weeks. Enthusiastically received. Every
comment was favorable. One of the best
pictures of the season."

RIFLING SAFES YOUR SPECIALTY?"

scenes.

seen in Cosmopolitan
Productions' "Straight Is the Way" with

She was also

Matt Mcore and Gladys Leslie.

State Right Buyers

Have Their Innings
Says Robert Priest
"The motion picture business throughout the United States and Canada is
looking up decidedly," declares Robert
W. Priest, president of The Film Market. Inc., in commenting upon the situation as regards his production, "The
Supreme Passion."
Continuing he said, "The healthiest
I have seen in many months is the
keen interest manifested by staid exchangemen in 'The Supreme Passion.'
The most important and substantial
exchangemen. in practically every territory, have telegraphed or written for
information on this production.
"Investigation developed the following
facts:
First, that practically every exchangeman has exhausted his supply of
on-hand or available pictures, and yet
finds a healthy demand by exhibitors for
good pictures. Secondly, state rights
buyers are more confident in the prosperity of the immediate future of the
industry than they have been during the
Thirdly, all they repast few months.
sign

quire, or ask, is a fair valuation
ducers of good pictures.

I

by pro-

"Pictures which are being held at pre-

Earle Williams in a scene from his forthcoming Vitagraph feature, "The Silver Car.'
Kathryn Adams appears as his feminine lead.
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"QUEENIE" HAS A TOOTH PULLED

May
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United Artists Will

Handle Arliss Films
"Disraeli"

George
Devil,"

Is

First

Go Through
Company

to

Arliss,

whose

now

playing,

is

Picture

This

first

film,

"The

hereafter

will

publish his pictures through United Artists Corporation.

Hiram Abrams, president of the company, has announced the signing of the
contract with Henry M. Hobart, president of Distinctive Productions, Inc.,
producer of the Arliss pictures.

The
make

picture that Mr. Arliss will
distribution through United.
Artists is "Disraeli," one of the actor's
greatest stage successes.
The play, by
first

for

Louis X. Parker, has been acted more
than 1,500 times by Mr. Arliss through
five theatrical seasons all over the country.
Subsequently Mr. Arliss revived it
for a special run in New York City.
Production of "Disraeli" is to begin

immediately and

Jackie

Coogan

it

is

planned to issue

the picture early in the fall.
As many
members of the original cast as are
available are being assembled now and
Mr. Arliss is surrounding himself with
every aid for the production of what he
confidently expects will be a distinct
motion picture achievement.

as the "bad

boy" in Irving Lesser's production, "Peck's Bad Boy."
"Queenie," the dog, plays an important part.

Mr. Arliss is at present playing "The
Green Goddess" at the Booth theatre,

New York
National Gets Distribution
of ""Peck's Bad Boy" for Lesser Tom Forman
City.

First

To

Negotiations for Production Starring Jackie Coogan
Closed After Short Session— Will Be
Published on Regular Schedule
"Peck's Bad Boy," starring Jackie
Coogan, the youngster who made such
a hit in the title role of Charlie Chaplin's "The Kid" has become an Associa(

ted

First

National

Pictures attraction
and will be distributed by that organization within the near future on the regular schedule.
Announcement is made
by First National that negotiations with
Irving Lesser for the production have
been completed and that the feature
will be included in the publications of
the organization probably within the

next five weeks.
"Peck's Bad Boy" is the only picture
work Jackie Coogan has done since
Charlie Chaplin discovered him and produced "The Kid." His work in that feature appealed to Irving Lesser as especially

fitting

"Peck's

Bad

him for the title role in
Boy" and after making

arrangements with Warner Brothers the
continuity was prepared especially for
Jackie and the picture produced.
Jackie in New York
In itself, critics have declared that
production is an epic of boyhood days,
but in addition to that the sensational
record established by "The Kid" has
made Jackie Coogan one of the greatest
drawing personalities on the screen today. The youngster is in New York at
the present time and it has been reported
that his father has refused offers for his
services running as high as $3,500 a
week.
The negotiations for the production
are probably the shortest on record for
an affair of such magnitude. The production was shown for the first time

anywhere, outside the cutting room of

Premier

at

Tom

Forman, who directed Thomas
in "The City of Silent Men,"
Paramount picture, has arrived
in New York from the coast to prepare
for Mr. Meighan's next picture, "Cappy
a recent

This production will be started
Ricks."
as soon as the star finishes work on his
present picture, "The Conquest of Canaan," which is in process of production
now at the Paramount Eastern
Mr. Forman already has done
studio.
some work on the picture, having taken
the establishing "shots" in San Francisco
before coming East,

Strand

On

:n

Taylor Plans Vacation
William

-'iiiiiiiiinniiiiiiiiiiiuiiniiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiiuiuuuiuuiiiiiini

|

Taylor, Paramount producer, will shortly take a vacation of
several months' duration, it is announced,
to rest up after a busy season.

D.

"Dixie"

|

Is

Declared

Unique Single Reel

I

Film
Exchanges,
announces that it will release
May a single reel which it de-

j

Educational

|

Inc.,

I

in

I

clares to be unique

|

This

|

story of

|

to write the

|

moves a debated point in history,
The film shows that it was composed over night when the manager of the minstrel company in
which Emmett was appearing or-

j

|
|
|

is

"Dixie,"

among
which

\

|

how Dan Emmett came

j

famous song and

§

re-

|

hit

A

on the

§

the

tells

|

|

f

pictures.

dered a "walk around" for the next
week's show. It was first sung at
Mechanics Hall, 472 Broadway,
New York, and made a pronounced

|

|
j

vears.

Goes East

"Cappy Ricks"

Mcighan

the studio, to officials of Associated First
National Pictures on April 19. At that
time no arrangements had been made for
the distribution of the production by
Mr. Lesser.

April 24, it opened for its world's
premier at the Strand theatre, New York,
for a week's engagement through an arrangement between Mr. Lesser and
Joe Plunkett, managing director of the
theatre, and the appeal it made, evidenced by the crowds which have been
flocking into the show house as well
as the reviews of the New York newspaper critics, was accepted by the First
National officials as proof of the judgment they had already made on it, that
it
is among the best patron attractors
in the market today.
In the production itself Mr. Lesser
took every step possible to enhance the
value of the film.
The supporting cast
given Jackie Coogan is exceptionally
strong, the direction is excellent and the
settings are excellent.
Even after the
actual filming was completed Mr. Lesser
procured the services of Irvin S. Cobb,
the well known humorous writer, to
handle the subtitles and the complete
result has been accepted by New York
newspaper critics as one of the best
comedies that has reached the screen

Direct

first

evening.

special musical score

is

to be

1

sent out with the picture, together

1

with suggestions for

its

settings.
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Success of

'

Newspaper Reviewers

GRIFFITH'S
DW.
"Dream

latest

production,

Street,"

president of the "Big Four."

bookings

response

of

exhibitors

President

Abrams states.
"One need only go to the Central
in New York at any performance
want

theatre
if

they

hundreds of people being turned
away for this exceptional picture, which the
public has accepted and proclaimed as one
of the greatest in the career of Mr. Griffith,"
continues the "Big Four" official, "and the
same thing is true in Philadelphia. There
is no doubt but that this will hold good also
in the many towns where we have booked
to see

the picture for indefinite runs."

Newspaper reviewers have been enthusiastic

sons,

United

the

over this production. Louella O. Parmotion picture editor and critic of the

Journal said

"Dream

Street has a story of several novel
twists
it
brings forth beautiful photography
it
abounds in contrasts
it
reeks
with close-ups, and it hails with happy
surety three players to the screen.
It is
well worth seeing.
Carol Dempster
is
youth personfied, a type with intelligence."
* * *
;

York Morning Telegraph, said:
"Dream Street" is as full of surprises

as

a Christmas pudding is filled with plumbs.
Just when we think that the tempo is slow,
and wonder what can happen to change the
time into some with more action, Griffith,
with that magician's touch that makes him
supreme, speeds up things with some act
entirely unexpected.
The photogIt
raphy is exceptionally beautiful.
is one of the most distinctive productions
The success of
of his career.
"Dream Street" lies not in one thing, but
in the perfect union of all the contributing
I was amazed at the perforces.
formance young Ralph Graves gave. Just
to prove the Griffith touch is all powerful,
Charlie Mack, recruited from the property
department, plays Billie McFadden, the
weakling brother,, with a deftness and sureness that seems to suggest years of practice
instead of a first role in a first picture. He
is a discovery, and we have a right to expect to hear from him again.
.

.

.

.

In the New York American, under the
heading of "Melodrama Is Lifted to High
Level in Film, 'Dream Street,' " Alan Dale
said

.

*

New

David

Wark

that

it

seems

like

something far

:

is

.

.

.

'Dream Street'
gripping melodrama.
holds your interest from start to finish, and
The
is more forcefully presented.
play was well done and was free from those
annoying side issues in the shape of irrelevant comedy that disfigures so many
.

.

.

.

.

stories."

"His picture
it

its

dis-

Griffith, as usual,

has

beautifully formed, and

is

affects those delicate

photographic aspects

;

...

*

*

*

Cedric Weller, motion picture critic of
the New York Review, was particularly enthusiastic over Mr. Griffith's latest production under the heading of " 'Dream Street'
Contains Some of the Best Work Yet Done
by Director Griffith," and under the subcaption of "Screen Wizard Again Shows
His Mastery by Vitalizing a Rather Commonplace Story," he says
:

"The

W.

Griffith.

of Leonardo de Vinci still
haunts the world, because he created something different from what anyone else did.
In his time there were many painters and
sculptors, but his work has devotional feeling and technique that made it stand out
from that of the others. Raphael also is as
much alive today, in spirit, as when he
walked the earth. His work was different.
When a man does something different from
and better than any others living, he deserves as much credit as can possibly be
given him. Mr. Griffith has done this. He
has made the motion picture an art. Other
producers often look like amateurs compared to him, and other pictures seem like
trash when classed with his, even when he
handles commonplace stories, as too often
he does.
He creates beauty where there
was none.
"As the five great productions above mentioned will always remain in our minds, so

.

New

is

shown himself a master at making scenes
that hold the eye and command interest."
The New York Daily News said

maker, D.

said

said:

always

an event, and the initial presentation last
night of "Dream Street" was no exception.
The audience was highly appreciative.
There was applause for every member of
the cast, most of whom were in the house,
and after the performance, a real ovation
for Mr. Griffith, who made a modest little
speech of appreciation.
Under the heading " 'Dream Street'
Worth Seeing," the
York Evening

'Dream

.

folly to try to wipe five of the greatest motion picture productions the world has ever
seen from our minds. Always will they live
in our memory, as have great incidents in
history, and just as will their distinguished

Griffith's

is

.

This

"Can we ever forget 'The Birth of a
Nation?' Can we ever forget 'The Fall of
Babylon?' Can we ever forget 'Hearts of
the World ?'
Can we ever forget 'Way
Down East,' not to mention 'Broken Blossoms ?' We cannot and 'twould only be

*

The New York Evening World
The opening of a Griffith film

Mr.

.

.

.

.

sheer genius in
pictorial work is revealed again in his new
screen play, "Dream Street." Here is the
witchery of the camera as no other motion
picture director can evoke it.
Beautiful
atmosphere scenes fairly swim before the
delighted onlooker's eye. Faces beam with
lovely lights on the screen.
Interiors are
soft, elusive corners.
Exteriors have the
touch such as artists achieve in great paintings.
Miss Carol Dempster easily
attains first rank as a Griffith leading lady.
.

tinction.

.

the shyly bold glance forward.
I
have no words but good ones for Miss
Dempster, the vivid, gay, unreasonable
lovely girl around whom the current of
romance eddy and whirl."

—
— so

.

*

stuff.

the most gratifying instance of fantasy,
with something symbolical thrown in for
good measure.' You kid yourself. It is
melodrama with the curse deftly removed.
'Dream Street' is a very excellent,

thing

.

York Evening Telegram

movie

just

Street' grips its spectators.

more artistic is strenuously emphasized in
the new picture, 'Dream Street.' When the
'This
picture is over, you say to yourself

"The delightful art of molding melodrama which, as we all know, is a crude

...

The

not

is

which he knows and exploits so well. His
bag of tricks is a full one; and the tricks
are unfailing. The kick of Miss Dempster's
ecstatic small boot; the wavering and fall
of her joyous eyelid under the flattering
gaze of her lover the coy glance away, and

...

.

The New York Times said
"Once more Mr. Griffith and those associated with him have made a picture which

;

;

.

New

Will Distribute

Artists

.

unprecedented,

is
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Eastern Cities Praise Highly Griffith's Latest Production

in

which will be distributed by United Artists, has met
with instant success in New York and Philadelphia,
according to Hiram Abrams,

for

:

'Dream Street" Has Salutary

Which

The immediate

:

:

on Booking, States Hiram Abrams

Effect

#

:

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

14,

:

will

Griffith's

latest

United Artists.

production,

to

be issued by

'Dream

Street,'

Mr.

Griffith's latest pic-

masterpiece scarcely less
worthy than the best of the foregoing, a
sparkling gem, a thing of rare distinction,
It has
truly a D. W. Griffith production.
in it all the elements that have put its
maker on his high pedestil."
ture.

Emmett Mack, Ralph Graves and Carol Dempster
in two scenes from "Dream Street," D. W.

spirit

It

is

a
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Chicago Exchanges Housed
In

Wabash Avenue

Where

Centered in New
Location— Unity and Universal Hold Formal
Openings During Past Week

The

film industry in

Chicago

is

now

located in the

Wabash avenue

or two exceptions, practically every exchange, supply house
and other businesses having to do with motion pictures, have left the
"loop," which housed the industry since its infancy, and are now installed
in up-to-date, fire-proof buildings stretching over four or five blocks south

With one

Van Buren

street.

Unity and Universal Hold Openings
Unity Photoplays Company, one of the large independent distributors
for the Chicago territory, and the Chicago office of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company held formal openings during the past week.
Frank Zambreno gave an informal reception to his friends at the new
Unity Exchange, April 25, and held open house the five days following.
Universal devoted a week to the opening, entertaining different groups of
exhibitors and other friends daily.
The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Illinois ended the debate over
their location during the past week by taking the entire third floor of the
Famous 'layers- Lasky Corporation, retaining needed space for itself and
offering the remainder of the floor to exhibitors for office space.
I

Unity's opening was one of the gala
events of the year. Scores of exhibitors,
exchange men, and others interested in
the business took the opportunity to enjoy Mr. Zambreno's hospitality and look
over his new quarters.

Many

Congratulations Received
All day long, there was a constant
congratulations
stream
of
and well
wishes for the future. A number expressed their feelings in flowers. Many,
unable to be present, wired felicitations.

Frank Flaherty, manager, John G.
Frachman, James Murtaugh, John Zambreno, Abe Schiff, Al Normal, George
Levey, G. M. Phelps, and Fd Bothom assisted Frank Zambreno in entertaining
the guests and showing them through.
The exchange is 169 feet deep, and

modern
throughout.
Spacious
sales
rooms invite exhibitors to make themselves comfortable. There are two large
double film vaults, and large paper
rooms. The film inspection will be done
in a separate building, divided from the

main

by a fireproof wall.
Safety is emphasized with plenty of exits, and handy fire fighting apparatus.
structure

Universal Opening Success
Probably no company has attempted

ah opening on the scale of that of the
Universal exchange. Groups of exhibitors in cities near Chicago were brought
in from day to day; entertained royally
at the exchange, and given a sight-seeing
automobile tour.

Manager I. Lesserman was assisted by
Morris Hellman and W. L. Hill, as well

Haubcr theatre here. The latter
return to Camden to niatiag; the
Haubcr theatre in that place.

of the
will

Paramount Plans New
"Big Week" Campaign
Another "big week" is being planned
by Paramount for the week of June 19th

mid-summer drive. It
known as "The Best Show in
Town Week" and is calculated to offset
to inaugurate the

be

will

which usually brings worry

the dullness

to exhibitors during the

summer months.

In conjunction with the plans formu-

by

lated

General

Sales

Manager

lance, the advertising department,

Bal-

under

Jerome Beatty, has
big campaign of newspaper

supervision

the

of

laid out a
advertising to assist exhibitors in reap-

ing the full benefit from a solid week's

showing

of

Paramount pictures. The
campaign will be a

chief feature of this

seven-column advertisement which
will appear at the beginning of the week
in the newspapers of all the exchange
cities.
Topped by a seven-column illusfull

tration, this
list

of

all

advertisement will contain a
the new Paramount produc-

tions, as well as the

atres

in

exchange

There were spepictures from early

the

names

of all the the-

immediate territory of the

cities

taking part.

411

Wabash— Phone

South

Harri-

8460.

ASSOCIATED FIRST NATIONAL,

Wabash,

South
and sixth floors— Phone Harrison

fifth

831

S091.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

— Phone

Harrison

806

—Phone Dearborn

South Wabash

9612.

CAPITAL FILM COMPANY,

8

South Dearborn

showings

of

Plans Big N. Y. Theatre
NEW YORK, N. Y.— Dr. John

morning

until evening each day.
Universal occupies the first floor of
six-story building, with poster rooms

the basement and a projection
the sixth floor.

its

in

room on

Takes Charge of Hauber
CONWAY, ARK.— W. A. Nance has
succeeded A. L. Luckachie as manager

TION,

810

1849.

Wabash— Phone

South

COMMONWEALTH

PICTURES.

bash— Phone Wabash

Harrison
South

74*

4*74.

Wa-

1477.

DOLL-VAN FILM CORPORATION,

Wabash — Phone Harrison

734

South

8823.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORATION,

811

South Wabash, fourth floor — Phone Harrison 84)91.
EMPIRE FILM COMPANY, 804 South Wabash

—Phone Wabash 5857.
EQUITY PICTURES.
Wabash 3060.

808

South Wabash-Phone

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY,

bash— Phone Wabash

845

South Wa-

7616.

FAVORITE PLAYERS FILM CORPORATION.

East Adams — Phone Harrison S365.
FOX FILM CORPORATION. 910 South Wabash
—Phone Wabash 9426.
GOLDWYN. 800 South Wabash-Phone Harri63

son

8411.

COLLOS A COLLOS. 804 South Wabash.
W. W. HODKINSON. 418 South Wabash-Phone
Harrison

8460.

KLIMAX PICTURES,
Phone Harrison

METRO,
Harrison

17

East Seventh street-

4744.

South Wabash, third floor— Phone

831
43S8.

NATIONAL EXCHANGES,

— Phone

street

Harrison

25

Seventh

East

7864.

PATHE, 418 South Wabash-Phone 8460.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION. 810 South
Wabash— Phone Harrison 8157.
REALART PICTURES CORPORATION. 84S
South Wabash— Phone Harrison 2614.
REELCRAFT PICTURES CORPORATION. 8*4
South Wabash-Phone Wabash 5857.
ROBERTSON-COLE, 908 South Wabash-Phone
Harrison

5646.
831

SELECT,

Phone Harrison

South

Wabash,

— Phone

second

floor-

6184.

SILEE FILM EXCHANGE.
Harrison

746

South Wabash

3742.

SUPERIOR SCREEN SERVICE, 25 East Sev7864.
TISDALE INDUSTRIAL FILMS CORPORA-

enth street— Phone Harrison

TION.

800

South Wabash.

UNITED ARTISTS. 808 South Wabash-Phone
3910.
UNITY PHOTOPLAYS COMPANY, 808 South
Wabash— Phone Harrison 7954.
UNIVERSAL, 831 South Wabash, first floorHarrison

Phone Harrison

V1TAGRAPH.

7927.

843

South Wabash-Phone Har-

rison 6731.

Supply Houses
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY COMPAN V

.

740

South

Wabash— Phone Wabash 5910.
EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY, 845 South
Wabash— Phone Wabash 7346.
SIMPLEX CINEMA EQUIPMENT COMPANY,
906 South Wabash-Phone Harrison 1035.
UNITED THEATRE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION, 514 South Wabash-Phone Harrison
9486.

Miscellaneous
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS OF
ILLINOIS, 845 South Wabash.
IRVING MACK & COMPANY, 808 South Wabash.
A. TEITEL. film cleaner, 804 South

Wabash.

Goulding Will Direct
For Pacific Film Co.
Alf Goulding, formerly with Pa the,
has been signed by the Pacific Film

as the entire sales staff.
cial

AMERICAN,
son

CELEBRATED PLAYERS FILM CORPORA-

district.

of

to Find the

New Exchanges

District

Now

Practically All Film Business

1921

14.

Company,

A.

deputy commissioner of police
charge of New York traffic, has had
plans prepared for a thirty-story hotel to
Harris,

in

contain a theatre with a seating capacity
surpassed only by the Capitol. It will be
built on the site of the old Thoroughfare
building in Broadway. Fifty-seventh to
Fifty-eighth streets.

to direct Whitecap Comedies
which will alternately star George Ovey
and Vernon Dent. The former will be
supported by Arby Arly and the latter
by Violet Joy. Each comedian will make
two pictures each month.
The Pacific Film Company has occupied its new stages and studio buildings, which are declared to be among the
best equipped plants on the west coast.

;

Slay

14,
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Now
Above
Owners of

—

on Film

Row

Motion Picture Theatre
who have moved to new quar-

Officers of the

Illinois,

South Wabash avenue, Chicago. Left to
right (top row)
E. J. Haley, financial secretary
George D. Hopkinson, Don Bestar, Maurice Rubens,
Dee Robinson, and V. R. Langdon, members of
executive committee (bottom row) J. B. Dibelka,
recording secretary; William D. Burford, vice-president; L. M. Rubens, president; Henry v. Meeteren,
treasurer, and William J. Sweeney, organizer.
At Right Frank Zambreno, President of Unity
Photoplays Company, in his new office, at 808 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago, where he held "open
house" last week.
Below Two views of the Unity Photoplays
general office and sales room, with salesmen and a
few of the opening day visitors.
ters at 845

—

;

—

—

—
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1

E

special productions frequently run across glaring

examples

of poor showmanship.

A

came

case in point

man

publicity

Two

boasting three theatres.

hard

They were

times.

cheaper shows

of

New

giving

fellows

short-sighted

by cutting

profit

Their two good days

the quality of the goods offered.

were Saturday and Sunday and as they were assured of

crowds on these days they put on the cheapest pictures

principal

The

roles.

graham and

is

well

known on

picture

an appealing

was directed by Lloyd

(Paramount),

Under

and Sunday programs the

more

suitable vehicle.

a romance of the

The

was expended

West with

plot

in its

is

and considerable money

slight

making.

(Federated)

Bessie Love the high point

It is

a feature that will ap-

Saturday

his

He

best of the week.

the

play holds the interest throughout and "Fatty" never had
a

of interest.

making

is

handling of Joseph Henabery, the famous stage

adroit

was a smarter showman, however,

the rest, he conceived the plan of

In-

comedy-drama,

latest feature length

"PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL"

and, while he had been enjoying fair business along with

and

romance.

little

a pleasing, wholesome bit of entertainment.

is

third exhibitor

Owen

the screen, have the

"THE TRAVELING SALESMAN"
Roscoe Arbuckle's

is$

famous novel

Marguerite Snow, Seena

life.

all

they could buy.

The

England

Louis Bennison,

of the managers were crying

hope of making a

in the

town

Illinois

(Hodkinson)

a picturesque adaptation of Myrtle Reed's

to the attention of a Chicago

while visiting an

recently

"LAVENDER AND OLD LACE"

com-

representatives sent out by the large film

panies to lend assistance to the exhibitors putting on

peal to

most audiences, especially

Love

followers.

(Abramson)

presents

to Bessie

purchased

Arthur Berthelet directed

it.

market offered for these days and

the best pictures the

up

soon built his business

wonderful proportions.

to

"MOTHER ETERNAL"

His

Saturday and Sunday pictures were talked of far and near

Vivian Martin in an emotional role and her work as well

— the best advertising he could get— and he soon had that
showmen — holdout crowds every night — come
dream of

as that of the cast

all

He

true.

advertised and kept the crowds coming by put-

on the best show

ting

town and while

in

his

It is

poor policy to cut the quality of your show when

business falls

made

to gain

off.

new

Then

is

business.

when

—

R.

J.

extra effort should be

and produced by Lois Weber

domestic relationships
Claire Windsor,
chief

Mona

in the vein of Cecil B.

in

studied detail.

members of a small

cast

which gives capable per-

to

and incident and so produced as

any screen

—good

to be

is

an ornament

(

Universal)

in her greatest role to date.

behind the scenes of a

New York

Priscilla

a story of

favor, and her daughter.

It

with

tale

(Universal)

many unique

amid picturesque western
an excellent

cast,

is

theatre, with

Miss Dean

was directed by Stuart Paton

crook

beautifully

a thrilling, wild

twists of plot.

A

hills.

Harry Carey

of action, photographed

Jack Ford picture with

cast.

"BUCKING THE TIGER"
Conway

(Selznick)

A

Tearle's best pictures to date.

Klondike

region,

with

principal

parts.

Winifred

four

likeable

one of

is

story of the

characters

Westover appears

Tearle, while Gladden James, Helen Montrose,

in

the

opposite

Harry

Lee,

all star

cast.

"LOVE'S

life

playing a dual role, that of a great actress fallen from

and written by Edwina Levin.

excellent

George A. Wright and Templar Saxe make up the

presents
It is

enjoy

in a captivating story of the

in the leading role in a story full

clean

adult entertainment.

"REPUTATION
Dean

The production

who

well.

Clean, wholesome and pleasing entertainment.

son.

Louis Calhern,

Lisa and Phillips Smalley are the

formance of the roles assigned.
in plot

De-

based

photographed, and very well directed by John S. Robert-

M.

(Paramount) was written

is

story

(Realart) presents the win-

Well acted by an

"THE WALLOP"

mounted and presents a story of

It is excellently

Mille.

answers the purpose very

some Constance Binney

West

"TOO WISE WIVES"

it

"THE MAGIC CUP"
variety.

bank.

in the

The

particularly good.

melodramatic theme and for those

trite

"sob drama"

expenses

mounted, his receipts also increased and he soon had a
comfortable balance

on a

is

Hampton's

PENALTY"

third starring vehicle.

and excels her former

who
to

(First

pictures.

It is

National),

Hope

an ambitious

effort

Directed by John Gilbert

also wrote the story, a tale of a girl

revenge the death of her

sister.

who

determines

PRISCILLA DEAX IN

REPUTATION
(UNIVERSAL)
The

remarkable

Dean

Priscilla

is

performance of
the outstanding

feature of her latest production.

In "Reputation" Miss Dean frequently touches and in certain
scenes surpasses the finest previous work of her career. This is
an interest - compelling production, excellently staged and directed.
It is strong, suspenseful
drama and affords entertainment
of the very first class.
production

This

affords

additional

argument for the frequently expressed
contention that Priscilla Dean is one of

given in "Fenny of Top Hill Trail." As
is, she contributes most of the merits
of this feature.
The director has erred

planted his story with greater exactitude
at the start.

it

In brief, the story is that of a motion
picture star who evades her manager
by hiding herself on a Western ranch.
In doing so she runs across a reformed
girl thief who has been picked up by the
sheriff and put in jail on suspicion.
The
picture star takes pity on the other girl
and takes her place in jail.
young
ranch foreman has her released and takes
her to the house of his employers, thinking that she is a thief, and hoping that
they will reform her. In spite of this he
falls in love and everything turns out
smoothly in the end.

and the plot is slight, but despite this,
you find that there is something in the
production that contains a marked appeal.
A great deal of money has been
spent upon the feature and the mountainous exteriors are really great.
The
camerawork and the interiors are of a
high standard and the acting of the cast
satisfactory.
The yarn is a Western
romance that is wholesome and distinctive because it is without the usual badman. The exhibitor using this open market feature will find that his audiences
will rate this one highly.

A

ROSCOE ARBUCKLE IN

Director Arthur Berthelet's best work
has been attained in keeping up the
mystery of the story until the concluding
scenes.
He should, however, have

TRAVELING

SALESMAN

foremost actresses of the screen.
"Reputation" should materially assist
Miss Dean up the ladder of fame: it is
a strong, interesting picture and the
many important acting requirements are
discharged in a very satisfactory manner by Miss Dean.
"Reputation" is a colorful melodrama
•of a type that has an almost universal
appeal. Miss Dean as the central figure
One character is
portrays a dual role.
a famous actress and the other is the
the

(PARAMOUNT)

A

and wholesome entertainment.
Arbuckle is maintaining a high
average.
A picture that will go
over strong in any house.

It is the story
actress's own daughter.
of an orphan girl seeking employment
among the theatrical producers. After
weeks of vain efforts she detects a resemblance to a famous player known as
Laura Figlan who has failed to return
from European successes to take an
American contract which she had agreed
to do. The orphan girl poses as the real
Laura Figlan. On the evening of the
play's premiere Laura Figlan. aged and
broken from dissipations while abroad,
returns and in the theatre confronts the

"The Traveling Salesman," while it is
not the greatest of the Arbuckle five-reel
features to date, still provides a most
satisfactory sample of screen entertainment.
Arbuckle's role, the traveling
apostle of good cheer and good goods,
fits him to a "T".
He makes the most
of a part that could easily have been
overdone in less expert hands.
Director Joseph Henabery is a strong
factor in the successful transition of the
play to the silver sheet,
^t holds the
interest
throughout and unlike most
comedies, it keeps up the same tempo
from start to finish. The exhibitor in
booking this feature can be assured that
he will be giving his patrons their
money's worth and possibly a little more.
The nocturnal poker game has lost

f

masquerader.

The story essentially is one of more
than passing interest, and it has been
skilfully

woven

into effective

drama by

The invesStuart Paton, the director.
titure of the production throughout is
of a high order. There is a capable supporting cast including Niles Welsh.
Soottiswoode Aiken, William Welsh and

none of

'

Harry

Carter.

.

a valid special production and offers bright promise of being
The
a genuinely successful attraction.
work of Miss Dean doubtless will receive more than passing attention and
it is eminently deserving of it.

"Reputation"

breezy adaptation of James Forbes' stage success which provides
the
star
with a worth-while
feature.
It is genuine, pleasing,

is

its

laugh-making

qualities

and

the introduction of such modern amusement accessories as "Scotch tea," keep
Mr. Forbes' story up to date.
Betty Ross Clark presents a pleasant
personality as Mr. Arbuckle's leading
lady.
Frank Holland, Wilton Taylor,
Lucille Ward, fill their respective characters with a nice degree of ability.

The

picture could have been improved
injection of more humorous titles.
Aside from this factor, the production
decidedly
above the usual farce
rates
comedy and the responsible parties are
to be commended for keeping the story
free from suggestive gags.

by the

BESSIE LOVE IN

PENNY OF TOP
HILL TRAIL
(FEDERATED)

A

of modern Western
whose chief asset is the
personality of Bessie Love. The
star is ably supported by Wheeler
Oakman.
Directed by Arthur

EDYTHE STERLING

romance

ranch

life

VANISHING MAID
(ARROW)

Berthelet.
_

Bessie

tion

Love

is

worthy

of better direc-

and story material than she has been

IN

a dramatic

PRISCILLA DEAN
moment from "Reputation,"

latest Universal starring vehicle.

her

This Edythe Sterling production, published by Arrow, contains everything the
The
seeker of Western stories wants.
story is straightforward, full of dramatic

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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rich settings of the class favored

by the

Paramount director-general.

The

pro-

duction as a whole closely approaches,
his standard in conception and execution.

Louis Calhern and Claire Windsor appear to advantage in the leading roles,
though the work of Mona Lisa and Phillips
Sniallcy
impresses less strongly
only because of their less prominent
places

in

the cast.

The

four give effec-

performances of the roles assigned

tive

them.
Superior

production

technique

prewell

The picture is exceptionally
mounted and a carefully developed
vails.

tinuity assures steady interest

and

coneffec-

registry of the dramatic situations
presented.
In the story, David Graham is the
husbnnd of Marie, a wife whose great
love leads her to too careful safeguarding of her husband's happiness.
Sara
Daly, a former sweetheart, is the wife
of John Daly, a wealthy man whose love
she retains by methods more subtle than
sincere.
Sara attempts to regain the
adulation of David but Marie intercepts
her letter of invitation, precipitating a
dramatic situation which does not develop disaster only because Marie does
not open the letter. As a result of the
near expose of intentions both wives are
taught a new and better understanding
of wifely obligations and the ending istive

happy

for all

concerned.

HARRY CAREY

IN

THE WALLOP
(UNIVERSAL)
Director Jack Ford puts plenty of
punch in every reel of this fastmoving story of the West. Unique
twists of plot get and hold the
interest from the start.
In "The Wallop" Harry Carey abandons the lazy roles he was given in "IF
Only Jim" and "The Freeze Out" and
comes back strong with a story full of
action and vitality.
As John Wesley Pringle he strolls
into a town he had formerly called home,
meets his sweetheart of three years preand saves her fiance from a gang
of thugs who have determined to kill him.
A murder is committed and the Sheriff
and his gang of henchmen, anxious to
collect the reward of $2,500, start for a
nearby ranch to arrest the girl's sweetheart. He, being warned in time, hides
on a mountain top. Pringle eludes the
pursuers and reaches the side of the man
vious,

before

the

knocks him

On

Sheriff
flat

He

arrives.

then-

and claims the reward.

return to town, however, Prinbuddies from another ranch arrive
and not only release the prisoner, but
force a confession from the Sheriff and
his men that he committed the murder.
Picturesque scenes add to the interest
the

gle's

and the various situations are
by Director Cliff Smith.
The many fine shots of the open country
are exceedingly clever and the few interior and exterior sets are in keeping

LOIS WEBER'S

interest

well

handled

with

the story.
The story deals

with a young lady
whose one possession when her father
is killed and her home burned, is a bag
of gold.
She lives in a cave and takes
from the kits of the prospectors there-

abouts food for herself, leaving always a
gold nugget in return. A gang of bad
men attempt to find the source of her
supply.
They blow up the mine and in
the premature blast are killed. The mountain maiden finds happiness with the man
of her choice.
"The Vanishing Maid"
should find favor with lovers of romantic
Western tales, for it has plenty of suspense and much excellent acting.

TOO WISE WIVES
(PARAMOUNT)

An

intimate study of domestic relationships presented with telling
photographic effects and in luxurious settings.
A small but capable cast well directed. An ornament to any screen and sufficiently
strong of story to warrant exhibition.

Clean in plot and incident.

Good adult entertainment.
"Too Wise Wives," written and directed by Lois Weber, strongly suggests
the Cecil B. DeMille type of photoplay.
The story, dealing with marital relationships throughout, is unfolded against

of the story and the surprise finish is
one of its unique points. The Western
atmosphere is well established in the
choice of locations and Carey never had
a role better fitted to his particular talents. The supporting cast is an excellent
one.

HOPE HAMPTON

IN

LOVE'S PENALTY
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Story of a woman's revenge. Gives
star excellent opportunity to do
some dramatic and effective actStory was written and diing.
rected by John Gilbert.
is the most ambitious
effort of Hope Hampton's to date. She
"Love's Penalty"

May

14,
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young mother

her performance in "A Modern
Salome" and equals that of "The Bait."
The principal weakness in the present

in the first half of the picture and her emotional work is particularly good.
In the last half, however,
incredibly
poor make-up makes her
characterization lose all semblance of

excels

vehicle is the story itself. The outcome
is quite obvious from the start, although
a novel and happy ending is provided.
The story 4s depressing melodrama for
the most part.
It is a dramatic tale with the love inMiss Hampton has the
terest subdued.
role of a young girl who dedicates her
life to vengeance on the slayer of her

The

reality.

tion

and

story

lacking in convic-

is

based on a

melodramatic

trite

children will possibly find this good
entertainment.
The story concerns itself with Alice
Baldwin
(Vivian
Martin),
young
a
mother whose only fault is over-indulgence toward her only child, a singularly
ill-tempered little girl.
Alice's husband

The sister, Sally, is secretary to Steven
Saunders, general manager of an ocean
steamship line. Saunders invites her to
his bungalow and a storm keeps her there
When he marries another
night.
all
Sally kills herself. Janis, the role played

a strike, and because of
circumstances she is compelled to see her second child, born some
months later, adopted by a woman of
wealth.
Twenty-five years later she is
rewarded for her constant sacrifice for
her daughter by being thrown out on
the street.
Old. broken, she decides to
end it all in the river and is saved from
drowning by a young man who turns out
to be her long lost son.
After a fadeout
showing the little mother surrounded by
kindness and luxury, there is a close-up
of the ungrateful daughter sitting up in
bed with a broken arm given her by her
is

killed

in

straightened

Hampton, thereupon becomes
and soon Saunders is showering her with attentions. She goes to
his apartment, while his wife and baby
by Miss

his secretary

boy are abroad, and is attacked by the
drunken Saunders. She is saved when a
newsboy selling papers announces the
sinking of a fast ocean liner upon which
his wife and child are returning from

A

vengeful Frenchman, who
the boat, appears a
moment later and shoots Saunders. A
happy ending is supplied when Janis'
sweetheart comes to her on Christmas
day and agrees to forget the past.
Irma Harrison played Sally, Percy
Marmont is the villainous Saunders, Virginia Valli, his wife, and Jack O'Brien.
Janis' sweetheart. The feature is in five

w ife on
r

husband

and

calling

frantically

for

"mother."

The drama is enacted by a capable cast
including Vivian Martin. Thurston Hall,
Earl Metcalfe. J. W. Johnston. Tack SherVivienne Osborne, Pearl Shepard.
riil,
Anthony Merlo. Jean Arnold. Clyde

reels.

Hunnewell, Ruth
and Dan Duffy.

VIVIAN MARTIN IN

MOTHER ETERNAL

Cecil

Sullivan.

Kern

land

LAVENDER AND
OLD LACE

good emotional work and is ably
supported.
Production written,
directed and produced by Ivan
Abramson.
Excellent
lighting
and photography throughout.

This is a picturesque adaptation of
Myrtle
Reed's
famous novel.
Marguerite Snow, Seena Owen
and Louis Bennison excellent in

Martin

is

appealing

as

(HODKINSON)

the principal roles.

the

A New

story

pleasing

story of mother love showing the
ingratitude of children, laid among
the poorer classes. The star does

Vivian

Scene from "Lavender and Old Lace," the Renco
production distributed by Hodkinson.

SPECIAL CAST IN

(IVAN ABRAMSON)

A

is

theme.
As a result of this its biggest appeal will be to the audiences who
delight in the sob drama.
Women and

sister.

Europe.
has lost his

79

Eng-

that

feature.

makes a very
Directed by

Lloyd Ihgraham.
"Lavender and Old Lace" is a creditable depiction of a New England idyl
that holds attention because of its quaint
humor and the character types which
are exceedingly well done.
In contrast
to the North Shore background, a Japanese sequence has been inserted in a
iogical manner, providing an appealing
bit of romance that holds considerable

Most audiences will consider
good entertainment because it is a
combination of cheeriness and pathos,
charm.
this

out of the way corner of
Seena Owen has nev?r been photographed to better advantage, and
both she and Marguerite Snow give
splendid performances.
reflecting an

1

life.

HB aB IK III

Jr

The story
w aited

is that of Mary Ainslie who
thirty years for her fiance,
always keeping a light burning in the
window to guide him home. His son
(by another woman) comes to spend his

has

r

vacation in
r

-'

*'

.-

,

New

the

The resemblance
when she learns
her old flame, she

England

village.

startling that
that he is the son of
is

is

so

overcome and

falls

The son has fallen in love
Miss Ainslie's youthful comrade
and she upon her deathbed bequeaths to
Carl and Ruth the happy romance that
had been denied her.
in

a faint.

with

Besides the leading players, the balance of the cast Victor Potel, Zella
Ingraham, Lillian Elliott and James Corrigan extract every iota of humor from
Director Ingraham has
their
parts.
faithfully p'cturized the atmosphere of
the serene New England village and in
doing so has produced a picture that
really does possess heart interest.
As a whole this feature is considerably better than the average program

—

1
Vivian Martin as the

—

little

in a dramatic scene from "Mother Eternal"
(Ivan Abramson).

mother

The names of the author,
attraction.
the director and Seena Owen are the best
assets for the exploitation of the feature.
Myrtle Reed's stories have an unusually
large sale and of them all. "Lavender
and Old Lace"

is

the best

known.
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THE MAGIC CUP
(REALART)

Winsome

star in captivating story

Well acted,
and
well directed by John S.

of the crook variety.

beautifully

photographed,

very
Robertson.
ment.

Pleasing

Constance

Binney

larly fortunate in the

Sign Never Fails
here! How do you know it?
Ah, those signs! They can not bluff:
Ev'ry goshdurned, cookooed poet
Now is writing awful stuff!

SPRING

entertain-

has been particumatter of securing

— Zit's

best

the

The

story

incident

vehicles

to

the

swiftly

next at just

from one
the

right

»

Editor "Are your clever
verses 'The Kiss' original?"
Blushing
Young Peetess "Not quite. 'The Kiss'
was a collaboration." Pittsburgh Dis-

—

CONSTANCE BINNEY
where

it

had

Chicago premier, it was greeted with
as much enthusiasm as any of the highpriced vaudeville acts on the bill. And
it
deserved it. For here is an excellent
example of clean, wholesome, well constructed picture drama, and much of the
credit goes to Director John S. Robertson. He is an artisan at his trade.
Seldom does one find a cast of such
unusual excellence as surrounds Miss
Binney in "The Magic Cup." There is
Vincent Coleman, Blanche Craig, William Strauss, Charles Mussett, J. H. Gilmour, Malcom Bradley and Cecil Owen,

As the appiars

in

R'

"The Magic Cup," her

il.ii

patch.
latest

well suited to the roles assigned them.
each and everyone gave a good account of himself.

And

Briefly, the story

concerns Mary Mal-

kitchen slavey in a big hotel, who
repeatedly pawns a silver cup to alleviate
the sufferings of her less fortunate tenement neighbors. On one of her trips to
the pawnbrokers with the cup, she meets
a pair of oily crooks, who see a way to
raise some money by having her pose as
an heiress. The scheme almost succeeds
until a reporter uncovers the real Earl,
whom one of the crooks is impersonating, and the theft of a valuable pearl
necklace is frustrated. Through it all
Mary finds her grandparent and marries
loy, a

Mr. Selznick re-made it into a stage play
and it met with instant success when
presented

The

the larger

in

cities.

around Ritchie
MacDonald, the role assumed by Tearle,
who has reached the "end of his rope."
He and his four companions, Graham,
Hillyer, Walsh and the Count, are in
desperate straits and MacDonald suggests in order to raise $100,000 one of
them be insured for that amount and
when he dies at the end of a year, the
They draw cards and
rest can collect.
centres

interest

MacDonald agrees to sacrifice his life.
The various means used to raise the
money to pay the premium on the policy,
a

love affair

that

springs

up

between

MacDonald and

a girl of the camp, the
kidnapping of the girl in a blinding snow
storm and the unusual turn of affairs
before the year has ended are but a few
of the high points of this interesting
story.

and

replete with action and suspense
much excellent photog-

Selig

Makes

It

is

contains
raphy.

IN

BUCKING THE TIGER
(SELZNICK)

A

story of the Klondike during the
days of the gold rush. Dramatic,

with

touches

humor.

Pithy
subtitles add much to its value as
entertainment.
Excellent
cast.
Fine direction. A thoroughly enjoyable screen play.
of

This latest Selznick production contains enough novel features to excite the
interest of the most jaded picture-goer.
It makes a most splendid vehicle for

Conway

Tearle and gives him every opportunity to deliver. Aside from Mr.
Tearle's carefully shaded performance,
however, it would prove a box office attraction of highest merit for two reasons.
Because of the story and the very excellent

work

May

of the entire cast.

Tully, well known playwright and
short story writer, and Achmed Abdullah, writer of Oriental tales, furnished
the material from which Director Henry
Kolker built up the screen play. Before
it was put into production for the screen

Drama

heaven's sake, stop
deluging me with your stuff. Isn't there
anything that will dam this flood of poputting
etry?"
Poet "Well, just try
a check on it and see." Judge.

—

*

TOINETTE—"Percy

the poet writes
Tony "You are
'twiney' lines."
Toinette "Not acstringing me!"

CORDing

*

heart is with the ocean!" cried
the poet rapturously. "You've gone me
one better," said his sea-sick friend, as
he took a firmer grip on the rail.
Princeton Tiger.
*

POET— "Dear
my

What about
Live?'" Editor
Augustus, because you sent it

poem, 'Why

"You

live,

Editor:

Do

I

Vaudeville News.

by mail."

*

FREE

Writer— "Ah,

Verse

father,

poets are born, not made." Father (angrily)
"See here, son! Write all that
durn rot ye want, but don't you go blamwon't
ing mother an' me for it.
stand it!" Jersey Journal.

—

We

*

for Educational

do you wear that
half mourning."
always complaining
dead." Boston Tranlike

It

you're

that

half

script.

*

•

WIFIE

table)— "Oh!
dropped my diamond ring off
finger and I can't find it anywhere."

Henry,

my

(at the breakfast

I

Hubby

(triumphantly)

dear,

found

I

—Ayer

in

it

—

my

"It's alright,

my

trousers' pocket."

(Mass.) News.

SHE — "People

*

—

that you_
alone." He
quite a
had
"They are mistaken. You
Boston Transcript.
lot of real estate."

married

me

for

are

saying

my money
*

South Bend Theatre Man
To Build Another House
SOUTH BEND, IND.— Ezra Rhodes,
La Salle and Castle theatres
Bend and several houses in

of the

South
nearby cities, has purchased the Colfax
property at North Michigan street and
Colfax avenue.
He expects to construct a theatre to
seat 3,000 people.
Harry G. Sommers of
York is also interested in the ven-

New

is

owner and manager

Oliver theatre.

of the

TONY— "I

understand that Marie is
tell?"
Toinette "Do
groomed."
well
Tony "She embridled poor Charlie."
Neilson.
Rutgers
'

He

Tie-up.' "

"MY

directing.

ture.
local

poem 'The

his

looks
Wife — "Well, you're

the Coast is that work has
started at the Selig studios on the first
of the de luxe dramas in two reels, which
are to be published through Educational
Exchanges. According to the announcement, all of these pictures will contain
all the punch of the average five-reel feaand will be made from the books of the
greatest modern authors. First of these
stories is from a novel by James Oliver
Curwood. The cast will include Lewis
Stone, William Desmond, Wallace Beery
and a number of others. Bert Bracken is

in

to

Rutgers.

dress?

First Short

News from

owner

—
—

such

HUSBAND— "Why

the reporter.

CONWAY TEARLE

*

EDITOR — "For

production.

t

its

all

write a

—

MAGAZINE

ment.
the State-Lake theatre,

—you

didn't

me

Princeton Tiger.

face."

tempo and the well written subtitles, the
excellent acting by the entire cast, the
splendid photography all go toward making this most satisfying screen entertain-

At

why

today?" He "I did start
one about your beautiful countenance,
dear, but then I thought of how untrue
it
would be to speak of lines on your
sonnet to

she has ever had.

moves along

Weekly.

*

SHE —"John,

good screen material and "The Magic
Cup" will go down in film history as one
of

is

—

—

MISSUS — "I wonder why
— Adam

ever

her Eve?" Mister "Oh, I suppose he saw his day of happiness ending
when she came around." Voodoo.
called

THE

—

*

Wife "I must dress at once,
dear, the Browns are coming over. Shall
The Husband
I put on the percolater?"
Don't bother, you look all right the
way you are." Chicago Tribune.

—

—
May

44
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"

Me

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You are
It is

especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and read

TELL US

every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

off most
failed to

Associated Producers
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Went over great.
A fine picture. Big business G. C. GilRoyal theatre, Wauchula, Fla.
lett,
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. A wonderful picE. Saunture with good drawing power.
"ders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111. -Gen-

—

— —

Homespun
duction.

Auditorium theatre, Neligh,
Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
Good picture. Pleased audience and

—

—

good

Small

picture.

said so.
O. V. Kelly, Majestic
theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
Small town

W.

Illings,

Illings

theatre,

GO AND GET
Neilan

Ocean

Sabin, Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

—

Dwan

not get

pro-

any more than with ordinary

in

program

Will not stand raise
very poor title, no star,

pictures.

admission. A
story not well known, no cast to feature,
poor lobby display and on top of that the
Pennsylvania censors have condemned
the 24 sheet, one 3 sheet and several
Picture is clean, but financially
photos.
the biggest disappointment for me in
years.
John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
in

—

—

patronage.

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin.
proves

—Will

in this that

he

H. Brenner,

Ten Plays

1.

Dinty.

Go And Get

4.
5.

Cumberland

45 Minutes from

|

8.

The

|

9.

Parlor,
Bath.

I

Let's

Ro.

7.

—

Molly Malone did excellent work
and photographs beautifully and lugged

A
A

Jubilo.

10.

|

Charles Ray.

—
Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — Good picture. Pleased. — O.
V. Kelly, Majestic theatre, Reedsburg,
Wis. — Small town patronage.
Passion's Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald. — Pleased
business two
Book
days.
— Tom Magruder, Elite
theatre,
Kans. — Neighborhood patThe

Perfect

fair

it.

Iola,

ronage.

The Hoodlum, with Mary

Pickford,

and High and Dizzy (Pathe) with Harold
Lloyd. This one went clear over the
first line trenches and landed in the back
area and Zowie! How it did plow up the
subsoil.
It's a strong puller for second
night business and sets them on the street

Bedroom and

Fair and

nMMMii

—

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.—
capacity business and I will repeat. One
of the best Chaplin ever made. A. O.
Bourdon, Crown theatre, Biloxi, Miss.
Transient patronage.
A Splendid Hazard, an Allan Dwan
production.— Not a pleasing type of story.
fairly
received.
F.
Picture
well
C.
Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small town patronage.
Passion's Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald. Booked two days. Played
Very pleasing subject.
to good business.
Miss M. Luckel, Empire theatre, MoNeighborhood
patronage.
bile, Ala.

—

—

|

—

Midnight Romance, with Anita Stewart.
A good picture. I wish we had more
We would not be
stars like Anita.

—

Warmer.

hear from another exhibitor!

reels.

after the first performance.
If this combination don't get them, then you may
know they've gone Democratic. J. C.
Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

—

Broadway.
River's End.

C. L. German,
Royal Theatre,
Bonner Springs, Kans.
^im

—

—

In Old Kentucky.
Virtuous Vamp.

6.

|

I

It.

mance.

theatre,

—

Patrons
Liked Best

2.
3.

—

—

My

— Chap-

Winchester, Ind.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin— Played
one week to a big business.
Patrons
spoke highly of same.
A sensation in
New Orleans. Dan Rehms, Trianon
theatre, New Orleans, La.
Not Guilty, a Sidney A. Franklin production. Outside of a few draggy spots
this is excellent entertainment.
Interest
is
sustained throughout the entire six

J.

gwiMiiiiiiiiniii^^

is

New Cozy

P. Neist, Forest
—Iowa.
— Small town

patronge.
Good References, with Constance Tal-

the screen's
greatest actor, as he makes it appear that
the kid is doing the work, when as a
matter of fact, Chaplin is the one who is
putting it over all the time.
The first
one we have ever shown three days and
we had satisfactory business throughout
the showing, without any special advertising other than posters and newspaper.
lin

The Turning Point, with Katherine
MacDonald.
Very entertaining and
pleased the majority. Good support and
pretty settings.
This star is becoming
very popular with my patrons. Smith
Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.—
Small town patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
I consider this one of the most
remarkable pictures on the market from
any angle. Patrons who saw this picture
still talk about it.
C. F. Hancock, Lyric
theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small town patronPeaceful Valley, with

theatre, Forest City,

First National

—

my

Cannot be beat. Boost it to the limit.
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. Neighborhood patronage.

Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.—
Good moral story and pleased everybody

—
—

Kid, with Charlie
house records. E. Saunders, Palace theatre, Harvard, 111.— General pat•ronage.
all

—

—

|

The

—
Chaplin. — Broke

age.

—

the average.

—

sient patronage.

—

Charlie Chaplin. Played
Wonderful
three days to big business.
Patrons more than pleased.
picture.
Fla.
J. A. Jones, Isis theatre, Pensacola,
Neighborhood patronage.

—above

—

madge. Patrons spoke well of this one,
and did fair business. E. W. Hirsch,
Strand theatre, Gulfport, Miss. Tran-

—

—

The Kid, with

of the Mohicans, a Maurice
production. A fine picture.
Patrons well pleased. Mrs. P. G. Maddox, Maddox theatre, Archer, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Last

Tourneur

—This

Marshall
being a

big front page double column displays with several local stories in
This big newsthe news columns.
paper boosting with special music
me
at top prices,
put this over for
No kicks. Very
50 and. 25 cents.
Took espefine and exciting play.
Philip Rand, Rex
cially with men.
Small town
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. — This picture a
The school helped my attendsuccess.
Excellent photography. — F. E.
ance.
Perfect Crime, an Allan

production.

a

story, I gave the press
sheet to our local editors and gave
them carte blanche to exploit this
play in their own way. They used

Springs, Miss.

A

IT,

newspaper

at-

duction. This is a good picture, but not
one of the thirty big productions promised to us in their, advertising by AssoIt will please
ciated Producers last fall.
the people you will be able to coax in
that you will
probability
is
the
with it, but

—

patronage.

tendance due to weather, but what patrons came were more than pleased.
E.

—

they

Folks, a Thos. H. Ince pro-

—-Very

Picture

C. Jenkins,

J.

patronage.

eral

persimmons.

the

of

draw for some unaccountable
reason. Book this one. I would be glad
to play Molly Malone in anything.

Address "What The

—

|

|
|

maamm iihhhm nun m§

troubled with censorship. P. G. Held.
NeighSterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
borhood patronage.

The

—

Devil's Garden, with Lionel BarryTheda Bara's pictures are a Sunlesson compared to this. Proschool
day
ducers continue to mak^ pictures of this

more.

—
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A DOVE SHOOT AT MONTE CARLO

May

Carlcton,
patronage.
theatre,

While

Nebr.

14,

1921

— Small

town

New York

Sleeps, with a special
splendid acting, but will dismajority.
Charged feature
prices and failed to deliver the feature.
Just a program picture.
Don't promise
more. Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. Small town patronage.
Beware of the Bride, with Eileen Percy.
cast.

— Some

appoint the

—

—

Good comedy.

on Saturday
Unique
Neighborhood pat-

Played

house.
Anita,

to full
theatre,

— W.
la.

this

Biggs,

—

T.

ronage.

Dynamite

Allen, with George Walsh.
the Walsh fans, but is only an
average program picture. George E.
Taylor, Idle Hour theatre, Dunlap, la.

— Pleased

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Goldwyn
My

Scratch

Back, with a special

— Comedy-drama

cast.

that made a great hit
puller.
E. Saunders, Palace

and a good
theatre, Harvard,

—

III.

— General

patronage.

The Highest Bidder, with Madge Kennedy.— They liked this and it drew very
good

— —

John Hafner, Princess
Donora, Pa. Neighborhood pat-

business.

theatre,

ronage.

—

The Penalty, with Lon Chaney.
Played four days to good business. Patrons more than pleased. Excellent picture.
J. H. King, Crown theatre, Pen-

—

sacola, Fla.

One

European custom, one of the
the Casino, which Erich Von Stroheim has incorporated

of the realistic scenes, depicting an

sports at

Wives," the $1,000,000 Universal

known

less
in

"Foolish

special.

— Neighborhood
Me

Jes' Call

A
W.

patronage.
Jim, with Will Rogers.

very clever star in a real picture.
F. Harman, Strand theatre, Kings-

Tenn.
Cupid the Cowpuncher, with Will
Rogers. Old Bill sure pulls them in and
he always holds them. Picture fine and
Jno. I. Saunstar my best drawer now.
ders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
Leave It to Susan, with Madge Kennedy. A pleasing little comedy drama
and was well received by my patrons.
Will H. Bremer, New Cozy theatre. Winport,

character and still rave and sob that we
As soon as
shouldn't have censorship.
I discovered the theme of this picture,
refused to sell more tickets.
If this type
of picture was not made there would
never have been a call for censorship.
O. V. Kelly, Majestic theatre, Reedsburu'.
Wis. Small town patronage.
1

—

Nomads

the North, with a special
I have played recently.
Drew a big business. Increased my business by 500 admissions. Johnny Jones,
Pastime theatre, Pensacola, Fla. Neigh-

cast.

of

— Best picture

—

—

borhood patronage.

The Beauty Market, with Katherine
You
MacDonald. Regular knockout.
Suckstorff
can't go wrong on this one.

—

Orpheum

Bros.,

— General

—

theatre, Wildrose, N. D.

patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
comedy action. This
C. V.
a sure fire box office attraction.

is

—

—

—

Crawford, Warfield theatre, Pascagoula,
Miss.

— Neighborhood

Why

patronage.

Husband? with
Eileen Percy. A screen farce that is a
scream, with Miss Percy at her best.
Peter Krauth, Opera House, Denison, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Trust

—

Your

—

While the Devil Laughs, with Louise
Lovely. A splendid picture and a little
different from the usual roles played by

—

Pleased a big
clever little star.
house. Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. Small town patronage.
this

—

The

—

Mountain

— My

—

Rough Riding Romance, with Tom
Mix. Some picture. They went out talking about it.
Some real horse stunts

—

If you
this one.
Best 1 ever saw.
Go
play it advertise the horse stunt.
strong. You can't go wrong in booking
Business good. William Thacher,
it.
in

—

Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Fair picture of light entertainment
value.
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour
Neighborhood pattheatre, Dunlap, la.

—

—

Woman,

with

Pearl

—

ronage.

—
—

The Texan, with Tom Mix. One of
Mix's best. Book it and boost it. It will
get the money and please all. C. H.
Simpson. Grand theatre, Hawkinsville,

— Small

—

—

The Texan, with Tom Mix. Just a
Mix picture. His pictures about all

the same, but a good picture at that.
A. R. Bird. Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Your Husband? with
Eileen Percy. — One of the cleanest, snapMore
niest comedies we have ever run.
Trust

of this kind is just what the business
needs. Eileen Percy is certainly becoming a favorite here, but she deserves it.
If you want a real gloom-chaser, here
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, Deit is.

—

Kalb, Tex.

borhood patronage.

— O.

of the Law, with William Russell. Started out like a good
picture, but ended with a lot of roaming
around the desert stuff. Did not please.

burg, Wis.

—

The Challenge

—

—

—

fair

It
first Fox for months.
was the bunk. However, am optimistic
on the features coming up. F. E. Sabin.
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. Neigh-

White.

Wings
Farnum.
pleased.

V.

'

of the

— Fine

Morning, with William

picture.
More than
You can't go wrong on this.
Kelly, Majestic theatre. Reeds-

— Small

town patronage.
The Girl from Bohemia, with Peggy
Hyland. Fair picture.
Nothing objec-

—

tionable about

the picture.

—

—

chester, Ind.

West

Moore.

—A

Young

— Auditorium

Man,

with

Tom

moving,

full-of-action
Certainly a fine pic-

fast

drama

that pleased.
Audience seemed delighted with
ture.
W. W. Stirlen,
this splendid production.
Alhambra theatre, Delta, la. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

Hodkinson
The Kentucky

Colonel, with a special

this kind of a pic— My patrons
Good
ture and this did not disappoint.
audience. — E. Saunders, Palace theatre.
Harvard,
— General patronage.
Sahara, with Louise Glaum. — An old
like

cast.

town patronage.

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
This is a very good picture, but not one
People like him here.
of Farnum's best.
He draws good crowds. Greenhaw
Small
Bros., Strand theatre, Leslie, Ark.
town patronage.

Why

—

Go

The Land

Ga.

Fox
Best Mix to date

O. V. Kelly. Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis. Small town patronage.

111.

one that would have been better off if
Nonsense, a Mermaid Edunot played.
cational comedy, kept it from falling
down completely second night. O. R.
Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small town patronage.
No. 99, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
Good program. Holds interest. L. R.
Ledon, Larabee Opera House, Isabel,
Kans. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.
—This attracted better than many a picI starred Kathture I have ran lately.
Story
lyn Williams in my advertising.
is not modern, but laid in an early period
Drew well at the box office.
in the west.
—Charles H. Ryan, Garfield theatre,

Chicago.

111.

What Women Will Do, with Anna Q.
Nilsson. — One of the worst six reel so-

called specials ever played. Another side
show of The Miracle Man. Direction
very poor. Starving business two days.

Lay

off.

brothers.

theatre. Lodi. Cal.

— Frank

Vesely, Lodi

— General patronage.

—
Mav

ship talk.

Redemption, with Bert
here to tell you after viewwonderful production and observing Bert Lytell throughout the same,
will say it is the finest bit of characterization I have ever seen and while it is a
heavy production you do not tire as it
holds your interest to a beautiful climax.
I say it again, Bert Lytell is the greatest
male screen star.— Will H. Bremer, New

The Price

—

I

of

am

—

Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
Extravagance, with May Allison,—
Very good picture. Should be five reels,
Picture drags through
instead of six.
Business good— C. H.
entire six reels.
Simpson, Grand theatre, Hawkinsville,
Ga. Small town patronage.
Polly With a Past, with Ina Claire
Pleased all, I think, but wouldn't pull.
Average crowd against home talent show.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Small town patronage.
Cal.
Extravagance, with May Allison. Just
Is
missed being an excellent picture.
better than average and May is a good
why.
can't
see
although
I
puller here,
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, CampatPa. Transient
Springs,
bridge

—

—

—

—

—

—

ronage.
Parlor,

Bedroom and

—This

with

Bath,

a

good one. Had
many good comments on it. W. W.
Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la. Genis

a

—

—

patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with a special

eral

—A

dandy program
go over in most any

offering.
theatre.

—

Should
W. O.

Doyle, Capitol theatre, Huntsville, Mo.
Blackmail, with Viola Dana. The star,
Viola Dana, was irresistible in this role
and my patrons raved over her, but as we
have the very highest class patronage,
the subtitles using hell and damn in last
and closing scenes on last reel should
have been cut out. Will H. Brenner,

—

—

Cozy

theatre, Winchester, Ind.

The Misleading Lady, with Bert

— Played

Arlington,

Lytell.

with Buster Keaton's The
Haunted House, and the bill brought two
middle of the week nights above average.
Both pleased all. O. R. Nation, Strand
Small town patrontheatre, Davis, Cal.
this

—

—

Should

a

Woman

Tell?

with

Alice

—
— Neighborhood

patronage.

|

1.

2.

ronage.

|

3.

Reid always

Pleased 100 percent.

fills

—
—

Behind the Door, with

A

everybody and
Harman, Strand
theatre, Kingsport, Tenn.

picture that pleased
has a real punch.- W. F.

—

Easy to Get, with Marguerite Clark.
Lost money, but no fault of picture as it
is a clever, laughable comedy-drama.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.

—

—

4.

I

5.

|

6.

|

7.

Parentage.
Go And Get It.
Riders of the Dawn,
Desert Gold.

1

8.

The Revenge

Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Petticoats, with William S. Hart.
Everyone
business, second run.
Something different. William
pleased.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

John

— Big
My

—

Lady's Garter, with a special
fill

the

bill

cast.

well.

It is a tense detective story verging on
serial type, but with a love theme inter-

woven.

Patrons pleased.

Howard

aker,

— H.

Long-

J.

Minn.

theatre, Alexandria,

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray.
Almost a lemon. Did not please. Same

Wanted

to

—A

Husband

and

Paramount

The Miracle

of

soon succeed

in killing

business.

E. Sabin, Majestic theatre.

— F.

Love..

my -Sunday

will

night

— Neighborhood patronage.

—

theatre,

Carleton,

Nebr.

—

What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. ExA-l entertainment. Drew well
cellent.
and pleased all. Patrons took pains to
Frank Allen, Rose
tell us they liked it.
Small town patrontheatre, Byron, 111.

—

—
—

age.

The Ladder of
Good story.

—

Lies, with Ethel Clay-

Characters ideal, but
my patrons said, "They ain't no such
Well acted
thing," so that's the story.

ton.

a favorite here, so
and directed.
good puller. S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour
Trantheatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

—

She

is

—

sient patronage.

The Rookie's Return, with Douglas
McLean. This was all right. These two

—

stars are well liked and bring out a good
house.— M. P. La Bree. V. I. A. theatre,
Crescent City, Fla. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

The Cinema Murder, with Marion Davies.

—A

Cosmopolitan story by

Phillips.
better off

The screen is
Pleased fair.
without the murder stuff. Good reading
stories do not always make good acting

|

Don't Every Marry.

|

9.

|

10.

j

Let's

The Whip.
hear from another exhibitor!

R. C. Buxton,
Strand Theatre,

Ramson, Kans.
mini

i.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiii

Brewster's Millions, with Roscoe ArI can't see how
buckle. This is great.
any one could want him to continue in
two reel comedies after seeing him in
this one and The Life of the Party. Both
are fine. M. P. La Bree, V. I. A. theatre,
Crescent City, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

— Well directed and stars

of Tar-

Chetek, Wis.

theatre,

—

j

zan.

The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.
—Best Reid picture in 1920 class. Paramount Magazine best short subject on

— Grand

j

1

|

a special cast.

j

In Old Kentucky.

try.

my

house. Wish there were more like him.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

Small town patronage.

a new Vitagraph special production, "The Princess of the Desert Dream."

Patrons
Liked Best

The River's End.
Back to God's Coun-

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.

— Auditorium

WILLIAM DUNCAN

My
|

—

The Thirteenth Commandment, with
Ethel Clayton. Good program picture.

will star in

Ten Plays

|

Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
most satisfactory picture I ever
ran.
It pleased everybody, which is unusual.— M. P. LaBree, V. I. A. theatre,
Crescent City, Fla. Neighborhood pat-

Eureka, Mont.

Who

raiuiiiiiiuiiiuiMiii^^

— The

applies

age.

la.
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Paramount

market.

special cast.

cast.

— Here

is one that causes censorHalf of my patrons left before
show was out. A. R. Bird, Opera House,

Lake.

Metro
Lytell.
ing this

—
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—

—

§
|
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stories.
J. P. Neist, Forest theatre, Forest City, Iowa.
Small town patronage.

—

Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
Court week and an Arbuckle comedy
Country Hero, pulled Charles Ray over

—

for

me

for first time in a year.

This is
Arbuckle excellent.
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.

above

—

average.

his

—

The Source, with Wallace Reid— Fair
picture, but getting old.
Little war stuff
there. J. J.
Kudlacek, Swan theatre,

—

Swanton,

Nebr.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

Scarlet Days, a D. W. Griffith
Saw severe criticism on
did not raise on my price and
big mistake.
It is just great.
pleased.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
theatre, Alice Tex.
Small town
age.
tion.

produc-

—

—

this,

made

so
a

—

Patrons
Itasca

patron-

Happy Though Married, with Enid
— Not much to Get it. Pulled
good crowd. — R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum
Bennett.

it.

theatre, Converse, Ind.

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

The Sheriff's Son, with Charles Ray.
—Fair and above the average. Drew
fair.
Star is well liked here. J. M. John-

—

son, Kathrine theatre, Monticello, Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
A good clean picture. One the whole
family can enjoy. Best picture Hart has
ever made. Frank Allen, Rose theatre,
Byron, 111. Small town patronage.
Widow by Proxy, with Marguerite
Clark. A
dandy picture.
One that

—

—
—

—

pleased

all

all classes.

Way

the old Clark fans. Pleased
it.
W. F. Baker, Boone

—

Book

Vernon, Ky.

theatre, Mt.

—

General
patronage.
The Sporting Chance, with Ethel Clayton.
This is a very good picture. One
of Clayton's best.
J. B. Endert, Endert
General pattheatre. Crescent City, Cal.
ronage.
The White Circle, with a,, special cast.
Should have been junked before it was
Patrons gave us the laugh as
released.
they passed out. Jno. A. Preston, Crescent theatre, Audubon, la. Neighborhood patronage.
What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. Say.
fellows, here is a coupk that really are

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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stars.

Very

—

clever

comedy-drama. Book

them. W. F. Baker, Boone Way theatre,
Mt. Vernon, Ky. General patronage.

—

Excuse

My

Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Best picture we have had with Wally
and it sure has the pep. Book it. Paul

—

—

L. Shew, Wonderland theatre,
Ind.
General patronage.

Clinton,

—

Smith Read, Patriot theatre,
Tex. Small town patronage.

The

—

—

First Elopment, with Wanda
picture, though not as

—Good

—

—

Respectable by Proxy, with Sylvia
Breamcr and Robert Gordon. Both stars

—

A

did excellent work.
bright story. Just
the kind to please small town audiences.
J. P. Neist, Forest theatre, Forest City,

—

—

— Small

town patronage.

The Border Raider, with a special cast.
Booked on short notice and gave all

admissions back to save my skin. Truly
shame to waste good film for this. And
Pathe will sell it to you, too. S. V. Wal-

a

—

Idle
Springs, Pa.
lace,

Help
Sweet.

Hour

Wanted

— This

makes you

is

feel

theatre,

— Male,

Cambridge
Blanche

with

one of the pictures that
glad that you showed it.

Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton,
—
Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
J. J.

A.

I.

Hawgood

as some Miss Hawley has made. This picture pleased, however.
O. V. Kelly, Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
Small

town patronage.
The Luck of the
Fair program
cast.

—

with a special

Irish,

—

Patrons are
wanting to know where the luck of
picture.

—

Irish comes in.
Roy R. Peterson,
Fad theatre, Arlington, Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

the

Sherry, a J. Stuart Blackton producFine picture.
Brought in good
crowds and well pleased. C. D. Stewart,
Royal theatre, Seneca, Kans. Neighborhood patronage.

Iowa.

V.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

still

—

this style

—

age.

tion.

Wanda

with

and

like this star

pictures.
M. P. La Bree,
theatre, Crescent City, Fla.

Her

Simple Souls, with Blanche Sweet.
Just a simple picture.
Very good settings.
Hejtmanek, Opera House,
F.
Clarkson, Nebr. Neighborhood patron-

—

— We

of

ley.

Pathe

Woman,

Outside

—

The Mystery of the Yellow Room, with
a special cast.
Poorest picture we have
had for two years. Two days, and twelve
people second night.
That tells the
tale.
Lay off this one. O. W. Jastram,
Strand theatre, Pecatonica, 111. Small

—

—

—

town patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special cast.

— Good
about

Should be

reels.

Good

deal of it dark.
Fell
storm of winter. Yeomen

Worst

flat.

Seven

story.

five.

—

Seneca,
patronage.
theatre,

D.

S.

— Neighborhood

Nurse Marjorie, with Mary Miles MinPleased most all of average crowd.
O. R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis,
Cal.
Small town patronage.

—
—
—

You
One

Can

Tell,
with Bebc
good program picture.
keeps them guessing until the

Never

Daniels.

— Extra

that

end of the
Liberty

last

theatre,

reel.

— W.

Madison,

H. Spencer,
Fla.
Neigh-

—

borhood patronage.

The Law
cast.

—

of the Yukon, with a special
This is a good picture.
Full of

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.
Played one day to capacity business. Patrons more than pleased.
Star draws

pep.

well.
A. S. Carlos, Bijou theatre, Jeanerette, La.
Neighborhood patronage.

Neighborhood patronage.
ville, Mo.
Out of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.
Average program picture, but popularity of star drew fair crowd.
O. W. Jas-

—

—

39 East, with Constance Binney.
regular picture.
All kinds of compliments.
Thanks, Realart. F. E. Sabin,
Majestic theatre, Eureka, Mont. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

39 East, with Constance Binney.
One
of the best subjects we have shown featuring this popular star.
It will please
anywhere. Good story and well acted.

Good drama and comedy. Mr. Exbook it. You can't go wrong.

hibitor,
L. S.

—

Buchcr, Palace theatre, Powcrs-

—

—

—

Strand theatre, Pecatonica,
Small town patronage.
tram.

III.

The Fear Market, with

Alice Brady.
Poor.
are^ losing money on the Realart
franchise.
Grand theatre, Chetek,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

We

—

—
The Law of the Yukon, with a special
cast. — Good picture, but not a money
maker.
Realart
Lay off from the
specials. — Roy R. Peterson, Fad theatre,
Arlington, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronfive
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The Plays

My
1.

Pleasure Seekers.

2.

Other Men's Shoes.
Half a Chance.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
I

age.

Patrons
Liked Best

Let's

The
The
The
The
The
The

Mark

of Zorro.

Little

Clown.

Luck of

come

in

—

Palace theatre,
patronage.

the Irish.

Operle,
Armory Theatre,
Ste. Genevieve, Mo.

a Million, with George
of the best pictures I have
Many said they would like to
and see it again. E. Saunders.

—

ever run.

The Fortune
cast.

— An

Harvard,
Teller,

extra

111.

— General

with

program

a special
picture.

My

patrons liked this one.
The acting is
eood.— Grafton Nutter. Royal theatre,
Republic, Kans. Neighborhood patron-

Greatest Love.

W.

—

Robertson-Cole

One Woman.

Martin

—

One Man
Beban. One

Snob.

hear from another exhibitor!

The Deep Purple, an R. A. Walsh production. Very good picture.
Patrons
well pleased. B. L. Hall. Temple theNeighborhood patatre, Iverness, Fla.
ronage.

—

|

—

§

age.

|
|

The Other Half, with ZaSu Pitts.—
pleasing picture that is clean and worth
while and also entertaining. Charles Lee

|

—

Hyde.
'7
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MARY PICKFORD
In a scene from "Through the Back Door," made
for distribution through United Artists.

Selznick

ter.

Realart

—

1921

14,

DeKalb,

—

Hawley.

May

Grand

theatre.

Small town patronage.

Pierre,

S.

D.

Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine

— In

Hammer-

a class by itself.
If you don't
do another thing, get this picture, and
give your patrons a treat. It should be a
special.
Saunders,
Palace theatre,
E.
stein.

—

Harvard,

His

111.

— General

—

O'Brien.
ing to rave about.
one.

Business

— Tom

Kans.

patronage.

Money, with
Eugene
Good program picture. Noth-

Wife's

—

off of

Magruder, Elite theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

THE HIGHEST LAW,
special cast.

— The

and

with a

American Legion

put this on as a
post,

this
Iola,

for

benefit

their

was very appropriate.

it

It is six reels of very solid entertainment. Pleased 100 per cent. H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, AlexMinn. Neighborhood patandria,

—

—

ronage.

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.

A humorous

clean

picture.

Attracted

good attention. Would like to get other
melodramas like this. F. J. Reming, Star

—

theatre,

Brackettville,

Tex.

— Neighbor-

hood and army camp patronage.

Was

His, with William
a star for you that
knows his profession and in a story
No
of this kind will hold any audience.
room for censors to object. It is bigger
than most features in its class. H. J.
Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria,

The

Sin That

Faversham.

— Here

is

—

Minn.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Valley of Doubt, with a special
Pleased
cas t.— Good program picture.
Monday crowd— Tom Magruder.
fair
Elite theatre, Iola,

Kans.— Neighborhood

patronage.

Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien.—This was liked least of any
O'Brien pictures. If your state legislature has any censorship bill before it. this
now. Even
is a poor picture to run just
business was not up to normal with
this—John Hafner. Princess theatre,
Donora. Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
The Glorious Lady, with Olive Thom-

—

old story. All of Olive's productions have made money f 01""^-^- l
IllMetcalf, Opera House, Greenfield.
Small town patronage.

as—Same

"

The One

Way

Trail, with

Edythe

Ster-

—A—
May
ling.

14,

— Here
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one you can screen and

is

smile as your patrons come out and say
was a good one. Good house and
it
them all. -Jno. I. Saunders,
pleased
Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans. Neigh-

—

Nearpass,

Vesta theatre, Eustis, Fla.

Neighborhood patronage.

When

the Clouds Roll By, with DougFairbanks. They are all new until
you run them. It drew well and pleased.
Charles L. Hyde, Grand theatre, Pierre,
Small town patronage.
S. D.

—

—
borhood patronage.
— Good — —
Blind Youth, with a special
picture, but no good for the small town.
cast.

If

you have

on your program play

it

— Tom Magruder, Elite theatre,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.

las

Universal

it.

Iola,

The Dangerous Moment, with Carmel
Myers. A peach of a program picture.

—

The Love

Light, with

Mary

Pickford.

liked this picture who saw it.
Fair crowds.
E. Saunders, Palace the-

atre,

—

Harvard,

111.

— General patronage.

The Mark

of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbanks.— Played to capacity. 100 per cent
Give us more like this one.
picture.
W. F. Harding, Princess theatre, Mt.

—

Dora, Fla.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. Only
heard one kick. Patrons loud in praise.
Two days run to
Several came twice.
best business I have had on Monday and
Tuesday for a long time. Mrs. W. H.
Small
Heifer, Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
town patronage.

—

—

Broken Blossoms, a D. W. Griffith proNot a picture that will draw
duction.
nor please second night. Falls down, as
they don't enjoy it. Charles L. Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small town

—

—

—

patronage.

The Mark

of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Played one day, but I sure will
Drew big. D. G.
repeat on this one.

—

—

—

You

go wrong on Universal. Tom
Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.
can't

United Artists

The Smart Sex, with Eva Novak.
Imagine a girl like Eva caressing a goose
for an hour and a half beginning with a
hike on the crossties and ending in a
multi-millionaire's parlor. I call it a waste
of time and money.
S. V. Wallace, Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

—

Transient patronage.

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
crowd first night. Small second.
Seemed to please. O. R. Nation, Strand
theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small town patron-

— Good

—
—

age.

dandy picture that everyone enjoyed.
Clean, clever and pleasant. A story with
pep without a villain. Charles Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small town
patronage.

—

—

—

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.
jam-up good picture. Should have been
feature class. It is cleaner,
more entertaining and a better picture
than many features we have run and the
man who passes this one up loses a good
bet.
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, Dein the

—

Kalb, Tex.

— Small

town patronage.

—

Honor Bound,
their slogan

is

with Frank Mayo. And
"52 good pictures a year."

They had

better make one good picture
O. V. Kelly, Majestic theatre,
Reedsburg, Wis. Small town patronage.
first.

—

—

The Magnificent
Mayo.

— Didn't

see

but some
Really as fine shots
brutes,

with Frank
magnificent
wonderful scenery.
Brute,

any

in this as you will
see for many a moon. Frail story. Leans
to the old style "melo-drammer."
S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.

—

—

Wanted

at

Headquarters,

with

Eva

— Didn't draw. Not up to usual
standard judging from comments as they
passed out. — O. R. Nation, Strand theDavis, Cal. — Small town patronage.
Colorado, with Frank Mayo. — This
Novak.

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.
Here certainly is a good man gone
wrong.

We

used to put up one sheet on
and get a good house. Now
the more we advertise him the more stay
away. He is trying to get away with the
white collar and stalling stuff in his last
six features.— Ed. L. Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Jet., Ia.
Neighborhood patthis

85

placed

Pleased a good Saturday business.

— Everyone

A

star

—

ronage.
Society Secrets, with

Five scenes from "The Sky Ranger," latest Pathe

serial,

Eva Novak.

in

w hich

—

atre,

is

good

Pleased about 90 per cent.
Some very good mining scenes in this
one. W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, AnNeighborhood patronage.
ita, la.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. Not
up to Harry's standard. Just fair. Business off for Carey picture. Harry's place
a

—

one.

—

June Caprice and George B. Seitz appear.

—
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—

in Western stuff.
William Thacher,
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

is

BJlANK
Box

Office Reports Tell th«

Whole

Devil's Passkey, an Eric von Stroheim production. One of the poorest, if
not the poorest picture we ever ran.
Nothing to hold your interest. It may
go in city, but no good for small towns.
—A. C. Mercier, Electric theatre, Perry-

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on

You

for

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Virgin
Dean.
good.

of Stamboul, with Priscilla
good picture.
Drew very
Patrons well pleased. F. L. Ten-

— Very

—

Bijou

Del
Neighborhood patronage.

brook,

Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing

—

Mo.

ville,

Story.

Pictures

The

Once

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

Ray,

theatre,

Fla.

Lyons and
Lee Moran. Universal has done a wise
thing putting these stars back in two reel

—

Their

pictures are sure
the two reel
class.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kans. Small town patronage.
stuff.

five

reel

They belong

—

in

—

Ruth of the Rockies,
l athe)
with
Ruth Roland. On third episode and
holding up good. It looks as though it
will be a winner.
Tom Magruder, Elite
theatre, Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patJ

(

—

Star

—

—

ronage.

Producer

THE MOON RIDERS

(Univerwith Art Acord. Just finished
episode 18.
Went big from episode
1 to
18.
Held up good and pleased

—

sal),

Remarks

Try

all.

this.

MOON RIDERS

finished
and started

I

DIAMOND QUEEN

the

THE
THE

same day.

my

(I'athe) with
the sixth episode and

Kuth Roland. On
holding up tine. Business increasing with
each episode.
Star draws good.
P. A.
Blakenship. Ivy theatre, New Orleans,
Neighborhood patronage.
La.

—

—

Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. Very good serial, though
serials do not increase our business.
J. J. Kudlacek. Swan theatre, Swanton,
Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Producer

The Son

of Tarzan, (National) with a
Very good. The ending of
the tenth episode is not fit to he shown
to the public.
Good business. C. H.
Simpson, Grand theatre, Hawkinsville,

Remarks

special cast.

—

—

Ga.

— Small town

The Lost

patronage.

City,

—

(Warner Bros.) with

Hansen. On the 14th episode
Patrons well
and holding up fine.
pleased.
C. B. Sawyer. Vaudette, BrewTuanita

ton,

—
Ala. — Neighborhood

The Lost

patronage.

(Warner Bros.) with
Tuanita Hansen. While a good picture,
it
does not draw in this part of the
City,

—

—

country like it should. C. D. Stewart,
Royal theatre, Seneca. Kans. Neighborhood patronage.

Exhibitor

Name

—

Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. Just finished and this one
went big. Paid for entire serial first episode. Star is our best bet.
Pierce & Von

—

of Theatre

—

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

Collin.

Princess theatre, Bogalusa, La.

Neighborhood patronage.
ronage
City

!

.

.

.

Ruth of the Rockies, (Pathe) with
Ruth Roland. Star a good drawing card.
Holding up good. C. L. Cummings. Bel-

—

mont

—

theatre. Pensacola, Fla.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.
State

Short Subjects
April Fool,

Hamilton.

(Educational) with Lloyd
over good. This with

— Went

Widow,

(Sennett- Para-

—

think much of this. Can't say
it.— Will iam
Thacher,
Royal

much

for
theatre,

Salina, Kans.

The Jockey, (Fox) with Clyde Cook.

—A very

good comedy, but

much merriment

quite as

as

did not cause
some of his

theatre,

Donora, Pa.

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

The Tempest, (Pathe) with Thomas

—

Santschi.
Very fair two reeler. This had
better action than previous subjects.
E. M. Frenkel, Crescent theatre, Mobile,
Ala.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Rare Bird, (Federated) with Monty
Banks. A dandy comedy. Second reel
very funny. Will please.— Tom Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola, Kans.
Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.

High and Dry, (Educational) with
special

cast.

—A

a

acrobatic

laughter
producer. While a few bathing girls are
shown it is clean and will average with
the better ones.
Many sat through to
see it twice.
H. J. Lonaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
Neighborhood
patronage.
real

—

The

Big

Snooky.

—

Show, (Educational) with
go good with kids, but

— Would

patronage.

—

The Avenging Arrow,

Star

Little

Universal short stuff. Try this.
It may be a winner for you.
Wm.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.
all.

Title

The

my
my

Big as

—

—

mount) with a special cast. Mack Sennett's are most always good, but don't

Monday's house record.
Saturday business.
Packed
to the streets.
Only advertisement
big
used was a
lobby display and
slides.
We gave them eight reels in

Broke

old Walthall-l'ioneer,

brought out average Sunday crowd. O.
R. Nation, Strand theatre, Davis, Cal.
Small town patronage.

A

oenals
Title

The Boomerang, an

1921

14,

previous efforts.— John Hafner, Princess

a Plumber, with Eddie

jokes.

May

kid patronage is nil.
75 per cent, of
patronage students state farm college
and they didn't enthuse much.
Better
than average comedy. O. R. Nation,
Strand theatre, Davis, Cal. Small town

—

—

Harem Scarem,
— Went

(Universal) with a
big.
All of Univeranimal and lion comedies go big.
Give us more. You can boost this one.
Ran Hoot Gibson in The Kickaroo, also.
Went good. And second episode of The
Diamond Queen. Looks like this will be
good serial.
Business good. William
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
special cast.

sal

—

—

EDUCATIONAL

COMEDIES.

have run nearly every comedy
I
they have put out to date, and find
that they give better satisfaction
than any other comedy on the market.
Especially the monkeys and
Torchy. I have been running three
a week, but am sorry to say that I
am up to their latest one. Boys, if
you know of any that are near as
good, let me know through the
EXHIBITORS HERALD.— Ed. L.
Wegener, Lyric theatre, Valley Junction, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

Huntsman

— Best

(Fox),

Clyde

with

comedian we have ever run.
sure is coming to the front. Prater
& Phipps, Strand theatre, Cowden, 111.
Small-town patronage.
Cook.

—

Cook

Comedies

(Pathe), with Snub
one-reel comedies with
Snub Pollard and Sunshine Sammy are
nice, clean slapsticks that will make
them all laugh from six to sixty. B. L.
Hubbard. Hub theatre, Bishop, Tex.

Rolin

Pollard.

— These

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Edgar Camps Out (Goldwyn), with
Johnny Jones. Rather tame and, while
the kids were pleased, grown people did

—
— H.

not take to it.
J. Longaker. Howard
Neighbortheatre, Alexandria, Minn.
hood patronage.

The
with

—

(Universal),
Eternal Triangle
Brownie. "And dogs of all de-

—

No kicks.
Children liked it.
grees."
Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

— Small-town

patronage.
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Little Ole
By
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis returned
Los Angeles Sunday, May 1.

to

Jules Cowles has returned from Port
Henry, N. Y., at which place he played
the part of "Cuckoo Cob" in Pantheon
Pictures Corporation's first production,
which is to go through First National.
Jules played opposite Anetha Getwell
who won the beauty contest conducted
by the Brewster Publications.

Sid Olcott has been selected by the
Pine Tree Pictures Company to direct
their next Oliver Curwood story. Charles
Seay, who directed the first production,
has been appointed director general and
will supervise all productions.
*

*

*

On

the 5:15
Horace Judge, of First National,

is

one

of the best little commuters we have on
the New Haven Railroad and with the
exception of Edgar Hatrick, of the International News, he catches the "8:12"
more often than most any other celluloid
follower.
*

These

*

*

however,
when you
well-known
publicist
see a
of Times
Square loading aboard his favorite evening train with a lawnmower on his
shoulder or a section of garden hose
draped around his neck, you can just bet
your "kopecs" that they will go the limit
for "the home beautiful" idea and that
little kitchen garden, on. which they can
feast the eye while at breakfast and from
which the scent of new mown spring
onions is wafted to them on the soft
strenuous days,
for the film suburbanites and
are

York

1

J. B.
hazarding a guess to say what the excess baggage in the Rolls-Royce was as
it whisked
the magnate to his Eden in
Westchester or Dutchess county, but it
is fair to assume that it is there and it is
to help

make

the

"home

beautiful"

more

so.

*

#

*

Peter N. Brinck of Hodkinson has a
home in Larchmont and one has
but to remember the old game of fox
and hounds to be able to trail him from
the station to his habitat on the Sound,
because Peter likes flowers and from
time to time he stuffs his pockets with
pretty

the seed of the daffodil, the wingdad
the sunflower, and in crowding into
surburban rattler with the rest of
victims of the $9.97-for-sixty-trips,
gets jostled about a bit, frequently

packages
Peter N.

and
the
the

break and all unconsciously
adding to the sum total of
*

*

*

There are dozens of other well-known
cinema people who are taking advantage
of the daylight saving. P. A. Parsons, of
Pathe, thinks nothing of getting out before times in the A. M. to whip a stream
for an hour, brings the trout home, and
while

*

*

*

men as Arthur Kane,
"Dick" Rowland and Marcus Loew carry
course, such

things home, too, but

it

would only be

Appearing

Torchy Comedies opposite Johnny
Educational Exchanges are distributing
in

Hints.
these comedies.

is

rural beauty.

they

breakfast,

HELEN O'NEIL

he
the

being sizzled for his
chops a cord or two of

are

he

wood.
*

*

*

Earl Gulick enjoys the early hours of
the morning in the country and can often
be seen up at Van Cortland links all
dolled up in his new knickerbockers as
he drives huge chunks of unoffending
greensward toward the
*

*

sky.

*

We

caressing zephers.

Of

New

are all supposed to have our own
pet idiosyncrasies, but when a man gets
out and hikes twenty miles in a day and
enjoys it, as W. E. Atkinson, general
manager of Metro, does, there is no tell-

FILM SCENES FOR "CONQUEST OF CANAAN"

ing what a predominant idiosyncrasy
do to a man.
*

*

will

*
|

Then

again, there is that time-worn
quotation, "In the Spring a young man's
fancy," etc., to be taken into account and
this combined with the romance of the
country and the late full moon, had its

upon Claude LaBelle. He got
married and he says himself that he is
as happy as the proverbial clam at high

effect

water.
*

*

*

Louis J. Selznick, Morris Kohn, William Fox and Carl Laemmle are more or
less devoted to motoring and in the early
morning hours it is not unusual to see
them dusting off the turnpike in their
Rolls-Royces as they liead toward Manhattan.
*

*

*

W.

D.

Griffith hasn't any pet hobby
that we know of, unless it is confined to
making good pictures and surveying nabeauties. He hasn't far to go to
see the latter, as from the door of his
studio he has an unobstructed panorama
of Sound beauty upon which the dreamer
can feast the eye. Orienta Point is noted
for its view.
ture's

*

*

*

Paul Mooney turns a wistful optic toward Long Beach and yearns for those
Spring mornings when he can slip into
his bathing suit and do the Kellerman
from the spring board. 5 A. M. is the
usual hour for his ablutions, and he takes

to

it

like a

duck.
*

*

*

James Grainger Is strong for the saline
dip and the ruddy glow of his complexion bespeaks volumes for its health-giving qualities.
it,

rubbing

it

Mr. Grainger doesn't drink
in

is

what counts.

Citizens Finance Theatre
DEARBORN. MICH.— A syndicate
formed of local residents has been organized to finance the erection of a $50,000 theatre here.

the direction of R. William Neill (the man with
the cap and cigar), at Asheville, N. C, taking scenes before the court house.
Thomas Meighan is the star. The rest of the crowd are citizens.

The Paramount company, under

Miss Goodhand Buys House
CENTRAL CITY, NEB. — Marie
Goodhand

has purchased a theatre at
Central City. She was formerly in the
theatre business in Ord.
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Comfortable?
eye comfort.

is

mostly

What

pleases
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ventilation

Heating
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bright, white light,

soft,

May

Let the theatre

i

Movie comfort
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with no flicker, and no
noise at the arc.

That's what they get with

All advertising

Some

Write

is

good.

better — we
supply the better kind

Columbia Projector
Carbons

Ask us

for details.

National Carbon Co.

is

for samples.

The National Poster and Printing Co.

(Incorporated)

506 S.

Cleveland, Ohio

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Printers exclusively tor the theatre.

ES<?L

Attention producers!
Simplex Certified Tickets
Quality, Service

and Low

Prices

You Can Make That Picture
Under Ideal Conditions

That's what you get when you order Tickets from us.
Simplex Certified Tickets cost no more than the ordinary
N'umberings are guaranteed to be absolutely correct.
kind.
At these remarkably low prices it will be well worth your
while to lay in a year's supply of Tickets now. Don't hesitate.
You can't go wrong.
Special

printed

tickets

with

name

the

At

Jack Mac Cullough's Studios

your theatre

of

imprinted.

10,000

$ 6.00

200,000

$ 32.00

20,000

7.00

250,000

39.00

30,000

8.00

300,000

46.00

50,000

11.00

500,000

74.00

100,000

18.00

1,000,000

140.00

CHICAGO
One 40x70 Stage Open For Rental.

Additional charge for each change of wording or price, $2.00

6,

10,

11,

IS,

17, 20,

22,

25,

28,

30, 33.

35,

EXHIBITORS

39 and

HERALD

55 cents.

Price per

roll,

Price per 50

2000

rolls,

$ 0.40

100,000

18.00

Coupon

tickets, per roll, 2000
Folded tickets, price per package

1.00
of

10,000

THE MOST INTERESTING
PAPER IN THE FIELD

3.00

Special Sale on Rebuilt Equipment. Write for prices.

Exhibitors Supply
Milwaukee
133 Second St.

St.

Company

Louis

3316 Lindell Blvd.
Indianapolis
845 S.
157 N. Illinois St.

QtWi^EWg'VV

,

?.'ArgW.5:W:g".W':-:'tftf<

By Day or by Contract.)

nun

Stock admission tickets printed according to government
showing established price, war tax, and total, can be
furnished, showing the following total prices:
ruling,

5,

Phone West 2853

1825-31 Warren Ave.

EE

Inc.

Minneapolis
Produce Exchange Bldg.
Chicago

Wabash

Ave.

(1514)

GUARANTEES MAXIMUM

ADVERTISING
RESULTS

1

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Equipment

Progress
What

How

Generator Set
About the Motor Generator
That Require Anything but Ordinary Care

ih ere Are Very Few

about

the accoustic
properties of your theatre?
Are they such that you sel-

dom

ever hear complaints
from your patrons concerning
their inability to hear from any
certain part of the house?
Rest assured if you do receive frequent complaints the
house accoustics are faulty.
In the construction of new

Items

ARTICLE

if

theatres this particular feature
is
given close attention and
this phase has been so highly
developed that the patron in
the furthermost seat in a 4,000
or more seat house has little
difficulty in hearing.
Up until a few years ago
when practically the sole function of the motion picture theatre was the showing of pictures, this important factor was
not so highly emphasized. The
need of perfect accoustics was
not so imperative. The patron
came to see, primarily.
But now when the progressive exhibitor has developed
the prologue to its present
stage and' in addition to this
also uses soloists and vaude-

numbers

to augment his
program, the lack of proper acville

Care For the Motor

to

coustics

is

a serious detriment.

This handicap can be overcome in many cases with slight
expense. Accoustic specialists
have developed many means
for dealing with this problem

where this feature
slighted during its original
construction.
In fact, in one case, the
stringing of a wire, practically
invisible to the eye, across the
theatre,
quieted
complaints
in theatres

was

from patrons who previously
had declared it was impossible
to hear from the back of the
house.

This can well be given considerable thought inability to
hear irritates your patrons.

—

BY

J. J.

VIII.

DUFFY

Projection Engineer, Exhibitors Supply Co.
{Editor's

Note—Mr.

Duffy

felt

that

he had to say about motor generator
sets could not be fully covered in the space
'ivhat

usually allotted to his articles, and this particular phase will, therefore, be carried in
two installments, the conclusion to appear
in the next isstte.)

TLX

AVING

A

equipment,
sets, I

had many years' experience
and handling of electrical
including motor generator

care

in

want

to preface these instructions

with some advice to users of motor generator sets.
Give the manufacturer of
the motor generator set, which you are
using, credit for knowing more than you
do about the construction of and characteristics of their equipment and of how
it should be handled and of the care that
should be given it in service. Then fol-

low

their instructions to the letter,

and

such instructions appear to you as
being too limited, and you find yourself

if

getting into trouble, write to the
giving him

facturer,

occurring and

is

full

he

will

be

manu-

what
more than

details

of

pleased to give you additional instructions covering the point in question.
There are very few items about the

motor generator that require anything
but ordinary care. However, that should
start with the receiving and first installation of the equipment.

When

motor generator set is reshould be carefully unpacked
and handled in getting it placed where
it is to operate and such place should
ceived,

the

it

clean and the floor firm and free
from vibration, and during the time of
installing the machine, and forever after,
the machine, the floor under it and the
space about it should be kept clean and
free from dirt, cement dust or other grit
which otherwise may be drawn into the
machine and do damage to its bearings,
commutator surface, and even to its

be

windings.
*

*

*

If these simple precautions are observed and all wiring connections made

with wires of ample carrying capacity
and as per the instructions and diagram
accompanying the
apparatus,
joints
firmly made and soldered, and the user
follows the operating instructions that
are given for trim of lamps and handling
of the machine and arcs in general, they
will get as thoroughly satisfactory results as equipment is capable of giving,
and they will continue to get such results
if they
continue to follow the instructions and give the equipment the simple
ordinary care recommended by the manufacturer.
This consists of
1st.

2nd.

Care of commutator and brushes.
Care of the bearings.

And

they are of about equal importance.
of the motor generator
set
should be lubricated with oil or
grease, as per instructions, and it is important that such oil or grease be exactly
of the kind recommended by the manufacturer of the machine, and also that
no grit, acid or dust of any kind get
into the oil or grease either before or
after it is put into the machine bearings.
If this is done, you will experience no
however, failure to ob^
bearing trouble
serve these simple precautions means
sure trouble to come with the probability of not only ruining the bearings, but
damage to the other parts of the machine, even including its windings.

The bearings

;

*

*

*

The commutator or brushes

of the
motor or generator end of a motor
generator set requires very little and only
simple care if it is properly done and
done in time to prevent trouble instead
of waiting until actual trouble exists.
On modern types of machines, the
mica between the bars does not extend
up to the brush bearing surface of the

commutator, and a combination of
graphite carbon brush is used with a
pigtail
or flexible copper connecting
same to the brushholder, and the proper
care to give these items is to keep the
commutator clean and renew the brushes
before they are too short, as they will
then cause sparking and serious damage
Before this occurs,
to the commutator.
put new ones in and be sure they are
the same grade, shape and size that were
originally furnished with the machine.
One can' make sure of that by examining
one of the worn out brushes.

(Concluded

in r sxt issue)
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One

of the No. 6 Duplex "Monsoons"
installed above the stage and the other
on the roof above the balcony while the
is

three No. 8 Single Blowers, operated by
one motor, are placed in the attic space
above the proscenium arch.
This ap-

paratus will insure a constant supply of
cubic feet of pure, fresh air
every hour; no matter how hot the
weather.
This air supply is recirculated
20,000,000

and exhausted partly from under the balcony, partly from the mezzanine and
partly from the back of the balcony by

"Monsoon" Exhaust which

the No. 5

is

chamber under the op-

installed in a
erator's booth.

"Monsoon"

Installation

During the winter, the No. 6 set of
"Monsoons" above the stage is operated
separately in conjunction with the heating coils insuring an abundant supply of
fresh, warm air, while the aforementioned
exhausting "Monsoons" keep the theatre
well ventilated. The seating capacity of
the Rivoli Theatre is 2,500.

SYNCHRONIZED SCORE SOLD
FOR OTHER TERRITORIES
Closing

of

territorial

rights

for

the

Synchronized Scenario score, product of
the Synchronized Scenario Music Company of Chicago, continues at a rapid pace.
Exclusive distribution of the score for
Pennsylvania and West Virginia has just been obtained by Apex

Western

Pictures,

Inc.,

121

Fourth Ave.,

Pitts-

burgh.

WW
Five interior views of Baltimore's new picture palace, the Tivoli, which
with a Monsoon Cooling System.

Rivoli, Baltimore,
Installs

"Monsoons"

Apparatus Insures a Constant Supply of Pure Air Also Even
Winter Heat
The Wilson Amusement Company, op-

—

erators of several houses throughout the
country, are the owners of the new
Rivoli Theatre which recently opened in
The photoraphs
Baltimore, Maryland.
shown give one only a vague idea of the
beauty of this new playhouse and the
manager, Guy L. Wonders, finds constant inspiration in his new surroundings.

Blanke of Baltimore was the
and has been the recipient of
countless congratulations on his excelThe theatre is tastefully
lent work.
designed and beautifully decorated; white
and gold predominating in the main auditorium with rich draperies of old velour
and gold at the boxes. The lobby and
foyer is resplendent in a rare mulberry
with ivory and gold panels, while the
E.

G.

architect,

is

equipped

treated in white and gold to
the main auditorium.
The curtain is of old velour and gold and
a charming Grecian setting completes the
picture.
The theatre is perfectly ap-

sub-foyer

is

correspond

with

pointed and every effort has been made
to assure convenience and comfort to the
patrons.

Importance of Ventilation
seldom the average theatre patron
gives thought to the effort the theatre
owner takes in his behalf and if the
It is

theatre-going public only realized that
they occupy a floor space of only about
32x20 inches, and that they inhale, for
at least one hundred and thirty minutes,
the breath of from one to six persons
sitting near them they would be likely
to patronize only those theatres providing positive venilation.
The Rivoli Theatre boasts of one of
the finest heating, ventilating and cooling
systems in the country. The installation
made by the Monsoon Cooling System.
Inc., of New York City, experts in this
line, consists of a complete equipment of
two No. 6 Duplex Sets and one No. 6
Monsoon; three No. 8 Single Blowers
and one No. 5 Exhaust Fan.

"The inquiries we have received from
exhibitors in this section for this service,"
said F. S. Niggel of the Apex company,
"have been almost phenomenal, and we
do not hesitate to say that we consider
our franchise for this service the best
buy we have made since the beginning
of our business."

M. J. Mintz, general sales manager of
Synchronized, has also closed with the
Exhibitors Poster Service Company, 309
Cleveland Film Building, for the exclusive distribution of the musical score in
Northern Ohio.

HOSTETTLER CIRCUIT IN
DEAL FOR BARTOLA ORGANS
Popularity of the organ as a necessary
adjunct of the motion picture theatre is
evidenced in the reports of increased
business by the Bartola Musical Instru-

ment Company.

From Dan Barton comes word that
the Hostettler Circuit, a chain of houses
throughout the states of Iowa, Nebraska
and Kansas, is equipping its theatres with
Instruments are now bethe Bartola.
ing installed for the circuit in Hastings,
Nebr., Grand Island, Nebr., and Shenandoah, Iowa.
It is

also

announced that E.

C. Beatty,

general manager of the Butterfield Circuit, owning theatres through Michigan
and Ohio, has closed contracts with the
company for the installation of Bartola
Musical instruments in Bay City and
Battle Creek. Mich.

May
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—

Harrisburg, Ark. Landen & Landen
have leased the Brown theatre.

Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

Is

an

This.

Nevada, la.— W. P. Grossman has purchased the Palace and Majestic theatres.

Equipment

*

h

Being Installed

Sedan, Kan.

— Gregg

Brothers

&

Cran-

dal have purchased the

New
Hudson

Projects
N. Y.— Wetmore

Falls,

American theatre
from Murry Brothers, who will locate
in some city in Oklahoma.

&

Crandall of Glen Falls have drawn plans
for a new theatre to be erected by Dewitt
Mott of Cohoes.
*

*
Enid, Okla.— Frank Lanf of Tulsa has
succeeded Harry Bickers in the management of the Majestic theatre. A radical
change in policy will be instituted.

plans

have the new theatre which he will
build at Edison street and Fifth avenue
completed by next fall.
to

—

Ithaca, Mich.
The Ideal theatre has
been purchased by Harley Rasor from

Bert Struble.

*

Ky.— E.

G. Holladay & Company of Nashville, Tenn., has been
awarded the contract for building a
theatre here
for
Corbin Hippodrome

Corbin,

Company.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

— Ideal

South Front

has filed plans for a
be built in Stocking avenue

to

—

Mankato,
Minn. American
Amusement Company plans an expenditure of

between Second and Third

*

streets.

—

Traverse, Mich. Fitzpatrick & McElroy of Chicago plan to reconstruct the
Dreamland theatre next fall.
*

*

—A

Cambridge,

O.
$45,000 theatre is
be erected on the site of the Couplin

to

building.

*

Marion,

111.

— Work

here.
.*

Company
Lowell

—

Jensen & von Herberg
Seattle, Wash.
have purchased the Wilkes theatre. The
house will be redecorated and new seats,
draperies and curtains will be installed.
-

has started on the

new Orpheum theatre which Messrs.
Reid, Yeram and Hayes are building
Manchester, N. H.

— Orpheum

Theatre

to

Company

respect.

Fires

—

Mass. A new $200,000 thebe built by Majestic Theatre
at 328 North street.

Fred

A. Havens.
Samuel and
George Felt are building the house in
Baltimore avenue between Fifty-fifth and

Fifty-sixth

—

Wilmington, Del. Slight daniage resulted from a fire which originated in
the booth of the Polonia theatre at 405

Marvland avenue.

—

to

*

—

Minneapolis, Minn. Fire gutted the
Gem theatre at 212 Hennepin avenue
causing damage estimated at $50,000.

—

Granite City, 111. Lillian Amusement
has purchased the Washington theatre.
Louis Landau, Jr., manager, plans extensive improvements in
the house.
*

Hankinson, N. D.— W. H. Rich has
bought the Gem theatre from A. T. Withnell.

—

—

Ord, Neb. Stanley Bell
over the Ord Opera House.

has

taken

Rialto

made

and

instan-

taneous by a mere change of the color
of lighting which floods the stage.

The change from a Moorish interior
into an old English garden can be done
minute by means of the newest art

evolved by Nicolas de Lipsky, the young
Russian artist, who has been commissioned by Mr. Riesenfeld to paint a series
of settings for his theatres.
Work has
already been begun on settings for the
Rivoli and the Criterion, and in the next
few weeks Broadway will find something
startingly novel yet artistic and charming.

Entirely

New Method

De Lipsky's method — while it is new
and unknown in theatres — is based upon

—

one of the oldest principles that color is
affected by different lights; that, in fact,
a light thrown upon a color may either
make it invisible to the eye or bring it
out more powerful.

But, while the prin-

was known, it was the mission of
the young Russian to apply it in such a
ciple

way as to make it an aid in the art of
the theatre.
So faithfully has he held to his task
that he has found it practicable to paint
three scenes upon one canvas, one superimposed upon the other. In ordinary
light the canvas may have little meaning
it is

a

wierd and unintelligible mingling

of lines and curves. When a strong light
of defined color is thrown upon the canvas, a landscape comes to view;
the
switch is turned and another color floods
the setting to bring out a second scene,
and a third color reveals the third. There
is a.touch of the magic about it, yet the
young artist merely laughs and declares
that it is far from mystic, it is quite

and

scientific

materialistic.

In his little studio on upper Broadway
he has a model, hardly more than a foot
square.
With ordinary light the setting

—

*

is

Boston, Mass. Fire completely destroyed the Scenic Temple in Cambridge.
*

Cooperstown, N. D. P. K. Moe has
purchased Knute Bolstad's stock in
Strand Theatre Corporation.

Rivoli,

Model on Display

—

Ownership Changes

— the

The change

*

streets.

Company

theatres

his

Criterion.

—

will build a $200,000 theatre in

Philadelphia, Pa.
Contracts for building the Ambassador theatre have been
let

«

street.

Pittsfield,
is

*;

—

N. J. Louis Linker, who
recently purchased the Criterion theatre,
The theatre will
is to remodel the house.
be enlarged and modernized in every
Bridgeton,

*
atre

at

street.

Commer-

Corporation

theatre

Making a complete change of scenery
by merely turning an electric switch is
the newest method in stage investiture
which Hugo Riesenfeld will present soon

$20,000 in remodeling the building at 119

*
cial

Remodeling

Same Canvas

the

Russian Artist Changes Garden Set
to Moorish Interior by
Colored Lights

in a

Wis.— Harvey Hanson

Antigo,

On

Kirksville, Mo.— Dr. E. E. Trunnell
has sold the Columbia, Mo., theatre to a
syndicate from that city. The DeGraw
theatre in Brookfield has been purchased
by Trunnell.
*

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

Paints Three Scenes

*

Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans

91

means little,
thrown upon

Organs

—

Carthage, Mo. T. H. Slothower plans
an $18,000 organ in his new

to install
theatre.

ing

PROJECTION LAMP

when a deep blue is
dreamy summer even-

revealed on the

little

black drop.

saplings are outlined
sky and a silver brook runs

through the

is

Young

little

"G. E."

yet,
a

it,

to

hills.

against

the

—

There is a click the light is changed
an orange and a snow covered land-

Two photographs used in connection
with an account of the General Electric
Company's new high intensity projection lamp, were incorrectly described as

Again the light is switched back
to blue
back and forward until the eye
grows accustomed to the sudden changes.

the product of the Westinghouse ComThe photographs were those of
pany.
the General Electric Company's new projection lamp.

Yet, after careful examination, it is impossible to trace the one over the other.
Each setting is distinct in itself and in
no way a part of the other.

The New Era Organ

with

majestic,

barren

trees

(Write for Literature)

Inc.
Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ

is

—

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.
theatre.

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY,
Also Builders of

scape,

shown.

WARSAW,

N. Y.
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There will be an atroom, a sun parlor,
room and sleeping porch and a
luxurious bath room with shower.
Mr.
Lloyd has drawn all the designs.
dwelling.

tractive den, Japanese

sleeping

With

Los Angeles

the Procession in
By

»

»

*

Charles Parrott, director for the Harry
"Snub" Pollard Comedies, has just signed
a long-term contract with Hal E. Roach.

E. A. B.

»

*

i

*

The West Coast motion

picture colony

is

have "a little church around the corner."
The Theatre Owners Association held a
"Little Church Around the Corner Week,"
commencing April 25, and everyone of the
to

John McCormick

of Associated First
National Pictures, has ordered three new
suits

from

He

his tailor.

leaves

May

1

for

Mr. McCormick will stop long
enough in Chicago to flash the three suits
on the Wabash Avenue gang and then continue to New York.

John M. Stahl is now editing "The
Child Thou Gavest Me," produced by Louis
Mayer

B.

for First National.
*

the east.

*

*

*

a Los Angeles theatre reads
Husbands Dance" with Dorothy

Sign on

"Should

Al

Christie, who directed the
with this title, says he
knows of no reason why they shouldn't.

Devore.

Christie

special

*

*

Marion Fairfax has

started

her first
The cast inpicture "The Lying Truth."
cludes Pat O'Malley, Tulley Marshall, Noah
Beery, with Marjory Day playing the lead.
» * *
R.

A.

Walsh

directing

is

"The Sere-

Mariam
nade" at the Rrunton studio.
Cooper. George Walsh, James Marcus and
Noble Johnson are in the cast.
•

*

Taylor's

National.

next

will

be

*

*

*

MacDonald's next

picture
for Associated First National will be called
"Her Social Value." It will be directed
under the personal supervision of Jerome

$1.70

*

E.
or

tiddle-de-winks,

at

*

players in the cast of 'The Ghost
being filmed at the Spencer Productions studio. The picture, a five-rcelcr,
taken from the story by George Rix, authorof "The Torrent," is being directed by William Bertram.
It will be handled by C.
O'D. Blanchficld, Superba theatre building,
Los Angeles.

I

now

*

Roscoe

»

Arbixkle

Daniels at the Santa

*

sent

Ana

word

Rebe

to

National Producer, will
speaker of the evening.

will

IMP0RTERS and exporters

have

Excelsior Film Co.

her ter-

in

EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA

*

Cable: "Velaaquin"

own

suite

in

Avenida

YOU WANT A REAL CAMERA
BARGAIN ACT

QUICK!

in the

mar

Big Productions

BASS GUARANTEED BARGAINS:
170 degree shatter model Bell

&
:

Paseo de Marti

Havana, Cuba

the

PARIS

Office

de Belgica 43,

QUICK!
IF

for

assisting

while she was

jail

AND GAUMONT

We are always

*

of Hoot
two-reel features and will start
with Director Jack Conway, who is to direct Carmel Myers, at Universal.

Harold Lloyd is doing some extensive
building at his home in South Hoover street,
his

principal

Gibson

Which, incidently. is one that
rible plight.
even Harrv Richenbach never thought of.
*

*

*

the

be

William Rau has just finished
Lee Kohlmar in the production

living there that Harry Houdini is in town
and suggested that she send for him. Bebe

*

*

At the next bi-monthly meeting of the
A. D. A., which will be held in their club
rooms, 5444 Hollywood boulevard, Friday,
April 29, ..,in» B. Mayer, well-known First

known

City,"

*

*

*

Helen Holmes, Jack Connolley and
Leonard Clapman are among the well-

National Film Co.

ECLIPSE

Hal

Fred Thatcher's home,

Roach won

200 theatres in the association in southern
California, Arizona and Nevada pledged
one day's receipts to the fund. The theatre
men's committee consisted of John Young,
of the Apollo, Frank A. Grant of the Windsor, Hollywood, and D. B. Van Derlip of
the Huntington theatre, Huntington Park.
The Rev. Neal Dodd will be the pastor.

little

something, and left the party while he was
still winners, only to find that someone had
stolen his $8,000 automobile.
Hal says he
knew something would happen if he quit
$1.70 to the good.

where he

Storm.

L

»

declined the offer of assistance

"Slippy McGee."

Katherine

party at

*

night while attending \

*

Charles A. Taylor has nearly completed
"The Half Breed." He is two weeks ahead
of schedule. The picture is for Associated
First

The other

87,

Havana, Cuba

Howell, two 50

75

M.M., and one

M. M., two
6! 2" focus

Tessar lenses, four 400

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

mag-

ft.

azines, case for magazines, case
for

azines, case for camera, case for

magazines, Bell

& Howell

Tri-

pod, complete set of masks, special

&

camera, Bell

pod.
fect

Outfit

and

is

Howell

tri-

absolutely per-

wonderful value

at

$1250.00.

Taylor Trunk to take entire

Goerz hand dissolve set.
Worth $3,000. Special $2,000.

outfit,

'LA-INTERNACIO NAL CIN EMATOGRAFICA"

120 degree shutter model Bell
Howell, 2", 3", and 5^*
Tessar lenses, two 400 ft. mag-

&

400
zine

ft.

capacity outside

model Pathe,

maga-

fitted

with

Special Automatic shutter dis-

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS

& COMPANY

200

solve, 50
ft.

capacity Shustek, the

old reliable Internal Automatic

Shutter Dissolve F: 3.5 Tessar
lens, guaranteed perfect.

$600.00.

Worth

Special, $250.00.

M. M.

F:

3.

5 Krauss

Zeiss Tessar, 8 magazines, carrying case for camera, carrying

case for magazines, Precision
B. B. tripod.

Special bargain

at $875.00.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H.

109 N.
Serves The Best Exhibitors in Cuba
Cuban Rights for All "Union Italian" Productions

Dearborn Street

CHICAGO,

U. S. A.

Exclusive

P. O. Box 134

Havana, Cuba

Cable "Paulas'

N.B.— GET YOUR COPY OF BASS M. P. CATALOG,

No.

5,

NOW

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Crocker Will Build
Metro Managers Meet
Deposit Bill Up in
2000-Seat Theatre
for Sales Conference
Illinois Legislature
Have Third

Elgin Will

—

New

W.

Ralph

Crocker, well

known

Elgin

and a member of the execucommittee of the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of Illinois, has announced plans for the erection of a new
theatre in Elgin to seat at least 2,000
people.
Ground will be broken within
the next few weeks with the purpose
of completing the theatre by January 1.
1922.

Third

New

the

headquarters

last

managers

Pictures

Corporation, the
occasion being a sales conference with
E. M. Saunders, general sales manager.
W. E. Atkinson, general manager of the

company,

also

policies of the

In

addition

attended.

Future sales

company were
to

branch

discussed.

A. Rozelle, local
the conference was

L.

manager,
by the company's managers
from Kansas City, Omaha, St. Louis and
attended

Minneapolis.

Elgin Theatre

It will be the third new theatre erected in Elgin within a period of a year.
The Grove theatre, seating 1.200 people,
was opened six months ago. The Rialto
theatre, seating 1,700 people, was opened

April

was

for central west branch

of the Metro

exhibitor
tive

Chicago

week

Plavhosue
Woodlawn
Will be Model

The

were

pleasantly entertained at the conclusion of the business
discussions, by Mr. Rozelle, who was
host at a dinner dance at the South
Shore Countrv Club.
visitors

11.

The sudden impetus

to building thethe destruction of the
Grand theatre by a cyclone and of the
Temple theatre by a disastrous fire.
The new Rialto theatre is presenting
Mr.
vaudeville and a feature picture.
Crocker announces his new theatres will
conjunction
also present vaudeville in
He will also
with motion pictures.
erect a stage large enough to accommoIt will be fashioned
date road shows.
after the Woodlawn theatre, Chicago.
Crocker Successful Showman

followed

atres

work

abandoned newspaper
years ago to enter the motion

Crocker

Mr.

six

Charles H. Christie Is
Visitor at Rothacker's
Charles H. Christie, en route back to
the Coast, paid Watterson R. Rothacker
a visit at the Chicago Rothacker Laboratories.
He told of big plans he and his
brother Al E. Christie have for future
Christie Comedies.

While at the Rothacker plant he
viewed tests which were made of sevChicago Journal's
beauty contest by which some Chicago
girl will get a job in Christie Comedies.
eral of the girls in the

picture business. He took over the Star
theatre, which has had a varied career
as a vaudeville and picture theatre, and
made a surprising success of it. He is a
progressive showman and many of his
ideas have been widely copied.

Neal Hart Yists His
Chicago Headquarters
Hart, star of Pinnacle western
arrived in Chicago April 2S
from the west coast, making a brief stopover with Howard Robertson and H. E.
Belford of Pinnacle Productions, Inc.
He was enroute for Indianapolis and returned to Chicago May 1 for a brief

Neal

features,

Measure Provides That All
Advance Payments Be
Placed in Trust
An

anti-advance deposit bill providing
for the establishment of a trust fund has
been introduced in the Illinois state legislature. In framing the measure the exhibitors
the
of
state
have followed
closely the provisions of the laws now
in force in New York, Kansas and Missouri.

The

Illinois

Section

Be

bill

reads:

enacted by the People of the
State of Illinois, represented in the General Assembly:
Whenever any person, firm or corporation, engaged in the leasing of personal property, shall require a deposit or advance payment
to be made by the lessee to bind the said lessee
to the performance of such contract, then such
money so deposited, with any accruing interest
thereon, shall, until returned or applied in accordance with the terms of such contract or agreement, continue to be the money of the person
1.

it

making the deposit and

shall

become and remain

a trust fund in the possession of the person with
whom such deposit shall be made, and the person, firm or corporation receiving such deposit
shall be the holder of such fund as trustee, and
as the trustee as herein denned shall forthwith
and within seven days after the receipt of such
trust fund, deposit the same in some bank or
trust company in the county in which the cestui
qui trust shall reside or have his principal office
or place of business, and such fund shall not be
mingled with any other funds or assets of said
trustee; any person, firm or corporation receiving
any money in trust, as herein defined, who shall
violate any of the provisions of this Act shall
be deemed guilty of a' misdemeanor.
Provided,
however, that this Act shall not apply to such transactions where the property used or leased is
delivered to lessee at time of agreement and remains in the actual and continuous possession of
lessee during the term of such agreement.
Any person, firm or corporation being
Sec. 2.
a trustee, as provided in section 1 of this Act,
shall violate any of the provisions of this Act,
shall pay to the depositor a sum of money double
the amount of the deposit or advance payment,
which may be recovered "in any court of competent
jurisdiction, together with a reasonable attorney's
fee to be fixed by the court and collected as other
costs in the case.
Any waiver or attempt to
waive the provisions of this Act shall be void.
Sec. 3.
AH Acts or parts of Acts in conflict
herewith are hereby repealed.

Bessie Love Feature Is
Next Federated Offering

visit.

"Penny

vehicle,

tures.
Edward O. Blackburn, director of
Rothacker industrial pictures, is in New
York City for a week.

style.

Is

persists

that

a

Rumored
N.

Y.— Rumor

motion picture theatre

be built on the former McMahon
property in Main street by outside parwill

ties,

to

cost

$75,000.

No

definite

an-

nouncement has been made, however.

Hill Trail," a five reel

the

dainty star is
and takes

shown

in a
the opportunity of demonstrating that she can
do stunt-riding in real "wild and woolly"

Western

Here

New Theatre

Top

Bessie Love, is anFederated Film Exchanges of America, Inc., as the next
picture on its program.
In her latest

Douglas D. Rothacker has returned
from a tour of southern Illinois and Missouri.
While he was in that direction S.
J. Stoughton was in Minnesota in connection with Rothacker practical pic-

MOUNT MORRIS.

of

starring
nounced by the
feature

D. D. Rothacker Returns

what
hibitor and
is

working.
Schaefer,

a
a

well-known Chicago expublicist do when not
Left to right Frank

owner

—

of

Crystal

theatre.

North avenue, Chicago; Mrs. Ralph
Kettering, Mrs. Schaefer and R. Ket-

& Schaefer
This was snapped recently at
Hot Springs, Ark.

tering of the Jones, Linick
offices.

setting,

The cast in support of the star, includes Wheeler Oakman, Raymond Cannon, Harry De Vere, Lizette Thorne,
Gloria Holt. George Stone and Herbert
The story was adapted for the
Fortier.
screen by Finis Fox and Beatrice Van,
the
novel of the same name by
from
Belle Kanaris Maniates, and directed by
Arthur Berthelet.
It is an Andrew J.
Callaghan production.
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

!

when the United Photoplays Company
threw open the doors to welcome the
hordes of Hoosier and Illinois exhibitors

who jammed the attractive new home of
President Frank Zambreno's up-to-theminute exchange quarters. We arrived
toward sundown and the last exhibitor

we

spied

was

renowned

the

creations, vintage of 1921.
Osc
Florine, with his Xash coupe, "Chick"'
Keppler has a -Cole touring car, and last
but never least, Tommy Greenwood motors to his country club every Sunday
morn in a "Rolls Royce," accompanied
by two Airedales, who romp about the
green while their master chases the elusive pill, as it were.
latest

*

Elginian,

Ralph

Grocker, who gathered quite a
nest of samples to take downstatc to his
unfortunate brother exhibs., who failed
to show. Manager Frank Fleherty, now
of motor row (ahem) ably assisted by
James Murtagh, were on the serving
committee, dispensing "tea," while J. G.
I rackman
and B. T. Phelps purveyed
the fragrant weeds. (Up to the present

Jimmie Salter is still on the lost
list.)
As an added attraction, John Zambreno.
Bill
Botham and "Leftenant"
time.

Brundage, close personal
friends
of
prexy Zambreno. rendered some very effective vocal solos. This trio of warblers
deserve untold praise for their thrilling
renditions, with a repetoirc from nursery
rhymes to the ecstacies of "Cavaleria
Rush the Can'o." You all should have
been there, that's allll
•

Hkrbert Millican, president of CreFilms corporation, left for New
York on an extended visit to their eastern studio on the Jersey side.

Art Holah, manager

for the local Associated exchange, with the splendid
publicity stunts he is putting over in this
territory, is keeping A. W. Freimel, G.

Smith and Ed Quinlan busy twenty-

P.

three hours out of every twenty-four.
*

An

exhibitor

us

tells

that

Sennett's

comedies must be good. A certain friend
of his informs him that I. Lesscrman
claims they made him laugh. Next!!
•

W.

A.

Asch mann, manager

of the local Pathe exchange, was the most disappointed member of his crack sales organization when the official returns for the

Brunet
month contest were finally
posted, giving the Milwaukee office the
edge on Chi. Understand Chi was shoved
into second place by the thousandth
fraction of one per cent. Tough luck.
Bill, old top.

ation

With

Sic

Faller

and

George Paul.
State street exhibitors par excellence,
contemplating a prolonged visit abroad
during the coming summer months ol'
Chi is agoing to be mighty lonesome for
these two dashing Lotharios.
By the
way, lads, see what you can do about
gettin' the League affair all sewed up in
shipshape. Bon vovage.
*

was

It
\\ e

a great day for fishing, at that!
refer to John
Bobeng's stunt of

April
atre,

19,

when Verne Lynch,

George

Fricke,

Tiffin the-

Home

'Tis

the features his company is giving the
exhibitors these days, the best relaxation
he has is to hit the feathers each night in
order to be up and on the job bright and
early the following day. Attaboy, Phil
what brand are you smokin'?

Here's

Fox

lake

note the speedy recovery of Art Schoenstadt of the Schoenstadt theatre enterprises, who recently

Three more of the boys are now seated
the

driving

wheel of

motordom's

CLASSIFIED
FOR

They had

week.

their

Manager Lessermann says he
know how to express it any better.
And all the Universal boys turned
out to make things very pleasant and
pitality

doesn't

succeeded wonderfully well.
*

Del Goodman of

the United Artists was
a rather busy host to Lew Cody on several
occasions during the star's personal appearance at various theatres about the city.
I'nderstand upon the completion of Lew

Cody's various Milwaukee engagements, he
returns to the Windy City and will he guest
of honor at the Chicago Press Club. Lew
must have gone over one hundred per cent
with the scribes for he is now an honorary
life member of the Fourth Estaters' Chirendezvous.
*

Everyone thought that Irving Mack, the
demon publicity hound, was driving a
Scripps-Booth until some inquisitive sucker
up the hood of the machine and discovered a Ford engine chugging away.
lifted

Would

that

make

a Henry-Booth?

it

*
J.

tive

S.

"K. O." JossEY, special representaArrow Film Corp., breezed into

for

town on Thursday with a

lot

new

of

films.

To Build $70,000 Theatre
SANTA BARBARA, CAL.— G. A. Le
Blanc will build a $70,000 theatre at the
northwest corner of Carrillo and Santa
Barbara streets.

PEARCE FILMS
New

146 Marietta Street

Atlanta, Ga.

Orleans, La.

Largeat Independent Film Exchange South

World Rights

CO.

Exportersof Film

real Indians, Cowboys, etc.
ol the U. S.

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Office and Laboratory. 128 Camp

Cable Address:

Vt

Si..

Just completed

Five reels

Made in Montana with
Made by special permissioi

Government.
Contains plenty
For detail., ale. address

ol action.

HARRY WEISS
CHICAGO, ILL.

New Orleans

25 East Seventh Street

illemfilm

SALE-\Vill

sell

CAMERA BARGAINS

SOME

Motion Picture Cameras
saving prices
discounts on

Powers 6 A Motor Drivecomplete
each, S250.00

5

Motiograph Model 1918,
Motor Drive— complete, ea.

1

Double 35

my

theatre:

good lora-

BASS CAMERA COMPANY

WABASH

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Chicago,

II.

Mailing Lists

325.00

MOVING PICTURE and
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

3000 Used Theatre Chairs in stock

207 SO.

St..

250.00

Wayne Gen-

erator, A-l condition

UNIVERSALE.

Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn

5

Ft.

at cash
Special crofessiona!

Immedi.ta dcilv.ry oo .11 model.. D*Bria.
DeFranne. P.tb. ud minr oth.r* d.tnoaS«nd foe oor eo»
tr.tod Id our .hnwroom
plot, catalog *t one, fr.« on roqooat.

ACT NOW

S.E.SCHAFFER & CO.

population 1200: big country territory.
Theatre in first class condition; only one in town.
Liberty Theatre. Fosston. Minn.
toin;

exexhibitors

visiting

WESTERN NEGATIVE FOR SALE

Mid-West Theatre Supply Com-

after May 1 will be at 9 East
Seventh street and the dean of 'em all,
happy Jack Williams, will be there to
meet you face to face.

behind

Universal

the

railroad fares paid to Chicago, looked at
pictures all morning and every afternoon were being treated to a free sightseeing tour of the city. If that isn't hos-

REAL BARGAINS!!!

*

Another film notable arises to announce his removal to the new film colony on the southside. The new quarters

pany

1921

a serious operation.
*

disporting.

of the

"Chub" Florine

WILLEMSEN &

C. L. Filkins is now hitting the trail
for Associated Exhibitors, making his
debut with this exchange April 25. He
sure looked like a millionaire the other
day on the Row with that new outfit he
is

If

just stay "put" long enough for us
to get to press, the following is "official:"
The world's greater purveyor of films is
now a member of the sales organization
of the local Vitagraph office.
will

pleasant to

underwent

another.

did

last

608 Canal Street

theatre,

Frank Heinen. Crescent theatre, and
Harry Weiss of the Superior exchange,
were caught giving the young fishes
plenty of bait off the shores of

Phil Dunas, manager of the local
Hodkinson office, gets the palms for
optimism this month. Phil tells us with

*

our midst

in

j

There was sure some excitement along
cinema sector last Monday, April 25,

royally

change entertain the

14,

AVE.

22166 Moving Picture by States per
"
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
196 Manufacturers and Studios, "
419 Machine and Supply Dealers "
3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S.

and Canada

"

810 Vaudeville Theatres
A. F.

WILLIAMS,

166

W. Adams

M

$5.00
7.50
3.50
4.00

"

25.00
7.50

St.,

Chicago

May

Left
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—Lottie

Kendall, playing principal roles in support of
first two-reel comedy.

Jimmy

from "A Lucky Dog," Callahan's

Right

95

—

Jimmy Callahan comedies. Centre Scene
Dixon, also playing leading roles in Callahan

Callahan, in

— Florence

comedies.

New Christie Film
Callahan Converts Airplane
To Be Achievement
Hangars Into Atlantic City Studio

Jimmy

"Nothing Like

Star Supported by Florence Dixon Begins
Picture in New York Pending Completion
of Plant in
The Curtis Airport grounds and
hangars in Atlantic City, N. J., have
been leased by Callahan Film Company
of which Jimmy Callahan, screen com
dian,

is

are

Educational
Al

Jersey

entitled

Wonderful

"The Lucky Dog", "The
Wallop" and "Huckleberry

unit

is

incorpo

ated for $500,000 under the Jersey corporation law.

Production on the first two reel comedy
has commenced at the Victor studio in
New York, which is being used pending
the work of converting the airplane
hangars into a studio.

Produce

One two

Two

Reelers

will be made
every two weeks by the new company.
Florence Dixon, star of Robert W.
Priest's "The Supreme Passion," is Callahan's leading woman.
Lottie Kendall
also is supporting the star.

of

reel

the

comedy

hangars

on

the

Curtis

grounds, dimensions 40 by 150 feet, has
been completely equipped with a lighting plant.
Mr. Callahan will build and
paint all his sets and make his props.
To facilitate this work, one of the two
hangars on the Curtis field will be utilized as a carpenter shop and paint
"frame.

Whiting General Director
Ralph D. Whiting will be Mr. Callahan's general director. He has had wide
and very valuable experience both on the
stage and in the motion picture studio.
He will be assisted by D. W. MacReynolds, who began his stage career
seventeen years ago in the Klaw and
Erlanger production of the Drury Lane

"Humpty-Dumpty."
Mr. Callahan will make twenty-six tworeel comedies during the coming year.
Prior to the organization of his company
spectacle,

he had completed four comedies, the publication of which will begin about May 16
through Robert W. Priest, president of
The Film Market, Inc. The first of the
is
called "October Morn."
The others'

Christie,

director

general

of

the

comedy organization which bears his
name, has sent word from Los Angeles
that he means to set a new mark in two
published
which
are
comedies,
Educational Exchanges, with
"Nothing Like It," on which he has just
reel

through

ch."

N

tarted work.

president.

The new production

One

New

It" Is to Be

Distributed Through

First

Helen Keller "Sees"
Chaplin's "The Kid"
Helen Keller has seen First Na"The Kid" and has given

tional's

the

first

feature length production

by Charlie Chaplin her hearty endorsement. The famous deaf and
blind woman, whose conquering of
muteness has made her world famous, was the guest of Saenger

Amusement Company

in

New

Or-

leans at a special showing of the
feature after she had expressed a
desire to "see" it.
Miss Keller was appearing at the
Orpheum theatre and the picture
was run there after one of the regu-

performances. Her mother and
her tutor, Mrs. Annie Sullivan
Macy, sat on each side of her and
by tappings of their fingers on her
wrists kept her informed of the action and the sub-titles as they appeared on the screen. So skillful
have they become in this method
of communication that they were
able to keep Miss Keller abreast of
the action of the picture, and her
laughs were spontaneous with those
of the others in the small audience.
At the conclusion of the showing
she expressed verbally an apprelar

ciation of the picture that surprised

those who heard it by the comprehension she had been able to get
of the characterizations by Mr.
She
Chaplin and Jackie Coogan.
had a second laugh over some of
the instances and then sent a telegram congratulating the comedian,

whom

she

knows

personally.

Two Added

to Cast

Eddie Barry and Helen Darling have
been added to the list of featured players
in the cast which already included Dorothy Devore, Earl Rodney and Eugene
Corey. Practically every member of the
Christie organization will have some part
in the production, even though they may
not be recognized in the make-ups.
Christie has built a complete stage on
including the
his biggest open stage,
theatre stage, orchestra seats complete,
entire galleries, and then the scenes back
stage, including the dressing rooms, Al
Hayes and Ward Caulfield, two of the
cleverest of the Christie comedians, add
to the fun of the production in their roles
as stage hands.
Christie in

New York

According to Christie, his research department has found that there were many
beautiful blonde maidens living along the
river Nile in the days of Cleopatra. At
least all the women participants in the
picture will be blondes, and not only has
the entire Christie force been used, but

the whole Los Angeles studio colony has
been scoured to round up all the blondes.
Charles Christie, general manager, who
consultation with
is in New York in
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc., declares that
this picture is merely representative of
the new policy of his company as the
result 'of his experience with Educational
distribution during the past year.

Will

Open

PATERSON,

in

August

N. J.— Henry R. Grossman of Brooklyn, N. Y., will erect a $45,.800 theatre at Union anr* Redwood avenues. It will be completed August 1.

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
A

— The Rookie's Return,
Douglas MacLean.
— Midsummer Madness, six
De Mille production.
30 — Paying the Piper,
reels,

Jan. 23

Through Palhe Exchanges
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Eddy
Distributed

The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and

five

Jan. 23
Jan.

ARROW FILM

CORP.

featuring Ora Carew.

reels,

five

— Brewsters

kins.

Remer.
Luxury, six

reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
The
Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Before the White
Came, five reels, all Indian
cast.

Tame
Man Who

Man

— The

Geraldine Far-

rar.

six reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

INC.

/

INCE PRODUCTIONS

H.

Homespun

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Lying

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six
J.

worth.
Love, six
I

Am

One,

to

six

PRODUCTIONS
Louise

with

reels,

reels,

reels.

April

3

—The

April

3

— The

The Victim,

Ben Turpin.

reels.

the Seaside, two reels.

FROTHINGHAM

Idol

of
North,
Dalton.

April

liam

April

April

1

of

Paris,

six

reels,

Wallace

six reels,

with

For the Freedom of Ireland,

reels,

with

Zany

Nineteen and Phyllis,
The Great Adventure,
rymore.

INC.

reels,

with

six reels.
reels.

to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

with

Conway

Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
—The Education of Elizabeth,

Jan. 16

five

reels,

with Billie Burke.
cast.

the

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
The Untamed, six reels.
The Texan, six reels.
Prairie Trails, six reels.

The Road Demon, six
Hands Off, six reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES

Cheater Reformed,
Bare Knuckles, five

six

reels,

with

My

Lady's Latchkey,

five

six

reels,

Ray.
with Lionel Bar-

Sylvia Breamer.
reels,

with

Katherine

in

His House, eight

reels,

with Spe-

Cast.
Affair,

five

reels,

with

Cup, six

six

reels,

wifk.

Constance Tal-

reels,

with

reels.

Holubar-Phillips.

Neilan).
six reels, with

reels.
five reels.

Heart,

five

reels.

reels.

GEORGE WALSH SERIES
reels.

five

Pola Negri.

BRAND

Two Moons, with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jonea.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jonea.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, with" Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
Oliver Twist, Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwia.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Charles

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall

Gypsy Blood,

My

From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.

Ray.

six

five reels.
reels.

ZOTH CENTURY

six reels, with Chas.

Guilty,

reels.

The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reel*.
The Iron Rider, five reels.

Dynamite Allen,

Donald.

EQUITY PICTURES

of

The

The Lamplighter,

INC.
seven

SERIES

six reels.
Scuttlers, six reels.

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy, five reels.

Children,

Not

Man-Woman-Marriage,

reels,

MILIUM PARNUM

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mac-

five reels.

seven

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
•even reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, seven reels, with Special Cast.

Girl of

FILM MARKET,
The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

seven reels, with Pearl White
King, seven reels, with William Far.

Chin Toy, five reels.
Flame of Youth, five

six reels.
reels.

The Old Swimmin' Hole,
five

CREATION FILMS,

—TheSpecial
Inside

seven

Prod.)

Thomas Meighan.

cial

Miens.

Jan. 16

%
Ford

madge.

five reels.

Devils,

Hugh

Knows,

five

May

WallacW

with

reels,

five

reels.

Mamma's

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

Whispering

with

Hour, seven reels, ^VilTaylor production.

D.

— Love Special,
Rcid.
17 — The Great Dav, four
Prod.)
24 — What
Every Woman
(Wm. De Mille
24 — The Home Stretch,
MacLean.
— The City of Silent Men,

April 17

The Woman

FILM SALES

The Nightingale

Keep

reels,

six

MacDonald.

Raise, five reels.

C. B. C.

pro-

FIRST NATIONAL

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS

The Ten Dollar

Were

num.
While

Mae

—
rion Davies.
10— The Witching

Bedford.
Foolish Matrons, six reels.

L.

I

Moll,

Drag Harlan,

Faith Healer, six reels, a George
Melford production.
Dollar a Year Man, five reels, with
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Buried Treasure, seven reels, with Ma-

The

Idol, six reels, with

If

with

Richard Travers.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

J.

reels,

DIST.

five reels.

POX SPECIALS
The White

Murray.

27— The

Mar.

The .House Without

five

six

Hart.
Mar. 20— Beau Revel, six reels, Ince-Vance
duction.
Mar. 27— The Gilded Lily, six reels, with
S.

Frivolous Wives,

MAURICE TOCRNEUR PRODUCTIONS

A Small Town
Home Talent,

Mounted,

of

all-

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Meighan.

The Married Virgin,

Jacqueline Logan.

She Sighed by

with

—

— O'Malley
Wm.

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, six reels, with Monte Blue and

The Last

reels,

five

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

five

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

Hobart Bos-

with

with Louise Glaum.
Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

Doll,

Chas

— Straight

Mar. 20

reels,

The Broken

Mac-

reels,

five reels, Lois
production.
Is the Way. seven reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Mar. 13— The Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
Mar. IS The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas
0.

reels.

JR..

Douglas

six

Glaum.

Thousand

reels,

de

cut

star cast.

Dor

Cecil

reels,

Feb. 27.

April

The Leopard Woman, seven

A

the Garret, five reels.

in

five

reels.

PARKER READ,

Ghost

five reels, with Bessie Love.
five reels, with all-star
five reels, with all-star cast.
the House, five reels, with

Hearts and Masks,

othy Gish.

April 10

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do.

Roscoe

reels.

— Forbidden Fruit, eight
Mille production.
13 — Chickens,
with
Lean.
— The Kentuckians,
mopolitan production.
—The Price of Possession,
Ethel Clayton.
27 — What's Worth While,

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges
six reels, with

six

Feb. 13

Dorothy

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS
The

Millions,

Weber

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De

The Riddle Woman,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

6

Feb.

Mar.

with Georgia Hop-

five reels,

The Midlanders,

Arbuckle.

Feb.

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
Trail, five reels.

The Golden

Bachelor Apartments,

6

Feb.

ing.

Love's Protege,

Fitz-

five

Feb. 20.
Field-

George

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhode*.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

Frontier of the Stars, five reels, with
Thos. Meighan.

maurice production.

Feb.

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine

William

—The

Jan. 30

Elinor Field.

Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

with

reels,

reels,

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
His Own Law,
Honest Hutch,

six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Nonnand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.

Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just

Out

of College, five reels.

Roads of Destiny,

five

reels,

with Pauline Fred-

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.

May

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

14,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Boys Will Be Boys,

five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouverneur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels, All Star.
An Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers.
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels, Williamson Production.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels, Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

ZA\E GREY PICTURES,
The U.

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

with Blanche
Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

PARKER READ,

JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
The Harvest Moon,

six reels, with Doris

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay, six
and Roy Stewart.
The Empire

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

five

reels,

with

J.

Warren

The Heart

ren Kerrigan.

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN

V.

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.

Idle

reels,

A

five

with

Kane and

Kail

with

reels,

cale.

The Breaking

Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women,

five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

Where

REALART PICTURES

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

five reels,

1

five

— Reckless

1

five reels.
reels.

Wives.

six reels.

A

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

Honeymoon Ranch, five reels, State Rights Feature.
West of the Rio Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Jan. 10— Lure of Youth, six reels,
Jan. 17 — Marriage of Wm. Ashe, six
May
all-star
reels,

cast.

Allison.
six

reels,

— Passion Fruit, six
—The Greater Claim, six Doraldina.
Alice Lake.
— Extravagance, six
with
May
Allison.
21 —A Message from Mars, six
with"

Mar.

reels,
reels,
reels,

7

Mar.

reels,

Bert Lytell.
Mar. 28— Puppets of Fate, six
Dana.

Madame

reels,

with Viola

S. L.
'

six reels, All Star Cast.

PRODUCTIONS

and Obey,

28— Without

six

reels,

-

H— The

with All Star

Limit, six reels, Geo. D.

production.
C. E.

SHURTLEFF.

Little

Fool,

six

with

Wanda

Baker

all-star

Luck,

five

reels,

with

Max

Linder.

One Man

a

in

Million,

six

reels,

with

George

Beban.

SPECIALS
Kismet, nine

reels,

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester
five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
reels, with Lester Cuneo.

six reels, with

Jass,

LEWIS

J.

two

reels,

INC.

cast

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.

—The

Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

—
——
—
—
—

Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec. 4 The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
Jan. 9 The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Pickford.
Mar. 18 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

June 27

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
White Youth, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Two Kinds of Love, five reels, all star cast.
Hearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
five reels, with Lyons-Moran.
five reels, with Carmel Myers.
reels, with Edith Roberts.
Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Eva Novak.
If Only Jim, five reels, with Harrv Carey.
All Dolled Up, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberts.
The
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank

Shocking Night,

The Mad Marriage,
The Fire Cat, five

Unknown

Mayo.
The Smart Sex,

with Eva Novak.
with Harry Carey.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
to

Every Woman,

reels,

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

Phillips.

six reels,

with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.

reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six

reels.

with

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,
Billy

stunt novelty.

six reels.

five reels,
five reels,

Princess Jones, five reels.
Deceiver, five reels.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

The Daughter Pays,

William

with

The Charming

Muriel Ostriche.

five

reels,

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

ENTERPRISES

&

E.
S.
It Might Happen to You,
Mason.

five

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

with Otis Skinner.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,
Blue Blazes, five

Edith

cast

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

INC.

reels,

Bad

with

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Outside the Law,

Years

five

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

Once
Pauline Fred-

erick.

Cowboy

D. N.

The Freeze Out,

reels, Cabanne.
reels, Christel.
five reels, with

Door,

Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Mary Miles Minter.

813, six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.

Seven

the

Fickle

A

The
The

The Shadow,

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

e Hon °r
~ZCast.

reels,

aWnda Hawley.

SALIENT FILMS,

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

The Great Redeemer,

Mar

Slave of Vanity,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Billions, six reels,

Feb.

A

^Hola

Dana.

Feb.
7
Feb. 21

five

with

Minter.
All Souls' Eve, five reels, with

The Stealers, eight
So Long Letty, six

BERT LUBIN

Pirate,

reels,

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Offshore

Elopement,

First

Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniel*.
Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine
Johnstone.
Something Different, five reels, with Constance
Binney.
The Little Clown, five reels, with Mary Miles

reels.
Woman's Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.

31—The

Wanda Haw-

Oh Lady

Love Without Question, seven

Jan.

Wanda Hawley.
Mary Miles

with

William

with

reels,

of Vengeance, five reels, with Bernard

Durning.
Just Outside

with

Hawley.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men,

reels,

The Snob, five
You Never Can

SPECIAL FEATURE

Mar.

reels,

ley.

Skyfire, five reels.

Mar. 15

five

Minter.
Her Beloved Villain, five

Her

NEAL HART SERIES

Jan.

for Scandal, five reels, with

Eyes of the Heart,

INDEPENDENT FILMS

—— Danger Valley,
— God's Gold,

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Food

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

Nov. 16

six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

The Law

with All Star Cast.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

six

Ralph Ince Special.

June 13

SPECIAL FEATURES
Deep Purple,

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Seeds

J.

Kane and

Gail

His,

six reels, a

Collier.

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
Empty Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and

J. L. FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS
The Broken Gate, seven reels, with Bessie Barris-

Tearle.

The Servant Question,

J.

Down Home, an

The Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
You Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Csst
The Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince Special.
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

Man's Plaything, five reels, with Grace Davidson.
Mountain Madness, six reels, with special cast
Mothers of Men, five reels, with Claire Whitney.
The Great Shadow, six reels, with Tyrone Power.

ARTHUR F. BECK

Good Woman,

Sin, five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

Hallor.

INC.

Line, six reels.

Thurston Hall.
Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES
The Fourth

SELECT PICTURES

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz

PIONEER FILM CORP.

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS

SERIES

reels.

Case.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.

six reels.

SEITZ, INC.

B.

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

Red Foam,

Killer, six reels.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green Flame,

reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR

Faversham.

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The

Worlds Apart, six

The Sin That Was

Diamonds,

of

GEORGE
Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

son Butt.

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

PERRET PICTURES,

Kenyon.

DIAL FT EM CO. PRODUCTIONS

reels,

five

Warner.

B.

The Twer's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

The

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

The Wonderful Chance, six reels.
Broadway and Home, five reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Half a Chance, seven

reels.

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

with Bruce

with Bruce Gordon

reels,

Her Unwilling Husband,

The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J.

reels,

ton.

INC.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

JESSE

P. Trail, six reels.

BENJAMIN

.

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

Distributed through the Pethe Exchanges

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby, six

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

97

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Toss
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Dead Men
Trumpet

ine Calvert.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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May

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

GOLDVVYN PICTURES

SHORT SUBJECTS
COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

two

NEIGHBORS,

Number

reels

INC.

reels.

reels.

Mr. Fatima.
Blues.

Back From the Front.
Dining Room, Kitchrn and Sink.

Movie Mad.
Nobody's Wife.

Man Versus Woman.
Married.

two reels.
Torchy's Millions. (Johnny Hines.)
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

COMEDY ART.

two reels.
(Lloyd Hamilton.)
(Jimmie Adams.)
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

I

Fool.

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES,

two

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

— Wedding Bells Out
— Sweetheart Days.

Mar. 6
Mar. 20

reels.

Feb.
Feb.

On a Summer's Day.
20—The Unhappy Finish.

two

STAR COMEDIES,

reel.

JIM

two

The

Pic

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

reel.

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

Sermonettes.
Magazine, eas-

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount
reel

(weekly).

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn-Bray

Pictographs.

GREIVER— Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osophy
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
S.

&

E.

ENTERPRISES— Cowboy

Jazz, two reels

Hoxie).

Rockies (Ruth Roland).
(Juanita
Hansen sa4

Foe

PATHE— The

B.

Seitz

andi

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Pole).
UNIVERSAL— The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie Wsl-

reels

Silent

Avenger

(William

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan ant

VITAGRAPH— Fighting
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden

CORP.
one

every

two

reels.

reels,

two

C. B.

INDIAN
feather,

DRAMAS,
one

Ryan sa4

VITAGRAPH— The

Mystery

(Antoms

Veiled

Moreno).

NEWS REELS
FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs-

two

reels.

Tom

two

Santschi.
Edgar Jones.

reels,

NEWS

SELZNICK NEWS

(twice a week)

at

Select es-

ehanges.

two

PRICE

days) at Universal exchanges.
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges!
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) siPATHE
Educational exchanges.

KINOGRAMS

reels.

CO.

featuring

Mona

Dark

reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES

reels.

Dangers (Joe

Jean Paige).

reels.

INC.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES,

reels.

Duncss

(William

Fate

FILM SALES

two

two

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
Rl > SIC L-G REIVER- RUSSELL
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS, two
reels.
STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)

I.

two

reels.

Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.
Don't Tickle.

one

snapshots (bi-monthly).
Spanuth's Originsl Vod-s-

Duncan).

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

Slicker.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

one
Scenie-

camp).

ARROW FILM

THE TEMPEST,

His Noisy Still.
Pretty Lady.
Her Doggone Wedding.
Pals and Petticoats.

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

C.

VITAGRAPH— The

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Tight.

B.

VITAGRAPH— The

reels.

The

two

DOMINANT PICTURES,

Elephant's Nightmare.

C.

Warner Orland).
Sky Ranger (Geo.

reels.

PATHE

two

Burrud

Elinor Fair).

reels.

two

two

DRAMAS

reel.

FOX FILM CORP.

Series, ens-

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport

PATHE— Phantom

reels.

other week, two reels.

FEDERATED FILM

reel.

Stories.

FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the

Blizzard.

C. B. C.

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES,

Scenies

Scenics.

PICTURES — Sunset

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack

reels.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

Me

two reels

CO.

ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

PARAMOUNT— Burlingham Adventure
PARAMOUNT— Post Nature Pictures.

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces.
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.

The Back Yard

reel.

one

Pictures,

June Caprice).

A

Hold

one

two

—

Travel

Holmes Travel

reel.

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.
A Dog's Life, three reels.

An

•*<

(every tws

(every week).

reel

SPECIAL

ORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

<

MVERSAL FILM MFG.

of Tune.

two

six

Scenics.

reel

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

reel.

reels.

CENTURY COMEDIES,

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

The Kid,

REfl

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

reels.

one

reels.

one

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

CO.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

tures,

one

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON COLE— Martin Johnson

VITAGRAPH

FILM SALES

PARAMOUNT-MAGAZINE,

Outing

(every week).

reel.

COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,

)

MERMAID COMEDIES,

fl

Bruce Scenics Beau-

C.

(every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
one

reel

Please.

SPECIAL PICT!

TORCHY COMEDIES,

reels.

one

I

Hey Rube.

April

reel

PARAMOUNT— Burton

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.
REELCRAFT PICTURES
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBKRTSON-COLB
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
Rt SSKLL-GRICI VER-R SSKI.I.
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.

It.

Dynamite.
Nonsense.
The Simp.

one

reel

Buster

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

Ladies' Pets.

Scrappily

reels.

INC.

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

The One Best Pet.
You'll Be Surprised.

Wedding

two

PATHE EXCHANGE,

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

two

Buster Keating.

reels.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Keating.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

two

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS. two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

Beat

SCENICS
Max

with

reels,

tws

reels.

tiful,

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

reels.

CORP.

two

reels.

METRO

reel.

JOY COMEDIES.

CHESTER COMEDIES,
A Trayful of Trouble.

two

(Leonard Chapman), >»<

weeks).

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

AYWON FILM

RED RIDER SERIES

Roberts.

reels.

CO.

CAPITOL COMEDIES, two reels.
EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW- MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two

1921

14,

WILLIAM

SELZNICK PICTURES
FLYNN Detective Series,

J.

two

reels.

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellerman.
The Race ot the Age (Man o' War).

League" Growing Rapidly

Public Rights
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Associated Producers, Inc
will release six special

Mack

of

June.

industry's

most

Each

producers.

on

exhibitors

its

All

are

stake

their

representative

productions

and

will

of

director-

picture will be submitted to

individual merit.

enviable

product.

respective

work

the

bers of this organization are ready
to

I

productions and a group

Sennert comedies during the current

month and
the

1:

The memand

reputations

Rentals

of

willing

on

their

"A P."

all

be consistent with the quality

box-office value of each attraction offered.

IS!

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES!

Inc.

729 SEVENTH AYE. S'ET YORK CITT

3«
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lm

Entered as second-class matter, August
P-I.U.L..A

n.

la,
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I.

QUIGLEY. PUBLISHER

rgrr, at the

n,*rb,-

Past Omce at Chicago,

III.,

under tkt Act of March

tt79

MAY

21, 1921

DEAN

PRISCILIAl
Presented by Carl

Laemmle

The Greatest Actress

\

n

STUART PA TON'S

*

Ik

M MASTERPIECE

A UNIVERSAL-JEWEL PRODUCTION DELUXE
Adapted by Lucien Hubbard from Edwina Levin's novel "False

Colors''''

in

Moving Picture

A WORD

to the

EXHIBITORS

of AMERICA

plain facts
seem to justify

/^assertion that

Cosmopolitan

Productions
have scored inof«
successful pictures

than any other
producing*

organization in th«

moving picim'e
business

because-"

William Randolph Hearst

.

HOTOPLAYS,

exactl) like magazines, books, newspapers, and

other publications and productions which appeal to public
appreciation and satisfy public taste, are built upon a careful study of the public's requirements, ami a persistent effort
to supply those needs through the medium of the highest
talent in every step and stage of development.

Achievement is not haphazard; an individual accomplishment may
be, but continued accomplishment always is and always will be the result
of careful and competent organization, system and management.

The plain facts seem fully to justify the assertion that Cosmopolitan
Productions have scored more successful pictures than any other producing
organization in the moving picture business — possibly more than all the
other moving picture organizations combined during the brief period of
a little over a year in which Cosmopolitan Productions has been operating
as a

moving picture making compani

Chance might have made one "Humoresque," but chance would not
have followed it with a "World and His Wife." a "Restless Sex," a
"Heliotrope," an "Inside Of The Cup," a "Buried Treasure," and a
"Straighl

Is

The Way."

Nor would chance produce the "Proxies," "The W ild Goose," "The
Changed," "Gel Rich Quick Waffingford,
J lie
Bride's
Play," and other productions to be seen this fell
oilier masterpieces of
the moving picture art which are alread\ created and on their way to

Woman God

—

successful release.

This brief article i- to presenl to moving picture exhibitors and to the
public the system and organization by which these great successes have
been made and b\ which even greater successes will surel) and continuously
be made and presented for the edification and enjoyment of the public.

The svstem

Get the best in moving picture material, in
direction, in photography, in scenes and sets, in everything from the initial
story through the scenario treatment, the staging, acting and production,
down to the ultimate cutting, titling and editing.
is

simple.

In every department of activity in the world there are many that L*e
good but only one that is best. The sincere and unceasing effort of Cosmopolitan Productions has been to associate those that are best in every

phase of moving picture making in the creation of

its

photoplays.

Undoubtedly and undeniably the best authors in the world write
the Cosmopolitan Magazine and its associated magazines.

the European countries,
and practically controlled to furnish the

In the United States, in England, and in
the

fiction

market

is

combed

for

all

highest quality of entertaining fiction for this group of magazines.

This entertaining and educational material
over to

—

for

instructive in the

it is

—

and in its ethical purpose
Cosmopolitan Productions to he translated into moving

highest degree in

its literary

quality

is

turned

pictures.

Here directors of the highest reputation, of acknowledged genius
and established excellence are employed to superintend and direct the film
production.

The writer of many

successful plays

of one of America's greatest weeklies,

and

a

man who was lately the Editor

in charge of the Scenario Department.

is

One

of the greatest scenic directors and scenic designers in the world
time to the general conception and detailed execution of
the Cosmopolitan Productions.
devotes

all his

And so through every department and every detail of every department, to a degree that it would only weary you to recite, super-excellence
prevails and it can only maintain its place by constantly surpassing its
;

super-excellence.

No one individual is responsible for the perfection of Cosmopolitan
Productions ; but all heads of all departments contribute their full share
from the able editor of the Cosmopolitan Magazine all the way through
to the administrative head, who employs the vast publicity of the Hearst
publications for the promotion of the finished picture, and its introduction in the most effective way to the attention of the whole American
public from Massachusetts to Georgia and from New York to California.

—

Everywhere power and agency work hand in hand for the highest
and exploitation.

success in production

And

there are no engines in the United States or in the world more
powerful and more far-reaching than the engines of collection, construction and distribution which the Cosmopolitan Productions control.

raw material in fiction form is
gathered from all quarters of the earth, is manufactured with the highest
art and skill, and is advertised and exploited by the greatest agencies of
publicity which exist today.

To phrase

it

in terms of trade, the

All this makes for success.

And

It

means

as the various cogs of the great

and

more smoothly through practice
greater success
a success which we

—

It

compels success.

machine come

closer contact,

trust

Ml/AZ^.

success.

you

it

will share

fS^-JLj/A.

to

run more and

will

mean

still

and enjoy.

-64^^h

A (osmopolitar

production

:

,

"Scenario

6y George D. Pr o c t o r

The biggest first six weeks'
record

of

any picture

in

five years.

Breaking

all

box

office

records from coast to coast.

Ran
at the

New

five capacity weeks
Criterion Theatre,

York.

The big

picture of 1921.

n

ProduCti

r pl e a
from cLjJojy/yf.^TiiteriA'Jisitn-Scenaf/o A

With

MARIO

DAVI E S

J^eJeased 6y

FamousPlayers-Lasky Corpo

STKAIQlTTisiheWAY"
Jtom af/ory iy Eth«l WattsMumFord ~ JtmmtA iy Frances Marion,
Directed by Robert G.Vigrvola

TRAIGHT

IS

THE WAY"

is

the sort of super

which laughs and tears
chase one another from beginning to end.
feature picture in

With a notable

cast

headed by

MAT MOORE and GLADYS LESLIE

A(2smopolitanProduction

!

EXHIBITORS HERALD

The Crowds are Ready
18

Weeks

of

Biggest

A Fighting Americans
~

iere
.your
The crowds

Desperate Adventures
in the Island of Cuba

b

— are YOU ready? The
peerless EDDIE
year —

are ready

event of the serial

that's

POLO in his new serial.

So paper your town
your teaser campaign wind up with big
space then hang out your banner and you're

—

all

start

—

set to deliver the

—

goods.

The cleanest serial you ever saw
Not a mother's son but will revel in

—and

the fastest.

its swift,

vigorous

action and not a mother but will be glad her son sees
it.
No dime-novel stuff, but red-blooded, realistic
adventure an inspiration to clean manhood.

—

Your big CAMPAIGN NUMBER of the
Moving Picture Weekly should be on your desk now. Or get
your Campaign Book and your advertising helps from your
Soon

to be released.

Exchange.

The

Made by the Most Successful

BOOK

THIS
But. before all else,
greates hot-weather attraction ever screened

Universal

SERIAL!

Serial

Makerson Earth

UNIVERSAL

PICTURES

GHOSTS ST

n

YESTEIfcD^
IS

A FORTHCOMING

SPECIAL ATTRACTION

Loews
Magnificent
State Theatre,
Cleveland,**.
Just another testimonial to the

tremendous box office draft of these
splendid Selznick revivals now playing
the best theatres everywhere.

PRESENTED BY JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
FROM THE PLAY "TWO WOMEN" BY RUPERT HUGHES
DIRECTED BY CHARLES MILLER

V

May

21,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

They're all

Educational^ Comedies
Mermaids,
Animals, Vanities or Gayeties! Therefore
they can all be booked, sight unseen, with

whether

Christies,

Torchies,

perfect safety!

"Everything but the Feature"

DUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

E.

W.

HAMMONS,

"President

EXHIBITORS HERA

6

May

21,

1921

reccT
A DRAMATIC COMEDY
SUGGESTED BY CHARACTERS
CE THOMAS BURKE

Th 19 nevesf production bij the creator
of'Vaij Down Easf "Hearts of 'the Vorld,
and "The Birth of a Nation" is nov booking
at ijour nearest United Artists Exchange.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORD

•

CHARLIE CMAPLIN
DOUGLAS TAICDANKS
H QAM ABRAMS. PRESIDENT
•

I

D.

W

GRJFriTH

May

21,

1921

HIBITORS HERALD

7

WANDA

LEY,,,
HAW
cv
<yf Kiss in

Time

The Kiss That Beat the Clock
He had just four hours to win a kiss.
And it had to be voluntarily given.
He tried to be fresh, and wasted an
hour;

Then he

(yldapted J rem the story
TromJour to Sieve n Three

by TZoijal 'Brown^Qirectedby
Thomas Hejfron - fhotoplayby Douglas

T)otu

tried

Then he tried
a laugh.

He
on his

NEW YORK

to be romantic,

tried kidnapping,

then

— when

of seven — he

man, and won

AVENUE

and

lost

and got

and drew
the police

trail;

minutes

469 FIFTH

tactics,

another;

And

REALAKT
PICTURES CORPORATION

cave-man

kiss

seconds to spare.

the clock said three

proved himself a

and

real

fair lady with four

!

REALART'S BIRTHDAY PRODUCTION
STARRING

MAY M AVOY
c

available to every Realart Star
owner at his Franchise price.

Get

in

touch with your nearest exchange today

"What Right Have You
"If Carol

loves

me

band, what's that to you

As Jeanne stared
had

Franchise

so basely taken

to Interfere?"

instead of her horse jockey of a hus-

— her ward?"

into the sneering face of the

man who

advantage of an hospitable home, she saw
it would mean if she kept silence.

suddenly and clearly what

She saw the headlines
the

mud

in the

sensation-hungry papers, saw

of scandal being splashed upon innocent

saw the despair and heart-break and
upon

She would

REALART

469 FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK

little

Betty,

would

fall

this little household.

interfere, even

own happiness and

PICTURES CORPORATION

ruin which

her home.

though

it

meant

forfeiting her

10

EX

H

I

B

I

TO R.S HERALD

May

21,

PINE TREE PICTURES, INC.
Hon. Frederick

W.

Hinckley, President

Charles M. Seay, Vice-President

Ex-Gov. Carl

E. Milliken, Secretary

and Treasurer

CHARLES M. SEAY
Director of

HEARTS OF THE NORTH LAND
by

James Oliver Curwood

now

director general of

PINE TREE PICTURES, INC.
Portland,

Maine

1921

jbr July- — /9I/

edu

\
YOU'VE

made money on every Reid picture
you ve shown, so you know this will be a

winner.

Written by Byron Morgan, author of Reids two
What's Your Hurry?" and
"The Roaring Road." Cast includes Agnes Ayres
and Theodore Roberts.
biggest successes— "

Directed by Frank Ur;on.

Jesse L.Lasky

1

r

e

s

e nt

s

Wallace 7<e id
in

Too

Much

Speed!

d (paramount (picture

ran
year
play
THE
was pronounced the
that

a

in

New

York, and

biggest spectacle ever

staged.

The

scenes that thrilled

on the screen — and

on the stage are real
more of them than

there are

It is one of the greatest melodramas
known. By Thompson Buchanan. Cast includes Arline Pretty, Nita Naldi, Jack Mower and

you can count.
•ever

Rod LaRocque.
AdolptL

Zukor

resents

William A- Brady's
PRODUCTION

H J^l F E

& (paramount (picture

THE

long-awaited

picture

in

which

Gloria Swanson, in the eyes of the

public long a star,

makes her

first

starring

appearance.

The

storv

The leading man is Milton Sills, whose
work in"Behold My Wife !" and "The

great

won him universal popularSam Wood directed, from the scenario
by Monte M. Katterjohn.
Faith Healer"
ity.

is

the

first

original screen play

by Elinor Glyn, famed author of "Three
Weeks," who worked personally with the
director throughout the production.

Jess e

L,

Lasky

When
those

you

tell

the people of your

town

have to do

count

facts, all you'll

is

the money.

>re s e

nt s

GLORIA
OWANSON
m ELINOR- GLYN'S
The Great Moment
(X (paramount Cpidure

19<21

IN
is

the heart of every
a lost

romance

—a

man and woman
wistful

dream of

what might have been. And a picture
based on that theme is sure to stir up all
the joy and happiness and hope of every

screen story, and the author

worked

per-

sonally with the director throughout.

All of William DeMille's artistry has
full

scope in this

happy, unforgettable,

wholesome drama of

real

men and women.

spectator.

This

is

Edward Knoblock's

first

Jesse L.Lasky

The scenario

original

is

by Olga Printzlnu.

presents

/'""^V

x/eMlLLE
WILLIAM
Edward
Production

S

Knoblock's

of

The Lost Romance"
wan Conrad Nagel, Lois Wilson

\

and Jack Holt

d (paramount Gpicture
^CORPORATION

Cparamo tint (pictures J<yr

jA

DRAMA

by a notable

of love and regeneration, sumptu-

headed by Seena Owen,
From the story by
Byrne, adapted by Doty Hobart.
cast,

Lincoln, Lillian Walker.

PLAYERS

F/LMOUS

-

E. K.

Donn

LASKY CCRPOHATION

PRESENTS

'THE

GOD

WOMAN
CHANGED-

4

Cosmopolitan Production

CI (paramount (picture

\
AN unusual and beautiful love story by E. Phil1\-

Oppenheim, staged

lips

in

England, France,

Nice and the Mediterranean. Directed by Paul
Powell, the noted American director, and featuring David Powell, the popular leading man of
"Idols of Clay." Adapted by Margaret Turnbull.
Famous Players Lasky British Producers
-

LiJ

present

The Mystery Road
WITH
DAVID POWELL
CL (paramount \jpiclutv

m

ONEwhich

of the strongest emotional dramas in

Miss Dalton

Adapted from

has

ever

appeared.

Oppenheim's novel
"Jeanne of the Marshes," and directed by Frank
Reicher. Scenario by Kathryne Stuart. Cast includes

W.

P.

E.

Phillips

Carleton.

Adolpli Z ukor

presents

Dorothy Dalton
'BEHIND MASKS
in

*

Ct (paramount (picture

\

iqQl
I

ously staged in tropical grandeur and city
splendor. Directed by Robert Vignola, and acfted

a

J/alij^

\

I

J. J.

Parker Read

Jr.

Production

i
J.Parker Readjr.

AM

GUILTY!
Starring

LOUISE
"1

Am

GLAUM

Guilty!" by Bradley King, gives Miss

exacting emotional role of her career.

Glaum

It is

—

the most powerful and

a highly dramatic story and

abounds with tense situations.
Mystery which is sustained to the final
scenes
is the keynote of the picturization.
Here is a subject with unusual
exploitation possibilities.
Both tide and theme can be used to good advantage
in your advertising campaign.
With an ideal story, superb cast and exceptional direction, "I
Guilty!" is one of the big mystery dramas of the year.

—

Am

Available for immediate booking

AN EXPLANATION
Tbc

Associated Producers. Inc. take this opportunity to correct an error of transcription in one of their recent
trade journal advertisements in which the subject, "I Am Guilty! " was exploited.
At the bottom of the page
copy, a statement was inadvertently included to the effect that the managing editors of the Hearst newspapers
throughout the United States bad received a request to co-operate with the *'A. P." in exploiting the picture.

No authority was given to publish this fact, and therefore the Associated Producers. Inc. take this method of
acknowledging their error and also this opportunity to thank the Hearst papers for the co-operation mat they
"
have given our production. "I AM GUILTY !

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH AVE..

NEW YORK

CITY

Inc.

.

J. C. WILLIAMSON PRESENTS
THE THRILLING UNDERSEA DRAMA
DIRECTED BY RALPH INCE
DISTRIBUTED BY GOLOWYM

W€T GOLD
Goldwyn has never

Twenty-four Sheet Poster from tl
magnificent oil painting by M. Leot

offered ex-

Bracker.

hibitors a picture with bigger or

better exploitation possibilities

than

"Wet Gold."

Only

a small part of the remark-

able line of accessories available
with this thrilling undersea

drama

is

illustrated

on these

pages.

With

this sort of

backing, any

would make money
just think what "Wet Gold," the
most exciting tale of adventure
ever screened, will do at the box
picture

office!

DISTRIBUTED BY

Six-Sheet
Bv M. Leone

Poster
Bracker

GOLDWYN
<T-A MORE THAN USUALLY
Three-Sheet Poster

A

novelty

throw-away

and all-around

exploita-

100% attention-getting value.
tion aid with

The

bills

are printed in

and green on
bond paper and

yellow
stiff

look like the real thing.

Order from your
Goldwyn Exchange.

lies at

a

the bottom of the sea?

mystery that has puzzled

fascinated

mankind

since the

beginning of time.

"Wet Gold," photographed by
the wonderful submarine camera,
takes you to the very floor of the

ocean and shows you a thrilling
drama of love and adventure and
an exciting hunt for sunken
treasure.

Ralph Ince and
ers help

a fine cast of play-

make "Wet Gold"

a pic-

ture that is an adventure, a drama
and an education all packed into
six reels of

splendid entertainment.

DISTRIBUTED BY
made of heavy brass, the
and color of twenty dollar gold pieces. A
small quantity is all you need to jazz up your
campaign.
Imitation gold coins,
size

GOLDWYN

COMPLETE LINE OF ACCESSORIES
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Entertainment ji)r your patrons.

ovel

issue contains

snots o[ the stars and directors.

the
Al
Rep into their private

pjayei^ hobbies anJ clothes

Pn!- learn hits

to

:reek

No. 24 IS

A

i

is all it

them

UJ

too.

O
CO

will

prove to you

Snapshots

CO

send one for review.

is tlip

OQ

Li? Let in pictures

GOOD ILLUSTRATION OF THE "SNAP"

SEE

CHARLIE CHAPLIN

SEE

JACK DEMPSEY
JAMES J.ANDCORBETT
KID McCOY
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

SEE

and to

v 95 and

of scandal about

Have your exchange
issue

SEE

Iwme.

1

about

f'ne
ike

RELEASE

ten or more

§ee tfiem heLd tlie scenes and at
oh an wno doesn't: yearn to know

I'M

H
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X
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(jox-office value and

t/ery

21,

VS.

IN

SNAPSHOTS

IN A THREE-ROUND FIGHT
TO A FINISH. OH, BOY!
SOME FINISH!

SEE McCOY KID CORBETT
AND CORBETT KID McCOY
IN ORIGINAL

STUNTS

THE STARS OF
MOVIELAND
AND
MANY POPULAR IDOLS

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Eight

Hundred and Ten South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois

and Indiana

Illinois

and Indiana

May

21,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921
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TOR THE MEW

IROOMB&f
THE LAUGHING CROWDS COME
THE LAUGHING CROWDS GO
TO SEE PERCY AND FERDIE
WHEREVER THEY SHOW

FEATURING SID SMITH,
Pictures,

Ably Assisted

THE HALL-ROOM COMEDIES
Stunts

—Sparkling — Pleasing—

Man
by Harry McCoy
the Nerviest

in

are Original— Full of Daring
Frolicing and Really Funny

—

They are Mirth-While and Worth- While
GUARANTEED BY THE PRODUCERS
APPROVED BY THE PUBLIC
AND RELEASED BY

"THE HOUSE OF COMEDIES"
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Eight

Hundred and Ten South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois

and Indiana

Illinois

and Indiana
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"THE RIDER OF
THE KING LOG"
By Holman Day

Was

Adapted, Directed and Supervised

HARRY

Arthur Kane says:
be glad to

HOYT

O.

know

that

""I

would

all

future

ASSOCIATED
EXHIBITORS
release and I
am perfectly willing that exhibitors judge our future
productions on "The Rider of the King Log.

product will be on a par with this

initial

21,

1921

The

Rider of the

King Log
From the Famous Novel
By Holman Day
A Picture that will make more friends for
your house than any you have ever played
It is different.

Different in its originality and vigor; different because it was made in the big North woods
in settings you have never seen before; different in its characters which step out of the
printed page and are real human men and
women; different because it creates old
K,"'
master of logs and men, hard fisted, soft
hearted, who will live as a screen classic ulong as pictures last.

Do you want

to see your audiences thrill
with laughter and then with tears Play it!
Do you want to have dozens come to you
and thank you for the enjoyment you have
given them? Play it!
Do you want to double your ordinary
business? Play it!
first

.''

For your own
pleasure, play

it,

profit

and your audience's

— FIRS!

!

Associated Exhibitors Inc.
35 West 45th

St.

New

'i

ork

Patlic Distributors

Pathe

Distributors

May

21,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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ROBERT/ON -COLE
Presents

SUSHI HAYAKAWA

BLACK ROSES*
SV £

The

.

R.

I

CH A R.D SCHA~VE{Z?

possessor of the secret for growing Black Roses was a simto all appearances.

p'e gardener

—

When
They "pulled"

the old badger

game on him, only

to find that

Sessue
he was a very different man than they expected.
favorsuch
supported
by
new
drama
and
Hayakawa in a great
ites as

7/ao

Tsuru Aoki and Myrtle Stedman.

Floiver

oP DreacLPul

Gqclll

May

21,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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BOOK

MACLYN ARBUCKLE
SERIES

AT

Your Nearest Livewire Independent Exchange

FAMOUS BOOK AND STAGE SUCCESSES
WITH A NOTABLE CAST AND

A Regular Star

SQUIRE PHIN
By Holman Day

NOW READY

Be "WELCOME TO OUR

CITY"

¥R

^

Aim

RELEASED THROUGH

Producers Security Corporation
516

Fifth

Avenue

New York

City

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Fred J. Campbell, National Theatre, Louisville, Ky.,
plays

First

and always draws

National pictures

THAT'S ANOTHER REASON
"There'll

big crowds.

WHY

GYPSY GOOD LUCK PIECE
The Romany Pateran, made of twigs

be a Franchise everywhere

and

left at Crossways to blaze the Gypsy
Gypsy tent and Gypsy love over
the world and back.
THE TRADEto the successor to PASSION,
with the same star and director.

trail to

MARK

National Business Reports!

First

THE KID
DAYLIGHT THEATRE,

Saskatoon, Can., Frank Miley.

Mgr.— From

a box

and entertainment standpoint the biggest thing this part of the country
Smashed all attendance records and was held over for
has ever known.
extended engagement. Everyone went wild over it.
office

R I ALTO THEATRE,

Glen Falls, N. Y., Bird. Mauser! and Coleman, Mgrs.Broke both attendance and box office record. Audience thoroughly enjoyed il.

CRESCENT THEATRE,

Pontiac,

Hal Opperman,

111.,

second time and had to turn them away.
first

Mgr.— Played

Best box ofliec record.

it

for

Equal to

showing.

PASSION
RIVIERA THEATRE,

Knoxville, Tenn.,

good houses at every performance.

STRAND THEATRE,

Canton, Ohio,

ORPHEIM THEATRE,
ful picture.

E.

Drumbar, Mgr.—Went fine, with

J.

it.

Mgr.— Went

D. Kesaler,

fine three days.

W. H. Osterberg, Mgr.— A wonderrecord of this theatre and brought out the

Scottsbluff, Neb.,

broke the box

It

W.

Patrons were strong for

office

biggest attendance in five months.

MA N—WOMA N — > A R R AGE
I

STRAND THEATRE,
office

and attendance

Milwaukee, Wis., E.

records.

STRAND THEATRE,

The audiences

J.

I

Weisfeldt,

like

it

Mgr.— Broke

all

box

immensely.

Omaha, Neb., Harry Watts, Mgr.— A very good picture-

a knockout with the women.

S(

RIVIERA THEATRE,

)

WING THE WIND

Knoxville, Tenn., William E.

large irudiences during the entire run

and everyone

Drumbar, Mgr.— Played

liked

to

it.

DOME THEATRE,
A

real treat for

Youngstown, Ohio, J. W. Turk, Mgr.— Capacity all week.
everybody and worthy of its classification as a First National

"Big 5."

The Big 5 Productions
That's another reason

why

*Therell be

a Franchise everywhere

—
May

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

21,

Hal Opperman, Crescent

Theatre, Pontiac,

plays Firsl National Attractions a second lime

crowds away.

—

111.,

and

THAT'S ANOTHER REASON
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then turns the

WHY
GYPSY GOOD LUCK PIECE
The Romany Pateran, made of twigs,
and left at Crossways to blaze the Gypsy
trail to Gypsy tent and Gypsy love over
the world and back. THE TRADEMARK to the successor to PASSION,
with the same star and director.

Hhereli be a Franchise everywhere

A

Big Box Office Attraction!
Exhibitors Report

A

Clean-up with

NORMA
TALMADGE
in her greatest

emotional drama

"The rassion
What

Fl ower

they did:

"A good box office picture that will make money
without forcing the exhibitor to incur a heavy expense in putting it over." Harry Thomas, Liberty
Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.

"

'The Passion Flower'

is

very pleasing.

A

good

picture from the showman's standpoint as well as
the public viewpoint.
tion

and campaign."

Worthy

W

.

of a

F. Mason,

good presentaGrand

Theatre,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Presented by Joseph M. Schenk; adapted to the screen by Mary
Murillo and Herbert Brenon from the play by Jacinto Benavente;

photographed by Roy Hunt; Tech. director Willard M. Reineck.

A

First

National Attraction

Foreign Representative. David P. Howells, Inc..
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City

Produced under the Personal
Direction of Herbert Brenon

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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"Best Western Picture;

A

Superb Thriller and
That's

What

the Critics

Say

of

Marshall Neilan's
Presentation of

Randall Parrish's

"Bob Hampton
of Placer"
Packs

New

York Strand

Packs Indianapolis Circle
Packs Boston 's Old South
Packs Boston 's Olympia

Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Photography by Jacques Bizeul and David Kesson
Art Director Ben Carre
Foreign Representative David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

Jams Theatres and Goes Over

May

—

—

—

——

——

—

—

— — —

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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B reathless Melodrama:
an Epoch

in

Read
TRIUMPH

Movie Art"

the Opinions of Experts:

SPECTACULAR

IN

ACTION

"A

corking good picture, as good as any western ever
screened.
The production is lavish and up to Marshall
Neilan's usual high standard.
The scenic background amid
the rugged glories of the mountains and lakes of Glacier
Park are alone worth while. The mass scenes are a triumph
of the spectacular and unusually effective.
A dramatic
climax seldom seen."
Indianapolis News.

"A good

story;

adventure, and

it

moves;

IS

FAST

has the flavor of a tale of
has suspense."
New York. Post.
it

it

THE BEST WESTERN
"As good a western picture

Specas has been shown,
noteworthy.
A thrilling drama.
Best battle scenes the screen has presented in a considerable
scenes

tacular

make

it

Wesley Barry delighted the audiences.
Kirkwood is excellent." New York Mail.

period.

BEST OF WESTERNS
"Accredit to any director.
One of the best western
we have ever seen. Wesley Barry's best work."

CHEERS AND GUSTO

pictures

Indianapolis Star.

"A

"The kind

A BIG MOVIE

humanized a section
public has been waiting for just this kind
of picture as evidenced by the fact that the Circle Theatre
was packed at all shows.
wonderful relief from the

The pathos will make you
swallow three or four baseballs and furtively remove a salt
New
drop or two which is a real tribute to any movie."
York News.

big movie, Marshall Neilan has

The

—

STIRRING— STUNNING

A

general run of pictures.
Every boy will like
as well."
Indianapolis Times.

AN EPOCH

it

and Dad

A SUPERB PICTURE
superb picture and a

American history. Full
New Yor\ Telegram.

A

thriller.

of life

and

fire,

great

love

moment

BREATHLESS MELODRAMA
breathless melodrama, full of

The

pipes.

of lighting

"A

war-whoops and peace

scenes of the frontier struggle are masterpieces

New York Globe.
FILLED WITH ACTION

and composition."

—

stirring picture

waiting to see.

It

is

ment

dash and gusto
New York Sun.

—very

The Indian

stirring.

done with
stunning."

fights are

Scenery

is

the kind of Western you have been
bracing and refreshing, a colorful

who want to see wholesome and
New York Morning Telegraph.

for those

"It
ans."

is

SOME

New

picture.

Wonderful scenes with

real

Indi-

York, Tribune.

WONDERFUL EFFECTS
"Beautiful natural landscape effects that are unsurpassed,
a battle scene that is all right."
New York World.

HIS BEST PRODUCTION
"Neilan's most elaborate production with hundreds of
Indians and white men in a portrayal of the stirring uprising
of the Indians. A whirlwind, enthralling glimpse of Custer's
last stand,

and the whole picture virtually gallops, for Neilan
New York.
skill in making a movie zip.'

has lost none of his
Herald.

'

REMARKABLE— EXCELLENT

epoch of American history. Dramatic and filled with action,
romance, humor and pathos.
It represents ideal entertainstories."

first class thriller.

in

and adventure."

-

"A

"A

SOME PICTURE

IN MOVIES

"An^ epoch in motion picture art. Shows real west.
WesleyJBarry in a role that bristles with sure fire laughs.
He with James Kirkwood and Marjorie Daw form a combination that is unbeatable."
New York Journal.

"A

of entertainment all the small boys will rally

around with cheers and gusto.
IT'S

of history.

James

stirring

"About the best thing Marshall Neilan has ever done. A
melodrama of the frontier in the time of the Indian fighting
Custer, and in reproducing the period and place it is at its
best.
Mr. Neilan's success is noteworthy. The staging of
the famous last rally of General Custer and his troop is a
remarkable piece of work.
York Times

The

acting

is

excellent."

New

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
and another reason why
^There'll

be a Franchise everywhere

With a Whoop

in East

and West

E XIII B
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Elmer Ramsey, Central Theatre, Fairbury,
uses

a

First National trademark

brings in the crouds.

in

ITORS HER A
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III.,

newspaper advertising and

THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY
GVPSY GOOD LUCK PIECE
The Romany Pateran, made of twi|i,
and left at Croaawaya to blaze the Gypay
trail to Gypay tent and Gypay love over
the world and back.
THE TRADEMARK to the aucceaaor to PASSION,
with the same atar and director.

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

IVorld Famous Beauty in

Her

Biggest Success I

That's what both

critics

and exhibitors say of

K ATHERINE

MacDONALD
The American Beauty
in

Trust Your Wife
A new

angle in the

Marriage Triangle

BIG

AUDIENCE VALUE

Presented by Katherine MacDonald Pictures
B. P. Schulberg, president; a screen story
by J. A. Barry and Gerald C. Duffy, based on the
stage play, Conscience, by H. S. Sheldon directed
by J. A. Barry; Foreign representative, David P.
Howells. Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Corp..

;

A First National Attraction
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QUIGLEY

J.

Publisher & Editor

The Public Rights League
By

THE
A

industry in

all

its

MARTIN

branches has unquali-

approved the plan and purpose of The

fiedly

Public Rights League.

All that

is

now

necessary

J.

QUIGLEY

persons weekly in motion picture theatres in every
state in the

Union.

The far-reaching benefits of this phase of the
work is obvious, indeed. But there is also being

overwhelming success of the movement is the active cooperation of those whose interests will be directly and materially affected by

accomplished an awakening of interest

the work.

that hitherto have remained neglectful of the part

to insure the

The Public Rights League stands
definite,

as the

first

concrete and workable arrangement for

unifying the thought of the industry on the questions bearing

upon the freedom of the

screen.

It

munications from theatremen lay stress upon the
point that for
in

information and bringing into the defense work

shown

There

imperative

work of

no branch or sphere of activity of the film business that cannot through the
medium of this movement be linked up with the
is

establishing a united front to

meet and repel the assaults of meddlers with the
operations of the industry and this stands out as

—

one of the most necessary things for early accomplishment

if this

business

is

to escape being

bound

down with intolerable chains of regulation.
The response to our initial appeal for cooperation in this movement has been truly remarkable.
Throughout the industry the plan immediately was
accepted as the fulfillment of a great need. Exand others identiwith motion pictures have forwarded striking

hibitors, producers, distributors
fied

testimonials of their approval of the work. Pledge

cards registering the signed approval of

many hun-

cooperation have been received from a

cient

number of important groups

suffi-

in the industry

to insure the unqualified success of the plan.
*
*
*

A

F*

X

indication of the stage of very great effect-

iveness that

ready has reached

they have been urged

independence but they have not been
way in which this should be done and

the

they have not been supplied with any workable
plan to put in operation.

T HESE

several things that have been wanting

are to be found in the program of

The

Public

Rights League.

This informal organization will
solidify the thought of the industry on the

first

Next,

issues involved.

men

and

the easy

it

direct

will point out to theatre-

manner

of gaining the

support of the public on these questions by simply

making

plain to

that the

name

them the

truth.

It is to

of the organization

Rights League

—

be noted

— The

Public

strikes to the very root of the

work: Which

basic objects of the

public in safeguarding

its

is

to assist the

inalienable rights

and

with this done the industry has accomplished for
itself

and the public

Attention

dreds have been received and letters volunteering
full

many months

various ways to fight the assailants of the

screen's

the nation.

cam-

Com-

they should play in the vital defense work.

affords an opportunity for reaching with correct
the theatreman located in the remotest hamlet of

in the

paign for the freedom of the screen in quarters

is

all

that

it

desires.

invited to the fact that

Exhib-

itors Herald, as sponsor of this movement, has
no selfish motives in advancing the undertaking
and asks only the honor of cooperating in the vitally important work.
The machinery of the or-

ganization

is

at the disposal of the established

The

Public Rights League

al-

organizations of the industry at any time for any

may

be seen in the fact that

al-

purpose consistent with the aims and objects of the

though the movement has been just announced and
only an outline of its scope and activities has been

movement.

submitted, a sufficient number of exhibitors have
been enrolled to insure the showing of the screen

entire industry

messages of the league to more than a million

est

The Public Rights League
the benefits

good.

and

and

all

is

of and for the

are invited to participate in

assist in directing

it

for the great-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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And,

further,

May

not only does some-

it

Re -Takes

thing that has never been done before

but

does

it

come

J.

Quigley.
Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

dreamed of

New York

Office:

1476 Broadway.

to be noted in

is

of the finest that has yet been fixed

upon the

screen.
*

All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Of-

*

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $2.00 a
year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign CounSingle
tries (Postpaid), 94.00 a year.
copy, 25 cents.
All Bights Beserved.

Copyright, 1921.

*

emphasizes

down

dip

American

that

fact

the old liookum bucket

and

chanically

throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copy-

the

producers cannot continue merely to
expect

bring

to

meup

Copyright

right act of 1911.

May
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pictures

that

This

importation

more

real

evidence

gives

thought than

world.

the

startle

will

is

of

lavished on

a dozen American pictures that are

"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"

an example of what the American
dustry

may

is

in-

expect as an occasional

contribution from the old world producers, then the

hailed by their

indebted

their

to

brains

contemporaries.

Here

is

motion

a

*

*

*

production that

in

its

atre

sheer

novelty and bold imagination strikes

away from every beaten

path.

As

an example to American producers
is

an invaluable lesson.

practically

closes

This picture

the door

to

previously accepted theme and
of

treatment

it

every

manner

and goes out courag-

eously to do something that

lias

never

is

We
umn

in

his

celluloid

what he could do
been done already.

It First
fills

half a coltelling

department

everything had not
Yea, and if we didn't
have to write this col. we could be a
walking delegate for the wireless linemen's union or league or whatever they
call it and have things pretty soft.
if

Owners of America

New York

menced
Walker
and

is

is

which has

Los

in

for the speak-

James

J.

Walker
com-

just

Angeles.

Senator

an unusually gifted speaker

volved in the attack of radical reformers

upon the

Senator Walker

screen.

and convince his auditors
wherever he goes and every address
will stand out as a bulwark against

will interest

unwarranted

interference

with

the

have

will

put

to

on her

she's to be queen of the

May

Some funny

horses are winning races
"Behave Yourself" trotted
home with the bacon Saturday, with
"Highly Regarded" six lengths behind.
The latter wasn't highly regarded by a lot
these

days.

of fish after the race.
*

Nowadays

quite the thing to have
two or three wives, it seems, and if you
can't think of their names you just refer
to them as "No. 1" or "No. 2," as the
case may be. It's short and snappy, anyit's

Think of the convenience, too, when
you come in late and are a little thick of
speech. "Wher-sh No. 1?" is much easier
to say than "Wher-sh Arabella?"
*

But the thing comes too

comes

late.

Nobody

thick of speech these days, unless he's been walking around the "loop"
and has a mouthful of dust.
in

*

Yes, Indeed

With two film companies offering
ringside seats at the "big go" to businessgetting salesmen, exhibitors will know
there's a fight on before July 2.
See where "The Soul of a Violin" is
going to be filmed. That ought to be4
soulful.
*

Watchin'
Every so often the government throws
a scare into us by warning us to be on
our guard against bogus $1,000 bills. So
far we haven't found any in our loose
change pocket.
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Susie
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OF SPECIAL INTEBEST
and producers
Bights League"

Little

woolens

this year.

well informed on the issues in-

been done before.

Comments

The merchant that advertises fur-linted
for summer wear ought to

overcoats
clean up.

greatly

indebted to the Motion Picture The-

of
far

*

Too Bad We Got
know a fellow who

way.

The industry generally

ing tour of Senator
picture

indispensable

the

constitute

factor.

remain

European

makers as masterpieces.

Expensive settings and elaborate investiture do not a great picture make

makers of pictures on

this side of the Atlantic will

vastly

used to look at censorship
With sorely wrinkled brow,
But joined the Public Rights League
And there's nothing to it now.

I

Inspection of this Caligari picture

fices.

If

(By an Exhib.)

addition

In

"The Cabinet of

Dr. Caligari" a quality of acting that
is

M.

Pome
dar-

one of signal importance to

it

American industry.

there
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The Ten Worst
E. E. Sprague, manager of the Lyric
theatre, at Goodland, Kan., kicks in with
this interesting bit of information:
Ten features
patrons knock the

my

most:
1.

Sex

2.

Senseless gunplay.

3.

Hams

stuff.

stealing

names

of honest-to-

goodness stars.
4.
Super prices for super
5.
6.
7.
8.

War

money?
9.

Foolish press agents.

Degeneracy a la mode.
(What's your ten worst?)

10.

flivvers.

tax.

Mush.
What's your operator doin'?
Divorced at Reno or who got

the

May
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Public Rights League
Expressions of Confidence from Exhibitors and
Producers Indicate Merit and Logic of
Movement Designed to Protect the
Theatres and Theatre Going
Public of United States.
From every

corner of the United States, messages of congratulation, expressions of confidence and pledges of co-operation continue
to pour into the offices of "Exhibitors Herald," following the formal

launching

of

The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

On

other pages a few of the messages selected at random are
reproduced. While the phrasing varies and the men signing the
letters represent every field of activity in the industry, their import
is the same:

That

the

industry

recognizes

LEAGU E a workable plan
the

to

in

The

PUBLIC RIGHTS

combat the greatest danger now facing

motion picture business and pledges

its

every assistance to the

movement.
progressing rapidly. A trained corps of newspapermen, skilled in publicity work, is preparing the various
phases of the permanent campaign to arouse the public and enlist
it in the fight to save the screen from meddling reformers and unscrupulous politicians.

The work

is

No

step is to be taken hastily. The work
is not a drive
it is a task of months 9
even years.
The opening gun is the series of slides, now being displayed
They are
in hundreds of theatres throughout the United States.
aimed to command a new interest in the welfare of motion pictures
among the millions who look to the screen for their entertainment.
They are to pave the way for what is to follow. The copy changes

—

each week. Each slide carries a message calculated to arouse thought.
has often been said and never contradicted that the motion
picture industry, once aroused and firmly united, can accomplish
miracles.
The hour of the test is close at hand.
It

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Exhibitors Throughout the United States

ARKANSAS
Hazen, Ark.

Martin

J.

Quigley,

Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
Good for you.

hypocrites with pictures

F. L.

Clarke

COLORADO
Rocky Ford, Colo.
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
read, with much interest, about
I
your Public Rights League and heartily
congratulate you for starting something
that should have been started years ago.
But I am of the opinion that it should
not stop at slide messages.
At least,
publish an article for the exhibitors who
issue house organs.
I, for one, can use
at least half a column or a full column
once a week in my newspaper house organ,
The Movie Fan. The slide messages only

those

who attend the

picture

Articles in newspapers or house

organs reach everybody and while educating the public on personal liberty lets
reach out farther than the theatre patron.
We have got to reach those hypocrites
who think they are entering hell when
they enter a picture theatre. Some good
straight from the shoulder talk to the
public in general is necessary. I always
did contend that in the screen we have
the power but the screen has laid idly by
and let the reformers make monkeys out
of the industry from the producer to the
exhibitor.
I say don't stop at slides, go

win from every angle. House organ,
newspapers and in the movies.
Let the producers make pictures on
the question. The government had the
right idea during the war with the
government war pictures.
Every exhibitor was only too anxious to play them
to help win the war and the exhibitor
that won't play pictures to save his own
in to

will actually receive
loving citizens.

applause from liberty

'

Let's get busy.

COZY THEATRE,

theatre.

— real honest-to
— pictures that

-God entertaining pictures

Very truly yours,

reach

business should not have any business.
With the great directors in this industry what a wallop we can take at the
reformers and blue law agitators and

I believe every producer should make
at least two such pictures a year. Go
after it like the government went after it

during the war and we will win with one
hand tied behind our backs.
I am also in favor of a short snappy
line once a week to be run at the bottom
of the exhibitors' display ad.
Every exhibitor advertises in the newspapers and
a new right to the point "few words"
tacked onto his newspapers ad and changed every week will gain public sentiment.
Some exhibitors are frightened to death
lest they offend some of the church
.

people and reformers.
My experience
with them is if we are to succeed we
must fight. We will never gain any
favors from that class with salve, and
believe me I have had some experience
with the small town would-be-Christ
kind.

am in favor of going the
Lets make a big drive of it, all
together, no let up 'til we win.
Very truly yours,
I,

for one,

limit.

GRAND OPERA HOUSE
Charles Decker, Mgr.

ILLINOIS
Aurora,

111.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
Enclosed please find signed pledge
of "PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE" enrolling The Aurora Theatres Company,

(operating the following Aurora, Illinois,

theatres: RIALTO, FOX, ORPHEUM,

PALM

and STRAND)

in the greatest foryet made in combating the
professional attacks of so-called reformers, on the greatest educational industry
the world has ever known.

ward move

This is the "Big Idea" crystallized
into a feasible, workable plan, and should
result in concentrated, organized oppo-

Jem tAefliiMcKig/itffe
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Pledge

Aid to " Public Rights League"

from the only
source that can successfully head them
sition to these "radicals"
off,

namely,

31

PUBLIC OPINION.

continued success in your worthy
beg to remain,
Yours respectfully,

STAR THEATRE,

Exhibitors Herald certainly deserves

the whole-hearted commendation and
support of all branches of the industry,
for this timely move, and The Aurora
Theatres Company pledges every assistance in its power to further this most
worthy fight for Freedom of the screen.
Yours very truly,

AURORA THEATRES COMPANY
By

S. A. Lies

Vice President

effort,

H.

S. Earll,

Manager.
Walnut, Iowa.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:

am enclosing membership card
I
properly signed and wish to inform you
my views of this movement are certainly
in line with the majority of the people,
and what

is proposed by a few radicals
certainly no better than the REDS and
should be taught a lesson.
is

INDIANA

Yours

Washington, Ind.
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
Right here let it be said that I am
with you to a finish in this fight for the
"Freedom of Motion Pictures." May
the Public Rights League develop into a
powerful factor in the struggle against
the radical reformers who now threaten
one of the greatest industries in the
country. Right in our own state, we
have had it brought home to us, but
thanks to the co-operation of the exhibitors

and

several societies

composed

of

people other than the motion picture
owners, the censorship bills were killed.
Again wishing the Public Rights
League the greatest success, I beg to
remain,

Very truly,

LIBERTY THEATRE
Harry M. Palmer

A. G. Hauge.

KANSAS
Obsrlin, Kans.
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
I am enclosing the pledge signed.

movement, for
I am in favor of the
being in Kansas, the state with the biggest jokes of Censors in the world, I know
and appreciate what this kind of a movement may do for the industry. I will
run any and all slides that I can on the
screen, and have already shown some that
of fighting cenI made for the purpose
sorship.

So lets go at them full steam ahead,
and work for the day when the motion
picture will be free and unrestrained like
that other great American institution,
the press.

Very truly yours,

IOWA

WIGWAM THEATRE
R. Ross Riley, Mgr.

Davenport, Iowa.

KENTUCKY

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
417 So. Dearborn St.,
Chicago,

Illinois.

Dear Mr. Quigley:
I
I am enclosing Pledge Card signed.
with you heart and soul to the finish.
Do all in my power to boost the league
along, and am sure the "Quad City Ex-

am

hibitors
is

back

League"

of

me

of

which

truly,

HAPPY HOUR THEATRE,

I

in the fight.

am

secretary

Wishing you

Louisville, Kentucky.
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
My dear Mr. Quigley:
Enclosed you will find signed Pledge
Card for my membership in the PUBLIC

RIGHTS LEAGUE.
May add that
I

in favor of this

am most heartily
I
movement; and you may

jMitkePMMclftg/tifJeague
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my support to the fullest
possible extent. I am quite hopeful that
this League is going to be of great assistance in stabilizing the motion picture
industry; and I thank you for the privilege of becoming a member.
Very truly yours,

count upon

STRAND AMUSEMENT COMPANY
Fred Levy.

May

1921
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TEXAS
Electra, Texas.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
I
am enclosing signed pledge for a

membership in the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE and sincerely hope that the
movement has not been started too late
to protect the public, in what they really
want in pictures as well as the exhibitors
I

NEW YORK
Gowanda, New York.
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley,

and

This theatre will stand ready at any
all times to do its part against the

fanatics.

Yours very

Enclosed find my membership and
I am in full accord with the movement
and wish for its fulfillment. The people
in the small towns don't realize this
menace and they should be educated to
the result through slides and reels.

truly,

LIBERTY THEATRE,
A. H. Sheldon,

Manager.

Wishing success,

WISCONSIN

Yours,

GOWANDA OPERA HOUSE
John W. Schatt, Proprietor

OHIO
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
I would like to become enrolled as an
honorary member of "PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE."
I
am not an exhibitor, but hope to
be one some day.
I am only
connected
with the industry in a small way at
present.
prepare newspaper ads. for
I
a small town theatre and am employed
as an usher in a small downtown theatre
Cincinnati.

Very truly yours,
K. SHUMAKER.

ALBERT

Kenosha, Wisconsin
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Hearld
417 So. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, 111.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
It is a recognized fact that the screen
offers the opportunity for the most effective educational publicity.

—
—should cooperate in using

The Motion Picture Industry
divisions of

it

all

the means it possesses to enlist support
of the public against the reformers propaganda for Censorship, Blue Laws etc.
Your "Public Rights League" plan affords
the industry the opportunity. That the
"League" will be far reaching in its
effect is evident to anyone who has read
the outline of the "League's" proposed
activities.

OREGON

By giving the plan
support

Albany, Oregon.
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald
Dear Mr. Quigley:
We are enclosing herewith our pledge
to the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE and
ask that you enroll each of our eight
theatres in this timely and worthy cause
"For the Freedom of Motion Pictures."

Yours very

truly,

GLOBE THEATRES
C. F. Hill, President.

CO., Inc.,

I

am

protecting

my pledge and
my own inter-

ests.
It will do likewise for everyone
connected with the motion picture

industry.
is

Let's put 'er over.
enclosed.

My signed pledge

Yours

truly,

WISCONSIN EXHIBITORS
ASSOCIATION
JOS. G.

RHODE

Kenosha, Wisconsin

May
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Communications of Approval
GREAT WORK
New
Mr. Martin

York, N. Y.

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
It is with great pleasure that I return
herewith my pledge card to enroll as a member of the Public Rights League.
Permit me at this time to commend you
for the efficient and effective work which you
have undertaken to oppose legalized censorship. Your organization of the Public Rights
League is but another indication of the great
work you and your paper are doing.
With kindest regards, I remain,
Sincerely yours,
Gabriel L. Hess,
J.

Chairman, Censorship Committee,
N. A. M. P.

I.

Chicago,

Illinois.

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
Enclosed please find Pledge Card, and
would state that I am delighted to sign the
J.

same.
I

ful

wish you

all

Mr. Martin

good luck

your wonder-

in

undertaking.

Yours very truly,
Celebrated Players Film Corporation,
J.

L. Friedman,

Dear Martin:
It's time that somebody undertook to do
what the Public Rights League has started
out to do, and I am glad that you have under-

taken

it

because you will put

WORTHY

OBJECT"
York, N. Y.

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
I enclose herewith Pledge Card on Public Rights League.
I assure you it is a privilege to be identified

J.

with such a worthy object.
Cordially yours,
Associated Producers, Inc.,
Oscar A. Price,
President.

"PLAN

IS

Yours very

Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

I

am

truly,

C.

W. Brown,
Kinograms.

"POSSIBILITIES UNLIMITED"

New
Mr. Martin

York, N. Y.

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
J.

is

my membership

card in The

Public Rights League.
This, in my opinion, is an excellent plan
with unlimited possibilities for benefit to the
motion picture industry, and in its development you deserve every support.
This is sufficiently important to justify
you in placing a competent executive in
charge of its activity, and with his entire
time devoted to it.

Very

truly yours,

Associated First National Pictures, Inc.
J. D. Williams,

Manager.

New
Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
J.

York, N. Y.

(B

Wire)

CONGRATULATIONS ON THE MOST
LOGICAL AND CONSTRUCTIVE PLAN
THAT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED FOR
THE INDUSTRY. I AM SURE IT WILL
DO MORE TO ACCOMPLISH THE PURPOSE YOU HAVE IN MIND THAN ANYTHING YET PUT FORWARD.
DAVID HARVEY.

York, N. Y.

WJ
WlreJ
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE PLAN. THIS IS A
fR
lt5y

,

WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY TO GET
MESSAGE BEFORE PUBLIC IN A NATIONAL WAY. IDEA SHOULD MEET
WITH UNANIMOUS APPROVAL OF
INDUSTRY. BEST WISHES.

MARSHALL NEILAN.
"DESERVES SUPPORT"

LOGICAL"

New
Mr

over.

"WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY"
New

Mr. Martin

it

glad to pledge myself actually as well as
formally to do whatever I can to help.

President.

"A

N. Y.

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
J.

Enclosed

DELIGHTED TO SIGN
Mr. Martin

"TIME SOMEBODY ACTED"
New York,

Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
J.

Los Angeles, Calif.
/d
WireJ
CKy wirfO

HAVE JUST READ PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE PLAN. CONGRATULATIONS.
THIS OFFERS CONCRETE OPPORTUNITY FOR EVERYONE IN INDUSTRY
TO REGISTER EFFECTIVELY WITH
THE PUBLIC. FEEL SURE YOU HAVE
SUPPORT OF EVERYONE IN INDUSTRY. BEST WISHES.

MARION FAIRFAX.
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First List of

Members
will be

Printed in

Next Issue:
Are You

When the printing press was invented it was regarded by some as a
thing of evil that should be destroyed.

In

the same

There are some today that have
attitude toward motion

It?

pictures.

The
of

of

list

first

members

Help maintain the freedom

LEAGUE

the

THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

to be printed in

is

of

screen

THE PUBLIC RIGHTS

the next issue of Exhibitors

Herald.
Is

your name on the

Are you to be

roll?

numbered
is copy for slide No. 3. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of

This

among the theatre owners
who have pledged their assistance in this great movement

the motion picture.

to protect their business?

that

All

you to

necessary

is

sign the pledge of

double meanings or masked ob-

for

is

THE

are

ligations

involved

in

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

signing of the pledge. It merely

move-

shows your willingness to co-

entire industry will

operate in a plan for maintain-

Participation

ment by the
assure

its

in

the

success and will not

the

ing

involve the expenditure of a cent

pictures.

by the members of the LEAGUE.

New

THE PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE an honorary and

in

informal

No

organization.

motion

whether these suggestions

arc adaptable to the situation
in

your community.
Sign the pledge today and be-

come

a

member

zation, the one
of

which

is

of this organi-

and only purpose

to protect

you and

movement

the public which supports your

be suggested and explained

theatre from the inroads of med-

later issues of this publica-

dling reformers and unscrupu-

will

is

freedom

of

as to

tion.

phases of the

You

are to be the judge

lous politicians.

PLEDGE
T E

^r?^^6
^fcrthef»'"" V
CQVnxdcJj^
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r> IDT in
rUBLlL
RJCHTS

C

J

R

rr-A^rrrLEAGUE
"For

the

'

Freedom

Sponsored by

EXHIBITORS HERALD

HKS
of

in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

and the

public

Motion Pictures"

I
realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League,
and in this
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

then will be enrolled as

a member c/ the

LEAGUE.

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
IName
Theatre
City

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
my part in arousing

manner do

ign

And Become
a

Member
League

of

May

21,
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M.P.T.O. A. to
Convene in July

Censor Advocates Making
Final Drives for Victory

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

10.— The Motion
Owners of America

Massachusetts, Illinois and Florida Are Remaining
Battlegrounds
Industry Successfully Protects Itself in Thirty-One States

Picture Theatre
have postponed their annual convention
It was originally planned for
to July.
Minneapolis June 7, 8, and 9. The date
will be set at a meeting of the executive
committee m Washington May 17.

—

Beaten in thirty-one states and a half dozen large cities of the
United States in the last four months, censorship advocates are
throwing their entire weight into the three states which are still debating censorship legislation Massachusetts, Illinois and Florida.

Wisconsin Convention
WIS., May 10.—The
annual state convention of the Wisconsin
Exhibitors' Association opened a twoday session at Hotel Wisconsin here toCall

MILWAUKEE,

—

Win Two

National Association

Hold Annual Meet
in

New

Preliminary Skirmishes

They have won the opening struggle in two states. In Illinois, the
Spence censorship bill has been reported favorably to the senate from
committee. In Massachusetts, the senate and house ways and means committee has reported unanimously in favor of a state censorship measure.
In Florida, the reformers are meeting with slower progress, but a bill
has been framed and members of the legislature are under a bombardment
of telegrams, letters and personal messages demanding its passage.

day.

to

35

York June 6

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. May

Shoulder to shoulder, every branch of
motion picture industry is taking
every possible step to check the proposed

10.— The Fifth An-

the

nual Meeting of the National Association

Motion Picture Industry will be
June 6 at the headquarters, 1520
Broadway, New York. This date was
decided upon by the Executive Commitof the

legislation.

held

on the front
backed by

tee at the

May

4

distributors,

producers

and

others with the welfare of the business
at heart.

meeting.

The annual meetings

Exhibitors' organizations are
line.
In each state they are

Although few of the people entering
of

the

various

branches of the National Association,

in-

cluding the producers, distributors, supply and equipment, and general divisions,

To Join "A.

P.

wHl be held prior to June 6 for the purpose of nominating directors who will
be voted upon at the annual meeting of
the parent association. It is planned that
the newly elected board of directors
shall convene immediately thereafter to
elect officers for the ensuing year.
This will be the second time that the
National Association has held its annual
gathering in New York. The first was
in 1917, one year after the association
was formed, the second was in Boston,
the third in Rochester and in 1920 it was
held in Cleveland. The fifth, annual con-

The

List of Victories

California

Montana

Rhode Island

Colorado
Delaware
Idaho
Indiana

Nebraska
New Hampshire

New Jersey
New Mexico

South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

Utah
Vermont
Washington

Oklahoma
Oregon

Wyoming

Iowa
Maine
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri

Wisconsin

District of

Columbia

The state of Ohio, which has a censorship law. is listed among the victories on
account of the defeat of the McCoy bill
which sought to prohibit the showing of
all pictures depicting crime in any of its
phases. This legislation, had it become a
law. would have paralyzed the picture industrv in the state.

the officers announce.

& Lesser Begin

Suits

A

conservative estimate of the direct
cost of censorship in the thirty-one states
repudiating it is placed at §2.400,000. The
incidental and resulting costs of the censorship is placed at ten times that figure
annually.
All of this tremendous cost
would, of course, had to have been borne
by the patrons of the theatres.
censorship
In
fact,
universal
state
would have totally destroyed the motion
picture business.
States which have already beaten censorship bills are the following:

vention will bring to a close the most
successful and active year in its history,

Gore

motion picture theatres in the various
states where the fight has been fought
and won realize it, the industry has saved
its patrons millions of dollars by its determined campaign.

Against Pomona

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May
the

Public Demonstration

10.—Pending
outcome on the hearing of their peti-

recount of the votes cast in the
recent
"Blue
Laws" referendum at
Pomona, set for May 23, Gore Brothers
& Lesser have filed suit in the Superior
court to restrain the city from enforcing

Wins Withdrawal of

tion for a

the law.

Buster Keaton Signs

With First National
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK.
comedies

May 10.— Buster Keaton

the future are to be distributed by First National.
His contract
with Metro has expired.
in

Sunday Shows Win
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NORTH PLATTE,

NEB., May 10.—

Foreign

Made

Picture

(Special to ExhiHtors Herald)
*

HOBART

BOSWORTH, popular
exponent of "man's man" roles,
has joined the ranks of independent producers and has already

on

a series of feature

commenced work

dramas

to be

pub-

by the Associated Producers.
The Hobart Bosworth Productions,

lished

Inc., is

the

name

of the

new

organiza-

which has been formed to handle the
Samuel Heyman, of San
star's pictures.
Francisco, is the president, Emory Johnson, vice-president, and Max Graf, who
tion

returns
years'

to

studio

absence,

activities

after

three

serve in the manSix features are to be

will

Opposition to Sunday motion pictures
was defeated by a big majority in a re-

agerial capacity.

cent referendum.

filmed during the coming year.

LOS AXGELES, May 10— Feeling
against German-made films was crystalhere when Miller's theatre anlized
nounced the showing of "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari." A spectacular demonstration, featured by crippled ex-service men
carrying placards denouncing the show,
lasted from noon until eight o'clock in
the evening.
The crowd assumed such proportions
that police reserves and military police
were called out. One of the signs which
was typical read: "Why Pay War Tax
to See German-Made Pictures?" Through
the efforts of Ernest Joy of the Actors
Equity Association and officers of the
American Legion, Fred Miller was prevailed upon to withdraw the production.
Miller was cheered for his action as
the crowd dispersed.
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to do this, and would materially reduce
the income of the houses.

Protest Against

*

#

*

would be the house in the residential section that would suffer most,
he said further. These houses give three
performances a night, and at the second
show get their greatest crowd. If standing was prohibited, they would be unable
to sell tickets between eight and nine
o'clock, at which time the greatest number attend such performances, and would
be driven out of business. These houses,
It

Wheeler

Bill

Ledby Harry M.

V

Crandall, Theatre Owners of Washington
oice Objections to Measure

—

WASHINGTON,

Protests
D. C.
the Wheeler bill, limiting
the sale of theatre tickets in the District
of Columbia to the number of persons
who can be seated, were lodged with a
subcommittee of the committee on the
District of Columbia by local exhibitors
duiing the course of a hearing on the bill
against

on

May

and

7.

The moving
city

picture exhibitors of the

were represented through Harry M.

Crandall.

owner

downtown
who is also

of a chain of

and neighborhood

houses,

exhibitors' association.
Mr. Crandall protested against
any additional legislation along this line,
declaring that the police regulations, already stricter than in most other large
cities, adequately dealt with the situa-

president

of

the

lo

*

1

tion.

Local
regulations
require
lobby
a
space of one-half square foot for each
seat in houses of less than 50 capacity,
and one and one-half square feet for
each seat in houses over that size; a
space of at least four feet is required
last row of seats and the
wall of the theatre, and unlcs* the space
back of the seats is deeper than that no
persons are allowed to stand therein;
if persons are permitted to stand in the
foyer or lobby, between the ticket taker
and the entrance to the orchestra seats,
the house is required to maintain a pen
or roped off space in which such persons
may stand, and which must have an

between the

entrance entirely separate from any of
the exits; two exits are required in the
front of each theatre together with an
entrance not used as an exit except in
emergencies, in addition to the emergency exits at other places; in large
houses also a cross aisle is required,
about half day down the orchestra which
must lead directly to exits, all houses
are required to be thoroughly fireproof,
and houses of more than 500 seating
capacity must be entirely detached, having streets or alleys on all four sides.
*

•

The

prohibition of standees, Mr. Cranwould necessiprices and a
cutting down of the number of shows
given each day.
"Our shows are continuous," he said, "and by that reason our
prices can be kept low."
Every effort is made to reduce the
dall told the committee,
tate increased admission

time which people must stand.
The
schedule of the houses is usually well
known, and people who stand are those
who come during one performance so
as to ret in for the next.
The waiting
time is rarely more than 30 minutes, he
said, and usually less than that.
In addition, the people standing in the rear
or in the pen at the door are usually
seated during the show.
As the performance is continuous, there are always
people going out, so that newcomers are
seated as vacancies occur.
If standing
was prohibited, it would be impossible

DIRECTING HER FIRST EXTERIOR SCENE

.

he continued, have an admission much
lower than that of the down town houses,
and are a very popular entertainment.
The films shown down town are first run
and therefore very expensive, but the
films in the neighborhood houses are a

month or

six

weeks

later,

the orchestra

investment is less, and
the profit from such houses is greater
than from the big ones in the heart of the
smaller,

is

the

city.

Protests against the enactment of the
bill are being received from all
sections of the country, and telegrams
sent to members of the subcommittee
were the subject of discussion during
the hearing.

Wheeler

A. Exhibitors Plan
Unjust Taxation Fight

L.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May

10.— The

five

per cent government tax and the music
tax came in for excoriation at the meeting of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Southern California. Plans were
formulated for a campaign against the
two measures. The meeting was conducted by H. J. Siler, who presided,
and Glenn Harper, secretary.
Renewal of vigorous fighting against
censorship and unjust taxation, was assured.

Orchestra Hall Begins

Season With

{t

Passion"

Max

Goldstine opened Orchestra Hall
for the summer season on May 9, with
"Passion" as the feature attraction. Great
crowds were in attendance at matinee and
evening performances on the opening
day.

The
tional

of the picture, with First Natrade-marks at right and left, is
title

displayed in a huge electric sign across
the front of the house, the only illuminated display of the kind on Michigan Ave. between Lake St. and the
Illinois Central depot.

Eastern Feature Film
Plans House Warming
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS.— Bearing

the prom-

ise "a pleasant surprise is in store for
you" Herman Rifkin has issued invitations to the trade to be present at the

opening of the new offices and annex of
the Eastern Feature Film Company on

May

19.

The house warming
11

a.

will be held from
m. to 5 p. m., at the new home of
company, 57-59 Church street and

the
19-21-23 Piedmont street.

Proctor Goes East
Ralph O. Proctor, head of the organization which will produce six pictures
starring Bryant Washburn for Asso-

Marion Fairfax (on the platform) rehearsing the cast of "The Lying Truth" for an
exterior scene while her technical staff and players look on. Rene Guissart, photographer, is on the platform also. Hugh McClung, co-director, Pat O'Malley,
Claire McDowell and Charles Mailes appear in the group.

ciated Exhibitors, Inc., within the next
year, passed through Chicago on May
10 on his way from the West Coast to

New

York.

May

21,
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Sustains Setback In

Sunday Opening Fight
Court Dissolves Restraining Order Against
Huntington Officials

Indiana

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

INDIANAPOLIS,

IND.,

May

7.

—T.

owner of the Perfect theaHuntington, has lost his fight in
the lower courts on the question of Sunday motion picture shows. N. G. Hunter, judge of the Wabash Circuit court at
Wabash, has dissolved a temporary rePerfect
order obtained by
straining
against Charles McGrew, mayor of Huntthe
board
ington, the chief of police and
of works of Huntington.
Violates Indiana Law
Judge Hunter held that the opening of
theatres on Sunday for the purpose of

Guy
tre

Perfect,

at

holding shows
Indiana laws.

was

violation of the
case was taken to
Wabash on a change of venue from
Huntington county.
Perfect obtained the restraining order
several weeks ago. It was aimed to prevent the Huntington city officials from
taking any action toward closing the
Perfect
theatre on Sunday.
plaintiff's
contended at the hearing on the motion
to dissolve the order that the city officials had violated the order by forcing
him to close the theatre the first Sunday
after the order was issued.
in

The

Perfect Claims Discrimination

He

alleged that other persons at Huntington were violating the Sunday laws
by having their places of business open
so long as he had been held by the officers as a violator of the law.
Under the restraining order the Huntington
officials
were prevented from
stopping the Sunday performances at
the theatre, but the order said the officials would not be stopped from prosecuting the theatre owner for violations
of the Sunday laws.

Negroes Protest
"Birth of Nation"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
negro

YORK, May

men
negro women in
ex-service

10.— A number of
in
uniform and

three
Y. W. C. A. war
service clothes picketed the Capitol theatre here, where "The Birth of a Nation"
is being shown.
Placards declaring that
the film misrepresented their race and

resentment against them were
displayed by the marchers.
On the charge of obstructing a public
thoroughfare, the pickets were arrested
and were warned in the midnight court
that such practice was likely to result in
race rioting.
aroused

and Russell
Form Own Company

Russell
W.

D. Russell and B. D. Russell of the
have withdrawn from that firm and formed a new
organization named Russell & Russell,

firm of Russell-Griever-Russell

and are manufacturing and producing in
Los Angeles now, with Russell Simpson
as a star.
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Independent Producers to
Urge High Tariff on Films
Marshall Neilan, Marion Fairfax, B. P. Fineman
and Al Christie Join Actors Goldwyn
Says Movement is Grave Mistake

—

Advocates of a high tariff on foreign film productions were given
forceful backing this week when a score of independent producers on the
Coast joined in the movement and pledged their aid to get legislation
through congress. Simultaneously, Sam Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, returning from Europe, issued a forceful statement
against any such action and warned that a grave mistake is being made.
Dispatches from
York and Los Angeles tell the story.

New

FOR TARIFF

AGAINST

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May

NEW

10.— Independ-

YORK, May

ent producers here have added their pro-

from

test

to that of the actors against tl e
importation of German and other foreign
films.
A canvass of the studios here

France,

brought unanimous protest for further
importations along the lines at present
employed.
While the idea of the producers is not
to keep the foreign product from t l ie
American market, it is felt that those
employed in motion picture productions
here should be protected by an act of
Congress fixing a suitable tariff.
Should Protect Producers
Marion Fairfax, head of the producing
company bearing her name said: "I do
not think it should come about that the
works of motion picture art of Europe

movement

should
public.

be

banned from the American
have seen several examples

We

foreign-made product that disclose
accomplishments which should
find their place on the American screens.
"However, I do feel that importation
should be regulated so that the American producer and those he employs is
Pictures that would have
protected.
cost $500,000 to produce here have beerr
imported for one-tenth that amount due
the lower cost of production in
to
Europe."
Neilan Advocates Tariff
Marshall Neilan said: "Tariff regulation should be instituted immediately to
protect the American producing indus-

of

artistic

All actors, directors and technicians
would be affected if the present imports
were allowed to grow without suitable
The producing industry in
regulation.
this country now consists to a very large
extent, of independent producer? who
sell their product to the large distribThese producers
uting organizations.
would be hard hit. Millions in investtry.

ments would be lost."
B. P. Fineman, manager of Katherine

MacDonald Productions. Al Christie and
other independent producers voiced similar

protests.
pictures

The

feeling that foreign-

should be totally barred
was not evident among the producers.

made

10.— Returning

a three months' tour of England,

Germany £.nd Italy, Samuel
Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, aimed a blow at the
to check the importation of
motion picture productions.
"Producers of other nations have
made pictures for an appeal only on their
own soil. But the American industry
has become prosperous because it ma-ie
"Repictures for the world," he says.
to
our own
strict America's pictures
country and you put us in the same isolated position as those countries which
have not yet learned to make produc-

tions of universal interest.

World Helps Pay

Salaries

"Actors' and directors' salaries have
been high and employment plentiful only
because American pictures entertain the
world and not just America. Limit the
market, cut off foreign countries and
you'll see the corresponding cut in sal-

There is ro
and employment.
sound argument, economic, artistic of
otherwise which favors a restrictive

aries

movement

against films

made abroad.

"We
in

have nothing to fear from Europe
We have
the matter of competition.

already seen the cream of the German
product in American theatres. The aveiage standard of European pictures is far
below ours. And even if Europe is to
produce great photoplays America wants
No
to see them and to benefit hv them.
matter what countries in Europe exercise a restriction, we should keep our
do not restrict books,
barrier down.
plays, operas or paintings from Europe,
and there is less reason for us to restrict
Perhaps on motion
motion pictures.
pictures depends a greater world under-

We

standing.

Few

Pictures Suitable

io exaggerait is
tion to say that less than two per cent
of the German pictures will be fit for
Italy is the leading
presentation here.
The nation that
producer in Europe.

"As

for

Germany,

gave us 'Cabiria' and 'Quo Vadis' has
been busy in the art of the screen and if
there is any tremendous contribution to
the photoplay to be mad'' within the
next year it will come from the Italians."

Jeiti thePMMjcfflgMfJeague
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Exhibitors Supply Co.
Kills

First

Merger Rumor

set

Officers Declare
at rest rumors concerning

business,

of

of

officials

this

10.—The annual
convention of the First National Branch
Managers will assemble in New York,
May 10, for four days of business sessions
with the executives of Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.
In many ways
this promises to be the most elaborate
convention held by the organization

film

since

The

good fortune

to en-

joy your confidence
relations

in our past business
and we have profited thereby

efficient

distribution

the
co-operation
for

manufacturer and hearty
the motion picture supply dealer."
H. A. R. Dutton. president: K. R.
Douglas, vice-president, and G. A. Linwith

coln signed the statement.

Indiana

to

Observe

Week

First National

From June 12
The week of June 12th
mark the first observance

Week

tional

in

to

will

of First

Na-

according

Indiana,

18

to 18th

Indianapolis.

Advance indications point
more than 350 theatres

to

the- fact

in the state

will play First National Pictures during
the week, which probably will establish

record for simultaneous showings of
one company's product in that state.
Approximately thirty theatres in Indianapolis will show First National produca

tions the entire

four

_

first

week and

run houses

in

this

the

that

to

will

develop
result

office attractions that

in

have

leaving the last two for the
of policies peculiar to each
exchange.
After each daily session the
delegates will be entertained by the various First National producing units.
Among the exchange managers who
have announced their intention of being
present are R. H. Clark of the New York
City exchange, E. J. Hayes of Buffalo.
R. C. Seery of Chicago, T. B. Spry of
Boston, M. K. Keleher of New Haven,
W. E. Lusk of Cleveland, R. H. Haines,
Cincinnati; J. F. Cubberly, Minneapolis;
H. J. Fitzgerald, Milwaukee; E. C.
sessions,

CHARLES

M.

SEA Y

Director-General and Vice-President
Pictures Corporation.

discussion

of

Maclyn Arbuckle to
Film Hobart Play

Pine Tree

for

Producers' Security
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May

10.— As

a

result

of the booking requests for the first of
the Maclyn Arbuckle pictures, "Squire
Phin," the Producers Security Corpora-

announces that the second of the
Arbuckle series will be taken from the
tion

celebrated play,

by George

"Welcome to Our City,"
The Hobart play

V. Hobart.

served as a stage vehicle for one of Mr.
-Arbuckle's New York starring appearances a few seasons, ago.
The Producers Security Corporation
announces the cast for the "Squire Phin"
-pictures as follows:
"Squire Phin." M*.
Arbuckle, supported by Bert Lindley,
Gordon Russell, J. Edwin Brown, Ernest
C. Joy and Mrs. Arbuckle.

Celebrated Players
Aid Exhibitor Fight
L.

J.

brated

Friedman,
Players,

is

president
assisting

of

Cele-

Illinois

ex-

in fighting the proposed state
law which would prohibit exhibitors
from selling tickets for which there were
no seats at the time the ticket was sold.
His entire organization is arousing theatre owners' attention to the measure.

hibitors

includes

downtown

district.

An

box

expected

policy

S. W. Hatch, Kansas City:
Schwarz, Des Moines; H. M. Weinberg, Omaha; W. J. Heenan, Philadelphia: S. Y. Edwards, San Francisco;
L. E. Tillman, St. John; A. Gorman,
Montreal; W. J. Drummond, Toronto:

Rhoden and

S. S.

F. Brown, Indianapolis; S. J. Baker. St.
Louis: C. R. Beachem, Atlanta; F. P.
Bryan, Charlotte: C. H. Feldman, Portland; L. O. Lukan. Seattle: A. M. Fabian,
New Jersey: J. Skirbell. Pittsburgh: H.
Scott, Detroit: W. E. Callaway, Dallas:
Dave Bershon, Los Angeles; J. P. An-

derson, Washington
S. J. Coffland, Vancouver; W. M. Mitchell. Calgary; B.
Bloom. Winnipeg: L. L. Goldber, Louisville: T. H. Asbv. Denver; L. L. Hall,
Salt Lake City: C. J. Briant, New Or:

leans,

and Jack Brainard, Oklahoma

City.

to

word received from Floyd Brown, manager of the First National Exchange in

that

holders

Eight business sessions will be held, two
on each day of the convention.
The
planned business of the meeting is expected to be cleared up at the first six

to be favored with a continuation of these pleasant relations.

exhibitor,

franchise

ever been handled by one organization.

and wish

Personnel Remains Same
"There has been no change in the personnel of our company and our policy in
the past which has been successful will
be continued with added effort for the
accomplishment of better service to the

the

are

sessions

the best

facts.

company or companies.

when

production

a

being in a
position to substantiate them with actual

"It has been our

1919,

and branch managers foregathered for a
week at the Hotel Astor.

without

Negotiations Terminated
"These tentative negotiations have been
terminated, however, with no satisfactory
arrangements being arrived at, and we
are taking this opportunity to inform
you that we are not contemplating a
merger or any other association with any

Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK, May

certain
others conducting a business
similar to ours.
Heretofore we have
neither denied nor affirmed these rumors,
as we had entered upon tentative negotiations looking toward a merger if satisfactory arrangements could be arrived at,
and we did not wish to make any state-

other

New York

in
(Special

a

ment follows:
"During the past few months there
have been several rumors circulated relative to a merger of our company and

whatsoever

Sessions Each
Starting May 16

Day

supply company have issued a statement
The statefully covering the matter.

ments

National Calls

Two Bu?iness

merger of the Exhibitors Supply Company and another concern in the same
line

1921

21,

Managers Convention

Not Considering Affiliation
With Any Other Company
To

May

elaborate advertising campaign will
precede the first observance of First National Week, including the wide distribution of special twenty four sheets and
one sheets, special slides and other mediums of "direct to the public" advertising.
A newspaper advertising campaign
also is being planned along with numerous other exploitation ideas designed to
help the exhibitor realize the utmost
from the First National product.

Jenner Executive in
Warren Corporation
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
ner,

for

Warren

YORK, May
years

six
in

various

has

tion, the

F.

B.

motion picture enter-

resigned

new

A

star

national distributing unit.

series

is

announced by Fred

Falkner. who has contracted for
twelve features in all with Susan Grande
in the leading role.
The pictures will
be sold in series of three each to inde-

W.

pendent exchange men.

The first release is titled "The Girl
With a Million" to be followed by "The
Falkner has everything
Lpstairs.'
necessary, it is said, to make this picture the success it merits.
Girl

New

10.— William H. Jen-

associated with

from the Associated
Producers organization to become vicepresident of the F. B. Warren Corporaprises,

Fred Falkner Contracts
For Twelve Features

York Exhibitors
Will Hold Banquet
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK.

May 10— The

Theatre

of New
will give an elaborate dinner at the
members will be inRitz this week.
Exchange men will attend as
stalled.

Owners' Chamber of Commerce

York

New

guests.

May

21,
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High Mark Reached In
Theatre Construction
Contemplated Mean
Large Expenditure for
Building Set^on

Producers Prepare to Test
Measure Will Be Attacked In Courts if Governor
Miller Signs It
Hope of Veto Fades as

—

Theatre building projects totaling over
two million dollars are contemplated in

Hennessey
Newark, N. J.,
and one to be constructed at Fifth and
Broadway streets, Santa Ana, Calif., to
be leased to Turner, Dahnken & Langing capacity of 4.400 persons;

&

new

Gold's

The

ley.

mated

at

theatre in

cost of this

structure

is

esti-

$150,000.

The Lansing Theatre company, Lansing,

Mich., will start construction of

new Blackstone

within

theatre

time and hope to have

it

ing early in the

It will

fall.

Scramble for $7,000 Jobs Begins

among

which are Grauman's new Metropolitan
in San Francisco, which will have a seat-

a

its

short

ready for opencost

more

New York Law

Validity of

Projects

various parts of the country, chief

39

NEW

(From

YORK, May

10.

Staff Correspondent)

—A general resume of the

censorship situation

shows that according to popular belief it will be brought to a focus with
Governor Miller of New York refusing to veto the Clayton-Lusk Bill. The
Governor is quoted as saying that he proposes to appoint a woman to
serve on the censorship commission if he decides to sign the bill.
Women Seek Place on Commission
Several women have been mentioned for the place, among them Mrs.
Florence Knapp, a clubwoman of Syracuse, and Mrs. Clarence Waterman,
of Brooklyn, who has been active in trying to foist censorship upon the
people of New York state.
The brief submitted by Judge Almet K. Jenks on behalf of the motion
picture industry was placed in the Governor's hands on May 5. Governor
Miller indicated that his final decision will be given within the following

week.

than $100,000.

McCarthy Brothers, owners
Orpheum and Metropolitan
Grand Forks.

So.

of

Dakota, have

let

con-

tracts for the construction of a 1,000-seat

theatre at Fergus Falls, Minn.

Independence. Mo.,

new

is

soon to have a

which will
between 1,200 and 1,300. Solom
Toothaker is backing the project and
announces it will be ready for occupancy
theatre to cost $100,000,

seat

not later than the

first of-

the year.

Other cities in which theatres are contemplated are Huntington, West Va.:
Michigan City, Ind.'; Marion, 111.; Pelham. N. Y.; Providence. R. I.; Troy, N.
Y. Astoria. 111., and Springfield, 111.
:

Chaplin Turns Down
Offer of $1,020,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May

It

the

theatres,

10.— Charles

Chaplin has turned down an offe- of
$1,020,000 annually from a group of
English financiers. It took him" less than
one hour to make his decision. The offer
came by cable. It contained an additional offer of a bonus of $250,000 for
acceptance within sixty days.

is

generally

real fight will

signs

utive

understood

come

the

that

bill.

There

a

is

Upon

being

shown under
and panic

the pro-

act.

we!',

opinion that it can be successfully attacked upon the grounds of undefined

constitutionality.

films may now be
visions of the lire

the

after the state exec-

Riesenfeld Assists

Boston Premiere of

qaeried

May 3

relative to this phase of the fight,

"Deception"

of the

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

most
prominent film executives refused
to show their hands by exposing the
various methods of attack they will

YORK, May 10.— "Deception,"
Paramount's European production which

employ

not only established a

It is

eral

to nullify the force of the

NEW

bill.

week

Production Not Curtailed
evident that there will be no gen-

curtailment either

in

the

quality

of

future

new

record for a

Rivoli but has the
first

picture ever

weeks at that theatre,
opened an indefinite engagement at the

film

Some few producers have

New York

distinction of being the
to

auantitv

production
they
intended to curtail but the majority of
the larger organizations state that the"
have no intention at the present time of
stinting on production.

or

at the

play

Colonial

stated

three

theatre,

Boston,

May

3.

Dr.

Hugo

Riesenfeld, managing director of
the Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion theatres,
went to Boston to supervise the presentation on the opening night.
The entire presentation, exactly as it
was given at the Rivoli, including proAccording to the statutes, Governor
logue, settings and orchestral accomMiller has until May 16 to sign the bill.
paniment, has been duplicated for the
If he doesn't do so by that date the bi'l
Boston theatre. A special orchestra of
will be automatically voided.
forty pieces was formed for the engageIn Pennsylvania, the State Industrial
ment and rehearsed for some time preBoard of the Department of Labor ani
vious to the opening under the direction
Industry has agreed to modify the drasof Joseph Littau, one of the Rivoli contic regulations in so far as fiey apply to
ductors, who will conduct throughout
the exhibition of films in charitable, eduthe
run of the picture in Boston.
Such
cational and religious institutions

Stanley Will Begin

New

Playhouse Soon

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PHILADELPHIA.

PA.,

Washington
Will be Prosecuted as Vagrants
WASHINGTON, D. C, May — Male persons who loiter upon

"Lobby Lizards"

May 10.—

Jules E. Mastbaum has ordered construction to start immediately for the new
4,000-seat motion
picture theatre ard

building to be erected on the present site of the Bingham Hotel, at Market
office

and Eleventh streets. The property was
purchased a year ago but existing leases
prevented taking possession until May 1.

Educational Week in
Canada Nets $50,000
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

•

May 10.—While figures
yet completely compiled, it is
that the sales drive for "Educational Week"
in
Canada will exceed
$50,000 in gross contracts.
In the province of Ontario.
Educational pictures
played more than eighty per cent of
the houses.

are not

known

in

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)
10.

the streets or stand at or near the entrances of theatres, motion picture shows, or other places of amusement and by any means whatsoever annoy any woman or girl with whom they had no previous
acquaintance would be classed as vagrants under the bill which has
been introduced in Congress by Representative Clark of Florida.
As vagrants, such persons may be arrested by any police officer
either with or without a warrant, and upon conviction would be
punished by a fine of not less than $100 nor more than $1,000, or by
imprisonment for from three to twelve months, or by both fine and
imprisonment, in the discretion of the court.
Washington for some time has been subject to much annoyance
from "lobby lizards," who loiter about the motion picture theatres,
and efforts have been made several times to put a stop to the nuisance.
similar bill was introduced in the House of Representatives last
season, but failed to receive action.

A
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"ThreeCY* EmbodyHis
Policy Toward Exhibitors

Gilday's

That
District Manager Warns
Courtesy and Cooperation Must Prevail

Chicago

JOSEPH

H.

GILD AY, who

recently

assumed the position of district manager in Chicago for Paramount, has positive ideas of the treatment which should
be accorded the exhibitor who does business in the company's exchanges.
Mr. Gilday has incorporated his opinions in a letter to all employes under the
heading "The Three C's, indicating, he
explains, civility, courtesy and cooperation.
His missive follows:
To all Employees:
You are aware of the fact that the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation has always adhered
strictly to the policy of cooperation with and
service to the exhibitor.
In this connection it might be well to call the
attention of each and every employee in the
Chicago Exchange to three rules of action which
will assist materially in carrying out this policy
of our organization.
These rules, if applied consistently by all of
us (and I feel certain that they will be), will
undoubtedly serve to cement the friendly and
cordial relations now existing between the ex-

our exchange.
They can best be expressed as the "THREE
C'S" — Civility Courtesy — Cooperation.
KIVILITY — in our personal contact with the
exhibitor; in all of our correspondence with him;
and in all of our conversations with him over
hibitors and

—

the phone.

COURTESY — in

promptly and speedily extending assistance and intelligently analyzing his
business conditions whenever he calls on us or
we call on him to transact business; in assisting him in making bookings 6 days in the week
from 8:30 A. M. to 5:30 P. M.
COOPERATION— both with the exhibitor and

Delegation to Open
New Territory
The second

delegation to be sent to
to look after
the distribution of the "Big Four" product, has sailed for France on the Celtic,
where, within a fortnight, offices will be

Europe by Hiram Abrams

ourselves; in assisting him intelligently
solve his problems; in offering him helpful
suggestions and making him feel as though he
were an integral part of our organization because he IS if we only realize that fact.
Every employee must bear in mind always
to

—

is our friend and we are his
Treat him as you would wish to be
treated were you in his position. Extend a welcome greeting to him every time that you come
in contact with him.
KEEP YOl'R MINI) AND

that the exhibitor

mend.

opened

Mr. Gilday is a firm believer in cheerfulness, optimism and good cheer and
the letter above is a part of a campaign
to spread his "gospel" to every member

Paramount

staff.

Texas Congressman to
Ask Admission Probe
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

—

D. C., May 10
Representative Blanton of Texas has an-

nounced his intention of asking for a
congressional investigation of theatre admission prices here, declaring that charges

now made

of

this

organization's

ductions will be handled

To Open New
Immediately

imperative that we all carry these "Three
C's" with us at all times and in all places. We
must show the exhibitor unfailing Civility, Courtesy and Cooperation. Any employee who feels
that he cannot subscribe to these "Three C*s"
and carry out these instructions has no place
in our organization. Now, let's all pull together
to make our exchange the most desirable one in
Chicago from the exhibitor's viewpoint.
is

from which point

Paris,

in

distributing

YOUR OFFICE DOOR OPEN TO HIM.

of the

1921

21,

"Big Four" Extends
Foreign Activities
Guy Croswell Smith Heads

Civility,

among

It

May

of

the

opened

after

Paris

the

pro-

in the future.

Territory
the

branch,

establishment

offices

will be
other localities, and the prod-

in

uct of the "Big Four" will find its way
to the theatres of France, Belgium, Holland,
Spain, Portugal,
Italy,
Poland

Czechoslovakia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Finland, Greece, the Balkans and
Jugoslavia.

Guy Croswell Smith, well known in
the film export business, and who has
been located in Europe for the past number of years, headed the delegation and
will have charge of the distribution organization in Continental Europe. Prior
to his entrance into the export end of
the film industry he was connected with
the D. W. Griffith organization.
During the World War, Mr. Smith was a
special agent for the United States department of state throughout Europe,
and was also the representative in Russia,
Scandinavia and Switzerland, for the
Committee on Public Information.

are too high.

Palmer Cushing Sent
accompanied
Cushing, who
Smith, will assume the duties of

Palmer

Off for Italy to Make Pictures

Mr.

treasurer of the European organization.

He was

formerly connected with

P.

W.

Chapman and company, investment bankers, and for many years has been connected with companies on Wall Street.
During the war he was with the French
Army and after the signing of the Aim stice negotiated many business deals for
the United States government.
:

Swedish- American

Company

Is

Launched

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK.—

With Garland Carter
as president, the Swedish-American Corporation has been formed to make features and comedies from masterpieces of

The company anDanish literature.
nounces that "The Great Hunger" and
"The Land of the Midnight Sun," both
works of the famous Danish author,
Joannes Bojer, have been obtained. Their
publication will be "Hands Up," a
directed by William Corbett.
William Corbett is vice-president and
manager and James O'Neill
general
treasurer of the corporation.
first

comedy

Five Griffith Films
Play N. Y. Same
< Special

to

Week

Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 10.— Five Griffith
productions played Broadwav- simulta"The Birth of a
neously last week.
Nation" was shown at the Capitol; "Way
Down East" at the Forty-fourth Street

NEW

YORK, May

— The

advance guard of an expedition being sent to
Rome by William Fox to make pictures sailed on the AQuitania May 3. Left to
right Mrs. Abraham Carlos, Abraham Carlos, Mrs. Edwards, J. Gordon Edwards,
Fox director, and Miss Carlos.

—

10.

theatre;

Standard.

"Broken
Japanese

Nemo; "Dream

Blossoms" at the
Garden and Fox's

Street"

at

the

and "The Love Flower"
Standard theatre.
Hall,

Town
at

the

May

21,
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Optimism Is Keynote at
Three Large Conventions

111

Goldwyn. Universal and Federated Exchanges Executives Predict Big Seasons
Arrange Pro-

—

Keep Apace

ductions Activities to
in

That the coming summer and fall seasons are to be two of the biggest
the history of the motion picture industry is the prediction made at

conventions of three large distributing organizations held within the last
fortnight.

Optimism permeated the gathering of Federated Exchanges at the
Hotel Traymore. Atlantic City, beginning April 30. It was echoed at the
convention of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company in Chicago.
May 8 and 9. and at the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation convention at
Culver City during the present week.
Preparations Made to Meet Big Demand
At each of the three conventions, plans were discussed to take care
of the increasing demand.
Announcements of special productions were
made. Reports from managers in the different territories indicating general conditions to be increasingly favorable were received.
Attendance at all three conventions included men from all parts of the country.
Reports from all sections were of the

of

same

methods.

tenor.

To Double

ANGELES, May
LOS
Loane Tucker, director
acle

Man" and many

successful pictures,

is

10.

of

— George
"The Mir-

other exceptionally
critically

ill

here.

Physicians attending him express grave
doubts as to his recovery.

Barthelmess In

I Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

May 10.— Richard

familiarizing

them

with

Goldwyn executives who

Capitalization

Directors of the

Federated Film Ex-

change of America.

Inc.. at their Atlantic

City convention, voted to double the
present capitalization of the company.
Another meeting will be held in Chicago
in June.
Screen Snapshots, it was announced,
will be added to the Federated product
through an arrangement with its producThis is an important
ers and editors.

conferences

the

include

Bar-

thelmess has signed a contract to make
a series of productions tor First NaIt is understood that a company
backed by Wall Street capital has been
formed with a capitalization of $250,000,
which will produce the future features
As yet, the first
to be made by the star.

tional.

and the director of the new comhas not yet been decided upon.
The pictures will be made in the east
and will be distributed by the First
story
pany,

Among those who attended the meeting were: J. L. Friedman, of Chicago,
president of Federated: Harry Charnas
and Iff. A. Liebensberger. of Cleveland:
Sam

Grand and

V.
Boston;

W. Dimock,

C.

of

Samuel' Bischoff, of Boston:
Bobby North and Abe Warner, of New
York: Ben Amsterdam, of Philadelphia:
P.
Oletsky, of Baltimore: J. Eugene
Pierce, of Xew Orleans: H. P. Baldwin
and L. E. Quimet. of Montreal: W. E.
Greene, of Xew York, and George H.
Wiley, general manager.
Goldwyn Managers Present
Twenty-two branch managers are attending the Goldwyn Pictures Corpora-

production

are attending

Alfred

Weiss,

vice president: A. S. Aronson, vice president and general sales manager; Howard
Dietz. director of advertising and publicity:
Eric Schay. assistant treasurer,
and F. J. Godsol. chairman of the board
of directors.
Rupert Hughes is scheduled for an im-

portant address. Others who will address
the meeting are Mr. Godsol. Mr. Aronson. Mr. Weiss. Mr. Dietz and Mr.
Schay.

hundred comedies.

Galaxy of Stars
NEW YORK.

were taken

addition to the company's short subjects,
which already include more than two

First National's

at Culver City.
They
to the coast for the purpose

convention

tion

Vaudeville Gives

Way

To Films at Theatre
(From

Stafi Correspondent)

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.. May 10.—The
Gayety theatre, home of burlesque.
Third street and Grand avenue, on April
24, closed its doors, and reopened or.
Saturday, April 30 as a motion picture
Charles Fox, manager of the
Gayety, will have a daily change of program, and introduce, a price which prevails in all his other houses, that of 10
cents including war tax.
house.

National organization.

j

Associated Producers
Closes with Export
Firm for the Orient
To establish American methods of film
distribution in Japan. China, the Philippines and India. Harry H. Owens has
been appointed special sales representative for Associated Producers and will
sail for Japan on June 2. according to an

|

'

announcement irom the Thomas H. Ince

"While
time,

and

it

The move came
.

ciated

as the result of negoclosed between the AssoProducers and A. H. Woolacott

concern

is

given the exclusive Oriental
Associated
published during the first

rights to productions of the

Producers
'

year.

it

course."

—

you

at once.

magazine

the best

very

to subscribe to

until

off

much

sent

me

Enclosed
in the

EXHIBITORS Herald

the sample copy

my

find

Now

have

for

some

at

hand

check for two years' sub-

motion picture theatre

for the sample.

I

line I

have ever

please bring on the regular

C. D. Stewart, manager. Royal theatre, Seneca, Kans.

just

company, a well-known importing and
exporting company, whereby the latter
•

It is

Thank you

studios.
tiations

have been going

decided the case

scription.

seen.

I

kept putting

I

"Enclosed

find

my

check

Exhibitors Herald.
pictures

I

buy.

I

In fact,

Liberty theatre, Eason,

I

111.

for a

use the

two years' extension of

Herald

in

could not be without

my

selecting the

it."

—

L.

subscription to

majority of the

A. Tomlin, manager.
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Be Used

Griffith Feature Will

in

Motion Picture

of a

Is

to Ascertain

What

for the experiment

"Dream

Griffith's

The

estimate

that

W.

D.

is

Street."

not

more than

70

per cent of a picture is actually seen by
an audience is based partially upon the

number

of bets that are settled

the

in

lobby following a showing.
Every person contents himself that
he sees "all" of a picture. The department of psychology in Johns Hopkins
university knows differently, however,
and recently wrote to Mr. Griffith asking
if "Dream Street" might be used as the
subject of a national experiment.
*

The purpose

is

is

seen

part of the audience

is

affected

What

part of the audience "gets" the
emotion scenes and what is the re-

the

action

is

remem-

bered at the end of a week, two weeks,
a month and six months.
How much of the detail of an intense
scene is grasped compared to those in
a slower building scene.
*

*

*

to cooperate
in this investigation to the extent of ar-

has agreed

Griffith

The

country.

the

ment.

The

findings will be used as material

by both the public and the producers

in

conclusion regarding cen-

arriving at a
sorship.

"Trained observers of pictures," said
Mr. Griffith, "have no conception of how
little of a picture is really seen by the
average spectator.
And the better the
picture, the less is seen, for where intense
interest is won for the principal characters, the eyes follow these characters
alone, and much of the action and settings
presented in supplement to the action of
is

unnoticed."

Kessel and Bauman
Dissolve Partnership

NEW

YORK, May

ranging for the experimenters to attend,
free of admission, a showing of the pic-

10.—The firm of

Bauman have

Kessel and

dissolved partKessel and Charles Kessel
will continue to operate the affairs of
the old firm. Kessel and Bauman in the

Ad

nership.

action.

of

of

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

by the comedy and to what degree.

How much

parts

all

to

on the average.

Mr.

in

past were the owners of the K and B
brand whese production forces were

headed by Thomas H. Ince and Mack
Sennett.

H ave

Which

Begin East Haddam House
EAST HADDAM, CONN.— Work has
begun in remodeling a local building
a motion picture theatre.

into

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

to

O. V.

KELLY

I

have found that by playing

once a month, about the same
time the bigger
ing

it

it,

prestige

;

tendance

cities are play-

booms
gets

on

house

the

me
that

larger

picture,

greater receipts and gets

who do

people

at-

me

not otherwise

I

am

now.
lin in

I

doing this right along
played Charles Chap-

"The Kid" shortly

after

re-

in the

defeat of censorship

in

Wisconsin.

want to let you know that I personand also as president of the
Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association am
grateful to you for coming to Madison
and assisting us in our fight against the

"I
ally

censorship bill," says Mr. Rhode's
Appreciates Co-operation

letter.

"It is through the splendid co-operation of just such fellows as you and
others of the industry that makes it
possible to really accomplish things, and
in a measure compensate the officers of
organizations like ours to devote their
time and energy for the good of all.

"Some day, we may have an opportunity to reciprocate, and when it comes
will try to be there one hundred per'
cent."
Thanks National Association
Mr. Rhode has also written a letter
to Frederick H. Elliott, secretary of the
N. A. M. P. I., thanking him for the
assistance extended by the national association in the censorship fight.
The association
sent
Dr. Sam Atkinson to
Madison to speak against the bill.

Paul J. Richrath to
Join Fred B. Warren
Leaves

Associated

Producers

New

Organization

Paul J. Richrath, who for five years
has been associated in motion picture
enterprises with F. B. Warren, has lesigned as purchasing agent of Associated
Producers, Inc., to become secretary of
the new F. B. Warren Corporation. In
his new post Mr. Richrath will perform
the duties of a purchasing agent as well
as those of corporation secretary.
Mr. Richrath was purchasing agent
for the Goldwyn organization when Mr.
Warren was vice-president in charge of
sales.
When Mr. Warren left to become
the

W. W. Hodkin-

would have made money

of distribution, since the inception of
In the early days of the
that company.

no doubt on that picture if I
had waited four or five months
after the release date, but by
playing it while it was new and

industry he was a traveling auditor and
has had extensive experience in branch
and home office accounting.

broke

house record, got

prestige.
I

hot off the bat,

it

ting

on

they are
I

red

first-class

now

am

put-

stuff

and

sticking right to

playing one brand new,
big special once a

hot,

month now

at least.

It

Burke

Star
In Ziegfeld Pictures
to

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

straight through.

am

Billie

gives people

to understand that I

me

come.

pub-

has

me new
me better

my

It

it.

customers, and gave

one of the really big specials

and

Herald,

son
Corporation
Mr. Richrath went
along to take charge of that company's
traffic detail, the shipment of prints from
He had been purchasthe laboratories.
ing agent of Associated Producers, of
Warren
which Mr.
was general manager

Milwaukee played

(Manager, Majestic theatre,
Reedsburg, Wis.)

Bill

editor

ceived a letter from Joseph G. Rhode,
president of the Wisconsin
Exhibitors'
Association, thanking him tor his part

a vice-president of

By

Express

to Act as Secretary of

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
E xhib itors

Quigley,
Exhibitors

J.

of

lisher

departments of psychology in other universities are to be enlisted in this experi-

the main characters

*

of the investigation

determine:
What percentage of a picture

What

ture

Leaders

on Censor
Martin

IT

^

Quigley for Aid

Percentage

has been estimated that theatre patrons closely observe only from 40
to 70 per cent of a motion picture.
Because of its practicability psychologists are to use a motion picture in a national experiment to test man's power of observation.

/^HOSEN

1921

Appreciation of Fight

Actually Seen by the Audience

Is

21,

Thank

Exhibitors
Wisconsin

Psychological Test
Purpose of Experiment

May

pays.

NEW

YORK, May

10.— Florenz Zieghas been quoted as saying that
he will actively enter the motion picture
production field in the near future, with
his wife, Billie Burke, as the first ZiegMiss Burke's contract with
feld star.
Famous Players-Lasky is about to
feld, Jr.,

expire.

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
Q„. -

,

n't

MEN T c<1__
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The True Normalcy
HIS REACTION" TO PRESIDENT HARDING'S

IXnow

famous

back to normalcy" suggestion, the exhibitoradvertiser has displayed characteristic independence of
judgment. If he has gone back to pre-war standards in any department of his business, it has not been in advertising. In the
months elapsed since publication of that utterance the advertising pages of American newspapers have indicated convincingly
the existence of a general disposition to go consistently forward.
Bigger advertising is observed in many quarters. Better
advertising is general. In isolated instances space has been reduced, with corresponding decrease in other forms of advertising.
It is from such sources that occasional unfavorable box
office reports emanate.
True normalcy, in relation to showmanship, is normalcy of
progress. Cultivation and development of new and existing
business building methods is normally the daily work of the
theatre advertiser. Readers of this department know that this
work was never more actively carried on than at the present
"

time.

Consider the events recorded in the following pages as
indicative of current theatre thought.
They serve to demonstrate conclusively the existence of true normalcy in the ranks
of theatre advertisers.

such a campaign would not be attempted.
*
* *

CHIEF
THE
Pittsburgh,
head of
arranged

a

Boy

.ager of the Majestic theatre.
Lexington. Xeb.. reports for his
Fifth Annual Tin Can Week greater
success than experienced in any
previous year.
His story should

His
be read by every showman.
annual clean-up week has become a
civic event in Lexington.
The unexperienced
precedented
success
this year proves that Mr. Falkinburg is going forward, the normal
course of the true showman.
*

*

AMATEUR SCULPTOR

AXprepares

clay settings of rare
merit for the photographs
of Agnes Ayres used in advertising
"Forbidden
Fruit
in
Seattle.
Wash. That has not been done before.
Xormal progress is being
made where innovations of this
type are produced.
artistic

-

'

*

*

*

ROME. X. Y., A MECHAXIXically
practical toll gate which
represents an expenditure only
commensurate with a policy of

progressive advertising

is

at

the

parade

in exploitation of the
theatre engagement of
"Sentimental
y."
To
That

mm

wasn't being done a year ago. It
is
indicative of the cooperation
which may be expected when normalcy of progress has endured for

an extended period.
*

*

*

EMPLOYES OF THE
pheum

OR-

theatre,

Scottsbluff,
upon the street in comic
in exploitation of "Don't

Neb., go
make-up
Ever Marry."

Something

more

than

promise of a slight bonus
must have influenced them to do
the unaccustomed work.
An employer properly "sold" on

modern

methods had set an example
which produced the recorded re-

selling
sult.

FALKIXBURG, MAN-

*

rides

Scouts

Olympic

*

FE.

OF POLICE OF
Pa.,

installed

in the lobby of the

to advertise

"The

Regent theatre
Toll Gate.'

1

A

photograph of the front shows the
excellent effect gained. Such photographs do not come from exhibitors
enforcing arbitrarily
retrenchment.
*

*

a

policy

of

*

HUNDRED

EIGHTEEX

newsboys of Toledo. O., attend
the Rivoli showing of "The Little
Clown," the nature of the picture
leading the management to extend
Eighteen hundred
the invitation.
free admissions and the use of that
number of seats is a fair price to
pay for a possible newspaper story.
Similar enterprises are being conducted throughout the country.
*

GEORGE

*

*

W. LEDERER.

JR..

employs intensive exploitation
for the showing of "Partners of the
Tide" at the Rialto theatre. Passaic,
N. J. It is reported as the first use
of advanced showmanship in that
Were it not Mr. Lederer's
city.
determination to advance steadily
to new and better showmanship

CC.

*

PRICE,

*

MANAGER OF

Royal theatre, Tarpon
• the
Springs, Fla., uses a lobby display
of unusual attractiveness for "The
Son of Tarzan." His report to the
"What the Picture Did For Me"
department of this publication says,
"Went over to the biggest business
I ever played on a serial and held
up all the way through. It pays to
exploit pictures." Xo further comment is required.
*

*

*

MAXAGEMEXT

THE
the Virginia

OF

theatre, Charleston.

W.

V a., designs special lobby display cards for stills representing
pictures in engagement.
policy
of retrenchment would lead to
abandonment of the practice because of the expenditure necessiIt has not been abandoned.
tated.
*
* *

A

THEATRES

IX

SEATTLE.

Wash.. Marion. O.. San Francisco. Cal.. and Des Moines, la.,
sensational
exploitation
conduct
campaigns for Universal produc{Coucluded on Page

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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May

Suggestions in the

21,

1921

Stills

A STILL

from "Gypsy Blood," a screen version of "Carmen" in which
is featured, distrihuted by hirst National, which shows
the possibility of a stage feature based upon the scene and enacted to
music from the operatic version of the play. The scene occurs midway
Pola Negri

of the picture, so the presentation best
professional, the dancer, is required.
characters.

may

be used as an interlude. One
will serve for the other

Amateurs

nr

PICK FORD,
MARY"Through

as she appears
the Back Door,"
United Artists production, may be impersonated with little difficulty by an exin

ploitation employe.

FIRST NATIONAL

suggests for a prologue based upon the above
from "Sowing the Wind," an Anita Stewart vehicle,
a "toast of the town" feature. The resourceful exhibitor may fashion his
script in such manner as to effect local publicity tie-ups which should
prove highly profitable. The idea is one which every exhibitor must decontributed

still

velop in accordance with local conditions.

The

suggestion

is

excellent.

has been cast as "Prohibition," an added character, in "Experience," the Paramount pictunzation
of the well known modern morality play. Similar characters make up the entire cast. The possibility of using
doubles in exploitation is obvious. Later photographs and a view of the picture should enable any exhibitor to map
Presentation as well as exploitation may be based upon the characterout a campaign of gerat scope and profit.
izations, making it possible to use the same employes for both purposes.

LESLIE KING
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Lexington, Neb., Is Unit in Support of
Majestic's Fifth Annual Tin Can
Tlic city

of Lexington, Neb., was a

the

Annual

all.

unit in support of the Fifth
I

f

box

office

Xext.

it

of the Majestic

first

of

caused more cans to be

than before and caused a

eek conducted by R. E.
Falkinburg. manager of the Majestic

brought

whose letter of description
contains more and better shozctnan-

boxes of cans around the homes. Besides, when the parents saw such work

ship literature than has been written

on the part of the children with cans it
caused more general cleaning up of
yards than has even been noticed here
before.
Result we have a mighty
clean little city now to be proud of.
The city's annual clean up week always follows the Majesties and we
had to find the four largest hayracks

Tin Can

l\

theatre,

on

sheets

three

paper

letter

of

in

months.

The

reproduced herewith.

letter is

This department urges every show-

man

read Mr. Falkinburg's descrip-

to

of the event in its entirety. There
profit in it for all.

tion
is

AM

I

up of

all

alleys

and

—

my

enclosing photographs of

Annual Tin Can W eek, held
the first week in April each year.

Fifth

we broke

This vear

all

records as to

number of tin cans, attendance at
theatre and net receipts in busi-

the
the

records

Also broke

ness.

to

in

better cleaning

of

profit

me.
child strings fifteen cans

Each

on a

wire and brings them to the Majestic

where he receives a

lot.

good for

ticket

admission to the Majestic show. This
year

allowed three different shows

I

would be good for.
wished to win an adult ticket

that tin can tickets

If they

they would bring three strings of cans.

something new was introyear. I co-operated with

Then,
duced

this

Sweet Shop here one night of the

the

week, and a ticket was given to each
child

that brought a string of cans,

ticket

being good for an ice cream cone

at the

Sweet Shop. On the next night
was also given which was good

Store.

I

up with these stores

tied

this

way. making current and constructive
advertising for both of us.

Then,
Club

to top

of

off.

it all

the

W oman's

gave

Lexington

six

cash

was

SI.

number of

The first prize
was halt a dollar,

cans.

Second prize

then the next four children received
twenty-five cents each.

The boy winning
.

first

prize brought

135 strings of tin cans himself, de-

in

livered
lar

on the

and got

it

lot.

He

but had

earned his dol-

stiff

competition,

as second prize

was awarded

who brought

1

in

to a

boy

18 strings of cans.

These extra prizes

this

year helped

later to big business.

Now

here's the point. I am a firm
believer in cooperation. And if some
other exhibitor don't believe this will

work

for him. tell him to write here
for any help we can give him, for it's
proving to be a "Little Wonder"' of a
stunt for us. It never has fallen below
normal business for the week, even
with all the free tickets out, for it
brings parents with their children, and
brings people who seldom come, and
also gives a treat to children who cannot afford to go very often, and it
causes a cleaning up habit with people
regularly each Spring when we designate the "'Tin Can Week."
Note the photos of how the children managed to bring their cans down
to the theatre lot.
Imagine the free
advertisement of having these various
contraptions going down the paved
streets and congregating at the Majestic. It was the constant talk of people
on the streets and also of people walking up and watching the pile of cans
grow. Many of the children brought
cans from a mile distant from the theatre. It proved they wanted to go to
the Majestic, and I get them just that
way the rest of the time.
If the idea is worth anything at all,
pass it along, and here's hoping other
exhibitors will find it a good stunt. It
will cause a good feeling from all toward the theatre and receive the
endorsement of everyone, and will

and work.

prizes to the children bringing in the
largest

week

It so happens I have been elected
President of the Lexington Chamber
of Commerce, as also Secretary of the
Dawson County Fair Association,
which holds one of the most successful
day and night fairs in the middle west.
So you see I believe in helping in civic
matters along with my theatre business

Kinney's Drug

big balloon at

on and haul them
away. The pile of cans this year was
80 feet long and 10 feet high.
I also took a lot of pictures of the
children bringing in the cans with my
Graflex camera and then made slides
of those photos and showed them a
to load the cans all

also prove profitable.

a ticket
for a

Week

A CAMERA

sequence showing
obtained in the
Fifth Annual Tin Can Week conducted by R. E. Falkinburg, manager of the Majestic Theatre, Lexthe

results

ington. Neb.

And

I

know

that I

am

re-

ceiving business from the town folks
through my association with work of
the Chamber of Commerce, and also
receiving business from the farmers
through my work as secretary of the
Fair. It all takes time, and work, but
believe me it pays.

Wishing you continued success with
the best paper on earth for the exhibitors. I am, very truly yours.
R. E. Fal ki xburg.
Majestic Theatre,
Lexington. Nebraska.
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is

the policy of

wisdom

ever extra expense

Real Toll Gate
in Regent Lobby

As

the

was

"Little Clown"
Prompts Wendt to
Newsboy Matinee

photo-

at the time the display

in operation

1921

21.

what-

be involved.

reproduction of a

graph taken

Attracts Idlers

to stand

may

May

and presented here-

with shows, the Regent front was decidedly attractive during the engage-

A

genuine

toll

gate,

modeled after

was erected in
the lobby of the Regent theatre, Rome,
N. Y., when the William S. Hart
Paramount production, "The Toll
Gate," was shown at that playhouse.
Harry Swift, Paramount exploitation
that used in the picture,

representative,

ment.

Similar effects

may

be gained

Two

similar pictures.

'The

rustic

a

line,

out effect.

was

suitable

Accordingly,

fact.

Naturally,
the story.

created

for

a

special

newspapers played
and the picture

the

The

theatre

gained free advertising of value, and
the Rivoli

idlers

box

undoubtedly

office

re-

ceived direct benefit.

took advantage of the opportunity to

The

stop for a brief rest, their presence

adding

especially

crowd shown in the accompanying
illustration was drawn to the Rivoli.

being

many

was

it

the

so attractive in contrast to the

activity of the street that

Miles

matinee was given for 1,800 newsboys
of the leading newspapers and the

was not with-

The atmosphere

Mary

children and determined to capitalize

placed about one of them to add a
note of invitation which

publicity director

Clown,"

Little

that

at the

seat

Wendt,

Minter's Realart production, decided

conducted the enter-

prop trees were placed

F.

of the Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O., saw

prise.

sidewalk

Harold

by other theatres using the same or

enterprise

interesting for two

is

important reasons.

to the realism of the display.

First,

The gate was of practical construction and was dropped at intervals

it

shows

that

does not wait for a

AM.

one exhibitor

which

title

tells

VOGEL,

Paramount exrepresentative at
engaged a talented
amateur sculptor to make the clay
for
portraits
of Agnes
settings
Ayres, leading woman in "Forbidden
Fruit," during the Seattle engagement of that production. The settings were of picture frame size and
so designed as to effect sharp contrast with the essentially modern
new departapparel of the star.
ure in window work which admits
of extensive development.
ploitation
Seattle, Wash.,
.

A

A GENUINE

toll gate erected in
the lobby of the Regent Theatre, Rome, N. Y., for the engagement of "The Toll Gate."

EIGHTEEN HUNDRED

To-

ledo, O., newsboys were entertained at the Rivoli Theatre when
"The Little Clown" was in engage-

ment.
across the lobby, the mechanical operation attracting the attention always ac-

him

corded anything "that works."

tise

That quality of human nature which
in the collection of a crowd
about any mechanical display is one
which advertisers use all too little.
results

The

device which

superior to the

is

still

practical

is

can be constructed with the same or
but slightly larger expenditure.
In

view of the immensely greater drawing

power of

this type of ballyhoo

it

to

do

to adver-

Second,

it

shows what, cannot be

too often brought out, that a public
spirited

enterprise

is

always

worth

while.

always

display and often

what

explicitly
it.

Other exhibitors using the Realart
production

Mr.

will,

Wendt's

in

special attention for
to

believe that

like results.

many

method
it.

they will

cases,

of
It is

use

gaining
logical

experience

May

21,
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The

front of the Rialto theatre, Passaic, N. J., as transformed for
the engagement of "Partners of the Tide," a forceful display

Passaic Adopts

Modern Method
Q EORGE W. LEDERER.

JR..

manager of
Passaic, N.
ploitation,

J.,

set

the

what

Rialto

theatre,

termed an ex-

is

precedent for that city in inThe

troducing "Partners of the Tide," Irvin
Willat's production distributed

W. W. Hodkinson
methods

illustrated

Corp., by

upon

by the

modern

this page.

An

eight-day teaser campaign, an unidentidiver for street work, a billboard

fied
float

and a maritime lobby display were

outstanding

features

of

a

campaign

which adds a new name to the erowinsr
list

of exploitation exhibitors.

Rialto teaser float after identification and (below) the foyer deftly
given maritime atmosphere by inexpensive but effective means.
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"Sentimental Tommy" Gets
Cooperation of Boy Scouts

1921

21,

The True
Normalcy
{Continued from Page 43)

photographs

The

tions.

are

grouped to show the quality of
work done and the territory repre-

Normalcy of progress

sented.
general.

*

*

*

AUTOMOBILE

AN

cern

outlawed

is

Auto Show
Paramount

is

CON-

from

at Pittsburgh, Pa.

the

A

exploitation man obtains the use of $150,000 worth of
automobiles from that concern in
advertising the Grand theatre run
of "The Faith Healer." No monetary
expenditure is represented
there,

and

but expenditure of thought
is
no less important.
"going back" do not think or

effort

Men
work

Cooperation of the Boy Scouts of Pittsburgh, Pa., was obtained
by Wm. N. Robson, Paramount exploitation representative, when
"Sentimental Tommy," the picturization of Sir James M. Barrie's
novel, was to be shown at the Olympic theatre.
A parade was arranged and permitted by the chief of police on condition that he and

two of his lieutenants escort the procession.
Accompanying illustrations show the main body and the head of
the column. Though no report is available regarding the box office
record of the engagement, it is apparent that the campaign was one
worthy of adoption.
Other exhibitors using the production will find the cooperation
of the Boy Scouts and other juvenile organizations valuable in attracting to the theatre the class of patronage for which the picturization
of a Barrie novel naturally is best suited. It is reasonable to believe
that the production will induce many such enterprises in its theatre
career, tending, as do all pictures with similar influence, to raise the
standing of the motion picture theatre in the estimation of the less favorably disposed element.

as indicated.
*
*

ARTIST OF THE CRIterion theatre, New York, uses

a

still

from "Sentimental

m.

1

Tommy"

for guidance in painting special displays of excellent quality. Another

innovation

some

of

importance.

An

indication of consistent search
for new ideas and new methods.
*
*
*

SHOES

SAID TO BE DUPLI-

of those worn by Mae
Murray in "The Gilded Lily" are
made the basis of a shoe store
window display in Grand Forks,
N. D. No capital is required for
work of that nature, but an idea
must exist before the cooperation
can be arranged.
cates

*

NEW
and

*

*

YORK, FARGO,

N. D.,

Amarillo, Tex., are the

of theatre endeavors uniformly excellent though in no respect similar which are grouped
upon a single page to show the
widespread prevalence of progresscenes

sive

showmanship.

tion

is

That

distribu-

a vital phase of the present

showmanship

m

*

THE

situation.
*
*
*

NEW YORK
THE
Brooklyn Mark Strand
stage

presentation

"The Sky

AND

theatres
for
features

and "The Oath"
Both prologues have

Pilot"

respectively.

phases that impress as original.
Messrs. Joseph Plunkett and Ed-

ward L. Hyman, managing direcNew York and Brook-

tors of the

lyn houses respectively, have not
gone back to pre-war standards.
They have maintained consistently
high standards throughout and are

continuing to
channels to

proceed along new
A
triumphs.

new

May

21,
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healthy

managerial

disposition

there.

*

MUCH

"Dorit Ever Marry" Force
For Humorous Exploitation

#

*

AND

PUBLICITY

profit
direct
considerable
from the ten day exhibition of the "Omaha Kidnight Follies," a feature staged by X. X.

resulted

Frudenfeld

Sun

the

at

Omaha, Xeb.,

recently.

49

theatre.

Local

chil-

dren appeared in the playlet and
the original plan of a week showing was extended because of pop-

The enterprise was
ular demand.
original in conception and indicative
of serious, constructive thought on
the part of Mr. Frudenfeld. Again
the progress of normalcy.
*

*

A

*

TROUPE

of Black Foot Indians is brought to Indianapolis for the exploitation of "Bob
Hampton of Placer," shown at the
The mayor of the
Circle theatre.
city welcomes the red men and
many festivities are promoted. All
exploitation. Someone must pay
the salary and expenses of the InThrough the box office the
dians.
This does not cut
public pays it.
is

into the

box

office receipts, strictly

speaking, because the
tract

enough patrons

Indians atto

pay for

The

theatre gains a
great deal of publcity and not a
little prestige, the fruits of prog-

their services.

ress.

*

MAY THE EXPLOITHUS
tation news of an average
week be

lightly

outlined.

Yet

it is

"the cream"

the illustration.

Three house employes, impersonating husband, wife and

picture public

the adaptability of the enterprises
described.
It is the aim of this

is

facilitate

normal

progress in exploitation by the
consistent publication of stories
which contain adaptable ideas
which exhibitors may use for
other productions in any community.
*

*

*

OX THROUGH THE
READ
remaining pages. Each bears
stories

of

individual

and each story adds

importance

its bit

of valu-

able evidence to the essential conclusion drawn in the opening para-

The
of this discussion.
advertising enterprise responsible
for the great accomplishments recorded is general. In city and village theatre men are equally active.
New business building methods are
being developed. Old methods are
being improved. Progress is being
graphs

made.

True normalcv

exists.

son, the

carrying a banner, contributed profitable street work.
In exploiting this and similar productions, notably few, resourcefulness and proficiency in novelty exploitation are acquired by the men
who have in their charge the important work of adding to the motion
latter

received from
of contributions
even,- quarter, selected because of

department to

dangerous but more often
few pictures as by "Don't

Ever Marry," Marshall Xeilan's First National attraction. The stunts
used by YY. H. Ostenberg, Jr.. manager of the Orpheum theatre,
Scottsbluff. Xeb., are typical of the work done in behalf of this production by many American exhibitors.
In the lobby of the theatre was arranged a table such as is commonly associated with a slovenly housewife. The card is readable in

The

matter presented in the present
issue is not exceptional in general
character, in number of productions represented or distribution
of source.

Humorous exploitation, a sometimes
profitable variety, has been stimulated by

—the exploitation

exhibitors.

The production which serves
of more than screen value.

as a

means of advancing

this

work
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"Went over

ever played on a serial
to the biggest business
It pays to
the way through its fifteen episodes.
exploit pictures."
So writes C. C. Price, manager of the Royal
theatre. Tarpon Springs, Ela., to the "W hat the Picture Did Eor
Me" department of this publication. "The Son of Tarzan," the
National Film Corporation serial, is the picture referred to.
I

which is reproduced above. It serves
as something more than an illustration of the report.

Inasmuch as the action of the
is

serial

set against tropical settings for the

most part it would not have been
strange had an exhibitor whose theatre was located in Florida, where
tropical vegetation is no novelty, decided to dispense with lobby displays
designed to impress upon the passerby the nature of the production.

Mr. Price did not commit that error
of judgment. He states his sentiment
briefly but impressively in his report.
"It pays to exploit pictures."
Therefore, he exploited "The Son of Tarzan."
Exhibitors who have fallen into the
not unpardonable error which Mr.
Price avoided should find the present
report and illustration particularly
worthy of their attention. An important point is brought out.
It is as reasonable to believe that
citizens of small cities will not come

"A Small Town Idol" or that
Yorkers will not care to view
"The Miracle of Manhattan" as it is
to believe that "The Son of Tarzan"

to see

New

should not be exploited as in the present instance.

The

first

part of

contains the convincing proof of the
soundness of his advertising policy.
"It pays to exploit pictures."

That

line

cannot

be

written

Price's report

too

often.

That fact cannot be too firmly impressed upon American theatre men.
Thousands of words might be written to bring out substantiating facts
and theories. It is doubtful if in the
writing of a million words a more
the essential
effective phrasing of
statement of fact could be evolved.
"It pays to exploit pictures."

Five hundred boys of Harrisburg, Pa.,
responded to an advertisement for Charlie Chaplin imitators to impersonate the
star of First National's "The Kid" upon
the streets of that city, Floyd Hopkins,

manager

of the Victoria theatre, offering
prizes for the best make-ups.

THE MARK STRAND, BROOKLYN,

N. Y., publishes a four-page
composition of characteristic design,
high class but artistic rather than pretentious.
The front page carries the
theatre trade mark in a solid cut.
House data, current and coming program are enclosed in plate borders on
interior pages. "Flashes from Flickerland," made up of humorous short
stories, illustrated with cartoon strips,
has the back page.
M. B. Blumen-

stock, publicity director, writes,

Mr.

1921

own medium."

EXTRAORDINARY
peal

all

The same mail that brought Mr.
Price's report brought the photograph

21,

for placing advertisements in this, preferring to keep it distinctively our

Florida Exhibitor Reports
Success With Exploitation

and held up

May

"We

have turned down a number of offers

for

stills

Theatre,

artistic ap-

obtained in lobby frames
used by the Virginia
Charleston, W. Va., the

is

house artist having cultivated to a
high degree the ability to combine
original and stock material effectively.
The harmonious appearance
of the whole gives the impression of
complete originality, an effect worth
striving for.
tractions in

The

First National at-

engagement when the
frames shown in accompanying illustrations were used doubtless attracted the patronage of

would have disregarded
ful bid for attention.

many who

a less force-

May

21.

1921
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Good

"THE SMART SEX," Universal production, was exploited by street stunts in Seattle, Wash, (top cut),
and by character impersonation at San Francisco. Cal. (center left). "OUTSIDE THE LAW" brought about
the prison lobby shown (center right), at Des Moines, Iowa, and (below) a Marion, Ohio, adaptation of the
popular street car stunt. Four of the reasons why business is reported good in practically every quarter.
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May

Outlawed Automobile Concern

21,

1921

Artists'

Posters

"Gets Even" by Exploitation

'Ycnfimcti&l

WHEN
shown

"The Faith Healer," Paramount production, was
at the Grand theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa., exceptional
business was experienced because a certain automobile concern had been barred from the Auto Show then in progress. The
means by which this circumstance was capitalized is unique. The
storv

is

ploitation

Paramount exman, showed an ex-

ecutive of the automobile

man how

a

parade of his cars could be arranged

would gain them almost as much

that

prompt seizure of opportunity on the
part of an able advertising man.

The advertising
was great.

value of the enter-

The

procession

caused

comment.

project.

sible.

Auto Show.

An

accompanying

cars

the

from

The executive do-

all

that

illustration

transported

shows

children

the orphan asylums within

traveling distance to the

Grand

the-

whom

representing both parties to the co-

The

important fact

operation.

Another
the children

illustration

an

shows some of

who enjoyed

the theatre, a visit that

of

they spoke of
incident

unfortunate

their visit to

was

the result

occurrence

and

man who
Often
sults,

it

— that

in

Criterion

the

that

picture.

intensified, th:

engagement

of

The foreground was
background unshnded.

cutout but retaining the

flat

surface.

Women's
Windows

it.

brings

out

an

im-

the exploitation

seeks opportunity finds

lies

production, as

for special posters used dur-

ing

The title of the picture and the
name of the theatre doubtless were
mentioned many times by pedestrians
who saw the cavalcade and those to

Signs on the cars carried copy

atre.

models

giving the efftct of a silhouette or

prise

nated $150,000 worth of cars to the

the

and Criterion theatres, New
stills from "Sentimental

Tommy," Paramount

And the comment doubtless centered
in many cases around the circumstance
which made the use of the cars pos-

attention as a position on the floor at

C. E. Millard, artist of the Rialto,

Rivoli

York, used

a study in resourcefulness.

ROBSON,

WM.

»1

it.

queer places, but re-

not sources, are essentia!

in the-

atre advertising.

Slippers represented as duplicates

those worn by Mae Murray in
"The Gilded Lily," Paramount production, formed the basis of the
window display shown in an accomof

panying
a

Grand

mainrairied by
N. D., shoe store dur-

illustration,
Falls,

ing the run of that feature at the

Metropolitan theatre.
Store windows, advertising men
know, are superior to other exterior
locations for advertising matter intended to draw feminine attentibn.

May
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American Showmanship Evenly Developed
Through Concentration Upon Common Aim
The

singularly even tenor of

from theatres

reports

office

box

every

in

when

section of the country at a time

other industries report certain sections

undergoing readjustments of more or
less serious

nature

many,

ion of

is

to the

development

of

due, in the opin-

remarkably even

showmanship

the

Exploitation reports confirm

science.

that conclusion.

In this department, in this issue as

every

in

country

one,

ever}-

section

of

the

Exhibitors

represented.

is

everywhere are busily engaged in endeavors calculated to maintain and

There are few
town show-

increase

patronage.

"stars."

In city and small

men

use practically identical methods.

Result; obtained are likewise uniform.

The

prologue

by

staged

Joseph
stand for three productions simultaneously, in this case three Universal
pictures being advertised.
See the
illustration.

There

which

adopted by other exhibi-

will be

is

an idea

in that

tors in other cities.

New York, North Dakota and
Texas are the widely separated states
represented. Stage presentation, street
exploitation and billboard advertising
are the phases of showmanship involved.
The theatre thought responsible for the work done in each case
is of the quality that prevails generally.

Therein lies the reason for uniformity of box office reports. -American theatre men progress evenly

—

toward a common end
the creation
and maintenance of good business.
They get what they want.
Plunkett.

managing director of the

Mark Strand theatre, New York, for
"Peck's Ead Boy," a First National
attraction,

page.
ilar

is

illustrated

Other exhibitors

upon

this

will use sim-

presentation for the feature.

The Shriners of Fargo, N.

D., co-

operated with the Strand theatre in
advertising

"Something

to

Think

About," a Paramount production then
in engagement, by permitting perform-

from a carnival company engaged
to carry banners advertising the theers

atre.

Other exhibitors

will

remember

cooperation and make similar
arrangements with the same and other

that

lodges at opportune times.
The D. F. & R. Enterprises, of
Amarillo. Tex., has found a way to
profitably utilize a special, lighted
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The enterprise as a whole represents the highest type of theatre
thought.
A real progressiveness
prompts e ndeavors of the class, and
genuine showmanship

is

necessary

to their successful execution.

In addition to the great patronage
during the time of the engagement
the theatre will enjoy permanent
prestige for an enterprise which was
instrumental in fostering desirable
civic pride

and ambition.

Extend Run of
"Lying Lips" at
Stage view of the Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb., showing the cast of the
Kidnight Follies," an exploitation enterprise which was practically

Madison, Peoria

"Omaha
a

civic

celebration.

"Lying Lips," Thomas H.

Omaha

Kidnight Follies"

Is Exploitation Sensation
An

exploitation stunt that attained the magnitude of a civic enterprise
the "Omaha Kidnight Follies" recently staged by N. X. Frudenfeld, publicity director of the Sun. Moon and Muse theatres, Omaha, Neb., at the Sun
theatre.
An "Onward Omaha" movement was identified with the feature in
such manner that the press and various civic organizations gave wholehearted
Metro's Viola Dana vehicle, "Cinderella's Twin," then in engagesupport.
ment, could not have been more profitably exploited.

was

Out

of

dancing

and

dramatic

schools of the city twenty-five children were selected for work in the
feature.
Frank J. Boukal, pianist of
the Sun, wrote the score for lyrics

by Bernard H. Hyman, an Omaha
boy who is now in the Universal
department at Universal
also wrote the book.
Grace Abbot, a dancing teacher, directed the dances and was gi\en
scenario

City,

luce's

Associated

who

program

credit, thus effecting a reduction in the cost of production.
The first scene represented a
prominent corner in Omaha, with
traffic officer Dudley, well known
An actor
locally, "on the beat."
representing Florenz Ziegfeld, Jr..
entered and stated his intention of
recruiting talent for the next edition
of his Follies.
In the conversation
which followed the officer persuaded
him to produce the next edition in
)maha.
This settled, a performer
impersonating Harry Goldberg, of the

form

in the lobby of the theatre
after each performance.
As a result of the thorough treat-

ment given*

the play and the support rendered by press and public it
was found necessary to continue the
engagement three days beyond the
week originally contemplated. During that time more than 7,000 children's admissions were sold.
The
average weekly sale at the Sun is
1.000 children's tickets.

tion,

Producers, Inc., producwas booked for four days at the

Madison

theatre, Peoria,

run neared

its

111.

As

the

termination Dee Robin-

managing director, and Herbert
McNally, general manager, examined
the box office record and extended the
run three days longer.
Benj. II. Serkowich, director of
publicity, had read in this department
son,

stories

of

the

picture's

presentation

Chicago and St. Louis theatres. He
bad considered the work done in those
cities good, but not good enough.
Accordingly, he started his campaign for the picture by running a
at

special trailer in addition to that sup-

Then he converted the presentation feature into
an exploitation stunt.
He visited the "most popular girl in
Peoria society and persuaded her to
take the part of the modern girl in the
prologue.
She consented to do this
only if she were allowed to pick tafi
other members of the cast, and the replied by the exchange.

(

Sun theatre, entered and proffered
use of that house for the rehearsals.

The next scene represented a dress
rehearsal of the Follies supposedly
held five weeks later at the Sun
theatre. In this scene Miss Onward

Omaha was wooed by two

sisters.

Mr. Fuller Gloom and Mr. Will Progress.
course,

The

latter

was

victorious, of

and the show closed with

a

song number called "Onward Omaha." which was sold in sheet music

Executive personnel of the Madison theatre, Peoria, 111., and members of the cast
of the "Lying Lips" prologue staged according to the story previously printed
in this department which resulted in the extension of a four-day booking to
one week.
.
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was the presence of four young

women prominent
umns

of

Peoria

in the society col-

newspapers

in

the

presentation cast.

"Everybody

in

Peoria just had to

see those girls," states a representative
of the theatre, "and everybody did.''

Dee Robinson, prominent in Illinois
and Benj. Serkowich, one
of the most progressive theatre ex-

theatricals,

men in the state, accomplished a notable advertising triumph
in the successful promotion of the
ploitation

"Lying Lips" campaign.

The

effect

of identifying the theatre with Peoria
society should not be overlooked by
exhibitors elsewhere who will use this
or another attraction which provides
opportunity for like endeavor.
It is apparent, also, that Mr. Serkowich profited by reading the exploitaIn
tion pages of this publication.
elaborating upon the campaigns described therein he created a new type
of presentation. It is thus advance in
showmanship technique is effected.

Prologue Operetta Issued

m
The

"Sky Pilot" Press Book

press book issued to exhibitors

"The Sky

using

Pilot," the Catherine

production directed by King
Yidor and distributed by First Na-

lines usually

sung

The prologue

Curtis

score and stage directions for a pro-

which may be made
used by Joseph

in it, with a touch of seriousness introduced for contrast and to lead up

contain complete musical

will

operetta

logue

identical

Plunkett,

with

the

that

managing

Mark Strand
premiere

above

director

theatre,

of

New

that

Strand presentation

is

of

the

York, for

The

picture.

shown

in

the

illustration.

Members

of the First National or-

ganization cooperated with the theatre
artistic

lobby panel from the Grand

theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., used for Paramount's "Forbidden Fruit."

The stage of the Mark Strand theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y., was arranged to represent three scenes, a man's study, a girl's

boudoir and a drawing room, undivided
but revealed in that order by manipulation of lights, for the dramatic presentation
of "The
Oath," First National
attraction.
The man studies a girl's
photograph in silence before a grate.
The lights go down and come up on the
boudoir scene, revealing the girl. At the
center, the drawing room set, they meet,
execute a brief pantomime, then dramatically pronounce an oath of parting
and silence.
A soloist sings Tosti's
"Goodbye" as the first title of the picture appears.

represents the recep-

by
group of cowpunchers in a little
western city. There is much humor

tional,

An

spoken by players were

to specially written melodies.

staff

for

in

the

writing the score and lyrics
presentation, in which the

tion accorded a visiting "sky pilot"

a

to

the opening of the picture.

feature

begins

at

sunset and

The
closes

with a moonlight effect.
It is said that the same course of
procedure will be followed with future
First National attractions given their
premiere at the Strand theatre, the
service going to other exhibitors in
press book form without additional

charsre.
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greater

expended

field

of

in behalf

of a greater picture public.

Adds

Scenic To

Regular Program
For Dinner Show
Dinner and lunch hour performance-

the Capitol theatre, St. Paul,

at

Minn.,

and the

State,

Minneapolis,

manner

are presented in accepted
so

the absence of

far as

accompaniment

There

concerned.

is

in

orchestral

custom terminates.
Calvert, managing di-

the adherence to

A window

display flanked by 3-sheet boards conforming with the central figure in
design. Used by the Oklare theatre, Eau Claire, Wis.

Lowell

W.

rector of the

many

Form
Window Display

Ihree Sheet Boards

Frame

for

in

two

theatres,

saw what

exhibitors have not seen

— that

eliminating the orchestra for these

performances an injustice was worked
u|x>n

patrons

attending

the

theatre

during those hours.
is added
program at both theatres for
dinner and lunch hour performances.
Thus is the patron assured a "square
There has been reported no
deal."

Accordingly, an extra reel

The

ditional

exhibitor
who asks permission to
utilize the exterior of the store building for the placement of boards which
will serve to heighten the effectivenc-of the window display.
The idea, obviously, permits of de-

window

velopment.
More complex arrangement of boards will create more attractive general appearance.
Again widening of the advertising

cooperative window
display
obtained by the Oklare theatre, Eau
Claire. W is., for the advertising of
"Forbidden Fruit," Cecil 15. DeMille's
Paramount production, was given ad-

drawing power by the placemenl of three sheet boards in such
manner at right and left of the window as to form a frame for the
proper.
probable that the merchant
who give- authority for the use of his
window will not turn deaf ear to the
It

A

i>

COOPERATIVE

window

interests dominated,

field is made possible.
The theatre
man may extend his operations in-

definitely.

display, in

was arranged by

Effort directed toward the

which theatre

Max

Doolittle,

Paramount

exploitation representative, at the Des Moines.
exchange, in behalf of "Heliotrope," in engagement at
the Strand theatre. The accompanying reproduction of a
photograph showing the window as it stood throughout the
run shows clearly the advantage of properly placing that
element of a window display which is strictly theatre repreIa.,

sentation, position

winning attention against quantity.

to the

better policy.

Screenics,
Chester Outings and
Educational scenics, are used at both
theatres,
one being used for the

regular performances and the other
added to the dinner show in each engagement.

newspaper
MUCH
Road," Paramount

was gained for "The Easy
production, when William Robson, exploitation representative at Pittsburgh, Pa., arranged
a special showing for the members of the Century Midnight Whirl company, then in engagement at a legitimate
The fact that Blanche Ring, star of the stage
theatre.
plav, is sister-in-law of Thomas Meighan, star of the picture, was made the basis of press comment which served
publicity

as excellent advertising for the picture.
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Indianapolis Welcomes Blackfoot Indians
Exploiting "Bob Hampton of Placer" Run

mayor
Indianapolis,
welcomed
THE
troupe
Blackfoot Indians brought
of

Ind.,

of

the

to the city to

advertise the Circle Theatre

showing

of

"Bob Hampton,

of Placer," Marshall Neilan's First National attraction.

The Indians arrived

three days before the opening of

the picture.

A

reception at the City Hall, banquets tendered by

MM*.

lodges, automobile tours of the city, war dances on the
streets and in the parks and lectures at high schools
were outstanding features of an exploitation campaign

which was supplemented by extensive newspaper advertising.

A number of window displays were obtained and
the prologue which the Indians gave at the theatre effectually identified the exploitation with the attraction.
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Snowing the Trend

of

Advertis ing Activity
AXmain

lighted sijm was suspended across the
thoroughfare of Scottsbluff, Neb., when "I'a--

electrically

sion,"

the

First

.National

attraction,

was shown

at

the

>rpheum theatre. A stunt which is decidedly worthy of
adaptation where permission for the suspension of the sign
'

i-

FLORISTS

obtainable.

of St. Louis, Mo., decorated the Missouri

the Famous Players-Lasky Missouri
Corp. with flowers and distributed carnations at matinee

A CUTOUT

performances when William Goldman, managing director,
staged "Say It With Flowers" week, at which time seven
dancing girls and a tenor soloist appeared in a stage

characteristics are the strongest points of the stunt.

theatres

of

feature of like

title.

The

of unusual dimensions and ap]>ea ranee
used by the Erie theatre, Hugo, Okla., in exploitation
of "The Nut," Douglas Fairbanks' United Artists production.
The prominence of the display and its unique

cooperative nature of the enter-

makes it adaptable generally. For direct presentation of "The Love Special," Wallace Reid's Paramount
vehicle, a locomotive was painted upon a drop, provision
being made for revolving wheels, and the semblance of
reality effected by lighting and musical accompaniment.
prise

LOBBY

of the Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., during
the run of "The Old Swimmin' Hole," Charles Ray's
First National attraction, showing the miniature reproduction of a scene from the picture which occupied central
position.
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A CHINATOWN"
"What

setting which had no direct relation
Every Woman Knows." the Paramount
picture in exhibition, was used for a presentation feature
at Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles.
to

THE

naturaly attractive front of the Rialto theatre,

Omaha. Neb., was advantageously utilized during the
recent engagement of "Black Beauty," the Yitagraph
picturization of the familiar story of the same name in
which Jean Paige
illustrations.

is

shown in accompanying
more ornate decorative meas-

featured, as

Though

the

ures used elsewhere in connection with the attraction were

dispensed with, an inviting atmosphere was established,
the architectural advantages of the front being duly cap-

The

below shows a portion of the
showing the use of straw under glass, a
distinct oddity, and the display of drawings submitted by
children in a contest similar to those which have been
conducted in almost every city where the production has
been shown.

italized.

interior lobby,

A NOVEL

street device used to announce the opening
of "King of the Circus," Universal serial, at the Lyric
theatre. Easley. S. C. children driving the carriage about
the streets of the citv.

PERSONS

who selected the key unlocking the door in
lobby of the Strand theatre. Creston, la., were
admitted free to the showing of First National's "Mv
Lady's Latch Key."
the

illustration
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DIGESVPICTURES oftAeWEEK
T AST
D.

week

W.

Town

at the

production

Griffith's

New

Hall, in

"Dream

York, where

Street"

is

play-

drama became the spoken drama through

ing, the silent

the perfection of a mechanical device which gave voice

fighter,

with the wonderful voice, sang to

his lady love.

Much
human

discussion followed the introduction of the

voice

into

Griffith's

and

picture

the

interest

aroused has caused a steady stream of people to

Town

season's finest productions.

"HEARTS AND MASKS"

gave utterance to his thoughts

in the street

and the prize

by Pat O'Malley. Marguerite De La
Motte and Helen Jerome Eddy. Because of its heart
appeal and natural humor can be classed as one of the
faithfully enacted

upon the screen. The

to the characters as they appeared

preacher

the role of the old bookkeeper while the other roles are

Hall since the opening, on

May

adapted Harold McGrath story

ventors of this

in

"NOW OR NEVER"

(Pathe)

to reach

the highest expression of picture art.

"Many

of us," he says,
it

useful that

make

will

is

this

The combination

possibility of platform or stage effect.

is

The

very elbows of the audience, and

the refinements of the talking machines bring the voice

and natural tones

most distant corners

to the

of the

theatres."

is

that

Chet

by

which Robert Har-

talking

it

therefore can

(First

National)

adapted stage farce makes very acceptable screen play.

Former musical comedy team Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven score in farce. Lloyd Ingraham puts fresh life
time situations.

Titles are extremely funny.

MOTHER HEART"

"THE

"Several distinct im-

the chief of which

left,

in

"THE GIRL IN THE TAXI"

Shirley

pressions are

made

incidents of the story plausible and

livening Mail had the following to

say regarding the experiment:

the last picture

directed

be classed as only fair entertainment.

in old

The New York

is

(Metro)

ron starred. June Walker appears opposite Harron to
good advantage, but the director failed to make the

resources of the film magnify the figure on the screen
until he stands at the

set

Lloyd

in

of the film

spoken voice that

to the

Dizzy"

"COINCIDENCE"
Withey

motion picture industry.

and

one of the best

has evolved another
equally as entertaining, with a captivating little youngster for a foil that shares honors with the comedian.

and so

and enduring change

a vital

and record gives a power
beyond the

"who have watched

at least near perfection,

invention believe
it

"High

is

Following the pace

close touch with the init

an

screen.

1.

device and hopes through

is

which Elinor Field

visit

by

new

in

and Francis McDonald are featured. It was directed
by William Seiter. Much of the author's humor and
plot have been lost in transferring the story to the

Harold Lloyd comedies to date.
Mr. Griffith has kept

(Federated)

Mason

in

(Fox)

presents

another likeable story of a down-

pictures are not only within the realm of possibility,

trodden waif. Contains odd mixture of comedy and
sentiment. Good, clean, wholesome entertainment that

but have actually come close to the point where they

will please

are ready for rapid development toward general use.

As demonstrated

last night, the lips of

the screen formed perfectly the
the phonograph, both in speech

Whether

and

or not adding the

human

voice to pic-

tures will help or detract from their distinctive

remains to be seen.

By many

advantage, especially

in the case of

it

stage play, but others are doubtful.

is

novel
is

song."

in

charm

seen as a distinct

"A Desperate Heritage" by

which

a cinema play.

an essential part to the enjoyment of

is

—

J.

"THE. TEN

R.

M.

of a

DOLLAR A WEEK RAISE"

of

humble bookkeeper,

everyday

life.

It

Eva Novak.
a

thrilling

is

was

(Asso-

from Peter B. Kyne's story
a vivid

and

directed by

realistic picture

Edward Sloman

and stands as a monument to his directorial skill.
William V. Mong gives a graphic character study in

It

much

snow-bound Northwest, starring

Norman Dawn

"COLORADO PLUCK"

directed.

(Fox) not a very con-

vincing story of a rough Westerner

tune

in

who makes

a for-

it in England trying to
William Russell has the leading role and

C°l° ra do and spends

enter society.

gives a good performance.

only

(Universal) fairly

There are a number of stirring fights and
climax where a huge mountain of snow

buries a cabin.

ciated Producers) adapted

an adapted

Harriet Gaylord.

"WOLVES OF THE NORTH"
interesting story of the

tration

is

Alice
that has been used before as screen material.
Joyce and an adequate cast go a long way toward making the story acceptable. Edward Jose has given it his
best in a directorial way.

that

the introduction of the voice will destroy that concen-

(Vitagraph)

a well produced detective story but contains

an adapted farce or

They contend

followers.

"THE SCARAB RING"

characters on

words that emitted from

Mason

fair.

The balance

of the cast

is

CARTER DE HAVENS IN

GIRL IN THE TAXI
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Adapted stage farce-comedy makes
acceptable screen story for former
musical comedy team. It

is

funny,

clean, with many of the
humorous lines of the play used
Lloyd
to advantage as subtitles.
it

is

Ingraham directed and made
good job of

a

it.

proves a delightful rollicking screen farce.
De Haven plays the role of the mollycoddle with all his old abandon, and
trifle

mature

is so poorly done from
angle that it is surprising the ameunt of entertainment that
still remains in the film.
It is so absurd
that its obvious faults will be overlooked
and will be replaced with the comfortable
feeling that one will be amused despite,
and because of, its incongruities.

The
rapid
to

plot
fire

is submerged by a series of
incidents ranging from farce

melodrama without rhyme but with

in looks,

manages

proper amount of buoyancy
and verve into the part to bring forth
to inject the

of laughter from the many oldtime situations. It is quite the best thing
he has ever done on the screen.
Mrs. Carter De Haven lends charm to
the role of Mrs. Smith, the perfume
manufacturer's wife, while King Baggot
was an ideal type for Major Smith.
Others in the cast who gave valuable
assistance in putting over the cafe farce
were Crage Cuna.rd. as Marietta; Margaret Campbell, as Bertie's mother; Tom
McGuire, as his father; Lincoln Plumer,
as Percy Peters, and Otis Harlan, as the
Harlan was a real
waiter-butler, Alexis.
hit all by himself.
There are many substantial and beautiful sets used in the production and the
gales

An

exhibitor

may

be critical of this, but it is an even bet
that his audiences will approve of it.
Elinor Field and Francis McDonald

have the leading parts.
The story was taken from Harold McGrath's novel. In fact it got out of the

and the continuity writer's
hands to such an extent that hardly any
of Mr. McGrath's original yarn is left.
It has to do
with a feminine harum
scarum who in search of romance poses
as a maid in her uncle's home with the
servants enacting the parts of lords and
ladies of the mansion.
A society crook
and a wealthy young writer, also in disguise, contribute toward making a plot.
The cameraman. Walter Griffin, did acceptable work. Lloyd Bacon, John Cossar and Molly McConnell helped round
out a well balanced cast.
director's

IN

NOW OR NEVER

directorial

a great deal of reason.

With the combination oi Lloyd Ingraham, a director with a keen sense of
humor, and Carter De Haven in his
old part as "Bertie" with a capable supporting cast, "The Girl in the Taxi"

though a

HAROLD LLOYD

This feature

the

(PATHE)
As long as Harold Lloyd continues to
make comedies as high-class as this one
he will command a place in every the#tre
in the country.
Directors Hal Roach
and Fred Newmeyer deserve a vote of
thanks from every producer and exhibitor in the

business for this fine example

good, clean comedy-making.
They
took a simple story and with painstaking

of

care and intelligence built up a comedy
of the best type.
The continuity is
unusually good, the story well told and
the interest doesn't lag for a moment
from the time The Boy is seen in the
distance "burning up the road" to keep
an appointment with his best girl on
her eighteenth birthday, until the final
fade-out. There isn't a suggestive scene
in it nor a play for laughs through the
use of old wornout and vulgar situations.

Let's

Never."
Assisting

have more
the

like

Associated

"Now

or

Exhibitors

comedian in this three part joyfest is
Mildred Davis, as a child's nurse, and
a very cute and precocious five-year-old
girl.
Keep your eye on that youngster.
She's half of the fun in

"Now

or Never,"

and makes an excellent foil for Harold
Lloyd.
At Barbee's theatre, Chicago,
where the picture had its Western premier, many stayed to see the Lloyd

comedv

twice.

swift and snappy throughout.
starts when Bertie pawns his
father's dress suit to get money to go
out and have a good time. Suddenly ht
espies his father on the street and hides
in a taxi.
young lady enters the vehicle and they are whisked off to a cafe.
Bertie in the meantime having worked
himself into her good graces, invites her
His father and uncle have
to dinner.
selected the same cafe for a night out:
the}- meet, and matters are further complicated when the husband of the girl
in the taxi appears.
The cafe is raided.
All escape but Bertie.
The next morning he appears at breakfast, where the
three men are confronted by a new
butler, a former waiter at the raided
cafe.
This is one of the funniest situations in the picture.
Finally Bertie
"squares" matters with the policeman by
giving him his father's watch and father
forgives the youth.

action

is

The fun

A

SPECIAL CAST IN

HEARTS AND MASKS
(FEDERATED)

A

McGrath romance proslapstick style. Diretctor
Seiter makes every atcorral a laugh and succeeds occasionally.
combination of action, farce and good old
Harold
duced in
William
tempt to

A

hokum.

Carter

DeHaven

in

one

of

comical

the

scenes

(First National).

from "The

Girl

in

the

Taxi"
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SHIRLEY MASON IN

THE MOTHER HEART
(FOX)
Very likeable little story containing
odd mixture of comedy and sentiment. Frank Howard Clark is responsible for it and the exhibitor
looking for good "family pictures" should put this Fox feature

on

^4

It is the story of
crusted, fussy, irritable old

from

"The Scarab Ring."

young lawyer, her sweetheart, however,

THE SCARAB RING

until her prospective father-in-law finally
learn-, the truth of the murder.

(VITAGRAPH)
SPECIAL CAST IN

Well produced detective story containing fair amount of mystery
Popular star in
and suspense.
Beautiful scenic
emotional role.
Directed by Edbackgrounds.

ward

Based on the novel by Harriet Gaylord, entitled "A Desperate Heritage."
which, by the way, is a more appropriate title than the one chosen for this
screen play, Alice Joyce's latest starring
vehicle contains much that is familiar to
regular attendants of the cinema. There
is the threatened scandal, the murder of
the man threatening the exposure, the
finding of a mysterious ring beside the
body belonging to the heroine, a trial,
acquittal, and then the cut-back to the
actual murder justifying the heroine's
action.

The

"The
of
Scarab Ring" is the superb direction of
Edward Jose, who has brought out the
dramatic points of the story very well
indeed, and the scene of the struggle in
the apartment of Martin is a clever bit
of craftsmanship.
The flash of the revolver

outstanding

where

COINCIDENCE
(METRO)

A

comedy with Robert Harron

light

and June Walker

Jose.

it

feature

flares

red

is

another

unique touch of photography. Throughout the picture is well staged, the scenes
in the Tombs, the court room and in the
beautiful Randall home showing skill and
taste in every respect.

Miss Joyce has the role of Constance
who endeavors to keep from her

Randall,

younger sister, «Muriel, a secret entrusted
to her by her father.
Hugh Martin secures papers which disclose the fact
that Randall had committed a crime. He
endeavors to force his attentions on
Muriel and when repulsed threatens to
expose the family skeleton. He is found
dead, however, before he can publish the
letters.
A ring found near him is traced
to Constance, who is forced to undergo
trial.
Her lawyer by a clever ruse discredits the ownership of the ring and she
is acquitted.
She refuses to marry the

in the leading
director failed to make
his incidents plausible and so it
seems a slipshod piece of work.
June Walker's work stands out as
From
having star possibilities.
magazine story by Howard E.

The

roles.

Morton
This

the

is

last

picture

that

Robert

Harron was featured in before his demise.
It presents him in a fairly interesting,
light comedy part, that is characterized
with every well known ingredient ever
used in comedy construction. A singular lack of ingenuity was manifested both
in the selection and the production of the
story.
The average audience will get
immediately the fact that it is unusual
to have the principal part played by an
unannounced actor, as has been done in
Harron's case, although the other players are given titles bearing their names.
The exhibitor must decide for himself as
In
to how his audiences will accept this.
many similar cases pictures have played
known
to increased receipts when it was
that

it

was the

last of the star's features.

The plot deals with the foibles of
youth, with a touch of romance and a
theme based upon the so-called effect
of coincidence upon the lives of the
principal actors in working out their
destiny. June Walker is one of the best
She
assets that the feature possesses.
enacts her part with a great deal of

charm. Bradley Barker, William FredJune Perry and Frank Belcher fill
"Coincidence"
their parts acceptably.
has been photographed splendidly and

rick,

the sets are adequate.
in their

whole

list.

drama.

Alice Joyce in a scene from her latest Vitagraph production,

ALICE JOYCE IN

his

"The Mother Heart" has everything
the majority of picture devotees want
comedy and
pathos,
heart
interest,

it

The

titles misfire

endeavor to be humorous.
is

light entertainment.

As

a

his

irascible

how
man

hard

a

won
ways by the kindly
is

ministrations of a little girl and the
A
smiles of her homeless baby sister.
familiar plot you will say, but in this
case so cleverly presented it holds new
interest because of the pleasing performance of Shirley Mason and the carefully
chosen players that support her.
Miss Mason, wistful, pathetic and ever
charming, gives a wonderfully natural
and appealing performance as the elder of
three children, whose father is sent to
prison for stealing food from a "chain
store."
The mother dies, and while one
of the girls is adopted by a wealthy lady,
the other goes to work on a farm owned
by the proprietor of the chain stores.
She hides her baby sister in a clothes
basket, while she prepares the evening
meal, but is ordered to leave when the
child is discovered.
The baby's smiles
and the little girl's cooking, however,
soften the man's heart, and besides securing the release of her father, she finds
happiness in the love of a farm hand
and a home for her father.
Raymond McKec has the role of the
hired man and adequate support is given
the star by other members of the cast.
It
is
beautifully photographed, the continuity is well written and the interior
sets arc especially appropriate and well
lighted.

MOONSHINE
(EDUCATIONAL)
Lloyd Hamilton in this Mermaid comedy is only incidental to the main issue.
There are dozens of characters that keep
your attention fastened on the screen by
their funny antics throughout its unreeling.
The fun is fast and furious,
and it gives momentum from the opening scene where a group of mountaineers
are standing off a like group of revenue
while a score of "rooters" are
cheering from a point of vantage on the
housetop.
The titles are especially well

officers,

written and the final rout of the
shiners furnishes an uproarious

"Moonshine" should
any audience.

make

LARRY SEMON

a

moon-

hit

finish.

with

IN

THE BAKERY
(VITAGRAPH)
As one would suspect from the title
this comedy consists of a considerable
amount of pie-throwing, jumping in and
out of windows, falling into flour barrels
and bins of dough. Semon is a helper
He is in love with the proin a bakery.
He tries to kill a
prietor's daughter.
mouse that has fallen down a lady's
back by crushing it with a bag of flour.
There is the usual chase finish. A slapstick comedy of the broadest vein with
Has several exshort, breezy subtitles.
popular
Should prove
pensive
sets.

wherever Semon

is

a favorite.

May
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SPECIAL CAST IN

highly amusing

THE TEN DOLLAR

A WEEK RAISE

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
'The Ten Dollar a Week Raise"
It depicts

a cinema classic.

throbs

heart

wonderful

Mong

of

is

the

humanity with
William V.

reality.

character

performance is the high light in
It is
an exemplary production.
director Edward Sloman's screen
masterpiece.
"The Ten Dollar a Week Raise" is a
production, directed
J. L. Frothingham
by Edward Sloman, from Peter B.
It is dedicated to "the
Kyne's story.
underdogs of the world who daily realize
that man's inhumanity to man makes

countless nations mourn."
Because of its vivid unfoldment

humdrum

life

it

will be greeted

of

by the

majority of cinema devotees as a fine
example of good screen entertainment.
It is very well done from every angle.
The two principal characters are prototypes of people you know, and with
whose tragedies and romances everyone
Seldom has so much heart
is familiar.
appeal and natural humor been found in
It should rind favor
a feature picture.
with every class of picture patron because

its

greatest

asset

its

is

human-

ness.

Peter B. Kyne, in this story, presents
a splendid type of screen literature, Ed-

ward Sloman has improved
with
skill

many

fine

and the cast

it

immensely

touches
is

WILLIAM RUSSELL

His

actors.

of directorial
really a stellar aggre-

gation.

William Y. Mong, as the bookkeeper
has been unable to marry because
the salary raise that has been promised
each Christmas for fourteen years, has
never materialized, gives a masterly in-

who

terpretation of the wage slave who is
His acting o:
afraid to assert himself.
this role is one of the notable histrionic
Playing opposite
bits of the past year.
new
him, Helen Jerome Eddy wins
youthful romance is
laurels, and the

Larry Semon

IX

COLORADO PLUCK

director.

Xot one

of the characters of "Colorado
Pluck," even "Colorado Jim" himself,
wins your sympathy, and for that reason the whole thing is uninteresting and
unreal.
It was made from a story by
George Goodchild from a scenario prepared by Jules Furthman.
For comedy relief there is a butler
teaching the rough Westerner how to
propose to an English girl, not exactly
a new thought but the one redeeming
point of the picture.
Russell is cast as "Colorado Jim," a
miner, who has just sold his holdings
for two millions of dollars. He saves an

Englishman. Reggie Featherstone, from
clutches of two crooks in a NewYork hotel, and is invited to Reggie's
home in England. There he meets Reggie's sister, Angela,
and her parents
arrange an immediate marriage to replenish their fortune.
Angela is in love
with an impoverished Englishman, who
tells her to gamble Jim's money away.
She is brought to an accounting, however, and taken back to Colorado by her
husband, where she learns to love him
the

IX

WOLVES OF

THE NORTH

(UXIVERSAL)
Fairly interesting story of the snow-

bound Northwest depending upon
the beauty of landscape more than
on story material. A thrill is fur-

nished by an immense snow slide.
Directed by Norman Dawn.
Eva Xovak hasn't been given a very
strong story in "Wolves of the Xorth."
There was no by-play or counter-plot for

Dawn

Director

(FOX)
Story of a diamond in the rough
who tries to break into British society.
Flimsy plot material and
unconvincingly told.
Jules G.

Furthman

EVA NOVAK

is

cast as the tender-hearted rent collector,
who runs up against a tough customer in
the person of the village gang leader and
bully. The incident where he throws the
furniture out and then has to carry it all
back in again is particularly amusing,
as is the scene in the basement barber
shop where the tar trickles through the
broken grating.
Even a hard-hearted
landlord should get a laugh or two out of
"The Rent Collector."

stands out as one of the

greatest

stuff.

63

use

to

to

relieve

result

that

it

required

considerable

padding to bring it up to feature length.
The feature depends upon the beautiful
long shots of open country covered deep
with snow for much of its value, with the
characters laboriously plodding through
deep drifts and hollows.
There is a love story running through
it in which a youth living with a college
professor and his daughter, falls in love
with the daughter.
She calls him a
mollycoddle and he determines to show
her he is a man by mingling with the
habitues of a dance hall.
A prospector
who has struck it rich comes to the settlement and upon seeing the professor's
daughter, discards the women of the
"Lily of the Valley" saloon and makes
v.olent love to her.
She rebuffs him,
but when he rescues her from a wild
man of the forest she seeks his protection.

The youth

is

killed

in

a

resort

with a dance hall girl when a mountain
snow crushes the cabin. The climax
is
dramatic though the story is slow
moving for the most part.
Scenically "Wolves of the North" is
of

well photographed.

Lakeside to Have Theatre
LAKESIDE.
who

after he has fallen the victim of a vaga-

Douglas,

bond's bullet.
William Buckley. Margaret Livingston,

theatrical
Frank E.

George Fisher, Helen Ware, Bertram
Johns and Ray Berger are in the cast.

Muskegon
street

MICH. — Joseph

and Mrs. M. C. Madden of
open a theatre at 302 Lake

will

about April

1.

—

obliged to give up his dream of marrying Emily, the middle-aged stenographer
in the same office.
As the years go by

and his promised raise is not forthcoming. Wilkins sinks deeper and deeper into
the rut of humbleness.
Eventually' the
worm turns, and events shape themselves
with such unexpected suddenness, that at
last the home of Emily and Wilkins becomes more than a dream.
This is a
mere outline of the story. It gets under
the skin and holds the spectator's attention every minute.
clean, it is
It is

and last of all it
entertainment from start to finish

LARRY SEMOX

is

real

IX

THE RENT

COLLECTOR
YITAGRAPH)
"The Rent Collector" is timely, it is
funny and contains much original and

William Russell as Colorado Jim

in a

H.

has had experience in the
business at Grand Haven:

charmingly enacted by Pat O'Malley and
The -featuie
Marguerite De La Motte.
is
further distinguished by exceedingly
fine photographic shots that bespeak the
The seaside
artistry of Tony- Gaudio.
exteriors are especially good.
Wilkins, a poor bookkeeper, has been
employed by Bates and Stryker for
twenty years. Each Christmas, Bates has
promised him a "ten dollar raise next
year."
Afraid to ask for it. Wilkins is

engrossing,

the

shortcomings of the main story, with the

scene from "Colorado Pluck" (Fox).
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"The Wild Goose"

Is

Presented at Rialto

Little Ole

Cosmopolitan Feature Given
Premiere at New York

New York

Theatre,

May

8

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
Playhouse is open to
the public and the public seems to be open
to the Playhouse, if we may judge from
the size of the audiences which are patronEverett J. Kinney, the genial
izing it.
manager, shows both showmanship and
good judgment in his handling of the new
cinema palace.

The Rye, N.

Y.,

*

Ernest

*

*
at

has the
masterpiece

last

pleasure of seeing his latest
advertised for release, and from all accounts "Wet Gold" will be a regular
"pieces of eight" in six parts.
*

for the Coast

Wed-

When asked if he had his eye
nesday.
on another serial he said "I wouldn't doubt
it a bit."
*

Robert Priest
in the

*

is

located in the heart of the city.

Plans are being drawn by Shafter
New York.

*

now

In

Fitzgerald building.

his

The

new stand
offices

are

and airy and the floor space is greater
than it was in the Times building, which

&

Beck

of

*

Wilbur Bates

*

*

the genius behind the
advertising and publicity of the Jimmy Callahan comedies. Wilbur won his spurs long
ago.
Now watch him show his speed!
is

*

*

studios at New Rochelle are again active, and it looks good
to see the stars and near stars gathering
around the w. k. building as of yore.

The A. H. Fischer

*

*

*

left

is

*

Williamson

Louis Burston

which

*

*

Bertram Strong of Center avenue.
Rochelle, a well-known cameraman,

New

has
been engaged by the Smithsonian Institute
and will leave with a South African expedition about June 15.
The expedition
is for the purpose of studying and picturing
the flora of the

Xianza region.

light

allows for the rapid expansion of the business.

Mae Marsh

is

she will
Easter shopping.
It is said

*

*

in

town from

*

now conduct
*

*

California.

her belated

*

Report states that Loew's theatre in New
Rochelle. N. Y., will reopen July 1.
The
theatre has been undergoing renovation for
the past six months.
*

*

*

Harry O. Hoyt, as an adapter, director
and supervisor, is in a class by himself.
He deserves all the credit which is being
extended.
We cannot refrain from mentioning at this time the splendid art work
on the inserts, which announced the publication of "The Rider of the King Log."
*
* *

Yonkers. N. Y.,

is

soon to have another

picture house, if the plans of Royal Kepler
go over. Mr. Kepler plans to erect a theatre of one thousand seats at Gedney Square,

Form Comedy Company
To Film Butler Stories
Clever Comedies has been formed in
Los Angeles to present to the screen
Ellis Parker Butler's popular series of
humorous anecdotes dealing with "Philo
Gubb, the Correspondence School De-

YORK, May

10.— "The

Wild

Goose," the latest Cosmopolitan production, was given its premiere at the Rialto
theatre, New York, Sunday, May S. The
picture was made at the International
Film Studio, New York, and was directed
by Albert Capellani.
The story of "The Wild Goose" was
taken from a novel by Governeur Morris.
Joseph Urban, the world famous
artist,
who designed settings for the
Metropolitan Opera House productions,
the Boston Opera House productions
and the Ziegfeld Follies, before joining
Cosmopolitan Productions as production
manager, designed the settings for "The

Wild Goose."

The cast includes Mary MacLaren and
Holmes
Herbert in the leading roles.
1-2.

Norman

Kerry,

who

played

opposite

Marion Davies in "Buried Treasure,"
and had the lead in "Proxies," another
Cosmopolitan
production,
plays
the
heavy.
Rita Rogan, a five-year-old actress, whom Mr. Capellani describes as
the greatest child actress on the screen,
takes the important part of Tarn Manners.
Dorothy
Bernard and Joseph
Smiley play important parts. D. J. Flanagan and Mrs. Segar are also in the cast.
There are no extras in this production,
every character being an important

part.

Donnah

leckative."
The series comprises a list of thirtylive different subjects, eighteen of which
will be produced the first year.
Each

The

story will be two reels in length and one
will be issued every three weeks. Clever

Lease 44th Street Plant
For Mae Murray Pictures

organized by Webster
has been actively engaged
in
motion picture production for the
Melville Brown will
past twelve years.

Comedies

Cullison.

was

who

direct.

Lyn brook

Will Get Theatre
N. Y.— A $100,000 thea-

LYNBROOK,
pacity of 1.000.

scenario

was written

bv

Darrell.

The Forty-fourth Street studio in New
York City has been leased for a period
one year by Globe Productions Corporation and it is announced that the
tour special productions in which Mae
Murray will appear for Associated ExThe final
hibitors will be made there.
selection of the first picture to be made
with Miss Murray will be made shortly.

of

General view of the former Triangle studio at Yonkers, N. Y., which has just been purchased by
he will produce features for First National.

Whitman Bennett and where

A

Mav
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Dempsey-Carpentier Fight Tickets
Prize Sought by Pathe Salesmen
Company Inaugurates Popular Contest to Stimulate
Sales of "Daredevil Jack" Serial and
One-reel Training- Film
Four Pathe salesmen are going to see
Dempsey defend his heavyweight
against Georges C.irpentier on
July 2nd and without cost to themTack

t.ro\vn

—

selves.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., has just announced the terms of what is going to
prove one of the most popular contests

The
the organization has ever staged.
prizes will be four ringside tickets to' the
Dempsey-Carpentier bout, railroad tickIn the
ets, and* vacation on full pay.
event of any ties, those involved will receive the full award.

Terms
The winners

of

—
—

amount of business on the Jack
Dempsey pictures distributed by Pathe.
These are the serial. "Daredevil Jack,"
and the one reeler, "A Day with Jack
Dempsey,"' the only authentic pic^tres to
be made of the heavyweight champion
during his training for Carpentier.
All acceptable contracts up to midnight. June 18th, and mailed to the Home
Office before that hour, will be counted
in the contest.

Wires informing the branches of the
inauguration of this contest had hardly
been received in the different offices, it is
said, when the Home Office began to be
flooded with wires hailing the competition.
Every member of the Pathe sales
force
along with several million other
persons have been figuring for many
moons on how they, could get to Jersey
City and the fight.

—

Jack Kearns Host
Jack Kearns, manager of Jack
sey.

is

—

Garbutt Chairman of

League Organized to
Fight Reform Drive
(From

est

—

Demp-

offering the ringside tickets to the

It was Kearns, through
Fred Quimby. who arranged last week to
have Pathe distribute '"A Day with Jack
Dempsey." Kearns himself guarantees
that this will be the only motion picture
of the champion to be taken during his
training with Carpentier.
The one reeler shows every activity of
the title holder from the time he gets up
in the morning until he goes to bed.
after a hard day's work, topped off by
an hour at billiards and a little reading.
Pathe looks for a tremendous spurt in

four winners.

Dempsey contracts right *'rom *he nauguration of the contest. As a matter
:

fact, the coming championship bout
has already naturally stimulated the interest ef exhibitors in "Daredevil Jack"

Day

with Jack Dem;>sey."

Hundreds of exhibitors who success-

A Tom

Staff Correspondent)

LOS AXFELES, May

10.— The board

of directors of the Affiliated Picture Interests, Inc., organized to fight all movements considered detrimental to the
motion picture industry, has elected

Frank A. Garbutt chairman.

Other

offi-

cers appointed follow:
First vice chairman, William S. Smith:
second vice chairman. Sol Wurtzel; third
vice chairman, Joseph W. Engel; fourth
vice chairman, Frank E. Woods; fifth
vice chairman, William D. Taylor; sixth
vice chairman, Edward Roberts; secretary, Ted Taylor, and treasurer, W. J.

Reynolds.
The executive committee is composed
the following:
Frank A. Garbutt,
Frank S. Brown. Charles H. Christie.
Abraham Lehr. Fred A. Miller, Glenn
Harper and J. H. Goldberg.

of

J.

production,

directed

by himself,

With
llbur,

Collier,

Jr.,

Adapted from

Felix

of
David

Gold." written and
be distributed by

New Arrow

Pictures

Mundstuk.

president of the
Strand Features. Inc.. of Detroit. Mich.,
recently dropped a word to the independents to the effect that he was out to make
his Detroit Exchange the biggest in the
independent field.
With this declaration he posted in his office the slogan,

"Watch my dust"
His next move, the placing of D.

W.

ager at Detroit,

American Announces Two
Reconstructed Features
The American Film Company announces two more of its reconstructed
features for early distribution, "HighGear Jeffrey." with William Russell,
adapted from the original, "The FrameUp" is one and "Youth's Melting Pot"
with Mary Miles Minter, adapted from
"Youth's Endearing Charm" is the other.
Both of these productions have been
newly titled and new paper has been
prepared for them which will enable the
exhibitor tc give

them

exploitation.

New

in charge of his Strand
Exchange, gave material evidence of the

fact that he

was out

to

make good

his

words.

Now

comes the report from Arrow

Film Corporation that Mr. Mundstuk has
purchased for his territory their series
of four big

James Oliver Cbrwood pro-

ductions

row

market:

eight

made ready for the
Jack Hoxie features, a
series of westerns that was increased
to this present number from the originally planned four, and t\-o other new
Arrow features "The Stranger in Canbeing

—

yon Valle}"." starring Edythe Sterling,
and "Headin' North" with Pete Mor-

music cues provide for proper musical
scores.

Law Winnipeg Manager
Plan Fall Theatre Opening
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MIDDLESBORO,

KY..

May 10—

theatre seating 1.200 persons and costing
$80,000 will be erected here. It is planned
to have it completed by October 30.

Terriss

George F. Law, one of the pioneers in
Canadian film circles, has been appointed
manager of the Winnipeg branch of the
Canadian Universal Film Company, it is
announced by Herman Stern. Universal's
division sales manager for Canada.

Production

and an all-star cast including Crane
Krembs, Ben Lyon and Bernard Siegel.

the

famous

by

DA VID BEL A SCO

stage success of the

same

title

This picture will be a favorite just as long as heart-beats are quickened by
man's courage and a woman's love.
V1TAGRAPH

ta story of a

will

Strand Features Head
Makes Heavy Purchase

CATHERINE CALVERT

William

"Wet

Goldwyn.

"THE HEART OF MARYLAND n
1

ERNEST WILLIAMSON

Whose new

Ward, former Universal Exchange man-

of

and "A

campaigned with "Daredevil Jack"

Comes;

be the salesmen in
each of four divisions Eastern, Central,
Southern and Western who from May 7
until midnight, June 18, write the greatwill

fully

are rebooking the serial, it is announced,
and many of them are planning to run
the serial within one week three episodes a night.
This is an exploitation
stunt that they rely upon to bring them
wonderful returns to the box office.
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James M. Barrie's "Peter Pan" to
Be Produced by John S. Robertson
Jesse L. Lasky Sends Director and Scenarioist to

Confer With Playwright and
Adolph Zukor as to Details

London
The

to

thing Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, did this week on his
return to New York from Los Angeles
first

announce that John S. Robertson,
who directed Sir James M. Barrie's "Sentimental Tommy," and Josephine Lovett,
who adapted the book for the screen,
will sail for London where they will con-

was

fer

to

with Sir James and Adolph Zukor on
filming

the

of

Barrie's

greatest

play,

"Peter Pan."
"Sir

mental

James already has seen 'SentiTommy'," said Mr. Lasky, "a

print of the picture having been taken to

London by Mr. Zukor, and he was so
greatly pleased with the adaptation of
the story to the screen that he requested
that 'Peter Pan' be entrusted to Mr
Robertson and Lovett. Mr. Robertson
has just finished directing Elsie Ferguson in Rita Weiman's story. 'Footlights,'
and is ready to begin work on 'Peter
have not
Pan' as soon as possible.
yet decided whether to produce the picture in London or in our Long Island
studio or in Hollywood that will be
worked out in the conference with Mr.
Zukor and Barrie. But, in any event,
the scenario will be written in London,
in collaboration with Sir James."

We

—

lace Reid will arrive here

George Fitzmaurice.

"Mr. Reid always has wanted to do
this play," said Mr. Lasky, "because it
allows him opportunity to give full scope
Mr.
to his power as a dramatic actor.
Keid has just completed two of what I
think are his biggest pictures 'The Hell
Diggers' and 'Too Much Speed.' The

—

former, I firmly believe, will surpass his
'The Valley of the Giants' and 'Too
Much Speed' is easily the best automobile story he has made yet.
"Before 1 left Los Angeles I sat in at
a screening of what I consider the peris
fect motion picture.
It
'The Lost
Romance,' produced by William DeMille
from an original screen play by Edward
Knoblock. The projection room in the

Lasky studio was full when the picture
was shown, and when it was over I do
not think there was a dry eye in the
place.
'The Lost Romance' combines
laughter and tears in the same way that
made 'Humon-squc' the sensation of last
season, and
think that this DcMillcKnoblock production will be another
I

'Humoresque.'

and

Plan Clifton City House
CLIFTON CITY, N. Y.— Plans are

(<

being prepared for a theatre in Parker
avenue near the Botany section. It will
cost $35,000.

PENN YAN,

N. Y.— Work is prorapidly on the Elmwood theatre which will take the place of the old
Shearman house.
gressing

16 to begin

work, co-starring with Elsie Ferguson,
"Peter Ibbetson," under the direction

of

Conrad

Lois

Nagel

Wilson, Jack
play

the

Holt

leading

States

for

Due

29tb.

the week commencing May
to the fact that Monday of

that week is Memorial Day. the various
theatre managements have apparently regarded this week as a very appropriate
time for the showing of this picture,
which has a patriotic theme and which
as a stage production was one of the
most famous successes ever sponsored by

David Belasco.
Drive Nets Big Results

many theatres booked
Terriss special production of
their own volition presented an idea to
the branch managers of Vitagraph in the
various American cities and due to their
efforts of the last few days forty-four
additional contracts have been written
for showings on Memorial Day or showings in that week.
One peculiar circumstance in connection with the bookings of "The Heart of
Maryland" for the week of May 29th is
that no less than ten theatres situated
in the Dominion of Canada have also
booked it for around that date. Some
of these towns are situated just over the
border in localities where there is said to
be a very large percentage of American
population.
The

1

fact that so

Tom

Civil

The

MURIEL OSTRICHE
scene from "The Shadow," the
Film Distributors' latest feature.
Miller appears in support.

In

a

Forward
Walter

and they are even better than they

roles,

'Midsummer Madness.'
Arbuckle Changing Style
"Roscoe Arbuckle is gradually chang-

were

in

ing his style in his feature comedies. His
latest picture, 'Crazy to Marry,' is considerably broader in its treatment, and
has more laughs than his recent releases.

tullo's stories of the Oklahoma oil country, will follow this general policy.
"Cecil B. DeMille's great all-star picture, 'The Affairs of Anatol.' is in the
process of final titling and editing. The

picture

is

undoubtedly the biggest thing

we have ever done, and Mr. DeMille

has
surpassed all his previous efforts. For
lavishncss of costuming, as well as powerful'drama. 'The Affairs of Anatol' will
live up to the cast which has been given
it,
and that is the greatest cast ever assembled in one picture. Mr. DeMille's

which he is working on
suggested by Leonard Merrick's
novel, 'The Laurels and the Lady,' will
be something entirely different from anything he ever has done. With Dorothy
Dalton, Mildred Harris and other wellknown players in the cast, Mr. DeMille
is producing a picture which will comnext

picture,

now,

bine

charm and

Aywon

spectacle.

Chief Executive
Plans Sales Campaign

Nathan Hirsh, president of the Aywon
Film Corporation, has closed considerable territory on his special feature production, "The Lure of the Orient." and
has turned his attention to the marketing of fifteen two-reel comedies starring
of six Dia-

Jimmy Aubrey and a series
mond Dot Westerns of five

each.

reels

The Heart of Maryland" Being
Booked for Memorial Day Week

Yitagraph's next special production,
"The Heart of Maryland," has been
booked by a very large number of representative theatres throughout the United

this

1921

21,

And the production he is working on
now, 'Gasoline Gus,' from George Pat-

in

Mr. Lasky also announced that Wal-

Construction Progressing

May

May

War Theme
War theme

City

month

of

for

is

playing this

Civil

one week during the

May.

Catherine Calvert is the featured member of "The Heart of Maryland" cast,
which also includes Crane Wilbur. William Collier. Jr., Felix Krembs, Bernard
Siegel

and Ben Lvon.

Independent Exchanges
Praise New Wed Series
That the New Wed Comedy series,
featuring Rosemary Theby and Harry
Myers, is meeting with success is borne
out, it is said, by the reports reaching
the distributers, Dominant Pictures, Inc.,
from independent exchanges, exhibitors
and other sources.
Entirely aside from the entertainment
angle, it is seldom that short subjects
can boast of stars such as Theby and
Myers at a time when these players are
heavily featured in a production of the
calibre of "A Connecticut. Yankee." now
doing a turn-away business everywhere.

Plan W. Va. Playhouse
SISTERSVILLE, W. VA.— Charles

S.

Shrimp, formerly of Cambridge, O., is
one of the company interested in the
building of the
erected here.

$8,500

theatre

to

be

Popular

is evidently an
interesting one to film fans, inasmuch as
the most successful motion picture ever
put out was written around this same
theme. D. W. Griffith's spectacle, "The
Birth of a Nation." The Capitol theatre

Civil

New York
War picture

in

Buys Red Oak Scenic
RED OAK, GA.— George

Schwen-

neker, who recently sold the Unique theatre in Anita to William Biggs, has purchased the local Scenic theatre.
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Educational Announces Result of
Analysis of Business Conditions
The following announcement was
made from the executive offices of Educational Film Exchanges. Inc., this week
as the result of a trip over a large portion of the country by Henry Ginsberg,
manager of the domestic sales department of Educational.
As a result of Mr. Ginsberg's trip the

mitted that they would be only too
pleased to pay an increase over prices
they are now paying for many of our
series because they are sold lOO'r on the
fact that we can continue to deliver to
them short reel subjects that are begin-

ning to be feature attractions

them-

in

selves."

following statement was authorized bv
E. W. Hammons. president of Educational

Chas. Meredith Cast

:

"The following

cities

were

visited dur-

ing which time sales analyses were made
of an entire territory, exhibitors were
interviewed and salesmen called in from
their various territories with the purpose
of holding sales meetings, getting views
on our individual products and their
sales possibilities for next year.
All the
districts surrounding the following cities
were studied:
Atlanta, Dallas, New
Orleans, St Louis. Kansas City, Des

Moines. Denver, Omaha. Minneapolis.
Milwaukee. Chicago, Indianapolis.
Exhibitors Are Optimistic
"In the majority of territories it was
found that the exhibitor was in a very
good frame of mind. Although much
talk of depression and loss of business
was in the air. still the condition they

prompted by the fact that we
are coming back to normal times.
Of
course industrial conditions in some of
the very small towns are forcing the
realize

is

exhibitor to cut down the number of
days that he gives his shows and in some
instances have forced him to discontinue
operating altogether.
"I honestly believe that Educational
[
is less affected by present conditions confronting the industry because we are
today in a class by ourselves, namely,
handling the highest class of program
of short reel subjects on the market with
very little opposition, making it possible
for us to find business for some portion
of our product in whatever theatre we
may attempt to sell. The present conditions are affecting the feature concerns
entirely because of the alleged overproduction of feature pictures.

Organization Well Pleased
"The moral status of our organization
is
very commendable.
The men fully
appreciate the fact that we are continuing to supply the most consistent short
reel programs and they are very happy
to be associated with us.
The exhibitor
on the other hand, is accepting the call
of our salesmen with pleasure because
of the fact that we are considered to be
a success in so far as we have supplied
him with the best of short subjects. The
greatest encouragement, I believe, that
anyone could be given is the fact that
many of our accounts have readilv ad-

"Hail The Woman''

in

Charles Meredith has been added to
the all-star cast of Thomas H. Ince's
latest drama for the Associated Producers, "Hail the Woman," which is now in
its fourth week of production at the Ince
studios.

The C. Gardner Sullivan story, in
which Meredith will play an important
part, will be featured by a brilliant
coterie of stars including Florence Vidor,

Madge Bellamy, Lloyd Hughes. Theodore Roberts. Tully Marshall, Vernon
Dent, Edward Mar'tindel, and Gertrude
Clair, assuming the remaining characterizations.

Meredith, although a comparative newto the screen, has played leading
Talmadge.
Constance
opposite
roles
Marguerite Clark. Blanche Sweet. Ethel
Clayton. Mary Miles Minter. and other

comer

stars.

"Hail the

by John

Woman"

Griffith

is

being directed
perInce,

Wray, under the

Thomas H.
and photographed by Henry Sharp.
supervision

sonal

of

Manning Returning

Two scenes from Justine Johnstone's forthcoming

to

Realart picture, "Sheltered Daughters."

West Coast Following
Conference With Arrow
Xorman Manning, head
Manning Productions.
ing the new series

of the

Inc.,

of

who

the

Norman

makBroadway
are

Comedies, which are to be handled by
Arrow in the independent held, left during the early part of this week for Los
Angeles after spending three weeks in
New York City, making the final arrangeE. Shallenberger. presiments with
dent of Arrow for the handling of the

W

Broadway Comedies.
Before taking train for the coast, he
a camera man, and one evening
during last week, made several "shots"
hired

Broadway at night from the vicinity of
Times Square. He intends to use these

of

bits

of

White

photographic

Way

nostalgia

reminder

of

the

him of New York
comes upon him. Inci-

to relieve

when

it

dentally, these "shots" will be used as
eaders for all the Broadwav Comedies.

Carpenter and Vale
Form Producing Corp.
{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
company

record

Frohman Stage Success bv Martha Morion
Directed bx> Edward Jose

of the

idy Canning," stately; repressed, even a

;

trifle

prim.

\

will

The

make

F. Richard Jones has just started work
on the Mack Sennett production starring
Mabel Normand. to be called "Molly-O."
at the Sennett Los Angeles studios. Mr
directed
Miss
Normand
in
Jones
"Mickey," which established a notable

~ce gives
•

Mirth

formed
president and
been

Richard Jones Starts
Work With " Molly- O"

Miiss
most entertaining and successful of Alice Joyce's career
Stillwater,
"Indiana
first
as
two most convincing characterizations,
as
then
hoydenish, unconventional, red-blooded Middle V\ estern girl

One

10.—The

has

features and two-reel
comedies directed by Mr. Vale. Offices
have been opened at 145 W. 45th Street.

"HER LORD AND MASTER"
the Charles

Company

with E. J. Carpenter as
Travers Yale, as director-general.

ALICE JOYCE
From

YORK. May

Producing

ITAGRAPH

in

the

comedy

field.
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Cosmopolitan Productions

Which Have Met

Pictures

Issues Claim That It

Successes

Has

'

'Scored

Productions

issued a statement reviewing

its

lias

recent

publications adding the claim that in
the short time since

its

organization

it

has scored more notable successes than
any other motion picture producing
organization in the world.

The statement

is

of special interest

to the entire industry

presented

and

is

herewith

in full.

In the short time since

Cosmopolitan

its

productions

organization

has

scored

more notable successes than any other
motion

producing organization
world.
"Humoresque," which
ranks with the best pictures that have
been produced, was one of the first Cosin

picture

the

mopolitan productions. This picture has
crowded every- motion picture house
where it was shown, and it is still drawing crowds throughout the country.
"The Restless
Sex" with Marion
Davies, a Robert W. Chambers story,
was a screen achievement of the first
order. The settings for this picture were
made by Joseph Urban, and the setting
which Mr. Urban designed for the pageant scene known as The Ball of the
Gods has become famous throughout the
country.
"The Restless Sex" was one
of the most popular stories Robert W.

in

Success

More Notable

Than Any Other Motion

Producing Organization
Cosmopolitan

Lists

Picture

World"

Chambers ever wrote when

appeared
in
the Cosmopolitan Magazine, and on
the screen it achieved even greater popularity.

The

picture

it

was directed by

Robert Z. Leonard.
Robert G. Vignola directed "The
World and His Wife" for Cosmopolitan
Productions. The story is based upon a
dramatic pcem by Jose Echegaray, the
famous Spanish author, and the scenario
was written by Frances Marion, who
adapted "Humoresque" to the screen.
This picture contained an all-star cast,
among whom were Alma Rubens, Montague Love, Pedro de Cordoba, Gaston
Glass, Margaret Dale and Charles Gerard. The scenes for this remarkable picture, the action of which is laid in Spain,
were taken in Florida and he southwest
in order to get the atmosphere of Spain.
The settings were designed by Joseph
Urban.
Another Vignola Picture
"The Passionate Pilgrim," a screen
adaptation of Samuel Merwin's famous
novel which appeared in Cosmopolitan
Magazine, was also screened under the
direction of Mr. Vignola. This thrilling
and powerful story is still enjoying the
in
all
important
greatest
popularity
motion picture theatres in the United
States and abroad.
Matt Moore, Rubye
de Remcr, and Julia Swayne Gordon
were in the cast of this picture. Samuel
Merwin expressed himself as tlelighted
with this film version of his novel.
"Heliotrope," a screen
version
by
George D. Baker of the story by Rich-

"DON'T SNEAK OUT ON BABY"

May

21,

1921

ard Washburn Child, which Mr. Baker
also directed, and was a great Cosmopolitan success. Mr. Child is an author,
editor and lawyer of great reputation,

and he was President Harding's personal
adviser during the campaign for the
presidency.
"Heliotrope" was described
by many reviewers as the "brother" picture to "Humoresque," inasmuch as the
theme of the story concerns father love.

Winston Churchill's greatest novel,
"The Inside of the Cup," was next produced by Cosmopolitan
Productions.
This story of corruption in certain
churches and in certain financial circles
has revived the discussion which the
publication of the story caused when it
ran serially in Hearst's Magazine.
It is
now running in the biggest theatres of
the country and is drawing immense
houses.
Directed by Albert Capellani.
it has
been declared by all admirers of
the book to be a perfect screen version
Winston Churchill's masterpiece.

of

"Straight Is the
"Straight Is the

Way"

Way." which Frances

Ma rion adapted for Cosmopolitan Productions from the story by Fthel Watts
Mumford. called "The Manifestations of
He nry Ort," is a clever crook story, in
which
Matt Moore, Gladys
Leslie,
George Parsons and Mabel Bert play
interesting parts.
This picture is winning great popularity from motion picture audiences. It is a thrilling story of
the reformation of a gentleman burglar.
Robert G. Vignola directed this satirical
comedy drama in which the ouija board
plays a part.

The great success of "Buried Treasure" with Marion Davies which is getting indefinite runs in all the large cities
of the country is only a proper tribute
to its great merit.
"Buried Treasure"
is one of the most magnificent pictures
ever screened.
It is a story of reincarnation by F. Britten Austen, the famous
English
author,
which appeared in
Hearst's
Magazine.
George D. Baker
wrote the scenario and directed it. It is
a fitting vehicle for the great beauty
and charm of Marion Davies.
The settings of the pirate ship scenes
and the Spanish settings are some of
the most magnificent settings Joseph
Urban ever designed.
Story of "Buried Treasure"

"Buried Treasure" is a thrilling story
of a wealthy society girl who lives in the
reincarnation of a Spanish pirate captain's daughter.
How she foils the evil
designs of a mercenary duke and her
grasping father and gains fortune for
her lover makes a storv that is filled
with action.
Norman Kerrv, Anders
Randolf, Edith Shayne, Earl Schenck,
John Charles and Thoman Findlay play
with Miss Davies.
"Proxies." the latest release of Cosmopolitan Productions, is called the fastest moving motion picture story ever
unusual and
screened.
It contains an
clever story filled with thrilling scenes.
written by Frank R.
Cosmopolitan Magazine
and was adapted for the screen by
George D. Baker, who also directed the
Norman Kerry and Zena Keefe
picture.
Others in the
play the leading roles.
of this picture are William H.
cast
Tooker, Marie Shaffer. Raye Dean, Jack
Crosby and Paul Everton.

The

story

Adams

for

was
the

Kleine Office Moved

Dogs and

babies play an important part in this Christy comedy, titled "Sneakers,'
being distributed by Educational Exchanges.

George Kleine's New York office, formerly located in the Tower building, is
now in new quarters on the ninth floor
of the Tilmar Building, 145 West 45th
street.

"
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Laemmle Formulates Fall Plans
At Big Chicago Sales Convention
Universal Executives Discuss Future Policies (With

and Branch Managers at Busy
Two-Day Session Held May 8 and 9

District

mer and

actually

officials

the

"Outside the

May 8 and 9 at the Chicago offices of
the Universal Film Exchanges, when Mr.
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal,

months

The biggest gathering of Universal
held in many months took place

conferred

with

from

chiefs

all

his

and branch

district

over the country regard-

ing Universal 1921-Fall policy.

Mr. Laemmle was accompanied to
Chicago by Harry M. Berman, general
manager of exchanges for Universal; P.
D. Cochrane, exploitation director, and
other officials. Among the high Universal sales officials who met him in Chicago
are

Herman

Stern, district

manager

for

Smith, district manager
for the Atlantic division; Art Schmidt,
disfrict manager for the middle-west, and
other district managers.

Canada; E.

Plan

J.

Many

Innovations

Many

innovations in Universal release
schedules are promised for next season
It is reas a result of the conference.
plans
radical
Universal
that
ported
changes in the handling of its short sub-

and that an adjustment in its feasuper-production releases is
ture and
contemplated. Mr. Laemmle questioned
thoroughly on these
chiefs
his
sales
changes before actually making any sudden shift in Universal's present methods.
The main topic discussed at the convention was Universal's promised Jewel
productions. There are now four superproductions under way at Universal City,
at least two of which will be ready for
They -are "Foolish Wives,"
early fall.
the big Von Stroheim spectacle of Monte
Carlo, which is in its last month of actual
production work, and "Fanny Herself,"
jects,

•

the

new

Tod

Browning production,
Edna Ferber's story

being filmed from

Two Universal-Jewels
of that name.
One
are just being put into production.
Priscilla Dean's new special, "Conis
Clarence Buddingflict," adapted from
ton Kelland's novel of that name, and
the other is Harry Carey's first Universal-Jewel production, yet unnamed.
Time to Be Disregarded
The probable date of "Conflict" and
to be problemtime, since actual production on them may last well into the fall.
It is explained by Universal officials that
time is not a factor in the making of
"Foolish
pictures.
Universal - Jewel
Wives" is pointed out as an example
of this policy.
Von Stroheim began
preparations for its production last sum-

the

Carey picture are said

atical at this

fall.

in

began "shooting"

Law" took

in

eight

production.

P. D. Cochrane, Universal's exploitation expert, spent considerable time during the Chicago convention, furthering
the exploitation of Universal's latest Universal-Jewel release, "Reputation," starring Priscilla Dean.
The national exploitation drive for
"Reputation" is just getting under way.
Mr. Cochrane outlined plans to the

assembled exchange managers by which
they are to exploit the picture in their

and tie-up with individual
exhibitors in the proper presentation of
Universal has found
the Dean special.
in the exploitation of "Once to Every
Woman," and "Outside the Law," that
actual and practical aid to the exhibitor
in putting over such pictures is the best
possible service that the producer can
supply.
territories

Will Aid Exhibitors

Such

policy of actual exploitation,
for individual exhibitors, by experts of
Department,
Exploitation
Universal's
will be carried out and enlarged in the
distribution of "Reputation," it has been
a

announced.
Mr. Laemmle recently returned from
Universal City, where he personally
supervised the production work at the
west-coast studios for several months.
He discussed with his sales managers
the merits of the Universal pictures he
has seen in the making, and solicited
their advice as to the needs of exhibitors
who favor Universal pictures.

Hint More Innovations
this

week

of

the publication of "Scrap Iron." Charles

Ray's next picture, on

May

30.

This

"Nobody's Kid" Pleases
Authoress of the Novel
"Nobody's Kid," starring Mae Marsh,
appears on the screen will have
it
the advantage, Robertson-Cole feels, of
pleasing the tens-of-thousands who have
read the novel "Mary Cary," by Kate
Langley Bosher, upon which the picture
is founded, by reason of the fact that
as

fifth

follows garefully the lines of the story.
This fact has been made evident to

the distributing company by a letter
which has just been received from the
authoress in which she praises the screen

version of the story.

is

of the star's personally produced offerings, in which he will be presented by Arthur S. Kane, through First
National release.
Since the success of "The Old Swimmin' Hole," with its absence of sub-titles,
the public has come to look more than
ever to Mr. Ray for innovations, and
that it will not be disappointed in this
next picture is the assurance not only of
officials of First National and of the Kane
Corporation, but of laymen who have
been treated to pre -views. This film
marks Mr. Rav's debut as a director.

the

of his organization.

it

In Charles Ray's Latest
Announcement was made

CARL LAEMMLE
President of the Universal Film Manufacturing
Company, who presided at Chicago convention

A. P. Announces

New

This
^vel

aths

is

is

even better than 'The Broadway Bubble'

the consensus of reviewers

and

exhibitors alike.

Adapted from a

by Heliodore Tenno in "Snappy Stories," this picture leads one into new
Daring, something sensational, and always entertaining.
of fancy.

CORINNE GRIFFITH
"WHAT'S YOUR REPUTATION WORTH"?
Directed by Webster Campbell

Sennet t Features

In the near future, Mack Sennett will
issue two new feature subjects under the
titles "His Dream Girl" and "Her Dream
Man." Both pictures doubtless will be
available for distribution through Associated Producers, Inc., before late summer, although no authentic announcement pertaining to this subject has been
given out other than the titles of the
productions.

"What's Your Reputation Worth?"
"This picture

Two
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Educational to Oifer
Short Subjects Block

Federated Announces
Three New Offerings

Fifteen Specials
Available
to Exhibitors in One

Elinor Field Is Featured
McGrath Story— Other

Combination
short

Fifteen

Productions

described as
possessing unusual strength are to be of-

com-

This announcement was made
from the executive office of Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc., on Monday of
bination.

this

week

in

an interview with

Hammons, president of
"From time to time,"

for the next twelve
In addition to the longer pictures, three comedies of two reels each,

the corporation.

said Mr. Hammons, "we have put out specials of great
box office pulling power. Take 'The Race
of the Age' for example. This picture

have

been finished for Federated disthrough the twenty-two exchanges of the organization.
McGrath Story in List
"Hearts and Masks," a Federated production of the famous novel by Harold
tribution

still playing
first run houses in this
country and abroad and is credited with
being one of the strongest, if not the
is

strongest

short

subject

But we realize that
exhibitor to make
occasional special.

it

a

ever

is

McGrath, is the
growing list of

published.

for

ing

therefore devised a
special

fifteen

short

way

"Hearts and Masks" has been one of

of secur-

subjects

of

with

both standard and slow motion
cameras actually taken during a big
league game. Whatever the subject its
interest will be compelling and its entertainment value of the highest.
Delivered to Branches

"Most

of these specials are

now

in

the

all

tures.

"None

of these pictures is over one
in length and I feel duly conservawhen 1 say that these fifteen specials
will meet with the greatest success, both
for the exhibitor and ourselves.
expect to be able to announce about the
Ttli
of May the titles and character of
each picture in this list of specials."
reel
tive

We

"Buried Treasure"
Lauded by Film Critic
Miss Annalee

Vernon, one of the New
motion pictures, has made
a list of the six best photoplays published
in April, and she has classed "Buried
Treasure" with Marion Davies, the Cosmopolitan Production, as one of those
critics of

six pictures.

"Buried Treasure" has won praise
throughout the country because of its
lieautiiul settings, story and absorbing

theme

of

reincarnation.

With

Marion

most widely read

The

books.

Who

ERNEST LUBITSCH
Paramount special production,
and several others which have
vogue in this country.

directed the

"Deception,"
set quite a

are Norman Kerry,
Edith Shayne, Earl
Schenck, John
Charles and Thomas
Findlay. George D. Baker directed the
picture and wrote the scenario from a
story in Hearst's Magazine by F. Britten
Austen, the well-known
English

Davies

Anders

in

the

cast

Randolf.

novelist.

film

of

version

Miss Field appears in
William Seiter.
the role of Alice Gaynor, the willful and
adventure-hungry young girl who passes
herself off as a maid in her uncle's mansucceeds in capturing Galloping
Dick, a notorious crook, and in snaring
Brilliant
the heart of a famous author.
costumes, and a lavish setting for the
the
which
fashionable masked ball at
climax of the exciting action is reached,
are features of the production.
sion,

Other Features Named
Other features in the Federated pro-

"Penny of Top Hill Trail,"
are:
starring Bessie Love, and "Dangerous
William
Desmond.
featuring
Toys,"
There is also the Warner Brothers' production, "Miracles of the Jungle," and
three Hallroom Boys' comedies, featuring Sid Smith.

gram

Mayer Will Produce
"The Wandering Jew"
"The Wandering Jew," based upon the
in the novel of the same
name by Eugene Sue, is shortly to be
story as related

our branches and the rest
are to go this week. The group of fifteen,
as a group, will be offered to exhibitors
so that they can be booked over an extended period and possibly so selected
that they either help to balance up with
other pictures on the program or used to
bring out the atmosphere of other pic-

York

the McGrath
was done by
Mildred Considine, and was directed by

the

a

varied character that are thrilling and
daring, yet no two are alike. Sometimes
it is a masterpiece in analytical slow motion and screen beauty like Annette Kellermann in 'The Art of Diving' or dashing cavalry in the wildest of rides up
flights of stairs on horseback, jumping
magnificent animals over ridges and
Ktillies that would stop the most sturdy
hunter.
"Perhaps it's an exploration into regions never before penetrated by a moving picture camera as in the case of the
National Geographic Society's investigation of the Katmai Valley in Alaska, or
again it may be portraying the king of
baseball, 'Babe' Ruth, in pictures made

hands of

the
fea-

nell

Obtain Fifteen Specials

"We

to

Federated

Elinor Field heads the cast, supported by Francis McDonald, Lloyd
Bacon, John Cossar and Molly McCon-

an

just

addition

latest

all-star

tures.

for an

difficult

place

continued

be

will

months.

W.

E.

Named

Three features and a super-animal production on the list of the Federated Film
Exchanges of America, Inc., have been
completed already, and will be published
shortly.
This activity, it is announced,

subjects

fered to exhibitors nationally in one

in

produced by Louis B. Mayer. It will be
the second in the list of special productions for distribution by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc., which were provided for under this producers' program

augmented production during the
present year.
"King Lear," the first of these special
features, already has been announced by
of

Mr. Mayer. The Shakespearian production will be directed by John M. Stahl
is just completing the first of the
productions by his independent unit, "The
Child Thou Gavest Me."

whb

Roy Stewart
For
Roy Stewart

to Star

New

Corporation

about to embark on
his first starring venture under the management of a company to be known as
Quality Film Productions, Inc.
The organization has been formed by
San Francisco business men, with George
H. Davis, formerly of the Alcazar theis

ater, as president,

and has four pictures,

each to cost a minimum of $150,000, already contracted for. Harry Revere has
been secured to make the productions
and Del Claussen will be chief cinematographer.

Here Studying
American Film Methods

Italian

Count Ignazio Thaon di Revel, one of
the leaders of the Italian film industry, is
spending a month or six weeks in the
United States studying American motion picture conditions and production
methods.
the head of the Cito Cinema, Count
Revel is directly responsible for the
marketing, outside of Italy, of the product of the Unione Cinemetografica Italiana. This is the largest producing group
in the Italian peninsula, and embraces
such well-known concerns as Ambrosio,
Pasquali, Cines, Itala, Rinascimento. Palatino and Cesare. The Cito-Cinema is the
foreign sales organization of the Unione,
and, with two exceptions (Great Britain
and France) has the disposal for the

As

di

world of the Unione output.

Brown

Directs Sales

For Canadian Equity
The Canadian
tures

of Equity PicMontreal
Ltd.,
at

offices

Corporation,

announces that E. A. Brown has been
engaged as sales manager. Brown formerly was Canadian representative of
He shortly will tour
United Artists.
the key cities of the Dominion.
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Kane Reported Nearing

5.

Consummation of Associated Plans
Los

from

Reports

Angeles indicate
production plans
formulated upon the reorganization of
the Associated Exhibitors are being successfully effected by Mr. Arthur S. Kane,
chairman of the board of directors of
important

the

that

Associated,

who

No

statement giving details has
out by Mr. Kane or for-

official

given

been

warded

is

now on

to the office of the

the

Coast.

company

in

New

York, but it is reported that negotiations involving the services of two big
stars and two directors are under way.

The known policy of the company contemplates the distribution of the best
independently made productions rather
than nroduction by Associated itself and
Mr. Kane's negotiations on the Coast
have brought to him representatives of
practically all of the successful independent producers it is said.
He has
been highly pleased with the cordial
friendliness and co-operation
extended
on every hand to Associated.

New

Obtains

The

Star

services of a very well

inine star

known fem-

whose name has not

hitherto

been connected with Associated has been
practically assured for a series of pictures.
She will be directed by one of the
most successful independent directors.
The combination is known to be an excellent one and in their previous work
they have scored repeatedlv.
Mr. Kane has held several conferences
with a male star who has appeared in
many recent successes and before his
return from the Coast it i; likely that
an announcement involving the f'Uure
productions of this star will be made.
Other conferences have been held with
a

leading director...

"Honeymoon Ranch"
and "West of the Rio Grande." and who
rose to stardom through winning the
"Fame and Fortune" contest has been
signed to a long term contract by Lubin
and will be starred in this new series.
Robin Townley, who directed her in her
previous pictures, will wield the megaphone on this series and is already pickprevious offerings,

ing locations for the

first

picture.

Ringside Seats Offered
for Most Contracts on

"The Wonder Man" Film
With

this country and Europe astir
over the coming battle for the heavyweight championship of the world betweeen Tack Dempsey and Georges Carpentier, the Robertson-Cole
Company
has launched a novel contest among its
salesmen as a spur to booking on "The

Wonder Man,"
idol

"made

his

in

which

successful

Aside from these negotiations Mr.
Kane has arranged for the distribution
by Associated of several pictures already
Announcement of the recompleted.
lease of some of these will come in the
early summer but the productions with

and directors in series of pictures
not be available until early FpII.
A conservative publication policy that
will permit franchise members and exon the open booking
hibitors buying
basis is the best opportunity for the
exporting of the really big pictures will
govern Associated, it is promised.
stars
will

To Feature Allene Ray
In Semi-Western Series
It was announced early this week that
Bert Lubin has been made president and
manager of the newly formed
Western Pictures Corporation and that

sreneral

MABEL NORMAND
In "Head Over Heels," a
tion, written by Edgar

screen

debut

several months ago. The contest is open
to all the salesmen attached *o the company's 24 branches.
ticket for a ringside seat at the big
battle, valued at $50. together with transportation to Jersey City, N. J., where the
match will take place, will be given as
prizes to each of the two salesmen who
obtain the greatest number of contracts
for the showing of the Carpentier pro-

duction between now and Tune 25th.
Tn addition the
the contest ends.

Robertson-Cole Company will pay the
hotel expenses of the prize winners while
they are visiting in New York.
Charles R. Rogers, general manager
of the Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation, ai ranged the contest before he
left the home office on a trip to Chicago

Los Angeles. The announcement
created unusual enthusiasm and the reand

in

An

bookings was almost imme-

diate.

Included

msame

appeal.
star, of

A definite

whom

WATCH HER!"

genius

out

Sennett's

will be revealed

cross-eyed

from as many

angles as Turpin has directions of vision.

The first of the series is
way and will be ready for

well under
release by

Associated Producers in the near future.
Work on this feature two-reeler is going
on in the same studio where Mabel Normand is hard at work under F. Richard
Jones' direction, in "Molly O'," the date
of the completion of which is hardly yet
sight.
St.

Clair

is

directing

the

initial

"Turpin Special" under the supervision

"The Fight of The Age." a two- reel
showing all of the phases of the

special

training activities of Jack Dempsey and
Georges Carpentier in preparation for
the big fight for the world title on July
2 is announced for world-wide distribution this week by the Picture Trading

Corporation.

of Turpin.
are Phyllis

Included in the support
Haver, Harriet Hammond.
Billy Bevan and George O'Hara.
Still
another company headed by Charlie
Murray is at work on a lively two-reel
comedy under the direction of Roy Del
Ruth.
Included in this company are
Richardson.
Kathryn McGuire. Jack
Kalla Pasha. Albert Cooke and Marvin
Lobak.

from "Princess Jones," yet with the same
have said

Mack

of

comedian

Mai

Showing Training Camps

critics

mapped

The hero of "A Small Town
Idol" will be disclosed in perhaps twelve
two-reel fantastic comedies in which the

step to the starriest heights in the career of this

motion picture

the activities

series.

in

Will Distribute Film

in

by Mack Sennett for the ensuing twelve
months, are plans for a Ben Turpin

CALHOUN

entirely different sort of story

di-

Ben Turpin in Series
of Two-Reel Cotredies

"THE CHARMING DECEIVER"
•elightful

Woolf and

Sennett Plans Promise

A

sponse

new Goldwyn produc-

Allan
rected by Victor Schertzinger.

French

the

when

Gets Completed Pictures

ALICE

company would commence work
immediately on a series of semi-western
society dramas.
Allene Ray. featured in Bert Lubin's
this

briefly but

meaningly:
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Schedule "Through the Back Door,"
Latest Mary Pickford, for May 18
Hiram Abrams, President

of the

"Big Four, " An-

nounces Publication Date of Star's Fourth
Production for United Artists
For many weeks exhibitors have been
awaiting the announcement of the publication date of Mary Pickford's next
United Artists production, "Throug'i ch*.Back Door," which was made (his week
by Hiram Abrams, president of the "Big
Four." The date was set for May 15.
This is the first picture in which Miss
Pickford has worked under the guidance
of two directors: Jack Pickford, brother
of the star and Alfred E. Green.
The
production is said to afford hor witr. an
opportunity for the display of talent
equalled only in such productions as
"Pollyanna" and others of the class that
have brought her her greatest success.

Abrams

Issues Statement

"The outstanding feature of 'Through
the Back Door' is the delitrhtful comedy
sequences scattered throughout the picture," says Mr. Abrams.
"In the little
girl role in this production \iiss Pickford has a chance to become involved
in
innumerable complications all provocative of mirth, yet touched with th?t
pathos which stamps this greatest of a"
ingenues as mistress of her art.
"In addition tr. the clean, wholesome
fun with which this production abounds,
there is found running through it a
counter-plot of gripping drama in which
filial devotion becomes a dominant lacThe struggle of a child to win rector.

ognition from her mother and the seemingly
insurmoui table
obstacles
that
intervene furnish the motivating impulse
lor the story.
Professional blackmailers,
a designing 'other woman,' a 'misunderstood' husband and an 'abused' wife all
pjay their icspective parts in this unn ual
picture which opens in picturesque Bel-

gium, then jumps to

sales

watch
of

the

of

a

handsome gold

awarded to every member
winning the sales prize,
announced from the execuof Educational Film Ex-

will be
office

which
tive

prize

it

is

offices

changes, Inc., will be offered for the sales
period from June 5th to July 3rd, inclusive.

In

making

H amnions,

this

announcement. E.

W.

president

of
Educational,
aside the period
from June 5th to July 3rd as a contest
period for our sales organization, and in
order that the contest may be eminently
fair and that every member of the office
said:

"We

organization

have

may

set

participate,

not

only

the office manager and the salesmen
themselves, but the bookers and other
members of the office organization all
have been given an equal opportunity to
secure a handsome gold watch.
All of
our branches will go into competition,

and that branch which wins by making
the finest showing in the sales period
indicated will secure for every one of
its

members

the allotted

prize.

If,

for

example, an office with a manager,
booker and two or three other members
of the sales force, is successful in putting their office to the front in this sales
drive, every single member of that organization will be awarded a prize.
"Too often prizes of this nature only
go to the man actually selling in the
field, whereas some young lady behind a
booker's desk for example might have

contributed equally with the salesman in
putting the office to the front, and, therefore, it is our desire to suitably reward
every single member of the winning
office."

Island and

closes in business-like New York.
"The biggest interior set that was ever
built for a motion picture was constructed for this
production, having been
erected on the largest picture stage in
the world.
The set shows five groat
rooms and a large hallway with stai-s
that reach to a landing on the second
floor. All told, 4300 square feet of floor
space was utilized for this set, exclusive
of the area required for 'shooting' space.
Representing the entire lower floor of a
Long Island mansion, this gigantic replica is said to be the most stupendously
appointed set ever built for pictures The
properties displayed upon it were v\ilue1
at

actresses

in

realm

the

21,
the

of

1921

cinema;

Adolphe Menjou, rated as the

screen's
best society villain; Elinor Fair who
recently appeared with Otis Skinner;
little Jeanne Carpenter, one of the cleverest child actresses in the industry;
John Harron, brother of the late Robert
Harron, who is gifted with much of the
appealing genius that made his brother
universally
loved;
Helen
Raymond,

Peaches Jackson, Doreen Turner and
John_Dromgold."
"Through the Back Door" is the fourth
production that Miss Pickford
livered to United Artists.

has de-

Jules Burnstein with

Photo Plays,

Celtic
The

Inc.

Celtic Photo
Plays, Inc., have appointed Jules Burnstein to the position of general representative of the company.
Mr. Burnstein is one of the best known executives
vith
in
the motion picture industry
many years' experience to his credit. He
was identified with Mutual, Pathe and
Old timers
other large organizations.
will recall him as one of the founders
of the "Screen Club."

directors

of

the

.

"School Days" Will

Be Made Into Film
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

$100,000.

YORK, May 10.— Harry Rapf
made arrangements to produce for
Warner Brothers an elaborate version of.
Gus Edwards' vaudeville act. "School

Wilfred Lucas in Cast
"Surrounding Miss Pickford in th?*
production is an unusually clever and
capable cast, such as Wilfred Lncas, who
has long held a position of pre-eminence
as an actor as well as a director; Ger-

William Nigh has been engaged
and Wesley Barry has been
borrowed from Marshall Neilan to play

trude Astor, one of the most beautiful

the featured role.

has

Days."

direct

to

Foreign Film Menace a Fallacy;
Let 'Em Come!' Selznick' s View

Educational Offers
Gold Timepieces to
Sales Organization
A

Long

May

9

That the importation of foreign films
a menace to the industry Is a

creates

fallacy in the opinion of

Myron

producer of Selznick pictures,

toward

a sort of stalking
for roles which are
tradition.

them

S>-lznick,

who

says

"But

I

dignity,

fits

governed by

Films Lack Intimacy
cannot recall a single instance

"let .'em

come" and at the same lime
points out that European producers will

of a successful moving picture portraying modern life, brought from Eurooc.

in the future as they have in the past,
provide certain kinds of productions for
which there is a limited dema.id on th =

Their

part of the
of

American

public.

greatly excited ever the so-called Euro-

pean menace, because there is no such
thing," said Mr. Selznick in h>. d scu<-;

sion of the matter.

Menace Hunters Misled
"The European producers will always
provide this country with pictures of the
sort which they rrlake much better than
we do, but there is only a limited demand
for that kind of pictures.
Tne phenomenal success of two or three unique productions has misled the menace-hunters
into believing they see disaster.

"The Europeans beat us all hollow
when it comes to producing costume or
speaking, historical pictures.
all
the traditions of court
etiquette, pageantry, pomp and circumstance, which Americans not only lack,
but in a great measure scorn. The technique of the European actors, moreover,
is particularly suited to historical drama.
Their broad gestures and tendency

They have

sense

intimacy

of

that

is

constantly

The popularity of the A.mermoving picture with the American

demanded.
ican

"No one who understands the nature
the American demand can get very

piroperly

manners are not our manners
They do not give to the audience the

the popularity of the familiar, the recognizable, the intimate.
"There is no sign of any change in this
demand, and I believe that the actor?
and certain producers who nro in a panic
over the foreign menace, are merely
shadow-boxing with a nonexistent antagonist."

audience

is

Book "The Copperhead"
for Memorial Day Week
Paramount reports

that several 01 the

largest first-run theatres in the country

have booked the Paramount special,
"The Copperhead," starring Lionel Barrymore, for the week of May 29, Decoration

Diy week,

for repeat engagements.
recall the big demand

These bookings

for this production for Memorial Day
last year, when the requests exceeded
the supply of prints by more than three
to one. Anticipating a repetition cf this
demand (his year, the company has ordered a number of new prints which will
be available at all the exchanges for
play dates throughout the week cf the
29th.

,

May
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Lichtman Plans Intensive Drive;
Announces Seven Feature Pictures
"Home

Talent", Full Length Mack Sennett Special,
Included in List of Associated Producers
Offerings for Late Spring

General Manager Al Lichtman of AsProducers, Inc., has announced
seven features for general distribution
during the months of May and June.
The schedule announces Mack Sennett's "Home Talent," a full length special, for May 22nd; "I
Guilty," -a J.
Parker Read, Jr., production featuring
Louise Glaum, for May 1st; "Mother O'
Mine." a Thomas H. Ince production
dealing with a theme of universal intereft, for June 5th; "The Broken Doll," an
Allan Dwan special, for June 12th; "The
Foolish Matrons," a Maurice Tourneur
special with an all-star cast, for June
19th; "The Ten Dollar Raise," a J. L.
Frothingham production, for June 26th:
and a two-reel comedy by Mack Sennett
entitled "She Sighed by the Seaside," for

close to the hearts of people of every degree. Its appeal is tremendous, because

sociated

"Maurice Tourneur's 'The
Foolish
Matrons' is a box-office picture from the
ground up. Not only has it a superb title
but the story, the cast and the production as a whole make it a rare bit of
screen art. It is one of Tourneur's finest
pictures and its box-office value is tremendous, as any live showman can tell

Lichtman Issues Statement
"In

offering

I

am

Picture
Dollar Raise.' a J. L.
Frothingham production, is another superior feature that will add cash and
glory to any exhibitor. If is a comedydrama of throbbing, pulsing life by Peter
B. Kyne. as fine a thing as the screen
has seen in many a day.
"Sennett's gem. 'She Sighed by the
Seaside.' is a feature in itself. While onlv
two reels in length, it deserves the head" 'The

viction that here is an array of pictures
that cannot fail to make an impression
upon any audience," said Mr. Lichtman.

who have
Town

"Exhibitors

already played

what

experience

great comedies have.

we submit an
respect just
course,

Sennett

knows

sure

introduction,

in

is

rest of the

Every

makers.

that the fact that

Comedy with Ben Turpin
for
"

Talent'
in

is

every

it

in

it,

of

famous

exhibitor

geles.

"With such

a Sennett

is

is

it

Am

Guilt}-,'

J.

Parker Read.

bang-up

line of offerings

there is no reason why May and June
should not be banner months for Associated
Producers and its exhibitors.
Knowing as I do what constitutes an ex-

enough

any audience.

T

a

Jr.'s.

featuring
Louise
Glaum,
strikes a new high note of artistic excellence. It shows Miss Glaum in the best
role of her career, a sympathetic, appealing part that will win her thousands of
new admirers. The story of T
Guilty'
is big and fine in its elemental appeal
and I have every reason to believe that
it will make a hit anywhere.

production

hibitor picture. I

am

confident that these

seven productions will roll up not only
new sales records for us but also new
profit records for any exhibitor who
plays them."

Am

Calls Ince

Martin Buys Theatre
W.

Film Ideal

B. Martin,

theatre.

manager

San Luis

Obispo.

Elmo

of the
Calif.,

has

bought out the El Monterey theatre

"'Mother O' Mine,' a Thomas H. Ince
production, deals with a theme that is

the

same

in

city.

"A. P." Organization
Well Known Film Alan Will
Direct Foreign Sales
for

of eleven years.

In 1916 he organized the Overseas
Distributing Corporation in partnership
with John R. Freuler. Samuel S. Hutchinson,

A

roves that "IT

who

lives

one of

drama and humor.

his

own

stories

Fields,

through which

American Infantry in France, Mr. Levey
went to London where he succeeded in
interesting Lord Northcliffe in a plan
to cement the friendship of America and
Great Britain as a result of which "The
Lord Northcliffe Mission" was organized
and sent to America.

Earle Williams ap-

seemingly impossible

Sam

established foreign distribution for the entire program and output of the Mutual Film Corporation for
the territory of Great Britain. Australia,
New Zealand. Africa. India and Straits
Settlements.
Besides exporting he was also active
in importing foreign films, among which
were included many of the most successful British productions.
Following
fourteen months of service with the

CAN BE DONE"

breezy story, with a see-saw of

and

company he

in

fars as a novelist

Lichtman

General Manager Al Lichtman of
Associated Producers, Inc., has appointed
Arthur Levey to assume charge of the
foreign sales department.
Mr. Levev
comes to Associated Producers with
vast experience in the motion picture
industry all over the world.. His association with the screen covers a period

EARLE WILLIAMS
"IT

Associated

Arthur Levey Joins

Ten

line position on any bill.
It proved its
great value recently when it played to
capacity houses for three solid weeks at
the New Symphony theatre in Los An-

Ben Turpin.

fire.

and so are the
fun

'Home

In

attraction that

as

who needs no

know by
power these

Idol'

drawing

will direct foreign sales for

Producers.

New Frothingham

firm in the con-

Sennett's 'A Small

ARTHUR LEVEY
Who

at a glance.

un-

these

exhibitors

to

the social order

sired.

8th.

usual productions

in

the highest standard ever set by Mr.
Ince and will long be remembered as an
example of the ideal motion picture.
"In 'The Broken Doll.' an Allan Dwan
production. Associated Producers offers
to exhibitors a splendid feature of undoubted quality, one of the greatest attractions of the year. This production
has been made with the usual care and
fidelity to truth that characterizes all of
Mr. Dwan's pictures, and from the sales
point of view it leaves nothing to be de-

Am

May

concerns a weakness

it

of things that affects every person individually. This production comes up to

and

CAN BE DONE".
Directed by Chester Bennett
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Marion Davies
Beautiful and

Cosmopolitan

talented
star,

and

impressions of her

four

drawn by

well-known

artists.

Above

— Penrhyn Stan-

sketch of Miss

laws'

Davies.

—

At bottom
(left to
right
Harrison Fisher's
portrait Hamilton King's
I

;

painting and an original
sketch by Howard Chandler Christy.

—
May

—
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You are
It is

especially invited to contribute regularly to this d epartment.

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and

TELL US

every week what the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearb orn St.. Chicago.
Picture Did For

Me"

man, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua,
Neighborhood patronage.

pllllllllMIIIMIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIlllllllllllllllllllllllinW

Associated Producers
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Broke record.
Tourneur production.

—

Crammed them

I

The Plays

—

Patrons
Liked Best

—

Woman, with Louise
high class picture to a good
satisfied audience.
E. Saunders, Palace
General patrontheatre, Harvard, 111.

|

1.

I

2.

j

3.

age.

|

4.

The

Leopard

Glaum.

—A

—

—

—

—

Typhoon,

Yellow

—

with

Ryegate,

Mont.

— Small

Good References, with Constance Talmadge. A-l. Just the kind that everybody wants. A. H. McCarty, Mildred
theatre, Barnesville, Ga.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
DeHaven. A good picture, and if patrons like comedy should be an extra
good drawing card. Failed to draw for

—

owing to local conditions and through
no fault of the picture. Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
us

—

—
The Master Mind,
more. — Nothing to
F.

6.

I

Let's

Polk E. Moore,
Portland Theatre Co.,
Portland, Tenn.

|
j

with Lionel Barryit for a small town.
L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. Drew good business and
was funny, but picture was actually vulgar in
spots.
A.
Evans, Opera
C.

—

—

mi mti iiciiii ii iiii 1 1 bii i tirjrii iu: ii t>:<! tn

i

i

House, Greensboro, Ala.
patronage.

iitsuriiiuinici ii iiiim n iru [i Liii;uii t its

ii li

— Neighborhood

In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan

—

Dwan

production. A splendid picture of its
kind.
Pleased our audiences generally.
Went over good for one day. W. H.

—

Suburban

Creal,

— Neighborhood

Omaha, Nebr.

theatre,

patronage.

the real Irish character. Drew very well.
Bros., Variety theatre, New

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge. Norma Talmadge has demonstrated again that she is a drawing card.
Very good comments on the picture.
Star's acting, as usual, A-l.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
—Neighborhood patronage.

Orleans,

La.

—

—

The
tion.

tion,

Scoffer,

—This

an Allan Dwan producgave good satisfac-

picture

although some exhibitors give this

picture

terrible

comments.

—

—

ion as

n-lovers

Larry

from coast

nother one on the

is

to coast

way

:

the rent collector

just as

about

is

these days

funny as he was

in

'

Not as good in my opinon the Farm, but a good bet
L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Ha-

of the North, with a special

— Great. Give us more
— A.
H. McCarty, Mildred theatre, BarnesGa. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore. — Star a wonderful actor, but canlike

—Verne

Coff-

!

THE

it.

ville,

not enliven a story like this. Story pretty
dry and did not appeal to our people at

—

Lost money on this. W. H. Creal,
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.

all.

—

The Perfect Woman., with Constance
Talmadge.

—

Personally did not care for
but patrons said very good, and I am
booking to please them and not myself.
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre, Exeter,
N. H. Neighborhood patronage.
it,

—

—

The
ris.

—A

Here's one that

HICK," and ask

that.

"THE BAKERY".

—

Nomads

"THE RENT COLLECTOR"
welcome.

Down

at that.
F.
zen, Ark.

in

You know how welcome

—

office picture.

LARRY SEMON
>u will

—

cast.

Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
A real picture. One that should appeal
Director has caught
to any audience.

— Brennan

Star
looked and acted well. Seemed to please,
although star has no drawing power. C.
F. Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small town patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
His very best by far. The people liked this picture about the best of
any picture shown them anywhere.
Clarence W. Langacher, Opera House,
New Glarus, Wis.
The Woman in His House, with a special cast.
Another good First National
picture. Dinty and Go and Get It pleased
our patrons more than any pictures in a
long time. Herbert O. Sink, Badin theatre, Badin, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dinty, a Marshall Neilan production.
This picture went over big and Wesley
Barry put it over. A. C. Evans, Opera
House, Greensboro, Ala. Neighborhood
patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.
A fine comedy and a good box-

—

§

nriiii

Har-

—

hear from another exhibitor!

^rinEiniT^n

town

patronage.

—

i

River's End.
Heart o' the Hills.

|

Inferior Sex, with Mildred
satisfactory society story.

—

The

Anita

Stewart.
First class picture and pleased
A reformer in town tellall that saw it.
ing them they would go to Hell if they
This kept
kept coming to the movies.
business way off— G. F. Rediske, Star
theatre,

j

It.

In Old Kentucky,
The Miracle Man.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr.

5.

[

—A

—

Hyde.

Great Adventure, with Lionel
Barrymore. Average good picture. Barrymore is at his best. Pleased 70 per
Herbert O. Sink,
cent of the patronage.
Badin theatre, Badin, N. C. Neighborhood patronage.

The

Go and Get

National

First
The

—

The
ris.

My

Pleased 90 per cent,
although a few women thought it too
This is a good bet. Verne
gruesome.
Coffman, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
in.

111.
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and some remarkable scenes. Should
H. A. Wisplease the average auditnce.
hard. Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la.

—

Home

patronage.

Harriet and the Piper, with Anita
Stewart. Played one day to good busiPatrons well pleased. P. L. Begness.
naud, Lee theatre, Breaux Bridge, La.
Neighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
production. A good picture but not as
good as Back to God's Country. Admission, 10 to 35.— P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb,.
A Temperamental Wife, A Virtuous
Vamp, and Two Weeks, with Constance

—

—

—

Talmadge.— All good typical Talmadge
The last is by far the best.
pictures.
Clarance W. Langacher, Opera House,

New

Glarus, Wis.

Wishard,

A.

— Home

Wishard

la.

The Last Shot

—

—

THE ROAD DEMON

likes

drag 'em out

—

Tom

finished an actor in dramatic
scenes as David Warfield, but my
as

then it's the picture
you want. I nearly ruined my business
with this one, and they weren't slow in
stuff,

patrons think he

me so. No more Tom Mix for
No wonder they want to bar killing

— G.

of the North, with a special
Should give good satisfaction anycast.
where. Not quite as good as The River's
End, but will please. Verne Coffman,
Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, III. Neigh-

—

—

—

borhood patronage.
Harriet and the Piper, with Anita StewStar taboo in our house and conart.
sider this picture weak, especially in com-

—

—

with other First National picDisappointed patrons who had
tures.
read story, as all the charm of Katherine
W. H. Creal,
Norris' story is omitted.
Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr. Neighborhood patronage.
In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan Dwan
production. Not up to First National
standard for my crowd. Might go over
F. L. Clarke, Cozy thebetter in city.
atre, Hazen, Ark.
parison

—

—

—

—

Fox
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl

White— Good

Alaska story. Pleased most of those who
saw it. Wilkinson & Hunter, Elite theSmall town
atre, Weeping Water, Nebr.

—

—

patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. A very good picture that
ought to please all classes. Leading lady
H. Daspit,
divides honors with the star.

—

—

— NeighAtherton theatre,
borhood patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. — A fast
— E. A. Baradil.
western and pleased
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. — Small
Kentwood, La.

all.

town patronage.

The Iron

Rider, with William Russell.
Nothing extra. Just an ordinary picture that will please most western fans.

lane Greu

Three Gold Coins, with Tom Mix.—
ate this one up.
Mix pulls some
real stunts and some rough riding.
The
real dope.
You can play this one strong.
Will go big. Wm. Thacher, Royal the-

little

—

—

here.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

with a few program pictures, you
would break this terrible suspense.
Stop bragging on those dad blamed
sand hills long enough to oil up the
old Remington and "romp on it."
E. E. Sprague, Lyric theatre, Good-

—

like it
I
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
the best of any of Buck Jones to date.
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

When
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
they put Buck Jones in a picture like this
they are putting him out of place, as he
belongs

Western

in

features,

lor

he

—

atre,

Rock

Falls,

111.

—

Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix.
Lots of
Will please any
in this one.
Elite
audience. Wilkinson & Hunter,
Small
theatre, Weeping Water, Nebr.

comedy

—

—

town patronage.
Untamed, with Tom Mix.
good a Mix as I ever ran and

— Fine.

As

I never did
run one that did not prove more than
satisfactory to my patrons.
F. L. Clarke,
Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

—

The

Grey Mouse, with Louise

Little

—

Lovely. A poor story.
The 20th Century pictures are a joke.
People walked
out on this one. A. R. Bird, Opera
House, Arlington,
la.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

— Neighborhood

as

Beware

— H.

Daspit, Ath-

— Neighbor-

Bride, with
Eileen
is sure coming to
people think she is a great

the

of

— This

little

My

star

the front.
actress and like her very much.
A. E. Berlin, Jr., Grand theatre, Rock

little

Falls,

women

patrons.

—

ronage.

The Challenge of the Law, with William Russell. Good picture that went
over fine for me. F. L. Clarke, Cozy
theatre, Hazen, Ark.

—

—

Who

The Man

—

Dared, with William

An exceptionally good picture
Russell.
Adolph Kohn, Pasthat pleased greatly.
time theatre, Granville, N. Y. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.
Pearl White— This
but for some reason
our patrons will not turn out for this
Played her in The White Moll and
star.

The
was a

with

Thief,

fair picture,

Cub

also,

and

lost

money on them

Orpheum the— H. Vaughan, —New
Critical patronage.
atre, Maquoketa,
all.

J.

la.

The Face
special

cast.

at

Your Window, with

— Played

this

picture

packed house and the people
well of
atre,

it.

— A.

Rock

E. Berlin,

Falls,

Jr.,

all

a

a
spoke

Grand

to

the-

III.

—

erton theatre, Kentwood, La.
hood patronage.

Percy.

rate too high to please

theatre,
Elite
Wilkinson & Hunter,
Weeping Water, Nebr. Small town pat-

Tiger's

Jones.

patronage.
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
have been knocking Mix, but I'll have to
compliment him on this picture. If they
keep him in pictures where he does not
have to do any dramatic acting, he will

have a larger following.

land, Kan.

is

sure a good drawing card in his Western
pictures.
A. E. Berlin, Jr., Grand the-

Nebr.

Picture

how about the
kale?
Is your little glass slab in
the box office getting furrowed by
the shower of fifty-cent pieces sliding across? .If you knew the anxiety of us other little small town
guys who are still trying to get by
kind of pictures, but

—

—

a.

some mighty good dope about your

Fire Brand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
Good Western. Do not sec why Jones
is not as popular as Mix, for he is a better actor and otherwise just as good as
Mix. H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronage.

Women

Book

thought I had that
controversy with Bro. Jenk-

Neligh, Neb., quieted down,
but it seems that it is going to take
as long for us to declare peace as it
is the United States and Germany.
Say, J. C, you have been giving us

Bride, with Eileen Percy.
Pleased about fifty per cent of my patrons.
This type of picture not popular

as star's previous releases.
what weak and a little tame for this star.
seem to like Jones better than
any Western star with exception of Mix.
W. H. Creal, Suburban theatre, Omaha,

IANE GREY

different.

I

ins, of

The Blushing

good
Story some-

Ind to 9 th

you

tell

NOTE:

Kans.

The Big Punch, with Buck
Drew good business, but is not

June

body

—

Salina,

to me.
In
pulls

the throttle wide open and the Pep
He does a
Special is on its way.
little of everything and it's a wonder to me he don't break his durned
fool neck. This will please the redblooded ones, and don't let any-

They

atre,

and O, Boy

THE ROAD DEMON Tom

F. Rediske, Star theSmall town pat-

Mont.

is,

money

that sounds like

telling

me.
on the screen.
atre, Ryegate,

(Fox)

— Speaking

my

Tom Mix. If your
knock 'em down and

this

Mix.

of publicity, I'll bet
old, spavined golf
sticks that I can take a calling card,
write on it in pencil, "Tom Mix
Tonight" and tack it up in my
lobby, and if I don't pack them to
isn't
the doors I lose. Maybe

—

Desert Love, with

Tom

with

age.

crowd

1921

21,

theatre,

patronage.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
This is absolutely the poorest excuse
If I had known
of a picture I ever run.
I showed it, I would have left
it before
Nothing to it at all, and
it in the office.
still
they claim they are making better
pictures.
R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind.
Neighborhood patronBloomfield,

ronage.

Nomads

—

— H.

May

111.

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
Will please the Western fans, but death

Goldwyn
Hold Your Horses, with. Tom Moore.
The best Tom Moore picture since
Brown of Harvard. At least everyone

—

said so.

Business good considering con-

— John Hafner, Princess theatre,
Donora, Pa. — Neighborhood patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. — A good
program picture. Pleased about 75 per
Admission, 10 to
— P. G. Held,
cent.
ditions.

25.

Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Nebr.
Honest Hutch, with Will Rogers.—An

Rogers is
honest-to-goodness picture.
one of our favorites and you can't go

—

—

—

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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wrong on any of his productions. A. S.
Widaman. Centennial theatre, Warsaw,
Ind.

77

—

This is a
Jubilo, with Will Rogers.
Better than some sopicture.
Book it and boost. E.
called specials.
D. Luna. Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.

dandy

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Cupid the Cow Puncher, with

Will
Pleased them all. Didn't
draw as big a crowd as I expected, but
no fault of picture. G. F. Rediske, Star
Small town pattheatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Rogers.

— Fine.

—

—

ronage.

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.
Best picture I have played this season.
Played two days to big business. Brennan Bros.. Variety theatre. New Orleans,
La. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Duds, with Tom Moore. This is one
of Tom Moore's best. I played it to good
crowd and the people all thought it was
the best Moore feature they have seen.
A.

Berlin,

E.

Grand

Jr.,

theatre,

Rock-

Falls, IU.

The Strange Boarder, with Will Rog-

— Not

up to usual standard of this
However, picture drew well. Rog-

ers.
star.

ers

gaining

is

popularity with me.

in

—

M. E. Rhoda. Palace theatre. Royalton.
Minn. Small town patronage.

—

Women,

with Will Rogers.
one did not take
as well as some previous ones with this
star.
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora. Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman in Room 13, with Pauline
Guile of

Good

picture, but this

—

—
Frederick. — Never

had

program
Many comments

a better

Pola Negri and Harry Liedtke, who appeared in "Passion," in a scene from the
Associated First National Pictures feature, "Gypsy Blood," a screen version

—

The Revenge

— Some

my

one, but

of Tarzan, with a special

you boys knocked

of

people liked

this

as well as the
other two Tarzan features and said so.
It also drew one large crowd.
Good
enough, eh? E. N. Biddle. Strand theatre, Paoli, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

it

—

The Slim

Princess, with Mabel
rnand.
Pleased most of them. Too
ish te be good entertainment.
One
Normand and I am through. Poor
ness.
G. F. Rediske. Star theatre.

—

—

Hodkinson

—

hood patronage.
cast.

"Carmen."

of

picture than this one.
on the star in it. In fact the first time
she went over. John I. Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney, Kans. Neighbor-

—

Norfool-

more
busi-

Rye-

—

Falls,

— George

up.

Salem, Ore.

and

Went

—

one of her best pictures. Cannot understand, why she is not more popular than she is.
H. Daspit. Atherton

—

theatre,

Kentwood, La.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

drama
oughly

the Jazz Heart, with
pleasing comedy-

—A
— A.

away thorWidaman, Cen-

that sent our patrons
satisfied.

tennial theatre.

S.

Warsaw,

Ind.

Commands attention and never lags. Has
a splendid cast, finest locations and well
directed.
S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.
Transient

—

Guthris,

— General

Oregon

Without Limit, with Anna Q.

Nillson.
better than two-thirds of the sospecials, and this comes in the
regular Metro service.
Metro is good.
If you are not using them, try them.
G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre, Exeter, N.

— Far

called

the-

patronage.

Love, with a special cast.
over good to fine business. S. R.
O. on this one. J. W. Leech. Princess
theatre.
New Orleans, La. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

in.

E. Berlin,

H.

—

cast.
this feature.

Jr.,

Grand

—

theatre,

Rock

Falls.

WILLIAM DUNCAN and

Edith Johnson

in

"FIGHTING FATE"
A

new and

different type of screen entertainment, comprising

— each chapter a

1

5

high-class two-reel feature.

Directed by William

it

will help build

The Greater Claim, with

111.

A New and Daring Chapter-Play

ramatic chapters

believe

—

the week, and packed
sure a good feature. A.

of

I

up any theatre's patronage if this class
of picture is used often.
No room for
censors on this one. H. J. Longaker,
Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.

the Minute, with Leah
played this feature on Sunday,
It is

— Neighborhood patronage.
a special
— My patrons were well pleased with

The Great Redeemer, with

of

Baird.
I
best day

my

them

—

patronage.

Pagan

Cynthia

The Girl with
Madge Kennedy.

A

—

atre,

Little Fool, with a special cast.

First class.
The product of a fertile
brain.
picture that will please the
most skeptical and should be given lots
of publicity for it will deliver the goods.

Partners of the Tide, with a special
cast.
This is the most wonderful sea
picture ever shown in Salem.
Hodkinson pictures are money makers for me
and this production boosted my receipts

way

this is

The

111.

Mont. Small town patronage.
The Fear Woman, with Pauline Frederick.
This star is in a class by herself,
gate,

Metro

Live Sparks, with J. Warren Kerrigan.
Kerrigan is sure a good drawing card
for me.
I play most all of his features,
and he sure gets the crowds for me. If
you have not booked his features do so,
and you will not go wrong on them.
A. E. Berlin, Jr.. Grand theatre, Rock

Duncan

VITAGRAPH

Alice Lake.
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A

very good picture. Well directed, well
and excellent production. Average
Alice Lake
to poor business two days.
However, am sure she
not known here.
will win them soon, as she has all the earmarks of an honest-to-goodness star.
Will H. Bremer, Cozy theatre, Winchescast

ter,

Ind.

Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.— PicGet it.
tures such as this make fans.
Mansura,
J. V. Roule, Avoyelles theatre,

The

— Neighborhood

patronage.
The Willow Tree, with Viola Dana.
Believe this would have been much betSome walked out on
ter in five reels.
this as this class does not appeal here.
E. A. Baradil, Palace theatre, McGehee,
Ark. Small town patronage.
La.

—

—

—

with Emma Dunn.
splendid picture for those who can appreciate and understand the sentimental
appeal of this story, but it will fall flat
Harold Dasfor the average audience.
theatre, Kentwood, La.
pit, Atherton
Neighborhood patronage.

Old Lady

31,

—

—

Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. Fine.
Adverse comment from only one patron.
Think he had indigestion. Wilkinson &
Hunter, Elite theatre, Weeping Water,
Nebr. Small town patronage.
Burning Daylight, with a special cast.
well
Patrons
picture.
Remarkable

—

—

—

pleased.
No business; rainy. Our paPrater & Phipps,
trons like snow scenes.
Strand theatre, Cowden, 111. Small town

—

—

patronage.

Emma

Old Lady 31, with
real
picture that brought
Worth booking. R.
tears.

—

Wigwam

theatre,

Dunn.

laughs

—
and

Ross Riley.

Oberlin, Kans.

— Small

town patronage.
Parlor,
cial cast.

Bedroom and

—

with spePleased about thirty per cent.

Very poor

— A.

Bath,

Hauze,
Hour Theatre, Walnut, Iowa.
plot.

The Very

— Not

fit

to

Patrons went

G.

Idea, with

be
to

under
sleep.

—

The Right of Way, with Bert Lytell.
Too slow and deliberate for the common
will please high class patronage.
H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La. Neighborhood patronage.

crowd, but

—

—

Unexpected Places, with Bert Lytell.
German spy-American society crook
play.
Old but good. Philip Rand, Rex
theatre,
Salmon,
Idaho. Small
town

—

—

Happy

Taylor Holmes.

Metro banner.
Lay off of it.

—

patronage.
Fair and

— Good

Warmer, with May

Allison.

Pleased a Saturday
night
T.
Metcalf,
Opera
House, Greenfield, III. Small town patronage.
picture.
crowd. C.

—

—

Paramount
The Gilded

Lily, with

—

—

—

—

— One

of his best pictures.
Drew to big
business.
Clean entertainment. Mrs. S.
C. Bemis, Lorno theatre, Hammond, La.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Brewster's Millions, with Roscoe ArSure to pull them in, and will
most of them. Hardly worth an
advance in admission price. Wilkinson
& Hunter, Elite theatre, Weeping Water,
Nebr. Small town patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. Good.
Comedy-drama is what we
Pleased all.
all want.
A. H. McCarty, Mildred theBarnesville,
Neighborhood
atre,
Ga.
patronage.
The toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
This is a dandy picture. Gave 100 per

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Everybody likes Hart
cent satisfaction.
here.
E. D. Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.- Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

—

comedy

as usual Gish picture.
Wilkin& Hunter, Elite theatre, Weeping
Water, Nebr. Small town patronage.

son

—

The

Six

Best

—

with

Cellars,

—

Inside of the Cup, with a special

—

—

a good, clean, interesting little picIt is not exciting.
There is not
to it as we expected.
It will please, but will not pull unless
Ray always pulls for you. Philip Rand.
Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. Smalltown
patronage.
It

is

as

much comedy

—
—

The Money Corral, with William S.
Hart. This picture will be liked by the
society element, better than this star's
All Western stories.
Has something in
it that will please the ladies.
H. Daspit,
Atherton
theatre,
Kentwood,
La.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace

— Good
The

—

Woman

—

In

the Suit

Case, with

Enid Bennett. Good picture and pulled.
Good story and direction extra good.
This is a picture that will stand a raise

—

admission. W. F. Baker, Boone Way
Mt. Vernon, Ky. General patronage.
in

—

theatre,

The Egg Crate Wallop, with
Ray.

— Very

good,

but

not

up

Charles
to

my

expectations.
They expected
more comedy and quite a few were disappointed, but as it was Charles Ray
and a Paramount it went over. H. A.
Wishard. Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
la.
Home patronage.
people's

—

—

What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May.
Fine. While it is comedy, it still teaches
a lesson.
Paramount pictures are noted

—

for their excellent scenery.
Mrs. W. H.
Heifer,
Itasca
theatre,
Alice,
Tex.

class.

cast.

Complimented

if

is

is

show double feature.
No comparison
American Famous Players-Lasky.
H. A. Gundling, Bryn Mawr theatre,
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Held by the Enemy, with special cast.
Very good business both days we
showed.
Good acting but photography
to the

—

—

—
a

little

Rialto

dark

in

theatre,

spots.

—

Newton,

S.

la.

Calif.

quite up to standard, although some real
clever work in this one.
H. A. Wishard.
Wishard theatre. Bloomfield, la. Home

—

Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.

Aronowitz,

— Neighbor-

—

—
—

age.

Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
Ray we've had for a long time.

— Best

Wilkinson
& Hunter, Elite theatre,
Weeping Water, Nebr. Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. Some picture. Pleased 100 per
cent and drew well.
Charles Ray is a
good drawing card for me. E. D. Luna,
Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark. Neighborhood patronage.
Behold My Wife, with a special cast.
Splendid production, and should please
anywhere.
Fine
business. A.
Shear,
Fine Arts theatre, New Orleans, La.
Neighborhood patronage.
Mary Ellen Comes to Town, with
Dorothy Gish. Pretty fair. Not so much

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

hood patronage.
Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
Washburn. A dandy farce comedy with
Suitable
plenty of action and laughs.
for any audience.
E. N. Biddle, Strand
Small town patrontheatre, Paoli, Ind.

LESTER CUNEO

Reid.

automobile story.
Possibilities
Clarence W. L.ingachcr.
Opera House, New Glarus, Wis.

of advertising.

Small town patronage.
— Splendid picture. High
Humoresque, with a special
by a great number of
Very good
the right kind of music
patrons. — Herbert O. Sink. Badin theused. The music
everything, however.
atre, Badin, N. C. — Neighborhood pat— W. C. Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson,
ronage.
— Small town patronage.
The Call of Youth, with a special
The Witness for the Defense, with
— This one did not go over. Had to Elsie
Ferguson. — A good one, but not
cast.

cast.

In a scene from the Capitol Films Company production, ''Blue Blazes.**

Bryant

Washburn. Average picture of this star.
Cannot get people to come in on this
star.
M. E. Rhoda, Palace theatre, Royalton, Minn.
Small town patronage.
Red Hot Dollars, with Charles Ray.—
Ray fails to draw. Lost money as usual.

—

Mae Murray.

Gorgeous production. Gave entire satisfaction.
Herebrt O. Sink, Badin theatre,
Liadin, N. C.
Neighborhood patronage.
Brewster's Millions, with Roscoe Arbuckle. A very keen disappointment.
A. C. Evans, Opera House, Greensboro,
Neighborhood patronage.
Ala.
The Charm School, with Wallace Reid.

Imckle.
please

1921

21,

ture.

—

Extravagance, with May Allison. As
good as the average picture. G. W. YeaNeighton, Ioka theatre, Exeter, N. H.
borhood patronage.

—

V. Roule, Avoyelles theatre, Mansura,
Neighborhood patronage.
La.

.1.

May

June

Ind to Q th
Book,

a

ZANE GREY
Picture

—

—
May

good picture to good business.
Reid
always draws for me. E. D. Luna, CozyNeighborhood
theatre, Lincoln, Ark.

ture.

patronage.

Delta, la.

—

Why

—

Change Your Wife,

Cecil B.
De Mille production. Excellent picture.
Showed to full houses two nights. Plenty

—

—

compliments.
Prater
Strand theatre, Cowden, 111.
patronage.

of

a

&

Phipps.

— Small

town

production.

— Patrons

liked
this
one.
picture.
Good program feaW. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre.

— W.

—
—

Neighborhood patronage.
Husband's Other Wife, with Sylvia
Breamer. Very good picture, especially

My

—

ture

age.

Half a Chance, with
ton.
A picture worth
hibitor can be assured
in booking this feature

—
Clark. — Good

with

—

—

Young

Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
very good production of its
kind.
M. E. Rhoda. Palace theatre.
Royalton, Minn. Small town patronage.
The Woman In the Suitcase, with Enid
Clayton.

—

—A

—

—
—

Bennett.
Clever picture. Good program
offering.
R. Ross Riley,
theatre, Oberlin, Kans.
Small town pat-

Wigwam

—

ronage.

Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Oh, boys, here's a ringer.
Lots of
pep and sure has some tense moments.
Star draws well.
Played to best crowd
for some time.
Prices 15 and 25 cents.
C.
H. Thomas. Community theatre,
Galva, la.
Small town patronage.
Crooked Straight, with Charles Ray.

—

—

They

ground.

you so or not

will either like
like it and wail.

— Small

town patronage.

The House of the Tolling Bell, a J.
Stuart Blackton production. A peach of
a picture and a clean one.
A. R. Bird.
Opera House. Arlington, la. Neighbor-

—
—
—

hood patronage.

The U. P. Trail, with a
One of the best Westerns

special cast.
I

ever played.

Packed the house and turned them away
pleased.
theatre,

— A.

S.

Widaman.

Centennial

Warsaw, Ind.
Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.

— All

my

theatre,

—

patrons liked it. Happy Hour
Cresson, Pa. Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The Right to Lie, with Dolores Cassinelli.
If you want a real special, play

—

one.
It is one of the best features
have ever run in my house. Pleased
100 per cent of my patrons.
You can't
go wrong on this feature. A. E. Berlin.

this
I

—

Jr.,

Grand

theatre,

A Beggar

in

Rock

Falls. HI.

Purple, an Edgar Lewis

tell

pic-

disappointing his
seeing good pictures.

who

not be
enjoy

W.

Stirlen.

will

—W.

—

theatre. Delta. Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.
In Walked Mary, with June Caprice.
Just fair. F. Hejtmanek, Opera House,
Clarkson. Nebr. Neighborhood patron-

—

—Well

liked.

Cresson. Pa.

Fair and Warmer.
Cupid, the Cowpuncher.

4.

Dangerous

5.

6.

Stop Thief.
The Saphead.

7.

A

— Happy

— Small

Hour

theatre.

town patronage.

Woman,

Outside

Hawley.

comedy

— H.

—A

—

with

Constance

Binney.
Realart service very
good. G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre. Exeter. N. H.
Neighborhood patronage.
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe
Daniels. This star is gaining more popularity right along.
This is a grood picture and ought to please. A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre. Warsaw, Ind.
The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter. Same old report, good.
Well
up to the Minter standard. Hardin Entertainment Co.. Odeon theatre, Hardin,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
The Outside Woman, with Wanda
Hawley. Audience tried to laugh, but
simply couldn't.
Smallest - business in
1921 is record for this one. A. C. Evans,
Opera House. Greensboro. Ala. Neighborhood patronage.
Oh! Lady Lady, with Bebe Daniels.
East,

Good.

I

find

the

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Suburban

— Neighborhood

the

Tell.

but still can be classed
than average comedy. W.

light,

better
Creal.

H.
Nebr.

—

good as You Never Can

Story rather
a

I

Villisca,

|

— Should
big

by Perley Poore Sheehan.

Omaha.

theatre.

and punch.

|

Iowa.

|

direction

Went

over

—

We

Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre,
Hardin, Mo. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

Oh! Lady Lady, with Bebe Daniels.
Splendid comedy that pleased them all.
Krauth, Opera House, Denison,

— Peter
Ia.

The Furnace, with a special cast.
While we had poor business owing to
outside attractions elsewhere, I must say
that this is one of the great big pictures
and William D. Taylor ranks high as a
director.
Will H. Bremmer, Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

The Luck

of the Irish, with a special

—A good program picture. Drew
— W. H. Spencer, Liberty theatre,
Madison. Fla. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room,
with a special
— Only medium. Story
cast.
fair.

casj.

too deep for my class of patronage. They
want a picture where they don't have to
think.
E. E. Bonham. Bonham theatre.

—

Prairie du Sac, Wis.

Judy

by Chester Bennett.

—a

— Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Screen

The

please 95 per cent.

—W.

H. Coffman, Lyric theMoweaqua, 111.
Neighborhood

here.

of

Rogue's Harbor, with

Miles Minter.

patronage.

Here's a love story that holds interest from beginning to end
vith action

|

patronage.
The Soul of Youth, with a special cast.
An A-l picture. Get the boys out to
see this one. The fact that Judge Lindsey is in the cast should make this a box
office attraction.
failed to make expenses on account of rainy weather.

"THREE SEVENS"
is

Letty.

M. Childs,
Cozy Theatre,

at his dramatic best in

story

So Long
Dr. F.

ANTONIO MORENO
The

Ro-

Girl's

—
Wanda

with

most
excellent
five-reel
that pleased our whole audience.

39

as

Men.

hear from another exhibitor!

Let's

atre,

A. Gundling. Bryn Mawr theatre.
Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

Not

Chorus

to

'

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.

War-

with H. B.

21,

Realart

The Apollo of

3.

—

When We Were

a=

Jubilo.

8.

age.

The

j

mance.

of the fact that

Alhambra

ner.

1.

Mahlon Hamilwhile.
The ex-

he
patrons

—

Pathe

The

—

—

I

—

and

it

semi-English, but I think it fine.
V. Wallace. Idle Hour theatre.
S.
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.

—

Patrons
Liked Best

2.

is

—

couldn't praise this too highly.
Excellent lesson for boys, and grown-ups, too.
Have had only one poor feature from
Paramount.
Service
excellent.
Mrs.
W. H. Heifer. Itasca theatre, Ailce, Tex.

My

—

Marguerite
picture of college life, and clean as a
whistle.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan.
Small town patron-

—

The Plays

|

the better classes.
Star is pretty
and appealing. H. Daspit, Atherton theatre, Kentwood. La.
Neighborhood patronage.
for

Felix O'Day, with H. B. Warner.—
H. B. Warner has given us one here that
will be accepted by some as great and
rejected by others as poor.
No middle

—

79

Very good

What's Your Husband Doing? with
Douglas MacLean and Doris May. One
we ever
of the best comedy-dramas
showed. Wilkinson
& Hunter, Elite
theatre. Weeping Water, Neb.
Small
town patronage.
Girls,

—
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—

picture

VITAGRAPH

— As

fine a picture

Mary
as

one

K X

Two

It

I

I

TO RS HERALD

May

scenes from "The Lure of Egypt," Pathe's latest production, in which Claire Adams, Carl
and Robert McKim have the leading roles.

Plenty of action and a
could ask for.
good story put this over in great shape.
Boost this strong. F. L. Clarke, Cozy
theatre, Hazen, Ark.

—

The

Outside

Hawley.
art

II

— Good

pictures

Woman,

program
draw good

Coffman, Lyric theatre,

Wanda

with

pleased.

It

Dcnison,

— Peter

The Little "Fraid Lady, with Mae
Marsh. A fine picture.
Lots of compliments and no complaints.
If you
don't boost it you will make a mistake.
A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre,
H.

—

picture.
Realhere.
V. H.

—

Moweaqua,

Bloomfield,

—

111.

Krauth, Opera House,

la.

la.

— Home

patronage.

The Wonder Man, with Georges Car— Neighborhood patronage.
pentier. — A
picture but
money
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
drawing power
mill town.
on
No
liked
this
us they
— We had patrons
—
A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arlington,
better than Twin Beds, which we played
— Neighborhood patronage.
the following night. — Hardin Entertainfair

lost

in

it.

tell

la.

ment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.
Judy of Rogue's Harbor, with Mary
Miles Minter. A clean, interesting little
picture.
Star very good, but is not a
big drawing card for us as yet. W. H.

—

—

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebt
Neighborhood patronage.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. Should please anywhere.
I
note some exhibitors gave this picture a
few knocks, but can't see where they
find them in this picture.
Verne Coffman, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room, with
a special cast.
This is a good picture.
Keeps one guessing. L. S. Bucher, Palace theatre. Powersville, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Creal,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Selznick
World's Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
Did not please. O'Brien fails to draw
for me.
Peter Krauth, Opera House,
Denison, la.

—

—

Pleasure

—

Seekers,

with Elaine Hamwithout doubt the

mcrstein. This is
cleanest and the most wholesome picture
that has come out of Selznick studio in
many months. Elaine Hammerstein is
bound to come to the front in a short
time with pictures like this one.
Very
few so-called specials can compare with
this picture.
Patrons enthusiastic about

Poor Dear Margaret Kirby, with Elaine
Hammerstein. A good clean, wholesome picture with a beautiful, convincing
star.
Don't hesitate to book it. A. S.
Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw,

—

—

Ind.

Who Lost Himself, with
Faversham. A very good picture.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronThe Man

—

William

—

—

age.

Girl of the Sea, with Betty Hilburn.—
splendid picture that is different.
It
pleased them all. Peter Krauth, Opera

A

—

House, Denison,

—

Falls,

A

111.

Girl of the Sea, with Betty
splendid sea picture, and

Jno.

Hilburn.—
has some

in it.
Pleased fair crowd.
Saunders, Cheney theatre, Cheney,
Neighborhood patronage.

thrills
I.

Kans.

—

Pleasure

Seekers,

—A

with

Elaine

Ham-

very

—

Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
is much better than Broadway and
Home. In the opinion of some patrons
Brien
it is the best picture made with
This

—

since being starred. John Hafner, PrinNeighborhood
cess theatre, Donora, Pa.

So Long, Letty, with a special cast.
Book it and boost it strong.
You will satisfy everybody. Wonderful
business in worst weather we have had
for a month.
S. Aronowitz, Rialto theatre, Newton, la.
Neighborhood patron-

—

patronage.

—

June

The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. Best comedy drama of the year.
Kept them all laughing and gave them

Book, a

man, Lyric theatre, Moweaqua, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
A good picture. Kept my audience

Ind to 9 th

age.

—

—

—

special cast.
This
not a special.
It is just a program
picture.
Do not raise your prices on
this.
I
played at ten and twenty cants.
A. E. Berlin, Jr., Grand theatre, Rock
is

age.

Great.

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. A good
picture, but no business.
People were
well pleased.
Don't fail to book it. C.
W. Brill, Norka theatre, Akron, O.—
Neighborhood patronage.
One Man In a Million, with George
Beban. Very good and clean picture.

la.

Red Foam, with a

—

—

—

—

—

age.

good feature that
seemed to please, and get by. Not a
big special, but an average program picture.
R. A. Shobe, Kentland theatre,
Kentland, Ind. Neighborhood patron-

Skinner. One of
I ever played.
Although it is rather long, it is so lavish
and Skinner's acting is so forceful it
holds interest. A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

—

—

merstein.

Robertson-Cole
Kismet, with Otis
the best productions

Santvoort, Joseph Dowling

it.
Of course business was nothing to
brag about as conditions are not the best
just now.
John Hafner, Princess theatre, Donora, Pa.
Nighborhood patron-

good

Zane Greq

1921

21,

a

ZANE GREY
Picture

—

100

per

cent

entertainment.

laughing throughout.

good work
very

in

funny.

—

— V.

Owen Moore

Coff-

does

and the darky was
Adolph Kohn, Pastime
this

——

——
May
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— Neighborhood

N. Y.

Granville,

theatre,

patronage.

Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
of the best Eugene O'Brien has
Beautiful sets and good setting
done.
A. S. Widaman, Centenall through.
nial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

— One

—

United Artists
Mark

The

Fairbanks.

of

— Played
Book

business.

Zorro, with Douglas
two days to capacity

by

it

all

One

means.

—

hundred per cent picture. P. G. Winston, Reliance theatre, Claremont, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
This one is not as good as The Mark of
Zorro, and my patrons did not hesitate
It will please the Fairbanks
to say so.
R. A. Shobe. Kentfollowers as a rule.
land theatre, Kentland, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.
Pollyanna,
with
Mary Pickford.
Played one day to capacity business.
Fine picture for the ladies and children.
K. C. Goodwin, Palace theatre, New
Smyrna, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

The Mark

of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Played to good business.
The
star's best picture.
E. E. Greene, LibNeigherty theatre, Lake Worth, Fla.

—

—

—

borhood patronage.

u nivers al

81

should have been "His Better Half," or
anything but what it is.
Patrons said

was

all right.
That's the verdict
V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patron-

it

S.

—

age.

West is West, with Harry Carey.
Picture drew well and pleased.
Display
good.— Roy McMinn, Capitol theatre,
Superior, Wis.

—

Tiger Ture, with Frank Mayo. Fine.
has no pulling power for me. His
pictures are O. K. but I can't get them
in.
Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.

Mayo

—

Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey.
This is a good picture. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime
theatre,
Granville,
N.
Y.

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys W alton.
This is a good program picture.
Gladys Walton draws well here and
pleases.
Jack Stephens, Pastime theatre,
Seelyville, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—
picture. — E.

The Torrent, with Eva Novak.— Good
program

McGehee,

theatre,

A. Baradil. Palace
Ark. Small
town

—

patronage.

Tiger True, with

Frank Mayo.

— One

of the best vehicles this star has been
given.
Plenty of action and two good
fights in it
If your patrons like excitement this will suit them. J. H. Yaughan.
New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa, la.
Critical patronage.

Who

—

age.

The

Pass-Key, an Eric Von
Stroheim production. This type of picture will not go here. It is this kind that
breeds censorship. Let it alone, is my
Devil's

—

PRISCILLA

BONNER

have the leading feminine role in "The
Wallingford," Vitagraph's special production, now being filmed on the West Coast
under the direction of the author, George
Randolph Chester.

Son

will
of

Granville,
age.

—

All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Gladys is
This will please 90 per cent.
full of pep and works all the time.
Give
us more like it. W. T. Briggs, Unique
theatre, Anita, la.
Small town patron-

—

——

N. Y.

— Neighborhood

patron-

The Virgin of Stamboul, with PrisDean. Good production, but did

—

cilla

not

draw

theatre,

well.

Yero,

— W. G. Thurber. Vero
Fla. — Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

—

Hearts Up, with Harry Carey. An
average good Carey picture. He's a good
card here. Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Small town patron-

—

advice to the small town exhibitor.
A. H. McCarty, Mildred theatre. Barnesville, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.

age.

Colorado, with Frank Mayo. A dandy
picture and star's best for a long time.

Once a Plumber, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. A pretty good comedy,
but not up to the standard of La La
Lucille.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patron-

The Sea Rider, with Harry Morey.
Good
picture.
Gave
satisfaction.
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,

age.

Dunlap,

Should give satisfaction anywhere.

—

A Shocking Night, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. Same old stuff for this
pair.
They are hard to beat in tworeelers, but with us they are a failure
in
five-reelers.
E. A. Baradil, Palace
theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town

—

—

—

patronage.

—

men and women

like

Both
Frank.-— W. H.

Suburban theatre, Omaha, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
A very good picture, but business verypoor. Don't be afraid to book it.
C. W.
Brill, Norka theatre, Akron, O.
Neighborhood patronage.
Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.—
Here is a real special. Real good. Should
please 100 per cent
Olen Reynolds.
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small town
Creal,

—

—
—

—

—

patronage.

The Unknown Wife, with Edith Roberts.

— Ordinary,

but

gets

beyond

the
the

average at times. Miss Roberts is
only pretty thing in it, which caused

some comment from

my

patrons.

Title

—

—

—

—

A

Fight for Love, with Harry Carey.
Carey's first appearance here.
Drew
good crowd, but did not please as expected.
L. M. Rothweiler. Palace theatre. Bison, Kans.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

The Devil's Pass-Key, an Eric Von
Stroheim production. Played one day to
satisf3'ing
business.
Continuity
very
poor. Story' did not please.
F. R. Heid-

—

—

erich,

Jr.,

Mecca

theatre,

New

Orleans,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Two Kinds of Love, with a special
—This was an interesting Western
Drew well and pleased. — E. T.
feature.
Pastime theatre, Seelyville, Ind.
— Small town patronage.
La.

cast.

Craffits,

The
This

Secret

is

patrons.

A Smashing Western

a

—

Gift,

with

special

cast.

good picture and pleased my
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,

Vitagraph

E.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Marge O'Doone, with
a special cast.
Don't, see why more
people don't realize this Curwood stuff
is
big.
Only had fair crowd. Picture
was a real one, but as usual the censors
cut out some of the rough stuff and
spoiled some scenes.
Some system!
of

R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans. Small town patronage.
Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.— Don't
be misled.
It's good only for children,

—

and that

is

the

last

half

reel.

—

Pratt.

Kansas,
write-up is a farce. A. G!
Hauze. Happy Hour theatre, Walnut,
Iowa.
Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun
A dandy, clean comedy. Good for any
theatre.
Peter Krauth, Opera House,
Denison, la.
Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.

Action-Serial

Smith and Cleveland Moffett

connected episodes of ringing Western 'drama,
comedy often, with a "pull" at the end of
every episode to "bring them back." The boom davs of the old
West roping and riding, the sports of the corral, the swift thrills of
the rodeo.
With a genuine cow-puncher starred.
Fifteen

melodrama

la.

The Courage

JOE RYAN
"THE PURPLE RIDERS"
By Albert

—

logically

occasionally,

—

VITAGRAPH

—

—
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USE THIS BLANK

Well produced and acted. Patrons highly
pleased.
I
like this star.
He is a good
actor.
Docs his work like he enjoyed his
part in the picture.
patrons want
another Antonio Moreno picture. W.
W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta, la.

My

— Neighborhood
Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in Thia Co-operative Service
Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Picture*
for

Fill in this

Other Exhibitors

blank

now and

send

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 B. Dear-

born

St.,

Up In Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
a special cast.
Played two days to good
business.
Patrons well pleased.
An
excellent
picture.
Well cast. Frank
Wicks, U. S. theatre, New Orleans, La.

— Neighborhood patronage.
God's Gold (Pinnacle),
Hart. — A thrilling romance

Neal

with

of the sea.
are making no mistake in booking
Neal Hart. A sure box office attraction.
He sure is "America's pal." W. W. Stirlen,
Alhambra theatre, Delto, la

—

—

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
(Pioneer), with
special cast. — Very good.
Have seen

cola,

Fla.

The Desert Scorpion
a

much

Producer

Story a little
as a whole picture is good.

weak, but
Some good
go wrong but don't
it
too strong or advance your
price.
Some of the best photography
ever seen— William Thachcr, Royal theatre. Salina, Kans.
The Stream of Life (Church Films

Remarks

You

can't

—

Corp.), with a special cast.
A picture
that will take you back to boyhood and

girlhood days.
Especially those who
were reared on the farm. Six reels of a
true to life story, and every picture
house should have a higher rating after

having shown

this

Opera

Steggall,

— A.
Fayette, la —

home

picture.

House.

J.

College town patronage.
The County Fair (Tourneur), with
special cast— Get plenty of animal cutouts and advertise it big and you won't
have to hide when they come out, either.
W. C. Whitt, Home theatre, Anderson,
Calif.
Small town patronage.

V

—

Title

—

The
Star

Woman Untamed

—

real

—

Producer

—

Remarks

The

Girl

From Nowhere

—

(Pioneer),

with
Cleo
Madison. Good
moral.
Pleased 99 per cent.
Business good,
above average. Ran two days. Business
better second day.
Can't go wrong on

The

this one.

them
Salina,

in— Wm.

La.

— Neighbor-

six-sheet will help to pull
Thacher, Royal theatre,

Kan.

— Best

Good

serial

have run

I

serial

is

that I have played of Polo's. Too much
the same stuff over all the time. Do not
go too strong on this serial. A. E. Berlin, Jr., Grand theatre, Rock Falls, 111.

—

Moon

The

Riders

— Thank

(Universal),

—

(Pioneer), with

the

ized serial we ever had. Repeated scenes
too much. Would make fair five-reel picture if boiled down. Too much dime
novel stuff.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre,
Oberlin.
Kans. Small
town

—

—

patronage.

The Diamond Queen (Universal), a
cast.
One of the best directed

—

special

and most interesting serials I ever ran.
Never loses interest. E. A. Baradil,

—

—

Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
Finished playing and one of the best
serials I ever played.
A Schulman, Coliselm theatre, New Orleans, La. Neighborhood patronage.
The Lost City (Warner Brothers)
with Juanita Hansen. So far, fine.
I
never saw such wonderful acting.
Animals fine. Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca
theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patron-

—

—

—

—

—

age.

The Diamond Queen (Universal)
a special cast.

get
fifth

fine serial

money where they will go to
Good fast action and clean. On
episode.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy thea-

—

Hazen, Ark.

Bride 13 (Fox), with a special cast.
serial with lots of action, but not

A good
a

picture for children.
Too suggestive.
Pearl theatre, Hymera,

— Olen Reynolds,
Ind. — Small town

patronage.

The Purple Rider (Vitagraph), with

— On the 4th episode and gocan't go wrong
booking
— B. Riern, Happy Hour thea-

Joe Ryan.
ing big.
this one.

You

in

ZaneGret)

Henry

A

New

— Neighborhood patronage.
Bliss
(Arrow), with
Hoxie. — Didn't see this one, but

La.

Name

of Theatre

Transient

ronage
City
State

or

Neighborhood

Cyclone

Pat-

Jack
they

went out telling me what a good picture
I had on.
Pleased every one. Jack is
putting out some good stuff.
Have run
two of his five-reelers. Both good ones.
Wm. Thacher. Roval theatre, Salina,

—

Kan.

The Long Arm of Manister (Pioneer),
with Henry B. Walthall. Monte Cristo
story of revenge.
Good in spots, but
who wants a spotted show? Too far
fetched for up-to-date fans. S. V. Wal-

—

—

with

that should

the

serials.
tre,

—A

B. Walthall.
Plaved two days to absolutely S. R. O.
Will repeat.—
Schulman, Coliseum theatre,
Orleans,

Exhibitor

with

Powers it is over.
About the most impossible and lemon-

Art Acord.

—

The Confession

a

Ark.

Skyfire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
Each one getting better as they go. Give
these a chance in a small town and be
surprised.
W. C. Whitt, Home theatre,
Anderson, Calif. Small town patronage.

—

in

make you

Will

story.

with

— E. D. Luna, Cory theatre, Lin— Neighborhood patronage
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. — This
the poorest

(McGovern).

Doraldina
Drew fine in face of
bad weather.
A fine production.
Should make money anywhere. Mrs. A.
Ponjol. Casino theatre, New Orleans,
La.
Neighborhood patronage.
with

Orleans,

money.

hetter.

scenes.
advertise

New

Joe Ryan.
long time.
coln,

You

Star

Cambridge

theatre,

Serials
The Purple Rider (Vitagraph),

—

business.
Exploitation helped to put it
over.
Held up well for second day.
C. W. Bickett. Majestic theatre. Pensa-

Title

Hour

1921

— Transient patronage.
The Woman Untamed (McGovern),
with Doraldina. — Played one day to biggest business of the month of March.
Fine picture. — A. Schulman, Coliseum
theatre,

Neighborhood patronage.
The County Fair (Tourneur). with a
special cast.
Played two days to good

Chicago.

Idle
Springs, Pa.

lace,

21,

hood patronage.

Speci<
:ials

—

Report Regularly on

Are Doing

—

patronage.

May

June

Ind to 9th
Boots,

a

ZANE GREY
Picture

—
May

—

—
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Producers will soon learn clean
comedies are in demand. H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre, Alexandria. Minn.
into it

—

— Neighborhood
Father's

My

(Pathe), with
are sorry that this is

—We

Jiggs comedy that was made.
like
more of them. R. Ross

last

W'ould

Wigwam

Riley,

The Plays

j

Shave

Close

Johnny Ray.
the

patronage.

—

theatre, Oberlin. Kans.

Patrons
Liked Best

|

Small town patronage.

— All good you
— G. W. YeaExeter, N. H. — Neigh-

Educational Comedies.

Ioka theatre,

ton,

I

Betty Sets the Pace (Arrow), with
Muriel Ostriche. A, clever and clean
little comedy, featuring about the prettiest girl in the business.
Try them. R.

I

Ross

Riley,

— Small

Wigwam

—

—

Oberlin,

theatre.

(Metro),
Extra good.

with

Buster
have very

Keaton.
We
few re"al comedians and Keaton is one of
them.
He seems to have Fatty Arbuckle's

EVELYN GREELY

will, in

a favorite with cinema devotees, who returns to the screen in "Diana of Star Hollow,"
distributed by Producers Security Corporation.

Long

New

tre,

Orleans,

La.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

cial

cast.

good

all

Rex

finished
— Just
way through.

the

Arcadia,
hood patronage.
theatre,

The

a speheld up

and

— W. Taylor.
— NeighborS.

Fla.

Dagger

Vanishing
with Eddie Polo.

(Universal),

— Finished

this

wonder

Drew

house through
Patrons
are
clamoring for him again. Have ordered
King of "the Circus.— Mrs. W. H. HeiSmall
fer,
Itasca theatre. Alice. Tex.
town patronage.
serial.

capacity
circumstances.

adverse

—

The Son
special

and

my

of

cast.

Tarzan (National), with a

— Have

finished

serial

this

held our attendance fine, but it is
not the serial The Lost City was.
Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Small town patronage.
it

—

—

—

theatre,

Capitol theatre, Superior, Wis.

Keaton

Semon's

of

comedies

programs

are

for

—

His Unlucky Job (Fox), with a speThis comedy proved to be better than a great many Sunshine comedies.
They did not run a lot of legs
cial cast.

—

I

7.

8.

j

9.

I

Humoresque.
Don't Ever Marry.

I

10.

I

11.

I

Lefs hear from another exhibitor!

I

Bert Norton,
Kozy Theatre,
Eureka, 111.

§

F.„

h:i::;ii ,t;

i:v

:;;

i;

:

'

(Metro).
ever
showed.

— Poor.

Had

Small town patronage.

tive picture.

special

This is Cook's best one to date, and he
has been going around the other comedians, excepting one or two of them, all
the time. His comedies are clean and
please most of them.
H. J. Longaker.
Howard theatre, Alexandria, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

A

Broncho Kid's Cinders (Universal),
with Hoot Gibson. Excellent and clean.
Universal has my best regards in serials
and westerns. Mrs. W. F. Heifer. Itasca
theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patron-

—

—

Groom

(Universal), with
a special cast.
The one and two-reelers
of Universal are consistently good.
good filler for any program. F. R.
Heiderich, Jr.. Mecca theatre. New OrNeighborhood patronage.
leans, La.

^

—

—

Short Subjects. We play
Century comedies, the Red Rider
series and Universal Western pictures,
and they all hit the spot. Roy McMinn,
Capitol theatre. Superior, Wis.
Universal

all

—

in

Alfs Place (Sennett), with a

town patron-

stuff.

—Wm.

Thacher,

Royal

—

Rolin Comedies (Pathe). The Vanity
Fair comedies are absolutely no good for
here. No comedy to them. Snub Pollards are O. K.
Adolph Kohn. Pastime
theatre, Granville. N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

A Shocking Night (Universal), with
Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran.
This is
a real comedy. A scream from start to
finish.
Book it and boost it. You won't

—

a big noise in the comedies.
Crafnts, Pastime theatre. Seelyville, Ind.
Small town patronage.
It's

tail.

E.

T.

—

Tea Time (Century), with a
Not much to this. Got

—

special
a few-

laughs.

Better whip up on Century comSome of them are poor.

cast

—Wm

Thacher. Royal theatre, Salina. Kan.

Comedy

Directed by Jess Robbins

ugh-stunts in this unusual snow-picture.

in creating
It

new and

original

has been called Aubrey's

ist

JIMMY AUBREY

IN

"THE TOURIST"

VITAGRAPH

theatre.

Kan.

"THE BLIZZARD"
Jimmy Aubrey has outdone himself

off.

H. Heifer, Itasca

— Small

In

His Newest Vitagraph

it

—

edies.

Up

W.

to pull

Wild Night (Universal), with Joe
Martin. Just what I would call fair.
Pleased the kids. Joe is too slow. Not
as much life in him as other monkeys.
Grown up and don't care for monkey
Salina,

—

— Mrs.

theatre, Alice, Tex.
age.

The Jockey (Fox), with Clyde Cook.

—

cast.

JIMMY AUBREY

SOON!

^

:

Such pictures kill any clean house. I fail
to see the amusing side to any sugges-

—

Will
good.
you.
E. D.
Luna, Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
of

save lots

l

The best comedies I
Ought to help a small town exhibitor.
Happy Hour theatre, Cresson. Pa.

Bring on the

The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon— A dandy comedy.
All

§

6.

Comedies

age.

Short Subjects

|

/

5.

I

—

—

Buster

1921)

1,

Evangeline.
2Z 2 Hours Leave.
The River's End.
In Old Kentucky,
The Copperhead.
Go and Get It.

4.

I

Major Allen Animal Pictures (UniverExcellent for any theatre. Roy

sal).

McMinn,

The Lion Man (Universal), with

of characterization and
estimation, equal any or lead

field

ard

3.

style

soon. H. J. Longaker, HowAlexandria. Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
the

1920, to Jan.

Male and Female.
Eves of the World.

2.

town patronage.

Week

One

I,

The Miracle Man.

1.

I

borhood patronage.

Kans.

(Jan.

|

if

want good, clean comedy.

H
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Company Organized

With

the Procession in

1921

at

Port Huron Will Erect
2,000 Seat Playhouse

Los Angeles

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

By

Frank Lloyd has left for New
make the final scenes for "The
Those who made the
Grim" Comedian."
Director

York

to

trip with the director are Phoebe Hunt,
Jack Holt, Gloria Hope, John Harron and
Robert Brodin, cameraman.

*

Rudolph
leading role

*

*

Valentino, who played the
in "The Four Horsemen of

the Apocalypse," will play the lead in Rex
Ingram's next production, to be called "The

Conquering Power."
*

Bayard

*

*

Vf.iller has selected
title for his next

Card" as the

"The Last
Metro fea-

*

*

*

Dallas M. Fitzcerald, who has directed
Viola Dana's last five pictures, will direct
her in her next, which will be started this
week.
The title will be "The Match
Breaker."
*

*

E.

*

Atkinson, general manager of

Metro Pictures Corporation, who spent a
few days at the Metro studios in Hollywood, has continued his tour of the Metro
exchanges.
*

*

Elmer Harris,

supervising director
Realart, is working on a new story
Bebe Daniels.
* * *

for
for

It is announced that "The Virginia Courtship" will be the title of the feature to be
made by Realart, taken from the Eugene
Presbery play of the same name.

*

*

Wanda Hawley

is

starred.

*

Norman Dawn
scenes of "My Lady

Her

professional

name

is

Janice

\ incent.

Motor Car Racers Drive
Cars With Wallace Reid
Action a-plenty is promised in "Too
Speed," Wallace Reid's next starring production for Paramount.
As adjuncts to the realism of an automobile

*
is

*

*

*

making

the

final

*

Neil Hart left recently for Indianapolis,
where he will have a conference with the
producers of Pinnacle Productions, who
are making a series of westerns in which
Hart is being starred.
*

Frank Mayo

*

*

in "The
Shark Master," written and directed by
Fred Leroy Granville.
The story is
founded on Granville's experiences in the

next appear

will

South Seas.
*

*

*

Harry Carey has completed

his last Uniand will soon start
his first Universal-Jewel feature.
The title
will be "Christmas Eve at Pilot Butte."
Jack Ford will direct.

versal special attraction

*

*

*

of the next Thos. H.
ture will be "Hail the Woman."
Vidor will be included in the all
with Madge Bellany, Theodore
title

Ince feaFlorence
star cast

Roberts

and Lloyd Hughes.
*

*

race scene, eight racing pilots, most of
whom have won laurels on the track,
drove their cars around the Beverley

Speedway, near Los Angeles, reputed
to be one of the fastest racing courses
the world.
The drivers were Roscoe
Sarles, Jimmy Murphy, Eddie Hefferman, Harry Hartz, Eddie Hearns, Al
Soules, Ira Vale and Al Melcher.
The
new picture is another story from the
pen of Byron Morgan, author of the
stories on which most of Wallace Reid's
previous automobile pictures have been
based. The supporting cast is headed by
Agnes Ayres and includes Theodore
Roberts, Jack Richardson. Lucien Little. field
and Guy Oliver. Frank Urson is
in

directing.

Lanigan

*

Risley, formerly director of publicity for Pinnacle Productions, is now "telling the world" about Clever Comedies being produced at the Francis Ford studios.

MICH., May 10.—
Contracts will be let within a few weeks
for the construction of a new 2,000 seat
theatre to be built here by Herbert L.
Weil, who, a few months ago, sold out
his

entire

interests in the Family, MaRegent and American theatres.
The new house is expected to be one of
jestic,

the finest in the state of Michigan.
Organization of the new theatre com-

pany has just been effected. The officers
and directors are: President, John W.
Fead; vice-president, Burt D. Cady; general manager, Herbert L. Weil; James
J.
Haynes, Senator John W. Smith, Charles
L. Kendrick. All of the above gentlemen
are prominently and actively identified
with the social and business welfare of
Port Huron.

The new theatre will be constructed in
the heart of Port Huron's business section and will be so designed that it will
be a monument to the stockholders. A
contest is being conducted in the daily
newspapers and cash prizes are being
offered for the best suggestions made
for a name for the house.

"Foolish Matrons" Will
Be Published June

19

Maurice Tourneur's forthcoming publication through Associated Producers,
Inc.,
which was produced under the
working title, "Bright Lights," will be
finally titled "The Foolish Matrons," the
original name of the well-known story
by Donn Byrne from which the picture

was adapted.

The

date of issue has been

June 19.
Hobart Bosworth

set as

is

the

featured

Clarence L. Brown co-directed.
Wyndham Gitten put the novel in
scenario form.
Among those who support Mr. Bosworth are Doris May, Kathleen Kirkham, Mildred Manning, Marplayer.

&

LOCKPORT.

Kelly to Build
Y.— Lanigan & Kelly

N.

of the Hi-Art theatre will erect a
bination house at East avenue and
street.

of the Isle," in which
Edith Roberts is to be starred, for Universal.
Jack O'Brien plays the lead.

Al

colony.

*

Leo White, whose character work in
Latin roles has brought him some reputation, has been engaged to play a prominent
part in "The Clinging Vine," in which

The

Eliot Howe, well-known director of Benjamin B. Hampton productions, is the proud
father of a baby boy.
Mother and babe
are doing well, and Eliot is carrying a
big box of cigars around the studio in addition to his 'script and his megaphone to
celebrate the event. Mrs. Howe is a wellknown actress and a favorite of the film

Much

ture.

W.

PORT HURON,

E. A. B.

com-

Elm

garet McQuade, Wallace MacDonald,
Charles Meredith, Michael Dark and
Frankie Lee.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
How

Generator Set

Equipment

Progress

There Are Very Few Items About the Motor Generator
That Require Anything but Ordinary Care

ARTICLE

BY

Smoke and water, resulting
from burning films did nearly
$3,000 damage in a Los Angeles
theatre the past week. The operator was burned and the audience fled in near panic. Cases of
this nature are so rare in this day
and age that they merit comment.
Seven reels of film were destroyed. Fireproof film containers, designed for the purpose of

would have

when

not in use,
prevented the de-

protecting films

struction of at least five reels,
reduced the smoke, making less
necessity for a large volume of
water. In a word, proper protection would have made the loss
negligible.

of

ventilating
equipment is occupying the attention of many exhibitors. It's a
Installation

If you have one already installed, have it gone over
to be sure it will be in working
order when, the time comes. No
patron will sit in your house and
perspire when he can be cool and
comfortable in the house of your

fine thing.

competitor. Perhaps you have
if
the only theatre in the town
this is the case ventilate it any-

—

way.
holds its
The pipe organ
popular place in the thoughts of
the motion picture patrons judging from the reports of increased
business given out by the various
manufacturers.
still

Care For the Motor

to

J. J.

DUFFY

Projection Engineer, Exhibitors Supply Co.

Note—Mr.

(Editor's

what he had

Daffy

felt

that

say about motor generator
sets could not be fully covered in the space
usually allotted in his articles, and this is
the conclusion of his remarks on this subject, zvhich

You

to

began

in last zveek's issue.)

should find on

mark which

it

some

distinctive

indicates the grade of that

and new ones shculd have the
same marking on them. If not, don't
use them, as there is as much, if not
more, commutator trouble caused by use
of an improper make and grade of brush
Furtheras from any other one thing.
brush,

more, when new brushes are put in a
machine, one should make sure that they
have a perfect fit to the commutator surface before giving the

machine continu-

ous load service.

Keeping the commutator clean is best
done by holding a pad of dry canvas
its brush surface while it is runThis removes all foreign matter
without scratching the surface, and a
glossy appearance, even though it be
somewhat dark and discolored, is an indication of its perfect running condition,
but if the surface has a perfectly dull,
dry appearance, it can be improved
somewhat by holding against it a clean
pad of canvas that has been slightly

against
ning.

moistened with oil or vaseline.
However, never use paraffine, bees wax
or other so-called commutator compounds, and under no condition should

one ever use carborundum or emery
polishing the surface, and only in exfor

treme cases is the use of a stone, or
even the finest of sandpaper, justified,
and then only when, due to long con-

merger with another film supply
company. Thus does another
rumor fall by the wayside.

the

tinued

service

or

to

inattention,

such a bad
has become an emergency case, and the use of a stone or
fine sandpaper will tide matters over

commutator

has

condition that

attained

it

armature can be taken out and
the commutator be put in good operuntil the

ating condition

again

by trueing

*

*

it

up

in a lathe.

*

The

trueing up and putting of a commutator in condition is a very simple

matter if one goes about it in the right
way. From the time of taking the armature out of the machine till it is put
back in, it should be very carefully handled that it be not in any way damaged.
It should be placed between the centers
of a lathe, and with a tool that is properly ground and shaped for turning copper, a cut should be taken across its surface, and only such amount should be
taken off as is actually required to make
it

smooth and perfectly true.
Then the mica should be thoroughly

cleaned out from between the cars to a
depth of from 1/32" to 3/64" down from

Exhibitors' Supply company has found it necessary to
deny that it is contemplating a

The

VIII.

the surface of the copper and for the
full length of the commutator on which
the brushes have bearing. When this is

done, the armature is ready to go back
into the machine and have its brushes
thoroughly fitted to the surface, and with
proper care should again give thoroughly
satisfactory service.

Butterfield's

Busy Week

Colonel W. S. Butterfield, president and general manager of Bijou
Theatrical Enterprise Co., Inc.,
Battle Creek, Mich., was one of the

men in Michigan recently.
Not only was he host to a banquet
of 200 friends and theatrical asso-

busiest

the opening of the new
Theatre in Lansing, but
entertained relatives at a dinner in
ciates

at

Strand

Battle Creek, celebrating his own
birthday and the anniversary of the
marriage of his eldest daughter.
He willingly admits that he has
lived for seventeen years in Michigan and is the grandfather of two
children, but claims he is still on
the sunny side of

fifty.
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Neebpura Spray System Incorporated
To Market Invention of Dr. A. B. Neeb
J.

R. Thompson, W. L. Merrill

and Physician, Incorporators,
Announce Installation in New
Chicago Tivoli
Announcement is made this week of
the incorporation of the Neebpura Spray
System, a company formed to manufacture and install perfuming and deodorizAt the same time it was
ing systems.
learned that the new company had just
completed the installation of a system
Tivoli
in Balaban & Katz' new $2,000,000
theatre at Sixty-third street and Cottage
Grove avenue, Chicago.
the personnel of the new
concern are Dr. Arthur B. Neeb, inventor
of the system; S. R. Thompson, who
operated one of the first supply house?,
in the twin cities, and W. L. Merrill,
one of the best known exchange men in
the country.

Included

of

new affiliation.
The Neebpura spray system installed
in the Tivoli is somewhat complex due to

his

the fact that the theatre has three sepThis necessiarate ventilating systems.
tated three separate units for the system
as well.
Operation of the system is controlled
by a clock arrangement which may be
located any place in the theatre most
convenient to the one who is to operate
it.
In the case of the Tivoli it was installed in the manager's office.

tion

Has Central Control
clock controls absolutely the acBeneath are a
the system.
of

"HEY,

who

took

of them down to the theatre
to inspect the system.
Where no ventilating system is used,
outlets for the spray are installed in
various parts of the theatre in ornamental

number

fixtures.

for the device have not been completed.
The company's headquarters are at 18

North Fourth

street,

Minneapolis.

NEW INDIANAPOLIS OFFICE
FOR EXHIBITORS SUPPLY

To mure
business

in

efficiently care for increased
the territory, the Indianapolis

oi the Exhibitors Supply Company
moved to more spacious quarters at
The branch was
West Ohio street

..ilice

l-as

IS8

formerly

located

;it

157

North

Illinois

street.
is

Robert Gumm, Indianapolis manager,
optimistk regarding business condi-

tions, reportii\g increased volume for
the month of April, and anticipates even
better results for May. The company announces that it is now in a position to
meet the demands of its patrons with a
maximum of service.

Cohn Redoubles Efforts
To Keep Comedies Clean
According to an announcement just
made by Harry Cohn. who is producing
Hallroom Boys Comedies for Federated
Film Exchanges, Inc., one special point
to be made in the making of every one
of these comedies, and that is that they
is

WAIT A MINUTE'

1921

21,

be absolutely clean, and free from
in every way.
Mr. Cohn, who
has been in the East for the past three
weeks, will return to the Coast shortly,

shall

vulgarity

where these two-reel "comedy thrillers"
featuring Sid Smith are being made.

The

cleanliness of these comedies has,
been responsible
the success with
special emphasis
the first production of the series.
With the passing ot
the censorship bill, however, and the
necessity for "censor-proof" pictures
even greater attention will be given to

Mr. Cohn's opinion,
large measure for
which they have met,
being laid on this since
in

in a

this detail, says

Mr. Cohn.

MARR & COLTON BOOKLET
LISTS SATISFIED USERS
Organ

Company
Satisfied

At the present time marketing plans

Firm

Dr. Neeb was director of the St. Paul
city and county hospital laboratory of
research for more than three years and
also did research work for the MetroDurpolitan Life Insurance company.
ing the war he performed this same class
of work for the A. E. F. Mr. Merrill but
recently resigned as manager of the
Omaha exchange for Select to take up

The

men, according to Mr. Merrill,
a

in

Personnel

*

of control buttons which govern
the frequency of the spray as well as its
These buttons allow for a
duration.
spraying at intervals of seven and oneball minutes, fifteen minutes, or thirty
minutes, the duration being from twenty
seconds to four and one-half minutes.
The system at the Tivoli was installed
at a cost of $3,000, and has attracted considerable interest among Chicago theatre

number

May

Compiles

Letters

of

Who

Exhibitors

Praise Instrument

The Marr

&

Colton company of War-

saw. N. Y., manufacturers of the "New
Era" organ, have compiled a pamphlet
which they have headed "A Few Opinions from Enthusiastic Owners of the
\i w Era Organ."
In it is contained
a number of unsolicited opinions of users
their
of
product.
Frank P. Boycr, the Boyer theatre,
Altoona. Pa., wrote a fellow exhibitor, a
prospective purchaser, that "it is not
necessary to come east to hear or see the
New Era. Take my word for it and you
will write me some time that you are
more than pleased."
J. C. Flack, owner of the La Grand
theatre, Conneaut, Ohio, wrote another
exhibitor, stating that local conditions
made it impossible to obtain satisfactory
orchestral music and that he had solved
his problem with a New Era, and more,

had doubled his business.

Other

satisfied

users

include

J.

C.

Herzbcrger, manager of the Auditorium,
Ferry, N. Y.; Oatka Theatre company,
Warsaw. N. Y.; J. M. Schwartzwalder,
Universal theatre, Auburn, N. Y.; Philip
Bornstein, secretary, Essex Amusement
Company, Newark, N. J.; L. E. Barger,
manager. Oliver theatre, North Tonawanda, N. Y.; Harris Lumberg, manager,
the New Lumberg theatre, Niagara Falls,
N. Y.; Charles L. Hamer, Crescent Theatre company, Ithaca, N. Y., and John
Michelson, organist, the Electra theatre,
Brooklyn.

AMUSEMENT SUPPLY CORP.
MOVES TO NEW QUARTERS
Owing to increase of business, the
Amusement Supply Company are moving to larger quarters at 740-742 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago.
About one year ago this concern obtained larger quarters in the Consumers
building but they have now outgrown

them.

The new
new

cago's

offices are located
district which

film

in

Chi-

extends
Sixth to

along Wabash avenue from
Ninth street.
They extend to all exhibitors a cordial
invitation to call, where they will have
on display all the latest goods for the

motion picture theatre.

PROJECTION SOCIETY IS
NICHOLAS POWER GUEST

Scene from the Mermaid Comedy "Bang!" published through Educational Exchanges.

The American Projection Society, with
a membership made up very largely of
the projectionists of the leading New
York theatres, visited the plant of the
Nicholas Power Company on the night
of May 6th. For the convenience of the
members of this organization the plant
was kept open all night and a force of
employees was on duty to show the
methods used in the manufacture of a
modern motion picture machine.

May
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ATTRACT SUMMER AUDIENCES
Will people say "It's the most comfortable theatre to

Cooling System pays

spend an evening" about
The demand

going to be greater than
that they can spend
Let your patrons know
summer evenings in comfort at YOUR theatre.

Alternating or direct current,

Size
9-inch
12-inch
16-inch

During 1920, with Monsoons,
he made more than enough to
pay for his Monsoon Cooling
in the

month

NOW

G-E OSCILLATING AND NON-OSCILLATING
4-BLADE FANS

During August, 1919, without
Monsoons, he lost $1000.00.

System

I

Non-oscillating
$19.50
26.00
30.50

WHIZ FAN

The G-E

is

of Aug-

volt,

60 cycle

Oscillating
$23,75
34.25
39.50

designed to

fill

the

demand
It is

a

enamel with polished bra»s blades with
which. is green enameled
throughout.
Each fan is adjustable fcr either desk or bracket use
and furnished with plug and cord and regulating speed switch.
All fans finished in green

the exception of the

You'll find his letter and his
name on page 3 of our booklet
"A Better Summer Business."

G-E WHIZ FAN

52-Inch. 4-Blade. 3-Speed

CEILING FANS,

and large assembly

Alternating or direct current,

halls.

for hotels, theatres,
1

10 volt.

60-cycle.

$57.50

Price

for

1

for a small, efficient fan of very low price.
9-inch, 110 volt, 60 cycle, 4-blade fan.
Price
$10.00

ust alone.

Ask

theatre?

is

the supply.

one month

for itself in

YOUR

for electric fans this year

Booklet 915.

Green enameled except blades which are finished

in

oak

Send your order now and avoid disappointment.

APPLING 5Y5TEIA

Exhibitors Supply

INC.

1476

Broadway, New York, N. Y

Philadelphia

Denver

Baltimore

Detroit
Atlanta

Kansas Cityf
Sacramento

Milwaukee
Second St.

r

133

Company

St. Louis

Inc.

Minneapolis

Produce Exchange Bldg.
3316 Lindell Blvd.
Indianapolis
Chicago
845 S. Wabash Ave,
157 N. Illinois St.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
to many rumors current during the past few months, we
wish to announce to the Exhibitors, Motion Picture Supply Dealers
and Manufacturers throughout the country that the Exhibitors Supply
Company is not merging, contemplating a merger, or making any
association whatsoever with any other Company.

Contrary

We

have enjoyed your confidence

in

the past

and have prospered

thereby.
In appreciation

we

wish to assure you of continued high-class service

and dependable business relations

in the future.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY
H. A. R.

DUTTON,

K. R.

Pres.

DOUGLAS,

General Office: 537 SO.
CHICAGO BRANCH
845

South Wabash Avenue

MINNEAPOLIS BRANCH
Produce Exchange Building

CO., Inc.
G. A.

Vice Pres.

DEARBORN

ST.,

LINCOLN,

Sec'y-Treas.

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS BRANCH

MILWAUKEE BRANCH

157 North Illinois Street

133

LOUIS BRANCH

ST.
3316 Lindell Boulevard

Second Street
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new $100,000 motion picture theatre
will
erect here.
Work will be
started within a short time.

Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

Is

Is

an

This.

Projects

fall.

*

Huntington, W.
Va.— The Mullens
Realty company has broken ground for
the erection of a theatre here in Washington avenue near Fourteenth street.

Woodland,

— Plans

Calif.

have

been

completed for the construction of a theatre here to cost in the neighborhood of
$85,000. Local financiers are backing the

W.

proposition;

Stuart

Webster

is

the

lessee.
*

—

Escanaba, Mich. Work has been begun on the construction of the new
Lyric theatre here, according to an an-

W.

proposition.

Stuart

Webster

is

the

Playhouse.
*

—

Mo. Solon Toothaker,
the Lewis theatre here, has

Independence,

manager

of

obtained a 99-year lease on a business lot
upon which he will erect a theatre to
cost approximately $100,000. It will be
ready for occupancy about the first of
the year.
*

Michigan City, Ind.
States Theatre company

—

Central
of Chicago, will
soon begin the erection of a new theatre
here on the site of the Garden theatre,
destroyed by fire.

Ana,

Calif.

city

—Arrangements

as-

*

—

Fergus Falls, Minn. McCarthy Brothowners of the Orpheum and Metropolitan theatres in Grand Forks, N. D.,
have awarded the contract for the construction of their

new Orpheum

theatre

this city.

in

*

—

Pelham, N. Y. Work has been begun
on the new motion picture theatre here,
to be built by the Bronxville Corporation at a

probable cost of $50,000.
*

—

Providence, R. I. The Narragansette
Hotel has been sold to the Marsella Corporation of Knightsville, which company,
it is said, will rebuild for use as a motion
picture theatre.
•

—

occupancy about June

Newark, N.
pleted

for

Merchant

a

J.

— Plans

new

streets.

15.

seat theatre.
*

completing plans for

have been comFerry and

Hennessey

&

Gold,

operate the Liberty theatre in this
and eight others in this vicinity, are
the lessees.
*

—

Troy, N. Y. Symansky Brothers have
obtained permission from the city council
to convert property in Third street into

motion picture theatre.
*

Los
been

—

Angeles, Calif. Contracts have
for the masonry on the new-

let

—

Newport, Ark. The Capital theatre
here1 was gutted by fire with a loss esti-

mated

at $10,000.

—

Minneapolis, Minn. The Gem theatre
building was damaged to the extent of
$50,000 by fire. The building is owned

by

J.

C.

Mean

soothing reproduction that makes the
theatre the most popular place on earth

soft, clear,

is

the
.

—

Los Angeles, Cal. The Grand theatre,
049 South Main street, suffered a $3,000
loss from smoke and water when a film
ignited. Joe Moent is the owner.

—

Sioux City, Iowa. The Plaza theatre
here will be closed for six weeks as the
result of a
at $10,000.

which did damage

esti-

mated

*

Ownership Changes

— Adam

Ritzier and Danrecently purchased
the Grand theatre here, have sold onethird interest in the playhouse to Charles
Tiffin,

iel

H.

Stofer,

Ohio.

Kirwan,

who

former

lessee.

•

—

Leon, Iowa. C. R. Lewis of Allerton.
has purchased the Garden theatre here
from Gurley George and Vaughn Smyth.
*

Albert Lea, Minn.— V. B. Valleau of
Bismarck, N. D., has leased the Eltinge
theatre here.
*

—

Cleveland, Ohio. The Penn Square
theatre has been leased for five years to
the Euclid Theatre company. Extensive
alterations will be made.

Attention
Gold Fibre Screens

Johnson and the theatre

property of Harry Edwards.

theatre at

who

a

Opportunity

Realty Company together with Alfred E.
Ebert, has purchased the southwest corner of Skinker, McCausland avenue and
Clayton avenue, and will erect a 2,500-

fire

Astoria, 111. This city is to have a new
motion picture theatre, to be run under
the management of Charles Lee and son.
Parker. Work has been begun on the
structure, which is expected to be ready
for

— The

Mo.

Louis,

Fires

ers,

Marion, 111.— W. R. Hayes, T. A. Reid
this

Mt. Vernon, N. Y.— The Chester Hill
Theatre company plans the erection of a
motion picture theatre at Prospect and
Crary avenues to cost $150,000.
St.

*

and T. E. Yemm, of Du Quoin, have
in

— The

city

Springfield, 111.
Gus and Louis Kerasotes have purchased the Illinois Nahere, and will reproperty
tional bank
build it to house a modern motion picture theatre.
*

been

house Grauman's Metropolitan thea-

tre.

the lessees.

—

or early in the

will

suring the erection of a $150,000 motion
picture theatre at Fifth and Broadway
streets, here. Oliver L. Halsell of this
city will begin construction within 60
days. Turner, Dahnken & Langley are

Lansing, Mich. The Lansing Theatre
will begin work on its new
house, to be called the Blackstone, late

summer

building at Sixth and Hill streets, which

they

Santa

Equipment

company

this

1921

the

*

Being Installed

New

21,

*

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

May

producers!

You Can Make That
Under

Picture

Ideal Conditions
At

Distributors Everywhere

Samples and literature upon request.

Jack Mac Cullough's Studios
Phone West 2853

1825-31 Warren Ave.
°World's Largest Producers °f
J*1otion Picture Screens

CHICAGO
One 40x70 Stage Open For Rental.

(

By Day or by Contract.)

May

21,
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Better Music!

=Better Patronage!

=More

Profits!

Lyon & Healy Theatre Instruments
Swell Box Office Receipts
From

most magnifiHealy offer the largest
selection of any music house in the world. Whether
your theatre is large or small
whatever the musical
tastes of your patronage
there is an instrument to
fit your needs.
Send for catalogs, references and full
self-playing instruments to the

cent pipe organs,

&

Lyon

—

—

particulars.

Our Experts

at

Your Service

Consult them without charge or obligation. They will
help you solve your music problem. Write, wire orphone
for conference, either in Chicago or your own city.

Instruments for Every Type and Size of Theatre
Fotoplayer

—

—Complete orches-

Bennett Orchestral Organ
The pipe organ without a rival for

Played by hand
or fromdouble-trackerplayerpiano.
Music continuous
no pauses between pieces
and its character
can be changed instantly to fit the
scene. Provides music that fits the
tral

reproduction.

—

picture at

motion picture interpretation. Simpleand durable the result of years
of organ building. Each organ specially constructed and voiced to fit

—

minimum

cost.

—

the acoustic conditions of the theatre
where it is installed. Prices

Prices

$3000 and up

$6000 and up

—

Melodist Theatre Organ
Two manual pipe organ with re-

Controlled
pneumatically from a Lyon

fined orchestral effects.
electTO
or

-

Healy double-tracker player

piano. Can also be played by hand.
Ideal for dignified accompaniment
to feature films. Prices

Empress Electric Piano

Particularly adapted to

dance

$1000 and up

Healy
&
CHICAGO

Lyon

Lyon

&

Healy's reputation

WRITE!

Founded 1864

Everything

CHICAGO

in

LYON & HEALY,
I

Jam interested

My

in

Knon

&fusic

66-88 Jackson Blvd., Chicago

your

-

Seating capacity of

— Name of theatre

present music consists oi

Name

.

Street
.

halls,

pool rooms, ice cream parlors and
similar places Prices

$5500 and up

and guarantee protect you on
any instrument you buy. Satisfaction assured. Easy terms.

—An

automatic electrically-operated
piano with archestral effects. Represents the highest development in
this type of instruments. May be had
in both coin and switch control.

State

my theatre
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Roosevelt Notable Addition for Chicago
iVeu; Structure Surpasses

Other

Down Town

Appearance and Equipment — Limited Space

and Exterior Makes

ASCHER'S
Chicago

Roosevelt theatre

addition

notable

theatrical*.

to

is

a

downtown

In point of ap-

pearance, equipment and general excellence

it

surpasses the best of the

motion picture theatres

strictly

operation.

the

in

in

upon screen

influence

Its

entertainment

now

loop

district

doubtless will be a beneficial one.

Located on State St., between
Randolph and Washington, it is readily accessible by surface and elevated
lines to residents in any section of the
city.
Shoppers in the downtown section and visitors to the city will rind
it convenient to attend a day or night
performance.
If
the entertainment
standard established in the first week
of operation is maintained return

The

appearance of the house
A Grecian architectural
Electric signs
design predominates.
that conform admirably with the genstreet

eral tone of the front add to the attractiveness of the whole.
*

Though

the

*

box

*

office

is

set

flush

with the sidewalk line, apparently due
to space restrictions, a series of glass

to

extending the width of the
building permits of ready access to the
lobby, one of the most artistically
Of necessity
decorated in Chicago.
narrow, it gains the impression of
spaciousness due to the Walnut paneled side wall. Entrance to the main
floor level is had through doors of like
At
material located at aisle heads.
the end of the lobby a wide stair case
leads to the mezzanine and balcony.

The auditorium is done in Italian
Renaissance. It is here that the new
theatre makes its strongest impression
upon the loop theatregoer.
The general shape is approximately
The floor is adequately
square.
though not sharply pitched, and rows
of well upholstered seats are bowed
sufficiently to assure proper visibility
of screen and stage.
*

inviting.

Appeal

doors

visits are probable.

is

Effective

*

*

The latter is large enough to accommodate elaborate performances of
whatever nature are considered desirable.
On the program for the opening

week two presentation

features,

one requiring a setting which would
have served for an average musical
comedy, were used.
The scenic equipment displayed on
that

program was of a quality not

fre-

Playhouses

in

Well Utilized

All Transients
quently encountered. Each of a number of magnificent drops displayed
appreciative
exclamations
brought
from the representative audience
present.

The orchestra pit which accomodates the twenty-five members of the
musical staff should prove particularly
It is
of interest to theatre builders.
inset under the apron of the stage in
such manner that a minimum of space
is taken from the auditorium, and no
suggestion of light glare escapes the
music racks.
A horseshoe balcony overhangs the
Roth are furnished and
mezzanine.
decorated

in

harmony with

the

re-

mainder of the interior and unusually
clear view of the screen is had from
either.
Boxes at right and left of the
stage are less desirable as locations
but add materially to the general
decorative scheme.
*

*

*

Gold, blue and reddish-brown are
the chief elements of the interior color
scheme.
When the white lights are
full up the gold is predominant. When
the blue phase of the colored lighting
system is in force, as it was throughout the major portion of the initial
program, the tones are effectively
blended, and through an elaborate grill
which forms that portion of the ceiling directly above the proscenium an
effect of blue sky is created.
That
decorative touch won many comments
from first visitors during the opening
week.
Exhibitors visiting the city in quest
of ideas for improvement of their
theatres or the erection of new ones
will do well to include the Roosevelt
in their list of Chicago theatres worth
seeing. In comparatively little space a
theatre
which compares favorably
with the greatest and most costly in
the country has been erected.
Space, a paramount consideration
in the Chicago loop district, has been
utilized to the best possible advantage.
And despite the difficulty of combining elaborate appearance and equipment with economy of footage an imposing screen institution, has been
reared.

The Roosevelt
ness theatre. It

is

essentially a busi-

constructed along
accordance with
Great
the demands of its location.
credit is due those who participated
in its construction for making it also
a motion picture theatre of the first
practical lines

The

and display signs which are
strongest features.

effectiveness of the elaborate title

among

its

is

and

in

quality.

William R. Weaver.

May

21,
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Takes Cusack Quality Signs
To Satisfy Ascher Brothers

It

The

height reached in the art of building electric spectacular signs is exemplified in the two beautifully
harmonious and strikingly effective signs built by the
Thos. Cusack Co. to herald to State Street the magnificent
THEATRE.

ROOSEVELT
We will be glad
sign

to

and estimate

submit a deyour sign.

for

COMMERCIAL DEPARTMENT

^fFios.

(o.

NEW YORK

CHICAGO
Harrison and Loomis

(usack

Sts.

Broadway

at 25th St.
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both display signs and attraction boards

Attraction Boards

Adorning Marquee
Characterize House
Gold Bevel

Letter Boards of
Roosevelt Constructed by

Lu-Mi-Nus

Signs, Inc.

The

attraction boards upon the marthis theatre are unusual in that
they serve as true representatives of the
house to the public in every way. They
bespeak the quiet yet distinctive beauty
which are characteristic of the entire
Roosevelt theatre.
Nathan Ascher, the senior of the
Ascher Brothers, who is in position to

quee of

know signs, said:
"When these boards

were

Duplicate Electric
Sign the Product of

sures this company of a place among the
leaders of theatrical electric advertising.
This work also entitles this company to careful cpnsideration on the part
of all theatre owners and architects in
considering the proper kind of display
and attraction boards for the various
theatres which are still to be built in this
country.

Chicago Concern

Railings

Brass Standards and Velour
Covered Ropes Also
Its Products

installed

Cusack Company
Joins With
Architect and Designs

Unique Feature
The Roosevelt

balcony

front,

mezzanine

West

as

far

as can

They

be learned.

were designed by the artists of the Thos.
Cusack company under the direction of
Ascher Brothers' architect, and they follow out the general architecture of the

and

The

face of the displays

in raised

is

carried out

metal, something that

attempted

electric

in

signs.

is

rarely

The new

75-watt gas-filled nitrogen lamp is used
in the name "Ascher Bros." and "Roosevelt," and the entire color scheme is in
mottled Venetian red ground with white
lettering.

>

Ascher

Brothers, their archiect, and
the artists of the Thos. Cusack company
arc to be congratulated on their daring
departure from the stereotyped style of
theatrical electric display.

stage

boxes.

—

Washing-

ton by the Thos. Cusack company has
the unique distinction of being the first
duplicate electric sign display in the

theatre.

of the things which attracts the
eye of the Roosevelt patron is the handsome brass railings, and similar equipment of this type, which was provided for
the Ascher Brothers project by the Newman Manufacturing company of Cincinnati, one of the pioneer concerns of this
character in the field.
All of the cross-over railings of polished brass, two inches in diameter, were
furnished by the Newman company, as
well as the brass standards and velour
covered ropes for the orchestra pit and
the velour covered steel railing for the

play, has to its credit several of the
largest recent installations in the United
States. Working upon the basis of being
electrical
advertising
specialists
this
company has installed not only the attraction boards but also the display signs
on the Allen's theatre in Cleveland, which
is one of the largest signs in the country
the Hanna theatre in Cleveland the
Apollo theatre in Chicago, and is at the
present time working upon new attraction boards lor the Kialto theatre in New
York. Within the next few weeks the
new Adams theatre will be equipped with

theatre electric display

recently erected on State near

One

by Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc."
Aside from this installation, this company, which specializes in theatrical dis-

—

Furnishes

Handsome

stalled

1921

21,

by Lu-Mi-Nus.
This great volume of theatrical business obtained within the last few months
and comprising a great majority of all
of the theatrical work that is being done
in the country at the present time, as-

Newman

they were the most beautiful attraction
boards in the city of Chicago. There is
no doubt but what this statement is true,
for in no other case is the same true
representation of the house conveyed to
the passerby as in this gold bevel letter
board which was constructed and in-

Mav

While this kind of product is one of the
leaders of the line carried by the Newman company, its lobby- display frames
have a high standing among exhibitors
of the country, demonstrated by the great
number of them in use in the theatres.

Purchases Theatre Site

NEW YORK.— Samuel

Minskoff, presL. Building Corporation,
has purchased a site at Kingsbridge road
and Jerome avenue, the Bronx. A theatre will be erected there.
•

ident

&

of S.

ORCHESTRA, BOX AND BALCONY

Distinctive

Beauty

RAILINGS
In Ascher Bros. Roosevelt Theatre

The dominant feature of
the new Roosevelt is quiet,

FURNISHED BY

The Newman Manufacturing Co.
PIONEER MANUFACTURERS OF EQUIPMENT

reserved Beauty.

Ca talog "H" illustrates Railings, Frames for Posters and Photos,
Ticket Choppers and Booths, Door Hardware. Etc — Ask for your copy.

To

convey

beauty
task

of

traction
all

this

type of

to the public

is

713

Sycamore

Street,

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Branch-68 W. Washington

St.,

Chicago

the

Luminus AtBoards which are
the

around the marquee.

MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
A COMPLETE COURSE
A

LU-MI-NUS

practicable, usable, standard treatise for
both the professional cinematographer and
those without experience. About 500 pages—
400 pages of text and 100 pages of illustrations—by New York Institute of Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory, F. R. P. S-,
Chief Instructor in cinematography for the
Government Signal Corps School of Photography, at Columbia University, with special
chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly

Signs, Inc.

Feature-Photographer for Thanhouser, Edison, Pathe, and World Film Companies, and
Research Specialists, Research Laboratories
the Eastman Kodak Company.
of

"Specialists in Electric Advertising"

by

1400 So. Michigan Boul.

DDirr

tfi niiMONEY REFUNDED if
ri*l^E« vV.V\J
not satisfied with this
course after five days' examination.

Chicago
NEW YORK

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
W. 36th St., New York.

Dept. 6—145

Also at leading dealers.
Dealer's terms on request.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Now

Manager
Peters
of Pioneer Exchange
Rises From Salesman to Top

Robertson-Cole Holds
Conference in Chicago
With Rogers Presiding

Pioneer

Charles R. Rogers, newly appointed
manager of the Robertson-Cole Distributing company conducted a sales conference at the Chicago offices of the company to which were summoned branch
and district managers from the central

nine

territory.

Position After Nine

Months
Henry

W.

Work

of

Peters,

who

joined

the

Film Corporation of Illinois
months ago as salesman, has been
appointed manager by Clyde E. Elliott,
president of the company. The promotion

is

effective at once.

Rise Is Rapid One
Mr. Peters has been in the film business less than four years, but in that
time has established an enviable record.
A year ago he returned to Chicago after

The new manager was well known
most

to

previous to the
conference and was given a hearty .welcome into the organization. He outlined
briefly the elaborate production plans of
the company and predicted an exceptional summer and fall season in a business way.
of

S. E.

his

assistants

Schaffer

Moves

&

Co.

to Eighth Street

Having rented two large

stores,

for-

merly occupied by a wholesale grocery

Sam

Schaffer is rapidly getting his
new quarters on Eighth street, just off of
Wabash ave., in shape for business.
S. E. Schaffer & Company will have
one of the largest private projection
rooms in the city immediately in the rear
firm,

of his 100x60 feet store room, equipped
with two projection booths, easy chairs
and modern screens.
The alterations will cost in the neighborhood of $10,000, and when completed
the building will be practically fireproof
and easily accessible, being on the ground
floor. Besides handling a full line of theatre chairs and other theatre equipment.
Mr. Schaffer has secured the agency for
the Powers projection machine for this

Chicago in Frolic
at

Operators Ball

Announce Charlotte Stevens
as Winner of Contest
to Enter Films
Six thousand persons, including most
of the "who's who" of Chicago's film colony,
crowded the
Broadway Arena
armory the night of May 3 to hail Charlotte Stevens, winner of the beauty contest

conducted

in

Chicago

to enter the Christie

To

to select a girl

comedy

pictures.

Benefit Operators

The beauty contest and ball was for
the benefit of the operators' union, which
will use the proceeds to purchase beds in
St. Luke's and Alexian
Brothers' hospitals for sick operators.
Miss Stevens is a beautiful girl of sixteen.
She will leave for Los Angeles
within the next two weeks and will receive a month's trial in pictures at $50
per week. If she makes good, a new
contract will be prepared.
Stars Attend Ball
Bryant Washburn, Lew Cody. Helen
iardner,
Hazel Dawn and Charlotte
Greenwood were among the stars who
attended the ball. Mr. Washburn and
Mr. Cody led the grand march with part•

ners.

They

All

Know Him

territory.

Second Chicago Girl

is

Tried Out By Universal

HENRY W. PETERS
Who

has b^cn appointed manager of the Pioneer
Film Corporation of Illinois.

resigning a position as special representative of Pathe on the Pacific Coast to
join the Associated Producers in Chicago.
short time later Mr. Elliott induced him to join the Pioneer company.
From salesman he was advanced to sales
manager and from that position steps
into the management.

A

Congratulated by Hoffman
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president

of the

Pioneer

Film Corporation of America,
was in Chicago at the time Mr. Peters
was promoted and was among the first
to

extend congratulations to him.

Encouraged by their success with Gertrude Olmsted, winner of the Chicago
Elks Beauty Contest last summer, Universal officials have also engaged the
runner up

in

that contest.

She

is

Mary

seventeen-year-old Chicago
girl, who recently received a try-out in
"The Blazing Trail," in support of Frank
Philbin,

a

Mayo.
So well does the young woman screen
and so excellent was her acting in the
Mayo feature, she immediately was
signed for a leading role in "The Harbor
Road," the Sara Ware Bassett novel
about to be screened at Universal City.

Rothacker Company Was
Founded on May 6, 1910
The Rothtacker Film Manufacturing
Company passed its eleventh year May
just three days after Watterson R.
Rothacker, president, attained his thirtyEleven years a*go, the
sixth birthday.
Rothacker company consisted of Mr.
Rothacker and desk space in a downtown office building. Today, it has two
film laboratotries, one in Chicago and
the new Rothacker-Aller laboratory in
6,

Levine in Chicago
Nat Levine, general sales manager of
Plymouth Pictures, spent May 6 in Chicago. He was on his way to the west
coast where he will visit independent exchanges and investigate certain phases
of production activity at Los Angeles.

Hollywood.

CHARLES

H.

MILLER

handling the North Side for Celebrated
Players Film Corp. Mr. Miller started with the
Central Film Company about five years ago
and has been employed by Universal, Goldwyn,
Robertson-Cole as feature salesman. "Charlie"
is well liked in the trade and is known to every
exhibitor in the city of Chicago.

Now
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CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

l

By
J. S. "K .0." Jossey of the Arrow Film
Corporation,
who has heen a-hovering
about these parts for sometime, shoved off
for Milwaukee, thence northward to Minneapolis, working westward to the Pacific
coast with a gripful of real reel kayo's.
Expects to be back here about mid-June for
a spell then homeward bound to little ol'

New Yawk.

*

*

*

and Georce O'Malley, who gallantly assisted the pleasing young star in meeting

who

a host of fans

attended the big ball?

*

Ben Beadell

*

*

of the local Associated Pro-

ducers exchange has affairs humming about
this busy branch, announcing the set-in
of Louise Glaum in "I
Guilty" for a
two weeks' run at the Rose theatre. May
T,
with the Bijou Dream playing a repeat
for a week stand.
Ben also tells us he
has the Pastime set-in for a four-day run
of Sennett's big comedy feature, "The
Small Town Idol," which records another
Loop repeat, after the splendid run this
film had at Barbee's Loop theatre.

Am

*

*

*

Ike VanRonkel of the Favorite Players
wishes to inform us that the Indianapolis
exchange has removed to new and larger

now

located at 144 Vermont street.
let's see your smilin'
faces at the new suite bright and early.
And lest we forget, Max Schwartz, former
Selected Films rep, is now visiting the
south side trade in behalf of the Favorite
Players, and J. N. Howland, former Goldwyn member, is covering the country towns

quarters,

C'mon, ye Hoosiers,

in

Illinois.

*

*

lancing for a

spell.

Better leave their for-

Chi postoffice.

*

"Ron" Ross slipped

*

*
into the city the other

Zane Grei)
j

date.
*

*

*

sales director for
Pictures, was spied in our
midst along the Row last week-end. May
Is
Rather chawming chap, y'know.
7.
en route to sunny California, so he murmurs, and expects to close many important
transactions before returning homeward.
* * »

Nat

Levine, general

Plymouth

Another batch of the boys arc now located along the Row with the arrival of
the Doll-Van, Selected Films, Interstate
Film. Ivca-Bel. Gene Cline, Gollos and
Gollos and the Illinois and Indiana exchanges now on South Wabash avenue.
"Hail, hail, the gang's now here."
*

*

*

Watch for the date. Lee Herz of the
Interstate promises a grand opening within
the next few weeks at No. 730 and some
very promising subjects for future release.

*

*

*

And right next door south, Messrs.
Grauman and Vandawalker anticipate
their formal opening party in about ten days.
Anyone who can influence the carpenters
and painters to step on the finishing touches
of this pretty suite will surely hasten the

"party."
*

*

Book, a

ZANE GREY
Picture

Three Superior Screen
Pictures in Loop Run
Three Superior Screen Service pictures
arc being given loop runs during the current week.
"Madonnas and Men" was
held over for a second week at the Bijou
Dream in State street; "When Dawn
Came" is at Barbee's Loop, and "The
Handicap" is at the Star theatre in Madison street.

The
Illinois

S.

S.

has purchased northern
Indiana rights to

and northern

*

Sai.kin of the Blackstone Pictures has another kayo for the local exhibitors.
"The Rich Slave." starring Mabel
Better
Taliaferro, is the one we refer to.
he talks it in his sleep.
see Maury

Converts Into Theatre
PLEASANT, MICH.—T.

MT.

»

*

gathering together one
of the peppiest sales staffs obtainable to
spread the propaganda of Associated Producers, Inc. Edward Bricketto has just
been added to the city sales force, while
William Stern and Ben. Edelman have
been put on to sell the country exhibitors.
is

J.

Nackerman in taking over the management of the Lyric theatre has converted

;

Ben Beadell

S.

"The Price of Silence," starring Peggy
Hyland from Sunrise Pictures.

Maury

*

warding address with the general delivery,

1921

day after considerable time spent in New
York, but the silent Scot was utterless.
Looks to us, though, we may soon greet another array of independent film features on
display for local consumption at an early

*

Pageing J. O. Campbell and M. YVhitmoyer, erstwhile Associated Producers representatives.
Understand they are free

21,

Mac

the

Talkin about that big crawl the movie
operators staged May 5, didya spot that
big Pierce Arrow pull alongside with the
precious Helen Gardner accompanied by
that duo of local lights, Aaron Saperstein

May

it

into a

motion picture house.

Moon

Redecorates Theatre
MUSKEGON, MICH.— John W. Moon

and Ben E. Murphy have taken over the
Heights theatre. The house will be redecorated and a new ventilating system
and modern projectors will be installed.

—

Three views of the Universal Film Manufacturing Company's spacious Chicago exchange. Left I. Lesserman, exchange manFront of building. Right Main office, showing private salesrooms, publicity and bookager, in his private office. Centre
keeping departments. The poster, shipping and projection rooms are on other floors of the building.

—

—

—
May

21,
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at a reasonable price, I am an
advocate of every day running but inas-

prints)

LETTERS
Communications

on

as the right prices for pictures is
a thing of the past, the best thing for a
small-town exhibitor is to cut out three
to four days a week.
A. H. McCarty,
manager, Mildred theatre, Barnesville,

Unsigned

Building Activity

will

letters

A

WORD ABOUT

Paul Rutenhouse is erecting a 650-seat
theatre in Madison street between Des
Plaines and Jefferson. It will open September 1. Clyde Wilson will build an
800-seat house at Rochester, Ind.
Sam Lutz has purchased the Lyceum
theatre, 39th street and Cottage Grove
avenue, from Jake Levine. H. L. Hendrickson has purchased the Isis theatre
at Kewanee and will rename it the Kewanee. J. V. Howard, owner of the Isis
at Winimac, Ind., has enlarged his 300seat theatre to 800 seats and put in a
balcony, new front, new pipe organ and
new motor generator.

SERIALS
Editor:

the

used to be opposed to serials but

Still

Continues in Playhouses

not be considered.

ALICE, TEXAS.— To

of the Forest," a Benj. B.
production soon to be distributed by Hodkinson, has already been
booked in a number of important theatres through the efforts of J. Meehan
and S. J. Vogcl. supervisors of the West
Coast division for Hodkinson. Included
in the contracts are two weeks' showing
at the Strand theatre, San Francisco; one

Hampton

Ga.

Writers are recurrent interest.
quested to confine themselves to
200 words.

"The Man

—

of

topics

Get Advance Bookings
on "Men of Forest"

much

From Readers

I

when

I

my
my

saw their money value, I changed
mind and my policy. Wednesday was
Well, I put on a serial;
worst night.
gave a free show to the kids, and admitted ladies free at night. I more than
paid expenses from the start and have
If you are in a
doubled my receipts.
have three
I
small town, run serials.
Of
going and all are money getters.
Mrs.
carefully.
course, pick your serials
theatre,
Itasca
Heifer,
manager,
H.
W.

week

American theatre, Oakland,
and one week at the Wigwam
theatre, Reno, Nevada.
The two have also obtained contracts
for a two weeks' showing of Hugo
Ballin's
wonderful screen version of
"East Lynne" at the Rialto theatre, San
Francisco, and one week for the same
production at the American theatre, Oak-

Opens

Tex.

EAST

FAVORS PARCEL POST
WASSAU, INDIANA.— To
itor:

have

I

a

suggestion

tre,

ST.

with

a

land.

Joins Favorite Players
M. De Lorenzo, former manager of
Film Corp., at Milwaukee, Wis.,
has been appointed manager of the Milwaukee exchange of Favorite Players
F.
Stoll

patrons, and

the Edwhich I

in East St. Louis
LOUIS, ILL.— A new

theafor 2,500
built at a cost of $400,000.

seating

Herbert Wurtz

Film Co.
manager.

capacity

be office

will

has been opened here by Joe Erber.

Ship
believe is valuable to exhibitors:
by parcel post instead of express and

SOME REAL BARGAINS!!!
ACT NOW

Pixly Has Another Site
ENFIELD, ILL.— Manager Pixly has

My

experience has been
save expenses.
that I can save one-half of my delivery
charges in this way. A. S. Widaman,
Centennial theatre, Wassau, Ind.

—

5

Powers 6A Motor Drive

5

Monograph Model

the Editor: The exhibitor can operate his theatre more economically if the producers will permit.
How? By a sharp decline in prices of
should there be a repictures.
duction? To me it is easily explained
general business depression.
In agricultural
farmers are losing
districts,
money and oodles of it if you please.
They are receiving a very low price for
grain and livestock. Result: No money
to spend.
In factory towns, men are out
of work.
Result:
No money to spend.
are only on the threshold of hard
times and now is the time for producers
to come to the aid of the exhibitor by
making a sharp decline in rentals. W.
W. Stirlen, Alhambra theatre, Delta. Ia.

....

—

1918, Motor Drive

1

SCHAFFER &

S. E.
207 So.

DELTA, IA.— To

—

complete
each S250.00
complete ea.
250.00
Double 35 Ft. Wayne Generator, A-l condition . .
325.00
3000 Used Theatre Chairs in stock

transferred his
motion picture show
from the Jordan to the Willis building.

ASKS LOWER RENTALS

Wabash

Ave.

CO.
Chicago,

III.

Excelsior Film Co.
CAMERA BARGAINS

EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA

Why

Motion Picture Cameras

at catb
aaving prices Special i rofessional
discounts on UNIVERSALIS.

Cable: "Velasquin"

Avenida

de Belgica 43,

Havana, Cuba

Immediate delivery on all models. DeBrie.
PeFranne. Pttbe and many others demonSen J for oar comstrated In our showroom.
plete catalog at once, free oo reqaest.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H. 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago.

III.

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street

We

New

—

Orleans, La.

146 Marietta Street

Atlanta, Ga.

Mailing Lists

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

MOVING PICTURE and
LEGITIMATE THEATRES

CUTS RUNNING DAYS
BARNES VILLE, GA.— To the

WILLEMSEN &

Edhave experimented in all kinds
of ways in the operating of my theatre
and have been successful since I cut my
running days to two or three days a
week, with one special feature day, during these days of financial depression. If
we could get good pictures (and good

itor:

at the

Calif.,

—

Alice,

95

I

22166 Moving Picture by States per
"
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
196 Manufacturers and Studios, "
419 Machine and Supply Dealers "
3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S.

CO.

Exporters of Film
Spanish Title Work a Specialty
New Orleans

and Canada

"

810 Vaudeville Theatres

Office and Laboratory, 428 Camp St.,

Cable Address: Willemfilm

A. F

WILLIAMS,

166

W. Adams

M $5.00
7.50
3.50
4.00

"

25.00
7.50

St.,

Chicago

"LA-INTERNACIONAL CINEMATOGRAFICA'

National Film Co.

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS

& COMPANY

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
ECLIPSE

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We

are always in the market
for

Serves

The Best Exhibitors

in

Cuba

Exclusive Cuban Rights for All "Union Italian" Productions
P.O. Box 1314
Cable "Pelicula
Havana, r»..U.
Cuba

m„„„,

Office

:

Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
A

Feb. 18

Distributed Through Pathe Exchanges
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome

Eddy
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Elinor Field.

Their

Mutual Child, six
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.

Margarita

with

reels,

Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

ARROW FILM

CORP.

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.

Bachelor Apartments,
kins.

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Kubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.

The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star

Man Came,

Before the White

cast.

Indian

five reels, all

Kentuckians,
six
mopolitan production.
Price of Possession,
Ethel Clayton.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

Mar.

18— The

Mar. 27

— The Idol of North,
Dorothy Dalton.
— The Faith Healer, six

April

3

April

3— The

reels,

six

with

Roscoe Arbuckle.
Buried Treasure, seven

with

reels,

George

a

reels,

Melford production.
Dollar a Year Man,

five reels,

April

reels,

reels,

April

reels.

— What

Every

Woman

(Wm. De

Knows,

seven

Mille Prod.)

April

24—The Home

May

— The City of Silent Men, six
with
Thomas Meighan.
8 — Proxies, six
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
8 — Deception, six
(Special Prod.)

Stretch,

five

reels,

Wm.

INC.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

H.

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Lying

Florence Vidor.

Mother

Mine, six

o'

reels.

PARKER READ,

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

The Leopard Woman, seven

Louise

with

reels,

Glaum.

Thousand

One,

to

six

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

—

—
—
29 — Sentimental

Doll,

five

FOX SPECIALS
If

Were

I

MACK SENJiETT PRODUCTIONS
Idol, six reels,
five reels.

with Ben Turpin.

J. L.

The Ten Dollar

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, five reels, with Special Cast.
While

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

five reels.

of

Paris,

five

reels,

CREATION FILMS,

with

Zany

FIRST NATIONAL

Whispering

Devils,

seven

with Edith Taliaferro.
reels,
with Conway

Tearle.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

— Brewsters
Millions,
Arbuckle.
—TheothyGhost the Garret,
six

(i

in

GUh.

in His House, eight reels, with SpeCast.
Affair, five reels, with Constance Talsix

reels,

with Charles

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man. six reels.
Beyond Price, five reels.

TOM MIX SERIES

reels,

The Texan,

six

Lessons in Love,
madge.

reels,

Bob

Hampton

of

five reels,
five reels,

reels.

Prairie Trails, six reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reel*.
The Iron Rider, five reels,
("heater Reformed, five reels.
Bare Knuckles, five reels.
Colorado Pluck, five reels.

My

Heart,

five reels.
reels.

The Lamplighter, five reels.
The Mother Heart, five reels.

Dynamite Allen,

six

reels

(Marshall

Neilan).
Gypsy Blood, six reels, with Pola Negri.

BRAND

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Dor-

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
His Own Law, six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Honest Hutch, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just

Out

of College, five reels.

Roads of Destiny,
Placer,

reels.

Two Moons, with B-uck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, witS Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
Oliver Twist, Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwin.

Holubar-Phillips.

with Anita Stewart.
with Constance Tal-

five

2©TH CENTURY

five

reels,

with Pauline Fred-

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.

The

Roscoe

fire reels,

Sowing the Wind,

six

The Road Demon, six reels.
Hands Off. six reels.
The Hornet's Nest, five reels.

Donald.

Man -Woman-Marriage,

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

6

Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Katherine

madge.

five reels.

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

GEORGE WALSH SERIES

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Tal-

INC.

reels.
reels.

From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mac-

EQUITY PICTURES
to the Right, six reels,

with

madge.

Miens.

For the Freedom of Ireland,

reels,

Ray.

FILM SALES

The Nightingale

INC.

six reels.
reels.

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

six reels.

six

Scuttlers, six

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

Richard Travers.

cial

with Pearl White.
with William Far-

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy, five reels.

Mamma's

PROTHINGHAM

Dangerous Love,

S.

MacDonald.

Raise, five reels.

C. B. C.

The Victim,

(John

The Woman

reels.

reels,
reels,

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

The House Without Children, seven

The Last

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara
Bedford.
The Foolish Matrons, six reels.

King, seven

num.

Girl of

FILM MARKET,
The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.

six reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

A Small Town
Home Talent,

Tommy,

reels,

Virgin, six reels.
Frivolous Wives, six reels.

Jacqueline Logan.

DIST.

five reels.

The White Moll, seven

Weber

Robertson Prod.)

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

The Broken

all-

FOX FILM CORPORATION

The Married

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and

with

reels,

Chaplin.
May 22 Too Wise Wives, five reels. (Lois
Prod.)
May 22 Sacred and Profane Love, five
with Elsie Ferguson.

with Hobart Bos-

reels,

reels,

Wallace

May
reels.
May
reels.
May 15 Oh, Jo, five reels, with Dorothy dish.
May 15— King, Queen, Joker, five reels, with Sid

May

five

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

MacLean.

1

House,

Leave Your Husband, seven reels, with
Desmond and Margaret Clayton.

reels,

five

five reels, with all-star rut
five reels, with all-star cast

the

star cast

with

—
with Marion Davies.
10— The Witching Hour, seven
William D. Taylor production.
17 — Love Special,
with Wallace
Reid.
17 — The Great Day, four
Hugh Ford

April 10

Will Do, six reels.

THOMAS

Feb.

six

— Beau

reels.

Homespun

Feb.

Mounted,

S. Hart.
Revel, six reels, Ince-Vance production.
Mar. 27— The Gilded Lily, six reels, with Mae

Mar. 20

April 24

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

Keep

Cos-

Prod.)

Geraldine Far-

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,

A

Lois

reels,

mopolitan production.
Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

—
Meighan.
20— O'Malley of

Love.
Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

with

reels,

—

rar.

What Women

J.

reels,

The Midlanders, five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie

Don't

27.— What's Worth While, five
Weber production.
6.
Straight Is the Way, seven

Distributed through Pathe Exchanges

The

five

Mar.

Feb.

Chas

reels,

— The

Feb. 27.

April

six reels, with

de

Douglas Mac-

20.— The

cast.

The Riddle Woman,

Cecil

reels,

with

Murray.

with Georgia Hop-

five reels,

eight

reels,

Wm.

Field-

Ora Carew.

featuring

reels,

Fruit,
five

Lean.
Feb.

Mar.

ing.
five

— Chickens,

Mar. 18

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine
Love's Protege,

— Forbidden
Mille

production.

Feb. 13

The Voice

in the Dark, five reels.

May

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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21,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six
neur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels, All Star.

by

reels,

Gouver-

Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers,
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels. Williamson Production.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels. Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

The U. P.

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden

HAMPTON

PARKER

J.
READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK, IXC.

Sheldon Lewis.

ROBT. BRUXTOX PRODUCTIOXS
The Devil
and Roy

to Pay. six reels, with Fritzi

Flame,

five

with

reels,

J.

Diamonds,

GEORGE

Killer,

Warren

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. Warren Kerrigan.

NATIOXAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERIXG PRODUCTIOXS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

V. WILLAT PRODUCTIOXS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

IRVTX

Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.

L.

J.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitz

reels,

cale.

The Breaking Point,

six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

F.

BECK

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIOXS
The Truant Husband,

five reels,

six

Wm.

for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles
Villain, five reels, with

Elopement,

First

five

aWnda

Johnstone.

Something

Different,

five

All Souls' Eve, five reels, with

Binney.

BERT LUBIN
five reels, State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels. Allene Ray.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Jan. 10— Lure of Youth, six reels,
17
Jin.
— Marriage of Wm. Ashe, six
May
all-star
reels,

cast.

six

reels,

'Hola

Dana.

— Passion Fruit, six
— The Greater Claim, six
— Extravagance, six
Allison.
21 — A Message from Mars,

Mar.

reels, Doraldina.
reels, Alice
reels,
with

7

Lake.

May

-

of

Fate,

six

reels,

with"

reels,

with

Seven

with Nazimova.

S. L.

reels,

28— Without

with

All

See

— The

Mar. 14

Little

Fool,

six

reels,

Shenstone,

six

reels,

with

Max

reels,

George

with

with

Pauline

My

Lawyer,

six reels, Christie

comedy-drama.

Kismet, nine

all-star

six

13

cast.

reels,

reels,

5

...
with

Griffith

i— The Mark

Zorro,

of

Douglas Fairbanks.
9
The Love Light, eight
j an
Pickford.

reels,

reels,

with

.

.

13—The

Mar.

eight

Nut,

with

reels,

six

Mary
.

,

Douglas Fair-

UNIVERSAL FEATURES
Roberts.

White Youth,

five reels,

with Edith

of Love, five reels,

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,
Blue Blazes, five

five reels,
reels, with

The Shadow,
S.

six reels,

&

with Lester Cuneo.
Lester Cuneo.

INC.

A

Mad

Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Eva Novak.
Carey
If Only Jim, five reels, with Harry
Walton.
All Dolled Up, five reels, with GHdys
Roberts.
Edith
with
The Unknown Wife/six reels,
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Fran*

to

You,

reels,

five

reels,

stunt novelty.

.

_

,

,

The Smart Sex, five reels, with Eva Novak.
The Freeze Out. five reels, with Harry Carey.

JEWEL PRODUCTIOXS

The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
to Every
Phillips.

Once'

Woman,

six reels,
.

.

with

__.

Dorothy

.„

Outside the Law, six reels, with Pnscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIOXS
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

with

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

Billy

reels,

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
Deceiver, five reels.

The Charming

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
five reels.
VTTA GRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

Three Sevens,

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom TerriM
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Dead Men

with Muriel Ostriche.

ENTERPRISES

E.

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two

star cast.

CORIXNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

with Otis Skinner.

reels,

all

five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Shocking Night, five reels, with Lyons-Moran.
Marriage, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
The
The Fire Cat, five reels, with Edith Roberts.

Hearts Up,

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

It

INC.

reels,

—The Lure of
with
— Mollycoddle,
June
Fairbanks.
Pickford.
with
Mary
27
Suds,
—
June
D. W.
Sept. — The Love Flower, seven
production.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Douglas

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.
If Women Only Knew, six reels.

Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker

SHURTLEFF,

five

six

SALIENT FILMS,
Star

production.
C. E.

Luck,

Million,

What's a Wife Worth? six reels.
Good Women, six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)

Cast.

Feb.

a

in

Frederick.

PRODUCTIOXS
six

Bad

Years

Beban.
Mistress of

six reels, All Star Cast.

Honor and Obey,

with Pauline Fred-

reels,

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester

MAURICE TOURXEUR PRODUCTIOXS

Love,

five

Linder.

Viola

„.?4 ame Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.

The Great Redeemer,

Slave of Vanity,

One Man

Dana.

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIOXS

Billions, six reels,

— Squandered Lives.Chance.
—The Hundredth
— Mr. Wu.
Crooning Water.

Mayo.

Mary Miles Minter.

SPECIALS
six

Bert Lytell.

Mar 28— Puppets

Mary Miles

with

reels,

erick.
813. six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
The First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakiwa.

Allison.

Mar.

five

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
A

Honeymoon Ranch,

Pirate,

Clown,

Little

Minter.

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, wijh Lina Cavalieri.

Offshore

Constance

with

reels,

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

31— The

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

Two Kinds

The

Feb.
7
Feb. 21

Wanda

New

A

Jan.

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

D. N.

Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Fickle

Wanda Hawwith

reels,

Oh

INC.

Edith

\\ illiam

banks.

five reels, with
Hawley.
Tell, six reels with Bebe Daniels.
Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It. five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
The
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The P'aything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

reels.

with

reels,

five

—

STAR PRODUCTIOXS

reels.
Woman's Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.

West of the Rio

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

six reels, a
reels, a

You Never Can

Love Without Question, seven

Bernard

with

reels,

five

five reels,

Hawley.
The Snob,

Wives.

JANS PICTURES,

Miller

Door,

Collier.

ley.

SPECIAL FEATURE

William

with

reels,

Hallor.

Dec.

Her Beloved

Valley, five reels.
Mar. 15— God's Gold, five reels.

Madonnas and Men,

Chas.

production.

Her

Skyfire, five reels.

— Reckless

reels,

the

The Servant Question,

Minter.

—— Danger
1

Walsh production.

six reels. R. A.
the Yukon, six

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

Eyes

XEAL HART SERIES

Mar.

SPECIAL FEATURES

Food

INDEPENDENT FILMS
1

J.

REALART PICTURES

with All Star Cast.

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

Jan.

Kane and

Kail

six

Ralph Ince Special.

SELECT PICTURES
Durning.
Just Outside

duction.

HUGO BALLIX PRODUCTIOXS

Nov. 15

with

reels,

His,

six reels, a

of Vengeance, five reels, with

The Seeds

five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

of

five reels, with Vera Gordon.
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast

The Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince SpeciaL
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Faversham.

A Good Woman,

Deep Purple,

Sin. five reels.

Red Foam,

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
Empty Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and

The Law

MARTHA MAXSFIELD STAR SERIES

Tearle.

ARTHUR

with Bessie Barris-

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
Fighter, five reels.

The Sin That Was

IXC.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

FROTHIXGHAM PRODUCTIOXS

The Broken Gate, seven

reels.

five

COXWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

You

Line, six reels.

Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

Divorce of Convenience,

The Greatest Love,

six reels.

The Heart

A

SERIES

reels.

Case.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIOXS

six reels.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The

reels.

OWEX MOORE STAR
The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

IXC.

SEITZ, IXC.

B.

reels.

reels.

five

EUGEXE O'BRIEX STAR SERIES

The Fourth

PERRET PICTURES,
of

From Nowhere,

Girl

Broadway and Home, five
Worlds Apart, six reels.

Brunette

Kerrigan.

The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

The

The

Stewart.

ROBERT BRUXTOX PRODUCTIOXS
The Green

with Blanche

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIOXS

reels,

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

The Empire

ton Butt.

five

reels.
.

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

six

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.

HAMPTOX PRODUCTIOXS

D.

Half a Chance, seven

Kenyon.

DIAL FIEM CO. PRODUCTIONS

six reels, with

Bruce Gordon

and May McAvoy.

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

The Silent Barrier,

with Bruce

reels,

with

reels,

Her Unwilling Husband,

BENJAMIN B.
PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

six reels, with Doris

six

The Daughter Pays,

ton.

IXC.

Trail, six reels.'

The Harvest Moon,

Valley,

JESSE

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

STUART BLACKTOX PRODUCTIOXS

J.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

ELAIXE HAM3IERSTEIX STAR SERIES

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

LEWIS

INC.

EDGAR. LEWIS PRODUCTIOXS

An

97

ine Calvert.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
Roberts.

NEIGHBORS,

AYWON FILM

reel.
reels.

Number

reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

Ladies' Pets.
Just in Time.
Ready to Serve.

two

reels.

reels.

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,

Scenics.

one

reel

«sm

(every two

EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's Bay Travel Series,
one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one reel.

PARAMOUNT— Burton
reel

Holmes Travel

two

Pictures

(every week).
Exploration

Series.

reels.

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson
ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure
SPECIAL

reel.

Series, on*

Scenics.

I

Red Hot Love.

one

two reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.
Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

)

STAR COMEDIES,

one

reel.

JIM

two reels

CO.

FILM SALES

AUBREY COMEDIES,

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES,

The

two

JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES,

one

reels

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA SKY
P AR AMOUNT- AR BUCKLE

COMEDIES,

two

reels.

PARAMOUNTDE HAVEN COMEDIES,

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

reel.

PIONEER— Luke MeLuke's Film Osophy
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
*

ENTERPRISES— Cowboy

E.

SELZNICK—The

Jazz, two reels

Ranger

(Geo.

B.

Seitz

sod

Whirlwind.

The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo)
UNIVERSAL— The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln
UNIVERSAL— The Dragon's Net (Marie Wal
I

CORP.

DOMINANT PICTURES,

reels.

Bray Pictograpbs

Warner Orland).

camp).

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one every
other week, two reels.
A R ROW-NO RTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels

two

Magazine, ons

(weekly).

Sky
June Caprice).

DRAMAS
reel.

Dixie.

PATHE—The

ARROW FILM

reel

Sermonettes.

reel

SERIALS
ARROW — Thunderbolt Jack (Jack Hoxie)
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— Ruth of the Rockies (Ruth Roland)
PATHE— Phantom Foe (Juanita Hansen aa«

Blizzard.

CO.

one

one

Golf, slow motion.

S

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger
The Nuisance.

reel.
reel.

EDUCATIONAL,

reel.

The Back Yard.
one
one

Movies.

Vil

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
Bang.
The Greenhorn.

reel.

GREIVER— Greiver Educationala.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.

VITAGRAPH

two reels
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

one

snapshots (bi-monthly).
Spar.uth's Original Vod a

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

USSBLI.

V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels

Fool.

Pictorials,

COMMONWEALTH—

BIG

MERMAID COMEDIES,

Scenic

SALES — Screen

C.

reel

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

TORCHY COMEDIES,

B.

C.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,

Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

Burrud

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW — Sport

reel.

:it -It

PICTURES — Sunset

Stories.

SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART. two reels.

Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

one

RUSSRLL-GltEl \
TUSUN COMEDIES, one

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

reels.

two

VITAGRAPH— The

Silent

Avenger

(William

Duncan).

VITAGRAPH— The

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

INC.

and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden
Jean Paige).

reels.

VITAGRAPH— The

Veiled

Duncan

(William

Fate

Dangers

(Joe

Mystery

Ryan

ana-

(Antooi.

Moreno)

PATHE
THE TEMPEST,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES

two

Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside. two reels.

NICK CARTER SERIES,
C. B.

reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

two

one

FEDERATED FILM
MONTF BANKS rOMF.DIES. two reels
HAI.LROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.
Pretty Lady.

Edgar Jones

FEDERATED

CO.

Mons

Dark

reel.

two

two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS,

featuring

Violet

(twice a week)

at

Select

ex-

at

ei

changes.

reels

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS.

days) at Universal exchanges.
(twice a week) at Educational
changes.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays)
PATHE
Educational exchanges.

KINOGRAMS

NEWS
SELZNICK NEWS

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

(once a week) Ford Weekly.

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thurs

reels.

featuring

Grace Cunard and others, two

Her Doggone Wedding

NEWS REELS

Santschi.

reels,

two

PRICE

DRAMAS,

INDIAN
feather,

reels.

Mersereau.

reels.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY

(Russell-Greiver-Russell)

AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

Pals and

Petticoats.
Slicker.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

SELZNICK PICTURES
FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

two reel.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

WILLIAM

Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.

T.

RED RIDER SERIES

Don't Tickle.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES,

Tom

two

PIONEER

A

six

reels,

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

Dog's Life, three reels.

The

Outing

(every week).

reel

reel.

two

REELCRAFT PICTUR1 II
HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.

SUPREME COMEDIES,

Movie Mad.

The Kid.

reel

ROBERTSON. COLE

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

A

one

Please.

Snooky's Wild Oats

two

C. Bruce Scenics Beau-

(every two weeks).

reel

PARAMOUNT— Vandcnbergh

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES one reel
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

It.

April

one

tiful,

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

one

PHOTO PRODI I* EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel
RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.
ALICE

Be Surprised.

The Simp.

Buster

(

two

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES, INC.
NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels
Beat

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reel.

FILM SALES

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

You'll

reels.

PATHE EXCHANGE, UTC

HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES,

CORP.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C.

two

Keating.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.

reels.

two

Buster Keating.

reels,

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

two

1921

21,

weeks).

METRO

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

May

two

reels.

SPECIALS
reels.

(Leonard Chapman), two

reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,
reels.

two

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Runs.
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellernsan.
Thr Race of the Age (Man o' War).

Freedom

States in Fight for
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RED LETTER DAYS COMING

'kWk

FOR

"A. P."

and mark your booking calendar
productions listed below are adequate insurance
against hot weather slumps during the Summer season.

Note

\\

these release dates well

The

accordingly.

AVAILABLE NOW.
Jr.

JUNE
r.i

h try

great

JUNE

GUILTY!,"

JUNE

a

J.

Parker Read,

Mack

a

Sennett comedy

cast.

O' MINE," Thomas H.

Ince's

drama of today.

"THE BROKEN DOLL,"

12th.

19th.

Tourneur

JUNE

with a notable

"MOTHER

5th.

production featuring

l

AM

"HOME TALENT,"

22nd.

special in five parts,

J:

"I

production starring Louise Glaum.

MAY
!

EXHIBITORS

Allan

"THE FOOLISH MATRONS,"

special featuring

26th.

an

Dwan

Monte Blue and Mary Thurman.
an

a

Maurice

all star cast.

"THE TEN DOLLAR

RAISE,"

a J. L. Froth-

ingham production.
For terms and further particulars pertaining to these
productions get in touch with your nearest "A. P."
exchange or write or phone for our representative to call.

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES'

729 SEVENTH AVE

.

NEW YORK

Kvwtvv

Inc.

WW

CITt

r

MARTIN

).

XII, No. 22

F.ntered as ifcondclass matter,

J.

QUIGLEY, PUB

Auyuit io, lyif, at the Vast Omce at Chici
Published weekly at iij South Dearborn Si., Chicago. Su

*4er the Act of
$l oo a yemr.

March

J,

1879.

MAY

28, 1921

A

Great Picture

it

says MP. World

Tremendous Box-office Possibilities
"Combine a tensely dramatic story, fine directe,
a well-planned scenario, an extremely talented
and a competent supporting cast and there ca be
but one result. 'REPUTATION' is a great \c\
It is based upon a story that has as de
ture.
an appeal as there are average emotions to ay
Taking this basis, the scenarists have *•
upon.
formed a fine piece of play-making."

m

'

As

to

Miss

Dean

— "Her

dynamic

persona

genuine appeal and distinct talent in registt
the complete gamut of emotions results in a
formance that is among the outstanding piece

y,

ig
j.
of

acting on the screen."

"REPUTATION

is

an 'audieie'

picture of the first magnitude,
for any class theatre."

v~cui Jjatriniiiifc?

presents
Stuart Paton's

Tremendous Drama of

Woman against Woman

m

Starring

suit

>le

^

America's Most Magnificent Actress

PRISCILLA DEAN
UNIVERSAL - JEWEL PRODUCTION DE LUXE

j

May

28,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

3

—the Grea-fc,
Idol of the American Boi
EDDIE POLO

has a mighty definite right to be the
American boy for the reason that Eddie Polo is the
living, breathing personification of that courage and daring which
American boys admire.
idol of the

EDDIE POLO

doesn't need anybody to double for him.
Once in a while Eddie Polo gets smashed
takes his own risks.
up a little but the fact remains that the boys know he doesn't use
doubles in his big stunts and that fact makes
all the difference to you at the box office.

He

EDDIE POLO always gives a clean show.
You can go back thru all the serials that Eddie
Polo has ever made and you won't find a single
one that a mother could object to.

his
latest

In

greatest
chapter
directe
J.P.Mc
18

Desperate

Adventures

the Island
Cuba and
the Golden West
in

or

9

EDDIE POLO

has just finished a serial
which he himself says is the best one he ever
It is laid principally in the Island of
made.
Cuba not dime novel stuff but simply good,
healthy adventure such as any boy might have.

—

EDDIE POLO'S
May

Campaign Book

(Issue

Moving Picture Weekly) should be
on your desk now. Our best advice to you is to
of

28th,

book'and boost
these

two

"DO OR DIE"

things"

and to

today.

UNIVERSAL

Do or Die

start

on

—

JESSE

.

L,

PRESENTS.

LASKY

deMiLLE' s
William
Knoblock's
Edward
Production oF

The Lost Romance'
ITH

Conrad Nagel, Lois unison
" In

acting

done."

and

JaclcHolt

of story, beauty of settings and quality of
without doubt the finest thing William deMille has
New York Telegram.

charm

it is

This is Edward Knoblock's first original screen story, proIt has opened for an
duced with his personal co-operation.
indefinite run at the Criterion, and judging from its reception
there,

it will

make

big

money

all

over the country.

Scenario by Olga Printzlau

(2 (paramount (picture
.

FAMOUS PLAYERS

I

\>M

I

c

j9St iR

\>

.s )'i

!

D

ECEPTION,"

In

broke
its

all

in its first

week

at the Rivoli,

New

York,

records for that theatre.

second week

it

broke

records for any second

all

week showing.
was

the first picture in history to be held over for a
third week at the Rivoli.
It

The

third

Sunday was bigger than

The

third

week

as a

the second

by

$1 ,000.

whole was bigger than the second.

So great was the business during the third week,
was held over for a fourth week at the

that the picture

in fact

Rivoli

"Deception" has just opened in Boston, at the Colonial,
doing the largest picture business in the history of the city.

There are seven hard

Summed

up, they

facts.

mean simply

this:

"Deception" is the greatest money-maker
ever issued in the history of motion pictures

H

Adolph Zukor

presents

*

Deception

THE REAL ROMANCE OF ANNE BOLEVN
Directed

by Ernest Lubitsch

(X (paramount Qicture

KEEPING IIP WITH LIZZIE,

PICTURE
OR I AM A DEAD PROPHET
.

:

\

Q-P'ZAT

A

Great American Story
by

A Great American Author

I

I

The

picture rings true to

carries

the

philosophy
direct

to

sincere,
of

Irving

It's an audience

Clean

will

I

heart.

picture —

enjoy

and

Bacheller

every American

whole family

life

wholesome

the

it.

Stimulating
Convincing

!ay Rockett present

IRVING BACHELLER'S

"KEEPING UPXLIZZIE
featuring

'*

ENID
BENNETT
With
strong cast including
ci

Ed-ward Hearn, Otis Harlan, Lila Leslie

and

J.

Lander Stevens

Directed by Lloyd ln^fraham
produce a by

Rockett Film Corporation
Distributed, by

=

—

HODKINSON
ftru

PATHE

EXCHANGE

Inc.

May

28
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From Mineola,
"We
on

Texas,

They Write

more good words of praise
comedy than any we have ever

received

this

indeed a great pleasure to be
able to run this class of service and we
are patiently waiting for our next play date."

shown.

It is

SELECT THEATRE
H. H. Epps, Manager

EDUCATION AL'S COMEDIES
Torchy

Gayety
Vanity

Mermaid

Animal

Christie

make people happy without
regard to geography. They
are box-office assets from
Maine to Washington, from
Florida to California.

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.,

E.

W. HAMMONS,

President

ALICE BRADY
THE LAND
of HOPE

Her

First Sight of the

Promised Land
Through

raw morning

the

mists

Marya

lofty

towers of that strange

land, the land of hope,

whither she had come

caught

of the

sight

to seek

her fortune.

What

new

lay before her in this

land of

America with its golden pavements and palaces
toward which she gazed wistfully over the
gray water?

As

the eager-eyed immigrant

woman
another

ballet,

the

as

proud

and

successful

choosing her mate, Alice Brady
opportunity

splendid

emotional genius

and

landing

the magic-toed dancer of the

at Ellis Island, as

Russian

girl

in

to

a story that

is

is

given

display

her

dramatically

realistically told.

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469

Fifth

Avenue

New York

!

REALARTS
BIRTHDAY

PRODUCTION
with.

What Would They Find Inside That Door?
The

sinister,

unmistakable sound of a shot had

been heard.

To
and

the husband

it

meant the return of doubt

suspicion;

To

young girl, with fear clutching at her
heart, it meant the nightmare of a death grapple between two men;
To the woman, in an agony of dread, it meant
the divulging of her unhappy secret, the retribution
the

for her folly;

To
that

the servants

— well,

was all
Here is one of

the

they had heard a shot,

dramatic moments

in

the

story told in Realart's Birthday Production.

Available
Franchise.

,1

to

every owner of a

Realart

Star

R
E ALART
PICTURES CORPORATION
469 PIFTH AVENUE -NEW YORK.

OF CONVENIENCE
By Victor Heerman

- Scenario by SarahY. Mason

Directed by ROBERT ELLIS

Out to Smash
Oil Laugh RecordsI
absolutely Guarantee

by thePhenomenal
Success ofthe Same
Stars Previous Releases,

"ThePoorSimp

and The Chicken in

!

A real

!

special

J.PARKER READ J*
PRODUCTION
n

I

AM GUILTY!
By

BRADLEY KING
starring

LOUISE

GLAUM

f
V

Available

now

Associated Producers Inc

12

E
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MAU RICE

TOU R N E U R
THE FOOLISH

MATRONS

From the novel by Donn Byrne
With an all star cast
Directed by Maurice Tourneur

and Clarence L.Brown

To be

/•-

RELEASED JUNE 19^

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES

729 SEVENTH AVE.

NEW YORX

CITT

Inc.

1921
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J4 bi£ picture with atv
^exceptional box office value
J. L. FRO THING HAM presents
ij

ULIEKDOLIAR RAISE
"THE TEN DOLLAR RAISE."

Frothineham

—Six

Parts

— Associate

Pro-

ducers.

Reviewed by Gertrude Chase.

CAST.
William V. Mong
Marguerite De La Motte
Pat OMalley
Helen Jerome Eddy
Hal Cooley
Lincoln Plumer
Charles Hill Mailes
Edward Sloman. Written

Wilkins
Dorothy

Jimmy
Emily

Don

Bates
Strykcr
Directed by
by Peter B. Kyne.

Le

\'ino.

Adapted by A. S.
Photographed by Tony Gaudio.

In the beginning of his story, which appeared in the Saturday Evening Post.
Peter B. Kyne says:
"I dedicate this to
the underdogs of the world, to the millions
of underpaid clerks and bookkeepers who,
depending for existence on the whim of an
employer, daily realize that 'man's inhumanity to man makes countless nations
mourn'."
And the picture reveals one of these
lives: incidentally does it most cleverly
with touches of humor, pathos and excite-

ment that aside from its purpose makes it
worth while. A bookkeeper slaves for
years in a trusted position hoping from
year to year for a $10 raise which will
enable him to marry the stenographer and
have a home. At the end of fifteen years
he is threatened with the loss of bis job.
All he has to show for the conscientious
service he has rendered is a few lots
which have been given to him for a debt.
These he discovers are under water. .Accidentally, while ducking the man who
cheated him. he discovers oil in the water.
In time h«> makes enough money to buy
the controlling interest in the firm that has-'
treated him so unkindly.
Th«» picture is
extremely well handled and does not lag
for a minute.
y. Mong and Helen Jerome
are ideally cast as~ the bookkeeper
his faithful fiancee: they are true fo'
and play with a touching reality. It
fine picture because it is so human
natural.

William

Eddy
and
type
is

a

and

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES'

729 SEVENTH AVE_ NEW YOEK CITY

Inc.
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I/J-MEYBERG

E R A L

May

1

presents

J-P-MSGOWAN

COLD STEEL
oji story of loVe and
Western skies-

life

neairh

Supported by KATHLEEN CLIFFORD
and an all star cast^Distributed

by"

ROBERT S ON- C OLE

28,

1921
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28,
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ATPJUMPU IN
LOT ANGEL L/"
never be another Mary
She outchaplined the famous Charlie in one of the cleverest
Never has the
stunts ever screened.
more appealing
little actress been
than in this play. She stands
absolutely alone on her merits.
She makes the most of even the

"There

will

Pickford.

slightest possibility to

show her

histrionism with the deepest touches of pathos
and the daintiest humor, never once falling
from her pedestal of feminism so difficult to
maintain in comedy. Personally, 1 think 'Through the
Back Door' is Mary's best picture by far in ages."
Eleanor Barnes in the Los Angeles Record.

—

"Brings a laugh and cheer and a sigh.
Mary Pickford is so thoroughly human
and lovable in this story that the PickfordIts keen
ian admirers will be satisfied.
optimistic sanity wins favor and it will
doubtless enjoy an extended run."
Lot Angeles Express.

—

"Heart throbs and laughs, you
will find both in 'Through the
Back Door.
—Los Angeles Herald.

"Mary Pickford has never been seen in a
more appealing role. She hits the high
note of comedy in one of the funniest
scenes ever filmed."
—Florence Lawrence

in

Joack

the Los Angeles Examiner.

"Never since 'Stella Maris' has Mary revealed more
exquisite and compelling power of successfully paging
our smiles and our tears.
After all there is only one

Mary Pickford."
Grace Kingsley

in

Los Angeles Times.

by Jack Pickford
and Aifred E.Green
Scenario by Marion fairfax
Direction

Photography by Charfes Rasher

AND THIS TELEGRAM
to

me

Hiram Abram* from Harry David, Managing Director
Mistion Theatre, Lot Angele».

"All hail to Mary.
'Through the Back Door", the opening day of a predicted six week run has packed the
house continuously with a typical Pick-

ford audience who have
delight and appreciation

shown

their

her new
vehicle with tears,
laughs and applause.
The Bull Dog editions
of

of all morning papers
are unanimous in praise
Hearty
of picture.
congratulations."

UNITED ARTISTS

CORPORATION
MARY PICKTORD CHARLIE CUAPUN
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS -D.VGRjrriTH
UIRAM AQQAM5 D RESIDENT

The

biggest box-office attraction of the

day; an

attention-getter

such as you

have never seen; a timely, lightning-fast
One Reel Special that will positively
make all roads lead to your theatre
"I guarantee
is

the

only

that 'A

and authorized
be issued on Dempsey training

true,

picture that will

Day With Jack Dempsey'

authentic

for his fight with Carpentier.

'

Jack Kearns,
Manager of Jack l)rm

A

day with Jack Dempsey
presenting the
for his

ONLY
much

true record of the world's

want to see. Get
a circus, and put extra

the whole population will

bally-hoo

it

like

help in your box-office.

You'll need

First

Get

it

in training

talked of fight on July 2nd with Carpentier

Here's a rare and juicy chance for all you
live showmen to clean up with a picture that

it;

champion

now

it!

would take a bank
Washington monument
It

that

is

roll

to

the

buy

size

the

it

all

free with this picture.

come, first served.
while the getting is good!

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

publiijj

I
You I

appearing in the newspapers

land on the great fight of July 2nd.

of I

of

cliff Smith"

PRODUCTIONS
Pie Pent

"WESTERN

HEARTS"
With
Avb STator^yojie Jedgwick
Heading anAll Star Carb
Directed bu

Cliff fmith

of
Action .Thrills

Five Reels'

Full

and S'uppen^e

Hhe

Fh\rt

Series'

of

a

Eight

1

Western Dramas

Pete Morri son

NOW
RfADY

NEW YORK
25WEST45^STj
mtPHOMtiMYMTO
L05 ANCELf 5

^ini^

412 WEST SIXTH Sf

j

inc.

TELEPHONE 61
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that

A rgus
takes over

Simplex Cinema Equipment
A ine-O-Six

S. If

Argus Enterprises,
THE
above company, and

Co.

abash Ave., Chicago

have purchased the business of the
conduct it at the same location.

Inc.,

will

This business was recently established under the personal supervision
of

Edwin

S.

Porter,

by The Precision Machine Company,

of

Xew

York, makers of the World Famous Simplex Projectors, for the
purpose of furnishing the exhibitors of Chicago and the Middle
West with Simplex Factory Service.
It will be the policy of Argus to carry out this big Simplex
Service Idea. A complete Repair Department, in charge of an
expert Simplex Factory Repair Man, will be maintained, and a large
and complete stock of Simplex Projectors and Parts will be in stock

at all times.

We control the Exclusive Sale and Distribution of Simplex
Projectors and Parts in the states of Illinois and Indiana, and as we
have retail branches, with Simplex Service Departments located in
all important film distributing centers in the Middle West, we can
render unequaled service to the Exhibitors, Churches, Schools and
Colleges and other users of Motion Picture Projection Machines.

W\

We

The

will

be pleased to serve you!

Argus Enterprises,

inc.

906 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago
Telephone, Harrison 1035

General Offices:

CLEVELAND

BRANCHES IN
Denver
Salt Lake

Boston

Los Angeles

Omaha

Indianapolis

Des Moines

New York

25
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"The Greatest Story
If it

were a novel
Millions of copies

As

oi

would be

sold

it is

Everyone

—everywhere

will

want

to see

Mother Eternal
Ivan Abramson's
Broadway Success
— with —

Vivian Martin
and an

All Star Cast
including

THURSTON HALL— EARL METCALFE— JACK SHERRILL— J. W. JOHNSTON—
VMENNE OSBORNE— PEARL SHEPARD and LITTLE RUTH SULLIVAN

FOR TERRITORY AND FUR

GRAPHIC FILM
729 Seventh Avenue
-T«Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllll»lllllllllllltllllllllfllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||||||||||IIIIIIIIIIIIII||||||||||||||||||||||lllllIllflfllllllllllllIf«llllllllllflflff
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Mother Love Ever Told!"
MOTHER ETERNAL will solve the problem for the
independent Exchanges.

MOTHER ETERNAL

will

open the door

to the

|

First

Run

Situation.

MOTHER ETERNAL will set new box office records
I

— anytime —anywhere.

|

MOTHER ETERNAL
Public to be

"The

is

proclaimed by Press and

greatest story of

Mother Love

ever told!"

MOTHER ETERNAL stands pre-eminent in the
dependent

field

and

is

in-

the most perfect subject for

road showing that has ever been produced.
Its

many

exploitation angles, aside from the tremen-

dous punch that it carries, make it the sanest and
most profitable investment that has been offered
to state right buyers in the past three years.
ER INFORMATION

WIRE—

CORPORATION
MEW YORK
CITY

i

ii
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiii
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EXHIBITORS: ATTENTION!
Reports are being widely circulated that "Snooky"
will not appear in the new Chester Comedies, which
are shortly to be released by Celebrated.

Whatever the reason or animus for this underhanded attempt to hurt us, we do not know.
But we do know that "Snooky" will appear and,
as a matter of fact, the new comedies w ill feature him.
Despite methods which may be educational but
which, under no circumstances, are ethical or honorable
and regardless of reports that certainly are malicious
in intent, Celebrated most emphatically states

will

appear in the

new Chester Comedies

Celebrated discountenances such discreditable
methods and deeply regrets that instead of making an
honest effort to elevate the film business, there be those
who are trailing their anchors thru muddy waters.
/.

L. Friedman, President

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
MEMBER
Illinois

and Indiana

Illinois

and Indiana

May

28,
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FILLED
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TO THE BRIM AND OVERFLOWING
WITH

HUMOR-PATHOS-LOVE-INTRIGUE-ACTION
DRAMATIC SUSPENSE-HEART INTEREST

DOROTHY GREEN, SIDNEY MASON
AND

AN ALL-STAR CAST

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Eight

Hundred and Ten South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois

and Indiana

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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ALADDIN RU
And

the Wish

Musick
Music Means
Better Shows and Bigger
Crowds. These Mean
Better

More Money in the Cash
Box and More Profits for Y
Synchronized Scenario Music

is

arrang

the recognized, greatest artists and fitted to all
ture pictures. Correctly cued and timed for t
action.

Every

by all standard producing
music arranged and published

release,

panies, has

its

—each instrumental part

i
|

in separate binding

No matter whether you employ one musiciai
(piano or organ), or an orchestra of 20 pieces y
will find synchronized music scores to exactly
your requirements.

>t

i<

When you

subscribe to

SCENARIO SERVICE

SYNCHRONIZED
you are employing

the actual personal talents of such artists as

CARL EDOUARDE
Nine

years

director

of

music,

STRAND

THEATRE, New York City, and still there.
JAMES C. BRADFORD
Seven years director of music, BROADWAY THEATRE, New York City. Formerly
writer

of

the

synopses for FAMOUS
and now doing similar work for

musical

PLAYERS

FIRST NATIONAL

Exhibitors Circuit.

JOSEPH CARL BREIL
composer of the music score of "THE
BIRTH OF A NATION."
DR. HUGO REISENFELD
musical director of

RIVOLI

the-RIALTO and

New York.
These men are Directors on
our Professional Staff and
theatres.

personally supervise
music issued by SYN-

CHRONIZED
SCENARIO

MUSIC
SERVICE.

all

As long as a film is in existence, our synchro?
music will fit every scene for a special pa it
arrangement provides for any and every "Cuttl
may be made.

—
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IED HIS
[Very

25

LAMP

Movie

/.me True!
KHRONIZED Scenario
uic Solves Your
nitest

Problem

but a Trifle, Yet as
rortant as the Picture
)<s

fed

SYNCHRONIZED SCENARIO

make your performance complete,
n let your musicians wear out your
ii'ices with the same old tunes week
is

snveek.

Sudes being perfectly fitted to the pic-

SYNCHRONIZED SCENARIO

as

s
it

t

brings you the very latest music
he popular musical plays as they are
roduced in New York.

S.::

any patron, the very

SYNCHRONIZED

first

night you

SCENARIO

R^ICE, and find what a difference was
kd in his enjoyment of the show.

For full information, terms, and further details, write
to the Distributor nearest to you.
Music Score Service Corporation,
1660 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
Exhibitors Film & Service Co.,
N. Y.
Synchronized Scenario Music Co.'
N. E.
14Z Berkley St., Boston, Mass.
Synchronised Scenario Music Co.
56S So. Salina St., Syracuse,

Sobelman, Mustard & Rowe,
Toy Bldg, Milwaukee, Wise.

of

St. Louis,
3317 Olive St,

Washington
414 Mather Bldg., Washington, D. C.
American Film & Equipment Co.,
170 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco,
California

Theatre Service Company,
Olive St., Los Angeles,

Calif.

& Rowe,
Hennepin Ave, Minneapolis, Minn.

Sobelman, Mustard
711

of

1333

730 So.

Hostettler Amusement Co.,
First Nat'l Bank, Omaha, Nebr.

900
of

Philadelphia

Vine St, Philadelphia, Pa.
Synchronized Scenario Music Co.

H. A. Kyler Enterprises,
Third Ave, Seattle, Wash.

2014

Synchronized

Synchronized

Kansas

Scenario
St.

Music

Co,

of

Mo.
Music

Co.

of

Louis,

Scenario

City,

Film Exchange Bldg, Kansas City, Mo.
Exhibitors Poster Service Co.,
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio

Bushmint Company,
Tri-State Distributors,
1018 So. Wabash Ave, Chicago, III.
20O3 ;Main St., Dallas, Texas
H. A. Kyler Enterprises,
H. A. Kyler Enterprises,
Foster Building, Denver, Colo.
919
Utah
Lake
City,
S8 Exchange Place, Salt
Apex Pictures, Inc,
Strand Features, Inc.,
121 Fourth Ave, Pittsburg, Pa.
201 Film Exchange Bldg, Detroit, Mich.
Synchronized Scenario Music
Will T. Richards,
Co. of Atlanta,
700 Carondelet St, New Orleans, La.
801 Flat Iron Bldg, Atlanta, Ga.
1

SYNCHRONIZED
SCENARIO MUSIC CO.
64 £. Jackson Blvd.
Chicago,

111.

E
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JIMMY CALLAHAN

A

BIG
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FLORENCE DIXON

LAUGH EVERY MINUTE

26— TWO-REEL STAR COMEDIES— 26

JIMMY CALLAHAN
AND

HIS BIG

COMEDY COMPANY WITH

FLORENCE DIXON AND LOTTIE KENDALL
FIRST RELEASE DECORATION

DAY

"JIMMY'S LAST NIGHT OUT"
ONE EVERY TWO WEEKS THEREAFTER

THE GREATEST STATE RIGHTS PROPOSITION

ROBERT W.

PRIEST,

THE FILM MARKET,
No. 1488 Broadway

Pres't.

Inc.

Phone Bryant 6548
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28,
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G. H. Foster. Marion Theatre, Marion, Ohio,
owns a First National franchise by ichich he is able to
buck strong opposition and make money. THAT'S

ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hhere'll

be a Franchise everywhere

A

That Appeals

"Picture

To Every Class of "Patrons
America's greatest

actor

in

his

strongest and strangest characteri-

who

love fine

melodrama

of inter-

zation will fascinate

all

character portrayal.

The

story

national,
thralled

is

a

fame that
all

looking for

will

hold en-

your patrons who are
thrills

and dramatic

epi-

LIONEL
BARRYMORE
sodes of gripping intensity.

Jim the Penman
Whitman Bennett
Directed by Kenneth Webb
Presented by

From

the drama by Sir Charles L.
Scenario by Dorothy Farnum
Photography by T. L-

Griffith

Young

and Harry Stradfag

Foreien Representative. David P. HoweJls, lac.
729 Seventh Ave., New York Chy

*A

FIRST

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

K \

28
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"Best Picture EuerScreene
I' he

critics

i

ay

BETTER THAN PASSION
"With all respect for past productions
we feel that 'Carmen' has been done for
first time on the screen.
In color, in
-weep of action, in vivid and tense characterization, 'Gypsy Blood' surpasses both
the other two Lubitsch productions, 'Passion' and 'Deception.' With a craft which
the others lack, Lubitsch has caught all
the savagery and lilt of this wild Romany
tragedy which has held its fascination so
long in legend and music. The film is a
triumph of screen production."- New
York Globe.

the

BEST EVER SEEN
of the best pictures we ever saw
even better than 'Passion' or 'Deception.'
Never have we seen such realism and Pola Negri j., ;i powerful actress,

"One

It

is

who

is

fascinating, beautiful

in

way

a

that has character for its foundation,
intelligent.

As Carmencita

and

she gives a

gorgeous performance. Not in the five
years we have been seeing pictures have
we been so delighted. We wouldn't have
missed it for the world. It sets a new
standard for pictures. It's a slice of life,
full of fire and dash.
There never could
be another Carmen like Pola Negri."

AVk York T ribune.
1

VIGOROUS, GLOWING,
LIVING
"A motion
interest

VIVID,

COLORFUL

the role the most genuinely seductive seen in years on the screen. She puts a meaning in every
Splendidly conceived and stirring
line of her lithe figure.
Mi>s Negri makes this a highly vivid and colorful
scenes.

Tola Negri makes

photoplay."

New

York Herald

admiration
Negri has endowed a character with the
She is a vivid
attributes of reality.
human being every moment of her performance. She has abundant personality
and is expressive. The production as a
whole is a vigorous, glowing, living thing
that never lets the spectator's interest
slacken

FIERY IN EMOTION
New

EXCELLENT

"Pola Negri was all that could be desired and
more." New York Journal.

at times

FLAME OF ENERGY
"Pola Negri is a beautiful, vehement and volcanic Carmen.
She is a very flame of energy; she flings herself into the part
withja turbulence and a brusque beauty that are extraordinary.
She makes the illusion a perfect one, being at all times
Carmen, not an actress trying to be Carmen." New York News.

Throngs

New

moment."

a

York

REALISTIC ACTION

bright beam of light in the movie darkness. There
are amorous scenes so fiery that the film seems in danger of
spontaneous combustion. Mile. Negri's fine eyes and mobile
face are still on the job."
York Sun.

IS

for

Times.

"A

STAR

picture that can hold the
excite the discriminating
Pola
of intelligent people.

and

"Pola Negri

presents

tional portrayal.

The

a

super-emo-

alluring eyes, the

heaving bosom, the feline grace are vividly revealed.

The

scenario

is

excellent

and the direction good throughout. The
mountain scenes stand out splendidly
and there is in every character, to the
least one in the mob. a realism of appearance and action." Nezv York American.

REMARKABLE PICTURE
"A

remarkably good picture, full of
scenes, and with crowded moments." New York Evening Telegram.
tense

Make Broadway

Theatre

Rh

May
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better Even

29

Than 'Passion

That's a strong statement, for "Passion" was acclaimed the

most
it's

and most powerful production

artistic

exactly

the big
all last

what the

New York

week.

critics

of the year.

say of the picture that

jammed

Strand to capacity at every performance

Read

the reviews of the great

New York

Speaking- of

The Same Incomparable Star
and Director as in "Passion"
A

stirring love tale of

Spain, based

on the

Old

original

French version of Prosper
A
Merimee's "Carmen"
mighty marvel of the screen

—

with multitudes of players.

A FIRST
vth

But

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

Storm after Storm of Applause

dailies.

99
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F. A. Reichstein, Majestic, Rex and Strand Theatres,
Beloit, Wis.
Our First National Franchise
for the success we haoe had here.

is

in a large

measure responsible

THA T'S ANO THER REASON

WHY
Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

From the Frozen Arctics
To the Blazing Tropics!
An

unusual story of a girl's love that
is
strangely tangled in a blinding
northern blizzard a love that passes
through the most startling phases un-

—

untangled at

til

last

by an equatorial

tornado.

A

picture that

ful

is

filled

with wonder-

and spectacular scenes

— a picture

that delves into the mysteries of

life

and love, portrayed with the power
and charm of the inimitable star.

ANITA STEWART
presented by Louis B. Mayer in

Playthings of Destiny
A Thrilling

Story

showing how

Fate

Of

a

Makes
Young

a Plaything
Girl's

Heart

By Jane Murfin & Larry Trimble
Scenario by

Anthony Paul Kelly

Directed by Edwin Carewe
Made by

the Anita Stewart
Productions, Inc.

A FIRST NATIONAL

ATTRACTION

1921

MARTIN

J.

Publisher

QUIGLEY
& Editor
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Wanted A Bureau

of Statistics

:

By

MARTIN

TTHERE is a very great need of the establishment
and maintenance of a clearing house of statistical information concerning the commercial side
of the motion picture industry.
vital

tion

The logical agency to be concerned with this
work is the National Association of the MoPicture Industry and we commend the propo-

sition to the

consideration of that bodv.
Generally speaking, this industry is proceeding along at this time practically without any sta-

Outside of individual company rec-

tistical data.

J,

QUIGLEY

has been a huge volume of theatre construction
during the past year. It is to be assumed that
the opening of new and large theatres has resulted
in the closing of antiquated houses of lesser seating capacity. Yet there are no statistics applying
to this situation which will make plain to the distributor whether gross seating capacities have
been increased, unchanged or lessened. Consequently,

it is

not a matter of knowledge at this time

whether construction developments of the past year

mean

a greater or a lesser

demand

for film.

ords there are no figures indicating either the current demand or the trend of the market and as the
figures of various

the industry

companies are nowhere grouped

following along blindly over a
course that might be properly illuminated if there
is

was anywhere available the type of
to which we refer.

statistical

data

such an information bureau would be an advantage to all and
a disadvantage to none and would remain as one

means of

stabilizing the

business.
*

^ S THE

industry

is

*

now

*

conducted there

definite indication of the

rentals being paid

For any

is no
amount of gross

by the exhibitors of the nation.

specific period

it is largely a matter of
conjecture as to whether rentals are increasing or
decreasing. There is no method to ascertain defi-

nitely

what

quently

it

is being spent on production and conseremains largely a hit-or-miss proposition

whether the outlay on production
income on film rentals.

Looking ahead

is

we

would be an invaluable aid to the executives of any individual
company if it were only able to present figures on
a bureau as

refer to

the single item of gross film rentals. In the case of

We believe that the creation of

of the most promising

OLXH

^

justified

by the

an upward or a downward market, if a company had access to figures showing the amount of
domestic rentals as a whole the industry was collecting for specific periods it would be possible for
it to determine immediately if it was receiving its
customary share of the business and if it was
found that proportionately its rentals were lessening, it could promptly look to its product and its
selling organization and effect the needed reforms.
In the matter of production investment the
industry is groping blindly. It is assumed from
surface indications that production has been materially decreased during the past six months.
But
we do not know how either the volume or the cost
of production during the past six months compares
either

with a

like

period a year ago. Consequently, what

should.be the production program for the next six

coming theatrical season, the industry has practically no definite guidance upon which to predicate an accurate opinion
as to whether the market will require a greater or
a lesser amount of film. Certainly, this is an inexcusable condition and one which should be speedily

The successful application of this theorv to
every modern industry of importance should make

remedied.

plain to the film business the advantage

It is a

matter of

to the

common knowledge

that there

months, in the absence of gross rentals and gross
production costs statistics, remains largely a matter of sheer speculation.

sity

of prompt action along this

line.

and neces-
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May

world market operations of the American producer and would enforce a
cheapening of American-made pic-
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EDITOR

pend upon customary revenues from

On

exportations.

hand,

other

the

there appears to be justification for a

moderate import tax which would tend
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Recent developments indicate that
one of the great problems that the

in-

dustry must grapple with in the immefuture

diate

import

the

tariff.

concerning an

that

is

It is

known

Con-

that

gressional authorities have been delving deeply into the subject with full
realization that

it

is

an uncommonly

considerations

governrment must ob-

that the

total
tain.

A

full

and thorough

with a view

to

being

raw

This is a decidedly unique
and one which is going to

stock.

situation

in the

near future.
*

*

*

The withdrawal of a German-made
motion picture from a Los Angeles
theatre has received and probably will
the

deserves.

incident

grade

world

in

Germany

is

politics

The primer
knows that if

*

*

*

industry can favor a high protective
wall against the importation of for-

eign-made motion pictures.
course

would be disastrous

Such a
to

the

*

Hard Lines
Chicago was cut off from all wire communication with the outside world last
Saturday for five hours, due to atmos
pheric disturbances, and the populace
didn't know what Jack Dempsey had for
supper nor how many home runs "Babe"
Ruth got that day until the early editions
came out Sunday. 'Twas awful.

not buy

Those "speaking motion pictures" will
beat the guy who reads all the subtitles
out loud at his own game.

kept a bankrupt the peace

of the world will be continually imperiled.
Also, that if the world does

German goods
its

will not

it

creditors

be

and as Ger-

*

Easy

it

is

easily

seen

America would not be pleased

that

to see

and excepting against a single motion
picture we have heard of no protest
which seems to point rather definitely
to the fact that the Los Angeles incident was in no way spontaneous but
was carefully manufactured.

for Louella

now on a
know "why do

Louella Parsons,

wants

per,

to

N. Y. pagirls leave

home?" Louella ought to be able to answer, having left Chicago flat on its back
several years.
*

many's creditors are debtors to the

are being sold in the United States

extremely unlikely that this

See where Hearst fired one of his N
photographers last week. The poor
boob brought in a bust photograph of a
society matron sailing for Europe.
Y.

continue to receive more attention than

attitude of the industry.

is

"Where Are Her Legs?"

in for a great deal of discussion

able to promulgate at an early date the

It

Everyone else has had a "Week"
Pathe, Paramount, Hodkinson, etc. Now
let's get
together and have a "Public
Rights League Week."
*

Germany continue in a bankrupt state.
German made goods of a wide variety

official*

Pete's an Actor

hear rumors from the West coast
that our old friend Pete Smith has thrown
his hat in the ring and become an actor.
Yep. When not underwooding snappy
stories for Marion Fairfax productions
he daubs on the make-up and impersonates a reporter on the scent of a "scoop."
Atta boy, Pete.

*

concerned with the matter of

tion is

United States

matter

M.

We

distinct phase of the tariff situa-

the best brains of the industry should
this

*

*

able to pay

consideration

R.

*

afford a contribution to the revenue

and perplexing problem. For
reasons of both policy and commerce

intricate

give

cost

production and at the same time would

come

Copyright

Vol.

equalize

to

with respect to American and foreign

Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

J.

of the domestic producer to de-

bility

J.

1921

Re -Takes

tures because of the consequent ina-

jVYARTIN

28,

Another good question would be "why
do critics leave home?" Jack Lait has just
joined the Broadway gang and there are
rumors that Percy Hammond, the Chicago Trib's. caustic critic is about to
desert the Mich. Boul. plant.
*

Some "Wizard" Tests
And now that everyone has asked
Thomas A. Edison a lot of new questions
which he forgot to include in his list, our
N. Y. correspondent, "J. B." comes along
with a few more:
Why is Mt. Olympus?

Where

is

it?

Bound Von Stroheim.

What
Name

P. A. once told the truth?
the stars that formed their

own

companies.

What's the world's policy this week:
What famous author hasn't been signed
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Guide to Current Pictures

film

company

tried

the

goat-

gland theory?

What

film

star

had a song dedicated

to her?
it?

*

Advertising

Reviews
Little Ole

did he die?

What

Whoever heard

DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors

When

65

73
81
.

.

.

84

A

That's rubbing

88

it

in, isn't it?

*

85
87

who came

to Chicago to get a
better price for his milk was run down
owned
by a milk wagon
by a limousine
driver hurrying to a meeting where he
was to demand an increase in wages.

farmer

Clip! Clip! Clip!
If

York

all

those

there
'round.

mentioned for the

New

censor board are appointed
won't be enough shears to go

state

Hay
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Public Rights League
Exhibitors and Others in the Industry from
Thirty-nine States Have Enrolled in
This National Movement for the
Purpose of Eradicating the

Menacing Reform Incubus
This week "Exhibitors Herald" publishes the
bers of the

first list of

mem-

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Thirty-nine states and the District of Columbia
are represented by exhibitors, producers, distributors and other factors of the industry who
have pledged their cooperation in
ment for a defense of the freedom

this national
of

move-

motion pictures.

member theatres the patrons are legion who daily
are reading the messages flashed on the screens of the nation
In the

purpose

for the

defensive

try's

of enlisting- the

campaign

support

of the public in the indus-

in the interest of individual liberty.

Every section of the United States has exhibitors enrolled in
this constructive and effective movement.
From Coast to Coast and
from Canada to Mexico the citizenry of the country are being appealed to to protest the meddling by a group of obstructionists with
their inalienable rights.

Scores of letters have accompanied the signed pledges. These
manifestations of the spirit of cooperation seem to forecast ultimate
victory in eradicating the reform parasites.
The response to the
call for
participation in this concerted movement has been
spontaneous.

Many
ing the

activities

slide

of the

communications received

LEAGUE campaign.
of the organization

offer valuable suggestions for conductwill be adopted as the

The logical proposals offered
become more comprehensive.

For the present the

campaign

of the

will be adhered to in acquainting the public with the serious aspects
unprecedented reform movement which is gripping the country.

If

not listed here clip out and sign the
state is menaced by the possibilities

the state in which you are operating

pledge accompanying this

article.

Every

is

of submission to this small clique of purists.

There

is

no community

in

EXHIBITORS HE R A L D

34

which

May

danger is not lurking. Every exhibitor owes it to
become active in the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

this

patrons to

Member

theatres are located in towns

and

cities in these states:

Illinois

South Dakota

Iowa

Arkansas
New York
Arizona
Kansas
Wisconsin
Colorado
Pennsylvania
Kentucky
New Mexico

Louisiana
Florida
California

Nebraska
Missouri

Texas
Washington
Minnesota
Oregon
Maine
Tennessee
West Virginia
South Carolina
District of Columbia

1921

himself and to his

Wisconsin
Indiana

28,

Ohio
Michigan

Alabama
North Dakota
Georgia

Wyoming
New Hampshire

Oklahoma
Utah

Montana

Mississippi

North Carolina

this dynamic defense body may become international in scope is evidenced
signed pledge received from Guatemala City, C. A. The signer of the pledge
is C. D. Pryer of the Teatro Nueva York.
While the movement by agitators is
more or less latent in other countries the possibilities of sporadic outbreaks by the
In signing his
more energetic reformers in these countries are always present.
pledge Mr. Pryer has realized this impending danger and has taken the step which
will place him on the offensive instead of the defensive.

That

in the

In pledging
In many instances signers of the pledges operate theatre circuits.
each theatre to the cause these exhibitors have taken advantage of every possibility of
reaching the greatest number of patrons, thus strengthening the organization due to
the extent of their holdings.

LEAGUE

not involved and requires no
Every
has been organized.
exhibitor has the knack of making his own slides.
It requires but a minute to
That minute or two spent
transcribe the weekly message printed in this publication.
each week in making this slide may save your business. Your time is well spent.

The method

undue

effort to

of operation of the

accomplish the purposes

for

is

which

it

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the
Motion c^J

"For

INDUSTRY

^Picturej^Z

LEAGUE

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use,

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

a member t/

LEAGUE.

then will be enrolled as

the

PUBLIC RIGHTS

in

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
this manner do my part in arousing

City

And Become
a

M
Name
Theatre

Clip Out!
Sign!

Motion Pictures"

:

Member
League

of

May

28.
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Freedom

In the Fight for

Published herewith is the first list of members of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
Your name may be among those who have pledged cooperation in this great movement.

in

If it is not it should be.
Sign the pledge today if you have not already done so and make the industry a united power
a defense of the freedom of the screen.

A
AINSWORTH, W.

L.,

CHAMPION, W.
Orpheum

theatre,

Fond

du Lac, Wis.

ALLEN, FRANK, Rose theatre,
ANDERSON, A. B., Stratford. S.
ASHTON, JOHN D., Columbia

Byron,

111.

and Princess

Xorth Carolina.

ATWOOD, BURTON
House. Winnetka.

JR.,

H.,

Community

111.

AURORA THEATRES COMPANY,

Rialto,

Fox, Orpheum, Palm and Strand theatres, Aurora,
Illinois.

B
Ottumwa,

BARADEL,

B., Circle

Amusement Cor-

la.

E. A., Palace theatre,

McGehee,

Arkansas.

BETHANCOURT,

A.

J.,

Bijou

Amusement

Companv, Houma, La.

BIDDLE, E. N., Strand theatre.
BIGGS, W. P., Anita, la.

BIMBERG,

West 44th

338

G.,

New York

City.

BIRD,

A. R-, Opera House. Arlington. Ia.
E. D., Capitol theatre. Moore Haven,

BOSTON,
Florida.

BOWDEN, SAM,
BOYLE,
Dubuque,

J. E.,

Glen theatre. Glen Ellyn,

Dreamland and Liberty

111.

theatres,

Ia.

BRADY, WILLIAM

A.,

Playhouse,

New York

City.

A. M., Associated Producers, 729

Seventh avenue.

New York

BROWN, BERT B.,
BROWN, COLVIN
New York

S.

D.,

Columbia theatre. Douglas,

Arizona.

BRUNET, PAUL, president, Pathe Exchange.
Inc., New York City.
BRUNTON, ROBERT, Robert Brunton studios,
Los Angeles,

Cal.

BUCHER, LEO

CHRISTENSEN,

S.,

CHRISTY,

A. L.,

Elmo

theatre, 2406

West Van

CLARKE, F. L., Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
CLEMENT, L. C, Star theatre, Tiskilwa. 111.
CODDINGTON, WALTER, Home theatre,
111.

COHN, SAM W. B., Associated Producers,
New York City.
CONLON, B. M., Yitagraph, New York Citv.
CONNOLLY, JACK S., National Association of
the Motion Picture Industrv, Washington, D. C.

COTTRELL & F LETCH,

Paramount

theatre.

Kan.

Plains.

Pe Ell. Wash.
W., Star theatre, Elgin.

theatre,

Illinois.

CUFF, W.

P.,

Strand theatre, Chillicothe.

.Mo.

D
DANIELS, H. H., Reel theatre, Oswego, Kan.
DASPIT, HAROLD, Atherton theatre, Kentwood, La.

DAVIS, J. CHARLES, 2nd, secretary and supervising director. Salient Films, Inc., 110 West
40th street, New York City.
geles,

MACK

Dream

J.,

An-

theatre. Port

Wash.

Rockv Ford, Colo.
DlGGS, HARRY
York City.

P.,

DORFMAN, NAT
DOUGLAS, W.

L.,

House,

1209 Times building.

New

Sunrise Pictures Cor-

N.,

poration, 729 Seventh avenue.

New York

Strand theatre.

Citv.

Newman

Grove. Neb.

DRAKE, WILBUR

Palace theatre. Powersville,

BUSWELL,
BUXTON,

c

W., Majestic theatre, Bre-

E
EARLL, H. S., Star theatre, Davenport, Ia.
EDGETT, F. M., Lyric theatre, Earlville. 111.
ELAM, G. B., Princess theatre, Winnsboro. La.
ELLIOTT, FREDERICK H., National Association of the

W., Princess theatre, Wauseon,

Ohio.

CAPLAN & HERSKOVITZ,
CARMAIN, BRUCE

J.,

Gem

National theatre,
theatre, Waverly,

Motion Picture Industry, 1520 Broad-

New York City.
EVANS, A. C, Opera

way,

House. Greensboro. Ala.

F

Houston, Tex.
Kansas.

Sandusky.

men, Ind.

L. J., Lvric theatre. Morrison, 111.
C. P., Empress theatre. Akron, Ia.
R. C, Strand theatre, Ransem. Kan.

CADDELL, W.

Star theatre,

J.,

Buren, Chicago.

Missouri.

BURKITT,

theatre, Villisca. Ia.
A., Newberry the-

DECKER, CHARLES, Grand Opera

Citv.

Strand theatre, Cook, Neb.
W., 129 West 48th street,

Citv.

BROWN,

theatre, Middletown.

Michigan.

DAVIS,

BRILANT,

Hazel

atre, Chicago.

CRISMAN, H., Ideal
CROCKER, RALPH

Paoli. Ind.

street,

Cozv

F. M.,

CHOYNSKI, MAURICE

Rantoul.

BAKER, DWIGHT
poration.

CHILAS, THEO. C, Sorg

CHILDS, DR.

D.

Star theatre. Rockingham,

A.,

House.

Ohio.

theatres, Provo, Utah.

ATKINSON, W.

Opera

R.,

Green, Wis.

FAIRCHILD, LLOYD,
Michigan.

Bijou theatre. Onoway.

X

E

If I

B

TO

I

FECKE, GEORGE L., 206 Wesl 46th street,
New York City.
S. theatre, Chicaj
FICHTENBERG, SOL,
FLEISCHBEIN, R. A., New Strand theatre,

S

II

FORD,

ARTHUR

W

M., Marple theatre,

C. F.,

New Home

L. E., Lyric and

JENKINS,

C, Auditorium. Neligh, Neb.

J.

JONES, manager
Madison

JONES,

KAPLAN, PHILIP, Graphic Film Corporation.
New York City.
KEILER, LEO F., theatre- at Paducah, >wens<

boro, Mayfield and Princeton, Ky.

GAUDING, HENRY

W., Lincoln theatre,

Hoggs avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.
GEAR, RAYMOND, Mayflower

KELSEY, JOHN,

121

Vrcade

KENNEDY,

Flor-

theatre,

H.

R.,

GILLES, ANTON, Opera House, Wahpeton,

KINZELER,

A.

A., Lyric theatre, Tallulah,

GLOBE THEATRES COMPANY,

KOLSTAD,

La

INC.,

Al

(

A.

KUDLACEK,

'GOLDBERG, LEE

Parkland theatre, Louis-

L.,

C,

F.

New York City.
GRAY, HARRY, Crown
GRUBER, F. J., Temple

Salient

Films,

J.

J.,

Hood

River,

Swan

Swanton,

theatre.

KUHNS, L. M., (ill. son theatre, Gibson, N. M.
KUHN, R., Kulm theatre, Lebanon, Ore.

Inc.,

theatre, McFall, Mo
theatre, East Gordan,

M ichigan,

Libert} theatre.

Nebraska.

Ky.

GOOSMANN, MAX

S.,

>regon.

bany, Ore.

L
LANGACHER, CLARENCE
New Glarus, Wis.

W., Nevt

Glarus

theatre.

LARKIN,

H
HADLEY, HOPP,

1209 Times building,

LEVY, FRED,

New

Louisville,

HARDY, E. F., Strand theatre. Avalon, Santa
Catalina Island, California.
HAUGE, A. G., Happy Hour theatre, W alnut.
Iowa.
HALL, MRS.

A.,

Dupo

theatre. Dupo,

HAMLIN & MOREHOUSE,
Hot Springs,

HANCOCK,

S.

111.

Black Hills the-

HARDIN ENTERTAINMENT COMPANY,
theatre, Hardin,
P. C,

Mo.
Forsyth theatre.

Strand

LINDNER, HARRY,

T. L., Majestic theatre, Camden, S. C.
advertising and
publicity, 1482 Broadway, New York City.
LONGAKER, H. J., Howard theatre, Alexan-

LONG, ROBERT EDGAR,
Minn.

LOSEY,

L. M., Dreamland theatre, Battle
Creek. Mich.
LUNA, E. D., Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.

M

Forsyth,

P. G., Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Neb.
FR., Opera House,
lark-,,,

HEJTMANEK,

'

McCARTY,
ville,

committee,

National
Picture Industry. New

HEWITT,

chairman, censorship
Association of the Motion
L.,

York

<

omique

theatre.

McDANIEL & ANDERSON,

Liberty and PrinMont.
H. B., Tokio theatre, More-

McFARLING,
house, Mo.

HOFFER, JAMES

J.,

McKAY, GEORGE

Victory theatre. Peotone,

J. J.,

Happy Hour

theatre. Burke,

1

lorn theatre. Grey-

McNeeley, H.

Electric

E.,

theatre,

De

Soto.

Kansas.

South Dakota.

HOLBEN, H. E., Olympic theatre. Lenox. Ia.
HOLTZ, CHARLES, Princess theatre. DanMe.

HOLWAGER,

D., Big

Wyo.

bull,

Illinois.

L. E.,

Grand

theatre. Madison,

MAFFIOLI, FRANK
ford.

HORIZON PICTURES, INC,

F.

E

Backer,

E.,

Strand theatre, Rock-

111.

MAGANDER,

T. N., Elite theatre, Iola, Kan.

MARKS, JACK,
West

Indiana.

'

Ipera

House.

Clarksburg,

Virginia.

MARSHALL, WILLIAM

S.,

Kozy

theatre,

Kahoka. Mo.

president.

HORN & MORGAN,
Hay

Barnes-

Ga.

Jamesport, Mo.

theatres,

111.

HOFFMAN,

Mildred theatre,

H.,

cess theatres, Kalispell,

City.

C, Strand and Grand

J.

A.

McCLURE & FAULKNER,

Nebraska.

HESS, GABRIEL

Janet theatre, 617 West

LITTLE,

Georgia.

HELD,

Amusement Company,

Ky.

North avenue, Chicago.

dria,

D.

C. F., Lyric theatre. Stuart. Fla.

HAWKINS,

Beckwith theatre, Dowagiac,

L. E.,

Michigan.

ork City.

Star theatre and Opera

Springs, Neb.

HUDSON, DR. ROY,

HUMPHREY, J. V.,

MELOY, PAUL
ville,

Liberty theatre, Killeen,

Texas.
s.

and Muse theatres,

Elite

F.,

Dayton, O.

GILPIN, W.

1

Big Rap

olonial theatre,

I

Mich.

ids,

North Dakota.

Tp"*

Addison,

theatre,

Michigan.

ence, Kan.

House,

Ind

729 Fifth avenue,

G

forth,

West

theatre, 4151

Chicago.
H. C, Bijou theatre, Laurel,

K

FRY, J. E., Rex theatre, Ottumwa, la.
FURNISS, L. A., Auditorium, Tilden, Neb

Robinson,

Inc., .598

street,

Indiana.

Odeon

Exchanges,

Model

of

I

atre,

Kan-

theatre-.

Fifth avenue,

FRIEDMAN, J. L., elebrated Players Film
Corporation. 810 South Wabash, Chicago.
FRIEDMAN, J., Prospect theatre, Indianapolis,

"i

Mar

JOHNSON, J. R., National
New York City.

Arm-

itage avenue, Chicago.

ville,

1921

J

ichita,

theatre. 4815

28,

Mo.

sas City,

Kansas.

FRICKE,

May
I

IRWIN,

I

Cloquet, Minn.

LD

E R A

Pastime theatre, Canadian,

H.,

Strand theatre. Shelby-

Ind.

METCALF, C. T., Opera House, Greenfield, 111.
MEYER, Fred S., Palace theatre, Hamilton. O
MILLER, CARL F., Strand theatre, Fremont,
Ohio.

May
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N
NEILAN, MARSHALL,

producer. 1639 Broad-

way, New York City.
NEIST, J. P., Forest
'

theatre, Forest City, la.
Crescent theatre, Audubon, la.

NELSON, DAN,

JOHN

NIEBES,

Dawn

E.,

theatre.

Detroit.

Michigan.

NILES, CLIFFORD
mosa,

Grand

L.,

Ana-

theatre.

la.

NOLTE,

Wonderland

C. F.,

theatre. Buckeye.

Iowa.

o
O'CONNOR,

J.,

Derbv

theatre. Chesterton, Ind.

CFMAHONEY, J. W'., Educational Films Corporation, New York City.
OLDHAM, COWAN, Dixie theatre. McMinn-
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SHIPMAN, ERNEST, New York City.
SHOBE, R A, Kentland theatre. Kent'land,

SHUMAKER,

OPERLE, M.

W., Armorv. Ste. Genevieve.

EARL

SIPE,

Family and Majestic theatre-.

D.,

Port Huron, Mich.

R

SLACK, MRS.

J, Majestic theatre. Mazo-

manie, Wis.

SLAUGHTER W.

PALMER, HARRY

Wash-

ington, Ind.

PAUKNER OTTO
PETTIJOHN,
York

C.

E.,

Marengo.

SPRAGG AMUSEMENT COMPANY,

V

City.
Allis theatre.

West

Allis.

tone.

111.

SWENSON, EMIL,

POUTRE,

A. L., Ironwood. Mich.
E. J., Electric Garden. Uaflin, Kan.

POWER,

C. E.,

Power

theatre.

North Branch,

Minnesota.

PRICE,
ducers,

OSCAR

New York

PRYER,

C.

T
Legion theatre. Norwich.

H.,

J.

Kansas.

TAYLOR FRED M,

A., president.

Associated Pro-

York. Guatemala

Chautauqua theatre. Chautau-

qua, Kan.

REMBUSCH, FRANK

J.,

thirteen theatres in

Indiana, Shelbvville, Ind.

RHODE, 'JOSEPH
R. O.,

G.,

Rhode Opera House.

Orpheum

TAYLOR

S. L.,

Kozy

R.

ROSS, Wigwam

RIVOLI, THEATRE, Tampa,
A.

L.,

TILLOCK

TOMMASI,

G.,

Lincoln theatre. Decatur.

A,

theatre.

Springfield.

president of Metro.

New

ULLMAN, JOSEPH
Ada. Minn.
ULRICH, H.
Kansas.

Saunders Palace, Har-

111.

SCARLATO, M. A, Art theatre. Blair Sta.. Pa
SCHAEFER, A. P., Ironton, Mo.
SCHATT, JOHN W., Gowanda Opera House.

URAN,

B.

E.,

MAYNARD,

Chicago manager.

Educational Film Exchange.
SEAY, CHARLES M., director. 234

F, Grand and

H.,

K

theatres. Mattoon.

V
New York

City.

w
WALES, W.

W., Yeomen theatre. Seneca. S. D
G. W., Opera House. Greenville. O.

WARNER,
WAUGHOP,

C.

E.,

Scenic

theatre.

Detroit.

Minnesota.

WENDEL,

G- E., Opera House. Smithland, Ia.
O. E., Electric theatre, Fowler, Kan.
WHITNEY, J. B., Avon theatre. Decatur. 111.
WHITT, W. C, Home theatre. Anderson. Cal
WIDAMAN, ALLAN S., Centennial theatre.

Warsaw.

Ind.

WILLIAMS,

J.

ated First National,

D., general

New York

Monroe

theatre.

55th

theatre. Clin-

Mon-

roe Citv, Ind.
theatre.

Chalmers, Ind.

Y

Liberty theatre. Electra.

Wonderland

J. F.,

manager. Associ-

Citv.

WILSON, MARION, Happy Hour
West

Texas.

SHEW, PAUL

the-

Illinois.

street,

ton. Ind.

New Orpheum

Marshall theatre. Manhattan.

WILLIAMS, MRS.

Gowanda, N. Y.

New York Citv.
SHELDON, A. H.,

R.,

atre,

WEST,

s
SAUNDERS, EUGENE,

I.

Ill

poration.

City.

SCHWARTZ,

Haven.

Fla.

Illinois.

vard,

New

B., Savoy.
Majestic and
Crescent theatres. Terre Haute, Ind.
VAN PELT, E. O., Producers Security Cor-

111.

R.

theatre.

theatre. Oberlin.

Apollo and Madison the-

ROVIN, BEN, Amuse-U

ROWLAND,

theatre. Pass Christian.

Haven

G. W.,

Majestic theatre. Wausau.

ROBINSON, DEE,

York

theatre.

Minn.

Wisconsin.
atre, Peoria,

Hour

VAN BORSSUM,

Kansas.

ROBARGE,

Idle

TENBROOK, F. L., Bijou theatre, Delray, Fla.
THOMAS, C H, Community theatre. Galva, Ia
THUNE, ENOCH E., Lyric theatre. Kenyon.

theatre, Converse.

Indiana.

RILEY,

E.,

Ia.

Kenosha. Wis.

RHOADES,

New-

u

R
N.,

of Music.

Indiana.

City.

D, Teatre Nueva

J.

Academy

TAYLOR GEORGE
Dunlap.

City, C. A.

RABUS,

Crystal theatre. Allen. Kan.

Mississippi.

Wisconsin.

PICKER

Elk.

burgh, N. Y.

Ia

C, Selznick Enterprises.

PHALEN, EUGENE,

Idabel.

Temple. Olvmpic and Majestic theatres, Bellaire, O.
SMITH, EDW., Isis theatre. Russell, Kan., and
Opera House. Wilson. Kan.
STUART, CHARLES, Victory theatre. Peo-

TALBERT,

M., Liberty theatre.

Lyric theatre.

F.,

Oklahoma.

Mo

P

Ind.

street. Cincinnati.

Ohio.

Tenn.

ville,

Elm

IC, 1105

YEATON, G. W., Ioka theatre. Exeter. N. H.
YOUNG, D. J, Dreamland theatre. Brownsville.
Texas.
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Communications of Approval
ILLINOIS
Chicago

Mr. Martin

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear
I

accord with this movement to maintain the freedom of the screen.
There can be no question but that up to this
time we have not realized fully on our greatest asset
that is, the screen itself. Here we are offered
a medium of expression far more potent than any
other known to civilization.

—

Sir:

appreciate your constructive

To quote from your card

work very much.

"I realize the existence of

movement, etc., etc.," and without your
reminder and way to commence to help I would
possibly let my realization go at that and have
blue laws put on me without any resistance. So as
a concerted

usual "Exhibitors Herald" under your leadership
will awaken us to our work. This movement is in
line with your past performances for the good of
the industry.

Yours truly,
Maurice Choynski,
Newberry Theatre.

The spoken message is limited in its area; the
word can be ignored; but the message

written

which is flashed on many thousand screens is readby all to whom it is presented.
I mention this phase of the campaign because
I believe that it will be the most effectual and productive of the most effective results.
Rest assured that I personally and Realart as
an organization will be glad at all times to cooperate with you to the fullest.
Sincerely yours,

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION,

NEBRASKA

John

Wayne
Mr. Martin

J.

Wahpeton

Sir:

sure think the PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE is the right way to educate the
people against all the base attacks that are being
staged against the free peoples rights. We have
the screens, the people, the place, and all we need
is the material to put it on and keep a hot followup on this subject until they see that their rights
are endangered. I fully believe that we could wake
up enough interest to swing almost any election.
The trouble in the past I think has been that
the exhibitors did not get material working soon
enough. I for one am in favor of shooting it to
them all of the time.
Yours very respectfully,
I

wish to say that

I

Elmer E.

Gailey,

Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

TENNESSEE
Portland

Mr. Martin

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Sir:

am enclosing signed
me as a member of
LEAGUE.
I

rolls

think this

pledge card which enthe

PUBLIC RIGHTS

the greatest step that has ever
been taken to arouse public sentiment against these
professional reformers who desire to steal the
screen and establish a dictatorship over the industry
through laws that are unjust and foreign to the
American public. I will do all that is in my power
to make the LEAGUE a success and if other exhibitors will do likewise we will reap great results.
I will wear an emblem and post one in my
theatre if you will send them.
I

is

J.

Sir:

my

wish to express

RIGHTS LEAGUE

in

Yours truly,
Anton Gilles & Son,
Opera House.

MISSOURI
Chillicothe

Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

J.

Sir:

am greatly enthused over the possibilities of
your PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, and I think the
weekly editorial for exhibitors to use on their
screens a great idea. But why not try and get the
producers to use the same editorials on all the
printed matter gotten out to advertise pictures.
Every 24 sheet, 3 sheet, 1 sheet and herald that
I

we

could get before the public should help to tell
the public our side of the picture question.
This is merely a suggestion and the biggest
thing about it is that it will do for some exhibitors
what they won't do for themselves.

Yours very

truly,

W.

P. Cuff,

Strand and Empire Theatres.

KENTUCKY
Paducah

Yours very truly,
Polk E. Moore,
Portland Theatre Company.

Mr. Martin

NEW YORK

am signing membership card and returning
herewith.
I think the purpose of this LEAGUE is a very
laudable one and I trust its effect will be far
reaching.
Very truly yours,

New York City
Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
I am enclosing my signed pledge to the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE. Certainly I am in entire
Mr. Martin

J.

approval of the PUBLIC
their fight against the assaults that are being made upon the freedom of the
motion picture. I will do all I can through my
screen to educate my patrons.
I

Crystal Theatre.

Dear

Woody,

NORTH DAKOTA

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

S.

General Manager.

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

J.

Sir:

I

Ardace Theatre Company,
Leo F. Keiler.

Mar
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Public

Sentiment

Won

Has

Many

a

Victory
is copy for slide No. 4. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

Read This!
Crystallized public sentiment did
this for
clair,

H. H. Wellenbrink of Mont-

N. J.:
lessee of

is

Montclair theatre, wished to
erect

a

new

playhouse.

board

of

missioners
fused
iXotion

hi

m

to

The
comre-

grant

a permit.

your victories for you or
feat

win

It will
it

will de-

The great mulexhibitors want victory.

your purposes.

titude of

The PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

Probably today or tomorrow will

vi-

Where do your

pa-

the exhibitor ex-

trons stand?

plained the situ-

the support that the Montclair

night obtaining signatures.
result?

is

The commisMont-

sioners granted the license.

have a new theatre and

citi-

Once public sentiment

to find out.

Run
daily

this

propaganda

will

LEAGUE

This persistent

possible.

disseminated

through

medium can and

win support for you.

The age

old axiom,

time saves nine,"

is

"A

aroused

sentiment will be laborious.

Let your patrons
organization.

know

Discuss
it

is

it

of this

with them.

conducted for

their welfare as well as for yours.

Wellenbrink stated
ly

his case clear-

and accurately.

He won!
The messages published herewith
for slide use present your case like-

You

will

There

the slide of the
if

is

against you your fight to change

wise clearly and accurately.

the most opportune time

the world's greatest

Wellenbrink's request for a per-

mit was reconsidered.

Will they give you

zens gave Wellenbrink?

Now

public support before

element has the opportunity to

distort the thoughts of the people.

see a repetition of the Wellenbrink

you as the party

the theatre the patrons

this

Point out that

offers that possibility.

situation with

They had petitions preThey labored until late at

clair will

unified public support.

tally affected.

organized.

The

needed as

is

At the even-

was necessary.

pared.

further evidence

Win

radicals.

ing performance

ation to his patrons. Nothing further

On leaving

No

owner.

its

convincing proof of the power of

Mr. Wellenbrink, who
the

Wellenbrink will be

is

win!

no time

like the present

for action.
If

you have not already signed

the pledge do so immediately and

return

it

to

"Exhibitors Herald."

Let your brother exhibitors
stitch in

directly appli-

cable in this fight to exterminate the

that

know

you are cooperating with them
great movement.

in this

Now — not tomorrow

or next day.
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Salsemen

Film

May

Be

Should Not

1921

28,

Ballin

Finishes
Picture

Calamity Howlers
They Are Missionaries, Says Harding, And They Should
Carry the Message of Optimism
salesman
THE HE
has

is the missionary.
the opportunity of meeting many exhibitors.
He gets
a diversity of opinions on theatre conditions. He can be a calamity
howler or he can carry the message of optimism. He should benefit himself
and the industry by not spreading the word of hard times.
Sam Harding, president of Associated Exhibitors and owner of the
Doric and Liberty theatres, Kansas City, Mo., makes these statements.
Read his message to the exhibitors.

By
every business
IN missionary.

the

salesman

is

the

some

regret that exhibitors were i»i
responsible.
Eternally preaching
hard times in an effort to get down
prices for film, the exhibitor has been
driving the idea into the salesman's head
that times were very bad and the spreading of the word has been producing
something of an effect.
It might help
some to call the attention to the matter
at this time for the particular subject
of discussion at this time is price cutfelt

part

He carries the word. The measure of
the prosperity of an industry often depends upon the mob psychology influThey
encing the selling organizations.
are the physical contact between the

middleman and the center of the proIn the wrong spirit they can
duction.
be as dangerous as the plague and in the
right spirit they can be as helpful as
the sun, rain and the other agencies of
nature.
They arc the bearers of the word of
They are the custodians of
prosperity.
What they say about what the
policy.
other fellow is doing makes a thousand
"other fellows" and fixes the condition
Right now in the motion picof things.
ture business there are several varieties
of sales representatives and there is only
room for the right variety.
*
»
I have sat in my office in Kansas City
and I have listened to all sorts of saleshave heard the industrious
men.
I
young men intent on their jobs. I have

heard the clever men who study conditions and can talk intelligently about
them. I have heard the rumor monger
and the calamity howler. Some of the
have wondered why
latter class may
their interview was so brief.
Thinking over all they have said I have

tin g
.

:

"So and So is cutting prices; dropping
from 35 to 30," is the line frequently
heard.
It may have started with one
or two men. but it has been increasing.
The fact that "So and So is losing money
by cutting prices" is not being spread
so freely, but that is the fact and any
logical thought
on the business will
show this up forcibly. The important
thing is to get salesmen and exhibitors
to realize that price cutting is a distinct
evil, and it is losing money for exhibitors, and in the long run it will cut the
price of film rental and greatly injure
the motion picture business as a whole.
»
* *
If this is the time for retrenchment,
let us start in by retrenching on the
dessert.
The meat of the motion picture business is the picture.
If we start
in by cutting prices to an extent that

prevents

our

getting

good

meat we

CATCHING UP
trade journal
that it printed 60 reviews in the issues of April 30,

Eastern

boasts

May 7 and May

and calls this
Let's check up on a
14,

"service."
few of these.

Exhibitors Herald published a

review on "World's Apart"

in

Feb. 19 issue; "Boys Will Be
Boys," March 26; "The Man
From Nowhere," Feb. 26; "The
Wonderful Chance," Oct. 23,
1920; "The Barbarian," Sept.
25, 1920; "Princess Jones," Feb.
19; "Sunset Jones," March 12;
"Her First Elopment," Jan. 8;
"Hush," Jan. 22; "Number 17,"
Jan. 15, and "Seven Years Bad
its

Luck," Sept.

25, 1920.

Three of these pictures were
reviewed by Exhibitors Herald
six months ago.
There's nothing in the world
as fast as Exhibitors Herald
service.

the

wise

If

waste,

completed

his

The producer
production on
Eyre," at the
with George S.
for

"Home

the

fifth.

already has commenced
fourth picture, "Jane
same time collaborating
Hellman on the scenario
Sweet Home," which will be
his

Lasky Appoints Clarke
Special Representative
Victor II. Clarke, formerly general manager of the Long Island studio of Fam-

leave

only prosperity would be

much

How

make money?
With the coming hot weather
is

has

third independent production under
the working title of "Ave Maria." Featured in this Hodkinson publication are
Mabel Ballin and Wyndham Standing.

exhibitor

certain in the coming months.
Any theatre owner will grant that the
rest of the country seems to be in competition with Broadway in the matter
of prologues, music and all sorts of
accessories.
The picture itself is getting
to be the least expensive feature of the
theatre.
The trimmings have been running into real money. Even Broadway
does not find it a profitable game.
can the rest of the country expect to

ance

UGO BALLIN

1

more

will appreciate the
effort was made toward
encouraging the picture, toward discouraging price cutting, and toward preserving profits by eliminating waste and

truth.

T-T
-

ous Players-Lasky Corporation, has been
appointed special representative of the
producing
department
L.
by Jesse
Lasky, vice president.
Mr. Clarke will

on dessert is mighty
poor for the public stomach. That is
where the salesman comes in and where
will find that living

An

#5

SAM HARDING

going

to

fall

off

in

attend-

theatres.

Beyond doubt some

exhibitors are going
to believe that the prices are keeping
people out and then cutting will begin.
Every time they cut the price from 40
cents to 30, they cut into that part of
their gross, representing their profit and
they must get an increase of 25 per cent

attendance to make this up.
Hot
weather is not going to enable them to
get that 25 per cent and the picture is
going to suffer. The situation thus prein

sented calls for careful consideration.

Los

New York
Angeles

to

on June

to

1

investigate

the

go to
com-

pany's properties there.

Lasky announced, at the same
promotion of Robert S. Kane,
production manager of the Long Island
Mr.

time, the

City

studio, to the position of general
to succeed Mr. Clarke.

manager

Conklin Now Producing
for Independent Field
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 17.— Charlie Conklin is now under a long term contract
with James Calney, president of Olympian Productions, Inc., to produce tworeel comedies for the independent market.
These films will be issued as
Olympian productions.

Greater Features Gets
Franchise in Federated
(Special to Exhibitor* Herald)

SEATTLE, WASH., May

17.— Greater
Features, Inc., has obtained the Federated franchise for the territory served
by the Seattle and Salt Lake City offices
of Federated Film Exchanges of America.

)

May

28.
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Walker to Speak
At Chicago Rally
Mid-West Exhibitors Are Given
Chance to Hear Famous
Orator
James J. Walker, personal
representative of Sydney S. Cohen, president of the M. P. T. O. A., is to address
an exhibitor rally and luncheon in the
Cameo room of Hotel Morrison at 11:30
May 25. It is exa. m., Wednesday,
pected that Samuel Berman, also of

New

Senator

New
will

York, will be present. The meeting
conclude at 2:30 o'clock in the after-

noon.
Senator Walker is touring the country
combatting the propaganda of Dr. Wilbur F. Crafts and other blue-law and
censorship advocates.
He opened his drive in Los Angeles,
and has been speaking at a series of
meetings in the larger cities of the West.
Everywhere his appearance has been the
signal for a big exhibitor gathering. Exhibitors of Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan
and northern Indiana are invited to attend.

&

Lubliner
Trinz
Cut Orchestras at
Several Theatres
Lubliner

&

Trinz,

owning

chain of
theatres
in
seventeen
Chicago,
have
served two weeks' notice on musicians in
a

several of their theatres that their serv-

would not be required. The only
L. & T. houses having orchestras during
the summer will be the Senate, Covent
and Pantheon.
ices

"New
fall,"

the

orchestras will be hired in the
explained one of the executives of

company.

A

noticeable cut down in the size of
orchestras in several other Chicago theatres is apparent.
An officer of Ascher
Brothers stated they had a cut in the
size of orchestras under contemplation.

Rex Beach Has Signed
to Become Member of
United Artists Corp.

E KA L
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]

York Governor

Bill
Steam

11

Signs

Legalizing Censorship

Roller Tactics Used by Chief Executive of
State in Forcing Passage Law Becomes
Effective in August

—

(From

NEW

Clayton-Lusk
pictures in
Turning

Staff

Correspondent)

YORK, May 17.—Governor
bill

Miller has signed the

which creates legalized censorship of motion

New York

State.

a deaf ear to the appeals of the industry and many prominent citizens the chief executive signed the measure because "it is constitutional and because I reached the conclusion it is the only way to reach
what everybody concedes has grown into a very great evil."
Officials of

Industry Withhold

Comment

No comment on

the governor's action was made by Sydney S. Cohen,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
Charles
O'Reilly, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of the State
of Xew York, or William A. Brady, president of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry.
;

It is reported that the governor has appointed Mrs. Clarence Waterman of Brooklyn as a member of the commission, although the executive declares he has given
no thought to the personnel. The law be-

comes

effective
Bill

August 1.
Forced Through

Despite the opposition to the bill expressed by many legislators steam roller
tactics were used by Governor Miller in
forcing passage of the measure.
It was
looked upon in political circles as his
pet measure.

The

creates a commission of three
to be appointed by the governor at salaries of $7,500 a year for five-year terms.
The censorate has complete authority to
censor all motion pictures produced and
exhibited in Xew York State by means
of licensing each individual picture. Violation of the law is a misdemeanor.
bill

Demands Prompt Examination
According to provisions of the measure every film presented to the commisIt
sion must be examined promptly.
then must be granted a license unless
a part or the whole of the picture is considered "obscene, indecent, immoral, inhuman, sacriligious or is of such characwould tend to
ter that its exhibition
corrupt morals or incite to crime."

Should a film not be licensed the censorate must provide the owner with a
written report of the reasons for rejection. The fee for each film is $2 for each
1.000 feet or fraction.
For new film the
charge is $3 for each 1,000 feet. Features
produced and exhibited before August 1
may be shown without being inspected
providing application is made within
thirty
days after the law becomes
rffective.

Commission Not Chosen
Concerning

his

action

the

governor

said:

"I

have not given any thought thus

far to the personnel of the commission
and will not appoint the commissioners
until a couple of weeks after I return to

Albany from my vacation.
"The nature of the commission will be
extra legal.
I
am opposed to personal
government.

I

think

we have had

too

much

of it. This bill defines by law the
duties of the commission.
It is really

not a censorship

bill because it does not
leave the subject to the mere whim or
caprice of the commissioners.
The bill
itself prescribes the standard of the product of the screen, and it is regulatory
rather than in the nature of a censorship.
The fundamental thing is to eliminate
indecency in the motion picture."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK.

May 17.— The contract
making Rex Beach one of the members
of United Artists has been approved by
Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks and
Charlie Chaplin. Hiram Abrams, president, made a special trip to Los Angeles
to obtain the

Although

it

approval of the contract.
could not be verified it

is

understood that the author,

in addition
productions,
may also write for the four stars of the
company Pickford. Fairbanks. Chaplin

to writing stories for his

own

—

and George Arliss.

Italian Spectacles to

Be Distributed Here
by Goldwyn Company
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, May 17.— The film specto

produced in Italy by Unione Cinematografica Italiana have been obtained
for distribution in this country by Goldwyn Distributing Corporation. Plans for
publishing the first two, "Theodora" and
"The Ship." are being made.
tacles

Industry Plans to Test Validity of
Censorship Law in New York State
(From Staff Correspondent)
NEW YORK. May 17—As forecast in Exhibitors Herald of
May

21, the forces of the motion picture industry have arrayed themselves to attack the validity of the Clayton-Lusk censorship bill
which has just been signed by Governor Miller.
On May 16 a meeting of the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry was held for the purpose of considering the best
means of protecting the united interests of the industry.
It is possible that the supreme court of the United States will be
asked to pass upon the constitutionality of the measure. The validity
Judge Almet K.
of the law has been attacked from many sources.
Jenks, of counsel for the N. A. M. P. I., has issued a statement decrying the governor's action. He says:
"Every attempt in our history, except in some great crisis or
emergency, to restrain the freedom of speech, or of the press, or of
thought has been discouraged and repudiated by the people. This
statute is more than a measure to regulate the performance of a
It places a most drastic limitation on a business which is
theatre.
one of the leading industries of the country. In short it s a censorship of business itself."
;
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Congress to Probe

Box
Investigation

II

Upon

(

C,

to inject the question of

hearings

the

Wheeler

bill

admissions into

held on May
on the
prohibiting standing in the-

atres.

Blocked in his questions at that time
by other members of the subcommittee,
Mr. Blanton announced his intention of
righting

the

for

when

investigation

the

committee met, and although opposed by several other members who
could see no good resulting from the infull

was able

quiry,

to force his point.

The

investigation was approved by
of the committee more
as a matter of principle than from any
desire to regulate admission prices. It

members

other

was claimed by Representative Blanton
that the approval by the supreme court
of legislation regulating rents in the District
of Columbia confirmed congress'
authority to investigate any matter affecting the interests of the people of the
district.
It
was decided that Representative
Wheeler's subcommittee, which has be-

fore

the

it

Wheeler

and

standee bills, should extend
to include the question of

Suit

Woodruff
its

ERALD

May

17.

—A

inquiry

admission

prices.

by Brazil Theatres Company,

expired recently, and the company filed
suit for an injunction against Citizens'

Company and

Theatre

for

damages
is

for

closed.

Several years ago the managers and
owners of several small theatres consolidated and closed two of the houses.
They operated the Sourwine and another
smaller theatre. Rent was paid on another theatre that was closed. The owners said they were unable to make money

under the old competitive system.

Under
pered.

the

Then

new

plan the

Citizens'

company

pros-

Theatre Company

was organized and stock was sold

to

new

$150,000 theatre in the business district. The money of the new
company was used in buying a lot and
the Sourwine building which contains a
theatre. The Brazil Theatre Company's
lease had a clause granting the privilege
of renewal at a rental to be adjusted.
The new owners set the rental at a prohibitive figure. They were halted from
remodeling, however, by an injunction
issued the Brazil company.
erect a

Picture Substituted
For Burlesque at Park

Hobart Bosworth, now
his

Reid Goes to
Lasky

star,

DcMille
Anatol,"

May

Reid.

14,

New York

the

Famous

having completed

INDIANAPOLIS,

Players-

The Park

work

pictures

in

production,
"The Affairs of
arrived in Chicago Saturday,

and proceeded

to

New York

on

IND..

May

theatre has substituted motion

for
burlesque
performances
which
heretofore
have
been
shown
through the summer season. In August

the

program

own

will revert to burlesque.

Sunday.

PARAMOUNT'S NEW EXCHANGE

producing

completed

his

first

at the head of
organization, has
special feature for

Associated Producers distribution and is
busy with preliminary preparations for
the second of the series of six pictures
scheduled for publication during the
coming twelve months.
The initial production is a story of the

Alaskan

whale

fisheries

and embodies

many

spectacular and unusual scenes
taken both on a whaler in the Arctic and
in a driving gale
off
Catalina Island.
The supporting cast includes Bessie

Love, Emory Johnson, Jack Curtiss,
Richard Morris and Carol Holloway.
Rowland V. Lee directed, with J. O.
Taylor at the camera.
The second feature is temporarily
and has been
entitled "Renunciation,"
adapted to the screen by Joseph Franklin Poland from the original script by
Kmily Johnson.
The climactic scenes in "Renunciation"
in
ibout San Qucntin
will be filmed
prison, California, the company planning
to spend several weeks in that locality.
Rowland V. Lee will direct, and J. 6.
Taylor photograph the production.

Conditions to Improve
After September 1, In
Opinion of S. R. Kent
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
17 —

Lee

Directed

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Wallace

— Richard

Star

of

.

receipts lost while the theatre

1921

First A. P. Feature
Love Is in Support

Bessie

contest

court has been started here for the
possession of the Sourwine theatre. The
lease, held

28,

Bosworth Completes

Over

in

May

17.—
probe into the prices charged by motion
picture houses in the District of Columbia is to be made by a special subcommittee of the house district committee, at
the instance of Representative Blanton
of Texas, who unsuccessfully attempted
D.

11

BRAZIL, IND., May

Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

R S

(J

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Texas

of

T

Lease on Sourwine
Theatre in Indiana

by Representative From
State

1

Commence

Office Prices
Insisted

15

I

YORK, May 17— Improvement

conditions after September 1 is forecast by S. R. Kent, general manager of
the department of distribution of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. He has
just returned to New York after a five
Mr.
weeks' trip around the country.
Kent declared that the large number of
big
a
to
make
were
planning
exhibitors
drive with the opening of the new season, when it was expected that there
would be a general loosening up in the
present industrial conditions.
in

Mr. Kent

said,

however, that

his talks

with exhibitors and exchange men had
convinced him that the day of the small
picture had gone, and that to hold his
patrons every exhibitor was finding it
necessary to show big, carefully made
staged
by the foremost
productions
artists.

Assistant Directors

Oppose German Films
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May

17.— The As-

sistant Directors' Association in resolutions has asked that congress take some
action to prohibit the importation of Ger-

man-made pictures or enact such tariff
as will protect the American industry.

Robert Priest Picture
"The Supreme Passion"

Opens

in Cleveland, O.

"The Supreme Passion," produced by

The

Film

Market,

Inc.,

Robert

W.

Priest, president, opened in Cleveland,
15. Mr. Priest predicts that
O., on
his production will be a great box office

May

New

Branch Exchange

of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
completed.

at

Kansas City

just

attraction for exhibitors.
"It is a ten to one shot," he states,
"that the exhibitors in the United States
will make hundreds of thousands of dollars with 'The Supreme Passion.'

May
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Where Court Action
Is

Mary
Artists

Good Exploitation

Pickford's
production,

United

latest

"Through

the

Back Door," opened recently at the
Mission theatre in Los Angeles.
Newspaper reviewers heralded
as Mary's
greatest.
responded enthusiastically.
What happened when the crowds

the

picture

Fans

Wisconsin League Acts to
Eradicate Reform Element
Joseph G. Rhode Is Re-elected President of State
Organization at Annual Convention
Held in Milwaukee
(From

lined the streets leading to the
theatre is told in the following tele-

received by Hiram Abrams,
president of the "Big Four," from
Bennie Zeidman, general manager
of the Mary Pickford company:
"A manager who owns a
theatre two blocks below the
Mission theatre today started
court action to keep the long
line waiting to see Mary Pickford in 'Through the Back
Door' from blocking his en-

gram

This

trance.

week."
The wire

our

is

was

dated

second

May

43

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.,

Staff Correspondent)

May

— Steps

17.

tation in this state with the ultimate

to eliminate the reform agitaof completely exterminating this

aim

element were considered at the annual
last

week

of the

convention

Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association.

In the election of officers a tribute

was paid

to

Joseph G. Rhode, of Kenosha, in his re-election to the
presidency of the organization. Mr. Rhode had stated
definitely that he would not consider the post for another year.
Members of the association, however,
refused to consider his word as final and his re-election
followed.

Assaults of Agitators Cause Trouble

11.

Other

officers

elected

follow

:

Vice-president.

treasurer, Joe Winninger,
Jack Silliman, Milwaukee
Waupun; recording secretary, Fred Seegert, MilwauT
Rhode
J 0SEPH Q
kee. The executive committee is comprised of F. McWilliams, Madison, for five years; Tom Foster, Stanley, two years. On
the grievance committee are Max Krofta, Tom Coffey and A. Desormeaux.
:

Southern California
Organization Elects
Lustig President While
Glenn Harper Remains

S.

J.

Secretary
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May
former

17.—J.

S.

Lus-

vice-president, has been
elected chief executive of
the Theatre Owners Association of Southern California.
Mr. Lustig is of
the Starland theatre here.
The annual election of
officers was held at a recent meeting here. Other
executives appointed for
'the ensuing year follow:
vice-president J.
First
Glenn Harper
L. Lazarus.
vice-president
O. W. Lewis.
Second
Secretary Glenn Harper, re-elected.
Financial secretary D. B. Vanderlip.
Treasurer B. H. Lustig.

tig,

first

—

—
—

—
—

The

aroused proWisconsin exhibitors
this last year have faced a hard fight in
maintaining the freedom of the screen.
Attacks have been made on their activities by legislators, social organizations
and civic bodies. To date they have been

An

active program has been formuby the new officials. Daily more
problems are confronting the exhibitors
and with these to solve it is expected that
the executives will be kept busy throughout the rear.

Callahan Obtains Site
For New Jersey Studio
Jimmy

who

producing twosite in Atlantic City at Richmond and Atlantic
avenues on which to erect a studio. The
plant will have a stage 118 by 80 feet.
Callahan had leased airplane grounds
here for
production purposes.
Jack
Dempsey, however, desired the grounds
for training purposes and Callahan reCallahan,

is

comedies, has obtained a

linquished his lease.

Go
H.
for

E.

to

Convention

M. Weinberg, exchange manager
Omaha, Neb., and
Rhoden. manager of the Kansas

First National at
C.

City exchange, en route to New York to
attend a convention of branch managers,
May 16. paid Exhibitors Herald a visit,

May

13.

situation

successful in defeating every assault.

Will Formulate Plans

The purpose

of the discussion was for
some means of eliminating the
agitation. Those who spoke on the subject believed that a persistent campaign

devising

on behalf of the theatre men might be
most effective. A committee of members
will formulate plans for conducting any
campaign that may be decided upon.

A

rap at the pre-release exhibition of
was taken in a resolution which

pictures
declared

that

this

practice

was

"detri-

mental to the best interests of the small

Adopt Several Resolutions
Other

Fond du Lac; Owen McKivett, Racine;
Charles Guelson, Stoughton; Jack Yoe,
Beaver Dam O. Kelly, Reedsburg George
Bauch, Milwaukee; W. Ainsworth, Fond
du Lac; Steve Bauer, Milwaukee; K.
Uglow, Whitewater; A. Robarge, Wausau; P. Palmer, Edgerton; Parker Waterbury, Jefferson; M. Bloomberg, Racine;
F. Koppelberg, La Crosse; Jack Hickey,
New London; Neil Duffy, Appleton; J.
;

;

Marshfield, and

Adler,

Ralph Mosiman,

Oshkosh.

Idaho Exhibitors
Join M. P. T. O. A.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO, May

17.—

Endorsement

of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America and affiliation
with that body was the important business" of the convention here of the exhibitors of this state.
resolution favoring cleaner pictures
was adopted. Members of the organization pledged themselves to exhibit only
pictures from which all objectionable
features have been eliminated.
Officers of the organization are president, R. D. Carruthers, Pocatello; first
vice-president. C. Hendricks, Mountain
Home; second vice-president, A. H. Hilton, Lewiston; secretary, A. J. Schubert,
Gooding; treasurer, C. D. Buchman, Emmett. On the executive committee are
W. A. Mendengall, Boise; L. C. Gallagher, Boise; C. H. Lewis, Idaho Falls.

A

exhibitor."

lated

reel

reform

tracted discussion.

resolutions

adopted

pledged

Picture Theatre
Owners of America; protested against
the price charged for advertising matter
issued by exchanges; instructed all Wisconsin delegates to the national convention to vote as a unit; protested against
the production of films starring notorious
persons, voiced indignation at the "failure of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry to keep faith
with the exhibitors and fulfill its prom-

support to the Motion

ises."

The convention was marked by its
deliberations.
Each member was furnished with the program of
business-like

business and this was closely adhered to,
permitting the convention to accomplish
a great volume of business.
Delegates Are Appointed
Delegates appointed to trie national
convention follow: Joseph G. Rhode, A.
Desormeaux. F. McWilliams, Joe WinMilwaukee;
ninger,
William
Jacobs,

Ernest Langermack, Milwaukee: F. WolRacine; Tom Coffey, Marinette;
Henry Goldman, Green Bay: Jack Silliman, Tom Foster. Stanley.; Henry Burford. La Crosse; Louis Plate. Milwaukee.
Named as alternates are Frank Smith.

cott.

Death Ends

Illness

Of Veteran Writer
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 17.— Louis Reeves
Harrison, one of the best liked of the
old guard of film writers, passed away
after

a

lingering

illness

on

May

7

at

home of Harry Raver at Hempstead.
Long Island. Mr. Harrison was one of the
the

writers and an editorial
years' standing.
His
Picture World, for whom he did notable
work. Another member of the industry
who recently died is Harry Spector. a
member of the Hodki.ison organization.
first

scenario

worker

of

many

last affiliation

was with the Moving
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Pettijohn Will Head

Investment

Resigns Selznick Post To

New

Sydney

of

Pettijohn

announces

his

NEW

resignation

censorship

"May

board

CHARLES
President

of

C.

newly

PETTIJOHN
American

formed

Fiscal

Corporation.

"Queen of Sheba"
In Its Sixth

Is

at

Lyric Theatre, N. Y.
(Special to Exhihiton Herald)

NEW YORK.
Slu-ba," the

i.i

its

week

sixth

May 17—"The Queen

Fox
at the

spectacle,

is

now

expects

Lyric theatre.

production

this

record for the

to

Two

establish

Broadway run

a

of a pic-

HUNTINGTON,

IND..

vacate the Selwyn theatre, as the lease
acquired by
illiam Fox expires at that
time.
Another house will be obtained

W

motion pictures in Huntington on Sunday, when he ga\._ a show recently for
which no admission fee was charged.
Because the pictures were shown free the
did not interfere.
closed after the first show.

The

theatre

Gordon Joins Ryan

On

Franchise Corps

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 17.— C. A. Gordon,
formerly branch manager at Minneapolis
for the Stoll Film Corporation, has been
appointed special franchise representative
for Associated Exhibitors by Phil L.
Ryan, manager of franchises.
Mr. Gordon entered the distributing
end of the business from the magazine
field in New York.
He was with Universal in New York and Minneapolis and
Pathe in Minneapolis before joining
Stoll.

its

presentation.

May 17.—T.

Print of Kipling Film

convicted one time for violating the Sunday blue law, made another effort to get

police

"A Connecticut Yan-

Fox production which has
played on Broadway for ten weeks, will

for

Taken

Is

(From

to

organized and most formidable campaign
waged by the proponents of an unnecessary censorship.
"I have read your veto message, and
I
consider it to be one of the finest expressions against censorship that it has
yet been my privilege to read.
I believe
that it concisely states the most striking
reasons for untrammeled freedom of the
screen, and will be ever remembered as
an exposition of clear, clean and direct

New

Press Commends Action
"There have also come to my notice
many editorial expressions from newspapers in the Middle West, commending
you for your action, strengthening my

York

Staff Correspondent

NEW

YORK. May 17.— Randolph
Lewis arrived in town on May 12 with
a copy of the Rudyard Kipling story,
"Without Benefit of Clergy," which has
just been completed at the Brunton studios under the direction of James Young
for
the
Pathe organization.
Robert
Brunton accompanied Mr. Lewis on his

our country and,

in

—

Changes in Goldwyn
Exchanges Personal

Announced
Goldwyn announces

in

East

three changes in

personnel of its branch exchange
managers which have alreadv gone into
the

effect.
J. A. Koerpel. manager of the Seattle
branch, has assumed charge of the Boston exchange, succeeding D. J. Horgan,
resigned. W. E. Banford. formerly manager of the Salt Lake City office, has
been placed in charge of the Seattle office,
succeeding Frank Bernardo, acting man-

ager.

trip East.

C.

Anna

people

the

that

in that part of
particular, the people of the state of Nebraska, arc decidedly in accord with the stand that you
unflinchingly took.
"Again let me, on behalf of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
thank you for your judicious and thoroughly American exercise of the power
of veto that is given you by virtue of
your position.
The best censors are
the people unappointed and unpaid."

belief

in

performances daily are given with a Sunday matinee. The producer confidently

After Saturday.

Guy Perfect, owner of the Perfect theatre,
who has been arrested several times and

the

thinking.

Week

kee," another

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

of

that I speak for every exhibitor of motion pictures in this country when I offer my felicitations for your
sturdy stand for the fundamental principles that our government is builded
upon, and that, too, in the face of a well

ture.

To Operate on Sunday
With No Admission Fee

behalf

Praises Veto Message

C.

Police Permit Perfect

you, on

offer

know

"I

Fiscal

includes
directors
of
Pettijohn, Gregory Linder.
M. C. Howard, treasurer; William H.
Barr, president of the Lumson Bearing
Co., of Buffalo; B. M. Robinson, attorney for the Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company; J. H. Goslin of the JoubertGoslin Machine and Iron Works, Birmingham, Ala.; James J. Rick, formerly
of the IT. S. Grain Corporation, and William A. Grant.
Offices have been opened in the Postal
Life Building, Fifth avenue, New York,
where the principal business of the company will be transacted.

The

that state:

in

bill

I

Picture
Theatre
Owners of
America, the most sincere thanks of
our organization for your laudable act
in vetoing House Bill No. 113, the measure calling for censorship of motion
pictures in Nebraska.

The

Corporation will not
confine its business entirely to the film
industry but will also act as financial
agent for other large business interests.
The Board of Directors

17.— Writing on

Motion

Recognition of Work
Mr. Pettijohn's new position is a distinct enlargement of his business activities and comes as recognition of his work
in some of the most important capaciAssociated with him in
ties in filmdom.
the important position of vice-president
and general manager is (ircgory Linder, formerly of Gregory hinder Company.
Mr. Pettijohn will still be associated
with the Selznick enterprises as a mem-

Board of Directors.

YORK. May

of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America. President Sydney
S. Cohen has sent the following laudatory letter to Governor Samuel R. McKelvie of Nebraska, who vetoed the
behalf

other investment interests.

Charles

Nebraska

of
C.

formed by one of the strongest financial
groups in the middle west to act as a
channel for their motion picture and

American

Cohen Dispatches

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

17.— Charles

from the Selznick forces in order to
accept the presidency of the American
Fiscal Corporation, a new corporation
capitalized for $2,500,000, which has been

ber of their

S.

Organization

YORK, May

1921

Letter to Governor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

28.

Lauds McKelvie For
Veto of Cen orship

Company

Become President

May

Knickerbocker, formerly a

of the sales staff

Q. Nilsson Sails

For Visit

in

Sweden

exchange,

in

the

has been

management

of

the

member

Goldwyn Chicago
promoted to the
Salt
Lake City

branch.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK. May

17.— Immediately

of her work
"The Lotus Eaters," in which she
played opposite John Barrymore under

following the completion
in

Linder
(From

NEW

in
Staff

New York
Correspondent)

YORK, May 17— Max

has arrived

in

of his latest comedy.

and

companied him.

relatives.

comedian's

Linder
with a print
the
Irvine,
Clarke

New York

direction of Marshall Neilan. Anna
Q. Nilsson sailed for Sweden. Her trip
i*.
in the nature of a visit to her parents
the

personal

representative,

ac-

May
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Picture Industry in Canada
Forms National Association

Promoted Again

Organization Is Similar to N. A. M. P. I. of this
Country and Comprises All Important
Branches in Dominion
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

May

—

An organization, similar to the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, is being perfected in Canada.
All important branches of the industry will be enrolled in the organization. Temporary headquarters have been established at 21 Dundas street,
East Toronto, also the headquarters of the Canadian Motion Picture Distributors' Association. Colonel John A. Cooper is chairman of the advisory
board of the latter organization.
17.

United Organization

Is Vital

Need

Colonel Cooper in New York recently outlined the plans to Frederick
H. Elliott, executive secretary of the National Association. Colonel Cooper
said that the sentiment among the exchange managers, exhibitors and
equipment companies throughout Canada was strong for a powerful organization along the same general lines as the National Association, because
the industry has grown to great proportions in Canada and the problems
that confront it are so complex that an urgent need exists for unity of
action by all branches through some central organization.

NEW YORK,

May

17.

—

Herman

Stern, former branch manager at Pittsburgh for Universal, who was recently

appointed district manager for all of the
Canadian territory, has been given a
second promotion. He has been named
district manager of the central west, with
headquarters in Chicago, and will assume
his

new

position about

May

26.

As an example of the problems confronting the industry in Canada, there
are eight censor boards in the Dominion,
each with a different viewpoint as to
what is fit subject matter for exhibition
Heavy taxation among other matters
adds to the perplexities of the Canadian
picture interests.
Distributors

the
will

Schroder Is Manager
of Pittsburgh Olympic
T.
the

Are Organized

location

The

Issue Film Produced
In Europe by Knoles
(From

NEW

film distributors of Canada are
organized. Their organization, the
Distributors Association, will be the nucleus around which will be constructed
the larger and more representative asso-

lease,

May

York,

announce

IT.

— United

Artists

Harley
Knoles' special feature, "Carnival," which
was produced in England and Venice
from the famous stage play of the same
acquisition

the

of

name.

The principal role was entrusted to
Matheson Lang, the English stage star.

Harriet

present

Motion

Another bathing beauty has forsaken

comedy

Harriet

Hammond, whose beauty

adorned

the

for feature productions.

Paramount-Mack

in

which Roscoe
Arbuckle is now producing, "Should a
Man Marry?" This production will have
two former Sennett girls, as Mary Thurman, formerly with the comedy propicture

Lucy Fox Signs to Play
Leads in Pathe Serials
Fox has been signed
parts

in

young screen player

Pathe
is

now

to

play

This
working with

serials.

Hutchison on his new serial
called "Hurricane Hutch," of which he
also is the author. The supporting company, besides Miss Fox, includes Warner
Oland, Ann Hastings, Harry Semels and
Diana Deer.
Charles

A

trade

latest wild

shoving of Warner Brothers'
animal

serial,

"Miracles of the

was given by Federated Film
Exchange of Boston recently in the
grand ballroom of the 'Copley Plaza
hotel.
Many prominent film men from
Jungle,"

New York

attended the showing.

"What Sxhibitors
are saying about
"Enclosed you
to

Lucy

Federated Serial Given
Boston Trade Showing

Colonel Cooper was assured that the
National Association will cooperate with
the Canadian committee in perfecting the
new organization and it is expected that

ducer, plays the lead.

leading

Columbia.

has
Sennett

comedies, will play an important role

Paramount

membership of the
Picture Distributors
included:
Associated

Cooperation Is Promised

Comedy

slapstick

of that city.
attained much notice
through his recent campaign for "The
Kid," Charles Chaplin's special feature,
distributed by Associated First National
Pictures, Inc., when he played the feature for five consecutive weeks at the

are
Association
National Eastern Canada, Ltd.,
First
Canadian Universal Film Company, Ltd.,
Fox Film Corporation, Ltd., of Canada,
Famous-Lasky Film Service, Ltd., Famous Players Film Service, Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation, Regal Films, Ltd.,
Select Pictures Corporation. Ltd., and
Specialty Film Import, Ltd.

Hammond Has

Left Slapstick

the

the

Canadian

due to the expiration of his
been made manager of the

has

Olympic theatre
Mr. Schrader

ciation.

In

Staff Representative)

H. Schrader, former manager of
Columbia theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.,
recently forced to give up his

who was

well

United Artists Will

exchange of- ideas and suggestions
prove of mutual benefit.

will

Exhibitors Herald.

for

find
I

gives the most interesting

it

a

check covering two more years' subscription

think that every exhibitor should have the

and useful news of the day."

— M.

Herald,

A. Scarlato,

manager, Art theatre, Blair Station, Pa.

"EXHIBITORS HERALD
find in

Badin

it

whatever information

theatre, Badin,

is

I

for

theatre, Lexington,

am

in

need of."

the

Neb.

EXHIBITORS Herald

exhibitor."

— R.

E.

It

is

— Herbert O.

N. C.

"I wish continued success for

ON EARTH

a wonderful aid to me.

—

Falkinburg.

the

so satisfying to
Sink, manager,

BEST PAPER

manager.

Majestic
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E RA LD

A. REICHLIN
MEXICO NOT
YET FULLY DEVELOPED
Says N.

A

Steady Improvement
dicted

in

for

the Film Business

Remainder

of

in

Cuba

Is

Pre-

Year

TWO Mexico
ind
ind

interesting reports on film conditions in Cuba, South America
have been issued by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

Goldwyn.

A Goldwyn

representative, N. A. Reichlin, has returned to the home
South American republics and Mexico.
A. L. Pratchett, manager of Caribbean Film Company of Havana, Cuba,
recently spent several days in New York with E. E. Shauer, assistant
treasurer and manager of the foreign department of Paramount.

offices after a tour of the

CONCERNING

the

Mexican

situation

Mr. Reichlin declares that the possibilities of the country as a film market
have not been fully realized by Amer-

But what surprises me
most is the American distributors' lack
of knowledge regarding this market, and
whole-heartedly.

is quite unaccountable
siders the proximity of

it

when one conMexico

to

this

ican producers.

country.

"Mexico," he says, "has never been so
prosperous as at the present time, due

prices obtained by the American
for their product in Mexico
are much lower than the Mexican exhibitors and distributors are able to pay. At
the present time Goldwyn is getting more
money out of this market for their pictures than any other company operating
there, and the Mexican industry is well
able to afford the difference."

the confidence of the public in the
present administration and the favorable
to

rate

and

of exchange between
the United States.
*

that

country

*

"The

Mexican people are inveterate
movie patrons, and support their cinemas

"The

producers

May

OFFICIALS AND MANAGERS GO WEST

1921

A

steady improvement in the film busiin Cuba is predicted for the remainder of the year by Mr. Pratchett.
ness

Caribbean Film Company is the sole
representative for Paramount pictures in
Cuba. Cuban exhibitors and film men
are making preparations to enjoy their
share of the better business now in prospect, and before the year is ended important additions will be made to the
number of high class motion picture theatres, in his opinion.
Th ree new theatres will be opened
formally to the public in May. The most
important of the three new theatres is
the Fausto of Guanabucoa, near Havana,
which has been erected by R. S. Webster,
treasurer of Caribbean Film Company.
This theatre seats 1,000 and is one of the
most modern and best equipped theatres
in Cuba.
Up-to-date stage and lighting
facilities will make it possible to present
pictures in the most approved style.
The two other theatres nearing completion are the Cine Neptune and the
Cine Edison, both of Havana. These two
houses are of the most modern type and,
with the Fausto, will exhibit Paramount
and Rcalart pictures.

Present Brandt With
Gift at Installation

Dinner
(From

GOLDWYN

28,

in

New

York

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK.

May 17— The

installa-

Owners
Chamber of Commerce was notable in
more respects than one. President William Brandt was presented with a costly
tion

dinner

silver

of

service

untiring

the

Theatre

a

recognition

as

work

for

the

of

his

organization.

The presentation speech was made by
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
and was gracefully acknowledged l}y Mr.
Brandt. It was announced at the dinner
that after September 1 no advance deposits would be paid by any member of

organization.
A special fund has
been created by the Chamber of Commerce to obviate the system of advance
the

deposits.

Another resolution
that
has been
passed is to the effect that no one can
l*ccome a member of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce unless they
have become a member of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.

Universal Staff Holds
Annual Entertainment
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, May

17.—The annual
of the emFilm Manuwas held May 14 at Hunts

entertainment and dance
ployees of the Universal

facturing Co.,
Point Palace. The features of the celebration consisted of a revue enacted by
the Universal people and a dance after
the show.
Practically all of the home
office force were present.

Chicago as they departed for Los Angeles to attend a Goldwyn convenexchange managers. Left to right: (Standing on car) A. S. Aronson, sales
manager, George A. Hickey, manager, Buffalo exchange; Alfred Weiss, vicepresident; W. J. Kimes, manager, Cleveland; Mrs. Aronson, Mrs. Weiss, Mrs.
Kimes. (On steps) Saml. Eckman, Jr., manager, New York exchange; W. A.
Bush, manager, Washington exchange. (Standing on platform) Cecil Maberry,
manager, Chicago; J. W. Pope, Jr., manager, New Orleans; J. A. Koerpel, manager, Boston; John W. Rankin, exploitation representative, Los Angeles; Arthur
Lucas, manager, Atlanta; Jack Stewart, manager, Cincinnati; Howard Dietz,

Snapped

at

tion of

director

advertising,

Pittsburgh exchange.

Erich

Schay,

assistant

treasurer,

Nat Barach, manager

Archainbaud
(From

to

Wed

Staff Correspondent)

—

NEW

YORK, May 17.
George
Archainbaud, the Selznick director, is
married
Johnston,
to be
to Katherine
well known film actress, on May 18. Mr.
Archainbaud is a member of the Motion
Association.
He has
of the Selznick organization for the past year and prior to that
was associated with Maurice Tourneur.

Picture

been a

Directors

member

May

28,
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Would Govern

Prices

R. O. Tickets
Measure Before Congress Is

Of

S.

Designed As Substitute
for Wheeler Bill

Discuss Exhibitor Activities

At Meeting
Sydney

(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Regulation of ticket selling

May

tickets

shall be sold only to the extent

of the seating capacity, provides also that
sufficient tickets having been sold to fill
standing
capacity,
the entire seating
room may be sold at a price not more
than the charge made for the cheapest
seat for such performance. The number
of such tickets that might be sold would

be regulated

by

the

commis-

district

sioners.

provides that in
Section 3 of the
the case of continuous performances,
where it is difficult to keep a check on
the available seating capacity, the proprietor or manager will be required to
ascertain the seating capacity available
and to limit the sale of tickets accordingly. It will be permissible in the selling of standing room tickets to sell them
with the privilege of taking a vacated
seat, in which case the price of such
tickets shall be 10 per cent less than the
regular price of the tickets for such seats,
and they shall be so stamped.
bill

Bay Sta te Leg is lature
Adopts Censorship
BOSTON.

MASS.,

May

Bill

17.— Both

houses of the Massachusetts legislature
have adopted House Bill 1504, providing
for legalized censorship in this state. The
measure now goes to the governor.
The Massachusetts bill, if signed by
the governor, becomes effective on January 1, 1922. Censorship will be under the
supervision of the department of public
safety.
charge of $2 for each 1.000foot reel of film will be made.
For
reels more than 1,000 feet in length the
fee will be $4.
This is the second censorship bill to
be adopted by a legislature in this state.

A

The

measure adopted last year was
vetoed by Vice-President Calvin Coolidge.
then governor of the state.

"A. E. " Signs for Four
Florence Vidor Films
Associated Exhibitors has signed for a
series of four productions featuring Florence Vidor. The company has an option

on four additional pictures. Arthur S.
Kane acted on behalf of Associated Exhibitors in negotiating the deal.

Brunet Sails to Confer
On Future Pathe Policy
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, May

—

Directors of M. P. T. 0. A.
By

IT.
Paul Brunet.
president of Pathe Exchange, Inc.. sailed
on May 14 for France, where he will
confer with Paris associates of the company on future policies.

SAM COMLY

Staff Representative of Exhibitors

Herald

WASHINGTON,

D. C. May 17.— Thirty-three officers and regional
directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America convened
this morning for an important meeting which will extend over three days.
The sessions are being held at the Hotel Washington, with President
Sydney S. Cohen in the chair.

May Hold

National Convention July

1

Many

subjects bearing upon exhibitor welfare will be considered, with
the view of formulating concrete plans for dealing with these problems.
It is expected also that the dates of the national convention in Minneapolis
will be set. While no definite information could be obtained, it is believed
generally that July 1 will be chosen for the opening of the big conclave.

Among the issues receiving the undivided attention of the exhibitor officials
and upon which subsequent action is expected are:
Congressional action for
removal of the music tax through modification of the copyright law; seat tax:
theatre tax: 5 per cent rental tax; federal
and state censorship and uniform contract.

Cohen Gives Report
The question of Adolph Zukor's pledge
not to build competing theatres was
raised by E. H. Bingham of Indianapolis.
This and the statement by H. D. H.
Connick at the Albany censorship hearing that Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

published

Metro

interested in 400 theatres will be
discussed.
President Cohen gave the delegates a
complete report of the activities of the
organization since its inception last June
at Cleveland. He stated that forty-three
states are now organized and that five
others would affiliate with the M. P. T.
O. A. prior to the Minneapolis meeting.
C. H. Burkey told the officials how the
banks of Missouri supported the theatre
men in obtaining passage of the advance
deposit bill in that state.
is

Meador Denies He Has
Resigned from Metro
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK. May

IT.—Jack Meador.

publicity director for Metro, denies the

Supreme Court
Rules in

report

to

join
Corporation as
La sky.

that

Famous

he is to leave
Players-Lasky

assistant

Jesse

to

New York Quarters Will Be
in the New Loew State
Theatre Building
(S fecial

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK, May IT— F.

B.

Warren

Corporation, the new national distributing unit, has leased three-fourths of the
sixteenth floor of the new Loew State
theatre building where headquarters will
be established.
This gives the Warren organization an
advantageous position in the center of
motion picture activities in the metropolis.
The Loew building is adjacent to
two big hotels where visiting exhibitors
make their headquarters.
Possession of the new offices will be
taken on June 1. L. M. Lebhar, architect, is laying out the new offices which
will have every facility in keeping with
the requirements of the company.

Announcement also is made that John
G. Rohlfs. formerly associated with Mr.
Warren in other motion picture enterprises,
has been appointed assistant
treasurer.

South Dakota
Favor of Sunday Shows
in

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PIERRE,

S. D.,

May

17.

—A

crimp has been placed in the blue

laws in South Dakota.

The supreme court of the state has ruled that Sunday motion
pictures are not a violation of the old Puritanical laws. As a result
of the decision the motion picture theatres of the state operated
Sunday.
In rendering the decision the court upheld the contention of Allen
Goethal, Huron exhibitor, that the blue law code carried no provision
for prohibiting Sunday picture shows.
Goethal was arrested three weeks ago on a charge of violating
the blue laws by operating on Sunday. Under the ruling the theatres
may show pictures on Sunday which do not come under the classification of tragedy, comedy, farce, negro minstrelsy, sparring contests or
trials of strength.

L.

Warren Corporation
Opens Home Offices

Ind.

tion

(Special to Exhibitors herald)

Washington

Cohen Presides at Important Sessions
Attended bv Officials and Regional

17.—

and other places of amusement in the
District of Columbia is provided in a
congress by Reprebill introduced in
sentative Woodruff of Michigan, which
is designed to be a substitute for the
Wheeler bill.
The Woodruff measure, providing that

in

S.

theatres

in

47
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Defeat Nine Detrimental

May

Bills in

1921

28.

With Warren

Nebraska Legislature
Exhibitors Successful In

Obtaining Passage of Advance
Deposit Measure

pieces of legislation
NINE
were defeated at the

detrimental to the interests of the industry

Nebraska

last session of the

legislature.

On

the other hand, exhibitors were successful in obtaining passage
of an advance deposit bill which the governor has signed.

NEBRASKA

was overridden with reNine
measures, the work of those who seek a
dictatorship
over the industry, were
presented to the legislature.
Nine were
defeated.
Although a censorship measform

legislation this last year.

ure succeeded in going through both
houses, Governor Samuel R. McKelvie
vetoed the bill.
Four months of intensive work on the
part of exhibitors and exchange men was
required to fully counteract the assaults
of the reformers.
*

*

Among

the measures defeated are:
Bill regulating size and kinds of booths,
number of operators for each booth, etc.
Killed in committee.

regulating booths and motion pic-

Bill

ture theatres, providing operator for each
machine, and regulating the construction
of all new houses.
Killed in committee of

whole.
Bill calling for

Child welfare

—
of three censors.
—board
Killed in committee.
prohibiting the show-

bill.
bill

Misdemeanor

ing of any film depicting murder or other
crimes. Killed in committee of whole.
Bill prohibiting children under 12 years
of age from attending show unless accompanied by parents or guardian. Killed in

—

—

A

resolution asking congress to pass
national censorship bill was adopted
and signed by the governor
a

*

*

*

The depcit measure passed reads

as

follows:

Section

1.

Drpoalln

Whenever money

farld

in

tru»t.

shall be deposited or ad-

vanced as security on a contract for the
use or rental of motion picture Alms, reels
or views, and to secure the performance
of the contract or to be applied to payments upon such contract when due, such
money, with Interest accruing thereon, If
any. until repaid or so applied, shall continue to be the money of the person, association, or corporation making such deposit or advance and shall be a trust fund
In the possession of the person, association
or corporation with whom such deposit or
advance shall be made, and shall be deposited in a bank or trust company, within
the State of Nebraska, and shall not be
mingled with other funds or become an
asset of such trustee.
Any proSec. 2. Contractu, «hen \old.
vision of a contract whereby a person,
association, or corporation, who has deposited or advanced money on n contract
for the use or rental of motion picture
dims, reels, or views as personal property
waives any provision of Section 1 of this

—

committee.
Bill prohibiting the retitling of magazine or book stories.
Killed in committee.
Misdemeanor bill similar to one in force
Killed In committee
in New York.
Censorship measure. Vetoed by gov-

Kansas and Missouri exhibitors also
were successful in obtaining passage of

ernor.

deposit bills this year.

—

—

—

act, Is void.

Approved April

8,

1921.

By PFEIFFER

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

BROTHERS

(Managers, Grand Theatre,
ton, Ohio)

Ken-

one we put over occasionally and find it a pretty

Here

good

is

stunt.

There are times that the exhibitor often has his picture for

showing get in ahead. Say his
Tuesday night's picture arrives
on Monday. Now if he happens to have a

Monday

full

house on

make

night,

stating the picture for

(tonight)

did

that there

is

shortly and

slide

a

Monday

not arrive but
another train in

if it

arrives,

it

will

be shown.

Then
about a

go
reel

night's show.

Then

flash an-

other slide stating that

Mon-

Angeles,
Denver.

after

a

trial.

L. S.

We
send

We

is

BUCHER

of getting the peo-

this

have a mailing
out

circulars

visit

up

take
trip

to

his

New

New England manager for Goldwyn. of which Mr. Warren was viceWhen Mr. Warren assumed
president.
the general managership of Associated
Producers, Mr. Jenner was placed in
charge of New England, later being sent
to the coast as Mr. Warren's personal
representative with the

list

members

of the

Associated Producers.

Manage

Music Distribution
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

—

KANSAS

CITY, MO., May 17 C. H.
formerly with Pathe at St.
Louis, has been placed in charge of the
Synchronized Scenario Music office here,
serving western Missouri and Kansas.
Stewart,

In the same office, feature films and
short subjects are handled under the
of the Eureka Film company.

McCormick Goes East
John

and

regularly.

take up a square territory

and especially work
on people that do not attend.
Pester them often with circulars and you sure will get the
crowds.

McCormick,

Associated

publicity

director

National Pictures
on the West Coast, stopped off in Chicago May 12-13 en route to New York
City, where he attended the convention
of the First National branch managers,
for

One way

He

brief

Francisco and
headquarters

his
will

name

(Manager, Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.)

ple in

make

York.
Mr. Jenr.er was closely associated with
George Kleine in the early days of motion pictures. In 1917, he went to Bos-

Stewart to
show has arrived and you
then go ahead with Monday's
show. -They had just enough
of Tuesday's show to bring
them all back.
We would advise the small
town exhibitor to give this a

By

San

Seattle.
will

He

Los Angeles.

in

duties

day's

at a time

ahead and run
of your Tuesday

II.
JEN'NER, recently
elected to a vice-presidency of the
Corporation,
is
to have
F. B. Warren
supervision of the Warren offices in Los

ton as

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
IVhich Have
Exhibitors to

WILLIAM

May

First

16.

Mr. McCormick

one

of the best
the field and
through his wide acquaintance with the
exchange
managers
located
various
throughout the country, he is able to
keep in close touch with what the public wants in the way of screen stories,
and is, therefore, of valuable assistance
in selecting stories for reproduction on
the screen.

known

publicity

is

men

in

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
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motion pictubJ

The Spreading

Circle

motion
THE
munity which

picture theatre in its relation to the o imserves is comparable to a stone
it
dropped into placid water in that it is the center of a
The screen clientele
steadilv spreading circle of influence.
was never representative of so many classes as at the present time. In their unflagging efforts to add new members to
the patron body advertising exhibitors have carried the
cause of the screen into quarters until recently considered

circle of prestige

is

spreading.

MINISTERS AND SUNDAY
School teachers of many denominations were invited to Miller's theatre.
Los Angeles, to a
preview of "Behold the Man." a
Pathe color production based upon
an episode in the life of Christ. As

courage to extend

it.

BENJ.
licity

H.

*

*

SERKOWICH. PUB-

director for the

Madison

has employed
a special orchestra to play for
dancing in the lobby during the last
evening performance and to give a
mezzanine concert during the last
show in the afternoon, greatly increasing attendance at those performances and adding materially
to the prestige of the house as a
community institution. Prior to the
opening game of the baseball season he organized a "Powder Puff
theatre. Peoria.

111.,

"PASSION,"

THE

First National attraction, was
shown at the Luna theatre. Lafay-

H. Johnson,
used the first
prologue in the history of Lafayette theatricals. The local dramatic
club provided the talent and other
local organizations gave full cooperation.
New patrons will be
added to the Luna clientele through
Herbert

Ind..

director,

innovation, as

that

new member?

have been added to the motion picture public on a national scale with
each innovation made.
*
fc

b r|THE

X

*

*

SHOOTING OF DAN

McGrew."

one

of
widely

most

Robert

known

with photographic illustration followed, with announcement that the

would

tickets

sell

for

the

opening Three-I League game

in

the lobby of the Madison and appear upon the stage in connection
with a motion picture taken of the

who

game.

Many

persons
were not Madison "regulars"

came

to the theatre

night.
again.

circle is spreading.

*

*

or favorite literary or musical compositions when such interpolation
advances the cause of the motion
picture element of the production is
in line with the policy steadily
advocated
by
this
department.

street corner

*

WHEN

Service's

forming teams of girls
employed by two Peoria business
houses and staging a comedy ball
game on a prominent corner. A
four-column newspaper spread

would not have accepted such an
invitation, had an exhibitor pos-

The

*

League."

girls

the

first

visit.

poems, was recited at the MarkStrand theatre. Brooklyn. N. Y.. as
a part of the prologue to "The Sky

a result of the unsolicited aid received
from those present the
advertising
campaign conducted
yielded extraordinary returns.
There was a time when a minister

sessed

fective

patrons to the theatre for the

managing

The Chamber of Commerce of Lansing. Mich., purchased and distributed to out-of-town customers several
thousand souvenir books published with the opening of the
Strand theatre, a new unit in the W. S. Butterfield chain,
setting forth the entertainment facilities of Lansing as an
iducement to buyers of all classes.
A short time ago an exhibitor would have considered
an attempt to obtain the support or endorsement of such a
body a waste of time and effort. Today the organization
pays for the privilege of cooperating.
Time, and effort, produce many changes.

.specialization in

There is no more efmethod of bringing non-

advertising.

ette.

inaccessible.

The

movement toward

Many

on the specified

of them
*

*

will

come

*

S. MEYER. MANAGFRED
ing director of the Palace the-

Hamilton. O.. sent to the
Jewish residents of that city a speatre.

cially written letter describing

"The

W ind's

Malice." a Goldwyn
production, and urging attendance
during the engagement. Small cards
with specially written copy were
sent to male patrons only when
Robertson-Cole's "What's a Wife
Worth?" was to be shown. Both

North

endeavors indicate a

worth-while

Pilot."

The

Through
trons

interpolation of classic

means, also, new paadded to the theatre

this

are

clientele.

*

*

*

EXPLOITATION
INnewsTHE
of every week may be
found new and practical methods
of appealing to classes that have not
been reached by standardized, machine-made appeal. From the big
city and the small town come reports of individual and original enterprise which has brought about a
new and higher community standing, for the theatre.
As a stone
dropped into placid water sends out
in all directions a series of ripples,
so does the motion picture theatre
maintain a steady output of new
and logical reasons for attendance
reaching those of high and low estate alike.
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Suggestions in the

May

28,

1921

Stills

still from "The Wild Goose," forthcoming Cosmopolitan-Paramount production from the novel by Gouverneur Morris, which is reproduced below suggests a
nursery stage setting in which may be produced a quasi-presentation feature of assured popularity.
The services of
local children may be obtained, a musical score composed of

Till",

familiar lullabies accompanying the feature.
Motion picture sequences based upon child life are almost invariably
well received. It is reasonable to believe that a stage feature of like nature should prove as popular. The furniture
will be supplied by a furniture store where the spirit of
cooperation prevails and there are many possibilities of
enlisting the support of schools, clubs, mothers' societies
and similar organizations.

X )KY the monkey star of "Snooky's W ild
)ats"
and other Chester-Educational comedies, has received
S.\'(
such favorable comment from exhibitors using the subjects
as to warrant exploitation by use of a monkey in street*
(

.

In view of the recurrent need for
such an animal exhibitors who find it possible to obtain
one locally should arrange for its use in connection with
each of the series used. It will not be impossible to locate
such a pet in the majority of cities. The owner should
he willing to donate its services.
Numerous methods of
utilizing such an animal will occur to the individual exploitation man.
Children of the community will lend assistance enthusiastically.

and other advertising.

)UGH the war record of the Salvation Army not
TIK
a thing to be traded upon, the standing
popular favor
is

in

which it has gained for that organization in practically
every city should assure the success of a presentation feature modeled after the above still from "Salvation Nell,"
a Whitman Bennett production to be distributed by First
National. The songs which are familiar to all may be used
effectively.
It may or may not be possible or effective to
arrange for the cooperation of local representatives of the
organization, but in any case complete sincerity of purpose
should be maintained. It is thus that the best results may
be obtained with such a prologue.

A SEQUENCE

in the next Hall Room Boys comedy to
be distributed by Federated Film Exchanges of America, Inc., is represented in the above still.
Sid Smith is
the comedian.
lion's cage lobby display should prove an
attractive factor of an advertising campaign based upon
the comedy.
The same type of" display may be mounted
upon a truck for street work. Two employes may be cast
as the front and back legs of the lion, a pelt being obtainable without great difficulty in any city.
third character,
to be chased madly about the cage as the float stops at
prominent corners, should complete the stunt. An escape
should add to the effectiveness of the enterprise.

A

A
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ing himself a practical as well as an

workman.
Mr. \Yendt states that the stunt cost
exactly S3 in addition to the man's
inspired

^alarv.

cutout from
three sheet
THE
issued
with
"What Women
a

PEDESTRIANS

of Toledo, Ohio,
gave attention to the eccentric
artist shown above, who set up his
easel at prominent corners, discovering in due time that he was advertising the Rivoli theatre run of

Love" was given added attention
value in the lobby of the Strand
theatre, Hattiesburg, Miss., when
Charles Anderson, manager, affixed
a motor which caused the umbrella
to spin.

"The Magic Cup."

ORIGINAL

Futurist Artist

posters of exceptional quality are prepared by
J. W. Betters, artist of the Istrione
theatre, Jackson, Miss.
Those re-

Arouses Interest
In "Magic Cup'

produced above and below are

who looked
who apdowntown
upon

Citizens of Toledo. O..

over the shoulder of the artist

peared

recently

and

streets

set

up

promi-

his easel at

nent intersections scanned with par-

donable amazement the series of apparently meaningless blotches

which

appeared thereupon in the wake of his
swiftly traveling brush.

"Futurist stuff," said one.

"Nut

stuff,"

replied

Motor Mechanism
Gives Realism to

in-

dicative of the standard maintained.
That used for the exploitation of
Pathe News marks a departure from
established practice which other exhibitors may follow with profit. The
news reel element of the theatre
program assuredly deserves the advertising man's attention.
That
used for "A Slave of Vanity," Pauline Frederick's Robertson-Cole production is a characteristic poster.

Kellerman Cutout
Chas.

Strand

added
the

and

was being shown

at

the

Rivoli theatre.

There was no police interference,
though traffic was materially influto

sheet

with

issued

man moved from

corner

Miss.,

from

"What

Love," Annette Kellerman's

First National attraction, an umbrella

which revolved constantly, due to the
motor mechanism so
concealed as to cause proper and proaction of a small

source of

the motive power.

The reproduction of
brought

from the recesses of his smock a sign
upon which was printed in decipherable English the fact that "The Magic
Cup," Constance Binney's Realart

enced as the

three

fitable speculation as to the

another,

this juncture the artist

production,

Hattiesburg.

to a not exceptional cutout

Women

soon a crowd had collected.

At

Anderson, manager of the
theatre,

a photograph

taken during the engagement of the
picture
effect

shows the
obviously

still

effect gained,

inferior

to

that

an
of

the spinning parasol.

Animation is attractive.
That has been demonstrated so frequently and effectively as to cause
wonder that more work of this type
is

not done, rather than surprise that

it

has been done in this case.

perform-

"What Women Love" undoubtedly

requested

played to more admissions with the

move, but there was no attempt
and no ill feeling.
Harold F. Wendt, publicity director

than otherwise would have been the

corner,

ance.

him

An

duplicating .his

officer periodically

to

at arrest

for the theatre,

had obtained the per-

mission of the chief of police before
he sent the '.nan upon the street, prov-

spinning umbrella cutout in operation
case.

who have not used the
may adopt the idea liter-

Exhibitors

production
ally.
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rider representing the character which
Mr Arbuckle portrays in the picture
A simple ballyhoo, but an effective one
when the title and the history of the
play are considered.

In this instance,

it

will also be noted

accompanying illustration, cutout letters were suspended above the
marquee in such manner as to spell
out the title of the picture.
Lobbv
stands, etc., were cared for in charac
in the

teristic style.

Though opportunities for display of
the type of resourcefulness seen in the
flood incident are. fortunately, rare, it
is
worthy of note that the titles of
available attractions at any time offer
means of capitalizing whatever type of

calamity

WHEN

the downtown district of Jackson, Miss., was flooded as shown
the above photograph taken by an "Exhibitors Herald" photographer, C. L. MacDonald, manager of the Istrione theatre, capitalized
the calamity by displaying a banner advertising "What Women Love,"
in

in

which Annette Kellerman

starred.

is

Enterprising Showman Turns
Disaster Into Exploitation
When

water floods the

street

in

front of the theatre, streaming over
the threshold

and inundating the

chestra

the

pit,

many

thinks of

average

or-

exhibitor

among them
The

things,

insurance and, possibly, escape.

average exhibitor does not think of
exploitation.

C.

L".

MacDonald, manager of

Istrione theatre, Jackson, Miss.,

He

an "average" exhibitor.

man,

and

first, last

When

the

street

all

is

is

the

not

a show-

the time.

in

front

of

the

was flooded as shown
the above illustration Mr. MacDon-

Istrione theatre
in

did think of exploitation.
The
inundation reminded him, naturally
enough, of Annette Kellerman and
her First National attraction. "What
Women Love." And although "Brewster's
Millions,"
Roscoe Arbuckle's
Paramount production, was in engagement at the time and so advertised, he found time to have made up

ald

the special banner which
the illustration.

The complete

effect

is

of

shown
the

in

enter-

be known until the
Kellerman production has been exhibited.
It is not probable that many
people passed the theatre while the
sign was exhibited, though it is one of
the main thoroughfares of the city,
nor that those who passed were in a
mood for reading signs of any nature.
prise

will

not

Yet there was in the peculiar fitness
of things the germ of a newspaper
story and food for conversation which

undoubtedly grew

into

may come

to pass.

There are Fox's "The Cyclone."
Goldwyn's "Water. Water Everywhere," Arbuckle's "The Fireman."
Al St. John's "Ship Ahoy," Hodkinson's "Partners of the Tide," Paramount's "The Avalanche." the list
might be extended indefinitely.
It is to be hoped that none of these,
nor others similarly suitable, will need
be used at any time for the purpose
mentioned. Rut it is well to keep them
in mind.
Mr. MacDonald's though fulness enabled him to capitalize a calamity.
That is vastly better than capitulating to one.

commanding

proportions as the story went about
the city.

So much for Mr. MacDonald's
showmanship under stress.
It is no less apparent when there are
no Hoods to enforce cessation of exhibition.

W hen "The Round-Up," another
\rbuckle Paramount
vehicle,
was
shown, for instance. Mr MacDonald
sent through the streets of the city a

A merchants' style show was conducted in Astoria, Ore., two days before the
Liberty theatre engagement of "Passion," the First National attraction, was
to begin.
Steve Willitt, manager of the
theatre, obtained three costumes similar
to

those

worn

in

the

employed three models

production
to

and

wear them

in

show. As they appeared the
announcer described them in detail and
brought out the fact that they were practical duplicates of the costumes worn in
the picture which would be shown at the
Liberty theatre at a specified date.
the

style
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Suggestion in Stills of
"A Tale of Two Worlds'"

Advertised With
Paramount Film

Demonstrated Practical
"Forbidden Fruit'* Sundae was
created by the Hook Drug Company

A

of Indianapolis, Ind., and made the
subject of an attractive window dis-

play in
store
tion

most prominently located

its

when that Paramount producwas shown at the Ohio theatre.

An accompanying
the

window with

shows

illustration

the special advertis-

ing setting installed. Oscar Kantner,
Paramount exploitation man. arranged
the window display and effected the

cooperation.

"Forbidden

Fruit''

is

an excellent

for a sundae. That
the fact that led the drug
But had
enter the work.

name

to

doubtless

is

company
it

to

occurred

you?
Every exhibitor advertiser has seen

that title

many

times since the

initial

announcement of the production.
Mr. Kantner was the first person
notice that

it

to

might be used as in the

Insight, ability to
present instance.
correlate disassociated thoughts, gave
birth to the idea.

Have you

that ability

?

worth cultivating.
developed through study.
It

is

—

of this nature

is

It

can be
study

And

as interesting as

it is

profitable.

probable that the "Forbidden
Fruit'' Sundae will be a menu dish at
Hook's drug stores in Indianapoliafter the picture is only a memory. If
it is a good concoction it will be popuIt is

lar.

The name

Enduring

will

make

it

profit for the

attractive

drug com-

pany.
That's good advertising.

weeks before publication date of "A Tale of Two
THREE
Worlds," the Goldwyn picturization of a story by Gouverneur Morris, an advance still from the picture was reproduced upon the "Suggestions in the Stills" page of this department with the suggestion that a stage feature in the indicated
setting and popular music of Oriental nature be used in presentaIn the excellent results accomplished by
tion of the feature.
exhibitors following that suggestion may be seen new proof of
the established merit of the service rendered exclusively by
this

department.

ROTHAFEL. managing
SL.rector
the Capitol
.

of

New

York, was

di-

theatre.

first

to use this

form

The still presented
department was practically

of presentation.
in

this

duplicated in the Capitol stage setting and the Chinese Lullaby from
The
"East Is West" was sung.
feature was presented as an interlude.

Paul Wilkerson. of the California
Lqs Angeles, used another
tvpe of stage setting, but maintaiend
the same general style and used the
same vocal number. In this case the
presentation feature was called "Sui
Sen's Birthday Party" and five dancing girls were used in addition to the
An accompanying
soprano singer.
theatre.

ONE

of the leading drug stores
of Indianapolis, Ind.. offered a

"Forbidden Fruit" sundae and advertised it as shown above when
that production was exhibited at the
Ohio theatre.

illustration

shows the California stage

touch, each contribustore of data available
guidance of theatre men

characteristic

the

ting

to

for

the

who

will use the

production

in the

future.

This

young

while

the

picture

is

still

in circulation.

Therein lies one of the distinctive
merits of the "Suggestions in tin
Stills" service.
The first run exhibitor can use that page in designing his presentation features or exploitation

campaigns.

presented

for

his

The

inspection

ideas

are

no other medium
Exhibitors who use motion pictures later on in circulation life
profit no less greatly by the service
The necessity for snap judgment,
hasty arrangement of plans and
available through

in

eleventh-hour
rehearsals, is
eliminated.
Theatre men -are given a

Other exhibitors have utilized
similar methods in presentation of
the production, each adding his

workable suggestion weeks before
they are called upon tc begin work
for the production in question

with

the
progress.

presentation

feature
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Mayor of New York Welcomes Indians In
"Bob Hampton of Placer" Exploitation
New

Mayer Hylan

York Ci/v
of
the troupe of Blackfeet Indians which participated in the exploitation campaign for "Bob Hampton of

welcomed

Placer," Marshall Neilan's First

Na-

tional attraction.

a

That is the outstanding feature of
campaign of exploitation and pre-

sentation
cz

zi'liich
can be adapted in
cry city where the picture is shown.

Details follow:

PLUNKETT, managing
JOSEPH
director of the Strand,
started

campaign for the production a
full week before the opening date by
running an announcement trailer givhis

ing information regarding the picture
that the Indians who appeared in the play would be present
and take part in the prologue. At the
same time an advance lobby display

and stating

was

installed.

On

the Saturday before the Sunday
of the opening Mr. Plunkett conducted
the Indians to the office of the mayor,
where Chief Many-Tail-Feathers presented a letter of introduction which
he had been given by the mayor of
Boston.
large crowd gathered and
Mayor Hylan accommodatingly posed
on the steps of the city hall for photographs.

A

A Fifth Avenue bus was chartered
and upon the top of this, accompanied
by Wesley Barry, the Indians were
driven through the streets. The bus
sign is legible in the illustration presented herewith, during the taking of

which Mr. Plunkett posed also.
In the Sunday newspapers the Great
Northern Railway devoted a big advertisement to the engagement.
The presentation feature which was
used is shown in the illustration.
It opened with the Indians giving
characteristic dances, after which the
Strand quartette, in the uniforms of
Custer's soldiers, entered and sang an
original musical score by Paul M. Sarazan. "The Little Girl Who's Waiting,"' an original composition, was the
last number and at its close the quar-

and a lone Indian
returned and assumed an attitude of
scanning the horizon.
While he was in this position the

tette left the stage

curtains closed
lowed.

BARRY and a troupe of Blackfeet Indians appeared in street
WESLEY
was presented as
exploitation for
Hampton of Placer" when
"Bob

it

New

at the Mark Strand theatre,
director of the Strand, posed on the

shown

Joseph Plunkett, managing
bus for the above photograph.
York.

and the picture

fol-

Much of the Strand campaign can
be adopted with little or no alteration
by other exhibitors who use the attraction.
Local limitations will eliminate
some of the features in many instances, but in the main the general
outline of the Plunkett exploitationpresentation program may be followed.

:
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Shows Use

Did For

Me"
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Report

of Local Talent Profitable

The employment of local talent for
and presentation purposes
has been advocated by this department
and adapted as house policy by exhibexploitation

throughout the country.

itors

In every instance subsequent reports
have indicated complete satisfaction
with the results gained.

who

Exhibitors

velopments

in

keep abreast of de-

theatrical salesmanship

are united in pronouncing

it

at once

most economical and profitable
method in use.
the

The experience of D. Wolerstein.
manager of the Majestic theatre, Jackson, Miss., is typical.

LOCAL

was employed by

talent

Mr. Wolerstein to make up as
Indians and appear in the effective

"The Last

lobby display used for

of the Mohicans," Maurice Tourneur's

Associated Producers production, as

shown
tion.

in

an accompanying

The lobby

tepee stunt

therefore effective.

Another
upon

this

made

it

photograph

more

so.

reproduced

page serves as illustration

"What

for a report to the

Did for

original,

obvious that

It is

the use of local talent

is

illustra-

Me"

the Picture

department of

lication relative to

pub-

this

ough and high class manner.
The good box office results recorded
are the proper reward of dilligent en-

more effectively the material available.
The Wolerstein experience with lo-

deavor.

that reported

Other exhibitors,

in

metropolis and

cal talent is practically identical

additional publicity value of exploita-

hamlet, have conducted unusual cam-

tion or presentation in

paigns in behalf of the attractions in

amateurs participate

discussion.

None

have

capitalized

with

from other sources. The

office

is

which known
The box

great.

records the merit of the idea.

"The Kid," Charles

Chaplin's First National feature.

It

reads

-

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin
Played two days to capacity business.
Patrons more than pleased.
Used

big

exploitation

D.

Wolerstein,
Jackson, Miss.

campaign

Majestic

—

theatre.

The scope of Mr. Wolerstein's campaign for "The Kid"
illustration.

apparent

is

Not one but many im-

personators were used.
well as the

in the

photograph

The
tells

report as

the sort

of business experienced.

Both productions, obviously, were

shown

to bigger business

tation than

with exploi-

would have been the case

otherwise.

As

obviously,

difficult

if

it

possible

would have been
to

advertise

the

engagements in more modern, thor-

A

photograph showing the great crowds drawn to the Majestic when
imitators were employed in street exploitation fop

number of Chaplin
"The Kid."
a

K.\
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Snowing the Trend
A

of

*

1

Advertising Activity
CUTOUTS
effectively

from stock paper and original matter were
combined in the above display for "Love,

Honor and Behave," Mack Sennete's

New

First Xational attrac-

The display measured 23 feet long and 11 feet high.
The work was done
by B. H. MacDonald, of B. S. Moss' film department.
tion, at the

Regent theatre,

York.

IWWOKY

LOUIS

AI

K.

SIDNEY, managing

director of the Rivoli
methods in ad-

theatre, Denver, Colo., used dignified

)NTIER

saloon of the type used in many motion
the atmosphere of the old West
was constructed in the lobby of the Standard theatre.
Cleveland, O., in exploitation of Harry Carey's Universal
K(

pictures

vehicle,

reflecting

vertising "Passion," the First Xational attraction.
The
artistic rather than the bizarre predominated in lobby and
other advertising used for the engagement.

"The Freeze Out."

STANLEY CHAMBERS,

WINDOW
shopping

displays take on added value when Spring
height. It was at such a time that
A. M. Vogel, Paramount exploitation man, obtained the
above display for "The Call of Youth," then being shown
at the Arcade theatre. Seattle, Wash.
is at its

managing director of the
Palace theatre, Wichita, Kan., employed local young
women of talent for the presentation of "The Old SwimP.
min' Hole," Charles Ray's First National attraction.
Hans Flath, musical director of the Palace, directed a
straight program which constituted a sympathetic introduction to the play despite the fact that no direct association of ideas was effected. Mr. Chambers based upon the
success of the event a decision to incorporate presentation
as a permanent Palace feature.

May

28,

1921
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XHIBITORS HI-RALD

WHEN

J. F^ Dunmyre, manager of the
tre, Butler, Pa., invited the orphans

BRILLIANT
A Who's

red and purple card reading "Look
Here" added point to the lobby display for

"Good References," Constance Talmadge's
vehicle, at the Rialto theatre,

First National

Laredo, Texas.

A

simple-

device reported productive of great results.

Majestic theaof St. Mary's
Home, Mars, Pa., to see Paramount's "The Faith Healer,"
the interurban line donated a special car, the Buick people
provided automobiles, a ladies' society gave a luncheon and
Mr. and
a citizen sent a barrel of apples to the theatre.
Mrs. Dunmyre were guests at a luncheon given by the
Lutheran minister at Butler in honor of their work. There
was no financial profit, but a new esteem for the theatre

and for motion pictures was created.

I ALSTON

?'

SMITH

THE

front of the ^Yashington theatre, San Francisco,
was decorated to resemble a Chinese Bazaar
when "Outside the Law," Priscilla Dean's Universal production, was shown, patronage in indicated volume being
drawn despite bad weather.
Cal.,

ANOTHER

worthy and adaptable bit of exploitation
was conducted by Mr. Dunmyre in advertising "The
Inside of the Cup," another Paramount production, by
means of a window display which was also a contest. In
the window of the leading jewelry store the above display
was made, prizes of tickets to the theatre being awarded

above photographic reproduction of the stage
THE
Grauman's Million Dollar
Los Angeles, shows

at

theatre,

which the management went in assuring a
sympathetic reception for "The Home Stretch," Douglas
MacLean's Paramount production.

the lengths to

those who guessed what article of merchandise on sale in
the store was in the loving cup which had central position
The idea may be used in any city in conin the window.
nection with "The Inside of the Cup," or may be applied
with alterations to many other productions.
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J.

W.

Sayre, advertising manager

& Yon

Herberg theatres in Seattle, Wash., gained distinction, dignity and prestige for the
Coliseum and Liberty engagements of
"What Every Woman Knows" and
"The Easy Road," Paramount productions, by liberal use of space and intelligent composition of copy. The two
column type displays used are reproduced herewith.
The '.'What Every Woman Knows"
display is particularly notable as an
example of intelligent composition.

28,

1921

avoid possibility of monotony consistent success should be experienced.
Mr. Sayre shows possession of
sound, undisturbed business policy in
his use of space.
No doubt box office
returns are consistent! v uniform.

Two- Column Type Displays
Gain Dignity and Prestige
for the Jensen

May

received such- in more than the usual
majority of cases.
The reminder used for "The Easy
Road" is a distinct novelty. In a space
equal to that occupied by the "What

Woman Knows" copy 18
Every
words, utilized in one complete sentence and one that is incomplete, the
vital

news of the engagement

is

set

is caught in the first four line--.
Then, an intimate relationship established, the reader is carried through
brief statements to the important announcement embodied in the closing
paragraph. The whole effect of the
display is dependent upon a complete

Interest

reading.

It

highly probable that

is

it

Film Featured
In Combination

House Display
Exhibitors contemplating a change
house policy which will include incorporation of vaudeville in the entertainment program will find the above
display recently used in four column
width by the Rivoli theatre, Toledo,
O., a theatre which has followed a
combination policy since its opening,
in

especially interesting.
The motion picture element of the
program, in this case the Realart production, "The Magic Cup." starring
Constance Binney, is always given the
position of prominence in Rivoli advertising.
In newspaper, circulatory
matter and special exploitation, of
which a great deal is used, that policy

She knows she hopes the children won't resemble their father
too much.

She knows Maude Adams

is

the most talented actress living.

is

She knows

J.

M. Barrie

of the w»rld's> foremost

is

dram-

element of the Rivoli show is considered most important from the business

atists.

She

followed.

There must be a reason.
It is obvious that the motion picture

one

knows

Barrie

wrote

"What Every Woman Knows"
and Maude Adams acted it on
the stage.

She Jaiows she will pick up
a lot of richly valuable pointers
she sees "What Every Woman
Knows" in photoplay form at
The Coliseum this week, with a
if

superb cast headed by Lois Wilson and Conrad Nagel

forth.
Jt
is
probable that even a
greater percentage of readers gave
this display close reading.
Both are impressive novelties. They
represent a class of theatre advertising and an underlying policy which is
not represented in the majority of current newspapers.
As a steady style that indicated
might pall and lose some measure of
For occasional use it
its effectiveness.
And
in every respect.
is excellent
where the same policy can be pursued

with

sufficient

alteration

in

style

to

viewpoint.

To add vaudeville to the program of
any theater in the hope of bolstering
up what is considered failing patronage is not the course of wisdom. This
but another bit of proof, presented
time for the benefit of such exhibitors as have seriously considered
adoption of the combination policy.
The Rivoli has always used vaudeville. It is none the less one of Ameris

at this

ica's
tres.

keeps

prominent motion picture theaExcellent managerial judgment
it

in that classification.

—
Ma)
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Stunts

Novel Shapes Increase
Productivity of Space

Unusual treatment of

made

SHOWMEN
many

display

a

as

means of obtaining exceptional
prominence
for their copy, reasoning, wisely, that

course
when

even

is

of

possibility

readjust-

industrial

ments

detrimentally

ceeded

Good

l«

haw

box

In their use of

fices.

this

of-

and

novel

other

played ability of a high

composition

in

and arrangement.
Two such displays
are reproduced herew i t h, one used by

Chambers,

Stanley

in

Kid

The

at

manager of the Palace

Both

-

to yourself
tell

it

;

lb*

finest Chaplin

picture vou ever

saw

full

of

both laughs nnri
tears

hmi

Tell

title

ir

tlv

IVfiaf

the

a Treat

which

has

production

at

Tell

per-

Him
Have

to

*

any single

production

recently

published.

and

In

of

nality

treatment

The

other

composition

Palace

IS

It

is

by

who

n

afford

means.
thing

t

"The Playof Broadway,"

exhibitors

Char/es Chspli'
in » scene Frofr
•THE KID'

feels

to

he

N.

"I think that 'Heliotrope,' which plays
at the
The Former

Follies

Beauty U Anrsted

by

A

Particularly

Strong Cast

used

adoption

this policy that the

altogether d

e r e

by

employed

graph and two cartoons.

for ad-

tivity of the space

I

I

in

seek means of increasing the produc-

similar effectiveness
ff

e r

who

obtains
i

of logic

vertising

Mr. Chambers'

that recorded.

li

presented

cently, indicate a

basis

of

work ranks high among

*
t

that

Frudenfeld, publicity manager
Sun, Moon and Muse theatres,
Omaha, Neb., recently discussed the subject of motion picture titles with a reporter for the "Omaha Daily News,"
whereupon the reporter wrote an interview which, when published, occupied
approximately a quarter page and was
illustrated with Mr. Frudenfeld's photo-

redepartment
sound

this

1

origi-

effectiveness

display

novelties

same arrangement
Brooklyn Strand.

N.

an

as

These, with o

of the piano, the

for the

1

haps more widely ad-

ap-

size

never

is

read

it

results."

the top of a page,

easily

shots are of

used it to open
my program, but it can be used any place
in the program with the same gratifying

placed

if

maker

at the

upright.

Come for/}

vertised than

power

but a lateral

Is

so
He'll

been

selling

Many

Educational picture 'Water Trails' with

to exert

of like

lateral

about water ways in

program the name
Brooklyn
Strand obtained the use of the same for
a week without paying rental.
"Any exhibitor whose stage complement includes a gauze screen can use the
the

might have had equal

Whol,

Shou

THING

the uprights purchased.

H>m

its

the

crediting in the

of the

have

not

could

1

up-

the

in

is

of

peared that the pianist might be swept
from his stool at the piano by the flood
of rushing waters.

with

par

a

it

title

beautiful water falls and at times

the selling influence of

A
*

on
used

been expected

'ackic

National feature, "The
a

same amount of
money, content matter

as the

for,

parts of the world.

all

"By

the

side,

scenic explains,

'un-

m',

Jell

Kid,"

"This presentation was not without

humorous

composi-

square or nearly
square space costing

right,

about thai u

work.

Charles Chaplin's First

interpret the narrative.

a

A

that

Cooean

The Chambers composition was used for

than

value

skillful

being

actor

*

of

especially important.
Ten him

derfill little

*

ob-

were

would have made
them.
That point is

youf

are excellent specimens

tisers'

displays,

tion

nwsrbh^i

out identification. Both

of the exhibitor adver-

"All the titles were removed and scene
followed scene with only the piano to

*

unusual shape or

less
less

good time

theatre, Wichita. Kan.,

the other received with-

*

viously,

greater

by Rinding.

Palace. Theater

don't keep that

shapes they have dis-

order

"The

Chaplin

Strand's pianist played 'Rustle of Spring,'

in

edition.

*

to see Charlie

affecting their

same

the

Turn

"Seated behind the transparent screen,
and lighted from the side with a small
white baby spot, ' the Brooklyn Mark

minds
than any other motion
advertised

L. Hyman.
"I preHyman, "a new Bruce

shot.

their

in

Edward

Scenic 'Water Trails,' with piano accompaniment from behind the gauze screen
on which the Educational release was

more

picture

picture

you

Director

sented," said Mr.

turned to

implanting

in

that
firmly

If

Brooklyn, N. Y., according to Managing

oi

that page of their
newspapers and suc-

Neighbor
a

attention

who

readers

Your

advisable

is

there

rumored

such a

the

short subject

program num-

ber and furnished a good talking point
recently at the Mark Strand theatre,

it

doubtless

used,

held

Oo

which

for

was

adopted

column up-

the single
right

stone,

parts of the

have

country

in

a

a very satisfactory

of

man

Western Union

to let

you know

of

it.

Cousin Edna." That was the copy used
in 2,000 telegrams distributed to as many
residences in Yakima, Wash., when the
Paramount picture indicated was to be

shown

cannot

Liberty theatre Sunday, Monday,

April 17, 18, is such a strong picture that
I am using the splendid service of the

in that city.

buy bigger

space and use

more

elaborate material can

the Realart production

get the effect of such a

featuring Justine John-

course economically.

Including M*ch

popuUr pljivcn

MACEY HARLAN
EDWARDS DAVIS
CRAUFORD KENT
tLAUBS COOPER

Chicago merchants who sell the "Chicago Evening American" were invited
guests at Barbee's Loop theatre during
the

week

of

May

1.
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bia

compiled

to the

1920 census the District of Colum-

and

contains

437.571

statistics,

which were carefully checked by a com-

persons

mittee guided by a desire for accuracy,

it

from

lias

recently

escaped convict furnish the thrilling incidents.
Blue

the principal role with

in

"THROUGH THE BACK DOOR"

tained that practically the entire population of the National
is

a typical I'ickford vehicle.

Capital goes to a motion picture theatre once each week.
heart" in a child role with

who gathered

ington as well as to the individuals
it

implies that a very great

many persons

picture theatres several times a week,

visit

would not only be highly

inter-

is

Frank Sheridan.

its

no excep-

attendance records and these figures clearh

indicate that

and for the people" when

to furnishing popular priced

it

comes

masterpiece of French cinematic

art.

declared to be a

It

was directed and

written by Abel Gance and depicts a sex triangle en-

meshed

in the

grim

realities of the late

with the best of foreign made pictures.

war.

Compares

Is elaborately

produced and very well acted.

It

(Hodkinson) with

is

a satirical

comedy of small town

based on Irving Bacheller's novel.

life,

Affords good enter-

tainment and Miss Bennett does splendid work.

It

is

a

Rockett production made under the direction of Llovd

Ingraham.

tion

is

an

Allan

Dwan

(Associated Producers),

"Johnny Cucabod."

story,

Provides diverting hour's enter-

(Cosmopolitan-Paramount)

responsible for most of the worth of the production.

Mary MacLaren, Norman Kerry and Holmes

"THE LAST DOOR"
in

a unique role

Martha Mansfield appears

terior sets.

is

(Selznick)

—that

and

tasteful

thrilling incidents,

in-

where

O'Brien as "The Magnet," escapes from the police and the
unusual twists given the story hold the interest throughout.

"THE BEACH OF DREAMS"
isle story.

The

story

is

unusually good photography.
role, that of a society girl

seaman,

who

(Robertson-Cole)

Contains several new twists and
well told and

who

is

a

drama

has much

learns to love a rough

rescues her from a barren

hand

tion

good entertainment.

it

is

Edith Story has the leading

porting cast and clever acting

Several encounters with an

Eugene

presents

of a society "Raffles."

replete with elaborate

tainment, concerning the love of a big-hearted ranch
for a crippled child.

E. Herbert

advantage opposite him and

to

There are several

of the best type.

production of Wilbur Hall's

work

his

are the leading players.

desert

"THE BROKEN DOLL"

Harry O. Hoyt directed and

slow-moving story of the neglected wife theme.

the production

Enid Bennett,

picture possesses excellent enter-

very well acted by a cast headed by

has been elaborately staged and Mr. Capellani's direc-

O'Brien

"KEEPING UP WITH LIZZIE"

is

"THE WILD GOOSE"
lani, is a

is

(Associated Ex-

presented with a special cast and directed by Albert Capel-

amusement.

'•.['ACCUSE" (Marc Klaw, Inc.)

Beauti-

feature above the ordinary.

lifts this

motion pictures are most certainly "of the

people, by the people,

The

of the Maine woods.

every large city in the country.
in

touches

little

an adaptation of Holman Day's romance

esting but of considerable value could they be obtained for

tion

many whimsical

"THE RIDER OF THE KING LOG"

tainment value and

is

presents "America's sweet-

photographed with direction and acting satisfactory.

hibitors-Pathe)

Washington

It

the

evening.
Statistics of this nature

a

the fig-

not every clay or

if

in

(United Artists)

that have endeared her to countless thousands.
fully

ures, as

Mary Thurman

small part opposite.

been ascer-

This proved quite a surprise to the theatremen of Wash-

Monte

make

this

isle.

Fine sup-

Haworth produc-

J'ACCUSE

market.
The scene on the deathstrewn battlefield, wherein the spirits
of the dead leave their earthly bodies

(MARC KLAW, IXC.)
"J'Accuse" is a masterpiece of French cinematic art. Abel
Gance, the author and director, has developed a stirring
war epic that discloses new heights in imaginative
The tragedy is splendidly acted and elabdirection.
orately produced. It compares with the best of the foreign importations.

and form in serried lines, to march
through the Arc de Triomphe with
their living comrades in the great Victory Parade and then leave to march
back to their own villages only to find
that the loved ones for whom they
died are unworthy of their sacrifices,
enthralls the audience, for here is the
power of the creative dramatist at its
The picture lives,
best expression.

\4"ARC KLAW.

in

presenting

*"

the

American

>oung wife, and Desjardins, as her

moves and has

has given one of the finest ex-

father, enact their role> with splendid

points the way to better achievements in the production of motion pictures and in doing so it helps to elevate the art of picture exhibition.
"J'Accuse" is a step forward both
for the theatre and the producer.
It
will undoubtedly prove to be a splendid drawing card in any motion pictur theatre.
S. C.

to

"J'Accuse"'

public,

amples of the French picture art that
duction

France.
sex

work

the

is

member of

enmeshed

of the Great

realities

Honor
the

in

of

grim

It is

the

indictment of the horrible fruitage of
warfare,

accusation

terrible

against the creators of international
hatred.

new

matic

heights in sketching dra-

by

situations

and

suggestion

thereby enhances the dramatic virility

immeasurably.

A

panorama

realistic

of the great conflict surges across the
screen,
in

piling incident

upon incident

such a fashion that the audience

is

held breathless.
It will

ing.

"J'Accuse" will be

money-making feature.
The production is a real work of an.
should be given wide exploitation

the first great drama speccome from our Allies of the
Great War. It is a lesson in the sub-

because

lime love of country and of
crystallized

by those

home
who

that

died

superbly and well.

The production

will live as a splendid

memorial to the

people

being in distinction.

—

it is

of

the

Allied

countries

loved peace enough to fight for

who

it.

There are more big scenes, both
from the standpoint of drama and
from that of the spectacular, in this
production than in three or four of the
general run of

features

now on

the

She Sighed By Seaside
(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS')
Mack

Sennett's two-reel comedy. "She
Sighed by the Seaside." is along more
or less familiar lines containing the much
photographed Pacific coast for a background and several Sennett bathing girls
for artistic effect.
Ben Turpin is in it
though, as well as the other Sennett
comedians, and the fun is fast and furious.
It is all about two ardent lovers

who

seek the hand of the same girl. A
game in the opening scene is very

tennis

funny and the incident of the lost trousers and the barrel costuire that loses
staves at every step is worth a laugh
or two.

the

best

houses.

it

It

farther than the rest of

pictures in realism

tude and
like

for

little

war

possibilities,

rated as a real

its

It

be a valuable motion picture

attraction

goes a
the

tion

was

At times the direction reaches unusual

*

does great exhibi-

it

tacle to

one

in

Possessing as

It

War.

*

pro-

a gripping portrait of a

It is

triangle

Dauvray, as the

distinction.

of Abel Gance. a

the Legion of

Marise

*

The

has been exhibited in years.

lover.

fist

and magni-

will appeal to those

who

powerful drama and excellent actSeldom has such imaginative

been

direction

seen

on the

Director Gance

screen.

is

silver

to be con-

gratulated for getting afield from the
stereotyped, both in technique and
creative story telling. At times he

gets

away from

his story, but this

when

new

fault

is

forgotten

angle

of

dramatic construction

outlined

The
a

a

is

upon the screen.

story

is

that of the tragedy of

young wife, her elderly husband and

man of her own age.
Their lives are encompassed by the
tide of the war.
Severin-Mars, as the

her lover, a

husband, Romuald Joube, as the paci-

One

of

the dramatic

moments from "J' Accuse,"
Marc Klaw.

the

French feature imported by
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EUGENE O'BRIEN
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IN

THE LAST DOOR
(SELZNICK)
Popular Selznick star

in the role of
crook.
Story contains many
novel twists and unexpected turns
which keep the interest up.
Adapted from a story by Ralph

a

W.

Ince and
J.

B. Frost

Montagne and

by Edward

directed by Wil-

liam P. S. Earle.
Here we have Eugene O'Brien posing
as a society crook, a sort of "Raffles" or
decidedly different

"Jimmy Valentine" — a

hero part than any he has heretofore esFrom a rather slow start "The
sayed.
Last Door" develops into a complicated
and thrilling crook drama, with fights,
police raids and a pleasing love angle
that brings you up short at the end with
a

or

"lady

the

tiger"

finish.

In

fact,

You
outcome is not disclosed.
see "The Magnet," as the famous crook is
known, standing at the last door of his
home, while the police are inside batterthe

He could have
ing down other doors.
escaped as easily as Miss Rogers, the society girl, but he doesn't.
Somerset Carroll, who for many years
has been in South Africa, returns and is
induced to join a house party given by
Mrs. Hamilton Rogers, A prisoner escapes
from the penitentiary, which is nearby,
All
and the guests join in the hunt.

A
except Carroll, who remains behind.
girl in convict clothes enters through a
window. Carroll turns back the guards
and together they make their escane to
the city, where she tells him she is Helen
Rogers and it is all a joke on him. He
then informs her he is not Carroll, but a
notorious gem thief.
He locks her up
and returns to the house party. That
night while rifling the safe. Miss Rogers
appears.
She accuses him of being a
common thief and he returns the jewels
the
The house is aroused but
to
safe.
Helen makes excuses when she discovers she is in love with the crook.
He
returns home and the real Carroll apA

pears.
net's"

raid

is

made upon

home and Helen

He

the "Magrushes to warn

her out through an underground passageway and awaits the coming of the police.

him.

lets

•

.

ENID BENNETT

IN

KEEPING UP

WITH

LIZZIE

(HODKINSON)

A

comedy

small town
life based on Irving
Bacheller's
widely read novel. Affords genusatirical

ine

of

entertainment and carries a

good moral.

A

wholesome pro-

duction in every respect.
Enid
Bennett does splendid work.
A
Rockett production directed by

Lloyd Ingraham.
"Keeping

Up

with Lizzie" is a clean
type of light comedy with a rural locale
that seems to be in vogue with the theatre patrons of today. It presents a story
that is recognized as one of the best
works of Irving Bacheller, who ranks as
one of the few purely American authors
because of his depictions of our real national life.
The picture version has been
carefully done and aided and abetted by
the fine acting of Enid Bennett, it is disclosed as a more than usual appealing
production, which should do very nicelv
in most theatres.
The scenario bv Will

A

scene from "The Wild Goose" written by Gouvcrncur Morris end produced by
Cosmopolitan. (Paramount)

SPECIAL CAST IN

M. Ritchey is excellent and the direction
up to Lloyd Ingraham's average.

THE WILD GOOSE

is

The

story deals with Lizzie

Henshaw,

belle of Pointview, a small country town,
who is sent to a fashionable school by
His bitter busiher ambitious father.
ness rival. Pettigrew. the father of Dan.
Lizzie's sweetheart, not to be outdone,
sends Dan to Harvard. And then both

of

—

them

(COSMOPOLITAN)
An

ister's.

directed

lani.

A

cellent

town's two leading grocers
start to boost their prices to pay for

After graduation Lizzie tours Europe
with some wealthy friends, and then return> to Pointview with many lofty and
expensive ideas, and, accompanied by
Count Louis Roland, who sees in her an
opportunity to marry wealth.
She immediately sets a standard of dress and
mode of living that starts a period of
wild and furious spending on the part of
Pointview. which threatens to ruin everybody. Dan. in spite of his Harvard background, plavs second fiddle to the Count.
Lizzie's father, unable to hold the pace,
confesses he is broke.
The Count refuses to go on, but upon receiving a
dowry of $10,000 agrees to a hasty wedding.
On the way to the minister's he
has a breakdown, and when they all get
out of the car the Count jumps in and
speeds away with the money. Dan, suspicious of Count Louis, has discovered
that he is an imposter and with "Soc"
Potter, the village lawyer, jumps into a
machine to stop the wedding. As they!
speed down the road they come upon the
stranded wedding party and then continue the pursuit.
In his haste to get
away the Count takes a turn at too high
speed, the car leaves
the road and
plunges over a bank into a lake. After
pulling him to shore Dan forces him to
return the money and then releases Tlim
on -his promise to leave the country.'
Lizzie and Dan continue to the min-

story

theme.

neglected wife

— the

their children's schooling.

Gouverneur Morris
by Albert Capelslow moving play of the

adapted

backgrounds and

"The Wild Goose"
that

is

Has exlightings.

a society drama

discloses nothing unusual either

exhibitor

interest

or

production

in

value.

Despite an elaborate setting the story
does not ring true because of its conventional triangle theme.
The featured
.

members of the cast, Mary MacLaren,
Holmes E.' Herbert and Norman Kerry,
lift the story in any great measDirector Albert Capellani is responsible for. most of the worth of thefeature inasmuch as he has gotten all that
it is possible to get out of it in the way
of dramatic interest. The photography

fail

to

ure.

Harold Wenstrum and the artistic
backgrounds constitute an- attractive feaof

'

ture of the picture.

The story

is

.

that of a

young

artist

who

He

goes away for a while to
work. In his absence another man appears On the scene and wins the. artist'smarries.

The newcomer and the wife elope.
prosperous friend, more unselfish than
usual, decides to bring about a reconciliation.
He does it by driving the villain
over a cliff in his automobile.
The complete cast includes Mary MacLaren. Holmes E. Herbert, Norman
Kerry, Dorothy Bernard. Joseph Smiley
and an attractive child actress, Rita
Rogan.
wife.

A

May

28,
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She reaches the age of ten
child.
knowing only the care of her old nurse
whom she calls mother. The mother

IN

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR

appears

(United Artists)

to

claim her child but the

nurse, through love for the

Many

whimsical little Pickford touches put this slight story
over. She again appears in a child role that will please this
screen favorite's large following. Directed by Alfred E.
Green and Jack Pickford. Beautiful photographic effects
depict life in war-torn Belgium.

MARYherPICKFORD remains what

true
convictions as to
the public wants of her, and though
she departs from them now and then,
she returns to her child roles, with
to

comedy

and whimsical little
have made her name
famous throughout the world, just to
show up her imitators.
"Through the Back Door" was
written especially for Miss Pickford
by Marion Fairfax, from an idea conceived by Mary herself it is said. The
story differs but little from numerous
their

touches,

that

other tales of deserted children but
there is a wealth of humorous situations, many bordering on the slapstick, that will delight the youngsters
and thoroughly entrench Miss Pickford in their hearts again.

photography
abounds
P>eautiful
throughout the feature.
The scenes
picturing the inhabitants of a Belgium
village fleeing before the

man army being
*

The

story

is

invading Ger-

particularly effective.
*
*

consistent and the ac-

tion cumulative, being plentifully in-

pantry smuggling a duck and a puppy
on board ship and a dozen other
;

touches.

her that she

C.

Norman Hammond.

Eli-

nor Fair, Adolphe J. Menjou, reorge
Dremgold, Peaches Jackson, Doreen
Turner and John Harron, the latter a
brother of the late Robert Harron.
He has the role of a youth who falls
in love with Jeanne the kitchen slavey.
Because it is typically Pickfordian
in treatment and appeal it will doubtless find favor with the majority of
cinema audiences. Mary still remains
the mistress of her art, and though

dead.

is

little

one,

Later she

repents and sfcnds Jeanne to America
to rejoin her mother.

the palatial
is

ushered

into

She arrives

at

Island mansion but

Long

kitchen

the

servants and

when

maid, leaves a

letter

dresser, explaining

disappointment.

Miss Pickford herself gives a remarkable performance, appearing first
as a child of ten, then aged fifteen and
later as a young lady eighteen or
twenty. The entire cast is an exceptional one.
It is composed of Gertrude Astor, Wilfred Lucas. Helen

Raymond,

tells

by the

she, as a kitchen

upon her mother's

all,

The

she again meets
letter is

swept

shows the lady of
the house her passport and then the
out.

Finally she

woman
of her

realizes she

own

womanhood.

is in

daughter,

A

the presence

now grown

to

love affair between

Jeanne and the boy of a neighboring
estate adds interest to the story.

(

Peaches Jackson and Doreen Turappear as two cute immigrant
children.— I. R. M.
ner

"Through the Back Door" is not the
best picture of her vast repertoire it
presents her in a role that gives her
plenty of opportunity to display her
charms and she does

it

particularly

well.

terspersed with comedy showing Mary
scrubbing a Dutch floor with a scrubbing brush on either foot fishing in
a mud hole with a fish stolen from the
;

Three scenes from "Through the Back Door," Mary Pickford's

latest

production distributed through Un'ted Artists.
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BEACH OF DREAMS

II
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Edith Story* as Cleo de Bronstan gave a
fine performance, and the small parts

were well played.

(ROBERTSON-COLE)
Another cast-up-on-desert-isle

knit plot. William Parke directed.
principal roles are played by

Edith Story and Noah Beery.
of Dreams" has for its
basic plot the time-worn situation ot the
couple thrown upon a lonely isle by a
shipwreck and their ultimate return to
civilization. There are several new twists
introduced that hold the interest, and as
a whole it is excellent entertainment.
The story is sound and wholesome, with
considerable clever acting, lifting it above
the average of such stories.
The scenes on the barren island are of
the best and the few interior sets picturing a French home are quite up to
the standard of recent Robertson-Cole

"The Beach

marriage
by an insipid Frenchman, promises to
give her answer upon her return from a
yachting trip. The vessel is rammed in
a fog by a sailing vessel manned by a
rough crew of fishermen, and all are lost
pxcept a Frenchman, LaTouche, Jack
Raft, skipper of the sailing vessel, and
Cleo. They land upon a lonely isle and
at once jealous rivalry springs up between the two men.
Raft disappears,
having been caught in quicksand, and
LaTouche attacks Cleo on a lonely cliff.
She succeeds in stabbing him with a knife
she has found and hurls his body into
the sea.
Fear overcomes her in her
in

Then Raft returns, having succeeded in extricating himself from
the sand.
They overcome a band of
Chinamen that land and escape in their
Being picked up by a passing
vessel.
steamer Raft and Cleo return to France.
Here the contrast of breeding between
Raft and her social set shows and she
and Raft part, he going back to sea and
she returning to society realms.
Xoah Beery gives a virile and convincing portrayal of the rugged seaman. Jack

lonely existence.

is

1921

IN

THE BROKEN DOLL

His fight in the cafe, though brief,
one of the big hits of the picture.

Whimsical

THE RIDER OF
THE KING LOG
(PATHE)

The

Raft.

MONTE BLUE

28,

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
SPECIAL CAST IN

story,

but one that is interest-compelling
by reason of being carefully made
and possessing a logical, well-

productions.
Cleo de Bromstan, sought

May

A

picturization of Holman Day's
romance of the Maine woods that
offers fine acting on the part of
Frank Sheridan and beautiful
scenic backgrounds.
Supervised
by Holman Day and directed by

Harry O. Hoyt.

An

Associated

Exhibitors production.
This
that

is

is

a

drama

of the logging country

distinguished

by

realistic

woods atmosphere and splendid
shots of Maine scenic grandeur.

north

exterior
It

will

appeal to lovers of outdoor life and benefits by having the story enacted in the

same

locale in which it is laid in Mr.
Day's novel. Frank Sheridan, in the character of old "X K," the logging magnate,

dominates the acting and lifts the interest in no small degree.
The action is rapid and is interspersed
with touches of humor.
The scenes of
the log jam and other logging activities
enliven the production and the photography gives evidence of unusual skill.

The

story deals with the conflict be-

tween the two largest lumber organizations operating in the Maine territory.
The romance is introduced through the
love affair of the son and daughter of the
rival lumber kings.

The

exhibitor will find in this feature

nothing offensive to the taste of his most
critical patrons and it will be accepted
possessing excellent entertainment
as

little

story of the love

poor farm hand for the
crippled daughter of his employer.
Introduced by some beautiful and
striking color photography. Melodramatic touches well done. Directed and produced by Allan
of

a

Dwan.
Dawn

Allan

has

another Satur-

taken

day Evening Post story and made of it
It is
a pleasant hour's screen diversion.
an adaptation of Wilbur Hall's story,
"Johnny Cucabod," the tale of a youthful ranch employe who meets with many
thrilling experiences while trying to replace a broken doll bt.onging to the
crippled child of the rancher.
There are many excellent night scenes

and the atmosphere of a big western
ranch and rolling prairies is faithfully
transferred to the screen.

The

principal role

is

that of

Dawes, which Monte Blue

Tommy

faithfully in-

He lives the part of the bighearted farmer boy whose love for his
employer's little crippled daughter in-

terprets.

volves him in a thrilling adventure one
night when he attempts to replace the
little girl's doll, which he has broken,
with another. Others who assist materially in the story's unfolding are Mary
Thurman as Harriet Bundy, the sheriff's

daughter and

little

Mary Jane

Irving,

value.
The principal members of the
cast beside Mr. Sheridan include Richard

as Rosemary, the rancher's baby daughThe role of the escaped convict
ter.

Travers. Irene Boyle and Ben Hendrix.
The direction, in the capable hands of
Harry O. Hoyt, has, because of its original conception, given the feature an outstanding appeal that elevates it above
the ordinary. It is largely because of Mr.
Hoyt's work that the production contains
wide audience appeal.

was

There are
also very well handled.
sides to the main story
and all are worked in with good effect.
Rosemary, a crippled child, entrusts
her doll, "Louise Albertine," to Tommy
Dawes, but a horse collar falls on it and
breaks it. Tommy takes enough money
from a fellow worker's pillow-bariK to
He is held up by an
buy another.
escaped convict, however, and besides

many humorous

losing his money loses the horse, "Crow
Bait."
The same night he is entrusted
with an envelope full of money by a
neighbor ordering some clothes from a
mail order house, but again the thief
steals it, and in the melee that follows
is misthe convict is shot dead.
taken for the thief, is guarded by a posse,
but escapes at daybreak, and with the
sheriff's daughter restores the broken
doll and wins Harriet's hand.

Tommy

MADE

IN

THE
KITCHEN

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
in the Kitchen" is a Mack Sentwo-reeler with Billy Bevan and
Fazenda
Louise
as the principal fun
makers. They are also home-brew makers and it is around this branch of home
industry most of the fun centers. The
picture opens with a funny incident
wherein John Henry, the bennett kid,
and Teddy, the dog, romp over the sleepWhile
ing forms of Billy and Louise.
industriously engaged in bottling beer,
assisted by the kid, the minister calls,
and the youngster exposes the whole

"Made

nett

One

of the dramatic scenes

from "The Beach

of

Dreams," an

duction distributed by Robertson-Cole.

all-star

Haworth

pro-

works.
laughs

is good
any house.

It
in

for

a

t

good many

—
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"HEART OF MARYLAND"

Little Ole
By
Leahy

"Bill"

recent

his

went into

was benefited by

certainly

Los Angeles.

to

visit

strict training

Bill

when he reached

as a result he improved
such an extent that Tex
Rickard immediately' got in touch with
him. During his training Mr. Leahy followed a fixed set of rules, such as getting up at 7:15 a. m.; sparring fifteen
minutes with a bill-of-fare; finishing off

the coast and

physically to

a five-course breakfast to the entire satis-

camp;

faction
8:15, interviewing
trade paper reporters for Louis B. Mayer
without showing signs of hard breathing;

of the

9:30,
in

a

twenty miles of

give the

gang

the once over.

It is

that in the afternoon Bill wrestled

hard

work

road

fast

Stutz; then back to the studio to

bouts

to trim
that he

the

gyppers

with
boss.

Is

it

who

desired

any wonder

bottle?
*

*

*

the

well-known

Inter-

national peace maker, having joined the
Associated Producers as foreign sales

manager,

is

now

all

set.

A

good man

SPLENDID CIVIL

York

WAR

FILM

(From The Cleveland Plain Dealer)

J. B.

Now

Arthur

in

has given up the League of Nations idea,
to stand guard duty along

of

in

the

right

place.

that

we won't have
Long Island.

*

Edmund

*

*

Grainger says his name
hasn't been mentioned in the trade press
for almost a month.
Here's to you.
C.

*

We

have

couple

of

way,

viz.,

star,

and

*

*

midst this week a
from out California
Wallie Reid, the Paramount
John McCormack, publicity
in

our

notables

dispenser for First National stars.
*

*

*

Marie Prevost having posed for the
weeklies at Coney Island and burned her
Sennett costume a two-ounce bathing
suit
is
all
set "for the serious drama.
Here's lots o' luck, Marie.

—

said

many

comes back to us trained to the
minute and as full of pep as a tobasco

Arthur Levey,

New

IS

Birth of a

Tom

Natton."

who

Terriss,

directed this Vitagraph production with

Catherine

Calvert in

serves

credit

all

for

chosen a cast that
he

detail:

from the

first

the valley of the
stirring climax

title

work.
balanced

is

role,

He
in

some tremendous

has

scenes; and there
est

the
his

is

no flagging of

dehas

every
battle
inter-

peaceful scene showing

Potomac

— there

are

to

many

the

final

of

them

— and

*

Of course every Civil War play has
about the same general plot the division
of family ties and the shattering of em-

*

*

Productions, Inc.
Capt. C. J.
chief executive of the new independent company. Miss Gale appeared
is

"The Yellow Menace," "The Invisible
Hand," "The Poison Pen" and "In the

in

Shadow
tion,

Maryland," and the edition disclosed
yesterday at the Allen proved as convincing a war drama as any since "The

—

Marguerite Gale, after a temporary
absence from the screen, announces she
will soon appear in stellar roles in a
series of seven-reel dramas sponsored by

Howard
Howard

Naturally there are great possibilities
making a photoplay from "The Heart

of the Dome," a current producand several Paramount pictures.

"SNOW STUFF" FOR "THE SKY PILOT"

the closing fade-out.

—

romances with the division of
North and South. Belasco gained his big
bryonic

effect in the stage production with a
dramatization of "Curfew Shall Not Ring
Tonight." The heroine clung to the bell
clapper of the country church to still the
alarm while her Northern lover escaped
through the Confederate lines. This remains, naturally, the big moment; but
there are others, with effective battle
scenes outstanding in contrast against
bits of Southern scenery and some par-

ticularly pleasing interiors.

The play has been followed in detail
the love of Maryland Calvert for Alan
Kendrick; the romance of Spitfire Nanny
and her Southern swain, Bob; and the
tragedy of Maryland's brother, sent into
his own home as a member of the Northern secret service; and, of course, the villainous Thorpe, who betrays both North
and South, doing double duty as a spy.
As a matter of fact, 'The Heart of
Maryland" proves even a better picture
than

a

drama

— though

A

My

of the adapted Ralph Connor story,
leading role in the Curtis-First National

King Vidor, the director

who

plays the

location.

and Colleen Moore,
production,

out on

it

brought

first

substantial recognition to Belasco and
fame to Mrs. Carter. Lincoln, Lee and
Grant are introduced for a moment at
various times. Artistic touches are found
in legitimate comedy relief; and the effectiveness of the offering is enhanced
by the musical setting by Philip Spitalney and his overture, "The Spirit of '61,"
which prepares the audience for it.
Miss Calvert makes a striking Maryland, and Crane Wilbur is a pleasing figure as the Northern lover. William Collier,
jr.,
makes much of the ill-fated
brother, and Felix Krembs is convincingly villainous as Thorpe. The Nanny
of Victoria White and the Gen. Kendrick
of Henry Hallam, veteran of the screen,
deserve a word of commendation. Elaborately staged, there is a multitude of infantry and cavalry, and the period dress
historically correct.
is
It is an artistic
achievement and one that reflects great
credit upon Mr. Terriss.
touch of novelty in the overture is
found in the introduction of banjos and
a male quartet, and the rendition of
"Maryland.
Maryland," as a. quartet
number, as the first scenes unfold.
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Reviewers on Coast Declare Last
Mary Pickford Feature Her Best
Long Run

of

'Through the Back Door" Predicted

by Exhibitor— Newspapers Unanimous

in

Praising Productions
Newspaper

reviewers on the West
unanimous in praising Mary
I'ickford's latest United Artists production, "Through the Eack Door," as her

Coast

are

greatest picture.

The

picture was published on May 15.
Following the opening of the picture at
the Mission theatre, Los Angeles, Harry
David, managing director, sent this tele-

gram

to

Hiram Abrams, president

of the

"Big Four":

House

is

"All hail to Mary.

Packed
'Through the Back

opening day of a predicted
run, has packed the house
continuously with a typical Pickford
audience, who have shown their delight
and appreciation of her new vehicle with
tears, laughs and applause.
All morning papers are unanimous in their praise
Door,' the
six weeks

Hearty congratulations.''
Parties, in the Los Angeles

of the picture.

Lleanor
Record, said
"There will never be
another Mary Pickford.
Mary outChaplined the famous Charlie in one of
cleverest
ever
the
stunts
screened. Never
has the little actress been more appealing than in this play.
She stands absoShe makes
lutely alone on her merits.
the most of even the slightest possibility
to show her histrionism with the deepest touches of pathos and the daintiest
humor, never once falling from her pedestal of femininity so difficult to mainthink
Personally, I
tain in comedy.
'Through the Back Door', is Mary's best

satisfied.

ford's

To Enjoy Extended Run
The Los Angeles Express, said, "The
photodrama brings

a

laugh and cheer and

Mary Pickford is
a sigh to the onlooker.
so thoroughly human and lovable in this
story that Pickfordian admirers will be

keen optimistic sanity wins

latest

film."

Florence Lawrence of the Los Angeles
Examiner, said:
"Mary* Pickford has
never been seen in a more appealing
role than as Jeanne in
'Through the
Back Door.' She hits the high note of
comedy in one of the funniest scenes
tet filmed."

Grace Kingsley. of the Los Angeles
Times, said: "Never since 'Stella Maris'
has Mary revealed more exquisite and
compelling power of successfully paging
our smiles and our tears. After all there
is only one Mary Pickford."
The picture opened in New York City
the Strand theatre, on

at

May

15.

Who

Marion Fairfax
Film Nearly Completed

Initial

:

picture by far, in ages."

Its

favor and it will doubtless enjoy an extended run."
The Los Angeles Herald, said: "Heart
throbs and laughs, you will find both in
Through the Back Door', Mary Pick-

Marion Fairfax's initial production,
"The Lying Truth," is rapidly (tearing
completion.
The work of cutting and
assembling this film will be handled by
Miss Fairfax, thus the creation of the
story, its adaptation, its direction and its
final treatment are given the personal attention of the producer.
When the sample print is finished,
John Jasper, manager of Marion Fairfax Productions, will leave Los Angeles
for New York to arrange for its distribution as well as the publication of future
pictures under this trade mark.
Mr.
Jasper plans to arrive in Manhattan in
about three weeks.

Announcement of two series of juvenile
is made by Jack MacCullough of
the Jack MacCullough studies, Chicago,
one

series of four pictures based on
popular children's stories and the other
of two films of strong comedy current

featuring

Hermina

France

and

Ralph

Hoos.

The

first

mentioned

series consists of

"Jack and the Beanstalk." "Goldie Locks,"
"The Three Bears" and "Little Red
Riding Hood." Dorothy Crafts, 10 years
is featured
in these stories, whose
appeal to children is unquestioned. Miss
Crafts is said to have" shown remarkable
talent in her work.

old,

Follows Stories Closely
Mr. MacCullough. in commenting on
this series, stated that he had planned
a particular course of action in the filming of the childhood stories which provided for no deviation from the original

themes.

"There

was no elaboration to the
he said; "all of the pictures
were made with but one thing in mind
stories,"

and
for

the
in

Goldwyn
which

"The
Rogers is

picture,

Will

starred.

Revier Denied Injunction
Against David P. Howells
The second

application of

Harry Revier

an injunction and receivership against
David I'. Howells, in reference to the
••erial. "The Son of Tarzan." has been
denied by Justice McAvoy in the supreme court. Judge McAvoy, in denying the injunction and the application
lor

for a receivership, stated that the comolaint did not constitute an action of
law.
Revier bases his claim for action on a
contract he alleges he had with National
Film Corporation, the company
which produced the picture.

Announced by Jack MacCullough

films

ELSIE FERGUSON

Rcmio,"

Series of Features for Children
Is

In a picturesque garden scene from "Sacred
Profane lx>ve," built on the Lasky stage
this Paramount picture.

BROWN FAIRE

VIRGINIA
playing in

is

Bashful

— that

of transposing to the screen all
interest and appeal these childish
romances have to their juvenile readers.

the

There is no 'love theme.' In this case
the story itself is the thing and I believe the series is something that will
be a delight to the youngsters and a
pleasure to the grown-ups."

Has Two Comedies
two comedy films are titled
"Billy's Baby" and "Wash Day Jingles"
and are said to abound in fast action
and humorous situations ably acted by
The

a juvenile cast of merit.
The films are all one reel in length
and cutting and titling will be finished
It
this week. Mr. MacCullough says.
is his present plan to distribute the two
series through independent exchanges.

Arrow Reports Big Sales
on Serial, "The Blue Fox"
Arrow Film Corporation
tories

selling

fast

on

its

reports terrilatest

serial.

"The Blue Fox," starring Ann Little.
One of the most recent territorial sales
was to Eltabran Film Company of Charlotte, N. C. who purchased the serial for
the six Southeastern states: North and
South Carolina. Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee. Thomas A. Branan,
president of Eltabran. closed the deal
while in New York recently.
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Vitagraph President Returns East
Elated Over Progress of Industry
Company Now Has Every Unit on West Coast Busy

Dempsey States Pathe
Has Exclusive Rights
to

Film His Training

Jack Dempsey, heavyweight
holder,

who

forthcoming

is

training

fight

With Big

title

for

his

Special

in the

Georges

with

Carpentier, has issued a statement

which says:

Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, has returned to New York from
California where he has been giving his
personal attention to new productions.

"I have given Pathe exclusive
rights to the only pictures that will

be

made

of myself while preparing

my coming

Mr. Smith probably will remain in the
East throughout the summer, occupying
country home at Oyster Bay, Long

bout with CarpenNo other training pictures are
authorized and none will be before
the fight."
Two hundred prints of the Pathe
special, "A Day with Jack Dempsey," have been shipped to the
branch offices.
A tie-up with
nearly 400 newspapers on this film
has been effected.
for

tier.

his

Island.

President

Smith

is

exceedingly

opti-

mistic over the motion picture outlook
and predicts a big year. Vitagraph is
speeding up its productons to the utmost
capacity and this activity already has
necessitated three trips across the continent since the new year.

Stay

To Be Lengthy

Emmick

Signs for
26 Arrow Features

Exceeds

$100,000— Has Coast
(Special to Exhibitors

K

:ra.'<l)

YORK, May IT. E. H. Emmick of Peerless Film Service, Inc., of
San Francisco has closed with Arrow
Film Corporation for Arrow's new list of
twenty-six features. The price involved
in the deal was in excess of $100,000,
according to Arrow.
The deal will give Emmick for his
territory the four James Oliver Curwood
productions; the four pictures of the
Neva Gerber series; the entire eight Jack
Hoxies and the following other features:

"The

Golden Trail,"
"Woman's Man." "The

now being cast, Mr.
feels privileged to make his stay
in the East a lengthy one.
Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffith, Alice
production

Smith

—

NEW

unit busily engaged on
at
the
Hollywood
studio, with the special production, "The
Son of Wallingford," considerably more
than half completed under the direction
of George Randolph Chester, the author,
and another special James Oliver Cur-

new productions

wood

Territory

Calhoun and Catherine Calvert, Vitagraph stars, are all busy at the Brooklyn
studio, and while
in
New York Mr.
Smith will not only plan new productions for them, but will arrange a special production which will be a worthy
successor to "Black Beauty," for Jean
Paige.

Big Things Planned
be no let-up during the
summer months," said Mr. Smith. "Of
course we will make hay while the sun

"There

"Bitter
Fruit,"
Tame Cat," "The

will

SCRIBES EAT

"The Chamber Mystery."
"The Stranger in Canyon Valley," "Bachelor Apartments" and "The Man Who
Deceiver,"

Production Also

Making
—

shines that is one of the golden rules
in the motion picture industry
and do
our best to meet the constantly* growing
demand for our pictures. All of our
units have been busy during the winter
months, those at the West Coast studios
in particular.
Big things have been
planned for the summer months, and it
will depend only on the weather and

human

—

capabilities

whether they can be

carried out."

Mr. Smith said that the general improvements begun at the Hollywood
studio nearly a year ago now are praccompleted, greatly increasing its
Since the first of the year an
addition which practically doubled the
studio lighting facilities has been completed.
Last summer a new system of
printing and developing at the Brooklyn
studio made it one of the best equipped
in this respect of anv studio, an enlargement will be made at the plant this summer.
tically

capacity.

With every

Report Price Paid

67

Have Duncan

Studios

Mr. Smith stated that many famous
books and plays will be used as vehicles
for William Duncan, who will appear in
special productions henceforth.
The Brooklyn studio, Mr. Smith predicted, would see one of the busiest
seasons in its history. Several changes
already have been made in the personnel
of the studio, among others William
Wright, formerly of the general offices,
having become studio manager, and William R. Dunn having been engaged as
casting director.

LUNCHEON WITH PRESS AGENT

Trifled."

All of these productions will be booked
through the new Progress Features evchange at 'Frisco, recently organized by
Mr. Emmick, together with W. O. Edmunds, formerly of the Hodkinson service.

The

will

be

"The Golden Trail" and the territory

for

feature

first

publication

distribution is California. Arizona, Nevada and the Hawaiian Islands.

Shadowland Review Sold
to Sol Lesser for Coast
Shadowland Screen Review, the single
reel film magazine of amusements and
arts, edited by A. D. V. Storey and published by Storey Pictures, Inc., has been
sold to Sol Lesser for his Pacific Coast
territory and will be distributed by his
All Star Feature Distributors exchanges
in

San Francisco and Los Angeles.

Doll

Van Film Corporation has purchased the
rights for Indiana, Lou Rogers of Masterpiece Film Distributors has purchased
the Philadelphia territory rights and New
York state and northern New Jersey
are controlled by Producers
Feature
Service.

C.

Clark, director of publicity and advertising for Robertson-Cole, preThose
siding at a luncheon given at Keen's Chop House, New York, May 6.
Hamlin, M. P. Journal, Epes Winthrop Sargent,
present (left to right) are:
Clem Kracht, Wendell Milligan, Arthur James, M. P. World; Gordon Place,
Mr. Clark, Robertson-Cole: Louella O. Parsons, N. Y. Morning Telegraph;
Joseph Dannenberg, James Krohn, Wid's Daily; Sam Comly, Exhibitors Herald;

Seymour

Tom

To Rebuild Albia Theater
ALB I A,
stroyed by
rebuilt

I

A.—The King

fire

two months

by Roy Alford.

theatre, deago, will be

Monte Sohn, Arthur McCasker, Trade Review, and Harry Osborne, RobertsonCole.
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Adams featured. 'A Fresh Start,' which
served to introduce this comedian to the
theatregoing public, has been one of the

Clara's 3 A. M. Smile

most profitable, well commented upon
comedies ever released by us. In fact,
Jimmie Adams has been a sure-fire box
office winner from the very start.

"A tentative cast of fine supporting
talent has been gathered for Adams' new
comedies.
'Chuck' Reisner has taken
over the entire work of supervision and
the

In

direction.

first

three

pictures

Jimmie Adams will have working with
him Cliff Bowers, Lillian Biron, Mary
Roy Adams
Carlisle and Tom Kennedy.
has been engaged as cameraman."

Declare Ince Picture

Remarkable Drama

Is

"Mother

Mine"

o'

Published

June 5 by Associated

Producers
Mine," the Thomas H.
Ince special which Associated Producers,
Inc., will publish on June 5, is declared

"Mother

o'

to be a remarkable "drama of today,"
presenting a phase of modern life that
has widespread appeal and sympathy.

Adapted by C. Gardner Sullivan from
(harks Belmont Davis, novel, "The
Octopus," and directed by

"Mother

o*

Mine"

is

Fred Niblo,

the story of a boy

who

— W.

is wrongfully convicted of murder
and sentenced to die in the electric chair.
All the evidence points towards his guilt,

W. Hodkinson,

president of Hodkinson Corporation; Clara Horand T. Hayes Hunter, who is directing
the picture for Dial Film Corporation, for distribution by Hodkinson. This was
snapped at 3 o'clock in the morning, during Mr. Hodkinson's visit to the studio.

Left to right

ton, star of

"The Light

in the Clearing,"

but his mother, believing his plea of
innocence, fights for him and by an ingenious method succeeds in establishing
his innocence and saving him from death.

The dramatic

Educational Acquires New Series of
Comedies Which Star Jimmie Adams
Educational announces the acquisition

new brand of comedies featuring
Jimmie Adams, one of the two stars who
were so popular in the Mermaid come-

of

a

by Educational during its
year as an international distributing

dies distributed
first

organization for specialty short subjects.
Jimmie Adams will be supported in
the Adams comedies, as the new series
will be called, by a fine array of talent.
He will have with him several of the
clever actors who helped make his share

dent of the distributing corporation,
"convinces us that if possible Jimmie
Adams has done even finer work than
he did in 'N'onsense,' 'High and Dry,'
"Holy Smoke' or 'Bang,' the successes in
which he starred under our 1921 issue
of Mermaid comedies.
"We are especially well pleased with
the results secured on the pictures released under our Mermaid brand in which

Adams

"Mother

o'

Sarg Claims New Method
For Animating Cartoons
Tony

Mermaid comedies successful.
Astra to Make Comedies
The new line of comedies will be made
for Educational by Astra Film Company,
with which

of

to

said

is

Sarg, well

known

artist

and

cre-

ator of ingenious marionettes which have
attracted wide attention, claims he has

of the

Inc.,

quality

surpass anything that
Ince has done. As an artistic and commercial achievement, "Mother o' Mine" is
said to stand at the head of the Ince list
of productions, and is considered by Mr.
Ince himself as one of the best things he
has done.
The cast includes Lloyd Hughes, Betty
Ross Clarke, Betty Blythe, Joseph Kilgour, Gaire McDowell, Andrew Robson
and Andrew Arbuckle.

Mine"

invented a

new system

toons for the

films.

of animating car-

It is said his

method

eliminates the drawing of thousands of
pictures for each 500-foot reel and can be

has been asso-

nominal cost.
of Sarg's cartoons was shown
recently at the Criterion theatre. New
York. It is titled "Tony Sarg's Al-

ciated for the past year.
There will be
eight pictures a year, starting with the
second series of Educational's issues for
the publication year 1021-1922. The present year ends June 30.
It is hoped to
announce the titles of the first three films

artist,

before June

work

produced

The

at a

first

Herbert M. Dawley, another
was an associate of Sarg's in the

manac."

1.

of perfecting the invention.

The Adams comedies, with

the Mermaid pictures that will be issued during
the year, will comprise, it is said, a fine
collection of short comic pictures. Lloyd

Produce Comedies from
Harris Dickson Stories

"Ham" Hamilton, who shared honors
with Adams in the success of the Mermaids, will continue his work with this
series, under the
supervision of Jack
White, and another star, whose name
probably will be announced soon, will
take Adams' place. "Chuck" Reisner will
supervise and direct the
new Adams comedies.

making

of

Production has commenced on a series
of two-reel comedies which are adaptations of Saturday Evening Post stories

by Harris Dickson. Harris Dickson Film
Corporation, of which Warren P. Munsell
is

The

Are Pleased with Results

"The screening of
this series," said E.

the

first

picture of

W. Hammons,

presi-

president,

Ralph Dean

the

who

JIMMIE ADAMS
is

to

make a new series
"Adams Comedies"

be known as

of comedies to
for Educational

is

producing

the

films.

director.
first of the series of Custard
is

and

Criddle comedies will be "The Custard
Nine." Virgil Custard and the Rev. Baltimore Criddle are the principal characters in these pictures.

—
Mav

28,
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Majorie Daw Stars
In Playgoers Picture
for Pathe Publications
It

announced that Playgoers Pic-

is

Inc.,

tures,

several

publish

will

inde-

made productions through
pendently
The first of these
Pathe Exchanges.
productions is "The Butterfly Girl,"
starring Marjorie Daw. It will be issued
on June

12.

production

The

described

is

as

a

comedy-drama and the general
character of the production and cast
may be judged from the fact that Fritzi
Brunette and King Baggot have imporsplendid

tant roles.

O. Weston, the producer of
the picture, arranged for the publication
through the
in negotiations conducted
Negotiations
office of Arthur S. Kane.
ot
are under way for the publication
picture
produced
another independently
acquired bv Mr. Weston and it is probable that a series for Playgoers Pictures
future.
will be announced in the near
Charles

Jimmy Aubrey

Signs

New

Contract With Vitagraph
Jimmv Aubrey. Vitagraph comedian,
signed a new contract with that
company for a series of two-reel subjects.
has

Aubrev

has

been

Vitagraph

with

tor

several vears. but it was within the past
year that Vitagraph engaged a special
continuitv writer for him and put out
Aubrey's
the Jimmv Aubrey comedies.
played
latest, "The Tourist." has just
the Rialto in
is said to be

York. This comedy
one of Aubrey's best.

New

Announce

Griffith

Film

Forthcoming Title Bout Adds Greatly
To Booking on Pathe- Dempsey Serial
Evidence that exhibitors are ready to
take advantage of every favorable condition is the tremendous bookings Pathe
reports on the Jack Demsey serial,
"Daredevil Jack." with the heavyweight

film, "Wet Gold," which Goldwyn has
acquired for distribution, is to be at the
Capitol.
The showing will be within a
few weeks.
Prints are being made as
rapidly as possible and it is hoped to

champion about

have them in all twenty-two Goldwyn
branch exchanges within a short time.
The film has been booked in a number of key cities for early showing. Outside of New York the larger cities where
be screened include the
it
will soon

to defend his title.
Production Is Timely
The production is most timely, and to
support this statement Pathe indicates
that during the week of May 9, business
on the Dempsey serial increased 200 per
cent over the previous week. This in
spite of the fact that bookings on the
chapter play have been mounting with
every day of the approaching championship bout between Dempsey and Georges

Carpentier.
In addition to its popular star, Pathe
considers "Daredevil Jack" as one of the
finest produced serials Pathe has ever
issued, and exhibitors throughout the
country who have played the continued
drama, give enthusiastic support to this.

Double on Episodes
Exhibitors

booked the

fith

The

Two

Orphans."

"Wet Gold" To Have
Showing at Capitol
Goldwyn

Arranges Premiere
For Williamson Undersea
Feature Film
New York's first showing of the new

will build his

by Adolphe D'Ennery.

Buffalo already have
with the intent of dou-

by W. S. Van Dyke, who subsequently
made "The Avenging Arrow" and is now
working on "White Eagle," the next
Ruth Roland attraction.

the

next film production.
story originally appeared as a novel

in

serial

bling up episodes, so that the final installment or two can be exhibited on
July 2, the day Dempsey is called upon
to defend his title. This is a movement
certain to be copied in other territories.
"Daredevil Jack" was produced for
Pathe by Robert Brunton and directed

famous
French story of sister love and romance,
Grifis to be the plot on which D. W.

"The

J.

Ernest Williamson undersea feature

Lyric theatre, Reading, Pa.; the Liberty
theatre. Kansas City, Mo.; the Casino,
Salt Lake City; the Strand. Atlanta. Ga.;
Poli's. Scranton, Pa., and Poli's, WilkesBarre.

Pa.

"Wet Gold" should

surpass

all

pre-

Williamson photoplays in popularity, in the opinion of Goldwyn, because
it has a newer idea for its foundation
modern sea piracy conducted from a
stolen submarine and the seeking of the
pirate's plunder from its hiding place
on the floor of the ocean. Goldwyn has
prepared an unusually complete line of

vious

accessories for exploiting

"Wet

Gold."

Canadian Theatres, Ltd.
Buys Edmonton Theatres
Canadian Theatres, Ltd., owner of the
Princess theatre. Calgary, has purchased
the Regent and Dreamland theatres in
Edmonton, Alberta. A. H. Lawrence will
be the manager of both the Edmonton
houses. This company is planning to
have houses all through western Canada.

Bird Assigned by Fox As
Casting Directing in West
Charles A. Bird has assumed the duties
casting director at the Fox West
Coast studios at Hollywood, Cal. Louis
Seiler. former casting director, will in
the future devote his energies to the direction of Fox Sunshine comedies.

of

The dramatiza-

was translated for the American
The cast has
stage by Kate Claxton.
not been definitely selected.
tion

George Beban Back on Coast After
Trip to

Resume Production

George Beban's successful trans-conwhich he has been
in
tinental tour,
appearing personally

in

connection with

Man

in a Milhis own production, "One
lion," has taken him to the Coast, where
he will rest briefly before resuming work-

on a new

subject.

In point of
Beban's trip is

mileage

traveled,

Mr.

declared to be one of
the longest ever undertaken by a screen
star in making personal appearances.
Mr. Beban's splendid receptions in

every city he visited have convinced him
of the value of the personal appearance
as an exploitation aid. and he probably
will take other trips with his productions
of the future.

Trip Opened in January
Mr. Beban looks back upon

his

trip

with the keenest happiness.
Starting in Newark on January S, Mr.
Beban appeared with "One Man in a
Million" at the Branford theatre for
one week. He made four daily appearances and packed the theatre at every

Mavor Gillen gave him the key
the city and crowds turned out to
greet him when he visited the chief executive at the city hall.
From there Mr. Beban jumped to
Atlanta, where his reception was no less

show.
to

Am

Guilty," Louise
scene from "I
GLa urn's latest Associated Producers feature.

Dramatic

69

Activity

gratifying.
He appeared at the Howard
theatre three days.
Then followed a
week of one night stands through the
South, concluding at Louisville, Ky., on

Thursday. January

29.

Play at Circle Theatre
Mr. Beban's itinerary then took him
West.
He stopped at Indianapolis for
one week at the Circle theatre, filling it
to overflowing four times daily.

At Chicago, he

He made
papers

registered a big hit.
a three weeks' stay. The newshim up as they would

played

Babe Ruth or Jack Dempsey. The picin which he appeared reaped
mounting profits.
The Chicago engagement opened at
the Riviera theatre on Monday. February 28. Mr. Beban remained here until
March 6. when his schedule took him
to the Tivoli from March T to March
ture houses

Ascher's Circuit of Chicago theatres
next enjoyed the prosperity of a Beban
showing and then the star went to St.

13.

Paul.
Is

From

Succession of Triumphs

then until he reached his destination on the Coast, Mr. Beban's tour
was a succession of trit nphs.
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Those who saw Ralph Lewis

in

"The

Birth of a Nation" in the part of Stoneman; in "The Hoodlum," with Mary
Pickford; in "Till the Clouds Roll By,"
with Doug. Fairbanks, and with Clara
Kimball Young in "Eyes of Youth,"
recognized in him a player of great force
and the part he will play in this picture
calls for

every ounce of
*

*

it.

*

Playing opposite Miss McAvoy
Bruce Gordon, well known star.

will be

Rounding out the quintet of leading
is
Lloyd Whitlock, favorably
for his work as the heavy in
"Scratch My Back," "White and Un-

parts

known

married," "Curtain," "See

My

Lawyer,"

and others.
Little Gladys

Fox, the flaxen-haired
child-actress who appears in this cast has
several screen successes to her credit and
has also appeared for two seasons as the
child danseuse with the Douglas Sisters.
To insure the best possible photographic effects, that angle has been entrusted to J. O. Taylor, who comes to
Realart after several notable successes
with Hobart Bosworth.

Christie Finishes

Comedy

Which Follows "Sneakers"
"Let Me Explain," a typical Christie
farce comedy, has been completed for
an early publication through Educational
Exchanges, to follow the Christie Comedy "Sneakers." The new picture, which
is the twenty-third of the Christie tworeel comedies made for Educational, was
directed by Scott Sidney.
It marks an
achievement in that this large number
of comedies have been completed within
a year and with a distinctly individual
angle for each one.

Viora
the cast

Daniel and
in

"Let

Earl Rodney head
Explain."
Other
are Josephine Hill,

Me

prominent players
William Sloan and Donald Edwards.

Nazimova

in

May
photograph made especially for "Exhibitors Herald" upon her
recent visit to Chicago. Miss Prevost has graduated from the Sennett bathing
girl class and joined the ranks of stars. She will appear in a series of light comedy-dramas under the Universal banner.

Marie Prevost, from

a

Capable Cast
Rcalart Special Stars

in

Birthday Production

May McAvoy

with

Bruce

T\

EALART
including

have attracted wide attention, to
appear in its birthday special.
Preliminary to its announcement of

certain

of

its

the cast Realart states:
"One only casually familiar with screen
players would be impressed by this cast.
It would have been perfectly simple and
expedient for Realart to select from its
own wealth of stars and supporting
players a capable cast to enact their
birthday special, but they felt that that
would have been a subterfuge; in other
words, they could have just taken one of
their regular releases, sprinkled a little
sugar over its exploitation and called it
a special. This was not done."
Hector Turnbull wrote the story. Even
the best story, however, would resolve
into just so many words if placed
the hands of an inexperienced director.
Realart realized this, and to make

itself

in

successful
*

transmission,

*

Bell,"

Falkner Sells Eastern
Territory on Series

it.

*

One of the pivotal points in the success
of any production rests with the selection
of the star and Realart has shown exceptional judgment in securing May McAvoy as their leading woman. If she had
only the achievement of her wonderful
characterization as Grizel in "Sentimental Tommy" to her credit it would be
sufficient to stamp her as an actress of
exceptional capability.
Her success in "The House of the
Tolling

fu-

ture plans. It is rumored she may return
to the speaking stage in a revival of
Ibsen plays, or in a new spectacular
drama submitted to her -while in New

York.

engaged Chester Franklin to direct

efforts

the metropolis in time to participate in
the big annual show of the Actors'
Equity Association at the Metropolitan
Opera House on Sunday evening, Mav

Nazimova has not announced her

Kathlyn

Playing in support

has chosen a capable cast,
players whose individual

return to Stage

Nazimova, following the expiration of
her contract with Metro, is in New York
from Los Angeles. The star arrived in

8.

Fox Among Those

Williams, Ralph Lewis, Lloyd Whitloch, and Gladys

Who Are

Gordon,

New York

"Forbidden

Valley"

and

Fred

W.

Productions,

Falkner
Inc.,

of

has

Falkner-Tyrol
sold

the

first

Grande features for
series
of Susan
Greater New York and northern New
Jersey to Magnet Film Exchange, reThe
cently purchased by Aitken, Inc.
first publication will be "The Girl with
Fred Summers has been rea Million."
tained as manager of the exchange and
will do special exploitation on each production.

Mangan Production Chief
Of Allen's New Theatre

"The Truth About Husbands" has
brought her to the forefront of screen
players. She brings to the heroine role
of this picture an interpretation that is
said to be marvelous for its sympathy,
charm and emotional fire.
The presence of Kathlyn Williams in
the supporting cast augurs well for the

Francis A. Mangan has been appointed
production manager for the new Allen
theatre in Montreal and will have charge
of presentations when this beautiful new
theatre opens its doors on Saturday, May

success of this production.

14.

May

28,
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Educational Uses 12,000 Reels
of Film for Anniversary

Week

This Celebration

the 12,000 reels of film, totaling 12.000,-

000

feet,

published by Educational Film

Exchanges,
pressed into
Pictures

Inc., since

June

service during

Week, May

1

to

1,

1920,

was

Educational

May

7,

and the

only regret was that more prints were
not to be had.
Indications, are that Educational increased the number of its theatre accounts approximately 41 per cent during

much greater percentage of increase in cash collections, which
is reported at Educational headquarters
to exceed 100 per cent.
Many Programs Exclusive
The great diversity of subjects to be
drawn upon in Educational's products is
the week, with a

one of the chief causes to which the remarkable success of the week is ascribed by the company. This made it
possible for many theatres in various
parts of the country to run Educational
products 100 per cent during the week,
while others ran them almost exclusively.
A" telegram from the Seattle branch says
that in that district alone fifty-one theatres, most of them first-run nouses, ran

Educational pictures exclusively, while
eighteen first-run theatres gave 75 per
cent of the week's program to Educational products. Thirteen of the theatres
playing nothing but Educational pictures

were

in

offices are the following:

New York— "Cash

collections

— "Represented

in-

creased 132 per cent."

Boston

every key
city in the territory by at least one
two-reel comedy, in addition to Kinograms and Scenic Reels."
Dallas "Have used every availin

—

able

print.

Could have made more

with additional prints."
Milwaukee "Educational Week in
this territory was very successful."
Seattle
"Thirteen
theatres
in
Seattle alone running
Educational
product 100 per cent."
Denver "Collections during Educational Pictures Week 100 per cent
over average weekly collections."

—

—
—

E.

W. Hammons,

tional, in giving
districts, said:

president of Educaout the reports from the

Returns Are G^tifying
many of our branches are
located on the West Coast and far
South, since we have a branch in every
key city on the North American Conti-

"As

a great

UNIVERSAL MANAGERS ATTEND A CONVENTION

addition

difficult

plete analytical

returns

it

European
com-

our

to

is

to secure
rapidly.

"Our

controller's
reports,
however,
would indicate, from the cash collections
made as a result of Educational Week,
that practically every one of our 12,000
prints released since June 1, 1920, was
working during the week.
,

"The great increase in the number of
theatre accounts is especially gratifying.
Every branch has increased the number
of these accounts from 23 to 41 per cent,
in addition to most of the old accounts
playing additional Educational products.
Record

the city of Seattle.

Typical of the reports of success that
are being received in Educational's New

York

in

branches,

Company Estimates That Its Theatre Accounts
Were Increased 41 Per Cent During
Incomplete reports from exchanges all
over the copntry and in Canada indicate
that practically every print available from

71

in

The New York

New York

district

had one of the

best reports for increase in
of shows during the week.
938 shows in 400 theatres in
an increase of 39 per cent in
the weekly average for ten

Cash

the

number

There were
this district,

shows over
weeks past.
however, were far out

collections,
of proportion
to
this
weekly average for ten
ceeded by 132 per cent.

increase.

The

weeks was ex-

Eleven first-run theatres in Boston and
ran Educational products, according to the report for the Boston district.
Educational Pictures also were in
three first-run theatres in Providence;
three in Lawrence; three in Lynn; five in
Lowell; one in Cambridge; two in Haverhill; two in Manchester, N. H.; two in
Portland,
three
in
Me.;
Springfield,
Mass.; three in Worcester; two in Bangor, Me. All are first-run theatres in key
cities.
Practically every print in the
Boston exchange was working, with
every circuit in New England playing
Educational products.
Fifty-two new
accounts were reported, with cash collections a fraction over 60 per cent in
excess of the weekly average for the preceding ten weeks.
vicinity

IN

CHICAGO,

MAY

8-9

Right— (1) J. H. Calvert, exchange manager, Kansas City, Mo.; (2) S. Benjamin, manager, Oklahoma City, Okla.;
Harry M. Berman, general manager, Universal; (4) Louis Laemmle. Chicago exchange; (5) I. Gettleson, manager,
Minneapolis, Minn.; (6) M. A. Chase, manager, Buffalo, N. Y.; (7) P. D. Cochran, vice-president, Universal; (8) E. B.
Haines, manager, Des Moines, la.; (9) B. Rosenthal, manager, St. Louis, Mo.; (10) Herman Stern, Toronto, Can.; (11)
Tom Colby, Cleveland, O.; (12) Art Schmidt, district manager, Cleveland; (13) Cleve Adams, manager, Cincinnati;

Left to

(3)

(14) W. L. Hill, publicity director, Chicago; (15) Jos. Freidman, manager, Detroit; (16) R. W. Abbott, manager, MinMr. McNamee,
(19)
neapolis; (17) H. F. Lefholtz, manager, Omaha; (18) E. J. Smith, district manager, Philadelphia;
special agent, Omaha, and I. Lesserman, manager, Chicago exchange, in foreground.
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Carmel Myers, Universal's
star.

who is appearing in Christie comedies, being distributed through Educational Exchanges.

Viora Daniel

Tom

Forman, Paramount

and Jacqueline Logan,
Miss Logan is playing
opposite Thomas Meighan in "White and Unmarried,"
and she furnishes good support according to Mr.
Forman.
director,

former Ziegfeld "Follies"

girl.

Webb as "Blackie Daw" in Vitagraph's special
production, "The Son of Wallingford," made under
the direction of George Randolph Chester, the author.

George

——A

—

"What

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright 1921

You are

especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

a co-operative service

It is

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and

every week what the picture

Address "What The

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD, 417 S. Dearborn St., Ch,cago.

Associated Producers
The Forbidden Thing, an Allan Dwan
The kind of a picture that

production.

—

I conclasses of my audience liked.
sider Associated pictures all high class
pictures.
E. Saunders, Saunders theatre,

all

—

Harvard,

— General

111.

patronage.

THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS,

a Maurice Tourneur production.
For Pete's sake, if you book
this picture, work it with the schools.
Then light up a twenty-five cent
cigar and take it easy for a few days
afterwards.
good picture from
everyone's standpoint.
Exceptional
to the ones who have read the book.
The only fault of the picture is that
the Indians do not look real enough.

—

A

— Clarence

New

House,

A Thousand

W.

Opera

Langacher,

to

—

One, a

J.

—

Parker Reed,

—

age.

First

National

—

Passion, with Pola Negri. Broke all
existing records with this picture.
The
second night bigger than the first. Class

— Pfeiffer Bros., Grand theatre,
—
madge. — Very much disappointed. Nothwill

your patrons like Ray this will
please them.
Norman Stewart, Wonderland theatre, Kaufman, Tex. Neigh-

Patrons
ing like her other productions.
Good
claim it is too long drawn out.
for three days only.
C. C. Dooley, Garden theatre, Paterson, N. J. General

—

patronage.

Wives,

with

The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore. Acting of star superb. Good in-

—

—

—

Peterson,
S.

—

theatre,

Iris

Belle

Fourche.

D.

Go and Get
duction.

It,

— Played

a Marshall Neilan proto big business and

then repeated to the same business. Best
I ever played.
C. B. Thomas, CrysNeighborhood
tal theatre, Eudora, Ark.
patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan pro-

—

duction.

— Good

—

titie,

good

story,

good

photography, good acting and good

di-

rection.
That's what makes a good picture. It's built on love, thrills and laughter.
Go and get it and it will satisfy the
most critical. Played it at 20 and 35
T.
C. Jenkins,
cents here and satisfied.

—

Neligh,
Neighborhood patronage.

Auditorium

Good
madge.

theatre,

theatre,

Nebr.-

References, with Constance Talnice picture, but Connie does

—A

not draw for us.

— Pfeiffer Bros., Gran
— Neighborhood pat-

Kenton, O.

ronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray.— Here is a dandy. The best argu-

—

|

My

Wives,

Clark.
standard.

Not much to this picture.
Supposed to be a comedy, but very, very

—
—

Majestic theatre. Reedslaughs.
burg, Wis. Small town patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. From
every angle Chaplin's best production.
Will please as near 100 per cent as any
Played three days
picture possibly can.
to good business considering local contheatre, ClinStine.
Gem
ditions.
J. B.
ton, Ind.
Genera! patronage.

—
—
Scrambled
Clark. — Very

—

Wives,
pleasing

—

—

B. A. Mulligan, Alamo theVicksburg, Miss.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
A production that ran true to all reports.
Those who saw it were highly
However, Charles Ray has
pleased.
talk about.

|

1.

|

2.

|

3.

|

4.

|

5.

|

6.

Heart o' the Hills.
Eyes of Youth.
The Courage of Marge
O'Doone.
The Little Shepherd of
Kingdom Come.
What's Your Husband
Doing?
Male and Female.

|

7.

Secret Service.

|

8.

Terror Island.

Margeurite
comedy drama,

—

against

|

9.

|

10.

is

delightful

imaginable.

—

General patronage.

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. A novelty that delighted 90 per
cent of the people.
A few thought it
"silly."
Business good. Raymond Gear,
Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
General patronage.

—

—

The Old Swimmin' Hole, with Charles
Ray. The kind of a clean picture that's
a pleasure to run.
It gets them all in

—

from
them

six

and it pleases
brings back the boyhood
Don't pass this one up. Ma-

It

memories.
jestic

sixty years,

to

all.

—
— Small
Norma Talmadge. —

Rcedsburg,

theatre.

Wis.

town patronage.
Yes or No, with
fair production and story only fair.
The
acting by Norma Talmadge was very
much above the average. Average business two days. Will H. Bremer, New
Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.

—

Nomads

North, with a special

of the

— Very
production.
Book
Joseph C. Staak. Royal theatre, Carroll.
— General patronage.
Go and Get
a Marshall Neilan production. — Several safd
was the best
cast.

fine

it.

Ia.

It,

it

picture ever shown here.
It drew the
ones that come once in every two years.
Book it and go the limit in advertising.
R. B. Cox, Rex theatre, Batesville, Miss.

What Women
Kellerman.

— Box

Love,

with

Annette

office picture that will
small raise. It is some-

please and stand
thing out of the beaten track. Fine for
small towns. F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Her Kingdom of Dreams, with Anita
picture.
Stewart. Swell
No use of
knocking this one. It's good. Pleased
Charles Holtz.
Princess thegreatly.
Small town patronatre, Danforth, Me.

—

—

age.

Nomads

I

of the

Looks

North, with a special

photography

like

from

previous Curwood pictures. However, it
was good, especially the forest fire scene.
E. A. Baradil. Palace theatre, McGeEmail town patronage.
hee, Ark.

—
|

—

The Notorious Miss Lisle, with KathKatherine"s
erine
MacDonald. Fair.

—

|

the only thing to it, but why
rely on beauty to put a picture over?
Can get better stars than she. -Majestic

beauty

is

—

|

theatre.

Reedsburg,

Wis.

— Small

town

patronage.
Passion's Play Ground, with Katherine
MacDonald. This is a little old, but a
I
always have good
very good show.
houses with Katherine MacDonald. W.
L. Biggs. Unique theatre, Anita, Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Woman In His House, with Mildred Harris. A well-done subject, although too heavy for some. Raymond
Gear. Mayflower theatre, Florence, Kans.
General patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. My patrons liked this and

—

—

The Lottery Man.
The Mollycoddle.

—

A. N. Miles,
Eminence Theatre,

Eminence, Ky.

censorship

and the picture is clean
and
fine
entertainment. Charles
F.
House, Midway theatre, Rockford, 111.
Star

cast.

with

which seemed to please 90 per cent.
Charles F. House. Midway theatre. Rockford, 111.
General patronage.
Passion, with Pola Negri. Ran two
days to fair business on account of Holy
Week. Will repeat. A picture they will

Patrons
Liked Best

ment

—
—

Ten Plays

with Marguerite
Fair picture, but not up to her

Scrambled

atre.

town patronage.

In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge. Typical Constance comedydrama. Might be classed as spicy. Leo

ronage.

few

—

teresting
picture
throughout. E.
A.
Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.

— Small

Marguarite

Clark.
It's a clever picture, and seemed
Raymond Gear, Mayflower
to please.
General pattheatre, Florence, Kans.

—

—

IpiHraiiMbiUiMiiiMmm

Scrambled

—

—

borhood patronage.

tell.

Kenton, O. Neighborhood patronage.
The Passion Flower, with Norma Tal-

—

If

licity.

one

Glarus, Wis.

production. Hobart Bosworth seems
to be going back.
It went over none
well.
Raymond Gear, Mayflower
to
theatre, Florence, Kan.
General patron-

Jr.,

big business for me.
A
picture that will stand any kind of pub-

never drawn

—
|

—

—

K X
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MADARIAGA INSPECTS THE NEW-BORN BABY

May

MacDonald.— Beautiful
fair

usual

to

1921

28,

Production

star.

—

business.
V'erner Hicks
theatre,
Marion, 111.— Genera!

Family

patronage.

Nomads

of the North, with a special
Will please all.
Don't be
afraid of this.— O. V. Kelly, Majestic the-

cast.— Fine.

Wis.— Neighborhood

Reedsburg,

atre,

patronage.

Good References, with Constance Talmadge.— A good picture. Lots of comedy, as are all her pictures.
W.

—

W

Woltz, Star theatre, Lake City, la.—
General patronage.
Married Life, a Mack Sennett production.
You can go the limit on this and
make no mistake. One hundred per cent

—

Down on the Farm.— C. F.
Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.—
Small town patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. A typical Constance Tal-

better than

madge

—

picture.

Uglow, Crystal

— General

To fair business.— W. L.
theatre, Burlington, Wis.

patronage.

Fox
Hands

Off, with

1

patrons enjoy
hey are all good.

tracting
his

of the dramatic scenes of

"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," Metro's
Rex Ingram.

—

—

The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production.
Good sensible picture to
fair business.
Bobby Kelso does some
splendid acting. C. H. Thomas. Com-

—

—

munity

theatre,

Galva,

la.

— Small

town

patronage.

Nomads
cast.

— Fine.

of the North, with a special
Nearly as good as Back to

God's Country. I lost money on account
of rain, but picture will back up all you
can say. F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre,
Hazen, Ark.
Unseen Forces, w'th Sylvia Breamer.
First National in this feature have given
value received.
It
pleased about all.
Miss Breamer is becoming a favorite
here.
H. J. Longaker, Howard theatre.
Alexandria, Minn. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Go and

—

Get

It.

a

Marshall Neilan pro-

duction.
One of the best pictures v
ever ran.
Drew a good crowd and
pleased all.
You can show this at advanced prices with no complaints. Book
and boost it. L. M. Rothweiler, Palace
theatre, Bison, Kans.
Small town pat
ronage.

—

Not

as

The Family Honor,

a King Vidor pronice clean picture.
Well
produced and acted. It pleased. C. F.
Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.—
duction.

—A

—

Small town patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. Played it one day to a good
house. Pleased all, but not as did Go and
Get It. But it's one you can book and
boost.
L. M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre,
Bison, Kans. Small town patronage.
Don't Ever Marry, a Marshall Neilan
production. Very good, but we can't get
'em out on these specials. Played two
lays to poor business. Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small town
patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charlie Ray

—

—

—
—

—

—

— C.

theatre,

Mill

— George

H

Valley, Cal.—

FIREBRAND TREVISON,

F.

Fla.

—

I

better
productions.

with

Buck Jones.— A dandy Western that
will bring the old Ford to town with
Pa and Ma and all the kids. If your
patrons like good live ones, take this.
—A. J. Steggall, Opera House, Fay-

Minutes

satisfied.

A Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. A very good picture.
But not in a class with some of her
others, as A Virtuous Vamp or In Search
Suckstorff Bros., Orpheum
of a Sinner.

ette,

la.

The One Man

—This

Trail, with

packed 'em

in

Buck

Jones.

and we had scores

of

pat-

favorable
comments.— Ralph
W.
Crocker, Star theatre, Elgin, 111.— Neighborhood patronage.

a Marshall Neilan production.
A-l picture. Everyone liked it.
One of the best x;ver shown here. R. G.
NeighFain. Lyric theatre, Farina, 111.

Why Trust Your Husband, with E ileen
Percy.— One of the best pictures we have
run to date.
Pulled them out despite
depressed conditions and with practically no advertising.
Everybody liked

—

theatre,

Wildrose,

N.

D.

— General

ronage.

Go and Get

—

It,

—

—

In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan Dwan
Rather a risque picture for
production.
a small town, but got by all right.
C. F. Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart,

—

— Small

town patronage.
The Beauty Market, with

Fla.

Katherine
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1

1.

Patrons
Liked Best

2.

The

I

3.

Jes' Call
The Little

4

-

I

5

-

1

6

!

—

of a picture.

I

River's End.
Me Jim.

Shepherd of
Kingdom Come.
God's Country and the

The Virgin of Stam-

|

|

|

boul.

The Cup of Fury.
B. F. Sharp,

Tumble In Theatre,
Sinton, Tex.

—

^!lllll|lllllll'!!l!lll!ll!!lll!lllllllllliniillllllllll!lll!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIM

— Pfeiffer
—

Bros.,

|

§

Grand

the-

Kenton. O. Neighborhood patronThe Adventurer, with William Farnum.
A lot of foolishness with no sense, as
my steady customers called it after it
was all over. Poor business and poorer
satisfaction.
"Sandhill" Jenkins, do you
ever play any of this stuff? G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small

—

—

Woman.
-

will hold them to their seats.
Could
hear a pin drop during showing, which
is rather unusual on a Saturday. Pleased
90 per cent.
Book it. G. W. Johnson,
Mystic theatre, Marmath, N. D.
Number 17, with George Walsh.
good pictore for the laboring class, but
the highbrows do not fall for this kind

atre,

Broken Blossoms.

|

—
Sister to Salome, with Gladys Brockwell. — A very interesting picture, which
A

—

The Plays

My

—

A 100 per cent production. Norman
Stewart. Wonderland theatre, Kaufman,
Tex. Neighborhood patronage.
it.

borhood patronage.

—

—

Forty-Five
but

Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart,
Small town patronage.

—

Harriet and the Piper, with Anita
Stewart. Poorest Anita Stewart picture
I have seen.
Just got by, that's all.
C. F. Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart,
Small town patronage.
Fla.

good

as

From Broadway,

Hub

all

Mix

day.
of his late pictures.
notice that he is atclass of people in

Neighborhood patronage.

big spectacle directed by
said so.
C. F. Hancock, Lyric theatre,
Stuart, Fla.
Small town patronage.

the

latest

Cooke.

One

Tom Mix.—Tom

becoming more popular every

s

My

—

town patronage.

The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
Fine entertainment.
Picture was enjoyed quite a bit. Many favorable comments. Mix pictures consistently good.
Heinsohn & Westberry, Sylvia theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Sylvester, Ga.
Partners of Fate, Louise Lovely. Fair
program offering that will get by O. K.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
Dynamite Allen, with George Walsh.
Somewhat of an impossible story, but
will get by.
Leo Peterson, Iris theatre,
Belle Fourchc, S. D.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. Book

—

—

—

—

—

May

boys.

it,
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up
packed 'em

It will live

vertising.
W.
too.

I

—

most any adand you can,
Opera
House,

to

Becbe,

L.

in

Manito, 111.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh.
One of the best comedies I ever ran.
Pleased 100 per cent. The kind of picture suited for the star. Book and boost

and the picture will do the rest.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmath,

it

N. D.

The Iron Rider, with William
Parts
Fair program picture.

—

— E.

Russell.
of plot

A. Baradel, Palace
Small town pattheatre, McGehee, Ark.
ronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.
Shirley Mason always
Fine picture.
draws well here, too. A. P. Schaefer,
Academy theatre, Ironton, Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones. Good and
pleased them. Buck Jones is a comer if
Fox gives him strong stories. Majestic
Small town
theatre. Reedsburg, Wis.
patronage.
Firebrand Trevison, with Buck Jones.
The best Buck Jones I have ever
unreasonable.

—

—

—

—

—

—

A

—
—

and good scenRan it with Sunshine comedy and
ery.
pleased Saturday crowd. W. L. Biggs.
Unique theatre, Anita, la.— Neighborhood patronage.
The Challenge of the Law, with WilPlayed
liam Russell. A good picture.
Will do business anywhere.
to capacity.
C. H. Coke, Princess theatre, Mendenplayed.

lot of action

—

—

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Prairie Trails, with Tom Mix. A typPlenty of action, but
ical Mix picture.
overdone. Leo Peterson, Iris theatre,
Belle Fourche, S. D.

hall,

Miss.

—

—

—

]
lost on account of
this one.
A. P. Schaefer, Academy theatre, Ironton, Mo. -Neighborhood pat-

—

The Joyous Troublemakers, with Wil-

—

Farnum.

Pleased them all.
First
every respect and clean. MaReJsburg, Wis. Small
town patronage.

liam

class

—
—
Mix. — Drew

in

theatre.

jestic

The Untamed, with

Tom

well and a fine program picture.
Will
please Mix audiences. J. O. Cannon,
Palace theatre, Magce, Miss. Neighbor-

— —

hood patronage.

Know Your Men,

with Pearl White.
society-drama, fairly good.
But put her back in serials where she
belongs.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.

A

six-reel

—

The

—

Grey Mouse, with Louise
Lovely. Domestic drama that just gets
by with my patrons. Plays of this kind
must be very strong to please my crowd.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,
Little

—

—

Ark.

The

Grey Mouse, with Louise

Little

—

Lovely. This is no good.
Title and
posters are weak and story is fierce. I
would walk out on it. W. L. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la.— Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Two

Moons, with Buck Jones. Good
I am not in a
Western
town.— W. L. Beebe, Opera House, Ma-

Western, but
nito,

—
A

111.

The Iron Rider, with William Russell.
Most of my patrons liked this picture.
few said there was too much shooting.

— Adolph
ville,

Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranN. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Mystic theatre, Marmath, N. D.
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.

mighty good picture, and a satisfied patronage.
But one fellow, after viewing
the lobby display, asked at the box of-

of the most satisfactory pictures I
Played to capacity for three
ever had.
days.— Ralph W. Crocker, Star theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Elgin, 111.
While New York Sleeps, with a special
cast.— It will take a long time to get

One

—

Home

—

my

ways pleases
ard, Wishard

patrons.
H. A. Wishtheatre, Bloomfield, la.

patronage.
Thief,

with

Pearl

White.—

"Say!' How many episodes does
this picture run?"
Can you beat it? And
we have spent money telling 'em that
it is not a serial.
Harry M. Palmer, Libfice:

—

Washington,

erty theatre,

Ind.

— General

Bride, with Eileen Percy.

would make good if
This is worst picture
house in years. Absolutely silly.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronthis

Fox would

have had

star

let her.

in

—

my

and

took

Steggall,

Flame

of Youth, with Shirley Mason.
Mason fine, but story does not
suit her.
Fox kills these stars in poor
stories.
A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Flame of Youth, with Shirley Mason.
This is the poorest feature that I have
played with Shirley Mason. She is out
of place in this kind of feature.
A. E.

—

Berlin,

Grand

Blind
or,

the

to

end.

— A.

J.

la.

The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Very good picture. Will please small
town audience. H. B. Tull, Strand theatre, Monon, Ind.
Small town patron-

—

—

age.

Beware of the Bride, with Eileen
Good comedy-drama that they
will all enjoy and thank you for.
F. L.
Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.

—

—

—

The Big Punch, with Buck

Jones. It
sorry I did not boost
it harder.
A regular sermon with a thrill
that
compels
attention
throughout.
Boost it.— H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la.
Heme patronage.

was so good

I

am

—

Tom Mix.
This is a good one and is sure to please.
Lots of action all the way through.
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville,

111.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Goldwyn
Bunty Pulls the

— Shirley

—

notice

Opera House, Fayette,

—

age.

theatre.

Rock

Falls,

111.

Wives, with a special cast.
why, does he do it? Why does

Fox

put a five-reel story in nine reels?
didn't blame our patrons for leaving
before it was all over. Not knowing it
was a nine-reeler, we neglected to advise
them to bring their lunch. In five reels
Harry
it would have been a good one.
M. Palmer, Liberty theatre, WashingGeneral patronage.
ton, Ind.

We

—

Strings, with a special cast.
real gem of Scotch characterization.
It is really a very enjoyable program and will get a good word

—A

where

shown.

different

Howard

People

something
Longaker,
Alexandria, Minn.

occasionally.
theatre,

like

— H.

J.

Neighborhood patronage.
Partners of the Night, wiih a special
People came to me after the show
and told me it was a great picture. Liked
Interesting
by
all.
story.
Charles
Holtz, Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.
Small town patronage.
The Penalty, with a special cast.
Played two days to fair business at adcast.

—

—

vanced

A

wonderful picture.
A novel plot.
Anderson, Strarfd theatre,

prices.
different.

Something

Charles B.
Hattiesburg,
ronage.

Miss. — Neighborhood pat—
Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
The Man Who Dared, with William
— No other player pictures reaches out
equal
Russell. — A six-reel picture that
audience
and gets the hold on
and
is

a scene from "The Bakery," a new Vitagraph
comedy.

Barry, the thirteen-year-old star of
of Placer," First
National pictures, assists Officer Matthews at
a busy comer on Fifth Avenue, New York,
during the rush hour.

"Dinty" and "Bob Hampton

The Road Demon, with

The Blushing

— Believe

Why,

Wesley

Percy.

The

patronage.

LARRY SEMON

Directs Traffic

ronage.

The Plunger, with George Walsh.—
Another good Fox as usual.' Walsh al-

—

75

back the patronage

Star
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White.
too old for part taken. As a whole picA good
ture good and held interest.
Northern picture, but rather suggestive
It's the producer's fault we
in parts.
have censorship today. G. W. Johnson,

in

—

—A

——

to

many

specials.

A

good moral

ends well. Somewhat religious, but my
people did not go to sleep. They sat up

in

like

his

Not a big -drawing card
Will Rogers.
for me, but certainly pleases all. J. B.

—
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Gem

Stine,

Clinton,

theatre,

Ind.

— Gen-

patronage.

eral

Partners of the Night, with a special
cast.
One of the best crook pictures
ever shown in my house. Great acting.
Good photography. A gripping picture.
Book it and boost it. Picture will please.
Has good moral. R. C. Buxton, Strand
theatre, Ransom, Kans.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Hold Your Horses, with

—A

Tom

Moore.

genuine knockout.
Played it four
days^ Should have played it one week.

One

of the best pictures of the year.

Charles F. House, Midway theatre, Rockford, 111.
General patronage.

—
Flame of the
Farrar. — Pleased

Desert, with Geraldine
better than any played>
so far.
This is my last Farrar. Never
made any money, so took her off the
program.
Very small crowd. G. F.
Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Officer 666, with Tom Moore.
We can
always get by with Tom Moore and this
is one of his better pictures.
A. S. Widaman, Centennial theatre, Warsaw, Ind.

—

The Strange Boarder, with Will Rogers.

—A

be

classed

program picture

comer

a

will
atre,

as

special.

here. Play
please.
R. C.

—

him

ought to
Rogers is sure

in

that

anything.

title

run

in

it

Hub

as

my

theatre,

did not run this
a picture bears

I

When

two days.

Body and Soul
house

— George

Mill

Valley,

I

will

not

H. Cooke,
Cal.— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

A Modern Salome, with Hope Hampton. — A Saturday night crowd panned
Well produced, but the story

this one.
is

weak part.— C.

the

House, Greenfield,

Opera

T. Metcalf,

III.

Puppets of Fate, with Viola Dana.
Tame. Nothing in it to satisfy. Old
story and done in the same old way.

None

of

my

patror.s

whom

I

—

a Husband, with Will Rogers.
Good picture and pleased them all.
Fair business. G. F. Rediske, Star theSmall town patatre, Ryegate, Mont.

—

—

Extravagance,

ronage.

Why

Very poor.

Metro
in

—

with
May Allison.
does Metro put a star

place in pictures like
Give us
this?
It's killing her off fast.
comedies with Mav Allison, like Fair
and Warmer, etc. G. W. Johnson, Mys-

her

like

Trust, with May Allison.
Fair picture.
E. A. Baradel, Palace theSmall town patronatre, McGehec, Ark.

Held

—

ronage.

out

of

—

—

tic

theatre,

Marmarth, N. D.

— G.

—

with this.
A high class production. I
ran it on Sunday and Monday to full
are not bothered with Sunhouses.
Our
day closing laws in California.
state legislature would not tolerate it.

Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmarth, N. D.

We

The Greater Claim, with
This

is

a

good

Alice Lake.
clean production. My pat-

H. Cooke,

Hub

theatre, Mill Valley, Cal.

Civilian

han.

— Very

Thomas Meig-

Clothes, with

good

picture.
Star delighted
three days to poor business on account of rain. S. Aronowitz,
Rialto theatre, Newton, la.
Neighbor-

Ran

crowds.

—

—

hood patronage.
The Dub, with Wallace Reid.— Good
Interesting story well put on.
Fair business only,
due to stormy
weather. J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind.
General patronage.
The Sins of St. Anthony, with Bryant
Washburn. Quite a good program picture, but nothing to get excited about.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre, Hay
Springs, Nebr. Small town patronage.
picture.

——
—
—

The Witching Hour, with Elliott Dexter.
My patrons were more than pleased

W.

critic liked this picture

— George

Square Deal Sanderson, with William
S.
Hart. Regular show.
Good plot.

Paramount

—

Blackmail, with Viola Dana. Pleased
majority.
Let's hope Metro keeps
Dana in comedies and does not kill her
off like they have Allison and Nazimova.

young man
very well.

—

age.

the

a Lois Weber producpatrons claimed this did

— My

not come up to the stage play. I
have a high school boy critic who
writes up all the big plays coming
to the Hub, and the Mill Valley paper prints them every week. He is
not restricted. He can either pan
or praise. I find it a good advertising stunt, Friend Exhibitor. The
people are beginning to enjoy
"The Free Lance Column." My
mailing list is increasing.
My

Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
must have a great dislike for
this charming star, a? they will soon kill
her drawing power in productions like
My patrons were fond of Viola
this.

—

—

KNOWS,
tion.

Oft'

Shore Acres, with Alice Lake. Go the
on this one. It is 100 per cent perMore compliments on it than any
fect.
picture in months.
C. T. Metcalf, Opera
House, Greenfield, 111. Small town pat-

—

WHAT EVERY WOMAN

— Metro

limit

Almost

—

Metros

patronage.

pat-

Lily, with Mae Murray.
beautiful picture.
The best thing she
in some time.
Don't let
this go by.
Book it and see your results.
C. C. Dooley, Garden theatre, Paterson, N. J.
General patronage.

— H. B. Tull,
— Small town

— Neighborhood

Star

The Gilded

patronage.

The

Crocker,

— Neighborhood

A

talked with

per cent picture.

all

W.

111.

has turned out

good money for us.
Strand theatre, Monon, Ind.

are

— Ralph

Elgin,

Roscoe Ar-

crowd and pleased

a big

ronage.

Warmer, with May Allison.—

Fair and

Valley, Cal.

Buxton, Strand theRansom, Kans. Small town pat-

immensely.
theatre,

—

—

He

—
buckle. — Drew

Brewster's Millions, with

Springs, Pa.- -Transient patronage.

One hundred

1921

28,

George H. Cooke, Hub theatre, Mill Valley, Cal.
Neighborhood patronage.

were pleased with the show.
Not a
page from life, I assure you. S. V. WalIdle
lace,
Hour theatre, Cambridge

Dana, but such pictures are killing her.
George H. Cooke, Hub theatre. Mill

ronage.

—

why

rons wondered
picture
such a

May

Whole nothing more than ordinary

but

makes it worth while. Patrons
want to see Hart shoot 'em up and ride
off the mountain peak for thousand-foot
drop without getting mussed up much
as per usual, and lie gives them several
good scenes in this Western melo.-— S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
the star

Springs, Pa.

— Transient

Sick Abed, with

patronage.

—

Wallace Reid. Fair
Joseph
for this star.

—
Carroll,

picture.
Too light
C. Staak, Royal theatre,

la.

General patronage.
Partners Three, with Enid Bennett.
A very good story and good picture.
Run a comWill please any audience.
edy one or two-reel and you have a show

any

for

audience.

— L.

L.

Palace theatre, Bison, Kans.
patronage.

Why

Rothweiler,

— Small

Change Your Wife?

—

town

Cecil

B.

DeMille production. Very good, as all
Cecil B. DeMile's pictures are good.
Book it. Admission 20c and 40c. They
G. P. Duncan,
told me it was good.
Pastime theatre, Cowpens, S. C. Neighborhood patronage.
Mirandy Smiles, with Vivian Martin.
Light comedy-drama, but pleasing and
Mrs. James Webb,
fully worth showing.
Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. Small town

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The Love

— My

Special, with

patrons

did

Wallace Reid.

not rave

over

this.

told me it was a good picture, but
not Wallie's best. I ran a Clyde Cook
comedy. Don't Tickle, with this picture,
and people told me they came the second night just to see the comedy.
George H. Cooke, Hub theatre, Mill Val-

They

ley,

Tom Moore

as a fireman in

"Made

in

Heaven,"

his latest

Goldwyn

picture.

Cal.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The World and His Wife, with

a spe-

——
May

|
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Ten Plays

My

Patrons
Liked Best

|

3.

|
|

4.

Dinty.

5.

A

|

6.

Nomads

Thousand

|

to One.
§

|

7.

Male and Female.

|

8.

The Last

|

9.

The Branded Woman,
The River's End.

I

10.

Mo-

|
|
j

|
|

—A

not be afraid to boost
than Paramount claims for

Royal

Leitsch,

it.
it.

theatre, Milford, la.

Homer Comes Home,

with

Charles
Ray. Good attendance two nights in a
pouring rain, and think it the best Ray
has ever made. Ralph W. Crocker, Star

—

—

theatre,

Elgin,

111.

—Neighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Be Fashionable, with Douglas
MacLean and Doris May. Jolly good
Let's

—
May

evening's fun watching
and MacLean learning the ethics of Elmhurst.
Doris gets along well, but Doug, messes
things in general, but eventually lands in
the lead to the delight of all. Good story.
Patrons pleased and want more. S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa., Transient patronage.'

—

—

The Cradle

of Courage, with William
S. Hart.
Great.
Went over big. You
boost this and no one will be disappointed.
Got many compliments. S.
Aronowitz, Rialto theatre, Newton, la.

—

—

The Miracle of Love, with a
cast.
Too long and drawn out.

—

reels

is

special

Seven

too long for an ordinary feature.

— Simmons

&

Wellsville,
age.

Kans.

Collins, Idle

— Small

Hour

theatre,

town patron-

The Dollar a Year Man, with Roscoe
Arbuckle. A few more pictures like this
and Arbuckle will be no more. He is
slipping fast in my town. I ran this picHe is
ture two nights and lost money.
not pleasing the people in such pictures.
Mill
j:heatre,
Hub
—George H. Cooke,
Neighborhood patronage.
Valley, Calif.
The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles
Ray. Absolutely the best picture we
have had for six months. The fightis
great.
Tell them they can see a prize

—

—

—

pat-

—

Petticoats, with William S. Hart.
Hart ever made. First
good; the other four are slow,

— Poorest picture
is

Everybody expected

draggy, dry

stuff.

some action

to develop,

but the picture
finished in disappointment.
B. EnJ.
dert, Endert theatre, Crescent City, Cal.
General patronage.

—

—

Red Hot

Dollars, with Charles Ray.
Ray takes good.
He is some boob in acting. Raymond
Schneider, Midget theatre, Metamora,

very good picture.

111.

|
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— Do

— Neighborhood

Chest, with Dorothy Gish.
picture that will please a good percentage of any audience, yet nothing to'
go crazy about. Can't see where they
get the title.— R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum
theatre, Converse, Ind.
Small town patronage.

A

R. Navary,
Liberty Theatre,
Verona, Pa.

cial cast.
It is more

Schneider, Midget the111.

The Hope

reel

hicans.
I

Metamora,

John

of the North.

of the

— Raymond

ronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart.— Will
please the Hart fans.
Little different
from other character types such as Hart
portrays.
Leo Peterson, Iris theatre,
Belle Fourche, S. D.

A

Outside the Law.
La Search of a Sinner.

2.

tight.
atre,

—

|

The Kid.

1.

J
|

—

— Neighborhood

—

patronage.

Be Fashionable, with Douglas
MacLean and Doris May. A dandy
comedy drama.
Used with Shoulder
Arms return engagement and packed my
house.
Plenty of comedy throughout.
MacLean and May are good. F. Zimmerman, Rex theatre, Aurora, Minn.
Small town patronage.
Her Husband's Friend, with Enid BenLet's

—

—

— Star

pleased and satisfied, but is
well known here.
Aronowitz,
S.
Rialto theatre, Newton, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

nett.

—

not

—

77

Easily the host Alice Brady picture released through Reaiirt and every exhibitor should play it as it is very, very
good. One that pleases, and Alice Brady
Will H. Bremer,
is as pleasing as ever.
New Cozy theatre, Winchester, Ind.

—

Blackbirds, with Justine Johnstone.
This picture and The New York Idea
are the two poorest pictures I have run
Nothing
this year.
It's simply awful.
Leave it alone. Majestic theatre,
to it.
Reedsburg, Wis. Small town patronage.
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.

Clever picture that pleased all. Star not
popular here, but everyone liked the
F.
House, Midway
Charles
picture.
General patrontheatre, Rockford, 111.

—

—

age.

Broadway, with Jusis one of the
most consistent programs that we run,
and all the stars, Minter, Hav/ley, Daniels and Binney, are great drawing cards,

The Plaything
Johnstone.

tine

but

—

hood patronage.

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.— This
comedy-drama judged by our patrons
as the best Wanda Hawley has starred
The supporting cast was excepin yet.
Horn & Morgan, Star
tionally good.
theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.— Small town

—

patronage.
The Outside

—

It

has plenty of action and beautiful set-

—

and
scenery.
Hejtmanek,
F.
House, Clarkson, Neb. Neigh-

tings

—

Opera
borhood patronage.
Help Wanted: Male, with Blanche
Sweet. This is a very good picture. No
bad comments on this one. Spalding

—

—

Gem

Bros.,

theatre,

Taylorville,

111.

—

—

Sylvester,

theatre,

Sylvia

with

Wanda's
comedy-drama

best.

Wanda
Boost

calf,

—

Small town patronage.
Sweet Lavender, with

Mary

Miles
Simple slow
A good comedy needed
Leo Peterto put over the program.
son, Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special
Pulled a good house, but the peocast.

Minter.—Just
moving story.

a

picture.

—

—

were disappointed. The picture was
Altogether
not what we all txpected.
too long drawn out.— E. D. Boston, Cap-

ple

Neighborhood patronage.
That Girl Montana, with Blanche
Mahlon
good picture.
Sweet. Very
Hamilton fine. Our patrons like Blanche
Sweet very much. Heinsohn & Westberry,

Woman,
of

of the smart
Sure pleased for us. C. T. MetOpera House, Greenfield, 111.

as a real

sort.

speone.

put over Miss Johnstone.

we cannot

Patrons expected
Snob.
and were disappointed. A fair program
Hardin Entertainment Co.,
picture.
Odeon theatre, Hardin, Mo.— Neighbor-

it

The Empire of Diamonds, with a
cial cast.
Our patrons did like this

of

— Realart

theatre, Kenton,
— Pfeiffer Bros., Grand
O. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Outside Woman, with Wanda
Hawley. — Does not compare with The
more comedy

Hawley.— One

Path*

—

—

Ga.

theatre, Avon
You Never Can

itol

iels—This

is

Park, Fla.
Tell, with Bebe Dan-

a five reeler worth while.

Pleased well here.— L.

S.

Bucher, Palace

Neighborhood patronage.
Smoldering Embers, with Frank Kee-

—

nan.
One of Keenan's best. It did please
F. Hejtthe majority and it is clean.

—

manek, Opera House, Clarkson, Neb.—
Neighborhood patronage.
Seven Years Bad Luck, witih Max
Linder. Went over big with me for one
night, and was well liked. Played it two
nights.
E. Saunders, Saunders theatre,

—
—

Harvard,

111.

— General

patronage.

Realart
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
The best drawing star appearing on
my screen today. A production that was
well received and :t you want a pleased

—
MOTION PICTURE

CLASSIC

audience book this one.

We

now turn to Corinne Griffith's
"What's Your Reputation Worth ?" ( Vitar
gTaph), and words fail. us. They always
do, when we endeavor to comment upon
understand that
the radiant Corinne.
the story deals with a wealthy chap who
to pose as costenog
hires his beautiful
respondent in his divorce case and then
All
falls in love with the co-respondent
we recall are the radiant glimpses of Miss
Griffith. Right here let us go on record
once more as declaring her the most beau-

We

—

of our favorite stars.
-^-^;ot' nn pictur^*^N^rs
AVh--

tiful

cast.

formers on

said,
this

I

The Methodist minister has
on.
scalp ever since. Showed
been after
this for the benefit of Missouri Home
Aged Baptists.—A. P. Schaefer,
for
Academy theatre, Ironton, Mo. Neigh-

jumped

my

—

borhood patronage.

Out

Ill

Norman Stew-

— Wonderland theatre, Kaufman,
Tex. — Neighborhood patronage.
The Soul of Youth, with a special
the re— Some fellow one.""Bringdidin and
got
art.

of

Chorus, with

Alice

Brady

—

DORIS KENYON
Leading woman for Thomas Meighan in "The
Conquest of Caoaan," a fort' coming Paramount
feature.

EX

Two

scenes from "The Blue Fox," the

Arrow

H

13

1

I

T

ORS

serial starring

Ann

KALI)

R

II

May

1921

28.

chapters of which show considerable originality

Little, the first

coupled with clever acting.
theatre, Powcrsville,

Mo.

— Neighborhood

Occasionally Yours, with Lew Cody.
very good picture. Some fine scenes,
also fine acting.
Nary a kick on this
one at 27 and 13 cents. H. A. Wishard,
Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la. Home
patronage.

—

—

THE LITTLE

'FRAID LADY,
Mae Marsh. — Here was a sur-

my

patrons and to myself.
Mae Marsh had lost out here on account of the silly stuff she pulls off,
but in this picture she cut out the
kidding, and with Omar, the bull pup,
and Bobby, the kid, gave 100 per cent
entertainment.
One of the few pictures that pulled a better business
prise to

second

the

The

night.

Thomas

usual

—A

old

made

Sooner or Later, with Owen Moore.
A good clean comedy-drama that will
please.
W. L. Bcebe, Opera House,

—

—

Manito,

III.

—

Select Specials.
goodness sake
Foi
stay
off
this
so-called special series,
which Select is distributing. I got roped
All other
in on it, but never again.
have shown
Select pictures arc good.
them for three years without a kick.
Simmons & Collins, Idle Hour theatre,
Wcllsvillc, Kans.— Small town patronage.

We

Just

a

Wife, with a special cast.

Pastime
Neighborhood patronage.

Uncharted Channels, with H. B. Warner.
A good six reel modern labor
trouble
picture.
Charles
Lee Hyde,
Grand theatre, Pierre, S. D. Small town

—

patronage.

of the Snows, with Zena Keefe.
picture.
Best snow scenes ever

shown.

Liked

Princess

theatre,

by

all.

— Charles

Danforth, Me.

Holtz,

— Small

town patronage.

Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. Good story.
Excellent work
of Eileen Carrigan put picture over here.
E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre, McGehec, Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Servant
Collier.

—A

liam Collier

William
comedy-drama.
Wilwith

Question,

real

makes good.

—

Wish we

could

have more from him. C. T. Metcalf,
Opera House, Greenfield, 111. Small

—

town patronage.
Everybody's

—A

Thomas.
and drew
theatre,

Sweetheart,

with

Olive

good picture that pleased
well.
Adolph Kohn, Pastime
Neighborhood
Granville, N. Y.

—

—

patronage.

The Daughter Pays, with Elaine Hammerstein. — Best we have had yet of this
star.

The
cast.

—

Adolph
picture.
Granville,
N.
theatre,

program

Invisible

—A

Sure a good looker.

— Olen

Reyn-

with

Divorce,

—

Pastime

—

Kohn,
Y.
special

Adolph
picture.
Granville,
N.
theatre,

good

Kohn,
Y.

Neighborhood patronage.
Everybody's Sweetheart, with Olive
Thomas. Olive draws well but this is
not up to her standard. W. L. Beebe,
Opera House, Manito, 111.
The Palace of Darkened Windows,
with a special cast. Good picture and
drew well. R. O. Rhoades, Orpheum
Small town pattheatre, Converse, Ind.

—

Sel znick

— Great

hit.

Everybody pleased with it. E. A. BarPalace theatre, McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.

Villisca, la.

—

—

— As

fire

adel.

good

—

sure

a

folks

it

Out

— Small

—

—

ronage.

—

Twelve-Ten, with Marie Doro.
dandy picture that pleased everyone. Has
interesting story and is very well
very
a
put on. Charles Lee Hyde, Grand the-

—

Pierre, S.

D.

— Small

town patron-

age.

Who

with Edythe
Western program
picture.
C. T. Metcalf, Opera House,
Small town patronage.
Greenfield, 111.

The

Girl

Sterling.— Just a

—

Dated,

fair

—

United Artists
Business has been very dull,
of Zorro.
and I booked this two days and the
second day lacked just two dollars of
first

day.

others about

and boost

it

the first day
for the second
it

two days.

Plenty

comedy. Book it
Fairbanks will do the rest.

it.

Box

office receipts will be satisfactory.
Ellis
Irvin,
Cozy theatre, Newkirk,

—

Okla.
Pollyanna,

Mary

with

Pickford.

Although Pollyanna was run in my
neighbor town four miles away two
times, I broke my house record with it.
W. F. Harding, Princess theatre, Mt.
Dora, Fla. Genera! patronage.

—

—

The Nut,

Douglas Fairbanks.
and drew a good house.
Fairbanks great drawing card.
Not as
good as The Mark of Zorro but a very
good picture at that. Raised admission
prices to 35 and 15 cents. No kick.
Heinsohn & Westberry, Sylvia theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
Sylvester, Ga.

Enjoyed by

with

all

—

Down

on the Farm, a Mack Sennett
production.— Pleased 90%.
Very- poor
crowd on account of bad weather. Didn't

— G.

lose anything.
atre, Ryegate,

F. Rediske, Star theSmall town pat-

Mo.-.t.

—

ronage.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Played two days to capacity business.
Patrons more than pleased.
Used big
exploitation campaign.
D. Wolertsein,
Majestic theatre, Jackson, Misf. Trans-

—

—

ient patronage.

The Mark
Fairbanks.

of

Zorro,

— Considered

Douglas

with

many

by

best Fairbanks picture they
seen.
Used it as a benefit
big
houses. E.
played
to

—

Saunders theatre, Harvard,

had

the

ever

show and
Saunders,

111.

— General

patronage.

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas
Doug's good
Fairbanks. Another of
ones. Pleased all who saw it, but heavy
rain killed the attendance and I regret
it
as I like to get them in for a real
good one and do net care if attendance

—

is

light

Howard

on poor ones.

— H.

J.

Longaker,

Alexandria, Minn.
Neighborhood patronage.
Suds, with Mary Pickford. If Miss
Pickford was to make just two more
like this one. she had just as well give
No good. Good house one night
up.
theatre,

—

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Liked as well or better than The Mark

being as big as the

that those that sec
tell

Book it at least
day.
of action and lots of

—

—

atre,

good
will

and the kids ate it up. Book
it.— Dr. F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre,
liked

Ind.

Darling Mine, with Olive Thomas.

Rob ertson- Cole

with

Hymera,

olds, Pearl theatre,

town patronage.

patronage.

It

is

so

on account of

publicity.

Princess theatre,
General patronage.
ing,

—W.

F.

Hard-

Mt. Dora, Fla.

—
A
May

28.

—

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Hymera,

theatre.

Universal

than many specials. Small
crowd, but bad weather was to blame
not the picture.— R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre. Oberlin, Kans.— Small
town patronage.
The Unknown Wife, with Edith Roberts.
Edith Roberts is good in this one.
I
had many comments on it. W. L.

—

action

crowd.

the

pleased

that

witii

Grand theatre,
Small town patronage.

—

— Charles

Lee

THE VIRGIN OF STAMBOUL.

—

Ran this over
just to get a second look at it and
the whole town turned out for the
same reason. My, but it is a puller.

with Priscilla Dean.

And some show. The only
I know of worth looking
Priscilla

is

—

111.

Under Crimson

and

some Sari. S. V. WalHour theatre, Cambridge

Springs.

—

—

Devil's Passkey, an

heim

Erich

—

Strosociety

drama.
House,

—

La La Lucille, with Eddie Lyons and
Lee Moran. Extra good.
Only wish
the others of these stars were as good.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymeria, Ind.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Passkey, an Eric Von
Stroheim production Just fair. Did not

The

—

Devil's

—
Too much

here.

satisfy

film.

— L.

S.

Bucher. Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.
Small town patronage.

—

—

good program picture. Leo Peterson. Iris theatre, Belle Fourche, S. D.
'

Black Beauty, with a special cast.
can't we have more pic-

Why, oh why,

of this everlastThe people don't want
ing sex stuff?
it.
I will not book a sex picture in

tures like this, instead
aniiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiuiionniiiiMiDiuniiiiuiniiiiiiuiucu!:

my

Tke Plays

I

My

house
j

Patrons
Liked Best

|

1.

The Cyclone.

|

2.

Told

3.

The Heart

|

of

Human-

atre,

4.

|

5.

|

6.

|

7.

The Valley of Giants.
The Orphan.
The Misleading Widow.
The Virgin of Stam-

|

8.

Wolves of the Night.

9.

Widow

|

j

Valley,

Calif.

— Neighborhood

with a speold one, but
cial
believe me, if you haven't played it,
book it if you want them to go out
with that big satisfied expression that
makes you feel like hugging the ticket
They came back the second
seller.
night and brought a friend, and
kicked because I didn't have it the
Some picture. Dr. F.
third night.
M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
cast.

— Here's

an

—

|

j

this

—

subject and together with Larry
Semon's The Sportsman it made one of
the best balanced programs we have
used in some time. Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. Gen-

—

by Proxy.

—

eral-patronage.

The Master Stroke, with Earle WilGood picture. George F. Cubb,
liams.

Prater & Phipps,
Strand Theatre,

•dmnirnniiniuniainD^

Mill

The Romance Reporters, with Earle
Williams. Our patrons surely enjoyed

boul.

Cowden,

—

TRUMPET ISLAND,

[

|

|

I

it.

patronage.

in the Hills.

ity.

if

wonderful.

Black Beauty is
George H. Cooke, Hub the-

can helD

111.

—

Two

§

—

Friends theatre, Crystal River, Fla.

patronage.
— Neighborhood Fools,
with

The" Vice of

— Poor

program

No drawing

picture.

power.

Lost money.

theatre,

Milford, la.

—A.

Royal

Leitch,

Specials
When Dawn Came (H.

E. Dierker).
with Colleen Moore. While this is a
Catholic picture, it will no doubt be
well received in any community.
screened it in the presence of quite a
number of church officials, and not one
flaw could they find with it. In fact we
have been promised the co-operation of
the pulpit in putting it over. More pictures like this subject and censorship
would be forgotten. Harry M. Palmer,
Liberty theatre, Washington, Ind. General patronage.
The Galloping Devil (W. S. P. C),
with Franklyn Farnum. A good Western with lots of comedy. F. Hetjmanek,
Opera House. Clarkson. Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—
—

—

Mid-Channel (.Equity),
with
Clara
Kimball Young. Was a good picture
and gave satisfaction.
Just fair busiE.
Saunders. Saunders theatre,
ness.
Harvard, 111. General patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with

—

Vitaqraph

The Fire Cat, with Edith Roberts.A good one with lots of action. Well
pleased with it.— Olen Reynolds, Pearl

tional.

We

Von

production. Good heavy
Clarence W, Langacher, Opera
New Glarus, Wis.

—

Scene from "Crowning Torchy," Johnny Hines'
latest Torchy comedy, distributed by Educa-

—

—

Tiger True, with Frank Mayo. Good
However,' star not popular
Palace theatre,
A. Baradel,
McGehee, Ark. Small town patronage.
The Mad Marriage, with Carmel MyA fair society drama. Nothing to
ers.
rave about, but you may get by with it.
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, TaylorNeighborhood patronage.
vflle, 111.
Two kinds of Love with a special cast.

—A

—

ton.
One of the cleanest, classiest
pictures on the market. Mr. Jenkins,
of Neligh, Neb.
Get this picture and
advertise it as a special.
It will
make good. W. H. Creal, Suburban
theatre, Omaha, Neb.

—

;

patronage.
with Frank Mayo.

Pit,

—

average everyday picture.
by.— Olen Reynolds, Pearl
Small town pattheatre, Hymera, Ind.

—

Lin-

good picture and pleased. Adolph
Kohn, Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
PINK TIGHTS, with Gladys Wal-

The Gilded Dream, with Carmel My-

—

Elmo

—Transient

A

ers.

picture.
here.
E.

Pa.

The Marriage

la.

ronage.

Skies, with

—

—

—Just an
Will just get

— Brute

theatre, Taylorville.

patronage.

Breaker idea staged in a
pleasing manner to show Elmo's shape
mostly, but as a whole the show was
well liked by young and old for there
are some high places that lift it above
the ordinary run of special productions
and your patrons will be satisfied
because Harry Von Meter gets shot full
of holes and Elmo gets his wife.
S. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre. Cambridge,

—

ford,

— Neighborhood

coln.

Idle
Springs, Pa.
The Fire Cat, with Edith RobertsWent after this in Birth of a Nation style
and it sent them away happy, and so
was I for I needed the room. Earthquake and scenes leading to it holds
them breathing hard. Great picture. Go
the limit.— S. V. Wallace, Idle Hour theTransient
atre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.
patronage.
If Only
Jim, with Harry Carey.
Carey a good actor, with no story.
Was once a sure bet with me, but is
Last four pictures lost me
losing out.
money. A. Leitch, Royal theatre, Millace,

Gem

Spalding Bros.,

Oriental
at,

—

Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.— This
is a good picture and I think will
please
any audience. You can get behind this
one and the picture will stand up.—

D.—

S.

—

Biggs.

star

a

ar.d

Pierre,

Hyde,

pat-

The Gilded Dream, with Carmel M

—

dandy picture

town

ers— Better

Never
Universal ever made.
saw a knock against it in "What the
Picture Did for Me." This can't be said
My patrons
of any other production.
are still telling me how good it was.
Book it. boys. Charles Holtz. Princess
Small town pattheatre, Danforth, Me.
ronage.
Tiger True, with Frank Mayo.
best

—

—Small

ronage.

Gladys Walton.—

Pink Tights, with

The

Ind.

79

Alice Joyce.

—

—
one.
When
a special
a
—Juit
they
you
there.
a special
C. Staak, Royal theatre, Car—Joseph— General
patronage.
cast.

tell

roll,

fair

it's

it

ain't

la.

God's Gold (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. Presented Neal Hart in person
during showing of this picture and cerA well protainly played to capacity.
duced story of the sea that pleased them
Neal Hart is not just a comerall.
he has arrived. Given good stories in
the future he can't help but be a sure
winner. J. B. Stine, Gem theatre, ClinGeneral patronage.
ton, Ind.
Before the White Man Came (Arrow),
with a special cast. This is some stunt
It has the best scenery of any
picture.
picture I have ever run. We had a full
house, and everyone thought it a fine
Book it and "watch them
attraction.
come. R. K. Stonebrook, Wisner theNeighborhood patronatre, Eldora, la.

—

——

—

—

—

age.

(Pinnacle), with Neal
Hell's Oasis
Hart. Neal Hart scores heavily in this
A real picture and a box
production.
Give us more big clean
office winner.
Harts. J. Silha, Stadium theatre, Chicago, 111. Neighborhood patronage.

—

——

EX
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USE THIS BLANK

<

—

Duncan. Have just commenced
serial and ha.l a packed house (the
in six months).
William Duncan

liam
this
first

get me more money than the socalled super-specials.
assured
S. R. O. business for the next 15 weeks.
—Norman Stewart, Wonderland theatre,
Kaufman, Texas. Neighborhood patronage.
will

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

Report Regularly on
Pictures

You

Am

—

— We
—

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

theatre,

Are Doing

patronage.

for

<

The Diamond Queen (Universal), with
Eileen Sedgvvich.
have run six episodes and it is only a fair serial. Nothing
to
brag about. Spalding Bros., Gem

Exhibit

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

Taylorville,

111.

— Neighborhood

THE VEILED MYSTERY

(Vit-

with Antonio Moreno.
I
surely gave Moreno a hard job.
Put him on prayer meeting night and
he has doubled my receipts and increasing.
This serial fine.
Acting
excellent.
Mrs.
W. H. Heifer,
Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
The Purpie Riders (Vitagraph), with
Joe Ryan. On the tenth episode and
business still shows an increase.
Lots

agraph)

—

Title

Star

—
action. — V.

of

Producer

Collins,

atre,

L. Girard, Dorothy theMiss.
Neighborhood pat-

—

Remarks

of

Tarzan (National), with

—

special cast.
Went over to the biggest business I ever played on a serial
and held up all the way through its
fifteen episodes.
It pays to exploit pica

—

tures.
C. C. Price, Royal theatre. Tarpon Springs, Fla.
Fantomas (Fox), with a special cast.
If you start
this serial make them
book first two episodes together as first
episode is poor, and no punch to it.

—

is
good, but photography, as in
Bride 13, is \cry bad. It is just an average serial. Nothing above the good ones.
Young, Dreamland theatre.
D.
J.
Brownsville, Tex.
Neighborhood patronage.
Lightning Bryce CArrow), with a special cast.
On the llth episode and holding up fine.
Patrons liked this one.
W. H. Crabb, Two Friends theatre, CrysNeighborhood patronage.
tal River, Fla.

Serial

—

—

—

Tide

...

—

Star

Short Subjects

—

—

—

Snooky, the humanzee.
first class,

of

a

Kept them laughing all
Some comedy. Give us more,
They are great. Tom Magru-

comedy.

the time.

Century.

of Theatre

—

der, Elite theatre, Io!a,

Transient

ronage

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

.

.

Theatre
D.

Co.,

Wapaze

— Neighborhood

— Neighbor—
—

theatre,

Faith,

patronage.

—

Paramount Magazine. Some of these
very good and others not worth
including
in
any program. Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Springs, Neb.
Small town patronage.
The Greenhorn (Educational), with
reels are

State

Kans.

hood patronage.
Harold Lloyd Comedies (Pathe). We
really wish Lloyd could work faster.
We don't have enough of him. W'apaza
S.

City

comedies

—

Exhibitor

Name

—These
—

clean and for entire family.
They are a good bet. Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.— Small town patronage.
Her Circus Man (Century), with a
special cast.
Boys, here's a knockout

are

—

—

—

The Hick Vitag-aph), with Larry Semon. Very good comedy. We find
Larry Semon draws better houses than
any other comedian
All of his com(

—

are better than the average. LuCarlisle was missed a lot.
Heinsohn & Westberry, Sylvia theatre, Sylvester, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.
edies

—

cile

—

Boy

a

It's

cast.

— This

the

so-called

this

one.

— S.

Newton,

(Sennett),

is

and "Ted"

with a

special

about as good as any of

super-comedies. The boy
the dog are wonderful in

Aronowitz, Rialto

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.
Teacher's Pet (Goldwyn), with Edgar
For pleasing human humor these
Jones.
comedies cannot be beat. Not slapstick,
humor.
The kind that causes
but
and
pleasure.
Grown-ups
chuckles
pleased as wi ll as kids as they are only
Leo Peterson, Iris thekids grown up.
la.

—

—

D.
Lochinvar of the Line (Pathe), with
Edgar Jones. A pleasing short subject.
Nothing wonderful but will please anyBelle Fcurche, S.

—

where.

— E.

E.

Du

Prairie

Bonham, Bonham
Sac,

patronage.

theatre,

— Neighborhood
(Universal). — Poor-

Wis.
,

Century Comedies
est two reel stuff ever shown here.
If
it were not that I ran them before feature people would all walk out.
R. C.
Buxton, Strand theatre. Ransom, Kans.

—

— Small town patronage.
Oh Baby (C. B. C), with
Boys. — The best Hallroom
far.

— Leo

Peterson,

Iris

Room

Hall

comedy

theatre,

so
Belle

Fourche, S. D.
Fighting Fury (Universal), with Hoot
Gibson. One of the poorest I have
Ran Cenever seen of Hoot Gibson.
tury comedy with this. The First Tin
Type. Only fair comedy. Didn't think

—

—

Both went fair. Wm.
much of it.
Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.

Mustache Fad Hits

The Fairbanks Lot
Now
grown

—

Snub for some time.
Have cancelled
contract on Rolin comedies.
Only fair.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.
Small town patronage.
Ready to Serve (Educational), with

—

ronage.

—

Remarks

—

The Huntsman (Fox), with Clyde
Cook. These go over well for me. Best
I
have had. J. O. Cannon, Palace theatre, Magee, Miss.
Neighborhood pat-

Don't Tickle (Fox), with Clyde Cook.
One of the best comedies I ever ran.
Takes better than Lloyd.
Cook is a
comer.
He gets by in great style.
G. W. Johnson, Mystic theatre, Marmath, N. D.
Park Your Car (Pathe), with Snub
Pollard.
Best comedy we have had of

Producer

—

ronage.

atre,

ronage.

The Son

—

kind

Vitagraph), with Wil-

1921

28,

Hamilton. Good comedy.
The
everyone likes. Joseph C. Staak,
Royal theatre, Carroll, la. General pat-

Lloyd

Serials
Fighting Fate

May

that Douglas Fairbanks has
a mustache for "The Three

Musketeers,"

*

his

next

photoplay,

interesting to note the number of mustaches that are sprouting on all the members of Doug's

it

is

executive force.
The first to follow the example set by the star
was Robert Fairbanks, his brother

and production manager. And now
everybody else in the organization
is blossoming out with a hirsute
adornment on the upper lip, even

down

to

Tommy

Clark, the office

boy.

At the Pickford Company, across
from the Fairbanks
street
studio, it is said that the members
the

of the organization are cultivating
dense growths of curls, all because
Little Mary plans to do "Little
Lord Fauntleroy" as her next picture.

Bennie Zeidman, her produc-

tion manager, is said to have the
best growth so far. Mark Larkin,
who handles publicity for these
two stars, is placed in the unique
position of growing both curls and

mustache.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Argus Enterprises Opens Chicago
Branch With Armstrong In Charge

Equipment

Cleveland Concern Takes Over
Simplex Cinema Equipment
Store and Announces Policy

Progress

flickerless

With

army

the

avowed purpose

service

of

giving

non-flickering

the

to

Simplex projectors and users in
and Indiana, the Argus idea of
merchandising has been brought to Chiof

Illinois

Under the general head of
preservation of equipment in addition to the proper care it should
be given, it is well to consider at
this and at all times the matter
of whether you have your furnishings properly insured against
loss

by

fire.

Sometimes the exhibitor, making improvements from time to
time neglects to figure from an
insurance angle the largely increased investment he has in his
theatre and it does not come vividly to his mind until he seeks to
adjust a loss against an insurance policy which is possibly
four years behind the progress
he has made in keeping his house

cago.
It arrived this week at 906 South Wabash avenue, along with H. H. Cudmore,

president of

cinema centers. In short,
Argus has taken over the Simplex Cinema
Equipment Company, formerly at the
same address, which was established by'
the Precision Machine Company of New
York, manufacturers of Simplex pro-

is the case in many things
well to profit by the experience of others. After you have
taken every precaution to guard
your house against fire then take
the important precaution which
will result in the replacement of

As

it is

your equipment if it is destroyed
in other words insure your
house on its value today, not
what it was worth last year or

—

the year before.

There

are

companies

which

under the personal supervision

jectors,

of

Edwin

S.

Porter,

Armstrong

its

president.

Charge
George W. Armstrong, long known to
the motion picture supply business as a
go-getter

of

the

have charge of

which

floor,

its

Replacing at one time equipment which has been acquired
from year to year is a costly
This fact is only
proposition.
fully realized by the exhibitor
who has been through the actual
experience.
He is the one who
now watches this angle of his
business with deep concern.

Enterprise, Inc.,

in all principal

prise,

up-to-date.

The Argus

of Cleveland, Ohio, which has branches

two-fisted

this

will

either

in

type,

will

new Argus Enter-

keep

actual

everything
or

in

on

miniature,

goes to make up modern theatre
equipment. One of the services this new
store will give will be to furnish information and advice as well as solving

that

who

is

that

given

by the
itself.

We

Prewill

have a service shop equipped with every
tool and device used by the factory itself for assembling, adjusting and repairing Simplex projectors.
This department will be in charge of experts

from the home factory.
"Remodeling plans for the new store
which are now held up temporarily by
direct

the

building

strike

provide

for

a

dis-

room which will carry everything
for modern and up-to-the-minute equipment in the motion picture supply field.
play

It will also provide for one of the best
equipped miniature model theatres that
has ever been built. This besides a large
open stock room, warehouse and shipping room. Argus knows that service

the biggest word in modern business
today. It not only proposes but absolutely will give this service.
"Mr. Armstrong, better known as
George, will be the disciple and chief
exponent in Chicago of the Argus idea
of merchandising. He has demonstrated
its success many times before in other
fields and in his usual dynamic way will
again demonstrate it here. This idea is
opposed to the doctrine of mere order
taking, for it preaches sales creation and
the manufacture of sales opportunity.
It anticipates the exhibitor's wants and
provides
theatre
equipment complete
from the front door knob c'ear through
to the iron grating on the back window.
is

"The Argus

is

in

Chicago with both

feet."

remodeling.

store,

said:

"Every advanced idea of merchandising
and service giving that we have been
able to learn in four years of business
will be incorporated under the direct
of Mr. Armstrong in this
newest and brightest link in the growing chain of branch Argus stores which
will continue to grow.
"We will, of course, employ our usual

supervision

companies.
See some of
them and protect yourself fully.

not only to us but to the exhibitor.

line

than

Machine Company

Mr. Cudmore, as head of the parent
company and author of the Argus idea
of merchandising, was present at the
formal opening and, speaking of the new

aggressive and clean methods of selling
and the result will be a big advantage

in

cision

engineering problems to the man starting for the first time in the entertainment
business, or to the experienced man

theatre insurance
and there are the so-called old
specialize

possible,

Will Distribute Simplex
have the exclusive distribution of
Simplex projectors for Chicago, Illinois
and Indiana. We will render service for
Simplex users equal to, and better, if

"We

GEORGE ARMSTRONG
of Argus Enterprises. Inc., new store
Chicago, which opened this week.

Manager
in

K X
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or the twinkle of the eye, his focus is
down to a thousandth part of an inch
and the same systematic procedure is
applied in developing this negative, for
should it be overdeveloped but a fraction of a second, it's market value would
be impaired, if not destroyed entirely.
Thus system has delivered to the exhibitor perfect film, from a photographic
unless that exhibitor
standpoint, and
projects this film upon a projection surface which is the product of systematized knowledge, he is cheating himself
out of real money, for the motion picture patrons of today are not slow in
catching these finer points, and they go
where the perfect picture is to be seen.
To the best of my knowledge, there
are but a few screens on the market
constructed on scientific principles. The
alert exhibitor realizes the day of the
muslin sheet screen is over and is aU
ways on the lookout for the screen that
will give him the best projection posV
sible.

MONSOON
New Rye

Rye N. Y., which has
Typhoon ventilating system.

Theatre

at

just been completed. It has a late
For story see page 84 ]
|

Many

Projection Engineer,

way back

or, as

Briggs,

cartoonist, would say,
"Days of Real Sport," when a muslin
sheet served the purpose of a screen
But what a vast
in the nickel shows?
improvement since then. The building
The
of screens is a science in itself.
screen manufacturer of today co-operates with the camera man in an effort
to reproduce exactly what he takes and
inasmuch as the camera man's efforts are
based entirely upon scientific principles,

famous

the

nothing more or less than good
sense that a screen must be
built likewise if we expect to come anywhere near reproducing the camera
man's efforts.
Any projection surface that is not

it

is

common

built

to

specifications

and

carefully

worked out scientifically is "guess work"
and who is getting anywhere these days
on "guess work?" There was a time
when most of the films were nvghty poor
specimens of photography and it was a

common thing to hear an exhibitor say
"It's a good story and acting but the
photography is rotten." not so very
long ago, in fact one hears it once in
a while yet but not so very often; that
was guess work photography.
Today it's different, for with the exception of a few "shoe string" producers,
all

film

photography

is

scientific, it's

all

Man

to

Exhibitors Supply Co.

on this principle before it's
This is no secret, nor am I
handing you any "inside stuff." Anyone
familiar with the motion picture game,
planned
"shot."

knows

this as well as

I

do.

Now then, under such conditions that
positively know exist, how can any
exhibitor hope to reproduce all that science has photographed on the film
through the medium of a "guess work'
screen?
I
am sure that most every
exhibitor believes in system, as the manner in which he conducts his theatre
indicates system, and without some sort
of system, his business could not exist.
The world's business of today depends
wholly upon system, therefore, without
Here is at least one point
it one is lost.
upon which I believe every exhibitor
will agree with me. System, inasmuch as
science is nothing more or less than systematized knowledge; we therefore know
from past experience and what we see
daily, that science in some form is the
foundation of the exhibitors' bank roll.
*
*
*
we

Let's sum up the situation by starting
with the camera man who makes the
His camera
film or rather the negative.
is of scientific construction; in making
an exposure so as to register the finest
detail, such as a stray hair of the head

Sys-

in

Theatres

The

REMEMBER

tem Have Been Made
patent

attorneys

Cooling System.

Manufacturer of Today Co-operates with Camera
Reproduce Exactly His Efforts
soTin r VIII.
viit
ARTICLE
BY J. J. DUFFY

of

Installations

Satisfactory

Screen Must Be Constructed on
Scientific Principles

GRANTED

IS

PATENTS ON BLOWER

model

Inc.,

for

Monsoon

have notified them

that their application for patent for fan
or blower, as exclusively manufactured
and sold bv them was officially allowed
by the United States patent office OO
April 22.
Theatre owners every day are realizing, the company announces, that the
Monsoon equipment is an absolute asset
to their summer business and the satisfactory installations thus far completed
are a remarkable evidence of the fast
growing popularity of "Monsoons."
That "Monsoons" are a subject of interest was demonstrated recently when
a prospective purchaser was having lunch
with the company's sales manager. At
the next table were seated four gentlemen discussing the questionnaire as prepared by Thomas A. Edison for the examination of college men. One of the
party, reading some of_ the questions
aloud, came to the one which asks, "What
Before he could proceed
is a monsoon?"
to the next question one of the men reeasy; anybody
"Huh!
that's
marked,
knows a Monsoon is a fan company
what makes summer breezes for theatres."

With

their

new

executive offices

in the

Longacre building, New York, their new
plant in Brooklyn and their branch sales
offices

in

principal

Cooling System

is

cities,

the

Monsoon

furnishing excellent

service.

BUYS PIPE ORGAN FIRST
Stuart Webster, lessee of a new
theatre to be erected at Woodland, Calif.,
at a cost of $85,000, made his first purchase recently. It was a Robert-Morton
pipe organ selling for $15,000. The organ
is the product of the American Photoplayer company.

W.

May
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new

tion of the

ing

is

The

Rialto theatre.

erect

build-

Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

an

Is

Equipment

the Latest
Is

New
Morgantown,

Projects
W. Va. — George

are under

*

leased the propertv.
*

Sioux City,
be remodeled.

by

— Frank Amendola

New

Mich.

— Slight

—

Urbana, 111. A. W. Stoolman has been
awarded the contract for the construc-

Steele, N. D.
The Opera House was
destroyed recentlv bv fire.
*'

Wash.

Hillyard,

Company

\/ENTIL/\TirKi

tell

you how

a

permit to

estimated at $5,000.

l

he Numberings of Sirrplex Tickets are

certified.
Each order is rigidly inspected
before shipment is made. Should an error occur, our
iron-clad guarantee protects you completely.
And last
but not least Simplex Certified Tickets cost no more than
the ordinary kind. Send your order today at these

—

remarkably low

Send today

Special Printed Tickets with the

10.000
20.000
30.000
50.000
100.000

W7N5P17N ^PPLINQ 5y3TEM,iNc. NEW yPRK.
JO W. *5!T5T.

PHIL A- PA-

prices.

for

Booklet 10
- IJ2J VINE. 3T.

NUMBERINGS

CERTIFIED

specialists
|

Los Angeles. Fire in the Gem theatre
at 649 South Main street caused damage

Amusement

for

ventilation

HEATING

—

— Rialto

has applied

Let the theatre
I

damage was done

the booth of the Globe theatre.
*

fire in

street.

*

Plaza theatre will

seats will be installed.
*

—

plans the erection of a theatre to cost
$00,000 at Pine avenue and Sixteenth

site.

—The

la.

Fires

Flint.

*

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

the Rialto theatre.
«

plot.

—

BRANCH

way on

—

Bayonne, N. J. A site at Broadway
and Twenty-fifth street has been purchased by Joseph Hockstein. He will
build a half million dollar theatre on the

Conneaut, O. Option on the old Ward
property in Main street has been taken
by Spero Treas for Cleveland interests.
It is planned to erect a theatre on the

fire

Newark, N. J. The Gayety theatre at
Market and Halsey streets is to be converted into a motion picture house. Sidney Ascher Enterprises of New York has

—

—

Broadhurst,

—

*

Bridgman, Mich. O. A. D. Baldwin
and F. W. Gast will erect a new theatre
on the lot adjoining Knaak's drug store.

— John

Remodeling

*

*

the

Enid, Okla.
Remodeling of the lobby
with other improvements to the house

—

muntzis will build a new $500,000 theatre
here, to be completed by September.

planned to

is

station.

Kinzua, Pa. A modern fireproof building to house a theatre will be erected
here by Warren capital.

Co-

It

of $60,000 on

road square, opposite the Methuen

—

Hibbing,

Mass.

Lawrence,

Minn. Plans for the new
Garden theatre have been revised that
the house may accommodate road attractions, according to Manager Rezac.

Being Installed

here.

architect, Meigs building, has completed
plans for a theatre to be erected at Rail-

Hudson, N. J.— B. F. Keith will build
a theatre on the site at Bergenline avenue, Third and Fourth streets.

Palaces Are Going Up. Only

theatre

house.

Royal Oak, Mich.— A new $150,000
theatre is being erected here. John A.
Merritt is president of the company building the house.
*

This.

a

make an expenditure

expected to cost $375,000.
*

Theatres
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..

Name

$ 6.00
7.00
8.00
11.00
'18.00

...

of

Your Theatre Imprinted

$32.00

200.000
250.0
30D.C0
50D.OCO

.

1

1.O03.0C0

39.00
46.00
74.00
140.00

Additional charge for each change of wording or price, $2.00

Stock admission tickets printed according to government
ruling, showing established price, war tax. and total, can
be furnished, showing the tollowing total prices:

All advertising

Some

is

is

good.

5.6. 10.

better — we

supply the better kind

Ask us

1

1.

15.

17.20.22, 25.28. 30. 33. 35. 39 and 55 cents

Ave., Chicago,

1

.00

3.00

WRITE FOR FAN AND CHAIR COVER PRICES

Exhibitors Supply
Wabash

18.00

ATTRACT SUMMER AUDIENCES

for samples.

The National Poster and Printing Co.
506 S.

$ 0.40

Price per roll. 2.000
Price per 50 rolls. 100.000
Coupon tickets, per roll
Folded tickets, price per package of 10.000

Milwaukee
133 Second St.

Company

Louis

3^16 Lindell Blvd.
Indianapolis
845 S.
157 N. Illinois St.

111.

Printers exclusively for the theatre.

The New Era Organ

Inc.

Minneapolis
Produce Exchange Bldg.
Chicago

Wabash

Av.-.

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.
theatre.

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY,
Also Builders of

St.

{Write for Literature)

Inc.
Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ

WARSAW,

N. Y.

84
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Ownership Changes

—

Mich. W. George
Sault
Cook has purchased the Strand theatre,
104 West Portage avenue from Robert
Marie,

Ste.

A'Hearn.

X

II

I

Dickinson, N. D.

— Louis

Tintera and

Anton Fisher have bought the Ray

thea-

I

TO R

S

II

K

KALI)

=

With H. E.

N._=

*

*

*

Madamoiselle A. Poujol, owner of the
Preston, Minn.

— R.

sumed ownership

C. Bright has asof the motion picture

theatre at Wykoff.
quarters here.

He makes

his

head-

Casino theatre, New Orleans, is busy on
alterations of this popular suburban theaThe new latest type Simplex machines
tre.
are to be installed. The house has an exceptionally large screen— 22 by 24 feet.
*

Wilmington, Del.— Edwin

J.

Phillips,

formerly manager of the Triangle theatre, 817 Chicago avenue, has purchased it
from the owners and plans extensive improvements.
*

—

Altamont, Mo. Sam Surface has purchased the Idle Hour theatre here.

MARR

& COLTON PLAN
ADDITION TO FACTORY

Volume

of Business First Four Months
of Present Year Double Any

Previous Period
The Marr & Colton Company of Warsaw, N. Y., builders of both large and
small pipe organs, report the volume of
business for the first four months of
the year double that of any previous
period.
They arc at the present time
making arrangements for additions to
their modern fire-proof plant which will

double their capacity.
The two manual organ

in

the beauti-

new Colonial theatre. Brooklvn,
N. Y., is causing much favorable comment.
Many theatre owners consider
this organ one of the finest toned instruments in Greater New York.
ful

Among

recent installations of Marr
& Colton are two organs for the Rea
and Meyer theatre chain, Syracuse. N.Y.t
an organ in the Melba theatre, Canton,
Ohio-: Starr theatre, Dansville, N. Y.;
the Strand theatre, Chambersburg, Pa.,
and the new Buss theatre, Easton, Pa.
Orders have also been received for
large concert organs for Counihan and
Shannon of Perth Amboy, N. J., and
for a three manual organ for the beautiful

new

Harmony

theatre,

*

*

Piazzi, the healthy-looking former
manager of the Palace theatre, New Orleans, has been promoted to the position of
managing director of the new Orpheum
theatre. Ben will sojourn during the month
of June at Albany, N. Y., at the home of

Ben

"Bob" Vignola, the well-known
*

Will

T.

»

director.

*

his
is planning an Eastern touring trip in
Pierce Arrow. Will reports bookings heavy
on his new six-reelcr, "Everybody's Business," and his "Scarlet Trail" is running
a close second.
*

golfing experts of the motion picture
clan were startled the other day when Al.
G. Shear of Sobel, Richard & Shear turned
in a "Birdie."
*
* *

The

Mrs. S. C. Bemis, who so ably controls
the destinies of the Lomo theatre. Hammond. La., has just finished remodelling and
installing a new Typhoon ventilating system. A new Fairbanks-Morse fifteen h. p.
engine to generate power has also been

added.
*

*

*

A. Scafide has opened the Victory Air-

dome at Bay St.
summer visitors.
*

Louis,
*

Miss.,

for

the

the YVillemsen & Co., New Orleans, is
present in Guatemala, the headquarters of
the company, on business. The YVillemsen
Co. is enjoying exceptional prosperity, due
to the opening up of Mexico and the South
American republics, as their demand for
This
Spanish title films is very heavy.
company is probably the only concern rentat

manager of
*

elevated

*

to

the

exchange.

this

*

"Snake" Richardson, manager of the
Consolidated Film and Supply Co. of New
Orleans, went to Monroe, La., May 5, to
witness the opening of the new Saenger
house in which he installed two 6-B Powers
Type E machines.
*

*

*

have a new Cinema

Poplarville, Miss., will

Palace which will be opened in May by E.
Hyde, an enterprising druggist of this city.
The house will have a seating capacity of
300.
George Vivirito is supplying the
equipment, which includes two latest type
Simplex.
*

»

*

Bookings arc coming

in rapidly for the
quartette which has sprung

new "Creole"

being in New Orleans film circles.
This quartette of operatic stars will make
personal appearances in the rice and cane
belt theatres to stimulate business.
The
cast includes the following: Truly B. Wildman, "tenor: ".Snake" Richardson, bass;
YVhcelhan. baritone; B. L. Dudcnhefer, sec-

ond tenor and manager.
*

*

*

The General Theatre Supply Co.

of

New

Orleans have recently acquired the sole
southern rights for the Argus Mazda G. E.
Unit Equipment and the Crystal-Bead
screen.
*

*

*

YVm. T. Y'onColln, owner of the Princess
theatre of Bogalusa, La.,

is

house and installing new

seats.

*

*

renovating his

*

Miller Brothers— YV. G. and L. M.—
owners of the Electric Delivery Service in.
New Orleans, have now a fleet of seven
cars to handle the films for the numerous
theatres in this city.
*
*
*

The

Standard Pictures, a local producing concern of New Orleans, have finished shooting their first production, a five-reeler
which will be released under the title, "His
Desire."
*
YY".

tional
sippi,

*

*

Evans, manager of the Educabranch for Louisiana and Missisannounces that eighty-five towns in
E.

these states are playing his service regularly.

*

Frank

*

C. Ellison,

*

who modestly

states

he hails from Summit, N. J., where he was
once a promising Jerseyite exhibitor, is now
operating the Peters Avenue theatre in

FIVE-FOOT TYPHOONS

New

Orleans.
*

Rye

Playhouse,
Westchester
County's newest cinema palace, opened
to a flying start last week.
It is located
on Boston Road in the heart of Rye's
exclusive and fashionable section.

*

*

Kattman

Loew's Crescent
Orleans, is all set for the personal appearance of Doraldina, with her
latest picture, "Passion Fruit."
Miss Doraldina will make three appearances a day.
The Crescent will continue to operate
throughout the summer on the same policy
as the winter season.
* * *
YY'alter

theatre,

The seating capacity is eight hundred
and the furnishings are the last word
in finish and good taste.
Everett J. Kinney is the manager. The
Rye Playhouse is owned and controlled
by E. J. Crow of the Crow Construction
Company of New York; John Nolan and
of the New Jersey
Zinc Company and Mr. Watson of the
Ladies Home Journal Company.
The price of admission ranges from
twenty-five to ninety-nine cents for the
evening performance.
The house is
equipped with two Typhoon five-foot
fans and an entire change of air can
be effected in three minutes.

been

has

Orleans,

Detroit,

VENTILATE RYE THEATRE

The

New

post of

*

M. H. YVillemsen, general manager of

Mich.

TWO

1921

into

Richards of the Film Exchange

*

28,

R.
A.
Kelley, the former "Jewish"
hooker of Enterprises Distributing Corp.,

S. T. Stephens, former division manager of Mutual, ably assisted by R. Durninc, manager, advise that their independent
exchange had made a tie-up with the National Exchanges, Incorporated.

tre.

May

ing film with Spanish titles.
The laboratory in New Orleans is one of the most upto-date and best equipped in the South, with
a highly trained technical staff who are
busy producing scenic and educational subjects for release every other week.
*
» »'

TOURING
the SOUTH

—

Leon, la. The Idle Hour theatre has
been sold to Abe Frankel. J. P. Broling
was former owner.

V,

of

New

Pierce's Bijou Dream, a new 1,000-seat
suburban house, opened its doors May 1.

This house,

Edgar Palmer, both

it

is

said,

cost

$25,000.

An

Typhoon fan has been installed
and the music is furnished by a new
Mr. Herman, general
Wurlitzer organ.
manager of the Pierce enterprises, stated
eight-foot

Bijou Dream is the first of a
twelve new houses that will be
built in Louisiana and Mississippi in the
vcrv near future.

that the
chain of
Spottiswood Aitken who is supporting PrisciUa
Dean in "Reputation" her forthcoming Universal-Jewell production.

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Chicago Entertains
Griever Buys Ruth's
Illinois Exhibitors
Two Film Notables "Headin' Home" for
Fighting Freak
Max Linder and Universal's
Heavy
Financial Loss
Illinois and Indiana
New Star, Marie Prevost
Follow
Threatened
Simeon B. Griever has purchased the
in Brief Visits

Max
in

Linder, French comedian, starring

Robertson-Cole

pictures,

and Marie

who is to be starred by Uniwere among the film notables who

Prevost,
versal,

passed through Chicago during the past
week and took the opportunity to make

new

friends here.

Linder Pleased with Tivoli
Although he had only a few hours in
Chicago, Linder took the opportunity to
see the Tivoli theatre and declared it was
finer than any playhouse he had yet seen.

rights of Babe Ruth's "Headin' Home"
for Illinois and Indiana.
He will distribute the film from offices at 808 South

Wabash avenue.
The distributor formerly was

a

mem-

representative,
Linder with his press
Clark Irvine, was on his way east with

picture.

a print of his latest picture.
Discussing the present feeling over
foreign made films, the comedian declared
that European countries cannot compete
with American-made films and he believes the danger is greatly over-empha-

Engelman and Rosenthal
Buy Western Star Film

sized.

He

against

German-made

expressed

himself

warmly

pictures,

however,

and in entire sympathy with the recent
demonstration against them on the coast.
Marie Prevost Luncheon Hostess
Miss Prevost was hostess at a luncheon to newspaper writers at Field's Blue
Room during her Chicago visit and also
found time to go through the new Roosevelt

theatre.

The Roosevelt,

she

coas.t.

Engelman and Rosenthal, who recently
opened a film exchange in Michigan
boulevard, has purchased Chicago and
rights to the Western
featuring Art Acord and
Edith Sterling, distributed by Jacques
Kopfstein of Dominant Pictures, Inc.
Commonwealth Film Exchange has pur-

southern

Illinois

Star Dramas,

northern

chased
rights

to

from the

Illinois

and

"The New Weds"
same company.

Indiana
comedies

in Dressing

mind

Room

It would seriously hit at all theaters,
and would make worthless the expenditure of thousands of dollars now invested

ers.

spacious lobbies for people waiting for
admission, after buying tickets.
In addition, it would force the "waiting
line" out onto the sidewalk and into the
street, interfering with traffic and depriving patrons of shelter.
in

Celebrated Players Help
advertising and the sales
Celebrated Players Film Coraiding the Alliance in the fight

Benefit for

Hospital Association

A

American Theatrical
Hospital, Chicago, will be given at the
Colonial theatre on May 29, to help this
worthy institution to continue its work.
The hospital treats actors and actresses
of both stage and screen free of charge.
Its list of directors includes Judge Jos.
Harry J. Ridings, Attorney
Sabath,
Thomas Johnson, Aaron J. Jones, president of Jones, Linick & Schaefer; Claude
Humphrey, of U. B. O.; Caroline Kohl,
of Kohl and Castle; J. J. Garrity, general
western manager of Shuberts; Harry
Powers, manager of the Blackstone,
Powers, Illinois and Colonial theatres;
Lester
Lait,
E. F. Carruthers,
Jack
Bryant, partner of A. H. Woods; Judge

Prices

theatre, Ascher Brothers' new loop theatre, has announced a
new scale of prices, ranging from 40 to
50 cents. The house opened with 83 cents
as the admission.
Aschers declare no
change in presentation will be made.

featured.

One

American Theatrical

The Roosevelt

Blackstone film exchange has purchased the northern Illinois and northern
Indiana rights to a series of ten reconstructed western dramas from the American Film Company.
Frank Borzage,
Jack Richardson and William Stowell are

a

Mammoth

Roosevelt Theatre

Blackstone Buys Series

of

poration is
on the bill by stirring up exhibitor interest. J. L. Friedman has directed his entire organization to join in the work.

where she was appearing in a sketch
written by Ralph T. Kettering. Miss
Walker was caressing a dog in an animal
act that preceded her on the bill, when
the animal snapped at her and bit her
through the upper lip and chin, inflicting
a painful though not dangerous wound.
She was able to appear on the bill at the
evening performance after a physician
had dressed her wounds.

Announces New

person

unfamiliar with the
section would prohibit patrons from sitting nearer than
thirty feet from the screen. The other
prohibits the sale of t^kets unless there
are vacant seats for the purchasers at the
time the sale is made.
The ridiculousness of the first provision is apparent. The second provision
is even more dangerous to theatre own-

screen as the star with the dimples, met
with a painful accident last week, back
stage, at the Kedzie theatre, Chicago,

New

Freak Measure

is
one of the "freak"
which frequently originate in the

bills,

force, the

Walker, known for years on the

Lillian

Bill Is

Through

Walker Bitten

By Dog

a

The measure

Indiana Salesman

Miss Prevost recently broke into the
news weeklies by burning her bathing
suit at Coney Island, marking her departure from bathing girl parts to stardom.

Lillian

Exhibitors Alliance has
determined fight against the
McCabe bill, recently introduced in the
lower house of the state legislature. The
organization considers it one of the most
vicious pieces of legislation yet aimed at
motion picture theatres.
Illinois

theatre business.

said,

compares with any theatre on the west

Legislation
The

launched

ber of the Russel-Griever-Russell.
This picture was made last fall and has
attracted nation-wide interest because of
the star's home run record in major baseball.
To date Ruth has pounded out
eleven home runs this season. His popularity among fans should have a salutary effect on the exhibition value of the

Bill
MaA"

benefit for the

Goodnow and Judge John P.
The tickets for the benefit
on sale now at the Colonial theatre

Charles H.

McGoorty.
are

box

office.

FAUCHIER

O. F.
Handling short subjects for Celebrated Players
Film Corp. in Indiana. His headquarters are
in Indianapolis and he has been in the field
since 1913, having been with World Film Corp.,
Pathe, Special Pictures, State Film Service and
Empress Features. He was four years salesman and one year manager of Pathe's Indianapolis office. Mr. Fauchier is one of the best

known

film

men

in Indiana.

Enk With American
Mi>s Florence Enk, formerly editor of
a reviewing service for exhibitors, has
the publicity department
American Film Company.

joined

of

the
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moments

from their vast theatre enterUnderstand this live-wire team conthe little three shell game and all that

prises.

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

I

By

I

W.

Asch m an N manager

A.

of the local
Pathe exchange is all "hyped" up over the
forthcoming release of his company's big
film scoop, "A Day with Jack Dempsey,"
I. 000
feet of exciting action, showing the
big fellow from sunrise to sunset. This in
addition to the Dempsey serial will be the
means of establishing the right of one representative from each district to attend
the big mill at Jersey City, July 2, all expenses to be defrayed by Pathe to the lucky
chap who registers the highest sales record
on this contest. C'mon ye sellers of film
row, hop to it and let's hear Chi wins the
honors, that's all
,

*

*

*

We

dropped in on Ike
other day and found him

old stuff through the cashier's window from
his theatres.
Just take a slant at 'cm and
you'll sure whimper, "bring back those wonderful days."
*

*

Bob Lucas, manager for the RobertsonCole branch, was away visiting the various
key points during the latter part of the

week of May

9

and

ing up of business
all along the line.
kind of chatter to

*

*

»

of the local Associated Producers, has added another new
representative to his sales department in

Ben Beadell, manager

Chas Beauford. The former Vitagraplur
will travel the Hoosicr territory.
*

»

*

Cress Smith of the United Artists tells
us that Ascher Levy of the Orphcum vauhas closed for "Dream
circuit
deville
Street" and the popular Griffith offering
will cpen for an extended run at the
Milwaukee, June

6.

»

*

the

in serious concenlooking over some past records.
After peeping over the shoulder we find
they were receipt records from away back
in 1907 when Ike was getting bags of the

us a general pickbeginning to be felt
Rravo Bob, that's the

tells

humming about

the busy
preparing for the
forthcoming release of their big serial
"Miracles of the Jungle." If that artistic
display now on exhibition signifies anything, Joe Friedman has landed another big
The exhibition room is tastily decoone.
rated consistent with the jungle atmosphere
with replicas of every known beast that

Affairs arc sure

exchange

Celebrated

inhabits the wilds. 'Tis rumored that Dav
Dubin and John Mednikow have been delegated to acquire a duo of W. W.'s when

the display will be complete for the exhibitors to oncet over.
* « *

is

spill.

*

*

*

We understand that the Robertson-Cole
exchanges are now in the midst of a sales
drive on the Georges Carpentier films with
a reward to the two high men for a trip
East to see the big scrap, ringside seats and
incidentals paid for by the home office.
flock of wishes that Chi
cops the prize trip.
*
*
*
all

Again we heave a

A

newcomer has joined the local Pathe
The popular former Metro sales
representative. Jack Camp will travel under
the Red Rooster banner over the northern
exchange.

trols
sort of

pastime for all carnivals about the
central West.
Fair enough, now we find
out why Simon can support that new Ford
he drag> Jack about in along fillum row.
*

Drop in and look 'em over at 808
South Wabash avenue, got it all, comedies, westerns and features.
date.

*

tration

*

Mac-

Majestic theatre,

Van Konkel

!

fith

in Wisconsin and an added
"Jock" Mace, recently from Texas
to travel Illinois, this live exchange is up
and at 'em all the time. Many of the Illinois exhibitors when seeing "Jock" for the
first time will figure that Phil Ryan is backNothing like it, but they
here with us.
are sure ringers, though.

Barney Kreger

starter.

*

*

*

They tell us that Jack Miller and Simon
Simanskv, westside theatre magnates, arc

now nursing

a

new angle between

spare

*

"The Love Flower"
*

*

feature.
*

A prohibition enforcement officer sporting
a big, shiny badge walked into the office
of a well-known loop picture house magnate last week and grabbed seven cases of
wine reposing in a closet and with many a
flourish and gruff ha! ha's carted it off to
the Federal building.
Last Monday the
!

same p. e. o drove up to same office and
brought the seven cases back and departed
amid many a ha! ha! from the office force,
thus proving that he who laughs last,
laughs best.
*

*

*

Ned Holmes, who

believes in putting over
big pictures in a big way (see "The Four
Horsemen" at the LaSalle theatre), was
surprised to receive the commendations of
a sweet old Irish woman the other day for
his "foin tribute to the late Mr. Gibbons.'*
She referred to the royal purple banners
N'ed has used to decorate the LaSalle. She

thought they were green.

Security Pictures Office

Hank

Peters, general manager of the
Pioneer exchange, with George Landis. hitIndiana points like lightning
ting
the
streaks. Jack Barry on the northside of Chi.

*

D. L. Dennison, special representative for
D. W. Criflith, Inc., who recently arrived at
the local United Artists exchange will
make his headquarters here cooperating
with the Chicago exchange on the big Grif-

Is in

New Film

District

Security Pictures, one of the livest of
the independent film exchanges in Chicago, which is located at 808 South Wabash avenue, was inadvertently omitted
from the list of new exchange locations
appearing in a recent issue of Exhibitors
Heeald.

National Poster Co. Moves
The National Poster & Printing Company is now located at 506 So. Wabash
avenue, telephone Wabash 6722.
S. E.
Schaffer & Co. are at 24-26 E. Eighth
telephone Wabash 5346.

street,

Indiana route.
*

Another duo of

*

*

palatial

grace the curl) of the

with Sr. Greiver
John Mednikow behind the wheel.
Rather a tinge of sentiment in the gift of
that pretty GREEN' blanket president
Joe
Friedman of the Celebrated gave his crack
salesman. Johnny, for his new car. Should
keep this husky Hibernian busy zealously
guarding this precious gift.
*

*

WILLEMSEN & CO.

motor equipages

Row

and

Exporters of Film
Spanish Title Work a Specialty ,
Office and Laboratory, 428 Camp St., New Orleans
Cable Address

:

W

illemfilm

New

and the charming Miss McClintock, scenario assistant to Mr. Lewis,
during a brief
stopover here between trains eastward.
They were bound for New York, bringing
a finished copy of Rudyard Kipling's "Without the Benefit of Clergy" soon to be released on the Associated schedule.
*
* *
Irv Mandel, manager of the
Security
Pictures exchange, tells us they have closed
for a new group of two reelers for
this
territory, ready for distribution at an early

Atlanta, Ga.
Exchange South

CAMERA BARGAINS
MotiOD Picture Cameras

WILL SOON BE READY!

saving pricet
discount* on

are completing the final arrangements of our spacious and
elaborate quarters.

A

equipment and
supplies for the motion picture
theatre.
Two commodious projection rooms for public use of
full

line

at

caifc

rofeaMoiiai

UNIVFKSAL**.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
Dept. H, 109 N. Dearborn St., Ch'cago.

III.

of

the trade.

On and after July

1

we

Mailing Lists

will be

MOVING PICTURE and
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
Moving Picture by States per M $5.00

the soledistributors of Powers
for

CLASSIFIED
S.

Special

Immediate delivery oa •II models
D»Brto,
[)«Frmnn*. Path* sod rusnr others dttaoaitrsted In our showroom
Send for our roa>
iilete estslotf at one* fro* on rsqu««t

We

Cameragraph projectors
Illinois and Indiana.

stage setting practically new.
Suitable for moving picture
houses.
Will sell very reasonable. Address
L-5, Exhibitors Herald. Chicago. 111.

146 Marietta Street

Orleans, La.

Largest Independent Film

4

Art Holah, manager of the Associated
exhibitors branch, was a busy host. May
II, to "Randy" Lewis, Robert
P. Brcnton

FOR SALE— Elaborate

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street

E.SCHAFFER& COMPANY
Telephone Wabash 5346

24-26 East 8th St.

Chicago,

22166
1219 Film Exchanges, for List
196 Manufacturers and Studios.
419 Machine and Supply Dealers
3674 Legitimate Theatres U. S.

and Canada

25.00
7.50

810 Vaudeville Theatres
III.

A. F

WILLIAMS,

166

W. Adams

7.50
3.50
4.00

St.,

Chicago

,

—— — —
Mav

— —
—

—

You ask me why. Then I'll sayroom to develop it."
Ohio Sun Dial.
plate.

that

takes a dark

it

*

Mrs.
band)

Gabbie (showing photo to hus"This is an instantaneous picture
of myself."
Mr. Gabbie: "I can see that
without having it told.
Your mouth is
shut." Syracuse Herald.
*

Mamma "What

do you charge for
Photo Man
taking children's pictures ?"
Proud Mamma
"Ten dollars a dozen."
children."
Hac:
"But I have onlv eleven
:

:

Extra Girl
Miss Screene a
:

wonder why they

"I

Leading Man
because she is so cold and distant."
chester (Mass.) Beacon.
star."

call

"Oh,

:

my

doctor saying that I cannot act today."
"Why did you go to all that
trouble ? I could have given you a certificate saying that you never could act."

Manager

:

Locafs Weekly.
*

Form

"\\ hat experience have you
Director
had?"
Fair Applicant: "I see a movie
every night." Vaudeville News.
*
:

Patient Photographer

"Cumcum

:

Look

!

Intoxicated Person
at the birdie !"
reach"I, hie, can't shee any
ing for his hip)
birdies, but here's a. hie, coupler swallows."
(

:

— Vaudeville

News.

Director (glancing at script)
"Where is
Miss Fluffy? This part calls for the star."
Camera Man "She sent word she'd be too
busy to come today. She's going to write
:

:

*

Portrait Photographer
"Look pleasant,
please !" Major Jack Allen
"I can't. I'm
thinking what this is going to cost me."

testimonials for shampoos
—
Pictureplay News.

Rutgers.

Visitor: "One of your
blind. I've heard."
"Yes. poor fellow. The
too
many diamonds."
Telegram.
*

:

:

*

Stage Manager:

one thing I
would like to know about this photograph
of a drinking scene in the play." Photographer "What is that?" Stage Manager
is

sticks."

lip

*

come

"There

and

directors has be-

Studio Manager:
star always

Lowell

wore

(Mass.)

:

"Was

it

made with dry

plates?"

Baltimore

American.
*

A

brother and sister were inspecting
photographic proofs.
Kid Brother: "Not
enough animation in your pictures. Kate."
Kate: "What do you expect, free movies?"
Ada (Ohio) Herald.

—

*

Tony:

"How

does Trixie get her photographs without cost?"
Toinetfe: "Some
photo-graft scheme, I guess." Rutgers.
*
"I'll

say that love

is

like a

Director: "Put more reality in that love
scene."
Star: "Can't do it."
Director:
"Why not?" Star: "Because my third wife
told me if I kissed another woman, she'd
get a divorce, too." Film Fun.

Dor-

*

Whiskers.

Bathing Beauty "That dressmaker just
won't send me my new bathing suit.
I
have written to her twice."
Movie Director:
"You should have, enclosed a
stamped and addressed envelope for it."
:

Ru tgers.

for

Distributing Unit
Olympian Features

A co-operative distributing company
has been organized in Xew York under
the name of Olympian Productions. Inc.,
with headquarters in World's Tower
building.
The plan of distribution of
this organization is such that each branch
of the business will operate strictly on
the percentage basis with guarantees that
will enable producer, distributor and exchange to uphold their end of a cooperative triangle, it is said.
James Calnay, formerly general manager of the Mount Olympus Distributing
Corporation, is heading the new company, besides taking over for distribution the entire output of the Mount
Olympus Corporation, a number of new
comedies and features will be published
on the co-operative plan as Olympian
Productions.

*

"Ever have any experience as
a "comedian?"
Applicant: "Well. I have
been a park policeman, a baker's apprentice,
a circus acrobat and a second lieutenant
in the armv."
Xorth Adams (Mass.) HerDirector

:

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable: "Velasquin"

ald.

*

Avenida

de

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

Screen Actress: "I have a certificate from

photographic

National Film Co.

How About

the Children?

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

pARENTS are
ECLIPSE

AND GAUMONT

pressing their

demands

that the exhibitor diversify his program

that he book as a part of his

PARIS

show some-

thing with direct appeal to the youngsters.

We are always

in the

marke

for Big Productions
Office

Paseo de Marti

:

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

Jack MacCullough has answered

demand
ree

in a series of

films which he

is

six

this

Juvenile one-

offering to

Independent Exchanges
and

Here They Are

"LA-INTERNACIONAL CINEMATOGRAFICA"
Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS & COMPANY

Jack and the Beanstalk
Goldie Locks
Red Riding Hood
All

The Three Bears
Billy's Baby
Wash Day Jingles

Acted by Juvenile Casts of Merit

Phone, Wire or Write
Serves The Best Exhibitors in Cuba
Cuban Rights for All "Union Italian" Productions

Exclusive
P. O.

Box 1314

Havana, Cuba

Cab,e

—
87

:

Proud

;
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JACK MACCULLOUGH STUDIOS
1825-31 Warren Avenue

-

-

CHICAGO

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
A

The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Elinor Field.

Mutual Child, six
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.

Their

Margarita

with

reels,

Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary.
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

ARROW FILM

CORP.
Field-

Ora ("art*
Georgia Hop-

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rabye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.

The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star

Man Came,

five reels, all

cast.

Indian

cast.

through Pathe Eschangei
six reels, with Geraldine Far

Distributed
rar.

The

six

reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

INC.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

H.

Homespun

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Lying

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

reels.

PARKER READ,

J.

Woman,

The Leopard

JR..

PRODUCTIONS

seven

Louise

with

reels,

reels,

five

—

—

Meighan.
O'Malley of

Wm.

— Beau

six

with

reels,

six

Ince-Vance pro-

reels,

with

Mae

reels,

with

reels,

reels,

George

a

five reels,

—The
—

Witching Hour, seven reels, WilD. Taylor production.
Love Special, five reels, with Wallace
Great Day, four
Prod.)

— What

Woman

Every

Hugh Ford

reels.

Knows,

seven

(Wm. De

reels.

Mille Prod.)
Stretch, five reels, Wallace

24—The Home

to

One,

six

reels,

with

—The City of Silent Men, six
with
Thomas Meighan.
8 — Proxies, six
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
8 — Deception, six
(Special Prod.)

May
May
May
May

1

reels.
reels.
reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Joker, five reels, with Sid

— Oh, Jo,
— King, Queen,
five

five reels. (Lois Weber
Prod.)
May 22 Sacred and Profane Love, five reels.
with Elsie Ferguson.
May 20 Sentimental Tommy, six reels. (John S.
Robertson Prod.)

—
—

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

The Broken

Doll,

five

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

The

FILM MARKET,

INC.
reels,

with

Ben Turpin.

six reels.
reels.

J.

L.

The Ten Dollar

Nineteen and Phyllis,

C. B. C.

The Victim,

cial

Dangerous Love,

five

of

Trust Your Wife,
Donald.
reels,

Zany

with

Miens.

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

INC.

five reels.

EQUITY PICTURES
Keep

to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

Whispering

Devils,

seven

reels,

with

Conway

Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
Millions,
— Brewsters
Arbuckle.
the Garret,
—TheothyGhost
Gtah.

Feb.

6

Feb.

6

six

in

reels,

with

reels,

with Spe-

Constance Tal-

six

reels,

with

Charles

Ray.

reels.
five

five

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.

FILM SALES
Paris,

His House, eight

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

six reels.

The Nightingale

in

Cast.
Affair,

reels,

Roscoe

fire reels,

Dor-

five reels,

Man Woman-Marriage,

My

six

reels,

five reels.

five

reels.

with Pola Negri.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhode*.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

five

reels.

20TH CENTURY

BRAND

Two Moons,

with Buck Jones.
Just Pals, with Buck Jones.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, witE Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
Oliver Twist, Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwin.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

reels.

Neilan).

Gypsy Blood,

Heart,

The Mother Heart,

with Katherine Mac-

Holubar- Phillips.
Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Talis ad ge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
six

reels.

Cheater Reformed, five reels.
Bare Knuckles, five reels.
Colorado Pluck, five reels.

Dynamite Allen,

madge.

FROTHINGHAM

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five
The Iron Rider, five reels.

six reels, with Chas. Ray.
six reels, with Lionel Bar-

MacDonald.

Mamma's

Raise, five reels.

six reels.
Prairie Trails, six reels.
The Road Demon, six reels.
Hands Off. six reels
The Hornet's Nest, five reels.

From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.

FIRST NATIONAL

The Woman

reels.

TOM MIX SERIES
The Texan,

GEORGE WALSH SERIES

rymore.

Idol, six reels, with

reels.

Know Your Man. six reels.
Beyond Price, five reels.

Richard Travers.

Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Katherine

Talent, five reels.

The Tiller's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six

Merely Mary Ann, five reels.
Wing Toy, five reels.
The Lamplighter, five reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
She Sighed by the Seaside, two
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

The Great Adventure,

A Small Town

six reels.
six reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

Girl of

Foolish Matrons, six reels.

Home

Scuttlers,

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

reels.

The House Without Children, seven

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last

six

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

reels.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
The

Chaplin

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

Jacqueline Logan.

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, five reels, with Special Cast.

May 22— Too Wise Wives,

The Married Virgin,

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and

num.

reels,

15
IS

Hobart Bos-

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

reels, with Pearl White.
King, seven reels, with William Far-

Were

MacLean.

Glaum.

A Thousand

I

liam

Reid.

April

FOX SPECIALS
The White Moll, seven

Drag Harlan,

rion Davies.

17— The

DIST.

five reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

with

with Ma-

reels,

April 17

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

While

— The Gilded Lily, six
Murray.
Mar. 27 — The Idol of North, six
Dorothy Dalton.
April 3 — The Faith Healer, six
Melford production.
3 — The Dollar a Year Man,
April
Roscoe Arbuckle.
April 10— Buried Treasure, seven
April 10

Wm. Desmond

If

Hart.

S.

Revel,
duction.

the

Leave Your Husband, seven reels, with
and Margaret Clayton.

Don't

Is
reels. Cosmopolitan production.
Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

Mar. 20

with Bessie Love.

star cast.

with

13— The

Mounted,

reels,

Trail, five reels, with Bessie

five reels, with all-star cut.
five reels, with all-star cast
House, five reel*, with all-

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

Lois

reels,

five

Mar.

Chas

reels,

87.

May

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.

What Women Will Do.

six

The Midlanders, five
Penny of Top Hill
Love
Hearts and Masks,

Lean.

April 24

The Riddle Woman,

Douglas Mac-

— The Kentuckians,
mopolitan production.
Feb.
— The Price of Possession,
Ethel Clayton.
Feb. 27 — What's Worth Wnile,
Weber production.
Mar. 8 — Straight
the Way. seven
Feb. 20.

April

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

de

Cecil

reels,

reels,

Mar. 27

kins.

Before the White

five

Mar. 20

ing.
five reels, featuring
Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor Apartments, five reels, with

Fruit,

Feb. 13

Mar. IS

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine
Love's Pratege,

— Forbidden
eight
Mille production.
—Chickens,
with

Feb. 18

Through Pathe Exchange)
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Eddy
Distributed

His Own Law,
Honest Hutch,

six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
five reels, with Will Rogers.
Milestones, six reels, with Special Cast.
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.

Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just

Out

of College, five reels.

Roads of Destiny,

five

reels,

with

Pauline Fred-

erick.

The Highest Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile of Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice

in the Dark, five reels.

9

Mav
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28,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Beys Will Be Boys,

five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouverneur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels. All Star.
An Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers.
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels. Williamson Production.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels. Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The U.

BENJAMIN

Winston Churchill.

of Light, by

JR., PRODUCTIONS
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK,
The Harvest Moon,

IXC.

six reels, with Doris

son Butt.

The Green

Flame,

with

reels,

five

J.

The Empire

Warren

Kerrigan.

Killer,

ren Kerrigan.

The Heart

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six

with Special Cast.

reels,

V. WILLAT PRODUCTIOX9
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

IRVIX

Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

L.

J.

reels,

The Breaking
cale.

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTION"
The Truant Husband,

1

A Woman's

Elopement,

First

five

reels,

Different,

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
of Youth, six reels, all-star
of Wm. Ashe, six reels.

cast.

— Marriage

May

six

^lola

reels,

Dana.

Mar.

— Passion Fruit, six
—The Greater Claim,

reels. Doraldina.
six reels. Alice
six
reels,
with

— Extravagance,
Allison.
Jl — A Message from
Bert
— Puppets of Fate,
7

Mars,
six

Lake.

May
with

reels,

reels,

with

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

Outside the Law, six

Seven

Honor and Obey,

six

reels,

Limit, six reels, Geo. D.
production.

C. K.

SHURTLEFF,

Little

Fool,

six

Luck,

Million,

five

Shenstone,

six

reels,

reels,

with

Max

six

reels,

with

Cousin Kate,

See My Lawyer, six reels, Christie comedy-drama.
What's a Wife Worth ? six reels.

Nobody's
If

Women

Kismet, nine

It

all-star

six reels, with

Cowboy

Jass,

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels,

Princess Jones,

The Charming

novelty.

five

reels.

Deceiver, five reels.

AXTOXIO MORENO PRODUCTIOXS
Three Sevens,

five

reels.

No

Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Tea

Muriel Ostriehe.

stunt

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS

Billy

Tell

Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

The Heart
two

six reels.

EARLE WILL LAMS PRODUCTIOXS

Dead Men

&

Mason.
east.

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

INC.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

Dorothy

Dean

CORIXNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

with Otis Skinner.

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch, five reels, with Lester Cuneo
Blue Blazes, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.

The Shadow,

with

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

«

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

Baker

IXC.

reels,

reels,

reels,

with Priscilla

VITAGRAPH

The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.

Pauline

six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)
Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.
Only Knew, six reels.

six

reels,

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

George

with

Frederick.

SALIENT FILMS,

with All Star

**— Without

"»r 14—The

a

in

Beban.
Mistress of

Cast.

Fek

Bad

Years

to Every
Phillips.

Linder.

six reels. All Star Cast.

PRODCCTIOXS

Woman,

Once

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law. five reels, with Lester

MAURICE TOURXEUR PRODUCTIONS

Love,

cast.

Lubin story.
Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.

The
The

Viola

Billions, six reels,

S. L.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special

with Pauline Fred-

reels,

SPECIALS
six

HAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

The Great Redeemer,

five

813, six reels, Arsene

Dana.

Madame

Mayo.

The Smart Sex, five reels, with Eva Novak.
The Freeze Out. five reels, with Harry Carey.

Mary Miles Minter.

Good Women,

Lytell.

M»r-

Slave of Vanity,

One Man

Allison.

Mar.

Mary Miles

with

reels,

erick.

five reels, State Rights Feature.
five reels. Allene Ray.

Pirate,

five

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
A

BERT LUBIN

Offshore

Clown,

Little

Minter.

West of the Rio Grande,

Feb.
7
Feb. 81

Constance

with

reels,

five

Binney.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

31—The

Two Kinds

Johnstone.

Something
reels.

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Jam.

five reels, with Edith Roberts.
of Love, five reels, all star castHearts Up, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Tiger True, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
A Shocking Night, five reels, with Lyons-Moraa.
The Mad Marriage, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
The Fire Cat, five reels, with Edith Roberts.
Colorado, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
Society Secrets, five reels, with Lva Novak.
If Only Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
All Dolled Up. five reels, with Gladys Walton.
The Unknown Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberts.
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank

anda

New

All Souls' Eve. five reels, with

— Lure

\V

aWnda

The

Jan. 10
Jan. 17

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

Wanda Hawwith

Hawley.
reels, with
Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It. five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The
York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.

Honeymoon Ranch,

——
—
—
—

June 27

Taylor production.
Wm. D. Taylor pro-

The Snob, five
You Never Can
Oh Lady Lady,

six reels.

Love Without Question, seven

—

13
Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Sept. 5
Griffith production.
Dec. 4 The Mark of Zorro. eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

Miller

Hawley.

JANS PICTURES, INC.
Madonnas and Men,

Chas.

White Youth,

Her

SPECIAL FEATURE
1— Reckless Wives.

Mar.

— Squandered Lives.
— The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.
—The Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
June

Minter.

five reels.
reels.

five

Edith

William

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

duction.

Skyfire, five reels.

with

with

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

D. N.

six reels, a
reels, a

Villain, five reels, with

five

reels,

Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

production.

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

five

Fickle

Walrh production.
reels,

with Bernard

reels,

five

Door,

Collier.

SPECIAL FEATURES
The Law

the

The Servant Question,

REALART PICTURES
six reels. R. A.
of the Yukon, six

Vengeance,

of

Durning.
Just Outside
Hallor.

ley.

NEAL HART SERIES

Mar. 15

The Seeds

Deep Purple,

Ralph Ince Special.

six reels, a

SELECT PICTURES

reau and Edmund Cobb.
Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five reels, with Kail Kane and J.
Herbert Frank.
A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

Her Beloved

INDEPENDENT FILMS
Jan.

Faversham.

Red Foam,

BECK

Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast,
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

—— Danger Valley,
— God's Gold,

INC.

reels,

STAR PRODUCTIOXS

HUGO BALLIX PRODUCTIONS

Nov. 15

Seiu

six reels, with Geo. B.

Empty

with All Star Cast.

five reels,

Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Highest Law, six reels. Ralph Ince Special
Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with William

the Depths, five reels, with Violet Merse-

with Bessie Barris-

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

The
You
The
The

Line, six reels.

cale.

Sin. five reels.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

six reels.

F.

five reels.

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES
The Fourth

PIONEER FILM CORP.

FROTHIXGHAM PRODUCTIOXS

The Broken Gate, seven

Divorce of Convenience,

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger, five reels.
Fighter, five reels.

B. SEITZ, IXC.

ARTHUR
Out of

XATIOXAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.

six

SERIES

reels.

Case.

The

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,
The

reels.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

Diamonds,

of

GEORGE

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerriean.
The Coast of Opportunity, fire reels, with J. War-

The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

six

PERRET PICTURES.

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

A

ROBT. BRCXTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay.
and Roy Stewart.

reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR

The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

with Blanche

Sweet,

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS

reels,

five

five

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

From Nowhere,

Broadway and Home, five
Worlds Apart, six reels.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Girl

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

Kenyon.

DIAL FIEM CO. PRODUCTIONS
The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and LawThe

JESSE

The

'

Half a Chance, seven

reels.
.

Bruce Gordon

with

reels,

Her Unwilling Husband,

PARKER READ,

J.

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

six

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor. Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

ton.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIOX9

B.

The Daughter Pays,

with Bruce

reels,

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIX STAR SERIES

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIOXS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

IXC.

P. Trail, six reels.

The Dwelling Place

LEWIS

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels,
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.
J.

89

ine Calvert.
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EDGAR COMEDIES,

two

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

two

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

Roberts.

METRO

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

NEIGHBORS,

reels.

AVWOX FILM

reel.

two

CORP.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

two

Mil

N

(every week).

reel

Exploration

Series,

reels.
reel.

Series, on*

reel.

reels.

ROBERTSON-COLE— Adventure

one

Scenics,

one

REELCRAFT Pit
HOWELL COMEDIES,

ALICE

MISCELLANEOUS

111.-

two

C.

reels.

two

SUPREME COMEDIES,

reels.

one

RUSSBLI.-GH1I \
TUSUN COMEDIES, one

I

I

Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

TOKCHY COMEDIES,

two reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.
Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

V

IIAt.lt

MERMAID COMEDIES,

two

reels

Fool.

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

JIM

AUBREY COMEDIES,

two

one
one

reels

FILM SALES

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNTARBUCKLE COMEDIES,
PARAMOUNT DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

UNIVERSAI

CORP.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,
C. B. C.

every

one

reels.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

(Geo.

B.

an*]

Seiu and

Whirlwind.

two

DOMINANT PICTURES,
WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

two

The Dragon's Net

(Mane W»J.

VITAGRAPH— The

Silent

Avenger

(William

Duncan).
two

reels

VITAGRAPH— The

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).

FILM SALES

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,
two

Ranger

Roland).

Hansen

camp).

other week, two reels.

twu

(Juanita

UNIVERSAL— King of the Circus (Eddie Polo).
UNIVERSAL— The Flaming Disk (Elmo Lincoln).

ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

reels.

Hoxie).

The Branded Four.

ARROW FILM

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

Foe

reel*.

June Caprice).

SELZNICK—The

DRAMAS

CO.

reel.

Rockies (Ruth

the

Wsrner Orland).
PATHE— The Sky

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.

reel.
reel.

Bray Pictographi.

Review, one

PATHE— Ruth of
PATHE— Phantom

His Jonah Day.

Bang.

Magazine, an*

SERIALS
ARROW — Thunderbolt Jack (Jack
FOX— Bride Thirteen.

reels.

reels

The Back Yard.

The Greenhorn.

Dixie.

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.
SELECT — I'rizma Color Pictures.
S. & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jazz, two

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

two reels.
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

Sermonettes.

reel.

Golf, slow motion.

PATHB—P*th«

AIM

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

one

PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osopby
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.

1

)

EDUCATIONAL,

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chat*
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.

reel.

SPECIAL PICT RBI CORP.
COMEDYART. two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two
M \ BRIAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.
STAR COMEDIES, one reel.

Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn
sHKLL

I

reel.

snapshots (bi-monthly).
Spat.utb's Original Vod-s-

reel (weekly).

reel.

It-It

one

Pictorials,

SALES — Screen

B. C.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

ROBERTSON-COLE

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.

Scenic

Stories.

ARROW— Sport

I

Burrud

reel.

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

reels.

PICTURES— Sunset

SPECIAL

PICTURES, INC.
I

Movie Mad.

VITAGRAPH — Fighting

INC.

and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden
Jean Paige).

reels.

VITAGRAPH— The

reels

Veiled

Duncan

(William

Fate

(Joe

Ryan and

Mystery

(Antom*

Dangers

Moreno).

PATHE

reels.

THE TEMPEST, two reels. Tom Santscbi.
SINGLE-HANDED SAM, two reels. Edgar Jones.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
Life,
Dog's
three reels.
A
Day's Pleasure, two reels
Shoulder Arms, two reels
Sunnyside, two reels.
six

NICK CARTER SERIES,
C. B.

reels.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

two

FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS rOMEDIES. two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

two

reels.

Pretty Lady.

Her Doggone Wedding.
Pals and Petticoats.
Slicker.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

two

CO.

featuring

Mona

two

GOLDWYN PICTURES
two

reels.

SELZNICK NEWS

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
J. FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

reels.

at

Select es-

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russell-Greiver-Russell)

SPECIALS
reels.

(Leonard Chapman), two

reels.

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

(twice a week)

changes.

reels.

FRITZI

RED RIDER SERIES

(twice a week) at

NEWS

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

Don't Tickle.

Don't Tickle

Dark

reel.

WILLIAM

The Jockey.

CAPITOL COMEDIES,

one

NEWS

NEWS

reels.

REELCRAFT PICTURES

reels.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

DRAMAS.

INDIAN
feather,

reels.

(once a week) Ford Weekly.
Fox exenanges.
(Mondays and ThursINTERNATIONAL
days) at Universal exchange*.
KINOGRAMS (twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) *t
PATHE
Educational exchanges.

I-OX

two

PRICE

NEWS REELS
FEDERATED

PIONEER

A

The Kid,

one

(every two

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

Please.

It

Be Surprised.

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

The

two

reel.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

IN<

Ladies' Pets.
Just in Time.
Ready to Serve.
Snooky's Wild Oats.

two

Scenics,

reel

EDUCATIONAL — Hudson's Bay Travel Series,
one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one reeL
PARAMOUNT — Burton Holme. Travel Picture*.
one

PHOTO PRODUCT! EXPORT

It.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

one

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh

BX< ii \ m.i:. INC.
VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES, one

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

reels

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

April

Buster

reels.

PATHB

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

The Simp.

Outing

(every week).

reel.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

Beat

two

Keating.

Number

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,
weeks).

Buster Keating.

ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

reels

JOY COMEDIES.

You'll

reels.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

AE ROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

two

C. Bruce Scenics Beauone reel (every two weeks).

EDUCATIONAL— Chester
Max

with

reels,

1921

28,

SCENICS

reels.

GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAM FOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

SHORT SUBJECTS

May

two

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Run*.
Art of Diving, with Annette KeUertnan.
Thr Kace of the Age (Man o' War).

'iree

More Producers

Theatres

to Build

en dent
WLrade

CONSISTENCY
Consistency in quality has marked the releases of Asso-

Producers

ciated

from

distinctive

as

Likewise

other organizations.

the

the

are

product

rentals

of

quoted

by our various managers and salesmen consistent with
the

quality

and

of the subject offered.

box-office value

Associated Producers, Inc. are producing quality motion
pictures

and

are distributing

them

the world on an equitable basis.

and

to

If

are not conversant with our product

pay you

the exhibitors of

you are an exhibitor

and

policy

it

will

to investigate our proposition.
Write, wire or phone and our representative will call- at

your convenience.

Associated Producers
HOME

BLAH.
—

No

'

23

Ent "ea

MARTIN
<"

second-class matter.

J

.

729 SEVENTH

Q U

I

GLE Y

AVE..

,

NEW YORK

Inc.

CITY

PUBLISHER

20, rot;, at the Post Office at Chicago, lit., under the Act of
Subscriftior,. $.\oo a year.
at 417 South Dearborn St., Chicago.

August

Published weekly

OFFICES'

March

3,

lt79-

JUNE

4,

1921

from an ExhibUoi
Exhibitor!
BIG,
,

genial

s

t

ra gh
i

t f

o

r

ward TI

MOORE — Washington's

most

i-

shrewd as they rrle
letter about Pri*«

cessful exhibitor— as

'em

— writes

Dean

Tl

.1

1a

on*

Jewel

"REPUTATION."

it.

It

of

"REPUTATION"
could

ReadeoeryM

you more about
put

it,

in

the vie

than anything

I

feet

show

book the picture.

. of

* ie '

"REPUTATION"

Th«ii

TOM MOORE

n

first— so ira

that theater yours -right now,
as

i-

And

print.

only one theater in your town that

0t

BCT'

tells

you've read

» 8 oc

this'

her latest, greatest Univeil-

of

versal

Get*

in

today.

it
.

says:

You'll be

^

showing
9

V/Qou

the

greatest adit

on the

American
Screen

Carl

W

w

Laemmle
offers

Priscilla

Dealt

>n

Universal-Jewel de Luxe
Adopted by Lucien Hubbard
from Cduvlna Leoin-'s Nouel

Clean Healthy Excitement
,

Starring

e

of the American Jboy

Idol

EDDIE POLO never did anything more than fill the
American boy with admiration for his nerve, skill and
courage the American mother could mighty well send
him her thanks. But EDDIE POLO, in
DIE. gives the American boy something more than
simply an ideal of courage — he gives his true friend
the American boy a little trip to foreign lands
which is so packed with absorbing adventure as

If

-

DOOR

-

'

those foreign surroundings forever in
mind and do him a world of good.

to fix

that boy's

In addition,

DIE"
that

EDDIE POLO,

gives his
s as

boy

in

"DOOR

friends a chapter-play

clean as spring water and as
as oatmeal. Just released.

wholesome

Your M. P. Weekly of May 21st is
your Campaign Book. Get busy
on this sure money today.

UNIVERSAL
Directed by

18

J.RM 9 Gowan

OR

Desperate Adventures

in

DIE

Cuba and the Golden West

18
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Fifteen First Run
One-Reel Specials
Some of

these specials

have played to the

highest rentals ever paid for a short subject

BEGGARS AND FAKIRS OF

At Easter time Russian pilgrims celebrate the
Holy Flame ceremony in the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre. Moslems, exhorted to fury,
crowd about to charge upon pilgrims and
blow out their candles as they start back to
Russia. One wick left lighted defeats the
Moslem purposes. The rioting for a few short
minutes is extremely thrilling.

INDIA
Too proud

to
Religious fakirs

work,

many Brahmans

beg.

deform themselves. One, selfblinded, has rolled halfway across India. One,
starved helpless, moves a hand and arm unceasingly.
Another holds a withered hand
permanently aloft. How girl babies, found in
the gutters of Chinese cities, are bought for
ten cents each and brought up for useful
occupations is also shown.

JUGGERNAUTS OF THE
JUNGLE
In India the Juggernaut of the Jungle, when
captured, is made to work. It may cost a year
and the life of a man to break the Big One to

SOUTH SEA MAGIC
There is magic in the first glimpse of this
South Sea island of Samoa. Shark fishing is
an adventure no native can resist. A feast is
the logical end of every shark hunt. According
to the best cabarettiquette, the "younger set"
(age four to fourteen) lead in dancing for the

burden. Obedience to his master results from
admiration rather than fear. All
work and no play makes even an elephant
rebel.
Therefore there is a daily romp in

respectful

the river.

POLO

entertainment of the guests.

Intensely interesting polo match staged before
a standard and a slow-motion camera. All
principal strokes are clearly shown. Every
move of the magnificent horses is brought out
by the slow-motion camera analysis.

ANNETTE KELLERMAN
Diving Venus herself portrays all her famous
dives, beautifully staged
taken in both standard and slow-motion camera analysis.

SYRIA,

BABE RUTH

LAND OF RELIGIOUS
HATRED

In Palestine for centuries

all

A

standard and slow-motion camera analysis
of how Babe Ruth hits the home runs which
made him King of Baseball. Actually taken
during a big league game.

the creeds of the

world have jostled each other disdainfully.

Tone up your programs by booking

THE

SPICE

the series

OF THE PROGRAM'

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc., E.

W. HAMMONS,

<Presidil
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Single-Reel Attractions
That brought feature prices!
1

now grouped,

These

specials are

prices

and—for your

|

at group

booking convenience

DIXIE

WILDERNESS FRIENDS

Story of the birth of the great song of the
South. Portrayed with characters in costumes
of the times, showing how the song which has
stirred the very souls of our people first saw the
light of day at Mechanics Hall, New York, 1859.

Pictures of wild animals "off their guard."
Two tiny bears, a partridge, a loon, a moose,
a deer, a fawn, and Jack, the 'rastling raccoon,
in scenes that will delight every admirer of
the outdoors.

GOLF

MODERN CENTAURS
Amazing stunts by a crack troop of Portuguese
Cavalry. Thrilling and daring. Magnificent
animals jump hazardous gullies. Pronounced
one of the

fastest action reels ever

shown.

VALLEY OF TEN THOUSAND
SMOKES
The National Geographic Society explorers'
official picture of Mt. Katmai Valley in Alaska

No

other motion picture
this valley of
steam-emitting fissures so intensely hot that a
stick of solder is instantly melted when held
to any one of them.

after

its

eruption.

camera had ever penetrated

of the great pastime, in
as to what happens to the ball when hit are proven unfounded. This picture will be of compelling interest
to everyone who ever wielded a club.

which many former theories

IN

DUTCH

The dykes and

canals of Holland. Full of
interesting youngsters and marvelous scenic
beauty, with intimate interviews with the
great cheese merchants of the world and their
queer methods of handling the famous Edam
delicacy.

THE QUAINT ISLE OF

MARKEN

JAPANESE JUDO
The

A slow-motion study

tiny Dutch Isle seems quite apart from
the rest of the world. Visitors from every
land delight in Marken's peculiar customs.
Much of the reel is devoted to the quaint
dresses of the women and children and especially to the children themselves probably
the most picturesque in all the world.

The

practiced in Japan since the
Seventh Century B. C. The science of "conquering by yielding."
One's antagonist is
made to turn his strength against himself so
the stronger he is, the harder he falls. Real
thrills and exciting moments.
Jiu Jitsu

—

—
—

Everything but the Feature

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc., E.

W. HAMMONS,

"President

E X H
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ADOLPH ZUKOR

presents

SIR

JAMES M, BARRIE

S

Sentimental Tommy
WITH

<^L>

<^>

GARETH HUGHES, MABEL TALIAFERRO
and

MAT McAVOY

ENTIMENTAL TOMMY"
destined to be one of the
greatest money-makers ever produced.
is

For six weeks it played to crowded
houses,
night and day, at the
Criterion on Broadway.

No picture before ever receiv ed

such

unqualified

praise as the critics,
newspaper and trade paper, lavished
on this Barrie masterpiece.

The Motion

Picture News said:
milestone in screen production."

A

John

S.

"A

Wid's Daily: "One of the year's besi
pictures.
Every exhibitor will wan
to secure

it

for

an extended run."

The New York Herald: The

sev

enth wonder of the film world."

When

a picture makes hard-boilec
critics talk like that; when a pictun
keeps a high-priced Broadway houst

—

weeks what
that picture do for you?
packed

To

for

quote

wil

Wid

a well-filled
sh owing

Robertson Production

six

again: "You'll have
cash box after ever)

1

Photoplay by Josephine Loveti

(2 (paramount Q>icture
\

FJMnns PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

June
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Jesse L. Lasky
presents

ROSCOE "FATTY"ARB UC KL E,
nTHE Traveling salesman"
(

BY A RRANGEMENT WITH JOSEPH M. SCHENCK.)
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Me A V O T
REALART'S BIRTHDAY PRODUCTION

rim, white with jealous raae, he stood before
Get out of nr\) Wai)!"
her. " I'm- aoirio- in -there
Jeanne, her hands clutching the door frame. stood
With her back aa ainst the hea\)\) door.
The look vohich she aaVe her laOer Was absolutely
fearless, ^et in it there Was an unspoken plea for jaith in her"1(ou cant ao in there, JerrN), thats m$ roonW
But e\)en as she spoke he pushed her rouahh)
aside and bounded in. The room Was empt\), thouah the
Window o\)er the balcon\) stood Wide open and the ntqht
>*>ind VOas flapping the curtains.
!

^ ^

^

The ^Qalart birthday ^Production contains
action after action and scene after scene in \*>hich"
human beinas are placed upon b\) human forces —
'
gripping because real.

REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Cmon

"hcohoo,

J

over I

Lots offun'
This is the story of a game
little shop girl who goes to
spend her vacation at a fash-

where she is
Marie La Tour,

ionable hotel

mistaken for

the famous movie queen.

BEBE DANIELS
IN

"TWO WEEKS WITH PAY"
Her
the

part

riotous,

play up to

efforts to

result

in

so

many

whole-souled, honest-

to-gus laughs, that your fans

good natured until
comes
to town again.
Bebe

will

stay

Adapted from

the Satur-

day Evening Post story by
Nina Wilcox Putnam.
Directed by Maurice Campbell.
Scenario by Alice Eyton.

E

A

L

ART

PICTURES CORPORATION
NEW YORK
^69 FIFTH AVE.

"The Branding Iron"

is one
moneymakers. " Snowblind
by
the same author and director

of the season's leading

r

'

—

—

is a bigger picture with an
even more powerful appeal.

Book

it

for an early

showing.

In a lonely canyon, cup:<
in the frozen hills oil

North, two men and
women enact their parts
strange and

human

COLD
WY
PRESENTS
REGINALD BARKERS
PRODUCTION OP

ADAPTED PROM THE PAMOU/ NOVEL

BY

KATHARINE NEWLIN BURT
DIRECTED BY

REGINALD BARKER
A COLDWYN PICTURE

I
1

stirring storol

conflict.

——

The

Rider of the Kin
A HIT

BRINGING the out-of-doors within doors,
transferring the
of

its

life

vigor, reality

woods with all
and freedom to the

of the

Arthur James
which the screen

screen so that it inevitably is believed, and develop-

of parts.

drama inseparable from this atmosphere
this is the real triumph of the new production
"The Rider of the King Log," which Harry

story

ing a

O. Hoyt, with a genius for direction, has contrived out of Holman Day's story into a picture
of real value.
Oh, we can say that we don't
like

titles

in verse

— which

we

don't

— and

can find a fault or two here and there, but

we

wc
when

through with small criticisms we return
certainly to high praise.
are

Associated Exhibitors have chosen well in
selecting this picture to lead the

way

for others.

offerings are so well supplied.

develops strong characters so vividlv that they
are living, breathing things, rather than players
It

and

It

brings the forces of nature into

tells a

tale of right

its

and wrong with

clean, sharp-cut contrasts that ring true.

We

would say it had been builded with a
dramatic structure so sane and at the same time
so simple and direct as to banish all suggestion
Its great power is its strong
of tricks or devices.
legitimate appeal to the hearts and minds of men.

The

detail of plot recital

we

shall leave to others

as

our purpose

is

worth the careful consideration

everywhere.

is

to record that this

It will

production

of exhibitors

freshen the atmosphere of

anv theatre.

If it is a standard, the standard is so high that
they can write success on their stationery forthwith.
"The Rider of the King Log" is a vital

story of the logging

camps and

offers a refresh-

ing change from the eternal social whirl with

E.iilor Mo-z-ing Picture H'ortJ

Associated
is

A

Kxhibitors

proud

Holman Day

to

present

Special Production

Produced by Edgar Jones Productions,

Copyright by Associated Exhibitors,

Inc.

Inc., 1921

Positively one of the Best Pictures
in

a Long, hong Time

Wilderness, Lord of the olden lime,
Stalwart and stately pine,

They have dragged you down to the roaring town
From the throne that once was thine.

And you who have reigned in the
Can hope for no stay or truce,

pine tree's stead

For the axe and the saw and the pulp-mill's

Have doomed

Associated Kxhibitors, Inc.
35

W. 45th St.,
New York

Pathe Distributors

thee, too,

King Spruce.

maw
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PEOPLE

spreading
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I
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A ZANE
Building a Great Market
for Zane
By mail

Grey Pictures

— window

cards and

posters,

with advertising in the Saturday Evening
Post,

The

Ladies'

Home

— thru

50,000

25,000 news agents and

25,000

The Country Gentleman
boys,

book

Journal and

stores

—

Grey Week

this great
is

being

message
spread

of
to

Zane
every

section of the United States.

A

Drive that will

name

a

big

make Zane Grey's

box office attraction

for

years to come.

A

Benj. B. Hampton Production

*

HODIi

—
June

4,
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The W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION has
FOUR BIG, MONEY-MAKING BENJ. B.

HAMPTON-ZANE GREY PICTURES—
three of

them

"DESERT GOLD"— "RIDERS OF THE
DAWN"— and "THE U. P. TRAIL" have
proven their box

office

value

!

—the fourth

"THE MAN OF THE FOREST"
a new
money

A

release

promises to be the greatest
them all for the exhibitor.

getter of

ready-made audience is waiting to pay its
money at the box office of the theatres show'

We

ing a

ZANE GREY

picture.

have the pictures

You have the theatre
The audience is

IJgQj^"

thru Pdth^ Exchang

A

Benj.B. Hampton Production

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Big Zane Greij Exhibitors bookinc
MAN of theFOREST for Zane Greij Wee*
San Francisco

The Strand Theatre
Tally's

Broadway Theatre

The American Theatre

Oakland, Cal.

The Godard Theatre

Sacramento

Winter Garden Theatre

Seattle,

Pantages Theatre

Salt Lake City,

Utah

Texas

El Paso,

Criterion Theatre

Oklahoma City

Rialto Theatre

Milwaukee, Wise.

& Ruben Theater

Minneapolis

&

Regent Theatre

Detroit

Palace Theatre

Buffalo, N. Y.

A

B.HAMPTON

Wash.

Rialto Theatre.

Finkelstein

Jf BENJ.

Los Angeles

St.

Paul

positive proof of the box office value of

Hampton-Zane Grey Production

a Benj. B.

PRODUCTION

"MAN FOREST
rak

A massive tale
with an

of love

and

adventure,

star cast including-

all

Robert Mc Kim -Claire AdamsCarl Gantvoort
HAMPTON

Produced by BENJ. B.
WILLIAM H. CLIFFORD

-

ELLIOTT

and

his

ASSOCIATES

HOWE- JEAN HERSHOLT

AND ELLIOTT S. CLAWS ON
ZANE GREY PICTURES INC.

ZANE GREYS
GREATEST STORY

Distributed, by

=

HODKINSON
-ftiru

PATHEEXCHANGEInc.

BACHELLER IS A TRUE
PROPHET—
1

AUTHOR

SS5£»

:::

"-~

N ot

credited

Not

credited

^

tigHT1NGS^_
W0RK
CAMERA
TAR
S

—

—

anywhere a picture providing
clean, wholesome entertainment with all the charm of
In ang Bacheller's book faith-

Well don e
pleasing
Excellent

;.'

-

•

•

a picture that will please

It is

°-

excellent

SUPPORT

trade papers agree with
Bacheller's statement
printed in last week s advertisement that " 'Keeping Up
With Lizzie' is a big picture."

Mr.

lrV,n g

DIRECTOR

^

The

Ho dViinson

.•KEEPING

—

Adequate

Very good

fully

oS oV«o M
,

LEN

Rc

ct.o N

^-„

d

reproduced.

, k o,,

This, the

first

of Irving Bachel-

books to be picturized,
marks a great step towards

ler's

interested i«

picture s — a real
answer to all censorship

worthier

problems.
so roue"

~

HjrUn

is »

u<s>o c 01

„

KEEPING UP WITH LIZZIE
IS

A

BIG

PICTURE

Ala^Ray Rockett present

m

.

IRVING BACHELLERS

"keeping up^lizzh;
Featuring

BENNETT
ENID
"With a strong cast including
Edward Hearn, Otis Harlan, Lila Leslie
and J. Lander Stevens
Directed by Lloyd lngraham
produced by

Rockett Film Corporation

une

4,
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DEMPSEY
in

Daredevil

Jack
Produced by Robert Brunton
If

DEMPSEY came

to

your town

Jack Dempsey came to your town everyone who could walk
would be at the railroad station to see him come in.
If you could have Dempsey in your theatre you would have
S. R. O. even if your seating capacity was ten times as big as it is.
That's because every newspaper is playing up the coming fight
with Carpentier on July 2nd and everybody is reading about the
If

American heavyweight champion of the world.
You can have Dempsey in your town; you can have him in your
theatre you can cash in on the tremendous interest and the amazing
newspaper publicity for you can show the serial sensation of the
decade, "Daredevil Jack," which has wrecked the records of every
;

;

theatre that has played it.
Tie up to the greatest opportunity for increased business
ever had book Jack Dempsey in "Daredevil Jack."
;

Pathe
Distributors

you

ROBERT/ON -COLE
Presents

PAULINE
FREDERICK
"Salvage"
Whitcomb
in

By Daniel

C.

A ROBERTSON -COLE
SUPER -SPECIAL

STORY

OF

MOTHER,

LOV1

cjiere

is

Something

Entirely Jsfew in Serials

SUPP0RTI1

CAST
mm
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MACK SENNETT'S
COMEDIANS
in
A FIVE PART COMEDV
PRODUCTION

HOME TALENT

BEN TURPIN
CHARLIE MURRAY
JAMES FINLAYS ON
KALLA PASHA

EDDIE GRIBBON

Associated Producers

Inc.

PHVLLIS HAVER
DOT FARLEY
HARRIET HAMMOND
KATHRYN M<= GUIRE

Roraan Episode directed and photographed
HOME

OFFICES

729 SEVENTH AVT, KEV YORX CITT

by James Abbe

AVAILABLE NOWJ

20

K X

11

I

J J

1

T

()

R

S

HEkAIiB

June

4,

1921.

H.INCE
THOMAS
p
resents

H

His

drama

of

To-day

MOTHER
O'MINE
Notable cast featuring Lloyd Hughes

Betty Blythe,
Claire

Joseph Kilgoun

McDowell Betty Rose Clark
.

Adapted bij C.Gardner Sullivan
.
[rornlhe Octopus"
Charles Belmont Davis^^
.

Directed

bij

•

°

°Fred Niblo

5^/-^/WvSyTHOMAS H.INCE
TO BE RELEASED JUNE5

rH

II

"
June

4.

1921

"
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•A1LAN

DWAN

presen Is

ti

A
Brokeiv
Doll
A picturization

of

Wilbur Hall's Saturday
Evening Post Story

"Johnny Cucabod
Featuring

Mary Thurman
Personally directed by Mr Dwan

Monte Blue

and

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES

729 SEVENTH AVE

.

NEV YORK

CITY

Inc.

Look What the Stork
Brought Us-

NEW STAR

Presents

%r

BEN TURPIN
in

a series of two-part comedy

specials.

HIS FIRST RELEASE-EARLY IN JUNE

Love's

Outcast

Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES:

729 SEVENTH

AVE..

NEW YORK

Inc.

CITY

I

June

4.
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THIS ADVERTISEMENT TELLS ITS OWN STORY. NOT V WAT
MISS DICKFORD THINKS, NOT WHAT WE THINK -BUT WMAT YOUR
PATRONS TNINK — THAT IS THE ONLY THING TO BE CONSIDERED.

i

n

'/
Direction by' Jack Pickford and Alfred E. Green
Photop'raphu bq Charles Rosher
Scenario bu Marion Fairfax

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
MARY PICKFORI

DOUGLAS TAIR-SANKS
CHARLIE CWAPLIN
PRESIDENT
Ml RAM ADRAMS,

d.

w

GRirrn h
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$24,961.20
In One Week
That's

What

In One Theatre
This Great Divorce

Problem Picture Did
On

its

in

New York

pre-release week's showing at the Rialto,

York, "The Wild Goose" played to

$24,961.20.

During this week New York enjoyed the
outdoor summer weather of the season.

Ask somebody who
office

cash records in

New

first

warm

will not lie for the other picture

New York

this

box

same week.

And bear in mind during its presentation every big Broadway picture
house held a heavily advertised picture and a number of theatres ordinarthe homes of what are known as "legitimate productions" were playing feature pictures upon which fortunes have been spent in advertising,
billing and other exploitation.
Only Mr. Hearst's two New York papers
were used for the advertising of "The Wild Goose" no other New York
newspapers were used.

ily

—

"The Wild Goose" is a picturization of the great novel dealing with divorce hy Gouverneur Morris, which was enjoyed by millions of readers when it appeared in Hearst's Magazine.

The dramatic intensity of the situations leading to divorce has been wonderfully and
intensely brought out in the masterly direction of the picture by Albert Capellani, who directed
"The Inside of the Cup."

'tte Wild
Jro/n a S/ory £y
Scenario 6y

Gouvcrneur Morris

Donnah Darrcll

Goose
Direcied 6y Albert Capellani
Scenes SyJhefamous Cosmopolitan Scenic Slaff
Under ihe Diredion of Joseph Urban

Presented By Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

^

June

I

4,
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A

(osmopolitan production

for the astonishing success of

Cosmopolitan Productions

—The Scenarios

Second

First

Written by the leading scenario writers from the greatest
in the world, appearing in the

magazines

Third

—The

Every character
itan

in the

Production

is

in

world, secured regardless of expense

care.

Only

proven

ability are selected.

the

leading

office successes.

—The Settings

the direction of Joseph Urban

utmost

artists

box

Created by the famous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff under

every Cosmopol-

cast with the

by master directors who
demonstrated their ability by

consistent

Fourth

Casts

Direction

Directed

have

stories of the greatest authors

greatest

—The

—

built

by the greatest
one group.

of

Every

No

setting especially created for each particular picture.

settings

are used

again in productions

—no

faking on

settings.

And

Last but Not Least

—The Publicity

power of the greatest newspaper organization in the world, the Hearst organization.
audience of over fifteen million readers are constantiy reminded of the character of Cosmopolitan Productions through heavily illustrated large space advertisement and news stories in the Hearst
Newspapers, the circulation of which cover the United States, from coast to coast.
Utilizing all the

An immense

The
realize

exhibitor who does not grasp the full import of
how much money there is for him in Cosmopolitan

grasp the opportunity that makes success a certainty.

Get

in

staff of

technical scenic artists ever assembled in

who does not
Productions lacks the foresight and ability to

the message in this advertisement,

—Ask

touch with the Famous Players Exchange

it

for details of the present

and future

of Cosmopolitan Productions.

Presented 6y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

releases

Scenes by the Famous

COSMOPOLITAN SCENIC STAFF,

Under Direction of JOSEPH

URBAN

Cash Take For This Picture at the Rivoli

Box

Office,

Will

New York, Week

Be Published

of

in this

WATCH FOR THE

May

22,

Paper

FIGURES

"The Woman God Changed" is a story that has
been tested over a million readers of Hearst's
Magazine impatiently awaited every installment of
this sensational story when it was published in

—

Hearst's Magazine.
It's

(2 (paramount Q>icture

Presented

/>y

Famous Playcrs-Lasky Corporation.
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I'm In Love

You're In Love

June

They're In Love

wee

I'm a

4,

1921

Everybody's In Love

bit daft for Bessie

She's the only

girl for

me

love her caresses

I

Her dresses and

And

everyone

tresses

will

agree

That should always love Bessie
For Bessie Love loves me
I

Bessie

Love

THE CHARMER OF HEARTS
IN

Andrew

Now Ready

J.

Callaghan Productions

for Distribution

Bessie

LOVE

IN

"BONNIE MAY"
"THE MIDLANDERS"

PENNY OF TOP HILL TRAIL"
Celebrated Players Film Corporation
Eight Hundred and

Ten South Wabash Ave.

CHICAGO
MEMBER

Illinois

and Indiana

Illinois

and Indiana

June

4.

1921
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Act Now!
In an advertisement recently we placed squarely before
you the importance and urgency of immediate organized action
to oppose the enactment by the Illinois legislature of proposed
laws inimical to the industry generally.
These measures would add materially to the burden the
exhibitor is now carrying.
They are without the sanction of
public opinion and in no way a result of public demand.
It
is simply another example of the widespread effort to tie the
exhibitor up in a chain of unreasonable regulation.
This situation cannot be met and mastered by mere individual protest; organized effort alone will accomplish satisfactory results.
Get behind your local and state organizations

and

act unitedly.

itor

Another means that promises invaluable aid to the exhibin facing this and similar problems which require the

enlistment of public support

is

the Public Rights League,

sponsored by "Exhibitors Herald." Get into this movement which has been created for the purpose of unifying the
thought of the exhibiting body and correctly informing theatre owners in order that they may be better prepared to oppose
successfully the various types of unreasonable regulation
that are being advanced.
The Celebrated Players Film Corporation is thoroughly
mindful of its greater duties to its customers and for this
reason has undertaken this public effort to unify the thought
of the theatre owners of the state in order that the meddlers
with the freedom of the screen may be vanquished.
J.

L.

FRIEDMAN,

President

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
MEMBER
Illinois

and Indiana

Illinois

and Indiana

NEVER BEFORE
—

Motion Pictures has any
short subject received such a joyous welcome
from big exhibitors, little exhibitors, motion
picture and great daily newspaper critics and
in

the history of

the public,

SARG'S

as

the

initial

issue

ALMANAC— "The

of

TONY

First Circus,"

because,

AS—
— Robert

E.

Sherwood, Motion Picture

"LIFE," says: "It doesn't make
how bad the feature picture
may be; if Tony Sarg's Almanac is on the
bill, it's bound to be a great show!
Editor of

any difference

The

first is

out; there will be eleven

and the whole picture industry

is

more

yelling:

"COME ELEVEN!"

[une

4.
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FILLING A IONS FELT

WAN T

Vanity Comedies
Hi£k Class one reelers of
Distinction and Dependable
Quality have Filled ike Bill

BEST THEATRES EVERYWHERE
Vanity Comedies

— "The
class

new Vanity Comedies
by themselves

;

FRED MILLER

(Educational).

are in a

(California Theatre, Los Angeles, Says):

Something every

"Your Vanity Comedy," Take Your Time,'

exhibitor has been needing very badly.

A real one reel
Lake

Crystal,

broke records for speed.

comedy. Cosy Theatre,

along to

Minn."

—Amusements

many

the audience

a laugh.

— and us."

Produced by

Film
Company
ChristieN COR
PO RATED
I

Released thru
EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES

THE

SPKTt

O

THE PROCRAM

It

hummed

Delighted

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Some Big Moments

1921

in

Albert A. Kaufman's presentation of a

Sidney A. Franklin Production
Adapted from Andrew Soutar's book "Courage"

A

FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative

"He was my enemy, but did not
"You will have to prove that in
I

kill

him.

commit.

Have mercy!"

Inc..

729 Seventh Ave..

'Hoot,

New York

1

didn't

City

Mon! Ye have drapped your

court."

"Isn't our baby beautiful/' she whispered to
the man she loved.

"I've served 18 years for a crime

David P. Howellj,

cooaie

kiltie."

'Give us the combination to the safe," the son
demanded of his own father.

They found the

secrets of the prison cell

with a spy glass.

June

4,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Powerful Drama!

a

4*
A

COURAGE

picture'that paints with vivid strokes the undying love, the utmost sacrifice and the sublime faith of
a faith that moves mountains
a story of love put to the supreme test
a presentation that
grips and holds with its dramatic intensity
one that will fascinate every audience.
a

woman

—
—

—

'You are

fired,

for

and not one cent do you get
your invention."

'And when June comes we will be marriedand so happy."

He made a dash

for liberty, but was quickly
seized by the guards.

—

She was faint with anguish, but she whispered the word "Courage"
to the man about to be buried alive.

She hugged to her breast the coat
she had loved — and lost.

'Dead!

He did

it

after all.

I

must

of the

the tell-tale papers."

man

get rid of

h All

36
The Orphcum Picture Company
National Franchise in
then

tooh_

tried

their three theatres

in

out franchises for theatres in two other

out
Beloit,
cities.

ANOTHER REASON WHY

I

the

J

>

1

I

(

)

K S

1

1

K

KALI)
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First

Wis.,

and

THA TS
GYPSV COOD LUCK PIECE
The Romany Pateran, made of twigs,
and left at Crouwayi to blaze the Gypsy
trail to Gypsy tent and Gypsy love over
the world and back. THE TRADEMARK to the successor to PASSION,
with the same star and director.

<7here7I be a Franchise eyerywhere

Scores a Big Success
Crowds pack first run houses

in

New

Crowds pack first run houses

in

Brooklyn

Crowds pack first run houses

in

Newark

Crowds pack first run houses

in St.

Crowds pack first run

houses in St.

York

Louis

Paul

Crowds pack first run houses

in

Minneapolis

Crowds pack first run houses

in

Omaha

Crowds pack first run houses

in

Des Moines

Crowds pack first run houses

in

Los Angeles

Coogan who leaped to fame and
popularity in Charlie Chaplin's, "The Kid,"
Little Jackie

now

presented as a star in a big feature production. Vast throngs at the New York and
Brooklyn Strand theatres fell head over heels
is

with the little chap and his wonderful
character delineation, and burst into spontaneous applause at every performance.
in love

ii

!
June

4.
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A Wentzell, Norman Amusement
x/ience
a-.al to

has

taught

me

that

a successful house."

First

Co., Louisville, Ky.,

National Pictures are

THATS ANOTHER REASON

H

^IhereVI

ities
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GYPSY GOOD LUCK PIECE
The Romany Pateran, made of twigs
and left at Cro&sways to blaze the Gypsy
trail to Gypsy tent and Gypsy love over
the world and back.
THE TRADEMARK to the successor to PASSION,
with the same star and director.

be a Franchise everywhere

from Coast to Coast
Irving Lesser presents

JACKIE

COOGAN
'The Kid"

'Peck's

in

Bad Boy"
(1921 Model)

By arrangement with Warner Bros.
Written and directed by Sam Wood

Sub-Titles by Irvin

S.

Cobb

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Grab

NOW

one quick I
the psychological moment
this

is

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Stanley Chambers, Palace

Theatre,

June

1921

4,

Wichita, Kansas,

has found that a First National Trademark on a picture means
big business.

THATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

Joseph M. Schenck

presents

CONSTANCE

TALMADGE
Lessons in Love
It s

a peackerino

and no mis-

has a zip and go you
have seldom seen bubbling and
sparkling with fun and vivacity.

take.

It

—

A

picture the critics call her best.

Adapted from Douglas Murray's
"The Man from Toronto.

play,

Chet Withey Production

Photographed by Oliver T. Marsh.
Tech. Director. Willard

M. Reineck.

Foreign Representative. David P. Howells,
Inc.,

A

729 Seventh Ave..

New

York

City.

First National Attraction

MARTIN

*

QUIGLEY

J.

Publisher

6?

Distorting Life Is
MARTIN

By
VV7E

do not believe

that, generally speaking,

any

true function of a trade paper encompasses
the business of lecturing to the

makers of motion

picture with respect to production details.

How-

appears to us to be a production matter

ever, there

which comprises a towering outrage against which
a strong note of protest should be raised.

We refer to the absurd abnormality that is
everywhere beginning to characterize American

J,

QUIGLEY
But a far greater consideration, and the one

with which we are here concerned,

man is being deseems to be that in his office he must
be surrounded with a degree of mahogany magnificence that nowhere exists in the commercial
world.
His motor car which conveys him from
a successful business

his

must be some expensive importation,

office

manned by comic opera chauffeurs. His home is
a lotus eater's dream of impracticable splendor,
infested with a small army of silk-stocking
flunkies.
His wife is a beautiful parasite, rolling
in absurd luxury and spending millions to gratify
her slightest whim.

IX

contrast to such a scene, note

terrific

to be viewed, for
to the

home

what

is

example, when the story shifts

of a worker in the mill of the story-

book millionaire:

The worker's home

is

a dilapi-

dated hovel with famine and disease stalking the

The workman,

neighborhood.

instead of being

ily, is

which

wage and providing properly

for his fam-

depicted as a down-trodden slave of a type
is

simply non-existent in the America of

picture in that

place, this sort of stuff is

not

in which
thrown out of their natural
focus.
There can be no artistic justification because it is all characteristic of an infantile mind
and has no place in a mature and serious art.

drama;

it

is

merely absurd burlesque

types are altogether

a

motion
it

actually exists, thereby sowing false notions in the

minds of impressionable people and acting as a
serious detriment to social and economic harmony
in the life

TP HIS,

of the nation.
if

probably,

is

if

a condition which no law of

censorship or of any other character can reach,

only can be changed by the

yet the very fact that

it

industry realizing

responsibility causes serious-

minded people

its

view the motion picture with
great alarm. It is purely a matter of conscience
and if the industry realizes its duty in this respect
it will have the fullest help and encouragement of
leaders in education, statesmanship and commerce.
Yet if the industry remains dumb to the call of
duty it may expect a constantly increasing opposition from powerful sources.
to

A person does not have to know the sociology
and economics of the nation to appreciate the fact
that motion picture directors go to absurd extremes
in their efforts to effect

dramatic contrasts.

This

course not only weakens the genuine entertainment
value of a subject but

persons

it is

extremely repellent to

who realize the serious
known beyond question

peril entailed.

that the consider-

It is

ations discussed in this article have

formed the

basis of more grave concern than any of the questions of distinctly moral character affecting motion
pictures.

first

is

continually distorts life as

it

today.

In the

that this

direct violation of the highest offices of the

the typical self-respecting laborer earning a substantial

is

type of absurd and extravagant portrayal

if

picted the idea

4th, 1921

Not Drama

production.

When

ISSUE OF •

June

Editor

It is

further

known

that

many

of the

leading educators of the nation whose good-will
the industry stands in great need of are anxiously

awaiting the day when directors
selves to the depiction of

ural in scenes and types.

what

themnormal and nat-

will confine

is
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EXHIBITOR:

pronounced a disgrace to the art.
is
regarded as an adroit appeal

to

should

be

the

HE

salacious-minded.

shown

in a

medical

It

clinic,

women and

QTJIGLEY
PUBLISHER & EDITOR

*

J.

you

Qulgley.
Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

*

Office:

1476 Broadway.

(Tele-

phone: Bryant 5111.)
Lob Angeles Office: 6372 Hollywood Blvd.
(Telephone: 577-450)
All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Of-

of

John Roach Straton

New York

debate on the sub-

in a

assume the event
I

will take place at the

throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copyright act of 1911.

Vol. XII

June

4,

No. 23

1921

*

*

has displayed a thoroughly commend-

cago must

Chi-

feel that the proprietor pos-

grotesque sense of

a

in

humor.

Imagine, for example, what must be
the sensations of a patron who recently
visited this

theatre

and viewed

that

interest

in

welfare of the

the

hibitor in particular in undertaking in

an advertising announcement to arouse
exhibitors to action

with respect to

now pending

Mr. Friedman

before the legislature.

has long been depended upon to lend
a

willing

and

effective

work aimed

progressive

hand

for the bet-

and returns again this week expecting
some similar delight and instead finds

the record.

A

*

In event

is

"Some Wild Oats."
that

*

use in connection with the current enlike to

suggest the

following notice
senting that wonderful

"Some Wild
that

picture

Oats,"

we

In

screen

preplay.

critics

in

commendable work

its

is

carry-

Several prois not

ducers say they find film making
lucrative.
»

We've seen so many snow pictures of
late we shiver every time anyone mentions a Canadian Northwest film. If they
have the same effect on audiences the
theatres will have to furnish heaters instead of fans this summer.
*

You Know What They Mean
We quote from the Empey World:
"Readers of Moving Picture World will
be sorry to hear that F. H. Richardson,
projection editor, has had a very narrow
escape from death," etc.
Simple Arithmetic Problem
If a Chicago builder has to pay $47,000
graft to get one theatre finished, how
much would he have to pay to build two?
Ans.:

It all

from
statements of a prominent clergyman
allied

questions

quoted

This indicates a praise-

worthy impulse to cooperate

in

industry's battles and as such

should

it

the

-depends.
*

newspaper

excerpts a message on personal liberty

and

are learning.

More Edison Teasers

Why

does a super Aim flop?
What's the difference between hokum
jazbo?
and

How many

close-ups

make

a star?

What's a health film?
What's a swindle sheet? A threesheet? A herald? A throw-away? A
stand? A Joey? A musgrove? And an
Annie Oakley?

be rewarded with the gratitude of the

are offering a

competent

page

*

This short subject

or educator.

TO OUR PATRONS:

*

is

looking for some snappy ad copy to

gagement we would

great deal of

*

ing at the conclusion of

Barbee's theatre

latest

being accomplished by "Topics of

the Day."

*

Another youth from Logansport wants
to become a cameraman, but says he
can't leave home. We told him there are
a lot o' good cameramen now in the
field that would be glad to have a home
to go to.

*

*

the screen infested with that sordid

any

in

terment of the business and this
act represents another bright

entitled

Buffalo lady wants to know how to
write scenarios and where to sell 'em. If
we lived in Buffalo we'd go and look at
the Falls and let the actors and directors
write all their own stories. They do it
anyway, if we are to believe the cap-

The English

beautiful screen play, "Blgck Beauty,"

mess

*

A

industry generally and the Illinois ex-

certain hostile legislation

Patrons of Barbee's Theatre

Boston

*

*

able

if

just heard of the Civil War. They won't
let "The Birth of a Nation" be shown
there.

tions.

lippodrome.

Mr. Joseph L. Friedman of Chicago

Copyright

sesses

We

ject of the morality of the stage.

fices.

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $2.00 a
year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign CounSingle
tries (Postpaid), $4.00 a year.
copy, 25 cents.
Copyright, 1921. All Bights Reserved.

But we just wanted to ask

calrfm has engaged to cross verbal
rapiers with Rev.

M.

'Stew hot to be funny.

*

sesses a keen appreciation of theatriJ.

R.

— the

Mr. William A. Brady, who posPublished every Wednesday by Martin

>21

Re -Takes

it.

*

1

but at great

with

children

law won't stand for

J.

(

4,

It

expense we have brought it to your
Don't bring the
favorite theatre.

JWARTIN

New York

June

Try This with Near-beer

industry.

have

just as we were galloping to press
a beautiful little poem drifted in from
N. Y., the first verse of which reads:
Out beyond the three-mile limit.
Where the souse-west wind blows free
And there ain't no Volstead agents,
To make life hell fer me,

And

IN THIS ISSUE
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days' vacation we should worry (until the
forty days are up).

With

*

Didn't

Have Union Label

The labor unions are kicking because
Gompers didn't have a union
waiter serve him with union-cooked food
Samuel

while on his honeymoon.

want him

to

do?

Do

it

all

What do

they

over again?
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Public Rights League
Wisconsin Exhibitors Association Endorses
National Campaign for Arousing Theatre
Patrons of the Country in a Defense
of the Freedom of Motion Pictures
PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

The

been

has

endorsed

by

the

Wisconsin

Exhibitors'

Association.
Exhibitors attending the recent convention in Milwaukee pledged their co-operation in this campaign to
support in the industry's defense of freedom of the screen by running the series of slide comments
published in "Exhibitors Herald."
The action of the Wisconsin association should be emulated by other exhibitor organizations throughout
enlist public

the United States.
It is an encouraging example of the spirit of co-operation which has prompted hundreds
of theatre men in nearly every state in the union to pledge their screens to this movement, which will safeguard the motion picture from a dictatorship by obstructionists.
That the public may become thoroughly familiar with the plans and purposes of the PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE, an

editorial,

supplementing the

throwaways and any other

organs,

campaign,

slide

literature that

is

theatres

printed on this page, for use in programs, house

may

issue.

"Exhibitors Herald" is in receipt of theatre notices in which the editorial comment for slide use has been
given prominent display. Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre, Hamilton, 0., publishes
a page editorial in his current program. "The Movie Fan," a house organ, issued weekly by the Grand
Opera House, Rocky Ford, Colo., reprints the slide comment in box form on page 1 of its journal.

Many theatres circularize their neighborhoods
with program announcements.
These are taken into
a home and read by every member of the family.
No
item escapes reading. Capitalize this interest
by allotting some space to the PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE.

Conducting your
campaign both
on the screen
and in your theatre paper will
greater

results.

In-

tensive campaigning of this
nature will create a lasting impression in the
thoughts of the
public.

more
channels
The

through

which

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE
the

can

the

function

more

certain

and

the
more
decisive will be
the victory. Any

who

member
finds

an

effective,

original

method

of

proaching

public
advise

ap-

the
should

other

members

of the

course pursued.

their

activities.

of the

To

motion picture permit no
singular
persistent

realize

results,

lull

the

in-

campaign must
dustry must not pause. A
be carried on. In pledging the co-operation of its entire membership the Wisconsin Exhibitors' Association has
taken a step in
the right direction.

Here

perceptibly
achieve

The enemies
in

The (name

Is

Copy

of theatre)

is

a

for

member

Your Program
of the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

You, as patrons of this theatre, are vitally concerned

in

the aims and operations

Running
LEAGUE
may seem
the

slide

trivia

1

and lack-

of this

ing in possibili-

is an informal organization of the motion
picture people of the United States, with the welfare of the American citizen,
in his relationship to the motion picture, its sole interest.

ties.

However,

when

it

LEAGUE.
The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

This organization has been formed to combat a wave of fanatical interference masquerading as reform which is sweeping the country, advanced by publicity and profiit-seeking agitators disinclined to pursue normal occupations
yielding normal incomes.
Meddling by these reformers, if permitted to continue unhampered, will
result in the complete destruction of individual liberty; will impose censorship
upon the screen; will close the theatres on Sunday, and will burden the public
with additional taxation.
When the ambitions of the reformers to legislate an arbitrary dictatorship
over the motion picture have been realized they will pass on to other means of
livelihood, other institutions upon which to fasten themselves for support. The
blue Sunday which has been threatened will become a reality. The amusement
park, the golf links, the automobile, every institution to which the present-day
American looks for entertainment will suffer a like fate.
These are the things that would follow successful imposition of the selfish
aims of reform agitators upon the motion picture.

They will not follow.
The citizen must sanction such laws as
into force, and no independently thinking
of the reformer.

are proposed before they can be put
will submit to the saddle

American

the fight against oppression. As a member of
co-operate in keeping the American
it will
citizen fully and accurately informed regarding this menacing reform situation.
The (name of theatre) patrons are earnestly requested to acquaint themselves with the true situation and act according to their best judgment. That
will be the judgment of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

This theatre

the

is

enrolled

in

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

is considered that the

reformer
attained
present

has
h

i

s

promi-

nent
position
through brief
notices
in
the
press and in ad-

dressing

small

groups

in

churches and the
like, it is easy
to

comprehend

the magnitude
of this movement.
Once aroused,
will
the
public
present a formidable barrier to the
advances of the

You

reformer.
possess a potentforce for moulding public opinion.
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Communications of Approval
NEW YORK

MICHIGAN

Edwards

Grand Rapids

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitor* Herald.

Mr. Martin

Dear Mr. Quigley:

Dear Mr. Quigley:

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Please allow us to say that we have signed the pledge
card with pleasure and am returning same to you.
The enemies of the motion picture industry, those who
never attended a movie, those who have gone a few times,
cranks, old fogies, pretenders of Christianity, and other
pretenders, have determined through the guise of censorship to ultimately stop the showing of motion pictures.
Does not censorship depend on the censors? And if
the censors are appointed by those in favor of stopping
the industry or those who are against the industry, we
know the type of people who will compose the majority
of boards of censors. Why not, if censorship is a good
thing, apply it against newspapers, magazines, books,
Thousands of books are in circulation that on acetc.
count of their salacious content have not been and never
would be used by the motion picture industry.

Attached please find pledge card for enrollment as a
of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
This appears
a most excellent plan with wonderful possibilities, and you

member

are deserving of every support.

Very truly yours,
Consolidated Theatres,

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington
Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
J.

Dear Mr. Quigley:

endorsing the

Edwards Opera House.

May

certainly read your article in the issue of

and take pleasure

MELDRIM & CLARK,

Inc.,

C. H. SEAMAN,
Treasurer and General Manager.

Have

Respectfully,

J.

in

7,

enclosing you herewith signed pledge

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Wishing you much success
I
beg to remain,

in

this,

and with kindest

regards,

Very

SOUTH DAKOTA

truly yours,

HARRY

M.

Salem
Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

CALIFORNIA

Dear Mr. Quigley:

Los Angeles

Enclosed find pledge card signed.

GREATEST THOUGHT OF ALL.

am

I

YOURS
with you

IS
in

THE
this

fight.

Yours
E.

truly,

W. MAHAN,
Regale theatre.

IDAHO
Salmon
Mr. Martin

Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
J.

Dear Mr. Quigley:
Enclosed

is

my membership

the

PUBLIC

JOHN McCORMICK,

J.

Associated First National Pictures.

FLORIDA

Kindly enroll me as a member of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE an association long needed only waiting for organizer.

The insidious propaganda carried on by professionals
whose living is made by reforming anything, aided by the
narrow-minded whose pleasure is derived from reforming
the other fellow, coupled with the readiness of politicians
to pass any law in the interests of those who bring the
greatest pressure to bear, is not only making life today in
the United States a drab affair, but is hitting directly at
the fountain source of personal liberty from which flows
the progressive, unhampered development of the individual

America's secret of success.

Any movement to not only keep the shackles off the
picture industry but also, what is more important, keep
inviolate our rights as written in the Declaration of Independence has my hearty support.
Let us make this PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE an everlasting power for the freedom of the screen and for the freedom of the individual.
Sincerely,

Deland
Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

COLORADO
Denver
Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
J.

Dear Mr. Quigley:
endorse the card for the same reason that everyone
is interested in personal liberty.
You may depend
upon our unqualified support and cooperation at all times.
With kindest personal regards, I am,
I

who

Yours very truly,
H. T. NOLAN,
Theatres in Colorado and Wyoming.

J.

Sir:

am enclosing herewith my pledge as manager of the
Princess theatre and the Dreka theatre of this city to the
I am with you
cause of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
heart and soul, and will do all in my power to accomplish
Telling the
the ultimate aims of the organization, to wit:
theatregoing public of the unfair advantage that is being
taken of them by the three classes that favor censorship
and, back of this entering wedge, a universal blue law.
I recently returned from Tallahassee, our state capital,
where I did all in my power to kill a proposed bill that
would place Florida in the same fix Pennsylvania now finds
I
am confident that the bill will never pass the
herself.
senate if the house does fall for it so Florida exhibitors
I

should be most optimistic.

Most

sincerely,

HOWARD

PHILIP RAND,
Rex theatre.

does

in

the conception of this worthy plan you are continuing your usual clear cut policy of leading the field in
constructive work.
Congratulations.
Sincerely yours,
In

Dear Mr. Quigley:

Mr. Martin

card

RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

My

CRANDALL,

Crandall theatres.

P.

Mayor

—

STEWART,
of Deland.

neglected to state that the three classes, in
I
P. S.
opinion, that seek to shackle our great industry are:
FIRST Professional reformers who make their living that
way; SECOND Politicians who think they are playing to
the gallery of the women and preachers or who have hopes
Well meaning but misof getting a job as censor; THIRD
informed people who know little of tlje movies, but by
hearsay think they are poisoning the minds of the children,
suggestive to the innocence of adolescent youth and salacious
This latter class is
to receptive mind of men generally.
made up largely of members of the local Women's Clubs
and I know they think they are sincere. They just don't
know the conditions and are being cleverly duped and used
by those who seek ultimate gain by the passage of censor'
ship laws.
H. P. S.

my

—

—

—
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Names added

membership

to

roll of the
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Freedom

PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

during the past week. The complete
members will be printed at an early date.

of

list

Harry M. Crandall, as president of the Exhibitors' Association of the District of Columbia,
sent a personal letter arguing against censorship to the citizens of Washington.
The support of the public was won. Censorship and the reformers were defeated.

He

Mr. Crandall knows the value of crystallized public sentiment.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
Now is the time for you to

enroll

if

you have not already done

A
ANDERSON,

S.

D.

INC., Paul S.
Capitol, Royal, Palace

general manager,
and Crystal theatres, Little Rock, Ark.

ARONOWITZ,

S.,

CRANDALL, HARRY

Electric

E.,

theatre,

DAW, MARJORIE,
tions,

BERRY, NOAH, Marion

New York

Fairfax Productions,

Hollywood, Cal.
theatre,

Rockford,

Michigan.

Los Angeles.
theatre, Cedar

theatre,

Wheaton,

Dreamland

theatre,

DICKINSON, GEORGE W., Home

theatre,

Maskell, Neb.
C.

R^ Didsbury

theatre,

Walden,

N. Y.

H.

E.,

Arkansas Specialty Film Com-

pany, Little Rock, Ark.

DRUMGOLD, GEORGE,

Marion Fairfax Pro-

ductions, Hollywood, Cal.

Springs, Mich.

B. C, Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis.
theatre, Live Oak,

BURTON, LON, Marion

DUFFY, NEIL, Elite theatre,
DZRADIK, STEPHEN, Derby

Appleton, Wis.
theatre, Derby,

Conn.

Florida.

E

c
CALLARMAN & PERKINS,

Peoples theatre,

Kan.

CAMPBELL, MRS. MARGARET
theatre,

Grand

Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.

DODGE,

BRADFORD, CHARLES W.,
BRAYMAN, C. W., Emprize

Buffalo,

Marion Fairfax Produc-

111.

DIDSBURY,
Star

G.,

theatre, King-

Hollywood, Cal.

DE PAUL, CHARLES,
1482 Broadway,

City.

P.

Wigwam

C,

DEMBACH, ADAM,
Barth the-

111.

BATES, WILBUR,

BROWN,-

MILTON

ston, Okla.

BARTH THEATRE COMPANY,

BENNETT,

M., Crandall theatres,

D

Tilden, Illinois.

Carbondale,

theatre,

Washington, D. C.

DAVIS,

B

atre,

Neptune

Indiana.

Rialto theatre, Newton, la.

BARBER, CHARLES

of the

so.

COWLES, CHARLES R,

A. B., Stratford,

member

a

Port Austin, Mich.
CRAFFETS, ED., Pastime theatre, Seelyville,

ARKANSAS ENTERPRISES,
Harris,

is

L.,

Gem

Melbourne, Fla.

ELLIOTT, JAMES, Los Angeles.
ELSINAN, E. F., Rialto theatre, Midland,

ENDERT,

J.

B.,

Endert

theatre,

Tex.
Crescent

City, Cal.

CANNON, J. O., Palace theatre, Magee, Miss.
CARUTHERS, T. R., Amusement Hall, Turon,

F

Kansas.

COKE, CHARLES

H., Princess theatre,

Men-

CONNORS,

FAIRFAX, MARION,

author and producer,

Hollywood, Cal.

denhall, Miss.
J.

H.,

Dorothy

theatre,

Collins,

CONROE, ELBERT

FITZER, MITCHEL, Happy Hour

theatre,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Mississippi.
I.,

Conroe's Play House,

Conroe, Tex.

CONSOLIDATED THEATRES,

INC.,

C.

H

FORD, C. S., Princess theatre, Reinbeck, la.
FORD, FRED, First National Exhibitors Circuit, Little

Rock, Ark.

FRITTS,

Seaman, treasurer and general manager, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
COOKE, GEORGE H., Hub theatre, Mill Val-

Marshall, Okla.

ley, Cal.

boygan, Wis.

MRS.

GUY

FRIEDERICH, H. V,

O.,

Dixie

theatre,

Majestic theatre, She-
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KESSON, DAVID, Marion
tions,

GAILEY,

ELMER

E.,

(

B. B., Arc theatre, Del-

M. and

J.

Falls,

Minn.

GILLETTE,

A.

Temple

P.,

S.,

San Bernardino,

Cal.

KUCHAN, CHARLES,

phi, Ind.

GEER, W. C, Princess theatre, Vermont, 111.
GILFILLAN, W. H., Lotus theatre. Red Lake

J.

ton,

Pro

Fairfax

Cal.

Grand theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Temple and Strand theatres,

J. E.,

KNAPP,

Neb.

GARDNER,

KIRK,

Wayne,

rystal theatre,

Hollywood,

1921

4,

Idylhour theatre, Can-

111.

KULASZEWICZ,

D.

Rex theatre, Besse-

J.,

mer, Mich.

Spring-

theatre,

port, Mich.

GODERSKI,

CAS., 107 Howell avenue.

Mil-

waukee, Wis.

GOODWIN,

C.

Princess

J.,

theatre,

Bostrop,

La.

GRAINGER, E. C,
Capital theatre building,

King Vidor Productions,
New York City.
GREEN, W. C, Empress theatre. Rellaire,

Mich.

LAKE, EDWIN, Lake theatre, Baker. Mont.
LASKY, JESSE L., Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, New York City.
LEIDINGER, K J., AmuSH theatre. Monticello,

Ark.

LEININGER,

Grand

C. E.,

theatre. East

P

estine, O.

GRIMES, J. S. Dream theatre. Corydon, Ind.
GUISSART, RENE, Cameraman. Marion Fair-

LINDSAY, JAMES,

f

Lindsay

theatre,

Silex,

Mo.

fax Productions, Hollywood, Cal.

M
H
HARDING, W.

McCLAIN,

Princess

F.,

theatre.

Mount

Dora, Fla.

HARMAN, W.

H., Strand theatre, Kingsport,

Tenn.

HARPER, W.

Dreamland

T.,

theatre,

Provi-

dence, Ky.

HEINSOHN & WESTBERRY,

Sylvia theatre

Sylvester, Ga.

HELD, P. G., Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
HELD, TOM, Marion Fairfax Productions,
Hollywood, Cal.

THOMAS

HENNEBERRY,
HEPP,

A.

L., Idvl

M.,

Star theatre, Barry,

111.

Marion Fairfax Product

Hollywood, Cal.

McCORMICK JOHN,
ional Pictures,

Associated

lit

Nat-

Los Angeles.

McDONALD & BURT,

theatre,

Majestic

Barron, Wis.

MAHAN,
S.

ED.

W.,

Regale

Salem,

theatre,

D.

MARSHALL, TULLY,
ductions,

I

Fairfax Pro-

Marion

lolly wood, Cal.

MELDRIM & CLARK,

I

ipera House,

Edwards,

Y.

Empress

MOORE, POLK

Portland Theatre

E.,

Com-

pany, Portland, Tenn.

Hour

HOBOLTH, HARRY,
lette,

tions,

N

theatre, Fort Scott, Kan.

M,

G.

McCLUNG, HUGH,

theatre, Greeley, Neb.

Liberty

theatre,

Mar

theatre.

Phil-

MORRISON,

C. M.,

Ruby

theatre, Gladbrook,

la.

Mich.

HORRIGAN,

McDonald

F. W.,

N

ipsburg, Mont.

I

IRVIN,

CHARLES

F.,

Liberty theatre, North

Liberty, Ind.

NAILER, JACK, Strand
NATION, O. R., Strand

theatre,

NAVARY, RUDOLPH,

Liberty and Pleasant

Hour

theatres, Verona, Pa.

NOLAN,

H. T., Majestic theatre, Grand JuncEmpress, Laramie, Wyo. Rex, Gree-

tion, Colo.;
ley, Colo.

JARVIS,

Wilmot, Ark.'

theatre, Davis, Cal.

E.

C, Orpheum and Garden

;

;

Colonial, Pueblo, Colo.

theatres,

o

Lansing, Mich.

JASPER, JOHN, General Manager, Marion
Fairfax Productions, Hollywood, Cal.
JEFFRIES, H. W., Majestic theatre, Huntington, Ark.

O'CONNOR, JOSEPH, Derby

O'MALLEY, PAT, Marion
tions,

K
KELLOGG, M. C,
kota exhibitors

president of the South Daorganization, Lead, S. D.

theatre,

Ches-

terton, Ind.

Hollywood,

Fairfax

Produc-

Cal.

OBER, FRANK, Bovnton

theatre,

Boynton,

Okla.

OLSON, RUFUS,

Pastime theatre, Delavan,

Wis.

OSLIN,

E. M., Crassett. Ark.

.
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SWENSON, ISAAC,
PACE, HARRY, Princess theatre, Traer, la.
PIERCE, RALPH R, Mystic theatre, Leland,

SWENSON,

Vendome

S. J.,

SWITOW, SAM,

New

theatre,

and

Winona

theatre, Houston,

Tex.

HI.

POUZZNER, MORRIS, Empire

Angelus

theatre, Spanish Fork, Utah.

Cozy

theatre, Louisville. Ky.

London, Conn.

POWERS,

C.

PRESSLY,
PRINCESS

S. J., Palace theatre, Xenia,

R,

Strand theatre, Dunsmuir,

TERRETT,

Cal.

Little

THEATRE,

Main

212

L.

J.,

Pastime theatre, Hamburg,

Ark.

111.

THALL, CHARLES MARK,

street.

Rock, Ark.

tre,

California thea-

Turlock, Cal.

THOMAS,

C.

Crystal

B.,

theatre,

Aurora,

Ark.

THOMPSON,
RAND, PHILIP, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
REDISKE, G. F., Star theatre. Rvegate. Mont.
REYNOLDS, G. W., Princess theatre, De Kalb.

tre,

RICKER,

Crosby, Minn.

S. L,

Cozy

theatre,

Grey Eagle,

Minn.

THORNBURG BROTHERS,
Nebraska

Paramount thea-

City, Neb.

THORPE, HARVEY G^ New Grand

111.

ROBINSON &

Grand

theatre, Fitzgerald. Ga.
LEWIS, Gaiety theatre. Starke,

G. E.,

TILLER,

S.

R, Lone

theatre.

Star theatre, Caryville,

Tenn.

Fla.

ROSER,

C. L., Al Ringling theatre, Baraboo.

Wis.

VAUGHAN,
quoketa,

SAUNDERS,

cameraman. Los Angeles.
ABRAHAM, S & A. Houston.

VINYARD, JOHN

SHARP,

Ind.

Lyric theatre. Mas-

WAGNER, EMIL,

Ohio.

SHULKIN, H. M, Plaza theatre, Sheldon. Ia.
SMITH, F. H., Grand theatre. Thomasville.

Royal theatre. Fort Re-

covery, O.

WALLACE,

S.

On

Idle

bridge Springs. Pa.

SMITH, PETE, Marion Fairfax Productions
and Marshall Xeilan, Hollywood, Cal.
SNAPP, W. L., Realart. Oaktown. Ind.
SPANGLER, JOSEPH F., Globe thaetre.

Xew York City.
WATTS, CHARLES,

SPENCER, WILLIAM

H.,

Liberty

theatre.

SQUIER, LUCITA, Marion

Fairfax

Produc-

Madison, Fla.
tions,

Hollywood,

Cal.

HOWARD

STEWART,
Dreka

STORCH,

"

Princess

P.,

and

WARREN,

theatre. Pentwater,

F. B., F. B.

Hour

theatre.

Cam-

Warren Corporation.

Turck's Movies. Colum-

bus. Kan.

WEINBERG, HARRY

M., First National Ex-

Omaha, Xeb.
WILCOXON, F. C, Y. M. C. A, Dlo. Miss.
WILSON, R. C, Grand theatre. Staples. Minn.
WISHARD, H. A., Wishard theatre. Bloom-

hibitors Circuit.

held. Ia.

WOODY,

DeLand. Fla.
J. E., Vaudette

theatres.

Star theatre. Winslow,

P.,

Ga.

Beaver, Okla.

Ma-

w

Rock, Ark.

SHEARER, CHARLES,
sillon.

Company.

T. W., R. D. Lewis Film

theatre.

Wis.

Minn.
Little

New Orpheum

VESLEY, FRANK, T. & D.. Jr., Lodi. Cal.
VINCENT, W. R, Grand theatre, Oconto Falls.

P. W.,

SCHONLAU &

J. H.,

Ia.

Xew York

J. S.,

General Manager of Realart.

Citv.

Mich.

SUCKSTORFF,

H.

M.,

Orpheum

theatre.

YEATON, G. W., Ioka theatre.
YORK, JAMES A., Auditorium

Wildrose, N. D.

SUSZYCKI,

A. A., Majestic theatre. Mauston,

Wis.

Exeter. X. H.
theatre.

Mon-

roeville, Ala.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

CO Freedom,'

.

^

EXHIBITORS HERALD
Cl

in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

Clip Out!
Siign

Motion Pictures"

of

I
realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.

.

.

Knowing that immediate action must be taken

to maintain the

freedom of the screen. / PLEDGE
only obligation to be that
this manner do my part in arousing

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
I

will use.

whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
and oppressive legislation.

in

And Become

public sentiment against this radical

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

then will be enrolled as

a member c/ the

LEAGUE.

PUBLIC RIGHTS

a

Na
Theatre
City

.

.

Member
League

of
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Don't Let

Your Patrons
Be Duped
The motion picture

By

cating force of the

Wily

the

is

the greatest edu-

modern world.

It holds itself answerable to the will of
the public but does not believe it should
take orders from busybody reformers.

Statements of

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

Reformer
circus

is copy for slide No. 5. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argu-

of

ment aimed

P. T.

all

Barnum, one

of the greatest

This

men of all ages, was a student
human nature. He knew first of
that curiosity

to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

was the outstand-

ing characteristic of the great mass
of people.

Upon this peculiarity of the human race he built a great institution,
the circus. In
conjunction with
the

^fo, thrift

pw

u

-y

operated a side

JffiWot.on

^A~^^^S^

the

show under
big top he

clure)

'57

show, which was
nothing more or
less

than a con-

glomeration of freaks.

Barnum

ambitions

Yours

is

with

no

a task, but

great

when you have

relieved the country of this contamination

your time

will

may
Barnum

have been

stroy the theatre would arouse your
ire to

the fighting pitch.

There

no time

is

like the present

for inaugurating this

campaign

your theatre.

You have read the lists of members
published in the last two issues of
"Exhibitors Herald." They are carry-

censorship.

ing the fight into forty states, the

The great majority is standing on
the side lines. They are opposed to
oppression. Your opportunity was

District of

Columbia and Guatemala

City, C. A.

These theatre men have

fensive

in this de-

campaign because they

real-

be derived. They

to close

The minority wants
The minority wants you

on Sunday. The minority

wants to burden you with taxes.

never greater than at the present for
enlisting

them

in

your

fight.

ing to fool the public that he

ize the benefits to

realize his selfish motives.

are not willing that their patrons be

majority of your patrons.

fooled.

no reason, then,

fooled the people without in any

manner harming them. On the other

You multiply the power

of every

hand, the reformer aims at destruc-

individual as well as the industry

tion.

uniting with other exhibitors in this

It is in

the interest of your wel-

fare and your business that you in-

tercede so that your patrons

may

be

rightly informed of the machinations of these tricksters.

agitators

are

masquerading

in

a

cloak of piety, they can realize their

by

You

believe in fair play.

why you and

hand.

There

is

when you are

fighting

censorship

legislation.

The PUBLIC RIGHTS

goal.

You have chosen

as your mission

keep people happy by giv-

your

should not go to the front for you

and other detrimental

mate

will enroll

LEAGUE

you upon receipt of your
cam-

signed pledge.

Enter into

ing them entertainment and recrea-

paign with the

spirit of victory

You should be so proud of
your work that any attempt to de-

sult.

tion.

a
is

work hand in
no reason why they

progress with victory as the

ulti-

So do
There

patrons should not

movement. Your cooperation means

in life to

Because many of these notorious

in

well spent.

pledged their cooperation

fooled the public.

Today you have the reformer striv-

effort.

this

and

the defeat of your enemies will re-

:

June
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Three More Producers Are
Preparing Plans to Build
Theatres as Film Outlets
Step Declared Necessary to Obtain Booking Dates for Pictures
In Several Large Centers

SAY EXHIBITORS WILL NOT BE INJURED
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

[Copyrighted 1921

NEW

YORK, May

24.

:

All Rights Reserved]

—From plans now being put in effect

appears that practically

it

all

of

the big producing and distributing organizations will have a distinct department devoted to exhibition activities.

known

It is

that

two companies which

hitherto have had no exhibition interests are entering into arrange-

ments for theatre operation and a third which has had very small exhibition interests are
in activities looking

toward the operation of theatres

Outside of First National Exhibitors Circuit,
exhibitor ownership,

Famous Players-Lasky

all

busily

engaged

in various territories.

Inc.,

which

considered as a releasing organization with

is

Corporation, the

Fox Film Corporation, and Goldwyn Pictures

Corporation are the three organizations which up to the present time have developed important exhibition interests.

are

Three other producing and distributing organizations which are developing important exhibition interests

now added

to the original three.

new

In discussing the

operations persons identified with the groups that are expanding their activities to

embrace theatre operation explain that
failure of the respective

in each instance the

It is pointed out that the record of the past year
only offers encouragement to producers to go into
theatre operation as a protective measure where existing
affiliations of theatres make it difficult or impossible for
a producer to get playing dates for this product. Instances are cited which show that in various first run
centers large quantities of product have not reached

any determination of exhibiting
due simply to the
film requirements have been taken

the screen, not due to

interests to lock out this product, but
fact that the theatres'

care of

from other sources.

To

relieve this situation the producers
are perfecting exhibition plans intend to
purchase or erect theatres on their own account in order that their films may be able to
reach the screen.

who

one of the organizations which has
undertaken the new plan expressed the attitude of his

The head

company

of

as follows

"Unlike the situation which formerly existed we
do not believe the independent exhibitors of the country will regard our plans as in any way inimical to
their interests. This company is distinctly a producing
and distributing organization. As a matter of fact we
regard distribution as a necessary

our profit

in production.

new

plans have been brought about because of the

companies to achieve a satisfactory outlet for their product

evil,

Likewise

as

we

we

make
from the

look to

regard,

in certain centers.

viewpoint of our operations, the exhibition of pictures as
another necessary evil which we would like to avoid if it

was

possible to do so

and confine ourselves

strictly to

our

present operations.

"However, situations have developed

at various
appears impossible for us to book our product at any price. Frequently this has not been due to any argument over
price considerations, the exhibitor often advising us
that he could and would pay our price if he could use
the pictures, but under existing conditions he could
offer no hope of playing dates within a reasonable length

points throughout the country wherein

it

of time.

"In going into exhibition activities we do
because it really is not our
game.
When our formal announcement is
so

reluctantly

made we

shall

make

this plain to exhibitors.

not our intention to enter into competition with exhibitors and we shall go into no
territories where our product has been given
a chance or where their is a likelihood that it
will be given a chance."
It is

Indicating that this question has been the subject
an executive connected with

of considerable conferences

another group expressed himself along the same lines
while others declined to discuss the matter for publication at this time.
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Activities

Are Probed

In South
U.

S.

Made by Concerns
South

in

No action has been taken on the preliminary report of the commission.
Charges Are Made
According to the complaints
through

Para-

a "stranglehold" in the
affiliation

Lynch Enterprises.
The complaint alleges

Cox

ernor

D. C, May 24.—
Investigation of charges made by southern interests that Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation is a combination in restraint
of trade is being made by the federal
trade commission.

mount has gained

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

with

sirjns

A.

S.

will

bill,

A

1922.

hearing on the

bill

is

taking place

Jacob Lourie, president of the
M. P. T. O. of Massachusetts and a delegation from the N. A. M. P. I. will present arguments against the
measure.
Judge J. Albert Brackett, counsel for the
today.

picture industry,

is

directing the fight.

exhib-

New

would be approached by a Lynch
representative with a proposition to buy
the exhibitor's theatre.
If the offer was
refused, according to the charge, the
exhibitor would be reminded that the
Lynch organization could obtain any
picture it desired and could withhold the
picture from the exhibitor.

Censorship Bill
Drafted for Illinois
Francis Bill Would Allow

Claim Lynch Holds Stock

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Still refusing to sell, according to the
complaint, the exhibitor would be told
that an opposition theatre would be

erected.

Cities to

State Inspection

SPRINGFIELD, ILL, May

appointed for four years each. The salary of the chairman is not to exceed
$3,000 per annum and the salaries of the
other two members not to exceed $2,500.

It

Construction of New
Playhouse on June
May

Construction has

been held up by leases on the property.
The building will be of brick and concrete, four stories high and fireproof.
structure

will

Opening Packs Theatre
at $1 Top in Small City
group of Oskaloosa, la., business
a company and erected the

men formed

beautiful Rivola theatre there.
At $1
top the theatre was filled at the opening
performances. So great were the crowds
that the premiere was made a three-day
civic celebration.
The opening attraction was "The Passion Flower," the First National picture
starring
Norma Talmadge.
George
Cruzon is manager of the house.
A
special edition to commemorate the event
was issued by the Oskaloosa Herald.

Coast Business

Opposed

Men
to

Censors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES, May

24.— Opposi-

tion to censorship is voiced in a resolution adopted by the Chamber of Com-

merce. The organization characterized
censorship as repugnant to American
ideals.

Quaker City Adopts
Daylight Saving Plan

PHILADELPHIA,

May 24.—
has passed
an ordiance providing for daylight saving June 5, ending the last Sunday in
September.
Protests of theatre men
The Philadelphia

were

PA.,

city council

disregarded.

Sunday Proposition Be
Submitted to Lawyers

Would Bar Fight

three,

Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WICHITA FALLS,

TEX., May 24.—
County Attorney Fulton is to submit the
Sunday opening issue to a committee of
attorneys chosen by himself. He proposes an agreement that the exhibitors
of the city abide by the decision of the
lawyers for a term of five years. Should
the "obsolete" state law be amended in
the

meantime the agreement would be

abrogated.

What
hibitors

bars film that "is obscene, indecent,
sacrilegious,
inhuman," "depicts a bull fight or a prize fight or is of
such a character that its exhibition would
tend to impair the health or corrupt the
morals of children or adults or incite to
crime or race hatred."
It provides for a charge of $2 for the
first 1.000 feet and $1.50 for each 1,000

action will be taken by the exnot known.

is

It

24.— An-

nouncement has been made by officials
of Saxe-Dayton Orpheum Theatre Company that work on the new theatre to be
erected at South and Main streets will

the

would create a commission of

1

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

A

24.— Day-

of 31,116 to 14,481, May 18.
As a result, the city will return to the standard time schedule immediately.
The vote against the daylight saving
ordiance was one of the big surprises of
the election.
Theatre owners and railroad men led the fight and swamped proponents of the measure.

24.—

Saxe Will Commence

that

DENVER, COLO., May

saving was beaten here at the
municipal election by the one-sided count
light

censorship bill, differing in many
important respects from the Healy and

lany.

It is estimated
cost $225,000.

Recent Election
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

third

within a year.

1.

Men

at

Official Proposes That

Paramount that it has been rumored he
would become head of the organization

commence on June

Railroad

Censor After

Spence bills which were filed in March,
has been introduced into the Illinois legislature.
It is fathered by Representative J. H. Francis and has been referred
to the committee on licenses and miscel-

The complaint declares that S. A.
Lynch is such a heavy stock holder in

WIS.,

and

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

that an

itor

KENOSHA,

1921

Down

Win Big Victory

the

referndum vote. Under the state law,
fifteen thousand
voters can have the
measure suspended until it can be voted
on at the next general election in November,

Theatres

immediately

begin the circulation of petitions demanding that it be submitted to a state-wide

4,

"Daylight" Schedule

24.— If Gov-

the censorship

motion picture industry

WASHINGTON,

South

In Massachusetts
BOSTON, MASS., May

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Denver Votes

Seek Referendum

Investigates Complaints

June

immoral,

On

duplicates, $1 and
are to be readjusted later so that the bureau will maintain itself.
It provides for appeal from
decisions of the board.
feet

thereafter.

fifty cents.

No

The charges

Assurance Against Recensorship

Previous

provide that a state censorship would wipe out censorship by
cities, towns and villages.
The Francis
bill has no such provision, however, and
if passed would leave films open to double
or triple censorship.
bills

Residents Opposed to
Erection of Playhouse
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BALTIMORE,

MD., May 24.—Three
hundred residents of the neighborhood
have signed a petition protesting the erection of a theatre in Twenty-fifth street,
near Charles.

Take Shenandoah Theatre
e r
SHENANDOAH, IA.— H o e
s t

Amusement Company
Simons

of

1 1 1

Omaha and

H.

Shenandoah have taken possession
the Empress theatre which
they recently purchased from Adams
Theatre Conjpany of Des Moines.
of
of

Board Requests Slide
Warning to "Spooners"
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TACOMA,

WASH., May 24.— The

Board of Censors have requested the exhibitors to run a slide at each performance warning couples to refrain from
love making while in the theatres, It is
possible that theatre men will disregard
the request as they contend that such a
rule has -been in effect for years.
They
say that to run the slide would serve
only

in

arousing laughter and would not

be effective.

Portland Women Want
All- Night Show Closed
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PORTLAND,

ORE.,

May 24.— The

City Federation of Women's Organizations has requested the city council to
prohibit the Circle and New Grand theatre from operating all night. The women
say their request is for the "protection
of

women and

girls of the city who have
in the theatres."

been frequently molested

Hold Informal Luncheon
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 24.— An informal
luncheon was held at the Astor hotel last
Friday by Associated First National for
representatives of the trade press, who had
the pleasure of meeting John McCormick,
West Coast publicity director for First National.

June
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Effect Closer

Association With Government
National Convention

on
June 27-28-29

at Minneapolis

President Harding Lauds Exhibitors for Aid Which
Is Tendered United States

COMMITTEES
Convention

W.

A. Steffes, Minneapolis; C. L. O'ReiNew York; Glenn Harper, Los
Angeles; E. T. Peter, Dallas, Tex.; A.
ley,

Omaha, Neb.;

Detroit, Mich.;
kee,

J. C.

Ritter,

Fred Seegert, Milwau-

Wis.

Taxation
J. C. Ritter,

rora,

111.;

Detroit;

W.

D. Burford, Au-

M. Von Praag, Kansas

City,

Kan.; H. B. Varner, Lexington, N.
C. L. O'Reilly,

New York

(From Staff Representative)
D. C, May 24.— One of the momentous and far
reaching events in the history of exhibitor organization was the meeting
here last week of officials of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America which developed a closer relationship and a more sympathetic understanding between the exhibitors and the government.
Practically every officer and member of the executive committee of
the M. P. T. O. A. attended the sessions, which extended over five days.
Virtually every minute was utilized in intensive and serious work, the
delegates meeting from morning until after midnight each day.
Exhibitors Make Formal Call on President
One of the important events was the formal call paid President
Warren G. Harding at the White House. The exhibitors took this occasion to pledge the screens of the nation for the promotion of all projects
of public welfare, especially that of vocational education.

WASHINGTON,

Arrangements for National

R. Pramer,

Active Preparation for
National Meeting Begun

C;

City; Fred

Seegert, Milwaukee, Wis.; E. H. Bing-

ham, Indianapolis, Ind.

President Harding received the delewho were introduced by Sydney S.
Cohen, chief executive of the M. P. T.

gates

The following address then was

O. A.

Music License Fee
Fred Seegert,
Aurora; C.

Milwaukee; W. B. Burford,
W. Gates, Aberdeen, S. D.

Uniform Contract
E. T. Peter, Dallas; H. H. Lustig, Cleve-

Evans,

D. Burford, Aurora; John
Philadelphia; C. H. Burkey,

Kansas

City,

land, O.;

W.

Mo.

Extension of Parcel Post System

W. H. LinGlenn Harper, Los
Angeles; H. G. Alexander, Dayton, O.;
S. Kantor, Norwalk, Conn.

M.

C. Kellogg, Lead, S. D.;

ton, Utica, N. Y.;

Business Relations
C.

New York

City; C. C.
Griffin, Oakland, Calif.; H. H. Lustig,
Cleveland; E. T. Peter, Dallas; Glenn
L.

O'Reilly,

Harper, Los Angeles; J. T. Collins,
Rutherford, N. J.; J. S. Evans, Philadelphia, E. H. Bingham, Indianapolis.

Advisory Committee to President

read by Mr. Cohen:
Picture Theatre Owners of Amercomprising within its memica an organization
who own the
bership three-fourths of the. men
this time to
screens of the country, desire at
the tengovernment
their
vou and to

^'hf Motion*
renew

to

As

m

service.
der of their loyal and faithful
of the country
the days of the war the screens
undoubted usefulness, »e
fulfilled a mission of
service in tne
of
opportunity
same
the
hope for
davs of peace and reconstruction.
that every
President,
Mr.
you,
assure
to
I beg
conscious of the
one of our members is keenly
to our proattaches
that
responsibility
grave
the vocation we
We fully realize thatmore
fession.
than ™rel>
follow means a great deal
we are tnor
amusement;
of
the purveving
obligations toward the
oughly
y aware of our
everywhere
The motion picture theatrevalue
public
to the
mean
has become a factor of no
as a
community in which it is situated, both
education.
adult
of
means
cfvTcenter and as a
often
Tne terms amusement and education
other, are
thought of as if one excluded the
picture entervery closely allied in the motion
tainment.
Theatre Is Instructive
history of
There have been periods in the
domma
mankind when the theatre wasI the
ma add
medium of education; periods, foundation,
of
enduring
the
which were laid
amphitheatre and
human civilization. What theRome,
the motion
and
Athens
to
forum were
to our country, daily and
is
P°cUire theatre
as well as
hourlv instructing and stimulating,
citizenship. No
entertaining, every class of our
and popuother theorv can explain the power
Its language
larity of this great institution.
appeal,
vivid, and direct, because it
is simple
called the immed.ate
to th? eye. which has been
with
impresses
channel to the soul; because it
:

m

literate and illiterate, the moan agency more
tion picture has developed into
spoken
powerful than either the printed or the

equa" force the

Joseph Hopp, Chicago; C. C. Griffin,
Oakland; E. T. Peter, Dallas; A. R.
Pramer, Omaha; J. C. Ritter, Detroit;
Henry Roke, Pittsburgh, Pa.; A. J.
Bethancourt,

Houma,

La.

at National
Convention: Entire Executive Commit-

Committee on Credentials
tee of organization.

Committee on Advertising, Committee on
Publicity and Committee on Transportation to be appointed.

W

inseparable
\Ve feel the moral responsibility
medium of exfrom the use of such a potent
less grave
pression, a responsibility scarcely
teacher, or the
than that of the preacher the
and beeel
we
For this reason alone
editor.
entitled to the
lieve that the motion picture is
statesconstructive
benefits of enlightened and

m

h

policy
it has been the uniform
English-speaking countries to enfranchise
picMotion
The
expression.
of
medium
every
anxious to
ture Owners of America are most
government,
as volunteer auxiliaries of the

For generations

of all

act

possessed of unrivalled facilities for the distriwishes
bution of any message the government
people.
to spread for the welfare of the
at \\ ashington
We feel that every department
for such yoluteer
is at liberty to call upon us
functions
service as may add efficiency to the

government. Public service is part of our
program, part of our profession indeed, and we
'anxious for every opportunity to attest
both our willingness and our ability to coof

^

are

the government of the nation in
way which may be thought proper and

operate with

any

useful.

Congratulates Delegates
Following the reading of the address.
President
Harding congratulated the
motion picture theatre owners on the
stand that they had adopted, and assured
them that they could be of vast help to
the government and that he wanted them

The president asserted that the
screen of today was the greatest medium
in the world for the installation of 100
per cent Americanism, and that the theatre men could be the greatest power for
the advancement of education and patriotism.
The president then posed with the delegates for the news weeklies and staff
photographers of the press.
The delegates were also received by
Secretary of State Charles E. Hughes.
Secretary of the Navy Charles Denby.
and Secretary of Labor J. J. Davis, and
in
the senate chamber and speakers'
room at the capitol.
At each visit, President Cohen read the
resolution adopted by the delegates calling for the display of vocational guidance pictures in the motion picture theatres of the country, and pledged to the
to be.

government officials the unswerving loyalty of the organization, and tendered
the screens and services for the advancement of public welfare projects. In each
instance, the response was unvarying
in its enthusiasm over the steps taken by
the exhibitors tor the United States and
its

people.

Now

Realize Opportunity
asserted that only
of late were people beginning to realize
the limitless opportunity for the advancement of education by visualizing new
ideas on the screens of the country. Secretary Denby thanked the members for
their tender of the screens, and said that
could be of the same service in the future in bringing the navy and the public
together as they did during the war.
Secretarv Davis told the delegates of

Secretary

Hughes
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and misleading portrayal

Pledge to U.

S.

The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, having
had always in mind the promoof all projects of public

tion

welfare through the
their screens,

medium

do hereby

their theatres, free

offer

of charge,

performances a series

motion picture films touching upon and dealing with voof

cational education.
of these films

is

The

to aid

object

young

men and women in the high
schools or other educational institutions of similar grade

character,

and

to

assist

and
all

other

persons in determining
vocation for which their

the

and inclinations seem to
them best; the intent being

talents
fit

visualize

to

dustrial

as

and

well

as

all

important

in-

scientific pursuits,

the

activities

of

commerce and agriculin such a manner as to

trade,

ture

place before the
fair

spectators a

and complete picture of

each subject.

We

invite the cooperation of
persons interested in advancing the cause of vocational
all

education.

some
tor

our national con-

That we believe this
film
to have been made and
to ha#e been
shown in the City of Washington for the purpose of prejudicing congress against motion
pictures in general, and
FURTHER RESOLVED, That the Motion Pic
ture Theatre Owners of America conduct a
searching investigation and that in the meantime we warn all members of our organization
and every motion pjcture theatre owner in the
United States against the showing of said picK
ture.

of

their services to the people of
our country in exhibiting in

at special

of

FURTHER RESOLVED,

of the work being accomplished
vocational guidance at training in

Mooseheart

at Aurora, 111., and invited
the delegates to the national convention
to visit Mooseheart on their
return as
his guests.
He also promised to attend

He struck a responsive
chord when he declared as the delegates

An important business transaction at
the session was the setting of the
date
of the National Convention at Minneapolis, Minn., for

Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday, June 27, 28 and 29. Leading
cabinet members, senators, congressmen,

and

state governors have pledged their
attendance at the convention in Minneapolis.

Touch on Convention Program
At the executive committee meeting,
definite and detailed plans were laid to

make

the entire convention purely a
business affair with a defined object of
making constructive plans for the betterment of the entire industry with special reference to the exhibitors angle.
At the convention there will be laid
before the delegates important facts relative to big reductions in insurance premiums which wil' save hundreds of thousands of dollars to the Motion Picture

Theatre Owners of America.
There will also be brought to the attention of all present a uniform and
more equitable contract which has been
drawn up.
The committee appointed

went to New York after the session to
meet with the producers and manufacturers in order to obtain the putting into
contract during the coming
season.
The question of taxation was the subject of much thought and long discussion.
An exhaustive study of the situation was made and the committee appointed to take up this matter in detail
visited several congressmen and senators
with regard to the matter of the film
rental, seating and other taxes.
This
committee will report in full to the delegates assembled at the National Convention.
Congressmen were visited by the committee on the burdensome music tax,
and this report also will be made at the
effect of the

Minneapolis convention.
Entertain Bureau Chief
One of the other enjoyable features

June

4,

1921

of the week was the luncheon tendered
by the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
to
Dr. Francis Holley, head of the
bureau of commercial economics, and
Miss Boggs, dean of the bureau. At a
previous meeting, Dr. Holley had described in detail the work that he had
been doing for the past ten years in the
way of visual education by means of
trucks completely equipped for the showing of educational and vocational pictures in the remote and generally inaccessible parts of the United States, and
for that matter, the entire world.
Dr.
Holley was assured that the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America would take immediate steps to
see of what service and reciprocal aid
they could be to his gigantic task.

Thursday evening the delegates were
guests of the film men of Washington
for an auto tour of the points of interest
in
Washington, and later at a dinner
served on the roof of the Hotel WashHarry Crandall, one of the
ington.
prominent theatre owners of the national capital, was chairman of arrangements for the ride and the banquet.

Many
The national
Sydney

were:

in

officers

Cohen

S.

Attendance
present at the meeting
of New York, president;

E. T. Peter. Dallas, Tex., treasurer; Sam Bullock, Cleveland, O., executive secretary; M. Van
Praag, Kansas City, Kan., recorifing secretary;
C. ('. Griffin. Oakland, Cat, first vice-president;

Joseph

Hopp,

W.

Gates,

C.

Chicago, second vice-president;
Aberdeen, South Dakota, fourth

vice-president.
Members of the executive committee present
were: C. L. O'Reilly, New York City, president
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New
York; John S. Evans, Philadelphia, Pa., president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Pennsylvania; H. H. Lustig, Cleveland, Ohio,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Northern Ohio; J. C. Collins, Rutherford, N.
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
J.,
Owners of New Jersey; J. C. Ritter. Detroit,
Mich., president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Michigan; A. J. Bethancourt, Houma,
La., president of the Louisiana Exhibitors' Association;
K
A.
Pramer, Omaha, Nebraska,
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Northern Ohio; J. C. Collins. Rutherford, N.
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners

Oklahoma; M.

Kellogg, Lead, South DaMotion Picture Theatre
W. A. Steffes, Minneapolis, Minn., president of the Northwest Protecttive League; W. H. Linton. Utica, N. Y.: S.
Kantor,
Norwalk, Conn.; Henry Poke, Pittsburgh. Pa.; C. E. Whitehurst, Baltimore, Md.;
E. H. Bingham, Indianapolis, Ind.; Dr. H. Q.
Alexander, Dayton, Ohio; W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111.; Fred Seegert, Milwaukee, Wis.; Joseph Mogler, St. Louis, Mo.; Chas. H. Burkey,
Kansas City, Mo.
Glenn Harper, Los Angeles,
Calif.; Roland B. Hill. Greenboro. N. C; Col.
Henry B. Varner. Lexington. N. C.
of

C.

kota, president of the
of Wyoming;

Owners

;

the convention.

departed: "I don't believe that Sunday
movies' ever hurt anyone yet."

Resolution Opposes Picture
During the visit to the Capitol, it was
found that the lawmakers were very
greatly perturbed over a production recently shown on the screen in a legitimate theatre in the capital. This picture, entitled "In the Shadow of the
Dome," was a malicious attack on the
congressmen and senators, and immediately on hearing of it, the committee
passed the following resolution which
was mailed to every member of Congress
and the heads of all -departments:
WHEREAS, The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America have learned of the existence of
a motion picture film called "In the Shadow of
the Dome," and

WHEREAS,

veys a
sion

of

Said film, a crude production, conludicrous, and unpatriotic impresour national congress, and

false,

WHEREAS,

Said film was exhibited in a
ordinarily
devoted
to
the
spoken
e.,
the Shubert-Belasco theatre, in
the City of Washi ngton, D. C., and
WHEEEAS, The allaged producer of said film
has no apparent permanent place of business
or studio,
THEREFORE, BE IS RESOLVED, That we
condemn the said film as unfit for public exhibition by reason of its vicious, unpatriotic,
theatre

drama,

i.

and Press Counteract
Antagonism to Offensive Picture

Exhibitors

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK, May 24. A subcommittee of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America and representatives of the press met last
night to devise ways and means for offsetting the antagonism aroused
by the exhibition at a legitimate theatre in Washington, D. C, of "In
the Shadow of the Dome."
This picture has been condemned by
United States senators and congressmen whose life the picture is
supposed to depict.
At the recent meeting in Washington of officers and executive
committeemen of the M. P. T. O. A. a resolution emphatically denouncing the production was adopted. The national league has been
commended by government officials for the vigorous and prompt
action taken on the matter.
Those attending the meeting last night pledged co-operation
undoing the damage and creating sympathy for the industry.

in
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Sunday Arrest

Precipitates
Fist Fight in Wichita Falls

THOSE VACANT SEATS
You have

and so does
every other exhibitor, even with
them,

people waiting to get in.
They're solving this problem on
the west coast.
See Page 101.

County Attorney Strikes First Blow But Is Given
Black Eye in Counter Swing by Member
of Texas Theatre Circuit

Dana Vice President
Of Exchange Circuit
Resigns as Sales Manager of
Arrow to Associate With
J. J. Goodstein
P.

Dana, for the

B.

secretary

and

sales

last

three

manager

of

years

Arrow

Film

Corporation, has resigned to become vice president and general manager
of J.
Goodstein Enterprises, Inc.,
J.
controlling a chain of film exchanges and

throughout the country, with
offices in Denver and Salt Lake City.
He will assume charge of his new
duties on June 1 and one of his first
tasks will be to supervise the opening
of a new exchange at Seattle, Wash.
Goodstein Enterprises have also obtheatres

tained sites for new theatre buildings
in the Northwest and
Southwest and
plans foj the immediate construction of
these buildings are under way.
The biggest feature of Goodstein
Enterprises is the theatre activities. Having under its ownership at present several theatres, it is the intention of Mr.
Dana to acquire a large number of
houses and he will devote a large part
of his time to this end of the business.
Mr. Dana has become a partner of Mr.
Goodstein in this enterprise and it is
expected that he will build up a highly
profitable business.
Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow, expresses keen regret over the
loss of Mr. Dana and was reluctant to
accept his resignation.

Poster

Law Used

to

Bar James Feature
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KALAMAZOO,

MICH.,

51

May 24.—

Chief of Police B. F. TafTee utilized the
state poster law to bar a wild west film
depicting the lives of the James and
Younger brothers from a theatre here.
This is the first case in which the chief
has used the law which prohibits the
showing of crimes.

Adolph Zukor Returns
From European Tour
(From
Correspondent)
NEW YORK, May 24.— Adolph Zukor

WICHITA FALLS,

May 24.— Arrests growing

out of Sunday
and Empress theatres precipitated a fight
in which blows were exchanged between H. S. Ford of the Dye, Ford and
Rogers circuit and County Attorney Ed. Fulton.
Ford took offense at the method used by Sheriff Fred Smith in making
arrests. He questioned the county attorney regarding the activities of a
Texas ranger who was taking notes and getting the names of employes of the

TEX.,

operation of the Olympic,

Gem

theatres following the arrests.

Heated Words Pass Between Attorney and Ford
The attorney responded that he was running the county attorney's
office and would decide what evidence was necessary and the method of
obtaining

it.

"Well, I am running my picture shows
and I intend to run them on Sundays.
You might as well get that through
your head," retorted Ford.

Attorney Strikes Exhibitor
Fulton

angered and struck
the head.
Ford regained his
at

The

discoloring his eye.

the attorney,

intervention by

prevented

present

others

to

became

Ford in
composure and swung

further

en-

counter.

An

obsolete law passed in 1883

is

be-

ing used by officials in closing the theatres

also

on

Sunday.

enforced,

If

the

law

would close other commercial houses.

But

the

against

have discriminated
permitting drug

officials

the

theatres,

stores, cigar stands and other places of
business to remain open.

Threatens

Branch Managers of
First National Hold
Constructive Meeting
(Special
Exhibitors Herald)
NEW YORK, May 24.— An enthusi-

Law Enforcement

Sheriff Smith has indicated, however,
that he will show no partiality in the enforcement of the law.
"I must arrest
them all if I do my duty," he is quoted
as saying.
Those arrested in addition to H. S.
Ford are L. V. Ford and Lon Douglass
of the Olympic; J. M. Ealy and Fred
Hoenscheidt of the Gem, and R. L. Hurst
and W. T. Page of the Empress.
H. .S. Ford has announced that he will
continue to operate on Sunday, declaring that he has been assured the support
of bankers and other prominent citizens
here.

and constructive convention of the
exchange managers for Associated First
National was held at the Astor hotel
last week.
Every phase of the business
was discussed under the direction of J.
D.
Williams,
general
manager, and

astic

Harry O. Schwalbe.
Independent producers and stars disthrough First National provided entertainment for the visitors.
Joseph M. Schenck gave a beefsteak
dinner at Healy's with the Talmadge sisters as hosts.
A -dinner was tendered by
tributing

Hope Hampton at the. Claridge. On
Wednesday evening Louis B. Mayer and
Katherine MacDonald Company entertained.

of

At midnight the managers were guests
Marshall Neilan at the "Midnight

Follies."

Second Reading Held
on Florida Measure
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TALLAHASSEE,
The censorship

FLA.,

May 24.—

has had

its second
Representatives of the Exhibitors League of Florida
are fighting the measure.

reading

in

bill

the lower house.

Exhibitor-Editor on Trade Papers

Staff

returned to New York on May 20 on the
Aquitania after a three months' tour of

European countries. Mrs.
Zukor and Eugene Zukor came back with
the Paramount chief.

the principal

Sues Firm for

$5,000

CITY, MO.,
Weinberg has started suit

May 24.— I.

J.

in circuit court

against H. & R. Amusement Company,
owner of the Apollo theatre, 3225 Troost
avenue, to recover $5,000 he alleges he
paid for stock in the company which

Thomas M. Henneberry and jack H.
Roth planned to organize. He declares
the company never was formed.

of the

Marion

has written a letter to "Exhibitors Herald" in
which he weighs the various motion picat

Fla.,

"I

theatre business seventeen years and for
years was editor of a newspaper, he should

that

in

about the topic he has
He says in part:

elected to write on.

am

the oldest small
town exhibitor in the South if not in the
United States. Although only forty-nine
"I

believe that

I

have been
years of age,
seventeen years.
I

newspaper man

"Therefore, perhaps some
tion

a great deal

also an old

in

the

game

for

of a

experience and for years conducted both a newspaper and picture theatre, a very good combination.

the motion picture

know

am

life-time

ture trade papers.

As he has been

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS

BURTON, manager
LONtheatre
Live Oaks,

will

be accorded

atten-

little

me when

I

state

consider 'Exhibitors Herald' by far
the best publication issued today in the
interest of motion picture exhibitors, and
am pretty thoroughly posted on them
consider no picture house comall.
plete without 'Exhibitors Herald' on file,
and the exhibitor who ignores it is to be
would feel very ->iuch lost withpitied.
I

I

I

I

out

it."
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nation in the war.
It is curious to me
we were the white-haired boys when
we were winning the war, sending out
our propaganda films, entertaining the
boys at home and abroad, everybody was
for us, the ministers thought we were the
greatest thing ever, we had hundreds of
speakers joined with the four-minute
that

men.
*

»

*

"McAdoo

again and again praised us
for our liberty loan work, but when it
was over we were the first ones the blue
law advocates turned on. The industry
is not perfect, but I do not think that any
fair-minded man will agree that it should
be suppressed and censored out of busiIts defects are being remedied
ness.
from within. The industry itself is preventing the making of improper pictures.
would certainly endeavor to send to
I
states prison anyone who produced an

improper picture.
profiteers in morality are behind
to suppress the motion
picture.
In a recent trip throughout the
United States. I found thirty-eight different bills which had apparently been

"The

this

movement

—

Dr. Wilbur F.
written by the same man
He says he intends to censor
Crafts.
He says he can make any
everything.

statesman jump through a hoop.
"Here in Masachusetts I am told that
the public at large do not want censorship. Governor Coolidge two years ago
vetoed a similar bill. He told me at the
time that it was un-American and sharing
his belief are
tin- country,

the big. intelligent

among them

men

of

being* Senator

Weeks, Herbert Hoover, and

Woodrow

Wilson."

who has just signed to make a series of four pictures for Associated
Exhibitors.
Miss Vidor has appeared in pictures for a number of years with
Famous Players, Goldwyn, Selznick, Robertson-Cole, Associated Producers
and other companies.

Florence Vidor,

Lynch Organization
Buys Hill Theatres
Chain of Carolina
Big

Massachusetts

Meeting

Protest

Citizens

of

Censure State Senator from District
Voting for Censorship Bill in Legislature

Pittsfield

For His Action

in

ATLANTA.

both houses of the Massachusetts legislature .have
the censorship bill the citizens of the state are opposed to
such arbitrary regulation.
This was clearly evident at the protest meeting held in the Majestic
theatre at Pittsfield.
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, was the principal speaker.

President brady

attended the
* meeting at the request of H. Calvin
Ford, banker and president of Majestic
Theatre Company who represents the
United Booking Office and Allied Amusements of Massachusetts.
Prominent citizens of Pittsfield joined
in protesting against censorship and in
censuring Senator Moulton. who represents the district in the legislature. The
senator voted for censorship.
He was
invited to attend /the meeting, but remained away, although he was in the city
at the time.
*
*
*

In

Mr.

introducing

Flynn said:
"This question

Brady,

Mayor

one of vast importance not only to this city, but to the
state.
If our law makers divide so closely
as 18 to 19, as the senators did, it seems
is

and

open way. The
manager of this theatre has brought here
from New York William A. Brady, a man
long identified with the motion picture
industry.
It gives me personal and official pleasure to welcome him to our city
and to present him to you."
Mr. Brady told of the great educational work of the motion picture, its important service during the war, and its
influence throughout the world in carrying Americanization propaganda. He said
to

May 24— A

deal has

Union S. C, and Chester, S. C.
Under the arrangement the Lynch organgets fifty per cent of the stock in

the entire chain and all bookings will be
bandied through the booking department of
Southern Enterprises. Mr. Hill will continue in active management and have direct supervision of the string.

Booking Arrangement

With

C. D. Cooley
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

me

that we, as citizens, are justified
in asking whether such a law is desirahle
to

GA.,

consummated whereby Southern

Enterprises, Inc.. will take over the chain
of Roland G. Hill theatres in Greensboro,
N. C, Statesville, N. C, Gaffney, S. C.

ization

ALTHOUGH
adopted

Company

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

just been

Addressed by Brady

Houses

Passes to Control of

debate

it

in this

that despite the fact that censorship has
in many states, the motion
picture industry has never used money to
influence legislation.
"I am here to plead for an industry in
its extremity," said Mr. Brady.
"An industry which stood by the people of this

been defeated

TAMPA,

FLA., May 24.— C. D. Cooley of
has perfected an arrangement with
the Lynch organization operating as the
Southern Enterprises, Inc., in the southwest whereby all bookings for Mr. Cooley's Tampa houses will be handled through
the booking department of Southern Enthis city

terprises.
the
It is understood that the deal covers
booking only and that no sale of holdings

was involved.

James
(From

NEW

L.

Hoff Dies

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, May

24.—James

L.

one of the pioneers of the industry,
For the last twelve
died on May 18.
years Mr. Hoff has been on the editorial
staff of the Moving Picture World.
Hoflf,

FOR SERVICE RENDERED
Copy

resolution

of

adopted

at

annual State convention oj

the

Wisconsin Exhibitors Association, held

WHEREAS,

Mr. Martin

J.

at

Milwaukee, on

May

10

and

the

II

Quigley, editor of the "Exhi bitors Herald, " gave
and efforts in assisting us in our fight

this association his active cooperation

against the censorship
affairs of the

bill

at

the hearing before the committee on State

Wisconsin senate, and

M

WHEREAS,

Mr.
artin J. Quigley through the editorial columns of his
paper has rendered valuable aid and assistance to the cause of the exhibitor
in general, and

WHEREAS,

Mr. Martin J. Quigley is now actively engaged in promoting
through the columns of his trade journal a PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE which
aims to educate the theatre-going pu blic as to the menace of blue laws and
censorship reformers.

RESOLVED,

Therefore be

it

that the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association in convention

bled do take this

means

of extending a vote of appreciation for

along the various lines mentioned above, and be

RESOLVED,
Herald"

that this association does

in its

endeavor

RESOLVED, that

a copy of this resolution be

its efforts

further

commend and approve

to assist the exhibitors,

editor of the "Exhi bitors Herald."

it

all

assem-

and be

forwarded

it

to

the "Exhi bitors

further

Martin

J.

Quigley,
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many

a great

1HIS IS

arrests in

1921

4,

New York

last

year and practically wiped out the contraband dealing in films there, is being instituted throughout the country, and that
his efforts and those of his fellow investigators will be concentrated from
now on in all the key cities of the United
States.
He savs that with the active cooperation of the film exchange managers
throughout the country, the remaining
film thieves will be run out of business
duriug the next few months.

TO CERTIFY

THAT THIS THEATRE

Popular Film Stars
Aid Equity Benefit
Marion Davies and Norma Talmadge
impersonated Mistress Ford and Mistress
Page, the charming and lively ladies

IS A. MEMBER IN

GOOD STANDING OF
MOTION PICTURE THEATRE OWNERS
o/ AMERICA
FOR, THE YEAR 192

who amused

Falstaff in "The Merry
Windsor," at the annual show
of the Actors' Equity Association, held
at the Metropolitan Opera House.
The costumes of Miss Davies and Miss
Talmadge were especially designed for

Wives

of

this pageant.
Tom Wise played Falstaff,
and the trio gave a splendid performance.
This performance was the first appearance of Marion Davies on the stage since

NEW

—

YORK, May 24. Certificates of membership are being supplied all members of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America. These are for posting
at the box office or in the lobbies that all patrons may know that the theatre is
It is intended that the certificate will serve
enrolled in the national organization
as a guarantee to patrons that only desirable pictures will be shown. The certificates
are printed in brown on a brown tinted vellum stock.

Concerted

Drive

Against

she

the Ziegfeld

left

Follies

1917 to

in

appear on the screen, and it was the first
appearance of Norma Talmadge on the
stage.

Louisiana Announces
First National Week
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Film

NEW

YORK, May

24.— Associated

First National Pictures of Louisiana will

Thieves
Many
of

Orleans

Have Followed the Disappearance of Prints in Several
N. A. M. P. [. Active in Apprehending Robbers

Arrests

the Larger Cities

—

AN

active campaign against film thieves has been launched by the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
Already ten arrests have been made by agents of the association

in four large cities.

Evidence has been obtained which,
arrest of

THE

many more

committee of the Na* tional Association, through its chairman, H. Minot Pitman, is broadening
the campaign, and the committee's special representative, W. C. Hawkins, is
causing the crooks a lot of worry.
In Cleveland, recently, Mr. Hawkins
caused the arrest and indictment of
Julius Watt, alias Jimmie Flannigan, on
a charge of having stolen prints of the
United Artists' production, "The Mark
of Zorro," and the Universal feature,
recovered

at

The prints were
the time of Watt's arrest.

Trimmed."
*

*

*

was sentenced to three
the house of correction.
Ferns pleaded guilty to receiving stolen
goods and was fined $250 and costs.

larceny

and

months

in

*

*

The following
covered

at

the

*

made:

"Message of the Cuff." Polo, Pt. 2 — Universal.
"Honor of the Range" — Universal, No. 4443.
"You Tell 'Em, Lions, I Roar" — Universal No.

made.

Pathe

Is My Dog?"— Universal.
News— Pathe, No. 2308.

No.

H. Haines, manager, predicts
the biggest

week

it

be

will

in the territory.

New

Shipping Cases
Required September

1

{Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

24.— There

is

now

available at the headquarters of the Na-

Motion Picture

Industry. 1320 Broadway, a new bulletin
of the transportation committee, of which

H. Stilson is chairman. The most
important announcement is the shipping
case specifications going into effect September 1.
Many other interesting matters in regard to the shipment of film are contained in the report.

—

—

—

3.

Eugene V. Richards, Jr., the head of
the company, and C. J. Briant, exchange
manager, are making the plans.
Last week, southern Ohio and eastern Kentucky celebrated First National
Week, the center being Cincinnati. R.

4482.

Part 1-2 Universal. No. 4439.
"Victory," 5 reels. Jack Holt— Famou ;-Players.
"Screen Mag" Universal, No. 4537.
"Burglar Proof," 5 reels, Bryant Washburn
Famous -Players.
Pathe News, No. 1708.
Pathe News (no number).
"Getting Acquainted" Mack Sennatt, No. 140.
"Call a Taxi" Pathe.
International News Universal.
"Do Husbands Deceive?" 2 reels Pathe, No.

—

New

July

P.

Pathe News, No. 1708.
Pathe News (no number).
Chester Outing.
"Air Lock,". No. 1354.
"Love," 7 reels— Associated Producers.

"Where

the

in

beginning

territory,

tional Association of the

stolen films were retime the arrests were

4436.

In Chicago the arrest and conviction of
John Mikolina and John Ferns has put
a stop to a long series of film thefts.
Unlike the Cleveland case, this was an
outside job.
Films were stolen from delivery wagons.
Practically all of the
companies operating in Chicago reported
such thefts and under the supervision of
Mr. Hawkins an exhaustive inquiry was

The

believed, will lead to the

of these print burglars.

film theft

"Beautifully

is

it

Week

stage a First National

Progress

in

—

Beulah Livingstone
Plans European Trip
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

24.— Beulah Liv-,

ingstone, publicity director for the Tal-

madge

film

companies,

sails

for abroad

160i).

clue which led to the arrests

was
furnished by Clyde Eckhardt, manager
of the Fox Film Corporation's exchange.
After the arrest,' Mikolina made a full
confession, admitting that he stole
cases of film from trucks and sold

many
them

wherever he could find a market.
In
court, Mikolina pleaded guilty to grand

Pathe

News,

No.

"Skywayman" — Special
"The LT nderstudy,"

5

Other arrests in
theft of film have

9 to establish a European publicity
Miss
service for the Schenck stars.
Livingstone will be abroad about three
be
will
She
this
mission.
months on

June

2407.

Fox, No.

5.

reels.

connection with the

been made in Boston
and New York. Mr. Hawkins says that
an intensive campaign against the film
thieves, such as that which resulted in

accompanied by her
Livingstone,
tion

work

who
in

will

the

Miss Mabel
do some exploita-

sister,

foreign

capitals

for

Sasha Yotichenki, the Russian musician.

June

4.
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Trade Papers Form
Credit Association
EXHIBITORS

HERALD,

Colorado Organizes Unit of
National Exhibitors League

in

conjunction with the other national
motion picture trade papers, has
joined an organization to be known
as the Motion Picture Trade Papers Credit Association.
This organization will operate under the
personal supervision of Harry G.
Kosch, attorney, who has an ex-

knowledge of the film business and a wide acquaintance with
tensive

those connected with it.
The objects of the organization
are the collection of accounts and
the exchange of information as to
the reputation and financial responsibility of advertisers and the
rejection of advertisements submitted by firms or individuals who
are unable to prove financial responsibility.

Also the national trade papers
through this association will act
united in refusing publication to
advertisements
which
may be
deemed improper and not compatible with the best interests of the
industry.

Senator Walker and Samuel Berman Attend Denver
Meeting Tom Vickroy Elected President

—

of State Association
(Sfecial

to

Exhibitors Herald)

DENVER, COLO., May

24.— Colorado is now a member state of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Organization of the Colorado unit was perfected last week. Seventy-

men assembled here to take this action. Tom Vickroy, president of Tabor Theatre Company, Denver, who was active in the organization work, was elected president.
five theatre

Berman and Walker Address Theatre Men
was represented here by Samuel I. Berman
and Senator James J. Walker of Xew York. Both delivered rapid-fire
The

national association

addresses which
organization the

were

enthusiastically received.
For the purpose of
representatives were selected as temporary

Xew York

chairman and secretarv.

A

meeting of the new organizaand the Rocky Mountain Screen
Club will be held on May 26. Just what

L. M. Club
Zierler of
Commonwealth. S. Eckman of Goldwyn,
William E. Raynor of Pathe. L. Adler of
Realart. H. Siegel of Select, and S. H.
Fabian of First National.

been appointed by the F.
On the board are

joint

here.

tion

action will be taken has not been indicated.

—
— Max

Denver.
Treasurer
Denver.

Plans for a nation-wide effort to bring
about abolition of Sunday theatres, base-

and all unnecessary Sunday business were discussed at length in the
general assembly of the Presbyterian
Church of the United States in session
here. It opened with the report of Dr.
H. L. Bowlby, general secretary of the
committee on Sabbath observance.

Plan Big Carnival

to

Ra ise Money

for Film
Branch of Actor Fund
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES. May

24.— An im-

portant step toward arranging the program for the Actors' Fund Festival, to
be at the Los Angeles Speedway on June
4, was taken
at a meeting held at the
Douglas
Fairbanks
studio
between
Daniel Frohman, president of the Actors'

Fund; Dustin Farnum, Mary Pickford
and Douglas Fairbanks, who are sched-

— Max

— M.

The

C.

S. Eckman, Jr., also, has senew grievance committee comHenry Siegel, chairman; Lester
Adler. S. Eckman, Jr., L. Rosenbluh and

President

Schubach,

Yon Tilzer resigned as chairman
of the grievance committee, having tendered his resignation as branch manager
for Associated Producers.
Jack

Z.

Meet Every Two Weeks

Film Men Name New
Executive Committee
Entertainment Will Be Given
By Xew York Club
in

Zierler.

S.

excutive

E.

S.

lected a
prising

board is comprised of
Hunt. Montrose: Orson
Adams, Denver, and Messrs. Marquardt
of Longmont and Kreier of Walsenburg.
Mrs.

I.

Names Grievance Committee
Mr. Rosenbluh, who has been presiding at the meetings during the absence
of President I. E. Chadwick. and Vice-

Gerhart, Fort Collins.
Secretary J o h n
Broughton,

May 24.—

ball

President

Kohn, Trinidad.
Second Vice President

(Specie! to Exhibitors Herald)

IXD.,

Vice

First

Blue Paint Mixed
By Presbyterians
WINONA LAKE,

55

An

entertainment

Sam
gel.

Zierler.

will

be given by the

Making arrangements

club in June.

are

Rosenbluh, A. Abeles, Sie-

Adler and

Safron.

J.

The club has decided that during the
summer months meetings will be held
everv two weeks.

June

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Jones Building in Marion

XEW

YORK. May 24.—A new execucommittee of seven members, with
L. Rosenbluh of Fox as chairman, has

MARION". O.— W.

tive

ing a

new

T. Jones is buildtheatre on the West Side.

"What Sxhibitovs
are saying about

uled to take active parts in this carnival

being staged to raise money to
motion picture branch of the
Actors' Fund.
According to tentative plans one of the
important features of the Festival will be
a rodeo in which practically every wellknown star in the motion picture industry
will particioate. Among these are Dustin
Farnum. William Hart. Tom Mix, Douglas Fairbanks and many others.
which

is

establish a

"I like

work.
look

If
in

I

the

picture.

I

EXHIBITORS HERALD very much and

HERALD

to

Hold

Law

Violators

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

it

a great help in our

for

always, find

what some other
everything

want

I

exhibitor

has

know."

done on

— Mrs.

R.

this

I

same

J.

Slack,

especially the exhibitors'

reports

to

manager. Majestic theatre, Mazomanie, Wis.

"I have to have

Jury Fails
Blue

find

don't happen to have any advertising matter on a certain picture,

EXHIBITORS Herald,

on 'What the Picture Did for Me.'

and

it

is

an asset to

my

business."

I

—

find this the
J.

most interesting part of

C. Staak, manager.

Royal

it,

theatre.

Carroll, la.

DEL

RIO, TEX., May 24.— Before a
court room packed with sympathetic citizens, the managers of the Princess and
Texas theatres were found not guilty of
violating the ''blue laws" by operating
their theatres

Sundays.

"EXHIBITORS Herald

is

a great paper.

Did for Me,' is of special interest."
Herndon Opera House. Herndon, Kans.

the Picture

^ our verdicts on

—

Grill

films,

'What

and Berger. managers.
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Apot heosizes Work
Franklin K. Lane

Indust ry

June

1)

4.

1921

of

National Association's Expression of Sorrow Transmitted
to
Widow of Late Statesman

A RESOLUTION

expressing sorrow at the death of Franklin K. Lane,
former secretary of the interior and chairman of the Americanism
Committee of the motion picture industry, has been adopted by the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
A copy of the resolution has been forwarded to the widow of the late
statesman.

ADOPTED
the
ASmeeting
the producer and
at

fifth

annual

distribuof
tor members of the association, the resolution reads:
*

*

*

form-r
Franklin
the interior, and chairman
K.

Honorable

Lane,

secretary of
of the Americanism Committee of the
motion picture industry of the United
States, has gone to his reward after
As a public offia life of usefulness.
cial,
he commanded the respect of all
In
with whom he came in contact.
he endeared himself
private
life
his
who we re numbered
hosts
to
the
among his friends because of his gekindly disposition, which characnial,
terized him to a fullness rarely found in
men. Of high type, nobleness of purpose.
Sincere to the point which marked him
one for reverence, he will be not only
missed but mourned for as one whose
place cannot be readily filled.
RESOLVED, That this expression of
sorrow be spread upon the minutes of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, be suitably engrossed and
duly authenticated by the president of
National
the
Association,
and copies
transmitted to the widow of the late
Honorable Franklin K. Lane.
*

*

*

At the meeting the producers nomi-

nated the following directors to be elected
in June:
William A. Brady. William Fox. Sam-

Goldwyn. D. W. Griffith, Morris
Kohn, Carl Laemmle, Oscar Price. Richard A. Rowland. Joseph M. Schenck.
Lewis J. Selznick, George B. Van Cleve
and Adolph Zukor.
In the absence of Chairman Adolph
Zukor. Gabriel L. Hew acted as temporary chairman of the meeting.
Mr
Zukor was unanimously re-elected as
chairman of the division, which position
uel

.

he has held for the past

Rowland was
Frederick

H.

five years.

Mr.

The

distributors' division selected the
following
directors
for
nomination
Hiram Abrams. W. E. Atkinson. R. H.
Cochrane. R. S. Cole, Lee Counselman.
E. W. Hammons. Gabriel L. Hess, Al
Lichtman, C. C. Pettijohn. Saul Rogers.

Percy L. Waters and J. I). Williams.
Mr. Waters again occupies the chair of
chairman of the distributor's division; Lee
( ounsclman.
vice chairman, and Fred
crick

H

Which Have

Elliott,

secretary.

ROY McMINN

By

•

(Manager, Capital theatre, Super
ior,
I

in

Wis.)

find that a little extra effort

putting over a picture pays

big returns.
for

in-

an old one hut many
no doubt have never used it.
This should be made of a light
grade of card board of red
color, with a hole large enough
stance,

is

to slip over a door knob.

the front

thing like

On

should read some-

it

this:

All gone to see

(

"CLOSED.
Name of star

and attraction) at the theatre
(theatre name)." Display the

word

"CLOSED"

big

in

let-

\lmost every picture gives
of
simple
opportunity
lobby decorating at small cost.
the

For instance.
was playing
Harry Carey in "West is
West." In addition to cutouts.
I used two picks and two shovwired together with

this

"Harry Carey in
a western mining camp story."
I had one of these on each side
of the lobby and also strung
some lanterns lighted with
small red lamps, same as used
on Christmas trees.
sign attached.

You'd be surprised how peo-

Hang one
door

in

of these

on every

your business

Sunday morning
business

district

or after places

close

Saturday

and shovel and read the

The

exhibitor

a little time

who

'N

of a Nation"
Barred by Censorate
in Boston Playhouse
(Spcetat to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON'. M

ASS., May 24.— The mucensorship board has prohibited
showing of D. W. Griffith's "Birth

nicipal

the
of a

Nation"

at the

Shubert theatre. The

film.

The revival of the picture was prohibited on the grounds that it might stir
Prior to the date of
up racial strife.
showing, negro citizens appealed to the
In
city authorities to bar the feature.
1916 the picture played to 400.000 people
here.
The Boston I'nst declared that this
was the first instance in which a play
had been barred from a Boston theatre
because of r.?cial prejudice.

Hearst to Build Large
Office Structure for

His Various Interests
(From

NEW

signs.

will give

and thought

husiness will find that

it

to his

pays.

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, May

24.— Announce-

ment has been made

that William Randolph Hearst will construct a mammoth
Columbus Circle to
office building at
house all of his publishing and motion
picture interests under one roof.
The building is to be at least nine
stories high, with a central tower of
twenty-five stories, and.it is planned to
have it completed within the next year.
The offices of all the Hearst affiliations
will be centralized in the building.

Stars Attend Second

Annual Paramount
(From

ple will stop to look at a pick

ters.

of

night, and see if they can go
by without looking them over.

els

he appears in "Married
an Olympian production.

''Birth

I

The door hanger,

as

Everything,"

theatre license was suspended, with provisions for renewal upon removal of the

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

to

CHARLES CONKLIN
character

in

elected vice chairman and
Elliott, secretary.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Exhibitors

f

Staff

NEW YORK.

Ball

Correspondent

May 24— The

second

of the Eastern studios of
Famous Players- Lasky Corporation was
held at the Hotel Commodore on May
Wallace Reid. Thomas Meighan.
20.
Elsie Ferguson and other Paramount
stars joined in on the festivities.

annual

ball

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
^motion

picture

The Youngf Idea
MANY OF THE FATHERS AND MOTHERS WHO

attend regularly the present day motion picture theatre
are the boys and girls who thronged the nickelodeon
of yesterday. The}- learned to like motion pictures then.
In
all probability they will continue to like them as long as
they live.
They are rearing children who also like motion pictures.
They will be the fathers and mothers of tomorrow. Exhibitors
do well to hold their interest by every legitimate means. Thus
may a dependable foundation of general favor be laid down
for the future.
But there are other young people, as there are other
parents, who do not attend the theatre regularly, if at all. Exhibitor advertisers know and use every available method of
appealing to the adult. They are less diligent in their attempt
to interest the young mind.
Here and there an exception is noted. In isolated reports,
received at gradually diminishing intervals, may be seen the
putting forth of serious effort to interest youth, not for a single
number of
motion picture engagement but permanently.
these works are hereinafter described.
General adaptation of these, with steady maintenance of
consistent, vigorous effort in the indicated direction, will be
followed by immediate as well as enduring and increasing enrichment of the theatresoino- bodv.

A

*

STUDENTS FROM THE
Iowa State Agricultural College were employed by J. GarAmes
brach, manager of the
theatre, Ames, la., to participate
in a prologue which preceded the
showing of "Twin Beds.'' Mr.

DeHaven's
Carter
Mrs.
National attraction, which
is
a picturization of a popular
stage farce. Lines from the play
were spoken by the students in

and

First

feature which consumed
nine minutes. The report states
that every one of the 600 seats in
the theatre was crowded at every
show.
The top price was 30
a stage

cents.

College

students, vitally interested in affairs of class room
and campus, are less dependable
theatre support than generally
believed.
Yet it is certain that

many Ames students who would
not otherwise have attended the
theatre during the three days that
"Twin Beds" was exhibited were
attracted by the prologue itself

*

*

and by the prospect of possible
participation in a future work of
like nature.
Interest in motion picture entertainment was heightened permanently as a result of the effort
made in behalf of a passing
event.
Mr. Garbrach will do well to
follow up his initial effort in this
direction.

Exhibitors everywhere

"will

do

well to follow his example, substituting high school for college,
of course, in the majority of instances. ,
*

*

on exhibit

the

in

where,

theatre,

to

lobby of the
quote

port, "they drew
a
interested spectators."

the

re-

crowd

of

From the student body of Yale
many of the big figures in social
and
it

America

business

They

graduate.

represent a class which

is

among

it

well fo have numbered
the friends of the motion

picture.

The Rial to enterprise is one
that can be made an annual
As such it can be deevent.
veloped to encompass the interest
of students, faculty and townsIn that single city a comfolk.
paratively slight effort may be
made to produce thousands of
future screen enthusiasts in
every section of the country.
*

BENJAMIN

*

*

SERKOWICH,

adv ertising and publicity director of the Madison theatre,
Peoria, 111., has formed a dramatic
club which is independent of
though closely identified with
that playhouse,
Members of the
vounser set in Peoria society
make up the personnel of the club.
When "Lying Lips." Thomas
H. Ince's Associated Producers
production, was shown at the
Madison, names prominent in the
society columns of Peoria newspapers were listed in the cast of
the prologue staged for the picture.

Here

the limitations of the
or high school are left
behind and the whole realm of
social life opened to the appeal
of the theatre.
There are praccollege

no limits beyond which
Mr. Serkowich may not extend

tically

the sphere of screen interest.

*

RI ALTO THEATRE THUS ARE T H R E
THENew
wholly distinctive and
Haven Conn., recently
of

conducted a popularity canvas
of the students at Yale callege.
Elsie Ferguson received the
largest number of votes and a
contest was launched for the best
life-sized sketch of the star. The

desirable efforts made
to interest the disinterested in the

together

motion picture theatre. Each represents thought and work, the
two essentials of progress in any
held.

Each

two winners were given season
passes to the theatre, and all
sketches submitted were placed

E
al-

el

is

uirements

theatre.

adaptable to
of

the
practically

re-

any
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Stills

DAVID

BUTLER, star of "Making the Grade," a Western Ex-

similar to the above predominate
SCENES
nival." forthcoming

in the advance stills from "CarUnited Artists production produced abroad by Harley

Knoles and an American
are indicated suitable.

A

staff.

many varieties
above may be made the
many players. Where lobby

Presentation features of

setting fashioned after the

dance number employing few or
be inaugurated, as they have been at the Madison theatre,
Peoria. 111., and elsewhere with considerable success, the public may be invited
to join in, a masque ball being advertised.
Characters in the play, obviously,
may be imitated by exploitation employes for street work, the costumes required being obtainable at any costuming establishment.

background for
dances are or

MABEL
"Ave

a

may

BALLIN, appearing in
Maria," a Hugo Ballin
production to be distributed by W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation. A velvet
drop fashioned after the illustration, back of which a singer
appropriately garbed may sing an
ave maria to organ accompaniment,
may be used in practically any theatre for presentation purposes.

A

ploitation

An

in

characteristic action.

exploitation actor

may impersonate

the star in that character with

and

good

little

A

synopsis of the play should be followed in
planning the stunt, which may be elaborated to include presentation by
means of a spoken prologue.
difficulty

to

effect.

SETTING like that shown in the above still frem "The Woman God
Changed." the Cosmopolitan- Paramount production, may be erected with
little expense upon practically any stage.
A prologue directed along the

lines indicated in the synopsis of the picture

A

Co. attraction, appears as

shown above

may

be staged with two players.

dance number of the indicated type may be preferable in many instances, in
which case there is no dearth of talent. As has been done with other productions, the presentation employes may be used likewise in street exploitation, the
the same setting or similar ones should be found profitable.

June

4,

E

1921
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Ballyhoo
Stirs

Brooklyn

Five thousand Boy Scouts of
Brooklyn, N. Y., gathered in marching order at Prospect Park to conduct the ceremonies incident to the
enlistment of Wesley Barry in that

Gets Attention

?j

George Schade, proprietor of the
Schade theatre, Sandusky, O., won the
attention of pedestrians within view of
his

playhouse

when "Passion,"

First National attraction,

was

organization.
stock, press

Morton B. Blumenrepresentative of the

Mark Strand

theatre,

event

for

the

promoted

exploitation

of

the

"Bob

the

was considerable of wisdom

florists at a time
special advertising effort was
in order, resulted in excellent results,
it is stated.

Two

of the windows thus obtained
shown in accompanying illustrations.
They were obtained by Norman E. Dixon, of the Paramount ex-

are

—

sion."

since

its

and exploit
publication.

production
Extraordinary

that

efforts have been made in its behalf,
and extraordinary results reported.

None

of

these,

in

all

probability,

have produced, greater return in proportion to the expense and effort put
forth.

impressing

when a

One huge sign met the gaze of
whomsoever traveled in that neighborhood.
And on that huge sign there
was painted one word in brilliant red.
-"PasIt was the title of the picture

present

Paramount exploitation men made
special drive during the week of
Mothers' Day with a view to gaining
windows for advertising displays featuring "The Gilded Lily.
The fitness
of the title for window displays of this

a

nature,

in

to

"Gilded Lily"

'

his course of procedure.

Many methods have been used

to

-

in en-

There was nothing specgagement.
tacular about the methods used, but
there

Donate
Window Space

Florists

Schade Theatre
"Passion" Sign

Hampton

Marshall

of Placer,"
Neilan's First National production.

Mr.

Blumenstock told the

chief
executive of the Boy Scouts of
America, stationed at New York, of
the picture engagemsnt two weeks
before the opening, and plans were
perfected which resulted in the exercises pictured herewith, the Blackfoot Indians participating in the field

work and appearing with
Barry

Wesley

in the theatre presentation.

News cameramen covered the event,
obtaining motion pictures for use in
and otherwise, and
theatre
the
voluminous newspaper publicity was
In addition to ten thousand circulars distributed at the field,
many banners giving data of the engagement were carried by Indians
and Scouts.

procured.

change at Cincinnati, O., in Anderson,
Ind„ where the picture was in engage-

ment

at the Starland theatre.
In work of this kind the motion
picture advertiser renders genuine
service to the business institution with
which he cooperates. The reciprocal

advantages of such an enterprise are

among

the most valuable that
striven for by theatre men.

may

be

E X

60
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Famous Players-Lasky
Contributes

Exploitation Staff
"Suggestions in the Stills
The

> 9

exploitation department of the

Famous

I'laycrs-Lasky Corp., respon-

for some of the most notable
movements recorded in theatre adver-

sible

tising annals, has taken

forward

another step

exhibitor sen-ice by con-

in

tributing exclusively to this departjiwnt the "Suggestions in the Stills"

presented herewith.
"White and I'nmarricd," a f'aramount production featuring Thomas
Meighan scheduled for June publication,

and "Sacred and Profane Love"

an Elsie Ferguson vehicle, were selected for the initial suggestions.
As a result of the earnest effort put
forth to obtain powerfully indicative

and

to outline presentation posof the pictures represented,
this department is enabled to convey
to exhibitors who "will use these attractions invaluable advance information as to tlie manner in which they
max be most advantageously handled.
'That information ts obtainable through
no other medium.

stills,

sibilities

STILLS

from "Sacred and ProLove," showing an allegorical sequence picturing the
famous Samson and Delilah episode,
are reproduced at the left of this column. The sequence occurs early in
the picture, though not at the opening; hence an interlude will prove as
fane

satisfactory as a prologue. The Paraas follows

mount suggestion reads

The allegory brings home the
point where Diaz, the pianist, plays
Delilah's love music in Saint-Saens'
opera, "Samson et Delilah," and
awakens the slumbering passions of
Carlotta Peel, the young English girl
played by Miss Ferguson. The decorations could be accomplished with
little expense, a plush covered divan
and flowers being an effective and
simple setting.
Two dancers could be engaged to
portray the scene, while the orchesThy
tra could play "My Heart at
Sweet Voice," or "The Song of
Saint-Saens'
the
from
Spring,"
Both songs are printed in
opera.
separate sheets and could be obtained at any music store.

could

management

The

also

mezzo-soprano or a
and
contralto, dress her as Delilah
two
have her sing either of the
and
songs. Both are prime favorites
any
the repertoire of almost
in
darkchurch singer with a warm,
take a
colored voice. It would not
engage a

local

to please
singer of operatic calibre
the audience.

the suggestions and
set forth any exthere
information
suitable facilities should

Working upon

hibitor with
find

it

an easy matter

presentation

feature

of

to produce a
great merit.

:

June

"My

Heart

may

Thy Sweet

at

Voice."

61

it

be added, will serve excellently

thematic

the

as
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the production.

generally popular

number throughout
There are few more
selection.-"

among

the

classics.

The

stills

from

"W hite

and Unmar-

ried" are particularly rich in suggestion.
Regarding that showing the costumed orchestra in the "Cafe of the
Blue Devids,'' it is written

The still is from the "Cafe of the
Blue Devils," a scene which repreBohemia

sents Paris'

in the picture.

A

cauldron could be constructed
with a pasteboard front made to con-

A

ceal a wooden stand.
piece orchestra,
the

four to six
of
which would be dressed in stock Mephistopheles costumes, would make
a novel and inexpensive introduc-

members

tion to the picture.

The comment upon

the

two

illustra-

A

STILL

from White and Unmarried." forthcoming Paramount proThe Paramount
duction, showing "The Cafe of the Blue Devils."
exploitation department's suggestion for presentation based upon the still
is set forth in the accompanying story.
"

In the presentation of "Sacred and

Profane Love"

it

would be

difficult, if

possible, to map out a better method
The selections indiof procedure.
cated are not beyond the executive
ability of such talent as is everywhere
available, though standard classics and
The setting suggested is
well liked.
likewise inexpensively obtainable.
For "White and Unmarried." a production not publicly screened at this

WHERE
presentation,

simplicity

in

is

the

time, the exhibitor may plan his presentation with even." assurance that it

be fitting in every particular. The
are particularly eloquent.
The
added suggestions give definite information upon which to lay out the feature in its entirety.
Ample time is
allowed for rehearsal and the planning
of exploitation which will center
about and be identified with the preswill

stills

entation.

rule

Apache

an

dance of standard character may be
used with "White and Unmarried."
as the above still indicates.

showing dances

tions

lows

in progress fol-

:

Two

stills

from "White and Un-

Thomas

married,"

Meighan's

new

picture which Paramount is to release around June 12, could be used
as a basis of two dances as prologues.
One is an Apache dance,
which would suggest admirably the
thrilling

adventures

which are

with

Apaches

feature of the picture.
is a Devil's dance.
For the music, the "Apache
Dance" could be used.
Gounod's
"Funeral March of a Marionette"
might be used for the Devil's dance.
a

The other

The Paramount suggestions are

al-

with the high
standard of efficiency maintained by
the exploitation department of that
together

in

keeping

organization. They are showmanship
suggestions in even- sense, practical
and constructive. Exhibitors should
experience marked success with the
fruits of the endeavors made in their
behalf.

ONE

of the dance numbers staged in "The Cafe of the Blue Devils," a
picturesque and colorful performance which may be approximated
with excellent effect in a prologue or interlude staged in presentation of
the production.
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Vitagraph Specials Promote Development
of Exploitation-Presentation Science
Special occasions call forth special
effort.

Only by special

effort

is

progress

made.
"Black Beauty" and "The Heart of
Maryland ," Vitagraph special productions, have been instrumental in bringing forth special effort in presentation
and exploitation in many quarters.

Exhibitors hate ventured beyond
accustomed lengths in preparing for
and conducting their exhibition. The

showmanship has been ad-

science of

vanced through

their inflence.

"Black
WHEN'
be shown

Niagara
E.

I

J.

Ontario, Can.,

theatre.

manager of

engaged

a

that

quartette

for

An accompanying

shows the stage of the

illustration

as

to

Falls,

prologue purposes.

Queen

was

Queen

lutlelmayer.

playhouse,

Beauty'*

at the

it

appeared during the en-

gagement.

A

setting representing the interior

of a hunting lodge was prepared, excellent

effect

paratively

being gained with com-

little

expense, as the

illus-

NATURAL foliage and heart cutouts were used to produce the excellent
lobby effect shown above when "The Heart of Maryland," the Vitagraph production, was in engagement at Fox's Audubon theatre, 165th St.
and Broadway, New York.

tration shows.

The

quartette

costumes

such

was
as

practically every

ment and

attired in hunting

are

obtainable

at

costuming establish-

suitable vocal selections, of

which there are many in the library
of the average theatre orchestra leader,
were given.
When "The Heart of Maryland"
was exhibited at the William Fox

Audubon

theatre,

New

York, an eswhich

pecially attractive lobby display
is

also

shown in an accompanying ilwas provided. The hang-

lustration

ing flowers were wistaria, the others

cherry

blossoms,

young

trees

being

used.

For a week prior to the opening of
two veterans of the Civil
War, one in the uniform of a Union
Colonel and the other attired as a
Confederate Captain, were stationed
at one entrance to the theatre, disthe picture

tributing literature relative to the per-

formance. American flags and the

flag

of the Confederacy were used generously

in

decorating the theatre ex-

terior.

In both

instances

new work was

done by the management.
It

follows that special exploitation

and presentation used for future

at-

tractions will be the better for the ex-

perience gained in connection with the

Vitagraph specials exhibited.

A

HUNTING

prologue, featuring a quartette dressed in hunting costumes and singing characteristic numbers, of which there is a plentiful
supply, was used for Vitagraph's "Black Beauty" at the Queen theatre,

Niagara

Falls, Ont.,

Canada.

Pictures that exert the indicated influence upon the showmanship science
are of more than passing value to the
motion picture theatre as an institution of popular entertainment.
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ment was more apparent than another
variety which might be made.

The

Circle experience reconciles the

two arsmments.

E SPECIAL

care has been taken

to incorporate in the poster designs for paper advertising "Too

Much

Speed," Wallace Reid's Paraproduction,
due
to
the
general popularity of former productions featuring the star and of

mount

A SINGLE

classic dancer was employed for the presentation of
"The Passion Flower," Norma Talmadge's First National attraction, at

the Circle theatre. Indianapolis, Ind.

"Passion Flower
Presented by Solo

Presentation

Quality
for.

is

Circle

what you make

is

six-sheet reproduced above carries the love
theme and indicates plainly that the
picture is an automobile story. The
one-sheet shown below stresses the
speed element which figured promi-

is

it.

solo dancer

was employed by

presentation

Flower."

of

Xorma

"'The

the

The Circle has been the scene of
many great prologues and special features.
Players in great number have
been

employed, some of the

Gratifying trend of opinion among
merchants generally is seen in
the co-operative window display obtained in a Seattle. Wash., drug store
by A. M. Yogel. Paramount exploita-

stage

work reported from motion piccoming from this quar-

when

'"Heliotrope''

tive

advertising continues to receive

more and more prominence.

finest

Retail merchants did not formerly
readily to co-operative displays.
When they permitted their

consent

ture theatres
ter.

windows to be used for such a purpose
they made certain that their goods
would occupy the most prominent posi-

present instance the success experienced was such that the
in the

a

tion, frequently limiting the theatre en-

a

gagement

departure after a long period during
which little has been heard of the theatre in exploitation circles.
'

Merchant Opinion

It is stated that a new record for
matinee attendance was established at
the Sun theatre during the "Heliotrope" run. That is the sort of report
that may be expected regularly as
the motion picture phase of co-opera-

First

management was prompted to have
photograph made of the dancer,

Shows Trend of

motion picture element dominates the

National attraction.

Yet

Window

display.

Passion

Talmadge's

Seattle

was in engagement at the Sun theatre.
The window is typical of scores received during recent weeks in that the

Circle theatre.' Indianapolis, Ind.. for

the

Wash., co-

illustration.

tion representative,

desirable, but not es-

ential.

A

Seattle,

operative window display photographically reproduced in the above

retail

the thing to be striven

Quantity

dominated the

The

nently in earlier Reid-Paramount
productions.
Extensive use of the
paper provided should prove highly
beneficial to the box office during
the engagement of the picture.

y >

Dancer at

similar character.

Liberty theatre card describTHE
ing Paramount's "Heliotrope,"

Exhibitors have maintained that
such curtailment of expenses as may
be deemed necessary should be effected
through elimination of unnecessary
expense in presentation.
Other exhibitors have held that such curtail-

Wallace Keid
nOOJiUCH SPEED

!*

to representation by means
of a small card or banner, so worded
as to detract in no degree from the
interest aroused in their product.
Merchants have been taught that a
co-operative window is better than a

straight display.
They have reached
the point where they are willing to
pay. in prominence accorded, for the
co-operation of the theatre advertiser
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night and day and
like

Hades

itself.

it
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sure
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looked

The window

is

the finest window in town and donated by the largest drug firm in this
part of
Illinois,
and the crowd
blocked the street looking at the
display every day."

"Go

Devil" was used as
for several days
prior to the opening, explanatory
announcement being made in a
to

the

newspaper teasers

<|uarter-page
display
which was
duplicated in color throw-aways and
distributed
throughout the city,
large and small cutouts supplied
with the production being circulated
at the same time.

Realistic Lobby
Invites Passer sby
banner which dominated the
Star
Barry,
THE
had been
two weeks
about town on an automobile
front of the

theatre,

To See Race Film
111.,

carried
for
prior to
the opening of "The Devil," the Associated Exhibitors' production starring

George

Arliss.

McClain Displays

S.

R. O.

A lobby display that exerted more
than ordinary appeal to passers-by was
erected in the lobby of the Princess
theatre. Denver, Colo., by Fred V.
Greene, Jr., Paramount exploitation
man. when "The Home Stretch,"
Douglas MacLean's current producThe illustion, was in engagement.
tration presented herewith shows the

Following "Devil" Drive

lobby

window

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

co-operative

Gentlemen

the following to say
"The bottom of the

Am

of

stalled

display

was

in-

which Mr. McClain has
:

sending you under separate

cover photos, heralds and window
cards, also paper advertisements,
used in putting over "The Devil,"
and must say that I had to use the
This is
S. R. O. sign every night.
a wonderful picture
tising possibilities

window was

Pluto Water, and you
know that every bottle has a picture
of the devil on it.
Also, I used an
electrical effect of red lights both
with

filled

in

exceptional

detail.

It

is

worthy of especially close study.
The Kentucky Derby, probably the
most talked of American turf event,
was a topic of lively interest while the
Princess display was upon exhibition.
Possibly that fact was what led to the
unusual effort put forth to create the
most attractive possible setting.

and the adver-

are unlimited

if

an exhibitor will go out and work
them.

Yours

respectfully,

G.

M. McClain.

Such was the experience of G. M.
McClain, manager of the Star theatre, Barry,

the

111.,

Associated

tion featuring

with "The Devil."
Exhibitors produc-

George

Arliss.

The

front of the Star theatre during the

engagement
companying

is

shown

in

an

ac-

illustration.

The cloth sign, "Go to the Devil."
was made by Mr. McClain, as were
all the signs used, and for two weeks
prior to the engagement he drove
about the city with that sign, unexplained, upon his automobile. "They
thought I was a nut." writes Mr.
McClain, "But the large sign explained everything at the proper
time."
»
Five days before the opening a

ONE

of the best lobbies recently reported was used by the Princess
theatre, Denver, Colo., during the run of "The Home Stretch," Doug-

las

Study the illustration. It shows
points adaptable for use with this or any race track picture.

MacLean's Paramount production.

many

Tune
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Paramount Pictures
Exploited
Nine

illustrations

reproductions

with,

selected

presented

of

here-

photographs

from the mass received

in

By

Title

utilized

in

window

tie-up. a

jewelry

effecting a

store

diamond brooch and

an

average week, showing the work of

Paramount exploitation men

in every

stallation of striking twenty-four sheet
-tands in series, one atop a single story
business house, another masking an
unsightly untenanted corner.

part of the country, constitute a pictorial treatise

on the subject of titular
motion picture

exploitation, a type of

The use

advertising cultivated to a high degree
of efficiency by this organization.

of

titles

in exploitation is

Ex-

hibitors will find studv of the illustra-

necklaces for ankles and wrists being
a cutout from the three-

affixed to
sheet.

The work of Eli M. Orowitz. representative of the Philadelphia ex:hange, in Shamokin. Pa., where "For-

tions, in connection

not new. Something of that nature has
been done since the beginning of motion picture advertising. But the Paramount exploitation staff has developed
the work to almost the status of an
exact silence.

with the informa-

tion regarding each, a highly profitable

pursuit.

The underlying

readily adaptable

principles are

and obviously meri-

There

torious.

The two

illustrations

the

in

is

gfoodnatured rivalrv amongf

first

bidden Fruit" was shown at the Victoria theatre,

column.

is

illustrated in the third

Masked

girls

went about the

streets distributing apples

kets
title

draped with

from

bas-

bearing the
of the picture, and a colored boy
signs

the

members of

that organization as to
obtain the greatest number of
displays, and the best.

who can
column show window displays for
"The Gilded Lily" obtained by Max
Doolittle of the Des Moines. Iowa,
exchange during a stop-over visit to
Oskaloosa.

was

in

Iowa, while the

engagement

picture

in that city.

Illustrations in the second column
show window displays arranged by
Leon J. Bamberger, of the Milwaukee
exchange, in Eau Clare. W is., where
'"The Gilded Lily" was exhibited at

the Oklare theatre.

A

shoe store advertised that a pair
of slippers. "May Murray's favorite
last." would be given away on Satur-

day evening between 7 and 9 p. m. to
the first lady trying them on and finding

them a

A

fit.

suggestion

A

similar rivalry among exhibitors
generally should work out as beneficially for theatre advertising as a
national work as it has for the Paramount exploitation staff.

from the

stills

was

drove a donkey carrying a banner
which read. "I am the only one in
Shamokin who won't see 'Forbidden
Fruit' at the Victoria.
ass.'"

A

window

display

I

am

was

a jackalso ob-

tained in a drug store which adopted
the "Forbidden Fruit" sundae idea.

In this city Mr. Orowitz went beyond the usual limits of the exploitation man's activities and effected in-
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A Better

"Bob Hampton of Placer"
Advertises Exploitation

Pictures
I

Program
|

whose patrons have
upon them to establish special

Exhibitors
called

entertainment
juvenile
for
or have indicated by other similar
request incomplete satisfaction with
the existing order of things and a
disposition to actively go about the
nights

business of obtaining better pictures
will find of particular interest Vol-

Number

5 of "Film Progthe
by
monthly
Better
for
Committee
National
Films, the social service department
of the National Board of Review of
Motion Pictures.
Orrin G. Cocks, secretary and edi-

ume

5,

issued

ress,"

"A

tor,

presents in that issue

for

Your Community," written

for

are of the above des-

who

citizens

Plea

ignated classification.

Where

Friends were gained for exploitation when Blackfeet Indians advertising "Bob Hampton of Placer," Marshall Neilan's
First National attraction, were welcomed by the governor of
Massachusetts, the mayor of Boston and the Massachusetts legAs
islature, the latter calling a recess to receive the red men.
illustrations show, the governor posed for pictures on the capitol
steps and the mayor of Boston made one of the Indians his
courier to carry a letter to the mayor of New York.
The engagement of the picture at Gordon's Old South theatre was well patronized, due to the great amount of publicity
gained.
Exploitation as an institution was well advertised and new
fields opened to motion picture advertising men.
The record of "Bob Hampton of Placer" to date has been
consistently uniform in that prominent officials have cooperated
in exploitation in practically every engagement.

it

is

deemed expedient

to

cooperate with such patrons in the
manner suggested, exhibitors may

seeming interference into adby intelligent inauMr.
outlined.
plan
the
of
guration
turn

vertising capital

Cocks' article follows:

Many

people have written to the

Board of Review and the
National Committee for Better Films
asking how they might have better picHere is
tures in their communities.
an outline for procedure which has
National

been tested and found adequate
A. Recognize that all kinds of peoa town and that the
a business man who
wishes to furnish gripping, wholesome
entertainment to the play-going public
night.
in large numbers and on every
He may know the temper of the town
ple

go

to

make up

exhibitor

better than

is

you do.

that he is a good citizen, a father and desirous of contributing his share toward civic welfare.
Perhaps he has ideals which need the
encouragement of large attendance at

B.

Assume

the finer entertainments.

No neighborhood or community
C.
commercial entertainment can be
modified or changed by individual
complaints or by the stay-at-home
critics

or theorists.

Representatives

of organizations or leading individuals
must unite and really speak for the

neighborhood or town. Such speech
should be tolerant, based on facts, and
practical.

D. Any conference on the question
of "better pictures" should include the
exhibitors and they should not be
placed on the defensive. The subjects

Tune
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the possidiscussed should include
of having selected family nights
on certain days in the week, with gripping, clean and wholesome plays some
arrangements made by the exhibitor
for keeping the entire program including the comedy up to a standard and
some plan for entertaining the young
people under sixteen with the best
dramas and comedies at a time when
there will be least interference with
school work.
Have lists and catalogues of the
E.
National Board of Review at hand
showing that continuous selections are
being made, and suggest that the above
be exhibited.
F.
Form some arrangement so that
the information regarding the character of entertainment program shall be
given in advance by cards, newspaper
publicity, or otherwise.
Do not adopt
a critical attitude toward the pictures
run on other nights. The townspeople
have the right to enjoy their own kinds
of plays without let or hindrance. No
exhibitor desires to run for any community pictures which are unwholesome, offensive or objectionable.
G. Remember that the theatre

67

:

bility

Nuttiest" Lobby Induced
by Fairbanks, "The Nut

;

9 y

;

manager is justified in demanding sustained community support in his attempt to exhibit pictures for the family
and for young people. The venture
may involve extra expense on his part
and he may well drop it when the

shows lack of interest as represented by admissions.
H. Carry on in your community a
well considered system of education of
parents to develop a public sentiment
for finer kinds of pictures, and an appreciation of acceptable pictures for
young people. It would be well also
to convince parents that they are primarily and chiefly responsible for the
supervision of the entertainment of
public

their children.

L

When

said, motion picform of entertainEvery- community may well
all

is

tures are but one

ment.
concentrate on
leisure

many other forms of
time activity, involving out-

door exercise, free play, ingenuity, and

home entertainments.
The National Board has discussed

attractive

this subiect

thoroughlv with the lead-

ers of the national Theatre

Owners'

Association and has their assurance
that they desire to cooperate wholeheartedly with
community groups
which will support finer pictures, family programs and entertainments for
young people.
In this democratic
movement parents and public-minded
citizens

must do

Twelve

young

their share.

women

selected

for

their appearance followed real baby carriages containing real babies about
York streets recently. The infants held

New

cards bearing the words. "Mother Eternal
wants to see you at the Casino theatre,
Broadway and 39th St."
Exhibitors
who use "Mother Eternal," the Graphic
Film Corporation production, will find
adoption of the idea, with or without
alteration, a simple matter.

Frank Lacey, manager of the Majestic theatre, Portland,
whose lobby displays have made him a national figure in
advertising circles, wrote the following note upon the back of
one of the photographs reproduced herewith showing the display
constructed for the exploitation of "The Nut," Douglas FairOre.,

banks' United Artists production:
"The nuttiest lobby display I ever designed.

This went over

like a circus."

Exhibitor advertisers will accept the play upon words at
face value and in many cases substitute "best" for "nuttiest."
Others will maintain that Mr. Lacey has produced better work.
None will hold that it is not an excellent composition and fully
up to Mr. Lacey's high standard.
"The Nut" is a picture and a title that admits of eccentric
advertising methods. As it progresses in its theatre career there
will be more work of this nature done in its behalf.
its

EXHIBITORS
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Showing the Trend

of

Advertis mg Activity
of the United Amusement Co., Hugo..
produced the above lobby display for the Erie
theatre showing of "The Kid," Charles Chaplin's lirst
National feature.
Liberal newspaper advertising, billboards and several stunts used were followed by window
displays in department stores about town.

R

VI'SV I!l.()OD," the First National production
featuring Pola Negri, star of "Passion, was presented as shown above at the Mark Strand theatre. New
The
York,, under the management of Joseph Plunkett.
premutation accorded the same production by E. L. Hyman, managing director of the sister theatre, the Mark
Strand at Brooklyn, is shown below. Together, the illustrations constitute ample data for the exhibitor who plans
The fact
exhibition and presentation of the attraction.
that it is a picturization of "Carmen" should l)e sufficient
guide in the selection of musical numbers. A market place
in Seville, a street cafe or the exterior of the bull ring are
the settings most suitable for use with prologue or interlude, as mav be desired.

"G

.\.

.

(

(ill J.,

>kla.,

-

and baby
AC U )THES-LINE
Grand
Hour

carriages were used by
Rapids. Mich., when
"The Kid" was shown at that theatre. Both materials are
easily obtained and represent no expenditure, facts which
argue in favor of adaptation by exhibitors using the
the

Idle

theatre.

feature.

FIRST NATIONAL WEEK

and the engagement of
'"Peaceful Valley.'" Charles Ray's production, was advertised by picturesque lobby decoration dominated by a
pennanted banner at the Orpheum theatre, Scottsbluff.
Neb., a house prominent in current exploitation news.

r
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OXE
"Over

of the music store windows advertising the run of
the Hill." Fox production, at the Park theatre.
New York, made possible by publication of a song which
bears the same title. As is apparent, the theatre profits by
the window to greater degree than does the music store, a
condition increasingly prevalent.

Boston
THE
Marshall
of

exploitation campaign for "Bob Hampton
Xeilan's First National production, was one of the most notable in recent weeks, the
mayor of the city and the governor of the state welcoming
the Blackfeet Indians brought to the city and posing .for
photographs. The above illustration shows the front of
Gordon's Scollay Square Olympic theatre during the engagement of the picture at that playhouse. Exhibitors
using the attraction will find in the Boston front many
adaptable suggestions, the majority of which may be ap-

Placer,"

plied in

AX

city

and any

theatre.

all-Paramount window obtained for a seven days'

display by

Harry Swift. Paramount

exploitation rep-

when "Forbidden Fruit" was
Xew DeLuxe theatre. Utica. X". Y.

resentative,
at the

any

in

.

6

:

engagement

r

t£$ '

&

m

1^

n m
mm

If
-F

J

ft"

V-

i

—

i

—

•

>
L

ll
!

OXE
used by
BOX

office approach to the Liberty theatre, Portland.
Ore., during the run of "The Old Swimmin' Hole,"
Charles Ray's First Xational attraction, showing the contrastive effect of special posters in standard frames.

of the most convincing atmospheric prologues ever
Sid Grauman. proprietor of Grauman's Million Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, was staged in the setting
shown above, which is a close approximation of the scene
in Sing Sing prison which occupies much footage in "The
Citv of Silent Men." a Paramount production starring
Thomas Meighan. Though few theatres are equipped to
adopt the idea upon as large a scale, a single prison drop
may be obtained or painted for the occasion at little expense when the same or a similar productic n is to be shown.
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Janisch Methods

Shown

Layout
For Neilan Film

MILES MINTER

One

A Realari Production

Clown"
fighl

I r tally term this to be
pi ciun I huk e*r sua

tht

to

eighty

-

examples

best

of

has

come from Minneapolis, Minn.,

since

advertising

departure of

Johnstone,

L.

J.

former advertising manager for the

&

Ruben

Finklestein

theatres,

is

11

that reproduced herewith.

grt&Ujt Hinltr

work

rfy

Side Shot)* -Include
topical JttJs -Comedy

the

which

the

'the Little
tlptdurt kr bkrjkdy from

of

newspaper

in

tising

Qtaij -Musical Mxklua

It is

Arthur Janisch, now adver-

of

manager

for the Minneapolis

used

holdings of that concern,

<fae'5QP00VarlLtzer Organ

the

behalf of

"Bob Hampton

in

of Placer,"

Marshall Xeilan's First National

at-

imiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiui»iiiiiniiiiiniiinii(iiii

The

traction.

measured

original

four columns in width.

Clune's

Broadway Original

Imparts Circus Atmosphere

Finklestein

drew

That's a

The

like a circus."

common

comparison.

newspaper advertising during

Why?

it

Because circuses do draw.
The established drawing power
of the circus was depended upon by
of
department
advertising
the
Clune's Broadway theatre, Los Angeles, when the original composition which is reproduced herewith
was used to advertise the engagement of "The Little Clown," Mary
Miles Minter's

Though box
able

it

is

data

is

in

said, altogether

That

of the picture.
tive

is

apparent.

than

it

Title

was

title

Readers

effec-

in

the

amine the
Janisch's

will ex-

example of Mr.

initial

work with

eye because of that

a

more

critical

fact.

and display

found more closely

are seldom
lied

from the

the

al-

present instance.

sjV_<r*r.»^, . • * -

Nebraska Papers
Use Cartoons by

H

Adve rtising Ma n

not avail-

practically certain that at-

tendance was
appeal made.

is

Realart production.

office

was in four
The work was done,

original display

column width.

& Ruben

period of Mr. Johnstone's association with the firm.

"It

became

everywhere

Exhibitors
familiar with

keeping with the

Nebraska newspapers are reported
enthusiastic in their reception of the
advertising cartoons distributed by

Paramount exploitation
Omaha, who has
adopted the tactics used by Max
Doolittle, representative at the Des
Moines exchange, whose cartoons
have been favorably received by the
smaller Iowa publications.
One of
R. C. Gary,

representative at

HAMPTON

Mr. Gary's recent drawings, that
based upon "Paying the Piper," is
reproduced herewith.
The drawings are sent to the
newspapers in convenient form for
reproduction in whatever size is deThe newspaper, which resired.
ceives the drawings free of charge,
then

inserts

the

desired

name, makes the cut and uses

theatre
it.
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Stunts

Wisconsin Exhibitor Uses
Mimeograph Circular Stunt

Motion picture enthusiasts who had
seen

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

Dear

Sir:

noticed in your last issue an
article about the use of a mimeograph for advertising. I am using
the same stunt and find it a very
enclosing a
paying method.
sample of the stuff which I am sending out.
I

««e«*6 progr^a offers fo-ir of tr.e tttj test pictures
oti-.r.-tle -ad *11 of tf.ea -ill ee srs«r. it re^jl-r price*
t~-J surfca tr* IWjl—lBjfl, of our mX0Vt /e r *c
-.
» hite i_de
.
special effert
Sp— rt- , in uua „3.r';i
l£> j*t e»f*pt.ion. 1 pictures lor t-.e entire -or.tr.

SONSeY * HOVDeY BAT

Trip Qttifoi

Uu. *

*

If tf.

"The

0'

upon the

truly,
Otto Bell.

representative
* iirl'a sc-.soi atjj

Thus writes the owner and manager of the Bell theatre, Sparta, Wis.,

attempts to run 1 1 eecordin- to bis
•lleca fcii i6 airport -a! by Ula Lee and flltj
Leaottfwi 6irla -ho »jjc«
u-.e pupils or UM scftcel
'•*« tain feat-re ** -.11 sr,» Cl/de Tc«a
2Trc5™'-!°*; - - *f.ico'
tfl a ver? farm; C reel ccoei:

TOBStaT k »-C«T5DAY

enclosing the mimeographed circular which is reproduced herewith.

department

of

appeared in
Exhibitors

May

14.

The exper-

referred

Herald

for

ience of

W.

the

Putnam

to

D. Putnam, manager of
theatre. Fayette, Ala.,

was described, with illustrations
anmimeographed
from
made
nouncements which he had used.
The work of Mr. Putnam and
that of

Mr. Bell

differs

chiefly

in

the fact that the latter uses a type-

writer as well as straight drawing
in his compositions. That is an ad-

which Mr. Putnam doubtless
make to his arrangement.
The circulars of each amount, in

dition
will

CITIZENS

streets

of

when Lowell Cash,

Yours

this

*

WfS

MM

A RO5C0f

*

London Flame,"

the character
portrayed by Priscilla Dean in Universal's "Reputation," was impersonated

siri^i

3&

East," D. W. Griffith's
production, were invited to at-

tend the 500th exhibiton of that attraction at the 44th St. theatre. New York.
It is reported that more than 300 persons qualified as guests.

The boo Lh c.

Am

The story

"Way Down

special

17U>

%

c*

for

Kansas
special

Universal,

City,

Mo.,

exploitation

conducted

campaign for the Liberty theatre
showing.
A small boy followed the
brilliantly costumed young woman who
gave the impersonation at some distance,
carrying a sign which gave the data of
the

n

LSI*.

iFATrVi

the

ergagement
*

*

*
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Stanley Chambers, manager of
the Palace theatre, Wichita, Kans., pubrt«

vr.e

Lica Lfc.e nee*2s nc ir.iroa-cl._j

lished a set of rules for his girl ushers,

M

storj
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lc spcna j
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met ir.tici;»ttr. £ . ;_t zt fun ..teams iittj trj It
Slsc . rora lee*!; A £ cco jrojrasi for tile cr.i'.irer
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mc m«

made a special
story, using a three-column illustration showing the nine young
women employed and a three-column
story.
*
*
*
the "Wichita
feature of the

personal messages to prospective patrons. Mr. Bell, it should

effect, to

be added, sends his communications
cent
envelopes bearing one
in
stamps and carrying upon the face
of them illustrations similar to those

found within.

of Toledo, Ohio, were informed of the
appointment to stardom of May McAvoy by Realart Pictures Corp., through the special six-column
display reproduced above, contributed by Harold F.
Wendt, advertising manager of the Rivoli theatre. Mr.
Wendt states, "This ad serves only to introduce the star
to the fans, and I think it will be found suitable to be
used by any Realart exhibitor in the country by the

Eagle"

When Paramount's "The Gilded Lily"
was shown at Grauman's Million Dollar
theatre, Los Angeles, a prize of S25 was
offered for the most perfect lily grown
in
Los Angeles or Pasadena, minor
prizes

consisting

of

admission

tickets.

Four well known horticulturists acted
as judges and the newspaper publicity
The floral
gained was voluminous.
entries added importantly to the appearance of the theatre during the run.

name of the theatre."
has advanced in recent months to a
position in the front ranks of American showmen. Exhibitors who share his demonstrated confidence in the
power of advertising will doubtless follow his example
His quick and thorough grasp
in the present instance.
of an opportunity which many have overlooked is
further evidence of frequently displayed foresightedness.
mere changing
Mr.

of the

Wendt
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Arrow serial in which Ann Little is starred. Joseph
Mason and William La Rock are in the supporting cast.

Impressive bits of action from the big

June

Girard,

J.

\,

1921

Morris Foster, Charles

—
Tune

a
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Growth of Arrow Film Is Striking
Example of Company s Enterprise
By

SAM COMLY

THESE

days ot rapid growth ot commercial enterprises, none has
striking than the great expansion of Arrow Film Corporation, one of the largest and best known organizations in the motion
picture field. Under the guidance of Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, Arrow Film
Corporation has specialized in the state right field and its success is mainly
due to its ideal of giving 100 per cent plus in all business transactions
carried on by the company.
From a one-man proposition. Arrow Film Corporation has grown to
its present position in the independent market within a very few years.

INbeen

more

Sumptuous
tained

New

street,

The

headquarters are mainCandler building, 42nd
York.

the

in

officers

W.

Dr.

are:

E. Shallenberger, president.

W. Ray Johnston,
David

J.

vice-president.

Mountan, manager export

department.
William J. McGrath, director of advertising.

The

Territorial

Representatives

are:

Jossev, Chicago, 111.: Tom Curran,
Kansas City. Mo.; Clinton M. White,
Cleveland, 0.
J.

S.

Because

of

his

long

experience

as

specialist in the independent market of
his chosen branch of the industry is distinctly illuminative and worth while. In

an interview on the independent held of
today and what it promises for the fuDr. Shallenberger states:
"The independent or state rights field
has marked progress in a larger measure during the past several years than
ever before, but it is still in a number
of respects going through an evolutionary process that must before long bring
forth as one of the most vital and
it
important factors in the producing and
marketing of motion pictures.
"While some other companies as well
as Arrow have been sincerely endeavoron
ing to put the independent market
the high plane it deserves by the appli-

ture.

cation

of

common

sense and

fair

within their particular field. Good will is
as necessary in the motion picture business as in any other kind.
Other big
businesses carry good will as a big item
on their books and financial statements.
There are some of the big motion picture distributing companies who also include it in their reckonings, but in reality,
how much do they have?
*

*

*

"The independent exchange has the
best opportunity of anyone in this industry to build good will and rely on it
Owning his own business;
as an asset.
selecting his own product; meeting personally every week all of the exhibitors
in his territory and able to exert to the
fullest degree that invaluable business influence of personal equation and service,
he will and must find good will as one of
most important assets.
"Another valuable and necessary asset
many of the independent exchanges

Arrow Chief

advertising.

the man who is doing business. He must
shout his wares tell them in his loudest
tones what he has and just how good
they are for, during this time he is dealing with a public that is sharp and wary
out to get their money's worth. They
are spending just as much as ever before, but they are demanding a full dollar's worth of motion picture quality for
every dollar they spend the same thing
they are doing with the butcher, the
baker and others."

—

—

—

Ready

for Issue

Film Corporation announces
ARROW
"The Blue Fox," starring Ann Little
next big serial production. This
ready for issue, is a Ben Wilson production and has been made under
the exclusive supervision of Mr. Wilson.
In its statement on this new serial, Arrow claims that it will surpass anything
that has been made in serials from the
standpoint of story interest and plot;
direction, cast and photography.
its

serial,

now

*

accord

*

with

*

previously anplans for this serial, Arrow
states that every foot of the fifteen episodes has been made with the intention
that it should be readily sought for and
played by the better class of houses. Unusual touches feature the entire fifteen
Chief among these is the
episodes.
unique serial innovation of having the
locale and atmosphere of the early episodes laid in snow-covered Alaska.
With this combination of story and
with Ann Little as star. Arrow confidently expresses the prediction that "The
Blue Fox" will arouse an unusual and immediate interest and go on record as one
of the greatest serials ever offered.
Ann Little was selected as star of "The
Blue Fox" because of her splendid work
in Arrow's other recent serial, "Lightnine: Bryce."
its

nounced

and

"It can no longer be a sort
of a gambling casino an arena
for the one picture man of the
Of these
get-rich-quick type.
the independent field must be

—

They have delayed
always prevent the full

*

*

*

That "The Blue Fox"

realization of plans to make the
state rights' market a coordinated and intensive business
proposition.

in its fifteen epi-

contains a saturated solution of
action and gives Miss Little every opportunity to display her ability as a star and
stunt performer, gets its best proof probably from an excerpt of a letter recently
written by her to Dr. Shallenberger,
president of Arrow. Miss Little's letter
in part stated as follows: "I went into
serial production craving more action and
a greater opportunity to use my acquired

sodes

"Mainly, they interfere with the attainof that one big moral factor so
necessary for this business, as well as

ment

every other good will. And beside the
fact that the full securing of this necessary element has been thus interfered
with, I want to say that the men in the
independent field have too long neglected
to note the importance of good will

is

they should be expanding.
"It is a known fact that the exhibitor
who is taking advantage of the present
conditions and advertising his product, is

In

—

will

overlooking

—

as

*
*
*
"First of all. it needs a complete personnel of men in charge of every one
business
of its functions who are in the
to grow with it and reap their
to stay
profit to the degree they aid in advancing the independent field to the level it
deserves."

purged.

been

Many of these are crying depression,
really blinding themselves and using it
as a sop for dismay and disappointment
at poor business, when the actual fact and
fault is that they are neglecting to take
the right course to meet what is just a
different turn in business conditions
new attitude of the buying public. And
if there is really depression among them,
it
is because they are curtailing where

his

that

square business principles, it is still bethat
set with certain evils and practices
must be banished before the full attainment of the desired standards.

and

have

talents of riding,

but
DR. W.

E.

SHALLENBERGER

I

swimming,

diving, etc..

never expect, even to the end of
(Continued on page 74)

my
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Serial Big Factor in
THE BLUE FOX
ONE
of

of the

most important
That

is

"The fault, wherever it has been, with
motion picture serials, has been further
down. It has been their quality. The
public wants high class serials on the
screen just as they have been given them

the

serials

in their magazines.
The quicker this sort
of reasoning is adopted in place of the
other false one, that much sooner will
the motion picture serial get abreast in
popularity and profit with the magazine
chapter story.

considers the ultimate in picture serials.
Johnston, vice-president of Arrow, is considered an expert on the shaping of motion picture serials.
In giving
his views upon the serial possibilities of
today, Mr. Johnston said:
it

W. Ray

*

*

GROWTH OF ARROW FILM
(Continued from page ?j)

*

career in motion pictures, to find them
given such a test as they have during the

"There is so much proof to be advanced in support of the statement that
the serial story today, whether in print
or pictures, is one of the most popular
and important forms of public entertainment that it cannot be gainsaid. Every
big and progressive publishing house in
the country makes the serial or, continued story, as it is known, the backbone
of their particular magazine.
"While called to attention before, it is
worth mentioning again as an example,
that even that greatest popular magazine
of them all
The Saturday Evening Post,
makes the serial story one of the most

making

Working
Worne,

become

universally

popular

because

it

six episodes of 'The

first

West

a

under Mr. Wilson, Uuke
well-known director on the

Coast, has directed every episode
serial.
The selection of cast to

of this

support Miss Little was carefully made.
Members of the cast are J. Morris Foster,
Joseph Girard, Charles Mason, William
La Rock, Ashton Dearholt and Lon Seefeld.

*

*

*

During the past ten days the entire
sales and advertising force of Arrow
Film Corporation has centered every effort on the exploitation of this serial and
buyers from all parts of the world as
well as from every territorial center in

serials.

"There have been complaints in the
past that the serial photoplay could never

of the

Blue Fox.'"

important, if not the chief factor of its
contents. But there are serial stories and
serial stories.
The high-class magazine
runs the higrh class serial. The inference
from this can be applied to the problem,
if it can be called one, of motion picture

"The motion picture producing or distributing companies that are not giving
their patrons serial stories are losing the
thousands of dollars which the magazine
publisher has long ago learned to cash

1921

Company's Latest

can be made
to appeal to the highest class of patrons
of any theatre is proved, it is pointed out,
by "The Blue Fox," a feature serial
made by Ben Wilson and starring Ann
Little.
In this publication Arrow Film
Corporation places upon the market what
serial picture.

4,

Arrow Activity

activities

Arrow Film Corporation

June

this
of

Arrow

Film

Corporation.

a serial.
If that conclusion is true
in motion pictures, it would have to be
true of the magazines. Highly organized

magazine propositions could not now and
in

have

office for
latest serial.

been besieging
information on

the
this

Although the actual sales drive com-

was

the past have been ignorant of such a

superficial
correct.

country

New York

W. RAY JOHNSTON
Vicc-Prnident

and palpable reasoning, were

it

COSMOPOLITAN STAR AWARDS CUP

menced but a few days ago, the following independent exchanges have signed
up for the serial for their particular territories:
Independent Film Corporation,
Boston, Mass.; Eltabran Film Company,
Charlotte, N. C, and the Southwestern
Film Corporation of Dallas. L. H. Allen
Company of New York has bought it for
Latin America and J. Pearson & Co. of
New York has signed up for all of the
Far East territory, which includes India,
Burma, the Strait Settlements, etc.

"Mother Eternal" is
Booked for Over 100
Play Days Thus Far
Ivan Abramson's "Mother Eternal"
has been given more than 100 play days
in
in

Eastern cities. Some of the theatres
which the feature will be exploited

follow:

One week, U.

S.

Photoplay, Paterson,

four days, Apollo, New York City;
four days, Miner's, New York City; four
days, Stone, Brooklyn; one week, Star,
Bronx, New York City; three days, National, Jersey City; two days, Strand,
Plainfield, N. J.; two days, New Garden,
Brooklyn, N. Y.; four days, Sunshine,

N.

J.;

New York

City.

Other houses that have booked it are
Regun, Mt. Morris, Belmont, Roosevelt,
Sunshine,
Clinton,
Madison,
Odeon,
Palace, Grand Opera House, New, City

Marion Davies surrounded by members of the baseball teams of the property department and electrical department of the International Film studios. Miss Davies
gave a cup to the 'Props" for winning the first game at the Spring Frolic of the
studio employes.

Hall, Florence, Tiffany, all in New York
City; Olympic, Sheffield, Roebling, New
Atlantic, Stone, Manhattan and Nassau,
all in Brooklyn; Tivoli, Jersey City; Lincoln, Union Hill, N. J.; Ditmas, Perth

Amboy, N.

J.

June
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Maine Society Applauds
"Rider of the King Log"
The Associated Exhibitors' production,
"The Rider of the King Log," was re
ceived enthusiastically by a distinguished
audience at the special premier showing
in Aeolian Hall, New York City, under
the auspices of the Maine Society of
New York. Fifteen hundred invited
guests, most of them natives of the state
which the picture was taken, apin
plauded time and time again through the
showing of the picture.
Many exhibitors from the metropolitan
area who attended the showing stated,
according to Associated, that the production was one of the best box office
pictures

of

the

The

year.

work

of

Frank Sheridan, Richard Travers, Charles
Slattery, Irene Boyle and others in the
Governor
cast was commended highly.
Percival Baxter of Maine made a spestaff and
York
with
his
cial trip to New
a party of friends to attend the showing.

Houdini Production
Now Nearing Completion

First
The

cast supporting Houdini in the
of the four special features a year
made by Houdini Pictures Corporation
first

made up

Arthur
Maude, Frank Montgomery, Erwin Connelly, Nita Nolde, Albert Tervanier, Yale
Benner and Louis Alberni.
is

The

picture,

Far North,"
ton

King

is

is

Connelly,

Jane

of

temporarily called "The
nearing completion. Bur-

directing.

Next Roach-Pathe
Is Titled
"Blue Sunday,"

Comedy

75

Campbell Will Produce Series of
Animal Comedies for Educational
Snooky Will Be Cast With Lions, Leopards, Turtles
and Other Creatures in Thirteen Pictures
to Be Made This Year
A series of greater animal comedies is
promised for the next year through a
fortunate deal just closed by Educational
Film Exchanges, Inc.
W. S. Campbell, whose genius in directing animals before the motion picture
camera was responsible for the success
Chester
comedies
featuring
of
the
"Snooky, the Humanzee," published by
Educational during the last year, has undertaken to produce thirteen comedies
during the coming season in which a
large number of trained animals of all
sorts will be featured.

Returns for Production
Mr. Campbell has just returned to the
Coast after a week of conferences with
E. W. Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchange, Inc., in which the
policy to be followed in the

was

outlined.

new

series

begin work at
of the animal comedies.

He

will

once on the first
"Snooky, the Humanzee." by no means
will be the only monkey in the new line
of pictures. The-re will be a whole family of monkeys woven into the stories by
Mr. Campbell.
#
In this connection exhibitors will be
interested in the fact that Educational

the name "Snooky, the
This trade mark places
Educational in such a position that no
other producer or distributor of motion
pictures can advertise or offer for distribution any pictures using the title
"Snooky, the Humanzee."
Writes Own Scenario
Mr. Campbell is especially well fitted
for the work he is beginning. The success of animal comedies depends entirely

has

registered

Humanzee."

upon the construction of the scenario and
the directing of the animals. In this difficult double task Mr. Campbell stands
Beginning his work in the moalone.
tion picture field several years ago as a
writer of scenarios, he gradually increased his interest in the filming of the
mute actors, and in directing their work.
In almost every case, Mr. Campbell
has constructed the scenario as well as
directed the making of the picture, and
due to his efforts the Chester animal comedies of the last year have been among
the most popular short subjects shown
throughout the country.

Other Animals in Cast
Although monkeys will hold a prominent part

in

the

new

pictures, the actors

animals ranging all the way
from trained mice to the bigger wild animals, such as the lion and the leopard.
will include

Turtles also are

among

the tentative cast.

"Blue Sunday"
is

the

title

of the next

Hal E. Roach comedy Pathe has sched"Snub"
uled for publication on June 5.
Pollard is the featured comedian, as"Sunshine
sisted
by Marie Mosquini,
Sambo," the diminutive colored comedian,
and the entire staff of Hal E. Roach
comedians. The comedy is an amusing
satire on the blue laws.

Atlas Educational to
Make Series of Films
The Atlas Educational Film Company
announces that it has secured the services of Arthur Berthelet to direct a series
of productions to be

Before
studios,

Love

in

coming

made

from

Mr. Berthelet

"Penny

of

Top

this

summer.

Hollywood
the
Bessie
directed
Hill Trail."

Hirsh to Install Organ
PHILADELPHIA, PA.— Having purchased the Parkway theatre, Louis Hirsh
plans to make it one of the most beautiful playhouses
Philadelphia.
in West
An organ, a new screen and new machines will be installed. Alterations will
be made on the interior.

To Show Only Two Days
LOGANSPORT, IND.—W.

M. Lind-

say is operating the Paramount theatre
only on Saturdays and Sundays of each
week.
He says the high cost of films
makes this step necessary for the present.

New York
Fred

W. Falkner

State Sold
has sold New York

State for Susan Grande in "The Girl with
a Million" to Exhibitors Film
Supply
Company of Syracuse, of which

&

Dooley

is

manager.

Tom

Scene from "The

Woman God

Changed," a Cosmopolitan production directed by
Robert G. Vignola (Paramount)
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RENT COLLECTORS HAVE THEIR OWN TROUBLES
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Author Lauds
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Realart Production
Turnbull Says Experiences
at Studio Were Very
Interesting
Hector Turnbull, who wrote an

orig-

inal story for

Realart's birthday production which stars May McAvoy, and col-

laborated with
izing
it,

is

Eve

L'nsell

in

scenario-

and Chester Franklin in directing
commendatory in his remarks about
it

the finished picture.
"It has been one of the most interestauthor." said Mr. Turnbull in commenting experiences of my career as an
ing on his work in the studio. "It must
be much the same as an architect feels
who first designs the plans and then
watches the erection of the edifice itself.
There has been no detail that 1 haven't
personally seen worked out, often without
my assistance but never without my approval, so I, more than anyone else, would
have been held culpable had the picture
not turned out as it did.
"As it is. I feel very happy about it
and feel sure that there is little more
that I could have done to improve the
picture.
And right here I want to say
that Realart should be congratulated for
the splendid cast that they have assigned
to the making of this production, for that,
to my mind, is one of the most important
links in the making of a successful pic-

ture."

Mi-- McAvoy is supported by Katblvn
Williams, Ralph Lewis, Bruce Gordon
and Lloyd Whitlock.

Larry Semen and supporting company in a scene from his new Vitagraph corned)
"The Rent Collector." Norma Nichols is his leading lady

Seven Theatres Play
Fox Pictures During
Week at St. John, N. B.
Melody, manager of the St. John.
branch of Fox Film Corporation,
succeeded recently in a unique undertaking—that of instituting a Fox week of
W*. J.

New

York Exhibitors Visit Studio to
See Cosmopolitan Films in Production
exhibitors

Fifty

with

wives

their

visited the

of

and

New York
fronds,

City,

recently

International Film Studios at

127th street and Second avenue to see
Cosmopolitan productions in the making.

The
atre

exhibitors are members of the TheOwners' Chamber of Commerce, and

were marshaled by William Brandt, president.

An

was extended to the exCosmopolitan Productions

invitation

hibitors

because

by
it

was felt that the men who exwould be interested in see-

stage floor where they
were grouped in a setting and their photo
graph was taken. After the still cameraman was finished a motion picture machine was set up and the group was shot
in animated discussion.

escorted

On

made

studios the guests were ushered into one
of the projection rooms where "The

Woman God

Changed," the latest Cosmopolitan Production, was shown. This
picture, directed by Robert G. Vignola.
was adapted by Doty Hobart from the
story by Donn Byrne.
Exhibitor Praises Film

One

exhibitor,

duction,

commenting on

the pro-

only goes to prove
what I have said all along that Cosmopolitan Productions not only are always
excellent but that they are constantly
furnishing the exhibitor more and more
said:

"It

—

for his

After

money."
the

screening the

guests

were

to see motion picso the guests were taken to
Frank Borzage was directing

where
Seena Owen and Matt Moore in "Back
Pay," a Finnic Hurst story.
Mr. Borzage was introduced as the director of
"Humoresque" and was vigorously ap-

a set

plauded.
Fifty
Those

their arrival at the

the

Everyone was eager
tures

hibit pictures

ing them made.

to

Members Present

William
Brandt.
included:
Claries Goldreyer of the Concourse and University theatres; Erring Rothenberg, Pictorium;
present

Hi Gainshorg. Flushing; Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Blumenthal. Harring and Blumenthal Jack Hatteu. Varieties, Marcy, St. Mark's and Orpheum;
Mr. and Mrs. Sol Brill and Miss Brill. Strand.
Far Rockaway. Sumner. Globe. Central and Bay
Ridge. Brooklyn; Bernard Grob. U. S. theatre;
Benjamin Knobel, Valentine, Manhattan and
Bushman; David VVeinstock. City Hall; Harry
Brandt, Parkside, Bunny and Carlton; Bernard
Edelhertz, Metropolis. Wonderland, Colonial and
Coleman; Hyman Rachmil, Stadium; Samuel
Rinzler. Stone; George Trilling. B. S. Moss
theatres; M. E. Bloch. Orpheum. Manhattan;
W. A. Landau and William Bach, Heights and
Classic; Mr. and Mrs. "John Manheimer. Park.
Brooklyn; J. W. Brandon. Olympia; H. J. Kelton, Moorish Garden.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Forma. Windsor and S. and
F. theatres; E. R. Behrend, Park. Corona; Les
ter Cohn, Arcade; Harry W. Doniger. Capital.
Paterson; G. Elpern. Crescent; A. J. Wolf. Adelphi and Symphony; Fred W. Faulkner. Strand.
Newark; H. H. Bushaum, manager, and C. H.
Babb of the New York exchange of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
:

X.

B.,

his

own

in all

the theatres of that city.

So great was the amount of publicity
used in all the St. John newspapers by
the different theatres that a survey of
their advertising columns reads like a
regulation Fox press sheet.
The St. John theatres that featured
Fox productions for the week were the
Queen Square, Empress, Unique. Palace,
Imperial. Star and Opera House.
plan may be adopted elsewhere.

The

Hillyer Rejoins Ince
to Direct Production
Lambert
Hillyer.
writer and director,

author.

scenario

who made his film
Thomas H.

debut as a cameraman with

Ince. is to return to the Ince studios
after an absence of more than two years,
to direct a Thomas H. Ince special feature for Associated Producers distribution.

"Lucky Damage."

a

drama by Marc

Edmond

Jones, is the production with
which Hillyer will make his return to
the Ince banner.

Leases Space from Mayer
A new

production company. Zenith
has leased space at the
Louis B. Mayer studios, and has engaged
Features,

Inc.,

Theodore Wharton to direct the first feature, "The Besetting Sin," from an original story by Leota Morgan.
The present

plans of the company include the
of four big productions a year.

making

—
June

4.
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Little Ole
By
Allen Rock has the following to say
New York office of Exhibitors
Herald: "It!s too clean. Reminds me of
my little neice who. when listening to me
rave about Audrey Munson. 'the Queen of

New York
J. B.

came through

anent the

the artists' studios.' sadly shakes her head.
She taps it with her finger, then points to

my dome and

says "Brand new; never been
That's what this office looks like
Lots o' luck, Tim. and a big
brand new.

used.'

M.

hello to

J.

*

*

*

Anderson-

*
•

Toxy

one

,

*

Sarc, of the

*

Almanac

Series, has

in

several

years.

graph has taken hold

in

*

*

*

The Shadowgreat shape.

Adolph Zl'kor returned from Europe on
the Aquitania

on Fridav.
*

*

*

George Landy left for Los Angeles on
Thursday, Miay 1!). Mr. Landy may make
California his permanent home.
*

*

*

Wall

(Mrs. David Wall), the well
known screen actress, has taken offices in
the Longacre building and is now an authors' representative,.
"M. V." has the
charm and grace which will assure her an
interview and this, combined with her
knowledge of screen requirements, should
go a long way toward making her new
14.

V.

venture a success.
Since the Astor has been undergoing alterations, it is hard for the film brokers to
locate one another at lunch.
"Nick" has to
stand watch in the lobby and act as a film
guide.

*

*

*

First National just closed its

meet with
good order. The last
gathering!' of the clan was held in the
Yacht Room of the Astor and evervone

decorum and

in-

A

in

..

first

*

*

class condition.
*

Italy

on

usual Ernest beat the reporters

into town unannounced and
had finished the best part of a week's work
before anyone was wise to the fact he was
home. E. S. is a fast worker even on a
slow track.
to

*
to

awakened more interest in the trade over
a single reeler than we have seen manifested

As
it— came
19.

David

of the best
known exploitation men in the country, is
fast recovering from an attack of la grippe.
Col. Jim left for Washington on Mondav.

Jim

May

Q."

All right. Allen. It has to be new some
time but we hope, that like an old friend,
it will wear well.
*
* *

Col.

,

Ernest Shipmax returned from

last

P.

^

*

Howell was another American

return from abroad on the
Fridav.

Aquitania

Calney Buys Controlling
Interest in Syndicated
Syndicated Exhibitors' Exchange. Inc..
of New York City, handling special features on a percentage basis, by affiliating

independent exchanges to handle
all its publications, has changed executives. Joseph Seiden, founder of the corporation, has sold the controlling interest of James Calnay. president of Olympian Productions. Inc.
It is understood that Calnay will handle both companies at his present headquarters in the World's Tower building,
as the policies of the two organizations
are based on the same plan, with the
exception that Olympian
Productions
handles one and two reel comedies exclusively, while Syndicated specializes on
reliable

features.

Universal Will Produce
Universal Film Manufacturing Company has purchased for production "The

Gossamer Web." by John Moroso. one
first

stories

published

in

of

Photoplay's

fiction contest.

Work on New Dean Film
Priscilla Dean is on her way to the
Oregon Woods to film "Conflict." the
Red Book Magazine story w hich is to be
made as a LT niversal-Jewel feature under
T

the direction of Stuart Paton.

Kinograms' Fast Work

Shows News Enterprise
Kinograms
claim
a
Educational's
world beat in its pictures of the Crown
Prince of Japan. The Paris office of the
company rushed representatives to Gibralter, where the royal visitor made his
first stop on the Continent. As a result
Kinograms claim that these scenes were
being shown in hundredrs of theatres
almost at the time other news reel companies were making pictures of the
prince.

Magazine Contest Story

the

Al Christie's new ''follies" chorus, designed to
please the "anti" boys who would censor the
short skirt and the low neck. These Christie
beauties are Rita Gilman. and Esther Ritter.

English Actress Supports
Moreno in Next Feature
Antonio Moreno is at work on his new
Yitagraph production at the Hollywood
studio. It is an English story, full of action, based on the original story by William Garrett, called "The Secret of the
Hills." published by Jarrold's, London,
and is being made under the direction of
Chester Bennett. Lillian Hall, a prettylittle English girl, who has been playing
leading roles in this country for the last
two years, is Mr. Moreno's leading lady.

stirring tale of one of the most interesting periods of American history is told in
of Maryland," the picture version of David Belasco's famous stage success, at

"The Heart

the Rialto Theatre.

The play

is filled with action, suspense and dramatic situations, while at the same
a vein of humor, which relieves the more tense situations. The film shows
all of the big scenes, including the bell tower spectacular, where Maryland clings to the
clapper of a swinging bell to prevent it ringing and giving the alarm of her lover's escape.

time there

is

The settings for the play are particularly interesting, and ring true. Windy Bill Manor,
where Aaron Burr was concealed; the Briars, the famous mansion used as General Grant's
headquarters during the Civil War, and other historic spots were used in the picture.
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Man Taking

Picture of Film

His First Vacation in Two Years
Universal City Chief Finds New York Too Busy for
Relaxation

— Confirms

Leasing of Large
Ranch on West Coast

Irving Thalbcrg, director
the Universal City studios,

York on

the

first

general
in

is

of

New

vacation he has enjoyed
two years ago.

since going to California

For the
of the
is

resume
which Mr. Thalberg

benefit of the example, a

relaxations

permitting himself

FIRST: The

train

may
trip

be interesting.
to

Chicago

very relaxing.

SECOND: Two-day

conference

in

Chicago with Carl Laemmle and fifteen
exchange heads, all of whom were prepared to tell him what kind of pictures
the exhibitors in their territory would
want and what kind they do not, and
why. He had to tell them what they
were going to get.
Holds Daily Conference

THIRD:

Daily

conference

in

New

York with Mr. Laemmle,

settling details
of plans for Universal fall output of
and
features, comedies
short features.

FOURTH:

tinuity writers,
applicants, etc.

Seeks

title

writers,

New

Players

technical

SKVKNTH:

Four hours each day devoted to searching for leading men and
women who have not as yet been discovered by anyone else.
EIGHTH: Two hours a day devoted
to looking at pictures with a view to
deciding on the screen excellence of
promising material.
NINTH: One-half hour a day devoted
to visiting with father, mother and New

York friends
two years.

whom

he has not seen for

TENTH: One hour a day motoring
from Brooklyn to New York.
ELEVENTH: Sleep as many hours
as possible.

Ranch

Is

Leased

Among

other things Mr. Thalberg confirmed the news of the leasing of the
Santa Susanna ranch.
While the remarkable pictorial beauty of Universal
City is still available for the majority of

conference with
Daily
Brownell, New York scenario
chief, on the purchase of manuscripts,

Western backgrounds and its permanent
streets, camps, villages and foreign sets

plays, novels, original stories, etc., for
productions
and
seventy-five
feature
three hundred short subjects.
FIFTH: Two solid weeks of steady
theatre going, in order to catch up on
the New York idea in amusement purveying.
SIXTH: Six hours a day devoted to
interviews with would-be stars, actors,
near-actors, never-will-be actors, successful directors, unsuccessful directors, con-

and more rugged scenes

John

C.

are in constant use, the need for bolder
is

constantly

demand in Universal pictures.
The Santa Sussanna ranch
most twice as big as Universal

is'

in
al-

City.

The ranch covers both

sides of a wide
jagged canyon, flanked with snow-capped
peaks of the Coast Range mountains.

Advertisers Arranging

Showing
at

Navy Film
New York Theatre
of

Through Wells Hawks,
Motion

Picture

the Associated
Advertisers, Inc., has

been asked to sponsor a special showing
to be held in New York of "Our Navy
in Action" by Secretary of the
Navy

Denby, as the new cabinet

officer's first

along these lines. The picture
promises to be one of the most realistic
official act

records ever shown of the activities of the fleet in actual practice. Unlike
previous government films it has no
propaganda to disseminate and is not being issued to further recruiting.
VYells Hawks,
Victor Shapiro and
Major O'Mahoney were appointed a
committee to handle the showing at the
weekly meeting of the A. M. P. A. at
film

the Cafe Boulevard on May 12. Efforts
are being made to have the showing held
before May 30.
Martin J. Quigley, publisher, and editor
of Exhibitors Herald, and Eddie Rosenbaum. who was leader in the organization
of the West Coast Motion Picture Advertisers addressed the meeting.

Theatres in East Book
Two Irish Productions

MARE PREVOST
Universal's new star posed with Irving Thalberg, general manager of Universal's big plant
in California.
Mr. Thalberg is the youngest
executive in the film industry to hold such a
responsible position.

Photo Play,

Inc.'s, Irish producthe Moor" and "War
Torn Ireland," recently closed a week's
successful booking at the Jacques Opera
House, Waterbury, Conn. They are the attraction at the Warburton theatre, Yonkers.
the week ending May 21, Bridgeport and
other towns to follow. There is a probability of an early presentation on Broadway,

Celtic

tions.

New

"The Colleen of

York,

it

is

said.

BEBE DANIELS
The Realart »tar

in a

Winners

new

frock and a fetching
pose.

of "Kismet"

Window Tieup Picked
Display Contest

Conducted

by Chicago Publisher
of Song
A

nation-wide contest for the finest
displays on "Kismet," an oriental song published by Will Rossiter,
the Chicago publisher, and the Robertson.
Cole special, "Kismet," starring Otis
Skinner, has been concluded by the sending of checks to the winners of the contest, judged on the merits of the photographs submitted.
The contest was inaugurated by the
song publishers who offered $100 for the

window

best window display photograph submitted; $50 for the second, and $10 for
the third.

San Francisco Firm First

While hundreds of music dealers

in

parts of the country participated in
the window display cooperation, concurrent with showings in their respective communities of the motion picture,
all

only a few photographs were submitted
to the music publishers by the merchants
themselves.

The

was awarded to SherCo., San Francisco: the
second to W. B. Newlin, manager S. S.
Kresge Company, Toledo, O.; and the
third to C. E. Moody, manager S. S.
first

man, Clay

place

&

Kresge Company, Lawrence, Mass.
Toledo Stunt Draws Crowd

An

old-fashioned angle of exploitation
was given to the window display in the
Kresge store at Toledo, Manager
S.' S.
Newlin covering the window with white
paper, save for a small peep-hole. This
was lettered: "Will Rossiter's
sheet
Greatest Song Hit. Hear it played." Literally hundreds crowded the sidewalk to
get their turn to peep at the display.
After several days the paper was re-

moved from
made open.

the

window and

the display

Tune
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Mayflower Company
Ohio Theatre Business Becoming
Resumes Production
Corporation

Financed
Group of Bankers in
Boston, Mass.
(From

NEW

Is

24.

— Mayflower

Photoplay Corporation, according to the
best possible information, has been refinanced and will soon start producing on
a larger scale than before.
Boston bankers, it is understood, have financed the
organization to the extent of $2,500,000.
The first meeting of the reorganized
corporation will be held this week in
Boston and it is possible that several new
officials may be appointed. The company
has recently acquired a new photoplay
process that involves a new art form for
the production of

cinema features.

It is

new

process will prove
to be revolutionary and it is considered
one of the greatest assets of the concern.
As yet no contracts have been signed
with directors and distributing organizations, although negotiat ons to that end
are being made. As in the past the company will produce on the Coast with the
predicted that this

unit director system that was responsible for such features as "The
Miracle Man." ''Soldiers of Fortune," and
others of like calibre.

same

General Manager Jack

McKay

refused

to divulge at this time the names of the
directors who will be associated with the
new activities.

Honor

Elsie

Ferguson

In this year's annual poll of the seniors
of Yale College. Elsie Ferguson. Paramount star, was voted the favorite acThe university took an
tress of the day.
active part in the birthday celebration of
the Rialto theatre. Xew Haven, and the
management, acting on the request of
the students, booked Miss Ferguson'?
latest

Paramount

Profane Love."

picture,

"Sacred

Stable,

Associated First National has just completed a survey of business conditions in
Ohio.

Staff Correspondent)

YORK, May

More

by

and

Although the state was affected to a
degree by the industrial unrest,
owing to the fact that manufacturing and
great

agriculture comprise the great industries
there the situation is improving, the report shows.

Hold Production Over
In

Cleveland, the Metropolitan and
Strand theatres played "Sowing the
Wind." featuring Anita Stewart, day and
date for a week, and the results were so
gratifying the} both held it over for a
second week, and in the case of the
Metropolitan. Manager William Freedman said: "The picture went over bigger
than any we've run since the business
depression set in." In booking it for a
second week, the Metropolitan broke a
policy that had stood for six years. The
Strand, Paul Gusdandovic. manager, reported the same results with the production as did Mr. Freedman.
At Sandusky. George J. Schade. owner
of the Schade theatre, reports that "Passion." which plaved for three days at increased admission, brought in more
money than any picture he ever exhibited.
"The Kid" played at regular prices, exceeded in number of paid admissions, but
the gross financial return on "Passion"
beat the Chaolin picture's total.
Prices Are Boosted
-

Ordinarily, the Schade scale is 35, 30
and 15 cents. For the Pola Negri engagement they were lifted to 25. 50. 75
and SI.
In conjunction with this Mr.
Schade conducted an essay contest,
awarding prizes to persons writine the
best reviews of the production. Schade.
explaining his orice increase, the first in
five years at his theatre, declared industrial
and ecmonvc conditions did no*
warrant it at the time of "The Kid"
showine. but felt the higher scale war-

ranted now.
Elyria. O.. population 23.000, has been

Says First National

reported as the scene of labor troubles,
but O. J. Bannon, manager of the Colonial there, did capacity business with "In
the Heart of a Fool."

The Lion theatre. G. R. Moore, manager at Bellevue. a town of 6.000 inhabitants, played to extraordinarily big business with the Marshall Neilan special
"Go and Get It."
Booked Additional Days
In Mansfield, W. A. Partello, manager
of the Majestic and the Mansfield opera
house, played "Nomads of the North" for
three days at the former to such big
business, he booked it for two additional
days at his other house.
Ilg. manager of the WonderLorain, a big ore port, whose
population is made up chiefly of workers
in
the shipping and iron ore trades,
sent in strong reports on four First Nat'onal attractions
-"Not Guilty." "The

August

land, at

—

Woman

His House." "Scrambled
Wives" (Marguerite Clark). "Nineteen
and Phyllis" (Charles Ray). He declared
business more than satisfactory on all of
them.
in

Two New Stars to
Make Specials for
Universal Company
Universal Film Manufacturing Company announces that several changes are
to

be

made

in

special

attraction

stars.

While negotiations are not completed,
Carl Laemmle. president, has announced
two of the stars
Marie Prevost and

—

Hoot Gibson.
Miss Prevost

will

appear

first

Butterfly" by Percival Wilde.

ond vehicle is "Kissed."
H rect Gibson in his first
:

in

Her

"The
sec-

Jack Ford will
five-reel produc-

tion.

Further announcements of the comnany's plans as outlined at Chicago and
New York meetings will be made later.

"TEN-DOLLAR-A-WEEK RAISE"— A DELIGHTFULLY HUMAN STORY

Two

It has an unusually strong
scenes from the J. L. Frothingham production published through Associated Producers, Inc.
cast, with Pat O'Malley, William V. Mong, Hal Coo ley and Marguerite de la Motte in the leading roles.
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"Without Benefit of Clergy" to Be
Issued by Pathe Exchange, July 3
Company

States That Production of Kipling Novel

—

Surpasses Expectations James
Director of Feature
"Without Benefit of Clergy,'' claimed by
Pathe to surpass its fondest hopes from a
production and entertainment point of view,
will be published on July 3.

was intended to issue the
from the Kipling story, in
This was found impossible because

Originally

it

picture, adapted

May.

of the delicate attention to detail required
in the manufacturing of the prints, and in
order that the fullest beauty of the technique of this production might be established.

Good Summer Picture
date will bring the
issue virtually into mid-summer, hut Pathe
is so confident of the tremendous appeal of
the production and story that it declined
to withhold distribution until the fall, as
had been suggested.

The new

publication

Further, Pathe feels that the exhibitor is
entitled to the biggest pictures in the summer months, in order that his business
might be fostered and held up to standard.
The public refuses to go to pictures in the

only when these pictures fail to
meet the entertainment heights the theatre
patrons set for themselves.

summer

who directed "Without
Clergy," and Robert Brunton.
who produced the story for Pathe, performed a wonderful task, it is said. This
is declared to he Young's supreme achieveJames

Benefit

Young,

of

Young

Is

Brown

Faire in the role of Amecra estabher as an actress worthy of stellar
honors. She came to pictures through the
contest route. She was a winner in a Fame
and Fortune competition conducted by the
lishes

Brewster publications.
Thomas Holding, Evelyn' Selbie. Nigel
DeBruiler ami Otto l.ederer contribute
through their commendable work to the
high standard of the production.

Cosmopolitan Completes
Film Starring Barrymore
Cosmopolitan Productions announces the
completion of "Bomerang Bill" from the
story by Jack Boyle in the Cosmopolitan
Mayazinc. Lionel Barrymore plays the title
role of an unique underworld character.
The next production that Tom Terriss,
director of "Bomerang Bill." will direct for
W. K. Hearst will be "Find the Woman,"
from the story by Arthur Somers Roche.

IVY

DUKE

English actress, co-starred with Guy
Newall, in George Clark productions, published
through Pathe.
Miss Duke will soon visit
America to study production methods here

Noted

And

make

pictures.

Harry G. Arthur Will
Enter Production Field

Plans Newark Premiere
The premier presentation of the special
"Hearts Aflame," with Jane
feature,
Novak, which Clark-Cornelius will market on the state right plan, will be given
at the Strand theatre, Newark, N. J., during the week of May 28 to June 4.

Harry G. Arthur, for some time general manager of West Coast Theatrical
Enterprises. Inc.. owned and controlled
by Gore Brothers, Sol Lesser and
Arthur Ramish. is shortly to take over
the production end of the business.

ment.

Hailed as Great Film
"Without Benefit of Clergy" has every
earmark of being one of the greatest proIt has
ductions of the year, says Pathe.
pathos, humor, wonderful production, fideland
everydirection
ity to locale, superb
thing that goes to make up a superior picture, in the opinion of its producers.
Pathe holds that the work of Virginia

Educational* s World Tour to Begin
With Scenes in Continental Europe
Educational'! trip around the world will
begin with a tour of Continental Europe.
From there it will take the motion picture
fan through the Far East, across the Pacific, with glimpses of its many islands, to
Alaska, and then down through the Western part of the United States to Central

and South America.
It
was announced

Mammons,

last

week that E. W.

of Educational Film
Exchanges. Inc., had developed a plan on
which he had long been working, to group
a series of scenic pictures so that the exhibitor could offer his patron travel pictures with real geographic value, instead of
just now and then showing a picture from
any section of the world.
president

Pictures Are Grouped

The work has progressed

Mammons

this

so far that Mr.
the titles of
divided into four

week announced

the pictures, which are
groups, A. B, C and D.
Each group will
deal with a distinct geographical section of
the world, giving the scries as a whole an
educational value that haphazard scenics
could not have.
But these pictures have much besides
their educational value to commend them.
Each is based on a story which is as interesting as the scenes themselves are entertaining and enlightening.

GROUP A
take

the

will

audience

Holland and

Italy.

MISS FERN THOMPSON
Canada, who drew the Paramount

Blue Ribbon Week design adopted by FamousPlayers Film Service., Ltd. She is visiting in
York.

New

with

through

The

titles

Spain

and

Switzerland.
of the pic-

are "New Wine in Old Bottles"
(Spain), "The Man Who Always Sat
Down" (Switzerland), "In Dutch" (Hol(Switzerland).
"Lost A
Yodel"
land).
"There Is No Santa Claus" (Switzerland),
"Getting a Polish" (Italy). "The Quaint
Isle of Marken" (Holland), "Seven League
"Pyranees and
(Switzerland)
Booters"
tures

of Brentford,

start

—

Wooden
vator"

Legs" (Spain). "Wanted:
(Switzerland).

An

Ele-

Will Visit Orient
B will be a trip through Africa.
India and the Orient and the Islands of the
Pacific.
The titles are "South Sea Magic"
(Samoa). "Putting Nature Next" (Philippines), "Pahs and Papas" (New Zealand),
"Swat the Landlord" (China), "Syria, Land
of Religious Hatred" (Palestine), "Beggars
and Fakirs of India" (India and China).
"Too Much Overhead" (China), "Some
More Samoa" (South Seas), "Dreams
Come True" (China), and "Pigs and
Kava" (South Seas).

GROUP

GROUP C

will

show

interesting places

and events in Alaska, Canada and Northwestern United States.
The pictures will
be "One Peek Was Plenty" (Canadian
Rockies), "Something to Worry About"
(Yellowstone). "Hides
and Go Seek"
(Canada), "Voices of the Sea" (Pacific
Coast), "A Tale of the Fur North" (Canada), "Crowning King Blizzard" (Eastern
(Rockies),
Canada).
"Falling
Waters"
"Wanderlust" (Pacific Coast), "The Great
Mirror" (Rockies) and "The Valley of
Ten Thousand Smokes" (Alaska).
GROUP D, which will take the fan
through Southwestern United States into
Central and South America and the West
Indies will include: "The Red Trail's End"
(Arizona), "Water Trails" (West Indies),
"The Isle of Desire" (West Indies), "Mad
"Pipe the Penguin"
(Chile),
Hatters"
(Ecuador). "Tropical Nights" (West Indies), "Collectors of Craniums" (Philip"The Castway" (West Indies),
pines),
"Iguazu, the Exquisite" (South America),
and "Wooly Bits and Monkey Hits" (South
America).

—

Tune
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From Czechoslovakia,

Pictures

and France Reaching U.

Italy

"Me and My Dawg"

S.

Goldwyn Has Two Italian Films for Distribution
Shortly— Prague Publisher Comes to This
Country at Request of Laemmle
An

from Czechoand France has begun.
Goldwyn has announced the acquisition of the pictures produced by Unione
Cinematografica Italiana. with "Theodora" and "The Ship," to be issued
influx of productions

slovakia, Italy

shortly.
Julius Kohner. publisher of a motion
picture trade journal in Czecho-Slovakia.

bringing two features and several
short subjects to this country at the request of Carl Laemmle, president of

jects are for the

Film

Manufacturing

Com-

In Production Two Years
Leon Schlesinger ct Film Service Bureau and A. L. Feinman have formed a
partnership to exploit in this country the
series of Melies star films which were
produced in France under the supervision of Gaston Melies. said to be the
inventor of trick cinematography.
Two years are said to have been spent
in the production of "Theodora." which
is based upon Victorian Sardou's novel.
It also is said that more than 10.000 people participate in the various scenes.
In
speaking of the picture Samuel Goldwyn
declared:
" 'Theodora' is the greatest spectacle
have ever seen on the screen.
I
The

same people, headed by Mr. Ambrosio.
who produced 'Quo Vadis' and 'Cabiria.'
have made it possible for America to
see these epic pictures."

Adapt D'Annunzio Novel
''The Ship" is founded upon D'Annunzio's novel "La Nave."
The poet's
son. Gabrielle. D'Annunzio. Jr., directed
the Dicture.
This feature was a year in

production.

Mr. Kohner is bringing from Czechoslovaks "The Golden Wife," directed
by V. Slavinski, and "Mountain Love."
directed by Sydney Golden, an American
director.
Both pictures were produced
by A. B. Film Manufacturing Company
of Prague.
in

Several scenics are included
these importations.

Schlesinger

and

Feinman

purchased

the rights to 150 negative subjects comprising 65.000 feet of film. These Melies
pictures are said to be replete with

unusual photographic

effects.

The

sub-

in

lengths up

Schlesinger at present

assembling the
are at 130

West

is editing and
negatives.
His offices
46th street, Xew York

City.
k

The Supreme

Passion"

Praised by Cleveland

is

Universal
pany.

most part

to 500 feet.

Newspaper Reviewers
Newspaper reviewers in Cleveland were
laudatory in their comments on "The
Supreme Passion." the first independent
presented by Robert W.
president of the ' Film Market,

oroduction
Priest,
Inc.

i he feature played at the Euclid Avenue theatre in Cleveland. According to
Constance Kenyon, a reviewer. "The Supreme Passion" created a profound
sensation and was acclaimed a
forerunner of the type of motion pictures
now so strongly urged by civic and

ethical societies.

Ward Marsh, photoplay editor of the
Plain Dealer, expressed the opinion that the
piece is well acted and very entertaining,
and just now, when better pictures are
being demanded, it should make a wide
appeal, for it is a clean, wholesome story.

JACKIE COOGAN
The

five-year-old

star

of

which Irving Lesser made

"Peck's Bad Boy"
Associated First

for

National.

Corinne Griffith Wins
Contest Conducted by
Wehner Theatre Chain
Corinne Griffith the Vitagraph star,
was declared the winner at the conclusion
of a popularity contest conducted for the
Datrons of the chain of theatres operated

by

Wehner

Amusement

Company

of

Brooklyn. Xew York. Mr. Wehner conducted a contest of a similar sort last
year, and as it happened. Miss Griffith
was also the winner at that time.
recently
finished
Corinne
Griffith
"What's Your Reputation Worth?" and
is now on a production called "Moral
Fibre." Mr. Wehner already is negotiating with Vitagraph to be one of the first
in his section to show this particular picture in his chain theatres.

A screen version of David Belasco's
great success at the Rialto.

famous

play,

"The Heart

Ruggles Will Direct
Morosco Production
late of Metro, and
Parker Read, Jr.. productions has been
signed by Oliver Morosco to direct the
screen version of "Slippy McGee." AcAs pretual production is under way.

Wesley Ruggles,

J.

viously reported Wheeler
play the title role.

Carey
A son

Oakman

Home Has New

Boss

has been born to Mrs. Harry
Carev. This telegram from the star of
Universal Westerns has been received

by R. H. Cochrane in New York:
"Henry George Carey arrived this morning. Both fine."

of

Maryland,"

This thrilling story of the struggle between the North and South
require repetition.

is

is

too well

scoring a

known

to

The production and cast are exceptionally good, and the picture is certainly one of the
shown here.
Catherine Calvert, a remarkably handsome girl, presents a most picturesque and attractive appearance as the patriotic young Southerner, Maryland, and her performance is
best that has been

admirable throughout.
Crane Wilbur, who is very popular in this city, gives fresh proof of his histrionic excellence by the natural and manly manner in which he plays the hero. The remaining
characters, down to the very smallest one, are in competent hands.
The fact that the picture was filmed in Maryland and is an accurate reproduction of
the localities in which its story is laid imparts to it an extra charm.
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Sixteen Noted Authors Writing
Ori ginal Stories for Paramount
JESSE
year ago Jesse L. Lasky,
ONE
vice-president of Famous Players-

first

Lasky Corporation, announced in London that authors owed it to themselves
and to the motion picture public to write
their stories first for the screen and to
learn motion picture technique.
On his return from England he promthat

ised

a

number

of

noted

authors

would be engaged by Paramount to go
into the studios and write original stories
and cooperate with the directors and
scenario writers in production.
That promise has been fulfilled.
In the year that has elapsed since this
announcement Mr. Lasky has entered
into arrangements with
these sixteen
world-famous writers: Arnold Bennett,
Sir James M. Barrie, E.
Oppenheim, Avery Hopwood,
Robert Hichens, Henry Arthur Jones,
Cosmo Hamilton, Harvey J. O'Higg'ns,
Edward Sheldon, Samuel Merwin, Dr.

Joseph Conrad,
Phillips

A. B. Scherer, Sir Gilbert Parker.
Elinor Glyn, W. Somerset Maugham.
Thompson Buchanan, Rita Weiman and

J.

George Pattullo.
These are in addition

to

a

trained

of writers including Jeanie Macpherson, Olga Printzlau, Byron Morgan,
Elmer Harris, Frank Condon and others
staff

who

are

working

in
*

Paramount's studios.
*

*

The first of the "famous authorsfamous directors' pictures, "The Lost
Romance," is now playing an extended
engagement at the Criterion theatre New
York. It was written by Edward Knoblock at the Lasky studio in Hollywood.
Mr. Knoblock workine in collaboration
with the director, William deMille, and
the scenario writer, Olga Printzlau.
Elinor Glyn, the noted author of
"Three Weeks." has been studying screen
technique at the Lasky studio since early
last fall.
Her first picture has been completed.
It is "The Great Moment." and
has Gloria Swanson as its star.
In writing th» original

story

for

this

picture,

Mrs. Glyn worked with the director.

Woods, and

Sam

Monte KatterMoment" will be is-

the scenarist,

"The Great
sued on July 24.

john.

Parker,
working with
Director George H. Melford, wrote "A
Wise Fool " which is to be published late
in June.
He is now working on another
original to be oroduced by Mr. Melford.
Gilbert

Sir

Another of Edward Knoblock's stories.
"Appearance," has just been produced in
Paramount's London studio under the
direction of Donald Crisp.
It will be
published on June 12.
*

*

*

R'ta Weiman is working with William
deMille on a story she wrote originally
for

Paramount.

W. Somerset Maugham,

author of the
successful
book,
"The
Moon and Sixpence." as well as a number of successful plays, has just finished
writing "The Ordeal," an original story
sensat onallv
:

which Betty Compson will star following the completion of her present
production. "At the End of the World."
Edward Sheldon has written an original story, as yet untitled, which will be
used as a starring picture for Thomas
Meighan.
Following visits to Paramount's Lon-

in

L.

LASKY

Fulfills

don

studio, and after having seen "Sentimental Tommy," Sir James M. Barrie
has invited John S. Robertson, who
directed
picture,
the
and Josephine
Lovett, who wrote the continuity, to
London to confer on the scenario for

"Peter Pan,"
scenario will

masterpiece.

Barrie's

The

be written in London in
with Barrie.
It has not yet
been decided whether the picture will be
produced in London, Long Island 6r
Hollywood, but Barrie himself will supervise the production of his favorite play.

collaboration

*

*

*

Paramount's London studio.
He already is represented in Paramount's
latest publications in "Sacred and Pro-

at

fane Love." a screen production of his
play starring Elsie Ferguson.
Oppenheim, the noted
E.
Phillips
writer of international adventure stories,
lias seen one of his stories. "The Mystery

Road." produced in London under the
dirccticm of Paul Powell, and his latest
novel, "The Great Impersonation," is
being produced now in the La*y >tudio
by George H. Melford.
*

*

Averv Hopwftod has made arrangements for writing a number of originals
for Paramount and has spent considerable time both at the Lasky studio and
at

the

Eastern

studio

methods and Harvey

J.

studying screen
O'fliggins and

Writers to Play Bigger
Part in Industry
the engagement by Paraof a number of prominent authors
write
to
directly for the screen and to
cooperate in the production of their
stories, Jesse L. Lasky says:
"The work these authors have done for
Paramount pictures is only the beginning of a great migration of authors to
screen studios."
These authors now are under contract
with Famous Players:

Concerning

mount

ARNOLD BENNETT, JOSEPH CONJAMES M. BARRIE, E.
AVERY
OPPENHEIM,
HOPWOOD,
ROBERT
HICHENS.
HENRY ARTHUR JONES, COSMO
HAMILTON, HARVEY J. O'HIGGINS,
EDWARD SHELDON. SAMUEL MERRAD, SIR
PHILLIPS

WIN, DR.

J.

A.

B.

GILBERT PARKER,

SCHERER, SIR
ELINOR GLYN,

W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM, THOMPSON BUCHANAN, RITA WEIMAN,

AND GEORGE PATTULLO.
Paramount's

staff

of

studies include: Frank
Harris, Byron Morgan,
and Jeanie Macpherson.

Samuel Merwin are now at the Lasky
studio, where also is Thompson Buchanan.

"The work these authors have done for
Paramount pictures," said Mr. Lasky
week, "is only the beginning of a
migration of authors to screen
studios.
As a matter of fact, most of
this

great

the world's best writing brains are now
in picture studios, but the example set
by these men will influence other writers
to give more serious consideration to the

immense

possibilities

which

lie

in

their

writing directly for the screen."

Henry Arthur Jones, following his
conferences with Mr. Lasky in London,
has been
in
America studying screen
technique at the Long Island studio and
writing originals.
One of Mr. Jones'
plays, "The Call of Youth," already has
been produced in the London studio, and
Ethel Clayton has just finished another,
"Beyond." written by Mr. Jones.
Since his conferences with Mr. Lasky,
Arnold Bennett has been a regular visitor

•

rromise

writers

at

the

Condon, Elmer
Olga Printzlau,

Fox Production on
Coast at High Tide
Activities Will Not Slacken
During Summer, Company
Announces
The West Coast division of Fox Film
Corporation reports that it is now functioning at maximum capacity. So pretentious are the production plans, it
reports, that there is no apparent chance
of any retrenchment during the summer.

Producing Another Special

Emmett
wrote

the director who
the roster of screen
masterful direction of

Flynn,

J.

name on

his

fame with

his

Mark Twain's "Connecticut Yankee," is
at work on a new special production

hard

which is to be published this fall and
which, according to Fox advices, shows
evidence thus far of being quite as fine
a piece of staging as is the "Yankee."
Clyde Cook,

who

recently interrupted

making of special comedies for Fox
long enough for a brief excursion into

his

the

five-act

spectacle. "Skirts," has just

completed another of the special

series,

"The Guide."
Promoted to Stardom
Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker,
who played in "Over the Hill," and followed this up with "Fantomas," have
been promoted to stardom and are at
work under Director Edward Sedgwick
in
a co-starring venture carrying the
working title "Live Wires."

Other Fox stars now
picture

making

at

in

the throes of

Hollywood are Tom

Mix,

Eileen Percy. William
Shirley Mason and Buck Jones.

Artistic Press

Book

Russell,

Is

Issued on "Black Roses"
An

unusually artistic press book has

been
issued
by Robertson-Cole for
Sessue Hayakawa in "Black Roses," published on May 20. This is the first of
three press books on
Robertson-Cole
pictures

to

same form.
The cover

be
is

issued

in

practically the

a beautiful gray levant,

with a splendid portrait of the star in
black and white, tipped in at the four
corners. The other Robertson-Cole press
books to follow the same general style
will be on "Beach of Dreams," with
Edith Storey, and "Cold Steel," with J.
by Kathleen
P. McGowan, supported
Clifford

are

May

and an
issues.

all

star cast.

These

also

June

4.
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LASKY SIGNS AUTHORS

L

-

vice-president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
writing original stories for Paramount pictures:
Sir Gilbert Parker. Samuel Merwin. Elinor Glyn. James A. B.

Lasky (center),

has the following well

first

known authors

—

Top row (left to right)
Second row Rita Weiman. Henry Arthur Jones. Bottom row — Cosmo Hamiltcn. George
Maugham. Avery Hopwood. Edward Knoblock.
Scherer.

—
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OURAGE"

available screen dramas.

'

ranks

National)

(Firsl

based upon the story

It is

name by Andrew Soutar and

of the same

among

high

power-

carries a

Sidney

entertainment value.

ful lesson as well as great

the leading roles.

A. Franklin deserves great credit for a brilliantly staged

and directed production.

Naomi

Childers and

Grasse score heavily in the leading

Sam De

roles.

"GET YOUR MAN"

(Metro)

stellar

a well sustained

is

mystery story made under the direction of Bayard Veiller.

May

Frank

Allison has the stellar role.

Roscoe appear

bert

to excellent

Elliott

advantage

in

Fox

feature but

A

are logically presented

all

small but excellent cast appears

with the popular star.

"PLAYTHINGS OF DESTINY"

directed storms, one a

(Fox) presents Pearl White

as

comedy-drama which

(First National)

starring Anita Stewart falls short of former Stewart pro-

ductions in plausibility and interest.

the star and dominant figure of a

Consists of two well

snow snow storm

in

Canada and
amount

the other a tropical hurricane in Jamaica, a small

of heart interest supplied by a captivating youngster and

Edwin

a love story, with Herbert Rawlinson as the hero.

has novelty of conception
against

Stress

it.

is

laid

in

its

favor and lack of unity

Carewe

The

star's

performance

is

the

picture's

greatest

"SCRAMBLED WIVES"
rollicking,

the

"THE IDOL OF THE NORTH"

(Paramount)

is

a

is

a

Marquerite Clark

in

powers as an emotional actress.
As a drama of the rough and ready life of Alaska, it's
away ahead of the average. Directed by R. William Neill
and an. excellent supporting cast appears in star's support.
to display her histrionic

I

I

screen entertainment.

Directed by Bertram Bracken and

presented on the state rights market by George H.

Ham-

class audience picture in every

first

way, possessing beau-

scenes of forests, photographed with excellent light-

tiful

ing effects, and contains sufficient

way

"SHAM"
York

society

Clever

titles,

drama

to hold the in-

through.

(Paramount)

life,

is

a light

with Ethel Clayton

New

comedy of

in the stellar role.

splendid direction and beautiful photography

abound and the

is

given good support by a well chosen

It is

one of the best vehicles Miss Clay-

star

cast of players.

ilton.

of this A-l entertainment.

MAN

terest all the

"KAZAN" (Selig) is an interesting picturization of
one of the James Oliver Curwood's stories. Story founded
upon the adventures of an eskimo dog, makes pleasing

make

IF
OF THE FOREST" (Hodkinson) is
Zane novel produced by Benjamin B. Hampton. It is a
"

a

sets

made famous on

supporting cast, well written

excellent

and beautiful

subtitles

dance hall story along similar line of a former Dorothy
Dalton success. It gives this gifted star ample opportunity

An

screen.

National)

(First

clean farce-comedy with

the role of a "sub deb" a type she has

asset.

.

directed.

most heavily upon the comedy

element of the story and several individual incidents score
well.

the

in

There are an unusual number of dramatic

role.

and deftly handled.

her support.

Smith.

"BEYOND PRICE"

Canadian North-

capital

and Al-

an adapted Saturday Evening Post story by Maxwell

It is

(Fox)

west Mounted policeman story, with Buck Jones
situations in this

'THE LAST CARD"

with the love of an actress for

It deals

from justice, but when she finds out the truth
turns to his younger brother. Has many highly dramatic
situations and much beautiful snow scenery.

a fugitive

ton has had in some time.

DAUGHTERS"

"SHELTERED
(Realart) an
adapted George Bronson Howard story. Has good incident and the interest is well maintained throughout its
unfolding.

Justine Johnstone has a part well suited to
her particular type of beauty and a splendid cast sur,

The

rounds her.

subtitles are especially good.

"CHEATED LOVE"
latest.

It is

"BLACK ROSES"
roses.

He

is
is

New

York,

girl,

who

through love of a young physician assists him to finish his
college education by working in a theatre, only to have him

Should appeal particularly

to

Jewish the-

(Robertson-Cole) starring Sessue

who

raises black

accused of murder by a trio of crooks, and

•

THE LOST ROMANCE"

(Paramount)

audience picture presented with a special cast. It

prison traps the trio into a con-

story written especially for the screen by

the best sort.

lock,

is

(Goldwyn

i

is

a

Reginald Barker

production with Pauline Starke and Russell Simpson in

mance

is
is

a fair

the

first

Edward Knob-

well produced, well acted and carefully directed by

William DeMille.

"SNOWBLIND"

Carmel Myers'

atre-goers.

the story of a poor gardner

when he escapes from
fession.
Melodrama of

is

with Miss Myers in the role of an immigrant

turn from her.

Hayakawa

(Universal)

a story of the Ghetto district of

is based on the theme that rocommonplace people is often buried

Story

in the lives of

beneath incidents of everyday

life.

REVI
JUSTINE JOHNSTONE IN

DAUGHTERS
Entertaining story of the machinations of a couple of crooks who
play on the unsophistication of
girls.

Has good

incident and interest is well maintained.
Subtitles
have punch.
Directed by Edward Dillon.
The moral behind this picture, which
was adapted from George Bronson
Howard's story, is quite obvious. It is,
let your daughter know of the city's pitfalls that she may avoid them.
Miss
Johnstone is cast as one of the "sheltered
daughters" and because of her innocence
of the city's ways, becomes involved in
a scheme to mulct a large sum of money
from kind-hearted society people who
are touched by her plea for aid for the
thousands of hungry French orphans, a
cause she has been tricked into joining.
By her pleasing personality and careful shading of the part assigned her, Miss
Johnstone fits into the role nicely. It
is not a role calling for many emotional
moments and the photographer has refrained from giving too many closeups.
a weakness of her last picture "The
Plaything of Broadway."
There is a splendid cast appearing in
her support
W. Riley Hatch has the
of her father, a police detective:
Warner Baxter is excellent as a reporter;
Charles Gerrard a smooth and malicious
villain: Dan Charles another villain, and
Helen Ray is Adele. the other "sheltered
daughter." There are several interesting
scenes along Fifth avenue, and Riverside
Drive, New York, and a style show in a
modiste's shop is a legitimate part of
role

the picture. The photography, sets, and
direction are up to Realart's high standard of excellence.

The storv revolves around two

Two

shielded from the city's
by their fathers, one a detective and
the other a retired business man. Jennv
Dark and her friend. Adele, venture into
the world of which they know little and
are soon involved in schemes with two
crooks that nearly lead to their downfall.
evils

(REALART)

New York

WS

who have been

SHELTERED

two

E

incidents

girls

Jenny's father arrives

from the

in

results of her

time to save her
ignorance, and

she marries the reporter of a

New York

dailv.

BUCK JONES

IN

GET YOUR MAN
(FOX)

One

of

smuggler.

Buck

Jones' best vehicles.
Story of the Canadian wilds, with
clever horsemanship and gun playgiving picture realism. An Alan
Sullivan story.
George W. Hill
directed
There is a mighty punch in the first
reel of this latest Fox production, where
Buck Jones, as a poor Scotch miner
rescues the paymaster of the mines when
he is caught beneath falling timbers. The
unique introduction of a Canadian Northwest story by placing the opening scenes
in Scotland is one of the tale's novelties.
The mine cave-in was well handled as
was the love interest in the early part.

From

Scotland

the

scene

shifts

to

Canada where amid beautiful backgrounds the balance of the story is told
in concise and dramatic sequence.
As a
humble, lumbering Scotchman, Jones
gave a finished and convincing performance

in the

opening scenes but we liked

him none the
in

as a mounted police
the service of the King.
The Fox
less

company has given good measure

here.

There are enough dramatic incidents in
the latter half of the picture to make two
features. Able support is accorded Jones
by William Lawrence in the role of the
villain.

Lenore:

Whitman:
Helen

from "Sheltered Daughters"

Beatrice

Rosson

in

and Paul Karap, as Joe. The picture's
one weakness is the subtitles, which are
written in most too melodramatic style,
but these are soon forgotten in the skillful handling of the various situations.
The story concerns one Jock MacTier.
who goes to Canada, when the lady of
his heart becomes engaged to Whitman,
the paymaster of the mine in Scotland
where Jock worked.
As a Northwest
Mounted policeman he comes upon DeMarney and his daughter Lenore. Whitman has robbed the Miners fund in Scotland and attempts to hide in the Northwest woods. He comes to the DeMarney
cabin and discovers that the latter is a

Burnham.
as

as

Margaret:

MacTier

is assigned to bring
dead or alive and is informed that he is in the trapper's cabin.
Whitman escapes from the cabin and
DeMarney.
shoots
After many encounters he finally captures Whitman
and wins the love of Lenore.

Whitman

in

HOLY SMOKE
(EDUCATIONAL)
At

intervals,

a

slapstick

comedy

reaches the screen which promises to
break house records for merriment.

"Holy Smoke"

qualifies

in

this

class.

Jack White with the assistance of the

Mermaid Players has turned out a funmaker with a laugh-per-foot. It has been
cut until one punch follows another in a
procession.
A dozen new
and an equal number of old re-have been interspersed with light

continuous
tricks
liables

sideplay.

The story concerns a small town hotel
keeper, who gives his fire insurance
policy to a creditor for security. Hoping
to collect, the creditor arranges to have
the hotel set on fire. The bell-boy hero
recovers the policy and marries the hotel
keeper's daughter while the hotel keeper
collects the insurance.
A trick elevator
provides a good share of the comedy.

which Justine Johnstone

is

starred.

(Realart}
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DOROTHY DALTON

IDOL OF THE
"Flame

of

I

III

T

ii

RS

II

A L D

K

I-

the

she
she

Yukon"

Gives the talented Miss
Dalton plenty of opportunity to

tional

her powers
actress.

may
may

In one evening, through ingeniously
contrived circumstances, the three wishes

an emoDrama has been

come

father, the latter a fugitive from the law.
who dies outside the dance hall while
she is inside begging for assistance. She
develops a cynical contempt for the men
of the place but soon becomes one of the
big attractions on the crude stage. The

Her pity for
held prisoners.
the man's condition compels her to remain as his wife. He regains his self
respect, strikes gold and they are about
to leave the camp when the Eastern girl
Her
appears to seek her former lover.
husband, a Wall street broker, has followed her, and the four are brought into
conflict, but all ends happily for the
dance hall girl and the young engineer.
virtually

Edwin August plays the role of the
engineer with all his old-time force and
gives a very creditable performance.
Marguerite Marsh is the New York girl
and E. J. Ratcliff the broker. W. Riley
Hatch is the dance hall proprietor. He
puts plenty of punch into his work. Jules
Cowles is excellent in a character role
while Florence St. Leonard. Jessie Arnols
and Toe King round out the well chosen
cast.

TURKEY DRESSING
(GAYETY-EDUCATIOXAL)
"Turkey

Dressing" the not unculinary
shortcomings of a
newly married wife are made the basis
of a humorous composition which gains
by swift action and capable, though unpretentious,
acting what it lacks in
novelty.
It is excellently staged, photoIn

familiar

follows.

SPECIAL CAST IN

COURAGE
A

(FIRST NATIONAL)
powerful drama forcefully communicated.
Dramatic points
firmly recorded by capable players effectively directed.
Scotch
and English atmosphere deftly attained without waste of footage
or loss to story. One of the best
available dramatic attractions.
Naomi Childers. Sam DcGrasse and

DOROTHY DALTON
as Colette

in

"The Idol
mount

the North

ol

,"

Para-

a

picture.

graphed and developed, giving acceptable
entertainment and producing mild laughter.

After an inedible breakfast, a young
to his office, where two
friends insist that he invite them to his
home for dinner. They suspect his wife's

husband goes

domestic weakness and order a ready-toserve meal sent to the house, as does the
husband.
The wife, at her wits' end.
appropriates the turkey prepared by her
neighbor, precipitating calamity
The
arrival of both delicatessen dinners puts
a satisfactory end to the difficulty.

PEARL WHITE

IX

BEYOND PRICE

men become

angered at her attitude
toward them and compel her to marry a
drunken stranger, a young engineer who
has been spurned by a girl in New York
The two are thrown into a cabin and

A happy ending

true.

well put together but story is implausible in the main.
Dorothy Dalton's "The Flame of the

expected to believe.
The director has kept the story moving
at a good pace from the start and the
atmosphere of a Northern trading post
costumes and
is carefully preserved in
The long shots of the village are
sets.
There is
especially well photographed.
also the familiar sunset fade-out.
Colette becomes an entertainer in a
saloon in a Northwestern gold camp, following the death of her mother and

1921

Mamma.

as

Yukon" made an instant hit when it
appeared a few years ago. This is another story along the same lines, with
the same rugged backgrounds, peopled
with rough, unruly men, mounted police
and dance hall girls.
It was written especially for the Paramount star by J. Clarkson Miller and
Frank
directed by R. William Neill.
Beresford adapted the story and the supan
excellent
one.
porting cast is
The principal shortcoming is the story,
which has at least one incident that does
It is hardly probnot appear plausible.
able that even in a rough mining camp a
group of men would compel the reigning
belle of the dance hall to marry a
drunken visitor and then throw her into
a cabin with him and literally hold her
prisoner all night, because she holds aloof
from them.
But this is what you are

4.

be the wife of a millionaire, that
be in the public eye as an entertainer and that she may feel a baby's
arms about her neck and hear it call her

,

story.

display

fune

minded husband incurs her momentary
pique she makes three wishes as suggested by a Gypsy woman, namely, that

IN

NORTH

(PARAMOUNT)
Another

II

(FOX)

An unusual combination

of

comedy

and drama, the former predominating, which will be benefited by
sprightly musical accompaniment
and some acceleration in projection.
Many plot threads not at
all

times

Some

woven.

dexterously
novelties

attractive

in

the

footage serve notably in
gaining interest. Pearl White is
the
outstanding figure at all

early

times.

Novelty of conception
degree,

of

incident,

aside from the star, of

Failure to capitalize to

to

some

chief

asset,

and,

the

is

"Beyond

full

Price."

advantage the

strong points of the story is responsible
for a more or less disconcerting incoherence which reacts unfavorably.
It is by individual incident rather than
by mass effect that the production scores.
Several sequences develop considerable

power, largely of their own merit. The
murder which provides basis for the
climax occurs with little preparation and
does not impress strongly. There is an
anticlimax which detracts materially
from the effectiveness of the whole.
Pearl White, whose performance is the
picture's greatest asset, is presented as
mistress of a bootery.

When

her absent-

Alec B. Francis capably execute the outStanding characterizations in "Courage."
one of the best strictly dramatic producTo Mr. DeGrasse
tions of recent date.
has been given the leading role, that of
an innocent man condemned to life imprisonment, and much credit is due him
sterling
performance.
Naomi
for
a
Childers
likewise
wins new prestige,
making much of the secondary part.
Alec B. Francis is excellent as the friend
of the condemned, and Lionel Belmore
and Adolph Menjou score good impressions in the moderate footage allotted
them.

The story is exceptionally well worked
out as to detail and holds interest from
the opening scene. At no time is it permitted to be overshadowed by individual
performances or the stressing of extraneous matter of any kind. As the title
indicates, it is in effect a study of courage,
but it is in no sense a preachment.
At the Tivoli theatre, Chicago, it was
excellently received and became the subof
much favorable discussion
ject
Though there is little humor in it. the
play should give thorough satisfaction in
every quarter.
Stephan Blackmoore, owner of a small
steel company in Scotland, is sentenced
to life imprisonment for a crime which
From his solitary
another committed.
cell he directs the development of his
plant under the management of his wife
and best friend until, after eighteen
years, it has become the greatest in EngWhen his son, who knows nothland.
ing of his father, is about to be given
a title because of the service the company
rendered in the war. complications arise
which threaten to destroy the happiness

of the

boy and the good name

of

the

A

death bed confession brings
a satisfactorv ending which is altogether
natural and in no way detracts from the
story value of the production.
concern.

IN

DUTCH

(EDUCATIONAL)
There

World
carrv

is'

little

excess footage

Wandering
audiences

in

this

scenic which will
the high spots in
The quaint dress of

to

Holland scenery.
the natives gives a comedy turn, but
the strength of this short feature is in
the beautiful glimpses of spotless towns
and picturesque harbors. It is not only
well worth running, but well worth advertising in advance.

June

4,
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SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

IN

BLACK ROSES
(ROBERTSON-COLE)

A

crook story in which the craftiness
of a Japanese gardener is pitted
against a couple of American
blackmailers. Has dramatic incident and holds the interest by
reason of being forcefully acted
and well staged. Colin Campbell

Printzlau, the continuity writer, has made
the most of the material given her. The
photography is very fine and the sets
are in excellent taste in every respect.
The story is based upon the theme
that the romance in the lives of everyday
people is often buried beneath the commonplace incidents of ordinary daily existence.
The supporting cast includes
Jack Holt, Fontaine La Rue, May me
Kelso, Robert Brower, Mickey Moore
and several others.

directed.

HIS

While '"Black Roses" does not measure
up to some of Sessue Hayakawa's productions of the past, it provides as interesting a crook story as has been
The story is
presented in some time.
pure melodrama from the start, a Japanese gardener is arrested for a murder,

thrown into jail, makes his escape in a
dramatic manner and finally traps the
crooks who caused his arrest and wrings
a confession from them as they are
locked up.
The plot takes on a melodramatic
trend in the escape of Yoda, the gardner,
the role played by Hayakawa, from the

He watches

opportunity and
other inmates
steals a locomotive while the crew is
eating lunch, and bursting through the
gates of the prison yard drives a locomotive at full speed until he has outdistanced an automobile full of guards.
This race between the auto and the locomotive is very well staged.

prison.

the

with

his

assistance

of

Hayakawa

puts plenty of vitality into
his characterization and is ably assisted
by Tsura Aoki. Myrtle Stedman, Andrew

Robson. Toyo Fujita, Henry Hebert, and
Carrie

Ward.

Excellent taste is used in staging the
production and the scenes of beautiful
gardens and elaborate interiors are in
keeping with former Robertson-Cole pictures starring Hayakawa.
When Benson Burleigh is found murdered with his gardener Yoda beside him
with a knife in his hand, the police arrive
at the conclusion that the gardener is
guilty.
While in prison, Yoda learns
from fellow prisoners that "Monocle"
Harry. Blanche DeVore and Wong Fu
He makes his
have "framed" him.
escape and with the money supplied by
a fellow cellmate he poses as a wealthy
Japanese and soon outwits the trio, who
have kidnaped his wife, as well, and turns
them over to the police.

MEAL TICKET
(FOX)

who

first scares a houseful of people into
hysterics when he inadvertently transfers
the dressing from a porous plaster to his
face and they think he has the measles
and then hires out as a monkey to an
organ grinder. A real monkey, used for

experimental purposes in a hospital,
escapes and whenever Bobby appears
they mistake him for the vicious beast
and run to cover. He hides in the cage
in the hospital, then is whisked off to the
operating room, and when about to be
cut open the whole medical staff is overcome with laughing gas, which an
orderly touches off. The mixup between
the

two

— the

real

monkey and

the

man

not played up as well as it might
have been. The idea was good but it
missed fire.
Not as funny as many
former Sunshine comedies.

"Big
Duo

Town

Ideas" Delayed

change in the release schedFilm Corporation, Eileen
Percv's newest vehicle, known as "Big

ule

of

Town
May,

to a

Fox

Ideas," will not be released in
as heretofore announced, but has

neen put over to June.

MAY ALLISON

IX

THE LAST CARD
(METRO)

A

well sustained mystery story that

combines
great

heart

deal

interest

suspense.

of

and

a

Excel-

by Bayard Veiller
from a Saturday Evening Post
story "Dated" written by Maxwell Smith. Frank Elliott scores
lently directed

in a finely

This two reel comedy depends for its
laughs upon the antics of Bobby Dunn,

— was

87

This

is

Allison

the

drawn
best

features.

It

characterization.

of
is

the

recent

May

good box-office

material and it has not been slighted in
the telling. Bayard Veiller is responsible
for the production of a mystery yarn
that is fast moving, contains a splendid
thread of suspense, and is further enlightened by some appealing kid stuff that
is delightfully natural.
May Allison, as
the wife of an innocently accused man,
gives a sincere and creditable interpretais ably supported by Frank
the role of a criminal lawyer,
and by Albert Roscoe as the husband.
The production has been given an expensive setting, the house interiors and
the exterior snow scenes are well done
and the camerawork of Jackson Rose
However,
leaves nothing to be desired.
most of the credit must be given Bayard

She

tion.

Elliott, in

Veiller for his imaginative direction, and
natural titles which add a great deal to
The picture
the interest of the feature.
has exhibition value in the name of May

Allison

work

of

anced

and entertainment merit in the
the director and the well bal-

The

child actor, little Standid especially good work.
remainder of the cast included Irene
cast.

ley Goethals,

The

Hunt, Dana Todd and Wilton Taylor.
a whole. "The Last Card" is May

As

Allison at her best, in a real attraction.

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE LOST ROMANCE
(PARAMOUNT)
A

Expenaudience picture.
sively dressed society drama that
contains every element of boxoffice attraction with the excepfair

tion of a

good

story.

A

DeMille production that
this

directpr's

average.

Nagel and Lois Wilson

William
below
Conrad

is

fill

their

parts acceptably.
"The Lost Romance"

is the first story
directly for the screen by
Knoblock, the English playright.
It is a rehash of obvious situations that fail to appeal because of their

to be written

Edward

Director DeMille, being handicapped with a sterile vehicle, has garnished it with luxurious trappings that

banality.

from the weakness of the story.
In doing so he has produced a picture
is average in entertainment value.
The asset of the De Mille name and those
of Conrad Nagle's and Lois Wilson's, will
aid in putting this picture over on the
right side of the exhibitor's ledger.
Olga
distract

that

Sessue Hayakawa, Myrtle Stedman, and Henry Hebert in a dramatic
"Black Roses," a Robertson-Cole production.

moment from
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I

ANITA STEWART

IX

X

II

(FIRST NATIONAL)
This picture is notable for two well
staged storms one in the wilds
of Canada, the other in Jamaica.
Aside from this it has little merit.
Unusual supporting cast and star
wasted on poor story.
Edwin

—

directed.

We doubt if even the most ardent
Stewart fan will care for this. It is one
of the poorest stories this well liked
actress has had in a long time.
The piece is nicely mounted and her
supporting cast includes such fine players
as Herbert Rawlinson, Walter McGrail,
and Grace Morris. Miss Stewart is as
superbly beautiful as ever and gives a
dramatic and intensely emotional performance but the story is highly improbable and fails to impress.
The story, briefly, concerns

the

search of his bride.

cabin

and

The scene

in

shifts to

Jamaica five years later whence Hubert
and Julie, now his wife, have gone to
live.
Geoffrey Arnold is made a Lord
and visits Jamaica, where he again meets
while they are on a wild boar
and
Julie
hunt the two are overtaken by a tornado
and Geoffrey is badly hurt. Hubert is
told the truth, that the child is not his.
but that Geoffrey is its father and Julie
A divorce reis in love with Geoffrey.
leases Hubert, and Geoffrey and Julia
are reunited and sail for England.
Others in the cast are William V.
Mong and Richard Hedrick.

CARMEL MYERS

it

TOR

HERALD

S

should have a particular ap-

When Sonya Shoneman

is brought to
country by her father, Abraham,
she is followed by Misha Grossman, a
young physician, with whom she is madly
in love.
When her father refuses him

financial aid, she obtains work in a theatre to help Misha complete his educa-

He

successful and repulses her
to seek marriage with a wealthy girl.
David Dahlman, a social worker, who
tion.

is

has admired her, wins her, and Misha,
too late, realizes he, too, was deeply in
love with her. A fire in the theatre, during which Sonya's presence of mind prevents a panic, gives the needed thrill.

SPECIAL CAST IN

KAZAN

(WILLIAM

N.

SELIG)

An

entertaining picturization of
James Oliver Curwood's novel of
the same title.
The story is
founded upon the adventures of
Kazan, a dog, whose savagery incites fear in all the inhabitants of
this rugged country except one, a

Julie

starts

I

this

woman.

The bride leaves and becomes lost in a
snow storm. She is picked up by Hubert
Randolph, in the employ of the government.
Geoffrey upon his return drives
from

B

peal to Jewish people.

Laneau, a French-Canadian girl, who
marries Goeffrey Arnold. They are very
happy in their cabin in the woods, then
in
the absence of Geoffrey appears
Claire, who says she is Geoffrey's wife.

Claire

I

subtitles,

PLAYTHINGS
OF DESTINY

Carewe

.

rected

Bertram
this

state

Bracken
right

ETHEL CLAYTON

SHAM

pictures which rely upon animal life
for story value and plot development.
"Kazan" presented many difficulties. In
the screen presentation, however, this
well
remarkably
has
been
feature
all

handled.

The dog used

as

Kazan

in

the

pro-

Scenario Writers

have a

particular appeal to Jewish people

but should prove pleasing to all
theatre-goers. Depicts life in the
ghetto of New York. The story
is not new but is clean.
No objectionable features.
types, well portrayed by
an intelligently selected supporting cast,
give an appeal to Carmel Myers' latest
starring vehicle which many of her previous
efforts
have lacked.
"Cheated
Love" should satisfy. It does not qualify
as a "special," yet it is above the average

Interesting

A

light comedy of modern New
York society extremely well done.
Star is charming throughout and
Very clever
support excellent.

Splendid direction and
Entertainment of
photography.
titles.

highest class.
is
one

"Sham"

of

the

best

vehicles

It is a bright,
Ethel Clayton has had.
snappy, amusing picture with a frothy
but sufficient plot, logically brought to
Stunning gowns of the
a happy ending.
star will find favor with feminine audiences of highest type.
The cast is unusually good throughout,

especially the work of Walter Hiers, as
the fat young millionaire, hopelessly in
love with the heroine, and Carrie Clark
Ward as "Rosie," the maid of all work.
The story concerns the fortunes of
beautiful Katherine Van Riper, the last
of an old and aristocratic family, who
finds it very difficult to keep up her
social position on the limited income left
her by her father.
Accordingly she
"salamanders" in a very subtle and refined manner.
Suddenly into her life of
artificiality and sham there comes Tom
Jaffery, a young ranchman with all the
straightforwardness and honesty characteristic of the free life of the open, and
Katherine begins to despise the life of
subterfuge which she is compelled to
Their love for each other leads
lead.
her to give up a marriage of convenience
arranged for her with the son of Tom's
millionaire employer, and she goes with
Jaffery to live the clean, wholesome life
of the Western ranch.
"Sham" is a picture that interests and
provides good entertainment.

ANN LITTLE

IN

THE BLUE FOX

program pictures.
Miss Myers gives a very

so-called

satisfactory
interpretation of the part assigned her,
that of a Jewish immigrant girl who is
cast aside by a man she educates but
finds solace in the love of a kindly social
worker who has worshipped her from
afar.
George B. Williams, as her father,
divides honors with the star. Allan Forrest, John Davidson, and Laura Pollard

deserve special mention.
The story is not new but it is clean
and logical. Its strength is in its simplicity. It centers about life in the ghetto,
all of the characters being Jewish with
the exception of the Widow Flaherty.
For this reason and the fact that many
Jewish phrases are introduced in the

IN

(PARAMOUNT)

director's interpretation of this
virile story of romance and animal life

IN

will

"Kazan," half-wolf, is won by the sympathy of Joan Radisson, a sister of Jim
Raddison of the Northwest police, who
was murdered. He shields her from the
advances of McCready, a brute, who attempts to force his attentions upon her,
and finally kills McCready when he
In the end,
attempts to assault Joan.
Jim Thorpe, who was suspected of the
Radisson murder, wins Joan, and McCready is proven to have been the
murderer.

The

(UNIVERSAL)
comedy-drama which

Ben Haggerty, William Ryno and
Ben Deeley play the parts assigned to
them creditably.
lock,

Presented by George H. Hamil-

Like

will have by former Curwood
which have reached the screen.

An important asset to the production is
the wide reading given the story. Jane
Novak features the cast. Edwin Wal-

di-

CHEATED LOVE
A

picture
stories

feature.

pleasing screen entertainment.

1921

4,

duction was thoroughly trained.
Other
wild animals are introduced from time
to time and show that considerable time,
patience and care were devoted to them.
Exhibitors can measure the appeal this

ton.

is

June

(ARROW)
"The Blue Fox," Arrow's big

serial,

Hope Loring from

a story by
Joe Brandt, continues to hold the interest
aroused in the first three episodes.
The picture strikes a new note in serial
production.
It is clean and has many
original twists that intrigue and hold the
written by

attention.
The production ranks as a
real feature serial and should prove a

Miss

Mary O'Connor

(left)

and

Miss

Jeanie

MacPherson (right), two well-known writers
for screen, photographed at the Islington (England) studios of the Famous Players-LaskyBritish Producers.

good drawing card on any program. Ann
Little is accorded excellent support by
Joseph Girard. Morris Foster, Charles
Mason and William LaRock. It was
directed by Duke Worne. who has given
it

his best efforts.

June

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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SPECIAL CAST IN

SNOW BLIND
(GOLDWYX)
snow

Beautiful

scenes, a logical
of dramatic incidents,
this one of the best features

story,

full

make

month. Russell Simpson,
Pauline Starke, Cullen Landis and
Mary Alden are the players of the
of the

all-star cast.

This Reginald Barker production offers
splendid entertainment.
Adapted from
a

Red Book Magazine story by Kath-

Newlin Burt,
from justice who
erine

actress,

stricken

this tale of a fugitive
falls

blind

in

love with an

by the snow,

is

up to the Barker standard of excellence.
Then too, if there is anything
in psychology-, it would be a good picture
quite

to run in

hot weather,

it

has so

many

snow scenes in it.
The special cast includes Russell Simpson, as Hugh Garth the misshapen and
vengeful fugitive from the law; Pauline
Starke, as Sylvia, a member of a vaudeville troupe who loses her sight in the
snow; Cullen Landis. who has the role
of Hugh's younger brother Pete; and
Mary Alden, the silent, patient Bella ot
the piece.
Hugh. Bella and Pete live in a cabin
hidden in the wilderness of the Canadian
woods.
Hugh stumbles upon the half
frozen body of Sylvia Doone, a member
of a stranded vaudeville troupe, who has
become blinded by the glare of the snow,
and brings her to the cabin. She pictures Hugh as a big, heroic man; Pete
as a youth fourteen; and Bella as an old

A

dramatic

moment from "Snowblind,"

the Goldwyn production
Barker.

made by Reginald

woman.

Sylvia recovers her sight, howand knows Hugh for what he really
coward and fugitive from justice.
The most dramatic incident is where
Hugh waits for the return of Sylvia and
Pete from the trading post and she tells
him exactly what kind of a man he is.
Bella flees with Hugh, and Pete and
ever,
is,
a

Sylvia find happiness together.

ALL-STAR CAST IN

MAN OF THE FOREST
(HODKIXSON)
Zane Grey novel produced by Benjamin B. Hampton with all-star
cast.

Beautiful shots of forest ex-

teriors,

photographed with excel-

lent lighting effects.
audience picture.

A

first-class

rive,

discredited and sent from the ranch. The
girls are kidnaped by a gang of desperadoes under the leadership of one of
Beasley's henchmen.
They are tracked
to the cabin, wherein they are held prisoners by Lone Wolf, a faithful Indian.
He notifies Dale, and with one of Al's
cowpunchers the}- rescue the girls. In
the fight which follows Riggs meets his
Lem Beasley has also come to
death.
an untimely end.
As a whole, this feature is much better
than the usual program attraction. The
names of the producer, the author and
the all-star cast are the best assets for
exploitation.

MARGUERITE CLARK

This story of Western ranch life is a
slow in getting started, but after

the first reel holds the interest very well.

The

cast

is

Benjamin B.
capable throughout.

is

(FIRST XATIOXAL)

will

typical

a

Hampton one and

it

Clean, wholesome farce-comedy of
the "sub-deb" type in which Miss

Elaborate
Clark excels.
sets,
splendid supporting cast and well
written subtitles put this over
with a bang. Six reels of fine entertainment. Directed by Edward
H. Griffith.

Robert McKim as the unscrupulous villain
does excellent work and Claire
Adams as the heroine is beautiful and
appealing.

The story is concerned with Harvey
Riggs. protege of Al Auchincloss, who
secretly plots with

Lem

Beasley to se-

cure possession of Al's ranch. The latter, whose health is failing, sends East
for

his

two

nieces.

Helen and Bo,

whom he intends leaving
He also sends up into the
Milt

Dale,

who

lives

his

to

property.

mountains

for

with only a huge

black bear and a mountain lion for companions, because he believes that Dale
can help him.
Meanwhile the girls ar-

IX

SCRAMBLED WIVES

little

From the audience standpoint
prove highly satisfactory.

and a friendship springs up between

Dale and Helen. Riggs resents this, proposing to win Helen and the ranch for
himself, so he contrives to have Dale

Marguerite Clark comes back strong
"Scrambled Wives." It is one of the
best vehicles she has had in some time
and First Xational is to be congratuin

upon

acumen

in securing this
her most popular
little star in one
roles, that of a "sub-deb."
The action is brisk, the story logical
and the cleverly written subtitles fit the
players who are supposed to utter them.

lated

its

of

There

isn't

a

dull

moment

in

the

six

the lively and innocent looking
Lucille S nith (Miss Clark) be-

reels as

Mary
comes

entangled

in

one

complication

after another.

The supporting

cast consists of

Leon

Gendron. as Larry McLeod. a handlikable hero, and a good actor;
Ralph Bunker, as John Chiverick, a
"boob" lover; Florence Evcl n Martin, as
Mary's chum; Virginia Lee. as Miss Harlow; Alice Mann, a pretty and sugary
wife to Chiverick; Frank Badgley, as
Dicky Van Arsdale, and a half dozen
P.

some and

others equally as well cast.

The interest
Mary Smith is

is

caught at once when

expelled from boarding
school because John Chiverick is found
in Mary's room enjoying a Hallowe'en
party with the girls. In desperation she
elopes with him and her father arrives
at the justice of peace just as they are
married.
She is bundled off to Europe
and the marriage annuiled. Two years
elapse.
Man,- returns to Xew York and
finds that Chiverick has married Connie.
Mary meets and falls in love with McLeod. who assisted her on her elopement.
She poses as "Mrs. Smith" at the country home of Mrs. Halsey, McLeod's sister,
and here the complications start.
She tries to keep from McLeod the fact
that her former husband is a guest of
his sister.
Chiverick attempts to take
her to the mainland to enable her to
return to Xew York, but McLeod frustrates him and she has to explain everything to Larry in the shadow of the

boathouse

in a

downpouring

rain at

mid-

night.

There

is

ready-made

exploitation

in

who wants

this picture for the exhibitor
to put on a prologue.
One reel
is
in
colors, showing a tableau

of

it

in

a

country
home, and the
Japanese dance and the bubble number
could easily be duplicated upon any
stage, with good effect.
fashionable
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LETTERS

TOURING
the SOUTH
With H.
N._

From Readers
Communications

E.

*

O.

Pleased to Get Pointers,
the Editor:
I would
be glad to have some exhibitor give me a
pointer as to how I can increase my patronage. I am running Wednesday and Saturday only, Paramount on Wednesday with
Paramount magazine, and First National
on Saturday with Reelcraft one and two
reel comedies.
Have five piece orchestra,
myself included, and try to give them
nothing but censor-proof stuff.
I
use one
sheet around town and one three-sheet
and photos in the lobby. Any suggestions
Very glad to
will be thankfully received.
see you have added "Money Making Ideas"
department. Exhibitors Herald is 100 per

*

*

Charles H. Coke, owner of

the Princess

Mendenhall, Miss., will build an airdome
with a seating capacity of 350 this summer
Charley was congratulating
in this village.
himself over the fact that the cyclone that
wiped out Braxton did not travel a few

at

miles south.
*

*

as busy as ever fixing
up the lobby of the Majestic theatre at Jackwonder why Dad plays-up
son, Miss.
is

We

coming attractions
the marquee?

big electric lights

in

*

cent.

on

busy on his maiden
prologue set at the Majestic theatre, Jackson, Miss., duplicating Ed. Hyman's idea
on his presentation of "Passion" at the
Strand. Brooklyn, N. Y. Bernie also manages the Istrione.
This theatre has just
been repainted, new upholstered seats, fixtures and an Allis-Chalmers motor generator set installed one of the few in the
United States.
is

Starring in "On the Back Lot," a Pantheon Picproduction,
directed
by
Corporation
tures
Charles Miller.

TOPICS

Ark.,

enlarge

will

Opera

summer.

chairs

his
will

*

*

Leonidas Joseph Serrett. owner of the
Pastime at Hamburg, Ark., and station
agent on the "M. O. P.." is all excited these
days, as a
oil in a

company

few weeks

will start drilling for
near bis city.
under-

Sunlight Comedies.
*

Herman W.
looking
in

this

for

*

who runs the MaHuntington. Ark., is busy

additional

profitable theatres
aspires to

Herman now
*

*

*

Toinette— "Why
out?"

Tony

was

— "Off his base
— "Oh, crazy

that

player

put

!"

Toinette

!"

Rutgers.

when you eat here you needn't dust
your plate," the indignant restaurant
"Beg pardon, just force of
keeper said.
IVashhabit." said the baseball umpire.
inqton Times.
"Sir,

off

*

*

Davis and H. E. Dodge are making
hum about the Arkansas Specialty

Film Company at Little Rock. Ark.
Sol
seemed almost a stranger in a neighborhood
so far from his old stamping grounds,
Dallas. Tex. The above company is strictly
an Arkansas concern, but is handling prac-

same state right features as the
Specialty Film Co. of Dallas, Tex.
* * *

tically the

M. A. Lightman, the well known partner of M. J. Pruniski, owners of the
Princess in North Little Rock, has left for
a motor boating trip in his sport model
Nash for Atlanta, Ga. From telegraphic
reports received daily by Mr. Pruniski *he
farmers are making plenty of money along
the route of said Nash.
new Wurlitzer.
style O, has been installed in the Princess
and the front redecorated and new scenery

A

installed.

"Three balls!" yelled the umpire.
"Xow's your chance to soak it," shouted
the excited pawnbroker's clerk to the batsman. Boston Transcript.

*

Jeffries,

territory.

(Pittsburgh).

*

*

be a theatre magnate.
Sol.
things

third," said he,
"Here's where we work the squeeze."
"Oh, Charlie, dear, not right out here.
It is so public, please!"

—Proofs

some batter,
is
muhboy."
Peppo "Yes, he takes the batter cake."

Speedo— "Babe

Ruth

—

— "That
reminds
Inish league pitcher."
—
Second Fan "Howzat?"
First
trol."

Fan

Fan

girl

— "Lots

Columbia

—
—

this

several different
eight reel feature

We

it.

want

to

SWANTON.

Work"

me

Your

NEB.— To

Editor:
the
starting a department given over to

"Money Making
am only sorry

Ideas"

is

good work and

that I cannot offer sugwatch with
I will
gestions of this kind.
interest those suggestions made so that I
I

can benefit.

—

J.

J.

Kudlecak.

Swan

theatre,

Swanton, Neb.

Word on

"Scarlet

Days"

GOODLAND, KANS.— To
Whenever D. Wark produces

the
a

Editor:

fine

piece

of Swiss or Limburger he condescendingly
allows the common or garden variety of
exhibitor to add class and distinction to
his house by paying three prices for a picture that never pleases ten per cent of the
people. The only Griffith pictures that ever
made a cent for the box office are "The
Birth of a Nation" and "Way Down East,"
but did the exhibitors, whose money put
Griffith where he is today, ever get a chance
to play them and get back the "jack" they
have thrown away on D. W. G. frosts?
You tell 'em. Webster, you've got the vocabulary. Who helped this high and mighty
bird most when he was trying to get a

The
start directing split reel Biographs?
movie men or the owners of the so-called

Rutgers.
First

from

Appreciates "Good

and

first

stock

R. D. Lewis Film Company, Little Rock,
Ark., under the able management of T.
W. Sharp, announce"; an affiliation with the
National Exchanges and that they will
have ready for release June 1 a series of
fifty-two two-reel "Mirth"Comedies featuring "Tweedy," also fifty-two single reel

jestic theatre at

"A man on

We

starfd Leonidas has a large block of
in one of these leases.
* * *

FAYETTE. I A.— To the Editor: We
never realized before how careful the exhibitor should be in making an unprejudiced
comment on what pictures did for them
in writing to the Herald, until we made
a report on "Immortality."
We have re-

—

SO PLAYFUL

*

theatre,

HERALD

say again that every exhibitor will do himself and probably his patrons much good
by showing this picture and you can get
all the information you may seek by writing Immortality, 1044, 127 X. Dearborn
street. Chicago.
A. J. Steggal. Fayette, la.

theatre
be in-

stalled.

the

and where they can get

IIIMBITOKS iiivmi.

Edgar Oslin, the plumber-exhibitor of
Crossett,
this

They Read

six letters
states asking about

Of THE DAY"

The Lite rary Digest

*

*

H. Thomas, Community

la.

ceived
*

—
*

— C.

Galva,

ANETHA GETWELL

*

*

Mulligan

B. A.

will

GALVA, IA.— To

this Fall.

*

letters

*

*

Dad Wolerstein

of

not be considered.

Cannon,

*

topics

Unsigned

200 words.

the popular pill mixer of
Magee, Miss., will remodel his Palace theatre this summer.
J. O. states that times
are hard but expects business to pick up
J.

on

current interest.
Writers are requested to confine themselves to

Vic Girard, who is at present managing
the Dorothy theatre at Collins, Miss., expects to resign as manager of this house
and hit the road with a three-car show in
Louisiana.
•

1921

line 4.

of a

of speed, but no con-

Jester.
*

As far as I am
"legitimate" theatres?
personally concerned, Mr. Griffith will not
find it necessary to keep his pictures out
of my theatre in the future. I will attend
And that is
to that little matter myself.
what I think of "Scarlet Days." E. E.
Sprague. manager, Lyric theatre. Goodland,

—

Father "Willie, are you and Bob in mischief again?"
we are
Willie "Oh. no, we're all right
just playing ball with some of the eggs
the grocer left." New York Daily News.

Kans.

;

*

He
man

(explaining the
stole second."

—

"Well,— what
Widow.

His Girl

— Cprnell

game)

— "You

Old Wonderland Leased
PLATTSBURG,

see that

did he do first?"

N. Y.— The old Wonderland theatre at 45 Bridge street has
been leased by Frank S. Anagnos and
Louis Conves. The building will be remodeled and renovated.

——
June

——
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Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You are

especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.

a co-operative service

It is

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and

TELL US

I

every week what the picture

did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.
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The Valley

—A

of

Tomorrow, with

W illiam

real good outdoor picture
Drew fine for me. C. S.
real star.

Russell.

and a

—

Reinbeck.

Ford. Princess theatre,
Small town patronage.

Ia.

Lyric theatre. Stuart. Fla. Small town
patronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.
Played one big week to pleased big business.
Patrons more than pleased.
William Noble, Orpheum theatre. Oklahoma City. Okla. Neighborhood patron-

—

Six Feet Four, with William Russell.

— Good

___===__========

—

American

Good

Way

age.

A

above average Western. O. R. Nation.
Strand theatre, Davis. Cal. Small town

Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Played to two
Talmadge.
crowded houses.
Pleased all. Sucks-

patronage.

torff Bros.,

picture.

—

puller.

—

—

Norma

Orpheum

theatre.

town patronage.

theatre.

—

Associated Exhibitors
The Devil, with George Arliss. —A

big

—Wil-

with big pleased audiences
liam Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma
General patronage.
City, Okla.
The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine
Farrar.
Average business to average
Farrar not so popular here any
picture.
more. Yerner Hicks. Family theatre,
Marion. 111. General patronage.
daily.

—

—

—

—

The Riddle: Woman, with Geraldine
Farrar.
One of the biggest box office

—

disappointments in the history of this
house.
Here's a picture rated by a reviewing service AA. Oh, Death, where
is
thy sting? Fred S. Meyer, Palace
Transient patrontheatre. Hamilton, O.

—

—

production.

—Very

—

The Kid, with Charles Chaplin. Going
over big. Even- in face of downpour of
Patrons say it is wonderful. Art
rain.
Hardin. Saenger theatre. Monroe. La.
Downtown patronage.
Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
Not as well received as some of her
previous offerings. Over eight thousand
Less
feet of film and the picture drags.
Star's work
footage would improve it.
very good. Excellent cast and the acting
of Vera Stedman as the mother is exceptionally good. J. H. Vaughan, New

—

|

1

3.

— Crit-

1

4.

A

of the North, with a special
picture of the Canadian North-

1

5.

—Maquoketa,

theatre,

Ia.

|

1.

1

2.

patronage.

woods of

men and women. Forest
anything we have ever seen.
By all
at advanced prices.

real

exceeds
Played this
fire

means book
theatre.

enjoyed

Patrons
Liked Best

The Idol Dancer.
The Dancin' Fool.
Riders of the Dawn.

Nomads

—A

New

it.

New-

Ten Plays

—

cast.

Brother Sprague, of
Kan., wants to know
what success I have had running
big stuff at big prices. She won't
work. Had we adopted this plan
three years ago, when everything
else was higher than a cat's back,
it might have been a success; but
now, when everybody is pinching
a buffalo nickel until the race is
almost extinct, it causes a scratching of the dome before they walk
up to the box office window.
For the present, and until people
stop hating themselves, 't is better
to fish around the lily pads and
not go out where the water is blue.
I note that Bro. Sprague says
that his audience very muchly

—

My

— R.

Gribble. Grand
Hamburg. Ont.. Can.

R.

Small town patronage.
Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. A knockout.
A 100% picture.
Used HaPleased everybody.
waiians second night and packed 'em in.
Connie never made a better. You can't

—

1

|

7.

|

8.

|

9.

|

10.

I
1
|
1

— Tom Magruder. Elite theatre,
— Neighborhood patronage.

—

Girl's

Ro-

never

I

—

Neb.

The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-

nearly
of Connie's
— Just
Ford. Princess
good. — C.
—Reinbeck,
— Small town pattheatre.

madge.
j

like

pictures

all

S.
Ia.

ronage.

The

Men.

Dangerous to
Humoresque.
Mary's Ankle.
Excuse My Dust.

All the above are good and have
of good comedy, except "Humoresque," which is almost entirely dramatic but is very good.

H. Powers,
Strand Theatre,
Dunsmuir, Cal.

Woman

—

Gives, with

Norma

Tal-

Satismadge. Very ordinary picture.
C. F. Hancock. Lyric
fied about 60%.
Small town patrontheatre. Stuart. Fla.

—

—

age.

What Women

Love, with Annette
Annette Kellerman
draws this would be all right although
under
the wonderful swimming and
scenes will please everyone. Story weak.
Bert Norton. Kozy theatre. Eureka,
111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan
Played it two days to
production.
packed houses. A picture you can run at
advanced prices. Book and boost it. Am
looking forward to more of this kind.

Kellerman.*— Where

Dollars.

lots

New
|

I

don't know.
Cotton flannel is the acme of my
education along that line.
But I
never supposed he would take 'em
parade
on
dress
right
out
in a
short grass country. J. C. JenkAuditorium theatre, Neligh,
ins.

1

Paris Green.

Red Hot

PINK TIGHTS.

wore 'em, so

j

|
j

C.

go wrong.
Iola, Kans.

Curtain, with Katherine MacDonald.
Patrons spoke well of this. Personally I
thought very poor. C. F. Hancock.

6.

Chorus
mance.

—

(Pathe)
This is a

NOTE:

Good light comedy-drama.
Talmadge pictures go over fine here.
L. Douglas. Strand theatre.

OUT

UNDER

GET

Goodland,

— —

—

All

with

GET

shine.

real special.

Plaved two days to fair crowds. Olen
Reynolds. Pearl theatre. Hymera. Ind
Small town patronage.
In Search of a Sinner, with Constance
Talmadge— A perfect riot of laughs
greeted this picture. Have never had a
picture that gave better satisfaction.
C. F. Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart.
Small town patronage.
Fla.
The Perfect Woman, with Constance

Talmadge.

and

the bacon, rind and all. Book both
of these and then watch the sun

National

First

ical

A

good.

PHYLLIS,

Ray,

you can safely advise the investment of 20 and 35 cents in. Ray
and Lloyd are a couple of boys for
whom you will never be required
to make an apology. They deliver

Can.

—

—

town patron-

with Harold Lloyd.
combination
that is mighty
hard
to
beat
and one that

L. M.
Pretty good comedy.
madge.
Kuhns. Gibson theatre. Gibson, N. M.
Mining camp patronage.
The River's End, a Marshall Neilan

—W.

age.

Orpheum

AND

Small town patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-

well executed production that took well

AND

19

Charles

The

Ont..

— Small

patronage.

N. D.

New Hamburg.

Grove. Nebr.

Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan
production— Picture that will appeal to
any class of audience. Two days to capacity business.
Broke all records.
Lightman & Prusiski. Princess theatre,
No. Little Rock. Ark.— Neighborhood

Wildrose,

— General patronage.
Perfect Woman, with Constance
Talmadge. — Constance registered another
hit in this one. — R. R. Gribble, Grand

—

man
age.

—

the West, with William Russell.
reissue of The Torch Bearer, and a
good picture at that. R. Ross Riley,
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. Small

From

—A

Address "What The

—

—

—

|

F X H
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M. Rothweiler, Palace theatre, Bison,
Small town patronage.

L.

Kans.
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Ten Plays

Passion's Playground, with

MacDonald.

— Katherine

woman.

ful

B

I

jority.

Katherine
very beauti-

a

is

My

Seemed

— R.

R.

New Hamburg,

to please the maGribble, Grand theatre.
Ont., Can.
Small town

—

The Temperamental Wife, with Constance Talmadge. Six reels of fine entertainment.
One of the best I have ever
shown. It will please 90% of your patrons.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre,
Anita, la. Neighborhood patronage.

—

A regular George Walsh picture with the
usual amount of athletic stunts. A good
program picture that pleased a good
crowd.— Smith Read.
Patriot theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. Small town patronage.
Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Goodwin.
Not a whole lot to this one. Still,
at 18c it got by with a Fox News.— H. A.
Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield,
la.
Home patronage.

—

—

The Miracle Man.

1.

|
|

2.

Humoresque.

|

3.

Forbidden Fruit.

I

4.
5.

Heliotrope.

|

6.

Something

town patronage.

7.

Go and Get

Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.

8.

Male and Female.

Mason.

Fvervvvoman.

Shirley

The Prince Chap.

Giacoma

—

—
—

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Stewart.
Splendid picture.
Drawing
power is strong as usual on Anita
Stewart pictures.
Pleased good crowd.

—Smith Read,
Tex.

— Small

Some

good, others poor.

—

9.

—

10.

age.

Do

— A good picture but not a special.
I

10 to 30.

—

lost money
P. G. Held,

on

—

—

—

advertised that by seeing
people could tell whether

Drew

or not they were in love.
house.
Pleased all.— R.

Grand

theatre,

— Small

R.

New Hamburg,

a good
Gribble,
Ont., Can.

The

stance is liked here so draws well, especially the ladies.
W. L. Douglas, Strand
theatre,
Grove, Nebr. Small

—

Passion's Playground, with Katherine
MacDonald. Very good. C. F. Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

The Temperamental Wife, with Con-

— This

—

Newman

is

good.

Con-

Wanderer, with Shirley
regular program feature
Mason always pleases here.

Little
a

with William
very good. More than

Sacrifice,
is

pleased.
Y"ii can't K" wrong on this.
W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman

—

Grove, Nebr. Small town patronage.
Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Goodwin. The star took his part pretty good
his

in

play.

first

Drawing power
low

—

Woman,

Mountain

—

The story was

fair.

Story does not folHirsh. Spruce theatre,

— Neighborhood

Allen, with

Tomb-

with

Pearl

White. Fair picture, but star not popular here.— H. B. Tull, Strand theatre,
Monon, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

New York

Sleeps, with a special

This picture pleased big audiences
and was well received. William Noble,
Rialto theatre, Oklahoma, City, Okla
General patronage.

—

—

patron-

George Walsh.

—

—

Thief, with Pearl White— A fine
all the way through.
Not a single
weak spot. Did small business on it as
star does not draw here, but all that
did see it had favorable comments for it.
W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre, Newman Grove, Nebr. Small town patronage.

The

picture

—

fair.

book. B.
Philadelphia, Pa.
age.

Dynamite

—

—Very

Fox

— This

patron-

— As

Girl of

Greatest

— Home

My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
pleasing picture.
Frank E. Lee,
Lee's theatre, Three Oaks, Mich. Neighborhod patronage.

to.wn patronage.

Farnum.

la.

Bros., Crystal theatre,
stone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

town patronage.

stance Talmadge.

The

cast.

—

this picture the

patronage.

Bloomfield,

While

His

—

Flame of Youth, with Shirley Mason.
A good show. Good plot and well
acted by a star that is a favorite here in
Bloomfield.— H. A. Wishard. Wishard

theatre,
age.

It.

Milford, la.

The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-

— We

|

Sterling theatre,

Fairmont, Neb. General patronage.
The Master Mind, with Lionel Barrymore. A gripping picture that held my
patrons to the last foot.
A really
wonderful production. C. F. Hancock,
Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla. Small town
patronage.

madge.

Think

Admission

it.

—

— Neighborhood

—
to

not raise your admission prices on

this one.

Fla.

A. M. Leitch,
Royal Theatre,

The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge.

Little Grey Mouse, with Louise
Fair.
Star theatre, Arcadia,

Lovely.

About.

Pleased
probably 50%. C. F. Hancock, Lyric
theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small town patronsaid

The

The Mark of Zorro.

Patriot theatre, DeKalb,

1921

4,

—

Patrons
Liked Best

patronage.

June

—

The Cheater Reformed, with William

—

Russell.
One of the best Russell pictures we have shown in some time and
one that will please the majority where
shown.
Smith Read, Patriot theatre,

—

—

DeKalb, Tex. Small town patronage.
The Texan, with Tox Mix. This picture was liked by all.
A Western that
did

not

them

kill

—

all.

—James

A. York,

Auditorium theatre, Monroeville, Ala.—
Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix. As usual
the largest crowd.
They always come
to see Mix and always go away pleased.
If you are not playing Mix you are losing
money. E. E.
Harman, Opera
House, Elgin, Ore.

—

—

Beware

Bride, with Eileen
for average picture.
Lots of laughs. Good looking star.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

Percy.

—

of

— Good

the

enough

—

—

Just Pals, with Buck Jones. This was
a dandy and pleased nearly all who saw
The kid in the picture divides honors
it.
Buck is becoming quite
with the star.
with
popular
our
patrons.
H.
J.

—

Yaughan,
quoketa,

New Orpheum

la.

— Critical

—

—

—

—

in a scene

from

his latest

Goldwyn production "Made

directed by Victor Schertzinger

in

Heaven'

;

Ma-

patronage.

Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. Another splendid picture, though not enough
If
life in it to suit this dainty little star.
you like Oriental stuff this will go over
big.
Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex. Small town patronage.
The Road Demon, with Tom Mix.
Talk about action, there's sure plenty in
If your patrons like excitement
this.
and thrills they will go crazy about this,
W. L. Dougespecially the youngsters.
Strand theatre, Newman Grove,
las,
Nebr. Small town patronage.
From Now On, with George Walsh.
Walsh a very good star. Above average.

—

Tom Moore

theatre,

—
—
AA
Tune

4.

———
A

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

—Very

good. Pleased 1009c. Good
entertainment. E.
E.
Harman,
Opera House, Elgin. Ore.

cast.

—

clean

Going Some, with

— Alvin

picture.

a special cast.

— Fair

Frank, Jewel theatre,

S.

Lafayette, Colo.

with Chaplin's
Business had

this

STREET.

EASY
been

Thought the county
was depopulated. Advertised "Circus Coming to Town with Mabel
and

Washington and the bad business
at Salmon was handed a
plexus
then
and there.
Saturday night.
Prices, 30 and
15 cents.
Philip Rand, Rex the-

—

scenes from "The Beach of Dreams," a
Rob«rtson-Cole production with an all-star

cast.

E. Lee, Lee's theatre, Three
Oaks. Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White—
good drawing card, but not much of a
picture.
C. S. Ford. Princess theatre.
Reinbeck. Ia. Small town patronage.
The Man Who Dared, with William
Russell.
Fair.
Star theatre, Arcadia,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
A mighty poor picture. Five reels of
silly senseless stuff.
Patrons were thoroughly disgusted.
W. L. Douglas.
Strand theatre. Newman Grove, Nebr.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

The Face
special cast.

Your Window,

at

—A

%vith

a

propaganda picture that

Madge Ken-

an ordinary program pic—Just
ture.
Admission ten and twenty-five
cents. — P. G. Held. Sterling theatre. Fairmont, Nebr. — Neighborhood patronage.
Strictly Confidential, with Madge Kennedy— A decidedly interesting comedydrama. Will please most any audience.
— R. C. Buxton, Strand theatre. Ransom.
Kans. — Small town patronage.
The Woman and the Puppet, with
Geraldine Farrar. — Small crowd and

—

—

—

The

Little

Wanderer.— W.

—

t.

Bigg;.

Unique theatre. Anita, Ia. Neighborhood patronage.
The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.

—

picture of this kind goes over fine. The
story appeals to everyone, even the
cranks had a good word for it. W. L.
Douglas. Strand theatre, Newman Grove.

—

Nebr.
Blind Wives, with a special cast.
Splendid acting by Estelle Taylor. Marc
MacDermott and Harry Sothern. Better than While New York Sleeps, in
which these three starred, but its great
length detracts from its entertainment.
Smith Read. Patriot theatre, DeKalb.
Tex. Small town patronage.

—

The Branding
dandy

your

Iron, with a special cast.

picture.

Play

patrons

away

Empress

theatre,

it

and send

—

Preston
pleased.
Rockwell City. Ia.
Partners of die Night, with a special

Bros.,

DOWN

— Sam

—

—

Photos on this one good. I used
an arch style front covered with
photos, 22x28's on top of each

Box

llxl4's for balance.
center of lobby.

arch,

This,

in

office

with plenty of light, will make a
stunning display. Arches made of
beaver board. Roy N. McMinn,

—

Capitol

Amusement

Co., Superior,

Wis.

X, with Pauline Frederick.
The best picture we ever ran. Raised
admission and patrons said it was worth
it.
Preston Bros.. Empress theatre.
Rockwell City, Ia.
The Girl from Outside, with a special
cast.
This has lots of action and well
produced. Gave good satisfaction. E. D.
Luna. Cozy theatre, Lincoln, Ark.

—

detective story with no drawing
power. C. S. Ford. Princess theatre.
Reinbeck, Ia. Small town patronage.
fair

—

—

—

—

—

Woman

The

in

—Very

Room

13,

with Pauline

good program picture.
My patrons liked this one. Admission
ten and twenty-five cents. P. G. Held.

—

Sterling

Fairmont,

theatre.

Nebr.

Barbara
admission on this.
Advertised big and olayed to big houses.

They

—

Frank. Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Are All Men Alike? with May Allison.
as good as Fair and Warmer.
She is good in this kind of stuff. Allison
and Dana are Metro's best bets. R. Ross
Riley, Wigwam theatre. Oberlin, Kans.
Small town patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice

—

— —

Neighborhood patronage.
The Branding Iron, with
Castleton.

—

— Almost

Neighborhood patronage.
Frederick.

Metro
The Misleading Lady, with Bert LytelL
Alvin S.
Very good comedy-drama.

Lake.

— Pleased

everyone.

— Lang

&

—Raised

liked

it

and

told

me

Book

so.

S.

it

Reinbeck.

Ia.

Hodkinson

—

my

theatre and raised
Packed
traction.
Book it. exhibitors, and advertise
orices
Grand theatre.
big.
Sam Sax,

—

New

—Transient patronage.
Hugo Ballin
EAST LYNNE.
production. — This old classic packed

Portland, Ore.

a

house for three days and my patrons were well pleased. This new
version far outshines the old one.

my

George

Guthrie.

Oregon

theatre.

Salem. Ore.
King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis.
good picture. Pleased 90^ of my paW. L. Douglas. Strand theatre.
trons.
Newman Grove, Nebr. Small town patronage.
The Sagebnisher, with a special cast.
Went over 1009c. Patrons said last
reel alone was worth price of admission.

—

—

—

—

Goldwyn

—A

for feature material.

Big business.

The Band Box, with Doris Kenyon.

Madame

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth. Absolutely a big box office at-

people

— Smith

—

HOME, an Irvin Willat
production. A very good picture.
Should please most any audience.

Ore.

Neighborhood patronage.
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mason.
Shirley draws well here, but this was
not verv good. Does not compare with

stuff.

strong

1009c feaSax, New
Grand theatre, Portland, Ore. Transient
patronage.

—

— C. Ford. Princess theatre,
— Small town patronage.

of

Louise

—
Glaum. —A

—

poor picture.
Nothing to it. If you
have this one booked get busy and cancel.
E. E. Harman. Opera House. Elgin.

who care for this kind
Read, Patriot theatre.
DeKalb, Tex. Small town patronage.
The Thief, with Pearl White.— Pearl
White does not' draw for me. Frank E.
Lee. Lee's theatre. Three Oaks, Mich.
will please

—

stories
ture.

Salmon, Idaho.

nedy.

Two

—

King Spruce, with Mitchell Lewis.
good outdoor picture. C. S. Bord. Princess theatre. Reinbeck, Ia. Small town

—

"jinx"
solar

Strictly Confidential, with

Frank, Jewel the-

The Harvest Moon, with Doris Kenyon. Fair program picture. F. Hejtmanek. Opera House, Clarkson, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.
I expected big things and realized them
when I played The U. P. TraiL Zane
Grey out-ranks all writers when offering

mothers, kids, babies and dogs.
That night a seismic disturbance
of the Rockies was recorded at

atre,

it.
Alvin S.
atre. Lafayette, Colo.

—

Chaplin
They came,

Charlie

brought the children.

—

day on

sensational play.
Well executed, but a
little bit coarse, but not objectionable.
Will draw big business wherever shown.
William Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. General patronage.

very poor.

Normand"

93

patronage.
Sex, with

JINX, with Mabel Normand.—
Played

— Frank

—AA

—Mrs.

P. G.

—

Maddox. Maddox

theatre.

Archer, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.

Wonderful drawing card. Mighty good
picture, too. Broke house record for one

JOHNNY HINES
Featured

in

"Torch y Corned: s" being produced
by Master Films. Inc.

E X

94
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June

never cared tor
liked this picture.

and

1921

4,

Hart before said they

Good business

at ten

— A.

N.
Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
twenty-five

cents.

—

The Grim Game, with Houdini.
very good program picture, holding the
interest until the end.
Star takes lot of
chances in his daredevil part. Horn &
Morgan, Star theatre, Hay Spgs., Nebr.
Small town patronage.

—

—

The

Call of Youth, with a special cast.
business.
picture.
Fair
Star
Neighborhood
Arcadia,
theatre,
Fla.

— Fair

—

—

patronage.

His House in Order, with Elsie Ferguson.
Splendid program picture to fair
business.
C.
H. Thomas, Community
Small town patrontheatre, Galva, la.
age.

—

—

—

Mrs. Temple's Telegram, with Bryant
Washburn. A rattling fine farce-drama.
A laugh from start to finish. Good as
What's Your Husband Doing? Wash-

—

with Arbuckle's
comedy. This
good for the hard boiled.

Played

burn's best.

combination

Two

this

A dandy

The Hayseed.
is

—

Philip
15
cents.
30 and
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.
Excuse My Dust, with Wallace Reid.
It would be hard to find a more all around
pleasing picture than this one. J. E.
Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.

nights,

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Hawthorne

new Asso-

in a scene from "Gypsy Blood," a
ciated First National production.

Pola Negri, the noted Polish actress,

—

Smith, Optra House, Cobb, Wis.' Neighborhood patronage.
Fair and Warmer, with May Allison.
For corned}' this is hard to beat. R. R.

—

Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Small town patronage.
Ont., Canada.

—

Please Get Married, with Viola Dana,
A real comedy drama. Gave a Saturday night audience many a laugh, and
seemed to please. C. T. Metcalf, Opera

—

—

House,

Greenfield,

111.

— Small

—

Double Speed and Hawthorne of the
S. A. with Wallace Reid.— Both of
these pictures are well worth showing.
Wallie is one of our best drawing cards.
R. R. Gribble. Grand theatre, New
Hamburg, Ont., Can. Small town patU.

THE

Should

a

— Good

Woman

Tell?

with

MacLean.

He

My

—

—

town patronage.
The Walkoffs, with May Allison—
very pleasing picture with no drawing
power. A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre.

—

Eminence, Ky.

—

Blackmail, with Viola Dana. Viola
I wish
puts over a very good picture.
my patrons liked her as much as I do.
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo.

— Catch

with Douglas

him

if

you

can.

well worth catching.
You
will get your reward at the box
office.
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Canada.
is

—

Alice

Fine photography.
picture.
fans liked it and told me so.
Alice
Lake well liked here. J. V. Roule.
Avoyelles theatre, Mansura, La. Small

JAILBIRD,

—

Very
Hart.
good picture. Frank E. Lee, Lee's theNeighborhood
atre, Three Oaks, Mich.
patronage.
Sand, with

William

—

S.

—

—

—

— Neighborhood

—It drew
theatre.

Dancing

— Pretty

—

Why Smith Left Home, with Bryant
Washburn. Excellent comedy. Big business. Pleased them all. If you want fun
get this

—
one. —

|

Harris, Capitol theatre, Little Rock, Ark.

Brewster's Millions, with Roscoe Ar-

—

Good money getter. Opinion
on it about fifty-fifty. Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
The Great Day, with a special cast.
They don't care for this kind, although
t
is a good one.
Star theatre, Arcadia,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid.
One night and did a good business. Pabuckle.

;

—

—

—

B. Endert, Endert thea-

I

1.

Patrons
Liked Best

The Last

of the

Mo-

Circle, with a special cast.
exhibitor, stay away from this
Absolutely no good. Rex theatre,

—

1

2.

In Old Kentucky.

|

3.

|

4.

His Wife's Friend, with Dorothy Dal-

|

5.

The River's End.
Go and Get It.
The Devil's Passkey.

Didn't get price of

|

6.

Two Weeks.

|

7.

|

8.

one.

Hutchinson, Minn.

— Small

town patron-

age.
ton.
film

— Pretty

poor.
on this one.

A

poor substitute for
the one we booked.
R. R.
Gribble,
Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
Small town patronage.
Sand, with William S. Hart. Average
Hart picture.
No unusual business.
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,

—

—

—

Colo.

The Money
Hart.

— Several

iiinmBm

The Plays

My

The White

—

J.

^>niiHiirnitrniiiiiiniiiiiniiiiiniinniiiiinniinntiHn(iiiiiiiitiriiiiiiiiiititiiiinitiiiiittitRiminn

hicans.

— Brother

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.
100% production. Photography wonderful.
Characters true to type.
Has a
moral and clean.
Drawing fine. S.

Can.

Ont.,

theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

day poor.

— Neighbor-

— R. R. Gribble, Grand

Wallace
with
Fool,
good, but not up to Reid's
standard. However, Reid is good drawing card for me and his nice appearance
always pleases. Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
Reid

patronage.

time. First day good.
Second
theatre, Arcadia, Fla.

—

Small town patronage.

hood patronage.

Paramount

the kids.

New Hamburg,

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.
They said this was the best in a long

— Star

cast.

—

The Education

of Elizabeth, with Billie
Drew
Burke.- Patrons
well
pleased.
capacity.
Star goes good here.
L. J.
Serrett. Pastime theatre, Hamburg, Ark.

special

a

wonderful picture that drew out the very
best people in town, but it didn't appeal
to our average patron, so we lost money
on it. Twenty and forty cents admission.
A. N. Miles, Eminence theatre,
Eminence, Ky.
Huckelberry Finn, with a special cast.

The

ronage.

—

Lake.

—

town

patronage.
The Off-Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
Good picture. Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

—

—

Wal-

patronage.

Humoresque, with

trons liked this one. C. J. Goodwin,
Princess theatre, Bastrop, La. Neighborhood patronage.

—

of the U. S. A., with

— Clever. Good business and
everybody pleased. — R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. — Small town
Reid.

lace

Corral,

people

with

who

William S.
had

said they

1

Blind Husbands.
Excuse My Dust.
The

first

Clarence
|

three far in the lead.

W.

Langacher,

Opera House,

New

Glarus, Wis.
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Crescent City, Cal.

tre,

— General

patron-

age.

Saide Love, with
light drama. Nothing

Billie

Burk.

— Very

to rave over. Have
her in better. Hackett & Krauss,
Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

seen

Mary's Ankle, with Douglas MacLean
and Doris May. A dandy comedy that
pleased a large crowd. These stars are
coming fast. Bert Norton, Kozy theaNeighborhood patrontre, Eureka, 111.

Princess

—

age.

Woman

The

Bennett.

Grand

— Fair

theatre,

— Small

drama.

— R.

R.

New Hamburg,

with Enid
Gribble,
Ont., Can.

town patronage.

la.— Small

The

Girl

Web, with Blanche

the

in

— Can't say much for — R. R.
Gribble. Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont.. Can. — Small town patronage.
it.

Realart
The

House

That

Jazz Built, with
A good, clean picture.
and produced.
Drew-

Wanda Hawley. —
Cleverly

staged

poor on account of weather.
Princess

theatre.

— C.

J.

Bastrop,

GoodLa.

Neighborhood patronage.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley. A good little program picture,
but failed to draw. We haven't made any
money on our Realarts yet. A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.
Something Different, with Constance
Binney. Very good show. Business bad.

—

—

Pathe
The Sage Hen, an Edgar Lewis production.
Big crowd and everybody enthusiastic about it. Never had as many

—

compliments on a picture before. Stepped
on it hard and it pleased immensely well.
Alvin S. Frank, Jewell theatre, La-

—

fayette, Colo.

—

The posters
Arcadia,

are not good.

Fla.

iels.

— Bebe

with

—

William

Desmond. Here is one good bet. A fine,
comedy-drama. If you want a good
program picture book it. It is fine. A. R.
Bird,
Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
clean

is

—

One Hour Before Dawn, with H.

B.

Tell, with

certainly

—

good

good. Alvin S.
theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

Miss Hobbs, with

My

—Star

— Neighborhood

You Never Can
Picture

A Broadway Cowboy,

theatre,

patronage.

Bebe Danlook

to

at.

Frank, Jewel

style

my

Realart.

people

fair.

like,

— Excellent mystery drama.
Packed house pleased. First appearance
R. R. Gribble. Grand theatre, New Hamof star and patrons want to see her again.
burg, Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
— Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre, TombSeven Years Bad Luck, with Max
stone, Ariz. — General patronage.
Linder. — Went over 100 per cent. Clean
Something Different, with Constance
comedy. — Giacoma Bros., Crystal theaBinney. — This
a very good picture and
Tombstone, Ariz. — General patronthe star
well liked here. Attendance
age.
not holding up on account of shortage
The Money Changers, with Roy Stew— Horn & Morgan. Star thea— Good story and plenty of action. of money.
Hay Springs. Neb. — Small town
Thrilling
times. We used this one on
Warner.

had

Don't be afraid to adverone and raise the admission. It
is
worth it. E. E. Harman, Opera
House, Elgin, Ore.
All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles Minter.
Best thing this star has shown us
yet. A fine picture which should appeal
to
discriminating patrons.
Very fine
double
and triple exposures. J. H.

tre.

patronage.

Saturday and it filled the bill nicely. If
you want action book this one. Heinsohn & Westberry, Sylvia theatre, Sylvester, Ga.
Neighborhood patronage.
Half a Chance, with Hahlon Hamil-

—

—

ton.

— Some

be afraid
patrons.

— Mable

McGann,

Alvin theaTransient patronage.
The Right to Lie, with Dolores Cassinelli.
Nothing to
it.
C.
Ford.
S.

The Soul

— This
Judge
Lee's

—

with a special
exceptions, is

—

of Youth, with a special cast.
a very fine children's play. Also
Lindsey is fine. Frank E. Lee,
theatre,
Three Oaks, Mich.

is

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

not raise your admission. -E. £. Harman,
Opera House, Elgin, Ore.
The Soul of Youth, with a special cast.
—They all liked it. So did I.— Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

Anne
Minter.

of

Green Gables, with Mary Miles

— Rather

old. but an excellent production.
Played to a record house for
the early part of the week.
R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg. Ont.,

—

Can.

— Small

town patronage.

Robertson-Cole
Kismet,

with

Otis

Skinner.

Worthy

— Artistic.

of the star, our very best American actor. Over the "small town'' heads.
C. M. Thall, California theatre, Tur-

—

—

Cal.
Small town patronage.
Kismet, with Otis Skinner. This is a
picture that will be enjoyed by the upper classes. Wonderful settings and good

lock.

Room,
cast.
This, without any
the best picture we have
Yellow

—

Neighborhood patronage.
A Romance of the Cumberlands, with
Mary Miles Minter. Say, men, this is a
good one. Sure will satisfy 90 per cent.
L. S. Bucher, Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.
Small town patronage.
The Mystery of the Yellow Room, with
a special cast.
Very good, but poor business from posters. Star theatre. Arcadia,
Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Luck of the Irish, with a special
cast.
Small crowd. Did not draw, although personally I think the picture a
good program picture. No special. Do

some

people, while some others here are
prejudiced against her on account of the
old Lloyd comedies. A. P. Schaefer,
Academy theatre. Ironton. Mo.- Neigh-

—Maquo-

theatre,

—
—

The

borhood patronage.
The Mystery of the

—

la.

here so

—

picture. Full of action. Don't
to book it.
Pleased all our

Cleveland. O.

tre,

Oh, Lady, Lady, with Bebe Daniels.
best Daniels picture we have had
far.
Bebe is very popular with

— Critical

patronage.
Soldiers of Fortune, with a special
cast. Did not draw. The few that came
said it was mighty long.
R. B. Cox, Rex
theatre, Batesville, Miss.
Neighborhood
patronage.

is

at

New Orpheum

Yaughan,
keta,

is

is

—

—

tre,

art.

this year.

—

Wanda Hawley.

Just
Not of the
but a fair picture.
A. R. Bird, Opera House. Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Blackbirds, with Justine Johnstone.
first

95

tise this

Sweet.

win,
in the Suitcase,

theatre* Reinbeck,

town patronage.

—

—

—

—

SELZNICK STARS IN "HANDCUFFS OR KISSES'

— Elaine

Left

Hammerstein,

star.

— Robert

Centre

Ellis,

male

lead.

Right

production.

— George

Archainbaud,

who

will direct

the

Selznick
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United Artists
The Love

my

in

Mary Pickford.—
Mary does the best work

Light, with

opinion

of her entire career in this one. While
the picture has a war flavor, it also has

many

comedy

The

touches.

picture

seemed to please my patrons very much.
The photography in this is about the
best I have seen.— J. E. Stocker, Myrtle
theatre,
Detroit,
Mich.— Neighborhood
patronage.

The Love Flower, a D. W. Griffith production—Pleased capacity business and
proved a strong drawing card. William

—

Noble, Criterion theatre, Oklahoma City,
Okla. General patronage.

—

When

the Clouds Roll By, with

Fairbanks.

las

— Good

Dougcomedy-drama.

Admission, ten and thirty-live cents. I
an a two-reel Larry Semon comedy in
connection with this. P. G. Held, Sterling theatre, Fairmont, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
Suds, with Mary Pickford— Take my
word and lay off this one. I booked it on
the reputation of the star and Pollyanna,
but it fell far short of what we expected
it to be.
It does not end right.
Simmons
i

—

ik

Hour

Collins, Idle

—

—

—

theatre, Wellsville,

Small town patronage.
Broken Blossoms, a D. W. Griffith pro-

Kans.

—

duction.
Important! Advertise the picture just as recommended by producer
and advertise well. You will find ninetenths of patrons, and more, say it is the
best picture of its kind they have ever
seen. The other fraction will say it's
horrid. The trouble is it's too real. Acting is flawless and wonderful. Raise your
prices some and play it.
Star theatre,
•

Sandusky, Mich.

— Small

—

town patronage.

Universal
Desperate Youth, with Gladys Walton.
dandy. Gladys is a comer. Grab
this.
Tom Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.
Rich Girl, Poor Girl, with Gladys Walton.
Very pleasing comedy-drama. Reminds one somewhat of The Prince and
the Pauper. J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Neighborhood pat-

—A
Profile photo of

Dorothy Phillips, who has just returned to Hollywood Cal to begin
work on her next picture for First National, to be made under the direction of
her husband, Allen Holubar.

—
—
—

—

—

ronage.

Boost

acting.

it

—

you have an apprecia-

if

New

tive audience.
Louis Hirsh,
Forest
theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Neighborhood

—

drawing card.— William Noble, Criterion
theatre,

Big Happiness, with Dustin Farnum

No

Too much posing by
picture.

No good

star.

A

—

action.

highbrow

for small towns.

Opera House, Arlington,
Neighborhood patronage.

— A. R.

Bird,

la.

—

Elgin, Ore.

The Prodigal

Liar, with William Descrackerjack of
picture.
a
take
good here. Lang

—

mond. A
Westerns
Smith, Opera House, Cobb, Wis.
borhood patronage.

—

&

— Neigh-

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
Drew well and pleased. Vera Gordon

one of the few real screen actresses.

It's

a pleasure to screen a picture like this.
C. M. Thall, California theatre, Turlock,
Cal.
Small town patronage.

—

Pleasure
merstein.
ence.

A

Seekers,

— Pleased
splendid

with

Two
cast.

Kinds of Love, with

— Lots

of

action.

a

Seemed

special
to take

THE

ISLE OF CONQUEST,

with Norma Talmadge.— Here is
one you can't afford to miss. The
operator almost forgot his machines.
We'll say it's good.

New

The Valley of Doubt, with
Very fine picture, with

cast.

—

a special
beautiful

—

scenery.
Made money for us. R. R.
Gribble. Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont.. Can.
Small town patronage.

—

Way Trail, with Edythe Stergood
program
picture.
It
pleased.— Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
Granville, N. Y.— Neighborhood patronThe One

ling.

—A

age.

Selznick

—

Okla.— General

R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre,
Hamburg, Ont., Canada.

The Third Generation, with a special
cast.
They all liked this one. Good
crowd. E. E. Harman, Opera House,

—

City,

patronage.

patronage.
Just a long, tiresome picture.

Oklahoma

Elaine

Ham-

a large critical audipicture and a good

Man's Plaything, with Grace Davidson.
fair.
An old time theme with
action. Six reels.— Olen Reynolds.
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.— Small town

Just
—
slow

patronage.

The Blue Pearl, with a special
Don't go much on these so-called

cast.

star
casts. To me it means no star at all. Picture just fair.— Simmons & Collins Idle
Hour theatre. Wellsville, Kans.— Small

town patronage.

all

MARION FAIRFAX
And her

Hush McClungr, inspecting
the first strip of film of "The Lying Truth."
evidently looks good to Miss Fairfax.

It

co-director

—A—
June

—

very well with audience. Alvin S. Frank.
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Pleased the masses. Good business, considering
Arcadia,

the opposition.

all

Fla.

— Star

— Neighborhood

—

my audience. William
Royal theatre, Salina, Kans.
for

patronage.

day

— Olen Reynolds
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. — Small town
patronage.
Human Stuff, with Harry Carey. — Only
for Carey. — Alvin
Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Society Secrets, with Eva Novak. —

my

S.

dandy

picture which is censor proof.
The title is misleading, as it is sure to
please in the neighborhood houses. Best
vehicle this star has been given to date.
J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre,
little

Maquoketa,

la.

— Critical

patronage.

Special orchestra two nights.
25 cents.
Philip Rand,
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.

tip.

—

and

50

Rex

pictures.

fair

Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Roughest picture ever screened. Director likes to treat 'em rough. Would keep
even a normal minded censor (is there
one?) busy. Drew well and pleased majority.

— C.

M.

—

—

—

General patronage.
Blind Husbands, an Eric

Von

Stroheim
production. Too dirty a story for our
house. It is a shame to waste such wonderful photography on such a picture.

—

We

would advise small town exhibitors

—

view before booking. Hardin Entertainment Co., Odeon theatre, Hardin,
Mo. Neighborhood patronage.
Under Crimson Skies, with Elmo Lincoln.
This picture started off with a
punch and continued so to the end. If
you want a picture with plenty of action
book this one. E. T. Craffits, Pastime
theatre,
Seelyville,
Ind.
Small town
to

—
—

—

—

patronage.

The Secret

with Gladys Walton.—
but didn't get me any
money. Business off. Every rich guy in
U. S. should see this picture. It will do
them good. If your patrons like this kind
of a picture you can't go wrong. But not
Fair

Gift,

picture,

California theatre,

Thall,

Turlock, Cal. Small town patronage.
Society Secrets, with Eva Novak.—
Fair picture. Pleased 60 per cent of my
patrons. Eva is not very popular here.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Forged

Bride, with Mary MacLaren. Picture well liked and drew good
average business. Roy T. McMinn, Capitol Amusement Co.,
Superior, Wis.

who

superintendent,

patrons with personal notes stating that this was a "corker." They
all came to see if I lied and they
had to admit I gave them a straight

pleasing picture of the 1921
extra, but good as the

new

School

to crticize, forgot to go
home until the end of the second
show.
Sent out illustrated company postal cards to all
male

Nothing

average

with

—

came

—

—A

Thacher,

OUTSIDE THE LAW,

Up, with Gladys Walton.—
Another jam-up good picture by this
clever little star. If you want a picture
with plenty of life and action here it is.
You can't go wrong on this one. Some
little scrapper,
I'll
say.
Smith Read,
Patriot
theatre,
DeKalb, Tex.— Small
town patronage.
The Mad Marriage, with Carmel
Myers.

Vitagraph
Captain Swift, with Earle Williams.
This is a very good one and will please.
George E. Taylor, Idle Hour theatre,
Dunlap, la. Neighborhood patronage.
Black Beauty, with Jean Paige. This
picture did the poorest business of any
special ever shown. I did more advertising and exploitation on this supposed to
be "stand them out" picture than any
heretofore shown. Not a drawing card
and nothing more than ordinary pro-

—

—

gram

picture.

—

— G.

Bandy, Rex thea-

G.

Hutchinson, Minn.

tre,

ronage.
Bab's

— Small

town

pat-

—

—

—

—

I

—

My
1.

|
|

*

2.

3.

|

4.

|

5.

|

6.

|

7.

I

8.

I

9.

|

10.

Patrons
Liked Best

The Prince Chap.
Back to God's Coun-

—

1

|

Why

Change Your
Wife?
The Idol Dancer.
Go and Get It.
Humoresque.
What's Your Hurry?
The Kid.
The Round-Up.
A Chorus Girl's Ro-

mm

BunmaminiuMiaia

11

una

i

iiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniinii

—

Specials

Way Down
ness.
plot

§

liam Noble,
City, Okla.

a

D.

W.

busifine, and the

Orpheum

theatre,

— Neighborhood

fair

—Wil-

Oklahoma

patronage.

an evening's entertainment is past us.
Absolutely devoid of anything bordering
on a program picture. Smith Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.
Small town

—

—

patronage.

Honeymoon Ranch
special

cast.

—Fine

(^Lubin),

Western.

with

Book

a
it.

Photography poor, but will make you
money. H. B. Tull, Strand theatre,
Monon, Ind. Small town patronage.

—

—

The Parish Priest (Garfield), with William Desmond. Did a fine business with
this.
Go after this right and you can't
help but clean up. One of the best bets.
J. Butler, Cozy theatre, Wauwatosa, Wis.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

The Mask (G. H. Hamilton), with
Jack Holt. Book this one by all means.

—

humdinger. Don't be afraid to
Jack Holt works out his double
role excellently. Story very good.— Louis
a

It's

boost

it.

Hirsh,

New

Forest theatre, Philadelphia,

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Confession (Pioneer), with Henry
B. Walthall. — Catholics turned out to see
Pa.

it.

Others stayed away. Good picture.
S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,

Alvin
Colo.

Isobel (Curwood), with a special cast.
this over big. Gave all the profits

— Put

War Mothers who made

patronage.

advance sale
This
brought new people we never saw before in our theatre. We figure we are
thereby the winners. Special orchestra,
prices 50 and 25 cents. Play satisfactory.
Philip
Rand. Rex theatre, Salmon,
Idaho. Small town patronage.

Might Happen to You (S. & E.),
with Billy Mason. Stay off of this one.
How any one can put this stuff out as

The Forbidden Woman (Equity), with
Clara Kimball Young.- A good one. This
star always makes a hit with my people

—

H. Hamilton), with Jane
Great for my town. Hardly as
(G.

Novak.
good as the least other productions of
by Curwood. Very artificial. Jane
Novak always scores. C. M. Thall. CaliSmall town
fornia theatre, Turlock, Cal.
tales

It

|

(Griffith),

— Enjoyed

Miss Gish herself was
was good and well executed.

Kazan
|

East

production.

Griffith

W. H. Mart,
Strand Theatre,
Grinnell, la.

What men, women and
ture is
children they didn't drown in the first
two acts they shoot or knife before the
end. Very few came second night. If
you want one that will produce shivers,
cold chills and shakes, get it. Dr. F. M.
Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca, la.
right.

1

mance.

•

—

—

try.
|

Dollars and the Woman, with Alice
George F. Cubb,
play.
Joyce. Good
Two Friends theatre, Crystal River, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Dead Men Tell No Tales, with a speFair crowd first night, about
cial cast.
half remained to the end. A horror pic-

—

Ten Plays

Two

scenes from "Closed Doors," a forthcoming
Vitagraph production starring Alice Calhoun.

Candidate, with Corinne GrifGeorge F. Cubb, Two
fith.Full house.
Friends theatre, Crystal River, Fla.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Fortune Hunter, with Earle WilThis is not a new picture, but is
liams.
a good one. Pleased 100 per cent. Played
to small business, but no fault of the
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre,
picture.
Neighborhood patronTaylorville, 111.
age.
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Dean. Most
exciting.
The cleanest and best acted melodrama I have ever seen. The SunPriscilla

theatre,

All Dolled

series.

—
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Broke records
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and

is well liked.— H. A. Wishard, Wishard theatre, Bloomfield, la.

USE THIS BLANK
Whol<

—

The Forbidden

Report Regularly on
Pictures

You

— Neighborhood

Woman

pat-

(Equity), with
The action in
appeals to the

—

Kimball Young.
very slow, but it
women, and it pleased a
Clara
this

is

house.

Exhibit

&

ronage.

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

— A.

N.

Miles,

fairly

Eminence

good

theatre.

Eminence, Ky.

Aad Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures
Are Doing for Other Exhibitors
blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 4X7 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart. — A Western which pleased patrons and drew good houses. Audience
applauded the fight toward the end of
the picture. Something unusual with us.
J. H. Vaughan, New Orpheum theatre.

—

Maquoketa,

A

la.

— Critical

patronage.

Child for Sale (Ivan), with a special
cast.
Biggest business since Mickey. A
sure fire money getter that pleases everybody.
Fred Kcrsten, Opera House, Wittenberg, Wis.
Small town patronage.

Title

Star

—
—

—

—

—

Majestic theatre. Huntington, Ark.

fries,

— Neighborhood patronage.
Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Hoxie. — A good Western serial that
should go over big anywhere. — Mable
McGann, Alvin

theatre.

Cleveland, O.

Transient patronage.

King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. If this picture keeps up like
the first episode it -will be a winner.
Started them off with a free show and of
course had even the S.v R. O. filled up.
R. Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin,
Kans. Small town patronage.

—

—

Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with William Duncan. Just finishing this one and
it's the best I ever ran.
Plenty of action.
Business good. E. M. Oslin, Crossett
theatre,
Crossett,
Ark. Neighborhood
patronage.

Producer

—

—

Remarks

The Son of
special cast.

—

Tarzan (National), with a
I bought this serial

— When

it was recommended to me to be the best
box office money attraction of any serial
I ever ran.
This is without a doubt a

greater detriment to the industry than
asset.
People stay away on the serial
night. This is a small town and the people don't fall for this
half-naked ape
stuff.
Look before you leap, brother exhibitors.
G.
Bandy, Rex theatre,
G.
Hutchinson. Minn. Small town patron-

—

—

age.

Exhibitor

The Lion Man

(Universal), with a special cast.
Biggest drawing card ever had
in the house.
C. L. Cummings, Belmont
theatre, Pensacola. Fla.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

Name

of Theatre

Transient

or

Neighborhood

Pat-

The Son
special
serial.

ronage

—

—

Tarzan (National), with a
cast.
This is just a fairly good
Am on the sixth episode now, and
of

—

holding out. The jungle stuff don't
take with my patrons.
B. Hirsh, Spruce
it

City

......

is

—

theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
State

—

—

A

Fresh Start (Educational), with a
special cast.
It's
all
there.
Funniest
comedy in three months. Alvin S. Frank,

—

—

Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

The Hayseed (Paramount), with Roscoe Arbuckle. We had a Lyceum entertainment for opposition, so our crowd
was slim, but I think it is one of Fatty's
funniest comedies.
A. N. Miles. Emi-

—

—

nence theatre, Eminence, Ky.

The Dear Departed Pathe), with Snub
Pollard— All of the Pollard comedies

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), Ruth Roland.
Did a fine business with this one.
Patrons liked it very much. H. W. Jef-

Star

or Never (Associated Exhibitors),
with Harold Lloyd. Best one he ever
made. Star should confine himself to two
reels, as they are plenty long enough.
K. J. Leidinger, Amusu theatre, Montocello. Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

The Flaming Disk (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. — Just finished. One of the
best I've ever had. Held out to the end,
and yet they wanted more of it. Book
this, then boost it and leave the rest to
Elmo. B. Hirsh, Spruce theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.

...

Short Subjects
Now

Serials

—

—

Tide

patronage.

Chester Comedies (Educational), with
Snooky. These comedies seem to take
about the best of any that I have ever
run. The kids especially will enjoy seeing Snooky on the screen.
B. Hirsh,
Spruce theatre, Philadelphia, Pa. Neighborhood patronage.

Producer

Remarks

Fla.— Neighborhood

Pierce,

Ft.

1921

—

Good picture.
Poor
night, but packed them in the
night.
Lang
Smith, Opera
Martin.

first

second
House, Cobb, Wis.
Office Reports Tell the

theatre.

4,

Husbands and Wives (Qaumont), with
Vivian

crowd

Box

June

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with Ruth
Roland. Went over good. Patrons like
it very well.
Best serial I have had since
Hands Up. B. H. Sample, Airdome

—

—

—

—

—

(

good. He always gets the laughs
here.— W. L. Douglas, Strand theatre,
Newman Grove, Neb. Small town pat-

are

—

ronage.
Betty's Green Eyed Monster (Arrow),
with Muriel Ostriche. The second of
these clever and clean little comedies.
Miss Ostriche is better than some socalled big stars.
R. Ross Riley. Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kans. Small town
patronage.

—

—

—

Haunted Spooks (Pathe), with Harold
Best comedy Lloyd ever made.

Lloyd.

—

Went over big. — Roy T. McMinn, Capitol
Amusement Co., Superior, Wis. — General
patronage.

Number, Please (Pathe), with Harold
Lloyd. Lloyd slipped a little in this one.
but at that it's better than most comedies.
Lloyd is the goods and no question about
his pleasing them all.
Alvin S. Frank.
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

—

—

Greek

Meets Greek (Pathe). with

special

cast.

— Poor. —W.

a

Douglas.
Grove, Neb.
L.

Strand theatre, Newman
Small town patronage.
Speed (Fox), with Al St. John. Going
some. Real slapstick, but pleased most

—

—

of the slapstick haters. Well titled.
R.
R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can.
Small town patronage.

—

The

Haunted

House (Metro), with
Buster
Keaton. Keaton's
two-reelers
are a big go here and this one is no ex-

—

—

ception
to
the
rule.
Giacoma Bros
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

,

The Grip of the Law (Universal), with
Tack Perrin. Good two-reeler. Western.
Went big. Mixed program of short stuff.
Ten and twenty cents. Wm. Thacher,

—

—

Royal

theatre, Salina,

Kan.

The Kick in High Life (First NaHenry Lehrman production.
One of the best slapstick comedies we

tional), a

have ever shown.

— R.

R. Gribble, Grand
Ont., Can.

New Hamburg,

theatre.

Small town patronage.
Seaside Sirens (Educational), with Fay
Tincher. Fay works hard in her pictures, but she does not get many laughs.
Picture pretty fair. Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Over the Transom (Universal), with
Joe Martin. Good comedy. Joe pleases

—

—

them
Iola,

—
— Tom Magruder, Elite theatre,
Kans. — Neighborhood patronage.
all.

.

June

4,

Dean

Priscilla
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poses as seen in her latest Universal-Jewel production, "Reputation," adapted from Edwina Levin's novel,
"False Colors."

the Procession in
By

Hobart Bosworth, at the head of his own
organization, has commenced the first of
a series of six pictures, "The Sea Lion."
In his cast are Bessie Love, Emory Johnson. Jack Curtis and Richard Morris.
*
* *

Los Angeles

E. A. B.

i
Oliver Morosco Productions will soon
announce the releasing date on "The Half
Breed."

*

*

Mayme

Miss

*

Krasne, who won

a con-

in

Miss Krasne

will entertain

*

.*

later.

Broadwav.
*

*

*

recently
preview of

New

for

*

*

Ethel Clayton's next Paramount production will be from Mark Swan's well
known comedy, "Her Own Money." Elmer
Trial" and "Wake Up,
writing the continuity.
* * *

who wrote "On

Jonathan,"

W.

is

Atkinson is spending a month
over the Hollywood studios.

E.

looking

*

Bennie

*

Rothwell

*

*

*

discarded

has

his

*

work.
*

*

Pat O'Mallev, working in a scene for
Marion Fairfax's "The Lying Truth," was
painfully hurt when he leaped
from a
twenty-foot bridge to the limb of a tree,
which broke under his weight. A sprained
ankle and wrenched knee were the total
casualties.
Pat is still in bed but expects
to be at work again in a few days.
*

*

*

Bebe Daniels was guest of honor and
led the grand march at the benefit and ball

crutches and is getting about very nicely
on the leg that several surgeons were so
anxious to amputate a few months ago.
* * *

of the International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employees and Moving Picture Op-

Pete Smith stepped out of his character
as publicity man for Marion Fairfax last
week, long enough to become an actor playing a part as reporter in "The Lying Truth."
All of the press representatives were invited to attend and we happened to have

the fortunate young man
selected to play opposite Viola Dana in her
new Metro picture. "The Match Breaker,"
upon which actual production has been
started under the direction of Dallas Fitzgerald.

the pleasure of being one of those who
hissed Pete off the set.
As an actor Pete
is a good publicity man.
* * *

Bernard A. Goodman, who arrived in
Los Angeles recently from New York in
the interests of film distributors and estab-

While visiting the Christie studios last
week we noticed William Beaudine crawling around on his hands and knees while
rehearsing Xeal Burns, Vera Stedman, and
Helen Darling in a comedy. On May 12 a
son was born at the home of Director Beaudine.

Bill

will

now do

his

*

*

*

is

*

*

Clark-Cornelius Corporation of
*

*

New

York.

*

has resumed serial makUnder her new contract,
ing for Pathe.
rather than maintain her own studio. Miss

Ruth Roland

*

*

Wallace MacDonald

*
will

appear

in the

"The Poor Relation." Will Rogers'

Roland

is

at

work

at the

Retitle Talmadge Film
Norma Talmadge's next First National
picture, formerly titled "Satan's Paradise," founded on the book "On Principle," by Andrew Soutar. and adapted
for the screen by Anthony Paul Kelly,
has now been definitely titled "Regeneration Isle," and will be published early in

To Build

at Jerseyville

JERSEYVILLE. ILL.— S.

E.

Roach Studios.

Pirtle,

operator of theatres at FHra, Sandoval
and Leansboro. will erect a house here.

Here's Chance to

Do

a

Good Turn

Here's a chance to get rid of

all

your cast-off clothing and at the
same time do a kindly deed.
As chairman of the National
Theatrical Committee of Near East
Relief, John Drew is making an
appeal to all members of the theatrical profession and allied industries, asking them to ransack their
wardrobes and make up a bundle
of whatever garments they can
spare, sending them to the Near

East Relief Warehouse, at 5
Thirtieth street, New York

*

lished a Pacific Coast branch office in the
Mason building, has negotiated a contract
for the feature pictures of the Van Curen
Productions Corporation, which are to be
distributed on the state-rights basis by the

crawling at

home.

cast of

erators.

Jack Perrin

The independent field has been strengthened by the addition of Cliff Smith Production's, which, with a contract for eight
five-reel Westerns, has just started on their
second production with Pete Morrison as
male lead with Rita Joyce playing opposite.
Direction will be by Cliff Smith, who has
directed vehicles starring William Hart.
Tom Mix. Texas Guinan, Roy Stewart, Art
Staton and Edyth Sterling.

August.

*

Theodore Roberts is rapidly recovering
from his recent indisposition and it is expected he will shortly be able to resume
*

*

*

George B. French and Charles K.
French, playing important parts in Kern's
production. "The Unfoldment." have returned from a short vacation in Big Bear

Angeles.

Rice,

*

has gone to New York,
where he will co-star with Elsie Ferguson
in
George Fitzmaurice's production, for
Paramount, of "Peter Ibetson." Mr. Reid
is expected to return in July to continue
his work at the Laskv Studio.

Yallev.

*

left

"Without
to attend the
Benefit of Clergy." Mr. Brunton will probably go to London before returning to Los

York

*

*

*

Gareth Hughes is to appear as a feature player for Metro very soon, in "The
Hunch." Hughes has many admirers on

Robert Brunton

next Goldwyn feature, directed by Clarence
Badger.

Wallace Reid

Omaha, Neb., as the most popular
business woman, is the guest of honor this
week at the Metro studios. Other studios
test

99

It

is

hoped that

a

West
City.

shipload of

used clothing can be collected and
sent to the Near East for distribu-

among the destitute Armenians
and other peoples of that faminetion

stricken land.

The appeal

is also being made to
general public, but Mr. Drew
feels that the theatrical profession
alone ought to be able to provide
a very substantial proportion of the
shipment.

the
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THE

dominance and fame of the artistic Steger are
splendid tributes to its superb musical worth. For
theatre or home the wise choice is the Steger Piano of
beautiful, resonant tone, of distinguished £design,*[of
guaranteed durability. Steger standards, maintained for more
than forty years, assure you of highest quality the best piano
value that it is possible to secure.

—

Write for the Sieger Piano and Player
Style Brochure and convenient

Piano
terms.

Sieger

dealers

everywhere.

STEGER & SONS
Piano Manufacturing Co.
Founded by John

FACTORIES AT STEGER, ILLINOIS
If it's a

STEGER— It's

V. Steger, 1879

STEGER BUILDING, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

the Finest Reproducing Phonograph in the World

4,

1921

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Automatic

Electrical Seat Indicator

Solves Darkened Auditorium Losses

Equipment

Man Invents Device Which by

Lighted Signals
Indicates to Ushers Vacant Seats— Two Big
Western Theatres Use System

Seattle

Progress
An

which,

invention

solves for once and

In the adjoining column is
the account of a recent invention of a man living in Seattle,

Washington.

important
that every theatre owner read
it for it deals with a problem
that every exhibitor has to
It

is

that of the location of
vacant seats in the theatre auditorium.
face

:

Electricity

which has played

vacant

the

seat

in

been

installed

means

of electric
instantly the

lights

registers
moment a seat

is

vacated.

It is needless to dwell on the
interest this should have for
the exhibitor. He realizes only
too well his almost helpless
position in the matter of definite

Strand,

darkened theatre.
In the past he has had to depend upon his ushers and
ushers are human with human
limitations.
It remained for a
Seattle man to show them the
out.
Already two big
theatres, one in the inventor's

The new
is

Grauman's

The

Company,

indicators,
seats

one

and

is

gradually

master

a

indicator

row
the

in

Size of Indicator

The
is

a

box

nickel-plated

6x4x^2

inches

back of the

in

any color

in

the

to

along the edge of

electric crystals,

desired, as

indicator

approximately

attached

size,

aisle seat,

which are as many

The

end of the row

indicator at the

in

there are seats in

the

foyer

is

a

pol-

approximately 2x4 feet in
size, studded with electric crystals in
semi-circle form to correspond with the
panel,

enclosed
seating plan of the theatre,
in a frame which will harmonize with the

elegance and luxury is added
to the foyer by its presence.

remains

than a decoration.

electrical

foyer.

theatre decorations.
When a seat is vacated

used for more

A

number

of the larger theatres schedule
afternoon musicals in the foyer
advertising this fact as one of
the features of the theatre.

require

the seat

to

be raised to break

the contact.
It

is

declared

by the company

that

it

is

registered

instantly on each of these indicators by
automatically lighting the crystal corresponding to the seat vacated. The crystal

lighted

until

the

seat

is

re-

occupied.
In addition there
light at

is a subdued miniature
end of each row of seats,
controlled by the usher when

the

which is
showing patrons

to seats in the dark.

electrical

contact

is

easily installed in any theatre without disturbing any present arrangements

The company guarantees the maintenance of the

of seats or closing the house.

system.
"In handling crowds speedily and efficiently," said Norman W. Wardall, secretary and treasurer of the company, in
discussing the invention, "the usher is
entirely dependent upon the human equation and many precious moments in a
day's run of business are bound to be
lost.

Rests With Ushers

"The

your usher service
determined by the ease and rapidity
with which your ushers seat the patrons.
Under the old order of things, the head
usher was kept informed of the vacant
seat situation on the lower floor by depending entirely upon reports from the
individual usher,

or

broken by the weight of thirty pounds
or over on the seat, and the device is so
made that it is not seen and does not

while

the

was reported by

situation

in

system of
telephones running to the
box office and the foyer.
"But in all these systems the head
usher is entirely dependent upon the efficiency of each individual and the effiAs a
ciency of the weakest member.
result the systems were all failures from
the standpoint of one hundred per cent

the balcony
bells or by

a

efficiency.

"Many seats were
many patrons remained

overlooked and
standing in the
foyer when they might well have been
on the inside enjoying the performance.
Vacant seats inside, with crowds waiting
outside, is robbing the management of
It is breedinterest on money invested.
ing the germ of discontent in the minds
of the patrons.
"And yet it is a system which can
never be prevented so long as the head
usher is dependent upon the individual

usher

for

reports of the vacant

so long as this system

is

in

seats.

opera-

from an efficiency basis.
system entirely different from
A system which has been tried
all these.
and which has succeeded ftom the standtion,

made

efficiency of

is

And

Contact by Weight

The

and

connects

the end of each

at

into favor as a feature
of foyer furnishings. The grand
piano is considered the aristocrat of piano construction and
from this very fact a tone of

is

two

theatre with

in a

automatic

which

all

coming

it

field

Central

536

an

is

attachment

every seat

of

indicator

seat

electrical

ished

By some

Million

equipment

article in the

Indicator

home town and

The grand piano

Herberg's

being marketed by the Hansen Vacant

the row.

*

western

large

Von

and

Seattle,

way

the other in
Los Angeles have installed the
system.

&

Dollar theatre, Los Angeles.

information regarding the

seats in the

two

in

— Jensen

theatres

Seat

by

darkened audi-

Wash., man and already the system has

building, Seattle.

is

the

torium, has been patented by a Seattle,

velopment
device

the problem of

the seat indicator system can be quickly

so prominent a part in the deof motion pictures,
again called into play. The

claimed,

is

it

all

We

it

will fail

offer a

point of higher efficienc/."

K X
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The above photographs

illustrate the

1

1

I

B

I
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improvements made

in
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Typhoon fans from

June

the early type to the present

1921

4,

modern

venti-

lating fan

TYPHOON DEVELOPMENT
Company

Drum

Type

Against
Modern Fan and Latter Gives
Pits

Double the Efficiency
The accompanying illustrations point
out quite plainly the changes that time
and much hard work have wrought in
Typhoon design and construction. The

show one

of the earlier types
and one which might be referred to as a
"square-rigger," reminding one, as it
does, of the square-rigged vessels of the
days of Columbus. Its passing is confirmed in the newest type also shown.
The earlier type of Typhoon, now
known as the "drum type" because of its
peculiar drum-like form, represented at
the time of its construction the "nth
power" in size, design and construction,
but has long since been superseded by the
"cone type," which obtains its name from
the peculiar manner in which it delivers
the air.
illustrations

Early Type Wasteful
In the earlier type
of air generated

much

of the current

was thrown against the

deep supporting ring set almost at right
angles with the square-tipped fan blades.
This caused much of the air to be thrown
against the ring, where it was caught on
the rebound again and again, not only
causing unnecessary noise, but because of
the air being taken back upon the blade
at a very vital point wasted much of the
power of the fan. This type was considered very efficient at the time and did
generate a plenteous current of air, but
it didn't put the air where it was needed.
The air and power formerly wasted in
the older type is transformed into patron-cooling breezes by the newer type.
In the newer type of Typhoon the inventor has developed the cone-shaped
delivery of air, in which the air is picked
up by the specially designed Typhoon
blade and delivered without noise or vibration and with a minimum of friction,
calling for less
power with infinitely
better results. A cast-iron ring of proven
weight and design around the circumference of the fan absorbs the vibrations
caused by the revolutions of the fan, and
is so shaped as to reduce friction to a

minimum.
Tests

Test Fan Types
made under actual working con-

ditions, in which a "drum-type" fan of
earlier make was literally "pitted" against
a modern Typhoon, disclose beyond any

question of doubt the superiority of the
latter type. The fans were mounted in
a box, opposed, with an equal amount of

power applied to each, and in which the
better fan would blow the air through the

MONSOON

inferior one.

Under these conditions the new Typhoon developed a delivery of 160,000
cubic feet of free air per minute, while
the "drum-type" delivered only 70,000
feet per minute, giving it an advantage of
90,000 feet per minute over the older
type, or about 120 per cent "too much"
Typhoon, which will not be at all objectionable to the theatre owner.

ALHAMBRA, MILWAUKEE,
INSTALLS DIMMER SET
New Equipment
Effects

Permits Novel Lighting
by Cutler-

— Designed
Hammer

A new

Co.

lighting equipment,

known

as

IN DIFFICULT

VENTILATION PROJECT
The Victoria Realty Company has
completed a $150,000.00 alteration to the
Victoria Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa., one
of the Wilmer & Vincent chain of theatres, the architectural and reconstruction work of which was in the hands
of the
City.

E.

C.

Horn

Sons,

New York

Chief among other improvements to
the Victoria is the ventilating and cooling system furnished and installed by
the Monsoon Cooling System, Inc., <tf
New York. This installation is, according to officials, one of the most difficult
ever made by this company, owing to
the limited space available for the huge
Monsoons which were necessary to
properly ventilate and cool the large

the theatre dimmer, has been installed in

auditorium.

Alhambra theatre, and from now on
more lighting effects will be seen in that
house. The Alhambra theatre, it is be-

chance for any posthe system working, it
was necessary to install an equipment
of a No. 8 and a No. 7 Duplex Set of
Monsoons. The first set, placed in the
attic space above the proscenium arch,
draws great quantities of air and forces
down through the grilles in the ceilit
ing, while the No. 7 set of Monsoons
take in the air supply above the balcony
and blow it gently through grilles above
that portion of the auditorium.
These two great volumes of air are
then recirculated, causing a constant
cooling breeze to pass through the
theatre and out by the way of the exits,
thus insuring perfect comfort at all
"The proof of the pudding is in
times.
the eating" they say, and the success of
this installation of Monsoons is proven
by capacity business.

the

lieved, is

of

one of the few theatres outside
and Chicago to be thus

New York

equipped.

The new dimmer enables Manager
Landau to offer beautiful color schemes
connection with his various prologues
and other attractions.
The equipment complete is approximately 11 feet high, 8 feet 6 inches wide.
in

includes dimmers for 101 separate cirthe circuits being broken up into
twenty-three
groups.
Each of these
groups has a master lever and each master lever can be interlocked on the shaft
so that when the hand wheel is rotated
some can be used to brighten the lights
in a group or part of a group of circuits,
while others can be used to dim out certain groups. The lighting effects in the
auditorium of the theatre are produced by
control of the lamps in a number of
bowls hung from the ceiling. The big
bowl in the center of the auditorium includes a total of 20,000 watts in lamps.
This energy would, it is said, illuminate
about thirty ordinary homes. The auditorium is further lighted by smaller
bowls, four at each side and five at the
rear of the house.
Above the heads of the members of
the orchestra are other lighting effects,
which throw a screen of color between
them and the audience. The novel stage
effects, which are familiar to Alhambra
patrons, are also worked by the dimmer,
which was made in Milwaukee by the
It

cuits,

Cutler-Hammer
pany.

Manufacturing

Com-

To overcome

sible

failure

all

of

TO LIQUIDATE STOCK OF
GENERAL THEATRE SUPPLY
S.

T.

Stephens,

president

of

the

Stephens Film Distributing Company of
New Orleans, has issued a statement announcing that he has been appointed to
liquidate the entire stock and office
fixtures of the General Theatre Supply
Company of that city. Mr. Stephens
appointment, it is announced, came as
a result of a meeting of stockholders of
the film supply house.
The General Theatre Supply Company
was one of the most complete theatre
equipment houses in the south with
offices and store room at 300 Dauphine
New Orleans. Mr. Stephens
street,
began the discharge of his duties on
sale
last Monday at which time the
opened.

June

4,
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"NOTICE
Agents

will

soon be

in

LOS ANGELES
FLORIDA

NEW YORK
FORT LEE
AND
other

studio centers, selling

Book backs

novelties.

made
cigar

every style

in

and

genuine

the

of

studio

the studio library

binding.

The

set,

everlasting

which you can't tell from the
and a thousand other novelties.

cigarette,

article,

Our agent

for

MENDELL'S

will

comedv.

show you
See him!

a

hundred

trick props for

Remember

the

mendelL

MEN DELL
Xew York

name!
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Everybody
Comfortable?

Wire Now!
FOR BOOKINGS

June

IN
Movie comfort

AND INDIANA

is

mostly

eye comfort.

What

pleases

the audience

a

soft,

BABE
RUTH

is

bright, white light,

with no flicker, and no
noise at the arc.

That's what they get with

Columbia Projector
Carbons
Write

IN

for details.

National Carbon Co.
(Incorporated)

Cleveland, Ohio

HEADIN

HOME
REELS)

(SIX

Comfortable Audiences —
LARGER BOX OFFICE RECEIPTS

PRODUCED BY KESSEL & BAUMAN
G-E
age.

OPENS AT

will attract a profitable summer patronindications the demand for electric fans this
going to be greater than the supply. Avoid disap-

Electric

From

Fans

all

year is
pointment.
Send your order
and let your patrons
know that they can spend hot, sultry summer evenings in
comfort at your theatre.

NOW

BARBEE'S
LOOP THEATRE
MONROE AT DEARBORN
JUNE 12- INDEFINITE RUN

G-E

and Non-Oscillating 4-Blade Fans:

Oscillating

no volt Direct,

or

no volt, 60 Cycle

Alternating Current.

Non-Oscillating

Size

Oscillating

9-inch
$23.75
$19.50
12-inch
34.25
26.00
16-inch
39.50
30.50
220 volt— For 220 volt fans, add $1.50 to 110 volt price

G-E WHIZ FAN designed to nil the demand for a small, efficient
fan of very low price. It is a 9-inch, 110 volt, 60 cycle, 4- blade fan.

PRINTS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OUT-OF-TOWN DATES
16

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
TELEPHONE HARRISON
808 SO.

WABASH

AVE.,

7954

CHICAGO

Price

$10.00

enamel with polished brass blades,
with the exception of the G-E WHIZ FAN, which is green
enameled throughout. Each fan is adjustable for either desk
or bracket use. Furnished with fan guard, plug, cord and
All fans finistied in green

regulating speed switch.

Write for prices

if

you don't see the fan
fulfill your needs.

Exhibitors Supply
MILWAUKEE

'

133 Second Street

Company

—

ST. LOUIS
3316 Lindell Boulevard

INDIANAPOLIS
157 N.

Illinois Street

listed above that

\\

Inc.

MINNEAPOLIS
Produce Exchange Bldg.

CHICAGO
845 South

-t ill

abash Avenue

June

4.

1921
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coating

EASTMAN
are so astonishingly accurate that

the variation

in thickness

of a

roll

from end to end may be less than
1 -2000 of an inch— never more

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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—

Denver, Colo. Geo. A. Levy, presiof Liberty Theatres Corporation,
announces that a new $75,000 theatre
will be erected in Santa Fe drive between West Seventh and West Ninth
dent

Th eatres
Providing Comfort for Fans

Know

Exhibitors

Asset.

Royal

Remodeling

Oak, Mich.— Fred D. Beardsley.

manager of Citizens Theatre Company, incorporated at
secretary and general

Palaces Are Going Up. Only

$125,000, will build a house here seating

Equipment

the Latest

—

Y. Joseph J. Murphy and
Murphy, 2nd. of Troy, and
Dolan of Albany, will erect a

Troy, N.

Philadelphia,

Company

Frank

Projects

— Hoffman

Pa.
erect

will

-

motion

a

theatre at 1412 Chestnut street
$75,000 for Stanley Company of

Henon
picture
to cost

Amer-

*

Theatre

Company,

capitalized at $100,000. will
erect a theatre in Wollaston in Beale
street between the Masonic Temple and
the Klein building.

Chester,
erect

Pa.

cose

— Morris

motion

a

Road near

Spielman
picture house in

is

Will

Post

— Contracts
managers

by

—

Newark, N.

J.

— Adolph

—

Md. Otto G.
drawing plans

theatre and

completely remodel

will

it.

Ownership Changes

—

Rome, N. Y. C. B. Blassing has purchased the Carroll theatre from J. H.
Carroll.
The house will be enlarged to
1,400.

The Only Way

Cameragraph
S. E.

equipment and supplies

and Indiana.
CO., 24-26 East 8th St., Chie.go

My
of

Telephone Wabash

a film in perfect
to his patronage.
earnings to
I ncreased

condition

5MI

exhibitor and producer.

eVltr

Ufttaxi In oar
pl«t* CAtAlOfl

—

en

m*d*U.

til

room

Are.,

CHICAGO

Mailing Lists

BASS CAMERA COMPANY
in.

MOVING PICTURE and
LEGITIMATE THEATRES
22166 Moving Picture by State* per
1219 Film Exchanges, for Ll*t
196 Manufacturers and Studio*.
419 Machine and Supply Dealer*
3674 Legitimate Theatres V. S.

PEARCE FILMS

Exporters of Film

608 Canal Street

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Oftce and Laboratory, 428 Camp St., New Orleans

New

Orleans, La.

146 Marietta Street

Gold Fibre Screens

166

W. Adams St, Chicago

Let the theatre
ventilation

tJr AxiKlrHeating

specialists

v'eNtilatins

Distributors Everywhere

World's Largest Producers^/
Jrtotion Picture Screens

WILLIAMS,

MVH5Wf\

soothing reproduction that makes the
theatre the most popular place on earth
request.

A. F

J5.00
7.50
3.50
4.00
25.00
7.50

810 Vaudeville Theatre*

Exchange South

soft, clear,

M

and Canada

Atlanta, Ga.

Largest Independent Film

illcmfilm

upon

TEITEL

Wabsih

I>«HrU

H«nd for our com

D«pt. H, 109 N. Dearborn St.. Chicago,

WILLEMSEN & CO.

literature

A.
So

UNIVERSALS.
UNIVERS*

immtnii
1U

Ketcham & McPhiladelphia, Pa.
are building a one-story theatre
at 513 Jackson street, to cost $05,000.

Samples and

m

Motion Picture Cameras at cash
saving prices. Special profession.*)
discounts on

Quadc

\\

assures the

exhibitor

III

CAMERA BARGAINS

Simonson,

process of conservation
films and effective

new

renovating

Projectors for Illinois

SCHAFFER &

_in». Pi

Si

and Benjamin

leased the Forest Hill

&2^S££&*:

Soon Be Ready!

full line of

for a 2,000
architect, is
seat theatre to be erected in North avenue east of Pennsylvania.

Mean

Cunnihan

Neussbaum have

section of the city.

Cable Address:

re-

have

*

for the motion
picture theatre. Two commodious projection rooms
for public use of the trade.
On and after July I tee if/// be the tote distributors of Potters

A

Paterson, N. J. Albert E. Sleight has
completed plans for a theatre to be constructed in River street in the Riverside

Baltimore,

for

theatre

I'lainfield

spacious ami elaborate quarters.

American VisMarcus Hook.

at

J.

modeling the
been awarded
and Shannon.

seat

to

the plant of

Company

—

Michigan City TheaPorte, Ind.
Corporation, capitalized at $250,000,
has been organized by Abraham Wallerstein of La Porte; Jacob Wallerstein,
Nathaniel Bernstein and M. J. KeneMichigan City, and John G.
flick of
Yeaglev of South Bend.

La

N.

Plainfield,

tre

— Wullaston

Mass.

P.

theatre here to cost half a million dolIt is planned to seat 3,000 in the
lars.
new house.

ica.

Quincy,

architect.
•

Edward

New

—

Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Plans for remodeling, redecorating and refurnishing of the Collingwood theatre have
been submitted by William J. Beardsley,

1.200.

Being Installed

Is

1921

4.

—

*

This.

une

Cooperstown, N. Y. L'lans have been
completed for Smalley's new theatre to
be erected on the Carr hotel site.

avenues.

an

Is

I

1

tell

you how

Send today

—

for

Booklet 10

KU7N5PPN APPLING 5y5TEM,iNc.NEWypRK
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,
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—
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GET BUSY
A REAL
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NOW BOOKING
A
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NORTHERN

ILLINOIS

gripping five-reel drama and a two-reel comedy featuring the inimitable

NORMA TALMADGE
"A

Daughter's Strange Inheritance"

"Janet of the Chorus"
NORMA,
CONSTANCE TALMADGE

The world's most popular star in a
powerful treatise on prenatal influence embodied in a gripping fivereel drama.

and Alice Lake.
ripping two-reel comedy.

A

And These Strong Productions

'The World and the Woman"
or

"His Enemy's Daughter''
Featuring VINCENT SERRANO.

THE MIRACLE WOMAN

Featuring JEANNE EAGELS,

celebrated
Belasco star with All-Star cast. Five Reels.
A Big Box Office Attraction.

Story
adapted from "A Modern Monte Cristo," by
Lloyd Lonergan. A gripping suspense-filled
story of love and hate revenge that waits
through long years until the time to strike
a classic of the kind that reaches every human

—

heart.

"Aching Hearts"

Five Reels.

"The Masked Marriage"

Featuring
CATHERINE CALVERT, supported by Frank Mills and an All-Star cast.
Story adapted from Lady Helene Roberson's
"House of Cards." Five Reels.

CATHERINE CALVERT, the most
beautiful
woman in pictures, in an intensely thrilling drama of love and marriage.
Five Reels.

Featuring

"Her Amazing Decision"
Featuring

CATHERINE CALVERT.

It is

the sort of a play that will always find a soft spot in the heart of

American theatre goers.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Spanuth's Original "Vod-A-Vil Movies." The
single reel subject in the world.
Bring to your theatre the highest priced
vaudeville and novelty acts in the world.
Released every week.

greatest

NORTHERN

ILLINOIS and

AND INDIANA

ILLINOIS

Charles Chaplin
The latest on the market—CHARLIE CHAPLIN CARTOONS. A series of six single
reelers.

NORTHERN INDIANA

NORTHERN

"Screen Smiles"
Bright Bits from newspaper wits.
feet released weekly.

Abou

500

"New Wed Comedies"
A

series

about

ILLINOIS

ILLINOIS and INDIANA

of

life's

12

one-reel

most

comedies centering

critical

period,

featuring

Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby.

Midget Comedies"
decidedly distinctive novelty. A complete
cast of midgets. Just the thing for the little
folks. A series of five two-reelers.

A

Commonwealth

"Denver Dixon Comedies"
series

of

12

Pictures

746 South Wabash Avenue
IN

THE

Single Reel Comedies.
A
released every other week.

Famous Mexican

HEART OF FILM ROW

Exchange
Chicago,

Illinois

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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WE HAVE

"IF IT'S BIG

June

IT!"

"THE PRODUCTION' BEAUTIFUL:"

THE
With

NOTE:

BARBARIAN"

MONROE SALISBURY

and

JANE NOVAK.

Directed by Donald Crisp.

This Super-Attraction is booked by the "Ascher" Circuit, Chicago, The "Lubliner and Trinz" Circuit"
Chicago, and the Finklestein and Ruben Circuit, Minneapolis

B

O
O

BRAND NEW TWO-REEL

"BILLY

WEST COMEDIES'

NOW READY FOR EARLY

THE SUCCESS OF
ALL SHORT SUBJECTS!

K

T

H

DATES!

Tom

E

Carrigan, Mae Gaston and
Colin Chase as "Nick," "Patsy"
and "Chick" in the

S

WORLD FAMOUS

R
T

"NICK CARTER SERIES"

S

EACH ONE A COMPLETE STORY
AND HIGH CLASS PRODUCTION

E
S

"SERVICE STRIPES"
"HE'S IN AGAIN"

H
O

"SWEETHEARTS"

"WHY MARRY"
"HE LOVES HER STILL"

U

B

AND SEVEN MORE TO COME!

J

"RFXEASED ONE A WEEK"

E

Something new in Comedies, playing both the
Ascher Bros, and Lubliner & Trinz Circuits!

C
T

(TWO-REELS)

S

GAIL KANE

and

—

NOW

BOOKING

THURSTON HALL
IN

—

"EMPTY ARMS"

BY DOCTOR
FRANK CRANE

A POWERFUL SIX-REEL DRAMA
INDIANA

WISCONSIN

ILLINOIS

PIONEER FILM
CORPORATION OF
CLYDE
810 So.

Wabash

Ave.

E.

ILLINOIS

ELLIOTT, President

CHICAGO
—
Telephones

Harrison 8157-58

4,

1921

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Allied Amusements
S. Call to Aid
Johnny Jones Makes
Starving Film Men
Will Closely Scan
Bow to Chicago Fans
Regular Restaurant Needed
Future Applicants Star of Edgar Stories Here
S.

O.

in

New

Film Row, Says

Committees

"The Herald has helped the starving
European, the Chinese, Zoo-Loos and

Head Hunters. How can it permit misery
under the shadow of its home office?"
William Sweeney, organizer of the
Illinois Exhibitors Alliance, voiced this
appeal, but in doing so he mirrored the
comment of dozens of natives of Chicago's new Wabash avenue film row.

Hunt

Meat Thrilling
Sweeney recounted

for

Continuing,

were

appointed

to

visit

Springfield in relation to censorship mat-

Suffering Natives

a

series of thrilling narratives of his hunt
for food during the noon hour.
side streets, up alleys, and in basements,
he told of persistent efforts to track roast
beefs, sausages, spring lambs and other
eatables to their lairs without success.
"Money won't buy food down this

Down

way," he concluded mournfully.
One or two small lunch counters have
been doing a thriving business since the
new film row opened up, but the pressing need, expressed by everyone, is a
sure-enough restaurant.
Wend Their Way Loopward
The majority of film company employes have had to go up to the "loop" at
noon.

Film mergers are no longer rumored
If they are, they attract
no interest. But every little while some
one bobs up with an exciting story of
along the row.

among

ters, to promote harmony
exhibitors, to take up salary conditions and to
bring the lines closer together in Chicago, at a meeting of the Allied Amuse-

ments Association

at the

Hotel Morrison

recently.

Rules were adopted by the seventy-five
theatre managers present providing for
more rigid investigation of future applicants for membership. Peter J. Schaefer
presided.
Another luncheon of the association is
planned for next month at which time,
it is announced, members of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry will be present. Pauline Frederick is
listed among the speakers.

"Dream

Street"

Coming

manager

United
of
Artists Chicago exchange, has been advised that "Dream Street," the D. W.
Griffith production starring Carol Dempster, will open at the Studebaker theatre,
Cress

Smith,

on June 6, where it will play an extended
engagement. A number of novel exploitation stunts which were used with success in putting over the feature at the
Town Hall, New York, will be used
The advertising of the Griffithhere.
United Artists picture will be supervised

by Harry Reichenbach.

ing published by Goldvvyn Pictures Corporation, arrived in Chicago May 18 to

open a three-weeks series of personal
appearances in Balaban and Katz theatres. He is accompanied by his mother

and

sister, Virginia.

little

Newspapers Feature Him
Being a regular boy, Johnny made
big hit with the
various Chicago

women

a
reporters of the

daily

newspapers and

broke into all of them for long interviews and "heart interest" tales.
The publicity proved valuable and up
to date he has proven a big drawing card.
It is expected that increased interest in
his pictures will be noticed immediately.
Started Seven Years Ago
Johnny grew up in the film business.
Seven years ago he was given a small
part in a production in which his father
was acting. He has been in various pictures at times since, finally being chosen
to star in the

"Edgar"

stories.

Big Theatre Planned in

West Chicago Avenue
R. Misch has purchased the

avenue

Chicago
between Hermitage and Wood
and has announced that he will
3.000-seat motion picture theatre
site as soon as existing leases
entire south frontage in

this or that famous loop restaurant
is going to open a branch in the heart of
the film district. Tense interest is shown
and the word spreads rapidly. Gloom re-

when no

&

Herman

how

turns

for Personal Appearance
in B.
K. Theatres
Johnny Jones, twelve-year-old star of
Booth Tarkington's "Edgar" stories, be-

Pathe

News

Stunt

action follows.

streets,

build a
on the
expire.

This will necessitate the tearing

"Sheba"
*

at

Woods

Lou Houseman, manager

of

Woods

Hub

theatre,

manages two other theatre properties
owned by Mr. Misch. the Alvin and

been appointed William Fox's
manager in Chicago and is preparing to
take over Woods theatre about August 1
for the initial Chicago presentation of
"The Queen of Sheba." the big Fox
spectacle, now showing in New York.
The Apollo theatre, another A. H.
Woods house on the corner of Randolph
and Dearborn streets, will open May 30,
under the management of Charles Thanhouser, former manager of Studebaker
theatre, on Michigan boulevard.
The
Apollo is equipped with a modern projection booth and can be used for pictures at any time. A shower bath is one
of the unique features of the booth
theatre, has

Liberty.

Norma Talmadge

Passes

Through Chicago Depots
Bound

Keokuk.

for

Ia..

of scenes will be taken

where

a series

on a pig farm

her new picture. "The Wonderful
Thing," Normal Talmadge paused briefly
She was interviewed
in Chicago May 21.
by a corps of newspaper men and consister,
Natalie, and Buster
her
fided that
Keaton, will be married early in June.
for

Winter Garden Closes
The Winter Garden restaurant in
Consumers building was hard hit by

down

which is now operated by Verne R. Langdon, who also
of the

Two More Exchanges
Announces Addresses

the
the

Exhibitors

removal of the various film companies
from that building to South Wabash
avenue, and as a result the management
has given up its lease as of June 1. It
was the favorite hang-out for exchange
managers and film men for five years.. A
cafeteria has taken over the lease and
will open a wait-on-yourself restaurant,
following alterations.

who

are keeping for ready

list

of exchanges recently

reference the

printed in Exhibitors

Herald should add

the following:

High over New Orleans, La., this aviator posed
on top of his plane while the Pathe cameraman cranked. The stunt was staked for Willemsen & Co., producers of Cosmopolitan
Films.

Blackstone Pictures, Inc., 21 E. Seventh street. Telephone Harrison 4745.
The New Era Films, £1 E. Seventh
street.

Telephone Harrison

4528.
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former exhibitor
the Pacific coast.

and erstwhile nomad from
*

Herb Belfqrd,
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»

*

manager of

the Pinnacle productions, is back again from the
East, so with Herbie running about the
sales

home office imagine Pinnacle is all sewed
up on Eastern representation. Stick around,
old top, we miss you.
Cress Smith, manager of the local
United Artists exchange, tells us that the
Studebaker theatre will be the scene of the
initial Chicago screening of the big Griffith
feature, "Dream Street," beginning June 6
for an indefinite run.
That must have
been what set all the bells a-tolling and
whistles screaming last Monday, May 23,
for Harry Reichenbach is again in the city
all set and readv to exploit this big feature.
*

*

found another old one with a new
monaker.
Yep Harold Gimbel and Julius Cohen are now the owners of the
new Hardin theatre at 55th Street and
Kimbark Avenue and have completed plans
to give their discriminating clientele the
best the market affords.
So get busy ye
fillum sellers and get 'em on the line.
* * *

During the week-ends of the big "watch
drive," the Educational Film exchanges are
now putting over, ending June 30, I. Maynard Schwartz, local manager, is out on
the green playing against ol' Col. Bogey.
Yes, he swings a mean club they whimper
and it has been said that with the little
elusive pill but a yard from the hole he
has holed out in at least a half dozen shots,
frequently.
Patience. Maynie. me lad
here's hoping the local team wins those
watches, at least
»

the "secrets" will be on hand for
come early and get your share.
* » *

Dan Vandalwalker arrived in the city
May 21 after a brief vacation spent in Indiana.
Guess Jack Grauman needs his
partner the way the exhibs are hopping to
Doll-Vans' latest offering "The County
Fair."
*
»
*

*

Edwin Silverman, manager

of the local
Selznick branch, is all aglow with cheery
smiles these days.
Understand from the
consensus of opinion as gleaned from a
considerable group of visiting exhibitors
they are agreed the regular program releases as offered by his company are hitting
the target for a one hundred per cent score.
After giving some of the recent offerings
a careful glancing over, why not we arise

—

Well, the straw hats have been coming
out one by one along film row since that
first sizzler hit town.
Up to press time we
have been unable to announce who holds
the honor of being first.
Of course, last
year's crop and those $1.90 (dare-you-tolet-me-get-wet) creations are scratched before they start.
But listen, fellows, who

WINS?
*

Another new

our midst last
Film exchange, under the supervision of
Bill Orr and Jack Hayes, arrived at 734
South Wabash avenue.
Believe Jack will
continue to attend to the country trade
from the branch out on Belmont avenue
into

until that least expires.
«
*
»

One

of the roadmen tells us that Charles
sold his Varsity theatre, at Champaign, to Ralph Benedict, who will continue
to give the vast attendance this little house
boasts the best in the market.
*
J.

Manufacturing

about

— so

mailing out a string of invites to the exhibitors about this section requesting their
presence at the Zeigfeld theatre, May 28, to

review "You Find It Everywhere," which
holds the screen of this pretty Boul. Mich,
house for a two weeks' run.
*

Talkin'

*

*

—

about

"inwites" listen and be
Most any time now Sam Schaffer anticipates throwing the doors open to
the public of his big supply house on East
Eighth street, which means everyone of us.
Secret plenty
of
Kentucky "tea" and
Pennsylvania "roperos."
boundless quan-

THERE

frolicsome Celt running lose with a "corner" on iron men in his wallet.

company,

E.

McAuley

makers

little

of

New Yawk.

Regular fellow

*

*

»

Prosperity surely paid the Unity Photoplays a visit last week or Jimmie Murtagh
had a rich one pass away. Didya see that
sartorial thrill the lad is disporting along
the row these sultry afternoons?
refer to that blaze of Sheppard's plaid, with
the double-breasted effect.

We

*

»

*

Del Goodman

of the United Artists office
just received a rather jolly note from his
genial friend Kalla Pasha, reminding Del
of the many happy days they spent in Los
Angeles together.
Kalla tells Del, should
any of the boys arrive out there lonely and
hungry, to page the "big fellow" at 2152
Baxter street and "chow" will be served.
*

*

*

Cecil B. Maberry, manager of the Goldwyn exchange, has returned from his trip
to California where he attended a salesmen's convention and inspected the Gold-

wvn

studios at Hollywood.
* * »

Carlyle Blackwell, popular screen star,
was in our midst last week, appearing in a
sketch called "Eight, Six and Four" at the
He had the spot position
Palace theatre.
on the vaudeville bill and received an ovation

performance.

at every

CLASSIFIED

be nice

Al Gallas,

H. A. Spanuth. managing director of
new Commonwealth Pictures, is busy

*

the J.

of the
Peerless automatic arc controls, left May
17 for an extended business trip to eastern
points and will spend considerable time

*

the

*

McAuley, of

K.

*

*

Page Ed Quinlan of the Pathe exchange
and find out who told him or sold him the
idea to put his roll on "Black Servant."
No wonder they closed the door of the
Seelbach at nine-thirty Derby nite with this

Pyle has

*

*

*

*

emporium was hauled
week when the Comedy

film

murmur.

to

»

*

all

*

We

*

tity of

— BUT

»

*

manager of

sales

the

local

Selznick exchange, announces a newcomer
to local film circles in O. J. Wooden.
will serve the Selznick interests on

He

Word Payable
Minimum Charge,

Five Cents per
in

Advance.

$1.00

the

south side.
*

Eddie Herz,

*

*

FOR SALE— Ceiling and

who

recently resigned from
the Interstate Films, is now with the new
Commonwealth Pictures exchange and will
travel Illinois and Indiana for this new in-

stand

new —bargain — 220

fans
almost
Brinck. West

D.

oscillating
C. Ben

—

Point, Iowa.

Excelsior Film Co.

dependent exchange.

!

—

A

Who

is

Blackstone

weeks?
other

"dude" hovering about the
exchange for the past few

that

Enuff— right

the

than the handsome

first

time.

No

EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Cable: "Velasquin"

Avenida

de

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

Gus Treulich,

"LA-INTERNACTONAL CINEMATOGRAFICA"

National Film Co.

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
ECLIPSE

& COMPANY

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We

are always in the market
for

Office

:

Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

Serves

The Best Exhibitors

in

Cuba

Exclusive Cuban Rights for All "Union Italian" Productions
Cab,e "P* 1 ^" "'
P. O. Box 1314

Havana, Cuba

1

;

une

4.
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An
Wire Now!
FOR BOOKINGS
ILLINOIS

IN

AND INDIANA

BABE
RUTH

111

Opportunity

am swamped with
"IMMORTALITY," and

requests for
have decided
the American territory to

I

some

to sell

of

responsible buyers.

"IMMORTALITY"

is
the $500,000
picturization of the passion play, made in
the Holy Land on the exact spots of the
great events narrated.. It is unquestionably the biggest and finest thing of the
sort that has been or ever will be made.

If

you have been reading the depart-

in this publication, "What the Exhibitor Says, etc." you are familiar with the
wonderful success of
See review in Exhibitors Herald of Feb-

ment

"IMMORTALITY."

ruary

19, 1921.

I wish
to enter into negotiations only
with parties fully appreciating the un-

usual possibilities in this picture.

N

BARRATT O'HARA

HEADIN

HOME

(SIX REELS)
PRODUCED BY KESSEL & BAUMAN

127 N.

Suite 1044

How About
p.ARENTS

are pressing their

BARGEE'S
LOOP THEATRE
12--

AT

DEARBORN

reel films

which he

PRODUCTIONS
TELEPHONE HARRISON
AVE.,

7954

CHICAGO

is

offering to

Independent Exchanges
and

Here They Are
Jackand the Beanstalk

Red Riding Hood

GREIVER

this

in a series of six Juvenile one-

Goldie Locks

WABASH

show some-

Jack MacCullough has answered

demand

INDEFINITE RUN

16 PRINTS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OUT-OF-TOWN DATES

808 SO.

demands

that the exhibitor diversify his program

thing with direct appeal to the youngsters.

OPENS AT

MONROE

St.

the Children?

that he book as a part of his

JUNE

Dearborn

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

All

TheThree Bears
Billy's Baby
Wash Day Jingles

Acted by Juvenile Casts of Merit

Phone, Wire or Write

JACK MACCULLOUGH STUDIOS
1825-31 Warren Avenue

-

-

CHICAGO

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Through Patht Exchange!
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Distributed

A

Eddy
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and

Feb.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
— Forbidden Fruit, eight
Cecil

IS

Mille production.

Feb. 13

—Chickens,
Lean.

Feb. 20.

Elinor Field.

Mutual Child, six
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.

Their

Margarita

with

reels,

Feb. 27.

ARROW FILM

CORP.

five

reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romanic Field-

Feb.

Mar.

Love's Protege,

five reels, featuring
Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor Apartments, five reels, with

Douglas

Mac-

reels,

Chas

Ora Carew.

reels,

Lois

reels,

Cos-

Mar.

Mounted,

six

Mar.

27— The

of
North,
Dalton.

Idol

Dorothy

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Rubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, witn Carol Holloway.
The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

six

pro-

Mae
with

reels,

April

— The Faith Healer, six
a George
Mclford production.
with
— The Dollar a Year Man,
Roscoe Arbuckle.
10— Buried Treasure, seven
with Marion Davies.
10— The Witching Hour, seven
William D. Taylor production.
17 — Love Special,
with Wallace

April

17—The

3

April

reels,

3

April

April
April

five reels,

reels,

five

reels,

through Path* Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine Farrar.

The

Devil, six reels, with George Arliss.
What Women Will Do, six reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS,
THOMAS

H.

INC.

Homespun

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and
reels.

Woman,

JR.,

PRODUCTIONS

seven

Woman

Every

Knows,

April

(Wm. De Mille
24—The Home Stretch, five
Mac Lean.

May

1

—The

Men,

City of Silent

seven

Prod.)
reels,

six

Wallace

reels,

— Proxies,
— Deception,
IB— Oh,
15— King, Queen,
Chaplin.

May
May
May
May

with

Jo, five reels, with

Dorothy Gish.

Joker, five reels, with Sid

—
—
—

May

22 Too Wise Wives, five reels. (Lois Weber
Prod.)
22
Sacred and Profane Love, five reels,
with Elsie Ferguson.
May 29 Sentimental Tommy, six reels. (John S.
Robertson Prod.)

Glaum.

Thousand

One,

to

six

The Married Virgin,

Am

Were

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, five reels, with Special Cast.

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

Scuttlers,

Jacqueline Logan.

Broken

.

six reels.

The House Without

seven

Children,

reels,

with

Richard Travers.

Foolish Matrons, six reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
Town

Idol, six reels, with

Ben Turpin.

Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
J. L.

The Ten Dollar

MacDonald.

madge.

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

FILM SALES

five reels.

The Nightingale

of

Paris,

reels,

five

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

Scrambled Wives, six

with

Zany

seven

reels,

INC.

five

reels,

with

six reels, Holubar- Phillips.
with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

six

madge.

Sowing the Wind,

Conway

Teaxle.

Midehannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

five reels,
five reels,

Lessons in Love,
madge.

Bob

My

Heart,

Hampton

of

Placer,

with Anita Stewart.
with Constance Talsix

reels

(Marshall

Neilan).

Gypsy Blood,

six

reels,

five reels.
reels.

The Lamplighter, five reels.
The Mother Heart, five reels.

Dynamite Allen,

2<rTH

with Pola Negri.

five

reels.

CENTURY BRAND

of Jazi, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
with Buck Jones.
Punch,
Big
The
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
five reels, witfi Eileen Percy.
the
Bride,
of
Beware
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
The Little Gray Mouse, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.
Oliver Twist, Jr., five reels, with Harold Goodwin.

The Land

GOLDWYN PICTURES

with Marguerite Clark.

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.

five reels.

reels,

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.

What Happened

Man-Woman-Marriage,
Scrap Iron,

to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

Devils,

with Charles

Donald.

The Passion Flower,

EQUITY PICTURES
Whispering

reels,

The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mac-

_

Miens.

six

Ray.
Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.

six reels.

Dangerous Love,

in His House, eight reels, with SpeCast.
Affair, five reels, with Constance Tal-

Mamma's

FROTHINGHAM

reels.

Prairie Trails, six reels.

The Road Demon, six reels.
Hands Off, six reels.
The Hornet's Nest, five reels.

From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.

Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Katherine

cial

six

GEORGE WALSH SERIES

reels.

The Woman

reels.

Raise, five reels.

C. B. C.

The Victim,

TOM MIX SERIES
The Texan,

six reels.

FIRST NATIONAL

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

Bedford.

Small

The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, five reels.

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy, five reels.

INC.

MA CRICK TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The Last

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

FILM MARKET,
The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

Monte Blue.

Doll, five reels, with

six reels.
six reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

Girl of

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and

reels, with Pearl White.
King, seven reels, with William Far-

num.
While

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

Keep

I

Cheater Reformed, five reels.
Bare Knuckles, five reels.
Colorado Pluck, five reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO.

with Hobart Bos-

reels,

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I
Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

Home

If

six reels. (Cosmopolitan Prod.)
six reels. (Special Prod.)

8
8

Louise

with

reels,

— What

reels.

May

PARKER READ,

The Leopard

A

POX SPECIALS
The White Moll, seven

Hugh Ford

reels.

DIST.

reels.

five

FOX FILM CORPORATION

Thomas Meighan.

INCE PRODUCTIONS

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

Great Day, four
Prod.)

April 24

Distributed

The

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

Reid.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

A

Leave Your Husband, seven reels, with
and Margaret Clayton.

reels,

cast.

A

•tar cast

with

reels,

S. Hart.
Revel, six reels, Ince-Vance
duction.
Mar. 27— The Gilded Lily, six reels, with

five reels, with all-star east.
five reels, with all star cast.
House, five reels, with all

the

Wm. Desmond

Wm.

— Beau

Murray.
Georgia Hop-

Love

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in
Don't

mopolitan production.
Mar. IS— The Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
Mar. IS The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

—
Meighan.
20— O'Malley of

Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Bonnie May. five reels, with Bessie Love.
The Midlanders. five reels, with Bessie Love
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie
Hearts and Masks,

with

reels,

five

—

kins.

J.

with

reels,

27.— What's Worth While, 6ve
Weber production.
Straight Is the Way, seven
t.

Mar. 20

ing.

Lying

five

— The Kentuckians, six
mopolitan production.
— The Price of Possession,
Ethel Clayton.

Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charle? Clary.
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

The Unseen Witness,

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
de

reels,

Just

Out

to

of College, five reels.

Roads of Destiny,

five

reels,

with

Pauline

Fred-

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
Concert, five reels. All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.

The

June

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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PATHE EXCHANGE,

Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six
neur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels. All Star.

by

reels,

Gouver-

An Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers.
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels. Williamson Production.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels, Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The U.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

INC.

PARKER

DEITRICH-BECK,

INC.

six reels, with Doris

son Butt.

PERRET PICTURES,
GEORGE

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
J.

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
Hit Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

V. WILLAT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

IRVIN

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

J. L.

Out of

reels,

with Bessie Barris-

The Breaking Point,

six reels,

with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star

Cast

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

five reels,

with All Star Cast.

REALART PICTURES

1

SPECIAL,

Mar.

— Reckless

1

Villain, five reels, with

Wanda Haw-

Elopement,

First

five

reels,

Wanda

with

reels,

aWnda Hawley.

with

Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The
York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

FEATURE

Wives.

New

JANS PICTURES, INC.

five

reels,

with

Constance

Binney.

The

Clown,

Little

Mary

with

reels,

five

Miles

Minter.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

A

Wat

of the Rio

Allison.

SI—The

Offshore

Pirate,

six

reels,

viola

Dana.

Mar.

— Passion Fruit, six reels, Doraldina.
—The Greater Claim, six reels, Alice Lake.
— Extravagance, six reels, with May
Allison.
21 — A Message from Mars, six reels, with

**ar-

*8

Feb.
7
Feb. 21
Mar. 7

Bert Lytell.

— Puppets

of

six

reels,

with

with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
The
Great Redeemer, six reels, All Star Cast.
S. L,
•

Honor and Obey, six reels, with All Star
Cast.
Feb. 28— Without Limit, six reels, Geo. D. Baker

Love,

*" r

-

1*

—

production.
C. E.
The Little Fool, six

9HURTLEFF,

all-star

Million,

Shenstone,

six
six

reels,

reels,

with

with

George'

Pauline

See My Lawyer, six reels, Christie comedy-drama.
What's a Wife Worth? six reels.
Good Women, six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)
Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.

Women Only Knew, six
Beach of Dreams, five reals,
If

reels.

special cast.

SPECIALS
reels,

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
Blue Blazes, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.

The Shadow,

six reels, with

Edith

William

with

reels,

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

STOLL FILM CORPORATION

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.
—The Lure of Crooning Water.
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
with Douglas
June 13 — Mollycoddle, six
Fairbanks.
with Mary Pickford.
June 27 — Suds,
D.
January
January
January
January

five reels,

—The

Love Flower, seven

Sept. 5

W.

reels,

Griffith production.

with
—The Mark of Zorro, eight
Douglas Fairbanks.
with Mary
—The Love Light, eight
Jan.
Pickford.
with Douglas
Mar. 18 —The Nut,

Dec. 4

reels,

9

reels,

Fair-

reels,

banks.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
If

Only Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Dolled Up, five reels, with Gladys Walton.

The Unknown Wife, six
The Magnificent Brute,

reels,
five

with Edith Roberts.
reels,
with Frank

Mayo.
The Smart Sex,

five reels, with Eva Novak.
The Freeze Out, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Dangerous Moment, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
The Big Adventure, five reels, with Breezy Eason.
five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Trail, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
five reels, with Harry Carey.
of North, five reels, with Eva Novak.
Love, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
Tamer, five reels, with Gladys Walton.

The Blazing
The Wallop,
Wolves

The Man

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
Once

to Every
Phillips.

reels,

reels,

with

Dorothy

VITAGRAPH

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

stunt novelty.

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

Billy

Tell

five

reels.

No

Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

The Heart
two

six

Tales, seven reels (Tom Terris*
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton

&

Jass,

Woman,

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

Dead Men

Muriel Ostriche.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

Cowboy

five

with

reels,

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

INC.

Mason.
cast.

with Bernard

reels,

five

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

with Otis Skinner.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

It

INC.

reels,

a

in

Beban.
Mistress of
Frederick.

SALIENT FILMS,

PRODUCTIONS

D. N.

Linder.

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester

reels,

five

cast.

One Man

Dana.

six reels,

with Pauline Fred-

reels,

Arsene Lubin story.
Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.
Seven Years Bad Luck, five reels, with Max

Viola

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS

Billions,

five

The
The

Kismet, nine

Fate,

Madame Peacock, seven

Slave of Vanity,

813, six reels,

five reels, State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Jan. 17 — Marriage of Wm. Ashe, six reels, May
Jam.

Mary Miles Minter.

erick.

BERT LUBIN
Honeymoon Ranch,

Door,

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

Cheated

All Souls' Eve,

with

five reels,

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

the

Desperate Youth,

Johnstone.

Something Different,

reels.
Business, five reels.
of Pride, five reels.

A Woman's

Vengeance,

of

Collier.

AH

Hawley.

The Snob, five
You Never Can
Oh Lady Lady,

Ralph Ince Special.

six reels, a

six

ley.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven
Winga

Walsh production.

reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Seal of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

Her

five reels.
five reels.
five reels.

Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast.
Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince Special
Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with Wllllana

reels,

SPECIAL FEATURES

Minter.

NEAL HART SERIES

Sin, five reels.

The Servant Question,

Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyea of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles

— Skyfire, Valley,
— Danger
Jan.
Mar. 15— God's Gold,
Nov. 16

reels.
five reels.

Durning.

five reels, with Gail Kane and
Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Ruben*.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevena.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

Her Beloved

reels.

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES

The Fourth

Herbert Frank.

The Law

five

Fighter, five reels.

Just Outside
Hallor.

STAR PRODUCTIONS

INDEPENDENT FILMS

Snobs, six

Bucking the Tiger,

The Seeds

A Good Woman,

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

Divorce of Convenience,

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society

Cobb.

six reels, R. A.
of the Yukon, six

SERIES

reels.

Case.

SELECT PICTURES

Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and
Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five reels, with Kail Kane and J.

Deep Purple,

reels.

Faversham.

Empty

cale.

reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR

The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

the Depths, five reels, with Violet Merse-

Edmund

five

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.

Red Foam,

Line, six reels.

reau and

From Nowhere,

reels, special cast.

J.

Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.

The Broken Gate, seven

SeiU

INC.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

Kerrigan.

ren

SEITZ, INC.

six reels, with Geo. B.

ARTHUR F. BECK

The Heart

Girl

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Broadway and Home, five
Worlds Apart, six reels.

The
You
The
The

INC.

six reels.

B.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

Warren

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. War-

The

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

Sheldon Lewis.

with

Diamonds,

of

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS

reels,

Stewart.

The Empire

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

Silent Barrier, six reels, with

to Pay, six reels, with Fritzi Brunette

reels.
.

The

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil
and Roy

six

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirhy, sfac reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

A

Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

Kenyon.

DIAL FIBM CO. PRODUCTIONS

five

with Blanche

Sweet.

READ, JR., PRODUCTIONS
J.
The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

Flame,

reels,

five

The Daughter Pays,

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

ton.

HAMPTON

The Green

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

Her Unwilling Husband,

PRODUCTIONS
BENJAMIN B.
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.

The

Bruce Gordon

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

with Bruce

reels,

with

reels,

Half a Chance, seven

P. Trail, six reels.

The Harvest Moon,

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

JESSE

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

LEWIS

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

113

ine Calvert.
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SHORT SUBJECTS

EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.
PINNACLE COMEDIES, two reels, with Max
Roberta.

NEIGHBORS,

reel.

two reel.

CORP.

I

NEW-WED COMEDIES,

one

<

.

reel.

ALICE

I

one

oat

one

reel

(every two

EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's Bay Travel Series,
one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one red.
PARAMOUNT — Burton Holmes Travel Pictures,
(every week).

reel

two

Exploration

Series,

reels.

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

reel.

Serie.. oae

Scenics,

oae

two

two

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.
Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.

Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

)

STAR COMEDIES,

reels.
one reel
two reel..
one reel

(Lloyd Hamilton.)

High and Dry.

JIM

Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
Bang.
The Greenhorn.
reel.
reel.

two

reel

C.REIVER— Greiver

two

I'ATHE— Pathe

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

ft

E.

of Nature.

ENTERPRISES— Cowboy

Jazz, two reeU

Sedgwick).
I'NIYI USAI

Dog's Life, three reels.
Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,
reels,

C. B.

reels.

two

every

one

two

reel.

reel..

VITAGRAPH— The

feather, one

FEDERATED FILM

Diamond
\\ hit.

Seitz

sad

Queen

(Eilesfl

Horseman 'Art Aeord).

Die (Eddie Polo).
Silent

Avenger

(Willisss

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH — Fighting
and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden

VITAGRAPH— The

Dunes

(William

Fste

(Joe

Ryan and

Mystery

(Aotonit

Dangers

Veiled

Moreno).

INC.

two

reels.

NEWS REELS
Tom

two

Santschi.

Edgar Jones.

reels,

two

PRICE

DRAMAS.

INDIAN

B

Duncan).

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES,

(Geo.

Jean Paige).

two

DOMINANT PICTURES,

two

lh<

UNIVERSAL— Do or
VITAGRAPH— The

CORP.

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

A
A

Ranger
Whirlwind.

The Branded Four.

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

Hoxie)

Thirteen.

UNIVERSAL— The

THE TEMPEST,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.

reels.

Wonders

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpieces
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.

PATHE

two

reel.

MeLuke's FilmOsophy

His Jonah Day.

reels.

Her Doggone Wedding.

Review, one

PIONEER— Luke
RADIN— Brind's

The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.

reels.

Pretty Lady.

Educationale.

Sky
June Caprice).

other week, two reels.

two

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

Bray Pictograph.

KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINhiO— Charles Urban Movie Chats
KINETO— Urban Popular Classic.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.

SELZNICK— The

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

COMEDIES,

FOX FILM CORP.

Magazine, sat

(weekly).

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

I'ATHE— The

reel.

ARROWNORTHWOOD DRAMAS,

reels.

MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

Sermonettea.

reel.

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack

DRAMAS

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

reels.

one

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

FOX— Bride

ARROW FILM

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA SKY

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

reel.

snapshots (bi-monthly).
Spanuth'a Original Vod-a-

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanutb's

S

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

CO.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE

one

Pictorials,

SALES — Screen

Dixie.

The Back Yard.

FILM 9ALES

C.

Golf, slow motion.

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

reels

April Fool.

one
one

B.

EDUCATIONAL,

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reel*.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels
two

C.

VITA GRAPH

Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

one

Sceaic

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW — Sport

SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSBLL-GREIV Eli-Ill SSEI.I.
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART. two reels.
COMICLASSICS. two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reel.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reel.

Movie Mad.

Burrud

Stories.

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES,
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES,
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES,
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

reels

PICTURES— Sunset

SPECIAL

reel.

ROBERTSON-COLE

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

reels.

Mona

Dark

reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

two

(once a week) Ford Weekly.

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thur.
days) at Universal exchanges.
(twice a week) at Educational exchanges.
PATHE
(Wednesdays and Saturdays) si
Educational exchanges.
SELZNICK
(twice a week) at Select ea
changes.

KINOGRAMS

CO.

featuring

FEDERATED

NEWS
NEWS

reels.

ANIMATED CARTOONS

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereau
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russdl-Greiver-Russell)

'

Pals and Petticoats.

The SHekar.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

two reel.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

WILLIAM

SELZNICK PICTURES
J. FLYNN Detective Series,

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.

Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.

RED RIDER SERIES

Don't Tickle.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
CAPITOL COMEDIES,

Scenic,

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

I

HOWELL COMEDIES,

Snooky's Wild Oats.

six

Outing

(every week).

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,

reel.

reel..

Please.

<

reel.

It.

The Kid,

one

RADIN PICTURE! S, 1M
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.
REEI It AFT I'll
II F

Ladies' Pets.
Just in Time.
Ready to Serve.

two

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

PARAMOUNT — Vandenbergh

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

Be Surprised.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

Buster

reels.

INC.

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

reel.

EDUCATIONAL. FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES, two reels

The Simp.

C. Bruce Sceo.c. Beaaone reel (every two weeks).

tiful,

reel.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two
CELEBRATED PLAYKItS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES, N

Beat

SCENICS
EDUCATIONAL— Robert

one

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Number

JOY COMEDIES.

You'll

two

Keating.

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

reels.

AYWON FILM

Buster Keating.

reels.

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

two

1921

4.

weeks).

METRO

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORF.

June

two

reels.

SPECIALS
two

reels.

(Leonard Chapman), two

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

Modern CentaursValley of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth

reels.
reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

CO.

two

— How

He Knocks

His

Home Rub.

Art of Diving, with Annette Kellenaaa.
nr Race of the Age (Man o' War).
I

an Editorial

oreign Films,

See

It

1

F.

63
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A MESSAGE FROM THOMAS

H.

INCE

'

'

'

'V\

1 1

AS

"

r~\

^

I

predicted unlimited success for my recent
production, "Lying Lips," so do I predict
a still greater, more widely influencing suc-

cess for my latest effort, "Mother O'Mine."
It
is a pantomimic rhapsody of the greatest love in all
the world the Love of a Mother, for her Son.
You will cry a bit, perhaps, but through the glistening tears will shine a rainbow of Joy and Good
Cheer, for as a Mother's heart radiates the blessings of Faith and undying Devotion, so does my
"Mother O'Mine," radiate that
production,
Understanding and Simple Humanness which bring
the World together, as one, for one trodding
onward and onward, with Everlasting Contentment
waiting, and beckoning, at the End."

\\ \
<y\ 1 1

v
1

i

',,,,, .1/lU
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'vVV
\
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f r

r fix
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,\r',

'

—

-

V,

—

THOMAS

i

,11

H. INCE

Note: "Mother O' Mine," adapted by C. Gardner Sullivan, from
'The Octopus' by Charles Belmont Davis, will be released June 5.
'
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QUICLEY, PUBLISHER

Entered as teco i-class matter, August io 1917. at the Pest Office at Chicago, III., under the Act ef iierck
tn South Dearborn St., Chicago. Subscription, %2.oo a year.
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The Opinions of

Great
Editon
ARTHUR JAMEf
*M.P. WORLI
misty

'J7YES

DANNEMBERG

JOr.

thru

tear:

shed over the horrors

o

foreign film invasion are here

with advised to dry up ant

"^S

MARTIN

J.

QUIGLEY

*EX.

Wm.A. JOHNSTON

NEWS"

*M.P.

HERALD"

'''T'HE remarkable perform1

ance

DEAN

PRISCILLA

of
is

outstanding

the

DEAN

serves

passing

much more than

credit

dramatic work
TION!'

It is

de-

for

her

fine

'REPUTA-

in

not too

much

to say

that in point of emotional effect her

work

in this picture

has not been ex-

by that of any other screen
actress.
In 'REPUTATION,' a

celled

powerful screen story has been developed with skill and sureness of

With

direction.

appeal,

its

wide audience

'REPUTATION'

tion.
Miss

In

'REPUTATION'

DEAN

suspenseful

is

drama and

teresting

a
picture
It

is

a

made and

excellent.

— Excellent, especially

affords

night
results.

lent
role

the season."

universal appeal."

brings

in

in

and treatment

will give

and

cheei
solace

to the sorrowing.
is

one d

the really great feature

the

ductions of the year.

excel-

in their

in the dual

the

in
is

portrayal

remarkably

enactment.

gratulate Mr.

proMis.'
of

able

We con-

Laemmle and his

is

artists

fine.

"UNIVERSAL

Americar

"'REPUTATION'

three roles

work

on<

big

development

to the lachrymose

DEAN,

— her character

is

The

American

entirely

conception,

CAMERA-

STAR — Gives

why.

production,

some splendid

performance

unusually

is

has given you

on

this production.

another great advance

I'

to-

ward the goal we all are striv—complete and satisfy-

something good to work on
with this.
Put your big play
on the Star. She's worth it."

colorful

melodrama that has an almost

scenes.

WORK

in-

should
prove one of the strongest pictures of

new

PHOTOG-

strong,

strong,

—

and character work of the Star.
STORY Mother-Daughter
roles worked out to dramatic

seldom has better
work been seen. LIGHTINGS

entertainment of the very first
class. The story isoneof more
than passing interest and it has
been woven into effective
drama by Stuart Paton, the
director.

of the reasons

RAPHY

touches, and in certain scenes
of her career. It

brighten and subjoined

good

entertainment values aided by excellent photography

TION

frequently

surpasses, the finest previous

work

WHOLE

conclusion with a stage career
as the background.
DIREC-

feature of her latest produc-

'pRISCILLA

A

ing for

ing entertainment."

Carl Caemmte

PHQQLLA DEAN
IN

Stuart Patotfc
cjr<3atUmyeiml-Jetucl

Productioade Cuxe

U

Tfieputation

adapted by

(Puden

Tlubbavd from
Edtyiua

Seviris novel

Those initials as a part of a signature are
on more than 200,000 motion picture exhibitor

contracts

in

the theatre safes or

filing

cabinets of the United States.

For seven years in this industry those initials
have stood for business honor; for keeping
faith with exhibitor-customers; for a clean
and honorable relation between seller and
buyer.

During

this

time those

initials

have repre-

sented an agent or officer of other companies.

From now

od, they represent a principal, not

an agent. There

is

nothing new in saying that

they represent a principle. They always have
represented the principle of commercial honor.

We

and offer to the exhibimotion picture productions of able and powerful directors — including
some work from young (and already successwill procure for

tors of this country

ful) directors

who

are themselves willing to

work; men who have done work that others
have sought to claim and usurp.
F. B.

Warren Corporation does not produce

motion pictures.

We

are a mercantile sales

organization delivering to theatre owners the
best possible product that can be attracted into

a vigorous and square distributing company.

WAR RE

N
F.B.
CORPORATION
154 O Broadway

New York

City

Jesse L.Lasky presents

GLORIA.
Swan son
Elinor Glyn's

in

Great

'The

Moment*
AT last!
first

Gloria Swanson's
starring vehicle.

After her triumphs in Cecil
B. DeMille's productions, her

name has an

inestimable box-

office value.

Couple that with the boxoffice

value of Elinor Glyn,

famed author

of "Three
worked with
the director throughout the

Weeks"

— who

production.
It will be a Great
for

Moment

your bank account when

you show

it!

Scenario by Monte M. Katterjohn
Directed by Sam Wood

(X (paramount Qicture

— ———
Some More

Facts

New York

In

Broke all records for the Rivoli
Theatre, and ran for four weeks there.
No picture in history had ever run

more than two weeks.

In Boston

Won

highest praise from

and audiences.

The Boston Tran-

script published a half

review of

all critics

page laudatory

it.

In St. Louis
It

has been acclaimed by

critics as

a masterpiece.

Democrat

said:

"Greater in

its

of setting than

all

the

The Globe

massiveness and grandeur

any picture ever seen on

a screen."

In

Your Town

It will

er

break records and run long-

than any picture you ever had.

gas
toOLPH
*

ZUKOR

PRESENTS ^

DECEPTION*
Directed by Ernest Lubitsch

Ct (paramount
Cpidure
•J

FAMCU S

PW I R>

L\>TO CURFCRATH*

ACK SENNETT

COMEDIANS,

HOME TALENT
A

five

part

comedy

special combining satire with art

and the grotesque

with the most beautiful.

Cast includes Ben Turpin, Phyllis Haver, Charles Murray. James Finlayson,
"Dot" Farley, Harriet Hammond, Kalla Pasha, Kathryn McGuire and
Eddie Gribbon.

^ Roman Episode
j

fm

Directed by

Photographed and

James

JB.

Abbe

»-~

(w

^

Available Nov?!

sociated Producers h
HOME

OFFICES'

729 SEVENTH AVE.

NET YOKE

CITY

1/7.

V

MAURICE TOURNEUR
Cflw FOOLISH MATRONS
^

J

THE NOVEL DT

DIRECTED

BONN B^TRNE

W1TH

BY MAURICE TOUKNEUU^ AND CLARENCE
Associated Producers
HOME

OFFICES

'

729 SEVENTH AVE.,

NEW YORK

CITY

Inc.

ALL g TAT\. CAST

E.

BROWN
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FRED DESBURG AGREES rk* IRVIN(
BACHELLER is a TRUE JPROPHET1
RESULT — He
"

Keeping

has

booked

Up With

Lizzie"

premiere showing in
the United States, running
for the

simultaneously

Loews

at

Theatre and

Euclid

Liberty

Theatre,

May

starting

Loew

s

Cleveland,

29th.

So
the trade
press and Fred Desburg all
Irving

Bacheller,

"Keeping Up

agree

that

With

Lizzie

ture

that

'

is

a

big

pic-

will please any

audience

KEEPING UP WITH LIZZIE
IS A BIG PICTURE
ALandRAT ROCKETT
present

t

IRVING BACHELLERS

KEEPING

UIV LIZZIE
featuring

ENID BENNETT
"With a strong cast

EDWARD HEARM,
LILA LESLIE and

J.

including

OTIS

Directed

HARLAN,

by LLOYD INTGRAHAM

produced by
ROCKETT FL1M CORPORATION

LANDER STEVENS
Distributed. Vy

HODKINSON
ftroPAm'EHHANGE-fcKL =====

11.

EXHIBIT O R S HERALD
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'Has all the elements that
go to make a Box OfficeWinner
Review

Exhibitors Trade
ZANE GREY PICTURES
ARE ESTABLISHED BOX
OFFICE ATTRACTIONS
Just as each Zane Grey story
has its millions of assured readers so each new Zane Grey picture has an assured audience
of millions of Zane Grey fans.

AMONG THE BEST WESTERN ATTRACTIONS OUT!

— WIDS

The exhibitor booking a Zane
Grey picture is not taking any
chances.

MOTION PICTURE

He knows he is right and that
he can count on filling his theatre on the nights he shows A

PAT-

RONS ARE GOING TO LIKE

MAN

ZANE GREY PICTURE.

FOREST

of the
Morning Telegraph

—

WILL BE RANKED HIGH BY

LOVERS OF WESTERN

ZANE GREYS

TYPE OF MOTION PICTURE
—Motion Picture News

GREATEST STORY

d

BENJ.

R HAMPTON

PRODUCTION

'MAN ^FOREST
A massive tale of love and adventure,
with an

star cast including -

all

Robert Mc Kirn -Claire Adams
Carl Gantvoort
Produced

by BENT B. HAMPTON and

Ids

ASSOCIATES

WHIIAM H. CLIFFORD ELLIOTT HOWE- JEAN HEBSHQLT
AND ELLIOTT S. CLAWS ON
ZANE GREY PICTURES INC
-

w
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J.N.NAULTY

and

June

GARDNER HUNTING

Present

L

WOMEN,
ONLY KNEW

'

IF

BASED

O/V

QALZAC'S

" MEDITATIONS

O/V

MA P.R.I AGE

Distributed by

ROBERTTON —COLE
Down

the path of pleasure, alluringly lined with false words

young man was drawn
discouraged.
Then

kisses, the

A

wonderfu

until his heart

and insincere
was bruised and his soul

W

11,

1921

^

Pathe' Serial

June Caprice and
George B.Seitz

THE SKY

RANGER
Produced and Directed by George RSeiti

id

"The Sky Ranger"
The Problem of Picking Your Program
Picking the proper program
step in picking

You

win or

proportion

lose just

with the

in

skill

and judgment you show

in

the

for

selecting

pictures

your patrons'
ment.

entertain-

up

all

like a

is

cake,

You

please

the

all

people with every picture
hut you ear. please every

one of them w ith some one
picture on your program.

first

dinner that

mighty cloy-

ing.

There's nothing like a
Pathe serial to give vigor

and vim
can't

the

profits

feature
is

is

your show rew hat the other
pictures are.
Every man,
woman and ehild likes to
be thrilled; every one of
them likes daring advento

,

gardless of

ture.
If

you

fail

to

have some-

thing in every show that
will appeal to all you're
hurting your theatre. To
pin your faith to the feature alone is like staking
everything on one throw
of the dice,
ticklish bus-

—

iness.

A show

that

is

all

Booking

'

The Sky Ranger"

taking the first step in
picking the perfect program. And the fact that it
builds a theatre going habit

is

weeks makes it a
corking good medicine for
stagnation at the box office.

of fifteen

The proof is yours for the asking; see the
first episodes

?/'"THE SKY RANGER"

at the nearest Pathe exchange.

June

11,
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UNITED AQTISTS

CORPORATION
preeenf-$

us/ft?

MATUESON LANG

A

UADLLY KNOLLS
PRODUCTION
J

CamivaJ"
laid in

a tremendous" drama of today

is

Venice

CarnfvaJ time.

at

went

actually

the picture

action

Harley Knoles,

him an American

the producer, took with
staff,

its

technical

Venice for the filming of

to

and has secured the most exquisite

Venetian scenes imaginable.

The

cast,

headed by Matheson Lang,

Shakespenan
throughout

HI

actor

on the English

and United

that "Carnival" will take

Artists
its

place

the foremost

stage,

is

Corporation

among

w

splendid

NOW

feels

BOOKING

the finest

offerings of the year

For the great multitudes of picture-goers,
constantly seeking something different,

new

settings

ne-vv

locations

who

new

and new

UNITED ARTISTS
are

thrills,

CORPORATION

4

faces,

MARY PlCKFORD CHARLIE CHAPLIN
DOUGLA: TA'RBANK? D V GRiFTlTM
•

r

"Carnival

will

be a sensanon.

wiCam

AC.CiA.MS

PBESiDENT

12
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= BEBE DANIELS

2.01= BIGGER. DIVIDENDS
^Ihe Best Drawing star appearing
on the screen today ~ nohman stewart-t^

to can prove it with

TWO WEEKS WITH

REA

L

AKT

PICTURES CORPORATION
469 FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW

YORK.

PAY"

Story Sy
HECTOPn. TURN BULL
Directed Sy

CHESTER FRANKLIN
Scenario Sy

EVE UNSELL

WHAT TWO WOMEN

SAW-

Two women

cowering mutely before the stalking
The same terrifying vision confronting
both
the older woman, who through a mistaken sense of
neglect was about to have yielded to a wild impulse that
would have led to ruin the young girl who had prevented
her and who had suddenly become guardian instead of ward.

spectre of Scandal

—

—

Each saw Scandal written in the glaring headlines
of every newspaper in the land each saw Scandal pointing

—

its

cruel mud-stained finger at

little

Betty.

To the older woman silence offered an easy escape
from the penalty of her folly; to the girl silence meant the
sacrifice of her own hopes for enduring happiness.

Trvk M«rk Reg. U.

F

S. Pat.

<

EALART

FCTURES CORPORATION
'9 FIFTH AVENUE -NEW YORK.

lA Triumph of Emotional dctinq

MAY

AA c AVOY
REALART'S BIRTHDAY PRODUCTION

A (cosmopolitan

eW\

d

The Greatest Divorce Problem Photo Drama Ever Made
Its Ct (paramount Qiclure

Presented by Fa mous Players-Lasky Corporati on

roduction

$24,961.20
In

One Week
If

One Theatre

In

you have lost money playing ordinary pictures, postpone some doubtand show this great divorce problem super-feature now.

ful picture

"The Wild Goose"
$24,961.20

in

is

a

sure-fire

one week,

money-maker.

at the Rialto,

New

York, proves

this.

During the Rialto advance showing, New York had its first hot, clear
weather in nine weeks the first good outdoor weather of the season.

—

New York

is

on daylight-saving time.

The

ball grounds,

parks and

beaches were crowded the whole week long.
Right
pictures

now

is

by playing

It will

the time for exhibitors to stop gambling with uncertain
this great super-feature hit.

bring real sure

money

to your

box

office.

a S/ory 6y Gouverneur Morris
Sc enano Ay Donnah Darrell

^rom

Directed 6y Albert Capdlani
Scenes 6y ftio. famous
Cosmopolitan Scenic SiaffUnder-Jfie direction ^Joseph Urban

PrQsenfedby Famous Pkiyers-Lasky Corporation-

:

A

Cosmopolitan

THE BIGGEST HIT ON BROADWAY

IN

]

A YEAR

"The Woman God Changed" opened to a capacity audience at the Rivoli, last Sunn
the hottest, clear day this year.
The critics of all the New York papers went crazy about it. And remember,
William Randolph Hearst, owner of Cosmopolitan Productions, publishes the two learnt
New York papers, and competes with all of the other papers.
Rival papers surely wouldn't call "The Woman God Changed" a hit unless it w,
hit beyond the shadow of a doubt.

Ir.

TV.

Y.

World says:

TV.

"We peer into the future of motion picture production when we chance to behold so gripping and
so fascinating a cinema play as 'The Woman God
Changed.' It can be seen two or even three times
with mounting interest at each visit.
It ought to
remain
TV.

Y.

at the Rivoli for

months.

Y.

M

'The Woman God Changed' develops
point where the problem becomes a climax
followed by another climax.

"A

unique piece of screen creation

esting story fascinating in

1

—

an
serving as an

itself,

:

duction to a greater story."

Evening Globe says:

"Seena Owen is even more charming when reformed than when picturesquely unregenerated. Rich
in warm, glamorous photography."
TV.

Evening Telegram says:

Y.

Morning Telegraph says:

"A

TV.

—

exceedingly fine film a story that unfolds
with a splendid appreciation of values logically, sinnever drifting court-room scene one of the
cerely

—

finest of its kind.

—

Seena

Owen

is

splendid, dividing

honors with E. K. Lincoln."

class attraction

.

feature photodramas released in

Mail says

"An

first

/>y

.

one of
time."

Y. Tribune says:
"It's

a great picture.

room scene

From

the

momen

on the screen no one
theatre coughed, moved around or whispered.
cinating right from the start. It's ingenious."

court

flashed

Its CI (paramount Q>icture

Presented

.

some

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.

i

tlx

tk

production

Office Take On This Picture's First
Week at the Rivoli, New York, Will Be
1
Printed Here Next Week
\e

Box

iere, in this publication,
rl

on the

first

we

will print the actual

week's advance showing of "The

Some of the biggest exhibitors

in the

box

office

Woman God

country have told us

it's

take at the Rivoli,

New

Changed."
a daring thing to promise.

'The weather may break against you.
It's practically summer and since New York
saving time, people will go outdoors and stay out until bedtime if the weather
ir," they said.
i

tiylight

'The

Woman God

n ometer
ITiat is

'The

is

Changed"

is

the kind of picture that will

draw audiences when the

in the nineties.

why

exhibitors will do well to

Woman God

book

it

now

Changed" holds sure money

"The

that outdoor time

for exhibitors.

Woman God

Book

is
it

here.
at once.

Changed"

yig Colonial Theatre, Boston, indefinite run.

\ powerful cast

is

headed by

SEENA OWEN

and E. K. LINCOLN.

God Chan
From

a Story

by Donn Byrne

Directed by Robert G. Vignola
Scenario by Doty Hobart
Scenes by the famous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff
Under Direction of Joseph Urban

Presenied 6y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

—— —

—

—— ——
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What
"Here

is

something

really different, dif-

The Almanac, judged by

its

two numbers, seems the happy product of mechanical skill and inventive
imagination. There's wit and workman-

"It doesn't make any difference how bad
the feature picture may be; if Tony Sarg's
Almanac is on the bill it is bound to be a

show

great

!"

Robert

ship of a high order in 'The First Circus'
'The Original Tooth Carpenter.'

and

There's nothing clumsy or crude about
them. And they are distinctly pictorial,
The Sarglittle cinematographic gems.
Dawley combination looks good." New
York Times.
*

*

sheer delight.
Nothing like it has
been done in the films. Do not miss it."
New York Tribune.

in

*

*

"By all odds the most entertaining picture
on the new Criterion program is Tony
Sarg's comedy, 'The First Circus.' This
brand new series is called 'Tony Sarg's
Almanac' and is a delightful piece of
foolery.
'The First Circus' is the most
amusing farce we have seen in many a
moon."—Nezv York Evening Sun.
*

*

"A

Sherwood

Ji.

Life.

first

*

11,

Could Be Sweeter

ferently real, a genuine innovation in pictures that promises to be something more
than a momentary stunt scoring only as

a novelty.

June

"Immense

is

*

the one

*

word which

will do
animated mario-

justice to the first of the

nette pictures to be

Almanac.

known

This short

as

reel

Tony Sarg's
is

the most

artistic bit of fooling so far devised for

a new art to
Philadelphia Ledger.

"Tony Sarg has introduced
to the screen."

*

*

the screen."

*

*

"Tony Sarg,
thing new to

the illustrator, brings somethe screen so far above the
'old timers' as to make a new departure
in this form of entertainment."
Philadelphia Record.

Moving Picture World.

a

"Sets
edies.'

*

*

new standard

in

screen

com-

Pittsb it rgh Sun.

'

*

*

*

"Replete with uproariously funny situPh Had el ph ia Inquirer.
'

at ion s.

'

Wire or write us for the name of distributor
your territory. There's one everywhere.

in

TONY SARG-H.

M. Dawley,

130 West 46th Street

New York

City

Telephone 9907 Bryant

Inc.

1921

Playgoers Pictures,
presents

Marjorie
in

3fi

\

\/ith

KingBaggott^Fritzi Brunette
Distributor*

Playgoers Pictures, Inc
presents

Marjorie

The

Daw

Butterfly

A good picture for good
theatres everywhere

Do you want

a picture full of

Sentiment and Romance?
fly

Butter-

Girl."

Do you want
with just
•

Life, Girlhood,

Book "The

The

a

Love, and Youth, and Laughter,
Book
bit of heart touching?

wee

Butterfly Girl."

Do you want

the clean play that will

whole family and send them
Book "The Butterfly Girl."

draw

the

home happy?

Fune

11.

1921
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Selznick, "Presents

O'Brien
'THE LAST D00£
By Ralph lace and WB. Foster
Scenario by Edward J.Montq^he
Directed by WILLIAM PS.EARLE

Staged

in

Splendid Selznick Style
Americas foremost Fotoplay
Favorite in the Greatest,
Swiftest -Moving Screen
Production of His Career.
Distributed

by Select

C
lfilliam ySjC
presents

Clyde Co*
^hc Singer

-5 ^ActsWill blon?

hlues

fidgets and
a host of other

From any

funmcti^ers

community

r
Jo?C

the

Entertainments

William
JojT
presents

VILLIAM

FARNUM

presents

PEARjL

VHITE
"I

great

ZANE

Stones

Jlidcrs of the
Purple Sage

The jRainboh)
Trail
an d in

When

A

Jtari,

Sees Jied
front LARRi EDAMS' famous
Saturday Citenirig Post Story.
JfeW adVertisinj matter
Jetf J>a-per
J/eW Slides

BeyoncL
Price
di picture tlutt

different

is
It tfill

make

the

most

blase theatregoer

"Sit

up and take
1

notice

:

Story and Scenario by

Paul

% Sloane

Directed by

J.Searle Hartley

E
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EVERY PROGRAN

BEST THEATRES EVERYWHERE
CfirisHe Gomedies

ADAPTABLE
ANY FEATURE

J

..•--•.4

^VJhen EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGES were formed and
sought the BEST IN COM EDI ES-the CHRIST
product was the logical selection.
I

CliRISTIE made iood by producing 100/J
BETTER. COMEDIES than ever before.

STRAND

ChRISTIE achieves something wore

than

fffimMVMW

Every picture
in

comedy-

a
is

a

feature production

two

reels.

Book, the entire series thru

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES, inc.

J

»

*

June

CITY

THEATRE

Atlanta
Atlanta

Howard

If I

Rialto

Ethel Clayton

New

Cinderella's

w

Theatre

FEATURE PLAYED
Were King

Dining Room. Kitchen
Nobody's Wife

Twin

Mr Fatima

Rivoli

Dinty

Seven Bald Pates

Buffalo

Mark-Strand

The

Boston

Liberty

Buffalo

Mark-Strand
Randolph

Yellow- Typhoon
Last of the Mohicans
Prairie Trails

Don't Blame the Stork
Kiss Me Caroline
Shuffle the Queer's

The Charm School

Shuffle the

Queens
Going Thru the Rve
Nobody's Wife

Barbee's Loop
Barbee's Loop
Riviera and Tivoli

Godless Men
The Devil
Dangerous Business

Cincinnati
Cincinnati

Walnut
Walnut and Strand

Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland
Cleveland

New

The Round Up
My Lady s Latchkey
Prisoners of Love
d e n o o ivi y w e

Alhambra

Panthea

Wedding Blues

Park

Hold Your Horses

Movie Mad

Denver

Rialto

H eliotrope

sVv»n

Strand

The Thief
Dangerous Business

M

State
Euclid (3 weeks)

Still

man

Detroit
Detroit
Detroit
Detroit

Adams
Adams

Fort ^Vayne

Orpheum

Jacksonville

Rialto

Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Los Angeles

Ambassador

Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Minneapolis
Minneapolis

Broadway Strand
Broadway Strand

i

i

1 1

1

c

.

.

-

1

Isobel
The lucklins
Frontier of the Stars

California

Kinema

Curtain

New

Isobel

State

New
New

Garrick
Garrick

The Offshore Pirate
The Furnace
Nineteen 3nd Phyllis

Dangerous Business

Rialto
Rlvnll an/1 Rialtn

Brewster's Millions
1 o Please tJne
woman
W
n cf f\\j l r upc

PhilaHflnViia

C api t ol

T-i»»c
hM
Ul tillC
C3 fit

Capitol

Marriage of Wm. Ashe
Paying the Piper
Earthbound

ul*

i

11

1 1

1

t~\ ^>

1

m sariL
ncdl

Ly

Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh

Blackstone

Testing Block

Sacramento

TJC.Fl
1
oc u

Brewster's Millions

Stockton

T.

San Francisco
San Francisco

Strand
Strand

Thousand
Love

Sedalia

Sedalia

19 and Phyllis

Seattle

Coliseum

Seattle
Seattle

Liberty
Strand

Just Out of College
Godless Men
Frontier of the Stars

Arcadia
Stanley
Stanley

The Love

Regent and Grand
Regent
Grand

Good References
The Nut

.

&

D.

Special
Idols of Clay

Love. Honor and Behave
to

My

One

Wife

Paul

Capitol

Behold

Washington
Washington
Washington
Wilmington

Garden
Moore's

Last of the Mohicans
Ducks and Drakes
Silk Hosiery

Majestic

The

St.

Rialto

vs.

Woman

Going Thru the Rve
r\ct nICss

tic

RaM

Jt\

Patpc

v e ^4 a d
1

A Homespun Hero
Movie Mad
Striking Models

Dining Room. Kitchen

Queen

Shuffle the

Me

Kiss

Caroline

The Reckless Sex

Man

vs.

Woman

Night
Nobody's Wife

Olympia
on

Man

Out

New Haven
New York City
New York City
N
f^it\j
i'C" Vnrlf
i uii s.
ly

r\i\

Wedding Blues
A Homespun Hero
Nobody '5 Wife

1

«

Truth About Husbands
Something to Think About
Trust Your Wife
Boys Will Be Boys

State

23

CHRISTIE PLAYED

Baltimore
Baltimore

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

i

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

11.

First

Born

for the

Man

vs.

Woman

Queen*
Back From the Front
Seven Bald Pates
Back From the Front
Shuffle the Queens
& Hfimpcnnn
W#»ri^
t.
C
1CI u
Shuffle the

.

Dot.

.

_

it.

.

1

-

riwo

-

1

inc r 1 uni

Scrappily Married
Nobody'j Wife
The Reckless Sex
Scrappily Married

A Homespun Hero
Going Thru the Rve
Wedding Blues
A Homespun Hero
iNODooy s wile
Back From the Front
Out for the Night
Dining Room. Kitchen
Dining Room. Kitchen
Nobody's Wife

Wedding Blues
Movie Mad

Wedding Blues
Wedding Blues
Red Hot Love

Man

vs.

Woman

Mr. Fatima

'

Frg;u a e gnr

*

v '• 51

tie.*

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD
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June

Merit Wins!
Coming

time when buyers
of advertising are weighing
values with extreme care in an
effort to make every advertisat a

ing dollar return full value,
is

it

significant that

Last week's issue of Exhibitors
Herald (June 4, 1921) printed a

volume of paid advertising
than any other motion picture
greater

trade paper of corresponding date.

11.

1921

June

11,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

D.

W.

25

Griffith

Buys Film Rights

to

THE TWO ORPHANS
A

sale is

the

now completed by which

exclusive

film

rights

to

D.

W.

Griffith,

59

obtains

Inc.

Kate Claxton's famous play, "The

Two Orphans".
recognized as one of the most popular plays of the

It is

Mr.

Griffith

intends to apply to

century.

the same elaborate interpretation

it

he did to Mrs. Parker's play "Way

By

last

Down

East".

the conditions of this sale, all other producers can be restrained

any film in which
"The Two Orphans" are included.

from

distributing

This was recently

made a matter of

characters or episodes of

court record in the

District Court, 7th N. Y. District, in the case of

(J.

S.

The Selig Poly-

Company

and Kate E. Stephenson, plaintiffs, vs William
Fox and The Fox Film Corporation, defendants.

scope

The production

will be

completed in about four months.

and Dorothy Gish and
European actor, will appear in
Lillian

Joseph

Schildkraut

of the story.

D. W.

the

this film as the central

GRIFFITH,

Inc.

A. L. Grey, Gen. Manager

Longacre Building, N. Y.

fanwu9

characters

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A

Knockout

June

11,

1921

Series of 14
Starring

Sensational

The

Irving
Screen Gem

Exhibitors of America nee<

His acting as "Corporal Campbell"

The*first release,

word

They

for

it.

ON THE
See

will positively

it

The

is

ready.

Don't take

th

our

today, and be convinced!

back up our every Guarantee of Abso-

lute Superiority
ors of

TRAIL,

of

to

anything ever placed before the Exhibit-

America by any company.

fight in

it

alone

is

worth $2.00

of

any patrons money.

Ones, Threes, Sixes, Slides, Cuts--1 1x14-22x28.

Celebrated Pla'yer
Eight Hundred and Ten Sou
J. L. PRIEDMA

June

11,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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l— Reel Super

27

Productions!

Cummings!
cf

to

The Canadian Wilds
Introduction to

>3rthwest

Mounted

Cummings—

police

is

unequalled!

DARING! THRILLING! ARTISTIC!
Action! from start to
end.

finish!

Punch

after

punch from beginning

to

In short, they are 5-reel features in 2 reels.

Think

of

the value of
"

<«

«<

Put Cummings'

««

name up

"

in

The Stories!
C ummings
The Lobby Display!

your

lights!

It

will

pay you

in

increased receipts.

Film Corporation
v abash Avenue,
I

CHICAGO

esident

MEMBER
Illinois

Li

and Indiana

—
EXHIBITORS HERALD
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June

11.

1921

MARION
FAIRFAX
What's

In

A Name ?

Everything!

PAT
O'MALLEY

1ARJ0RIE

DAW

NOAH
BEERY

TULLY

MARSHALL

For ten years the name of Marion Fairfax
has been closly identified with the production of tremendous box-office attractions on stage and screen.
This name has represented a powerful
contributory factor in the success of
photoplays that have made motion
picture history.
It has been fully credited with the production of plays that appeared on
Broadway season after season, achieving a

prominent place
It is

CLAIRE

GEOROE

MCDOWELL

DROMGOLD

a

name

in the

story of the stage.

that guarantees clean,

and yet highly dramatic themes

human
name

a

that guarantees a class of unquestionable
entertainment that will prove particularly
desirable to exhibitors in these days of
blue laws and censorship agitation.

Each name associated with The Lying
Truth" is one of established standing in

ROBERT

CHARLES
MAILES

the film producing world.

BROWER
C. D. HALL
Technical Director

RENE GUISSART
Cinemato^rapHer

MARION FAIRFAX
PRODUCTION
r;
;

ban7>j$*. arnani/cmcnc
$
-^ly-——
mIh-

-

i-iiJi

ir.i>iiii'"'.—

.

i

\' mjf^

l .

-

Co

/><;
~—

L

/;>•

—
June

11,
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The Kind They
Like!
Will Do Big
Business!
That's what the trade
Experts say:

WHAT EVERY ONE
melodrama

LIKES

— situations

that
the emotions, enacted with the throttle
wide open and a full head of steam behind
it, the kind of fiction that has always enjoyed a large following. Hope Hampton
acts with an abundant freedom of expression and is ably supported."
Moving Picture World.
''Vigorousstir

—

WILL

DRAW

'EM IN

melodramatic photodrama presenting
Hope Hampton in a highly emotional
role, which she portrays with telling effect.
It is the sort of tensely dramatic story
that greatly appeals to the majority of
film fans. It has been especially well produced with utter disregard to expense and
should draw good business. The star's
'"A

acting will appeal to her

many

and make her many new

followers

friends.

The

story will appeal as will the many highly
dramatic situations and the general excellence of the cast. Miss Hampton plays
with more sureness and ease than in her
Exhibitors Trade Review.
other pictures."

Speaking

of

HOPE
HAMPTON
The Beautiful

in

"Love's Penalty'
The

love story of

Janis Clayton

And

the sister of

Janis Clayton

— Both beautiful

Presented by Hope Hampton Productions,
Inc. Story and direction by John Gilbert.
Exclusively distributed by Associated
First National Exchanges, with the exception of the Pittsburgh territory, which
is handled by
the Columbia Film Exchange, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Theatre, Pittsburgh:

First National Pictures are so fine
for

June

your house and money for your

and

REASON WHY

make jrtends

clean, they

boxoffice.

THAT'S ANOTHER

Hherel! be a Franchise everywhere

Exhibitors Call
Review
it is

It

A

newspaper and trade press declare
unusual dramatic strength, intensely

ers of both

a picture of

fascinating throughout, w hile exhibitors are delighting
their patrons

and cleaning up!

Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presents an

R. A.
A

Walsh Production
One

Big

of

The "Big Fr

Super
Special

THE uATH
With

Conway

Pictures

Miriam Cooper
Tearle,

Anna Q.

Adapted from the

Nilsson,

novel,

Henry Clive

"IDOLS," by

William J. Locke, and directed by R.A.
Walsh; Foreign Representative, David
P. Howells. Inc., 729 Seventh Avenue,

New York

City.

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

One of

the

Really Great Productions of the Pericv

—

— —
Tune

11,

W. A.

— —

——

—

a

——

—

— —
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Partello, Maiestic Theatre, Mansfield, Ohio,

has been "cleaning

up" on

THA T'S

First National Attractions.

ANOTHER REASON WHY

^Therellbe a Franchise everywhere

ig
[NEST

Box

OF THE YEAR

us

I am sure this
audiences.
Joseph
be. big boxoffice winner."
York.
ke. Strand Theatre,
es|:he

New
PICTURE
GREAT
A

that this is a great picture, not
f>m a boxoffice standpoint, but
that it will please every
l ti view
en
I don't know of any picture I
s n this year that pleased me betM. Crandall, Crandall Theaf fashing ton,
D. C.
f

to one mighty climax after another
with such force as to amaze the spectator.
Miriam Cooper is an actress of
rare artistry. The interest never lags."
Syracuse (N. Y.) Post-Standard.

—

UNUSUAL ROMANCE
"Surcharged with the melodramatic
with a romance of the most unusual sort.
One of the strongest and most unex-

1

•

.

—

.

APPEALS TO ALL
most satisfactory pictures
picture of extraordinary huir rest, one that will appeal to all
es)f theatregoers,
which is resib for its success as a box office
ire
F. Mason, Grand Theatre,

pected of climaxes."

"Strong dramatic moments, and the
is worked up to a proper pitch.
Miriam Cooper plays a strong emotional
part. Her work is splendid and her performance well worth seeing. The court
Wids.
scenes are excellent and novel."
action

ACTING

A

W

.

abounding in tensity
and one that will have no
blen holding an audience throughrogress. A box office feature of
t
ierit."
Harry Thomas, Liberty
in rest

1

Pittsburgh.

very

well

Ka

DRAMATIC STRENGTH

ipjof the really great productions
Ipferiod.
Interpretation of the inWyjiramatic characters done in a
Mjmanner. The story is tense
pg nd virile study.
Unusual draX length, the story sweeping for-

—

th

Motion

and

Picture

News.

VERY ENTERTAINING
"It

is

excellently acted and the
is of high rank.

The sets are elaborate."
ing Picture World.
taining.

It

is

Mov-

ACTION IS SPEEDY
"There are many tense episodes, plenty
of human appeal and holds the specEmotional
tator's interest throughout.
urge sways the whole action. The court
room scenes are

vividly outlined.

is

impressive. R.

his usual fine artistic

continuity."

Extraordinary

-Exhibitors Trade Review.

Human

It proves itself to be more
than a worthy companion for its prede-

classic.

of First National's Big Five.
Considered from every angle it is one of
the few super specials. The all star cast
for once lives up to its name.
Almost
flawless in direction, it has a big story
founded on a vital human theme. A
startling climax that is altogether convincing.
Miriam Cooper does the best
work of her career. There is a fineness
of light and shade and real dramatic fire
in moments of emotional intensity, which
mark her one of the dramatic artists of
the screen to be reckoned with. A picture with real artistic merit."
Variety.
cessors

STRONG, ABSORBING
"A

strong and interesting film, absorbing and with dramatic tensity.
An exceptional cast."
New York Mail.

THRILLING MOMENTS
"It

a fine

is

production with

much

good acting and splendid photography.
Miriam Cooper gives a splendid performance.

The

interest is well sustained

and there are thrilling moments."
York Morning Telegraph.

IT'S

New

FASCINATING

"Fascinating for the way it is presented and acted. Miriam Cooper is an
artist.
Intelligence, keen understanding
and the power to portray what she feels
are given to her. Conway Tearle is also
decidedly pleasing and Anna Q. Nilsson
and Henry Give both do splendid work.
There is a wonderful court room scene.
It is worth seeing."
New York Tribune.

THRILLING DRAMA

Miriam

A.Walsh displays
judgment in developing speedy action and maintaining even
Cooper

"A

work

dramatic and will be found very enter-

TENSELY DRAMATIC

dramatic picture that
lecind held audiences spell-bound."
£ Mason, Regent Theatre, Wich-

7

directed."

of the director

Hi ntensely

JS \L

IS UNUSUAL
unusual and it has been

plot is
splendidly acted, excellently staged

;

itr

EXCELLENT

"Excellently acted by Miriam Cooper,
Tearle, and Anna Q. Nilsson,
whose names are of audience value."
Exhibitors Herald.

"The

\n ittraction

IS

Conway

PLOT
UEAT MONEY MAKER

Detroit Journal.

A STRONG DRAMA

)n oi the
!d.

A SUPER SPECIAL

ward

one of the finest picyear, because it contains such
drama, of the kind that

cusider this
ie

Office Winner

"One of the most famous
now a thrilling film drama.
cast.

A

ment."

novels,

A

it

is

brilliant

delightfully dramatic entertain-

New

York Evening Telegram.

Interest, the Critics

Say!

.

EX
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William Newberry, Kinema Theatre, Los Angeles
draws

big

crowds

with

First

THAT'S

National Pictures.

ANOTHER REASON WHY
'There'll

A Drama
A

cattle

stampede that out

be a Franchise everywhere

of Infinite Thrills!
astounding,

thrills all thrillers

breath-taking.
4,000 maddened foam-flecked steers thundering down on a
helpless girl while the Sky Pilot leaps straight into their
path to veer them.
,

Man and

horse plunge from bridge 100 feet over chasm into
a seething river.
Outlaw setting fire to a church.
Girl rescuing helpless man from blazing building
Mounted man rolls with horse hundreds of feet down a steep

mountain

side.

Cattle rustlers shooting

Desperate swim

down

man from ambush.
roaring rapids of swirling

mountain

torrent.

Girl on horseback lassoes
safety.

Hand
the

man and

drags him to

fight of the

Sky Pilot with

drowning

hand battle a man-sized
Bad Man of Death Gulch.

to

Shooting up of town by half-crazed, two-gun cow-boy.
Disarming of wild man single handed by Sky Pilot.
Vigilance committee stoning Sky Pilot in attempt to drue
him from camp.
Rustlers driving cattle through dangerous underground
passage from gulch.
Girl flung over horse's head and dragged for yards.
Battle of ranchers with cattle rustlers.
Broncho busting in the ranges as never seen before.

And

scores of other thrills that

make 'em

gasp.

Cathrine Curtis presents

"THE SKY PILOT"
Thrills

Love

A

and More Thrills

— Romance — Humor

Great Audience Picture

Taken from the stirring novel by Ralph
Connor and photographed against a
background of the rugged Canadian
Rockies; produced by Cathrine Curtis
Corporation.

Directed

A

by King Vidor

First National Attraction
Foreign Representative, David P. Howells, Inc.
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

MARTIN
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QUIGLEY
& Editor

Foreign Films
By

MARTIN

Simply for the purpose of emphasizing our
position,

may

it

months ago

be pointed out that nearly ten

in editorial

comment we

precisely the situation the
is

now

American industry

facing with respect to foreign films.

In our discussion
issues

forecasted

we

a fact.
a policy

which subse-

quent events have unqualifiedly proven to be

sumed

from those who

as-

to be charged with the welfare of the in-

dustry took the form of a vain attempt to apply
the

gag rule

their

ih order that, for reasons close to

bank accounts, the industry generally

might be kept

in

ignorance of the true

signifi-

cance of the situation then developing.

One

of the prominent actors in this gag

rule effort

was an

exporter, noted for

many

words and few deeds, who sought to accomplish
his purpose by availing himself of the machinery
of the National Association in order that his

private enterprises might not suffer regardless
of the sacrifice to the

American industry.

His

methods throughout the incident were characterized by tactics of locked-door diplomacy without any consideration being given to the right
of public hearing and debate for the obvious
reason that to him it all amounted not to a matter of right but merely a matter of expediency.
Another vigorous ally in the cause of clouding the issue and holding the American industry
back from the day it would understand and
adopt a reasonable policy with reference to foreign films

which set

was a leading British trade journal
up a shrill yell of retaliation over a

feigned grievance concerning an imaginary boycott.

Again referring

ments, attention might here be directed to the

appearance of the Stoli Film corporation

in the

American market and the circumstances surrounding the withdrawal of
*

plainly set forth the

which inevitably tended toward the na-

correct, yet the response

QUIGLEY

its

distributing or-

ganization.

tion-wide agitation which has recently become

At that time we urged

J.

to subsequent develop-

*

*

It is unfortunate that a definite policy was
not evolved when the question was first proposed to the trade, which was at a time when it
was susceptible to easy solution. Since then

many extraneous

have been dragged in
and considerable agitation, which stands in the
way of clear thinking, has been stirred up.
issues

Recently in Los Angeles, for instance, there
appeared a carefully manufactured protest
which had a deal more to do with unionizing
players than with the subject of foreign films.
Yet this will tend to create an erroneous opinion
in the' trade and may lead to similar ill-advised
expressions which will only add to the confusion
and will in no way serve the best interests of
anyone associated with motion pictures, regardless of whether he be player, producer, distributor, exhibitor or in any other way identified
with the industry.

Let this fact be kept in mind: The artistic
make it imperative that there shall never be any bar raised
against a motion picture, of genuine merit
whether it originate in Germany or in Shantung. Artistically, this industry would stand in
considerations of this industry

peril of eventual suffocation
if

from insular ideas

the best product of the production geniuses of

the outside world was barred. In the ready acceptance of such product there is no commercial
peril or even the trace of it.

Accepting as a possibility the largest volume of such product that reason will permit,
there still remain no logical grounds for toler( Continued on page 42)

—
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effectually than

Re -Takes

the producer or distributor can take

a

11,

in this situation.

It is a cer-

J.

tainty that the action of the organized

M.

R.

exhibitors with reference to the sordid

.MARTIN

QJJIGLEY
PUBLISHER & EDITOR
J.

pictorial

Washington

disclosed in

gener-

understood that the exhibitor

ally

will

not stand for these mis-uses of the

Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9349.)

Hew Tori

Office: 1476 Broadway.
(Telephone: Bryant 5111.)
Los Angeles Office: 6372 Hollywood Blvd.

screen, the
offer

All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Offices.

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $2.00 a
year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (Postpaid), $4.00 a year.
Single
copy, 25 cents.
All Bights Reserved.
throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copy-

Copyright, 1921.

Copyright

right act of 1911.
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The mournful

spect the report of the Internal Rev-

enue department on collections covering the film rental tax for last month.
be found that while the usual
seasonal decrease has set in for April
It will

over the preceding month, the collections for April, 1921. were substanin

raking pictures.

There probably

always be those who

will

Unfortunately,

when such

pictures

are exhibited, they are charged up to
the account of the business generally

are

not

—as

At

season are beginning to arrive.

the

there seems to be no definite

shortage of product of

beyond question there

all

marked

kinds but

be a dearth

will

attractions,

first-class

due,

of

discouraged producers from undertaking any

more than
*

The
now working

lous interlopers.

several factors

that are

for the curtail-

ment of these pictures are

to be

com-

a

minimum

of pre-

*

*

East

wafted

is

in

from

the

effete

who produced that
masterpiece, "A Quiet After-

that

B.,"

"J.

become

interested

in

short subjects.
*

No

Re-takes on These
to be quite the latest
thing in thrill producers.
"The Sky
Pilot" has one, and now Oliver Morosco
comes along with one in his picture,
"The Half Breed."

Stampedes seem

*

There are a

lot of

things being written

about "In the Shadow of the Dome" that
never came out of the dome of a press
agent.

wants

the picture fever.

Everyone

They work

marks a day (10 cents U. S. A.).
must have gone to their heads.

for five

The

abroad states that the Ger-

get into pictures.

to

fever

•

Baker, manager of the Miller

Charlie
theatre,

Los

humor.

He

Angeles, has a sense of
took off "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari" and headed his next advertisement "Raus mit 'im."

Deep

Stuff

A

committee of congressmen investigating admission prices to motion picture theatres in Washington, D. C, can't
decide whether they are a luxury or a
necessity.

The bigger houses of

If

the

theatres

come under

the country

the head of luxuries, the committee has

whose successful operation depends
upon a year's supply of exceptional

no jurisdiction, and as the committee
must have something to investigate, it
looks as though pictures would be de-

productions

will

a

face

difficult

problem.

plimented.

e

Word

course, to the fact that conditions have

should be

they

didn't help a lot of pictures,

mans have

reports of a shortage

tentious productions.

recognized as the output of unscrupu-

Which

Easy Marks

of product for the coming theatrical

of

*

*

Word from

indication that there will be a

through

striking.

re-

*

*

will not hesitate

the agency of these types of pictures.
*

amount

the

ceived for April, 1920.

moment

to seek to gain a quick dollar

*

of

excess

The expected

muck-

who have been

viewing the business as going straight
bow-wows might with profit in-

industry escaping the stigma of these
ill-advised

folks

are

Last year the musicians struck and we
had to take our pictures without music.

noon," has again

*

to the

the one thing that offers hope of the

and

The bakers in Chicago
They want more dough.

two-reel
»

*

*

prophylactic

of such films will

no hope of gain of any descrip-

tially

Constant watchfulness seems to be

making

tion.

(Telephone: 577-450)

and

is

it

J.

Qulgley.

Vol.

have a

will

And when

telling effect.

Published every Wednesday by Martin

which was recently

assault

clared a necessity, just to give 'em some-

thing to do.
*

Another Fad Started
Chicago society had adopted the gold
fish for a pet.
Only the flat species is
popular, however. It's the only kind you
can accommodate in a Chicago flat.

IN THIS ISSUE
NEWS OF

TIIK
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Industry Acts to Suppress All Anti-
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Tour at Chicago Meeting
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Indiana
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45
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45
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53
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80
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the shop girls have taken up

the fad and are carrying cute
fishes to

Little Ole

47

Recognized by

Cities

52

Exhibitors Advertising

Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for
Theatre Equipment

with

Helm

at

Board of Review

Industry

Reviews

Figures Show Better Condi-

tions

And now

DEPARTMENTS
4;$

Win

*

51

Italy Striving for Leadership of the

work with them,

little

gold

neatly housed

between two lettuce leaves or a couple of
one dollar bills.
*

Max
started

Levy,

an

exchange

manager,

the fad by housing a fish in a

homeless

beer

schooner.

worked out very nicely
exhib. came along and

Now Max

until

The thing
some hungry

ate the fish for a

has the schooner but
has nothing to put in it, thanks to Volsardine.
stead.

:
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Public Rights League
Persistent Campaigning on Screen and in
Program by Palace Theatre, Hamilton, O.,

Wins Public Approval of
the Interest of

Fight In

Freedom

Fred S. Meyer, managing director of the Palace theatre, Hamilton, 0., is conducting a forcand profitable campaign as a member of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

ible

Since the launching of this protective movement, Mr. Meyer's policy has been to create public sentiment
against censorship, Sunday closing and other oppressive legislation by devoting both his screen and his house
program to enlightening comment bearing upon the reform situation. The following excerpt from a letter from
Mr. Meyer is indicative of the effectiveness of his endeavors
"I
slides,

know you will be interested to note that at this time, when we are running the second
same was applauded extensively at the showing Sunday."

of your series of

Applause is the public's response to that which it approves. Palace patrons have demonstrated their advocacy of individual liberty. Perhaps they always have been supporters of the fundamental principles of American
government but they have been negligent in not giving public vent to their beliefs.

Mr. Meyer, through active and earnest participation in the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, has aroused citizens
Hamilton to publicly denounce the meddling reformer He has won his first victory. He knows the stand his
patrons will take, for they have manifested their approval of this movement.
of

In proceeding to acquaint his patrons with the plan; and purposes of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, Mr.
Meyer, in addition to running the slide for which copy is supplied every week in this publication, has devoted a
forecast the achievements that months will bring.
page and a half each week in his program to editorial
comment and personal suggestions.
Last week "Exhibitors Herald" published an ediOn the following two pages are reproduced the edi- torial explaining the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE for
torial and title pages of his program issued for the
reproduction in theatre programs and house organs.
week of May 22. Mr. Meyer's initiative in this advanAnother is published in this issue. Every wise exhib-

tageous

display

PUBLIC
RIGHTS
LEAGUE
netted

has

cellent
In his
for the

May

ex-

results.

program

week of
29 Mr.

Meyer is giving
the same promin e n

to

c e

this

movement.
Palace

pa-

trons are not unlike patrons of
other
theatres.

Other

members

of the

LEAGUE

should

experience similar results.

If this

movement

can

arouse

public
disapproval
o f
the deplorable
condition
n o
existing through
out the country
in the few weeks

w

since its inauguration, it is un-

necessary to

who

issues

programs

and

itor

of subject matter
pertaining to the

Here

is

Copy

for

Your Program

President Harding in a recent address stated emphatically that the people
of the United States would fight for their rights.
Your rights as an American citizen are defined clearly in the Constitution.
Primarily this document grants you freedom and individual liberty.
Today the necessity has arisen for you to safeguard your inalienable rights.
Your freedom is menaced by the persistent meddling of intolerant reformers
who disregard the fundamental principles of our government in their quest for
selfish attainments.

The chief executive of the United States has said you will fight for your
rights.
The time is at hand for drastic action. If the public is not to submit
to the dictates of a small minority it must rebel. The reformer and his aim&
must be publicly denounced.

The motion

picture has been chosen as the first point of attack. It is only
the beginning. Should the reformer emerge the victor other institutions as*
vital to American life would feel the sting of his whip.
Censorship is sought by the agitators. They state boldly that a majority of
the American people are irresponsible and incapable of choosing their own
amusement. They have assumed the divine right to dictate our pleasures and
recreation.

They would

legislate Sunday observance.
Such legislation is dangerous.
has led to religious persecution.
In realizing these ambitions the reformer forces additional taxation upon
Excessive taxation was one of
you. You must pay the cost of his meddling.
History has not taught the,
the principal causes of the French revolution.
reformer a lesson.
The purposes of the reformer are obvious. He seeks absolute control of the
universe. Only you, the great American public, can ward off this invasion.
You can and are urged to cooperate with the management of the (name of
When legislation seeking'
theatre) in a defense of your individual liberty.
oppression is demanded by the reformers go with your friends and neighbors
to your city officials and state law makers and protest against its passage.
Together, in conjunction with the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, we can safeguard the freedom that is our birthright.
In

the past

it

the like will
benefit by immediate use of this

comment.

As

the cam-

paign progresses

new

activities

are certain to
develop. If you
have not then
acquainted your
patrons with the

purposes of this

movement, the

later

may

activities

not receive

the response
that they should.
Enroll today.
Take the back
issues of this
publication and
slides of
the brief editorials that have

make

appeared

week
Also

to

from
week.

utilize

your

programs
and other paper
in

this

campaign.

!
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lace Theatre Utilizes Program to
Carry Message of Freedom to Pu blic
Page Editorial Acquaints the Pa trons
of Hamilton Playhouse With Purposes
of Movement Conducted by Exhibitors
1 1
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EDITORIAL PAGE

COMMENT— MAIL — ITEMS OF INTEREST
A FIGHT FOR FREEDOM
The Palace theatre

PUBLIC RIGHTS

is

a

member

of the

LEAGUE

Palace patrons, are vitally
aims and operations.

You. the
concerned in

its

The PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

is

an

informal organization of the motion picture people of the United States, with
the welfare of the American citizen in
relationship

his
its

the

to

motion

picture

sole interest.

This organization has been formed to
combat a wave of fanatical interference
masquerading as reform which is sweeping the country, advanced by publicity
and profit-seeking agitators disinclined
to pursue normal occupations yielding a
normal income.
.

prevent these would-be parasites from fastening themselves upon the
motion picture for support and sapping
the strength of that powerful and selfIt

is

to

sufficient

that the PUBLIC
has been organized.

institution

RIGHTS LEAGUE

In order that they may be in a position to receive appointment to censorship
and other regulatory posts which would
be established through legislation which
they advocate in the name of purity they
have gone into the church, the school,
the club and the legislative chamber ex-

horting lawmakers to endorse measures
which would assure them permanent positions

at

handsome

NOTE —

tainment would suffer a like fate.
These are the things that would follow
successful imposition of the selfish aims
of reformer agitators upon the motion
picture.

They will not follow
The motion picture industry

salaries.

they are permitted to succeed three
results will follow
which no libertyloving American citizen can accept without protest.
Your motion picture entertainment will
Censorship
be permanently destroyed.
will result in the cutting and slashing
of films until story value and merit of
performance count for nothing.
A reformer recently stated that he considered the pictured growth of a butterfly the most satisfying entertainment that
he ever had witnessed. That is the standard of motion picture drama which you
will be permitted to see.
To pa;, the salaries of those who will
occupy such positions as it is the intention of tin reformer to have created, additional taxes must be' levied upon motion
If

producers, distributors and exTaxes of the industry can be
paid only through the box office window
oT the theatre. You will be forced to pay
more for the milk and water amusement
which they will permit you to buy than
you now pay for the pictured version
of the vreatest literary and dramatic
masterpieces of the present and past.
The condition which will follow your
natural decision to adopt other amusement will eventually eliminate the moNot only you, but
tion picture theatre.
the whole of humanity, reached through
the screen, as through no other medium
of expression, will be robbed of one of
the greatest blessings of Twentieth century civilization.
The motion picture eliminated, the reformers would pass on to other means
upon
livelihood,
other institutions
of
which to fasten themselves for support.
The Blue Sunday which has been threatThe
become a reality.
ened would
imusement park, the golf links, the automobile and every other institution which
the present day America looks for enterpicture

hibitors.

in

it?

support of the

a unit

LEAGUE. The American public will be
kept informed through the greatest of
all informative mediums, the screen, of
the developments which come to pass.
The citizen must sanction such laws as
are proposed before they can be put into
force.
No independently thinking American will submit to the saddle of the reformer.
The Palace theatre is enrolled in the
fiirht
against oppression.
The Palace
patrons are earnestly requested to acquaint themselves with the true situabest
tion and act according
to
their
jude'ment. That will be the judgment of
the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

FRED

S.

MEYER.

Managing

Full credit for the foregoing article,
direction, is e:ven to EXHIBITORS
that has always toueht for CLEAN.
Public.
this

is

PUBLIC RIGHTS

Director.

prompted by its movement in
the Chicago Publication
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Ohio City Respond to the
Urgent Appeal for a United Defense

ltizens in

Each Week Fred S. Meyer Uses Comment
for Slide on Both Screen and m Ho use
Organ. Thus Obtaining Greater Results
PA LAC

...............

ET HEA T R E

^&1&CC

Beautiful

HAMILTON, OHIO

DIRECTION

of

FRED

S.

MEYER

EXECUTIVE STAFF
Harry Turber*.

Fred

Harry

Meyer,

S.

Managing

Treasurer.

Director.

Silver,
Resid.

Manager

HOUSE STAFF
Esther Bowers
G W. Betz

_

Mabel Kurry Reach
Herbert Elkins
Albert Hoffman
W. G. Bisdorf

Secretary to the Managing Director
Chief Projectioniit
Caahier
Superintendent
Chief Usher
Ass't Projectionist

PALACE AUGMENTED CONCERT ORCHESTRA
Walter B. Charles. Musical Director.

J.

E. Adrian. Assistant Conductor

PALACE ORCHESTRAL PIPE ORGAN
Claude Lewis, Organist

Olivia

Krahn, Organist

This theatre, with every seat occupied, can b« emptied in less than on* Baintrt*.
Ch*o»« th* nearest exit, and in ease of need, walk quietly (do not run) t» that «xtt

U

avoid panic.

The

PALACE

la

abaolutel y treproof.
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Unless the public speaks, there j
vv '"
De censorship of movies in
After censorship |
many states.
other "reforms" are threatened,
such as: Blue Sunday and prohi- J
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Protect vour right to live vour

from professional reformers.

WHIM
TO OUR PATRONS:
The most important message, the greatest direct-to-our- Patrons appeal that ever
Lack of space necessiappeared in this program is in the current issue on Page 2
tated rather small type, but even small print can not dampen oui ardor nor lessen
the absolute truth contained in this article.
With all the power at our command we urge you to read Page two, every
it, and so that you may better understand the aims and objects of the
RIGHTS LEAGUE, read A FIGHT FOR FREEDOM over a second time.

1

'

1

1

word of

PUBLIC

Endeavoring in every way to better the aervice of the Palace Theatre, th* Masagemcnt realizes the great Rood to be had from your impression*. You will, ther*Your
fore, do us a great favor by telling us in writing your experience as our guest.
commendations will be held strictly confidential, and we especially seek criticism*
not commendation
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Communications of Approval
NEW YORK
Mr. Martin

ILLINOIS
•

.

New York

am

Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
My Dear Mr. Quigley:

my membership

card for the
that I firmly believe
that unless the motion picture screen is absolutely free the
motion picture itself will never fulfill its true mission to
I

Chicago

City

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
J.

very glad to enclose

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

You know

humanity.
Sincerely yours,

HIRAM ABRAMS,

President,

United Artists Corporation.

J.

movement

in sponsoring the PUBLIC
certainly indicative of the highest of
motives and foresight on your part in safeguarding the
future of the industry.
If the strength of the welded public opinion that can
be brought about by the cooperation of the film people is
made evident to the people who are opposing us we will,
a* a result of the respect gained by the revelation of our
strength, to them, receive their cooperation instead of their
opposition.

Your

altruistic

RIGHTS LEAGUE

is

Yours very

Mr. Martin

Manager

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
J.

Ocean Park

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

action in starting this movement is, in my
opinion, the most important step that has yet been taken
in securing justice for this great industry.

Your

I

and
I

you in the action you have taken
be only too glad to cooperate in whatever way

heartily endorse

will

of Select.

CALIFORNIA

Enclosed please find signed pledge card for membership in the

truly,

EDWIN SILVERMAN,

Granville

can.

Yours very

truly,

Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
heartily endorse your movement combating conI
certed effort of radicals who are aiming to establish a dictatorship over the motion picture industry.
The PUBLIC
RIGHTS LEAGUE is necessary to counteract those unAmerican tendencies and to preserve our rights and independence.
Success to the "Exhibitors Herald."
Count
J.

on me as a member.

ADOLPH KOHN,

Sincerely yours,

Pastime theatre.

IRV1N V. WILLAT,
Producer.

OHIO
Culver City

East Palestine

Mr. Martin
Mr. Martin

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:

Find check for "Herald" for two years and the signed
card for the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

and

I

am

heartily in

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
My dear Mr. Quigley:
I
am very glad to be associated with this
which I consider a most worthy proposition.
Sincerely yours,
J.

J.

do all I can to defend our rights.
What we must do is to kick hell out of the so-called
reformers, censorship and the blue Sunday laws.
May you
favor of

it

will

truly,
C. E.

Akron
Mr. Martin

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

JR..

SOUTH DAKOTA
Belle

LEININGER,
Grand theatre.

PARKER READ,

Producer.

prosper.

Yours

movement

Mr. Martin

Fourche

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Dear Mr. Quigley:
This movement is a good one. It will do a great work
as it puts before even the smallest town exhibitor the
means to spread propaganda for the betterment of the inJ.

dustry.

will find signed pledge for my membership in the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
You are to be commended for your efforts to combat
the progress being made by the fanatical bunch of reformers
who seek to destroy every vestige of personal liberty so
long enjoyed by the American people. But why do it with
slides on the screen?
So little can be said on a slide.
Moreover, a hand-made slide is an abomination.
A much more impressive method for a campaign of
this kind would be short reels of film.
These could be made
by the various producing companies at small expense and
distributed to the theatres through the exchanges.
The
freedom of the screen means as much to the film producers
as it does to the exhibitors.
The producers have the
facilities to produce the films and the exhibitors have the
means of reaching the public.
The former, therefore,
should be willing to furnish exhibitors with such short

reels gratis.

We have read a great deal about the wonderful opportunity exhibitors have of educating the public by means
of their screens, but we have yet to see any of the producers
furnishing the exhibitor with material to show on the screen
unless the exhibitor paid for it.
What have the producers
got to say about it? Fighting reformers is of just as much
concern to the producer as it is to the exhibitor.
Let's
have a little cooperation from the producer.
Yours sincerely,

BYRON

to secure the

LEO PETERSON,
Secretary of the Motion Picture Owners of South Dakota.
Stratford

Mr. Martin

Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
Quigley:
Mr.
Dear

Rialto theatre.

J.

The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE is a step in the right
direction and the idea of putting our cause before the people
on slides is good, too.
Of course, one can print those or better still photograph the design and wording. But would it not be better
to put out a slide and charge for it, or charge a memberI'd like to see every show in the
ship fee to cover cost?
U.

D. BAILEY,

know from experience

that it is almost impossible
proper material to use. If it is to be had it
costs too much to get in form for any one exhibitor to
One or a few exhibitors do not get very
have made up.
It takes all.
With a well laid plan
far in any campaign.
such as you will have and in such a form that any theatre
can handle this movement should become national and will
accomplish the good it is intended for.
I will bring this movement up at the next meeting so
If there is
that our organization can back it 100 per cent.
anything I can do to help in this worthy movement I will
be only to glad to do so.
Yours truly,
I

Dear Mr. Quigley:
Enclosed you

S.

use them.

Yours

truly,
A. B.

ANDERSON.

June
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PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

members

will be printed at

The comolete

durine the oast week.
an early date

Your patrons at heart are opposed to the irrational interference by reformers.
But legislators are not mind readers.
Narrow minded agitators are so determined to foist their ideas of government upon the peothat they go direct to the lawmakers with their demands for enactment of such legislation.
The purposes of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE are to arouse the citizens so that they too

go to their legislators and protest against such meddling.
Pressure brought to bear by the majority will make the voice of the minority unheard.
should enlist in this movement which purposes to induce the majority to speak.
will

FOY'S

ABRAMS, HIRAM, President of United Artists, New York City
ADAMS, J. H., Strand theatre. Nashville, Tenn.
ALLSOP, JOHN, Columbia

theatre. Akron. 0.

theatre,

BAMBERGER, LEON
Famous

J.,

Exploitation RepreCorporation.

Players-Lasky

Minneapolis, Minn.

BEAN, CHARLES It, Pastime theatre and
president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of New Hampshire. Franklin, N. H.

PARKER & BISHOP,

BISHOP,

Greenville.

E. L., Oasis theatre. Ajo. Ariz.

G
GATCOMB,

Armstrong's theatre. Vance-

F. H.,

Me.

GOODMAN & FRAME,

Queen

theatre.

GOODWIN,

S.

GRAY, DON

I.,

I.,

Royal theatre, Lehi, Utah.

President and General Manager
of Westex Pictures Company, Buffalo Gap, Tex.

GROSSMAN, LEO

L.,

Arcade theatre. Milwau-

kee, Wis.

H
HARDY, E. F., Strand theatre, Avalon. Santa
Catalina Island, Cal.

HENKEL, MRS. FRANK, De

S. C.

BODENACHATZ,

F. E.,

Grove theatre. Elgin.

HICKEY, JACK, JR^ Grand

BRADY,
Long

F. E.,
Island, X. Y.

BRIGHT,

theatre. Farmland. Ind.
theatre,

Lon-

street.

Des

J

Elk Point, S.D.

JASTRAM,

O.

W.,

701

Maple

Moines. Iowa.

JENNINGS, H. C, Jewel

R. C, Bright's Star, Preston, Minn.,
A.

New

theatre,

don, Wis.

Bayline Company. Freeport.

and theatres at Wauconia,

BROWN,

Soto theatre,

Memphis, Tenn.

Illinois.

BOTKIN, E. T., Liberty
BOVEE, C A, Florence

Mem-

Tenn.

phis,

Memphis

Tenn.
sentative,

FRANCK,

boro,

BAILEY, BYRON D., Rialto
BALLAS, T. A., American

INC,

Dallas, Tex.

Hall. Grace, Idaho.

B

NEIGHBORHOOD THEATRES,

You

and Wykoff, Minn.
Regent theatre, Cedar

la.,

M„ New

theatre. Valentine.

Xeb.

JOHNSON,

E. B.,

Shamrock

Memphis,

theatre.

Tenn.

Falls, la.

BROWN, JOHN,

JOHNSON, JOHN C, Orpheum

Lyric theatre. Tulsa. Okla.

CARTER, MRS. LOUISE

theatre,

Has-

Okla.

kell.

K
M., Court theatre.

Huntingdon. Tenn.
COHEN, I. W., Manager of Monarch Theatre
Supplv Companv. Memphis. Tenn.
COOK, N. J., Pastime theatre. Carlisle, Ark
CREAL, W. H., Suburban theatre, Omaha. Xeb.
CUSTER, J. H., Palmer theatre. Palmer. 111.

KAUFMAN, ABE

H.,

Kaufman Film

Specials.

Memphis. Tenn.

KEITHLY,

Mo.
Companv.

E. A., Lyric theatre, Center,

KELLY & KELLY, Wapazo Theatre
Faith, S. D.

KIRBY, C. L., Elk theatre. Longview. Tex.
KIRBY, JOE E., Princess and Strand theatres.
Roxboro, X. C.

DAVIS, MAURICE, M.

Street theatre.

Wash-

ington, D. C.

DUDLEY,
town.

KOHN, ADOLPH,

F. L.,

Auditorium theatre. Prophets-

KRUH, REGINA
York

111.

EDWARDS,

J.

W., Aledo Opera House, Aledo.

Illinois.

E.,

Princess theatre. Obion, Tenn.

B.,

1493

Broadway.

New

City.

LAMB, CHARLES, Palm theatre. Rockford, 111.
LYMAN, JOSEPH, Princess theatre. White
Hall.

FOX,

Pastime theatre. Granville.

X. Y.

111.

LYON, W. R^

Castle theatre. Bloomington. IU.
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M
McDONOUGH,

F.

New

McELRAVY, CHARLES

Liberty

Metamora,

theatre,

Memphis Enter-

A.,

office of Select,

MacEVOY, THOMAS

J.,

United Artists

SIPE, W.

r

(

Grand

F. J.,

theatre, Madison,

MACERI, JOE, Grand and

Daisy

theatres,

E.,

Lyric

theatre.

SPRATT, EVANS,

Bijou

the..'

ettville,

J. F., Colonial theatre, Nashville,

S. S., Princess theatre.

H.

E.,

Majestic theatre, Fostoria, 0.

STILES,

J. A.,

New York City.
SUZARE, F.,
STEPHENS,

Iowa.
L. A., Palace theatre, Charlevoix, Mich.

Manager

PETERSON, LEO,

T
THOMAS, C. H. Community theatr
THREDE, HARRY L., Scenic

Ins theatre, Belle Fourche,
R.,

Company,

Ark.

Fad

Hol-

stein, la.

Arlington,

tl

la.

f

S. I).

PETERSON, ROY

of Bayline

Jackson theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
R. H., Royal theatr
lan,

P

V

Xeb.
F. E., Pastime theatre, Brownsville,

VAUGHN, CECIL

Tenn.

C, Manager

of

Pathe ex-

change, Memphis. Tenn.

POOLE,

H. W., Liberty theatre. Klamath

w

Falls,

Oregon.

PORE, W .E.,
PRESSON, J.

WAGNER, EMIL,

National theatre. Gorman, Tex.
A.,

Princess

theatre,

cov-

WAINGANTT, W.

W., Rex theatre. Memphis,

Tenn.

R
RAY, CARL, Amuse and Atlas theatre. CheyWyo.
READ, J. PARKER, JR., Producer, Culver

.

WASSERMAN,

enne,

Texas.

City, Cal.

N. C.

REMING & McINTOSH,

WELLS,

P.

WIGLEY,

Star theatre, Brack-

J.

Pecos,

theatre.

Rialto

S.,

W., Royal theatre. Wilmington,

R. W., Majestic

th<

i

dlmar,

M inn.

Tex.

RICHARDS,

Royal theatre,

ery, O.

Camden,

Tenn.

WILLAT, IRVIN

A. R., Beauty theatre, Memphis.

V.,

Producer. Ocean Park,

Cal.

Tenn.

ROBINSON, W. H,
ville,

Hender-

son, N. C.

MILES, A. N., Eminence theatre. Eminence, Ky.
MILES, WOLFE J., Princess theatre, Lansing,

ettsville,

ishville,

Tex.

STEVENSON,

Tenn.

PRACHT,

Goodland,

"cnn.

Memphis, Tenn.

MOON,

Memphis, Tenn.
E.

Kan.

Wis.

MICKEY,

Chicago.

E.,

SPRAGUE,

poration, Minneapolis, Minn.

MARSHALL,

111.

SHANNON, J., Lyric theatre. Waverly, Tenn.
SILVERMAN, EDWIN, Manager
hica

Memphis, Tenn.

McWILLIAMS,

1921

11,

SCHNEIDER, RAYMOND,

J.,

Fromberg, Mont.
prises,

June

'

WILLIAMSON,

Liberty theatre. Browns-

ville,

Tenn.

ROLLINS, CECIL

A.,

Wigwam

WILLIAMS,

theatre, Shef-

C.

A.,

Runyon

theatre.

Bigheart,
tus.

Okla.
L.,

theatr..-.

Merrv-

C. E.,

Park theatre. Omaha. Xeb.

Okla.

z

S

SCHEIBEL, EDW.

Pastime

WOOD, J. M., Weneeda theatre. Milton. Wis.
WOOLDRIDGE, M. E., W igwam theatre. Al-

field. 111.

RUNYON,

A.,

La.

Plumb

ZERILLA, PAUL, Grand and

theatre. Streator,

Daisy theatre,

Memphis, Tenn.

Illinois.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
in the interest of the
-

UKMotion r^J

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

I realize the existence of a concerted
movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen. /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use,

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD.
Chicago.

You

a member of

LEAGUE.

then will be enrolled as

the

M
IName
Tk.

PUBLIC RIGHTS
City

Clip Out!
Sign!

Motion Pictures"

in this

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
my part in arousing

manner do

And Become
a

Member
League

of

June

11,
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Your
Business

is

Necessity

a

President Harding recently said to a
committee of motion picture theatre
owners: "YOU CAN DO MORE TO

BRING ABOUT A BETTER SPIRIT
OF AMERICANISM THAN ANY

Despite All

Arguments

KNOW

OTHER AGENCY

I

To accomplish what

the President

can be done

OF."

knows

THE SCREEN MUST BE

FREE.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

To

the
is copy for slide No. 6. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

Contrary

The reformer,

in

his

efforts

to

motion picture theatre on
Sunday, argues that it is not a ne-

close the

cessity.

In sharp contrast to this is the
contention of the Chamber of Com-

merce of a
in

Iowa

of

Iowa

had

alization that the theatre

is

is

as an exhibitor, to create

rate regardless

them

This attitude assumed by a body
men is a prec-

of influential business

standing.
to

It is your duty to arouse
condemnation of these and

public
In

is

all

of entertaining the

a necessity.
probability, the

Chamber

of

persistent.

Remember! You
is

are conducting

a necessity.

It is

happiness of your community. The reformer oays not, but
the reformer is not wishing your

community happiness.
The drug store, the telephone, the
street

car,

the railway and other

enterprises are considered necessiIf

ties.

the reformers sought to

on Sunday, and it is not at all improbable that they will attempt it,
the public would rebel.

individual liberty as opposed to sub-

Your business

may
Your

The PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
was founded upon the principle that
the great majority of people are for

Therefore, the contention of this
Iowa Chamber of Commerce should
be convincing and final.

minute

stop operation of these businesses

Commerce

life.

last

other oppressive laws.

throughout the country are operating for civic betterment. Members
of these organizations are experienced and trained men who have
studied thoroughly all matters pertaining to civic

must be

efforts

vital to

an under-

A

result disastrously for you.

vital to the

should be permitted to ope-

of

Act now.

Sunday.

defense against the reformers

Your patrons are similar in many
respects to this body of business
men. They have given no thought
to censorship, Sunday closing, burdensome taxes, etc. It is for you,

bankruptcy proceedings.

edent.

or your theatre has been closed on

that

therefore,

Chambers

city

a business that

a necessity and,
Motion

this

civic life.

ture theatre
™

in

given no thought to the value of
entertainment prior to the closing
of the theatre by legal action. This,
however, served to awaken the re-

city

the motion pic-

CQ Freedom^'

Commerce

mission to the dictates of a few. It
was founded upon the principle that
this great majority will swing the
balance of power in your favor
only urged to do so.
a

if

You are given the opportunity as
member of the PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

to unify the thought of

Likewise will the public rebel if
clearly understands the precarious situation now facing the motion
picture industry. Wide-awake and
it

enterprising exhibitors will see to

it

that their patrons are correctly in-

formed.

member

of

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

is

Your cooperation
the

achievement of its purmay be the means of sav-

the public in a defense of the screen.

vital to the

Don't wait until your film has
been slashed and cut by the censor

poses.

It

as a

ing your business.

It is

protection.
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from page 33)

of the idea of serious commercial competition from
foreign films. Even under the high standards of American production only a handful of exceptional pictures are produced annually and a similar quantity from the outside world which is
far too many to expect
would not result in substantial inroads
into the American market.

ance

—

—

The

artistic

competition of foreign films

— thus

stripped

through the fact of their meager number of any semblance of
straight commercial competition is not an evil but a genuine
blessing for the American industry. Witness, for example, any
of the great foreign productions now current in America; in each
of these there are lessons for the American producer and lessons
which will have a beneficent effect upon future production. Like
all good pictures of whatever origin, they are an artistic stimulus and an aid to the popularity of the screen.
There is but one deadly phase to any possible competition
from foreign films, but it is one which has not and will not appear. This has to do with the possible shipment into the American market of large quantities of foreign-made product which
would be intended to supplant the average type of American production. If such pictures were possible of acceptance by the
American public which they are not then the American producer would be confronted with a serious problem because the
substantially lower production costs outside of America, particularly in Germany and southern Europe, would drive the domestic producer out of the market.
But solution of this phase of the question has not awaited
action either by the industry or by the government; the voice of
the people has spoken and the matter is settled. Only the exceptionally fine foreign picture has a chance of approval by the
American people. Regardless of the price, no exhibitor can
efford to build his programs upon foreign pictures of mediocre
quality. And thus this phase of the question is settled in the

—

—

court of last resort.

—

¥

¥

^

Out of a sense

of fair play as well as out of an appreciation
requirements, this industry must insist and continue
to insist upon an open-door throughout the world to the picture
of quality. This course is necessary to preserve valuable foreign
markets without which every factor identified with the making
or selling of American pictures including the actor would be
seriously affected. The professionals of motion pictures may
safely assume that the recent attempts to arouse public opinion
against foreign films is not based on any understanding of the
question or any attempt to understand the question; in these
instances the question has been merely picked up as a battle-cry
for the advancement of a cause that apparently is righteous
enough to stand on its own merits.
Despite all the heat and temper that recently have been injected into the question, the industry generally has no valid
grounds for apprehension over foreign films. All that is necessary is that the obvious policy which the facts warrant be
adopted and that the industry generally acquaint itself with the
true situation in order that the question may not be made a football for a game of trade politics.

of

its

own

—

—

1921

11,

Cromelin Says Industry
Leads in Promotion of
Trade in Foreign Field

Foreign Films
(Editorial, continued

June

—

Declaring that the motion picture is a
pacemaker in the development and promotion of foreign trade, Paul H. CromeInterocean Film Corlin, president of
poration and chairman of the export
the National

division of
the

Association of

Motion Picture Industry,

industrial

representatives

told

1,400

attending

the

National Foreign Trade Convention in
Cleveland, O., that the American motion
picture has so far maintained its lead
that today it has to a large extent
crowded its competitors off the screen.

"The motion picture," he said, "is telling the story of America.
It is consciously or unconsciously making the foreigner better acquainted with America.
It is by that very means assisting in creating a desire for American goods and
products."

Mr. Cromelin, in reciting the relations
between the banks and the film
export business, said that twenty leading
motion picture producers have a capital
investment of over $250,000,000 and that
when there is added the amount of investment in distribution companies, theatres, manufacture of raw stock, projection machines, and other motion picture
apparatus and supplies, the total amount
of investment in the picture industry is
approximately $1,250,000,000.
that exist

Form Palace Company
of Aurora, Indiana,
Erect

to

Modern Theatre

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

AURORA,

IND.. May 31.— Palace
Theatre Company has been organized to
erect a modern theatre on the site adjoining the Sutton public library.
Articles of incorporation have been adopted.
The board of directors is comprised of
the following stockholders: Louis Steinking of Cincinnati; E. W. Swarthout,
William H. Kyle, J. Albert Petscher,
Dr. Tilden J. Martin, George Demas and
Charles A. Opp of Aurora.
The house will seat 900.
Rendigs,
Panzer & Martin of Cincinnati have
drawn the plans for the house.

Theatre Real Estate
Active in Southwest
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA

—Theatre

CITY, OKLA.,

May

real estate is unusually active
throughout this vicinity.
W.
J.
Owens of Shamrock, Okla., is erecting a
600-seat theatre at Slick, Okla., to be

31.

managed by J. W. Snow
Okla.
Manager Maggard

of Crescent,
of the Rex
theatre at Newata, Okla., has purchased
the Liberty theatre in that city and will
operate both houses.

Tomme has opened a new theatre
Tex. H. L. Perkins of BartTex., has purchased the Arion theatre at Bastrop, Tex., and is remodeling

C. E.
at Ringgold,
lett,

and redecorating it. Robb and Rowley
of Dallas have leased the Lindsay theatre at Lubbock, Tex., for three years.

The National
Tex.,

has

Adams, who

theatre

at

been

acquired

will

close his

Stephensville,

by

Gem

Edgar
theatre

A. B. Carpenter and Warren
Frost have leased the Royal theatre at
Hamilton, Tex., to J. E. Hickey, formerly of Gatesville, Tex.
there.

June
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Question Candidates
on Blue Law Issues
Women Want Sunday Closing
and Censorship Pledges
From Nominees
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

HAMMOND,

IND..

May 31— Sunday

closing and censorship of motion pictures have been made issues in the local
campaign for election of city officials by
the W. C. T. U. Questionnaires on these
and other blue law issues are being submitted to candidates.
Mrs. John Gavit, president of the south
side organization of the union, said: "The
movies are so rough, so rude and so degrading that a strict censorship must be
I believe that a great
put into force.
deal of the crime is inspired by the
movies. I believe that the theatre properly censored can be instructive and

Rally in Chicago Concludes
Trip of Walker and Berman
General Counsel of M. P. T. 0. A. Declares Movement
Has Started to "Trustify" Industry— Reiief
From Tax Burden Promised Theatres
Concluding a tour of the principal cities of the West for the purpose
of stirring up interest in the approaching convention of the M. P. T. O. A.
at Minneapolis June 27, 28 and 29, Senator James J. Walker and Samuel I.
of Sydney S. Cohen, addressed an exof the Hotel Morrison. Chicago, May 25.
An added importance was given the meeting by the appearance of W.
D. Burford, Joseph Hopp, Fred Seegert and other executives of the national
organization, who delivered verbal reports of the recent visit to Washington
by officers of the M. P. T. O. A.

Berman, personal representative

hibitor rally in the

Christian Churches

Hit Sunday

Shows

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

TIPTOX.

IXD.,

May 31.— Represen-

tatives of the Christian churches in Inconvention here
their
state
diana
in

adopted resolutions acknowledging the
influence of motion pictures and urging
that this influence be directed into right
They also went on record
channels.
against Sunday shows.

Summer

Prices Prevail

"Way Down

for

East"

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK,

prices
in effect at the 44th Street thea-

now

are
tre,

May 31— Summer

where D. W.

East" continues

The production

Griffith's

"Way Down

in its thirty-ninth

has

passed

its

week.
660th

Cameo room

Warns

beneficial."

Instead of Sunday shows, Mrs. Gavit
favors the Sunday concerts permitted in
New England. "Good music, scriptural
plays and instructive pictures should be
permissible on Sunday," said Mrs. Gavit.

of

Threatened Monopoly in Industry

Senator Walker in his address declared that the greatest menace facing
the exhibitors today is a "movement towards trustification of the industry"
predicted that the next twelve months would see a revolutionary change in
producing and distributing companies, and charged that the head of one
of the largest producing and distributing companies now "has five of the
eight directors" of another large distributing company and is reaching into
Europe with the ambition of world control.
He declared that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America now
has 12,000 members and this number should be increased to 17.000 at the
Minneapolis convention.
;

The Chicago meeting was the last of
the speaking tour which has taken the
senator into six of the larger cities in the
Middle West and West. Before reaching Chicago he had carried his message
to the exhibitors in Los Angeles, San
Francisco. Denver, Kansas City and Des
Moines.

For two hours the senator held his
Chicago audience in rapt attention with
Frequently applause inhis revelations.
Once he apoloterrupted his address.
gized for detaining his auditors so long,
but they urged him to continue, and

presentation in New York City. This is
declared to be one of the four of the
longest runs ever scored by any theat-

he

rical offering here.

"While in Los Angeles," he stated, "I
talked with a distinguished producer and
director who told me he was refused
money by the banks. He was informed
that the banks would make no further
loans to independents. When asked the
cause of the discrimination the bankers
inquired 'Where are you going to play

Applicants Chosen
For Paramount School
(Special to .Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May

31.— Paramount's

school for salesmen will open on
June 13 for a four weeks' course. Forty
men have been chosen from 650 applicants bv S. R. Kent, general manager,
and Fred F. Creswell to attend. All of
the forty students are outside the ranks
of the Famous Players-Lasky organizanext

tion.

Paramount Managers
Convene on June 6
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 31.— The annual
meeting of district managers of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation will be held
in New York the week of June 6, S. R.
Kent, general manager, announces. All
of the managers throughout the country"
will attend.

House to Cost $100,000
NEW YORK—Mermaid Building Cor-

did.

Discusses Banking Conditions

your pictures?'

"A map was placed on the desk. The
banker singled out Denver and declared
that with Famous Players-Lasky, Fox
and Goldwyn houses there it would be
impossible for his picture to play DenThen the banker pointed out cities
ver.
throughout the country where the same
condition prevails.

"Benjamin Hampton told me the same
But he made them lend him
money. He told the banker, 'You are
going to lend me this money. You sold
me municipal bonds of Los Angeles.
You guaranteed me 5 per cent on my
investment. By the eternal Gods you'll
And
lend me money on those bonds.'
he got his money.
story.

"Production is greatly curtailed on the
Famous Players-Lasky is the
Coast.
only company producing at top speed.
Talks on Theatre Purchases

has

"I

a plot in Sheepshead Bay
road near the station of the Brighton
Elevated road, on which it will build a
$100,000 theatre.

men

poration,

purchased

Jacob

Sommer

president,

43

found out while on the Coast
get

money

to

own

how

forty or fifty the-

had wondered. The

presi-

I often
dent of the Southern California organization told me that he was approached by

atres.

a
producer's
proposition to

representative

with

the

a half interest in his
theatre.
He was informed that if he
didn't sell he couldn't get the product for
his theatre.
The proposition offered by
the agent was to give the exhibitor three
notes for $5,000 each with payments extending over a year.
" Tn other words.' stated the exhibitor,
'you are going to take money out of
box office and give it back to me in payment for half interest in the theatre. If
that is your proposition, no.'
"You all remember the story of Mrs.
Pauline K. Dodge of Morrisville, Vt.. and
the investigation conducted by your organization following the efforts of Black
to put her out of business. While in Des
Moines Berman and I talked to a former
Lynch employe who said that Lynch resorted to the same tactics all through the
South. He told us that a Lynch representative would go into a town and offer
to purchase a theatre at his own price.
If refused he would threaten the erection
of a competing house.
Then he would
go to a shyster lawyer and get an option
on property across the street from -the
theatre of the exhibitor who had refused
to sell.
sell

my

Charges Against Lynch

"He

why he left Lynch. The
almost parallel to the Dodge case.
A widow with a baby operated a theatre
left by the woman's husband.
It was
her only means of livelihood and she
didn't want to sell.
He didn't have the
case

told us

is

heart to coerce her into selling. He returned to the Lynch offices and left their
employ".

"The curtailment of production, the
influence being brought to bear on the
banks, the stealing of theatres and the
general trend toward trustification should
bring to your mind this thought that
nothing would have saved Mrs. Dodge
but 100 per cent organization.
Only a
thorough-going organization could have
saved that woman.

—

"Morrisville is the Lexington where
the first gun was fired. Minneapolis will

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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be the Yorktovvn where the Zukors and

Schwalbe's

will

fall.

M. P. T. O. A. Is Powerful
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America is the most influential and
the most forceful institution in this country.
It is all of this because the theatre
goes into every hamlet, town and city

country.
returned to New York following the Cleveland convention Brady
told me that the exhibitors couldn't organize.
'Jimmie,' he said, 'it can't be
They're only graduated buttondone.
hole makers and ex-bartenders.'
"Not long ago when the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
sent out telegrams for exhibitor members
I
wondered whether the exhibitors had
arisen to a higher position in the estimation of the producers or whether the producer organization had taken a sudden
drop.
"I say that it is absolutely necessary
in the

"When we

for

keep your eye on politics.
take an active part in parremember
politics, but you can

you

to

You cannot
tisan

your friends
Also,

party.

in public life irrespective of
keep in mind those

who

would destroy your business.
Says None Is Too Big
"There isn't a one of
the gluttons to go after.

you too big for
Nothing but a

thorough-going organization is going to
save you within the next twelve months.
The advantage will be yours in lending
your prestige and aid to this organizaBy joining you have made it postion.
sible to protect every exhibitor in the
industry.

"Your

organization

But

crawling now.

is
is

it

only a child
a wonderful

More than 12,000 exhibitors
are enrolled in this great institution and
it is possible to have 14, or 15, or even
movement.
17.000

members.

"New York
you why.

It

has censorship.

I'll

tell

was because the exhibitors

co-operated to the fullest extent with the
producers. Gabriel Hess retained an attorney, a former judge who failed of
re-election and whose prestige had suffered, to represent the industry.

because they would stir up patrons and
cause trouble.
We agreed to abandon
the slide campaign.
"We were informed then that Brady
had to finish the discussion before the
committee considering censorship.
I
-aid I was against that. But Brady said
it
was a matter of confidence, that he
had to.
Story of Final Passage

"When the bill came up for final discussion on the floor of the senate the
argument lasted for three hours. I think
I talked two hours and a half.
Chairman
Lusk talked about 5 minutes for passage
of the bill.
And what do you think his
argument was? He opened a book containing the fourteen points of the National Association of the .Motion Picture
Industry.
Fox told me that Lasky drew
up the fourteen points and that he was
opposed to them.
"Lusk said, 'Here are fourteen things
The govthey admit need cleansing.
ernor doesn't trust the picture interests
to do the cleaning.'
"Three days after the passage of the
bill by the senate the exhibitors of the
state brought petitions to the capital
But they arwith 3,000,000 signatures.
rived too late for the house also had
Seven senators told
adopted the bill.
me that they wouldn't have voted for the
bill if they had known that so many citizens were opposed to censorship.
Predicts Repeal of Law.

We
producers do it.
and because we cooperated and kept still, they got censor"We

who

referred

to others at the
that the attorney

the

Each person
sought out passed the buck and finally
he was sent to Waterman and two other
advocates of the bill. These men didn't
Finally Lusk sent for me
consult me.
and showed me a telegram from the former judge announcing that a compromise bill eliminating pre-view censorship
had been agreed to by Waterman and
the other two advocates..

No Compromise on

Censorship

"I said that there was no ground for
compromise on censorship. This is what
the former judge had agreed to: Three
persons could object to a picture and

have the exhibitor dragged into court.
Imagine the man who didn't have anything to do with the making of an immoral picture being placed behind the
bars.
"I wired Sydney Cohen and told him
I told him that I
that I had resigned.
was going to be a reformer and that I
would give the producers a real censorship.
it was agreed that a commitcomprised of Fox, Brady and McCarthy, representing Griffith, would meet

"Finally

tee

Fox told us then
with the exhibitors.
that he belonged to both organizations
but that his sympathies were with the
exhibitors.

two commit"In the
tees met were slides which we were preparing to send to exhibitors. We were
toM that these slides could not go out

room where

the

it

and defend

years from now working by himself.

guarantee

that.

sign the repeal

If
it

the governor doesn't

be passed again

will

later and the next governor
will sign it for any governor that doesn't
sign a repeal of the law will never be

The people in
elected again.
are not for censorship."

New York

The Blue Laws
Touching upon the intensive reform
campaign being conducted throughout
the country Senator Walker said:
"You and I couldn't be Americans if
we believed in the enactment of blue
They are contrary to American
laws.

and

would be

Their passage
institutions.
an illustration of the minority

ruling the majority.
"A well organized

and well financed
minority can do more harm than a majority can undo. Blue laws have no place
within our borders if I understand

American laws.
"The motion picture

if

you adver-

tised that a distinguished person was to
talk on it you couldn't get a crowd. People .will listen to a bill of dont's. but not
a Bill of Rights.
You can sell a knock
but not a boost.
"One of the shortcomings of the
American people is to wait until the
eleventh hour to do something.
But
don't wait in the case of the blue laws.
You can't be against them and iust think

You must say

so.

it."

Urges Membership
In concluding his address the senator
declared that the spirit of co-operation
suggested by the national slogan. "An
Injury to One Is the Concern of All"
would "some day save you men."
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of America," he stated, "is the best insurance you can get. If you don't need
it lend your prestige to protect the one
who does need it.
"You've put everything you've got into
this business and you've got to protect
it.
Let the biggest have the interest of
the smallest at heart. Then you will be
putting your business on a substantial
basis

A

immune from attack."
rising vote of thank* was tendered

Senator Walker and Mr Berman for
their efforts in behalf of the exhibitors of
the country.

The Music Tax

—

As a majority of the theatre orchestras
play only parts of certain compositions
and in view of the elimination of the
phrase "that any part thereof" from the
law it is believed that the exhibitors are
not at error and that they would win a
test case.

can't drive to the

the entire selections. He statefl that the
law is specific that a piece must be played
from beginning to end.
"Go along until you are sued," said
Burford. "then get the best proposition
they will give you."
It was suggested by Seegert that the
exhibitors get the best terms possible on
In this manner
quarterly installments.
it is possible to bring a suit up in civil
instead of federal court.

play tennis or pay for the
higher priced theatre. But I have seen
seated in a motion picture theatre every
member of a family the father, mother
and the children. You don't find an entogether.
tire family going to church
That is one thing the motion picture has
done it has brought families together.
"Blue laws can never exist in this
country if the majority will be awake.
They can't endure if those who don't believe in them say so.
"Our government was predicated on
the Bill of Rights.
promised to stand
links,

thereof."

In touching upon the same subject W.
D. Burford said that today he would not
pay the tax as his theatres do not play

is

guage. You
enjoying the same motion picture although they can't speak the same lanAnd this common language
guage.
would be obliterated if the blue law advocates had their way.

"The working man

Possibility of the defeat of the music
publishers if a test case evolving the
music tax is taken to the supreme court
of the United States is apparent from the
information collected by exhibitor officials meeting recently in Washington.
Fred Seegert, secretary of the Wisconsin Exhibitors Association, who attended
the Walker meeting in Chicago, reported
the progress made in investigating the
matter.
The investigation showed that a music
tax case as it affects the motion picture
theatre owner has never been tried before the supreme court.
The investigators found also that the copyright
law as redrafted several years ago does
not contain the phrase "that any part

common lanmany nations

a
see people of

golf

Yet

1921

I

two years

laws

it.

11,

to co-operate

him

capital.

by

ship.
But let me tell you, the exhibitor
will take it off of the statute books two

"This former judge went to Governor
Miller

let

wanted

June

—

We

5

Per Cent Tax

from the 5 per cent rental tax
promised as a result of the recent

Relief
is

(Concluded on page

June
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Universal Completes
Its "Foolish Wives"

Von

Stroheim Spends
Than a Million on
Production

This elaborate reproduction
completed.
gambling center,
Europe's
great
of
Monte Carlo, represents an expenditure
of $1,006,681.10.

To

this

amount must be added the

distribution,

of

cutting,

Censorship Advocates
First Illinois

More

"Foolish Wive?." the Erich Von Stroheim spectacle which Universal has had
in production for ten months, has been

titling,

cost

prints

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Springfield,

111.,

May

31.

31.—The proposed
Mrs. Tames Stillman entering
the film business as a motion picture
star has been officially condemned by
Sydney S. Cohen, President of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,

who

states that

Simultaneously,

that the state senate

would have

are cooperating.

Dissension in the ranks of the censorship advocates is expected to prove a
valuable aid in defeating the measures.

Down

state

legislators

want

the

state

censorship board to censor for the entire

Under the state law, fifteen thousand
voters can have the recently passed legislation suspended until a referendum vote
can be held.
The measure otherwise
would go

Chicagoans are demanding the
right to keep their own
censorship.
Several cities, notably Evanston, demand

into effect

January

1,

1922.

state.

NEW YORK

local censorship as well as state censorship.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MASSACHUSETTS

Mrs. Stillman appears.
Similar action on the part of the National Association of the Motion Picture
Industry was disclosed at an informal

Clara Hamon Leases
Studio to Produce

was announced

it

Exhibitors of the State Are Alert
Despite the early victories, however, the censorship advocates will
The Illinois Exhibitors'
find themselves facing a solid line of defense.
Alliance has kept in close touch with the situation and has sent representatives to Springfield to protest against the measure.
The Allied Amusements' Association will throw its strength against all censorship bills.

none of the members of
show films in which

society leader in the cast.

won an unexpected
Day by

a censorship bill under consideration the early part of the present week.

his organization will

meeting held at Delmonico's on May 26,
when President William A. Brady announced that none of the producers
would make a film with the New York

advocates

succeeding in having the John L. Healey censorship bill reported favorably
The vote by the
to the house by the efficiency and economy committee.

Exchange men

YORK, May

— Censorship

victory here just before the week-end adjournment for Memorial

Exhibitors Protest
Hits Mrs. Stillman

NEW

Skirmish

—

committee was unanimous.

action of

Win

Succeed in Getting Bills Out of Committee in House
Of Representatives Exhibitors Carrying Out
Well Organized Defensive Fight

and exploitation supplies. Universal expects to run its expenditure to $1,500,000
before a dollar is taken in.
Sets for the picture are said to have
Talent for the
cost $250,000 or more.
picture accounted for the expenditure of
Von
several hundred thousand dollars.
Stroheim is now cutting and titling the
feature, which will be published sometime in September.

(S fecial to Exhibitors Herald)
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(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BOSTON, MASS., May

31.— Signing

of the censorship bill by Governor Cox,
May 25, has resulted in steps being taken
to procure a state-wide referendum on
the measure at the general election in
November, 1922, as outlined in the June
4 issue of Exhibitors Herald.

NEW

YORK, May

31.—While

officers

of the N. A. M. P. I. and executives of
various film companies are preparing to
test in the courts the constitutionality of
the censorship bill recently signed by
Governor Miller, exhibitors are already
making plans for a determined campaign
to have the measure repealed by the next
legislature.
Every candidate for the senate or house at the next election will be
asked to declare himself on the censorship question.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS

ANGELES.

May

31.— Clara

Smith Hamon is determined to produce
a motion picture revealing her life's history despite protests registered by nearly
She has
every factor in the industry.
leased studio space, it is said, of the
that
reported
Warner brothers. It also is
she has retained as director John Gorman of New York at a salary of $70,000.

Gorman

is

said

to

have demanded

a

$20,000 payment before beginning work,
The title of
and to have received it.
the picture will be "Fate."

Italian

Firms Merge

A

merger of the Bernini, Nova and
other film studios has been effected under
the name of Ultra Company, which has
contracted with American producers for
an invasion of American directors, cameramen, writers and artists in order to blend
the best American technique with the
efforts of the Italian producers.
negatives will be made of each subject, one to suit the Latin temperament
and the other constructed to fill the demand and requirements of the Englishspeaking world.
It has not been disclosed who the American associates are.
artistic

Two

U. S. Figures Show Industry More
Flourishing Than It Was Year Ago
(Washington Correspondent, Exhibitors Herald)
D. C, May 31. Interesting statistics regarding
the status of the film business at this time are revealed in figures just
issued by the Internal Revenue Department.
Collections from the film tax for April showed a huge increase
over the same period of last year. For April, 1920, the collections
amounted to $296,800. The total of $419,177 was reached for April,
1921.
As would be expected from the season of the year a substantial
decrease in admission taxes is reported for last month. Total receipts
from this tax in which motion picture admissions are represented at
the ratio of about four to one against all other amusement admissions
was $7,415,568 for April as compared with $7,863,785 for the preceding month, showing a decrease of $448,217.
However, April collections were approximately $382,000 in excess
of those of the same month last year when $7,033,006 was reported.
These figures indicate very definitely that while the usual seasonal
slump has arrived the industry is still in a more flourishing condition
than a year ago.
The seating tax for April amounted to $20,274 as compared with
$18,805 in March and $22,704 in April of last year.

WASHINGTON,

—

—

—
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LOS ANGELES, May 31. Not to be outdone by their Eastern brethren who are members of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, the publicity men of the West Coast comprising the Western Motion Picture Advertisers, staged recently a highly successful party at the Marion Fairfax studio.
As guests of the publicity men
were reviewers of the Los Angeles papers who were called upon to give an impromptu sketch for the benefit of
camera men and amidst the general cries and hoots of the spectators. Pete Smith was host of the evening.
The occasion was voted to be the most novel event of its kind ever tendered the local press.

Banking Institution
Editorial
First Securities

Advocacy

of the

Endorses

Suggestion

An

Company Compliments "Exhibitors Herald" on
Creation and

Maintenance

of

Bureau

of

Its

Statistics

editorial by Martin J. Quigley, appearing in the May 28th issue of
"Exhibitors Herald," advocating that there be created and maintained
a bureau of statistics has touched a responsive chord not only within
the industry but in many institutions closely allied with the films.
The First Securities Company, a subsidiary of the First National
Bank of Los Angeles, which has afforded financial support to a number
of producing units on the west coast, is included in this number.

AN

OHN

E.

BARBER,

J the First
letter to Mr.

vice-president of

Company,

a
Quigley, endorses the editorial in toto and continuing explains the
difficulties banking institutions have met
in efforts to obtain statistics on the busi-

Securities

in

ness.
*

*

*

no better way

in which the
motion picture industry as a whole could
better its standing at the banks than to
make available accurate and compre-

know

"I

hensive
the

you

information as to its size and
for its product," he states in

demand

letter is as follows:
to endorse every word of
say in your leading editorial of

His
want

part.

"I

of

what

May

First Securities Company, as a
subsidiary of the First National Bank,
has been clearing a substantial amount
of motion picture financing the past year.
As soon as we concluded that the motion
picture industry was entitled to its share
of financial accommodation we set to
work to ascertain the facts of the indus28.

The

try.
ficult

of

This has proved exceedingly difowing, as you say, to the absence

any statistical data.
"Not finding any information

the National Association of the MoPicture Industry would make up
such information, it would doubtless be
easier than for a bank.
If

tion

*

*

We

without knowing what average gross receipts or average production costs are
for similar pictures. The decision often
has to be made on the basis of personal
opinion or 'sheer speculation.'
I
hope
your suggestion will be acted upon."
The questionnaire issued by the First
Securities Company is well prepared and
comprehensive in scope. It is one of the
first earnest attempts to compile statistics

on the industry.

Exhibit Health Film at

available,

we have endeavored to gather it from
the original sources and prepared the
attached questionnaire, which we sent to
the leading motion picture producers.
We have received replies from a large
number, but it is by no means complete.

*

know

of no better way in which the
motion picture industry as a whole could
better its standing at the banks than to
make available accurate and comprehensive information as to its size and
are
the demand for its products.
constantly confronted with the problem
against pictures
of making advances
"I

Political
A

Reichenbach Puts
One Over in Drive
For "Dream Street"

Mass Meeting

innocent appearing advertisement

in

the Chicago Tribune on May 27 suggested
that the name of Chicago's famous Michigan boulevard be changed to Dream street,
and urged that those believing the change
would be beneficial should tear out the coupon attached and mail it to an alderman.
It was signed by the "City Beautiful League

of Illinois."
The following day. the Chicago Tribune
on page 1 carried a story, detailing its
frantic search to identify the "City Beautiful
League of Illinois" and a protest
against the change in name from Charles
H. Wacker, chairman of the Chicago plan

commission.
Harry Reichenbach is in Chicago.
"Dream Street" opens its Chicago run
at the Studebaker theatre in Michigan avenue June 6.
And the Chicago Tribune doesn't give
press agents page 1 stories knowingly.

Asks Broader Powers
in

Censoring Pictures

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICH., May

31.

—

A. E. Davidson, welfare director, has requested the city commission to grant him

broader powers

in

censoring pictures.

He

declares that the present ordinance prohibits the exhibition of nudes, but permits the showing of many objectionable
features.

Cleveland Club Asks
to Censor Pictures
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CLEVELAND,

O..

May

31.

— A re-

United States health film, "The
Miracle of Life," was borrowed for use
at a political mass meeting held at the
Hamilton theatre. 2150 East 71st street,

been made by the Cinema
Club of School Superintendent R. G.
Jones to exercise or permit the club to
exercise a censorship of motion pic-

Chicago.

tures for school children.

quest

has

—

:
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Board of Review Is
Recognized by Laws

Organize Iowa Association

With

Ordinances Provide That All
Films Must Comply With

Recommendations
City

of

councils

Owensboro,

Ky.,

and

Birmingham, Ala., have passed ordinances
governing exhibition of pictures. The Birmingham law provides that in the event a
picture is sent to that city without the
changes recommended by the National

Board of Review the

inspector shall
of the film con-

city

confiscate that portion
sidered objectionable.

The Owensbcro ordinance, which was
recommendation of the
Chamber of Commerce, outlines the method
of checking up exhibitions with the reports
of the National Board of Review. It prohibits the showing of any picture not submitted to the national board unless it meets
the approval of the board in Owensboro.
The board referred to consists of five persons appointed by the mayor to serve one
on

adopted

the

without compensation.
The actual
checking up with the national
board's bulletin will be performed in the
year

work of

of the Chamber of Commerce which
has a file of the board's reports and receives
each week from the exhibitors an advance
The theatre owners
list of their bookings.
are cooperating actively in the plan.
office

New
Now

Filing

System
states that

has completed the reorganization of its
card index. This will facilitate greatly the
answering of inquiries such as it frequently
receives from the members of the motion
picture industry as to titles which have
been used, picturization of particular stories
or stage plays, or the action of the board on
some old film.
The index now lists alphabetically by title
all pictures reviewed prior to 1914, while
pictures subsequently reviewed are arranged
alphabetically for each year.
it

Theatre License Fees
Will Be Increased by
Aldermen in St. Louis
(From

Staff Correspondent)

—

The
MO.. May 31.
amusement tax measure introduced in
the city council by Alderman Ralph Eiler
has been reported out favorably by the

LOUIS.

Helm

Exhibitors Affiliate With Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America Elect Delegates to
Convention at Minneapolis

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
With the realization of an exhibitors
IA., May 31.
organization in this state the next step contemplated is a vigorous campaign to enlist members.
The theatre men of the state were organized at a meeting in the
Savery hotel last week. Last fall several prominent exhibitors of the state
gathered here to discuss organization and preliminary plans were formulated at that time.

—

DES MOIXES,

New

Endorse Policies

One

of National

League

new body was to endorse
Theatre Owners of America, exhibitors

of the first acts of the

the policies of
the Motion Picture
present voting
to affiliate with the national league. Delegates to the national convention
to be held in Minneapolis on June 27, 28 and 29 were named.

The activities of the state organization will be under the direction of
the following officers
President

—

Harry

Heirsteiner,

Des

Moines.
Vice-Presidents J. C. Duncan, Sioux
City; M. R. Tournier, Mason City; E.
Metzer, Creston.
Treasurer
B.
R. Van Dyke, Des
Moines.
Secretary George B. Flint, Boone.
Samuel I. Berman, personal representative of Sydney S. Cohen, president
of the M. P. T. O. A., and Senator
James J. Walker, general counsel of the

—

—

organization, were present to give their
cooperation in perfecting the
fullest
organization.

Organization Perfected
In Two Eastern States
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

PITTSBURGH,

ST.

Heirsteiner at

—

Being Utilized

The National Board of Review

47

PA..

May 31.— The

board of managers of the newly organized Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia are meeting here today to further
the plans formulated at the convention
held last week at the Fort Pitt hotel.
In all probability permanent headquarters of the league will be established
here.
At an early date a vigorous cam-

will be launched throughout the
territory concerned in the organization's
activities for new members and funds.

paign

Old League Disbands
Perfection of this unit of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
marks the passing of the old league
known as the Exhibitors Association of
Western Pennsylvania.
Presaging a glowing future for the organization was the raising of more than
55.000 in cash for the state and national
treasuries.
The league's quota to the
national association was paid in full.
The following officers were elected:
President
Jerome Casper, general
manager of the Rowland & Clark theatres, president;
Vice-President John Newman. New,

—

—

castle.

—

Treasurer H. Goldberg.
Executive Secretary Fred

—

J

Harring-

ton.

Director of the Board of Governors
Dennis Harris.
On the board of governors in addition
to Mr. Harris are C. M. McCloskey,
H. B. Kester. M. Matthews. Joseph
Mercer. M. Rosenbloom, Paul Jones.
W. J. Bittner and Sam DeFazio.

Commends M.

P. T.

O. A.

committee on legislation. It is expected
to be adopted at the meeting Friday.
Vice-President Fred Wehrenberg of the
Louis Exhibitors League told the
St.
aldermen that the theatre men had civic
pride enough to do their part in assisting
the city over rough spots in its financial

resolution urging that the word
game" be eliminated in all references to
the industry which has taken its place
among the foremost enterprises of the
world was adopted. The action of the
M. P. T. O. A. in denouncing "In the
Shadow of the Dome" was commended

road.

highly.

The new

license ranges

from $150

A

"

for

Considerable time was devoted to

house charging not more than
25 cents admission to $600 for a theatre
seating more than 3.500 patrons and
charging not more than 40 cents admisa "50 seat

dis-

cussion on the music tax.
For several
years Pennsylvania exhibitors have conducted a vigorous fight against payment
of this fee and it is hoped that with the
cooperation of the national league some

sion.

relief will result.

Present at the
lowing officers
Theatre Owners
dent John S.

Arrest on Charge of

Blowing Theatre Safe
(From

—

Fred J.
ST. LOUIS, MO., May 31.
Connors, ex-convict known as "New
York Blackie," has been arrested in connection with the blowing of the safe of

November

Evans,

Vice-Presidents

Magaro. Fred Harrington and
Martin Matthews: Secretary M. J. O'Toole: Assistant Secretary R. S. Koser
and Treasurer Jacob Silverman.
Peter

Staff Correspondent)

the Lindell theatre in

convention were the folof the Motion Picture
of Pennsylvania: Presi-

of last

year and the blowing of the outer door
of the safe of the Grand-Florissan theatre a few weeks later.

Reopen
WANDA HAWLEY
Investigates an unfinished door on the Realart
The door and Wanda will appear in "A
lot.
Kiss in Time," her next Realart picture.

ST.

LOUIS.

Louis House
MO.—The Pershing thea-

St.

tre has reopened and is operated in conjunction with an adjoining airdome.
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Period

Readjustment
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Beneficial

11,
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Robert Brunton

to Production Field

5k

Robert Brunton Says Business on Coast Approaches Closer
to

Normal Than

in

East

BRUNTON, head of the largest unit studio
the country,
ROBERT
believes that the passing period of adjustment will have a salutary
in

upon the entire production field of motion pictures. While in
week Mr. Brunton stated that in his opinion the West Coast
is further advanced at the present time in this respect than the Eastern
studios. He found that in New York the production is 40 per cent normal,
effect

New York

last

while in California

it is

about 60 per cent.

THE

Brunton studios in Los Angeles,
which have a maximum capacity of

now are occupied by
eight companies actively engaged in work.
They include the Mary Picktord, Douglas
Fairbanks, Benjamin Hampton, J. L. Frothingham, Jesse D. Hampton, R. A. Walsh
and Dial Film Corporation units.
Because of his success in picturizing the
Rudyard Kipling feature, "Without
first
Benefit of Clergy," for Pathe, Mr. Brunton
has been signed to make four more Kipling
productions from that celebrated author's
In the order of their
best known novels.
production these features will be "The Gate
twelve producing units,

of

One

Hundred

Sorrows,"

"Soldiers

Three" and "Kim."
*

*

*

The man who has been

selected to trans-

form these famous works into the cinematic
mold is a striking example of unusual
achievement and the tenacious pluck that is
so typically American.
When the writer first

met Mr. Brunton
about five years ago he was the scenic designer for the Morosco stock company in
Los Angeles. A short time afterwards Mr.
Brunton accepted an offer to study the motion picture field and the erstwhile scene
painter applied himself so earnestly that
nine months after his entry into the film
industry with the old Triangle company he
was chosen to head the production activIn this
ities of the Paralta organization.
way one of the cleverest art directors in
the business was metamorphosed into a
practical motion picture production expert.
The natural sequence of events placed
Mr. Brunton at the head of his own business which has grown into the huge BrunThese studios are
ton studios of today.
the fruitage of Mr. Brunton's belief that
modern motion picture production can he

placed on an efficient business basis. The
studio since its opening has been run on
furnishing
principal of
the commercial

'service plus,' to the Brunton clients.
Because of their well known efficiency, the
fact that a picture has been made on the

Brunton lot has been known to count as a
considerable asset in the marketing of the
production.
*

As

*

»

manufacturer of his own
Robert Brunton was probably the
a

pictures,
first film

executive to see the advisibility of training
his own department heads.
He contended
the best way to fill the demand for
directors was to select promising
raw material and carefully educate them in
the various stages of practical production
work until they were competent to handle
the megaphone on an entire feature picture.
Among those who have received part of
their film education in the Brunton school
may be cited Wallace Worsely, Elliot 1 lowe.
Ernest Ward and many others equally as
well known.
The old adage that, "by your works you
are known," is especially applicable to RobFor his career has been selfert Brunton.
built and. therefore, well built.
that

efficient

Provides Repeal
Wisconsin Blue Law
Expect Church Organization
Bill

to

Oppose Measure

in

Legislature

Present Elaborate Gift
to Jules E.

Mastbaum
Herald)
—
PA., May

(Special to Exhibitors

PHILADELPHIA,
Mastbaum,

31

president

the
of America, was die
recipient of a beautiful diamond studded
Elk membership card case, presented to
him by ninety employes of the company
who are members of the Philadelphia
lodge.
Jules

E.

Stanley

The

of

Company

solid gold studded with
diamonds and is said to be a replica of
the one presented to President Harding
by the Marion, O., lodge of Elks.

case

is

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MADISON,

WIS.,

May 31.— A

bill

has been introduced in the state legislature to repeal the blue laws which have
been on the statute books since the meeting of the first legislature more than
fifty years ago.
Vigorous opposition on the part of
church organizations is contemplated.
The bill was offered by Senator George
Czcrwinski
of
Milwaukee.
It
places
"such w ork as may be necessary in connection with public diversion, sports,
games or play" in the category of "ner

cessities"

and exempts them from the

operation of the blue laws.

The

state affairs committee has the
Although an early adjournment is
planned, efforts will be made to have a
public hearing on it.
The blue laws have been virtually inoperative for several years. Only in cerbill.

Join Forces to Drive from Screen
All Films That Are Objectionable

NEW

—

YORK, May 31. The National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry and the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers are
working in unison to prevent the exhibition of all objectionable pictures.

recent efforts of these two bodies are directed at a
evils.
Originally intended, it is
said, for showing in the army camps during the war these pictures
have since fallen into the hands of private interests and are being
exhibited for commercial purposes.
The pictures in question are "The End of the Road," "Fit to Win"
and "Some Wild Oats." An emphatic protest against the exhibition
"The End of the Road," at the Strand theatre in Jersey City, has
been registered by William A. Brady, president of the N. A. M. P. I.
This campaign of the two associations will be conducted throughout
the country.

The most

group of pictures dealing with social

tain sections of the state has the reform
element sought to make them effective.

Atlanta Police Board
Takes No Action on
Censorship Measure
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTA,

GA.,

tion has been taken

May 31.— No acby the police board

on the suggestion of Chief James L.
Beavers that the board recommend to
the city council that law prohibiting the
exhibition of pictures depicting train
robberies, shootings, suicides and other
crimes.
Chief Beavers in making his suggestion
declared that Chicago had a censorship
similar to that proposed by him.

—
June

11,

—
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Value Is Prime
Theatre Depression

of Star

Factor in

Obs ervations by

ARTHUR

S.

KANE

KAXE, president the corporation bearing
name and
ARTHUR
directors
Associated Exhibitors, has
chairman of the board
his

of

S.

of

turned to
studios and

first

of

re-

New York

from an extensive tour of the West Coast
run exhibition centers during which he made some striking

observations pertaining to trade conditions.
Studying every angle of production, distribution and exhibition Mr.
Kane has drawn the conclusions that the principal causes of depression in
the theatre business, where it really exists, are: "Lack of star value; lack
of drawing power of new lines of clean pictures playing cheapest rental
pictures, and cutting down theatre advertising."
;

ANOTHER

factor which has an important bearing upon the situation,
he states, is "the cutting down of trade
paper advertising by producers and distributors which has tended to lessen the
confidence of exhibitors in their product
and no doubt has resulted, in many
instances, in decreased local advertising

large producing operations in Los Angeles depends upon them, I look to see
increasing activity in the Los Angeles
studios.
"The fall market should be a good one
and continue so throughout the season.
The holding up of production should
make a greater demand for those pictures which will be available.
I did not
find exhibitors prone to reduce admission prices.
Instead they are building
more, larger and better theatres.
In some places exhibitors, becoming
frightened by business depression, or
expected depression, or by rumors of it,
adopted policies of playing only pictures
which they could secure at the cheapest
rentals and cutting down their advertising expenditures. The result has been
that they have not done the business.
This would have been the result
whether there had been any depression
or not.
Other showmen fought the
devil with fire.
They booked only the
best pictures they could get and went
after business with advertising equal to
any they had done or increased it.
These houses have fared better. They
are talking optimism.

and exploitation."
on

Reverting to the business conditions
the Coast as he found them Mr.

Kane says:
"The recent

halt of production in Los
Angeles, ii^the past six or eight months,

has awakened financial interests there.
Bankers and others have come to realize
that the motion picture industry is a real
and firm foundation of local prosperity.
*

"Heretofore

it

*

has

*

been

a

case

of

receiving everything and giving nothing.
Capital has been supplied largely, or

almost entirely, from the East.
"'Within the past few months some
local banking interests have accepted
the opportunity of assisting in furnishing working capital for production along
legitimate lines. I found a rapidly growMan3 of
ing sentiment in this regard.
the bankers and financial interests gencoming
to the realizaerally were fast
tion
that they must help legitimate
producers of independent attractions or
the wheels of progress of the industry,
as related to Los Angeles, will be at a
r

standstill.

"Large studios, which a year or two
ago were crowded to their capacity,
have been practically idle for months.
Banks with branches in Hollywood have
found that these branches have suffered
enormously in loss of business through
falling off in

production activity.

"As a consequence the local banks
and trust companies are assuming a
much more liberal attitude toward the
industry.
of the times
the independent field is for sharp division between the operations of producing and distribution. I expect to see

"The unmistakable trend

in

become more and more pronounced.
The producer will perform and finance
this

the operation of manufacturing and the
distributor will be a distributor solely
and finance his own cost of distribution.
* * *
"Due to these changed conditions and
increasing realization of the local financial
interests that the continuance of

—

.

in

"Another cause of decreasing business
theatres which have not set out de-

liberately

to

play the cheapest pictures

and minimize their advertising, is the lack
of response by the public to attractions
having no established box office factors.

By

that I

mean

stars.

The

star

is

the

only continuing factor from one picture
to another which the public remembers
or cares about.
"The largest theatres are finding that
the subjects without stars which were
made during the times of flush production, and which are now being used fol-

lowing

shut-downs

in

producing

by

those companies which were far ahead
of their release schedules, can not get
the people into the houses. Innumerable
instances have occurred in weekly run
houses where such pictures have been
pulled after a four-, three-, two- and.
in some cases, after a one-day showing.
"Those film companies and those theatres which in the past- fed the public
with sex-punch pictures or suggestive
t'tles are now reaping the whirlwind.
They are finding that in the new attempt
to cut out salaciousness, or appearance
of it. their public which they schooled
to expect thrills from sex stories or titles
does not respond to the cleaner entertainment which they now endeavor to
market. This is true in the largest and
best theatres, as well as in the more
There must be a
sensational houses.
period of readjustment in the taste of

ARTHUR

S.

KANE

Who

has drawn some striking conclusions from
observations made during his recent trip.

portion of the public which has
been catered to with such attractions
before business will be normal in those
houses.
"As in all other industries, theatres
are now upon a buyers' market.
The
public is buying its entertainment and
is only purchasing what it wants.
The
sellers' market, which existed during the
war, when anything could be sold in any
line, has passed.
This situation, in my
opinion, is going to bring about a sharp
reversion to the widespread production
of the personality picture.
Those companies which have endeavored to supplant the star factor in pictures by other
elements are being told by their field
managers, the receipts of their own
theatres, and the independent exhibitors
whom they supply, that their idea is not
practical and is not getting results.
"Summed up, my observations lead to
the conclusion that depression about

that

which we have heard so much, where it
does exist has been caused as much from
within the industry as from industrial
conditions without. I am speaking now
There are,
of matters in the aggregate.
without doubt, certain places where
business conditions are bad and these
have affected theatres to a greater or
le^s extent, in spite of all they could do
with the material with which they have
had to work. But the industry has not
nut its best foot forward, in all cases.
It has been trying experiments which
mav have been all well enough during
flush times and in a sellers' market: but
has failed at the time of need when industrial conditions are undergoing readjustments.
"These things will all be righted
must be righted. It is a time for every
one to have confidence and to show it."

E
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productions of similar type that followed

Says

DeMille

Is
Public

Is

Picture

All-Star

Here

to

Becoming More

Stay
in

Critical

Its

Demand

for Better Productions
w k

Ti HE era of the all-star photoplay is here and it is here to stay. I
of the future will boast of
1 firmly believe that the great pictures
the most powerful stones written

truly stellar casts just as they will have
and the finest technical backing."
Pictures, who
So says Cecil B DeMille. director-general of Paramount
Anatol/' the first all-star photodrama
recently produced "The Affairs of

by Paramount.

to be published

uTHE
1

in

all-star cast has come to stay.
to the public's demand

answer

the very best in acting," continues
Mr. DeMille. "The public is becoming
more and more critical as better and betscreen and
ter pictures have reached the

for

shown the possibilities of the screen.
"There was a time not so many years
ago when the public was not so critical.
Then anything would do.' Pictures were
verv crude things, indeed.
"But the public speedily tired of this
despecies of entertainment. The people
manded drama and the photoplay was
photothe result of this demand. As the

more
play has progressed it has claimed
and more supporters and it has steadily
adcarried its public with it as it has
vanced.
*

*

»

"Today, the photoplay and the public
form a cvcle which is constantly func-

the pubhigh standard; whereupon the
public goes the photoplay one better and
demands pictures of even higher calibre.
The standard of motion picture producthe
tion is being constantly raised by
producer to meet the steadily mounting
standard of the public, which in turn is
based upon the quality of the pictures
that have immediately preceded.
"The star system was the first great
development of the screen drama. Actors and actresses achieved stardom because of their ability to play certain roles
better than anyone else could play them.
The public, ever quick to note quality,
registered its approval of this ability on
the part of the players by electing them
to the ranks of stardom.
"But the star system developed certain

tioning.
lic to a

The photoplay educates

many

cases to the shortmiserliness of certain
They believed that it was the
whom the public wanted to
see and was willing to pay to see. They
reckoned that the story and the supporting cast were of minor importance. They
thought that all that was necessary was
to present to the public a picture that
showed the star to advantage even if the
story was lacking in drama and the
minor characters portrayed by amateurs.

evils,

due

sightedness
producers.
star alone

in

and

"Of course, this was not true, but it
some little time to convince the

took

The
erring producers of their mistake.
It could patpublic had little choice.
ronize a star picture of indifferent quality
or it could stay at home. There was no
other alternative.
"A little more than three years ago,
produced a non-star picture in which
I
powerful story and an all-around
a
capable cast replaced the usual weak
story and lone star. There were scoffers
in plenty who said that the non-star picThese men
ture was doomed to fail.
believed too firmly in the theory that it
was the star and not the picture that
the public wanted to see.
"That first non-star picture succeeded.
It succeeded as few star pictures of its
The public very defiday succeeded.
nitely expressed its appreciation of this
departure from the beaten path of motion picture production by according it
There was not a
its unqualified support.
single star in that production and the

it.
Yet the public went to see them in
ever-increasing numbers.
"The non-star picture has continued
in high favor for the past three years.
Nearly all of the outstanding successes
of that era have been pictures in which
well-balanced casts replaced the single

star.
»

*

»

"But the public demands ever-increasing quality and this quality can be supplied in one particular by increasing the
quality of the cast. This is possible by
the all-star picture only.
"The truly all-star cast insures the
public of the finest possible acting in
It means the well-balanced
every role.
development of the story, irrespective of
which actor or actress is playing the parAnd it gives the director
ticular role.
the greatest possible opportunity to display his artistry by giving him the finest
tools of his trade with which to work."
Cecil B. DeMille's production of "The
Affairs of Anatol," by Jeanie Macpherson
suggested by Arthur Schnitzler's famous play of the same name claims a

—

—

dozen stellar names in its cast, including
Wallace Reid. Gloria Swanson, Elliott
Dexter, Wanda Hawley, Bebe Daniels,
Theodore Roberts, Monte Blue, Agnes
Ayres, Theodore Kosloff, Raymond Hatton, Polly Moran and Julia Faye.

Two Modern Houses
Planned

in

Missouri

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., May 31.— Wellston
Theatre Company will erect a $65,000
theatre in Easton avenue, opposite the
Wellston. Members of the
are Fred Robinson, William,
John and Robert Smith.
Another theatre to cost $80,000 will be
city

hall

in

company
built

at

Tower Grove and Manchester
J. Walsh and merchants

avenues by M.

of that vicinity.

Exhibitor Plans Motor
Trip Through the West
RICH FALLS, ILL.— A. E. Bishop is
operating his theatre only on Saturdays
and Sundays during the summer months.

On

June 1 Mr. Bishop will leave for a
motor trip through the West, to be gone
about three months.

Intolerance vs. Tolerance
Two interesting sidelights on the blue law issue are given in news
items received from widely separated sections of the country. In one
instance destruction of the theatre is sought.
In the other the industry
finds a champion of Sunday shows.
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.,

May 31:—The

Rev. M. C. Guild, pastor of the Seventh
Day Adventist church, in a recent sermon declared that the United States has
the

finest

and best government

world because of

its

the
foundation principles
in

of religious liberty.
is a religious institution," he
"and laws made in the interest of
its
observance is religious legislation.
That Sunday laws are religious is evident from the fact that they originated
when church and state were first united.
"When religionists succeed in incorporating their religious dogmas into the law
of the land it always leads to religious
Religious belief and pracpersecution.
tice rests solely with the individual con-

"Sunday

said,

Who
in

MARGARET CLAYTON

appears in support of William Desmond
"Dangerous Toys," a Federated picture.

science."

CHATTANOOGA, TENN., May

31.—

Evidence of the intolerant attitude taken
toward motion pictures by a small minority

is

indicated

in

the

action

of

the

Southern Baptist convention held here
recently.

In the annual report of the social servcommittee the motion picture as at
present exhibited was scathingly denounced. The charge was made that pictures are a large factor in breaking down
the moral fabric of the people.

ice

The report made the -declaration that
the motion picture industry must be reformed by the producers, or taken over
by the state, or entirely abolished. It
was contended that pictures encourage
divorce and crime.

"
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Industry Acts to Suppress
All Anti-Government Films
Vigorous and Concerted Campaign Against Other
Objectionable Pictures Is Launched by
Various Factors of Business

NEW

(From

.

YORK, May

Staff Corretfofulent)

— Stringent

and effective action is being taken
by the various component parts of the motion picture industry against
all anti-government and other films of objectionable nature.
"With the spectre of federal censorship looming upon the film horizon
the industry has been aroused as never before by the exhibition of a
picture produced by the Fox-Fischer Corporation entitled "'In the Shadow
of the Dome," which it is alleged, libelously depicts the action of the
members of the United States senate.
Protest Follows Exhibition of Production
The showing of this feature at the Belasco theatre in Washington,
D. C, was followed by a storm of protest upon the part of the representorganizations

ative

The Motion

of

31

the

industry.

HOLMAN DAY

Men

for

Alleged Theatre Graft
Nine Business Agents are
Charged With Accepting
$12,000
Nine

business

Fund

agents

of

Chicago

unions have been indicted by a special
grand jury on charges of extorting from
the contractors, who erected the Stratford theatre, sums amounting to $12,000
during the period of a year the play-

house was being

Mike

May

by many of the most
prominent men in the film business that
the enemies of the screen are financing
wildcat producers to make detrimental
films to be used as examples in the coming fight of the reform disciples for fedIt

24

authorized its attorney, Harry G. Kosch,
to bring action immediately against the

The author who wrote the story of "The Rider
of the King Log,'' the Pathe feature.

Indict Labor

May Be Reform Move

Picture Trade Papers' As-

sociation at a meeting held on

built.

Boyle,

representing the electrical workers' union, was among the
men indicted and took the news with a

show

of amusement.
wonder why they waited so long."
he said, "The great jury room sport for
years has been 'When you want someone to indict, pick on Mike Boyle.'

"I

Others who were indicted include:
Kine for the plumbers, Frank
for the sheet metal workers, Roy
Shields and Charles M. Hanson for the
Peter

Hayes

George Meyers for the glaziers,
Charles Wright for the carpenters, Al.
Young for the structural iron workers,
and Thomas E. Maloy for the motion
picture operators.
painters,

producers of the film tpr unpaid advertising bills and to attach the negative in
order to prevent the further distribution

eral censorship.

The National Association

of the MoPicture Industry strenuously opposed the exhibition of the film and
through its president, William A. Brady,
attempted to have the lease of the
Belasco theatre for the run of the film
cancelled by the Shuberts, who are the
lessees of the theatre.
The Shuberts
were unable to do this without facing a
damage suit from the producer of the

of the picture.

tion

Endorse Exhibitor Action

The

went on record as
advertising and publicity relative to "In the Shadow of the Dome" or
association also

refusin-

all

any other objectionable picture. Furthermore, the Motion Picture Trade Papers'
Association endorsed the resolution of
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, which went on record as re-

However,

it is understood that it
be allowed to be shown in any
other Shubert house.
Indicates Industry's Stand
The whole-hearted activities of the
various branches of the industry in attacking any production that does not
conform with the best standards of public weal is indicative of the earnest desire
of the industry as a whole to free itself

film.

will not

fusing to exhibit the film in the theatre

any member of the organization.
At a meeting of the executive committee
of
the
Motion Picture Theatre
Owners and the trade press in New York
on May 23, plans were formulated relaof

any suspicion that the motion picture
business can be judged by the iuiquitious
productions of the fly-by-night film company.
The action of the M. P. T. O. A. in
condemning the film has been publicly
commended by William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industrv.
of

the editorial action to be taken
against the film.
President Sydney S.
tive

believed

is

to

Cohen was assured of prompt action in
every locality to ward off the enemies of
the motion picture screen who endeavor
to pollute the industry with objectionaole
features.

"W/iat Sxhibitovs

are saying about

Milan Adopts Ordinance
to Bar Sunday Theatre

"The HERALD

is

(Special to ExXibitors Herald)

VERSAILLES, IND., May 31.—The
board of trustees of Milan, near here, has
passed an ordinance prohibiting motion
picture shows, theatre performances or
any similar amusement on Sunday if admission is charged. The ordinance provides for a fine of $5 to $10 for violations.
The citizens of the town have been
much stirred up on the question. Recently a jury disagreed in the circuit

court here when Walter Talley. manager and owner of the Empire theatre
of Milan, was tried on the charge of
Sabbath breaking growing out of a Sunday performance.
Mr. Talley has announced he will ignore the new ordinance.

'Exhibitors'
that
in

have aided us

your

in putting

am

munity theatre, Galva,

"In renewing
service

my

this

gained

We

theatre,

many

especially the

valuable ideas

wish you continued success

throughout the United States."

— R. A.

United Amusement Company, Hugo, Okla.

very glad to see you add the

EXHIBITORS HERALD

past

we have

over the picture.

fight for the exhibitor's interests

Gill, secretary-treasurer,

"I

appreciated by the staff of

Advertising' section, where

is

100 per

'Money Making Ideas' department.
H. Thomas, manager. Com-

—C

cent."

la.

subscription for

EXHIBITORS HERALD

two

has

years,

given

manager. Star Theatre. Rockingham, N. C.

I

wish to thank you for the

us."

—William

G. Atkinson,

:
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St riving

Italy

Industry

m

N. A. M.

Leadership

for

of

Intensive

leadership of the European countries.
There is a well-defined movement under way to import the best
American talent both in the executive, selling and producing branches of
the business.
From authoritative sources it is disclosed that several of our most
prominent stars and directors have been offered lucrative contracts to
first

in

have been

Italy.

pictures made by an American
star Marie Doro and recently
brought to this country for

The Fox organization has
exhibition.
sent a producing company to Rome,
headed bv
It
will
this

is

J.

Gordon Edwards.
*

*

Holubar

understood that Allen

U. C.

Units

Conduct

Campaign

for

Her produc-

group of theatres.

I.

are modern, and because of her
success the U. C. I. is reaching out for
the best possible production brains toelevate that branch of the industry. She
is
now making the I'inero stage play,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK, May 31.— Directors for
the general division and the supply and
equipment branch of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
were nominated at the fifth annual meeting of these units.
The general division is planning a campaign for new members. This program
will be submitted at the annual meeting
on June 6.
A resolution of sympathy
was adopted to be extended to the widow
of the late

tions

"The Second Mrs. Tanquay," for
cation on the American market.
*

*

make

a gigantic spectacle in Italy
summer, starring Dorothy Phillips.
The Luporini Brothers are mentioned as
being interested in sending American
production experts to their affiliations in
Italy in order to galvanize Italian studio
methods into highly modernized practice.
At the present time Pina Menachelli is
the best drawing card of the powerful

I.

1921

Members

NEW

THEItaly

P.

11.

Nominate Directors
General Division to

Europe

Prominent American Stars and Directors Are Offered
Contracts to Produce There
YORK, May 31. — Italy is making strenuous bids for the film

produce in

June

So

*

twenty Italian

far there are about

ready

to
theatres.

features

publi-

be

distributed

to

American
Goldwyn has four
of them and most of the rest are controlled by a new Americo-Italian amalgamation whose principals are respon.

sible for the

new

L'ltra

Company

of Italy,

a 5,000.000 lire organization.

James L. Hoff.
Nominate Directors

Directors

nominated

for

the

general

division follow:

Fred J. Beecroft, 729 Seventh avenue;
Paul H. Cromelin, 218 West 42nd street;
John C. Flinn, 485 Fifth avenue; Paul
Gulick. 1000 Broadway; Arthur James,
516 Fifth avenue; Martin J. Quigley, 1476
Broadway, N. Y., and Chicago. 111.; Fred
Rothenberg, 136 West 52nd street; P. H.
Stilson, 485 Fifth avenue:
Thomas G.
Wiley. 200 West 38th street.
Fred J. Beecroft was elected chairman
of the general division, Paul H. Cromelin,
vice-chairman, and Julian Solomon, secretary.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

Which Have
Exhibitors

to

BY HAROLD

WENDT

F.

issue,

(Publicity Director, Rivoli theatre,

In an effort to gain

much

of

the out-of-town patronage af-

forded such a large city as To-

conducting

is

an "out of town campaign" taking in all the small towns
within a radius of

around

fifty

miles

this city.

Traveling
force of five

is

also given a

num-

ber of passes and told to visit
the theatre the first time he

Toledo, O.)

ledo, the writer

He

by auto with a
men, all the towns

is

This gets the good
will of the paper and after the
first trip, it is an easy matter to
mail the ads and publicity to
get the desired results. The ads
are furnished in the form of
electrotype, inasmuch as few of
these papers can do engraving
or casting. The copy on the ad
used by the Rivoli reads as follows
Toledo.

in

:

are "papered" with one, three,
six

and eight-sheets, while
men tack up all the avail-

other

poles

able

with

cards.

The

newspaper in each town is visited and the advertising man is
given an ad of either eight or
ten inches. The rates are found
to be very cheap, ranging from
ten

to

twenty-five

per

cents

editor

At the same time the
is
handed about two

sheets

of

inch.

publicity

which

in

That

trip

to

Toledo

will

be

in-

complete without visiting the million dollar Rivoli theatre, one of
the

largest

and

most

beautiful

amusement palaces
Three thousand

in the country.
seats.
20, 30 and

cents.
Showing a continuous
program of metropolitan vaudeville

50

and high-class photoplays, with a
complete change of program every
Sunday.

This method of advertising
found very suitable to

will be

who show a continuous program, inasmuch as
those who travel to the city
those theatres

Brulatour Is Chairman

The following were nominated
rectors for
division

the

supply

as di-

and equipment

Harry N. Allen, Wyanoak Publishing
Company; Jules E. Brulatour, Eastman
Films, Inc.; Willard B. Cook, Pathescope

Company
Excelsior

of America; B. J. Knoppleman,
Illustrating Company; H. T.

Edwards,

United Theatre Equipment
Corporation; Walter J. Moore, H. C.
Miner Lithographing Company; E. M.
Precision
Machine Company;
Will C. Smith. Nicholas Power Company; L. P. Weber, Acme Lithographing
Porter,

Company.
J.

Brulatour was re-elected chair-

E.

man, Walter J .Moore, vice-chairman,
and Frederick H. Elliott, secretary.

Circuit Court

Ruling

Gives Brazil Company
Possession of House
(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

BRAZIL, IND., May 31— The

Sour-

wine theatre, which has been the center
of a legal contest between Brazil Theatre
Company and Citizens' Theatre Com-

pany

the possession of the Brazil
as the result of a temporary injunction granted in the Clay circuit court
against the Citizens' company.
is

in

company

The difficulty began when the Brazil
company's lease on the Sourwine theatre
expired.
The lease contained a
clause, but the Citizens' comwhich had bought the building
after the lease was made, raised the rent
considerably when it came to the renewal.
The Brazil company refused to
pay the increased rent or to vacate the
building.
The Citizens' company at-

building

renewal

pany,

tempted to obtain possession by force,
which resulted in the petition tor an in-

nine cases out of ten he uses

can go and leave at their con-

junction.

on the front page of his

venience.

The court has been asked to set a fair
rental for the next three years.

first

:

yep?

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
NT
°f

MOTION

PICTVJB^:

Reversing Barnum
CLASSIC, "THERE'S ONE BORX
PT. BARNUM'S was
down

to date, critically
brought
every minute,"
• inspected and found lacking the essential merit of
truth by S. L. Rothafel, in charge of presentation at the
Capitol theatre. New York, in an address of importance to
every exhibitor given at a recent meeting of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers. Mr. RothafeFs conclusions,
based upon long experience in leading American theatres,
were expressed in part as follows
"Simplicity, sincerity, humanness are the keynotes of

sonage

pointed out as even

is

mod

Only by such

erately successful.

mental gymnastics as are required
to envision the antiquated code of a

bygone circus magnate as applicable to the motion picture theatre

of the present day

is

possible to

it

attain the mental state

which gives

such examples of Barnum-

rise to

esque management as are occasion-

pictures that will appeal. The public may not know what it
wants but it is quick to realize what it does not want and

ally noted.

cannot be fooled.
"The idea of being human and sincere applies to prologues and presentations as well as to features. The average
exhibitor should be taught to think for himself, not merely
to take a music cue sheet that has been prepared for him
without taking notice of the needs of his particular theatre.
"The music should have a direct bearing upon the picture that is being shown. At the Capitol theatre we strive
to interpret rather than to merely accompany a picture by
music. To my mind every exhibitor should be encouraged
in thinking for himself along these lines and to work out his
presentations along the lines that are simple, direct and harmonizing. The idea of a big stunt, prologue or presentation
for every picture that is being shown, regardless of whether
it harmonizes with the picture, is, to my mind, bunk."

ESSENTIAL
THE
modern
which

*

4

#

:

it

should consider in definitely outlining a policy of

individual conclusions expressed
in

Mr.

the

address,

Rothafel*s

likes

Barnum

men who

has seen

it

found.
place

has not been found.

it

these three facts the success-

man

ful theatre

*

*

to display

will

absolutely

It is

well that such

statement should come from a

have devoted

to

many

the

that

enter-

one born even-

exactly the same thing cannot be

disliked.

:onsideration.

goods that the pubcan never be

certain

one

him."

*

tainment he offers will be liked, for

certain that his

to take

entire

He

like.

repeated.

ing importance as to merit special

his

CAN ONLY ATTEMPT

HE

lary of that sage observation, "and

is

public

bases

plan of operation.

of such overshadow-

be fooled

the

has been

does not return to the

It

where

Upon

It r e-

it.

it

be-

theory,

lieve in his "there's

—after

management are
knows what it

turns to the place where

minute"' and the latter-day corol-

that

man known

the

public

cannot

statement

a

embraces showmen who operate on

The

these.

lic

INTERESTING AS ARE THE

FACTS
exhibitor

the

Believing them-

selves divinely appointed the latter

"ones." they

conduct

nesses in such

manner as

their

busi-

to "take"

But he can be absolutely

show

will not be

It is possible to catalog

the things that raise protest, and
the successful

showman

does

so.

patron only moderately pleased

A

may

years to study of the motion picture

the stipulated "one a minute" out-

return.

public in the intimate relationship

put of nature.

tron positively displeased will do so.

of exhibitor

patron.

to

conclusion of such a

man

As
it

the
pos-

sesses the weight required to effect

conviction.

THERE

IS

modern

*

*

*

CONVICTION

paramount importance.

fessed

NOTHING

IS

OF
It

is

unquestionably true that the trade

IN

theatre records to war-

sponsor of

not likely that a pa-

*

*

No

rant such a policy.

*

SUCH

*

It is

self-con-

misrepresenta-

*

*

BARNUM'S CLASSIC.
MR."There's
one born every minute."

may

situation

be applied to the present
if

"wise one"

tion dominates the theatre field as

tuted for the "fool"

Barnum

plicitly

dominated

world of his time.

the

No

circus

such per-

original.

stated

if

of

is

substi-

the

ex-

over-exploited
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Mine

Suggestions in the

11.

!92I

Stills

GLADYS WALTON

appears in

costume shown above in
"The Man Tamer," a forthcoming
the

I

PASHA and
KALA
appear
above

Eddie Gribbon, with

Sennett company,
as
in "Home Talent."' Mack Sennett's Associated Producers production. The setting which is used in presentation may
be fashioned directly after that shown in the still. Costumes required are
obtainable at any costuming establishment, and one or two speaking players should serve for the feature.
girls of the

niversal production.

The

Priscilla

Dean tarn stunt, the "London
Flame* stunt used for "Reputation,"
and others of similar character may
be paralleled in connection with that
attraction.
The idea permits of
elaboration at will.

ALTHOUGH

"Doubling for Romeo," the Goldwyn production
featuring Will Rogers, is not an exact transcription of "Romeo and
Juliet," it contains the above scene,
in which Sylvia Breamer is seen as
Juliet. A prologue or interlude in
which the balcony scene from
Shakespeare's drama is given, perhaps to music, should prove none
the less effective because so by contrast.

There

is,

likewise, the possi-

bility of burlesquing the scene
good results.

with

BEVAN, Ethel Grey Terry and
WILLIAM
above
"Heartbloom," Mack Sennett's
in

first

Ben Deely appear

as
serious dramatic pro-

duction, which is to be distributed by Associated Producers, Inc.
the above still, because of its convenient curtain arrangement, a setting for whatever type of presentation is used may be based, unusual opportunity for exact approximation of the original being presented.

Upon

June
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Milwaukee Treatment of "Way Down East"
Brilliant Example of Applied Showmanship

ONE

examples of applied showman-

of the finest

news is reported
from Milwaukee, Wis., where D. W. Griffith's
"Way Down East" is in engagement at the Davidson
theatre. No more effective treatment of that important
ship

recent

in

picturization

of

a

exploitation

loved stage classic has been

well

any quarter.
The photograph reproduced upon
the front of the™
Davidson the-

witnessed

ated

or prospective patrons.

This provision is indicative of the thoroughness
which characterized the treatment of the production in
That type of showmanship, whether
its every phase.
applied to a special production

in a

this

page shows

ment

of

the

screen

as

the

entertainm

cut

n g a g ement.
Although Mila
waukee is
city of adshowvanced
manship and
many remark-

people.

the

of

the

for

legitimate theatre

program feature in a strictly motion picture
plavhouse, is of paramount importance to the advance-

or to a

in

decor-

as

atre

ductive of results as regards their effect upon patrons

e

able

exploita-

tion

and pres-

X
gage

en-

ment

of

Down

'Way

East" the careprepared

fully

exhibition

fea-

used

tures

elsewhere were
m a t e r i a 11 y
strengthened by

entation events
are staged, the

Down

"Way

Mil-

the

I waukee

street
display over-

the

shadows

troductory

East"

of

any-

institution
effective

fluences

thing of like na-

inin-

which

ture previously

brought patrons

recorded.

into the province

of their appeal

In point of

realism
front

the

in

a

mental

state

highly
conducive
t o

structure

approaches the
ideal.
It is not
a simple matter

their

effective

registration.

an im-

Exhibitors

pression of the

have always
attended the

to create

rural
such

against

ground

as

modern theatre
building,

with

very

mod-

ern

Griffith

most
ONE
showmanship,
of the

Davidson

at the

effective lobby displays in the history of Milwaukee
a history rich in notable achievements, was constructed
East." D. W. Griffith's
theatre for the run of "Way

That

the

the

Down

of

In

management has

successfully

ac-

triumph.
*
interior

manner

their treatment.

independent production.

complished this aim must be generally accepted as a

THE

produc-

tions to observe

electric

sign.

theatre

presentations of

is

provided by the

its

special

back-

a

*

*

treatment of the production

instance

many

valuable suggestions

may

the present
be gained from

<=tudy of the illustration here presented.

The Davidson theatre, as it appeared at the time
was taken, deserves careful study.
The policy followed out. that of taking the appeal

the photograph
is

that

which has been accorded the picture in every city
engagement.
The Davidson employes were given special costumes for the engagement, costumes which are no less
notable because of their simplicity and no less pro-

of the interior to the street as well, thus materially en-

larging

its

scope,

is

based upon the best of showman-

ship logic.

may profit through adoption
Davidson theatre method of procedure.

Exhibitors generally
of the

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Two-Way
Cutouts
Attract
The twenty-four sheet issued by
Robertson-Cole for use in the adverof "What's a Wife Worth?"
William Christy Cabanne's production, was put to excellent use by
George Schade, proprietor of the
Schade theatre, Sandusky, O., when
that production was in engagement.
The paper design was such that it
could be admirably used for cutout
purposes. Measurement proved that
tising

its

length was exactly equal to the

width of the theatre marquee. The
business of affixing the paper upon

background was quickly disand such a cutout was
mounted upon both sides of the
suitable

posed

of,

canopy.
Pedestrians passing the theatre in
either

direction,

and the

house

is

located on a much-traveled thoroughfare,

were attracted by the unique
and the pertinent question

display

which

is

the

title of

the production.

The

accompanying
illustration
shows the Schade theatre front as it
appeared during the run.

Oriental

Front Is
Colorful
One

of the

plays

most

recently

colorful lobby discontributed to this

department was used by H. A. Al-

managing director of the
American theatre, Butte, Mont., for
the street representation of "The
bright,

First Born," the Robertson-Cole fea-

ture starring Sessue

Hayakawa. The

photograph presented herewith conveys effectively the impres-

night

sion scored.

Mr. Albright, a consistent workhas been presented
in these pages at frequent intervals
over a long period, states that he

man whose work

"put over a Babe Ruth in the case
'The First Born.'"
Readers
familiar with his record of successes
will not find that difficult to believe.
of

The

choice of copy will come, howa surprise to many.
Mr.
Albright has not previously used
such strong description, nor such a
plenteous
supply
of
exclamation
points. Possibly it is an experiment,
in which case interesting disclosures
ever,

may

as

be forthcoming as to

its effect.

June
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Exploitation and Presentation Reports

Show "Deception" Showman's Production
The initial reports of presentation
and exploitation endeavors in behalf
of "Deception," the

Paramount pro-

duction, indicate that another picture

promise

exceptional

of

regards

as

showmanship treatment has been
made available. Accompanying illustrations show the quality of the work
already done in

behalf.

its

Pictures having these qualifications

With

are rare enough at any time.
the

warm

first

making

influence

its

quarters

many

in

felt

timely

particularly

a

is

it

Summer

zueather of

publication.

WHEN
shown

"Deception" was

to

be
Prologue Staged for "Deception"

at the Crescent theatre,

at the

Missouri theatre,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Syracuse, N. Y., S. G. Sladdin,

Paramount exploitation representative, was placed in charge of the camHis first act was to install
paign.
numerous window displays, 500 cards
minstrel troupe

formance
a parade
natural

at

was giving

a per-

an opposition theatre, and

was scheduled.
benefit

to

that

Dead Man"

Is

man"The Hunt

in characteristic

ner, following this with

Lpp," the words of which were

projected upon the scrim.

being used for this purpose.

A

the

Much

of the

organization

was appropriated by Mr. Sladdin for

Exhibitors

who

use the production

should find the precedents established
in St.

Louis and Syracuse of consider-

able practical value for purposes of

Local

adaptation.

conditions

will

when he decorated an

govern, of course, but the important

automobile with suitable banners and

fact remains that a picture is at hand
which is suitable for extraordinary
exploitation and presentation.

Crescent

the

joined the procession.

To

maintain the good effect of this

he employed a boy and a girl,
dressed them in costumes patterned
stunt,

The

fact

is

especially important at

this time.

worn by the players cast
Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn in
the photoplay, and sent them upon the

after those
as

street distributing literature of the en-

gagement.

A
in

banner was also used, as

another

When

is

shown

illustration.

the production

was shown

at

the Missouri theatre, St. Louis. Wil-

Goldman,

liam

managing

director,

duplicated one of the scenes in the picture

for a

stage

setting.

The

pro-

"King Hal's Hunting Lodge,"
was staged in especially effective man-

logue,

ner.

The title of the picture was flashed
upon a scrim drop, buglers sounding
Then the
a call at the same time.
picture was shut off, disclosing, behind
the scrim, the setting shown herewith.
Five singers then give "Down With

Stunts for "Deception" at the Crescent Theatre, Syracuse, N. Y.
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Magazine
Exploits
Pictures
Quarter sheet cards designed as

shown

in the

accompanying

illustra-

have been distributed to newsdealers throughout the United States
tion

by Cosmopolitan Magazine, display
upon newsstands and in the win-

dows

of stores that handle periodibeing requested.
"Proxies,"
Cosmopolitan - Paramount produccals

may

A. LACEY, managing
FRANK
the Majestic theatre,
director

be

with

pictured

little

diffi-

culty.

of

"This display drew a tremendous
buisness," writes Mr. Lacey. That
has come to be a characteristic report in connection with Majestic
theatre lobby displays.
Over a long period of consistent
Mr.
and enthusiastic
Lacey has proved himself a leader
in this phase of theatre advertising.

Portland, Ore., designed the exceptionally picturesque lobby display shown in the above illustration
when "The Love Flower," D. W.
Griffith's United Artists production,
was shown at that playhouse. The
illustration conveys as well as may
be conveyed the powerful effect
created, black and white being the
shades used in the composition.
The lights were in blue for the
occasion, 1,000 Watt lamps being
used, with 60 Watt lamps being
placed in back of the big frame.
The night appearance of the lobby

endeavor

His compositions have been surpassed by none and paralleled by
few.

Theatre men everywhere should
watch his work closely. There is
much to be gained from consistent
study of his methods.

rFjf9
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of interest
RENEWAL
twenty-four sheet boards
in

whereupon representation

is

maintained

over a
considerable
period may be effected through the
plan,
illustrated
herewith, advocated by Fred V. Greene, Jr., Para-

mount

exploitation

Denver,

representative

exchange.
The illustration shows a twentyfour sheet stand maintained for the
advertisement of "The Gilded Lily,"

at

the

Colo.,

recently shown at the Curran theatre, Boulder, Colo.

Curran management had
been accustomed to display twentyfour sheets for a period of one week,
despite the fact that pictures were

The

shown

at the theatre for four days
Mr. Greene brought out the
only.
fact that a change in makeup during
that period would operate advan-

tageously.

Accordingly, the original sheet
was blanked out and a liberal assortment of one-sheets arranged in the

manner shown.
The idea is obviously good.

It

up avenues of speculation
which might be followed up with
opens

profit, similar variation of content
matter for billboard representation
of various types. Mr. Greene's reasoning is based upon sound business
judgment.

tion, will be advertised, thus, on a
national scale.
The production advertised will
gain considerable attention through
the operation of the display method
outlined. The motion picture as an
institution will profit likewise.
Readers will compose the majority of those whose attention is
drawn to the card. The reading
class is one from which much support may be elicited for the screen.
Book store windows have been
used frequently for co-operative adThough much
vertising purposes.

good has been accomplished in this
way there has been no evidence to
indicate that anything like a maxiof results has been obtained.
If the "Proxies" card proves successful it is reasonable to believe

mum

that other Cosmopolitan productions
will be advertised in like manner.
They will qualify as of exceptional
value to the motion picture as an
institution in that they further the
cause of the screen in its national

and institutional sense.
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McCormick's West Coast Theatre Record
A Chronicle of Consistent Showmanship
ACCOMPANYING

illustrations

constitute a vivid visual record

of

accomplishments of

the

S.

Barret McCormick. recently appointed

manager of the Allen theatre, Cleveland, O.. while managing director of
the Ambassador and Kinema theatres, Los Angeles.
Together with
other specimens of his work that have
been presented previously they constitute a chronicle of consistent

show-

manship.
Consistent showmanship has always

been closely associated with the career of the

man who made

the Circle

theatre of Indianapolis. Ind.. practi-

national

a

cally

institution.

There

can be no doubt that his activity in the
new affiliation will prove wholly in

S.

Barret McCormick's

Kinema presentation

for

"The Kid."

keeping with his

practical course in

past performance.

prologue produc-

The photographs

tion.

the

logues

staged

herewith

settings provided.

For "The Kid*'

pro-

the

Kinema

atre

for

a drop represent-

at

the-

ing

"The

tene-

city

was

district

prepared.

and "The Truth

About

a

ment

"Dinty"

Kid,"

the

Examine

repro-

duced
show

The ad-

dition of the three

Hus-

sheet board, with

bands," First Na-

paper advertising

tional attractions.

the

Any one

a

three

is

study.

of

the

worthy of
Together

they

amount

little

short

of

touch.

For "D
land,"

to

a

was

picture

characteristic

the

i

n

t

y-

pro-

"Dintyland," an Irish prologue staged during the 'Dinty" run.

]ogue
used
for
"Dinty." an old country Irish scene
was produced.
In this setting well
loved Irish melodies were sung, with

harp accompaniment.
A courtyard in Spain was repre-

upon the Kinema stage for
"The Truth About Husbands," and
the
Spanish numbers with which
sented

every musical library

is

well stocked

were brought into use.
Five, six and eight persons were
employed in the prologues. Although
it

has never been Mr. McCormick's

custom

to curtail expenditures to the

detriment
presented

of

his

productions,

herewith

without great outlay.

A

Spanish feature used for "The Truth About Husbands."

those

were

prepared

The

principles

applied are adaptable in every sense.

:
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Weekly Jazz Night Wins
Garfield Patrons' Favor

A
ARN

I

VA

production,

much

abroad,

popularly

Canal,

Artists

was staged

of the action taking

Venice, Italy.

place in

Harley

L,"

United

[notes'

The Grand
with

associated

romance through the influence

of

much romantic fiction, is the background for many of the important
This atmosphere is effecbrought out in the paper pre-

episodes.
tively

pared for the use of exhibitors using
the

STAGE

of the Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111., showing the costumed
orchestra which appears weekly on "Jazz Night," a feature which
Charles Ryan, manager, describes in full in the accompanying story.

Wednesday night has been "Jazz Night"

at the Garfield theatre.

2844

Madison street, Chicago, for the past twelve weeks. Charles H. Ryan,
managing director, states that in that period patrons have shown their
liking for the feature by making that the big evening of the week from
the box office standpoint. His description of a representative performance,
presented herewith, is contributed for the benefit of other exhibitors
wish to build up a mid-week night to week-end attendance standards.

The program

consisted of a five-

and
with
twentya
a one-reel comic,
five minute Jazz Frolic on our stage.
The whole show ran off in one and
one-half hours and we gave three
shows to hold-out business.
We employed for this night a
local six-piece jazz band consisting
of piano, drums, saxaphone, trombone, clarinet and banjo. As these
boys work on the stage there is no
interference from local musicians'
unions, as they do not work in the
reel

feature

1.

Announcement.

2.

Jazz Band.

(not an old one)

One man ragtime

singer with lots

pep sang with the band. One
Frisco dancer in a Barbary Coast
jazz dance, and a girl toe jazz
dancer danced. 'One young man announcer completed our show, conof

sisting of ten people.

The program

Wang Wang Blues.
Sweet Mamma.

a.

b.

Songs.

3.

I

a.

follows

Never Knew.

Nestle in Your Daddy's Arm
Jazz Band.
Broadway Blues. (Trumpet
a.

b.
4.

solo.)

Do You Ever Think

b.

of

Me?

(Harmony.)
Frisco Dance.

5.

Darktown

a.

Strutters' Ball.

Jazz Band.

6.

a.

Home

Again Blues.

Coral Sea.
Toe Jazz Specialty,
a.
Jazz Babies' Ball.
(Curtain)
b.

7.

band worked on the
the Frolic and acThe band
companied the talent.

The

stage

pit.

who

jazz

during

dressed as

shown

in the

and did eccentric, "nut"

photograph
stuff as they

played.

After the first jazz night business
keep steady on that night every
week.
will

Charles H. Ryax.
Garfield Theatre,

Chicago.

attraction.

tion

is

sheet
sheets

a

illustra-

One

the

three-

reproduced below.

Both
and

offered.
is

The above

reproduction of the sixof

carry out the tone of the

title

stress the romantic phase of the film.
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Paramount "Suggestions in the Stills"
Maintain High Standard of Practicality
initial "suggestions in the
contributed by the Famous
Players - Lasky exploitation department a high standard of practicality

In the

stills"

Exhibitors
have
established.
approached the exhibition of few attractions zi-ith such a wealth of preshotting information as to suitable

teas

presentation

methods as readers of

department lucre given for "White
and Unmarried'' and "Sacred and
Profane Love," treated in the last
issue of this publication.
Paramount suggestions for "Sentimental Tommy" and "The Woman

this

God Changed" are presented
The high standard

herezvith.

established

is

main-

tained.

suggestion based upon
THE
from "Sentimental Tommy."'

the

still

the

Paramount picturization of Sir James
M. Barrie's novel, reproduced in this
column, reads as follows

ture.

The

the page

is

reproduced at the top of

from "The

Woman God

Changed,'' a Cosmopolitan-Paramount
production. The suggestion made is
as follows
Much of the atmosphere of "The
Woman God Changed'' is set in one
The still
of the South Sea Islands.
shows Seena Owen in a native dance.
The transparent floor with the illumination is a simple device that should
add to the general effectiveness of
the scene reproduced as a prologue.
The music could be furnished by an
orchestra as well as by players of

banjos and guitars.
The suggestions made are obviously

Although

"Sentimental

Tommy"

essentially a 19th or 20th century
figure, his character goes back to the
days when knighthood was in flower.
Gareth Hughes as
is seen
clad in full mail and brandishing a
shining blade.
This is part of the
allegorical tableau that runs in the
picture.
Where there is a costumer in town
the rental of a suit of mail should be
a good investment, for the use of
this idea, for prologue, lobby display
or street stunt.
is

Tommy

For the still from the same picture
which is reproduced at the bottom of
the page the following suggestion is

made
Here the gentleman and lady are
dressed in 18th century costumes,
while Tommy rescues the frail lady
in his kilties.
Tommy playing the
errant knight is almost a reduction of
the entire theme, and if this idea is
brought out by either a dance or
speaking arrangement it will form
an appropriate prologue to the pic-

The materials required are
obtainable at comparatively little expense, and the theatre that has used
measures of the indicated sort in presenting pictures will find it not difficult
to stage the described features or to
obtain the required talent.
Exhibitors may make excellent use
of the information here set forth. It
serves -practically the purpose of a preview. Certainly it facilitates the planning of presentation sufficiently in
advance of playing date to accommodate thorough rehearsal and such revision as is necessary.
That in itself
is a worthy purpose.
practical.

still
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded bv the L ens

Snowing the Trend

Ad vertisingf

of

Activity

BI..U KFEKT

Indians advertising Marshall Neilan's
Hampton of
National attraction, "Bob
First
Placer," visited newspaper offices in Kansas City, Mo.,
while the picture was in engagement at the Newman

theatre.

Is*?
THE
brought

a stunt which
Columbus. O., the
flowers used in the display shown above for "The Gilded
Norman
Lily," Mae Murray's Paramount production.
E. Dixon, Paramount representative, and Howard
Franklin, manager of the theatre, co-operated in tintitle

was made

the

basis

of

to the Majestic theatre,

*»#^IYPSY BLOOD,"

First National production feaat the Capitol
theatre, St. Paul, Minn., as shown above, the feature
being programmed as "A Bit of Old Seville." "La Spagnola" and "Bolero" were the musical selections used

work.

v_7 turing Pola Negri, was presented

CUTOUTS of

Norma and Constance Talmadge were
enlargement of photographs by means
of the "baloptican," a house invention, when First National attractions of those stars were shown at the Blue
By the Blue Bird
Bird theatre, Anaconda, Mont.
method a reflector is used which throws an enlarged
image -upon blank beaver board. This is outlined and
cut out. to be filled in by the staff artist.
made

after

XT OT

good looking window, but this place
more people than any other place in Amsterdam, N. Y," is the comment of Harry Swift, Paramount exploitation man, upon the six-day display in-M

h *

IN

a very

feeds

stalled for the Rialto theatre

run of '•Forbidden Fruit.

June

11.

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD

SOLID

representation for "Forbidden Fruit", Parain the above window display from Utica, N. Y., where it was maintained
for seven days prior to the opening of the picture at the

mount production, was obtained

Xew

Deluxe theatre.

OLYER,
HAL
himself from

63

Goldwyn

representative,

released

a straight jacket while suspended,
feet upward, above a prominent intersection in Toledo,
O. "What Happened to Rosa," Goldwyn production,
was shown at the Alhambra theatre. The crowd shown
in the illustration was forcibly informed of the engage-

ment.

OTHER

stores in Owensboro, Ky.. are said to have
special requests for similar displays when
the layout seen in the above illustration was installed in
a clothing store for '"Nineteen and Phyllis." Charles
Ray's First National attraction.

made

ANOTHER

window, typical of the work done by
Harry Swift, Paramount exploitation man in the
New York territory, maintained for seven days in one
of the most prominently located stores of Saratoga
Springs. N. Y. The picture was shown at the Congress
theatre.

LOUIS

K. SIDNEY, managing director of the William Fox theatres in Denver. Colo., constructed the
above display for "Sunset Jones," American production,
shown at the Strand, and that presented below for "The
Nut," Douglas Fairbanks' United Artists production,
during its run at the Rivoli. Both are excellent samples
of Mr. Sidney's demonstratedly meritorious work.
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Atlanta Newspaper Gives
Screen News Distinction

yOU
see

CRITERION
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—
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11.
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THE

motion picture theatres of Atlanta. Ga., have become known
throughout the trade for advanced showmanship and for progressiveness in exploitation and presentation. At least one newspaper of the
same city, the Atlanta Constitution, deserves national recognition as having
had something to do with the progress recorded. The attitude of that
publication toward matters pertaining to the screen is one that should be,
but

not, general.

is

A

special section is made up for the theatre news and advertisements,
and the first page of this is devoted to a full page spread of cuts, stills
from attractions about to be put into engagement being combined artisticThe issues of May 8 and May 15 are
ally to produce splendid results.

work done.
page

a full

display

made

is

from the

of stills

First

similar

HOWARD

.man

"Man-

M

-

riage,"

vv

h

thus

ob-

taining what
was

STORY
THEunconscious

page
ment

the
Back D o o r."
Ralph DeBruler,

manager

of a girl

who

fell

among

thieves and

was

at practically

no

NELLIE SULLIVAN

The sections,
which are of six
and eight pages,

GEORGE PRIMROSE MINSTRELS

-UPIAL

The

HOWARD

a

Concert Orchestra

matters.

t

straight theadvertise-

r e

in e n

t s

OVERTURE—
Firefly

r

RIML

issue of

has

ex-

clusively to the-

Director

SPORT

15

devoted

are

ENRICO LE1DE
P.

in

this instance.

girl

GRANT RICr

expense.

The

Patterson's

r.

accomplishment

atrical

BE BOYS

theatre,

duplicated

M

'

for a time their

best

"GIRLS WILL

the

of

Howard

'

advertisein the

possible position,

May

Brims Over With
Wholesome Comedv.
Starr n g . Beautiful

tool.
Until fate and a clever cub reporter brought the
through entrancing adventures to fortune and happiness.

practically a

Artists

duction,

o

r

"Through
in

BINNEY

having the cuts

made,

p

CONSTANCE

for

Pickford's

United

I

man-

paid

—

PM

It

'

ager,

IS

Mary

MA6IC CUP

Willard

Patterson,

4t<»

page,

one made up

stills from

of

1)

c h

Criterion

theatre.

— ail —
— 7, JO -

ij.jo
4 4}

Dug From A Seaman' < C/i«( Bringt Adventure* Galore

opened the following week at
the

MONDAY
TUES-WED.

a ri

this

A BIT OF TARNISHED SILVER

National

attraction,
i

for-

the

In

mer

\\

the

of

typical

best

ried

on

are car-

inside

pages, and

_

a

in

their preparation

and presentation the newspaper displays

like

care.

Three

show

the

The
columns

these are

of

They are not especially selected examples, but
average workmanship maintained.

presented with.

Criterion
in

width.

display

Much

for

serve to

"Man-Woman-Marriage'' measured

information was included in

its text,

but

it

four

was

doubtless read thoroughly because of the special art display on the cover

1

%>od Bad
^5 Wire*

iQ^y 7

RAYTI) BY A N All S TA P CAST

page.

The Howard composition, used for Constance Binney's Realart pro"The Magic Cup," was of similar dimensions and represents the
work done by that theatre.
The Forsyth advertisement was of three column width, and in this
duction,

instance special art
bupion uotMst|cui?(?gNT

news

work was employed

to gain distinction

forfeited by the

curtailment of space.
All are typical Atlanta Constitution advertisements.

In preparing them

advertisers proceeded with the certainty that they would be given the best

possible treatment.

—
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Stunts

Modern Press Books Show
Progress of Exploitation

Children

bringing a diamond que«n
deck of playing cards to the Victory theatre, Peotone, 111., were admitted

from

Xo more

is

versal serial.

notation of such

sional

in

wyn

»

is

bunch

Corporation for "The

is an excelexample of modern thought in

The cover

theatre advertising.

is

istic

the

design.

The

most

for such

Caesar,
trolled

first

startling

a
the

page

is

and

printed

a

mysterious

by Dr. Caligari

picture
figure

of

ment

con-

scenario,

a

series

of

A

pro-

striking

newspaper displays, one of which is
reproduced herewith, ample publicity

and the percampaign used by

material for newspapers
sonal endorsement

*

parties,

were offered by a

at the

Rivoli theatre.
*

*

Cutouts of Jackie Coogan and the dog
which appears with him in "Peck's Bad
Boy," the First National attraction, were
distributed throughout Indianapolis, Ind..
when that production was shown at the

Subsequent pages set forth the information of the picture tersely and
logue

box

*

in the picture.

with picturesque illustration.

for

*

of admission tickets, individual

Toledo, O., newspaper for letters from
readers dealing with the subject of
"Sheltered Daughters," when the Realart
production of that title was in engage-

drawings ever used

purpose,

of

*

Awards

and contains one of

finer material

of tickets

exhibition

dollar to the fund.

of

heavy gray stock and bears a futur-

on

good

for admission to
"Peaceful Valley,"
Charles Ray's First National attraction,
stipulating that one be given to every
person who contributed more than a

the

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari"
lent

*

*

Bellevue, O., were given a donation by
George B. Moore, owner of the Lion and
Royal theatres, who gave them also a

press book issued by the Gold-

Pictures

any home

Peotone.
Solicitors for a charity fund started in

good for all concerned in the business
of motion picture advertising.

The

'

J. J.

plete deck of playing cards in

occa-

progress

-

Hoffar, proprietor of
the theatre, bases upon the results obtained a belief that there is not a com-

found than in the modern press book.

An

first two epiDiamond Queen, Uni-

sodes of "The

to be

Comparison of the present day campaign book and that of a year ago
serves to focus attention upon the
genuine progress recorded.

showing of the

free to the

graphic indication of the

advance made in exploitation

a

S. L.

Rothafel at the Capitol theatre.

Xew

York, are included in the excellent written and arranged body of the
bookj^-^-

The press book issued by Kosmik
Films, Inc.. for

Mvstery"

is

"The Hope Diamond
likewise

notable.

In

twelve pages are set forth newspaper
stories, scene cuts, specimen advertisements

and

episode

synopses

in

ample quantity for the most extensive
and comprehensive campaign that
innovation

presented in the

proper presentation of serial entertainment which should be generally emulated.

One

stores at the

to
plays.
rise

many

same

time,

cooperative
*

»

which gave

window

dis-

*

Credit has been extended patrons of
theatre, Grossett.

the Grossett Picture
Ark., by E. M. Oslin.

manager, who also

operates the Grossett Mercantile Co.
Small cards are distributed which patrons
may present to the mercantile company,
where they are charged against the regular account in the amount desired. The
patrons are then given checks good for
admission to the theatre.
* * »

Roy T. McMinn, manager of
Amusement Co., Superior,

tol

a signed letter in
is

plans for presentation which are inan encouragement to the
cluded,

of the specimen advertisement-

herewith, one which
shows the highly colorful tone of the

is

ment

the CapiWis., cir-

cularized theatregoers of that city with

might be planned.

An

Circle theatre. Jackie Coogan dolls were
placed upon sale in Indianapolis depart-

reproduced

entire composition.

Both books are excellent composiprepared for the exhibitor and

tions,

which

"Down Home."

Irvin Willat's Hodkinson production, was
designated as selected for the opening attraction of a specially instituted "Movie
Week," during which only the best pro-

ductions obtainable would be shown.
*

The sfory

*

»

how Frank Rembusch

of
Shelbyville, Ind., purchased at an auction
of unclaimed baggage robes of great
value said to have been owned by the
"Mad King of Bavaria" was printed in
newspapers throughout the country some
weeks ago. The robes were subsequently
exhibited in the lobbies of various Rembusch theatres, special four-page announcements in two colors being distributed to advertise the extraordinary
attraction.
of

with the exhibitor's needs in mind.

To

There have been thought and study expended in their composition. That
should be rewarded by vigorous use

avoid interruptions due to the late
of patrons Edward L. Hyman.
managing director of the Mark Strand
theatre. Brooklyn. N. Y.. has shifted' the
feature overture to sixth position on the

of the material provided.

house program.

arrival
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DIGESTc/PICTURES offAeWEEK
American pronames of well-known plays and

British are inclined to criticize the

T-IE

lucers

hooks to

who change
suit

the

convenience when used

their

for

screen

material.

Harry

when the picture happens to be an adapted
popular on the other side and when the
was
which
work
England they once more bear the titles
in
shown
films are
upon the stage or in the book
famous
them
made
which
especially true

very charming

is

assists

her father

in

•TWO WEEKS WITH PAY"

that a well-advertised play or novel has

They contend

who

circus girl

Miss Walton's starring

best of

makes acceptable summer

Miss Walton

ment.
little

undoubted box-office value and therefore titles frequently
changed when the productions reach England. This is

Not the

B. Harris.

vehicles but one that

sprightly

little

a dual role.

entertain-

the role of a

in

a lion taming

(Realart)

act.

is

a

comedy with the vivacious Bebe Daniels in
Has many entertaining features, is well di-

and should prove as popular as her former Realart

rected

Adapted from Nina Wilcox Putnam's Saturday

pictures.

Evening Post

story.

"COLD STEEL"

(Robertson-Cole)

is

a convincing,

stalls.

For instance

M.

J.

famous play "The Ad-

Barrie's

mirable Crichton" was re-named "Male and Female" by

when this same picture was
Admirable Crichton,"
"The
titled
was
it
abroad
shown
"Eliza Comes to
success.
stage
Esmond's
V.
H.
likewise
Men"
by Metro in
"Dangerous
to
called
was
which
Stay,"
Director Cecil B. DeMille, but

this

title

was

shall say that Pinero's "Iris"

not a better

"A Slave of
Mary Pickford's
'Op o' My Thumb,"

for the Robertson-Cole production than
'?

Vanity

to its original title "

another Barrie play that

won fame

abroad.

known

plays

when

the pic-

upon our American screen. "Pas"Gypsy Blood" and "Deception" being three recent

turized versions appear
sion,"

Would not the old titles. "Du Barry."
"Carmen" and "Anne Boleyn" have drawn just as well ?
-J. R. M.
examples of

this.

"WHITE

AND

UNMARRIED"

(Paramount)

should give excellent entertainment wherever shown, especially

during

Meighan

the

warm months.
who

It

visits Paris, the action consisting

colorful

incidents

dancer.

An

in

his

presents

Thomas

inherits a fortune

as a reformed burglar

of highly interesting and

wooing of a French cabaret

"THE HEART LINE"

Tom

Forman.

(Pathe)

is

appearing

and for

this reason lends itself readily to extra

and advertising. A well-balanced cast appears
support of Leah Baird, the star of the piece.

exploitation
in

"A DIVORCE OF
Owen Moore in

presents

CONVENIENCE"

(Selznick)

a smooth running farce, written

by Victor Heerman and ably directed by Robert
excellent cast surrounds

Moore and

Ellis.

the various incidents

terial

(Universal)

well

It is

coming

made and

familiar

ma-

dressed up in an entertaining manner by Director

in the

Kathleen Clifford

(Pathe)

is

a

battle with

Georges

well worth seeing.

(Pathe)

is

a romantid

in

Many

such as Rohert

the cast

Adams, Joseph Dowling, and all appear to
The title suggests many exploitation stunts

Claire

advantage.

which the picture bears

out.

"THE RIDIN' ROMEO"
Mix's best productions to date.
writing

George

it.

(Fox)

is

The Fox

Marshall

enough action to

An

satisfy the

Tom

one of

star

credited

is

and

directed

Mitchell appears in the leading feminine role.

fan.

father.

Howard Hickman.

Egypt, directed by

McKim.

his

McGowan

showing the World's Champion

"THE LURE OF EGYPT"
story of

with

P.

support.

in

Carpentier.

It

Rea

contains

most hungry Western picture

exciting chase of a stage coach furnishes one of

the several thrills.

"MOTHER

O'

MINE"

(Associated Producers)

picturization of Charles Belmont Davis' novel,

is

a

"The )ctopus." The adaptation was made by C. Gardner Sullivan,
and Fred Niblo directed for Thomas H. Ince. The prohigh class

is

in

(

every respect, one of the most

dependable dramatic productions upon the present market.

"DON'T CALL
delightful

little

ME LITTLE

not

It

is

fits

(Realart)

is

her talents particularly
is

enough humorous
to hold the attention and Joseph Henabt rv's

particularly

situations

original

it

possesses

THE BUTTERFLY GIRL"
Daw

is

in

it.

(Pathe) presents Mar-

as a star in this Playgoers Picture production.

storv lacks general appeal and although the star

given good support by King Baggot and others,
in action

a

charming Mary

the

an adapted stage play and though the plot

direction brings out the best there

jorie

GIRL"

farce-comedy, with

Miles Minter in a role that
well.

The
is

J.

Fair and

prize-fighter training for his

An

of a hotel mix-up are highly amusing.

"THE MAN TAMER"

Elinor

one-reel subject

duction

a strong attrac-

produced by the Leah Ba^rd Productions Corporation.
exposes the inner workings of mind readers, spiritual-

ists, etc.,

story.

DAY WITH JACK DEMPSEY"

"A

tion
It

gang of men who robbed

leading role with

and

excellently chosen cast gives strong support

under the careful direction of

a

well-known players appear

has become quite the habit of American importers

also to change the titles of well

down

runs

Adapted from a magazine

In England they also changed

play "Suds" back

It

who

special

country.

Who

rugged drama of the West and concerns a young engineer

and provides poor entertainment.

it

is

is

slow

THOMAS MEIGHAN

IX

WHITE AND

UNMARRIED

(PARAMOUNT
A good warm weather

I

attraction,

interesting
though not
highly
heavily dramatic. Contains many
fresh situations and a story that
holds attention steadily without
generating excessive emotion. A
variation in character for the star
and a well produced picture from
every angle. High class direction

by Tom Forman.
Thomas Meighan has seldom

if ever
been responsible for more genuine entertainment in a single picture than in
"White and Unmarried." a story that
begins in New York, shifts quickly to

Paris

and reveals the more interesting

phases of the French capital while narrating incidents in the life and love of a
reformed burglar.
The action flows
smoothly and swiftly, and excellent settings predominate. Grace Darmond does
well with the secondary role, and the supporting cast is uniformly good.
For summer use the picture is especially desirable. Though there are many
adventures
in
which Paris Apaches
figure prominently, including a climax in
which death is dealt out generously and
amid genuine thrills, the tenor of the
whole is one of good natured story-telling and the happy ending gives complete
satisfaction
because
ample
assurance
that it will be such has preceded it.
The "Suggestions in the Stills" published in the "Exhibitors Advertising"
department of Exhibitors Herald for
June 4 will serve admirably for the presentation of the picture.
It is of such
quality as to thoroughly warrant the best
treatment in this respect that may be

accorded

Fire?" must be added to this list. It is
funny.
Most of the stunts have been
done before, but "Snub" adds that something, which has given him popularity
and proves that a good joke is never *oo
old to entertain. It will add strength to
any program.

it.

Thomas Meighan

is cast as Billy Kane,
second story man. who works alone.
he inherits a million dollars he
goes straight, making every effort to
atone for his past. On shipboard, bound
for Paris, he meets Dorothea Welters,
being taken abroad by
an
ambitious
mother seeking a titled alliance. A
friendship arises and in Paris they go to
the Cave of the
Blue Devils, where
Dorothea meets a crook who poses as a
Count, and Billy falls in love with a
French dancer. Dorothea marries ihe
Count, who deserts her when her father
refuses to support him, joining Chicoq.
an Apache, who abducts Andree. the

a

When

SPECIAL CAST IN

THE HEART LINE
(PATHE)

A

strong attraction produced by
Leah Baird Productions, which
exposes many of the tricks of the
palm readers and mediums. Good
entertainment deserving special

advertising.
mystery story, with an unexpected
ending, published under the title "The
Heart Line" has given Pathe Exchanges
one of the strongest feature attractions
it has had in several months.

A

While the story is interesting, it is the
enlightening peep behind the scenes '-n
the parlors of palm readers and mediums
which will make special appeal to public
interest.
It is this phase which
lends
itself readily to exploitation and advertising and which will give the feature
the mouth-to-mouth advertising which
should bring bigger crowds the second
and succeeding days of showings.
Leah Baird. star in her own right,
divides the center of the action with
Jerome Patrick and Ruth Sinclair. Patrick is cast as fake-medium appealing to
patronage:
society
Miss Baird as his
office

young

assistant and Miss Sinclair as a
society woman, who falls in love

Excellent

types are introfeature. There are
points, the most inter-

a series of high
esting being a sceance conducted by an
old woman, a fake spiritualist, in which
are combined comedy, tragedy, pathos
and the highly dramatic.
Following a train wreck. Mrs. Oliver
Payson becomes demented, leaves her
husband and lives alone with a little boy.
At her death, she warns the boy to take
the name of Francis Granthope and run

The boy grows to manhood and
becomes a fake-medium. In the meantime. Payson searches for the boy and
has his daughter assist him. The daughaway.

Granthope's offices and falls in
with him.
Granthope's secretary,
Fancy Gray, who also loves him. unself-

ter visits

love

one side. Following a series
of misunderstandings, it developes that
Granthope is the missing boy Payson
seeks.
Granthope and Payson's daughter are stunned by the news, believing
they are brother and sister. Payson explains that Granthope is the son of a
former partner he was about to adopt,
and the way is cleared for the young
people's marriage.
ishly steps to

JUST

IN

TIME

(EDUCATIONAL)
Chester has made funnier comedies
with Snooky than "Just in Time." but
nevertheless it is good entertainment,
with a real thrill as the final punch.
Snooky is cast as a chauffeur, discharged
for smoking while on duty.
He wins
his job back by rescuing his employer's
little

are a

with him.

character

duced throughout the

child

from a railroad

number

track.
There
of clever stunts executed.

w

dancer.
Billy takes Dorothea back to
her parents, then rescues Andree from
the Apaches, who have taken her to an
isolated farmhouse, obtaining pardon for
killing the criminals from
the French
police

and marrying Andree.

WHERE'S THE FIRE
(PATHE)
There have been a score of good

slap-

stick comedies centering about a volunteer fire department, and "Where's the

Thcmas Meighan

in a

scene from "White and Unmarried,"

a

new Paramount

picture.
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JACK DEMPSEY IN

A DAY WITH
JACK DEMPSEY
(PATHE)

A

special one-reel feature issued exclusively by Pathe showing the
strenuous training the champion
is doing for his match with Carpentier. Well made. Well worth

showing and boosting strong.
With every newspaper

in the United
States devoting pages to expert opinions,
photographs, and news of Jack Dempsey
and Georges Carpentier, who on July
meet to settle the world's heavyweight
'-i

championship, Pathe has scored another
ten-strike by cornering the only authenti.:
and exclusive pictures of the world's

champion

And

in

training.

beauty of the reel is that it
will not only bring people into the theatre, but it will completely satisfy them
after they get in.
"A Day with Jack Dempsey" would be
interesting entertainment at any time. It
the

is
well made and well cut.
With no
dragging and no hoakum. it shows the
champion pugilist going through an entire day from sunrise to bedtime
hik-

—

ing, running,
playing
tennis,
playing
handball,
tossing
the
medicine
ball,
shadow boxing, sparring with partners,
exercising in the gym, and even eating

and retiring.
It
shows
muscles in closeups.

The

his

powerful

fans with no
hope of reaching Jersey City will welcome
it as a means of forming their opinion
as to whether Dempsey is fit.
It is a big chance to play to record
business. Don't spare the advertising.
millions

of

fight

JOHNNY HINES

E

l<

A L

I)

_

NIGHT-HOOD
(EDUCATIONAL)
Not up to the high standard set by
former Torchy comedies. This one presents Torchy in the role of a match

June

11,

1921

maker assisting in an elopement, one of
the earliest plots used in motion pictures.
The subtitles are the best thing in it.
Hines works hard and so does the rest
of the cast, but the handicap of one reel
idea padded out to 2,000 feet was too
much even for this versatile comedian.

MAKJORIE DAW

IN

THE BUTTERFLY GIRL
(PATHE)

Weak

entertainment which is partially saved by touches of humor
supplied by the star and King
Baggot.
Moral rather painfully
forced in.
Produced by
goers' Picture Company.

Play-

Majorie Daw's introduction as the star
the Playgoers' Picture Company is
rather unfortunate as "The Butterfly
Girl" is not made from a story of general appeal and it lacks most of the elements necessary to success at the box
for

office.

Aside from King Baggot, the supportgives little assistance to Miss
Daw in her determined effort to make
good. The greater part of the picture is
boresomc, slow in action and poor in entertainment value, with the cast painfully
overacting. The converting of the "butterfly girl" into an earnest welfare worker
in the last few feet detracts rather than
adds to the performance.
There are some real good laughs in
the picture, however.
Marjorie's few
hours as an office employe for King Baggot create as good comedy as any one
could wish for.
It is proof the young
woman has talent and deserves better
ing cast

MARJORIE

MARY MILES MINTER

IN

DON'T CALL ME
LITTLE GIRL
(REALART)
Mot

particularly original of plot
but well produced and action
kept up at good pace all the way
through. Star in one of her most

Daw

is cast as a frivolous young
revels in kissing young men, and
having a host of admirers. She attracts
a married man and obtains a position in
Then she marries one of the
his office.
young men she has been going with. The
wife of her employer sees the situation;
interests the girl in charitable work, and
gives her a new outlook on life.

Miss

girl,

DAW

Star in "The Butterfly Girl," the Playgoer's
Picture Production, distributed by Pathe.

things.

IN

TORCHY'S

II

who

bewitching moods.
Joseph Henabery.

Direction by

An excellent cast, very will directed,
gives "Don't Call Me Little Girl," an air
of substantiality which the plot does not
possess.
It is an adaptation of the play
"Jerry," with Mary Miles Minter in the
titular role; the story of a mix-up in love
affairs that is finally straightened out to
everyone's satisfaction in the last reel.
Ruth Stonehouse has the role of an
austere lady of thirty years, whose wedding day has been postponed so many
times it has become a habit. She is Jerry's aunt Joan and gives an exceptionally
good performance. Jerome Patrick has
the role of Montagu Wade, Joan's fiance,
until Jerry appears upon the scene; Edward Flanagan is the Peter Flagg of the
play and Winifred Greenwood is Jerry's
mother. All the parts are splendidly
handled.
The production has been lavishly
mounted and Miss Minter is as always,
charming. There isn't a dull moment in
it

either.

Jerry and her mother visit the Doubledays to attend the wedding of Joan and

Montagu Wade, who have been engaged
She refuses to be "a litany longer, breaks away from
her mother, steals a young man's auto
and after wrecking a fruit .peddler's
wagon, is rescued by Wade, who
promptly falls in love with her. The
published anonuncement of the approaching wedding is somewhat changed by
for ten years.

tle

girl"

she substituting Peter Flagg,
she finds in her aunt's arms, for
the long engaged one.
She then feigns
suicide and falls into Wade's arms as he
comes rushing to her side. Henabery
has made the most of this slender plot.

Jerry,

whom

One

of the

"punch" scenes from "A Day with Jack Dempsey" (Pathe).

June
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TOM MIX

THE

RIDIN'

IX

ROMEO

(FOX)
Fascinating story of the wild escapades of a cowboy in love with a
rancher's daughter. A story without a villain. Directed by George
E. Marshall.

"The Ridin' Romeo" fits
which was written by

screen

this

Tom

play,

Mix,

power are only a few of the features of
this young man's cottage. Another amusing incident was the swaying barn
wherein twenty strenuous cowboys endeavor to overtake and capture the lively
Jim Rose. This chase was only equalled
by the one on horseback over miles or
hilly country in pursuit of a stage coach.
There is a confusion of babies, the kidnaping of a "vamp" and the final capture of Jim that keeps the action at a

about as well as anything coirld. There
riding in it than a three-ring
is more
It is a
circus or two wild west shows.
typical Tom Mix vehicle, with Tom th;

high pitch for the entire

centre of the stage all the time.
Considerable ingenuity was displayed

as

staging the opening scenes, showing
the interior of Jim Rose's bunk, the role
in

taken

by

Automatic

Mix.

shower

baths, coffee grinders, batter cake mixers

and folding beds

all

worked by water

Vitagraph's superb production of
David Belasco's famous stage play
presents Catherine Calvert in the
stellar role. It has many advantages
stage predecessor, for it was
made in the exact locale described
in the story, on a stage that is

over

its

nature

itself.

The spoken drama

limited in its ability to convey
ideas that the film visualizes in
is

dramatic scenes.
Depicting one of the most interesting and intensely dramatic periods in American history, with a
clean, sweet love story interwoven
in a background of war, the production has a theme that will appeal to all. Great care and discretion have been exercised in producing the picture. There is just
of the war of the rebellion
to set the story, and not enough to
convey the horror of those stirring
days. The camera work in these

enough

scenes with the war background is
remarkable. The bell scene, a
spectacle for which "The Heart of
Maryland" will always be known,
is handled in a capable manner,
but though this was the big scene
in the play, the picture carries
many of equal importance. All in
all, the production grips the attention from the first and holds it
Picturesque titles
throughout.
help to cover the lapses of time and
change of place, and some of the
illustrated titles are real

works of

art.

Miss Calvert was never seen to
greater advantage than as Mary-

land Calvert, and her work
throughout is practically beyond
criticism. Crane
the role of Alan

Wilbur handles
Kendrick in a

masterly manner, while Victoria
White, Marguerite Sanchez, Jane
Jennings, William Collier, Jr., Ben

Lyon and

Felix

Krembs

all

deserve

mention.

—Washington, D. C,

Post.

— Advt.

of the best

Mix

pictures

five reels.

Fox

One

ever pro-

duced.

Rea Mitchell appears opposite the star,
Mabel Brentwood; Sid Jordan is Jack
Walters, a farm hand; Harry Dunkinson
as King Brentwood, and Eugenie Ford
The others are equally
as the "vamp."
well cast.

Jim Rose is kicked off the place when
he goes to call on Mabel, but, undaunted,
he attends her birthday party only to
be discovered by the irate father. The
employes are ordered to catch him. but
after an hour's chase, in which the barn
gets away.
He also
is wrecked, Jim
prevents the holding-up of the stage, in
which an adventuress is planning a visit
to Mabel's father.
The men take up
the trail, when Jim delivers the "vampire"
at the ranch.
He runs upon a baby
in the woods, takes it to his cottage and
kidnaps an Indian, with a baby, for a
nurse. The babies become mixed and the
Indian baby is turned over to the distracted parents of the white child. Jim
saves the adventuress from the hands of
the ranchmen and she aids him in his
love affair with Mabel.
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THE LURE OF EGYPT
(PAT HE)

A

story laid in Egypt
acted by a strong cast. Plot is a
familiar one but with the eastern
setting should prove pleasing entertainment.
Action slow at intervals.
Directed by Howard

romantic

Hickman.
With an expedition searching for the
tomb of Akhanton, an ancient Pharaoh
of Egypt, as the background of the action, "The Lure of Egypt" depicts the
familiar
sincere,

the love of a young adventurer, good at
heart, but inclined to be a wanderer.
Howard Hickman, the director, has
made the most of the rather familiar
story and has given a generous touch of
mystery and romance to the eastern settings.
J.

Robert McKim, Claire Adams, Joseph
Dowling. Carl Grantvoort, Maude
Loraine take the lead-

Wayne and Harry
ing roles.
tively.

The
tion

COLD STEEL
(ROBERTSOX-COLE)
Convincing,

though

role,

with

Kathleen

Clifford.

Elinor Fair, Nigel deBrullier and
others lending good support. Directed by Sherwood McDonald.
Adapted from a story which appeared
in Argosy magazine, by Monte Katterjohn, this screen drama tells in an interesting manner the story of the struggle
of a young civil engineer against great
odds, the righting of a wrong with a
pleasing
romance nicely interwoven.
There is considerable gun play and several members of the villainous gang that
plots against the young engineer, meet

sudden death because he is considerably
quicker than they are on the "draw."
Many unusual and interesting scenes
of a large dam are shown and a thrilling
death plunge of an automobile over a
cliff adds a sensational touch.
Of the cast's work little can be said
except that of J. P. McGowan and Xigel
deBrullier whose work was forceful and
convincing. That of the others was only
fair.

Weir, a young civil engineer,
as "Cold Steel" is assigned to
finish a large dam in a distant town,
where his father years before had been
robbed and deprived of valuable cattle
Four of the men involved in the
land.
crooked deal still live there. Martinez, a
lawyer, lends valuable assistance to Weir
in getting evidence against the crooks.
The gang tries to blow up the dam but
through the quick wit of Weir it is saved
and the plotters are wiped out by a dynamite explosion.
Steel

known

play

their

parts

effec-

suggests unlimited exploitawhich will be borne

title

out by the feature itself.
Professor Lampton is interrupted in
his work of excavating for the tomb of
Akhanton by lack of funds and accepts
aid offered
by Prince Dagmar, who
hopes to loot the tomb when opened.

Amory, an artist working for
Lampton, is in love with Margaret
Lampton. but infatuated with Millicent.

Michael
Prof.

When

Professor Lampton is
finds himself; spurns
Millicent. and discovers the tomb.
He
thwarts Dagmar's final desperate effort
to rob the tomb of its iewels and then
claims Margaret's hand

a vampire.

Amory

ill.

melodramatic,

story of a young engineers efforts
to right a wrong done his father.
J. P. McGowan has the leading

All

possibilities,

taken

SPECIAL CAST IX

struggle of a vampire and a
courageous young woman for

BEBE DAXIELS IX

TWO WEEKS

WITH PAY

(REALART)
A sprightly comedy that

holds the

Bebe Daniels shines

interest.

in

a dual role. An entertaining feature that has been well directed

by Maurice Campbell from the
Saturday Evening Post story by
Nina Wilcox Putnam.
"Two Weeks With Pay" is a light
comedy
from

that exudes

first

to last.

good entertainment
It

is

cheery, whole-

some and has been given an expensive
production,

all

making very

of which contributes

satisfactory audience

in

ma-

terial.

The

star gives an agreeable portrayal
modiste's manikin who is given a
two weeks' vacation with pay at a
fashionable summer resort. She is mistaken for Marie La Tour, a motion picture actress, and is prevailed upon to
take part in a charity entertainment
under the supposition that she is the film
Her final unmasking and the
star.
termination of her romance with its
surprise twist, supply an ending that is
not plausible but nevertheless pleasing.
Bebe Daniels puts a great deal of personality in her part and the work of the
rest of the cast including. Jack Mulhall.
George Periolat. Walter Heirs. James
Mason and Frances Raymond is ac-

of a

ceptable.
The direction of Maurice Campbell is
excellent and in this he has been aided
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by the carefully written continuity provided by Alice Eyton. The name of the
author, Nina Wilcox Putnam, and that

mer amusement "Two Weeks With Pay"
the

completely.

bill

but young Caldwell knocks him flat and
the elder Caldwell gladly gives his consent to their marriage.
Rex dcRosselli appears as Jim Horrigan: William Welsh is Delmar; C. B.

SPECIAL CAST IN

MOTHER

MINE

O'

Murphy

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)

A

is

Caldwell. Jr., and
the elder Caldwell.

is

Norman Hammond,

dramatic production with
a strong
story effectively combined.
One
of the genuinely powerful pictures
of the day.
Rich in appeal and

Tim Murphy:

a circus attache,

while Roscoe Karns,

strictly

All are excellently cast.

workmanship and

fine

1921

11.

Delmar discharges her and the act goes
into a vaudeville house, the elder Caldwell engages Kitty to "tame" his son.
She succeeds in making a man of him
and then returns to the circus. Delmar
again tries to force his attentions on her

of the star, should be used as the best
exploitation assets. As light frothy sumfills

June

OWEN' MOORE N
I

worthy

A DIVORCE OF
CONVENIENCE

mum

Owen Moore

of extra exploitation and
forceful presentation.
A photoplay that should stand the maxirun in any theatre.
Fred
Niblo directed.

With
Mine"

(SELZNICK)
smooth

"Mother o'
for any
is
made available. C. Gardner
Sullivan adapted the story from Charles
Belmont Davis' novel. "The Octopus."
the

a

publication

of

dependable attraction

season

to

register

high

in

popular

favor.

The

story,

as

the

title

indicates,

romps home a winner.
Excellent cast in support.
Play
is well staged.
Stage farces and screen farces are two

steady, rapid action.
A number of high points are reached,
any one of which would have served a
lesser photoplay. A single scene, wherein
a mother pleads with the woman whose
false testimony has resulted in her son's
conviction on a charge of murder, turning from supplication to physical struggle
when her pleas for mercy are of no avail,
will remain long in memory as one of
the big scenes of recent production.
The picture is excellently made, splendidly furnished, and displays under the

most

advantageous

circumstances posstory that has universal appeal.
The narrative sets forth the experiences of a country boy whose father, divorced from his mother in the son's infancy, and believed by him to be dead,
gives the young man employment in the
city, deliberately planning to warp his
character as a means of being revenged
upon bis former wife. The boy, under
the influence of a girl he meets and loves,
refuses to fall in with his father's plans,
and the latter is accidentally shot and
killed in a quarrel.
The boy is sentenced to death, a
woman companion of the dead man testifying falsely against him.
On the night
he is to be executed his mother forces a
confession from the perjuress and a
sible a

:

happy conclusion

is

effected.

very

And one

is

based upon mother love, but the production is not a one-idea picture.
There
are many sub-plots, all introduced logically and with a purpose, and there is

In this

nick star

Fred Niblo directed it for Thomas 11
luce.
Lloyd Hughes. Betty Blythe. Betty
Ross Clark and Joseph Kilgour have the
leading roles. All concerned have worked
well in producing a high-class drama
calculated

his best.

at

running
farce - comedy,
written by Victor Heerman and
directed by Robert Ellis, the Selz-

GLADYS WALTON
the lions she plays with in
Man Turner" (Universal).

of

GLADYS WALTON

"The

fashionable

THE MAN TAMER
Director Harry B. Harris has taken
familiar material and woven an
interesting production
from it.
The plot is not particularly original, but Miss Walton appears to

and

This story of circus life will be found
amusing, though light, summer entertainment.
There are two or three well
staged dramatic incidents beneath the
"big top" which are more convincing
than the society incidents where the discouraged father enters into a plot to have
his son "tamed" by the little lion tamer.
Miss Walton is as charming and vivacious as ever and the story moves along
:,mojthly, although its plot is one quite
familiar to picture-goers.
There is opportunity for exploitation taking the
circus angle of the picture as a basis
and the attractive costumes of the players
with the proper ballyhoo, should work

up interest

in the picture.
story concerns Kitty Horrigan.
her father jim Horrigan, Delmar, owner
of the circus. Bradley Caldwell. Jr. and
his father.
Kitty refuses to accept the
attentions of Delmar, and is pursued also
by a wealthy youth, Caldwell.
When

The

but

hotel

humorous subtitles,
Owen Moore and a

(UNIVERSAL)

in this circus story,
is pleasant to look upon.

get

over,

but

"A Divorce

with

the

the serious

of

in

aid

work

a

of
of

rehearsed cast
of players, it proved quite a mirth provoker at the State-Lake theatre, Chicago,

where

it

had

its

well

initial

mid-West show-

ing.

Moore never appeared

to

better

ad-

vantage

than as the perplexed young
man who allows himself to be used as a
co-respondent to help out a pair of enterprising lawyers.
It is straight farce but
well put over.
Katherine Perry, Nita
Naldi.
Frank Wonderlee, George A.
Lessey, Dan J. Duffy and Charles Craig
render valuable assistance in this fastmoving, beautifully mounted and highly
amusing story. A word of commendation for Mr. Ellis is also due for his
excellent work.
Jim Blake, a love-lorn swain, lives at
a New York Hotel.
He is expecting a
visit from his sweetheart and her father.
Senator Wakefield, when he is inveigled
into pretending to be a co-respondent in
a "divorce of convenience."
Tula Moliana, a beautiful Mexican is one of the
principals of the divorce. Tula, unknown
to Jim, is the wife of Senator Wakefield,
from whom she wishes to secure her free-

dom.

The Senator

is

to

peek through

the key hole and discover Jim in Tula's
arms but there is maiiy a hitch before all
is straightened out.

Nothing can compare with -

devotion
enjoy
Ijoxill

to
in

Convenience" and very neatly too.
It is the usual mix-up of folks

IN

advantage

things
has done it

difficult

Selznick

it J

Tune
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After having seen

his latest feature,

"The

Woman God

Changed." receive a cordial
reception at the Rivioli theatre, Robert
\ KSNOLA has left town for a six weeks'

Little Ole

1

next Cosmo-

vacation before starting his
politan production.
» * *

New York

Herbert Y ates reports that the Republic
Laboratory is doing so much business that
he is thinking of buying a bank to store

Doc Willat of the Willat productions
has left brother Irvin Willat back in Los
Angeles long enough to deliver the latest
output of the studio to the Hodkinson home

W."

for the personal inspection of "YV.
* * *

Sydney Cohen

his

indisposition

from

following his recent trip

Europe and is now back at the old desk
running his huge organization.

to

*

*

*

the Famous Players-Lasky
studio thought so well of the promotion
given their late boss, Victor Clarke, that
they presented him with a gold Ingersol.
Bob Kane, the new manager of the studio,
did the honors and Clay Davis wound the
thing up for Mr. Clarke so that everything
would be shipshape before taking up his
new position of special representative of
the production department.
* * *

The gang

at

The originator of the name J. Parker
Read is back in Xew York after a long
absence in South America in the interests
of his son. the well known producer. J.
Parker Read. Jr.
*

*

*

Outside of looking after his producing
confering with the First National
officials, buying stories and turning down
job hunters. Irvixg Lesser hasn't had a
thing to do of late. Mr. Lesser returns to
the coast within the next few davs.
interests,

the surplus profits.
*

busily engaged in completing his
second for* the Pathe organization. Mr.
Cleveland's western serial. "White Eagle."
is now being produced on the coast by Hal
tures,

is

*
*

Allax Dawn

*

Because of increased business the Celtic
Photoplays. Inc.. and the Arcanum Attractions, Inc.. have removed their executive
offices from :;.'!0 West 42d street to the
Candler building.

part.

that the next

*

the writer of serial fea-

Roach, with Ruth Roland enacting the star

busily engaged in entertaining his twelve best friends who are
in the big town for a little business. The
best friends are the members of the executive committee of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, all of whom agree
that Syd is some host.
* * *
is

Samcel Goldwvx has recovered

Val Cleveland,

is

*
in

*

town.

Sydney

He announces

Dwan

feature for Associated
Producers will be made in the East.

per cent of the best Italian productions.

says that the climate of Rome is
derful, almost like New York and
fornia. He has engaged the Italian
sel-general to help him out with his

He

won-

*

opened his new theatre at
New Rochelle this week with the aid of a
company of screen and stage stars, whose
presence added to the gayety of the occasion.

Cali-

Eng-

*

Ma rcl's Loew

coun-

lish.

*

LaBelle. a
take charge of the news end of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners activities.
*

Cnless all reports are wrong it looks as
though Ernest Shipmax is tying up ninety

*

Cohen has engaged Claude
well known magazine writer, to

S.

Tom Moore

is

*

*

in

town

'

*

the Ritz

at

about ten days on business
with the Moore chain of

for

connection

in

Washington

theatres.

Samuel

L.

Rothafel was

the guest of

honor at the luncheon of the Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers, with the result
that the others present were treated to a
few remarks on the industry by the well

known showman.
*

*

*

Jack F. Reillv has been engaged by Ray
Smallwood as his personal representative,
and from now on will be located at the
palatial offices of the Smallwood company.
150 West 34th street. New York.
*

*

*

*

*

Francis J. Hawkins of the Producers
Security Corporation has recently completed a swing around the Washington.
Philadelphia and Baltimore territory and
came back with a bundle of contracts for
the exhibition of his concern's product.
*

*

*

Hounixi has completed the

made by

first

picture

own

independent company.
Jane Connelly played the lead and Burton
his

King directed

the feature.

*

Clarke Irvine is in town at the Biltmore. busily engaged in piloting Max Linder around. Mr. Irvine now speaks French
so perfectlv that he can interpret a picture
made in France without looking at a
Webster.

John Lynn Purchases Site
WHITE PLAINS. N. Y.—John Lynn
of Greenbridge avenue has

bought a site
Mainaroueck avenue. Mamaroneck. on
which he will erect a theatre.

in

i

—

attended the Goldwyn Exchange Managers' Convention, Culver City. Top row, left to right E. J. McA. Koerpel, Boston; Newton Davis, Minneapolis; Ben Fish, Denver: Nat Barach, Pittsburgh; J. W. Pope,
Kansas City: Howard Dietz, director of advertising and publicity; W. J. Kimes, Cleveland; L. B. Remy, Dallas; Maurice
Charles Knickerbocker, Salt Lake City; G. C. Parsons, San Francisco; Jack Weil, St. Louis; John Flynn, Detroit: A. S.
Aronson and Alfred Weiss, vice-presidents, Goldwyn; Eric Schay, assistant treasurer: S. Eckman, Jr., New York; George
Hickey, Buffalo; Cecil Maberry, Chicago; Arthur Lucas, Atlanta.

Snapshot of those
Ivor,

Omaha;

who
J.
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New

Christie Series

three

of

the

new

Galsworthy, distinguished
English author, has been added to
the

series

players featured.

The

of the

first

vore,

who

is

new

It,"

Christie comedies,

includes Dorothy De-

featured, with Eddie Barry,

Karl Rodney, Helen Darling,

Ward

Caul-

Eugene Corey and others. This
comedy has been practically completed
field,

under the personal direction of Al Christie,

who

in

addition

to

supervising

all

pictures made by his company is directing a large number of the shorts.
The production work has been so
divided that Christie will direct nearly all
of the pictures in which girl <tars are
featured, and William Beaudine, Scott
Sidney and Frederic Sullivan will direct
the other pictures which have casts
headed by the men.

Beaudine Directs Second

The second picture in the series has
been titled "Oh, Buddy," and featureNeal Burns, under the direction of Beau-

Inspiration Pictures Buys
Adaptation of Bolton Play
Pictures, Inc., has purInspiration
chased the film production of the comedy
drama, "The Cave Girl," by Guy Bolton
and George Middleton. This play was
one of the successes of the New York
theatrical season last year. The scenario
is by William Parker.

The

principal

characters

romance are portrayed by

in

this

a special cast,

including Teddy Gerard, Lillian Tucker.
Charles Meredith, Wilton Taylor, Eleanor
Hancock, Boris Karloff, John Beck and

dine.

Vera Steadman is the leading
woman. Helen Darling, Victor Rottman,
George French and others are in the

The photography was
Jake Abraham.
done by Victor Milner and the titles by
Kathcrine Hilliker. The picture shortly
will be ready for publication, but the
method of distribution has not been de-

cast.

cided upon.

The

third picture will be put into production soon by Al Christie and will feature Viora Daniel.
Jay Belasco comes
back to Christie for this picture. Christie has also signed up "Laddie," the dog
who registered a hit in several recent
productions. Eugenie Forde, Ward Caulfield and others are in the cast.

Hirsh to Tour Europe
Hirsh, president of Aywon
Film
Corporation,
sailed
recently
for
Europe.
For the next several months
he will tour the foreign cities in a combination business and pleasure trip.

Nathan

TWO TOUCHING

in

Preparation for Over

Four Months

of celebrated contributors

dent of the Selznick corporation,
has announced the purchase of Mr.
Galsworthy's play, "Justice," for
screening by the Selznick company
in the near future.
In this country, 'Justice" was
produced on the speaking stage by
John D. Williams, with John Barryniore in the principal role.

Features Dorothy Devore

"Nothing Like

list

to the art of the American photoplay.
Myron Selznick, vice-presi-

of

which
through Educational has recently been
twelve-month
arranged
for
another
period, are under way with many promi-

comedy

"Little Lord Fauntleroy"

John

Christie comedies, distribution of

nent

Film in Production

Play by Galsworthy

Featured in Pictures
for Educational
first

1921

11,

Elaborate Pickford
Selznick to Screen

Placed in Production
Prominent Comedy Players
The

June

Mary Pickford has
tion "Little

clared

at

placed

the

Pickford

produc-

in

Lord Fauntleroy."
plant

de-

It is

that

this

will be the star's first million-dollar pic-

ture.

Four months were spent in making
preliminary arrangements for production
of the Frances Hodgson Burnett story.
Fifth for United Artists

This picture will be Miss Pickford's
fifth contribution for United Artists and
by far the most extravagant photoplay
she has ever undertaken. It is expected
that she will be working well into the
summer, and it is hoped that the production will be ready for its New York
premiere the early part of September.
That exhibitors may expect to book a
picture decidedly different from anything Miss Pickford has ever before put
out is the statement of Hiram Abrams,
president of United Artists Corporation,
who in conference on the Coast with
Miss Pickford and Bennie Zeidman, her
production manager, regarding an extensive advertising

and

campaign

selling

in

connection with this feature.

Photography

The

difficult

Is Difficult

problem

in

photography

presented in this feature is one of the
things that will make it a costly production.
Miss Pickford, playing two distinct roles all through the picture, occupies the screen in two different characters
Rosher
same time.
Charles
at
the
is in charge of photography.
The direction is being handled by
Jack Pickford and Alfred E. Green.

Bernard

McConville

wrote

the

script.

The leading character has been given
Claude Gillingwater.

SCENES FROM "SENTIMENTAL TOMMY'

to

June
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Film^

on Welfare Program
"The Heart

Maryland"
Women's
League
of

Is

Praised by
"One
the

is

of the good things of the year"
description of Tom Moore, the

Washington, D.

C, exhibitor, concern"The Heart of
Maryland," which was selected by the
executive committee of the Women's
Welfare League of the nation's capital
as the main attraction at Tom Moore's
Garden theatre during the two weeks the
ing Vitagraph's special,

theatre
league.

being run for the benefit of the

is

was

originally planned to run "The
of
Maryland" or some other
special for only one week, but after the
picture had been screened for the committee and had generated such enthusiasm, and, later, produced the same
effect on Mr. Moore himself and the staff
of his theatre, it was decided to lengthen
the run to two weeks.
It

Heart

Is Tribute to

The

selection of

land"

Picture

"The Heart

of

Mary-

considered a tribute to the picboth as to entertainment and drawing power, for both the committee and
Mr. Moore had been on the lookout for
entertainment which would draw at the
is

ture,

box

office.

The committee which chose the picture
was composed of prominent women of
Washington, whose families were about
equally divided between the North and
the South, but the Vitagraph production
was the unanimous choice, as, to quote
Mr. Moore himself, the director of the
picture, Tom Terriss, handled the story
in such a way as to minimize its Civil
War, or, in fact, any war element, and
to make the most of its beauty and charm
appeal as a great love story.

President to Attend
President and Mrs. Harding are to be
among the notables who are to be the
guests of honor at one performance.
Members of the cabinet have taken boxes
for various nights, and the foreign diplomats are giving the undertaking full support.

Catherine Calvert, star of the feature,
was. at the request of the league, a guest

Edward

McLean, editor and pubWashington Post, and made
a personal appearance at the Garden theatre at the opening performance.
of

Claims New Creation
In Animated Cartoons
A

series of pen and ink cartoons, recently and privately shown by C. C. Burr,
their sponsor and the president of Affiliated Distributers, Inc., will be marketed
this

organization through

its

franchise

holders.

The cartoons

are done by an unnamed
has succeeded, it is said, not
only in bringing fresh humor to this type
of entertainment, but who also has perfected the animation to a point where
the most extraordinary movements are
done in a wholly natural manner. It is
said also that a method has been per-

artist

who

fected whereby the pen and ink characters can be made to perform in real
settings, miniature or full size and in association with real players. These novel
productions will be issued in split reel
form, each accompanied by a Rollin Lester Dixon
scenic poem. The first is
scheduled for publication in the early

autumn.

Whitman Bennett production

"Salvation Nell"

a First National feature

Universal Exchanges Form Bureau
to Assist Incapacitated Employes
Only Members of Branch and Sales Forces to Be

—

Admitted for Time Being Berman Sponsor
of Welfare Organization
Lniversal Aid, a welfare organization
aid members of the sales and exchange forces of Universal Film Manufacturing Company who are incapacitated through illness or injury, was
formed at the recent meeting of branch
managers in Chicago.
H. M. Berman. general manager, is
father of the movement.
In discussing
the movement, he called attention to the
unfortunate condition of employes who
are unable to discharge their duties because of sickness or accident.
to

B.

lisher of the

by

Pauline Starke in a scene from the

Several Employes Incapacitated
is true," said Mr.
Berman, "that
heretofore these matters have been attended to by the company, but few employes feel like imposing on a business
institution, however much they need the
assistance. Almost every one of you here
knows that the company is maintaining
in sanitoriums more than half a dozen of

"It

employes, some of whom have been
incapacitated for over a year.
"What I have to say now does not in

M. A. Chase of Buffalo; Edward Armstrong of Denver, and Herman Stern of
Chicago.
Mr.
Berman was added
officio.
The association will be known
as the Universal Aid; it will be an
unincorporated organization without capital or stock ownership; it will be devoted solely to the taking care of
members of the sales and exchange
force in the United States and Canada
who become ill for any long period of
time and need more assistance than they
feel like asking of the company.
For the present, membership will be

members of the sales and exchange force. Membership will not be
compulsory.
Xo one need contribute
toward the fund unless he or she desires
to, but those who do will contribute a
small weekly portion of their salary, in a
ratio to be determined later by the orlimited to

ganization committee.

its

any way lessen the willingness of the
company to care for employes who meet
misfortune.

I

am

speaking, however, as

an employe myself and

employes

whom

conversations
selling
raised

force

I

am

I

speaking to
personal

know from

feel as I do, that this

should

through its
which to draw, and

have

own
to

some

great
fund,

upon
which each one
efforts,

would be entitled to assistance when the
necessity arises. I know that Mr. Laemmle. Mr. Cochrane and Mr. Stern feel
as I do and I have their assurance that
they will come down with a very material personal contribution toward this object."

Appoint Organization Committee
An organization committee consisting
of Art Schmidt of Cleveland, chairman:

Apfel and Russell Make
Nine Reel Film of "Ten
Nights in a Bar Room"
Oscar Apfel and John Russell have returned to New York after completing a
nine-reel production of "Ten Nights in a
Bar Room." L. Case Russell wrote the
The locale of
script for the production.
the story was shifted to permit the filming of spectacular scenes during the lumIt will be given a
ber running season.
Broadway booking.

Zander Launches Project
RHINELANDER, WIS.— Herman

C.

Zander, owner of the Majestic, plans a

new

theatre for the city to seat 1,500 pa-

trons.
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Paramount Campaign
Nets Heavy Booking

Selznick Will Utilize
Two Fort Lee Plants

Town

Six Directors are to Have

Thinks "Best Show

Week"

in

Units

Will Surpass

Production
Shortly

in

"Kent Week"

At Fort Lee the Selznick studios are
declared to represent about all that is

Reports received by

S. K. Kent, genof distribution for Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, are said to
indicate that exhibitors throughout the
country are preparing to participate in

eral

manager

Paramount's

Show

"Best

Week," beginning on June
that

make

will

lit

bookings

the

Town

in
in

left
of motion picture activities there,
but present operations and plans for the
immediate future will keep the Universal
and Paragon plants humming with production.
Six directors will have companies at work very soon.
Two presentations are occupying
stages at the Selznick-L'uiversal studio,
with George Archainbaud directing Eugene O'Brien in "Caly Dollars." and
Ralph nee supervising the Elaine Hammerstein presentation of "Remorseless

numbers
for

that

week surpass those in the recent "Kent
Week." which rolled up a record 01
nearly $800,000

in

rentals.

Conduct Newspaper Campaign

I

Backed by a widespread newspaper
campaign, conducted by Jerome Beatty.
director of publicity and advertising.
Paramount salesmen are making an effort to surpass the rental record during
the last Paramount week.
Full page advestisements listing the names of thethe paper's territory showing
pictures during the week are
being carried in key cities. This advertising is supported by an intensive publicity and exploitation campaign.
Claud Saunders, exploitation manager,
has outlined a campaign for his exploitation men in the field, and exhibitors
booking Paramount pictures daring that
week will receive an unusual amount of
co-operation in the way of exploitation
of their theatres.
atres

On

Aids

"The

Summer

object

of

this

Mr. Kent,

paign," said

hibitors
in
getting
*tart at the opening
son.
The results of

Business
intensive

cam-

to assist exaway to the right
of the summer sea"is

"The Best Show in
Week' are expected to show ex-

Town

hibitors that the best way to combat the
present period of industrial dullness is
to exert extra efforts."

Selznick Denies Levey
Has Firm's Films for
Non - Th ea trica I Tra de
News

stories

which recently have ap-

publications circulating among
motion picture people to the effect that
National Non-theatrical Motion Pictures,

peared

in

which Harry Levey is the presihad obtained for non-theatrical

Inc., of

dent,
publication

number of Selznick pictures, among them "The Land of Opportunity," "Uncle Tom's Cabin," "The
Isle of Conquest," "The Imp," "Panthea."
"The Country Cousin," "The
a

Miracle of Manhattan." "Cheating Cheatthe
Kaufman Masterpieces and

ers,"

others,

seem

to

have been unfounded.

the Selznick organization is
not aware of any such arrangement.
Lewis J. Selznick, the head of that organization, says that no such deal with
Levey's concern has been made or is in
least

contemplation.
The Selznick product, said Mr. Selznick, is open for non-theatrical booking
either directly or through any proper
medium, but is not and will not be tied
up with any booking agency whatever.

Ruth Stonehouse
For Santschi Support

Cyrus J.
Stonehouse

has signed Ruth
to play the feminine lead in

Williams

the first of a series of
starring Tom Santschi.

Western features

is

away on

of absence, while he directs the
George Arliss presentation of "Disraeli,"
the office of director for Conway Tearle
P. S. Harle,
is being filled by William

leave

Marion Fairfax learns how to operate a typesetting machine from George Miltemer, foreman of the composing room of Los Angeles
Examiner. The machine was used for scenes
in "The Lying Truth." a Fairfax Production.

Play "Ne'er-Do- Well"

Run Houses

in First

Exchange Men Report Lively
Booking on Reissue of
Beach Picture
Friedman
Film Corporation, Minneapolis, and Lee
Goldberg of Big Feature Rights CorBen Friedman, president

of

both advise Robert
poration.
W. Priest, president of the Film Market,
Inc., that they have booked some very
important first runs on Rex Beach's revival of "The Ne'er-do- Well."
Mr. Goldberg, while in New York recently, told
Mr. Priest that he had
Louisville,

booked "The Ne'er-Do-Well"
National.

make

Louisville.

comparatively a

it

The
new

at

Keith's

new

titles

Hall Writes Story for
First Allene Ray Film
The

first

of the

new Allene Ray

series

be produced by Western
Pictures Corporation, Bert Lubin, president, and of which there will be six, will
be a screen adaption of an original story
of pictures

who

is

producing "Love's Masquerade."

before starting on the "Disraeli"
production Director Kolker finished "Ye
Shall Pay." in which Mr. Tearle will
soon be presented in the Selznick series.
The versatility of Selznick directors is
Just

demonstrated by Robert
Ellis

has just

Ellis,

who

re-

Owen

cently has directed

finished

Moore. Mr.
three weeks of

acting opposite Elaine Hammerstein as
"Handcuffs or
in
her leading man
Kisses."
Very soon he resumes activities as Mr. Moore's director when the

Paragon
the next

facilities

Moore

will

be

utilized

for

feature comedy.

Crosland to Return

Alan Crosland is another Selznick director off on leave who returns to Fort
Lee as soon as he has completed the
Constance Binney presentation he is now
rounding out for Famous Players-Lasky.
Mr. Crosland has previously directed
Eugene O'Brien features, although "The
Last Door." newest of the O'Brien offerings, was prepared for the screen by
William P. S. Earle.

feature suit-

Mr. Friedman
able for any first run.
reports a long list of bookings for the
in
a supply of acsummer and has laid
cessories and three new prints.

to

written especially for the star by Walter

Richard Hall, scenarist.
It is claimed by the producers that the
picture will depend on its fast action,
physical feats and dramatic suspense to
carry it over. It will be free from holdups, murders, and free-for-all pistol duels
typical of Westerns.

Goldwyn Denies Morris Is
Leaving Eminent Authors
Goldwyn emphatically

Signs

Leave of Absence

Henry Kolker

Because

in

Paramount

At

Love."

denies a report
published to the effect that
Gouverneur Morris, the author, is to
withdraw from Fminent Authors Corporation, which is associated with Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. "We have a
long term contract with Mr. Morris and
have first call on all his material," said

George Ade Will Title
Neilan-Barrymore Film
Marshall Neilan has signed George
Ade, famous humorist and author, to
handle the titles of the John Barrymore
picture. "The Lotus Eater," produced by
in New York and Florida.
Mr. Neilan visited Mr. Ade's home

Neilan

in

Indiana, where the film was projected in
the author's home and the preliminary
work of preparing the titles was laid out.
Upon completion of his conference with
Mr. Ade, the producer went to Los Angeles, where he will resume activities on
his next First National picture started in
New York recently. The new story on

which Mr. Neilan is now engaged is said
to present a novel idea in motion picture
writing, details of which are expected to
be forthcoming upon the director's arIn this picture
rival on the West Coast.
Mr. Neilan brings out a new discovery
in the person of a young artist who has
just arrived from Europe and whose
identity will be kept a secret until the
picture

is

finished.

recently

Samuel Goldwyn.

Thompsons Control House
DALLAS.

TEX.

— Robert

Wilmans

has sold the Palace theatre at 2407 Elm
street to True E., Paul E. and C. W.

Thompson,
Lloyd.

P.

E.

Wilson

and

W.

R.
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Two Additional

Franchises Awarded
by Associated Exhibitors Officials

Eddie Zorn Gets First Run on Company's Product
In Toledo— Beatty 's Contract Covers
Four Theatres on Coast
Executive Committee of AssoExhibitors has awarded Eddie
Zorn. Toledo. O.. the Associated franchise
for the Temple theatre there, assuring
himself first run on all Associated prodHarold
ucts, including productions of
Lloyd. Mae Murray and Florence Yidor.

The

ciated

Beatty Also Gets Franchise
Associated executive committee
has accepted the application of
James Beatty for Associated franchise in
San Jose and Fresno, Cal. Mr. Beatty
will use the Associated franchise for his
Liberty theatre at Fresno and the Liberty
and Jose theatres in San Jose. His franchise also will cover his new theatre, the
American, now being erected in San Jose.
Having analyzed every detail of the
franchise submitted by Associated Exhibitors. Mr. Beatty left his home in San
Jose and went to New York for a final
discussion with the executives of the company. After a series of conferences with

The

also

Phil L. Ryan, manager of franchises, and
members of the executive committee, he
stated that he was convinced that the
franchise was one of the fairest ever
evolved, and he immediately acquired it
for his theatres.
He predicts a large and

enthusiastic

membership

franchise

Associated Exhibitors

in

in

California.

Must Insure Supply
Mr.

Beatty

is
firmly convinced that
every substantial exhibitor with theatre
properties free from entangling alliances
must insure his supply of product. He
believes that the most important matter confronting every
competitive exhibitor today is the obtaining of a full
supply of good pictures and complete
protection on them. He is firmly convinced that the exhibitor owning a few
theatres and retaining a personal supervision over these houses, keeping a close
touch with the community of which he
is a part, will at all times have far greater
success than the chain theatres spread

and wide and controlled by salaried
managers.
Mr. Zorn holds much the same opinion
as Mr. Beatty as to the necessity of the

far

independent exhibitor, insuring himself a
steady run of high-class product. He expresses himself as convinced that the
present great need of every man with a
theatre, whether it is a $5,000,000 house
or a $5,000 house, is to have a guarantee
of pictures not only for the present but
far into the future.

Hypnotist Enacts New Comedy Role
In Series of Films for Educational
A

rare

actors

is

combination of writers and
working on what promises to

be an unique series of the weirdest sort
of comedies to be published during the

coming year by Educational exchanges.
Here is the line-up:
Arthur B. Reeve, the American Conan
Doyle and the creator of the Craig
Kennedy detective stories, writing the
plays.

Dr. Pauline

is

Star

Robert Pauline, internationally
hypnotist, playing the part of
"Oliver Optix." the hypnotist-detective,
the character created by Reeve especially
Dr.

J.

known

for this series.
Adrian Gil Spear,

picture

artist

and motion

comedy producer, collaborating

with Reeve in the creation of this new
screen character and supervising the
production of the plays featuring Dr.
Pauline.
There will be twelve of the new comedies, which will be produced by the In-

Photoplays,

vincible

known

Inc.,

and

will

be

"Cameo Comedies."

as

have

'gone into the silences' out
here at my thinking shop," writes Reeve
from his studio at Xorthport, L. I., to
E. W. Hammons, president of Educa"I

"and Gil Spear and myself are
knee deep in manuscripts for the series
of movie stories for Dr. J. Robert
tional,

Pauline.

Two

Helen

hv

O

Dorothv

Xeil.

Made at
Realart's Coast Studio

Additions Are

A new

dressing-room building of one

story, covering nearly 5.000 square feet,
just being completed at Realart's studio
on the west coast. This structure lies
north of the original covered stage and
fronts on Hyams street.
is

The addition will provide seventeen
rooms, four of them 12 by 24 feet, for
the use of extra people, and thirteen
smaller single rooms, each provided with
lights, running water and all conveniences.
The new scenario addition, providing several roomy offices, has been
completed and is ready to occupy. The
new scene docks, built as part of the
new stage and as anchorage for the diffusers over it. are completed and in use,
the whole addition having an area of
7.000 square feet.

Jack Gilbert
Reels

in

Length
modesty that

"I can say with all
I
believe these stories are among my best
very
works, if not the
is
best.
It
certainly gratifying to me to know that
the portrayal on the screen of my hypnotic detective is to be entrusted to a
man so well known internationally as
Dr. Pauline, a man who has been preeminent in hypnosis for years."
None of the pictures will be over two
reels in length.
The cast is not yet complete, but it is
understood that Dr. Pauline will he sup-

ported

Here are two of the "Three Good Pals," a new
Fox Sunshine comedy.

Mackaill

and

bv

Is

a

Jack
William

moted

to a

Fox

picture, has been proposition by the pro-

stellar

ducing company.

It is the intention of
Fox officials to present the new star in
a production of exceptional merit. Gilbert
spent a year with Maurice Tourneur as
lead, co-director, writer and cutter.

Film

Men Meet Monthly

ST. LOUIS, MO.— The St. Louis Film
Board of Trade will meet but once a
month during the summer.

It is even, greater than happiness

^
W*

Given

Stellar Honors by Fox
Gilbert, who plays in "Shame."

devotion
jOatch for it/
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Two

scenes from the

First

first

Marion Fairfax production, "The Lying Truth." Marjorie

National Reports Indicate
Popularity of Films in Australia

Musgrove Introduces Into Country Pictures Which
Star Ray, the Talmadge Sisters and Other
Productions on Company Program
Harry
tributor

Musgrove,

prominent

dis-

the antipodes, has successfully
introduced First National attractions in
Australia, according to word received at
the home office from the film man.
For the purpose of launching these
pictures
in
Australia
Mr. Musgrove
leased theatres in three of the largest
in

and

conducted

an

enterprising
advertising campaign previous to his
first presentation.
The distributor reports that he still is selling tickets -for
cities

Musgrove came

Mr.

United
States about a year ago and acquired the
First National pictures.
his
return
On
to Australia he acquired the Tivoli Theatre

Circuit,

a

to

vaudeville

the

and

from which to direct
throughout the country.

the

or-

terpreted

by

several

well-known

local

humorous Australian introduccartoon by Harry Julius and
items rounded out a program

artists, a
tion in

vocal

which sent huge audiences home singing

new firm.
The second program was headed by

the praises of the

Charles Ray's "Forty-Five Minutes from
Broadway," two comedies and a news
"What Women Love," "Dinty"
reel.

and "Nomads of the North" have since
been presented, with equal success.

Bryant Washburn Appears

Neilan On Program
The first program at the Tivoli in
Sydney consisted of Marshall Neilan's
"River's End" and "Dangerous Business"
with Constance Talmadge, embellished
by an orchestra of twenty-two which,
according to the programs, was patterned after that in the Rivoli in New
York.
the direction «f Fred G.

Mum-

Daw

11.

1921

heads the cast of well-known players.

Thirty-two Exhibitors
at Cleveland Observe
"First National Week"
National

"First
in

Week" was

Cleveland, thirty-two of

its

a success

exhibitors

combining to put it over. A spontaneous
and bountiful response on the part of
the public was evinced.
The theatres united in running full
page advertisements in all the Cleveland
newspapers, which formed the "big gun"
of the campaign.
These advertisements
were headed with the Associated First
National trade mark in the upper left
hand corner, with a streamer line across
the top of the page in large letters, reading:

"First

National Week,

May

15 to

20."

Among

the theatres taking part in the

campaign were big downtown houses
and others in practically every portion of
the city.
There were the Strand and
Metropolitan, two of Cleveland's largest
run houses; the Knickerbocker, the
Heights theatre, the Arion, the "Y,"
Crown,
Parkview,
Quincy,
Superior,
Nemo, Savory, Five Points. Jewel, Yale,
Dennison Square. Uno, Southern, ShawHayden. Fountain. Haltnorth, Amphion.
first

Virginia.

Gordon Square,

Corlett,

Main

and Doan.

at Circle in Indianapolis

his business

After a three weeks' preliminary advertising campaign he opened in Melbourne
and Sydney with the initial First National program. That was over a month
ago, and they are still standing in line,
reports declare.
His presentations were
so revolutionary, it is said, that the other
exhibitors gasped, but they are following
his example.

Under

showman,

first

musical

comedy chain in Sydney, Melbourne and
Adelaide.
Next he remodeled an entire
floor of Auto house in Sydney into
offices

erstwhile

played an overture on the
stage, in a beautiful setting, and then
put the audience in a happy frame of
mind by the rendition of a popular fox
trot.
A prologue for each picture, inchestra

standing room only.

Leaves Theatre Circuit

an

ford,

June

Bryant Washburn, star of the Associated Exhibitors production,

London," appeared

to

Circle

theatre,

in

"The Road
where the

was given a pre-release showing.
Washburn's enthusiastic reception

Indianapolis is in line with the evidence of his popularity given on his personal appearance in Kansas City and
in

Detroit.

Mitchell Gets Hart Films
Manager

Quality Film
Service. Atlanta, Ga., has closed with
Pinnacle Productions. Inc., to handle the
Neal Hart films in six Southern states.
Mitchell

"The Journey's End"

person at the

Indianapolis,

picture

Mr.

"Ave Marie" Becomes
Hugo

announces that his third
independent production, whose working
title
was "Ave Marie," has been renamed "The Journey's End." This pica
features
ing and
ture,

W. W. Hodkinson

publication

Mabel Ballin. Wyndham StandGeorge Bancroft.

Company

to Picturize
of Minister

Sermons

of

H. E. Belford, sales manager, closed
the deal during a recent tour of the
South.

Ballin

The Jack MacCullough

studios,

Chi-

cago, have been commissioned by

New

Era Film Company to produce
feet sermonettes a month. The
ettes
are from the pen of
Willoughby, a former minister,
head of

New

Era Company.

two 500
sermonBertram

now

the

:

June

11,
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Brings Extension of Eastern
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Interest in

New York Newspapers

Hail

Run

"Woman God Changed"

As Triumph

Now
Popular interest

in

"The

of Motion Picture Art;
Playing at Rialto

Woman God

Changed" which had

a pre-release showYork, and
ing at the Eivoli theatre,

New

the Colonial theatre, Boston, has been so
that the pre-release showing in

great,

New York

has been extended, and the

picture moved from the Rivoli theatre to
the Rialto theatre on May 29.
Critics of the New York newspapers
God Changed" as a
hailed "The
triumph of motion picture art.

Woman

Has Personal Appeal
The New York World began its review
of "The Woman God Changed" as follows

:

"We

peer into the future of motion
production when we chance to
behold so gripping and so fascinating a
cinema play as that presented this week
'The
title,
the
the Rivoli under
at
Woman God Changed.' For the Cosmopolitan Company here has given to the
screen a finished drama of powerful personal appeal, one which sets us thinking
about our own conduct and that of those
One which certainly will
about us.
awaken many a lazy conscience and repicture

of tolerance, of sympathy and of
1
consideration of others."
After describing the story and praising highly the acting of Seena Owen,
E. K. Lincoln, Lillian Walker, Henry
Paul Nicholoson and Joseph
Sedley,
Smiley, the reviewer says.

mind

but it has a plot which has not been used
before so far as we know, and Robert
Vignola has directed it in such a force-

way that it is fascinating right from
the start.
From the moment the court
room scene was flashed on the screen no
one in the theatre coughed, moved
around nor whispered. It is a gripping
picture and Mr. Vignola certainly belongs in the very small list of directors
with imagination. The story, done differently, might simply have become claptrap on the screen."
ful

Applaud Day Picture
For Twelve Minutes
The Fenway

theatre in Boston was the
scene of a notable gathering recently,
when a private showing of the Associated
Exhibitors production, "The Rider of the

King Log," was held. According to GenManager Williamson of the Holman
Day Productions, the picture was applauded for more than twelve minutes

at the conclusion of the entertainment.

Members
clubs

of

some

Salem,

of

members

of

the

of 'The Woman God
superbly handled by Robert
The scenic designing and
G. Vignola.
the outdoor island pictures are far better
than the average seen in motion picture
plays from week to week. Special credit
For
is due Miss Owen and Mr. Lincoln.
the sensible course the story takes, as
well as the beauty of photography and

Changed'

.

.

.

God Changed"

the wife of the author.

From Start
Woman God Changed' is one
Fascinating

"

'The

of

most interesting pictures of the year
because it has novelty to recommend it.
Not only has it a pure plainclothes man,
the

Sales Books Issued by

Cosmopolitan Company
Cosmopolitan
two-color

sales

Goose" and "The

Productions has issued
books on "The Wild

Woman God

Changed"

Paramount salesmen.
These books, printed on a fine coated

for distribution to

paper, contain pertinent facts about the
two productions, stills of the crucial
scenes, and information of value to the
exhibitors.

BURLESQUE THEATRE TO
PLAY HIGH CLASS FILMS
The

Majestic theatre, Wilkes-Barre,
formerly devoted to burlesque and
stock attractions, has been purchased by

.Pa.,

M.

E.

Second

of the Comerford
Enterprises, and will be used

Comerford

Amusement

as a picture theatre. The Comerford interests control fifty theatres throughout
northeastern Pennsylvania. The theatre
brought $150,000 and will be conducted
by the Imperial Theatre corporation of
Philadelphia.

of Series Depicts

Achievements
China

Boston and Winthrop,

women's clubs
Boston, and representatives of many
other organizations attended the showing
at the invitation of Mrs. Holman Day,

Sarg's Latest

Shadowgraphs Ready

of professional

in

is

the realistic action of the court room
scenes, there is much to be praised.
When we consider the quality of
stage plays that come to
legitimate
Broadway and remain throughout the
season and the following summer, doing
capacity business all the while, we
wonder why such a picture as this could
not do likewise. It ought to remain at
the Rivoli for months."
Harriette Underhill, the critic of The
New York Tribune, writes of "The Woman

Tony

principal

Should Extend Run
direction

will star in "Making the Grade," a Wallace
Irwin story, an Irving Lesser production. He
played a prominent part in ''The Sky Pilot."

eral

it

"The

DAVID BUTLER

Who

Having scored
the

initial

issue

Great

of

a reported success with
of his Almanac, Tony

Sarg comes back with "The Original
Tooth Carpenter."
This shadowgraph
picture is different from any heretofore
seen on the screen, it is said.
It is said to be as mirth provoking as
any comic ever exploited in a newspaper,
or for that matter on the screen.
Mr.
Sarg, long and favorably known as an

of national reputation,
has
leaf out of the pages of
China's great achievements and given us
a motion picture of undeniable charm.
illustrator

borrowed a

Eighteen hundred years ago they had
motion pictures in China, according to
Mr. Sarg. Fifteen hundred years later,
the French took this same Chinese process and created entertainment by means
of what was termed in Paris "Chinese
Shadow Pictures." Mr. Sarg, combining his ability as an illustrator together
with his acknowledged genius in giving
great pleasure with his Marionettes, has
in connection with the camera created a
form of amusement that is declared will
establish it as a prominent feature in
motion picture theatres.
In this Almanac, which consists of
twelve issues, the subjects are along entirely different lines.
It started off with

"The First Circus." Then
Original Tooth Carpenter."

The Greatest Biib^ in Lite!

devotion
'Wait Par
it.'

came "The
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HOLD RALLY

CHICAGO

IN

(Continued from page

44)

meeting in Washington, D. C, of officials and regional directors of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America.
Speaking at the Walker meeting in
Chicago last week W. D. Burford, vice
president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, declared that the
exhibitors had been assured that consideration would he given the question by
the ways and means committee of the
house.

Mr. Burford said that Congressman
Copley of Aurora, 111., had promised to
intercede for the exhibitors on the rental
tax as well as the seat tax.

X

II

I!

I

I

TO KS

Parkway;

"

corroborated

meeting,
ments.

these

D. M. Hellman. Erie;
Palais Royal; 11. Lutz. New
Hillside; J. B. Dibelka.
Joseph Hopp, Ideal; Henry Von
Rainbow; J. Silha, Stadium and Lion;

E.

Illinois;

But
Mr. Berman here produced a copy ot
the
the advertisement which praised
town for its enterprise and its institutions, but admonished it for not exhibitMr. Berman
ing Paramount pictures.
said that a series of similar ads were
ready for insertion in the Mattoon paper, which refused to print others after
a conference with Mr. Uran.
The Mattoon exhibitor, who attended
the

1921

11.

Aron Saperstein.

"What did they do then? They ran an
advertisement in a Mattoon newspaper
announcing that 'Mattoon is a fine town.
.'

June
Andrew Cuser. Queen;

for 'Helio-

wanted $400

"I think they
trope.'

ALU

K K

II

state-

Haley.

J.

Meeteren,
Sweeney;
Fred
W. Hartmann,
William
J.
Aristo; William Junius, Maplewood; George D.
Hopkinson^ Hamlin; H. Lieberthal, President;
O. J. Greueich, Bonitee; John Aharmoe, New
Brookline; J.
Cooper, 20th Century;
Julius
Uwn. Shakespeare; R. Israel, Halstrd and
Olympia; S. H. Selig. Gem; Chrissis & Poulak,
Charm; Peter G. Mamos, La Grande; H. Kahn.
Regent; A. Goldson, Rex; H. Goldson, Julian;
Frank H. Seim. Stanley; John Bourke, Park-

way; R_ J. Delley, Delphi; C. & G. Amusement
Company. Prairie: M. O. Wells. 2bth Century;
Fichtenberg. U. S. Joseph Stepanek, Lynn;
I-ouis H. Frank. Halsted; A. Powell. Rex; J. R.

Sol

;

Lexington;

Mr. anil Mrs. L. Rudolph.
Ravinia; Sam Rabinovitz. Marion; F. Z. Lewis,
Tulane; Louis Zahler. Karlov; V. C. Seaver,
Karlov; Henry E. Newell. Howard; Walter Johnson, Parkway; H. Schoenstadt. H. Schoenstadt &
Sons Circuit; Ashland Photo Play Company,
Ashland- Madlin
H. H. Burnes, Emmett; Max
Cooper. Rosette; George Grage. Triangle; L.
Holiender, Irving; Maurice A. Choynski. Newberry; C. Benisch. Garfield; Manager oi Casino;
Manager of Clermont.
Kallal.

;

Those Present

Condemns Film
Joseph Hopp, a member of the executive committee of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Illinois and a vice
president of the national league, told exhibitors attending the Chicago rally last
week of the antagonism aroused toward
the industry by the exhibition in Washington. D. C, of "In the Shadow of the

Dome."
"It

is

my

belief,"

stated Mr. Hopp.
action on the part

"that only the prompt
of the exhibitors meeting in Washington
at that time prevented a hurried movement for federal censorship.
"We conducted an investigation and
found that the picture, which is an in Milt
to our national representatives, was produced as a method of retaliation for the
activities of a congressional committee
several years ago."
Senator Walker declared that if a thorough investigation had not been made to
divulge these facts he would have held
the belief that the picture was the product

Following

is

who attended

a

of

list

the rally

:

the exhibitors

WW;

Samuel
Walker. New
Berman. New York; A. J. Moel er. general
I
marager of the Michigan .Motion I icturrhxO Rhode,
hibitors Association. Detroit; Joseph
Associapresident of the Wisconsin Kxhibitors
of the
secretary
Seegert.
Fred
Kenosha;
iion,
George
G.
Arfnd.
Wisconsin league. Milwaukee;
empire, Melvin. III.: M. L. Sparr. Village WOWoodstock.
mT.'.e. III.; J. C. Miller. Process.
Saunders, Palace. Harvard. HLj Joe
E.
Ill
Robinson.
Krbrr. Majestic. Belvidere, III.; Dee
RockMa.iison. Peoria. III.; Charles Lamb, Halm.
.Mattoon.
Grand
and
"K
ran.
I
ford, III.; B. F.
W,
L M. Rubens. Princess. Joliet. 111.; Aurora,
Ill
Burford. Rialto. Strand. Fox. Orpheum.
Walter F. Bauman. executive secretary.
111
Wisconsin Exhibitors Association. Milwaukee;
Milwaukee,
H. Silliman. Downer. Astor. etc..
J
Plate,
Ernest I.angmack. Colonial. Milwaukee; L.
rem.
Schoen
A.
Walter
Climax. Milwaukee;
Milwaukee; William Jacobs. Lexington. MilwauSenator James

J.

-

•

kee- J

J.

Hoffer. Victory. Peotone,

Muz-U

theatre, which has been managed
several years by Mr. and
Mrs.
Thomas Peterson, has been sold to O.
W. Olson of Ludington.

for

I
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PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street

WILL SOON BE READY!

of reformers seeking to arouse congress
to enact federal censorship.

at caak

9BSitSjj[j|tf

III.

are from Chicago:

The following

Acquires Michigan House
MICH.— The A-

SCOTTSyiLLF.

New

146 Marietta Street

Atlanta, Ca.

Orleans, La.

Largrst Independent Film Exchange South

We

are completing the final ar-

rangements

our spacious and

of

elaborate quarters.

The Uran Case

A

following Senator
Walker's address in Chicago. Samuel
Berman. personal representative of President Sydney S. Cohen, cited the case of
B. F. Uran, owner of two theatres at
Mattoon, 111., as "an example of the tactics used by Famous Players."
"Mr. Uran has two small theatres in
Mattoon, a town of about 13.000 populaHe has been playing Famous Playtion.
In

a

short

talk

ers-Lasky pictures and

full

line

of

CO.

Exportersof Film
Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Camp St., New Orleans

Office and Laboratory, 428

Cable Address:

July 1 we will be
thesoledistributorso Powers
Cameragraph projectors for
Illinois and Indiana.

\\

illemfilm

On and after

S.

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA

E.SGHAFFER& COMPANY
Telephone Wabash 5346

was

willing to
continue playing them until the company
boosted the prices too high tor a town
the size of Mattoon.

Cable: "Velasquin"

24-26 East 8th St.

Chicago,

III.

'LA-INTERNACIO NAL CIN EMATOGRAFICA'

Avenida

tie

Belgica 43, Havana, Cuba

National Film Co.

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS

WILLEMSEN &

equipment and

supplies for the motion picture
Two commodious protheatre.
jection rooms for public use of
the trade.

& COMPANY

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
ECLIPSE

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We

are always in the market
for

Serves

The Best

Exhibitors in Cuba
"Union Italian" Productions

Exclusive Cuban Rights for All
P. O. Box 1314

Havana, Cuba

Cable "Peliculas"

Office

:

Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

Ume

11.
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characterizations in "The Half
Breed."
They run from Indian renegades to blase
drawing-room infesters. And the locale

ranges from California to Atlantic City.

With

the Procession in

Los Angeles

*

Tod Browning

By

is

*

out at the Universal
will look like snow.

E. A. B.

*

E.

Max

Blair, formerly of the book and
play department of Robertscn-Cole. is now
in charge of the book and play department
of Lichtig and Rothwell.
*

*

*

Gilbert Wells, formerly of the Lloyd
and Wells act in vaudeville, has purchased
a home in Hollywood, also a Rolls-Royce
and is frequently seen mingling with some
If "Gil"'
of the regulars at Sunset Inn.
hopes to crash into pictures he is certainly
going about it in the right way.

*

*

*

Al Schemxacker has opened
bureau and

and

will

handle a few

a publicity
selected stars

directors.

«

Howard

Dietz.

*

*

director

*

*

*
tion

company.

director,

is

*

*

own producVictor Schertzixcer. the

is

starting his

also leaving for the

*

*

to

W

membership.

Aside

the onlv

woman

Loise
eber she
organization.

same

studio.

*

is

*

*

from
in the

Hollywood.
*

*

*

Marshall Neilax. having completed
direction

of

"The Lotus

Eater."

the
starring

John Barrymore. has returned to Los Angeles to resume the direction of his own
company.
*

W

*

.

*

company of
"The Lagoon

*

Douglas Fairbaxks will utilize the expensive equipment he has purchased for
the production of "The Three Musketeers"
by staging a benefit for the Actors' Fund.
*

*

artist

a

at

group

»

That Oliver Morosco is carrying his
hobby of "types" from the stage to the
screen is shown by the wide range of

*

At a recent meeting of the Motion
ture Directors' Association

Ida

"HE'S

Pic-

May Park

now

Ripert

it

*

will

week

Hughes,

*

Edith Roberts

wreck a Los Anin making "The

Mary Roberts

famous

writer,

paid

*

•

work

Universal
a prize
winning story written by John A. Morosco. King Baggot is directing.
Darrell
Foss is playing opposite the star.
is

at

at

"The Gossamer Web."

*

•

Through an error the billboard paper on
"Three Weeks With Pay." starring Bebe
Daniels, credited the scenario to Douglas
Bronson.
Alice Eyton should have been
instead, as she had full charge of
the continuity.

named

the
of

his sketches of the missions of California

*

the screen

Twelve First National

*

Thorwalp Probst, scenic
Hal E. Roach studios has

has returned from an exHe will soon start
tended hunting trip.
on a series of pictures for Pathe.

Tom Saxschi

"salt picture"

Kate Lester. Goldwyn actress, a very pretty
compliment the other day.
Said he: "I
want you for a part in my next picture. It
isn't a very big part, but I always like to
wear an orchid in my buttonhole."

*

director.
*
*

as

*

Glorious Fool." written by
Rinehart.

#

Theodore Roberts is recovering from a
serious illness and will shortly return to the
screen in "Hail the Woman." with John

Wray

geles street car this

City on

*

F. Adl£r is taking a
players tc Tahiti to produce
of Desire."

*

Mason Hopper

On

lot.

*

Blaxche Sweet has recovered from her
recent illness and is back at her home in

Griffith

Mrs. Edxa F. Cunningham, wife of
Jack Cunningham, left this week for her
home in Nebraska. She plans to go to
Europe soon to resume her study of music.

Will Rogers

elected

advertising

of

and publicity for Goldwyn. has been in Los
Angeles for the past week attending the
convention of Goldwyn exchange managers.
*

was

*

making a

on exhibition in the Mission Inn.
* * *

GOT A NASTY LOOK"

Have Features
Now Near Completion

Units

Twelve Associated First National units
height of production in the
East and West. Three have been in production more than a week, four are in
the middle stages and five are in the final

are at the

stages.

The new ones are "The Wonderful
Thing." a Joseph M. Schenck production
starring Norma Talmadge under direction of Herbert Brenon: "Man's Game."
a
Katherine
MacDonald production
under direction of J. A. Barry: "Slippy
McGee."' an Oliver Morosco production
featuring Wheeler Oakman under direction of Wesley Ruggles.
Charles Ray. Constance Talmadge and
Anita Stewart are among the stars who
are winding up work on their features.
Ray is playing the star role and directing
"The Barnstormer." by Richard Andre:
Miss Talmadge's vehicle is "Woman's
Place." a Joseph M. Schenck offering
written by John Emerson and Anita
Loos and directed by Victor Fleming:
"The Price of Happiness" is Miss Stewart's latest appearance under the management of Louis B. Mayer, the feature
being directed by Edwin Carewe. "The
Half Breed." first of the Oliver Morosco
productions, with Wheeler Oakman in
the title role and Charles A. Taylor its
director, is the fourth in the list of pictures nearing the laboratory stage, while
the fifth is John M. Stahl's special "The

Child

Thou Gavest Me." with an

all-star

cast including Lewis Stone. William Desmond and Barbara Castleton. Charlie
Chaplin is in the midst of "Vanity Fair."
"Serenade." the R. A. Walsh production
in which Miriam Cooper. George Walsh.
Joseph Swickard and others are to be
seen in another one at its working peak
while Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven are
in

the fourth week of
direction
of

under
Clyde Cook

in

a

scene from his

new Fox comedy "The Guide"

"My Lady

Friends."

Lloyd Ingraham.
Hope Hampton, in the Hobart Henley
production of "Star Dust" also has
passed her fourth week of work.

— —

success.

LETTERS
on

topics

of

Writers are requested to confine themselves to
200 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

Which Paper
LIVE OAK, FLA.— To
As

to

Is Best

the Editor: I
believe that I am the oldest small-town
exhibitor in the South, if not the United
States.
Although only forty-nine years
of age, I have been in the game for seventeen years. I am also an old newspaper man with a life-time experience,
and for years conducted both a newspaper and a picture show, a very good

combination.
Therefore, perhaps some little attention will be accorded me when I state
that I consider Exhibitors Herald by
far the best publication issued today in
of motion picture exhibiand I am pretty thoroughly posted
on them all. I consider no picture house
complete without Exhibitors Herald on
file and the exhibitor who ignores it is
to be pitied.
I
would feel very much
interests

tors

indeed, without

it.

While your "What the Picture Did
for Me" column is very helpful, generit

speaking,

I

makes me very

am

frank to state that

tired to see

some

little

"two by twice" country exhibitor "roast"

some picture

that has taken a small fortune in production. All pictures have
some merit and when an exhibitor says
"rotten," "keep off of this," etc., he
ought to have some of the egotism

shaved off of him by an old-fashioned
grinding rock.
And then an exhibitor who places his
own opinion above that of his patrons
ought to be run out of the business. It
is not his show.
It belongs to his people and it is their opinion that counts.
For instance, I consider Viola Dana
a wonderful dramatic artist, but I consider her comedy (?) in "Please Get
Married" something awful. It was entirely overdone. However, a majority of
my people really thought her funny and
enjoyed the picture, so to thunder with

my

opinion.

consider Nazimova a wonderful
actress and very much enjoy her pictures (except "Madame Peacock") but a
majority of my patrons say that she is
silly.
So, with my people, what does my
opinion amount to?
Charlie Chaplin and Fatty Arbuckle
are considered funny by most people.
people get up and leave the house
when they appear on my curtain, espeTherefore, it does not
cially Chaplin.
matter what I think about them. It is
my people.
And so on down the line. Give your
people what they want and you are a
I

My

With

June

the Editor:
For several weeks (about three), I have
failed to receive my weekly bible. I had
no idea the subscription has run out and
don't know for sure yet. However, it is
a matter of life and death that you conExhibitors Herald immediately.
tinue
Therefore, I am- enclosing the necessary
Next time, please let a
to make sure.
fellow know and thus avoid such misery. Please forward back numbers right

away. Thanking you for your prompt attention in this matter, I am. J. C.
Hewitt, manager. Strand theatre, and
Grand Opera House, Robinson, 111.
Advice to Brother Exhibitors

—

HAWKINSVILLE,

GA.

— To

the

Editor
I wish to speak a few words in
your columns to my brother exhibitors.
The first thing I want to say is "Get
Exhibitors Herald every week." I would
not be without it at any price. By looking over the reports on pictures that
have been shown by other exhibitors, I
can cancel the bad ones. Therefore, I
always have good pictures.
If I did not take Exhibitors Herald
each week, I could not do this. It is the
greatest piece of information an exhibitor can get. If all exhibitors will take
Exhibitors Herald and make a report
each week on the picture they show, it is
a cinch the exchanges will have to let
the bad pictures lay on the shelf. Bad
pictures and high film rental is the cause

many

exhibitors closing their theatres.
slogan is: "Get Exhibitors Herald.
Boost it. Make regular reports each
week. It is worth its weight in gold."

EXHIBITORS HERALD

There was a young fellow named Fisher
Who was fishing for fish in a fissure,

When

a cod, with a grin,
Pulled the fisherman in

Now

they're fishing the fissure for Fisher.

— Children's Newspaper.
*

—"Hey, there don't you see that
fishing on the grounds'?"
—
Fisher "Wal,
on the
grounds, am I? I'm
the water."
—Beaumont (Tex.) Enterprise.
Farmer
sign, 'No

;

ain't

I

H. Simpson, manager, Grand theatre,

»

—
—
—
—

»

"Why

do they build bridges?"
"IH bite, why do they?"
"To shade the fish." Brown Jug.
*

DETROIT, MINNESOTA.— To

the

— "Mama, how much
—
Fish "My dear, you must

Freddy Fish
weigh ?"

Mama
to

use your scales."

watched through two reels of a lot of
knock down and drag out stuff with no
excuse for it, you are not in a mood to
receive and enjoy the feature picture, no
matter how good it is.

Of course we must have some

action

comedies and lots of it but for
heaven's sake, let's have some little excuse for the action in other words, give
us some kind of a little story. My expe-

I

learn

Rutgers.

"I

impatient

the

said

believe,"

man

he put aside the telephone, "that

as

go

I'll

fishing."

know you

"Didn't

don't

cared for fishing."
but it's the only

ordinarily,

chance I have of finding myself at the end
of a line that isn't busy." Boy's Life.
*

:

We

do

*

"I

Editor
have been watching for some
I
time for something about better comedies.
are all the time reading about
better pictures. That is fine and they
are better, but why not let us have some
better comedies? I find that is the hardest thing to get over in a small town. I
have had many a good program picture
that was not well received that I know
was good and I am sure it was the fault
of a poor comedy.
After you have

in

Jones was talking of a fishing trip.
Friend "Are there any trout up there?"
Thousands of 'em."
Jones "Trout?
Friend "Will they bite easily?"
Jones "Why, they're absolutely vicious!
A man has to hide behind a tree to bait
his hook."
Erie (Pa.) Dispatch.

Hawkinsville, Ga.

For Better Comedies

fishin'

fishin'

My

C.

Of THE DAY"

TOPICS

The literar/ Digest

:

of

1921

11,

Lon

the best of wishes.

ROBINSON, ILL.— To

current interest.

ally

;

Burton, manager, Marion theatre, Live
Oak, Fla.
It Is His Bible

From Readers
Communications

lost,

—— —
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Two

small boys were fishing when one
who had no luck whatsoever said "Aw,
gee, I'm goin' home."
"Wait a while; yer luck might change,"
said the other kid.
"Aw, what's the use? My worm ain't
even tryin'." New York Daily News.
:

—

*

Fish Coster "Fresh
W'y, mum, it
breathed its last when it saw yer coming."
Customer (sniffing) "And what a breath
it had!"
London (Eng.) Blighty.
!

—

*

"What would you

say

I

if

kissed you?"

"I wouldn't be in a position to speak."

mi

—

that you will get one good comany of the releases and then will
come at least four that will kill your
feature. I often wonder if other small
town exhibitors have this same trouble.
About one good comedy out of five and
I have tried them all.
C. E. Waughop,
manager, Scenic theatre, Detroit, Minn.

rience
edy of

"I

wonder whether kissing

or not

is bad for one
"Let's put our heads together and

!"

find out."

*

is

"May

I

you think

steal a kiss

would be

it

— sub-rosa?" "Don't
better — sub-nosa?"

*

"What would you do
"I'd call

—

"How
"Two

my

if I

kissed you?"

brother."

old is he?"
years."

*

"Would

it

be

wrong

on the cheek?"
"Well, it might be a

for you to kiss

me

bit off color."

*

"What would you do
She pouted.

CO»Y»i«MT

~

ft

I

kissed you?"

"Say, did you ever kiss a girl in a quiet
spot?"
"Yes, but the spot was quiet only while
I

\

if

was kissing her."
"What's

"Well,

my

to

prevent

goodness

!"

my

kissing

you

?"

—

—
June
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"What

81

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright. 1921

You are

u

It

especially invited to contribute regularly to tnis department.

a co-operative service

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
DID FOR YOU and read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE

TELL US

week what

every
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me," EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

=_=_==_=_===_=____^
—

Sowing the Wind, with Anita Stewart.
of the strongest and best dramas

— One

—

produced. C. S. Boall, Florence
Small town
theatre, Elk Point, S. D.
patronage.
Man, Woman, Marriage, with Dorothy
Phillips.
Strong competition to average
business.
A good picture. Better if in
about six reels.— W. L. Uglow, Crystal
General pattheatre. Burlington. Wis.
ever

—

—

—

ronage.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. Some parts are really vulgar,
especially for a
small town. C. H.
Simpson, Grand theatre, Hawkinsville,
Ga. Small town patronage.
A Daughter of Two Worlds, with
Norma Talmadge. A splendid picture.
Many, as they passed out, expressed their
Adolph Kohn. Pastime thesatisfaction.
atre,
Granville,
N. Y. Neighborhood

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. Was a good picture and will
please any type of audience. Drew good.
W. H. Robinson, Liberty theatre,
Brownsville, Tenn. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Scrambled
Clark.

—A

Wives,

Marguerite

with

picture that satisfies.

fair

—A.

LaForce, Happy Hour theatre, Two Harbors, Minn.
The Oath, an R. A. Walsh production.
Something different.
Pleased 50 per
cent to poor business. W. L. Uglow,
Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis. Gen-

—

—

—

eral patronage.

The

Taxi, with

—

Nothing

to it.
C. S. Boall, Florence theatre,

—

—

Nomads
cast.

—

—

North, with a special
A picture every exhibitor should
Forest fire great. Animals did good

—

run.
acting.

of the

Drew

well and pleased.

— C.

—

time. Some picture and will
in Africa.
J.
C. Shannon,
theatre, Waverly, Tenn.
Neigh-

some

in

get

money

Lyric

—

—

borhood patronage.
The Splendid Hazard, an Allan

— One

production.
picture
good.

of

the

best.

Dwan

A

The

in

—

Book

—

—

well

pleased.

a

King Vidor pro-

picture.

Business

fine.

Patrons
N.

— E.

Brown, Stocking theatre, Grand Rapids,
Mich.— Neighborhood patronage.

What Women

Love, with Annette Kel-

King Vidor

—

Yellow

—

to me that, in spite of all else to the contrary, when people go to a theatre they
don't want to be made to think, they
want to laugh and forget A. N. Miles,
Eminence theatre, Eminence, Ky.

—

The Woman in His House, with Mil-,
dred Harris. The best for months. To
poor business.
Pleased 100 per cent.
YV. L. Uglow. Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis.
General patronage.

—

—
The River's
production. — A

End, a Marshall Neilan
real

picture.

The kind

that pleases as near 100 per cent as a
picture can.
Book it. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
Good picture. Fred Mehaffey,

—

—

ttRiiiiiMnriimiiiiiiiiiiiniriiMiiiiiiiiiriiHiiiiiiiiiiiiTiiuiiiniiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiininiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniinimnuti^

|

The Plays

My

Patrons
Liked Best

j

1.

|

2.

The U. P. Trail.
The Lottery Man.

|

3.

Other Men's Shoes.

|

4.

Back

|

5.

Whv

j

6.

|

7.

|

8.

|

9.

|

10.

The Sage Hen.

|

11.

|

12.

Double Speed.
The River's End.

to

God's Country.

Change Your
Wife?
The Girl from Outside.
The Great Redeemer.
23^2 Hours Leave.
The Last of the'

Alvin S. Frank,
Jewel Theatre,
Lafayette, Colo.
SmmnmtimninniiimimiiinmiiiimiKniiniimiiiiniminmiiiimiinrainniiminiiniiiimimninaiii

—

Lyric theatre, North Bend, Neb. Small
town patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
Played this nearly two months
ago and yet people still ask us if some
specials we are advertising will be as
good as Go and Get It. Step on the gas
for this one and get the money.
W. P.

—

—

Home,

American theatre, Tremonton,
Utah. Neighborhood patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. Very good comedy picture. The
kind you don't have to hide when they
pass out. A. G. Hauge, Happy Hour

—
—

—

—

Walnut, Ia. Local patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
I nearly worked my head otf to

theatre,

—

put this over. First night it did well, but
flopped the second.
Fail to know why,

because

it
great.
is
Guess it is hard
times.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itaska theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Woman in His House, with Mildred Harris. — A class A production. — A.
La Force, Happy Hour theatre, Two
The

Harbors, Minn.

The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge.— Girl stars have been losers for
I raised prices on this to 40c, put on
special music, heavily advertised it, and
just got by. Norma Talmadge is a mighty
pretty
girl
and a splendid actress.
Though this play is a trifle heavy and
slow, believe she made friends in her
Philip Rand, Rex
first appearance here.
theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town pat-

me.

—
—

ronage.

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris.—
good feature that pleased. Star's work
very good, H. J. Longaker, Howard
theatre,
Alexander,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
What Women Love, with Annette Kellerman. Should make a clean up for any
hustling exhibitor.
Best Kellerman I
have yet seen. C. F. Hancock, Lyric
theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small town pat-

—

—

—

|

—

—

ronage.

The Branded Woman, with Norma
Talmadge. Norma made a hit in this
picture.
She always gets the business.

—

A
|

100 per cent picture.

— C.

B. Stoddard,

Opera House, Lewiston, Utah.

|

Fox
|
|

—

with Clyde Cook. The best
comedy we have ever played. You can
fill
your house by using the paper on
this picture, including heralds.
J.
O.
Cannon, Palace theatre, Magee, Miss.
Country town patronage.
Skirts,

—

|

Duanes.

patronage.

The Family Honor,
duction. Very good

a

Typhoon, with Anita
Stewart. One of our most prominent
club women, who is also prominent in
educational circles in the state, came to
us and said she liked this better than she
did Humoresque. It is a fact that I can
make more money off this type of picture
than I can off of "specials."
It seems

no

one sense of the word.
it.
A. G. Hauge.
Happy Hour theatre, Walnut. Ia. Local

love

Very

—

B.

Stoddard, Opera House, Lewiston, Utah.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production.
Did the best business I have

had

The Jack-Knife Man,

production. Good
propicture,
well
duced.
Pleased all my patrons. C. B.
Thomas, Crystal theatre, Eudora, Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.

Elk Point,

D. Small town patronage.
Forty-five Minutes From Broadway,
with Charles Ray. Clean, clever comedy.
Pleased 100 per cent. C. F. Hancock, Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla.
Small
town patronage.

S.

—

Mr. and

DeHaven. Too foolish.
Not the kind they want.

Carter

—

a good evening's entertainment.
R. R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Ont., Can.
Small town patronage.
it

^

Girl in the

Mrs.

=^______=

lerman. Diving and underwater scenes
simply wonderful. Everybody considered

First National

the picture

Address "What The

—A

Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White.
No.
box office picture. Should please any
audience. Drew fair, but bad weather.
F. L. Clark, Hazen, Ark.
Neighborhood
1

—

patronage.

The Face
|
,J

at

—A

Your Window, with

a

splendid picture of the
Bolshevik danger. Will go over big with
the male element and thinking women,
but the sweet young things will not like
special

|

cast.

—
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because there is not enough mushy
romance. H. Daspit, Atherton theatre,

it

—

—

Neighborhood patronKentwood, La.
While the Devil Laughs, with Louise

—

—

guiiiliiiiliiiiiiNiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiioiiiiii iiiriiiuaniii.ijii

My

—
—

a good picture.
Especially Miss MaHut someson's acting is very pleasing.
could
never
how
succeed in putting these
Chink pictures over in my town, and I
tried hard several times to put them
over.
R. Navary, Liberty theatre, VerNeighborhood patronage.
ona, Pa.
is

—

—

Know Your Men, with Pearl White.
On average with other Pearl White pic-

—

Use your own judgment. Cowan
Oldham, Dixie theatre, McMinnville,
Term. Neighborhood patronage.
tures.

—

The Iron

Rider, with William Kussell.
passable. Ran it with The Lost
J. Gruber, Temple theatre, East

— V ery
—

I'.

Jordan, Midi.

— Neighborhood

3.

4.

—

Bloomricld,

la.

— Home

patron-

with William
Farnum. Very good and pleased, but my
people don't want to see him. Draws in
nothing but Western stuff. Hackett &
Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port Gibson,
Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

His

Greatest

—

Sacrifice,

—

—

While the Devil Liughs, with Louise
— real good program picture.
Adolph Kohn. Pastime theatre, Granville.
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
The Texan, with Tom Mix.— Very
good program picture. The star alwnys
draw's good.
A. R. Richards. Beauty
Transient pattheatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Lovely.

A

—

—

—

ronage.

Wing Toy,

with Shirley Mason.

— Only

Patrons
Liked Best

The Copperhead.
W hat's Your Husband

5.

6.

7.

8.

—

la.

My

Heart, with Shirley Mason.
best.
Will please any
audience.
Star well liked here. C. B.
Thomas. Crystal theatre, Eudora. Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
star's

—

From Now On,

with George Walsh.
underworld three reels

—

Seven reels of
too many.
Failed to draw even a fair
Saturday night crowd.
Thankful that
this

is

my

last

Walsh

picture.

— Ernest

Vetter, Majestic theatre. Homer, Mich.
Small town patronage.
Flame of Youth, with Shirley Mason.

A good program

picture.

—

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
This is a good picture. Many good comfrom my patrons.
Capacity
business.
C. H. Simpson, Grand theatre,
1 lawkinsvillc,
Ga. Small town patronage.
pliments

—

—

The Land
This

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
the poorest excuse for a picture
seen.
Patrons asked

is

we have ever

that

we were chloroformed when we booked
Fox is surely putting this star on the

if
it.

toboggan. If you play
J. H. Yaughan. New

—

Maquoketa,

la.

it

you'll regret it.
theatre,

Orphcum

— Critical

patronage.

great picture for red-blooded people.
all like this kind, but try to pretend
otherwise. You notice they always come.
Cowan Oldham. Dixie theatre, McMinnville.
Tenn. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

a fair picture.
Chinese stories not liked
here.
Peter Krauth. Opera House, Deni-

Girl of
of

appeal to the men. To average business.
L. Uglow, Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis.
General patronage.

— W.

A

H. Thomas,
Community Theatre,
Galva, la.

— One

1921

11.

They

C.

son,

June

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.

Doing?
Mary's Ankle.
The Lottery Man.

—

theatre,
age.

^

The Miracle Man.
Tarzan of the Apes.
Back to God's Country.
Once to Every Woman.

1.

2.

patronage.

Her Honor the Mayor, with Eileen
As usual. Fox with Eileen's assistance gave us another good one. This
Ran with Sunone pleased them all.
shine comedy at 13 and 27 cents to
packed house. H. A. Wishard, Wishard
Percy.

luimiiiuiii uriiaiiw

The Plays

Baradil.
Lovely. Fair picture. E. A.
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark. Small
town patronage.
Wing Toy, with Shirley Mason. This

City.

——
AA

—

— Adolph

—

Kohn.
Neigh-

Pastime theatre. Granville, N. Y.
borhood patronage.
The Untamed, with Tom Mix.— Will

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG VISITS THE MAYOR

—

Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
finest Western I have ran.
Why in

The

the. world don't they leave Farnum in
this class of play? Go the limit on this.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen,' Ark.

—

The Untamed, with Tom Mix.
dandy Western, although a little rough
in spots.
Pictures like this provide good
entertainment for small towns and sure

—

have pep, as have all Mix pictures. G.
W. Dickinson, Home theatre, Masked,
Neb. Small town patronage.

—

The Land
— Very poor.
ness
atre,

fair.

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Nothing to it at all. BusiE. N. Brown, Stocking the-

—

I

hood patronage.

The Plunger,
good

program

Pastime

— Neighborwith George Walsh. —
picture. — Adolph
Kohn,
Mich.

Rapids,

i

theatre,

Granville,

N.

Y.

Neighborhood patronage.

The Land

— Picture
pect
alone.
Anita.

of Jazz, with

no good.
get by with
is

to

— W.
Ia.

—

Eileen Percy.
do they ex-

How

Leave it
Unique theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.
T.

Tom

The Texan, with
good program
any nowadays.

this?

Biggs,

picture.

— N.

J.

Mix.

—A

very

Drew' as good

as

Cook, Pastime the-

— Neighborhood patThe Texan, with Tom Mix. — Good
stuff
for
Saturday
audience. — Cowan
Oldham. Dixie theatre, McMinnville,
Tenn. — Neighborhood patronage.
atre.

Carlisle,

Ark.

ronage.

Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.

— Very

—

good program picture. C. H.
Simpson. Grand theatre, Hawkinsville,
Ga. Small town patronage.

—

Goldwyn
Hold Your Horses, with

— Could

Tom

Moore.

be better.
Good business.
Good picture. Pleased all. M. Rosenthal. Palace theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Neighborhood patronage.
Godless Men, with a special cast.
fair picture, but will not stand for any
admission raise
Preston Bros.. Empress
not

—

—

—

Rockwell City, Ia.
Earthbound, with a special

theatre,

cast.

— Won-

derful production.
Those who saw it
liked it. but for some reason had a small
house.
Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre,

—

—

Union, Ore. Small town patronage.
Stop Thief, with Tom Moore. Fair
picture.
Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Lafayette, Colo.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

—

age.

—

When

Clara Kimball Young, the Equity Pictures star, visited Pittsburgh, Pa., as the
guest of Rowland and Clark theatres, she called on Mayor E. V. Babcock, who
is a staunch friend of motion pictures, he having opposed legislation deemed
unfair to exhibitors.

Earthbound, with a special cast. Wonderful picture, but the small town exhibitor should thoroughly know the story
and how to put it over. It will be away
over their heads and they will not understand it unless you tell them what it is.

——
June

Harris,

R.

G.

—
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Broadwater,

Neb.

Madame X,

A

with Pauline Frederick.

picture.
Good acting.
Great
positive winner. Advanced admission and cleaned up. E. S. Sutter,
Columbia theatre, Kansas City, Mo.—
fine
story.

A

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Out of the Storm, with a special cast.
Very good picture to a very small house.
Lost money. G. F. Rediske, Star theaSmall town patrontre, Ryegate, Mont.

—

—

age.

The

Silver Horde, with a special cast.
picture.
Heard some knocks on
this and did not know how it would go.
But all were well pleased.
Don't be
afraid of this.
It's
good.
Played to

Fine

house.

capacity

— Chas.

theatre, Danforth,

Me.

Princess

Holtz,

— Small

town

pat-

ronage.

Who Had

The Man
all.

Everything, with
Pleased

— Good picture.
Rosenthal,
Palace
N. Y. — Neighborhood

Pickford.

Jack

— M.

Brooklyn,

theatre,

patron-

age.

Water, Water, Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. A splendid program picture
and pleased a good crowd. Rogers well
liked here.
Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney.
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

The Branding
cast.

— This

good

very

is

with

Iron,

make

a

and

no

ex-

a mistake in using it.
Interest holds to the end.
Mrs. James
Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. Small
hibitor will

—

—
Moore. — Poorest

town patronage.

Heartease, with Tom
Tom Moore ever played in this town.
First time in history that people left the
theatre before the final windup.
Average business. G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Dangerous Days, with a special cast.
extra good picture. Kept them right
on edge. Some exhibitors have knocked
this.
Just because business happens to
be poor they knock the picture.
That's
not fair.
Dangerous Days ought to get

An

—

business for anyone. Chas. Holtz, Princess theatre, Danforth, Me.
Small town
patronage.

My

Scratch

—

Back, with a special

Good comedy-drama.
this

They

Dramatic incident from "Reputation," the Universal-Jewel drama starring
Priscilla Dean.

special

sure

Play not so much, but Keaton's "never
smile" role was thoroughly enjoyed.
Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

Dangerous

Good

clean

— O. Cannon, Palace
Magee, Miss. — Country town

—
It

worth booking

if

Parlor,
cial

la.

cast.

Metro
with Robert Harron.
Featured it as Harron's last
Dwight Baker, Circle the-

Coincidence,

Good show.
appearance.

—

Ottumwa,
The Offshore

atre,

This actress

Neighborhood patronage.

The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.
The

—

H. J. Raser. Ideal theatre.
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
Saphead, with Buster Keaton.

good.

Ithaca,

—

long

as

run-down patronage.

show, gents.

Great tonic
If

—

they don't

gtNniHttfiiniK^nimiuuiiituuiiaiDawiuinauituiiiiiiiuiiitiHiniiiiminBiniin

n

niintte

—

—

Cozy

Bath, with a speproducers make

theatre, Villisca, la.

Paramount
The Testing Block, with

—A

good

Western

Grand

Wm.

feature.

—

Hart.

S.

This

star

well for me.
Paul Zerilla,
theatre, Memphis. Tenn.
Colored

over

—

patronage.
|

Ten Plays

My

Patrons
Liked Best
Kingdo m of

|

1.

Her

Treasure Island, with a special cast.
Kid's picture.
Adults did not rave over
Far from being a super-special. Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette,
Colo.— Neighborhood patronage.

My

|

Dreams.
|

2.

Cupid the Cow-

I

puncher.
1

3.

When

4.

the Clouds Roll

Whom

j

the Gods

5.

|

6.

|

7.

|

8.

|

9.

|

10.

Destroy.
Pink Tights.
The Virgin of Stam-

of Courage, with William
Hart.
I ran this on Sunday with Sunshine Comedy.
All patrons like Hart.
Receipts good.
Don't fail to book it.
Ellen Shaffer, Alvin theatre. Cleveland,
O. Transient patronage.

—

Excuse

|"

My

Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Reid well liked here.
C. B. Thomas, Crystal theatre. Eudora,
Ark.
Neighborhood patronage.
My Lady's Garter, with Sylvia Bremer.
A very interesting picture. Pleased
75 per cent.
W. L. Uglow. Crystal theatre, Burlington, Wis.
General patronpicture.

—

—

Chas. Holtz,
Princess Theatre,
Danforth, Me.

m

—

—

age.

Out of the Snows.
Even as Eve.

ir:i

—

The Cradle

Good

Mary Regan.
The Thunderbolt.

^.jiijiiin^ui iiifjin rii]'i[i:ii:i;ini'iiii:uiKiiti'jiM-nu.jMrr:n ini.iin.im

—

—

|

Would

|

Excuse
Dust, with Wallace Reid.
Make a lot oi fuss about this. It will
surely entertain all classes. J. E. Stocker.
Myrtle theatre. Detroit, Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
S.

By.

|

—

it.

boul.

—

— Some

this one you'd better
a new community.

goes

la.

Pirate, with Viola Dana.
very popular here.
Metro

pictures usually good.
Have seen her
in better pictures than the above.
Jack
Mulhall
supports. Cowan
Oldham.
Dixie
theatre,
McMinnville,
Term.

No

Bedroom and

— As

pictures as this we will have to
tight censorship.
I long for the time of
better
pictures
like
Once to Every

a little

Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

Dana.
for a
like

such

you have

—W. T. Biggs, Unique theAnita,
— Neighborhood patronage.
Jinx, with Mabel Xormand. — Contains
of everything.
Liked better than
many of her others. Fair crowd. — G. F.
it.

atre.

thepat-

—

—

never had

H.

Childs,

J.

—
—

The Little Shepherd of Kingdom
Come, with Jack Pickford. An old one,
but very good show and should please
is

— R.

age.

atre,

one and talked about it afterward.
better with me than Going Some.

Ernest Yetter, Majestic theatre, Homer,
Mich. Small town patronage.

pictures.

ronage.
The Misleading Lady, with Bert Lytell.
Not up to standard of The Right of
Way. Lytell should have better vehicles.
Cowan Oldham. Dixie theatre, McMinnville, Tenn.
Neighborhood patron-

well for me.

cast.

liked

and the Tarzan

Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan, Ark.
Small town patronage.
A Chorus Girl's Romance, with Viola

hunt yourself
up
W. L. Beebe,
Opera House, Manito. 111. Small town
patronage.
The Walk-Offs, with May Allison.—
My patrons enjoyed this immensely.
Seven reels and worthy of special advertising.
Went good here. Dr. F. M.

Went

all.

to Men, with Viola Dana.
picture.
Viola Dana draws

Woman

liii'un ruir-iii ju i-tui

The Valley
Reid.

— Just

of the Giants, with"
me hang out a

let

with Wallace Reid's

name and

Wallace
shingle
the rest

—

He sure is just the kid. Mrs.
H. Heifer. Itaska theatre, Alice.
Tex. Small town patronage.
The Fourteenth Man, with Robert
Warwick. I did not see this picture myis

W.

easy.

—

—

—

—

—
—
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Hart always draws

record with this one.

me and what

1921

11,

more

to the point his
pictures never disappoint. J. B. Stine,
Gem theatre, Clinton, Ind. General patfor

is

—
—

ronage.

Rose of the River, with
Very good picture. Pleased

Endert, Endert
General patronage.

B.

J.

Lila Lee.
generally.
theatre, Crescent

City,

Cal.

—

Behind the Door, with Hobart BosFrank,
worth. Very good. Alvin
S.
Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Told

the

in

wick.

—A

will

please,

—

Home

kind, and
quite realistic

of

its

although not

enough to suit all tastes.
and seemed to please all.
son,

War-

with Robert

Hills,

good picture

Was

— G.

theatre, Maskell,

well acted
Dickin-

W.

Neb.

— Small

town patronage.

The Valley

Giants, with WalChildren
busy.
Result, a poor
all studying examinations.
business.
Picture good. A. N. Miles,
Reid.

lace

of the

— Farmers

all

—

Eminence

theatre,

Eminence, Ky.

Huckleberry Finn, with a special cast.
up to expectations. Cowan Oldham, Dixie theatre, McMinnville, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

— Not

What Happened to Jones, with Bryant
Washburn. Very good comedy. WashBusiness
burn a good drawing card.
good. E. N. Brown, Stocking theatre,
Grand Rapids, Mich. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

—

ronage.

Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John

—

Thus far I have found six
people who liked it and I was not one of
them.
Not the kind of picture people
want. Alvin S. Frank, Jewel theatre,
Neighborhood patronLafayette, Colo.
Barrymore.

—

but received lots of compliments on
so evidently it is above this star's
average picture. A. N. Miles, Eminence

Port

Gibson,

self,

theatre,

it,

hood patronage.

—

theatre,

Mary

Eminence, Ky.
Ellen

—

to

Town,

with

Dorothy Gish. Very good, but poor attendance on account of three dances and
picnic and circus.
It showed up well
against this opposition.
W. C. Whitt,
Home theatre, Anderson, Cal. Small
town patronage.

—

—
Houdini. — Good.

The Grim Game, with
More thrills than many

high-priced spe-

and pleased a good sized crowd on
Saturday night. Gets by without a comedy account of length of picture. G. W.
Dickinson, Home theatre, Maskell, Neb.
Small town patronage.
cials,

—

—

Hairpins, with Ethel Clayton. Good
picture, true to life in many ways.
A
lesson for the newly weds and oldtimers, too.
This picture pleased nearly
all.
I.
V. Wallace, Idle Hour theatre,
Cambridge Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
House packed. Seemed to please. Had
one weak spot in story.
No American
woman would live alone below the Mexican border in Mexico. Giacama Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.

—

Why
DeMille

Comes

—

—

—

—

Miss.

— Neighbor-

Change Your Wife? a Cecil B.
production.
Wonderful array

—

Wonderful picture for broad
of clothes.
people.
Only the hypocrites object.
Cowan Oldham, Dixie theatre, McMinn-

— Neighborhood patronage.
Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, with John
and
Barrymore. — Wonderful
acting
Tenn.

ville,

transformations done by Barrymore, but
play too gruesome.
Did not draw.
Mrs. James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union,
Ore. Small town patronage.

—

The

Prince

Chap,

— Not

with

Thomas

the best picture I have
seen Meighan play, but it's good. Alvin
S. Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
Neighborhood patronage.

Meighan.

—

—

—

age.

Dangerous
cast.
ture.

— To

Hours,

a

an

all-star
pic-

dandy

One every
Some thought it a

theatre should show.
little rough and overdrawn, but it sure shows up the Reds.
C. H. Thomas, Community theatre, Galva,
la.
Small town patronage.
Her Husband's Friend, with Enid Ben-

—

nett.

— Splendid

Perfect

picture.

little

photography of beautiful scenery added
to Miss Bennett's sincerity and charm

make

very satisfactory offering.

a

this

Such wholesome pictures as hers discourage censors. Jean Lightner, Regent theatre, Alameda, Cal.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

Chickens,

with

Douglas

Very weak production, but
business.

Arcadia,

— L.

Fla.

—

MacLean.
did

a

fair

Davis,

Star theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

P.

Square Deal Sanderson, with William
S. Hart.
A very good Hart picture.
J. L. Kudlacek, Swan theatre, Swanton,
Neb. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Pathe

—

The World and His Wife, with Alma
this is some picture. Will

—

Rubens. Now
bear a raise.

with

my own mind

I

am

tired of

blowing up

Paramount all the time, but they are
liked here.— Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itaska
theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patron-

—

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
great picture. Good business. Every-

—A

—

body

pleased.
E. S. Sutter, Columbia
theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Neighborhood

Man and
Rawlinson.

age.

The Egg Crate Wallop, with Charles

—

patronage.

ceived

His

Woman,

with Herbert
everyone.
Re-

— Pleased

many compliments on

this one.

R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre, New Ham— A very good picture, but not up to burg,
Hart —
The Toll Gate, with William
Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
expectation.
people
were
expecting
My
Play
This
one of William Hart's
Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
more
Wishard
comedy.
—
Wishard,
H.
A.
on account of
strong.
Business
picture on the Pathe program.
A
theatre. Bloomfield,
— Home patron- —
carnival week, but at that did a very
Dwight Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa,
age.
good business. —Wm. Thacher, Royal
theatre, Salina, Kan.
All of a Sudden Peggy, with MarFighting Cressy, with Blanche Sweet.
guerite Clark. — In most of the Clark picSick Abed, with Wallace Reid.—This
— Picture, while not the best
tures the stories are woefully lacking. This
and boost
Book
a good one.
D.
has made, satisfied the majority. —
You can't go wrong. — C. H. Simpson, we consider by far the best one we have Jameson, Broadway Odeon, Columbia,
ever shown.
Pleased majority. — R. R.
Grand theatre, Hawkinsville, Ga. — Small
Mo. — General patronage.
Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
town patronage.
The Deadlier Sex, with Blanche Sweet.
Ont., Can. — Small town patronage.
— Good picture. — C.
Ford, Princess
— Best
Humoresque, with a special
The
Silent
Man,
with
William
theatre,
Reinbeck,
advance
Hart.
— Small town patpicture we have ever shown at
— Came very close to my best Saturday ronage.
admission. — Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's

Ray.

S.

best.

is

it

off

real

la.

la.

star

this

is

it

it.

J.

cast.

S.

S.

la.

———

—
June
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Two Weeks With

— Better than

Pay, with Bebe
Ducks and Drakes,

— Cowan

Oldand this is
ham, Dixie theatre, McMinnville, Tenn.

Neighborhood patronage.

Me

Little Girl, with ManMiles Minter. Not up to standard. H.
Ithaca, Mich.
theatre,
J. Raser, Ideal

—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
She Couldn't Help It, with Bebe
Daniels.— If your patrons like comedydramas, do not fail to book this one. It
Business not very good owing
is good.

—

R. Navart, Pleasant
to local conditions.
Hour theatre, Verona, Pa. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.
Her Beloved Villain, with Wanda
Hawley. Excellent high-class comedy.
Pleased packed house. Giacoma Bros.,
Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz. Gen-

—

—

—

eral patronage.

The New York Idea, with Alice Brady.
Not a winner for small town patronDid not give us average of Realart
age.
productions.
H. B. Wilcox, Unique theNeighborhood patatre, Bricelyn, Minn.
ronage.

—

—

—

House

The

That

Wanda Hawley.
theatre,

Ideal

Jazz Built, with
Pleased 100 per cent.
picture.
H. J. Raser,

—

program

good

A

—

Ithaca,

Mich.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Plaything of Broadway, with JusVery good. However,
tine Johnstone.
She will
this is Realart's weakest star.
probably gain. Cowan Oldham, Dixie
Neighbortheatre. McMinnville, Tenn.
hood patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast.—
Just fair.
Can't call this a big special.
Did not raise prices on it and am glad
of it. A. R. Bird, Opera House, ArlingNeighborhood patronage.
ton, la.
A Cumberland Romance, with Mary
Miles Minter. About the best of this
type of drama. J. E. Stocker, Myrtle
Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood
theatre,

—
—

—

—

—

—
—

'

Tenn.

ville,

—

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

The

Little

—We

her

fine.

Always clean

My

Mich.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

One Man

in

—

George
and

with

Million,

a

Heavy

rain
clean,
well directed. Best
it.

But

well characterized and
of comments.
H. J. Longaker, Howard
theatre.
Alexandria,
Minn. Neighbor-

—

—

hood patronage.

The Temple of Dusk, with Sessue
Hayakawa. A good Sunday night picture.
Can't go wrong on this. A. R.
Bird,
Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. Wonderful picture.
Pleased about 50 per cent.
Average business. W. L. Uglow, CrysBurlington, Wis. General
tal
theatre,
patronage.
The Woman Michael Married, with

—

Bessie

Barriscale.

fair

program

pic-

ture and pleased 95 per cent of my patrons.
Some very nice scenery. Fair
business.
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre,

—

Ryegate, Mont.

The Bottom

— Small

of

—A

town patronage.
the World, with a spe-

purely educational feature.
I
Shakelton's trip to the South Pole.
gave the grade school a special 5c price.
Had 200 kids. Every kid punched his
dad for five cents and Pa and Ma came,
and they all enjoyed it. The length is
approximately 4,000 feet. I would advise
a comedy with it to lengthen your show.
Get it for the kids.— Dr. F. M. Childs,
cast.

cial

Cozy

theatre, Villisca, la.

A

—

La

W

Happy Hour

Force,

of Stam-

theatre,

Two

Harbors, Minn.
The Miracle of Manhattan, with Elaine
Hammerstein. A very nice picture. You
can't go wrong on this picture. Of course
Haight,
William
special.
not
a
it's
Orpheum theatre, Livingston, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.
Broadway and Home, with Eugene
O'Brien. Not much to this one, but
Jno.
I.
fans.
O'Brien
pleased
the
Saunders, Cheney, Kan. Neighborhood

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

jj

Every

to

|

Woman.
|

4.

Under Crimson

|

5.

|

6.

Blind Husbands.
Destiny.
The Copperhead.
Below the Surface.
The Prince Chap.
The Miracle Man.

|

7.

|

8.

|

9.

|

10.

Skies.

|

W.

H. Trecker,
Mutual Theatre,
Cabery,

111.

|
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Orpheum

Haight,

—

theatre,

Livingston,

Mont. Neighborhood patronage.
A Desperate Hero, with Owen Moore.
The worst I ever had. Was ashamed
to
run second show. W. T. Biggs,
Unique theatre, Anita, la. Neighborhood patronage.
The Imp, with Elsie Janis. A good
program picture. Adolph Kohn, Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood

—

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

Man's Plaything, with Grace Davison.

—Not the picture for a small town. Howwell
produced. — C. T. Metcalf,
ever,
Opera House, Greenfield,
town patronage.

Divorce of Convenience, with Owen
Moore. A good comedy drama, although
T
ent over well.
exaggerated in places.
A.

Once

3.

|

—

—A

|

boul.

is

it

Happi-

to

The Virgin

2.

|

excellent

is

|

ness.

Robertson-Cole
Beban. This feature
pleased all who saw
gathered me no moss.

Patrons
Liked Best

The Right

1.

|

—

Clown, with Mary Miles

Ten Plays

|

be afraid of any of Realart's.
yet to get one that I would call
poor.
Ducks and Drakes is good. F. J.
Gruber, Temple theatre, East Jordan,

Have

Selznick
like

SBununrnMumnmiminiininiiinninmiiiininniiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiiiniiitiiiiniiniiniiiin^

Daniels.

— Don't

patronage.
Minter.

fine.

Dixie theatre, McMinnNeighborhood patronage.

85

Cowan Oldham,

saying much.

Don't Call

This picture was

every way.

in

Realart
Daniels.

—

111.

— Small

Girl of the Sea, with Betty Hilburn.—
special.
Drew a fair
extra
crowd. Pleased most of them. R. R.
Gribble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Small town patronage.
Ont., Can.

Nothing

—

—

Who

Dared, with Edythe
Girl
An entertaining Western that
Sterling.
holds interest all the way through. R.
O. Rhoades, Orpheum theatre, Converse,
Small town patronage.
Ind.

The

—

—

—

Man's Plaything, with Grace Davison.

—A

very suggestive

title,

but

my

pa-

trons pronounced this picture exceptionAdolph Kohn, Pastime theaally good.
Y. Neighborhood
N.
Granville,
tre',

—

—

patronage.

The Wonderful Chance, with Eugene
O'Brien.

—Very

program

good

—

—

—

—

age.

of Manhattan, with Elaine
Fair busipicture.
Force, Happy Hour theatre,

The Miracle
Hammerstein.
ness.

Two

—A. La

— Fair

Harbors, Minn.

Elaine Hammerstein. Without doubt the sweetest
Pleased, and
run.
ever
picture we have
they said so. A splendid lesson for old
and young. Jno. I. Saunders, Cheney,
Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

Pleasure

—

—

VICTOR FLEMING
Directing Constance Talmadge in "Woman's
Place," a John Emerson-Anita Loos feature
made for distribution through First National.

Seekers,

with

—

Society Snobs, with

Conway

Tearle.

Nice photography.
Good acting and nice settings. William

A

very good picture.

United Artists

picture.

O'Brien draws well for me. R. Navary,
Pleasant Hour theatre, Verona, Pa.
Neighborhood patronage.
Marooned Hearts, with Conway Tearle.
A very good picture and pleased my
Adolph Kohn, Pastime theatre,
patrons.
Granville, N. Y. Neighborhood patron-

—

the Back Door, with Mary
PerPickford. Excellent production.
Star seen at her best.
fectly presented.
One of her most satisfying pictures.
A. D. Morrison, Loew's Palace, Mem-

Through

—

phis,

Tenn.

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
This was enjoyed very much by our pa-

Many good laughs and original
trons.
stunts in this— J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theNeighborhood patatre. Detroit, Mich.

—

ronage.

The

Mark of
Doug

Fairbanks.

—

all

ture.

It's

Jewel

theatre,

Zorro,

with

Douglas

at his best in this picAlvin S. Frank,
there.
Lafayette, Colo. Neigh-

—

—

borhood patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford.— Big
attendance in face of strong competition.
First picture that held up on two-day

—
—

—
—

KXH MITORS
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I

booking

this

in

women and

pleased

book

tate to
theatre.

it.

—

Clinton,

Particularly
town.
children. Don't hesiO. I. Sheely. Casino
C.

S.

= ^ii

lili
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ill

— Neighborhood

Patrons
Liked Best
R< >ugh Riding Ro-

—

Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. Mary
with her "glad game" danced
hearts of the children of our
Ran this as a special for school
town.
children
under the auspices of the
woman's club with school letting out for
Philip Rand. Rex theatre, Salmatinee.
mon, Idaho. Small town patronage.
The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Best picture I have ever shown.
Pleased everybody.
Strong opposition,
but went over big. Will hold up for two
days in any town. Book it. O. I. Sheely,

1

—

2.

Casino theatre, Clinton,

S. C.

1

fine

show

wam

all

at

be as good as
that.

— R.

was.

it

5.

The

(>.

W hat Women

9.

10.

Ross Rilev. Wig-

theatre,

—

Another

Full of pep. Something doing all the time.
will place
our money on Gladys any day. C. H.
Smith. Electric theatre. Morning Sun,
fine picture.

We

—

— Small town patronage.
Trimmed, with Carmcl
Myers. — Ordinary program picture. — F.
Grubcr, Temple theatre. East Jordan.
Mich, — Neighborhood patronage.
The Dangerous Moment, with Carmel
Myers. — What's the use of such a story?
la.

It

won't get you any compliments, for

it

made from old stock and it should be
Dangerous.— I. V. Wallace. Idle
Hour theatre, Cambridge Springs, Pa.

is

called

Transient patronage.
Honor Bound, with rank Mayo. Not
exactly poor, but close to it.
Disappointed m this. Adolph Kohn. Pastime
theatre, Granville, N. Y.
Neighborhood
patronage.

—

I

—

—

Outside the Law, with Priscille Dean.
To my opinion one of the greatest pictures of the year. Did a record-breaking
business.
Stood them out every show.
E. S.
City,

Columbia theatre. Kansas
Neighborhood patronage.

Sutter,

Mo.

—

Streak
McCoy, with
H arrv
Carey. Just average. The late Westerns
have too much white collared, silk stockinged element in them. If the old locale
of the West was strictly adhered to these
Carey's would draw better.
Philip Rand.
Rex
theatre.
Salmon,
Idaho. Small
town patronage.

Blue

—

—

—

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
This is a fair picture, but not up to his
old ones.
Mrs. James Webb. Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Fire Cat, with Edith RobertsMore name than story. M. Rosenthal.

—

Palace theatre. Brooklyn, N. Y.
borhood patronage.

The Smart

Sex,

with

— Neigh-

Eva Novak.

This is fair, and will get by. It pleased
about 60 per cent of my audience. W. T.
Biggs. Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—
—

The Magnificent Brute, with
Mayo.

—

picture.

Frank
A splendid Canadian Northwest
The outdoor and snow scenes

should be.

of Stamboul, with PrisDean. This was good, but Oriental
plays do not take well here.
Mrs. James
Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore. Small

— Wm.

so-called specials.
Thacher, Royal theatre. Salina, Kan.

Is West, with Harry Carey.
to Carey's old standard, but good
nevertheless.
W. C. Whitt.
theatre.
Anderson, Cal. Small

—

western

Home

—

town patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
Phillips.
This was an excellent picture
for a small town and will do much toward the stopping of censorship. Would
advise anyone to show this picture.
R. H. Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan,
Ark. Small town patronage.

—

—

La La

Lucille, with

—

Eddie Lyons and

Lee Moran. Very good comedy-drama.
Pleased everyone and did a good business.
Never had a poor Universal.
C. H. Smith. Electric theatre. Morning
Sun, la. Small town patronage.

—

A

Shocking Night, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. Patrons walked out on
this one.
My third Lyons and Moran.
The rest weren't much better. Nothing

—

them.
Who said better pictures?
Ernest Yetter, Majestic theatre. Homer,
Mich. Small town patronage.

to

—

Every Woman, with Dorothy
you haven't played this one,
once and let Universal tell you
how to put it over. Use the singer by
all means.
Start your advertising campaign early and see that every woman
gets a letter from you. They will come.

Once

— G.

Neb.

to

—

Phillips.
get it at

If

R. Harries, Isis theatre. Broadwater,

— Small

town patronage.

Under Crimson

Skies, with

Elmo

Lin-

— ran this with a Snub Pollard
Pleased everyone.
Receipts
good. — Ellen
Shaffer.
Alvin
theatre,
Cleveland, O. — Transient patronage.
The Virgin of Stamboul, with PrisDean. — One of the best features
have had
some time. Drew very well.
— Court theatre. Huntington, Tenn.
coln.

I

comedy.

cilla

I

in

Neighborhood patronage.
Shipwrecked
special

cast.

Among

— Too

—

—

—

Good. H.
Wilcox, Unique theatre, Bricelyn,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
Fixed by George, with Eddie Lyons
and Lee Moran. A pretty fair comedy,
but this type of picture is not what my
Saturday crowd wants. Adolph Kohn,
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.
In Folly's Trail, with Carmel Myers.
Fine picture.
Will please the ladies.
Star and picture did not pull for me.
Universal stars don't get me any business.
Wm. Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina, Kan.

—

—

—

West

—

Loot, with a special cast.

B.

—

Not up

—

town patronage.

iiii.iiiiiiiiriniiiiiiiiHiimiiiu.iiiiniiriiiiniii.iiiiiiiiiniiraiiimnm'inS

some

Thacher, Royal theatre,

The Virgin

cilla

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton
You can play this strong, but don't advertise it as a circus picture.
This is
better than

— Wm.

Kan.

Salina,

Love.

are truly magnificent.
Plenty of action.
J. E. Stocker, Myrtle theatre, Detroit,
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

town patronage.

Western stuff.
Business off carnival
week.
Harry not the pulling power he

Shep-

Hazen, Ark.
mummi

—

you they liked it. G.
theatre.
Broadwater,

tell

Isis

— Small

The scenes

it.

them out pleased

Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey.
Good picture, but they like Harry in

Cozy Theatre,

Beautifully

.1.

Neb.

F. L. Clarke,

fl.im iiniiuuu.im

will

Harries.

R.

Married Life.
In Old Kentucky.
The Round-Up.
Go and Get It.

8.

A

Oberlin, Kan.
All Dolled Up, with Gladys Walton.
My first Universal program picture for
some time. Gladys is not only easy on
the eyes, but is some scrapper as well,
and proved that she's hard on the hair.
Better play this one. It's worth while.
J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Ncligh,
Neb. Small town patronage.
Risky Business, with Gladys Walton.

and they

Frank Mayo.
program picture,

will like

the last reel will send

in

4.

7.

Risky Business, with Gladys Walton.
Not as good as Pink Tights, but of course
they can't

Hitchin' Posts, with
is a good average

and your patrons

Twilight Baby.
Back to God's CounFighting

— Average program picture.
Kohn, Pastime theatre, GranN. Y. — Neighborhood patronage.

This

herdess.

Universal

—

ville.

mance.
town on the Farm.

hood patronage.

patrons accepted it for its screen value.
Truly unusual in many ways. I. V.
Wallace, Idle Hour theatre, Cambridge
Springs, Pa. Transient patronage.
The Gilded Dream, with Carmel

Adolph

try.

— Neighbor-

1021

11.

Myers.

A

3.

—

—

.

June

—

My

1'ickford
into the

—

^

Ten Plays

patronage.

——

Cannibals, with a
long, but a lot of

—

—

—

Specials
Blind Love (Ay won), with Lucy CotSplendid picture and good directon.
tion.
Fair business. T. E. Walton, National theatre. New Bedford, Mass.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Danger Valley (Pinnacle), with Neal
Hart.
Ran this one with Chaplin comedy, Easy Street, following home talent
show and bucking a glorious church revival, and hardly noticed there was op-

—

position.

— W.

Home

Whitt.

C.

Anderson, Cal.

— Small

theatre,

town patronage.

The Long Arm of Manister (Pioneer),
with H. B. Walthall. Just a good picture
which gave general satisfaction.
No
complaints or compliments passed on this.
C. N. Bartow. Opera House, Medora,
III.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

Gold (Pinnacle), with Neal
good picture.
Photography
poor at first, but gets better. For people who like fights and excitement, it's
there.
William Haight, Orpheum theatre, Livingston. Mont.
The Woman of Mystery (Aywon).
with a special cast.
Fair picture. Used
the six-sheet and it went over big.
M.
God's

Hart.

—A
—

—

—

Rosenthal,
theatre,
Brooklyn,
Palace
N. Y. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Skyfire (Pinnacle), with Neal Hart.
Very good. This boy a sure drawing
card.
Business good. E. N. Brown,
Stocking theatre. Grand Rapids. Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Bubbles
son.

—A

Pioneer

(

nice

by all.
ments on this.
House, Medora,

joyed

),

with

Mary Ander-

comedy which was

little

Many

favorable

en-

comOpera

— C. N. Barlow.
— Small town patron111.

age.

The Barbarian (Pioneer), with Monroe Salisbury.
A good scenic. Couldn't
call it a drama.
Dwight Baker. Circle

—

theatre,

Up

—

Ottumwa.

Ia.

in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), w-ith a
special cast.
Some said good, but many

—

—
June
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—

adverse comments. Not up to average.
H. B. Wilcox, Unique theatre, Bricelyn,
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.
The Golden Trail (Arrow), with Jane
Seemed
Novak. Show is fairly good.
to please. Don't think that it is a special
Business
was
poor
represented.
as was
both nights on account of very heavy
rains.
J. D. Jameson, Broadway Odeon,
Columbia. Mo. General patronage.
The County Fair (Tourneurl. with a
Put this over with ruoe
special cast.
band, special lobby display, etc.. and
Picture justified the exstood 'em up.
ploitation.
People still talking about it.
Book it and put some pep behind your

The Moon

like

dren,

Riders. Pleases the childisgusts adults.
Take a tip

but

—
—

from one who knows.

—

any

—

Don't book it.
Alvin theatre, Cleveland.
Transient patronage.

Ellen

O.

—

Shaffer.

The Son

Tarzan (National I, with a
gone over bigger than
G. C. Gillett, Royal
Wauchula. Fla. Neighborhood

serial ever had.

theatre.

—

Home.
Utah.

—

American
Neighbor-

hood patronage.

Empty Arms
cast.

— An

money

(Pioneer), with a special
that got very good
weather. Dwight Baker.

one

old

warm

in

—

Ottumwa, la.
The Boomerang (Pioneer), with Henry
B.
Walthall. Just
a
good picture.
Circle theatre,

Nothing

—

Pleased a small crowd.

special.

— C. N. Bartow. Opera House. Medora,
— Small town patronage.
with
Thoughtless Women (Pioneer
Alma Rubens. — Fair. Drew on popuof Humoresque.
Needs a good
comedy. — Dwight Baker. Circle theatre,
111.

i.

—

—

patronage.

Ia.

Serials

pleased.
atre.

—

A.

J.

Presson.

Camden, Tenn.

Princess

thepat-

— Neighborhood

ronage.

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
Very good serial. Holding up
better than the average.
All that can
be expected from a Western serial.
Earl
Rice. Riviera theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Hoxie.

—

—

King

of the Circus (Universal), with
Polo.
The worst serial I ever
ran.
Nine out of ten people who saw
the last episode told me thev certainly
were glad it was over. Lost big money.
E. S. Sutter. Columbia theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Eddie

—

—

The Lost City
Juanita Hansen.

(Warner Bros,

—

—

every one a topnotcher. Fred Mehaffey.
Lyric theatre. North Bend. Neb. Small
town patronage.

Ryegate. Mont.

Small town patronage.
The Clutches of the Hindu (Lande).
with a special cast. I ran this serial on
Sunday.
No action in it. People were

—

disgusted.

I

Don't book

it.

money on

lost

— Ellen

atre. Cleveland.

O.

this

serial.

Riders (Lniversalt. with a
special cast.
Just finished and went over
big.
Patrons want me to repeat same.
Held up big. F. E. Pracht. Pastime theatre.
Brownsville, Tenn. Colored patronage.
King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. The poorest serial we ever
ran.
Preston Bros.. Empress theatre,

—
—

—

—

City.

Are Doing
Fill

in

for

this

Other Exhibitors

blank

now and aesd

to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dear-

born

St.,

Chicago.

Title

—

Star

town patronage.

—

Baker.

— Cir-

Producer

«

Remarks

Out of Luck (Universal), with Hoot
EveryGibson.- This was a good one.

—

Hoot. Some good comedy in
Ran Century comedy with Hoot.

one

likes

this.

Leaping Lions and Jailbirds. Fair comWm. Thacher. Royal theatre, Salina. Kan.
edy.

—

an' Rye (Univerwith Joe Martin. Just fair comedy.
Pleased the kids. Grown-ups don't care
Wm. Thacher,
for monkey comedies.

The Good Ship Rock

—
—

sal),

Royal theatre. Salina, Kan.

The Scarecrow (Metro), with Buster
Keaton. Another ringer for Buster. I'll
have to book him on dates farther apart,
though, as patrons get so tickled they
break up the seats in their convulsions
of mirth. He sure gets out funny stunts.
H. J. Longaker. Howard theatre. AlexNeighborhood patronage.
andria. Minn.

—

—

Title

Star

—

Clyde

Producer

Oldham. Dixie theatre. McMinnville.
Neighborhood patronage.
Back Stage (Paramount), with Roscoe
Not as
Arbuckle. Pretty fair comedy.
good as others that we have played.

Remarks

Huntsman

— Cook

Tenn.

is

I

Fox

with

).

winner

a

here.

— Cowan

—

—

Drew a
theatre.

few extra.

The

Toonerville

— G.

Ryegate.
patronage.

F.

Rediske. Star

Mont.

town

— Small

Shaffer, Alvin the-

— Transient patronage.

M oon

Ia.

Avenger (Vitagraphi. with
Duncan. This one held up

Silent

— Small

Hard Luck (Metro), with Buster KeaA riot in spots. Some new and

ton.

The

The

—

—

—

Cook.

—

—

M.
Goodman.
Memphis. Tenn. Tran-

Alias Alladin (Pathe).
Nothing to it.
"laffs."
G. F. Rediske. Star theatre,

No

a free show for kids at first.
Get the
kids in no matter what else vou do. Get
the kids.
They'll do the res't.— Mrs. W.
H. Heifer. Itasca theatre, Alice. Tex.

a winner.

You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

sient patronage.

with

Rockwell

onderf'il
(Pathe).
snappy.
Clean

Short and
comedy. O.

slapstick
Queen theatre.

gave

The

—

—W

Comedies

Jigg's

comedies.

I

It is

Whole

Pictures

Keaton Comedies (Metro), with BusKeaton. The best comedies on the
market.
Have played five to date and

ter

t,

—

Office Reports Tell the

Report Regularly on

Short Subjects

original business.
Dwight
cle theatre. Ottumwa, Ia.

Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with
Ruth Roland.— Just finished the seventh
episode and holding up fine.
Patrons

Box

Story.

Join in This Co-operative Service

larity

Ottumwa.

USE THIS BLANK

of

— Has

special cast.

—

advertising.
W. P.
theatre.
Tremonton.

87

—

William
good, and played to fair business.
Bert
Johnson. Magnolia theatre. Titusville.

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
with a
of Tarzan (National
special
cast. — Playing
twelfth
the
episode.
Holding up good. Getting the
money. — Paul
Zerilla.
theatre,
Daisy
Memphis, Tenn. — Colored patronage.
The White Horseman (Universal
with Art Acord. — This serial
too much
Fla.

The Son

i.

i.

is

tional).

—A

amused

Trolley

dandy comedy.

(First

Na-

People sure

skipper antics.
All the
pleased fine.
H. J.
Longaker. Howard theatre. Alexandria.
Minn. Neighborhood patronage.

with

Toonerville's

—

have

—

—

Educational Comedies. No monotony.
Four distinct brands, which provides
variety.
These comedies are very, very
good. Cowan Oldham. Dixie theatre.
McMinnville. Tenn. Neighborhood pat-

—

—

Exhibitor

Name

of

Theatre

ronage.

A

Fresh Start (Educational), with a
If they don't have hysterics
when you play this one. better pin a tag
on their backs reading. "This mummy
died 1326 B. C. It was sun-cured and is
guaranteed to keep indefinitely." I have
found Educational comedies to be clean,
wholesome and uniformly good. It's a
J. C. Jenkins. Audisafe line to book.
torium theatre. Neligh. Neb. Small town
special cast.

—

patronage.

Transient

—

—

ronage
City

State

or

Neighborhood

Pat-
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Typhoons can be installed easily
and in a few days
This illustration shows a roof installa-

one of the many ways that TYPHOONS can be installed.
tion,

TYPHOON equipment

is

standardized

and all pieces are marked, lettered and
numbered, which together with charts,
instructions and diagrams furnished by
us, enables you to install the equipment in a few days and thus get the

Regular roof installation

benefit of the
summer trade which
full

you now

lose without

TYPHOONS. A complete line of all sizes of

equipment is carried
in stock ready for immediate shipment.

Showing how

pieces are

marked

for assembling,

i

WRITE FOR CATALOG "H"
2527 Fairmount StreeC

860 S. Olive Street

DALLAS. TEXAS

LOS ANGELES. CAL.

255 N. 13th Street

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
64

TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
ERNST GLANTZBERG.

W. Randolph Street

CHICAGO,

ILL.

215 Fayetteville Street
RALEIGH. N. C.

345

WEST

39th

STREET,

President

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

1044

Camp

Street

NEW ORLEANS.
12

Woodward

LA.

Street

CHATTANOOGA.TENN.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Equipment

A. H. Woods' Apollo Theatre Is
Notable Addition to the Rialto
New Chicago Playhouse Is Last Word

—

Progress
The

With the approach of the
summer months and intermittent
hot and sultry days, exhibitors
do well to seriously consider
the matter of lobby displays. It
is needless to say that the same
effects customarily used in the
will

months

winter

will

prove

not

efficacious at this time.

In the winter months it is effective to even "crowd"
the
lobby with exploitation features
because at that time of the year
In
patrons appreciate warmth.
fact you can border on stuffiness
detracting
one whit
without
from your attendance.

But

in the

summer

it is

differ-

is a matter of psycholPeople generally seek the
open where they can get plenty
of breathing space. They shun
close contact because of the heat.

ent.

It

ogy.

Therefore,

exhibitors should
strive to give their lobbies the
cool,

restful

finest

Completeness
Exterior Lighted By Sun-Light Arcs Gives
Building Unique Advertising Value
Woods' newest and
which was opened to the

Apollo, A. H.
theatre,

Chicago public Monday evening. May 30,
in playhouses in

presents the latest thing
this country.

The new

theatre,

which

is

equipped with a projection booth, can be
used for picture presentation at a moment's notice and is the first of a chain
of such houses to be controlled by Mr.

Woods.
The building

is

in

the heart of

Chi-

cago's theatrical district at Dearborn and

Randolph

streets,

Woods

theatre,

house.

It

was

McCormick
of

the

directly

A.
built

opposite

the

H. Woods' present
by the Leander J.

building corporation, owners

property,

and

leased

to

Mr.

Woods.
Decorative Panels Used

The

seating capacity of the Apollo is
1,600, included in the main floor, mezzanine, with six rows of seats, and balcony.
Both mezzanine and balcony floors are
low and easily accessible from the main
The entrance is at the northwest
floor.
corner of the building, and the foyer and

lobby open on Dearborn street.
Passers-by on Chicago'*;
Rialto

at

in

night are at once attracted to the theatre
by the beautifully illuminated front. The
Apollo is equipped with the latest scheme
of theatre lightine. Sun-Light arcs, which
give a soft, glowing light over the surface of the building.
Arcs are also located on the Woods theatre across the
street and
flood the
surface of the
building.
The Apollo stands out as a
bright gem in a handful of imitations.
Around the cornice of the building a row
of incandescent lights brightens up the
top. This is the first time that this special
light has been used in Chicago.

Two-Story Lobby

The

lobby, which is two stories high, is
decorated in cast travertine, and the floor
is of Greek marble mosaic, with black
marble base. The stairs leading to lounging rooms and to mezzanine floor are of
Batesville marble with black base.
The building was designed by Messrs.
Holabird and Roche; Will Hollingsworth,
the Chicago artist, superintended the
decoration of the interior. The combination of architects and artists of talent
and reputation gives the Apolio a distinction which justifies the claim that
this is the finest theatre of its type in

America.

manager
manager

Charles

Tannhausen,

of the Studebaker
of the new Apollo.

former

theatre,

is

appearance which

invites those seeking comfort.

During the summer months
your claim to having a wonderful
ventilating
system which
gives you "the coolest place in
town" will be offset by an overdone lobby display which seems
to cry "stuffiness and heat."
'

Attractive

wall

boards,

per-

haps a stand or two unobtrusively placed are sufficient.

If

you deem it desirable a streamer
if done in quiet subdued colors,
would still retain the atmosphere which should characterize
your entrance.

Your electric sign, however,
should be your chief flare during this time.
It is always effective and, despite the season,
light attracts.

The Apollo

H. Woods' new playhouse, showing the illumination
furnished by the Sun-Light arcs.

theatre, Chicago*, A.
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COLUMBIA TICKET SALE
INCREASED BY CAMPAIGN
Manager Estimates

E. O. Fahner, Sales

More Tran

1,500 Theatres

RALD

H E

Many

Novelties
Electric Sign

at

Show

T heat re

Advertising Art
Given Prominent Place
in Exhibitions

Now

Using Product

Is

Little more than one month ago the
Columbia Printing Company launched an
active campaign under Edward O. Fahner, to promote the sale of Columbia
Theatre tickets. In a statement issued
this week, Mr. Fahner in addition to
outlining the progress already made,
sketches in brief the policy governing
the company's dealings with exhibitors.

Shown
made from our records

Increased Growth

"An

estimate

our claim that Columbia tickets are used today in 1500 theatres in the United States," Mr. Fahner,
who is sales manager of the company,
last

week

justifies

said.

cardinal reason for this growth
that exhibitors realize that we are putting forth every effort to give them the
best obtainable results and in return
show their preference for Columbia made

"The

is

tickets.

Service and Speed

"Our men who have

specialized on the
printing of tickets for the last ten years
know that service and speed are not
synonymous and that true service and
careful workmanship is the customer's
right and that we are only the agent of
the customer.
"We also employ a very novel system'
to assist our customers in anticipating
their wants and eliminating that eleventh
hour rush which inevitably occurs when
"
it is realized there is 'only one roll left.'

TROT
"KARMA" MAKING HIT

RIVIERA'S FOX

Isham Jones' orchestra at the Marigold
Gardens, Chicago, is making a hit, according to reports, with the Riviera MuThis number
sic Company's "Karma."
was written by Ethwell Hanson, one of
Mr.
Chicago's best known composers.
Hanson is the composer of several other
successful songs, including "Desertland."
"Sweet Southern Dream" and "There'll
Come a Time."

Ward

Perry, traveling representative
Riviera Music Company, is now
touring the South demonstrating the latContrary to reports on
est Riviera hits.
business in different sections of the country, Mr. Perry says that the sheet music
business in the South is very good.

of the

Bath Showman

in

ORONO, ME.— Frank

A.

Orono

Owen, forBangor, and former manager

merly of
of the Columbia theatre, Bath,
a

theatre

street,

soon.

here

to

be

located

will build
in

Mill

near Main street, and to be begun

novel-

ties in theatre sign lighting were disclosed during the' Electrical Sign Show,
which was held at Irving place and Fifteenth street. New York, from May 2 to
May 11. The Reynolds Electrical Company displayed an excellent type of theatre advertising in a new style sign which
advertised George Arliss in his latest
feature, "The Devil."
Among the other prominent and interesting exhibits were those of City
Electric Sign Company, E. G. Clarke,
Federal Sign System, Frederick Fricker,
Electric Sign ComI. P. Frink, Xorden
pany, Strauss & Company, Viking Sign
Company, L. L. Strauss, B. J. Aplin.
Betts & Betts Corporation, W. F. Irish.
Animated Picture Product Company. R.
& H. Strachan, Nedelman & Schoenteld,
A. & J. M. Anderson Mfg. Company.

Smith-Hecht Company, Sig-Xo-Graph
Company. Mercury Time Switch Company, Displays Company, Animated Advertising Company, Union Sign Shop,
Hartford Time Switch Company, Kenner & Ross, Manufacturers Distributing
Company, Commercial Utilities Mfg.
Company. American Sign Company,
Charles Beseler, Automatic Illuminated
Advertising Company, W. A. Anderson
& Company, Bulletin Machine Company.
T. L. Robinson & Company, The Golden

Glow

Sign,

The

Electro-Graph
Pfluger. Eagle Sign

ComCom-

pany. Weiss &
pany. The Rialto Electric Company.

The advance in the art of theatre advertising was graphically illustrated by
the wares of the participants in this exhibition,
and the future progress is
hinted at by the large amount of money
invested in the electric sign industry,
which is one of the newest adjuncts of
the business world.

ST.

Struck by Lightning
LOUIS. MO.— Lightning struck

Empress theatre. Olive street near
Grand avenue, recently, splitting the wall
from top to bottom and dislodging sev-

the

eral

of

feet

stone

The

coping.

afterthirty

noon performance had ended about
minutes prior to the

bolt.

Acquires Syracuse Eckel
SYRACUSE,
atre

N.

Y.— The

purchased

been

has

Amusement Company

Eckel the-

by

Robbins

of Utica and be-

comes the Robbins-Eckel

theatre.

Plan Escanaba Changes
ESCANABA, MICH.—The Gladstone
theatre will undergo extensive improve-

ments and

alterations.

Plan Allentown Opening
ALLENTOWN, PA.— The new Rialto
theatre
April 2.

will

be

||

The New Era Org A\

opened

1921

NEEBPURA SPRAY SYSTEM
GETS PERMANENT HOME
S.

Thompson Disposes of Other
Head New Firm in

R.

In-

terests to

Saturday,

Closely following the announcement of
a corporation by Thompson, Merrill &
Neeb, to manufacture the Neebpura Automatic Hygienic Deodorant System and the
installation of the system in Chicago's New
Tivoli. comes the further information that
contracts have been secured covering practically every large loop theatre in Chicago
as well as some of the more pretentious
playhouses in New York.
The fact of the installation of the system in the Tivoli, together with news of
the incorporation of the company with a
sketch of the personnel was carried in the
Exhibitors
HttALD in the issue of

May

21.

The company has obtained permanent
and factory at 75 Western avenue,
and a comprehensive program
of installation and manufacture is already
under way. Finkelstein & Ruben, owners

offices

M inneapolis.

of the largest theatre circuit west of Chicago, it is announced, have already signed
contracts for the installation of spray
systems in their theatres.
In addition to perfuming the air of thi
theatre the system is designed to fumigate,
cleanse or sterilize. The Thompson. Merrill & N'ebb corporation state that in connection with their deodorizing system they
will shortly

market

their

commercial system

intended for the purpose of sterilizing and
fumigating the air in schools and other
public
S. R.

places.

Thompson

manager

of

Thompson

the

is

president and general

new

company.

Mr.

a pioneer in the motion picture industry and dates his activities back
to the time when the Twin Cities had but
one motion picture theatre.
He has disposed of the Thompson Theatre Equipment company and will devote his entire
time to the activities of the new corporation.
Other officers of the company are W.
Merrill, secretary and treasurer
and
Dr. Arthur B. Neeb, vice-president and
inventor of the Xeebpura system.
is

L

:

INDIANA EAGLE'S LODGE
PLANS OPEN AIR THEATRE
Robert

Gumm

office of the

of
the Indianapolis
Exhibitors Supply Company,

reports that his office recently closed a
deal with the Eagles' Lodge of Greensburg. Indiana, through William Dinsmore for the equipping of an open air
theatre which the fraternal order will
operate through the summer months.
The location of the venture is in a
huge ball park on the outskirts of
Greensburg that contains a grand stand
which will seat 3.000 persons. That the
lodge is starting right in its endeavor to
give the people of Greensburg high
class entertainment is evidenced by the
high grade equipment purchased.
Among other things the bill of sale
includes two of the latest model Simplex
machines with motors; one 50-50 transverter: one automatic ticket selling machine and one large Minusa Gold Fibre
screen.

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED 0WNE R.
(Write for Literature)

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY,
Also Builders of

on

11,

Northwest

(Special to Exhibitor* Herald)

NEW YORK CITY— Many

June

Famous Marr

Inc.

-

-

-

& Colton Concert Organ

-

WARSAW,

N. Y.

June
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11,

be erected by Herman R. Misch, president of Lion Department store, in Chicago avenue, between Hermitage and

Theatres

Wood

Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

an

Is

This.

Palaces Are Going Up. Only

Haverhill,

Remodeling

—

Milwaukee, Wis. Fred Gross will remodel the old Bijou theatre in Second
street between Grand avenue and Syca-

It will seat 3,000.

Mass.

—

more

and

Brodie

Ellis

of Lawrence have purchased the site of the old Haverhill
Tavern, on which to erect a theatre seat-

be

ing 2.500.

Park and

Company

N.

—

— Glen wood

erecting

is

play-

house at Myrtle and Buchman avenues
in
the upper Ridgewood section.
Rudolph Stutzmann is president of the
.

company; Philip
Louis

Pfeiffer,

Pfeiffer.

secretary,

and

on

the

treasurer.

*
buildings
Melba theatre

street between St. Paul
streets are being razed. It

Elm
and Harwood
in

is planned by
John T. and Jesse H. Jones to erect a

$1,000,000 theatre.

The

theatre

be completed before January,

— Improvements

F.

Workman.

S.

will
1922.

not

— Nathan

The work

will cost $33,000.

Appell of the York

Ventilation

111.

*

will

—

to install a

Worcester, Mass. Maurice F Reidy
has tentative plans for the erection of a

— Paris

Theatre
remodel the Majestic. It

Paris,

new

Elbow Lake, Minn.

theatre here.
*

—A

—

Bridgeport,
Conn. Peter
Dawe is
building a new theatre adjoining the
Seaside club in State street. It will seat

—A

Chillicothe, O.
has been installed

2.000.

planned

ventilating fan

be installed in the
here by B. E. Anderson.
to

is

Company
is

ventilating system.

in

Opera House

large Typhoon fan
the Star theatre.

*

—

Mondovi, Wis. Business men of this
town have organized to erect a COO-seat
theatre.

•

Peninsula, O.— Plans are being made
for the erection of Peninsula's first motion picture theatre.

*

Quincy, 111.— Work on the new theatre to be erected here by Pinkelman &
Cory will be under way shortly.

~

COIVtlCHT

1^

.

*

Chicago,

111.

—A

$500,000

theatre

will

Doing Big Business
In

V

Hot Weather
It's

easy enough,

» .;v

Aft .:.<

.;

>¥>,:>/¥» v Aft SI

In ordering SIMPLEX CERTIFIED TICKETS you are fully protected by an iron-clad guarantee that the numberings are absolutely accurate.
Surely you can make no mistake in specifying
Simplex Tickets
Better send your order TODAY and take ad•antage of our remarkably low prices.

if

Special printed tickets with the

you

Scores of other exhibitors
do it.

10,000

$6.00

20,000
30,000

8.00

Summer

BusiBetter
ness" tells you all about it.

11.00
18.00

1,000,000

140.00

5. 6.

10.

Price per

1

15. 17.

1,

roll,

Price per 50

20. 22, 25.

28. 30. 33. 35,

$ 0.40

100,000

tickets, per roll

Folded

tickets, price per

18.00
1.00

package

of 10,000

Kansas City
Sacramento

3.00

ATTRACT SUMMER AUDIENCES

MILWAUKEE

1476 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

39 and 55 cents.

2,000

rolls,

Cojpon

I

Denver

46.00

74.00

Additional charge for each change of wording or price $2.00

and Chair Cover

Exhibitors Supply

MPN3PI7N APPLING
Baltimore

your theatre imprinted;
$ 32.00
39.00

Write for Fan

Detroit
Atlanta

of

200,000
250,000
300,000
500.000

7.00

50,000
100.000

for booklet 918.

Philadelphia

name

Stock admission tickets printed according to government ruling,
showing established price, war tax. and total, can be furnished,
showing the following total prices:

too.

Our new booklet "A

Ask

ftO

Your Protection

know how.

You can,

will

the Park theatre by Clyde E.

in

Springfield, 111.
Work has commenced
on the remodeling of the old First National bank building, which will be converted into a motion picture theatre.

Opera House and Orpheum theatre is
negotiating for a site here on which to
erect a new playhouse.

:s.000-seat

— The

Dallas, Tex.
site of the new

York, Pa.

Theatre

$225,000

a

made

—

Mich.
Larkin
Theatre
Company has been organized with Fred
Potts
as president to erect a theatre
J.

Projects
Y.

Minn.

Brainerd,

here.

Brooklyn,

a cost of $50,000.

at

*

Dowagiac,

Being Installed

New

street,

Samuel Jensky

Equipment

the Latest
Is

streets.

91

33 Second Street

ST.

Prices

Company

Inc.

MINNEAPOLIS

LOUIS

3316 Lindell Blvd.

Produce Exchange Bldg.

INDIANAPOLIS

CHICAGO

157 N. Illinois St.

845 S. Wabash Ave.

—
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NOW BOOKING

ILLINOIS

YOU FIND
A

EVERYWHERE

IT

Opening

at

NORTHERN
drama and

gripping five-reel

55

from the Saturday Evening Post story "The Gibson Upright."
Featuring CATHERINE CALVERT and HERBERT RAWLINSON.
Ziegfeld Theatre May 28th at a Dollar Admission.

Five Reel Feature Production adapted

By Booth Tarkington.

A

11,

ILLINOIS
comedy featuring the inimitakle

a two-reel

NORMA TALMADGE

"A Daughter's Strange Inheritance"
The world's most popular star in a powerful treatise on
prenatal influence embodied in a gripping
five-reel

"Janet of the Chorus"
NORMA, CONSTANCE TALMADGE and ALICE LAKE.
A

drama.

ripping two-reel comedy-drama.

And These Strong Productions

'The World and the
or

Woman"

THE MIRACLE WOMAN

Featuring JEANNE EAGELS,

celebrated
Belasco star with All-Star cast. Five Reels.
A Big Box Office Attraction.

"His Enemy s Daughter''
Featuring VINCENT SERRANO. Story
adapted from "A Modern Monte Cristo," by
Lloyd Lonergan. A gripping suspense-filled
story of love and hate revenge that waits
through long years uniil the time to strike
a classic of the kind that reaches every human

—

heart.

"Aching Hearts"
Featuring
CATHERINE CALVERT, supported by Frank Mills and an All-Star cast.
Story adapted from Lady Helene Roberson's
"House of Cards." Five Reels.

Five Reels.

"The Masked Marriage"
CATHERINE CALVERT, the most
beautiful
woman in pictures, in an intensely thrilling drama of love and marriage.
Five Reels.

Featuring

"Her Amazing Decision"

Featuring

CATHERINE CALVERT.

It is

the sort of a play that will always find a soft spot in the heart of

American theatre goers.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Spanuth's Original "Vod-A-Vil Movies." The
single reel subject in the world.
Bring to your theatre the highest priced
vaudeville and novelty acts in the world.
Released every week.

greatest

NORTHERN

ILLINOIS and

Charles Chaplin"
The latest on the market—CHARLIE CHAPLIN CARTOONS. A series of six single
reelers.

NORTHERN INDIANA
NORTHERN

"Screen Smiles"
Bright Bits from newspaper wits.
feet released weekly.

Abou

500

ILLINOIS and INDIANA

"New Wed Comedies"
A

series

about

ILLINOIS

it

AND INDIANA

ILLINOIS

of

life's

12

one-reel comedies centering
critical period, featuring

most

Harry Myers and Rosemary Theby.

Midget Comedies"

A

decidedly distinctive novelty. A complete
cast of midgets. Just the thing for the little
folks. A series of five two-reelers.

Commonwealth

"Denver Dixon Comedies"
Famous Mexican Single Reel Comedies.
series

of

12

Pictures

746 South Wabash Avenue
IN

THE HEART OF FILM ROW

released every

A

other week.

Exchange
Chicago,

Illinois

1921

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
U.

S.

Film

Company

Formed

in

Chicago

"Liquid Gold", Smuggling
Liquor Story Is First
Feature

of

Chicago is again coming to the fore as
a motion picture producing center. This
week the formation of the U. S. Film
Company, with offices in the Chateau
theatre building, was announced by C. C.
Clifford, president of the concern.
Mr. Clifford stated further that a large
company of players and technical experts had been working for some time on
the first production of the new concern,
at the Dells, Wisconsin, making ex"Liquid Gold" First

of the scenes.

at Senate
Attracting Interest

Open Summer Drives
the notables that visited Chicago during the past week were Al
Lichtman, general manager of Associated
Producers,
Inc.,
Charles
R.
Rogers,
General
manager of Robertson-Cole,
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal

Film

Mfg.

and

Co.,

manager

general

of

Irving Thalberg,
Universale
big

Western plant.
Mr. Lichtman

is completing the details
of the Associated Producers sales drive
which will begin June 12. He was accompanied on Jiis trip West by E. M.
Asher, Mack Sennett's representative.
Mr. Asher continued on to California

cago,

The initial production is to be called
"Liquid Gold" and the story is written
around the smuggling of liquor across
the border from Canada.
Five airplanes
were used for the making of many of
the most exciting episodes of the feature, and over 1,000 extras appear in

Prologue
to

Among

Sunday.
Mr. Rogers stopped

teriors.

many

Film Notables Visit
Chicago Exchanges

visited

one day in ChiRobertson-Cole
New York Friday

off
local
left for

the

exchange and
on the Century.
Carl Laemmle, accompanied by his
nephew. Edward Laemmle and Irving
Thalberg, met the sales organization and
held a conference Saturday. Mr. Edward
Laemmle and Mr. Thalberg continued to
the Coast Saturday night.

The company has taken over

the Crane
studios, at 3223 California avenue, Chicago, where the finishing touches are being put to the picture. Alice Girard, who
has considerable picture experience, plays
the leading feminine role, while W. H.
Tipton plays the male lead. The story
was written by Emily Connon and Mr.
Clifford.

When completed, the feature will be
distributed on a state rights basis.
Clifford Is

Experienced

Mr. Clifford is by no means a novice
the producing field, having acted as
assistant director on "Male and Female"
and several other big Paramount producin

as with various other companies.
release date of "Liquid Gold" will
be announced soon.

Realart Star in Chicago
Miles Minter, Realart Pictures
star, stopped off in Chicago, May 28-29,
en route to the East Coast. Miss Minter
and the local Realart manager, Harry
W. Willard, gave a dinner to the Chicago press representatives at the new
Drake on Saturday evening.

Books 'Headin Home'
The

Isis

theatre

at

Indianapolis

has

booked "Headin' Home," starring Babe
Ruth, for two weeks. The run opened
Memorial Day. Si Greiver, who has the
picture for this territory, reports a record

demand.

Popular Theatreman Dies
Harry Leonard, one

of the oldest

and

best-known exhibitors in Chicago, died
suddenly Saturday morning, May 28. Mr.
Leonard conducted the Jeanett theatre at
617 West North street.

unusually appropriate prologue,
which during the past week introduced
the feature "The Gilded Lily" to patrons
of the Senate theatre, Lubliner & Trinz
house, has attracted the attention of exhibitors throughout Chicago and vicinity.

It

Work of Boyle Woolfolk
was staged by Boyle Woolfolk, who

now specializing in theatre presentations after devoting fifteen years to producing tabloids, musical comedies and
vaudeville acts.
"Honey Moon Town"
is one of his productions.
"Chicago will soon be setting the pace
for the entire country in theatre prologues," predicts Mr. Woolfolk. "Scores
of theatres which never before have gone
into this phase of showmanship are now
is

it up and noticing the effect on
box office.
"Chicago and Illinois exhibitors are

taking
the

among

the most progressive in the world.
advice is to watch them. They will
make good."

My

Act

East to Assist Lait
Paul

weeks

man,

is

join

to

well-known Chicago
going East within a few

Smith,

G.

publicity

the

New York

staff

of

Jack Lait and assist in the preparation
of vaudeville acts and sketches.
Smith
was formerly publicity manager for the
local branches of Select and Capital and
previously was employed on various trade
journals.
Nate Phillips has been named

manager

of the

new

firm.

Gives Educational
His Endorsement
Chicago manager for Educational:
"I am in the market for
some good one reel comedies.
We are sure sold on your
two-reel
comedies;
they

draw
•

as well as the feature

for us.
"If your new one reelers
are anything to be compared
with the others, we want to
contract for same, providing the price is right. Kindly

write us or have your

man

call.

(Signed) "Very truly yours,
"F. W. Steimle,
"Lyric theatre,

"Washington, 111."
Mr. Schwartz states that this is
but one of the many similar endorsements of Educational pictures
received from exhibitors in this
territory.

Is

Well Staged

"The

Gilded Lily" prologue opens
with eight toe-dancers in an interpretative
dance around a large white lily.
It is
well staged and highly artistic.
At the
climax, a pretty girl dressed in white appears in the center of the lily and renders
As she disappears, the picture
a solo.
is

thrown on the screen.

Selected Films Obtains

Novelty Reel and Serial

The following letter has been received by I. Maynard Schwartz,

Mary

Rivals

An

Paul G. Smith Goes

tions,

The

Boyle Woolf oik Predicts Chicago
Will Set the Pace for

Selected Films, Inc., has closed contracts for the distribution in Indiana and

"Along the Moonbeam
novelty, and "The
Mystery," a Howells

Illinois of

a

Trail,"

Hope

two-reel

Diamond
Company

Sales

fifteen-reel serial.

"Along the Moonbeam Trail" was produced by Major Herbert M. Dawley
and is distributed through Henry C.
Brown.
It shows pre-historic animals,
including the Pterodactyl, Stegosaurus
and Trachdon in action and has won the
approval of the New York Zoological
Society for its accuracy and effectiveness.

Simon and

Toffler,

Films, are

now arranging

managers of Selected
for a private

showing to prominent citizens, the press
and exhibitors.
"The Hope Diamond Mystery" was
made by Kosmik Films, Inc., and features Grace Darmond. Elaborate advertising aids

have been prepared.

Visit Rothacker's
Danny Gray. Marshall Neilan's film
editor, took Ray June and Dave Kesson,
Xeilan cameramen, through the Rothacker studios to see how Neilan-First
National prints are made, recently. E. J.
Briant, manager of the New Orleans
First National office, was also among the
•

recent visitors at the plant.
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Commonwealth Film exchange,
with

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

i

Frank Marshall, former

man-

district

ager for Special Pictures at Cleveland,
passed through Chicago May 36 enroute to
Los Angeles for an extended visit.
He
spent several hours along film row renewing
acquaintances with his numerous Chicago
friends and the genial ex-ace of America's
dying forces promised some l>ig news upon

it's

1

closer

and

the

*

We

noted the Pathe hoys had pater Ryan
tow several days ago showing him the
sights along Boul. Mich, between trains
enroute to Ioway. Understand the famous
Phil. R. of New Vawk informed Daddy to
be sure and see the "gang" and we'll saj be
was several laps ahead of us all the time.
It seems Art Holah had him hold the "baby''
for a spell which, much to Daddy's delight,
took no time at all, ahem!!
*

*

*

the Row that anhas gone and did it. Inviin the mail announcing the

Tis murmured along

man
now

forthcoming marriage of Miss Freda Newto Jack Frackman, to be solemnized at
Fvansville, Ind., June 14.
L>oks like this
live Unity representative has it all on the
ol' Hoosier state.
*

*

That big contest Robertson-Cole is puton with "The Wonder Man" is raging
along to a wild finish with the Chi squad
well up in the money.
I-atest reports have
H. C. Bissell of Buffalo leading by a small
margin with H. R. Phillips and I". P.
Ishmaei. crowding closely. Watch this duo
ease him out, with Bob Lucas, genial local
manager, on the line helping his crack
ting

men cop

the tickets for the big partv July
* * »

2.

George Bromley, the portly and handsome exhibitor of the north side, threw
quite a thrill into the boys along the film
drag the other day when he pulled up to the
curb in his new Haines brougham.
Right
away the sellers got together and asked
slight raise on his rentals.
he's proof of how tough

George for a
Enuff

— see George,

the sledding

is.

*

*

*

Apropos, while on the motor

Will

stuff.

"Chub" Florine kindly return those gorgeous silken pillows he is toting around in
Xo questions
that new Nash coupe of his.
asked, but the gratitude of ()s<
vours for their speedv return.
* "* *

Florine

is

Understand that Si Grf.iver has engaged
the services of the diminutive publicist Irv
Mack for exploiting his big baseball feature

"Headin' Home."
Watch this youngster, he wields a flock o'
home runs off that big pen of his.
with

Babe

Ruth

*
J.

stone

F.

*

*

Burhorn. manager of

Pictures,

brief sojourn at

perfectly

in

returned

May

Kankakee.

normal, but

why

after

:!1

Looks
not

Black-

"the

tine

try

a

that way.
*

*

O. F. Spahr of the Enterprise Optical,
returned last week from a business jaunt
to Minneapolis visiting his manager, Ix-wis,
of the northwest territory. Besides a batch
of orders for the Motiograph projectors
you should have seen that fifteen-pound
member of the linny tribe he pulled out of
Lake Miniiewasta.
*

L.

*

*

Friedman of

Celebrated returned from
May .11 looking
like a real winner.
Joe tells us he saw big
Jack Dcmpsey in action and if he is half
as good when the gong rings July 'i the
light should go the limit. Thanks. Joe.
We
shall cancel our bets, instanter!!
J.

the
Atlantic City

»

Another has

*

Fabry Organizes for
Production of Films
New Concern in Chicago Has
Ambitious Plans
Siakel in
Tatra
newest

1

*

Miti hell never did anything to you, did
he? Well, when you 'phone a chap to call
at your office, why the exit business? Why
not let him visit as long as he cares to. The

Tom

is

*

*

convalescing rapidly.

quarters are rapidly being put
the decorators.
*

in

shape by

our
other
social
call.
Sammy Schafeer promises trie party in the
very near future. They tell us the "tea"
and roperos have been placed under heavy
guard somewhere, but will be with us when
Sam blows reveille.
Don't

forget

*

*

*

entirely

sub-

FABRY

ducing program.
It
plans to produce
both in this country and abroad. Probably the first production will be a historical photoplay.
Later the company
enter the

Herman

comedy and

feature

field.

Stern to Visit

Universal Film Exchanges
Herman

*

i^

among
The corporation has an ambitious pro-

will

*

Another party is to be staged shortly, so
murmurs Manager Lee Herz of the Interstate Films. Should transpire at an early
date for this independent exchange's new
*

A

lic.

Tom

The company

>aid to have strong
financial resources.
'I he stock, which is

scribed, was never
offered to the pubnumber of wealthy Chicagoans are
the company's backers.

S.

equalled with a total of sixty-eight.

Altland, young

tion.

w

(

doctors report

Fabry, a well known
business
hi c a g o
man, a n d L. J.
formerly a
Siakel,
laboratory techniRotcian for the
hacker Film Company, were leading
spirits in the comorganizapany's

1

Jackson Park country club Tommie Greenwood's summer home, y'know and one of
the caddies tells us he has Mavxakh
Schwartz's record for the nine holes
*

J.

Film Corporation is Chicago's
motion picture company.
S.

*

Phil Dinas, manager of the local Hodkinoffice, has been pulling and slicing
three hundred yards with the little Silver
King pill for the past three weeks at the

*

— L.

Company

C

l>ecn

Walt

at the

state.

son

IjKik here

It

Ziegfeld theatre May 28, ha*
apparently caught on with the local exhibitors giving this new exchange a total of
sixty-eight set-ins before its downtown run
opened. The l>ookings on the Normal Talmadge feature "A Daughter's Strange Inheritance" were so brisk that this company
has decided to take over the Indiana territory, giving them Illinois and the Hoosier

captured by the lure
of the driving tee and putting hole.
Yep,

Stern, newly appointed district

Central Western territory of Universal Film Mfg. Company,
paid the local exchange a visit this week.

manager

for the

He was
Toronto

for

formerly
the

make

district manager at
Mr.
same company.

the

Uni-

exchanges in Omaha. Kansas
Des Moines and St. Louis.

City,

Stern

will

a

circuit

of

versal

Chick Keppler of
the week end

the local Pathe office
at the Indianapolis
motor races. Drove the wife and friends
up there by motor. Had a swell time, eight

spent

or nine blow-outs and the radiator went
Sahara giving Chick a ten-mile hike to the
nearest water pump.
*

and

Elgin.

eco-

Morris Kline of the Klimax exchange
back again from New York and tells us
he brought the "biggest yet" from Broadway. That's nothing. Mawrus always talk-,

man

*

fnore

*

is

*
*

in

other good
tations are

*

*

his return.
*

are

rates

nomical.

is beaming
on their new reFverywhere," which

reports

"You Find

leases.

Opened
j

By Mac

!

optimistic

C.

W.

*

*

rived in

Spani'th. general manager of the

Dedicated,

Miss Young at Roosevelt
Clara Kimball Young, who is making
personal appearances at the Ascher Brothers' Roosevelt theatre on State street, ar-

to

town Sunday.

at the Blackstone.

the World, ~

devotion
Worth waiting
for!

She

is

registered

[une

11.
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Balance!
It's

what makes your show

"Screen Opinions" Puts

a success.

you please a big percentage
patrons they keep on coming.
If

of your

And

you can please the grown-ups and
the youngsters with

JACK AND THE
BEANSTALK
A

One-Reel

fairy tale of

portrayal

faithful

undying

of

a

interest.

Produced by

The Jack MacCullough Studios
Warren Avenue

1825-1831

95

Chi<

BABE
RUTH
In

His

6 Reel Feature

HEADIN

HOME
IN

CLASS A
VALUE

——Comedy-Drama— FamilyStar—Good "Babe" Rath.
Author—Good— R. A. aJ$h.
Direction—Very Good — R. A. Walsh-

Story—Good

\*

Photograph y—Good.

Our Opinion
WELL-MADE SPORT PICTURE GENERALLY ENTERTAINING

w

—

HAT

the Picture Did for

best department
paper.

—K.

Orpheum

w

HAT

O.

is

the

best trade

the

manager,

Rhoades.

theatre. Converse, Ind.

the

certainly

of

Me"

Picture
a

great

Did
aid

for
in

Me*'

is

booking

—

—

pictures.
Adolph Kohn, manager.
Pastime theatre. Granville. N. Y.

w

Lovers or the "great American game" and that means the majority of
the people composing moving picture audiences all over the country will
respond more or less noisily to the filmed story of the meteoric rise ot one
"Babe" Ruth gets away with the requireof their favorite baseball stars.
ments of the screen in good style, and when in the ninth inning and the
game between his home town team and the Highlanders stands 14-14.
"Babe" bats a ball that smashes the ai t glass window in a chur h fire blocks
away, the crowd howls with delight. The picture is well made, and has
touches of homely humor and heart interest that makes it doubly interesting.
A little girl with pigtail braids, a pathetic little mutt dog. and a comedy
There is no gamble
doge ate her are figures of interest in the picture.
in booking this production. It is clean and wholesome and will stand
playing up to the limit. A birdseye view of the Big Leaguers at work
appears near the close of the picture, showing the famous "Babe" making
The story is told in the form of an illusone of his memorable home runs.
trated narrative, in amusing subtitles linked together in story form.

HAT

the

necessary

.Picture
if I

S. R. O. sign.

ager.

am

Did for Me" is
keep using the

to

— Mark Jackson,

Strand

theatre.

Booked at Barbee's Theatre, Chicago
Starting June 12

WIRE NOW FOR DATES
AND INDIANA

N ILLINOIS

man-

Alexander

City. Ala.

Above are tkree

ot

hundreds of

tributes exhibitors are paying to one
of tbe

many

exclusive features of

EXHIBITORS HERALD
The Independent Film Trade Paper

GREIVER
PRODUCTIONS
TELEPHONE HARRISON 7954
808 SO. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Through Patht Exchanges
Light Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome
Distributed

A

Eddy
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and

— Forbidden
Mille production.
13 —Chickens,
Lean.

Feb. IS
Feb.

Fruit,

— The

Feb. 87.

— The

ARROW FILM

Feb.

Mar.

Mar.

CORP.

Mar.

The Unseen Witness, five reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man, five reels, featuring Romaine

—

Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.

of Mounted, six reels, with
S. Hart.
Revel, six reels, Ince Vance production.
Mar. 27— The Gilded Lily, six reels, with Mae

— Beau

Murray.

with Georgia Hop-

Mar.

27— The

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxte.
The Way Women Love, five reels, with Kubye De
Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Rubve De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, witn Carol Holloway.

The Tame Cat, five reels, with all star cast.
The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star

April
cast.

Indian

five reels, all

April

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

April

rar.

Arliss.

l

Homespun

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes.
Lips, six reels, with House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

April

reels,

with

Stretch,

Wallace

reels,

five

MacLean.

—The City of Silent Men,
with
Thomas Meighan.
May 8 — Proxies, six
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
May 8 — Deception, six
(Special Prod.)
May 15 — Oh, Jo,
with Dorothy Gish.
May 15 — King, Queen, Joker,
with Sid
Chaplin.
May 22 — Too Wise Wives,
(Lois Weber
Prod.)
May 22 — Sacred and Profane Love,
1

six

reels,

reels.
reels.
reels,

five

five

reels,

five reels.

five

reels.

PARKER READ,

JR..

PRODUCTIONS

The Leopard Woman, seven

—

S.

The Married Virgin,

six

Jacqueline Logan.

Monte

reels.

Blue.

Bedford.
six reels.

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town
Home Talent,

Idol, six reels,
five reels.

with Ben Turpin.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.
J. L.

The Ten Dollar

The Victim,

of

Paris,

five

Zany

Man-Woman-Marriage,

with

six

Constance Tal-

reels,

with

Charles

reels,

with

six

reels,

Holubar- Phillips.

with Charles Ray.
reels, with Norma Tal-

six

madge.

INC.

The Oath, eight reels, R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.

five reels.

to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.

seven

reels,

five

The Passion Flower,

EQUITY PICTURES
Devils,

reels,

with Spe-

Donald.

Scrap Iron,

Whispering

five

reels,

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
Scrambled Wives, six reels, with Marguerite Clark.
The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mac-

with

Were

I

Conway

Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

Lessons in Love,
madge.

Bob

Hampton

of

five

reels,

Placer,

with Constance Talsix

reels

Neilan).

Gypsy Blood,

King, seven

with Pearl White.
with William Far-

reels,
reels,

num.

New York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, five reels, with Special Cast.
While

WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES
Drag Harlan,

The

six

Scuttlers, six

reels.
reels.

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

reels.

PEARL WHITE SERIES
The Tiger's Cub, six reels.
The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man, six reels.
Beyond Price, five reels.

TOM MIX SEHIES
The Texan,

six

reels.

Prairie Trails, six reels.

The Road Demon, six reels.
Hands Off. six reels.
The Hornet's Nest, five reels.

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five
The Iron Rider, five reels,

My

reels.

six reels, with

Heart,

five reels.

Merely Mary Ann, five reels.
Wing Toy, five reels.
The Lamplighter, five reels.

The Mother Heart,

Number

Ray.

CREATION FILMS,

Keep

His House, eight

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

reels,

If

five

reels.

From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.

madge.

Miens.

For the Freedom of Ireland,

in

Cast.
Affair,

cial

six reels.

The Nightingale

FOX SPECIALS
The White Moll, seven

GEORGE WALSH SERIES

Nineteen and Phyllis, six reels, with Chas. Ray.
The Great Adventure, six reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
Not Guilty, six reels, with Sylvia Breamer.
My Lady's Latchkey, five reels, with Katherine

Mamma's

FILM SALES

five reels.

with

reels.
reels.

MacDonald.

Raise, five reels.

Dangerous Love,

FOX FILM CORPORATION

six

FIRST NATIONAL

The Woman

reels.

FROTHINGHAM

C. B. C.

reels,

Richard Travers.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara

The Foolish Matrons,

INC.

The House Without Children, seven
The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

DIST.

five reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

FILM MARKET,

Maurice: tournkur productions
The Last

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire,

Girl of

The Forbidden Thing, six reels, with James Kirkwood and Helen Jerome Eddy.
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Doll, five reels, with

Leave Your Husband, seven reels, with
and Margaret Clayton.

Wm. Desmond

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

Broken

star cast

Don't

(heater Reformed, five reels.
Bare Knuckles, five reels.
Colorado Pluck, five reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO

to One,

six reels, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I Am Guilty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.

A

Hearts and Masks, five reels, with all-star cast.
Good Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast.
The Servant in the House, five reels, with all-

reels,

(John

Louise

with

reels,

with Elsie Ferguson.
29 Sentimental Tommy, six reels.
Robertson Prod.)

May

Glaum.

Thousand

—

Healer, six reels, a George
production.
The Dollar a Year Man, five reels, with
Roscoe Arbuckle.
Buried Treasure, seven reels, with Marion Davies.
The Witching Hour, seven reels, William D. Taylor production.
Love Special, five reels, with Wallace
Reid.
The Great Day, four reels. Hugh Ford
Prod.)
What Every Woman Knows, seven
reels.
(Wm. De Mille Prod.)

24— The Home

May

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC.
THOMAS H. M PRODUCTIONS
I

—
—
10—
17 —
17 —
3

April 24

through Patht Exchanges
The Riddle Woman, six reels, with Geraldine FarDistributed

The Devil, six reels, with George
What Women Will Do, «ix reels.

3

April 10

April

A

six

—TheMelford
Faith

April

cast

J.

North,

of

Idol

Dorothy Dalton.

Man Came,

The Midlanders. five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie
Love

— O'Malley
Wm.

kins.

Before the White

Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Bonnie May, five reels, with Bessie Love.

Meighan.

Love's Protege, five reels, featuring Ora Carew.

Lying

Chas

—
—

Mar. 20

five reels,

Mac-

reels,

Price of Possession, five reels, with
Ethel Clayton.
27
What's Worth While, five reels, Lois
Weber production.
8.
Straight Is the Way. seven reels. Cosmopolitan production.
18— The Call of Youth, four reels. Hugh
Ford British production.
13
The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

Mar. 20
Field-

ing.

Bachelor Apartments,

de

Douglas

Kentuckians,
six
mopolitan production.

Elinor Field.

Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charles Clary
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES

Cecil

reels,

with

reels,

five

Feb. 20.

eight

Pola Negri.

(Marshall

17, five reels.
five reels.

Dynamite Allen,

2<rTH

CENTURY BRAND

The Land

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones.
Beware of the Bride, five reels, witE Eileen Percy.
While the Devil Laughs,

five

reels,

with

Louise

with

Louise

Lovely.

The

Little

Gray

Lovely.
Oliver Twist,

Mouse,

five

Jr., five reels,

reels,

with Harold Goodwin.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODUCTIONS
Rosa, with Mabel Norm and.
Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Messmore Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads of Destiny, five reels, with Pauline Fred-

What Happened
The Song of the

to

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.
The Voice in the Dark, five reels.

June

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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11,

PATHE EXCHANGE, INC
EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTION'S

Bays Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers.
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atherton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six
neur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels, All Star.

An

Unwilling Hero,

reels with

five

by

reels,

Gouver-

Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels, Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The U. P.

PARKER READ,

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Lore Madness, with Louise Glaum.
The Harvest Moon,

six reels, with Doris

Coat, with Myrtle

The Empire

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
five

reels,

with

J.

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, fire reels, with J. War-

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph

Dowling.

J.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTION'S
Hit Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

V. WILL AT PRODUCTIONS
Down Home, an All Star Cast.

reels,
five

reels,

The Breaking Point,

six reels, with Bessie Barris-

cale.

The Other Woman,

ROCKETT

six reels, with All Star

The Truant Husband,

Cast

five reels,

The Law

Her Beloved

1

Her

Something

The

five reels. State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Jan. 17 — Marriage of Wm. Ashe, six
May
reels,

Allison.
six

reels,

^lola

Dana.

Mar.
Mar.

— Passion Fruit, six
—The Greater Claim,

reels, Doraldina.
six reels, Alice
six
with
reels,

— Extravagance,
Allison.
SI — A Message from
Bert
S8— Puppets of Fate,
7

Mars, six

reels,

six

with

Lake.

May

Mar-

Beban.
Mistress of
Frederick.

TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,
Blue Blazes, five

six

reels,

with All Star

The Shadow,

reels,

production.
C. E.

Fool,

S.

Geo. D. Baker

six

INC.

reels,

all-star

cast.

&

E.

Might Happen
Mason.
Cowboy Jass, two
It

SHURTLEFF,

Little

with

Pauline

cast.

five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
reels, with Lester Cuneo.

six reels, with

Yon,

reels,

with

reels,

five

reels,

with

Edith

William

D. N.

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.
Fickle

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

— Squandered Lives.
—The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wo.
— The Lure of Crooning Water.

—
——
—
—
—

Mollycoddle, six reels, with Douglas
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
Sept. 5
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Griffith production.
Dec i The Mark of Zorro, eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

June 27

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
five reels, with Harry Carey.
All Dolled Up, five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Wife, six reels, with Edith Roberta.
The
The Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank

If

Only Jim,

Mayo.
The Smart Sex,

five reels, with Eva Novak.
The Freeze Out. five reels, with Harry Carey.
Dangerous Moment, five reels, with Cannel Myers.
The Big Adventure, five reels, with Breezy Eason.

five

reels,

with Gladys Walton.

JEWEL PRODUCTION'S
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key. seven reels, with special
cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

VITAGRAPH

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTION'S
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

reels,

stunt novelty.

with

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
Deceiver, five reels.

The Charming

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

five

reels.

Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrias
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast (Ton
Terris Production).
Black Beauty, Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cathar-

Dead Men

Muriel Ostriehe.

five

Woman,

Outside the Law, six reels, with Priscilla Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

INC.

Trumpet

ENTERPRISES
to

with Bernard

reels,

five

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTION'S

SALIENT FILMS,

PRODUCTIONS

Without Limit, six

— The

reels,

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

Cast.

Mar. 1«

six

George

SPECIALS

six reels, All Star Cast.

Honor and Obey,

Max

with

with

Lone Hand Wilson, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
The Ranger and the Law, five reels, with Lester

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

9. L.

Lave,

Shenstone,

If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special

Viola

Billions, six reels,

1IATJRICE

reels,

reels,

Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.
reels,

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTION'S

The Great Redeemer,

five

six

See My Lawyer, six reels, Christie comedy-drama.
What's a Wife Worth? six reels.
Good Women, six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)
Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.

Dana.

Madame

Luck,

Million,

a

in

with

Lytell.

with Pauline Fred-

five reels,

Bad

Years

five

CoUier.

Linder.

One Man

Door,

Cheated Love, five reels, with Cannel Myers.
The Man Tamer, five reels, with Gladys Walton.

erick.
813. six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
The Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
The First Born, six reels, with Sessue Hayakawa.

Seven

the

Mary Mile*

with

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
Slave of Vanity,

William

Mary Miles Minter.

reels,

five

with

reels,

The Blazing Trail, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
The Wallop, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Wolves of North, five reels, with Eva Novak.

Constance

with

reels,

All Souls' Eve, five reels, with

A

BERT LUBIN

Pirate,

five

Minter.

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Offshore

Clown,

Little

Vengeance,

of

Desperate Youth,

Different,

six

Ralph Ince Special.

Unknown

aWnda Hawley.

Binney.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

31—The

with

Tell, six reels, with

Johnstone.

six reels.

A

Feb.
7
Feb. il

five reels,

Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.
Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

reels.
Woman's Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.

Jaa.

Wanda

with

reels,

The New York

JANS PICTURES, INC.

West of the Rio

Mary Miles

Bebe Daniels.
five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.

Love Without Question, seven

Honeymoon Ranch,

five

His,

six reels, a

Wanda Haw-

Hawley.

Yon Never Can
Oh Lady Lady,

Wives.

Madonnas and Men,

Villain, five reels, with

Elopement,

First

The Snob,

Valley, five reels.
Gold, five reels.

—Reckless

Wanda Hawley.

with

reels,

fire

ley.

SPECIAL FEATURE

Mar.

for Scandal, five reels, with

Minter.

Skyfire, five reels.

1

15—God's

Mar.

Wm.

Eyes of the Heart,

HART SERIES

—— Danger

Nov. 15
Jan.

Taylor production.
D. Taylor pro-

six reels, a
reels, a

STAR PRODUCTIONS
Food

INDEPENDENT FILMS
N'EAL

six reels, R.

duction.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

Tearle.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATlUtM

production.

with All Star Cast.

Sin. five reels.

June 13

A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reds, Chas. Miller

Deep Purple,

MARTHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES

The Fourth

J.

SPECIAL FEATURES

The Soul of Youth,
The Furnace, seven

PRODUCTIONS

FIL3I

Kane and

Kail

with Gail Kane and

My

with Bessie Barris-

five reels.

Fighter, five reels.

Hallor.

REALART PICTURES

cale.

reels.

Snobs, six reels.

Bucking the Tiger,

The Servant Question,

five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is
Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

FROTHIXCHAM PRODUCTIONS

The Broken Gate, seven

with

reels,

five

SELECT PICTURES

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
Empty Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and

A Good Woman,

SERIES

reels.

Case.

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES
Society

Durning.
Just Outside

Line, six reels.

Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

reels.

Divorce of Convenience,

The Seeds

BECK

F.

reels.

Faversham.

J.

Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.

A

Red Foam,

special cast.

reels,

ARTHUR

five

OWEN MOORE STAR

The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

The Sin That Was

INC.

Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women,

IRVIN

J. L.

SEITZ, INC.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

ren Kerrigan.

and Home, five
Worlds Apart, six reels.

six reels, with Geo. B. Seitx

The Killer. «ix reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

The Heart

From Nowhere,

Girl

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES
Broadway

The Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
You Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All- Star Cast.
The Highest Law, six reels. Ralph Ince Special
The Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS,

Warren

The

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

six reels.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

The Green Flame,

Diamonds,

of

GEORGE

Stedman and Law-

TRACY PRODUCTIONS

with Fritzi Brunette

six reels,

.

The

BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

PERRET PICTURES,

Kenyon.

ran Butt.

LOtTIS

Warner.

B.

The Devil to Pay.
and Roy Stewart.

DIAL FIBM CO. PRODUCTIONS

with Blanche

reels,

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

ROBT.

INC.

five

The Daughter Pays, six reels.
Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reel*.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

Mahlon Hamil-

with

reels,

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.

HAMPTON' PRODUCTIONS

D.

Her Unwilling Husband,

JR, PRODUCTIONS

DEITRICH-BECK,

Bruce Gordon

with

reels,

with Bruce

reels,

ton.

IXC.

HAMPTON

The

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

JESSE

Trail, six reels.

The Tiger's

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

Half a Chance, seven

BENJAMIN B.
PRODUCTIONS
The Dwelling Place of Light, by Winston Churchill.
J.

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

LEWIS

Lahoma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

Will Rogers.

Hade in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels, Williamson Production.
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EDGAR COMEDIES,

two

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES,
PINNACLE COMEDIES,

two

reel.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert

ASSN.
two

reels.

reels,

with

Max

METRO
NEIGHBORS,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two

AYWON FILM

reel.

two reels

CORP.

CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

two reels

CHESTER COMEDIES,

one

two

It.

PARAMOUNT— Burton

Holmes Travel Pictures

(every week).

reel

two

Exploration

Series,

reels.

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics, one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson
ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

reel.

Series, oat

eat

Scenics,

two

Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Verrus Woman.
Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.

Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines
Torchy's Doable Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

)

STAR COMEDIES,

two

C.

reels.

(Lloyd Hamilton.)

Fool.

High and Dry,
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
Bang.
The Greenhorn.

JIM

reel.

two

reels

His Jonah Day.

FILM SALES

ARROW FILM

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES,

ARROW-NORTH WOOD DRAMAS, two
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

two

DOMINANT PICTURES,

reels.

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

Golf, slow motion.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount
reel

THE TEMPEST,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
A
A

Dog's Life, three reels.
Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.
The Kid. six reels.

reels

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

C. B.

two

two

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one
PIONEER — Luke

RADIN— Brind's

feather,

FEDERATED FILM
WONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

FOX FILM CORP.
reels.

Pretty Lady.

Her Doggone Wedding.
Pals and Petticoats.
Slicker.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

two

SELECT— Pruma
* E

CAPITOL COMEDIES,

Edgar Jones.
,

two

two

reels.

Jsss. two reels

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack

Hextel

FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger

B.

(Geo.

Seiti

saw

Whirlwind.

VITAGRAPH— The

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan sad

Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

Buneaa

(William

Fate

and Edith Johnson).
(Joe

Ryss aad

Mystery

(Anteais

Dangers

Veiled

(once a week)

Ford Weekly.

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fax exchanges.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays sad Thurs(twice s week) at Educational ex-

changes.

CO.

featuring

FEDERATED

KINOGRAMS

Mona

Dark

PATHE NEWS

(Wednesdsys snd Sstardays)

two

(twice s week)

at

Select ex

changes.

reels.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
two

reels.

STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Merserean.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
T.

(Leonard Chapman), two

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russeil-GreiTer-Russell)

SPECIALS
reels.

two

si

Educational exchanges.

SELZNICK NEWS

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

reels.

—Cowboy

days) at Universsl exchanges.

reels.

reels.

GOLDWYN PICTURES

Color Pictures.

Moreno).

reel.

RED RIDER SERIES

Don't Tickle.

Masterpieces.

Jesn Psige).

Santschi.

FRITZI

Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.

Nature.

of

ENTERPRISES

VITAGRAPH— The

REELCRAFT PICTURES

WILLIAM

Wonders

SELECT— Herbert Kaufman

reels.

reels.

TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS,

reels.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

one

reel.

McLuke's Film-Ossphy

NEWS REELS
Tom

two

PRICE

DRAMAS,

INDIAN

Bray Pictograpbs

GREIVER— Greiver Educationals.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chats
KINETO— Urban Popular Classics.

VITAGRAPH— Hidden

INC.

PIONEER

reels.

two

reels,

NICK CARTER SERIES,

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

two

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

Magazine, as*

(weekly).

PATHE

reels.

Sermonettet.

reel.

Duncan).
every

one

other week, two reels.

two

one

The Branded Four.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel

reels.

reel.

UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen (Eileea
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL— The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH— The Silent Avenger (Williaas

DRAMAS

CO.

EDUCATIONAL,

SELZNICK— The

The Mysterious Stranger
The Nuisance.
The Blizzard.

reel.
reel.

one

snapshots (bi-monthly)
Spanuth's Original Vod-a-

June Caprice).

The Back Yard.
one
one

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

COMMONWEALTH—
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's

S.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

B. C.

Dixie.

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

reels.

Sceaic

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport

VITA GRAPH
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two reels.-"
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels

Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

MERMAID COMEDIES,

one

Burrud

Stories.

SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSSBLL-GREIVER- RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART, two reels.
COMICLASSICS two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

reels

Movie Mad.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

two

PICTURES— Sonset

SPECIAL

ROBERTSON-COLE

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

The

eat

reel.

reels.

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

reels.

Be Surprised.

Snooky's Wild Oats.

two

reel.

Sceaica,

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics, one reel (every two
weeks).
EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's Bay Travel Series,
one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one reeL
one

Please.

HOWELL COMEDIES,

ALICE

Ladies' Pets.
Just in Time.
Ready to Serve.

April

Ooting

(every week).

reel

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh

INC.

JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.
REELCRAFT PICTURES

INC.

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

The Simp.

Buster

reels.

C. Bruce Sceaics Bean-

(every two weeks).

reel

reel.

CELEBRATED PLAYERS

Beat

two

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT
FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one reel
RADIN PICTURES; INC.

FILM SALES

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

You'll

Buster Keating.

PATHE EXCHANGE,

Number

JOY COMEDIES.
C. R. C.

reels,

Keating.

VANITY FAIR GlRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS. two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

reels.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

two

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

one

tiful,

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

Roberts.

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

1921

11.

SCENICS

reels.

GOLDWYNBRAY COMICS, one
INDEPENDENT FILMS

SHORT SUBJECTS

June

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10,000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Hasse Ruas
Art of Diving, with Annette KeUerassa.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

P

eilan to

Make

Public Rights League Film

lake five parts of

Ulack Sen nett's" Home Talent"
week and. match re^
suits. s9L chases gloom anS'
drives dull care away

for one

—
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Says

Barret

Mc Cornnck

Cleveland's: famous manager
1

WHEN
big

I

first

screened

'REPUTATION'

picture and after

Cleveland, where

I

its

run at the

had the pleasure

opinion was confirmed both

I

it

was a

Theatre,

recently,

my

by the audience

and

of presenting

in its reception

knew

ALLEN
it

Presented under the most unfavorable circumstances
extremely hot weather and such counter-attractions as big

the receipts.

league ball games

it showed a steady increase throughout the engageday being larger than the opening, which surely
for its dramatic appeal and word-of-mouth advertisMy congratulations to UNIVERSAL on REPUTA-

ment, the last

speaks well
ing value.

CAJZL

LAEMMLE

presents A,mei' tea's*
Most Magnificent Actress

TION."

"

(Signed

)

ALLEN THEATRES,
S.

Limited

Barret McCormick, Manager

—

A

AlcSS&^C
*
for & FCW

Fools

T^bb a dvertisement

is

written for a

few- fools

and cowards in the motion picture busine-an ^ * D ot ^ er DUS i nesses wno ar e still talking
depression when conditions all around them
tne * r own an<^ ot ^ er businesses directly contradict and refute their pessimism.
1921 is a
great vear for fighters
and a bad vear for fools.

—

^

—
120.000 residences — individual homes, not
tenements — are being constructed
sumthis

mer in the 100 largest American cities.
means muscular labor earning uages.

That

new motion picture theatres are now
under construction in the United States. And
that means labor earning wages.
2.700

Motor demand by America's millions has put
every important and reliable automobile company back at work on virtually a full-time
That means skilled artisans earning
high a ages.
basis.

"The American Contractor.'" a builders" trade
journal, reports that the official building per.
mits filed for the month of April, 1921. for 202
cities totalled 54,162 separate pieces of construction with a valuation of 152 million dollars. American dollars are now out of hiding

and have gone back

to

work.

America's 1921 crop yields, according to gov-

ernment forecasts, will be tremendous.
also means w ork and w ages.

Tbat

nations of the w orld are transferring gold
unbelievable volume to the Lnited States.
The Federal Reserve re-discount rate w ill be
lowered again before the summer is over.

The
in

Everv one of these signs and a thousand
mean: lVages, Work. Employment.
Employment means profits and prosperity.

others

WARRE

N
F.B.
CORPORATION
15 4

Broadvay

Nev York

City

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

//

White and Unmarried
"TI 7E question whether Meighan has an equal in his kind

YY

From the story
"Bill Kane,
White and Unmarried," by
D. Swain.

John

He

of

dramatic heights that surpass anything he has ever done before.
work.

rises to

"Surely the Criterion will not let this picture pass from Broaduntil it has been seen by every man and woman who thrills
at such an exhibition of courage and humanness."

way

—New York World

Give

*

it

a long run and you'll clean up!

& (paramount (picture

Scenario by Will

M. R'itchey.
rected'by

Tom

DiFor-

—
1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
L.Lasky

Jesse

presents

a GEORGE

MELFORD
PRODUCTION
Fool
AWiseKirkwood
with James

DESERVES the attention of producers as well as of the public.

Consummate artistry throughout.
The sort of film that should refresh
the weary devotees of the screen."
Xeu York American.
i

"The Acting of Kirkwood, the crowd scenes,
and the atmosphere deserve unbounded
praise.
Few American producers have
achieved better results with
Xru.' York Call.

crowds."

Another popular success by the author and
director of "Behold My Wife!"'.
Adapted
by the author himself, who worked throughout with the director. Acted by a notable
cast

amid

settings of spectacular beauty.

Adapted by Sir
his

novel

5

Gilbert

Parker from
Master"

"The Aloney

PLAYERS- L\SKY CORPORATION J

a
(paramount
Q>ictwe

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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To The Exhibitors of America:
TN

considering the attack that

Famous Players-Lasky

the

is

being

made upon me and upon

Corporation, each exhibitor,

should pass judgment upon the basis of his

own

believe,

I

me

experience with

and with the company head. The exhibitor is interested particuurge each of you in the midst of this
larly in his own case and
to decide
agitation based upon inaccuracies and exaggerations
whether you have been fairly treated by me and by Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. I want you to judge whether my activities
entered the motion picture business first, as an exhibitor 18
since
years ago, and as a producer for 10 years- have made for greater
prosperity for exhibitors and for the upbuilding of the industry.
I

—

I

—

—

I

—

Famous
certain

exhibiting

the

entered

exhibitors

field

only after

entered the

field

of,

producing and distributing pictures and

put forth an organized

Only by a wide distribution

Corporation

Players-Lasky

effort to

take from

mount

Pictures can

nue necessary

to

we

of Para-

insure the reve-

maintain the quality

that exhibitors and the public demand.

The

prosperity of each exhibitor

is

linked

He must have

The attack
was focused upon us because we were
the only company that had been so fore-

must have

sighted as to gather around us the stars

Neither of us can succeed without the

and directors best equipped to furnish

other and knowing this

the public with the sort of entertainment

every effort to cooperate with the

us our stars and directors.

it

demanded.

Our strength was

built

by

years of genuine service to exhibitors

and to the public.

Our

stars

and directors were

told that

the exhibitors controlled the best theatres

and that therefore

in

order for the

stars to get higher salaries the stars
join

hands with them.

Our

must

distribution

was threatened and there was no alternative but to acquire theatre interests in

with the producer.
steady supply

of

good

a

He

pictures.

a wide outlet for our product.

we have made
ex-

may prosper.
upon me are an effort

hibitor in order that he

The attacks
make the exhibitors

believe that

we

to

are

attempting to drive them out of business

—that
I

we do not value

their

good

will.

want every thinking exhibitor to know

that

we

producing and

are primarily a

and our only
thought is to please the exhibitor. Our
exhibiting interests work to the advan-

distributing organization

which conditions beyond our
control seemed to make it necessary in

tage of exhibitors as a whole in that they

our best

which we otherwise would not be

localities in

business.

judgment

to

safeguard

our

widen our distribution
mitted to obtain a

fair

in

localities

in

per-

revenue for our

June
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18,

Thus, by wide distribution,
we bring about an equalization of rental
product.

throughout the United States so

prices

smaller exhibitors

the

that

forced to bear

more than

will

not be

their share.

The statement that no longer control
the policy of Famous Players-Lasky CorI

poration,

and that

make

too ridiculous to

The

is

necessary a denial.

the

policies of

those laid

obey Wall Street

1

organization

down by me and every

are

exhib-

who knows me must appreciate that
sanction only one way of dealing, and
that is the way that is fair to both sides.

7

understanding with
Black turned the

ville,

Our arrangement with Mr. Black in
New England was made only after a certain group gained control of so many
theatres in New England that we found
ourselves in a very dangerous

threatened.

have stood

for the last ten years, giving

every support

the exhibitor in the

to

knowledge that

head an organization

I

makers trying

of trained picture

way they know how to

in

every

aid the exhibitor

fish

feel

that

deplorable that for

it is

men

reasons

will

in

work to

sel-

tear apart

an industry and to create dissension

cation of the facts in the

by any group

in-

our business: the

exhibiting, the distributing

and the

pro-

ducing branches.

Now,

we need a united

force to fight the agi-

of

all

times, too,

attacking us from the

seems hardly necessary to state again

the truth about the misstatements that

have been

made

Mrs. Dodge.

regarding the case of

We

had no

interest

Mr. Black at the time this deal was

feeling

help Mrs. Dodge.

successful

attempt

to

publi-

England

of disinterested

between

good- will

of

United States.

hibitors of the

a

Famous

come

to

I

feel, is

at-

an asset to the

We

as to ourselves.

well

must work together that our industry
shall prosper.

Each

exhibitor

is

interested in his

own

problem and no fair-minded exhibitor has

me

anything but a friend to

him when he has sought my aid
solution of any of his difficulties.
I

feel

in

the

sure that the exhibitors of the

first

accusations,

a fair

.

tacking us in an effort to destroy that

United States

After an un-

Agitators,

attempting to build themselves, are

with

made, but when the question came up,
Mr. Black was requested to make every
•effort to

New

will

Never before has there been such

ever found

outside.
It

We

exhibitors.

exhibitor as

are

England

welcome an investigation and the

component parts

who

New

could see Paramount Pictures.

situation

was

joined with Mr. Black

order that the people of

good- will which,*

tators

of our distribution

We

stead of building good- will between the
of

position

Players-Lasky Corporation and the ex-

to regain his prosperity.
I

its

Vermont.

I

I

back to

theatre

Mr. Emmons, who now
controls the property.
Mr. Black has
absolutely no theatre interests in Morris-

and the security

never have knowingly harassed nor
embarrassed an exhibitor and I stand as

Mr.

original owner,

itor

I

Mrs. Dodge,

will

and

recognize as false these

will

agree that

Players-Lasky Corporation
fluence in the industry

is

Famous

a good

in-

and not a foe to

the exhibitors of America.

ADOLPH ZUKOR.

ROBERTSON-COLE

BEACH ofDREAMS'

"

B"V

H DE
.

VER.E

STAC POOLE

PRODUCED by HAWORTH
WITH AN ALL-STAR CAST

i

She was a Parisian hothouse plant until adverse fate isolated her on
desert island with men of violent and primitive natures.

Then

this

—

she began a battle which will hold your audiences spellbound, and
them send in the neighbors to get their share of thrills.

D TCLrrtd

oP Caste

and

make

CcL&bawasrs

——

—

Myrtle Reed's millions of devoted readers are a
provable quantity
600,000 copies of "Lavender and Old Lace" alone

—have been sold
Your

local booksellers will tell

you that

there

always a steady demand
especially for

And

for her books
"Lavender and Old Lace"

those things that assure

is

— and

the attendance of

the regular motion picture patrons

—

in

addition

to bringing in millions of readers of Myrtle Reed's
is to be found in this wonderful production
which the Exhibitors Trade Review say is
"one of the sweetest and cleanest stories that has been
filmed for some timer

books,
of

RENCO FILM COMPANY
presents

LAVENDER - OLD LACE
From the great

story by

MYRTLE REED

With MARGUERITE SNOW- LOUIS BENNISON
and
Directed

by

SEENA

OWEN

LLOYD INGRAHAM

HODKINSON
=«=
===== On SAIHE OCB4«Eht
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THE BEST ADVICI

Jt BENT. B.

HAMP 3

PRODUCTION

MAN^eFOREST
A massive tale
with an

all

of love and adventure,
star cast including-

Robert Mc Kim- Claire AdamsCarl Gantvoort
Produced by BENJ. B.

WILLIAM H

HAMPTON

CLIFFORD

-

ELLIOTT

and

HOWE

his

ASSOCIATES
|

-

JEAN HERSHOLT

AND ELLIOTT S.CLAWSON
ZANE GREY PICTURES INC.

ZANE GREYS
GREATEST STORY

\

—
June

.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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EVER OFFERED
YOU HAVE NEVER BEEN
LUCKY ENOUGH TO HAVE
PLAYED A BENJ. B. HAMPTONZANE GREY PICTURE— IT'S A
GOOD TIME TO START."—

"IF

WID'S.
No

trade paper would take the chance of giving such

advice unless they were absolutely sure of their stand

Wid's knows that exhibitors

will

make money with

a

Zane Grey Picture
First

it

was

"DESERT GOLD"

been breaking records

all

over

a picture that has
the

—next

country

OF THE DAWiN" another big success—then "THE U. P. TRAIL" the greatest record
breaker of them all— NOW COMES "THE MAN
OF THE FOREST" which promises to beat all
came "RIDERS

previous marks set by any Zane Grey production.

It's

the biggest box-office attraction on the market

today.

11

What

the Critics

Say—
Screen Opinions
"

One

of the season's best comedies."

Motion Picture News
"Able to please any audience."

Moving Picture World
"A

clever

comedy

—

Featuring
will please the

majority."

Exhibitors Trade Review
"

Even- member

of the family can see

and

really

enjoy."

Morning Telegraph
"

High type

of

wholesome comedy."

Wid's
"Your

people are sure to like this."

Exhibitors Herald
"Affords genuine entertainment

—a

wholesome

production in

every respect."

Motion Picture Journal
"A

clean, fine,

comedy-drama

of

the highest order."

Distributed, by

faru

PATHE EXCHANGEInc.

ENID BENNETT

AL and RAY ROCKETT
present

IRVING BACHELLERS

^lizzie;
"With a strong cast including

EDWARD HEARN,
LILA LESLIE and
Directed

J.

OTIS HARLAN,
LANDER STEVENS

by LLOYD INGRAHAM

produced by
ROCKETT FILM CORPORATION

Distr4.bu.tecl

Vy

HO
ihru

PATHEEXCHANGEInc.
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I

Allan
D^an
presents

j

II

Broken Doll
pictiLrization of Wilbur rfalls widelyread, Saturday Cvening Post Story

—

"Johnny Cucaboc^

Jeaturing

Monte B/ue and Mary Thurmcan
Personally Directed by TTir. Dwan
(^Available Row!
01

<2?

Associated^ Producers Inc^
HOME

OFFICES'

729 SEVENTH AVE..

NEW YORK

<3>

CITY

i_

-e>^d

—

that's all
Pertaining

J.L.

to

FROTH IN CHAM'S

TEN DOLLAR RAISE
,

Hfrom

^

Saturday Cvening Post Story
Peter B. ICyne —
6y
Directed by Cdvuard Sloman.

the

"The
classic.

I

It

en Dollar Raise' is a cinema
depicts the heart throbs of hu-

manity with wonderful

William V.

reality.

Mong

stands out as one of the greatest
character actors.
His performance is the
high light in an exemplary production.
It
is
director
Edward Sloman's screen
masterpiece.'
Exhibitors Herald, May 21,
1921.
-

—

"This is a thoroughly pleasing bit of entertainment and one which should prove
contains a really
worthy of booking.
It
popular element of appeal and in announcing it you might use the author's dedication."—Wid's. May 15. 1921.
"It

life."

"It is

proaches

one of the few pictures which aplife

as

and throbs and
charms through
ities.

A

it

clever character story, rich in
and deals with everyday
Moving Picture World, May 21,

is

human

—

a

interest

1921.

exists for the 'underdog.'

palpitates,
its

full

measure of

tale of a colorless

and
human-

sci.ntilates,

wage

slave

who

ekes out a drab existence as a bookkeeper
at fifteen per week, it is the nearest approach
to a combination of O. Henry and Winchell
Smith which has graced the screen in many
a day.
The characters are life-like and the
story which guides their actions will be recognized as real. For every tug at the heart
there is an accompanying note of humor
which gives the picture a perfect balance.
Yet the dominant feature of the play is its
Motion Picunderlying touch of pathos."
ture News, May 21, 1921.

—

i

"The

story

is

.

.

should go

—

1

1921.

"This picture is very well cast, the charof Wilkins and Emily being especially well chosen.
It is entertaining and
follows faithfully the magazine story. Audiences will enjoy the picture because it is
naturally acted and it is a reflection, in
acters

many

instances,

of

their

Exhibitors Trade Review,

Associated Producers
OFFICES;

.

well most anywhere, for it has real sentiment and will hit the average picture crowd
straight in the heart."
Variety, May
3,

£jo be released, dune 26

HOME

sure-fire

729 SEVENTH AVE

.

NEW YORK

CITY

th.

Inc.

own
May

lives."

28,

1921.

I

Wkat

J.

M otion

Dickers on says in the

S.

Picture

ews

about

"SHELTERED DAUGHTERS"
starring Justine Johnstone

HE

best

A

gem.

goes

bet in marry) a month.

little

to

Has everything
make a surefire

that
audi-

.......

ence picture

"Great story

.

"Fine acting by a flawless cast
direction

"Perfect

that

gets

....
the most

out of every scene;
"Star truly beautiful, and registering for

by the way,
goodness personality? and
the

time,

first

as

an honest-to-

a great type for

the part;

"A
builds

perfect continuity^ that carries suspense

\tfith just

"Good

sets

"Clever

and nicely selected

titles

that

"Good
be so

straight, clear

artistic

exteriors;

hand out an

occasional laugh

and

as well as tie the story together,

to

and

the rigkt amount of master?;

photography that strives not
it will be appreciated b$

but that

the fan.

"What more

could an audience ask for?

"If this production doesn't please 'em they are

hard boiled.
" Incidentally the picture

Go

get

is

censor proof.

it!

Trade Mark Beg. V. S. fat. Off.

4

Story by George Bronson

Directed

by"

Howard

Edward Dillon

Scenario by Clara Beranger

A
PICTURES
R E
469

A

L
R T
CORPORATION

FIFTH AVENUE

.'.

.\

NEW YORK

VOY

inj

REALART'S BIRTHDA"Y production

PRIVATE
SCANDAL'
I

ii

—

JVory

j£y

-

Hector TurtibmlL

-

'Directed &y Chester Tranf^lin

What Do Your
Tense, gripping,

The
The

A

heart'Stirring,

wistful adventures

Patrons

-

Scenario £y £ve Unsell

Want?

emotional drama?

of youth and love?

radiant loveliness, of

a

star?

sweeps you along with its powerful theme?
Wonderful effects in photography and settings?
Suspense that grips and holds from one great scene to another?
story that

Yo\i have an opportunity to combine all of these fan requisites in a single
And if you are a Realart Star
Realart's Birthday Production.
picture
Franchise Owner you are entitled to it at your contract price. Get your
share of the prize money now!

—

KEALAKT
PICTURES CORPORATION

469 FIFTH

AVE.

NEWYOI11C

QS

•

LEWIS J.SELZNICK Presents-

OWEN MOORE
A DIVORCE OF
CONVENIENCE"
BY VICTOR MEERMAN -SCENARIO BY SARAH
Directed by ROBERT ELLIS

Y.

MASON

Cosmopolitan production ~

'J|

o* Wild Goose

ife Wi

from a S/ory £y Gouverneur
Scenario by

Morris

Donnah Darrell

Goose
Direded 6y Albert Capellani
Scenes SyJhefamous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff
Under the DirecJion of Joseph Urban

Its Gl (paramount (picture
Presenled Jby Famous PI ay crs-Lasky Corporation

A

Cosmopolitan production

To Get Money You

A

Must Have
This

is

Box

Office Feature

Now

outdoor weather and you

need more than the ordinary

program picture

in

your theatre

This super-feature picture on Divorce, the great question of the day, is the photodrama to play right now.

There is no gamble for you
a sure winner for two reasons.

in

"The Wild Goose."

It's

Every story Gouverneur Morris writes is a success and "The Wild Goose" is one of the greatest that ever
came from his pen. A million people read it in Hearst's
Magazine and every one of them will tell a dozen people
First:

not to miss the picture.

m

Second: The pre-release showing at the Rialto, New
York, drew more money into box office during hot, clear,
outdoor weather than any picture or any musical or dramatic play in New York that week.
takes real hits to fill theatres now. That's why you
should play "The Wild Goose," a doubly tested hit, at once.
It

the topic of the day, and "The Wild Goose"
the divorce problem picture of the hour.

Divorce

is

It's

a

is

sure-fire box-office

Play something else

Presented

/>y

later.

money-maker.
Play "The Wild Goose" now.

Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

A

Cosmopolitan

week we

advertised in this paper that we
would publish the box office take at the Rivoli,
New York, for the opening week. Here it is:

Last

$19,349.85
IN

ONE WEEK— IN ONE THEATRE
j

This picture would have equalled,
Rialto's great "The Wild Goose" record

if
if

not beaten, the
it had rained two

days.

Real hot summer weather prevailed

all

the

first

week.

Now watch for the second week's record of "The
Woman God Changed," which we will publish next week.
It

box

nerve to advertise previous to opening that
figures will be announced.

calls for

office

From Wednesday
ness every night

on, the Rivoli, did turn

and big business

Cosmopolitan

away

busi-

at matinees.

Productions are today always big box

office winners.

Book

this picture

now and

offset losses

on disappointments

you have shown

c&eWoman
Its (2 (paramount (picture

^

Presented Sy Fa'mous Players -Lasky Corporation

|

production

"Thought

I

heard the clock

tick,

the

trial

was so

New York Would Not

intense," said

3D

one

man on

Let "The

Changed" Leave Broadway.

leaving the theatre

Woman God

Playing to
Capacity Business a Second Week at the

RIALTO THEATRE,

It is

NEW YORK

N. Y. World says:

"We peer into the future of motion picture production when we chance to behold so gripping and
so fascinating a cinema play as 'The Woman God
Changed/ It can be seen two or even three times
with mounting interest at each visit. It ought to remain at the Rivoli for months."

God Changed
t—

From a Story by Donn Byrne
Directed by Robert G. Vignola
Scenario by Doty Hobart
Scenes by the famous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff
Under Direction of Joseph Urban

Presented 6y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

IB
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The CamerV
of

sa
By
For the

tJ

Screei-

For

tl

Whether you employ
musician
is

large or small

wonderful

CAN

You

Improve
the Music

DR.

It

HUGO REISENFELD

musical

director of

RIALTO
theatres,

and

New

the

RIVOLI
York.

—you

need:!

service,

same old tunes week after week !
Synchronized Scenario Music brings you the VERY LATEST rrl
from the popular musical plays as they are first produced in New Yoi..

Synchronized Scenario Music is fitted to ALL feature pictures produced by J
the standard producing companies.
It is timed and cued for every action and*
arranged that "cuts" are instantly made in the score to fit any "cuts" in the film J
Every instrumental part is bound in a separate book, so it matter not wh'l
you wish piano, organ, or full orchestra parts, you pay only for what you get. N
WASTE. Synchronized Scenario Music is arranged by such noted directors as

You Offer
With

s {

solve your greatest problem
cost you but a trifle.
Ask any of your patrons the very first \{
you use Synchronized Scenario Service I
find what a difference they noticed in
enjoyment of the show.
Don't wear out your audiences witli

You

Can't
>rove the
Picture but

a

—whether your orchsj

CARL EDOUARDE

ERNO RAPEE
Musical director

ITOL
York.

Theatre,

CAP-

New

Nine years
music,

director of

STRAND

TheaYork City, and

tre,

New

still

there.

JAMES

C.

BRADFORD

Formerly director

BROADWAY

of music,
Theatre, New

York City. Seven years writer

musical synopses

for

FAMOUS PLAYERS,

and

of

now doing

similar

work

FIRST NATIONAL

JOSEPH CARL
Composer

B

I

of the

"THE B
OF A NATION
score of

for the

Exhibi-

tors Circuit.

These men are Directors on our Professional Staff and personally supervise all music issued by
Synchronized Scenario Music Service. They will work for you and solve your every music problem

1

.

June

18,

ian

.
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Only One Step Ahead

Is

HRONIZED

f?

M US1C

iario
me

Ready
Ready

His Film

Music

|r

Is

Is

)*chestra
information, terms and further details, write to
the Distributor nearest you.

11

; Service Corporation,
adway, New York City, N. Y.

"ilm

&

alina St.,

d Scenario Music Co. of

New

<d,

d

Mass.

elphia,
;

Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of St.

Philadelphia.

St.,

Louis,

Scenario Music Co. of

3317 Olive

ngton,
ler

Bldg.,

WzsK

rgfcn, D.

Mo.

Company,

live St.,

Kansas

Los Angeles, California,

istributors,

Texas

Mo

Bushmint Company

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

H. A. Kyler Enterprises,
919 Foster Building, Denver Colo.

Enterprises,
ige Place, Salt

City,

Exhibitors Poster Service Co.,
Film Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

1018 So.

lain St., Dallas,

City,

Film Exchange Bldg., Kansas

n Gate Ave., San Francisco,Cal

Lake City, Utah,

ares, Inc.,

Exchange Bldg., Detroit, Mich,
lards,

Apex

Pictures, Inc.
121 Fourth Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of
Atlanta.

ndelet St.,

New

x>st Is
"ill

St., St. Louis,

Synchronized Scenario Music Co. of

ilm and Equipment Co.

rice

Sobelman, Mustard & Howe,
711 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn
Sobelman, Mustard & Rowe,
Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis.

Scenario Music Co. of

•d

2014 Third Ave., Seattle, Wash.
Hostettler

Syracuse, N. Y.

ley St., Boston,

H. A. Kyler Enterprises,

Amusement Co.
900 First National Bank, Omaha, Nebr

Service Co.,

Orleans, La.

But

A

Jingle In

801 Flat Iron Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

Trifle and Returns
Your Cash Box.

flCHRONIZED SCENARIO

MUSIC CO.
E.

ackson Boulevard

25
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Exclusive
SIMPLEX

DISTRIBUTORS

In Illinois

A Service

and Indiana

Organization Furnishing Everything

Th eatre Equipment and Motion

In

Picture Supplies

MEET OUR SERVICE ORGANIZATION

GEORGE ARMSTRONG

JOHN

Manager

Aaat.

At the bead of the Argus
organization stands a man
backed by years of ex per ence
In
theatre
equipment
I

and
furnishing.
George
Armstrong haa for a long
time been head of the retail
department for the parent
Argus company In charge of
all stores.
His broad experience enables him to give ex-

advice and service to
exhibitors
on all subjects.
There Is no problem great
or
small whlcb he cannot
solve
far
the
theatreman.
There Is nothing about theatre
equipment and supplies
which he does not thoroughly
pert

understand.

T^
^-

waiting

ager,

C. A.

real

service

to

serve

you.

means

for

he

exhibitor

the

to

has grown up

with the Argus Idea of service, having been in the home
office
for
over
three years
learning every phase of the
business.
Before he Joined
the Argus forces he had five
years experience In the supDwyer
ply
business
with
Brothers.
So Reed knows
what the theatre man needs
and will be right there to
give

It

to

him.

HASTINGS

Illinois

And Mr. Reed knows what

1

ED. E. BURCH
Indiana Salesman

Salesman

You'll call him Cliff as soon
as you know him, and the
exhibitors of Illinois are going to know him well very
soon.
Cliff has been In some
branch of the show business
for the past eighteen years.
He baa had a varied experience starting aa a picture
machine operator, chorus man
in
Grand Opera, property
roan with a traveling road
show, director of a stock
company, and for the paat
six years a theatre manager.
Cliff knows everything aheut
a theatre. Just ask him and
see If he can't answer all
your questions.

WATSON

R. E.

City Salesman

Ed

specialized

engineer-

Watts needs no Introduction

ing,

construction and buildwhen he studied at the

to the exhibitors of Chicago,
for he was one of tbem for
a number of years aa manager of the Ortensteln and
the Gumblner theatres. Watts
rose from operator to theatre

ing

Carnegie
nology.
technical
tical
In a

In

Institute

Then

use

and

theatre

Tech-

of

put

be

knowledge

to

this

prac-

was operator
for

six

years,

salesman for the Lucas Theatre

two

Equipment Company
years.

Now

he

for
will

travel Indiana for Argus and
give the exhibitors of that
state
the
benefit
this
of

technical knowledge as applied to their theatre needs.
He Is an expert construction
engineer, a trained salesman
and an Al technical man.

manager

and

knows a the-

atre from the ground up.

He

an

expert in decorating
and furnishings for he spent
two years with an interior
decorating
He
learned
theatre
advertising
and exploitation as advance
man for road shows and
gained his sales experience
by four years aa a traveling
salesman.
Is

company.

nave an up-to- the-minute REPAIR DEPARTMENT, fully
equipped with factory tools and in charge of trained mechanics

We

Simplex Projectors.

{JEvery machine
returned to you.

The

REED

Whenever you enter the Argus sales room you will find
John H. Reed, assistant man-

A
Tne
Trade

to rebuild

H.

Manager

is

tested

out with film so the screen results willj he

Send your Mechanism

Argus Enterprises,
906 South

perfect

to

inc.

Wabash Avenue, Chicago

Telephone, Harrison 1035

PR.OJ ECTQftS

when

1921

.
Tune

18,

1921

.

:
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EMPRESS THEATER
GLENROCK. WYOMING
November 16th, 1820.

The American Photo Player Compeny,
Denver, Colo.
,

Lw

-'A

Gentlemen
I

have done away with a S piece

orchestra and your Fotopleyer no* takes the place of
a 5 piece orchestra, and we can play the pictures to

the delight of the Patrons and make a poor picture
look like a Special, which was practically impossible

with an orchestra without expert musicians and a
great expense

Btoplayer installation

1 would,.

advise every Exhibitor to in-

stall a Fotoplayer; there are no more troubles and

lowers orchestra overhead

your music problem is solved.

Tours very truly.

Quick shipments on

all styles

— The

instrument pays for itself

Write for our plan

The Amoican
NEW YORK CITY
B'WAY.

MECCA 9106.-I600

Photo
Co
Player
CH ICAGO
,

ILL.

G 4 £.sa CKS O /v Blvd.

SAX FRANCISCO CAL.
zoo eotneN 0atc Aye.
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THEY'RE MAI
—The—

Irving

Cummings

Series

of

Northwest Mounted Police Stories
The first release ON THE TRAIL
is

a positive Knockout!

Big powerful stories of love and adventure among the Canadian
wilds Bristling with excitement, realism, and beauty of the
great outdoors
Backed with

—

Celebrated's absolute Guarantee of Superiority!

Five Reel Features in

Two

Reels

CELEBRATED PL A

1

Eight Ten So. Wil
J. L.

ILLINOIS and INDIANA

FrJ

Tune

18,

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

29

NG HISTORY!

Scene from "On the Trail"

Bookings

Available!

CORPORATION

S
Vve.,

Now

Chicago,

111.

'resident
MEMBER

ILLINOIS and INDIANA

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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F. Brenllinger, Bankers and Merchants Theatre Co.,
Fort Wayne, Ind.

"We

beliece that
'

>

Mi

a First National franchise means success
it."

TH4 TS AVO THE R RE A SON

Ihere'JI

to

any

WHY

be a Franchise everywhere

One of

the Strangest
Plots Revealed

Love

The drama

of a girl

the spell cast

who, under

by Fate, married

Once for Love
Once to Forget Love

And

then Destiny played another

strange prank and compelled her to

choose between two husbands

The
The

Man
Man

She Married in
She Married in

the Icy
the

North

Tropics

Louis B. Mayer presents
the Inimitable Star

ANITA STEWART
in

"Playthings of Destiny"

A picture every woman will love,
A picture every man will enjoy.
By

Jane Murfin and Larry Trimble
Directed by

Scenario

Made by

the

Anita Stewart Productions. Inc.

A

FIRST

Edwin Carewe

by Anthony Paul Kelly

NATIONAL ATTRACTION

J

—
June

18,

Charles Brill, The

"I consider
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Ohio.

First National Pictures the best on the market today.

VHY
WATS ANOTHER REASON WHY

^There'll

be a Franchise everywhere

r

"\

"Makes You Catch Your Breath"
Chicago Tribune

"A mighty good

picture, a mighty human picture, and
it that makes you catch your breath.
"You haven't seen much of Sam De Grasse. But wait
till you see him in 'Courage.'
Naomi Childers
Just wait
is one of the loveliest things brought to our notice for a
good long time. She doesn't act, she IS a beautiful and
charming lady. And she has never had a role that suits

there

is

some acting

in

!

—

her better.

—

"A story that interests you and the players see to it that
you are not bored. It is well put on and photographed
and has several tense and dramatic episodes." Mae Twee
in the

Chicago Tribune.

Speaking of
Albert A. Kaufman's presentation of the

Sidney A. Franklin Production

"COURAGE"
Adapted from Andrew Soutar's book "Courage''

A

First National Attraction

Foreign Representaive, David P. Howells, Inc.

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

A Picture of Gripping Heart Interest
and I n t e n s e Powerful Action
y

V

J

—
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E.S. Walter, Orpheum Theatre, SaullSte. Marie, Ontario.
"I jecl protected against cut-throat competition since buying a First
National franchise."
ANOTHER REASON

WHY

THATS

Hherell be a Franchise everywhere

"A Real Box Office Bet- W
WILL BRING THEM IN
"It will keep the S. R. O. signs busy and ought certainly to prove a money-maker judging from the crowd
that tried to get into the Strand. You should merely have
to announce Jackie's name to get them interested in
'Peck's Bad Boy.'
The picture is a real box office bet
and if you don't make money it's your own fault." Wid's.

WILL KEEP

S.

R. O.

SIGN OUT

"It is going to draw like a circus. The picture will
attract circus business and a circus crowd
father, mother
and all the children. The picture is a hit. People are
laughing every chance they get. Which is frequent. The
child is a real star.
He registers every emotion with a
finesse that is nothing short of marvelous.
Certainly no
juvenile player has ever appeared who possessed such inherent talent or so vivid a personality, and there is not the
shadow of a doubt but that he has arrived, so far as the
fans are concerned. Jackie is a big bet and the picture is
a box office bet that, properly handled, should bring the

—

S.

R. O. sign out with regularity.

— Motion Picturecircus."
News.
Bill this like a

100 PER CENT ENTERTAINMENT
"This is a genuinely delightful picture. The story has
been worked into a thoroughly acceptable offering which
affords much humor with a touch of melodrama.
The
titles by Irvin S. Cobb are a notable asset of the picture.
Jackie Coogan's 'Peck's Bad Boy' comes very near being
one hundred per cent entertainment for young and old.

He's a triumph as a romping, roguish, lovable youngster.
This juvenile marvel delights and intrigues the interest of
all classes of people.
The picture stands out as one of
really universal appeal. It offers bright promise of being
one of the most popular pictures of the day."
Exhibitors Herald

—

WILL DELIGHT ALL
"Jackie Coogan plays with the finish of an adult of
keen artistic perception and well rounded experience. It
is the triumph of personality over babyhood,
and the
natural instinct of a born actor. He is irresistible, adorable
and his pranks will delight Ma and Pa and the youngsters.
There is a high grade supporting cast."
Moving Picture World.

—

Play

it

BOX OFFICE ASSET

BIG

"The popularity attained

by Jackie Coogan
'The Kid' and the columns of
paper comments about him since are all powerful fa
in boosting the drawing value. Jackie does really wo
ful work.
He has such a magnetic personality ai
such a clever actor one finds pleasure in watchin,
every movement. Exhibitors will find it a lucrativ
Charlie Chaplin in

office

i

asset."

— Exhibitors Trade R
STAR

"Jackie

is

a

T

grown-ups and be a

Like a Circus!

It's

IS

w onder.

A WONDER
The

picture

will

real joy to the kiddies."

a Big

please

—Va

Mo

June
Crbrach,

18,

Ames
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la.

owner who does not worry about competitive attractions
THER
« m has a First National Franchise. THA T'S

he e

ANO

fcV

WHY
J
7here JI be a Franchise everywhere

c

R. O. Signs Busy"

eep the

—Wid's

[.
11

the trade experts agree that this

one

is

of the best

box

office at-

newspaper reviewers all declare that it
one of the most delightful and amusing comedies ever produced,
has drawing power and it pleases them!

actions of the year, while the

Irving Lesser presents

JACKIE COOGAN
"The Kid"

PECK'S

in

BAD BOY"
1921

Model

Irvin S. Cobb
Written and Directed by Sam Wood
By arrangement with Warner Bros.

Subtitles

by

Foreign Representative, David P. Howells. Inc.

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City

A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

U\ker

and Cleaning up Everywhere!

—
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Best Ring Battle Ever Shown!
— New

York World

The most timely picture of the
The whole country is talking

fight

great world's championship

as the

Dempsey and Car-

between

battle

This

pentier approaches.
fight

day.

picture.

crowds

It

nothing

as

et

will

a real

is

bring in the

else.

Now

the

is

it!

Crowds at N. Y. Strand
Rose in Their Seats and
Cheered- Women Liked
It

as

Much

Listen to

as the

Men

what the big

New York

Daily says:

"We

have no idea we shall come away
from the Dempsey-Carpentier fight with so
genuinely a pugilistically induced thrill as

we

received at seeing 'Scrap Iron.'
the most gruelling prize fight we
have ever beheld. The crowds at the NewYork Strand rose in their seats and cheered.
"It's

"What a battle! The realistic atmosphere
of the ring side gathering, the trip hammer
blows the fighters drive into each other's
ribs and noses and chins mark the production as one of the finest pieces of sure fire
cinema play making we have seen.
"One can almost hear the gong sound for
the rounds. One can almost hear the fighters
breathe.
It is one of the most successfully
conducted and realistically acted screen
plays of the year. No ring battle has ever
been done better."
New York World
.

And

the

Women

I

Don't forget they'll enjoy it just as much
as the men.
The New York Herald speaking of the showing at the New York Strand
says:

"The realistic prize fight keyed up the
excitement to a high pitch, e specially among
ho aren't supposed

the
interest

in

to

take

an

such things and therefore do."

Arthur

S.

Kane

presents

CHARLES RAY
"Scrap Iron"
A

First

National

Attraction

Adapted from Charles E. Van Loan's
Evening Post Story, by Finis Fox.
Produced by Charles Ray Productions, Inc.
Charles Rizard Directed by Charles Ray.

—

Saturday

—Photographed
.

by

MARTIN

J.

Publisher
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& Editor
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Wkat's Wrong With Distribution?
By MARTIN
rT' HERE

are to be found easily just about as

A many answers to the question, "What's
Wrong With Distribution?" as there are distributors in the business. However, there is a
practical unity of opinion with respect to one of
the conspicuous ills of distribution and it is
based upon the fact that under the present system pictures are only backed by intensive selling
effort

during the

first

few months they are on

the market.

Through the national exchanges where the
greater part of all pictures produced in the
United States are distributed a difficult situation is created because of the almost constant
influx of new product which causes older publications to remain in the vaults, receiving little
or no attention.

This condition results in a vast economic
waste. The producer, not receiving the volume
of revenue he should be receiving from the older

J.

QUIGLEY

practice employed in the handling of so-called
legitimate attractions which applies especially
in the case of special productions.

This practice, adapted to the purposes of
would provide for a special
production to be placed in the direct charge of a
competent salesman in each district who would
act as manager of the attraction. Under such
an arrangement there appears to be a strong
likelihood that a picture would be intensively exploited to the advantage of both theatre and
film distribution,

producer.

T

N

the furtherance of this arrangement the

manager of the production would commence
his selling campaign with the larger houses in
the larger communities and would follow

subjects,

through until the remotest hamlet of the district
had been intensively solicited. Such a manager,
being thoroughly conversant with the production he was handling exclusively in the district,

new

would be able

is compelled to ask a higher price for
subjects, thus passing on the burden to the
exhibitor whose requirements in many instances

could well be taken care by the older publications which are not brought to his attention.

pROM
*

theatre

a practical standpoint, as far as the
is concerned, a picture is new until it

has been exhibited in the community, excepting
only rare instances in which a picture at the period of publication is timely and consequently
quickly becomes out of date. Therefore, the exhibitor is keenly interested in the bringing into
operation of some practical means of preventing
good pictures from being forgotten about within
a few months after publication. Among the reasons which account for this interest of exhibitors is the fact that a good picture that is somewhat old may be rented at a lower figure than
an inferior subject of recent publication, contributing both to the profit of the theatre in affording a real attraction and also to the producer
who receives the additional revenue.
It appears to us that in consideration of this
problem there is a lesson to be learned from the

to render effectual exploitation
services to the individual theatre.

Under such

would be no time
had been thoroughly covered
that the production would not be receiving intensive promotion. There would be no opportunity for newer pictures coming in and diverting
the attention and enthusiasm of the salesman.
Each picture, so managed, would be consistently
pushed until it had been either booked and rebooked in every theatre in the district, or at
least properly presented to every exhibitor and
its attraction qualities made plain.
a plan there

until the territory

Even the most popular subjects play a very
much fewer number of theatres than would be
reached under a distribution arrangement that
effective. Pictures of real merit

was thoroughly

—

and there
that too quickly pass into oblivion
are a vast number of instances of this represent a loss to the producer and to the theatre
which misses a valuable attraction that could be
rented at a reasonable rate. This is one outstanding phase of "What's Wrong With Distribution."

—
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America during the period since the
national

last

Re -Takes

gathering in Cleveland

has been extremely active.

Its exist-

ence during the past year has been far

from

.MARTIN J. QTJIGLEY
PUBLISHER, &> EDITOR

The

mere matter of form.

a

heads of the organization

sponsible

have met frequently and have undertaken

many matters

of

J.

far-reaching

Anyway the Eighth Art gives more
dinners than all the other seven put together.

importance.
*

*

Published every Wednesday by Martin

J.

Tulsa ought to throw a

*

Editorial and Executive Offices: 417 Soutb
Dearborn street, Chicago, Illinois. (Telephone: Harrison 9248-9249.)

thing very different from

New York

predecessors.

Office: 1476 Broadway.
(Telephone: Bryant 5111.)
Los Angeles Office: 6372 Hollywood Blvd.
(Telephone: 577-450)

All Editorial and Business Correspondence
should be addressed to the Chicago Of-

many of its
mean that the

will

heads of the organization

will

be able

an actual report of under-

to render

takings and accomplishments of the

fices.

Subscription Price: United States and Its
Possessions, Mexico and Cuba, $2.00 a
year; Canada, $3.50 a year; Foreign Countries (Postpaid), $4.00 a year.
Single
copy, 25 cents.

ors

who

throughout Great Britain and
Colonies under the provision of the copyright act of 1911.

Copyright

importance to them

XII

No

June

one who

in the

is

18,

1921

Xo. 23

genuinely interested

progress of the exhibitor has

may assume

a different attitude toward the forthcoming event.
*

*

The only

Vol.

Cold Enough for 'em

Mack

Sennett's girls with their furlined bathing suits arc right in style this
year.
*

Kiddin' Them Aplenty
With all the propaganda against blue
Sunday laws and censorship in pictures
nowadays, a reformer is somewhat out
of place in a picture theatre.
•

previously have regarded na-

tional conventions as matters of very
little

All Bights Reserved.

Copyright, 1921.

For these reasons exhibit-

past year.

*

or not.

who

has any
legitimate right to complain of what
the organization is doing or is not
doing is the exhibitor who is taking an
active interest and part in the organization the exhibitor who attends conventions and contributes his quota to
meet the expense of conducting the
exhibitor

"Shaveski? Noski"
Picture fans, according to Clara Kimball Young, want to see her in more
Russian plays. They didn't say whether
they wanted the men folks clean shaven
*

they're not, the directors will have
to number them like jockeys or football
players, to tell them apart. And won't
the fans have a fine time picking out the
"villun."
If

*

News Notes

:

been

satisfied

with the national ex-

hibitors' conventions of the past.

Usu-

have been hurriedly arranged
affairs of much interest to a few but
of very little interest to the many.

ally they

*

*

*

For many years the subject of exseemed to be
hibitor organization
merely

a

seasonal

proposition

that

came to life only during the few summer days of the convention. Throughout the remainder of the year the organization appeared to exist only as a
formality.

The only

activities carried

on were those of a very casual nature.
*

*

*

organization.
*

*

*

Every exhibitors' convention is a
matter of real importance. While previous national gatherings have in
hardly an appreciable degree approached a position of real effectiveness, they have, nevertheless, been
milestones along the way of the ex-

contrary

that

may

be

injected,

the

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of

California,

is

enjoying

Blue

Rumor has it President and Mrs.
Harding will pose on the White House
lawn for a News Weekly.
A powder has been invented, which
when snuffed up the nose causes a person to tell the truth. So far no orders
have been placed by our best little press
agents.
•

Page Capt.
It

Stoll

looks as though the industry
its Determination, doesn't it"'

*

had

*

In the light of the activity of the
past vear, the importance of the questions that face the theatre owners for
the coming year it seems only a matter of common sense that exhibitors

the number of many
should make it their business to be in
Minneapolis for the coming national
convention.

thousand

to

Regardless of any assertions to the

Pamona,
Sundays.

lost"

hibitor's progress.
*
*

on the

*

national

It

little oil

troubled waters.

This should mean that the coming
convention will be some-

Qulg-ley.

M.

R.

re-

Too Tame
seems down in Mexico they prefer
motion pictures to bull fights. Perhaps
there has been too much throwing the
It

bull of late.

*

New York

going to have an

is

anti-

prohibition parade. The line of march
will be flanked on both side by the bootleggers' division.

Harold Lloyd has a lot to answer for
with all these alleged vaudeville comedians wearing bone glasses.
*
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are so inconsiderate!
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Actress claims her Chicago millionaire
husband only spent $500,000 on gems for
her the first year they were married.

Some husbands

Form

DEPARTMENTS
44

Wad

Tight

The

is
4.

have an
Jersey will

to

after

the

big

2.

line
first

of

march

division

is

will

past the public
consist of the
at the Vol-

"Ha! Ha! boys" who laughed
stead act.

The steam calliope will play "How Dry
Am," while a mixed chorus of bartenders will sing "Brown October Ale,"
I

a

drink

now

extinct.

June
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Public Rights League
Marshall Neilan Volunteers to Produce Film
Which Will Be Available Gratis to Those
Exhibitors Cooperating in Campaign to
Keep Screen Free from Interference
Marshall Neilan, the distinguished producer of several of the
greatest box office successes, has volunteered to produce especiallv
for the purposes of the PUBLIC
a propa-

RIGHTS LEAGUE

ganda

picture.

Under Mr. Neilan

f

s

expert direct ion there wilt be

produced a short subject which zvill graphically depict
those arguments for the freedom of the screen which are
being advanced by the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

This offer from the producer of 'The River's End," "Dinty,"
"Bob Hampton of Placer" and other popular subjects is an expression of his determination to be of practical help to the exhibitors of

America

in their fight for the

freedom

of the screen.

In line with the practical aid to

exhibitors

for

which the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

was created the .Marshall Neilan
propaganda film will place in the hands of the members of the
a subject of universal appeal which will attract patronage
on an entertainment basis and in addition will serve effectually to
arouse public opinion to the seriousness of the situation created by
the activities of radical reformers and others who are seeking to

LEAGUE

curb the freedom

of the screen.

The Marshall Neilan propaganda
the

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

later.

This will mean that

every exhibitor in

this

America

film will be available gratis

through a distribution arrangement

to

members oj
be announced

to

production will be within reach, without charge, of

as every exhibitor

is

cating his desire to cooperate in the

work

membership in the
membership card indi-

qualified for

league, the only requirement being that the exhibitor sign a
of maintaining the

freedom of the screen.

Additional details of importance in connection with the Marshall Neilan propawill be disclosed in subsequent issues.

ganda film
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Pledges of Cooperation
KANSAS

ILLINOIS

Bushong

Vermont

Mr. Martin

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Mr. Martin

Dear

Dear Mr. Quigley:

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Sir:

This is great work and gives the small
exhibitor a chance to do his bit not only
for the welfare of the industry, but also
in helping the public maintain their rights
as citizens.
Yours for the success of the PUBLIC

take great pleasure in handing you
my pledge to the PUBLIC
RIGHTS
and I assure you
that I am showing and will continue to
show the messages that come out in your
I

herewith

LEAGUE

magazine every week.
Very truly yours,

CHARLES

E.

W.

theatre.

TENNESSEE

Los Angeles

Obion

be glad to do anything

in

Enclosed please
would state that I

my

power to assist in this splendid movement to protect the public against the

find

am

Grand

I

wish you

all

theatre.

Pecos

Dear Mr. Quigley:

We

pledge card and
delighted to sign

the same.

constant invasion of their rights.
May I suggest that one of the opportunities and responsibilities of this league
would be to furnish theatre owners with
various classes of propaganda material?
Slides on the screen are of value. They
ought to be used. In addition to slides,
the league ought to send out material that
could be used in the programs and daily
newspapers.
Propaganda is the only means of securing results in a democracy. The theatre
owners of this country can accomplish
tremendous benefits to the picture art
and industry by using their screens for
carefully worded, attractive slides, using
their programs for little pieces of propaganda material, and by securing the pub-

McWILLIAMS,

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Mr. Quigley:

Dear Mr. Quigley:

truly,
J.

TEXAS

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

good luck

in

Enclosed find our pledge card.
assure you of our heartiest cooperation in
your worthy undertaking, and rest assured we will do all in our power to make
Allow us to congratulate
it a success.

you on your noble work.
Yours very truly,

your won-

J.

S.

WASSERMAN,

derful undertaking.

Rialto theatre.

Yours

truly,

E. FOX,
Princess theatre.

Dallas

Mr. Martin

J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

WISCONSIN
Dear

Madison
Mr. Martin
Exhibitors

Dear

your PUBLIC RIGHTS
and feel that every motion
picture theatre owner should join and

members

returning herewith my pledge card
believe you have
properly signed.
I
started something really worth while and
will do my bit towards making the PUB-

LEAGUE

a success.
to offer a suggestion? If you will use type for your slide
copy that will lend itself to tracing the
average exhibitor can trace his slide from
your original copy. Would suggest that
you use a 14-point light face type.

Will you permit

Sincerely yours,

HAMPTON,

me

My

Producer.

of

LEAGUE

Sir:

LIC RIGHTS

Sir:

We take pleasure in enclosing you
herewith our pledge and wish to become

Quigley,
Herald.
J.

Am

lication in newspapers of articles that
will educate the public to the real facts
regarding the motion picture situation
and the danger to the public of improper,
unwise, un-American legislation.

B.

F.

GEER,

C.

CALIFORNIA

BENJAMIN

Yours very

Princess theatre.

Mr. Martin

will

waukee.

RIGHTS LEAGUE,

CAREY,

Bushong

I

idea is for the exhibitor to lay his slide
glass over your facsimile slide and trace
the copy.
If you will keep this thought
in mind in setting the copy for slides,
using a larger size letter and a light face
type, it will be easy for the average exhibitor to make a very attractive appearing slide.
The writer made this suggestion at the
Wisconsin Exhibitors' convention in Mil-

give his active support to this cause.
are cooperating with J. P. Simpson Advertising Company of Dallas, who
have exclusive contracts for our five
screens and they are each week making
us slides for each house as per copy appearing in your publication free, to show
they are anxious to do everything they
can to help in this work.

We

Yours very

truly,

E.

Foy's

W. FOY,

Neighborhood Theatres,

Inc.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

K^Forthel

EXHIBITORS HERALD

GQ Freedom!

in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

LEAGUE
"For

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

Motion Pictures"

I
realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen. /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
whenever conditions permit, the slide of the League, and
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.
I

will use,

Sign and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,

HERALD,
Chicago.

You

then Will be enrolled as

a member tf the

LEAGUE.

PUBLIC RIGHTS

M
1Name
Theatre
City

in this

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
my part in arousing

manner do

ign

And Become
a

Member
League

of

Tune
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M arsnall Neilan Production
Constructive Step

Is Bigf

|

dawn

Since the

of the inspired

agitation that threatens the free-

dom

of motion pictures,

no plan

offering hope of greater effect-

ivenes has been put forward than

the proposal of Marshall Neilan
to produce a special propaganda

picture

PUBLIC

the

for

RIGHTS LEAGUE.
Marshall Neilan's offer stands
out as

genuine

a
to

effort

assist

manner the

constructive

a practical

in

individual exhibitor

who

is anxious
to make his
screen a working force for the
defeat of the radical reformers

and others who seek to bind
down the motion picture with
chains of intolerable regulation.
The Neilan production will be

an integral part of the campaign
of

PUBLIC

the

LEAGUE

RIGHTS

to afford the theatre

owner workable means to defend and protect the freedom
Linked with the
other aids placed at the disposal
of the exhibitor through the
of his screen.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
will enable

him

it

to take an active

and an effective part in the campaign for the freedom of the
screen.

Marshall Neilan

by

is

peculiarly

and experience
to produce a propaganda film
which will serve every require-

fitted

ment.

ability

He

stands today in the

Marskall Neilan
tion,

"The

River's

front ranks of the foremost di-

including

rectors of the world and through

"Bob Hampton

the almost unanimous verdict of

Exhibitors

exhibitors his

name on a produc-

box office value
that is comparable with the attraction power of the greatest
stars and stories.

tion represents a

Since commencing production
under his own name Marshall
Neilan has had an even record of
successful accomplishment,

mencing with
iriiflllllM^^^

com-

his initial produc-

his

latest

End"

and

plain the forces that are seeking

production,

to enslave the industry and cur-

of Placer."

consider

tail

a
privilege and a pleasure to exhibit the Marshall Neilan propaganda film. The name of Neilan
and its assured attraction value
will cause it to be welcomed by
the public and from the exhibitor's viewpoint there is also
the additional incentive represented by the great good that
will be accomplished in making
will

it

the freedom of the motion

picture.

Exhibitors who have not yet
signed the PUBLIC RIGHTS
pledge card will bear in mind
that the Marshall Neilan propa-

ganda
gratis

film

—but

will

only to

be

available

members

of

the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE
as it is to be an integral part of
the enlightenment campaign of
this organization.
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membership

to

the

roll of
list

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

members

of

will be printed at

G

is

majority

is all

powerful.

It

can

make

or break.

It

can use

during the past week.

The complete

an early date

Brown, owner of the Star theatre, Viroqua, Wis., recently
B.
lating the blue laws.
The jury acquitted him because a majority of Viroqua citizens

A

1921

18,

Freedom

In the Fight for
Names added

June

was

its

hailed into court on the charge of vio-

wanted Sunday shows.
power to destroy or construct.

Its

support

valuable.

To

support of the people

enlist the

in behalf of

the exhibitors in their fight to maintain a free screen is the
of theatre men are cooperating in this movement

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE. Hundreds

purpose of the

Are you?

M
ABERCROMBI, MRS.

H.,

J.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

AMICK,

hall,

J.

Personal representative, Frank

L.,

Kembusch Enterprises,

,

Union

F. E.,

McCURDY,

East

Princes* theatre,

MATTHEWS,

Tappen, N. D.

H.

J.

Shelbvville, Ind.

E.,

Big Feature Rights Corporation,

Louisville, Ky.

MAXWELL, THEODORE

B

V.,

Theatre

equipment,

(irand Rapids, Mich.

BAIRD,

J.

W., Crystal theatre, Pattonsburg, Mo.

BARDINE, MABEL, M7 West

55th

St.,

BARTH THEATRE COMPANY,

New York

Carbondale, 111.
BORISKY, S. H., York, Strand and Liberty theatre,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
BRICHETTO, J. N., Crystal theatre. Knoxville, Tenn.
BROKAW, JOE, Brokaw theatre, Angola, Ind.
BUCHHOLZ, L. R., Rex theatre, Colbv, Wis.

MOCK, CARL F., Pathe, Charlotte. N C
MOLLET, J. P., Transfer theatre, Fort Wayne, Ind.
MOONEY, P. C, Lonia
Mayer Productions, Inc.,
New York.
MOORE, L. R., Roma theatre, Columbus Grove, O.
MORGAN, T. E., Lyric theatre, Dayton, Tenn.
I'..

O'NEILL,

CHARLES

Shullsburg

J.,

Amusement Com-

pany, Shullsburg, Wis.

CAIRNS, JACK,

lirooklvn theatre, Detroit, Mich.
E., Bushong theatre, Bushong,

CAREY, CHARLES
Ka

CARTER, A. A.,
CARTER, W. G.,
ville,

theatre, Bucklin, Mo,
Princess and Liberty theatre, Green-

PAUL, MRS. FRANK, Marvel

[ris

Tenn.

CHANDLER, O. J., [sis theatre, Peru, Ind
COPELAND, BILLY, Rex theatre, Clinton,

PERRYMAN, FRED
City,

PILLIRD,

R. f Princess theatre, Chilton, Wis.
Photo Play theatre, Grand Rapids, 0.

L. O.,

REDFEARN,

DRUMBAR, W.

E.,

Riviera theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

theatre, Carlinville, 111.
theatre, Johnson

Liberty

Tenn.

PFEIFFER,
Tenn.

E.,

D. W.,

New

Diggins theatre,

New

Dig-

gings, Wis.

REDINGTON & ROOTES,

Central theatre, La Porte,

Ind.

EBERSOLE,

H., Majestic theatre,

J.

ELKIN, W.

E.,

GAMEL,

E.,

G.

Temple

Avoca,

ROGERS, E. R., Alcazar theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
RYAN, CHARLES H., Garfield theatre, Chicago, 111.

la.

theatre, Aberdeen, Miss.

Roval theatre, Thaver, Mo.

GIACOMA BROTHERS,

Crystal

Tomb-

theatre,

stone, Ariz.

H

Decatur, Ind.

|

HAMPTON, BENJAMIN

SCOTT, BLANCHE S., 47 West 46th St., New York.
SINGER, O. R., Majestic theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
SKAGGS, C. M., Gem theatre, Greenville, Tenn.
SMITH, WILLIAM N., Ideal theatre, Joplin, Mo.
SPRAY, CHARLES M., Crystal and Mecca theatre,

B„ producer,

o77 South

New

STIFF,

C. B., Bijou theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.

TUNE,

J.

Hampshire, Los Angeles.

HANDLER, M.

HAWERTON,

J.,

Vendome

E. L.,

Gem

theatre, Detroit, Mich.
theatre. Madison, Mo.

HAWKINS, W. P., Grand theatre, Princeton.
HELFER, MR. AND MRS. W. H., Itasca

Mo.

C, Dixie theatre, Shelbyville, Tenn.

theatre.

V

Alice, Tex.

HENDERSON, W. B., Dixie theatre, Ripley, Tenn.
HOBOLTH, HARRY, Liberty theatre. Marfette. Mich.
HUBBARD, B. L., Hub theatre, Bishop. Tex.
JOHN,

K. B., Colonial theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.
JOHNSON, A. A., Columbia theatre, Rockford,

111.

VANDIVER,

VAUGHAN,

E. B., Palace theatre. Kennett, Mo.
J. H., New Orpheum theatre, Maquoketa,

Iowa.

w

WARD, J., Harmonv. theatre. Woodburn, Ind.
WARREN, MRS. MAE, Lyric theatre, Oliver Springs.
Tenn.

WERNER, EDW.
KELLY,

A. A., Isis theatre, Ouray, Colo.
KENNEDY, W. C, Gem theatre, Knoxville. Tenn.
KEYS,
W., Majestic theatre, Johnson City,

GEORGE

Tenn.

KIRKPATRICK,

H. H., Princess theatre. Morristown.

WHITE, W.

W., Windsor theatre. Canton. O.
W., Jefferson theatre, Jefferson City,

Tenn.

WIGTON, J. M., Wigton theatre. La Grange. Ind.
WILCOX, H. B., Unique theatre. Bricelyn, Minn.
WILSON, CLYDE, Paramount, Rochester, Ind.

Ten n.

ZIMMERMAN, MRS.
LUCE,

G. W.,

Airdome theatre, Lincoln,

Cal.

Iowa.

J.

P.,

Novelty theatre. Avoc?.

June

I

18.
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Beware
of the

Evangelist

Censorship won't work.

U

The one way

Who

Tears

to correct effectively

and positively any evils that exist in
motion pictures is for the public
themselves to create a

Down the

better pictures

and

demand

X

for

v

to patronize the

best in the motion picture art.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

Morale of

Communities
News

reports from

is copy for slide No. 7. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

over the

all

country seem to indicate that a host
of

money-grabbing evangelists are

directing

denuncia-

scathing

their

tions at the

mo-

trations for years.

tion picture

and

ing examples of a wilfull attempt to

Sunday

theatre.

only to arouse the people to give

reformer can be

generously to the free will offering.

classified as

of the

one

most dan-

gerous.

—
which he goes.

He knows

He

He

cares less.

does not know of your efforts

give

the

citizenry

wholesome
enters a

Nor

entertainment.

He mounts

of the gospel,

and shouts

his utter-

ances into the ears of his auditors.

His speeches are stereotyped.
has

same

used the same
inflections

gestures,

and the same

screen.

The PUBLIC RIGHTS

LEAGUE

has been organized to aid exhibitors

who

find

themselves confronted by

trouble of this nature.

It

gives you

a brief and concise editorial

week

for slide use.

each

From time

to

uniform garb of the

lished for reprinting in your theatre

minister

statements,

his

based on

facts, are

money he

ets with

him.

and

its

morale of the

age.

If

that

pock-

departs.

The

torn

down

left

re-

damage immediately you
growing sentiment which

necessary

is

for

rightly inform the people.

you

paper.

You have read
39.

the article on page

This short propaganda picture

which Marshall Neilan has volunteered to produce will be available
to theatre

men who

are conducting

a fight to eliminate political and re-

great dam-

antagonistic to your welfare.
is

the

he cares not.

you do not take steps to

will find a

the

city

wake he has

pair this

is

filled his

people are forgotten by

Though he has

In his

seldom

never doubted.

After he has amply

He

illus-

You have your

Because the evangelist was

a rostrum,

flanked on both sides by ministers

shout.

attired in the

guage.

city

community with both

hands outstretched for the people's
pocketbooks.

just

not have to mount a rostrum and

time short editorials will be pub-

and

clean

does he want to know.

He

Yet, there are those in every com-

munity who are influenced by

such raving and extravagant lan-

nothing of the conditions of the city

to

They aim

misinform the public.

of

type

This

into

They are glow-

All

to

You do

form interference.

Your name should be
the

members

of

the

RIGHTS LEAGUE.

listed

among

PUBLIC

There are big

things in store for those

who

are

co-operating in this movement. Sign
the pledge today.
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Minneapolis

in

Readiness

for

Big

Exhibitor Conclave
Reports Indicate Largest Attendance of Any Convention
Held by Theatre Men in Past
MINN., June 7.— Minneapolis is all set to hold the
big convention of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America.
The exhibitors will convene at the West hotel on Monday morning, June 27, and will continue in session until late Wednesday night.
Reports from every nook and corner in the country indicate that there
will be at Minneapolis the largest attendance of any convention in the'
annals of organized exhibitors.
States

senators

and governors of
promised to attend.
For the men who
ings

it

will

be

United
congressmen
several states have
officials,

and

whereby

will be at the

practically

many

all

meet-

business.

problems confront the
hibitors that they have to a man

So

reservations should be addressed to the
national headquarters of the M. P. T.
O. A., at 1482 Broadway, New York
City. Arrangements are being completed

ex-

a fare and a half will be allowed
exhibitors for the round trip.

President Cohen
Issues Statement

de(S fecial

clared their intention of foregoing pleas-

order that the convention sessions
be devoted to constructive planning
and solution of their problems.
In the meantime, while the men arc
attending the sessions, the Minneapolis
members of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America are planning to give
the exhibitors' wives a never-to-be-forgotten entertainment.
Civic organizations of Minneapolis are cooperating with
ure

in

may

the exhibitors of the city to make the
stay of the theatre owners an enjoyable
one.
All
requests
from
exhibitors
for

NEW

to

Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

7.— President
June
Cohen of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America has issued
Sydney

S.

a statement urging exhibitors from every
state in the union to attend the Minne-

apolis convention on

June 27, 28 and 29.
President Cohen summarizes the present exhibitor situation and declares that
if these problems arc to be solved "you
cannot afford to stay away" from Minne-

dent's call.

1921

Keith Film Interests
Acquisition of Theatre Said
Mark Firm's Entrance
Into Industry
(From

NEW

To

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

June

7.— The

anof the opening of a new motion picture theatre to
be called the Arcadia, located in the Bush
Terminal building, 130 West Fortysecond street, is looked upon as the opening wedge of the B. F. Keith interests
into the motion picture theatre field.
It
is understood that the Keith motion picture exhibiting organization will be separate from their vaudeville interests and
that it will be under the supervision of
B. S.

Moss

Moss.

B. S.

Offer 2,000

Days

reported that the acquisition by
the Keith people of several motion picture
theatres
in
Amsterdam several
months ago was in the nature of an exIt

is

periment as to the possibilities of picture
theatre investment.
At the present time
the Keith circuit can give a picture bookings for 2,000 days through their motion
picture department, which supplies features to be used in conjunction with their
vaudeville bills.

The Arcadia will be opened on Labor
Day as an exclusive first-run house for
features. The bookings will be kept open
so that the best of independent features
can be leased for the house. There will
be two performances daily at a price scale
of $2 at night and $1 for matinees.

apolis.

Trustification of the industry, producer
competition, the reform movement and
other subjects are dealt with in the presi-

18,

Moss Will Supervise

nouncement by

MINNEAPOLIS,

/GOVERNMENT

June

Plan Similar Houses

The Arcadia

will not only be used as
picture try-out house for the circuit,
but also, according to good authority, as
the metropolitan nucleus for a string of
similar houses throughout the country
which will afford a high-class outlet for
pictures worthy of the best in the presentation line.
It is evident throughout the hinterland
that there is a market in the larger population centers for deluxe features at a
Many such films have been
$1 top.
unable to get a Broadway showing either
because of a theatre shortage or else the
rental price was too high to permit of a
profitable run.
Despite the denial of J.
Murdock of the Keith organization
J.
that they are going in on large motion
picture theatre building program, it is
presumed by the insiders that it is this
market for which the Keith circuit is
preparing.

a

Seay Announces That
Second Cur wood Film
Has Been Completed
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

7—

Charles M.
June
Seay. vice president and director general
of Pine Tree Pictures Corporation, has
returned to New York after supervising
the completion of the company's second
feature from the story of James Oliver
Curwood. The feature was made under
the working title of "The Devil's Finger"
and was directed by Sidney Olcott with

T OS ANGELES — Charles

R. Rogers, general manager of Robertson-Cole, and
were shown the spacious studio of the company during
the official's recent trip to the Coast on a survey of business conditions.
From
left to right in the picture are W. A. Mead, San Francisco manager; A. R. Patten,
Los Angeles manager; Newt Levi, Pacific Coast representative; Mr. Rogers, J.
Allen Boone, Jack Nelson, Denver manager; L. Wingham, Seattle manager, and
H. R. Hough, studio manager.
his

Western

lieutenants,

Gladys Leslie, Frank Jones and William
Tooker in the principal roles.
Mr. Seay announces that Mr. Curwood
will arrive at the Maine headquarters of
the company this week to spend the summer in going over with Mr. Seay the
plans for the future story requirements
of the organization. All of the productions of the company will be filmed in

Maine.

June
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National Association Again
Re-elects Brady President

—

Elliott in
Other Officers Also Remain at Posts
That
Past
Year
Has
Been
States
Report
Most Active Since Organization

NEW

YORK. June 7.— William A Brady, president of the National
Association of the Motion Picture Industry since its organization in 1916.
was re-elected urianirnously at the annual meeting of the association yes-

J

terday.
All other officials of the organization were returned to their posts by a
unanimous vote. The vice-presidents are Adolph Zukor. Samuel Goldwvn,
R. H. Cochrane. Paul H. Cromelin, Will C. Smith. E. M. Porter: treasuurer.
assistant treasurers. P. L. Waters and R. A. Rowland, and
T. E. Brulatour
Elliott.
executive secretary. Frederick
:

H

Directors of Di%-isions Are Elected
Election of the directors of the various divisions preceded the election
of executives. Directors for the producers division, class 1. for the ensuing
year are William A. Brady. William Fox. Samuel Goldwvn. Toseph M.
Schenck, Lewis J. Selznick. D. W. Griffith. Morris Kohn, Carl Laemmle.
Oscar A. Price, G. B. Van Cleve, Adolph Zukor and Frederick H. Elliott,

*

secretarv.
For the supply and equipment division,
class 3. the following directors were elecHarrv X. Allen. J. E. Brulatour.
ted:
Willard B.'Cook. H. T. Edwards. B. J.
Knoppleman. Walter J. Moore. E. C.
M. Porter. Will C. Smith, L. P. Weber
and Frederick H. Elliott.
Distributors on Board

WILLIAM

A.

BRADY

Again heads National Association

of

the Motion

Picture Industry

Chicago Theatres
Hit Hard by Graft
Startling

Testimony Given

At Dailey Investigation
of Building

cago.

made

the

startling

Paul Gulick. Robert W. Priest, Martin
Fred X. Rothenberg. P. H.
J. Quiglev.

Thomas

G. Wiley and Julian

M.

Solomon.

years has been given to members of the
Dailey legislative committee which is investigating the building trades, in Chi-

witness

R

R

Stilson,

Trades

Testimony that nearly a million dollars in graft has been collected from Chicago theatre men during the last few

One

Directors of the distributors division,
class 4. are Hiram Abrams, W. E. AtRogH. Cochrane. Charles
kinson,
ers. Lee Counselman, Earl W. Hammons. Gabriel L. Hess. Al Lichtman.
C. C. Pettijohn. Saul E. Rogers, Percy
L. Waters and J. D. Williams.
As directors of the general division,
Fred J. Beeclass 5. are the following:
croft. Paul H. Cromelin. John C. Flinn,

dec-

and Trinz. owners
had paid out $250.000 in the past few vears on account of
labor difficulties. It was said that S6.000
was paid to one labor leader to keep
work going on the recently completed

President Brady made a short address.
Secretarv Elliott in his report declared
that the" past year had been the most
active since the inception or the organHe commented
ization in June. 1916.

fact that members have shown
than
a" more active spirit oi co-operation
ever before and a greater unity ot action
various
in all matters pertaining to the

upon the

branches of the industry.

laration that Lubliner
of a chain of theatres,

Senate theatre.
Executives of Lubliner and Trinz.
Ascher Brothers, and Balaban and Katz
have been called before the commission
Their statements were not
to testify.

made

public.

(From Stmf CTrtsfondrmt-

ST. LOUIS, MO.. June

T.

— Speakers

at

the annual convention here of the International Association of Chiefs of Police

yesterday took a rap at the mcdern moAmong other things they
tion picture
stated that films cause many of the ex-

human

large does a city have

to make it worth
while for an exhibitor to use a
prologue to assist in the presentation of a picture of merit?
to

The

evils.

answer

will

surprise

appear in the
"Exhibitors Advertising" department of the next issue of
Watch
"Exhibitors Herald."
It is one of the most
for it.
you.

Chiefs of Police Take
Rap at Motion Pictures

isting

HOW be

It

will

and enlightening
bits of reading matter that has
ever appeared in a motion pic-

The association membership has been
materially strengthened, he stated, and
now consists of 193 companies and individuals. Among the achievements of the
past year he cited the Hoover Relief
Drive and * the adoption oi production
standard;.
C. C. Pettijohn, chairman of the committee in charge of relief campaigns,
suggested as a means of eliminating protracted drives in the future the creation
of a fund or war chest of two or three
million dollars to be used for the defense
of the industry and for donations to
deserving humanitarian causes.
To Furnish Film Gratis
He suggested that a day be set apart
each year to be known as motion picture
day upon which producers and distributors would furnish gratis all motion
picture films to be used by exhibitors
and that the exhibitors should contribute
to

central committee of ten theatre
ten members of other branches
the industry a percentage of gross

a

men and
of

receipts.

On the central committee Mr. Pettijohn would have a twenty-first member
who would be selected from among the
great Americans of the day. This member would be chairman of the body.
Resolution Favors Suggestion

A resolution favoring this recommendation was adopted.
President Brady
was requested to appoint a committee
consider
suggestion.
to
the
Mr. Pettijohn was named chairman of the committee.

Chairman Hess of the censorship committee reported that censorship legislation had been introduced in thirty-seven
states and had been defeated in thirty four. passed in two. and was still pending in Illinois.

Nip Plot

to

Rob Vault

at International Plant
Thieves on June 3 attempted to break
into a concrete vault on the property of

interesting

Film Service Company.
International
127th street and Second avenue. Xew
and positives of
negatives
York, where

ture trade paper.

S100.000 are stored. They were scared
off by a watchman after having done
damage estimated at $50.

Cosmopolitan

Productions

valued

at

'
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Warren

Virtually Completes
His System of Distribution

Managers for Twenty Offices in Exchange Centers
Have Been Chosen Fourteen Representatives
Assumed Their Duties on June 6

—

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK,

June 7. F. B. Warren Corporation today announced
nation-wide distribution system and the names of the
men selected to represent the company at the home office and at the various
the details of

its

sales offices or exchanges.

Resident managers have been chosen for twenty offices and fourteen
of these representatives went on duty on June 6, with the remaining six
beginning on June 13. Exhibitors will recognize in the roster of appointments
many men who have been associated with Mr. Warren in motion pictures since
his entry into the industry seven years ago.

The New

Oklahoma

Orleans,

Minneapolis and Spokane

City,

whose
managers are not announced by name,
will be opened on September 1, three
days before the
nationally

tion.

It

is

thirty

eration by the end of
sides

exchanges

in

op-

year, be-

first

its

Dominionwide

a

changes

pub-

is

by the new organiza-

the intention of the organ-

to have

ization

production

first

lished

offices,

series

of

ex-

Canada.

in

Will Operate in August
first week the managers
Warren organization will com-

During the
the

of

plete

the

organization

branch

their

of

staffs which will go on duty in August
and complete the company's negotiations
for exchange leases in the branch cities.

"The powerful organization we have
built as represented by our managerial
man-power has what I consider the
strongest asset in the motion
industry," said Mr. Warren in
first

the

men who

ization

"Not one

announcement.

his

of

represent our organhis
field has ever had

tomer confidence and the few new men
entering the organization have that same
element which they will further increase
with us.
"I do not believe there is another
group of managers in this industry who
feel so close to the inside of their organization as our men feel.
Our group feel
that they are part owners of the company and, in point of fact, they are, for
every manager besides his salary has a
percentage on the gross business done
in his territory by the company.
I take

pride in the fact that they are the best
paid managers in the motion picture industry. They are coming to the exhibitors of the country in two weeks with
the evenest system of price schedules
ever devised since motion pictures became an industry instead of an adventure."

Goldman

An

HOME OFFICE
President
Vice-President,

F. B.

Warren

in charge of sales

D. S. Perrin (S)
Assistant Treasurer
J. G. Rohlfs (6)
Secretary and Purchasing Agent
P. J. Richrath 6)
Celia Cashman (6)
Contract Manager
Benj. B. Bubb (S)
Art Manager

BRANCH MANAGERS
Atlanta

Boston
Buffalo
Chicago. .Sidney
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas

John C. Shannon
Alexander Weissman

(3)
(Z)

Thomas W. Brady

(2)

Goldman, V.-Pres.

(6)

J.

Irving Hanower
C. E. (Doc) Holah

Doak Roberts

Denver

Irving P. Arnold
J. J. Milstein

Detroit

Kensas City
Benjamin Blotcky
Los Angeles
William H. Jenner, Vice-Pres.

New

point of the Warren
that for the first time
in the history of a big distributing or-

Marx

S.

Nathan

Selected; to be announced
Philadelphia. .Edgar Moss, Vice-Pres.

William Warner
William A. Crank
Louis Amacher
Selected; to be announced

Pittsburgh
San Francisco
Seattle

Spokane. ..
St. Louis

Washington
Numerals at end

—

Los Angeles and Edgar Moss

of

ber of years these

names

indicate

men have been

of Phila-

(2)
(2)
(3)
(6)
(S)
(2)
(23)
(2)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
(3)

The home

office staff of the

company

began to move in and occupy the new
quarters on the sixteenth floor of the

Marcus Loew State theatre
Broadway, on June 6.

building, 1540

Man Held on Charge
of Threatening Life

Of Peoria
PEORIA,

ILL.,

Exhibitor

June

7.— Mathias
jail on the

held in the county
of sending blackmail

is

letters to
charge
Dee Robinson, owner of the Madison,
theatres
Irvin
Apollo, Hippodrome and
here, wJiich threatened the life of the

exhibitor

if

Hanna's demand for $500 was

not acceded

to.

numasso-

that a can containing the

company.

HAL

letters

money should
thrown over Grand View drive. Hanna

be
denied writing the letters.

E.

ROACH

Of the Hal Roach Productions, Makers
Harold Lloyd Comedies

of

the

Moss Vice-President in
Charge of Pennsylvania
Territory for Warren
Edgar Moss has resigned

as Philadel-

phia manager for Associated Producers
and has been appointed vice president of
F. B.

Warren Corporation with

tion over the Philadelphia

jurisdic-

and Pittsburgh

offices.

Mr. Moss entered the picture business
several years ago in the Chicago office of
W. R. Hearst's first International Film
Service and later joined Paramount in
Philadelphia. Last year he joined F. B.
arren, and his election to a vice presidency of Mr. Warren's company is regarded as signal recognition of his

W

ability.

Propeller Chops Off

Finger But Cameraman
Shoots Thrilling Scenes

delphia.

Robinson testified that he received two
from Hanna, who is 27 years of
Both letters, he stated, directed
age.

C. D. HU1
Rudolph Berger

ciated with the head of their

is

ganization three important field managers have been elected vice presidents
Sidney J. Goldof the new company
man of Chicago; William H. Jenner of

Hanna

Selected; to be announced

Vice President

(3)

Orleans

New York
Oklahoma City

is

interesting

announcement

"WITH WARREN'

by

"Most of our managers have been in
their present territories for years. They
do not sell a theatre owner today and
vanish from the territory week after next.
They are permanently established factors in their territories. They have cus-

will

the

in

picture

making

and reliability questioned
the exhibitors with whom he has dealt.
standing

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

SAN FRANCISCO,

CAL., June 7.—
Pluck and devotion to duty are the outstanding characteristics of L. C. Hutt,
cameraman for Pathe News. While taking some thrilling scenes from an airplane 2,500 feet in the air Hutt's hand
was badly crushed by the propeller,
which resulted in the loss of one finger.
Badly stunned and suffering piercing
pains the cameraman obtained his shots
then fell unconscious in the cockpit of
the machine.
He will be incapacitated for six weeks.

Orpheum Theatre to
Stay Dark Indefinitely
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

OKLAHOMA

— The
has

Orpheum

been closed

indefinitely.

CITY, OKLA., June

7.

theatre, a $500,000 house,

and

will

remain

dark

The management, according

is endeavoring to sign a stock
for the summer season. The
house, since its opening, has been devoted to pictures and vaudeville.

to reports,

company

18.

!
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l^VFT

7i ve ouDscnption ince
o

be Increased lo

^{fecfive July 1,1021

order to perpetuate

policy

trie

this publication of relying

exhibitor and
strict

maintaining

to dictate

by the exhibitors
necessary

of
to

-what

which

is

is

America,
ask

agree to a small increase
price

of

independence against the influences

which seek

found

upon the

course

a

of

to
it

be read

has been

exhibitors

m

to

subscription

unquestionably justified

by the important services, consistently
rendered, which has

made

EXHIBITORS

HERALD
Jlie Ml VALUABLE TRADE PAPER
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Orders

Hasten

Postmasters to

Shipments

18.

1921

Wistaria Producing for
Associated Exhibitors

NEW

Films

of

June

been

(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

—

YORK,

signed

June 7. A contract has
whereby Wistaria Produc-

tions, Inc., will

make

a

minimum

of four

Hays Assures National League Representatives That Attention
Will Be Given the Positives Forwarded by Parcel Post

productions a year for Associated Exhibitors to be distributed through Pathe,
according to Thomas de Vasscy, vice

and second class
FIRST
master General Will

president of Wistaria.

postmasters have been instructed by Postto pay special attention to films sent by

Hays

parcel post.

The postmasters
trains

are ordered to see that films are sent out on
is made at points of destination.

and that speedy delivery

THIS

action of the postmaster general
resulted from a conference in Washington with a committee from the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America. On
this committee were M. C. Kellogg oi
Lead, S. D., W. H. Linton of Utica,
N. Y., and Glenn Harper of Los Angeles.
Mr. Hays assured the committee that
any complaints against this phase of the
department would receive prompt attention with a view of correcting the errors.
Also he said that any suggestions for bettering the parcel post system would be

welcomed.
Universal Ships by Mail
Another angle to the transporting of
film by parcel post is the saving of from
50 to 75 per cent over express charges
by exhibitors in Iowa who are taking
Universal service.

Mary

first

George MacQuar-

Creighton
Hale and
Marguerite
Clayton will head the all-star cast in the
first picture, "Harbor Light," to be issued in July.
rie,

Edgar B. Haines, manager of the Universal exchange of Des Moines, is operating a plan whereby films, both outgoing and incoming, are shipped by parcel post instead of express.
The service
has been every bit as fast, it is said.
After looking the matter up at the post

Washington and

office, at

at

Des Moines,

Haines wrote to every postmaster
territory.
Then he wrote a letter
his

in his

to all

accounts advising them of the saving

Universal Salesmen to
Meet at Atlantic City
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ATLANTIC
is

CITY, N. J., June 7.— It
announced that the annual convention

Universal salesmen in the Philadelphia and Washington territories was
held here on June 4. H. M. Berman, general manager, presided.
E. J. Smith, dis-

of

trict

manager, assisted.

involved.

Now, it is pointed out, nearly every
exhibitor playing Universal pictures is
receiving and returning films by parcel
Art I. Lonergan of Bancroft wrote
Haines that he was saving approximately

post.

60 per

cent.

shipment
eye.

is

A

saving of

made by

50

cents

C. F. Nolte.

a

Buck-

Names Seattle Manager
SEATTLE, WASH.— Louis Amacher,
for two years associated with F. B. Warren, is the Seattle manager of the hew
F. B. Warren Corporation. He resigned
last week as local manager for Asso-

ciated Producers.

Miles Minter, Realart star, and Harry W. Willard, Chicago manager of Realart exchange (at head of table), entertained
press representatives and a group of friends at the new Drake Hotel, Chicago, May 28, prior to Miss Minter sailing for
Europe. Her sister, Margaret Shelby, is in the foreground, while her mother, Mrs. Charlotte Shelby, is at the right of Mr.
Willard.

June
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Florida and Connecticut

Defeat Censorship

Laws

Enthusiasm Over Twin Victories Somewhat Dampened
by Action of Illinois Senate in Passing
Spence Bill— Fight Not Yet Lost

ft

*<

V

J
i

Florida Victory Is Brilliant

of publicity for Saenxrer Amusement
Enterprises, New Orleans, La.

"Moderate" Blue Laws
Introduced in Congress
Would Close Everything
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON".
A

Sunday closing

Columbia,
author,

according to

some

of the

victory in Florida ended a fifty-day struggle in which exhibitors
of state finally succeeded in getting censor advocates to compromise on a
bill recognizing the National Board of Review and authorizing the governor
to appoint three Florida members to the board.
In Connecticut, two bills aiming at
censorship were rejected on June 3: The
Brown bill providing for a paid censorship commission, and the Campbell bill
providing no motion picture could be
exhibited in the state which had not been
officially passed by the censor board of

Pennsylvania or Maryland.
Exhibitors in Fight

7.—

June

tor the District of

"designed,"

"to head off

C.

D.

bill

its

more

extreme blue law proposals," has been
introduced in the senate by Senator
Myers, Democrat, Montana.
Under the provisions of this "moderate" blue law, baseball, motion picture
and all other amusements for which admission is charged as well as the sale
of commodities not considered essential
would be prohibited.
A loophole, however, is left in the
measure in that "sacred concerts" for
which an admission fee is charged are
permitted.
The proposed law exempts
persons belonging to any denomination
or sect observing any other day of the
week than Sunday as a day of rest who
do in fact observe regularly such other

The Florida exhibitors who directed
the victorious fight in their state are C.
D. Cooley, president of the state league:
John T. Alsop, Jr., former president of
the city council of Jacksonville; C. E.
Daffin, Tallahassee; Howard P. Stewart,
mayor of DeLand; Henry Titus, mayor
of Daytona; W. L. Whitehead, Republic
theatre, Jacksonville, and Carl Kettler
Company,
of
the
Bijou Amusement
West Palm Beach.

Among

the

men who

are responsible

for the victories in Connecticut are W.
E. Spragg of the Olympia theatre. NewHaven; Louis M. Sagal of the Poli interests, and M. C. Hughes, representing the
exchange managers' association.

Particulars of Florida Bill

The new

Florida law officially recog-

day.

nizes the National Board of Review and
prohibits the exhibition of all pictures

Action on License Tax

not passed by it. Its operation does not
provide for the pre-view of pictures in
Florida and calls for no expenditure of

Ordinance
(From

ST.

is

Postponed

money.
In

securing

cooperation

the

the

of

Sta-f Correspondent)

LOUIS, MO., June 7.— The com-

on legislation of the board of
aldermen has withheld final action on the
license tax bill governing motion picture

HOW

houses, theatres, shows, circuses, baseball parks, street carnivals and similar

ance at his theatre?

mittee

amusements.
Although the St. Louis Motion Picture
Exhibitors League had gone on record
as favoring the measure the dramatic
and vaudeville interests have registered
a vigorous protest.

Gov. Miller to Name
Censors in Few Days
( Special

ALBANY.

to

Exhibitors Herald)

N. Y., June 7.— Upon his

return to Albany on June 3 Governor
Miller announced that he would name
the personnel of the motion picture censorship board within the next ten days.
The governor refused to hint as to his

appointment

possibilities.

One

The

Photo by Exhibitors Herald Staff Photographer)
LEON H. GRANDJEAN

Director

With the exception of the state of Illinois, the curtain has fallen on
the censorship fights before the various state legislatures. In two states,
New York and Massachusetts, advocates of censorship were victorious.
In thirty-four states they were beaten. In Illinois one of the bitterest fights
of the entire thirty-seven is now taking place.
Wednesday, June 1, the Illinois senate passed the Spence censorship
bill by a vote of 36 to 1.
As the act does not apply to Chicago, it would
create two distinct censorship commissions in the state if it becomes a
law. Exhibitors hope to defeat the measure in the house of representatives.

can a small town ex-

Federated Clubs of the

state, the exhibipossible to defeat a drastic
tax law and a proposed Sunday closing
law. They also won the confidence of
the people of the state.

tors

made

it

600 Ohio Houses Hold
"First National Week"
(Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

CINCINNATI,
the

most

O.,

successful

June 7.— One of
"First

National

Weeks" yet conducted was staged by
more than 600 motion picture theatres in
the southern half of Ohio and along the
Kentucky side of the Ohio river. Eightythree First National attractions were exhibited during the period.
The week was launched with full-page
advertisements in Cincinnati and Dayton
newspapers and half-pages in the Columbus dailies. The advertisements carried
the names of all the attractions booked
for the week and the city or town, theatre and date the feature was to be
played.
Set in minute type, this information consumed two-thirds of the page
advertisement.

Marion Davies Denies
Leaving Cosmopolitan
(From

Staff Correspondent)

NEW YORK, June

7.— Marion Davies,
denies the published statement purporting to come from her to the effect that
she is going to leave the Cosmopolitan
productions at the expiration of her contract

this

month.

hibitor double the attend-

In the next issue of "Exhibitors Herald," an exhibitor

who

has a theatre in one of the
smallest hamlets in America
tells

how he

did

it.

His story will appear under
the heading,
Ideas."

valuable.

And

to the point.

ing

it.

"Money Making

It is interesting.

It

is.

it is short and
Don't miss read-

Motion Pictures Play in
Shakespeare Theatre
STRATFORD

ON AVON. — The

board of governors have decided to exhibit high-class motion pictures in the
Shakespeare Memorial theatre when the
house is not needed for the production
of Shakespearean plays.

Opens Cincinnati Office
CINCINNATI, O.— Irving Hanower
has

manage
Warren
Corporation. He has been with Mr. War-

arrived here to open and
the Cincinnati office of the F. B.

ren three years in the Hodkinson and
Associated Producers organizations in

New

York.
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In the

News
the

of

Week

At left— Mr. and Mrs
George Archainbaud, newlyMr. Archainbaud is a

weds.
well

known

Selznick director.

Ann

Little, star of the

Arrow

serial,

"The

Blue Fox," prefers "Exhibitors Herald"
to her lemonade
she says it has more

—

kick in

Wallace Reid, Paramount

star,

passes

New

Members

unknown with

York.

Such

is

it.

the habitues of Bryant Park,

fame!

Owners' Chamber of Commerce of New York visit the International Film Studios. Frank Borzage,
Cosmopolitan Productions director, is the gentleman holding the little boy in centre of the picture.

of the Theatre

1

June

18.

New
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Federated

Method
To Follow Goldwyn
Sales

One of the interesting and
constructive phases of the convention of Goldwyn branch
managers at the Culver City
studio was the formulation of
"a definite and startling new
idea in methods of sales."
Just what the new sales plan
will be has not been publicly
that

ever,

It is

known, howand

serviceable

a

Members Ratify

Doubling of Capitalization

Meeting on Coast

announced.

workable system was evolved
from the exchange of ideas at
the center of production. Further announcements are ex-

pected shortly.

Directors at Chicago Meeting Consider Additional
Product for Distribution by Affiliated

Exchanges Throughout Country
Stockholders of Federated Film Exchanges of America have ratified
plans to increase capitalization 100 per cent.
This was the most important action taken at a meeting of franchise
members at the Congress Hotel in Chicago, on June 3, 4, 5 and 6. Joseph
L. Friedman, executive head of the organization and president of
Celebrated Players Film Corporation of Chicago, presided at the sessions.
Additional Productions Are Acquired
hold-over meeting on June 6 was necessitated by the volume of business to be transacted by the board of directors. While no official announcement came from this meeting it is understood that several promising offers
of product for distribution by the affiliated exchanges were considered.

A

Interesting statements pertaining to a
of big productions which Federated will acquire in the near future are

Robert

number

Brady Tells Kiwanis
Club of Censor Evils
Outlines

Accomplishments

Industry

in

of

Co-operating

With Government
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

POUGHKEEPSIE.
Legalized

screen

N. Y.. June 7.—
censorship
menaces

Americanism; threatens individual liberty, and imposes legislation upon the
people which is not the wish of the maThese views were expressed by
jority.
William A. Brady, president of the National Association of the Motion Picture'
Industry, in an address recently before
the Kiwanis club.
Aids War Activities
He opened his address with a recital
of the accomplishments of the motion
picture industry during the war. He told
President Wilson realized the importance of the motion picture as a propaganda element and how the morale of
the allies was upheld by the sending
abroad of millions of feet of film showing
training
camp activities in
the

how

America.

He told also of the remarkable work
of the industry in contributing nearly
§3.000,000 to the Herbert Hoover Relief
Fund for Europe's starving children.
Activities

Are Absurd

In reciting the absurdities of censorship in those states where legalized
screen control has been tried out. Mr.
Brady said that in Pennsylvania during
the steel strike, pictures had been taken
dragging
the
state
constabulary
of
women and children off the sidewalks
and otherwise conducting themselves in
a despotic manner. These pictures were
suppressed by the Pennsylvania censors.
He referred to the operation of censorship in Kansas where, he said, three
elderly ladies have been delegated the
duty of passing upon every motion picture intended for showing in that state.

Crank Warren Manager
SAN

FRANCISCO.

liam A. Crank,

who

51

CALIF.—Wil-

recently resigned as

New

North and Abe Warner:

Orleans.

Harry

J.

Eugene Pearce; Cleveland,

Charnas and M. A. Lebenburger: Minneapolis. A. Wunderlick; St.
Louis. Sam Werner: Kansas City, Al
Kahn: San Francisco. M. H. Kohn;
Baltimore. P. Oletsky; Buffalo. Walter
E. Greene, and George H. Wiley, general
manager. New York.

expected as negotiations are completed.

Doubling of the capitalization will give
the organization an opportunity to elaborate on its output.
Business Is Prospering

L.

The

acquisition of a number of additional subjects along with the increased
capitalization are evidence that these independent exchange men are not discour-

Duty on Films
Included

aged by any calamity howling. Members
from every section of the country attended the sessions and the consensus of

to

Be

Tariff Bill

in

NEW

YORK. June 7.— At the annual
meeting of the Actors Equity on June 3
it was announced
that word had been
received from Representative Tilson of
the Ways and Means Committee at
Washington that an ad valorem duty on
motion pictures would be included in the
new tariff bill. This protective duty will
be based on the reproduction cost of the

opinion was that despite a slight summer
slump business as a whole is in a prosperous condition.
The growth of Federated is a glowing
example of the enterprise of the men

who comprise its membership. Only
about a year ago the organization was
perfected at a series of meetings in Chicago. Since then a distribution system
covering the country 100 per cent has
been put in operation. So rapid has been
its expansion that the present Chicago
meeting was necessitated to increase

film in this country.

Film Stars Appear at
Theatres in

capitalization.

(From

Those in Attendance
Independent exchange men. members
of the association, who attended the sessions at the Congress hotel were: Boston, Samuel V. Grand. C. W. Dimock
and Samuel Bishoff. auditor: New York.

St.

Louis

Starr Correspondent)

—

ST. LOUIS
MO.. June 7. Bryant
Washburn has been appearing at Skou.

ras

Brothers'
Lilliam Walker

Grand Central theatre.
making a personal ap-

is

pearance this week at the Grand Opera
House.

Iffftat exhibitors

are saying about

"I consider

on them
on
lost

file,

all.

and

without

EXHIBITORS HERALD by

I

the exhibitor
it."

I

am

pretty

consider no picture house complete without

—Lon

who

ignores

immediately.

ager. Strand theatre

it

is

to

be

pitied.

thoroughly posted

EXHIBITORS Herald
I would feel very much

Burton, manager, Marion theatre. Live Oak, Fla.

"For several weeks, I have
ORS HERALD. It is a matter of

Herald

far the best publication issued today

of motion picture exhibitors and

in the interest

failed to receive
life

Rush back

and death
copies right

my

weekly bible

— EXHIBIT-

you continue EXHIBITORS
away."
J. C. Hewitt, man-

that

—

and Grand Opera House, Robinson,

111.

manager tor Associated Producers,
the newly named San Francisco man-

local
is

ager for the F. B. Warren Corporation.
He has been associated with Mr. Warren
for

two years.

"My
weight

in

slogan

gold."

is:

—

Take EXHIBITORS HERALD.

Boost

it.

It

is

worth

its

C. H. Simpson, manager. Grand theatre. Hawkinsville. Ga.
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Many

Playhouses Damaged
As Floods Sweep Colorado

Early Reports Indicate Thirty Exhibitors Lose Heavily
in Catastrophe
Exchanges Handicapped
by Transportation Trouble

—

(From

DENVER, COLO.,

Staff Correspondent)

— Floods,

which have swept southeastern
have damaged at least thirty
motion picture theatres in the territory and possibly a larger number.
Only meagre reports have arrived from the stricken zone, making it imposColorado for the

June

7.

last four days, are believed to

sible to accurately estimate the total damage to theatre property.
With a large territory cut off from electric power and hundreds of
square miles under water, entertainment in the district has suspended.

Crippled Train Service Halts Shipments
Local exchanges have been severely handicapped in their effort to
deliver film to territories not affected by the flood on account of the interruption of train service through the flood zones.
In Pueblo, which bore the brunt of the
deep water submerged the Ma-

floods,

jestic theatre,

Grand Opera House, Palm

theatre and Colonial theatre, doing considerable damage.

Luke McLuke, died here last week. He
was a widely known newspaper man and
humorist and creator of Pioneer's "Luke

Mc Luke's

Men Future
Leaders of Producing
Field, Says Hampton

Publicity

Other Theatres Damaged
Theatres in many cities and towns
near Pueblo were also damaged by the
flood.
It will probably be several days
before complete information as to this
damage will be available.
This city has been the mecca for news

camera men since first news of the floods
were bulletined. Every kind of vehicle
has been pressed into service by assignment men and free lances in an effort to
get effective pictures for the news reels.

Two

(Special to Exhibitors Herald J

June 7. Benjamin
Hampton, in addressing the Western
Motion Picture Advertisers, declared that
1!.

ranks of the publicity men of the
industry are the futuie leaders in the
production field.
in the

has

in

actors'
its

picture,"

Exhibitors Herald)

—

LOS ANGELES,

"The

Theatres Burn

In Riots at Tulsa
(Special to

Film-Osophy."

world

power
said

has

to give

Mr.

given

all

it

the motion

to

Hampton.

"A new

type of mind must carry on. Such minds
are to be found among the publicity

TULSA, OKLA., June 7.— Two theawere destroyed in the fire which
swept sections of this city during the re-

men."
It was also pointed out by Mr. Hamp-

cent race riots. The greater number of
buildings destroyed were of flimsy construction but there were a number of
imposing structures including two theatres, several three-story buildings, a newchurch and the plants of two newspapers,
the Tulsa Star and the Oklahoma Sun.

which anti-war sentiments
may be expressed. Motion pictures are
the power that can create a better understanding between the United States and
Japan and thus prevent war between
these countries or any countries he

tres

Film Humorist Dies
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

CINCINNATI,
Hastings,

O.,

known by

June 7.—James
the

pen

name

Even the Boy Scouts
Are Hit by the Blues
(From

ST.

Staff Correspondent)

LOUIS,

Now come

MO.,

June

7.—

the blue law advocates
are attempting to take the joy
out of life for the Boy Scouts.

who

The

sixty-first general assembly
Southern Presbyterian church
went on record as being bitterly
opposed to the practice of the Boy
Scout troops taking hikes on Sunday, drilling and doing other camp
duties.
Pastors were instructed to
see that Boy Scouts under their
control observe Sunday and pro-

S.

of

ton

that

language

pictures

are

an

—

—

said.

Connecticut Levies Tax
On Theatre Admissions

on the Sabbath.

18,

1921

Federal Court Rules
Film Men May Unite
Decision Holds Film Clubs Are

Not Violation

of

Sherman Law
Legal decision for the film companies
which establishes their right to act collectively through film clubs and boards of
trade in correcting trad^e abuses which
arise between exhibitors and exchanges
has just been handed down in Nebraska
where all the distributing companies
which operate exchanges in Omaha were
sued for conspiracy under the Sherman
Anti-Trust Law.

News of the termination of this important suit in which most of the producer and distributor members of the
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry were defendants, has been
received by the National Association. The
action was brought against the film companies by Charles G. Binderup of Minden,
Nebraska, and involved a claim for $720,000 triple damages.
Mr. Binderup alleged that he had been driven out of
business by a conspiracy and that the
Omaha Film Board of Trade was an instrument in the hands of the film companies which enabled them to monopolize
the business and restrain interstate commerce.
Among the National Association named
as defendants in the suit, were the Fox
Film Corporation, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Associated First National Pictures,
Inc., Metro Pictures Corporation, Universal Film Manufacturing Company and
half a dozen other organizations.
A. H.
Blank, Pathe Exchange, Inc., and managers of every film exchange in Omaha,
irrespective of whether or not they were
members of the Omaha Film Board of
Trade, were also defendants.

Modification in Pending
Fire Ordinance Possible

international

in

NEW

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

YORK,

June

7.— Officials

of

department have shown a willingness in conference with the fire prevention committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry
to modify the proposed ordinance now
before the board of alderman.
The
present draft is so drastic that its enthe

fire

forcement

would

compel

many

ex-

changes, and laboratories to establish
headquarters outside the city limits.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW HAVEN,

CONN., June 7.—The

Connecticut state legislature has passed
a bill which levies a 5 per cent admission
tax on motion picture theatres in addition to the usual federal 10 per cent tax.
It was originally planned that a ten per
cent tax should be imposed but the resulting opposition of the theatrical interby Louis M. Segal of the Poli
and W. E. Spragg of the New
Haven Olympia theatre succeeded in
having the tax cut in half.
ests led
interests

of the

hibit diversion

June

Warren Signs Roberts
DALLAS, TEX.— Doak Roberts, until
recently office manager of the Associated
Producers Dallas branch, is the Dallas
manager for the F. B. Warren Corporation.
Mr. Roberts is one of the best
known film men in the Southwest. He
has been associated with Mr. Warren
for

two

years.

Hastings Will Handle
Publicity for Arliss
(From

NEW

Staff Correspondent)

YORK,

June 7.— Henry Hobart

of the George Arliss productions has engaged Charles Hastings to handle the
advertising and publicity campaigns of
the star's series of features soon to be
issued by United Artists.
Mr. Hastings
recently has been on the editorial staff
of Exhibitors Trade Review.

Denies Stewart

Rumor

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW
Mayer,

YORK,
through

June

his

7.— Louis

New York

B.

offices,

has denied the published report that
Anita Stewart's contract with the producer expired after her next picture. "The

Question of Honor."

—

:

June

18,
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Zukor Asks Exhibitors

Adolph Zukor

Form Their

Own

to

Opinions

Says Personal Experiences Should Guide Theatre
Owners in Their Judgment Explains His
Attitude on Building of Theatres
ADOLPH ZUKOR. president of the Famous Players-Lasky Corpora-

—

'

tion, has addressed an open letter to the exhibitors of America which
he describes as "an answer to an attack that is being made upon him and
his organization."
In the statement he sets forth the position of his company in respect to theatre operation and asks each exhibitor to judge him
and his company on the record of personal experiences. His lc

as follows

is

"In considering the attack that

made upon me and upon

ing

Players-Lasky

is

each

Corporation,

be-

Famous

the

ex-

believe, should pass judgment
the basis of his own experience

hib'tor,

upon

I

me and with the company I head.
exhibitor is interested particularly
in his own case and I urge each of you
in the midst of this agitation based upon
inaccuracies and exaggerations to decide whether you have been fairly treated
with

mined to obtain a fair revenue for our
product. Thus, by wide distribution, we
bring about an equalization of rental
prices throughout the United States so
that the smaller exhibitors will not be
forced to bear more than their share.

The

—

by me and by Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
want you to judge
I
whether my activities since I entered the
motion picture business first as an exhibitor eighteen years ago, and as a producer for ten years have made for
sreater prosperity for exhibitors and for

—

—

the upbuilding of the industry-

"Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation
entered the exhibiting field only after cerexhibitors entered the field of producing and distributing pictures and put
forth an organized effort to take from us
our stars and directors. The attack was
focused upon us because we were the
only company that had been so foresighted as to gather around us the stars
and directors best equipped to furnish
the public with the sort of entertainment
tain

Government Official
Predicts Early Fall
Return to Normalcy
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

— Revival

D. C, June

it

7.

of business by early fall
is the prediction of Governor Harding of the federal reserve board.
He bases his statement upon a

recent survey of the country which
took him into many states. Financial

and commercial interests informed
him, he said, that credit will be
ample for trade requirements at
that time.

demanded.

Our

of genuine
to the public.

years

and

strength
service

was
to

built

by

exhibitors

"Our stars and directors were told that
the exhibitors controlled the best theatres
and that therefore in order for the stars
to get higher salaries the stars must join
hands with them. Our distribution was
threatened and there was no alternative
but to acquire theatre interests in localities in which conditions beyond our control

best

seemed to make it necessary in our
judgment to safeguard our busi-

ness.

Presbyterians Decline
to

Appropriate Funds

Toward Sunday Closing
(From

ST.

Staff Correspondent)

LOUIS, MO., June 7.— Resolu-

the campaign of the
Lord's Day Alliance for Sunday closing
were adopted by the sixty-first general
assembly of the Southern Presbyterian
church. The assembly, however, declined
appropriate funds to further the
to
movement, declaring that each congregation should decide whether it would
-make a free will offering.

tions

endorsing

Erect Wellsboro Arcadia
WELLSBORO, PA.— A theatre will
"be

erected on the site adjoining the Coles

"hotel

by Arcadia Theatre Company.

"Only by a wide distribution
mount Pictures can we insure

of Parathe revenue necessary to maintain the quality
public
demand.
exhibitors
and
the
that
The prosperity of each exhibitor is linked
He must have a
with the producers.
must
steady supply of good pictures.
have a wide outlet for our product.
Neither of us can succeed without the

We

other and knowing this we have made
every effort to co-operate with the exhib tor in order that he may prosper.
"The attacks uoon me are an effort to
:

make

the exhibitors believe that

we

are

attempting to drive them out of business
that we do not value their good will.
I want every thinking exhibitor to know
that we are primarily a producing and
distributing organization and our only
thought is to please the exhibitor. Our
exhibiting interests work to the advantage of exhibitors as a whole in that they
w'den our distribution in localities in
which we otherwise would not be per-

—

"The statement

that I no longer conthe policy of Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, and that I obey Wall
street is too ridiculous to make necessary

trol

a denial.

"The

of the organization are

policies

down by me and ever}' exhibitor who knows me must appreciate
that I sanction only one way of dealing,
and that is the way that is fair to both
those laid

sides.
I never have knowingly harassed
nor embarrassed an exhibitor and I stand
as I have stood for the last ten years,
giving every support to the exhibitor in
the knowledge that I head an organiza-

tion of trained picture

every

way

they

makers trying

in

know how

to aid the exhibitor to regain his prosperity.
"I feel that
selfish reasons

it

is

deplorable

men

will
and to

that for
to tear
create dissen-

work

apart an industry
sion instead of building good will between the component parts of our business: the exhibiting, the distributing and
the producing branches.
Now, of all
times, too, we need a united force to fight
the agitators who are attacking us from
the outside.
"It seems hardly necessary to state
again the truth about the misstatements
that have been made regarding the case
of Mrs. Dodge.
had no interest with
Mr. Black at the time this deal was first
made, but when the question came up.
Mr. Black was requested to make every
effort to help Mrs. Dodge.
After an unsuccessful attempt to come to a fair understanding with Mrs. Dodge. Mr. Black
turned the theatre back to its original
owner. Mr. Emmons, who now controls
the property. Mr. Black has absolutely
no theatre interests in Morrisville, Vt
"Our arrangement with Mr. Black in
New England was made only after a certain group gained control of so many
theatres in New England that we fo und
ourselves in a very dangerous position
and the security of our distribution was
threatened.
joined with Mr. Black
in order that the people of New England
could see Paramount Pictures.
will

We

We

We

welcome an

investigation and the publication of the facts in the New England
situation by any group of disinterested
exhibitors.
*
» *
•

"Never before has there been such a
feeling of good will between Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and the exhibitors of the United States. Agitators,
( Concluded

on page $4)

Senator Walker

Return to

Welcomed on

Is

New

York

Exhibitors of Four States Attend Dinner at Hotel Astor
in Honor of M. P. T. O. A. Attorney

—

NEW YORK,

June 7. Senator James A. Walker, attorney for the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, was given a royal welcome upon his return to New York after a 7,000-mile trip in the
interest of exhibitor organization.
Senator Walker was the honor guest
at a luncheon held in the North ballroom of the Hotel Astor, June 1, given
by the M. P. T. O. A. and the Theatre Owners' Chamber of Commerce of

New

York.

PRESIDENT WILLIAM BRANDT

introduced the speakers who included
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the
M. P. T. O. of New York State, who
thanked the various members of the local
him organizations for the spirit of cooperation that prevails between them and
his organization.
Mr. O'Reilly was followed by National President Sydney S.

Cohen,

who gave

New

ington meeting of
M. P. T. O. A.
Mr. Rrandt then formally welcomed
Senator Walker home in a speech which
fittingly extolled the regard in which
the minority leader of the New York
legislature is held
by the exhibitors.
Senator Walker responded with a twohour address, touching on the high points
of his Chicago speech, which appeared in
the June 11 issue of Exhibitors Herald.
He was enthusiastically applauded.
At the speakers' table were Senator
Walker, Sydney S. Cohen, president of
the M. P. T. O. A.; E. M. Fay, oresident
of the Rhode Island M. P. T. 6.: Louis
F. Blumenthal, Henry Landau, William
Brandt, president of the T. O. C. C. of

O'Reilly,

presi-

New

Jersey
Collins, president of the
P. T. O.; John S. Evans, president of
the Pennsylvania M. P. T. O., and Commissioner Gilchrist of New York.

M.

To Have Spokane

a brief resume of the
at the recent Wash-

tee of the

L.

New York

M. P. T. O.; John
Manheimcr, Joseph A. Warren, John T.

work accomplished

the executive commit-

York; Charles

dent of the

Office

SPOKANE, WASH.— Local

theatre
interests are much pleased over the information that the F. B. Warren Corporation is opening a branch distributing
office here. Pathe is the only one of the
A
large companies with a branch here.
representative of the Warren organizalease
signing
a
tion was here this week
for quarters. He left for Salt Lake. It
is understood that the company is opening branches there, in Oklahoma City,

Charlotte and probably Memphis.

M. Jones Leases Home

HUTCHINSON, KAN.— The Home
theatre has been leased to
of Wichita.

C.

M. Jones

Been Used Successfully by
Build Up Their Patronage

Exhibitors
BY
(Manager,

Buy

to

HELD

P. G.
Sterling

Fair-

theatre,

mont, Neb.)
the building your thea-

tre is in, operate

have your wife

it

yourself and

I

C. N.
tickets.

sell

find that is the best

increase

book in Exhibitors
Herald and by doing this I can
keep away from all pictures
that are not clean and moral.
ture that

attendance,

I

way.

To

tell

the

500 population and
to run a picture

hibitor

it is

of this size

you

a

best

essary to keep

is

telling the truth,

have a

way

real picture.

to satisfy

my

if

The

patrons,

I

always as much as posthem the kind of pictures they show they like. I
have made it a strict rule to
only show pictures that are
clean and moral in every respect. I read up on every picfind, is

sible get

a small

has

made

man's

in

all

size job.

lines

I

find that

I

find

it

nec-

down expenses
by. Have

to get

found that a personally written
is about the cheap-

postal card

and best method of advertising. For one dollar, you can
send a personal note to one
hundred people that will read
what you have to say.
est

district

of

a sweeping ruling

the case of Samuel Lumiere, photog-

rapher,

against

was decided

in

which

Robertson-Cole,

favor of the distributing

corporation.

Lumiere sought damages for the use
by Robertson-Cole of pictures posed in
his studio by Georges Carpentier last
year in connection with his motion picture production. "The Wonder Man."
The court ruled that "it is enough for
the purposes of this case to hold that
the photographs delivered to RobertsonCole belong to it free of any copyrights
of the plaintiff (if the plaintiff has any
*uch rights) and that Robertson-Cole is
fully at liberty to sell, reproduce, publish
or cause to be published or otherwise use

the photographs in question."

Zukor Asks Exhibitors

Form Own Opinions
as to His Corporation
(Continued from page S3)

of

show in a town
and make it pay is

southern

New York

to

town

the United States dis-

the

Illinois)
is

in

for

BARTOW

truth about the picture. If the
patrons find out that the ex-

not hard to get them out

Judge Mayer
trict-court

(Manager, Opera House, Medora,

Our town

Cameo comedies bring published
through Educational.

in

Lumiere Loses in Suit
Against Robertson- Cole

in

C.

MONEY MAKING IDEAS
Which Have

HELEN 0"NEIL
Appearing

attempting to build themselves, are attacking us in an effort to destroy that
good will which. I feel is an asset to the
exhibitor

as

well as to ourselves.

We

must work together that our industry
shall prosper.

"Each

exhibitor

is

interested

in

his

own problem and no

fair-minded exhibitor has ever found me anything but
a friend to him when he has sought my
in the
culties.

aid

solution

of

any of

his

diffi-

"I feel sure that the exhibitors of the
States w'ill recognize as false
accusations and will agree that

United
these

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

is a
the industry and not a
foe to the exhibitors of America."

good influence

in

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
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motion pIctV^X'

to the screening of the feature production

at the Tivoli theatre, Chicago, an artistically de-

"The

signed leader announces.
the Voice of the Silent
sixty pieces

Tivoli Orchestra

The

Drama."

is

focused upon the music the data

titles

That portion of the

and the intro-

picture which normally exerts least appeal to interest

The

successfully bridged.

paid admissions were recorded in a

Missouri theatre,

at the

St.

Lous,

Mo., when William Goldman, managing director,
Jr., and Ambassador
David R. Francis, recruited the surviving members of
the Committee of 200, the citizens' organization which
staged the St. Louis Exposition in 1904, and produced
a 2000-foot subject entitled "Memories of the W'orld's
Fair."
State and national figures posed for a recon-

aided by Theodore Roosevelt.

ductory scenes of the play pass.

is

single

is

orchestra of

full

playing at the time and as attention

is

OYER 40.000
week

on

Drama

Voices of the Silent
PRIOR

Tj

orchestra, appropriately

struction of

The

opening ceremonies.

the original

"pike" was reproduced upon the Missouri stage and the
described in the Tivoli announcement, speaks effec-

There

motion picture.

tively for the

know, many similar "voices of the

are,

silent

well to

is

it

drama."

film

was exhibited

of the silent

heeding

WHEX

"The Passion Rower" was exhibited

after a carefully staged reproduction

of a scene along that historic thoroughfare.

office

at

drama spoke

to

many

the

result.

Though

definite

cannot be kept, the Missouri and other box
Indianapolis,

the Circle theatre,

such a

Ind.,

voice spoke to pedestrians from the

voice

and the Missouri box

in that enterprise,

it

recorded

The

not accustomed to

check

offices will

continue to record the results of the undertaking.

show win-

dow of a prominently located music store. The window was draped in red and yellow to produce a

shoppers
LADY
nee attendance

Newark, N.

have had matithem through an
by the Branford theatre

of

made easy

J.,

for

Spanish atmosphere and Lucille Fuller, a classic dancer

arrangement entered into
and Bamberger's department store.

who

finished their shopping they signify their intention of

has appeared in

many

prologues at the Circle,

operated a talking machine playing records of Spanish

Passersby heard the music, saw the

selections.

costume

window and paused. When

in the

number had gathered
the talking machine.

of the silent

girl in

a sufficient

the girl danced to the music of

Through

drama spoke

to

the instrument the voice

many.

It is

assume that a large percentage of those

reasonable to

who

listened

they have

Branford and are given printed tickets.
unburdened by packages, to the theatre. As

visiting the

They

go,

they leave they present their tickets at the check

room

and receive their purchases. Here
the voice of the silent drama speaks in courteous tones
to the busy housewife, offering aid^t a time when aid
The theatre report states that an average
is desired.
especially provided

of 125 bundles daily have been handled since the insti-

attended the theatre or, in commenting upon the win-

tution of the service.

dow

to let the voice of the silent

dance, influenced others to do so.

When

Every exhibitor can well afford
drama speak for him in

terms of service as in the present case.
!fr

JULIUS J. HESS, a graduate of the Paramount
salesmen's classes has spoken for the silent drama
in more than a score of western cities. When an
exhibitor who has not been using the Paramount product contracts for the service Mr. Hess appears at the
theatre, duly advertised through the standard advertis-

ing mediums, and delivers a lecture entitled

The

the Movies."
occasions,

it

is

theatre

is

"Making

well atttended on such

reported, and newspapers give gener-

ously of space for the reproduction of the lecture.

Persons unaccustomed to attending the theatre respond
an appeal. The silent drama speaks to them

to such

.in the

human

voice of the lecturer.

Friends are made

for the theatre and the motion picture as an institution.

VOICES
cited

3#!

speaking for the motion picture as in the

instances advance immeasurably the inter-

ests of the screen.

picture public

is

Through

their influence the

enlarged and the gross income of the

industry increased.

Exhibitors

who

devise

new meth-

ods of effecting these results contribute the most valuable benefits obtainable

to

the business side of the

motion picture industry. The men responsible for the
works described above worked independently of precedent and achieved success. It is only by working thus
that any worth while end may be gained. There never
has been so much original thought and enterprise in
exhibitorial ranks as at the present time. There never
can be too much.
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Suggestions in the

STILLS

June

18,

1921

Stills

from "Too Wise Wives," Lois Weber's Paramount production,

are reproduced above and below.

of

The suggestions contributed by the
Famous Players-Lasky exploitation department are as follows: "Many
the stills in Too Wise Wives' show a fashion shop and a display of gowns,

which could tie up easily with a women's wear shop. One o/ the stills shows
milady's dressing table perfectly equipped with all the manicure and toilet
paraphernalia.
This dressing table symbolizes the well-equipped boudoir and
the exploitation

man

home with a close tie-up with a
Exhibitors not in a position to enable
themselves of the direct assistance of Paramount exploitation men should
not find it difficult to proceed on their own initiative to carry out the worksuggested. Cooperative window displays and newspaper advertisements should
furniture, dry

could drive the idea

goods or drug store."

EILEEN PERCY appears

as

shown above in "Big Town
Ideas," a Fox production, providing a
character well suited for impersonation in exploitation or presentation of
the production. The same players may
be used in both.
The required costumes are inexpensive.

be obtainable in quantity. Past reports of exploitation endeavors carried out
along the same lines indicate that excellent results may be expected where the
suggestions are acted upon.

DIRECT

approximation of the
above character
from "The
Bronze Bell," Ince-Paramount production, should prove effective for
street exploitation or stage presenta-

tion of

that attraction.

may

The

setting

be duplicated, also, or used as
a guide to theatre interior decorations
generally.

June
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9

Dance Sentiment Test Prologue
Doubly Valuable as Warm Weather Feature
s

EXTIMENT,"

an original stage feature produced by Sid Grauman at Grauman's Million
Dollar theatre during the engagement of
Paramount's "Sentimental Tommy," is excellently quali-

by other exhibitors both as a prologue

fied for duplication

to the picture

named and

as a special feature for the stimu-

of business during the

lation

warm

weather.

In

it.

as

applied at Grauman's, the desirable qualities of the pro-

and

logue

THE

illustration

stage with

all

feature was conducted as a contest for public favor between grand opera, jazz, the old fashioned waltz, the
modern waltz, the old buck clog, the modern buck and

A score
wing, the Irish jig and the acrobatic dance.
board was erected to display the standing of the various
numbers as the contest progressed, and an announcer encouraged

the

the exclusion of

It

undesirable

esting

the

old-

of

qualities

ment against the
added attraction
stimulant

tends

terial

favor

the

were

the

lead

at

the engagement.

That

that

is

Los
u d g-

the

is

to

Angeles
ment. It

may

be

for

referred

to

by

use of such mabuild

and
jig

the end of

business

a

as

in

the

fashioned

Irish

argu-

inter-

is

that

waltz

latter.

The

re-

by use
of a megaphone.
sponse

added attraction
are combined, to
the

Grauman
The

here presented shows the

participants in the feature present.

j

other than

other exhibitors

screen entertain-

using the

ment.

and

ily

It is

read-

i

n

stunt

c o r

great

success
with interpo-

advertising.

lated attractions

stunt

may

used in
erence

That

lead to cre-

ation of a definite

demand
and

that

creation of such
a

m

d e

amounts
fect

ion

.a

n d

in

ef-

to a divis-

of

interest

THERE is merit in the "added attraction" as a business stimulant for
I motion picture theatres, that form of added attraction which is likewise presentation and therefore directly related to the screen program is
"Sentiment," staged at Grauman's Million
obviously the most desirable.
Dollar theatre, Los Angeles, when "Sentimental Tommy" was in engagement,
is the most suitable feature of this nature that has been reported in recent
months. It can be adapted by any exhibitor.
F

by

practically the

same process

its

own

merit,

is

that to

of reasoning

association of ideas

was

ADVERTISING

It

The

inescapable.

an added attraction of unusual
interest at a time when parks are open, newspapers are
discussing at length the modern dances, and interest in the
is

at

high pitch.

as
is

the fact that

it

can be used in
practically dupli-

form with

cate

many

it,

the

produc-

title.

for the event should be

cover thoroughly the usual advertising

"Senti-

directed to
field

and

to

public.

It is

of sufficiently unique char-

compaign in its behalf, and where
the influence of the warm weather has been felt at the
box office it should prove of unusual business-building
acter to justify a special

effectiveness.

The

It served, likewise, as

dance

which Mr. Grauman applied

and the general

accompanying

served presentation purposes admirably.
was a test of sentiment. It was called "Sentiment."
illustration

is

as

extend as well into the province of the dance enthusiast

desirable form of original theatre production.
in the

apparent

ment," being retained.

demonstrated to be the most

The Grauman production shown

a

added

tions other than

that the really meritorious prologue or interlude, which
advances the interest of the motion picture as it entertains of

he

pref-

to

attraction

which cannot be
regarded as favorable to the motion picture.
It is

t

should be

straight

for

material of this
nature,

p o-

rated in advance

seen that too

talent

required

of local players for this

may
will

is

work

not
is

difficult

to obtain.

especially desirable.

Use
They

be recruited through newspaper advertisements which
serve valuably in advertising the event itself.
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Minister
Sponsors
Fox Film
The Rev.

Dr. Lincoln

J.

Caswell,

Crawford

Memorial
Church, New York, based his Mother's Day sermon upon "Over the
Hill," the William Fox production
being shown at the Park theatre.
The advertising stand which was
pastor

the

of

erected in front of the church to ad-

sermon is shown
accompanying illustration.
vertise the

No

deliberately

written

in

an

endorse-

ment that any member of the clergy
might write could express more convincingly his approval of the production.

Certainly

no endorsement of

that character could have as certain

Branches of Film
Industry Cooperate in

All

Representatives
studio,

the

of

Corporation and the U.
cooperated with Harry
Beall,

exploitation

Robert

Arc
Marines

Sunlight

the

chief

S.

Hammond
for

Benja-

min B. Hampton, and Douglas Jarmuth, managing director of the
Alhambra theatre, Los Angeles, in
executing one of the most remarkable exploitation stunts on record
when "The Dwelling Place of
Light,"

a

Hampton production disW. W. Hodkinson

tributed by the
Corp.,

was

named.
vertising

No

shown

at

the

theatre

example of adcooperation has been rebetter

ported.

A powerful searchlight supplied by
the Sunlight Arc Corp., was mounted
upon a ten-ton truck. A second
truck, bearing a generator, trailed
the first, supplying current. Representatives of the Los Angeles recruiting office of the U. S. Marine
Corps stood beside the searchlight,
upon the side of which a Marine
Corps banner was displayed.
The trucks entered the business
district at night and the pedestrians
whose attention was caught by the
beam of light which played
upon the buildings and up and down
brilliant

the street stopped to read the banner
upon the side of the first truck.
The course traversed led to the
theatre, where the truck was parked
while the searchlight was directed
toward the house front, as shown in
the illustration.
Many were drawn to the theatre
on the night of the stvnt directly
through the appeal of the novelty,
but the full force of the enterprise

was not

when

felt until

the

office

as the stand placed as

shown

in

Voluntary expressions of approval,
such as the present, are among the
most desirable things for which the
advertiser

may

strive.

Endorsement

of a single picture indicates progress,

the following day,

Alhambra box

effect

lic

the illustration.

West Coast Campaign
Brunton

upon the disinterested pub-

an

rec-

ords showed an increase of 25 per
cent over the previous day.
The generator truck was supplied
by the Robert Brunton studio, the
first
truck
by Egbert Brothers,
wholesale magazine distributors, the
ideas and the work of promoting the
supplied
by Messrs.
stunt
being
Beall and Jarmuth.
To all concerned much credit is due.

the advent of a new and proper tolerance in a single instance.
Many
such endorsements will go far toward dispelling such prejudice as actually exists and breaking down the
carefully reared wall of pretended
antipathy which has been erected.
Expressions of the nature indicated
are not common.
It is to the best

motion picture, and to
whose businesses are dependent

interests of the
all

thereon, to exert every effort toward
the goal of making them common.
Work of that nature is certain to pro-

duce manifold reward.
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Universal Exploitation Man Demonstrates
Marketability of Cooperative Suggestions

NO

production of
current publicahas served to

tion

more

demonstrate

convincingly
than
Universal's "Outside
the Law" the important fact that a definite market for cooperative advertising
ideas has been created. The theatre record of the picture is
exceptional as regards
the variety and novelty of the exploitation instituted in its
behalf.

M. Lowell Cash,
Universal exploitrepresentative,

ation

conducted
campaigns in Springfield, Mo., and Pittsrecently

burg, Kans., that ilthe
point.
lustrate

Photographs r e p r oduced at the left show
the Springfield campaign in essentials.
Pittsburg drive is
pictorially represented

The

at the right.

Two jewelry establishments, two clothing houses, a shoe
store,

a

shop and
equipment

phonograph,
an office

concern

shown

as having
cooperated with Mr.
reports
Past
Cash.
have indicated that
practically every type
institubusiness
of
tion has shown simare

ilar

readiness

to

co-

operate.
*

*

Merchants
undergone a

*

have

change
of attitude during the
twelve months.
last

From a position of
forbidding aloofness
swung
have
they
about and welcome, in
some instances have
sought, an opportunaid and be
to
itv
aided in advertising.
Motion picture advertisers should grasp
the full meaning
that change.

of
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Star Lends Aid
To Theatre Man
Exploiting Film
-Mary Pickford, star of "Through
Back Door," gave valuable assistance to John Howard, publicity director for the Mission theatre, Los Anthe

geles, in his exploitation

campaign

for.

her United Artists production during
its

showing

at

that theatre.

Coinci-

dence had a not unimportant part

in

the occurrence.

Mr. Howard served as a member of
the 143rd Field Artillery during the
war. That unit was known as Mary
Pickford's
adopted regiment, and
among the gifts which she made to
members was an allotment of Smilagc
Books.

When

CHILDREN

who brought

of Greensburg, Pa.,

horse shoes as good luck

omens to the opening of the Grand theatre, were admitted free of
charge. The idea is an excellent one for adoption by exhibitors opening

new

theatres.

New

Theatre Is Endorsed

With Horse Shoe Matinee
The youth of Greensburg, Pa.,
turned out in force to express for
residents of that city the "best o' luck"
wishes extended the firm of Jennings

&

Case in their new venture, the
Grand theatre, reopened under their
management after being closed for remodeling. Accompanying illustrations
indicate the enthusiasm of the endorsement given.

Wm.

N. Robson,

Paramount

ploitation representative at the

ex-

Pitts-

burgh exchange, was present to give
in arranging the opening cere-

aid

discharged,

Mr.

Howard

saved his Smilage Book as a memento
of the experience. When he became
identified with the Mission theatre and
found himself called upon to exploit
a Mary Pickford production he remembered the book.
Accompanied by a photographer, he
visited the star and returned the gift.
The picture, with a story setting forth
the facts of the circumstance, was sent
to the press of Los Angeles, with the
result that stories based upon the
"echo from the great war" angle appeared in each newspaper.
The incident provides little of directly adaptable value to advertising
But it points the imporexhibitors.

monies, Paramount productions having been contracted for, "The City of
Silent Men" being the opening at-

that advertising material
to be found in many quarters, and
that search for opportunities generally

traction.

That is a point which
is rewarded.
cannot be too strongly emphasized.

Thomas Meighan, star of the production, has been called "the good
luck star," and it was upon this fact
that the horseshoe matinee idea was
based.

tant moral
is

A

large newspaper advertisement
public the information that
every child who brought a horseshoe
to the first matinee at the theatre

made

would be admitted free. Children
from all walks of life responded to
the offer and the theatre was packed
for the designated performance, the
photographs reproduced upon this
page showing the volume of patronage experienced and the collection of
horseshoes made.

The horseshoe matinee is something
new in exploitation. It should be filed
away as an idea worthy of permanent
record. There will be a time in every
exhibitor's future when he may use it

with
to right:
R. T. Jennings,
LEFT
owner of the Grand theatre, C.

D. Case, manager, and William N.
Paramount exploitation
Robson,
representative.

profit.

The opening

of a new house is, of
course, the ideal time for its application.
But there are other circumstances to which it may be adapted
with good results.

Mary
the

of

"Through

Back Door," aided

in the ex-

Pickford,

star

ploitation of that production in its
run at the Mission theatre, Los

Angeles.

June
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Rogers and Parks Develop Presentation
At Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
THE

art of motion picture presentation has been materially ad-

vanced through the work done at
the Tivoli theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.,
over an extended period of consistent
and successful endeavor. Much is to
be gained from study of the production policy in force as shown in the

accompanying

"The Last

of the

Mohicans."

illustrations.

E. R. Rogers, manager of the S. A.
Lynch theatres in Chattanooga, and
R. L. Parks, house manager of the
Tivoli, work together in planning and
staging prologues, interludes, etc., for
the presentation of motion pictures at
that theatre.
That they work harmoniously and well is attested by the
high quality of results gained.

Each of the accompanying

"The Passion Flower."

illustra-

labeled with the title of the
picture for which the presentation pictured was used. Though they are, in
the majority of cases, productions
which have been given exceptional
staging throughout the country, comparison of the present photographs
and others previously published reflects credit upon the gentlemen responsible.
tions

is

As here
"The Faith Healer."

presented, they

may

be fol-

lowed profitably by exhibitors everywhere who use the Associated Producers, First National, Paramount and
Robertson-Cole productions treated.

"Bob Hampton

of Placer."

settings are shown in such detail
as to facilitate approximate reproduc-

The

The photographs were posed in
such manner that it will not be found
difficult to fashion from the suggestions they convey suitable performances, nor to select talent and musical

tion.

numbers.
imposing collection of mahas been received at any time
from a single source. The nine photographs presented constitute a sterling
tribute to the showmanship of Messrs.
Rogers and Parks. The theatre body
cannot embrace too many workmen of

No more

terial

"The Gilded

Lily."

"Brewster's Millions."

the Rogers

and Parks

"The Old Swimmin' Hole."

type.

'Kismet."

"Passion."

:
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Belgian Farm is
Colorful Set for
Strand Prologue
A

Belgian farmyard

mated

was approxi-

in the stage setting installed

by
Joseph Plunkett, managing director of
the Strand theatre, New York, for the
prologue to "Through the Back Door,"
Mary Pickford's United Artists production.
its

The

setting has

more than

direct relationship to the story of

the
picture
adaptation.

recommend

to
It

is

it
for
colorful, easily pro-

duced, and certain of popular approval
due to the kindly feelings toward Belgium and things pertaining thereto
engendered during the war.
The Strand prologue was conducted
as follows

Tbe Strand

Belgian
Ushers of the Strand theatre, Water loo, Iowa, as costumed

for the run

Strand Theatre Looted of
Stage Money -Page One
A

publicity stunt that recalls the an-

was executed by Arthur E. Weld,
acting manager of the Strand theatre.
Waterloo. la., when
Roscoe Arels

buckle's

co-operative

window displays, one
who had been in

merchant, a jeweler,

business for forty years, giving winspace to a card for the first time
in his experience.

dow

"Dreaming
The stage during

this selection was
lighted in green and amber, diffused.
As the selection was finished a change
to green and blue was effected, after

of "Brewster" s Millions."

cient classic of the actress' stolen jew-

quartette, costumed as
peasants,
opened with
Alone in the Twilight."

which the quartette sang "Absent."
during the singing of which the lights
were subdued to give the impression
of coining twilight.

The photograph of the Strand stage
which is reproduced upon this page
shows the simple materials required to
Scenery in the
produce the setting.
stock rooms of the average theatre can
be used, although
special setting

it

is

apparent that a
at the Strand

was used

Paramount

production,
"Brewster's Millions," was exhibited
at that playhouse.
The stunt is one
which can be duplicated by other exhibitors in exploitation of this or other
productions which have a money angle
in title or story.
The lobby of the Strand was decorated with stage money.
Then Mr. Weld, choosing a time
when many persons were in the lobbv,
"discovered" the theft of $1,500, voicing his discovery in loud tones.
As planned, one of his bearers sent
in an alarm.
A patrol wagon arrived
at the theatre in due time and the
chief of police, when informed that the
money was stage money, used in advertising the picture, proved his good
nature by giving out a press interview
explaining the circumstances.
In addition to this stunt, which received prominent mention in the newspapers, Mr. Weld attired his girl ushers as shown in the accompanying
illustration, instructing them to remain
in the lobby of the theatre when not
actually engaged in their accustomed
duties within.
Several store windows were also
identified with the engagement through

Stage of the Strand theatre, New York, showing the prologue staged for
United Artists' "Through the Back Door."

:
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stock material will serve, however,

A

satisfactorily.

The costumes may be approximated
from the theatre or individual wardrobe.
etc.,

ware

The
are

all

Useful

Prologue
Scenario

props, churn, rakes, hoes,
obtainable at any hard-

dealer's.

An allegorical prologue which set
forth with exceptional clarity and
in effective simplicity the theme of
the play was given prior to the
screening of "Reputation," Priscilla
Dean's Universal production, at the
Hotel Astor, New York. A scenario of the prologue has been prepared for exhibitors using the
attraction.

Photographs showing the feature
as staged are reproduced herewith.
The scenario, in skeleton form,
follows:

PICTORIAL

appeal is, in the
majority of cases, the determinant of poster value. Occasionally copy of such unique quality as
to dominate the whole is produced,
but in the main this rule holds good.
Recent products of the Famous
Players-Lasky poster department
presented herewith, "Behind
.are

and "Wealth," Dorothy
Dalton and Ethel Clayton vehicles
being
pictures
respectfully,
the

Masks"

represented. Examine
torial appeal.

them

for pic-

Girl of fifteen discovered at rise
of curtain, dressed as in illustration.
Finds lettered building blocks and
builds structure as shown.
While building structure she unostentatiously dons high-heeled slippers, puts up hair, places bonnett on
head and, when last block is placed,
jerks cord which removes dress, revealing garb of grown woman.
Calls attention of man, who has
entered while building was in progress,

finished

to

work.

He

laughs

scornfully and strikes tower with
cane. She saves it from destruction,
driving man from stage, then sinks
into sleep.

Man

returns, sees girl asleep, at-

She awakens,

tempts to kiss her.

frustrates his attempt, then, when he
adopts attitude of respect, goes to-

ward him

as though to

welcome em-

brace.

woman, representing "Gosembrace and demolish structure.
As they leave stage man and
girl mourn destruction of "ReputaElderly

sip," see

tion," but indicate determination to
join lives for future.

Lighting cues given for the scenario are

White spot from entrance of

girl

until she sleeps.

Amber

flood until entrance of gos-

sipers.

White

flood

column

until

is

de-

stroyed.
Red flood until girl sinks to floor
in despair.
Green spot until curtain.

*

cTCSSE

L.LASKr

ETHEL CLAYTON
WILLIAM D.TAYLORS production

'WEALTH'
OX

COSMO HAMILTON

JULIA

CRAWFORD VERS

*

*

information at hand any
exhibitor using "Reputation" can
produce at little expense an allegorical prologue of excellent quality.
Though professionals are advised for
the two principal roles, it is probable
that amateurs of sufficient talent can
be obtained in the majority of in-

With

stances.

this

The

entire

performance

is

I

a </frara/noant Rectum

given in pantomime, and with the
illustrations presented it should require little rehearsal.
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Exploitation Stories

Recorded by the Lens

Snowing the Trend

of

Advertising Activity
THE

Stanton theatre, Philadelphia, Pa., formerly the
Stanley, on the last night of a week's run of "The
Nut," Douglas Fairbanks' United Artists production, which
is said to have had the most successful engagement since
the opening of the new theatre. A three-deep line a block
or more in length is reported for every night of the run.

UNIVERSAL
jects of

productions have been

made

some of the most remarkable

the sub-

bits of

lobby

exploitation in recent theatre activity.
Above is
reproduced the lobby display of the Standard theatre.
Cleveland, O., for "The Magnificent Brute," a Frank Mayo
vehicle.
The front of the Regent theatre, Edmonton,
Canada, is shown below as decorated for the showing
of the Priscilla Dean production, "Outside the Law." G.
Kohn, manager of the Calgary branch of Universal S. W.
E. Cady, Edmonton theatre owner, and R. Ginsberg, of
Canadian Theatres, Ltd., are seen in the left doorway. A.
Lawrence, manager of the Regent, is shown in the single
door at the right.

WITH

the publication of a song entitled "Over the
the exploitation representatives of the Fox
Film Corporation have produced numerous music store
tie-ups similar to that shown above advertising the Park
theatre run of the Fox production of the same title.

Hill"

;

RROSS RILEY,

proprietor of the Wigwam theatre,
Oberlin, Kan., started Universal's "King of the
Circus" with a free matinee. "We find," writes Mr. Riley,
"that starting serials with a free show not only means a
bigger crowd but makes new picture fans, as people will
come to a free show that have not been in the habit of
attending. They get interested and keep coming."
.

Tune

18.
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of the suits of
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armor planned for lobby display

when ''Deception.'' the Paramount production,
was shown at the Stillman theatre, Cleveland, O., was
worn by an employe through Cleveland streets for a week
use

prior to the opening. Big newspaper publicity was gained
when a woman was sent out in the suit and a fake hold-up
was staged, the latter paralelling a genuine hold-up which
had occurred the previous day. Circus methods were used
when a printers' strike interfered with original exploitation plans, and the picture went into an indefinite engagement after one of the most comprehensive campaigns recently reported.

PICTURESQUE

and demonstratedly

ploitation measures

in

the

accompanying

window

Conn.

Two

illustrations.

displays obtained

Paramount exchange
the application

made

at

New

profitable

instituted for the

"The Inside of

of Paramount's
theatre, Bridgeport,

were

Cup"

the

ex-

showing

at the Lyric

of the stunts are

shown

That above shows one of

by A.
Haven.

S.

Nathan, of the

That below shows

of the street car stunt which has been

widely and successfully employed.

motor vehicle for the

The

original street car

substitution of a

may

or

may

not

be construed as detracting from the value of the stunt,

though

it

are relied

is

reasonable to believe that where bus lines

upon for transportation

as meritorious as the original.

M

LOWELL CASH,

Universal exploitation repregirl shown above for street
work in Kansas City, Mo., when "Reputation." Priscilla
Dean's Universal-Jewel production was shown at the Lib•

sentative,

employed the

erty theatre.
The girl represents "The London Flame"
of the picture, wearing a red hat and a purple dress.

this

use of the idea

is

(A

DIGES
WILLIAM

V

sentiments

the

clean-minded,

every

of

decent-thinking person interested in motion pictures-, in

communication

his

which was made during the war, for a
is

picture,

specific purpose,

being exploited by a "fly-by-night" concern.

deals

It

with a social evil and was intended for exhibition to sol-

Another picture

diers in camps, as health propaganda.

come

theatre for the past three weeks.

mixed audiences

as a commercial proposition to
result

shown
various

in

that the righteous indignation of

is

A

young men.

of

dramatic fights

in

who

wife
is

the public against such films has caused the entire motion

(Universal)

women and

very acceptable

a wel-

is

It

a well selected cast

Desmond

(Bradley Production) pre-

a trite story of an extravagant

in

beyond her means.

lives

play with several

little

it.

"DANGEROUS TOYS"
sents William

Marguerite Clayton

the wife, Frank Losee the tempter, and Lillian Greene

his pretty daughter.

It is in

amount of entertainment

and contains a

six reels

fair

value.

"STRAIGHT FROM PARIS
Kimball Young

'"Such pictures," said Mr. Brady, "have been

The

1921

from the usual Frank Mayo production.

relief

beautiful sets, beautiful

of similar nature has been on exhibition at a Chictgo

localities.

18.

not a Western story but a society drama, with some

is

which

film

The

one of the theatres there.

at

"The

the showing of

Road," a so-called public health

find of the
billed

Safety committee of

Public

when he condemned

Jersey City,

was

the

to

"THE FIGHTING LOVER"

president of the National

Association of the Motion Picture Industry, ex-

pressed

June

PICTURES ofcAeWEEKi

BRADY,

A.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

(Equity) with Clara

French

in the role of a

A

milliner.

pleas-

romance, very prettily staged and pleasingly
enacted by a competent cast.
Bertram Grassby, Betty
Francisco, Thomas Jefferson and William Carlton appear
to excellent advantage in the star's support.
The story
is by Sada Gowan.
ing

little

picture industry to suffer unjustly."
It is said that

the showing of such films

governor of

to the attention of the

much
ship

Mr. Miller

to influence

The quicker

bill.

and acts

pictures

New York

and did

signing the state censor-

in

the industry rids itself of

such

anyone showing them, the

to prohibit

"WEDDING BELLS"

was brought

sooner will the reformers be robbed of ammunition for

(First National;

is

a timely

and very humorous comedy, adapted from a stage play
of a year ago, with Constance Talmadge in a most likeable role.
She is given excellent support by such well
known players as Harrison Ford, Polly Vann, Ida Dar-

Emily Chichester, James Harrison and Dallas Wet-

ling,

Has

ford.

fine exploitation possibilities.

their censorship measures.

"ONE A MINUTE"
The

industry has

picture such as "In the

shown what can be done with a
Shadow of the Dome," which mis-

represented our legislative bodies in Washington, and

who

should stamp out those

it

are attempting to besmirch

the eighth art by exploiting these sensational productions.

—J.

Paramount) is a human story of
French-Canadian life, adapted from Sir Gilbert Parker's
It is an entertaining picnovel, "The Money-Master."
ture, wholesome and above the average in production.
James Kirkwood has an excellent part as the moneylender and is surrounded by a very competent cast.

"SCRAP IRON"
town

life

prize fighter,

story,

Thomas H.
is

(Paramount) presents Dougcomedy-drama adapted from Fred JackKnight."

"Billy

Jack Nelson directed for
of the production

The comedy element

Ince.

most strongly stressed and the picture should give

fair

satisfaction.

(First

with Charles

who

fights

one

National)

Ray

is

a

story

in the role of a

last battle to

win a purse

WOMAN GOD CHANGED"

tan-Paramount)
girl, told

is

the

story

in narrative

of the

to

Donn

of

a

Byrne's

magazine story. It was directed by Robert G. Vignola
and is very well acted by Seena Owen, E. K. Lincoln,
Henry Sedley. Lillian Walker, Joseph Smiley and Templer Saxe.

(Vitagraphj with Alice Calan entertaining story well handled and should

is

women

appeal strongly to

been used.

It is

patrons.

Familiar material has

the tale of a neglected wife

who

seeks

companionship with another man and is wrongly suspected by the husband. Elaborate interior sets are used.

"SALVAGE"

(Robertson-Cole)

Frederick in a dual role.

many

with

ful

It is

Pauline

presents

a story of mother love

emotional scenes and some humorous bits to

relieve the tense situations.

Excellent direction and care-

handling of the delicate question of letting malformed

children die in infancy

is

shown.

"HOME STUFF"

(Cosmopoli-

regeneration

form, from

houn

of

young

The picture was
mother to a health resort.
directed by Mr. Ray also, and he has made a very good
job of it. Vera Stedman appears opposite the star.

"THE

"CLOSED DOORS"

(

take his

cabaret

son's

in a

M.

R.

"A WISE FOOL"

mill

MacLean

las

story

by

(Metro) adapted from an original
Frank Dazey and Agnes Johnston, makes a

pleasing vehicle for Viola Dana.
girl

who

goes to

live

It is

the story of a stage

on a farm, a popular theme, and one

that held infinite possibilities for the versatile star.

and
Nelson McDowell and
Kelley

directed

Tom

Gallery,

Priscille

Josephine

Bonner appear

Albert

Crowell,

in support.

CONSTANCE TALMADGE

IN

WEDDING BELLS
(FIRST NATIONAL)
Another winner for Miss Talmadge.
Adapted stage play provides excellent vehicle for vivacious star.
Subtitles
especially
crisp
and

A Chet
production with many
beautiful glimpses of Palm Beach.
Harrison Ford returns as leading

action

entertaining.

Withey

lord is below making beer. The rent 's
due and to appease the landlord, mother
slips h'm a bottle of beer, which baby
has stolen from his own shelt. He plans
to catch the thief, when he misses another bottle, and baby is d scovered h'dden in the closet. However, he is instrumental in catching three crooks when
they become saturated with the brew.
There is many a good laugh in the sub:

titles

FRANK MAYO

because of

its

timeliness but because

it

them something to think about.
It presents Miss Talmadge and the likeable Harrison Ford in a battle of wits
will give

with the end

in

doubt up to the very

last

foot.

"Wedding

Bells"'

met with success

a stage play and as a screen

as

comedy

it

undoubtedly be acclaimed one of
Constance Talmadge's brightest, wittiest

will

the best thing she
plays.
has had in some time, and Director
Withey has extracted every bit of humor
the original situations possessed. He was
ably assisted in this by Ida Darling,
Emily Chichester, Polly Vann, Dallas

Certainly

it

is

Welford and James Harrison. The set*
are beautiful and the scenes around Florida's popular winter resort, Palm Beach,
are a good advertisement for that place
of beautiful hotels.
Rosalie Wayne meets and marries in
haste Reggie Carter of New York, after
introducing himself while chasing Rosalie's dog with one of his oxfords. Reggie
is taken sick with the measles, following
a quarrel over bobbed hair, and Rosalie,
not knowing of Reggie's illness, leaves
for

Reno and Europe.

(UNIVERSAL)

to

like this latest Constance Talmadge picture, especially the women, not alone

A

pleasing picture of the crooksociety variety with Mayo in full
dress.

Good

direction,

i

picture

and shows marked

but important

role.

realistic

atmosphere help put weak story
over. Jack Reade, Gertrude Olmstead and Elinor Hancock in cast.
Directed by Fred LeRoy Granville.

in t+ie final reel.
A very acceptable little
photo-drama.
Mayo proves as versatile in a dress suit
as in chaps, and is quite as active with his
fists when he mixes it with the escaping
thieves on the lawn of his aunt's home.
There is considerable footage devoted to

or less

ability in a small

the cast

were well chosen for their parts. It is a
welcome change too, to see Mayo in
"dressed up" attire, with beautiful, homelike surroundings of a well kept mansion,
instead of the hackneyed Western background.
a

bet

with

a

clubman that he will have
the clubman engaged to a ?irl within a
month. He invites him to his aunt's home
where Forsdale has employed three stunning looking young ladies to further his
scheme. One of the young women happens
to be in league with a gang of crooks who
plan to rob Andrew's aunt of a rare diamond. The clubman falls in love, loses his
bet and Andrew, besides capturing the

jilted

fellow

thieves, finds the girl of his choice among
the three young ladies he had selected for
his friends.

The time-worn
clubmen making
numbers will fall

situation of a group of
a bet that one of their
in love within a certain
period of time, is again employed to introduce Frank Mayo in a society drama.
There is the attempted theft of a valuable
diamond, and the apparent murder of one
of the robbers, to add suspense and mystery
to the whole, all of which is cleared up

more

?

The others of

Andrew Forsdale makes

IN

FIGHTING LOVER

support.

Most picture-theatregoers are going

too.

night stuff and the action

confusing here because one is unable to
distinguish the combatants.
Gertrude Olmstead improves with each

.

BANANAS
(EDUCATIONAL;

Natural comedy aided by effective
subtitling has made an exceptional bit
of entertainment out of what at first
glance may appear to be a rather uninteresting topic. This is a one-reel Bruce
scenic, depicting the raisins of bananas
in Jamaica and their being sent to marThere are as
ket in United States.
many laughs for patrons in it as will be
found in a big percentage of comedy
In addition,
films of the same length.
provides interesting scer.es of native
it
life

well photographed.

She meets Reggie

again after a year's absence, having secured her divorce, and finds him engaged
to another. Jealousy arouses her to break
up the match, but the wedding is progressing before she devises a means of

doing

and

so.

Reggie

is

satisfied,

however,

glad to be reunited to his Rosalie,
despite her sharp tongue and unusual
is

methods of winning his love.
There are many humorous bits of action aside from the main characters, and
a very funny and mischievous poodle
dog adds to the enjoyment of the piece.
Its exploitation possibilities are limitless
and it is a picture that will bring in big
returns for any extra effort expended

upon

it.

ON ACCOUNT
(UNIVERSAL)
Another home-brew story but one that
will convulse the most hard-shelled prohibitionist. Charles Dority has the leading role, that of the father, and is ably

assisted in the fun making by Olive Dale,
as mother, Peggy Jean, as the baby, and
Bert Roach, as the landlord. One of the

best

comic subjects along

this

line

yet

produced.
Father,
breakfast

mother and the baby are
while

the

hard-hearted

at

land-

Constance Talmadge and support in a scene from "Wedding Bells" her newest First
National picture. Harrison Ford is the gentleman at the right
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tographed from an airplane, permitting
an intimate study of -this great chain of
mountains.
After viewing this Bruce
scenic one appreciates the grandeur of
the topography of this small European
republic. While it is not unusual for a
tell a story, "The Man
ways Sat Down" is narrative
subtitles and scenes.

scenic to

WILLIAM DESMOND

Who
in

Al-

both

IN

DANGEROUS TOYS
(BRADLEY PRODUCTION

June

CHARLES RAY

at

the

end.

entertainment

A
is

fair

amount

extracted

of

from

oft-repeated situations.
"Dangerous Toys" is the story of a hardworking bank clerk whose wife craves beautiful dresses and gets them for three weeks.
She leaves her husband to accept the gratuities

ALICE CALHOUN

Who

has the leading role in "Closed Doors." the
new Vitagraph production.

ALICE CALHOUN

IN"

CLOSED DOORS
A

familiar story in new garb. Well
handled and free from anything
objectionable.
credit to Vita-

A

graph and
strongly to

star.

Should appeal

women.

the neglected wife of a successful business" man, who seeks the companionship
of another man, is wrongfully suspected

by her husband, but is completely cleared
in his eyes and wins back his attentions.
It
has been told in film dozens of
times. But it has never been more successfully handled and as free from the
objectionable. There is no gesture no
inference which could offend. Yet, it is

—

pleasing entertainment.

Miss Calhoun makes a delightful heroHarry C. Browne, as the husband,

ine.

lead

to overact.
The best work was
Frank Losee as the banker Hugo

inclined
that of

Greene appears as Phyllis
Partridge as Kitty West and
Marion Elinore, as Mrs. Harman. Some
beautiful sets were used and the New York
scenes alon" the Rialto were the real thing.
Louise Gray, wife of Jack Gray,* employed in a minor capacity in a large New
York bank, craves beautiful dresses and
hats, which Jack's meagre pay envelope
cannot provide.
She makes the acquaintance of Hugo Harman, wealthy banker and

Harman

forward in "Closed Doors." The plot is
not new. It is the rather familiar tale of

—

left him years previous because
he could not provide her with finery.
In
the end she returns to her husband, unharmed and repentent.
William Desmond is the bank clerk. Jack
Gray, while the role of Mrs. Gray is entrusted to Marguerite Clayton.
Desmond
was handicapped somewhat by the part
assigned him but made the most of the
few dramatic situations. Miss Clayton was

Harman.

With a story well suited to her talents,
Alice Calhoun takes an important step

and

of her husband's employer, a banker,

whose wife

Bernard Randall, as the admirer,
well chosen cast which includes

a

Charles Brook. Nellie Spencer, Betty
Burwcll. A. J. Herbert, and Samuel
Dunn, not to forget "Taxie," a well
trained dog.
The frocks and gowns worn by the
star will give an added appeal to women
patrons, and open the way for valuable
publicity in society or fashion columns.
The interiors are more elaborate than is
usually found. G. Seyffertiz directed.

WHO ALWAYS SAT DOWN

THE MAN

(EDUCATIONAL)
This scenic is one of the series of a
trip-around-the-world which Education-il
is
announcing. The spectator in this
subject is taken into Switzerland.
It
would be difficult to find a more beautiful pictorial reproduction of the Sw'ss
Alps. Most of the picture has been pho-

Lillian

:

Kay

who proposes to establish
her in his town apartment and give her
everything her heart desires for three
weeks, if she will leave her husband.
At
the end of that time she can return to him
or stay on with Harman. There is a scene
when she leaves Jack, who has been advanced to secretary to Harman and another when Jack discovers Louise in Harman's apartment but it all ends happily
when she returns to Jack's humble home.
Jack's employer,

IX

SCRAP IRON

This state rights feature, written by
Edmund Goulding, and produced

times but proves quite harmless

1921

obtain a husband of royal blood for the
girl. Thinking that the lord's valet, who
comes to the home to investigate financial conditions, is the lord himself she
drags him to a minister and they are
married.
While intoxicated the lord
drifts into the girl's home and she falls
in love with him but is reminded that
she has a husband. The valet clears the
situation by announcing that when they
were married he used the name of his
master.

)

by Samuel L. Bradley, for the
Bradley Feature Film Corporation, borders on the risque at

18,

(FIRST NATIONAL)
Convincing story of mill town

life

that provides clean entertainment

Charles Ray.
real suspense.
in the dual role of star and director, contributes a fine piece of

and

work.

Vera Stedman

as the leading

is

excellent

woman.

Charles E. Van Loan's Saturday EvenPost story, "Scrap Iron," makes a

ing

most satisfactory vehicle

for the exposi-

Charles Ray's versatile talents.
contains a great deal of human
interest, suspense and humor, and it will
undoubtedly be ranked as one of the finest of the long list of Ray successes.
Kxhibitors can be sure that it will please
any audience in any theatre. The small
town atmosphere has been carefully
planned and the cast contains excellent
types of the characters they depict.
The plot concerns the life of John
tion

of

The yarn

young mechanic who, despite the
reputation of being handy with his fists,
refuses to partake in the bouts at the
steel mill and is therefore considered
"yellow" by his fellow workers. What
they don't understand is the fact that
Steel has promised his mother that he
would not fight again. Because of this
he loses the love of the girl next door
and is finally placed in the position
whereby, in order to take his sick mother
to Florida, he is forced to engage in a
prize fight with his rival, "Battling"
Burke. He wins the fight and is thus
enabled to take his mother away to a
more healthful climate.
The fight scenes are exceedingly well
done and are one of the big assets of the
Steel, a

feature.

THE STORY OF
A BAD EGG
(EDUCATIONAL)
in comedy product'on
stands alone. About the entire subject is a bigness such as is found
only in feature length pictures. The sets
are beautiful and massive. In the cast
are scores of performers.
Unquestionably the picture will find favor among

For the unusual

this picture

patrons.
In this short subject the American is
given an insight into the foreign conception of comedy product on. It is understood that the picture came to this country in feature length and was recut for
presentat'on as a short comedy.
It
is
the story of an affluent man
whose daughter, ejiraged because she is
not accepted by the aristocracy, beg 'ns
destruct on in the household, breaking
elaborate statuary and pictures.
The
father engages a matrimonial shark to
:

CHARLES RAY
In a scene from "Scrap Iron," his latest
First National Production

Ray

June

K X
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IX

ONE A MINUTE
(PARAMOUNT)
An

actionful

should give

comedy-drama

that

A

satisfaction.
suitable vehicle for the star. Effectively directed by Jack Nelson
fair

from a story by Fred Jackson.
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince.
The

curative properties of faith, a
picture subject, are made the
basis of a comedy-drama which stresses
most strongly the comedy element. Many
amusing situations are developed and
where the association of humor and
faith is not found to be undesirable the
picture should be well received.
Douglas MacLean gives a characterisperformance in the leading role.
tic

popular

Marion DeBeck should win general favor for her enactment of the principal
Other memfeminine characterization.
bers of the cast do well with the parts
assigned them.
Settings, photography, etc.. are of the
Ince-Paramount standard, adding materially to the appeal of the narrative. Direct continuity delivers the story simply
and in such manner that each point made
scores with the greatest possible force.
The story sets forth the adventures of
Billy Knight, college graduate, who returns to the small town of his birth,
takes over his deceased father's run-

down drug

trust

store
tution

insti-

store and combats a
which has eclipsed the older
in

public favor.

He

falls

in

love

with the daughter of the magnate controlling the trust and fights against elimination for her plaudits.
As a desperate means of defeating
competition he places on sale a harmless
concoction which he names "Knight's
99," representing it as his father's secret
formula and a panacea that will cure all
diseases.
Townsfolk try the medicine
and it cures every ailment. Billy becomes wealthy almost over night, winning the girl's hand when her father
finds that he cannot buy the formula.
In the end it is disclosed that a fifth ingredient which has been held responsible
for the curative properties of the medicine

is

faith.

VIOLA DANA IX

HOME STUFF

Manning and Phillip Sleeman. This feature provides good entertainment and
the story is clean from start to finish.
Briefly the story is that ot Madge Joy,
the little star of a tank-town troupe who
is cast out of her job only to find a home
in a farmer's household. A romance develops between the actress and the
farmer's son. The action then shifts to
Broadway, where years later the two
come together in. far more successful
stations of life, the girl as a Broadway
star and the farmer's boy as a successful playwright, and the realization
of
their romance is the culmination of an
interesting feature.

satirical

comedy with

Dana is very attractive in this
story which contains enough laughs and
bits of pathos to lift it above the usual
run of program features. The story has
been enhanced by the direction of Albert J.
Kelley, who has successfully

(EQUITY)
Miss Young scores again in the role
A
of a little French milliner.
pleasing romance, nicely acted,
with a wonderfully clever cast in
support. The subtitles by Sada
Gowan are gems. A Harry Garson production.

Viola

utilized every laugh-making opportunity
and at the same time has faithfully pre-

served the atmosphere of the rural and
Broadway locales in which the story is
laid.
The titles are clever and to the
point and the photography is in keeping
with the rest of the production.
Miss Dana is given competent support by the cast which includes Tom
dallery in the leading male role, Josephine Crowell. Xelson McDowell. Priscilla
Bonner, Robert Chandler. Aileen

w ith

the uncle.

Joseph Jefferson

contributes

a

You

you

are going to like
"Straight From Paris" after you have seen
the first few scenes, where it introduces
the star on an ocean liner, by showing you
two daintily slippered feet tripping down a
pair of stairs. And the feeling is strengthened when you are shown Bertram Grassby,
William Carlton and the others appearing
in her support, all sterling actors and each
very well cast in this Garson production.

The

feel

that

story starts on board an ocean liner,

bound for Paris, whence Lucette, a
York milliner, is going to purchase

Xew

ladies
the artisto-

Robert Van Austen, of
Austens, falls in love with the
They become engaged and
when it is discovered just who she is by

hats.
cratic

Van

pretty milliner.

pleasing

drunken father, who is
drowning his sorrow over the loss of his
wife.
The Fifth avenue shop scenes and
the elaborate ball room sets add weight to
the story and give it substantiality.
as

bit

Lucette's

IX

SALVAGE

STRAIGHT

a "Polly of

every class of theatre audience.

ever,

IX

FROM PARIS

the Circus" theme.
Well done
from the production standpoint
from the original story by Agnes
Johnston and Frank Dazey. Will
afford
good entertainment to

Van

PAULIXE FREDERICK
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG

(METRO)

A

Austen, there is a scene. HowRobert's uncle comes to the rescue,
and Lucette learns that Robert, despite his
protestations that she is the "only woman
he has ever loved," has been buying fans
and hats for a Broadway show girl, and
breaks with him. She finds happiness, how-

Mrs.

ever,

I

A

ROBERTSON-COLE)

stcry of mother love with Miss
Frederick playing two widely different roles.

An

excellent cast in
direction by

Splendid
Henry King.

support.

Adapted from the story by Daniel
Whitcomb, "Salvage" presents Pauline
Frederick in her most effective play in
some time. It is a story of mother love
Robertson-Cole star playing
one a tender, loving wife, and
the other a frivolous, drug-hungry woman
Both characters are very
of the slums.
with

the

a dual role,

well portrayed.

The

rather involved and una constant watch the
thread of it is soon lost.. Many twists
are given to it which, while logical
enough, tend to confuse rather than advance the original plot. Very beautiful
sets represent the interior of the Ridgeway home, and equally convincing scenes
of squalid city tenement quarters are
shown. The feature is in six reels.
less

story

one

is

keeps

Bernice Ridgeway leaves her wealthy
husband, Cyrus Ridgeway, after the birth
of her boy, which was born a cripple and

70

K \

taken away by the physician on Ridgeway's orders. She lives in the tenement
district,
where she becomes interested
in Ruth Martin, living in a squalid room
with her mother, across the hall.
Mrs.
Martin, overcome with humiliation at
stealing, kills herself in

rooms and

Mrs. Ridgeway's

is reported to Ridgeway that
dead. A cripple with a baby
is
befriended by Mrs. Ridgeway, who
assumes the name of Martin. The return of Martin from prison complicates
matters.
Word is brought to her that
Ridgeway is dying. She' goes to him
and learns that the cripple is an impostor and the baby is her own, an operation having cured the child.
Ridgeway dies and leaves the way clear for
her to marry Martin.
Milton Sills gives a fine characterization as Martin; Ralph Lewis is equally
effective as Ridgeway and Raymond Hatton clever a; the cripple.
Helen Stone
is an appealing little curly headed child
in the role of Ruth Martin.
Excellent
handling of the camera is shown in the
scenes wherein Miss Frederick appears
opposite herself.

his wife

it

is

SPECIAL CAST

IN'

T

I

>

parts

ORS H

of George
Melford
histrionic abilities
of

skill

and the
James Kirkwood and Ann Forrest.
Adapted by Sir Gibert
Parker from his novel "The
Money-Master."

George Meliord is to be congratulated
upon his seeming intent to produce only
worth-while motion picture stories.
His

E RA L D

successfully.

The

plot is laid in a quaint French- Canadian village and it dwells upon the vacuity
of the material props of existence. A large
cast aids in the telling of this interesting
romance, and the photography is up to the
usual Melford standard of excellency.
The production from the standpoint of
the box-office should register pleasing receipts and the names of Melford, Parker.
Forrest and Kirkwood have good exploita-

tion values.

The

picture is entertaining, wholesome
above the average in production, but

and

above

all

theme

its

•cope and the moral

worth-while both

is
it

in

points out.

THE
(

IN"

WOMAN

GOD CHANGED

COSMOPOLITAN'- PAR A MOL' NT)

Interesting story of a
regeneration, told
form. Has a unique
well balanced cast

produced.

Robert

cabaret girl's
in
narrative
scene, a
and is well
Vignola
G.

scene in which a woman is on trial
for murder.
There is a cut-back to the
events leading up to the trial the crime,
the girl's flight to Tahiti, her capture in
the South Pacific and return with the detective, a ship wreck in which she and the
detective are cast up on an island.
They
live together for three years.
His indifference ha"s turned to love and when escape
is possible he refuses to signal a passing
boat.
She lights the signal, however, because she feels it is her duty. McCarthy,
the detective tells the story on the stand

—

and the judge sets her free.
Seena Owen, as the dancing girl, gives a
remarkable performance.
She has ability
and personality and she makes the belief
of the reformation of Ann Jansen ring
E. K. Lincoln, as McCarthy the deLillian Walis consistently good.
ker. Henry Scdley, H. Cooper Cliffe, Paul
true.

tective,

Nicholson, Joseph Smiley and Templer
all contribute to the picture's success.
The picture has been given a splendid production. The scenes on the Bahama Islands
are especially pleasing and the interiors are

Saxe

Adapted from Donn
by Doty Hobart,

story

production
is

told

in

is

'unique

in

magazine
Cosmopolitan

Byrne's
this

many

respects.

First of the Series, "God's
Country and The Law,"
Is Completed
The

first

of the

James Oliver Curwood

Arrow

Corporation,
Film
"God's Country and the Law," has been
completed in the Maine woods by Pine
Tree Pictures, Inc. It is scheduled for
for

series

early publication.

Miss Leslie in Lead
Gladys Leslie is the star of

It

narrative form, starting with a

I'rban's best stvle.

Arrow Will Publish
Curwood Film Soon

trial

directed.

fune 18, 1921

trial

in

PARAMOUNT)

story of French-Canadian
illuminated by the fine direc-

torial

1

I

themes all bespeak an appeal to the best
elements of life, and in depicting them he
renders the screen, not only good entertainment but elevating thought. This is a
story that allows strong dramatic situations
and excellent atmosphere. James Kirkwood
has an excellent part in the role of the
egotistical money-lender, who later turns
pbilosopher.
Alice Hollister as his wife
and Ann Forrest as the daughter live their

A human
life

I

SPECIAL CAST

A WISE FOOL
i

I

ture.

Her supporting

this

pic-

cast includes Wil-

liam H. Tooker, Cesare Gravina, Fred C.
Jones and Hope Sutherland.
Tooker, Cravina and Jones, according
to the Arrow announcement, have noteworthy screen and stage careers behind
them and each of them has. before joining the Pine Tree Pictures organization,
played important roles in productions of
the leading motion picture companies.
Olcott Is Directing

The supervising
ture and
series

is

director of

most likely for the
Sidney Olcott. As

director he has become well
the past several years for his

this picrest of the
a dramatic

known

in

work with

Famous Players-Lasky.
Dr.

W.

E. Shallenberger, president of

Arrow, who has made a number of trips
to Maine during the making of this picauthority for the statement that
brim full of action and the much
sought
Curwood atmosphere
woods,
virile characters and all sorts of animal
life that make up the setting of a Curture, is
it

is

—

wood production.

Second David Butler Film
Being Produced an Coast
The

for

"Bing-Bang-Boom," David

Butler's second

feature for First National

cast

and work is
Hollywood.
Claire Anderson will be given the femi-

distribution, has been selected

under way

in

nine role opposite Butler.
Carl Stockdale
and William Walling, both former San
Francisco stock players also have important
parts.
Kate Toncry, well known Griffith
player, has been given a big role in the new

A

scene

from "The

Woman God

directed

Changed," the new Cosmopolitan production
by Robert G. Vignola (Paramount).

production while others assigned important
parts are Bert Hadley, Edward Wallack
and William Duvaull. Fred J. Butler i^
father and director of the star.

June

18.
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coast with a coat of tan, but no news to
give out at the present.
He hinted that
But
he had closed some big contracts.
what's the use if we can't publish the same.
* * *

New York

Little Ole

Tom Geraghty- is scheduled to go to London to look over affairs at the English
studio of the Famous Players-Lasky organization.
There is no truth in the report that his mission is to start a local
branch of the Sinn Fein in George's city.
»

*

*

VuciNLA Bell, who made

Marx S. Nathan is announced as the
Hew York manager and the head of the
Eastern division of the F. B. Warren
Corporation. Mr. Xathan has been associated with Mr. Warren for three years,
as New York manager for both Hodkin-

and Associated Producers and is
rated by the head of his company as the
ablest local manager in the New York
son

territory.

*

*

*

Senator "Jim mie Walker sure knocked
them dead with his "trustification" sturt at
the exhibitors' luncheon in his honor. Harry
Buxbaum took it all in with a smile.
*

*

*

"Peck's

Bad

Boy"

*

*

*

Frank Brady, one

of

the first string
rapidly recovering from
a recent auto wreck.
The car is still under the weather.
* * *

Metro

publicists,

is

Owen Moore

had a two thousand dollar
from him at a Mineola hotel.
The hotel owner offered Mr. Moore one
week's room rent free in exchange for his
ring stolen

loss.

*

Jackie Coogan attended a performance
of

Mrs. Gish, the mother of the Griffith
stars. Lillian and Dorothy, is recuperating in a private hospital from a nervous
break-down.

at

B.

F.

Kieth's

Eighty-first Street theatre this week, and
a speech in appreciation of the work
of the star in the film.
* * *

made

William A. Johnston, Arthur James.
S. Jay Kaufman. Dorothy Herzog. Bihe
Dudley, Tim Leahy, Gertrude Chase.
Lillian Gale, and some other lesser lights
the press, gathered about the festal
board to sup with Mary Miles Minter. her
mother, and her sister ere they departed for
a vacation in Europe.

of

*

*

"Bob" Priest has been nominated for
membership on the Board of Directors of
the General Division of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.

The

right

man

*

*

*

"Dream

Street."

*

Arthur

S.

Kane

*
is

*

back from the climat"

a

hit

*

*

*

Maclyn Arbuckle

has been added to the
supporting cast of Marion Davies' latest
Cosmopolitan feature which is being diMr. Arbuck'.e
rected by Albert Capellani.
is as well liked on the screen as he is on
the stage.
*

*

*

Robert Kane, of the Famous Player*
producing forces, is to go west to help mak
more of a demand for Mr. Eastman's well
product, now that the Astoria studio
be on the shelf for the next six
months.

known
is

to

*

*

*

Harry Leonhardt and Charles Rogers

in the right place.

Albert Grey, friend wife, and Carol
Dempster of the Griffith outfit will return from abroad the last of this month.
While in foreign climes Mr. Grey arranged
for the showing of "Way Down East" and

quite

through doing a dancing specialty with the
last Ziegfeld Midnight Frolics, is the most
Miss
recent recruit to the silver screen.
Bell has been engaged for a prominent part
in a Famous Plavers-Lasky special feature.

are the recent returned travelers from the
West Coast Business took them away
and the same answer brought them back to
the bright lights.
* * *

There may be a harder working director
of publicity than Leo Pollock, but we doubt
it.
In fact, he grabs more space than all
the Hearst publications print in a month.
* * *

Rumor

Elliott Dexter, the
soon blossom out at
Dexhis own production unit.
ter has a large following throughtout the
country mainly due to his fine work in
many of the Cecil B. DeMille special feahas

Paramount
the head of

it

that

star,

will

tures.

*

*

*

Harry* _0. Hoyt, who became famouthrough his work directm- "The Rider of
the King Log" for Associated Exhibitors,
is shortly to start the production of Sinclair Lewis' novel ''Free Air" for the Outlook Photoplay Corporation. The feature
will be filmed in the vastness of Glacier
tional Park.

Na-

Pathe Report Declares
Derrand Nearly Exhausts
"Daredevil Jack" Supply
With the world's championship fight
near at hand Pathe reports that the de-

mand

prints pf Jack Dempsey's
"Daredevil Jack." has virtually
Exchange manexhausted the supply.
agers report to the home office that the
for

serial.

is packing houses.
pointed out that many exhibitor*
are showing two and three episodes at
one performance so that the final chapter
can be exhibited on the dav of the fight.
July 2.
Enterprising theatre men are arranging with newspapers to supply bulletins
on the day of the fight, thus affecting a
which should result in record
tieup
crowds.

picture
It is

Blotcky Rejoins Warren
KANSAS CITY. MO. — Benjamin
Blotsky.
F.

son

and

signed

Larry Semon

in a

scene from
Nichols

his latest
is

Vitagraph comedy. "The Fall Guy."
his

leading lady.

Norma

for

Warren

B.

as

A.

five years associated with
in the Goldwyn. HodkinP. organizations, has re-

local A. P. manager
local office for the

opening the

Warren Corporation.

and

is

F.

B.
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Forecasts Greatest
Year for Industry

Holmes is Manager
Of Orient Company

Victor B. Fisher Looks for
Better Pictures and More

Concern to Distribute Films
In Japan, China, India

Business

and Manila

Victor B. Fisher, general manager of
Associated
Photo-Plays,
Inc..
reports
that conditions are improving, and that
he looks forward to a year that has never
been equalled in the film industry.

E. S.

by A. H. Woollacott and a number
prominent Los Angeles business men
for the purpose of distributing motion

ized

Spencer Productions,

work on their next
starring Mary Anderson.
at

Inc.,

feature picture

"Business cannot be so bad,

if we have
busy on the west
coast, supplying us with pictures, and
the state right buyers throughout the
country taking our entire output."

two producing

Young

units

Chief Camerarran
for Hines Productions

Hal Young, one of the best known

cameramen

the

industry, his profesfrom 1910 when he
joined Sidney Olcott International Productions, has been signed by C. G. Burr,
president of Mastodon Fiims, Inc.. to
supervise the photography on the series
of Johnny Hines' feature productions,
the first of which, tentatively titled "Bum
in

pictures in the Orient.

Mr. Holmes states that the Orient corporation has completed arrangements to
distribute films in the Orient, including
Japan, China. India. Manila, etc., under
the same distribution methods that exist
in the United States. Exchanges are being opened at the present time which will
be in charge of experienced American
and foreign representatives.

Arrangements

HUGH WILEY

the coast we are also busy. 'Thei
Ghost City,' featuring Helen Holmes,
has just been completed and work has
started on other productions. Cliff Smith,
who is producing a series of eight pictures for us, has started work on his
second feature under the working title
of 'Hoofs and Horns.' Our other prounit,

of

Working

"On

is

film dis-

has been selected to fill the position of
business manager for Orient Pictures
Corporation, a company recently organ-

Business Is Satisfactory

ducing

in

tribution circles for the past nine years,

"I sincerely think," he said, "that during the coming year there will be more
business, better pictures and le>s worry
than ever before. 1 can certainly say that
I am entirely satisfied with the business
that we have done in the past few weeks.
It seems to me as though there is a feeling of goodwill and prosperity in the air.
"George M. A. Fecke of Boston, Sam
Zicler of New York, Gene Marcus, of
Philadelphia, and L. C. Baxley of Dallas, Tex., all big men in the independent
held, have purchased our entire product
for the ensuing year. These men did not
seem to be 'down in the mouth' and fretting about conditions.

Studios Are

Holmes, well known

Cf Saturday Evening Post fame, who is now
writing the story for a new Marshall Neilan
production, for First National.

Neilan Now Working on
His Next Feature Film
Neilan has started work on
production for Associated First

Mar-ball
In-

mxt

National.

The

title

prominent
Rockliffe

new

film will

In the cast are such

"Bits of Life."

l>e

of the

players

as

Fred

Burton,

James Bradbury,

Fellows,

Jr..

and others.
The story represents the
combined efforts of Hugh Wiley, Walter
Trumbull, Thomas McMarrow and Neilan.

Xeilan's recent production, "The Lotus
Eater," starring John Rarrymore, is being completed on the Coast.

sional career dating

Careth Hughes Featured
in Metro's "The Hunch"

have

been

completed

with Associated Producers and several
other producers for the exclusive distribution of all their*picturcs in the Orient.
The home office of Orient Pictures
Corporation is located at 302-:>l() Stock
Exchange building, Los Angeles.

Announces Strong Cast
For Marion Davies Film
Cosmopolitan

Productions announces
a strong cast has been assembled
Marion Davies' new starring vehicle,
"The Young Diana," by Marie Corelli.
In support of Miss Davies arc Forrest
Stanley, Maclyn Arbuckle, Pedro de Cordoba and Gipsy O'Brien. The picture is
being directed by Albert Capellani.
The settings, being built by the Costhat
tor

mopolitan Productions scenic staff under
the direction of Joseph Urban, will exceed in magnificence anything hitherto
shown on the screen, it is said.

Personal Appearance of
Linder Attracts Crowds
Max

the direction of
will be assisted

"The Hunch" is a comedy-drama from
In it Mr.
the story by Percival Wilde.
Hughes is seen as a broker inclined toward speculation and endowed with more
imagination than tangible assets.

the French comedian,
personal appearance in
New York recently at Fox's Washington
theatre in connection with the exhibition
of his latest comedy, "Seven Years' Bad
Luck."
The standing room only sign
was placed in the lobby early in the eve»
ning. according to Manager Ben Leo.
"Be My Wife" is the title of Linder's
next production.

Reports Good Business
Despite Summer Season

Gloria Swanson's Next

Aywon

Graphic Film Corporation, distributing
Ivan Abramson's "Mother Eternal" in
Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey, announces that in spite of the
summer season the picture is doing a
tremendous business at every theatre it

Gloria Swanson has started on "The
Shulamite" for Paramount with Mahlon
Hamilton as leading man. The cast also
includes Russell Simpson and Lillian
Leighton.
"The Shulamite" was scenarized by J. E. Nash from the play by
Edward Knoblock and Claude Askew
and the novel by Alice and Claude Askew.

'em up Barnes."

in production under
George A. Beranger. He
by Neil Sullivan, former
staff
photographer,
U.
N.
S.
Mine
Sweeper Division, and more recently
with Master Films.
is

plays.

The U. S. theatre. Paterson, N. J.,
played "Mother Eternal" one week. In
Manhattan. Brooklyn and the Bronx it s
said that "Moter Eternal" is packing the
:

theatres to their

full

capacities.

Gareth Hughes

CROOKSVILLE.

O.

Film

bow

as

is

"The Shulamite"

Building Modern Structure
McARTHUR. O.— A modern theatre
be erected in Main street by F. C.

Taylor of Rutland.

— Improvements

made at the Opera House by Fred
E. and F. R. Gross, who have just purI. E. and Henry
Goodman of Zanesville.

his

featured player in special Metro productions in his forthcoming film, "The
Hunch," a George Baker production.

Fine Art Incorporates

will be

chased the theatre from

make

a

will

To Remodel Opera House

will

FRESNO. CAL.— Fine
tions

has

Art

Produc-

capitalized at
incorporation papers.

$150,000,

Company,

filed

made

Linder,

his

first

to Issue Pictures
Starring Will Rogers, Jr.

Melvin

Hirsh,

son

of

Nathan Hirsh,

Aywon

Film Corporation,
who is in charge of the company's business during his father's trip to Europe,
announces the forthcoming publication
of two series of pictures, one featuring
"Snowy" Baker, and the other Will
Rogers, Jr., son of the Goldwyn star.
Col. William N. Selig is making the
Baker pictures.
president

of

Weissman With Warren
BOSTON. MASS.— Alexander
man, New York state salesman

Weissfor

As-

Producers, Inc., has arrived
sociated
here as New England manager for the
F. B. Warren Corporation, with his office
in Boston. He has been with F. B.
ren two years.

War-

Tune

18.
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UNIVERSAL FILM COMPANY PRESENTS THREE STARS

Left to right

— Gertrude

Mc Creery.
productions.

Olmstead. Mary Philbur. and Joey

Mary Miles Minter

is

Representing
Los Angeles in Europe

Officially

When Mary

Miles Minter left Los AnEuropean tour she carried
with her 1.000 silk poppies. These were
given her by the Los Angeles Chamber

geles for her

of

Commerce

to

various celebrities

be

distributed

whom

she

is

to

the

expected

to meet.

Through an act of the Chamber of
Commerce. Miss Minter was designated
the official representative of Los Angeles
and received the personal congratula-

Mayor Snyder, who stopped his
executive work long enough to prepare
tions of

and present to her letters to King Albert of Belgium, the Prince of Wales.
King George. Lord Mayor of London.
President Poincaire, Mayor of Paris, and
all

American consuls with
come in contact.

the

will

whom

she

Edna Murphy and Walker
Will Co-Star with Fox
William Fox announces the addition of
two more stars to his constellation. They
are Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker.
These young people were recently sent
to California to be featured together in
pictures.
But they have made such a
success, it is said, in their first product'on, "Live Wires." that Mr. Fox has
decided to co-star them.
TAhey have
begun work on their second picture at
the Fox stud'o in Hollvwood.

King to Direct

First

Barthelniess Feature
Richard Barthelmess'

first

picture for

Inspiration Pictures, Inc., to be distrib-

uted through

Associated First National
to be directed by Henry
King.
The vehicle. "Tolable David."
written by Joseph Hergestieimer. is to
be filmed in the mountains of West VirPictures. Inc.,

ginia.

is

all

prize

winners,

and now appearing

in

Universal

Noted Authors Supply Stories for
Two-Reel Dramas for Educational
Educational Film Exchanges announces
that

distribute

will

it

during

the

new

year a series of two-reel dramas of feature caliber with all the heart appeal and
action

of

a

five-reel

These
Selig and

Stories

be based on well
famous authors as
James Oliver Curwood. Gilbert Parker.
E. Phillips Oppenheim. Winston Churchill
and others of national and world
renown.

The
the

stories providing the scenarios for

dramas are complete novels, so

one of the
production
to

aim

will

of such

two

difficult
is

tasks involved in their

that of keeping

reels.

that

How

them down

well the producers

to accomplish this task, however,

shown

in

the

first

two

is

of the pictures,

which have been completed. Each tells
the entire story, strikingly and with the
fastest action, without any suggestion of
lagging or footage.
First

Two

Completed

"The Northern Trail." from Curwood's
"The Wilderness Mai!." and "The
Policeman and the Baby," by Clarence
L. Cullen. are the two pictures which
have been finished. Those who have seen
them have been impressed by the difference in subject and general character.
The lighter trend of the latter play, in
which the policeman fails to recognize
his own infant child and attempts to care
for it as an abandoned baby, is in striking contrast to the deep tragedy of "The
story

Northern Trail."
Exceptionally fine work has been done
Curwood picture by Lewis Stone.
Ethel Grev Terrv and Wallace Beery.

in the

Drama

is

Given Premiere in West
Mack

by Famous Authors

specials

known works

Fair.

First Sennett

Specials."

S.

These

Beerv and Elinor

picture.

dramas to be produced by
Rork will mark the return of the "Dia-

mond

In
It was directed by Bertram Bracken.
"The Policeman and the Baby." which
also was directed by Mr. Bracken, the
cast includes William Desmond. Wallace

Sennett's

first

serious photoplay.

Based on a timely theme and sub-titled.
"A Play of Today." recently was given
its premiere at the Mission theatre. Los
Angeles, following an intensive campaign
in

which Manager Harry David over-

looked no reasonable means to establish
the revolutionary character of Sennett's

"Heartbalm."

Among the many mediums of exploitation given to disseminating the revolutionary character of Mack Sennett's new
in picture making, was a souvenir program in which the aims, plans
and purposes of the producer of "Heart-

departure

balm" were engagingly

set forth.

International Completes
Film Starring Barry nr. ore
Photographing of "Boomerang Bill."
Cosmopolitan production, has been
completed at International Film Studios,
and the director. Tom Terriss. is now
engaged upon cutting the production.
"Boomerang Bill." in which Lionel Barrymore plays the title role, was adapted
by Doty Hobart from a story by Jack
Boyle, author of the "Boston Blackie"

a

stories.

It

is

a tale of the underworld.

Marguerite ^larsh
feminine role.

plays

the

leading

To Build Bronx Playhouse

NEW

YORK.

X. Y.— Plans have been
one story store and theatre
be built at Burnside and
Creston avenues, the Bronx, and to cost

for a
building to
filed

$250,000.
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Sameth Will Publish
Claire

"Wet Gold"

Whitney Films
Be Available

J.

Joseph

t

Sameth. president of ForInc., announces
place on the state right mar-

ket a series of twelve two-reel

featuring

"Wet Gold," the J. Ernest Williamson
under-sea picture which Goldwyn has ac-

Distributors,

hat he will

Claire

Whitney

and

that

Robert

it

is

absolutely

essential

that

all

to

the

of the pictures that

we

release

meet with universal approval.''
After investigating the possibilities of
the independent market, Hal. Benedict,
who will produce this series, got in touch
with Mr. Sameth.
Negotiations were
closed and Forward Film Distributors,
will

one a month.
Produce on Long Island
"I wish to state," said Mr. Benedict,
"that I will produce positively the best
to be had in two-reel features. Expense
means nothing, as we have the backing
Inc. will publish

substantiate all claims for elaborate
production. Our producing unit will be
located at the Benedict studios, at College Point, Long Island.
are assured
that the cooperation that we will receive
from this end will help to make this
series a big bet for the independent exchanges."
to

We

"Over the Hill" Will Play
at Park Through Summer
Despite a rumor to the contrary, "Over
the Hill," which for nine months has
enjoyed remarkable patronage at one
Broadway house after another in its Xew
York run, will not leave the Park theatre in the near future, but will continue
at that playhouse at least until September 1. The plans for its habitat beyond
that date have not been completed.

first

showing

at

the
it

is

have created an unusual interest
in its under-water photography, its illustrations of the methods of operating a submarine and its dramatic ItOry.
Exhibitors are showing a keen interest
in this photoplay, it is said, and the early
first
run bookings cover the entire consaid

independent exchanges the
material that can be booked to the first
run houses. To do this we must be sure
to

its

California theatre, Los Angeles, where

Benedict to Produce
"In building a state right distributing
organization," says Mr. Sameth, "I believe

was given

quired,

pictures

Emmett Keane.

give

Opening

Country Have Booked
Under-Sea Film

Exchanges
ward Film

1921

Run Playhouses Over

First

to

18.

Creates

Interest at

Twelve Two-Reel Features
Will

June

to

tinent.

Among
"Wet

FLORENCE LEE
And "Brownie," the Universal-Century comedy
dog, soon to be seen in "Society Dogs," directed

by Fred Fishback.

the

Gold."

important

first

Goldwyn

bookings for

announces

tin

Strand theatre. Atlanta; Criterion, ChattaMooga Republic, Jacksonville, la. Strand.
Haverhill, Mass.; Avon, Utica, N. V.;
Princess, Springfield, O.
Colonial. Akron,
O.
Alhambra, Canton. 0. Allen, Cleveland
Grecian. El Paso: Broadway. Muskogee Liberty. Kansas City. Mo. Superba,
San Diego; Lyric, Reading. Pa.; Poli's in
Scranton and in Wilkes-Barrel
Loew's
I

:

.

:

:

;

"Screen Snapshots" to
Include News Views of

;

;

Interest to the Public
"Screen
Snapshots,"
distributed
by
Federated Film Exchanges and produced
by Jack Cohn and Louis Lewyn, will include

hereafter

in

addition

to

intimate

scenes of motion picture folk latest news

;

Oakland and

State in

in

Sacramento; Lib-

Fresno; Rialto. San Francisco; Liberty, San Jose; Majestic. Portland, Ore.:
Park. Roanoke; Casino, Salt Lake City;
Strand. Boise City, Idaho; Palace, Cedar
Rapids, la.; Lyric, Albuquerque. N". M.
erty,

shots.

For the second issue special views of
Dempsey have been obtained. In

Lee Ferguson Leaves

Jack
the

same publication

will

be

May

Collins, the screen player
gagement to Charlie Chaplin

shots

Go

With Fan Publication

been

Lee S. Ferguson, who has edited
Franchise, the semi-monthly publication
for Associated First National, has bought
an interest in Motion Picture Life, the
exhibitors' new co-operative fan magazine.
He resigned from First National,
effective June 1, to assume the general
management of Motion Picture Life, of
which Louis Marangella i- business man-

has

reported.

Ten Stanley Houses Play
Griffith Film same Week
Stanley Booking Company of Philadelphia has arranged with Carroll Trowbridge, assistant general sales manager
of United Artists, to play day and date
"Dream
Griffith
picture,
the D. W.
the company's ten most important theatres the entire week of June
Street."

First National to

of

whose en-

in

ager.

Another executive of the organization
is

Flugene Clifford.

publicity

Motion

13.

The theatres that will run the production during that week are the Palace in
Market street; the Imperial in West

offices

New

at

Jr.,

department
Picture
4T

West

/ormcrly of the

of First

National.

has established
Forty-second street,

Life

York.

Philadelphia; the Allegheny in the Ken-ington section; the Empress in Manayunk; the Broadway in South Philadelphia; the Grand in Camden, the Virginia
in
Atlantic City; the Washington in
Chester and the Rialto in West Chester.
They also booketl the picture for their
Victoria theatre in Harrisburg.

Ethel Dura Assigned
to

Cosmopolitan Cast

Cosmopolitan

Productions

announces

an addition to the cast of "Back Pay," a
Fannie Hurst story being directed by
Frank Borzage, in the person of Ethel
Dura, an actress new to the screen.
Miss Dura is a product of one of the
Xew York dramatic schools and has had
some experience on the speaking stage.
She was chosen for her new role because
the managment of Cosmopolitan Productions found in her the essentials of a good
actress.

Stahl Leases Webster
HAROLD GOODWIN
In a scene from "Hearts of

Youth

(Fox).

ST. LOUIS. MO.— The Webster theatre and airdome at Twelfth and Clinton
streets have been leased from W. W.
Graham by Maurice Stahl and associates.

A

scene from D'Annunzio's "The Ship," recently
acquired by Goldwyn. Ida Rubenstein has the
chief role.

June-
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Competing Concerns Cooperate

in

Selling Pictures Starring Fighters
A system of business reciprocity by
which both the Robertson-Cole and
Pathe companies will benefit has been
devised by the officials of those concerns.
It has been arranged as a spur to bookings on "The Wonder Man," starring
Georges Carpentier, and "Dare Devil
Dempsey in
Robertson-Cole made

Jack," a serial with Jack

the

leading

the

role.

Demsey

sponsor for the

Pathe

and

subject

Carpentier

stands

feature.

Salesmen Are Instructed

As Carpentier and Dempsey are to
meet in Jersey City on July 2 for the
heavyweight championship, there has
been a tremendous amount of public in-

known

actor

take

to

the

part

of

the

master crook.

The larger share of the interiors will
be taken at the MacCullough studios in
Chicago and a number of the exteriors
will be shot in the famous sand dunes
of Indiana and the Forest Preserve district.

Plan

Work

in

Florida

Arrangements have been made

to pro-

duce a number of the episodes in Fine
Arts City, Jacksonville, Fla., but it is
believed that nearly all the time until
early fall will be consumed in and about
Chicago.
The serial will be disposed of on the
state right basis through William Ganz,
507 Fifth avenue, Mr. MacCullough's New

York

representative.

terest in the activities of the rival pugi-

After a conference with the Pathe
Rogers, general
R.
Charles
manager of Robertson-Cole, announced
that he would immediately instruct all
of his salesmen throughout the country
not only to push "The Wonder Man" to
the utmost, but also to recommend that
exhibitors to whom they rented the Carfor
contract
also
production
pentier
"Dare Devil Jack."
Pathe, according to the agreement with
Robertson-Cole, did likewise, advising all
exhibitors who rented "Dare Devil Jack"
lists.

officials,

Milton
of

Sills

the

looks on while Betty Compson, star
picture, "At the End of the
her. fortune told.

Paramount

World," has

Enhance Christie Lot

With Enclosed

Stage

Working

Space to
Be Provided by This

Additional

Improvement
A1 Christie turned the
of

earth

in

first

shovelful

cement
new roofed stage which will
the

holes

for

the

bases of a
be a valuable addition to the Christie's
comedy-making establishment in Los
The new plans call for the
Angeles.

enflosing of one
already erected, which, in
its finished state, will furnish added enclosed working space 160 by 70 feet.
Demands Are Increasing
This improvement is made necessary

complete roofing and
of the stages

by the increasing demands for more
completely closed-in stage, in addition to
settings for one and two-reel
terior
comedies, on which the Christies are at
present devoting their entire attention.
The plant already includes one large
completely closed in stage, in addition to
the big open stages which accommodate
sets enough for four companies.

In this
to take "The Wonder Man."
way Robertson-Cole was assisting Pathe

and Pathe aiding Robertson-Cole, creating a system of reciprocity that is good
to see in the film industry where rivalries are so keen.

Both Men

The

Considerable footage is devoted in
both productions to scenes showing
Carpentier and Dempsey in action. Their
attacH and defense, their footwork, their
judgment of distance and timing of their
blows all are problems of surpassing interest

women

Improvement

Is

Planned

practice driving cage is now the
best in the West, according to Morrison,
and a valuable adjunct to the studio,
according to Al Christie, who states that
it affords facilities for the thirty or more
golf players in the Christie organization
who can take their practice without leavIt is practically a club
ing the studio.

The

room.

Name

Atlanta Manager
ATLANTA. GA.—John C. Shannon,
who

left the Dallas managership for Associated Producers, Inc., becomes Atlanta manager for the F. B. Warren Corporation, with jurisdiction over the entire
Southern States. He has been with F. B.
Warren three vears.

the sportsmen
today.

to
of

and

sports-

Something Different
in Serial Is Planned
Be Shot at the
MacCullough Studios in

Interiors

is

motion

Action

for by booking both productions they
are able to show their patrons both Carpentier and Dempsey in action.

Another big improvement

at the studio
the enclosed golf driving cage, completed under the direction of Alex Morrison, golf professional, who posed for
picture.
Educational's slow "Golf."

in

exhibitors in turn are benefiting,

to

which

serial

different"

final

will

capture of a master criminal

escapes, and is said to
abound in action and suspense. There is,
too. woven in a love story of great pos-

although this

is

secondary to

the principal theme.

Cast

put up a $250,000

You will be glad to know that
your special feature subject,
"BLACK BEAUTY," proved a very
great financial success at my
theatre.

For the first time in six years,
broke the policy of my theatre
by playing "BLACK BEAUTY"
one entire week. We never played a feature more than three days.
I

I
am pleased to say that
"BLACK BEAUTY" not only
filled my house but a large crowd
filled my lobby and stood in line

outside the theatre every one of
the six nights the picture was
playing.

Apart from the satisfactory boxalmost the largest

office receipts,

in six years,

I

feel

that

"BLACK

BEAUTY"
for

my

has created a good will
theatre, as never before

Is

more favorable comment.

Besides, a great

this

frequent

sibilities

will

Seventh street opposite the

tion or

consist of fifteen two-reel episodes.
The story hinges around the pursuit
after

in

is

Cullough studios the fifteenth of
month. As outlined at present, it

and

playhouse
Olympic.

by

described as "someproducer, Jack
its
MacCullough, will be begun at the Mac-

A

CINCINNATI, O.— Columbia Amusement Company

have I shown a picture which
gave such entire general satisfac-

Chicago
thing

Columbia Amusement to
Put Up $250,000 House

Chosen

France, Stanley Wheyman
and Willard Burt have already been
named by Mr. MacCullough for important parts in the forthcoming serial
and negotiations are now on with a well-

visited the

many

people

house who seldom ever

come

to a theatre in this part of
the city.

"BLACK BEAUTY"

is

a picture

which everybody should
every exhibitor be proud

to show.

like

and

Every theatre should make very
big money with it as I did.

Yours

Hermina

J. C.

truly,

BRADY,

Prop.

MADISON THEATRE, TORONTO
— Advertisement.
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Place 13 Point Plan
Into Effect Shortly
After July

Pictures Will

1

Reviewed By Editorial
Committee
The National Association

of the

announces that its
observance of the
thirteen points of motion picture production will be put into effect on July I.
for enforcing the

Pictures

made

after

that

date

will

provisions of

the pre-release review plan which was
originally
drafted
and adopted three
months ago by the committee of fifteen
of which Adolph Zukor was chairman.

Have Right
The

Appeal
committee will be com-

editorial

Industry.
In the event of the rejection of a picture by the committee, it will be reviewed by a committee of appeals
composed of the heads of the various
companies, nine of whom will constitute
a quorum and five a majority.

State Right

Men

Pleased

With "Supreme Passion"
State right buyers
ert

W.

Priest's

which was given a successful premiere at
the Euclid Avenue opera house, Cleveland,
have spoken highly of it and have commented favorably upon the prevalence of
exploitation possibilities.
The production
makes an especial appeal to women.
Mr. Priest expects an early closing of
all territories

Two

on

players in the cold North.

his picture.

scenes from the

Famous

Almanac.
George R. Meeker, general manager,
has obtained a fifty-two weeks' booking at

Hearst Story Gives
Valuable Exploitation
Paramount Reports Return
Bookings on "Treasure
Island"
Paramount announces

that

exhibitors

served by the Hearst dailies
have been rebooking Maurice Tourneur's
"Treasure Island," due to the publication
in

the

Criterion

the

Rialto

Strand

cities

of the story of the search of a party of

Xi w Yorkers for the $150,000,000 treasure believed to be buried on the Cocos
Island just off the Pacific Coast of

theatre,

and

Rivoli

Philadelphia;

in

New

York,

the

the

circjit

Hippodrome

Shea's

California

with

follow;

to

Brooklyn; the "Stanley

in

Buffalo;

in

San
Francisco and others of equal importance
scattered throughout the country.
It is expected that the entire territory
of the United States and Canada will be
theatre

in

closed shortly. The foreign field is being looked after by Inter-Ocean.
Mr. Tony Sarg has been the recipient
of congratulations from a number of theatrical celebrities for his laugh compelling contributions to the screen. Among

them

were

Maude Adams and David

Warfield, who in his comment said:
"They are the funniest and most artistic
things I have yet seen on the screen."
The third of the series is "Why They
Love Cavemen," which will be presentc-d
for the first time on June 10 at the Criterion. The National Board of Review
in passing on these pictures put them at
the head of the preferred class.

Panama.

The

first

installments

of

the

story

have appeared and more are to follow.
They renew the interest in the Peruvian
gold story, which has thrilled the world
intermittently since 1820.
By a coincidence the story which first inspired
Stevenson to write his novel, acts as an
aid to Paramount's picture version many

years

later.

The
i>

story, as run in the Hearst papers,
illustrated with stills from the picture.

who have viewed Rob-

"The Supreme Passion,"

ai the large theatres and circuits
of the country have booked Tony Sarg's

Mr. Burr announces that he is in
of
a
popularity
survey
made in Iceland. The results, he
says, point to Hines and Dorothy
Leeds as the most popular screen

of

posed of one representative each of the
producing
and
distributing
company
members of the National Association.
Pictures which are passed by this committee will carry, in- the main title, notice
to the effect that it has been approved
by the editorial committee of the National Association of the Motion Picture

Two Weeks
Many

receipt

be

reviewed by the editorial committee of
the National Association and must conform, it is announced, to the restrictions
imposed by the various provisions embodied in the thirteen point>.
Provisions Are Ratified
This was agreed upon at a recent
meeting of the producers' division.
Resolutions were passed at the meeting ratifying the essential

of Criterion for Fifty-

laugh?
Johnny
Hines,
according
to
Charles
Burr,
C.
producer of
Torchy comedies, which are distributed by Educational.

tion Picture Industry

l>lan

Tony Sarg's Almanac
Novelty Will Be on Program

What makes an Eskimo

Mo-

1921

18,

Large Theatres Book

Eskimaux Are a Cold
Audience But Johnny
Draws Their Laughs

Be

June

Holah Named Manager
CLEVELAND,

O.— C.

E.

(Doc)

Holah. a native Clevelander, has arrived
here as manager for the F. B. Warren
Corporation in Northern Ohio. He has
been affiliated with First National and
resigned as Selznick Pittsburgh manager
to join the

Warren

organization.

Players' British production, "Appearances,"

Donald

Crisp.

Kducational Film Gets
12 All-Star

Comedies

two-reel

comedies!
This is the latest acquisition made by
Kducational Film Exchanges.
This new lin*c of comedies, being produced by the California Production Corporation, will be distributed by Educational during the next year, the pictures
to be published one each month.
The
all-star cast includes, so far, such wellknow actors as Louise Fazenda, Chester Conklin, Neely Edwards, Charlotte
Mcrriam, Eddy Baker and Baby John
Henry, Jr. The entire group of players
will appear in each of the pictures, which
are to be known as "Punch Comedies."
I

'welve

all-star

"The Love Egg"

is

the

first

of the

new

series.

written

by

Edward Knoblock and

directed

by

—
Jufte

18,

—

—
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Crisis in the

Motion Picture Industry
W. W.

By
eventful changes
the motion
THAT
picture industry are taking place

Hodkinson

This

another of the series
of interesting articles by Mr.
Hodkinson on the question of
His long exfilm distribution.
important
in
this
perience
branch of the industry merits
him an audience among the
thinking men of the business,
both producers and exhibitors.
In the light of many recent developments, Mr. Hodkinson's
have been given an
articles
added importance. The Edi-

is

now

recognized by

:.ll

Each individual

is

How

This
will this affect me?
an attempt to answer that quesendeavor to enlighten, e en

asking:
article is
tion
an

—

though

,

am

I

not always

successful

in

satisfying the enquirer.

The one

big outstanding fact which
confronts us today is this:
The producer and the exhibitor are at war with
Irresponsible leadership on
each other.
the producer's part and the inability to
more
than
look after his own individdo
ual problems on the part, of the exhibitor
are the main reasons for the lack of sympathy between the two branches at the
present time.
Friction has resulted because in the
majority of cases the producer holds the
balance of power over the exhibitor
and misuses it! The producer knows that
he cannot leave himself at the mercy of
the exhibitor for the simple reason that,
naturally enough, the exhibitor's chief
concern is his own interests.
And so
widely at variance are the interests of
the exhibitors that under existing condi-

is

—

is rather a late cry. Furtherapt to be a futile thing, for
the different factions in the industry are
hardly likely to meet— and candor compels the admission that if they do, wisdom
is not apt to prevail.

This

things.

more,

it

is

*

*

*

tions anything like

to

on

—and

to definitely forecast for that rea-

*

*

*

THESE

facts are so obvious that they
are
already recognized, and their
recognition and realization at once suggest the remedy.
Motion picture distribution must go into
the hands of absolutely neutral agencies.
The marketing of product must be done
by concerns of unquestioned integrity,
possessed of the necessary technical
knowledge to insure their supplying the
exhibitor and his public with the best
motion pictures that it is possible to produce. And in order to do this there must

be within these organizations

men

with

a comprehensive knowledge of showmanshin, capable of working hand in hand
with the producers to create pictures of
merit.
I
use the words "unquestioned integrity" advisedly, for it must lie within
the province of such organizations as
these to see that a fair and equitable
relationship is maintained between the
exhibitor and the producer a relationship which will permit of the producer's
making worthy pictures and receiving an
adeouate financial return on his investment and which will insure the exhibitor
a supply of quality product-'ons that will
maintain his prestige in the community:
in other words, a square deal for both

—

soning class the only way out.
Only by a process of elimination can
The argument "fewer and
zvc advance.
better" applies not only to pictures but to
men! This business of ours is too big a
thing to go on as it has; it has outgrown
New leadits self-appointed custodians.
ers must be found who are wise enough

experience to know what to do in
these hours, of stress; who have persistence ••nough to overcome the diffiin

culties; who have honor enough to keep
for both
fa'th with those who trust them
producer and exhibitor must trust some

And if
one in the limes that lie ahead.
the industry has not got within it men
who can be trusted God help it!
Definitely, here is what must happen:
There must be a concentration of distribution in the hands of competent and

—

trustworthy concerns who have no connection with production or with theatres,
and who will have none, unless the present, grasping "trust" tactics of the producers make big city theatre operation
necessary to secure an outlet for their
independent productions.
*

*

*

NATURALLY

enough, such concentration will be opposed by all producers who are at present operating their

own

distribution system.

They must be

brought to a realizat on that the things
necessary for the advancement of this
bus ness are:
The production of big, worth-while, clean,
1.
;

parties.

This represents the solution of the
preatest problem which confronts the industry today. There is no other way out
of the present difficulty
there has been
no other way out at anv time. The business s so new that there are few who
are engaged in it who have the foresight
to see the future clearly or even to appreciate the viewooint of those others
who can see it. Now, under the pressure
of circumstances, all are sure to take

:

,

—

2.

;

some

action.

A

recent editorial in a trade journal
a olea for the industry to get
together for its representatives to meet

makes

—
—

and overcome their mutual distrust and
suspicion to
do
really
constructive

3.

4.

intelligent pictures that will win and hold
the support of the theatre-going public.
The elimination of the useless expense of
the duplicating exchange systems.
The repudiation of a system which saddles
the cost of "failed" pictures upon good picture rentals.
The healthy competition of individual producing units striving one against the other
to create the best pictures that it is possible

to
5.

metliods.

And by "film factory owners" I mean
men who through the control of
own distribution channels have been

those
their

enabled to compel the exhibitors to pay
huge production costs and who are now
trying to use the revenue paid in by the
exhibitor
to
build
themselves
large
enough to put him the exhibitor out

make.

establishing of common channels of
distribution efficiently, wisely and economically administered which can insure the exhibitor of a stream of quality product so
necessary to the maintenance of his theatre.

The

The day
tribution

of the neutral system of disindividual producing
its

with

—

—

of his business.
*

*

*

no new argument that I am
advancing. Nor do I speak on a subMy
ject with which I am unfamiliar.
whole experience in the business has been
is

A
the field of neutral distribution.
recognition of the fallacies of producercontrol of distribution has caused me to
keep out of the production end of the
business and to prepare myself for this
in

critical

this article is to appeal
class in the industry

comprehensive action
cannot be maintained.

assuredly

THIS

tor.

of
THEthepurpose
reasoning

their part

competing one against the other, is
coming.
Which means that
there will be a large enough supply of
quality product on the market to permit the
exhibitors to withdraw their support from
the Him factory owners with their trust
units

in

hour

— an

hour which

finds

me

with adequate product, capital and organization to supply the first mechanism by
which producer and exhibitor can work
together.

The producers and exhibitors who first
themselves of this opportunity will
be the better ones with vision; they will
be the leaders in a move which eventually the entire industry must follow
there is no other way out.
I have said before, and I repeat again
for greater emphasis, that the channel of
distribution is the seat of power. It must
be put in responsible hands. It must not
be used by either exhibitor or producer
to take advantage one of the other.

avail

Celebrated Enthusiastic
Over Latest Production
The

sales force of the Celebrated Play-

Film Corporation is greatly enthused
over the short subjects they are being
given to sell and are reporting exceptional booking records.
"Hagopian, the Rugmaker," a Prizma
picture, showing the making of rugs in
the Far East, is being especially well received by exhibitors, they declare. Screen
Snapshots, which gives fans intimate
glimpses of their favorite actresses, is
also being booked heavily.
Celebrated is now awaiting the third
of the Federated Hallroom Boys comhas been titled "Circus
edies, which
Heroes." A real circus was pressed into
ers

use in the making of the picture. It is
declared to be deserving of heavy advertising.

Milstein Goes to Detroit
DETROIT, MICH.— J. L Milstein, reDenver manager for Associated
Producers, has arrived here to open and

cently

manage the Detroit office of the F. R.
Warren Corporation. Mr. Milstein was
with Mr. Warren in the Hodkinson organization as Washington manager and
opened the Pittsburgh A. P.
September.

office

last

73
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"Ride on a Runaway Train"
Will Be Published on
June 12
"Lyman H. Howe's Famous Ride on a
Runaway Train," in the opinion of many
one of the most bewildering screen novelties yet produced, has been turned over
to Educational exchanges for distribuready for publication
tion.
It will be
about June 12.
"A new type of screen novelty which
gives its audience the biggest and most
unexpected thrill it has ever had during
a motion picture," wrote the critic of the
\ ew York Commercial, after he had seen
T

York, where

New

Capitol theatre,

was given a second pres-

it

Commends

Rothaftl

manager

L. Rothalel,

wherever

Cap-

of the

it

is

shown."
representative

Gillaum,

E.

man H. Howe Company, who
picture

to

New

York,

said

in

Ly-

of

took the

an inter-

view:
Praises Educational

Service

"The impression created by

this strik-

ing picture is all that we could have expected, as proud as we were of the work.
realized that this thrilling subject
ought to be the biggest novelty hit of

We

years, and our problem was to tind a distributor that could give to it the distribution that its unusual worth called for.
Our search led us to Education, for its
reputation as the premier distributor of
the cleanest, cleverest and best in short
subjects seemed to make it the logical
distributor to handle the picture."

Territorial Rights

Chaplin recently was
Charlie
the subject of a sermon by
the Rev. Alfred H. O'Brien, pastor
of the First Baptist church, Sandusky. O.
The clergyman, who said he had
been prompted to discuss the fa-

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
transfer

plane of

the

Ann

Little,

is

showing

starresults, ac-

cording to the reports of the following
Joe Fox of Phoenix Film Corporation.
Kansas City, after a week spent in New
York City, signed up for "The Blue Fox"
and the series of four James Oliver Curwood productions. Leo G. Garner of Reliance Film Exchange, Washington, D. C,
bought "The Blue Fox" for Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia and VirBarney Fegan, manager of Indeginia.
pendent Film Company of St. Louis, has
signed up for this serial for Eastern
Missouri and Southern Illinois.

Warner

in Pittsburgh

PITTSBURGH.

PA.

— William

newest managerial arrival
has come to open the Pittsburgh

Warhere,
office

Mr.
F. B. Warren Corporation.
Warner has been associated with Mr.
Warren for two years. It was at first

of the

reported that he would go to Cincinnati
as manager but has been assigned to
Pittsburgh. He has been with the Kansas City office of Associated Producers.

Lyric for a

of

president of United Arhas leased the Lyric theatre in New

an

extended

Fairbanks'

keteers."

The

run

"The

this

Three

fall

of

Mus-

top admission price will be

$2.50.

Joseph

Plunkett,

New

managing

York,

director

of

de luxe
presentation of the big film for its run at
the Lyric and will have charge during the
entire engagement.
The filming of "The Three Musketeers"
by Douglas Fairbanks is the culmination of
an ambition that Mr. Fairbanks has cherthe Strand.

will stage a

ished for many years.
The splendid cast,
the remarkable technical staff cooperating
in the production have been announce'!.
The picture will be in about ten reels and
Mr. Abrams unhesitatingly promises not
only the greatest picture in Douglas Fairbanks' career, but a film of phenomenal box
office

power and

life.

Jones Opens Standard
CUYAHOGA FALLS, O — Ray Jones
has opened the Standard theatre
giving the town two houses.

vice-president of

ANGELES,
& Finance

June
7.— Eagle
Corporation, the

produce a number of special pictures
under this banner and arrangements are
being completed for the financing by
Eagle of two individual organizations
bearing the names of prominent figures
in the producing world.
Marion Fairfax's, "The Lying Truth,"
which is to be the initial publication of

company, is finished and arrangements for its distribution will be made
shortly. The merit of this film produced
along strictly independent lines which
the

mark

Hiram Abrams,
for

first

organization sponsoring Marion Fairfax
Productions, is entering the producing
field
on a large scale.
Several well
known directors are signed, it is said, to

"Three
Musketeers"

Douglas

an announcement made

Producing

Fairbanks Film Will
Play at $2.50 Top

York

in

(Special to Exhibitor! Herald)

LOS

the fact that enough additional interest in Chaplin and "The
Kid" had probably been created to
warrant the return of the Chaplin
masterpiece for one or several days
more. Rev. O'Brien probably will
get a chance to see "The Kid" at an
early date.

sales:

now

Eagle Company to
Expand Production
Activities in West

the

closed

tists,

pictures

Island City are com-

We

George Schade, owner and manager of the Schade theatre, Sandusky, did not hear the Rev. Mr.
O'Brien's sermon, but he heard
about it. A little investigation dis-

Abrams Leases

Los Angeles studio

is
made in the interest
of economy," Mr. Lasky said. "We shall
take every advantage of the California sunshine now that the rainy >eason in Los Angeles is ended.
"We are not cutting down production
but merely taking steps to produce more
economically. The Long Island City studio
will be opened again when the rainy season
makes it impractical to concentrate in Los
Angeles.
do not believe in operating
an enclosed studio, with its tremendous expense for electricity, at a time when we
can work more economically in Hollywood.
"The companies that are now being sent
to the Coast will return here in the fall."

world better."

Selling
drive

making

Lasky,

will

Lonjj

corporation.
"This transfer

not seen "The Kid," further admitted that he had "been impressed
by what he had heard about it following its presentation in Sandusky.
Rev. O'Brien likened Chaplin to
St. Paul, who, he
said, "had his
of

Long

it>

the

life.

way

at

by Jesse L.

is

peculiar

making

its

Paramount

pleted, according to

but this is nevertheless said to
true," declared Rev. O'Brien,
who, while admitting that he had

own

producing units from

Island City studio to

hard to believe that this
man who makes millions laugh
every day in the year, is so seriousminded that he seldom laughs him"It

its

as soon as the

mous comedian from his pulpit by
an article from the "New York
Times," reproduced in a ministers'
magazine, referred to Chaplin as
"one of the world's greatest benefactors" inasmuch as he lifts men to
higher realms from the ordinary

Long Run

Arrow Film Corporation's sales
on its new serial, "The Blue Fox,"

ner, the

in the Interest of
Economy, Says Jesse
L. Lasky

made

on

"The Blue Fox"
ring

Change

Sandusky, Ohio

be

It

itol, wrote a personal letter of commendation to the producers in which he said:
"In my opinion, the 'Ride on a Runaway Train' is the best short subject I
have ever seen. It is the only short subject which we ever brought back for a
second presentation, and on both occasions it created a sensation. I feel sure
furore
it will produce the same kind of

R.

Sermon by Pastor

self,

entation.

Sam

Chaplin Subject of
in

1921

IS.

To

F. P.-L.

Lyman Howe Novelty

une

I

Transfer
Production to Coast

Educational to Issue

the thriller at the

1)

here,

the policy of this organization, is
encouraged the members of
the company to enlarge their activities in
the producing field.
Jo^n Jasper, manager of the Marion
said to have

the most prominently
Afof the company.
filiated with
Mr. Jasper in both the
ownership of the studios and the Eagle
company are C. E. Toberman, prominent Hollywood real estate man. as
president, and Charles W. Bradford on
the board of directors. These three men,
together with F. A. Hartwell, Hollywood capitalist, as secretary and treasurer, and J. E. Ransford. on the board of
directors, comprise the officers of the

Fairtax

unit,

is

known member

company.

Moss

Is

Named Manager

PHILADELPHIA.

PA.— Eastern

Pennsylvania exhibitors have received
private communications from New York
announcing the election of Edgar Moss,
tor the past year manager here for Associated Producers, as a vice-president of
the F. B. Warren Corporation with jurisdiction over the state of Pennsylvania
and the Philadelphia and Pittsburgh
offices.

—

"

June
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E. A. B.

"A Trip

to Paradise" is her first picture
Through a coincidence her
the west.
transcontinental trek was her honeymoon,
for she was married before leaving New-

Johx McCormick of Associated First
National has returned to his desk in the
Los Angeles office after an absence of three
weeks in the east. John reports that he
was royally entertained by the Exhibitors
Herald gang as he passed through Chicago.

Wonder what constitutes
ment" these days?
*

*

'"royal

in

York

entertain-

While

in

Lionel Belmore, one of the truly romanfigures of the screen and stage and for
more than twenty years one of the leading
tic

dramatic actors of the English stage, has
been engaged as a member of the supporting cast to Charles Ray in his latest picture "Two Minutes to Go."
*

Will Rogers
picture for
Relation."

is

Goldwyn
*

E.

Mason Hopper

*

*

now

titling

his

to be called
*

*

•

Among
have

lips.

May

is

Breaks Theatre Policy
The Associated

First National attraction starring Anita Stewart. "Sowing the
ind," was held over for a two weeks

W

engagement

at the Metropolitan theatre
Cleveland, O.
For the last six years
no picture has ever played more than
one week at the house.
The Strand, another Cleveland house,
two weeks simulran
the
pictures
taneously with the Metropolitan showing.
Manager William Freedman of the
in

to

trude

Elizabeth

Klein,

a

19-year-old

stenographer in Xew York, as the author
of the best 300-word essay in the contest
which the Mayer productions conducted
as part of the exploitation of "The Inferior Sex." starring Mildred Harris and
distributed by Associated First Xational.

director,

More than 10,000 essays were submitted to the Mayer offices. The decision
to award the prize to Miss Klein was
reached, in the words of the presiding
judge, because her article was "not only
the best written, but it presents the most
logical

*

arguments."

Franklin in Xew York to
Direct Constance Binney

The nuptials took
Dillon, Fox director.
place in the Durning apartments and were
witnessed bv both Viola Dana and Alice

Chester Franklin, who recently completed the Realart birthday production.
"A Private Scandal." in which May McAvoy is starred, has arrived in Xew York
to direct "The Case of Becky" with Constance Binney.

Lake.
*

eastern beauty to come to Los
Angeles to play in film is Virginia Valli.

The newest

that

"prior

to

the

walls of the theatre."

Jenner Opens Coast Office
William H. Jenner. vice-president of
F. B. Warren Corporation, has returned from Los Angeles where he went
to confer with Manager Bill Crank. Mr.
Jenner is opening the Los Angeles office
for his company in a few days. He has
been associated with Mr. Warren for
five years in Goldwyn and Associated
Producers.
the

W. E. Dickson Is Building
WIXXETT. MONT— W. E. Dickson
has awarded the contract for the erection
of a new one story brick and tile theatre.
The building will be 4S bv 112 feet.

Begin Xew Jersey Theatre
LAKE WOOD. N. T— Work will begin immediately on the new theatre to
b° erected at Clifton avenue and Fourth
street.

MOTION-PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
A COMPLETE COURSE

of

"EXHIBITORS HERALD"

A practicable, usable, standard treatise tor
both the professional cinematographer and
those without experience. About 500 pages
400 pages of text and 100 pages of illustra-

Coming Soon

Communicate with
E. A.

Barrymore

Motion Picture

Photography

y Research Specialists.
tories
of the
Eastman
"-

PRIPP
r rVl^H,

West Coast Representative
6372 Hollywood Blvd.

Los Angeles

—

bv New York Institute of Photography.
Edited by Lieut. Carl L. Gregory. F. R. P. S\,
Chief Instructor in cinematography for the
Government Signal Corps School of Photography, at Columbia University, with special
chapters by Charles W. Hoffman, formerly
Feature-Photographer for Thanhouser. Edison, Pathe. and World Film Companies, and
tions

Tel. 577-450

said

slump this picture would have brought
in crowds big enough to burst out the

Louis B. Mayer has paid $500 to Ger-

*

Number

Two Week Engagement

Metropolitan

Xew York Stenographer

Shirley Mason and her husband. Bernard Durning, stood sponsors for Edith
Hallor, film star, at her wedding to Jack

Studio

vaudeville has

Virginia

Bayne.

'arms akimbo.'

*

whom

Gordon., Mabel Taliaferro. Zen a
Keefe. Francis X. Bushman and Beverly

one regarding the funny mistakes
sometimes made by people. "I was to make
a picture about a soldier. The script read.
'The soldier stood with his arms akimbo'
and the picture was delayed three day>
while the property man hunted a pair of

*

Pauline Frederick, Olga Petrova.
Allison, Nazimova and Montagu

non

tells this

*

whose names

the leading players

Wins Mayer Essay Prize

Regixal Barker, the Goldwyn

*

assistant.

*

Pearson,
Sheldon Lewis. Carlyle Blackwell, Ver-

Tom Moore

Charles L. Hertzman (leftl. director of publicity.
Universal City, and Malcolm Stuart Boylan,

been

Love.
Among those
already claimed are

best pictures.
*

*

mentioned in connection with
vaudeville and speaking stage engagements
.'>re Mildred Harris
Dorothy Gish, Polly
Moran. Eunice Bcrnham, Dorothy Phil-

be called "From the Ground Up" written
by Rupert Hughes. Hopper directed "Hold
Your Horses" said to be one of Moore's
.*

actor.

*

latest

"A Poor

next picture for Goldwyn which

•in his

*

Vidor.

*

will direct

Demarest Lampson. an

The newest star to head her own producing organization is Florence Vidor. who
was signed by Arthur S. Kane. She will
work at the studio of her husband. King

*

returned to the coast
the east Mr. Neilan
renewed his contract to produce for AsThe offices of
sociated First National.
Marshall Neilan Productions have been removed from the Hollywood studios to the
new Marshall Neilan Studios at Wilton
place and Sunset boulevard.
* * *

week.

to

*

Marshall Neilan

last

Los Angeles

the Procession in
By

79

tfi

ftrt

Research

Kodak

Labora-

Company.

M ON~ E Y REFUNDED

JD.UU.
satisfied with
course after five days' examination.
NEW YORK
Dept.

INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
St., New York.

6— US W. 3Sth

.

if

this

Also at leading dealers.
Dealer's terms on request.
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Five scenes from the Pathe production "Without Benefit of Clergy," the first Rudyard Kipling production made by Robert
Brunton. Virginia Brown Faire, Thomas Holden, Otto Lederer, Nigel DeBroulier and Boris Karloff have the principal
roles.
James Young, who directed it, is seen at the right talking to Miss Faire.

Hill Will Join
LOUIS, MO.— C.

ST.

Warren
D. Hill has re-

Louis manager for Associated Producers and becomes the local
manager for the F. B. Warren Corporasigned as

St.

Mr. Warren formerly lived in St.
Louis where he owned and operated a
daily newspaper, and having a live and
aggressive
newspaperman as his St.
Louis manager has kept his local friendships and contacts very much alive.

tion.

Thelrra

Wood

Plays Lead

George L. Clarke has signed Thelma

Wood

to play the lead in a

production to be

made by

ductions, Yonkers, N. Y.

forthcoming
Pro-

Shiller

—

—
June

—
A

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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—

"What

81

Me"

the Picture Did For

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright. 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to tnis department.

It IB

a co-operative service

TELL US

FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.
read in the HERALD

WHAT THE PICTURE DID FOR YOU and

every
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
Picture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

Associated Producers
Lying Lips,

a

Thomas H.

tion.

— The best audience

had

this year.

—
roe,

J.

Ince produc-

picture

we have

Go the limit on this one.
R. Denniston. Family theatre, Mon-

—

Mich. Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Played two days
to good business. Patrons came the sec-

Passion,

Mich.

—

Thomas H. Ince

lean

production. C
and wholesome.
Went over big to packed houses. Gareth

General patronage.

Lying Lips, a Thomas H. Ince production.
Story, star, and suporting cast
very
Photography
good.
excellent.
Would recommend this to any exhibitor,
anywhere. C. A. Fulmer, Cleveland theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. A classical production and above the average in draw-

—

ing power.
Schools will gladly co-operate in advertising it. J. R. Denniston,
Family theatre, Monroe, Mich. NeighNegihborhood patronage.

—

while getting's good.

— Raymond

Schnei-

Midget theatre, Metamore, 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Played three days
to a good business with the regular advertising.
Will make money anywhere.
S. H. Borisky, York theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn. General patronage.
A Thousand to One, a J. Parker Read,
Did you ever duck into
Jr., production.
the box office as your patrons filed out
of your theatre? Well. I did on this one.
der,

—

—

—
—

Heard so many complaints it made me
-C A. Fulmer, Cleveland theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y. Neighborhood theatre.
sick.

Gypsy Blood, with Pola Negri.

— William

and pleased

—

First
that saw it.
theatre, Okla-

all

Noble, Empress
homa City, Okla. General patronage.
Bob Hampton of Placer, a Marshall
Neilan production. A fine picture of its
kind.
Will please male audience, but
does not get the ladies out. W. E.
Drumbar, Riviera theatre, Knoxville,
Tenn. Downtown patronage.
The Passion Flower, with Norma Talmadge. Does not appeal to the people.
They don't want this old foreign stuff,
so why kill a good star? Why don't they
cut out these costume plays?
C. S. Boall,
Florence theatre, Elk Point, So. Dak.
Small town patronage.

—
—

—

—
—

—

2.

reka,

[

Me

|

The Man

Who

Lost

[

of the North.

I

3.

Overland Red.

4.

What Women

|

5.

|

6.

Love.

She Loves and Lies,
Anne of Green Ga-

|
j

|

7.

8.

|

9.

|

10.

The Love Expert.
The Isle of Conquest,
The Peddler of Lies.
The Brute Breaker.
Ralph R. Gribble.
Grand Theatre,

New Hamburg,

Ont., Can.

Chaplin.—

Charlie

— New
—
Lessons in Love, with Constance Talmadge. — Fair program picture. — C. H.
Tovel. Florence theatre. Elks Point, So.
Dak. — Small town patronage.
Nomads of the North, with a special
— Here a picture that you will
cast.

is

The animal scenes
wonderful.
Scenry is fine.
Dog and cub bear are the whole show.
This is almost as good as Back to God's
Country and a play that goes over splendidly in a small town. The author, Curwood, and the stars, Lewis Stone, Lon
Chaney and Betty Blythe, are well
known. You should clean up on this at
prices.
semi-special
or special
charged 40 and 20. The value of the picture is not only a large crowd, b.ut in
getting in new. people. The paper draws
want

in

your theatre.

really

We

—

them in. Philip Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho. Small town patronage.
The Love Expert, with Constance Talmadge. A fine picture and pleased a big

—

—
— Hackett

audience.
theatre.

& Krauss, Hackett s
Port Gibson. Miss. Neighbor-

—

hood patronage.

Normads

of the North, with a special
consider this one of the really
big Northern pictures. Patrons here like
cast.

bles.

|

with

Kid,

picture. Fair business. This was a
return date, having first been played at
the Empress theatre to pleased capacity
Folly theatre, Oklahoma
business.
General patronage.
City, Okla.

for

|

theatre.

— Neighborhood

good

Money

|

Rex

Picker,

L.

111.

The

—

Nomads

pat-

—
—

Trie

1.

— Neighborhood

Ironpatronage.
The Woman Gives, with Norma Talmadge. Many reported they liked this
better tb,an other Norma Talmadge pictures.
Bert Norton. Kozv theatre. Eubig.

Himself.
|

class picture

—
— A.

are

|

Tenn.

wood. Mich.

gmmnnminiinHUiimrwuiinuiHimiuiiiTnininitiniiniaiiu'niiniiminiiEitnTiniiiiiiutiimnniiniiiiiii^

|

efforts.

Nineteen and Phyllis, with Charles
Ray. Not any too good. Just a picture
with Ray in it. Did not go over any too

—

Ten That
Made trie Most

best

star's

ronage.

—

|

of the

Greeneville,

Trover, Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
Passion, with Pola Negri. Wonderful
production. Book it and bill it like a cir-

—

First National

—One
—

The Branded Woman, with Norma
More than pleased my patrons.
It will
make you money. — O.
talmadge.

—

Will please any class of audience. Drew
good. W. G. Carter, Princess theatre,

notice several reports from Fred
of Hamilton, O. Let's see.
Where is Ohio? J. C. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre, Neligh, Neb.

Meyer

—

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Broke
records lor attendance in my house.
Pleased 80 per cent.
Charged 15-35
cents.
It pulls because of the publicity
already given it. It made me money.
G. G. Nutter, Royal theatre. Republic,
Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
Mamma's Affair, with Constance Talmadge.

I

S.

—

—

Amendment.

—

cus and raise your admission.
It will
please everybody.
Mark Frisbee, Croxton theatre, Angola, Ind. General patronage.
all

We

—

The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. A very good bet
if you tie up with the schools.
Stick up
the price, and advertise with the schools.
Good for 20 and 40 cents anywhere. Get

patronage.

crackin' good picture if you will
forget the title.
Norma, and
It's
that's all that is necessary. You may
know that it is always good.
It's too darned bad that Buster got
to flirting with the marriage license
clerk and neglected his business.
need more of him on the screen.
After playing this combination, if
you find anyone who doesn't warm
up to it, just pin a tag on him reading, "This specimen froze to death
sitting on the equator, August 15th,
1846, and hasn't thawed out since."
Fellows, play anything either of them
make and youll forget the 18th

—

—

— Neighborhood

a

Hughes is a favorite here. Giacoma
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

— Picture

—

—

Folks, a

Negri.

Buster
Keaton. Why
Do they
load 'em down with fool titles? "The
Woman Gives" means about as much
to this picture as "Corned Beef and
Cabbage" would to a horse race. It's

ond time.
good box office attraction
for any theatre.
Page & Oldham, Rivoli
theatre, Winchester, Tenn.

Homespun

Pola

THE WOMAN GIVES (First
National), with Norma Talmadge,
and ONE WEEK (Metro), with

—

A

with

great, but it must have a big orchestra
to put it over.
Not a picture for everybody. Only for high-class patronage.
A. L. Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood,

week what the picture
Address "What The

j

1
|

|
|
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—

I

one certainly

Northern pictures and

this

pleased them.

Home. American

— W.

P.

Tremonton,
hood patronage.

theatre.

— Neighbor-

Utah.

The Fighting Shepherdess, with Anita
Will please adStewart. Very good.
mirers of Miss Stewart. C. F. Hancock.
Lyric theatre, Stuart, Fla. Small town
patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan proSure was a real fine picture, but
duction.

—

—

—

—

—
A

—

—
K XII
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comedy-drama.

of the best of her latest ones, but
a little risque at times.
Bert Norton,
Kozy theatre, Eureka, III.

—

Passions Playground, with Katherine

MacDonald.

— Another

splendid picture
with good support.
It will please the majority.
Smith
Read, Patriot theatre, DeKalb, Tex.—
Small town patronage.

by a very popular

Go and Get

It,

star,

—

Marshall Neilan pro-

a

— Wonderful picture. Will please
everybody. Book
and boost
strong.
You can't
— Mark Frisbee, Croxton
theatre, Angola, Ind. — General patronduction.

it

it

lose.

age.

Mack Sennett producSennett had better stick to
two-reelers.
It
is
simply two reels
stretched into five reels.
Tiresome.
Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
Good References, with Constance Talmadge. Not as good as many of her
others.
Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, EuMarried

tion.

Life, a

— Mack

—

—

reka,

III.

The Love Expert, with Constance Tal-

—

madge. Some picture. Any time Constance can't produce a good one I'd like
Any one that wouldn't like
to know it.
a picture like that sure doesn't like anything.

— C.

German,

L.

Bonner

Kans.

Springs,
patronage.

Royal

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Fox
Oliver Twist, Jr., with Harold Goodwin.
A new star is brought out in this
picture and one which I predict will make
good.
Goodwin is a very clever actor
and in this picture there is an abundance
of emotional chances which he accepts
without error. Smith Read, Patriot theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. Small town patronage.

—

—

Logan and Andres "Walter Long in a dramatic bit of action from
"White and Unmarried," a new Paramount production.

Jacqueline

A
no business in it for us. Poor local conditions.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. Small town patronage.
Tarzan of the Apes, with Elmo Lincoln.
This picture was. not like some
reports: it was a winner for me and
pleased over 90 per cent.
R. H. Stephens, Royal theatre, Sheridan. Ark.—
Small town patronage.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
production.— More comments on this

—

—

—

—

picture

than

And

any other picture
have run a

I

ever

—

them. O.
Trover. Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.
Yes or No, with Norma Talmadge.
Very good picture. No complaints and
lots of praise.— Majestic theatre, Reedsburg, Wis.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
The usual Ray picture, but it failed to
draw the usual Ray business. Bert Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, 111.
The Jack-Knife Man, a King Vidor
ran.

I

lot of

—

—

production. One of the best pictures 1
Will appeal to all lovers of
ever saw.
Interesting and appealclean pictures.
ing from start to finish. E. J. Sherburne,

—

Electric

theatre,

Cambridge,

Nebr.

Neighborhood patronage.
In Old Kentucky, with Anita Stewart.

Just an ordinary picture. One of those
—
so-called specials. Did not please. — Hack-

&

Krauss. Hackett's theatre. Port
Gibson, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Peaceful Valley, with Charles Ray.
Great picture. Pleased crowds for two
ett

nights.

—

— Mark

—

Frisbee, Croxton theatre,

Angola, Ind. General patronage.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Neilan production. This is one of the best I have
had in some time. Pleased 100 per cent.
A box office attraction anywhere. H. G.
Je"k ns. Gay theatre, Harriman, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.
In the Heart of a Fool, an Allan Dwan
production. The picture should be eliminated from Kansas as well as the book.
More dissatisfied patrons than any picture in months. However, the character
acting and direction are splendid.
No
good in small town. G. G. Nutter, Royal

—

—

—

—

—

theatre,

Republic.

Kans.— Neighborhood

house.

Dangerous

Business,

with

Constance

^What is greater

7)

Ridin'

—

Romeo, with

Tom

Mix.

Good, but not his best. Pleased good
audience.
Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
theatre, Port Gibson, Miss.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Clyde Cook. Quite a lot
money spent making this one. Offers
mild entertainment, but is not as good as
advertised to be.
Lost money on this
Berriman Brothers, Lyric theatre,
one.
Bartlcsville,
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
Skirts, with

6f

—

—

The Iron

Rider, with William Russell.
Pleased 95 per cent. J. M.
Steinitz, Liberty theatre, Rankin, Pa.

— Fair.

—

While the Devil Laughs, with Louise

—

Great
picture.
Will
please
everybody. All Fox pictures so far have
been good. Mark Frisbee, Croxton theGeneral patronage.
atre, Angola, Ind.
Lovely.

—

—
—

Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.
My patrons liked it. F. J. Gruber, TemNeighple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
borhood patronage.

—

—

Blind Wives, with a special cast.
PicFair business.
wonderful picture.
ture in episodes a mistake. A. P. Bot-

—

than

devoiion
Worth waiting
for!

lune

Orpheum

inur,

E

1921

18.

theatre,

Akron,

XHIBITORS

E R A L

11

Good, but my patrons do not gather
thickly enough to suit me for
Mix.
F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre, East

O.

Transient patronage.

—

—

Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.

— Neighborhood patronage.
Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones.
Fine picture.
Book
— Simmons and

Jordan, Mich.

Idle

— Small

Hour

theatre,

theatre,

with Pearl White.
Pearl White does not besociety dramas. Same old story.
Star does not draw. C. A. Fulmer, Cleveland theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y. Neigh-

DeKalb. Tex.-— Small town pat-

His Greatest Sacrifice, with William
Farnum. The best picture Farnum has

—

made since If I Were King. Pleased
everyone 100 per cent. Business good.
It is very rarely we get a good one from
Fox. "Bill'' Farnum saves the Fox program. C. A. Fulmer, Cleveland theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Girl of My Heart, with Shirley Mason.
Exceptionalh'
pleasing
program

—

—

long

in

—

—

Sunset Sprague, with Buck Jones.
Buck will soon be as good
as Tom Mix.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind. Small town patfair picture.

—

—

ronage.

business.

Why

Company,

town patronage.

—

—

Trust Your Husband? with

een Percy.

— Fair

Eil-

program offering of

a

comedy

nature. Will probably get by.
F. L. Clarke, Cozy theatre, Hazen, Ark.
If I

Were King,

with William Farnum.

of the best I have had in some
is a heavy picture, but children seemed to like it. Drew very good.
—Mrs. Frank Henkel, De Soto theatre,

This

Memphis, Tenn.

— Neighborhood

patron-

The Blushing

Bride, with Eileen Percy.
A fine picture. Will please most any
audience.
H. A. Wishard, Wishard theHome patronage.
atre, Bloomfield, la.

—

Rose

of

Patrons
Liked Best

|

1.

|

2.

|

4.

A

3.

—

—

|

5.

|

6.

|

7.

•j

8.

|

9.

10.

J

\ 'irtuous

,

—

Star goes good.

— D.

B. Aber-

Vamp.

Heart o' the Hills.
hi Old Kentucky.
A Daughter of Two
Worlds.
Two Weeks.
In Search of a Sinner.
Don't Ever Marry,
The Love Expert.
The Yellow Typhoon.
Go and Get It.

|

\

R. H. Stephens,

Royal Theatre,
Sheridan, Ark.
3wiiiiiiiiiiiiuiisiii]ii)iiii

uiimigiiniiiiiuiiiiiiniiin

|
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Amusu theatre, Chattanooga, going some. Lay
this one. — Spald— Neighborhood patronage.
ing Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville,
The Girl of My Heart, with Shirley — Neighborhood patronage.
Mason. — Very good program picture.
Wings of the Morning,
William
W. C. Cleeton, Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo. Farnum. — First Farnum with
have run
Merely Mary Ann, with Shirley Mathis house.
Think
can figure on good
son. — Ordinary program picture, but will
business on Farnum night hereafter.
please. — Mark Frisbee, Croxton theatre,
C. R
Langford, Electric theatre, East
Angola, Ind. — General patronage.
Vaughn, N. M. — General patronage.
The Blushing Bride, with Eileen Percy.
King, with William Farnum.
— An entertaining light farce comedy. — Sold Were
as a special and
poorest thing
Went over good to a big house. Will
crombie,

off

Tenn.

111.

in

I

I

If I

age.

—

My

—

Neighborhood patronage.

patronage.

— Small

The Land

time.

Ten Plays

j

—

Dynamite Allen, with George Walsh.
Good program picture. F. J. Gruber,
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.

Hilling

MllfUII

Illlllllllliililliniliillliiuiilli

town patronage.

fair.

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Silly and no story.
Olen Reynolds,
Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind. Small town

— Auditorium

Illllllllllllllllll

Know Your Men,

Picture

Dynamite Allen, with George Walsh.
Good program picture. One rather
suggestive scene. Auditorium Company,
Carleton, Neb. Small town patronage.
Drag Harlan, with William Farnum.
A good box office attraction. Did a fine

A-l.
Carleton, Neb.-

picture.

— One

gpiiunillllllllllll

borhood theatre.

ronage.

—
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Wellsville,

Kans.

—

1)

it.

Collins,

A

typical Russell picture with the usual
punch. Some fighting that raised lots of
my patrons off their seats. Plenty of
pep and also entertainment for redblooded people. Smith Read, Patriot

-

Tom

—

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
Fair program picture. -Auditorium Company, Carleton, Xebr. Small town patronage.

—

—A

—

—

Nome, with Gladys Brockwell.

Pleased as a regular program picture.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, TombGeneral patronage.
stone, Ariz.
The Speed Maniac, with Tom Mix.

—

—

it's

please majority where shown.
Subtitles
make up a good part of the fun and there
arc many very clever ones.- Smith Read,
Patriot
theatre,
DeKalb, Tex. Small

—

—

town patronage.
The Land of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.

— This
I

is a very poor picture.
In fact,
never saw a poorer one, and that is

Had

ever ran.

two days. Ran it
once and took it off. Don't book this
one.
A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Blushing Bride, with Eileen Percy.
I

—

it

for

—

— Poor.

No

No sense to it.
given any material to
work with. Berriman Brothers, Lyric
theatre,
Bartlesville,
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.
The Daredevil, with Tom Mix. An
extra good Western.
For some reason
Mix does not draw here, although I think
his pictures are extra good.
F. J. Gruber. Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.
Star

story.

O. K.

is

—

if

—

—

CAPITAL $ 2.000.000

—

—

TOM MOO RE. President
GENERAL OrriCCS RIALTO TMCATBE

Rough Riding Romance,

FRANKLIN 3730

BUILOING.

Mix.

Star

14, 1921.

— Great

riding in this.

lesson.
Clean. Mix a wonderful actor, rider and
just about perfect, I think.
Mix
favMrs. W. H. Heffer, Itasca theorite.
atre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patronage.

my

—

Mr. Eugene Wilson, Manager,

Vitagraph Company,
Washington, D. C.

Tom

with

Good

—

Three Gold Coins,
Went over good to a
Tom Mix always a,
people.
Played at 15

with

Tom Mix-

good sized house.

favorite with our
and 40 cents.- A.
theatre, Scobey, Mont.

—

N. Freuen. Rex
Small town patronage.

My dear Ur. Wilsons

After the review of your special production "THE HEART OF

Goldwyn

iiARYLAND" at our projeotion room, the executive oommittee of the Women's

Welfare League with the writer unanimously agreed that the beauty and interest
of thi6 production warranted a two weeks' engagement, instead of as we previously talked a "one week's run."
It gives me pleasure further to say that the Executive Staff of our Company to a
man considered this picture one that the Public would appreciate, and a production that should have full support. The acting, plus scsnic beauty of this play,
should warrant good returns and add prestige for those who secure booking dates.

The Director of this picture is also to be congratulated for his ability to
picturize this popular Civil War play in a manner that makes one forget it is a
Civil War, and compels them to appreciate the beautiful love story that should
take rank among the "good things" of the year.

Hoping for many more pictures of this caliber from your Company, and wishing you
the good success you deserve, believe me

The Cup of Fury, with a special cast.
Good program picture. F. J. Gruber,
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich. —

—

Neighborhood patronage.

CALL ME

JES'
Rogers.

— Booked

EXHIBITORS
found
ten.

JIM, with Will
from reports of

HERALD

to be all that

Excellent.

theatre, Eureka,

and

anyone has writ-

— Bert

Norton, Kozy

111.

Madame X,

with Pauline Frederick.
A picture that every exhibitor should
play.
Frederick is wonderful in the part
she portrays as Madame X. It will stand
an increase in admission too. G. R.
Harries, Isis theatre, Broadwater, Nebr.
Small town patronage.
Madame X, with Pauline Frederick.

—

—
TtlsWG.

——A

—
—A
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Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Thirty a Week, with Tom Moore.
good program picture.
Will please.
Fred Mehaffey, Lyric theatre. North
Bend, Nebr. Small town patronage.
The Slim Princess, with Mabel Normand. The best picture of this star wc
have run, and it is a good one. John I.
Saunders, Cheney, Kans. Neighborhood
T.

—

—

—

—

—

patronage.

Hodkinson
East Lynne, with Mabel Ballin.

—

This
winner.
Box-office receipts good.
Pleased everyone, especially the old folks.
Don't be afraid to advertise this. C. A.
Fulmer, Cleveland theatre, Brooklyn, N.
V.
Neighborhood patronage.
The U. P. Trail, with a special cast.
Big business.
Should have increased
a

is

—

—

Everybody well pleased. Zane
Grey is a big bet for me. J. A. Bing,
Grand theatre, Portland, Ore. Neighborhood patronage.
prices.

—

What Women

—

Do, with a spe-

Will

— Plea?>ed my patrons. Very
picture. — E. B. Johnson, Shamrock
theatre, Memphis, Tenn. — Neighborhood
patronage.
East Lynne, with Mabel Ballin. — Ran
cial

cast.

good

two days

to fair business first day and
very poor second day.
Only ordinary
and did not draw for me. Impressed me as being over-advertised.
Berriman Brothers, Lyric theatre, Bartlesville, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
Partners of the Tide, an Irvin Willatt
production. We consider this just an
ordinary sea picture. Not nearly as good
at Below the Surface or Behind the Door.
Seemed to please. Charles H. Richelieu.
Richelieu theatre, Bedford, Pa. General
patronage.
The Kentucky Colonel, with Joseph
Dowling. Average picture. Ditto drawing card. R. C. Stueve, Orpheum theatre, Canton, O.
Transient patronage.

picture

One

moments

of the tense

in

"The Blue Fox,"

Very touching. Brought lots of tears.
Settings and acting perfect.
Pleased at
advance admission.
lieu theatre,

— Charles

Bedford, Pa.

H.

Riche-

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Water, Water Everywhere, with Will
Rogers. We like Rogers here. His work
is
Mrs.
different from any other star.
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
Small town patronage.
Scratch My Back, with a special cast.
Drew well.
Good, clean comedydrama. Good entertainment. L. L. Pillird, Photo-Play theatre, Grand Rapid--..

—

—

—
—

—

Ohio.

EARTHBOUND,

with

special
cast.
Realizing from exhibitors' reports that this play would be the
most difficult to put over of any spe-

—

a

have yet attempted, I folI
lowed the advice of Pfeiffer Bros, of
Kenton, O., whose recent report was
commented upon in the editorial page
cials

of "Exhibitors

ment
them

Advertising" depart-

of this magazine,
in the first night.

and packed

Besides heavy billing and front
page advertising in papers I ran twoliners among the news items stating
"Earthbound Better Than the Miracle Man." Also, I had a very fine
violinist and pianist play the music
sheet.
Result got safely by at 50

—

—
cents.

and 25
This drama is to the screen what
grand opera is to music or a deep
•classic is to literature.

It will satisfy

—

serial.

—

and be long remembered, but it will
not pull. Philip Rand, Rex theatre,
Salmon, Idaho.
Stop Thief! with Tom Moore. I consider this picture only a fair program pic-

—

—

ture.

—

W. W.

atre, Delta, la.

—

—

Alhambra theSmall town patronage.
Stirlen,

One Week

—
—

of Life, with Pauline Frederick.
Fair program picture. O. Troyer,
Lyric theatre, Rugby, N. D.

—

—

The Blooming Angel, with Madge Kennedy. A fair program picture, but nothPleased a

fair

crowd.

—

•

—

—

Mo.

Willat produc-

—

with

Good Northwoods

Mitchell Lewis.
Lively act-

picture.

—

and beautiful scenery. F. Hejtmanek. Opera House, Clarkson, Nebr.
Neighborhood patronage.
ing

—

—

W. W. Werten-

is

most

patronage.
King Spruce,

—

—

— Dr.

theatre, St. Joseph,

fair picture, and
Nothof your people.
ing to rave about. Spalding Bros., Gem
Neighborhood
theatre, Taylorville, 111.

tion.
will please

Me

Jim, with Will Rogers.
Will Rogers is always good, but this is
the best one of the six we have shown.
Little Jimmie does fine work.
E. J. Sherburne, Electric theatre. Cambridge, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Street Called Straight, with a special cast.
Bought this for a special, but
failed to note anything special about it.
Lost money. This will pass as a program and don't let them tell you otherwise.
Pleased half and half. G. F. ReMont.
diske. Star theatre, Ryegate,
Small town patronage.
This is
Jinx, with Mabel Normand.
aged, but a good show for the kids. W.
Jes' Call

all.

Empress

— Transient patronage.
Down Home, an Irvin
— This a very

—

patronage.

Pleased

limit.

herger,

—

—

—

P. Trail, with Roy StewartBroke house records. All Zane Grey's
are good.
Don't be afraid to go the

—

ing to rave over.

—

The U.

John I. Saunders, Cheney, Kans. Neighborhood patronage.
Going Some, with a special cast.
peach of a picture. Received many good
comments. F. J. Gruber, Temple theatre. East Jordan, Mich
Neighborhood

^_Are yon

7)
*J

new Arrow

the

Metro
The Off-Shore Pirate, with Viola Dana.
Good picture. Pleased them all. Plenty
Viola Dana is
of comedy in this one.

—

very

popular

theatre,

Crete,

—

A.
Nebr.

here.

Burrus.

Lyric

— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

The Great Redeemer, with

sincere in

your^

devotion
yOait Par
it!

a

special

—

—

I

June
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—

Never run a better production. If
we could get pictures like this one we

cast.

would never hear about censors. Why
can't producers see what calls for censors?—A. L. Williamson, Pastime theNeighborhood patatre, Merryville, La.

—

ronage.

Love,

Honor and Obey, with

Did not please a Saturday night crowd
for us.
Too much footage and a thin
story.
T.
C.
Metcalf,
Opera House
Greenfield, 111.
Small town patronage.

—

—

Extravagance, with May Allison.
Average. A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre.
Greeley, Nebr. General patronage.

—

is

wasting her talent

stuff

in

like

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre.
stone, Ariz.
General patronage.

—

this.

Tomb-

The Star Rover, with a special cast.
Mark Frisbee, Croxton
Failed to please.

—

—

Angola, Ind. General patronage.
Should a Woman Tell? with Alice
Lake. This was one of the best pictures
I
have ever shown.—A. O. Haraldson,
Star theatre. Hills. Minn. Neighborhood

—

—

patronage.

The Greater Claim, with May

Allison.

— Boost Clean and good. — A. L. Williamson, Pastime theatre, Merryville. La.
— Neighborhood patronage.
it.

Madame

Peacock,

This will help

body
in

will

—

Nazimova.

Nazimova so that noVery disappointed
Picker, Rex theatre, IronNeighborhood patronage.
fix

want

this.^A. L.

with

her.

wood, Mich.
The Saphead, with Buster Keaton.
Great.
Kept my patrons laughing from
the time the show started until it was
ended.
Say what you Jike about it in
your advertising. You can't go wrong.
A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Greeley.
Xebr. General patronage.
Old Lady 31, with Emma Dunn.

—

.

—

don't see why they knock this one. Very
pleasing picture, full of good, clean comMark Frisbee, Croxton theatre,
edy.
Angola, Ind. General patronage.
The Walk Offs, with May Allison.—

—

—

—

Paramount

— An

incident from

lobby to exploit

in

theatre.

Tarpon

—

C. C. Price, Royal
Small
Springs,
Fla.

it.

town patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid
pleasing, frail plot.

—
— Mildly

Poorest second night

we have ever experienced. — Philip Rand.
Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho. — Small town

Keyes, Majestic theatre, Johnson
City, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Round-Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Turned 'em away and everyone pleased.
Top price 40 cents. Giacoma Bros., CrysGeneral
tal
theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.
patronage.
The Round-Up, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
People expect comedy and find mostly
drama. People said they liked his tworeelers best.
Business good. Charles H.
Richelieu. Richelieu theatre, Bedford. Pa.
General patronage.
The Education of Elizabeth, with Billie
Burke. Absolutely nothing to it.
The
kind that kills business. C. H. Tovel.
Florence theatre, Elk Point, S. D.
Small town patronage.
WIFE, with a
special cast.
Here is one that really
can be advertised as having an "all
star cast."
Good results, due to
superior exploitation by Paramount's
exploitation department.
Nick McMahon, Marlow theatre, Ironton, O.
Young Mrs. Winthrop, with Ethel
Clayton. Young husbands, here is a
Take it home and mill it over
lesson.
and decide to improve. It is positively
great.
Mrs. W. H. Heffer, Itasca theaSmall town patronage.
tre, Alice, Tex.
Below the Surface, with Hobart Bosworth. This picture was played to a
Geo.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

BEHOLD MY

—

—

—

—

—

—

capacity

business.

"Carnival," and

(right)

O'Malley of the Mounted, with William S. Hart. A good Hart subject and
should please his followers. A good business.
Ed. Clugg, Imperial theatre, So.

—

The Gilded Lily, with Mae Murray.
Booked this one for two days and it went
over big. Patrons more than pleased.

Used diving

DIRECTOR AND A SCENE FROM A

Left

85

patronage.

a special

—A remarkably good picture. — R.
Ross Riley, Wigwam theatre, Oberlin.
Kans. — Small town patronage.
Are All Men Alike? with May Allison.
— Failed miserably. May Allison
cast.

theatre.

——

outfit

NEW UNITED

—

—

Pittsburgh,
Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.
The Lottery Man, with Wallace Reid.—

Good program
for

me.— O.

picture.
Reid goes good
Trover, Lvric theatre, Rugbv.

X. D.

The Market

of Souls, with Dorothy
a high-class society picture that pleased 75 per cent. Miss Dalton gains prestige here every showing.B. L. Hubbard. Hub theatre, Bishop.

Dalton.

— This

is

—

Tex. Small town patronage.
Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid. Too
light a story for this star.
Bert Xorton.
Kozy theatre, Eureka, III.
The Cradle of Courage, with William S.
Hart. Xothing extra, although good
Patrons seem to expect Hart in Westerns
and are disappointed at riot finding him
so in this, although it has lots of action.
Charles H. Richelieu. Richelieu theatre,
Bedford. Pa. Neighborhood patronage.
Double Speed, with Wallace Reid. If
you have anyone in your town with in-

—

—

—

—

—

—

digestion, book this one. It's a sure cure.
You can't go wrong on this one. It will

please them all.
Reid is my best bet.
L. G. Parker, Electric theatre, LaMonte.
Mo. Small town patronage.

—

Civilian Clothes, with Thomas Meighan.
picture that will please any audience.
Patrons well pleased, and we did
a fair business. J. C. Tune, Dixie theatre, Shelbyville, Tenn.

—A

—

Sick Abed, with Wallace Reid.

ARTISTS FILM

Harley Knoles, who directed and produced the

picture.

— Yery

—

—
E

XHIBITORS

II

E
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RALD

June
Snooky.

plaints.

An

comedy.

cational

Pleased

mon, Idaho.

—

Overall Hero, with

No com-

children.

— Philip

1921

18.

Kand, Rex theatre, SalSmall town patronage.

Mary's Ankle, with Douglas McLean
and Doris May. Pretty good.
Not in
a class with 23^2 Hours Leave, but had
some good comedy situations. Alvin S.
Frank, Jewel theatre, Lafayette, Colo.

—

—

More

Deadly Than the Male, with
Clayton. Well acted drama and
pleased. Ethel Clayton is a favorite here
with us. Hackett & Krauss, Hackett's
Neighbortheatre, Port Gibson, Miss.
hood patronage.

—

Ethel

—

—

WHY

SMITH LEFT HOME,

—

with Bryant Washburn. Gave proceeds to Civic club.
Ladies sold
tickets and packed the house on a
warm night. Was very disagreeable,
as I have no fans, but they stuck it
every
out
and
laughed
minute.
They're still talking about it. B. L.
Hubbard, Hub theatre. Bishop, Tex.

—

The Grim Game, with

—

Calistoga, Cal.

—

Houdini.

Everybody

very good picture.
A. W. Tischer.

—

pleased.

Playhouse theatre,
Neighborhood patronage.

Think About, a Cecil B.
DeMille production. By tar the best picture I have run in the last year. Really
something to think about for people who
have brains enough to think. Went over
Cowan
big for two days in small town.
Oldham. Dixie theatre, McMinnville,
Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.
Something

to

—

—

—

Why

Change Your Wife?

a

—

Cecil

B.

appears in Rupert Hughes' next picture, "The Old Nest," and
of Will Rogers in "A Poor Relation," Goldwyn features.
Note the cubistic backgrounds.

DeMille production. Some picture. Lots
of tine compliments on it. Adds prestige
Alvin S. Frank. Jewel
to any house.
theatre, Lafayette, Colorado.
Neighborhood patronage.

lesson in the world for bashful men nnd
Mrs. W. H. HefTer, Itasca theaboys.

Wallace Reid a good drawdid picture.
ing card for us. Photography good. Just

Molly Malone,
also

who

support

in

—

—

The Dub, with Wallace Reid— Splengood. Well attended. Pleased 'cm all.
A. P. Botmur, Orpheum theatre, Akron,
0. Transient patronage.

—

Peggy, with Marguerite Clark.
Fair picture played to good
business.
Pleased majority at 1.5 and 35
cents.
A. N. Freuen, Scobey, Mont.—
Small town patronage.
The
Idols of Ciay, with Mae Murray.
poorest of the Paramount supers we have
seen. The story never gets under your
-.kin.
A very ordinary picture. J. R.
Denniston,
theatre.
Monroe,
Family
All-of-a-Sudden

—

—

—

—

M ich. — Xeighborhood

patronage.

Behind the Door, with Hobart Bosworth. Most of my patrons liked this

—

picture

very

well.

They

like

pictures

—

with action.
This one has it. C. R.
1. angford, Electric theatre, East Vaughn.
N. M. General patronage.
The Cradle of Courage, with Wm. S.
Hart. A dandy picture and went over

—

—

big.

— Nick

McMahon, Marlow

Ironton, Ohio.

— General

theatre.

patronage.
Alarm Clock Andy, with Charles Ray.
I really hate to always blow about Paramount pictures, but I have to again in
this.
Boost it. Raise your price. Best

—

—

tre,

Tex.

Alice,

— Small

town patronage.

My

Behold

Wife, with a special cast.
The best drawing card in the first group
of twenty-six pictures released by Patamount.
It's a great audience piciure.
Business increased daily. J. R. Denniston.
Family theatre, Monroe, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Charm

School, with Wallace Reid.
of the best pictures in months.
Star well liked.
Good business. H. H.
Fitzpatrick.
Princess theatre,
Morris-

— One

—

town, Tenn.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Men, Women, Money, with Ethel
Ethel
Clayton.
Very good picture.

—

Clayton

well

liked

Collins,

Idle

Hour

Kans.

— Small

—

&

here.
Simmons
theatre. Wellsville,

town patronage.

The

Eggcrate Wallop, with Charles
Kay. Good, especially for the men, because of the boxing. Mrs. James Webb,
Cozy theatre. Union, Ore. Small town

—

—

—

patronage.

The

Haunted Bedroom, with Enid
Different from
Bennett. Very good.
Ran this with mv first Eduusual run.

—

enough comedy
teresting.

— C.

Honner

in this

make

it

in-

—

What Every Woman

Learns, with Enid
picture was a surprise to
Had advertised
all who came to see it.
The Witness for the Defense and reLost money on
ceived this one instead.
A good
it.
but not the picture's fault.
moral lesson well told. B. L. Hubbard.
Bennett.

— This

—

Hub

theatre,

Bishop, Tex.

— Small

town

patronage.

My Dust, w ith Wallace Reid.
picture that pleased all. Some considered it a good advertising medium,
but good picture just the same. Auditorium Company, Carleton. Neb. Small
Excuse

Good

—
—

town patronage.
Humoresque, with a special
Second run. Only fair business.

—

R.
derful picture.
theatre. Canton. O.

C.

Stueve.

cast.

WonOrpheum

— Transient patronage.

Humoresque, with a special cast.—
Went big. Heard one preacher say it
was the second best picture he. had ever

devqii on
0)
\j^y
Jfoiill

to

patronage.

.Do you believe in absolute*-

I

one

German. Royal theatre.
Kans. Neighborhood
Springs,
L.

enjoy

it J

—
June

18,
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A

picture that makes for
seen.
ter feeling toward the industry.

a

Langford, Electric theatre, East Vaughn,
N. M. General patronage.

—

of Masks, with Robert Waris a favorite here. Story
In fact, seemed rather imvery odd.
Horn & Morgan, Star theatre.
possible

The City

wick.

—-W arwick

Hay

Springs, Neb.

—

— Small

town patron-

La Apache, with Dorothy Dalton.
Miss Dalton plays a very interesting dual
and

well supported.
The Apache is some character and my
patrons told me after the show it was a
B. L. Hubbard, Hub theareal picture.
role in this offering

tre,

Pathe

town patronage.

Deadly Than the Male, with
Ethel Clayton. This is one of the best
Claytons I have ever run, also one of
the best program pictures I have run
Saturday night crowd more
this season.
than pleased and Miss Clayton made me
some new friends. B. L. Hubbard. Hub
Neighborhood pattheatre. Bishop, Tex.

—

—

ronage.

Dawn, with Sylvia
was written by

nature

The spoken drama

itself.

limited in its ability to convey
ideas that the film visualizes in
dramatic scenes.
is

will always be known,
handled in a capable manner,
but though this was the big scene
in the play, the picture carries
many of equal importance. All in
all, the production grips the at-

Maryland"

is

tention from the first and holds it
Picturesque titles
throughout.
help to cover the lapses of time and
change of place, and some of the
illustrated titles are real

works of

art.

Miss Calvert was never seen to
greater advantage than as Mary-

land Calvert, and her work
throughout

is

practically

criticism. Crane
the role of Alan

beyond

Wilbur handles
Kendrick in a

masterly manner, while Victoria
White, Marguerite Sanchez, Jane
Jennings, William Collier, Jr., Ben
Lyon and Felix Krembs all deserve
mention.
Washington, D. C, Post.

—

— Advertisement

&

C. Price

—

A

real good feature, liked by our patrons.
Ninety degrees in the shade, but we have
done fair business. F. Hejtmanek, Opera
House, Clarkson, Neb. Neighborhood

—

patronage.

I

1.

I

2.

|

3.

|

4.

Daddy Long Legs.
Fair and Warmer.
The Confession.
The Last of the
Duanes.

|

5.

|

6.

The Honor System.
The Copperhead.

|

7.

Huckleberry Finn.

|

8.

The Lone Star

|

9.

Realart
with Pay, with Bebe
Here we had Toledo's most
Daniels.
Sure
popular woman star at her best.
Will advertise itto please everyone.

—

the

wrong on

this

theatre.

Rivoli

You

go
Harold F. Wendt,
one.
Toledo, O. Down town

first

day.

—

|

Ranger.

Two Weeks

after

Patrons
Liked Best

— This

Lahoma, an Edgar Lewis production.

—

My

same author

It is sure to please.
Son, Royal theatre, Tarpon Springs, Fla. Small town patronage.

The Best o' Luck.
George W. Dickinson,
Home Theatre,

—

j

Maskell, Neb.

can't

TiiiniiniiniiiriiainniiiiniiniMuiiiiiiiM

patronage.

The

Clown, with

Little

— The

Mary Miles

box office attraction
we have had for some time. Book it
and advertise "The circus is coming."
You can't go wrong on this. Very good
Minter.

Neb.

—

best

— A.

Burrus. Lyric theatre, Crete,
Neighborhood patronage.

picture.

DUCKS AND DRAKES,

with

—

Bebe Daniels. Show this picture and
them that Bebe Daniels is the
coming star of the screen. And

Depicting one of the most interesting and intensely dramatic periods in American history, with a
clean, sweet love story interwoven
in a background of war, the production has a theme that will appeal to all. Great care and discretion have been exercised in producing the picture. There is just
enough of the war of the rebellion
to set the story, and not enough to
convey the horror of those stirring
days. The camera work in these
scenes with the war background is
remarkable. The bell scene, a
spectacle for which "The Heart of

Breamer.
the

Pollyanna was.

— C.

self

Vitagraph's superb production of
David Belasco's famous stage play
presents Catherine Calvert in the
stellar role. It has many advantages
over its stage predecessor, for it was
made in the exact locale described
in the story, on a stage that is

—

story

is

— Small
—

Bishop, Tex.

More

The Plays

Half a Chance, with Mahlon Hamilton.
good in every respect. Walter
Carroll, Royal theatre, Fullerton, Neb.
Transient and neighborhood patronage.

— Very

that

age.

87
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betR.

— C.

—

—

—A

tell

see this finished produc-

when they

your patrons will say she is now
"The Real Lady of the Silent
Drama." Wait until she has made a

The Little Clown, with Mary Miles
Minter. Most producers would charge
you extra money for such pictures as
this.
Tell the world to come. It pleased
old and young alike.
C. T. Metcalf.
Opera House, Greenfield. 111. Small
town patronage.

—

—

—

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

Daniels.
pleasure to do business with Atlanta
office of Realart.
Never a complaint.
This picture was good. Daniels becoming very popular.
Cowan Oldham, Dixie

—A

—

McMinnville,

theatre,

Tenn.

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

tion

—

few more pictures then we will all
hop on for a Bebe Daniels Week.
What say you?— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House, Greenfield, 111.
All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles MinStar one of the favorites here.
Didn't appeal to patrons as well as some
of her other pictures, but star's popularity would have put picture over had
other conditions been favorable. C. R.
Langford. Electric theatre, East Vaughn.
N. M. General patronage.
ter.

—

—

—

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.

— Very

good, clean-cut comedy— Majestic theatre,

Reedsburg, Wis.

She Couldn't Help
iels.

— Good

Daniels.

but all of my patrons
You can't go
smile on their faces.
wrong with this. C. C. Price, Royal
Tarpon Springs, Fla.— Small
theatre,
town patronage.

—

Out of the Chorus, with Alice Brady.
—Better than other Brady pictures from
Realart.— Cowan Oldham, Dixie theatre,
McMinnville, Tenn. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

Just

here

fair.

We

Alice.— L.
Powersville,

Idea, with Alice Brady.

Sex stuff does not take well
have plaved better ones of
S.

Bucher,

Mo.

—

Palace

theatre,

Neighborhood patron-

age.

The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.—
dandy picture. Star good.— F. J. Gruber,
Temple theatre, East Jordan, Mich.—
Neighborhood patronage.

— C.

Tovel, Florence theatre. Elk Point,
Small town patronage.

—

S.

H.
D.

The Law
Good

of the Yukon, with a special
picture for its kind. Snow
scenes fine and pleased a good house.

cast.

—

L.

C.

German,

Springs,
age.

Kansas.

Royal

theatre,

— Neighborhood

Bonner
patron-

Jenny Be Good, with Mary Miles MinBook this one and boost it strong.
It will come up to anything you may
Mary don't make poor
say about it.

ter.

—

ones.

— L.

G.

LaMonte, Mo.

Parker,

Electric

— Small town

theatre,

patronage.

The Stolen Kiss, with Constance BinDid not make good. Giacoma
ney.
Bros., Crystal theatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

—

interesting,
— General
— Title of this picture not very
came out with

The New York

with Bebe Danpicture.

—

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe

a

It,

program

patronage.

All Souls' Eve, with Mary Miles MinFair.
Not up to her standard.

ter.

—

Majestic theatre, Reedsburg. Wis.

Robertson-Cole
My

Lawyer, with a special cast.
of the poorest comedy-dramas we
ever played. Stay away from it. Preston Bros., Empress theatre. Rockwell
City, la.
See

One

—

The Wonder Man, with Georges Car-

—

pentier.
Got us the most business of any
picture so far this year, under unusually
bad conditions, at 15 and 40 cents.
Pleased 100 per cent. A. N. Freuen,
Scobey, Mont. Small town patronage.

—

—

So Long Letty, with a special

cast.

This was one of the best we have run.

—

—

-
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Selznick
Red

Foam,

—

Zena

with

Kcefe.
Sure
not see why
some pan it. C. T. Metcalf, Opera
house, Greenfield, 111.
Small town patronage.

Do

our patrons.

pleased

—

—

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.
Picture played to a fair crowd. The suband the colored man helped it to
go over in good shape. Jno. L Saunders,
Cheney, Kans. Neighborhood patrontitles

—

—

age.

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.

Owen
too

no good

is

Owen

last

here.

with no story.

silly

theatre,

Moore.

Anita,

— W.

I

His plays are
have shown my

T. Biggs, Unique

Ia.

The Adventuress,

with Julian

— Poor. Suggestive in spots and
please. — Adolph Kohn, Pastime
Granville, N. Y. — Neighborhood

Eltinge.

did not
theatre,

patron-

age.

Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.
of those ordinary society pictures.
Olcn Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Ind.
Small town patronage.

One

—

—

The

Flapper, with Olive Thomas.
This is surely a splendid picture. A good
moral and good acting.
Certainly a
shame to lose such a star as Olive
Thomas, and still have to run some others that you wish were dead.
C. L. German. Royal theatre, Bonner Spgs., Kans.

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Sauce for the Goose, .with Constance
Talmadge. This was a classy little picture, full of pep and pleased a good
crowd. Brother Exhibitor, you will do
well to book any of the Talmadge pictures.
H. W. Jeffries, Majestic theatre,
Huntington, Ark.

—

—

The Poor Simp, with Owen Moore.

Owen

Kathryn McGuire, George O'Hara 3nd Herbert Standing, in a scene from "Heart
balm," Mack Sennett's first serious drama for Associated Producers.
Everyone went out with a smile of .-.atonly one old fellow who said
one that was a little serious.
Admission 15 and 35 cents. Charles E.
Carey, Bushong theatre, Bushong, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
isfaction,
he liked

—

—

Did
with Otis Skinner
business and weather was
warm. Produced special prologue
and erected a large, elaborate, Oriental stage setting. Brought patrons

—

The

Fortune Teller, with Marjorie
Photography and direction
excellent.
A wonderful picture. Eight
full reels. Something doing all the time.

Rambeau.

Many

—

was the best picture yet. The
mother love picture I ever had.

say

it

greatest
It
is
Better business second night.
worthy of special advertising. It is really
a big picture in which Marjorie Rambeau
has a chance to prove her ability as a
Dr.
clever actress. Book it. Boost it.
F. M. Childs, Cozy theatre, Villisca. Ia.

—

—

we never had

William Jabefore.
Criterion theatre, Oklahoma

—

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. It went
over but not nearly as well as I thought
A very good picture hut only
it would.
about half of the people liked it. Bert
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, III.

—

KISMET,

record

cobs,
City, Okla.

—

—

—

The

Stealers,

with

a

special

—

—

An excellent
813, with a special cast.
Bert Norton, Kozy thestory.
atre, Eureka, III.
mystery

—

Why does a woman

%
+J

—

A

The Adventuress, with Julian Eltinge.
novelty picture. Not much to the

—

Posters drew a good house. R.
R. Grihble, Grand theatre, New Hamburg, Ont., Can. Small town patronage.
story.

—

The

— One

Spite Bride, with Olive Thomas
W.
of Olive's usual knockouts.

—

Beebe, Opera House, Manito,

111.

Olive
Down, with
and
Upstairs
Big
Thomas. Well pleased patrons.
crowd came to see the poor girl that

—

— Hackett

& Krauss, Hackett's thePort Gibson, Miss. Neighborhood
patronage.

died.

atre,

—

cast.

Very good. Had many favorable comments on this one. Large attendance at
15
and 35 cents. Charles E. Carey,
Bushong theatre, Bushong, Kan. Neighborhood patronage.

—

is

— Fair

L.

Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max LinHere is a good comedy. Out of
the ordinary and pleased a good house.
A. N. Freuen, Rex theatre, Scobey,
Mont. Small town patronage.

der.

sure improving on his later picgood laugh producer. Olen
Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera, Ind.
Small town patronage.
tures.

United Artists
Douglas
of Zorro, with
The
Fairbanks. Cleaned up. Good picture.
H. J. Rasor, Ideal theatre, Ithaca, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

Mark

—

—

The Nut, with Douglas Fairbanks.
Good box office attraction. Not as good

crave ~~

d.evoilon
lOalch for it/

——
———
June

—

—A

My

—

—

production.
Lee, Lee's theatre, Three Oaks, Mich.
Neighborhood patronage.

Universal
All Dolled Up, with Gladys WaltonClean and better than lots of specials.
Book it. A. L. Williamson, Pastime

—

Merryville,

theatre,

La.

— Neighborhood

patronage.
Girl Rich Girl, with Gladys WalFine. Pleased 100 per cent. Walton.
ton is there, not coming. J. M. Steinitz,
Liberty theatre, Rankin, Pa.

Poor

—

—

Honor Bound, with Frank Mayo.
not see

it

but

am

that

told

it

Myers.

|

2.

j

3.

|

4.

Brewster's Millions.
Mary's Ankle.
The Miracle Man.
The Great Redeemer.

|

5.

Merely Mary Ann.

|

6.

|

7.

Up

Trimmed,
This was just a

—

Carmel
picture and

with
fair

ter be put in pictures like Sirens of the
Sea, where she can show herself to better advantage. Not having any story in
particular to rave about the press sheet

the wonderful directing and
photography of one Marcel de Sano.
They better get this stuff out of their
heads and give us good plain pictures,
not mere shadows outlined in light. Art
can be carried too far. R. Ross Riley,
Wigwam theatre, Oberlin, Kan. Small
town patronage.

picked on

—

—

West Is West, with Harry Carey.
Not much to it. Seems they are getting
weaker all the time. He will have to put
more pep into his pictures or we will be
forced to add his name to the black list.
Fair business.
G. F. Rediske, Star theatre, Ryegate, Mont.
Small town patronage.

—

—

White Youth, with Edith Roberts.
Mediocre

Temple

entertainment.

—

F.

J,

East Jordan,
Neighborhood patronage.
theatre,

Gruber,
Mich.

Secrets, with Eva
a very good program picture.
Good for one day in a small house.
Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville,

Novak.

Society
is

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Rich
Poor
with 'Gladys Walton. — This seemed to give universal
isfaction, as
star always has
for me. — Walter Carroll, Royal theatre,
Fullerton, Nebr. — General patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
— A dandy picture but poor business.
111.

Girl,

Girl,

—

Don't be afraid to book this one.- E. L.
Hunter, Art theatre, Boswell, Okla.
Small town patronage.
If
Only Jim, with Harry Carey.
Rather tame for Carey, but pleased. Ordinary program picture. S Aronowitz,
Rialto theatre, Newton, la.
Neighborhood patronage.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Good. Pleased a large crowd. Heard

—

—

—

—

many

favorable comments. J. M. SteinLiberty theatre, Rankin, Pa.
Blind Husbands, an Erich Von Stroheim production. The poorest so-called
special we ever ran. Not near as good
as their poorest program pictures.
W.
C. Cleeton, Gem theatre, Higbee, Mo.
Sundown Slim, with Harry Carey.
Drew well. Disappointed my patrons.
Poorest Carey I have run. L. L. Pillird. Photo-Play theatre, Grand Rapids.
Ohio.
Best
If Only Jim, with Harry Carey.

itz,

—

—

—

—

|

|

j

|

|

—

Carey picture in a long time. A. L. WilMerryville,
Pastime theatre,
liamson,
La. Neighborhood patronage.
A Big Adventure, with Breezy Eason.
Pleased 100%.
real 100% picture.

—

—A

Business good. Give us more like this.
Tom Magruder,
Don't pass this

up—

Kans.— Neighborhood

Elite theatre, Iola,

patronage.

—A

Poor

Girl,

cute star

Girl,

who

with Gladys Walis

making pictures

on the order of Olive Thomas. Good.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre, Hymera,
Small town patronage.
Ind.

—

The Freeze Out, with Harry Carey.—

Carey in years. A good Westfrom the usual "knock 'em down
drag 'em out" stuff. Interesting and enWill please a Western pattertaining.

My

first

ern, free

No

ronage.

be-

fade-out

strangle-hold

tween hero and shero, which indicates
that it was directed by Clarence Badger,
but it wasn't. Play it. It's all right.—
NeC. Jenkins, Auditorium theatre,
J.
Small town patronage.
ligh, Neb.

—

The Prince of Avenue "A", with James
Good show.— H. B. Wilcox,
J. Corbett.—
Unique theatre, Bricelyn, Minn.— Neigh-

The Unknown Wife, with Edith Rob-

—A

with a good
moral.— Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre,
Hymera, Ind.— Small town patronage.
pleasing

picture

with

Eva Novak.—

Society Secrets,
It
Title not good enough for picture.
has a strong appeal. Pleased best of her
pictures. It is worth booking anywhere.
The old folk characters are a special hit.
H. W. Kerr, Kerr theatre, Little Sioux,

— Country patronage.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
will
Phillips. — An excellent picture that
advanced adstand much advertising
Norton, Kozy theatre,
mission. — Bert

la.

at

Eureka,

111

Honor Bound, with
Good average program
Riley,

Wigwam

—Small town

Frank

—

Mayo.

picture.
R. Ross
theatre, Oberlin, Kans.

patronage.

Blind Husbands, an Erich Von
production. Good, pleasing picPleased 90 per cent.— Mark Fristure.
Genbee, Croxton theatre. Angola, Ind.—
eral patronage.
Stro-

—

heim

Vitagraph
Black Beauty, with Jean Paige.— A
business,
and pleasing picture. Did big
nice

especially

— Small

—

theatre.

Island, with a special cast.
picture, but not an extraordinary special. Bert Norton, Kozy the-

—

Eureka,

111.

Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.
your patrons like thugs, jail birds,
prison cells and jail breakers, all right.
The only picture I have run in twelve
months that I was positively ashamed to
If

with

face the patrons' exit on.
bard, Hub theatre, Bishop,

the

children.

Gave

my

L. HubTex.— Neigh-

borhood patronage.

BLACK BEAUTY,

with Jean
Don't pass up
'em know that
you're playing it and you'll clean up
so big that they will have to run a
night shift at the mint for you. Broke

—

Paige.
Oh, Boy!
this one.
Just let

the

including

records,

all

opening.

The school board thought so much
of it that school was dismissed in
order to give everyone a chance to
Take the tip. Book it now.
it.
A. L. Hepp, Idylhour theatre, Gree-

see

ley,

Neb.

Three Sevens, with Antonio Moreno.
Very satisfactory picture. Dwight Baker, Circle theatre, Ottumwa, la.

—

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.
This was a disappointment. She was a

good

character in the two-reel
ran, but there is positively
nothing to this. Did not draw. Did not
little

O'Henrys we

please.

— B.

L.

Bishop, Tex.

Hubbard, Hub theatre,
town patronage.

— Small

Specials
Kazan

Jane
Did
not appeal to women. A. P. Botmur,
Orpheum theatre, Akrjn, O. Transient

Novak.

borhood patronage.
erts.

la.

— B.

BiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiim

Rich

Delta,

The Vice of Fools, with Alice Joyce.
Just a little society drama. Don't expect
too much. Audience waited all through
A. L.
this for something to happen.
Picker, Rex theatre, Ironwood, Mich.

atre,

Elbert L. Conroe,
Conroe's Playhouse,
Conroe, Texas.

ton.

—

Alhambra theatre,
town patronage.

Trumpet
Very good

zan.

|

Princess Jones, with Alice Calhoun.
Congratulations to Miss Calhoun on this,
her first Vitagraph production. A very
well balanced and acted comedy-drama.
Give us more like it. W. W. Stirlen,

Neighbouhood

in

sat-

this" little

|

Mary's Attic.
The Return of Tar-

.

—

we had about twelve people to the show.
Carmel will not draw here. She had bet-

This

1.

—

Beautifully

Patrons
Liked Best

|

Did
was a

dandy and that it had one rough spot
smoothing
out.
Philip
needed
Rand, Rex theatre, Salmon, Idaho.
Small town patronage.

that

—

Trie Plays

|

the Farm, a Mack Sennett
Didn't take here. Frank E.

Down on

89

Berriman
patrons complete satisfaction.
Bartlesville,
theatre,
Brothers,
Lyric
Okla. Neighborhood patronage.

The Mark

of Zorro, but pleased 90%.
Burrus, Lyric theatre, Crete, Neb.
Neighborhood patronage.

as

————
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18,

——

(G.

— Good

Hamilton),

H.

picture.

Well

—

with

liked.

—

patronage.

When Dawn Came (H. E. Dierker).
with a special cast. It's a Catholic picture, but all creeds will boost for you
for this wonderful production as it is.
The censor wasted no time on this one.
Work it with K. C. if possible. Raymond Schneider. Midget theatre, Metamore, 111. Neighborhood patronage.
Up in Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
The poorest picture I
a special cast.
ever put on the screen. It's not a special.

—

—

—

—

program picture and a weak one
Did not get a favorable comat
ment from anyone but got plenty of
knocks. Nielsen Brothers, Rex theatre,
LaMoure, N. D. Neighborhood patron-

Only

a
that.

—

—

age.

Women

(D. N. Schwab), with
story. Fine acting.
Went over big. Pleased.— D. M. Spade,
Theatorium theatre, Portland. Ind.
Neighborhood patronage.
Blind Love (Ayvvon), with Lucy Cotton.
I thought the picture good, but my
patrons kicked. From my own personal
viewpoint I would call it fine. A good
lesson to young boys is brought out well.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer, Itasca theatre,
Small town patronage.
Alice, Tex.
Fickle

David Butler.

— Good

—

—

—

Honeymoon Ranch

(Lubin), with Al-

—

EXHIBIT

90

Take

Up
Office Reports Tell the

Whole

—

Mary's Attic (Fine Arts), with
cast.— Played three days to

in

special

a

Box

—A

dandy Western that pleased
a tip and book it if you want
satisfied
Frank
Paul,
patrons.
Mrs.
Marvel theatre, Carlinville, 111.
leen Ray.

all.

USE THIS BLANK

HERALD

RS

(_)

pleased capacity business. An excellent
picture.— William Noble, Criterion thea-

Oklahoma

Okla.— General

City,

pat-

Story.

tre,

Join in This Co-operative Serrice

Trail (Arrow), with Jane
good picture with poor photography. Sub-titles are so dark they
cannot be read. This is a good program

ronage.

Report Regularly on
Pictures

You

Exhibit

And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Picture*
Are Doing

for

Other Exhibitors

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.
Fill in this

The Golden

Novak.

—A

—

Wives of Men, with Florence Reed.
Good business two
Excellent picture.
days in bad weather.— J. W. Sanders,
Strand theatre, Mattoon,

111.

days— Tom

two

Elite theatre.

Magruder,
Kans.— Neighborhood

Iola,

June

1921

18,

keep up the people's interest from
& Son, Royal
Fla.
Small

will

—

start to finish.
C. C. Price
theatre,
Tarpon Springs,

—

town patronage.

The
Whirlwind
with
(Selznick),
Charles Hutchinson. Best serial I have
had in months. Patrons well pleased.
Above the average business. O. H.

—

Freidmann, Nashville, Tenn.
hood patronage.

—
— Neighbor-

The Lost City (Warner Bros.), with
Juanita Hansen. This is a good serial
but did not make me any money. G. \V.
W'endel, Opera house theatre, Smithland,
la.
Small town patronage.

—

—

—

The Son

of Tarzan (National), with a
special cast.
This was a mighty fine
subject, but they had the wrong star.
E. D. Boston, Capitol theatre. Avon
Park, Fla. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Fantomas (Fox), with

Girl (Federated), with Billie
good program picture. Held

—A

Rhodes.
up good

Title

Nielsen

special.
a
not
but
Brothers, LaMoure, N. D.— Neighborhood patronage.

picture

Nobody's

—

a special cast.
6th episode and holding up good.
Patrons well pleased. W. C. Kennedy.
Gem theatre, Knoxville, Tenn. General

— On

—

—

patronage.

patronage.
Star

Wives of Men (Stahl), with Florence
Reed.— A distinct hit. Everyone pleased.
Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre, Tomb-

—

Producer

stone, Ariz.

patronage.

(Climax),

Battle

Love's

Remarks

— General

with

Joe

Moore.— Splendid picture. Ran one night
D. M.
to a full house. Good comments.

—

Theatorium theatre, Portland,
Neighborhood patronage.

Spade,
Ind.

—

The
special

(Griffith), with a

Babylon

Fall of

cast.— A

good

fairly

picture but

did not please anyone here. Not much
of a plot to it and hard to follow.
Nielsen Brothers, Rex theatre, LaMoure,
N. D. Neighborhood patronage.

—

Hearts of the West (W. S. P. C). with
William Fairbanks. A dandy Western
A good drawing card here— Tom
star.
Magruder, Elite theatre, Iola. Kans.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

Short Subjects
The Red Rider
with a special cast.

Series

— They

(Universal),
are good two-

fact as good as wc ever ran.
There are six of them and I have run
six and am sorry that I cannot get any
more of them. They are sure to please.
—Spalding Bros., Gem theatre, Taylorville. 111.
Neighborhood patronage.
reclers,

in

—

You Wouldn't Believe It (Paramount),
a Mack Scnnett production. — The fifth
two-reel Sennett I have run. They are
comedies but this is a scream
start to finish. Something without
"legs."
Hubbard, Hub theatre,
B.
L.
fair

all

from

—

Bishop, Tex.

— Small

town patronage.

—

Some of these
The cartoons are espeso. — Simmons & Collins, Idle Hour

Paramount Magazine.
are very good.
cially

— Small

Kans.

Wellsville,

theatre.

town

patronage.

Serials
Tide

...

The Flaming Disk
Elmo Lincoln.— On

Hard Luck (Metro), with

(Universal), with
15th episode and

good money getter.
J. M. Bricketto. CrysI'atrons satisfied
Knoxville. Tenn. General
theatre,
tal
holding up

Star

Producer

A

fine.

—

—

patronage
Fighting Fate (Vitagraph). with William Duncan.— One of the best serials we
ever ran. Book it and increase your bank

Remarks

receipts.

It

out—J. M.

keeps vour interest throughLiberty theatre,
Steinitz.

(Universal), with
the sixteenth
episode and the people are more interested in this than any serial I ever ran.
You can't go wrong.— E. L. Hunter, Art
theatre, Boswell, Okla.— Small town patronage.
The Flaming Disk (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. Fine. Motion Picture

The Diamond Queen
special

cast.

—

I

Name

of

Transient

ronage

or

Neighborhood Pat-

Vanity Fair Comedies (Pathe).— Pathe
sure had a good thing for exhibitors in
the Pollard comedies, but these girl comedies every other week sure offset any
good will I obtained with Pollard. Not
a laugh.
Walter Carroll, Royal theatre.
Fullerton, Nebr.
Neighborhood patron-

—

—

a

Four Times Foiled (Educational), with
special cast.
Very novel comedy that

—

—

The King of the Circus (Universal),
with Eddie Polo.— Starts off great. If it

Poor.

—

The

one half as good
Vanishing Dagger I'll never kick. Eddie
honest-to-goodness
real,
some
does
thrillers in this.— Mrs. W. H. Heffer.
Itasca theatre. Alice, Tex.— Small town
is

a puller as

just

patronage.
of the Circus (Universal), with
Just started this. Billed it
like a circus and it started out with a
bang. D. M. Spade, Theatorium theatre.
Portland, Ind. Neighborhood patronage.

Eddie Polo.

—

State

—

Theatres Co., New theatre. No. CharNeighborhood patronage.
lotte, N. C.

King

City

am on

—

Theatre

—

enjoyed. Alvin S. Frank, Jewel
theatre, Lafayette, Colo.
The Toonerville Trolley (First National).
have shown all of these to
date, and in our opinion they are among
the finest and cleanest comedies on the
market.
never have any complaints
on these. R. R. Gribble, Grand theatre.
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. Small town
patronage.

—

Exhibitor

— Went

age.

Rankin, Pa.
a

Buster. Keaover great. Keaton has this
camp grabbed. Giacoma Bros., Crystal
theatre. Tombstone, Ariz.
General patronage.
ton.

The

—

—

Vanishing
with Eddie Polo.

Dagger

— This

is

(Universal),
a serial that

they

all

—We

We

—

Comedies

Vanity
laugh.

—

(Educational).

Have run some with not

— Majestic

theatre,

a single

Reedsburg,

Wis.

The Nature
cast.
first reel,

cial

(Fox), with a speout fine all through

Girls

— Started

then fell down as usual, developing into a foot race, and a poor one

—

Giacoma Bros., Crystal theatre,
Tombstone, Ariz. General patronage.
Daddy and Miss Gingersnap (Pathe),
with Marie Osborne. Pretty dead stuff.
They pleased some of the ladies. R. R.
Gribble. Grand theatre, New Hamburg,
Small town patronage.
Ont.. Can.
at that.

—

—

—

—

Equipment

Progress
Why
time
ance

this

The seasons are regular. You
change them so you have

got to change

means

that

This

yourself.

you have got

to con-

duct your business during the
summer months so as to make it

and

attractive

inviting

to

the

patron.
are. of course, periods

of business depression, when the
purchasing power of your immediate neighborhood is low, but
the "summer" season and the

term "depression" are not synonymous.
There are means within your
disposal to. offset many of the
disadvantages of summer, the
chief one of which is heat.
What is the natural tendency
during the hot months? To seek
relief from the heat, isn't it?
And if you can provide a theatre
which is cool and well ventilated
to your patrons is there any reason why you should suffer from
lack of patronage?

People crave amusement at all
seasons of the year.
But just

do the other three sea-

as they

sons of the year, they demand
comfort with their entertainment

during the summer months. You
are in a position to give it to
them. It means thought and expenditure of money.

But you

must spend money to make
money.
When you know that your
theatre is actually "20 degrees
cooler than the temperature on
the street," let the public know
it.
Make your lobby cool and
inviting
avoid cluttering it with
excess poster stands and such.
If you are using upholstered

—

seats cover them with white seat
covers. Do everything to reflect

Comfort is both physand psychological. Do every-

comfort.

thing possible to satisfy both.

Who

Are

With

a view to affording the president

whose

skill

has done

much

to

bring to
it
has

of the United States pleasure and enter-

the

tainment in his private screenings in the
White House. Music Score Service Corporation of 1600 Broadway, New York,
has offered Mr. Harding free use of anySynchronized Music Scores that he may
wish to use in collaboration with his priv-

achieved, has joined these fellow artists
to personally supervise his quota of synchronized music scores.

ate

The

theatricals.

letter offering

Three days after a

the service had been dis-

word came

patched,

was not

president

slow to make reply.

There

to Staff of Artists

Compiling Scores for Orchestras in Many
Theatres Throughout the Country

annual upset every
its appear-

?

Rappee Added

Erno

summer makes

can't

ical

Synchronized Music Is to Be
Used on White House Program

the

to

offices

of

Music

Score Service Corporation that
President Harding thanked the corporation for its courtesy, and this was immediately followed by a letter from William P. Santelmann. leader of the United
States Marine Band, and in charge of
The text
music at the White House.
of Mr. Santelmann's letter follows:
''Should we. during the course of our
many and varied official engagements, be

upon

called

furnish

to

tion pictures at the

music for mo-

White House, or

else-

where, the president attending. I will be
very pleased to accept your kind offer

Music

Synchronized
same."
of

The Washington

office of the

tion,

situated in the

that

city,

will

scores

Mather

supply

for

the

corpora-

building, in

the

president's

wants.

Rappee Joins

notable addition has been made to
of musical celebrities compiling Synchronized Music Scores in the
person of Erno Rappee, conductor of the
staff

Capitol theatre Grand Orchestra, and one
of America's most prominent theatre musicians.

In association with James C. Bradford,
years director of the Broadway theatre orchestra, and special musical
editor for

Famous

Players, the First

Na-

Edouarde, pioneer in present-day de luxe musical settings for picture presentations and director of the

tional;

Carl

Strand theatre symphony orchestra since
the first day that house opened its doors:
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld. musical director
of Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion theatres.
Xew York, and Joseph Carl Breil.

tamed
D.

W.

for

his

Griffith

scoring of
successes,

many

of

the

Erno Rappee.

the

success

Abrams New Patent
means of not only
patronage, but also of
adding to the entertainment of their present patronage," said M. J. Mintz, general
sales manager of Synchronized Scenario
Music Company, in discussing the addihibitors

a

increasing

splendid

their

Mr. Rapee to the staff. "Regardwhether a house employs one
musician (either piano or organ) or an
orchestra of twenty pieces occupies the
music pit, synchronized music scores will
All the
exactly meet all requirements.
scores are correctly timed and cued tor
every action on the screen and as long
as a film is in existence, synchronized
A
music scores will fit every scene.
brilliant idea recently patented by Arthur
J. Abrams. originator of these popular
tion of
less

of

makes

scores,

this

possible.

A

cleverly

designed and easily understandable symbol running alonside the notes themselves
makes allowance for and instantly designates how any cut in the film may be
handled.
reception greeting
screening along Xew York's
Broadway, where the staff writers of
Synchronized Scenario Music Company

each

enthusiastic

new

hold forth, proves the magnet music is
for thousands upon thousands of picture
It is folly for an exhibitor who
fans.

upon the high-class picscreens not to equalize his
by offering music in a class

prides himself
tures

for seven

theatre

"Synchronized music scores offer ex-

"The

Staff

A

.the

Capitol

he

program

with the film production. Synchronized
music scores are individual efforts. Each
score is perfectly fitted to the especial
Every note synpicture it is made for.

chronizes perfectly with every action on
The audience is placed in
the screen.
a receptive mood and lives the picture
Good music, a great
with the players.
compeller of emotions, brings the picture home to them with emphasis. And
is that particular feature of a motion
picture entertainment that makes for a
Successful screensuccessful screening.
ings make for successful theatres."
it
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Armstrong Names Sales
John H. Reed Comes From

Home

Office to Assist

Management
terprises in

in

Argus EnChicago
of

George Armstrong, who has recently
over the management of Argus
Enterprises of Chicago, has just completed his sales organization and gathered
taken

around him a

staff of scientifically trained

experts of interest to theatremen.
Mr. Armstrong has stood out for some
time as a prominent figure in the theatre
equipment and motion picture supply

He comes

Chicago from the
home office, where he was head of the
retail department and in charge of all
stores.
All of this knowledge and exbusiness.

perience he
hibitors

of

is

now

Illinois

to

offering to

the ex-

and Indiana.

With him from the home office Mr. \rmstrong brought John H. Reed as his asMr. Reed has been acting as
sistant.
assistant to Mr. Armstrong when he was
in charge of the retail department, and
will continue as his assistant in Chicago.
Mr. Reed has grown up with the Argus
Company and has a highly developed
idea of
the

what he owes

way

to the exhibitor in

of service.

Specialists Selected

Mr. Armstrong wanted each member
his sales organization to be a specialist in some line, so he chose C. A.
Mr.
Hastings as the theatre expert.
Hastings has had practical experience in
He spent
all lines of theatrical work.
eighteen years in the show business and
during that time served in all capacities
which would help him develop his specialty.
He has been an operator, chorus
man in grand opera, property man with
a traveling road show, director of a stock
company, and for the past six years a
theatre manager.
The organization was not complete
without a trained technical man, so Ed
Burch was chosen to solve the technical
and construction problems. Mr. Burch
gained his training at the Carnegie Institute of Technology and since graduating
has been an operator, a contractor and
builder, a designer of buildings, and has
had practical experience in the supply
business through two years of service
with the Lucas Theatre Equipment Company before he joined the Argus forces.
Mr. Burch will cover the Indiana territory for Argus and also be advisor on all
engineering and construction problems
brought to the company.

of

R. E.

1044

Watson

CAMP

ST.,

will look after the artistic

NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

side of the theatre.
in Chicago, for he
a number of years.

W atts
r

Staff
is

well

known

[une

Cosmos

His salesmanship he learned in four
years spent as a traveling salesman, and
theatre advertising and exploitation ideas
were gained as advance man for road
shows.
Supervises Stock

Room

In charge of the Argus shipping and
Dave has
stock room is David Levin.
been an operator and knows how important it is to rush out orders when
there is trouble in the projection room.
Dave is an electrical expert, having taken
a course at the Armour Institute and being for seven years with the Commonwealth Edison Company as meter engineer.
His practical knowledge of the
shipping room was learned as supervisor of shipping for the Community Motion Picture Bureau, and he was also
supervisor of motion pictures for the

government for two and a half years.
"The Argus idea." said Mr. Armstrong,
"is very different from most conceptions
It has a much
of the word 'service.'
more comprehensive meaning. Our idea
to have the theatreman shift all his
equipment troubles and responsibilities
on our shoulders.
All he needs is to
come to us and say he wants to build a
theatre and we will plan everything for
him. We will furnish estimates, draw up

decorate the theatre, furnish it,
equip it, provide everything from the sign
outside the house to the stage setting inside, engage a manage/, train the employes, provide ushers, so that it is an

complete theatre, and a wellequipped theatre, with a staff of trained
employes which is delivered to the customer.
"The same service will be rendered on
a theatre which is run dow n or one which
a theatreman wishes to improve. We will
furnish everything, do all the work, and

to Erect

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, June 7.—
Plans for Washington's most pretentious
theatre project have just been completed by the Cosmos Theatre Company,
now operating the Cosmos Theatre, on
Pennsylvania avenue.
The company has purchased property
at the northeast corner of Thirteenth and
E streets Northwest, upon which a large
theatre and moving picture building will
be erected this fall. The total outlay for
the land and building will be approxi-

mately $1,500,000.
When completed,

the new Cosmos
building will combine three projects under
one roof, a distinct novelty in WashingThere will be an ultra-modern
ton.
single balcony vaudeville theatre, with a
seating capacity of 2,800; a combined
roof-garden and theatre, accommodating
-',000, and a large moving picture theatre
which will be located on the Thirteenth
and E streets corner.
The building will be of white stone and
terra cotta and light tapestry brick, set
off with gold and wedgewood plaques.
The structure will have a frontage of 155
feet on Thirteenth street, and a height
of over 100 feet.

Has Washington

is

plans,

Company

Structure to Cost
Over Million

for
He first started as
then rose to the position

specialized in the furnishing of theatres.
He has also been trained in other lines.

1921

Pretentious Theatre
for Washington, D. C.

was an exhibitor

an operator and
of manager, managing the Ortenstein
houses and the Gumbiner theatres in
Chicago. He was connected with an inwhere he
terior decorating .company,

18.

WASHINGTON.

D.

Office

C— Rudolph

Berger resigned last week as manager of
Associated Producers to become manager of the F. B. Warren Corporation
interests in the District of Columbia and
the Virginias. Mr. Berger has been associated in pictures with Mr. Warren for
three years. He is unquestionably known
to more people in the District of Columbia than any other picture man here.

entirely

the responsibility after we
accept his contract.
"Just because we do these big things,
however, does not mean that we are not
interested in the smallest details as well,
and in our salesroom will be found equipment of every kind and data for your information.
are distributors in Illinois and Indiana for the Simplex machine, and are ready to take entire care of
your machines from the smallest to the
largest parts."

assume

Royal Changes Hands
HANCOCK, MICH.— Vance Amusement Company has purchased the Royal
theatre in Fifth street from Walter Guibault.
The Vance company now operates seven houses.

all

Plan Minnesota Theatre
EAST GRAND FORKS, MINN.— McDonald Brothers have purchased the
Kearns building in DeMers avenue and
will equip a motion picture theatre there.

We

Buy William Harris House
NEWARK,
&

X.

J.— Steinberg, Machat

purchased the Hill
100 Springfield avenue, from
Benjamin and William Harris.
Silverman

have

theatre at

Improves Oh-Gee Th^atr?
ED WARDS VILLE, ILL.—The OhGee theatre has recently undergone redecoration and renovation. O. H. Giese
is the manager.

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

Galyen Managing Ball
McFARLAND, CAL.— The
atre

has

been

opened

by

Ball

the-

Managers

Galyen and Sollenberger.

64 W. RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

June
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Meriden, Conn.
theatre

Th eatres
Providing Comfort for Fans
Exhibitors

Asset.

Know

Is

—

Poli will build a
street as an addi-

S. Z.

West Main

theatre.
jection

*
*

—

Is

&

Valparaiso, Ind. G. G. Shauer
Sons
Company has awarded the contract for
the erection of a theatre to cost $125,000.
*

an

This.

Martinez,

Cal.^J.

J.

McNamara

an-

nounces that a new theatre to cost $150,000 will be erected in Ward street, near
the office of the telephone company.
*

Equipment

Being Installed

Granville, la.

— A $20,000 playhouse

is

Ownership Changes

to

Maiden, Mass. P. H. Carr, Edward D.
Ashton and M. E. Twomey have pur-

C—

Washington, D.
Allen E. Walker
Investment Corporation plans the erec-

purchased a

site at the

men have

146 Marietta Street

Atlanta, Ga.

Orleans, La.

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

WILLEMSEN & CO.

*

Lewiston, Me.
Colonial Theatre

'

site

northwest corner

on which

—

Exporters of Film

rumored

that
Company is seeking a
to build a theatre.
It

is

Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Camp St., New Orleans

*

of Macdougal and West Houston streets
on which to erect a 1,200-seat theatre.
Ruland & Whiting-Benjamin Corporation
and Pepe & Brothers were the brokers.

Office and Laboratory, 428

—

Haverhill,
Mass. Ellis Brodie and
Samuel Jensky have purchased the old
Eagle house and will erect a 2,500-seat
theatre on the

*

site.

*

Montclair, N. J.— H. H. Wellenbrink
has broken ground for his new $400,000
theatre at Bloomfield avenue and Seymour

Independence, Mo.

—A

theatre seating

1,200 people and costing $100,000 is to be
erected here.
The mayor is the supervising architect.

street.

*

—

Cloud, Minn. With work progressing on the Schaefer theatre, it is planned
to have it completed for opening sometime during the fall.
St.

New

a 2,000-seat house.

*

business

PEARCE FILMS

chased the site of the old car barns in
Pleasant street on which they will build

theatre and store building at
Fourteenth street and Florida avenue,
northwest. The theatre will seat 1,500.

tion of a

New York— Italian

—

608 Canal Street

—

Projects

—

Osceola, la.
Kdward M. Boylston has
purchased the Lyric theatre.
Norfolk, Neb. The Auditorium and
Lyric theatres have been sold to C. J.
Kremcr and F. L. Sanders.

be erected here this summer.

New

A new screen and a new promachine are being installed.

tion to his circuit.

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

in

93

Cable Address:

\\

illemfilm

We are completing the
Soon Be Ready *| final arrangements of our
spacious and elaborate quarters.
A full line of equipment and supplies for the motion
picture theatre. Two commodious projection rooms
for public use of the trade.
On and after July I we will be the sole distributors of Powers
Cameragrapft Projectors for Illinois and Indiana.
S. E. SCHAFFER & CO., 24-26 East 8th St., Chicago 111.
Telephone Wabash 5346

Remodeling

—

CAMERA BARGAINS

Ontonagon, Mich. The Rex theatre is
A
undergoing a complete remodeling.
vapor vacuum heating system is to be
installed and a steel canopy will be

*

—

Braddock, Pa. Ben Burle will build a
$250,000 theatre at 840 Braddock avenue.
*

Motion Picture Cameras

at caih
saving prices. Special professional
discpunts on

UN1VERSALS.
DeBri*.

—

Troy, N. Y. A permit has been
granted Herman L. and Abraham Symansky to build a theatre at 73 Third street.

odsla.

Camp

Point,

111.

remodeling the

is

— L.
local

L.

anr others del
Send for oar

DeFrune, Patbe and

erected over the sidewalk.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY

Cunningham

Dept. H,

motion picture

109

N.

Dearborn

St.,

Chicago,

111.

wmnmsimmrm.fiK'ia

Interesting Bargains in
Rebuilt Equipment
screens, Minusa is the name that
instantly conveys the thought of the highest known quality.

Among

Distributors Everywhere
literature upon request.

Samples and

World's Lar^estProducers^o/
J^Iotion Picture Screens

If you want high grade equipment at low prices, we can meet
your needs in every detail. We always have an assortment
of rebuilt Projection Machines of all makes, at all of our Sales
Offices, as well as Motor Generator Sets, Rectifiers, Compensarcs and other equipment too numerous to list here. By rebuilt we mean that all worn Parts have been replaced with
new ones before the machines are offered for sale. This assures you of receiving equipment that is mechanically perfect
at remarkably low prices.
Write us your needs if you don't
see listed below what you want.
1

Motiograph, No. 1883799, motor drive,
outside shutter, motor No. 18602, less
lenses

$200.00

1

Powers 6-A, Mech. No. 17140 A. C. motor,

1

No. 152, 110 volt, 60 cycle
Hand Drive Powers 6 No. 2855

magazines, 110

lamp
1

MPN5PPN
iJr

at

Kir-

Let the theatre
ventilation

V/eNTIL/\TIN5

1

specialists
tell

you how —

Send today

for

Booklet 10

rAI7N5PPN APPLING 5y5TEM,iNc.
BRANCH -1525 VINE ST.

ft.

motor arc

and rewind

150.00

Used Simplex No. 941, small magazines,
old style lamphouse, complete with 11060 motor and speed control
1916 Motiographs with new intermittent

225.00

less reels

sprockets, completely overhauled, less
lens with 110 volt, A. C. Fidelity motor

250.00

ATTRACT SUMMER AUDIENCES

heating
i

2

volt, 60 cycle,

250.00

2000

PHIL-A- PA-

.

MEW
yPRK
W. «51!JST.
JO

Write for Fan and Chair Cover Prices

Company

Exhibitors Supply
MILW AUKEE
133 Second Street

ST.

3316

LOUIS

I.indcll

Boulcward

Inc.

MINNEAPOLIS
Produce Exchange Bldg.

INDIANAPOLIS

CHICAGO

128 V\cst Ohio Street

845 South Wabash Avenue

•
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CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Hospital Benefit is
Success; Nets $8,000
Kettering and Aaron
Jones are Thanked for

Plan Special Train
To Minneapolis Trip

Ralph

Assistance Given
The charity benefit performance held at
the Colonial theatre. Chicago, for the American Theatrical Hospital, the only institution of its kind in the world where screen
and stage players may secure expert hospital attention and shelter free of charge,
proved a huge success.
Aaron J. Jones,
general chairman and treasurer, reports the
net proceeds to exceed $8,000.
The success of this year's benefit may
be attributed to the indefatigable efforts
of Mr. Jones who directed the entire affair:
Harry

to

J.

Ridings and Claude S.

Hum-

phrey for the marvelous program offered
which included the personal appearances of
Clara Kimball Young, Valeska Surratt.
Janet Adair. Jack Norworth. Bert Williams,
Robinson Newbold and all the other famous
stars that were playing in Chicago; anr!
but not least to the splendid promotion and publicity given the affair this year
by Ralph T. Kettering.
Never before has a charity benefit secured the amount of newspaper space devoted to the American Theatrical Hospital
last

Over five thousand lines
of reading matter were devoted to the
affair, thirty-twc pictures were published
in the six daily newspapers and two editorials appeared.
Mr. Kettering smashed
benefit this year.

records for capturing free space in Chicago's papers. And the trade journals were
equally as generous.
"It is a noble work and nobly did everyone respond," said Judge Joseph Sabath,
president of the hospital association.

all

"W e owe it all to Aaron Jones and his
record breaking hustler. Ralph Kettering."
said Dr. Max Thorek, surgeon in chief.
Fred Linick
the

Row.

He

is back again with us on
can be paged most any time

the local Pioneer office and is covering
the City sales.
There may be heaps of
at

other good lines to handle off film row, but
what and where are they?
*

In

the

*

excitement

*

of

announcing

J.

Goldberg's new theatre to open at La Porte
we seemingly overlooked an important item.
A young gentleman came to visit this happy
home May 28 and has made up his mind to
stav.
didly.

Mother and son are both doing
*

*

*

We

the fence is still standing.
haven't seen
the car, but late reports inform us the
fence is constructed of concrete.
*
* *

hear that young H. Loeb is back
attain with the Fox exchange.
Guess E. P.
Grohe must be hitting the city exhibs for
a flock these days with the youngster backon the job once more.

Friend's Funeral
President of Universal Pays

executive committee of the MoPicture Theatre Owners of Illinois
have chosen the Chicago. Burlington and
(Juincy railroad for the operation of a

The

special train from Chicago to Minneapfor the national convention, June 27
to 29 inclusive.
Full particulars regarding train service, rates, Pullman reservations and other
details are being mailed to members and
other exhibitors.

olis

Laemmle Goes

To

Last Sad Tribute to
Harry Lindner

tion

Laemmle, president of the UniFilm Manufacturing Company,
was among the scores of friends and

Carl
versal

who attended

associates

funeral

the

services

Harry
ner,

of

Lind-

veteran

Chicagoexhib-

The

exhibitor organization has moved
from the Famous Playcrs-Lasky building to Room 207, 010 South Michigan
avenue, where it will establish permanent quarters.

itor,

Memorial

Day.

Passing

through Chicago en route
the west
coast, Mr.

to

Celebrated Players

LaemmJe was

greatly

Announces Program

shocked by
word of the

Canadian Two-Reelers and

death of his
old friend and

Screen Snapshots Set For
Publication
Celebrated Players Film Corporation is
preparing for the early publication of what
it considers two of the best
short subjects
it has ever offered
a new series of Screen
Snapshots and fourteen two reel dramas
of the Canadian wilds.
The first of the Screen Snapshot series
will contain glimpses of the private and
professional life of Mary Pickford, Max
Linder, Lina Caveliera, Lucien Muratore.
May Allison, Doris May. Dorothy Dalton.
Fatty Arbuckle, Bebe Daniels. Monty Blue
and Ben Turpin as well as many well known
producers and studios and incidents around
the motion picture colonies in various sections of America.
The Canadian dramas are stories of the
Royal Mounted Police, starring Irving
Cummings. Celebrated declares that there
is more action in these pictures than in
any feature picture and that they are
full of punch, thrills and beautiful scenes
of the Canadian snow country.
The exhibition rooms of Celebrated Players has been transformed into a jungle to
exploit "Miracles of the Jungle," the serial
which will be published early in the fall.
Gorillas, lions, wild cats, apes, monkeys
and bears stand against a background of
moss, grass and palms.

Clyde Elliott of the local Pioneer exchange is expected to return from New
York the early part of the week, after concluding a lengthy visit to the metropolis and
we figer another BIG ONE has gone across
down that way. W'addaver sav Clvde, eh ?

Draw Plans for Theatre
SYRACUSE. N. Y.— Plans are being

immediate y
cancelled busi1

™i
Harry Lindner

—

splen-

Clyde Eckhardt, manager of the local
Fox office, must have been trying to prove
the borsepower of his Rolls Royce the other
day down at Wauconda, 111. At all events,

We

Carl

Illinois Exhibitors

ness engagements so as to
remain in Chic a g o for the
funeral.

Harry Lindner was one of the best
known and best liked exhibitors in Chicago. His Janet theatre, 617 West North
avenue, is one of the landmarks of the
motion picture industry in the central
west. He was a progressive showman;
was the first exhibitor in Chicago tq
install the mirror screen, and established a personal acquaintance with all
of the patrons of his house.
Mr. Lindner died at Grant Hospital
following an operation for appendicitis.
Friends did not believe his condition
was serious and the word of his death
came as a great shock. The funeral
services were held Decoration Day.
Several motor cars were necessary to
carrv the floral tributes from friends.

Latest reports confirm that Jimmie Salter has announced the opening of his first
theatre. Jim hasn't quite made up his mind
on the onening date nor the theatre name
but at that, she's a f>00 seater equipped
un-to-the-minute and located at Libertyville. III., and from what we know of Jim.
imagine he'll have all the natives staging
a mob scene trying to make the first show
when the doors are thrown open. Our best
are with you, Jim old top.

CHICAGO
Sidney

J.

Goldman, vice-president of

drawn by James B. Randall for a theatre
the Fitzers, owners of the Happy Hour,
will build in West Fayette street be-

F. B. Warren Corporation, has returned from a month's trip on the Pacific
Coast and is at the new Warren offices at
804 South Wabash avenue. Mr. Goldman
has been associated with Mr. Warren

tween Clinton and Franklin

for six vears.

streets.

the

June
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SHOTS AND MISSES
-By

Mac-

Goldberg, general manager o£ the
T.
Princess Theatre Co.. La Porte. Ind., tells
us that he has received the plans from
architect. Henry L. Xewhocse. of Chicago,
for the erection or* their new theatre. The
ground was broken June 1. The building will be a modern structure, housing
the theatre' apartments and store space at
a cost of $350,000. The theatre will have
a seating capacity of 1.700 and when completed will l»e one of the show places of
the Hoosier state.
* * *

jaunt through the territory I landed 125
live fish !"
Great, murmur us send the
photo and we'll look 'em over and deter-

H. O. Chahel. well known about Chitheatrical circles and for sometime
affiliated with the Ascher enterprises of
this city, is* now managing the Pastime
theatre of Garrett. Ind.. and judging from*
cago

reports the oldtimer

*

in

*

*

*

'

office.

*

Herman* Stern,

*

and

Indiana

lakes.

He

savs,

"Mv

last

*

*

*

division

manager

*

that Henry C. Friedman is busily mailing
the exhibitors in these parts.
They can't
be beat and Henry modestly claims one
hundred per cent credit for their origin.
* * *

Philip Soloman, well known

*

*

fight, this special will pull out for Chi,
arriving here with ample time to spare to
land at Benton Harbor for Fitzsimmons'
party, between Benny Leonard and the
other fellow. Better see the boys and get
fixed up. costs hardly anything and be-

sides Jack Kearns has promised to be on
hand to greet the cinema gang when the
Choo choo steams into Joisey. That's all.
* * «

many

tres in this territory»
*

*

The current Prizma. "Dawning"
run

in

circuit

entire

in 'their

other representative thea-

Ascher's

Xew

Roosevelt

is

Excelsior Film Co.
EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA
Avenida

de

Belgica 43. Havana, Cuba

National Film Co.

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS

JACK AND THE
BEANSTALK

ECLIPSE AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We

of

Office

:

maike

are always in the

Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

'LA-INTERNACIONAL CINEMATOGRAFICA"
Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS &

COMPANY

a

interest.

Produced by

The Jack MacCullough Studios
1825-1831

Warren Avenue

being

theatre.

Cable: *'Velasquin"

a success.

portrayal

"Good Bad Wife"

*

Listen boys, have you all made preparations to be at the big mill to be pulled off

you can please the grown-ups and
the youngsters with

faithful

ing at Atlantic City the following afternoon
resting here until Friday eve and then
onward east to Xew York in time for the
gong Saturday.
Immediately after the

vet-

film

now

covering the southside for
Yitagraph and it should be no
time before Phil begins to roll up an enviable record in this territory for his company.
eran, is
the local

And

undying

takes

as well as

*

for

One-Reel

when Jack

2.

on local affairs, drop up to Celebrated
and take a slant at those sixteen arguments

same conclusion.

arrive at the

tion

what makes your show

fairy tale of

July

Talkin' about taking the heat out of business and spreading constructive ventila-

!

—

city,

If you please a big percentage of your
patrons they keep on coming.

A

City.

J. M. Jacobs the Indiana Rep. of Celebrated Film Corp. feature department has
'"•"t secured first runs in Indianapolis for
"Good Bad Wife." "Servant in the House"
and the Bessie Love Series. Bookings are
coming in fast on these features in the
Chicago territory. Celebrated has just closed
"•th the Lubliner & Trinz circuit for

tells

Balance!
It's

for the

us he is going to make
Chicago his headquarters. Fine
Glad to
have you with us most all visitors after
spending a few hours in this biggest young
Universal,

You may

rave about "Babe" Ruth hit
chatter and golf lore, billiards, bowling
and all that sort of stuff, but let this crowd
your hearers for a second or two. Harry
Weiss of the Superior Screen exchange
has just returned from "another trip" and
claims the stellar honors with the finny subjects as coaxed from the depths of Illinois

*

group of Federated franchise holders who
were attending the convention at the Congress Hotel, as only this live and up-tothe-minute exchangeman knows how.

*

*

busv

this

species.

J. L. Friedman was kept busy during the
past week entertaining, directing and putting over all sorts of live stunts for the

hitting the ball.

is

*

C. L. LlNE'AV. for many years situated
with the local Yitagraph office, is now assistant manager for the local Reelcraft exchange and with his host of friends in
local exhibitor circles should be just the
chap to sit along side of "Manager Carl

Harthill

—

mine the

Joisey

Georges on for the twelve round fracas.
Well Xate Lewis is cooperating with
Chib Florine, Del Goodman and Hank
Peters for a full-house of film lights to
ride the rails on the "FILM SPECIAL"
which will drag out of Chicago at noon.
Wednesday preceeding the fight and arriv-

Chicago

Serves

The Best Exhibitors

Exclusive Cuban Rights for All
P. O. Bo* 1314

in

Cuba

"Onion Italian" Productions

Havana, Cuba

Cable "Peiiculal

GUIDE

to

CURRENT PICTURES
---J

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY
Through Pathe Exchanges
Woman, six reels, with Helen Jerome

Distributed

A

Light

Eddy
The Gamesters, six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
The Blue Moon, six reels, with Pell Trenton and
Elinor Field.
Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones five reels, with Charles Clary
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

ARROW FILM
The Unseen Witness,

reels,

reels,

five

CORP.

The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels.
The Bromley Case, five reels.
Woman's Man. five reels, featuring Romaine
Ora

five reels, featuring
Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast.
The Golden Trail, five reels.
Bachelor Apartments, five reels, with

C

Wm.

S.

Mounted,

arew.

Mar.

six

reels,

six

InceVance

reels,

Hop

27— The

Mar.

Lily,

six

with

reels,

Mae

Idol

North,

of

six

reels,

with

The Way Women

April

reels, with Rubye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.
("at, five reels, with all star cast
The
Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
The
Came, five reels, all Indian
Before the White

April

Remer.
Luxury, six

Tame
Man Who

Man

— The Faith Healer, six
a George
Melford production.
— The Dollar a Year Man,
with
Roscne Arbuckle.
10— Buried Treasure, seven
with Marion Davies.
10— The Witching Hour, seven
William D. Taylor production.
17 — Love Special,
with Wallace
Reid.
17 — The Great Day, four
Hugh Ford
3

April

with Kubye Ue

I.ove, five reels

April
April

The Riddle Woman,

six

Prod.)

reels,

— What

Woman

Every

Knows,

(Wm. De Mille
24— The Home Stretch, five
reels.

with Geraldme Far

April

What Women

seven

Prod.)

Wallace

reels,

if iff if in

— The City of Silent Men, six reels, with
Thomas Meighan.
May 8 — Proxies, six
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
May 8 — Deception, six reels. (Special Prod.)
May 15— Oh, Jo.
reels, with Dorothy Gish.
May 15 — King, Queen, Joker, five reels, with Sid
Chaplin.
May 22 — Too Wise Wives,
reels. (Lois Weber
Prod.)
May 22 — Sacred and Profane Love,
reels.
May

six reels, with George Arliss.
Will Do. six reels.

I

1

Moll, seven
King, seven

Were

THOMAS

INCK PRODUCTIONS

H.

Homespun
Lying

Folks, six reels, with Lloyd Hughes
Lips, six reels, with
House Peters and

Florence Vidor.
Mother o' Mine, six

I'ARKKR

J.

WILLIAM PAH M M SERIES
Drag Harlan,

Th*

Leopard
Glaum.

im

seven

six

with

Tommy,

20
Sentimental
Robertson Prod.)

six

reels.

(John

S.

Louise

with

reels,

reels,

—

May

The Tiger's Cuh,

worth.
Love, six reels, with Louise Glaum
Gu*lty, six reels, with Louise Glaum.
I

The Married Virgin,

Am

six

TOM MIX SKRIK*

A

Broken

reels.

SHIRLEY MASON SERIES

The House
Richard

Doll, five reels, with

Monte

Without Children, seven

reels,

with

T ravers

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

Blue.

of the Mohicans, six reels, with

Nineteen and Phyllis,
The Great Adventure,
rymore.

MACK SBNNETT PRODUCTIONS
A Small Town

Idol, six reels, with Ben
reels.
She Sighed by the Seaside, two reels.
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.

Home

Talent,

J.

L.

The Ten Dollar

reels.
reels.

of

GEORGE WALSH SERIES

Cast.
Affair,

five

Breamer.
Katherine

with

eight reels, with Spe-

reels,

with

Constance Tal-

reels,

reels,

with

Charles

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
reels, with Marguerite Clark
The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mac-

with

Zany

CREATION FILMS,

INC.

five reels.

EQUITY PICTURES
Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.

Midchannel, six reels, with Clara Kimball Young.
Hi^h, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

Donald.

Man-Woman-Marriage,

six

reels.

Holubar-Phillips.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels. R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.
The Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.
Lessons in Love, five reels, with Constance Talmadge.
Bob Hampton of Placer, six reels (Marshall
Neilan).

Gypsy Blood,

Dynamite Allen,

five

reels.

20TH CENTURY BRAND
The Land

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones
Beware of the Bride, five reels, with" Eileen Percy
While the Devil Laughs, five reels, with Louise
Lovely.

six

Scrambled Wives, six

Miens.

For the Freedom of Ireland,

Sylvia
reels,

Ray.

reels.

five

five

madge.

FILM SALES
Paris,

with

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

six reels.

The Nightingale

reels,

Latchkey,

Lady's

cial

Raise, five reels.

five

six

My

Mamma's

I

Dangerous Love,

Not Guilty,

five reels.
reels.

From Now On. five reels.
The Plunger, five reels.
Number 17, five reels.

six reels, with Chas. Ray.
six reels, with Lionel Bar

MacDonald.
The Woman in His House,

FROTH NG II A M

C. B. C.

The Victim,

Turpin

five

Heart,

The Lamplighter, five reels
The Mother Heart, five reels.

six

FIRST NATIONAL

Barbara

Foolish Matrons, six reels.

My

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy. five reels.

FILM MARKET, INC

Bedford

The

WILLIAM RUSSELL SERIES
The Man Who Dared, five reels.
The Challenge of the Law, five reels.
The Iron Rider, five reels.

Girl of

MAURICE TOURXKI R PHODrCTIO\«*
The Last

six reels.
Prairie Trails, six reels.
The Road Demon, six reels.
Hands Off. six reels
The Hornet's Nest, five reels.

(

ALLAN DWAS PRODOCTIOSII
Jacaueline Logan.

reels.

The Texan,

Frivolous Wives, six reels.

The Forbidden Thing, six reels with James Kirk
wood and Helen Jerome Eddy
A Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and

six

heater Reformed, five reels.
Rare Knuckles, five reels.
Colorado Pluck, five reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO

Hobart Hos-

reels.

WHITE SERIES

Mil

The Thief, six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels.
Know Your Man. six reels.
Beyond Price, five reels.

with Elsie Ferguson.

Mi. JR„ PRODUCTION*

One,

to

five

reels.
reels.

six

Scuttlers, six

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

five

reels.

Woman,

The

A Thousand

hi

five

Pearl White.
William Far

with
with

York Sleeps, seven reels, with All
Star Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels, with All Star Cast.
A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court,
seven reels, with All Star Cast.
Skirts, five reels, with Special Cast.

reels.

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS, INC

reels,
reels,

num.
While New

reels.

April 24

rar.

The Devil,

reels,

five

Pathe Exchanges

through

five reels,

reels,

April

Distributed

POX SPECIAL*
The White
If

reels,

cast.

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

reels,

3

DIST.

reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION

pro-

Dorothy Dalton.

Tex, feature series, five reels.
A Man from Nowhere, five reels, with Jack Hoxie

FORWARD FILM
Youth's Desire, five

with

Murray.

kins.

Leave Your Husband, seven reels, with
and Margaret Clayton.

Wm. Desmond

Hart.

— Beau Revel,
duction.
27 — The Gilded

five reels, with all-star cast
five reels, with all-star cast
House, five reels, with all

the

star cast

Don't

reels,

—
Meighan.
20 — O'Malley of

Mar.

Georgia

Love
Hearts and Masks,

Good Bad Wife,
The Servant in

reels,

Is

Mar. 20

Love's Protege,

reels,

five

8.

Field

ing.

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Nobody's Girl, five reels, with Billie Rhodes.
Kunnir May. five reels, with Bessie Love.
Thr Midlanders. five reels, with Bessie Love.
Penny of Top Hill Trail, five reels, with Bessie

reels,

five

mopolitan production.
Mar. 13— The Call of Youth, four reels, Hugh
Ford British production.
Mar. 13 The Easy Road, five reels, with Thomas

reels.

five

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
— Forbidden Fruit, eight
Cecil de
Mille production.
Feb. 13 — Chickens,
with Douglas MacLean.
Feb. 20. — The
Kentuckians,
six
Chas
mopolttan production.
Feb. 27. — The Price of Possession,
with
Ethel Clayton.
Feb. 27 — What's Worth Wnile,
Lois
Weber production.
Mar.
— Straight the Way. seven
Cos-

Feb. 18

six reels, with

Pola Negri.

The

Little

Gray

Lovely.
Oliver Twist.

Mouse,

five

Jr., five reels,

reels,

with

Louise

with Harold Goodwin

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.

GOLDWYN STAR PRODI CTIOXS
What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Normand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a .Mes§
more Kendall production.
Gndless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Road- of Destiny,

five

reels,

with

Pauline

erick.

The Highest Bidder, five reels.
Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels, All Star Cast.
Guile of Women, live reels, with Will Rogeri
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.

The Voice

in

the Dark, five reels.

Fred-

June

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

18.

Boys Will Be Boys,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

with Will Rogers

five reels,

Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Atberton.
A Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouverneur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels, All Star.
An Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers.
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels. Williamson Production.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels. Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

Laboma, seven reels.
Beggar in Purple,

The Sage Hen,

The U.

JESSE

BEXJAMIS

The Harvest Moon,

The Empire

The Tiger's Coat, with Myrtle Stedman and Law-

GEORGE

son Butt.

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Green

Flame,

five

reels,

with

J.

The Heart

IRVIN

V.

Down Home, an

reels,

Dowling.

with Special Cast.

WILLAT PRODUCTIONS

reels,

A Good Woman,

five

All

with All Star Cast.

Her

Something

reels.
A Woman's Business, five reels.
Wings of Pride, five reels.

The

reels,

reels, Doraldina.
reels, Alice
with
reels,

of

six

Lake.

six

reels,

with

reels,

with

—

Mary Miles Minter.

Luck,

five

reels,

Max

with

six

Million,

Shenstone:

six

reels,

reels,

with

with

George
Pauline

cast.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
Lone Hand Wilson,

reels,

with

All

reels, with Lester
five reels, with

Cuneo.

Law.

SALIENT FILMS,
Star

Limit, six reels. Geo. D. Baker
production.
C. E.
INC.
The Little Fool, six reels, all-star cast.

SHl'HTLEFF,

five

Lester

Pat O' the Ranch, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.
Blue Blazes, five reels, with Lester Cuneo.

six reels, All Star Cast.

six

the

Cuneo.

PRODUCTIONS

the

Door,

five

reels, with

Bernard

with

reels,

five

The Shadow,

It

six reels, with

Jass,

Edith

reels,

William

D.

N.

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature.

STOLL FILM CORPORATION
January
January
January
January

— Squandered Lives.
— The Hundredth Chance.
— Mr. Wu.
— The Lure of Crooning Water.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

—
—

Douglas
Mollycoddle, six reels, with
Fairbanks.
Suds, five reels, with Mary Pickford.
The Love Flower, seven reels, D. W.
Sept. 5
Griffith production.
Dec. 4 The Mark of Zorro. eight reels, with
Douglas Fairbanks.
The Love Light, eight reels, with Mary
Jan. 9
Pickford.
Mar. 13 The Nut, six reels, with Douglas Fairbanks.

June 27

—

—

—

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
If

Only Jim, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Up. five reels, with Gladys Walton.

The Unknown Wife, six
The Magnificent Brute,

reels, with Edith Robert*.
Frank
five
reels, with

Mayo.

The Smart Sex, five reels, with Eva Norak.
The Freeze Out. five reels, with Harry Carey.
Dangerous Moment, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
The Big Adventure, five reels, with Breezy Eason.
Desperate Youth,

five

reels,

with Gladys Walton.

The Blazing Trail, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
The Wallop, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Wolves of North, five reels, with Eva Novak.
five reels, with Carmel Myers.
five reels, with Gladys Walton.

The Man Tamer,

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
cast.

Once

to Every
Phillips.

Woman,

Outside the Law.
Reputation, seven

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

six reels, with Pri'cilla Dean.
reels, with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH

ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice, of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.
Cousin Kate,

reels.

five reels.

Her Lord and Master,

six reels.

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS
The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

The Whisper Market, five reels.
It Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth?, five

Muriel Ostriche.

stunt novelty.

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
The Charming Deceiver, five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

Billy

five

reels.

Terris Production).
Rlack Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast.
of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

The Heart
two

with

Dead Men Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terriss
Production), All Star Cast.
Trumpet Island, seven reels, all-star cast (To*

&

Mason.

Cowboy

reels,

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES

INC.

E. ENTERPRISES
Might Happen to You, five reels, with
S.

five

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS

SPECIALS

— Without

Mar. 14

a

in

The Ranger and

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
with Nazimova.

Honor and Obey,

Cast.
Feb. 28

Bad

Years

'

Viola

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
Love.

Mary Miles

with

reels,

If Women Only Knew, six reels.
Beach of Dreams, five reals, special

May

Billions, six reels,

S. L.

five

See My Lawyer, six reels, Christie comedy-drama.
What's a Wife Worth? six reels.
Good Women, six reels. (Gasnier Prod.)
Nobody's Kid, five reels, with Mae Marsh.

Dana.

The Great Redeemer,

Constance

with

reels,

Slave of Vanity, five reels, with Pauline Fred-

Beban.
Mistress of
Frederick.

ioU

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Madame

five

Kismet, nine reels, with Otis Skinner.

Fate,

Vengeance,

of

Cheated Love,

One Man

,r

Bert Lytell.

Ralph Ince Special.

six reels, a

Linder.

Dana.

— Puppets

Clown,

Little

Seven

reels,

six

Different,

erick.
813. six reels, Arsene Lubin story.
Little Fraid Lady, six reels, with Mae Marsh.
First Born, six reels, with Sessue Havakawa.

Allison.

Mar. 28

Tell, six reels, with

The
The

five reels, State Rights Feature.
Grande, five reels, Allene Ray.

— Passion Fruit, six
— The Greater Claim, six
— Extravagance, six
Allison.
21 — A Message from Mars,

Conway
William

All Dolled

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES
A

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Ian. 17 — Marriage of Wm. Ashe, six
May

Mar.

Wanda

with

Minter.

BERT LUBIN

7

reels,

aWnda Hawley.

All Souls' Eve, five reels, with

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Mar.

five

with

Binnev.

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

Pirate,

five reels,

Johnstone.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven

Offshore

Elopement,

First

Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

JANS PICTURES, INC.

31—The

Wanda Haw-

Bebe Daniels.
Oh Lady Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't Help It. five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.

Wives.

7
Feb.
Feb. 21

Villain, five reels, with

Yon Never Can

SPECIAL FEATURE

Jan.

Ralph Ince Special.

—

Hawley.

The Snob,

five reels.
five reels.

West of the Rio

reels,

Collier.

ley.

NEAL HART SERIES

Skyfire, five reels.

Honeymoon Ranch,

Highest Law, six

June 13

Minter.

Her Beloved

—— Danger Valley,
Jan.
Mar. 15— God's Gold,
1

Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star Cast.

Road of Ambition, six reels, with
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with

J.

Kane and

Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley.
Eyes of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Miles

INDEPENDENT FILMS

— Reckless

Kane and

STAR PRODUCTIONS

Pagan Love, five reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven re-els, with All Star Cast.

1

Kail

with Gail

six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production.
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS

Mar.

with

reels,

The Law
six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS

Nov. 15

Sin. five reels.

The Servant Question,

Deep Purple,

cale.

five reels,

The Fourth

Durning.
Outside

SPECIAL FEATURES

Point, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

The Truant Husband,

reels.

Society Snobs, six reels.
Bucking the Tiger five reels.
Fighter, five reels.

Just

REALART PICTURES

cale.

The Other Woman,

five

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

The Seeds

BECK

Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Rubens.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where Is My Husband, six reels, with Jose Collins.

Gate, seven reels, with Bessie Barris-

The Breaking

reels.

Case.

Divorce of Convenience,

SELECT PICTURES

Line, six reels.

Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.

J.

A

Red Foam,

J.

Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels. Special Cast.

The Broken

.MOORE STAR SERIES

Faversham.

INC.

PIONEER FILM CORP.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six

Seiti

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
Empty Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
J.

reels.

Bailor.

ren Kerrigan.

Colonel, with Joseph

F.

B.

special cast.

reels,

ARTHUR

Warren

Kerrigan.

The House of Whispers, with J. Karren Kerriean.
The Coast of Opportunity, fire reels, with J. War-

The Kentucky

SEITZ, INC.

six reels, with Geo.

The Killer, sir reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

OWEN

The Poor Simp, six
The Chicken in the

The
You
The
The

INC.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS.

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

Broadway and Home, five
Worlds Apart six reels-

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

six reels.

B.

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS
The

Diamonds,

of

five reels.

MAIITHA MANSFIELD STAR SERIES

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

PERRET PICTURES.

Doris Kenyon.

PRODUCTIONS

CO.

six

From Nowhere,

The

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
The Devil to Pay.
and Roy Stewart.

INC.

six reels, with

DIAL FIRM

Warner.

B.

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK,

Blanche

with

reels,

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny, five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.

PRODUCTIONS

J II,

five

Girl

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Mahlon Hamil

with

reels,

reels.

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

Her Unwilling Husband,

Winston Churchill.

of Light, by

PARKER READ,

J.

Gordon

Bruce

The

Bruce

with

reels,

ton.

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

D.

six

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor, Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.
.

Gladys Brockwell.

with

reels,

Half a Chance, seven

P. Trail, six reels.

The Dwelling Place

The Daughter Pays,
six reels.
reels, with

Forbidden Valley, six
and May McAvoy.

INC.

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

J.

ELAINE HABIMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

ZANE GREY PICTURES,

five

House of the Tolling Bell, six
Gordon and May McAvoy.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

LEWIS

INC.

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS
A

97

ine Calvert.

E

98

XHIBITORS HERAL
EDGAR COMEDIES,

two

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

two

EDUCATIONAL— Robert
tiful,

Roberts.

METRO

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

NEIGHBORS,

two

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two

two

Buster

reels.

Keating.

'

reels.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,

AYWON FILM

two

reels.

CORP.

Number

JOY COMEDIES.

CHESTER COMEDIES,

INC.

two

reels.

It.

two

Nobody's Wife.

Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.
Scrappily Married.
The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.
Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.

Southern Exposure.

TORCHY COMEDIES,

two reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines
Torchy's Double Triumph.
Torchy Mixes In.
Torchy's Night Hood.

)

reels.

(every two

(every week).

reel

Exploration

Seriea,

reels.
reel.

Series,

on*
one

Scenics,

one

April Fool.

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.

JIM

C.

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

two

reels

reel.
reel.

Tbe

EDUCATIONAL,

CORP.
BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS,

ARROW NORTHWOOD DRAMAS,
two

every

two

PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,

Golf, slow motion.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount
reel

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,
THE TEMPEST,

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES
A Dog's Life, three reels.

two

reels

GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
KINETO— Charles Urban Movie Chat*
KINETO— Urban Popular Classic*.

PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Patbe Review, one
PIONEER — Lake

NICK CARTER SERIES,
C. B.

reels.

two

two

Wonders of Nature.
Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.

SELECT —
SELECT — Prizma Color Pictures.
S & E. ENTERPRISES— Cowboy Jut

two

reels.

liwilll

FOX— Bride Thirteen.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger

B

one

and

VITAGRAPH— The

Dune**

(William

Fate

and Edith Johnson).
(Joe

Ryan and

Mystery

(Antonio

Dangers

Veiled

reels.

FEDERATED

(once a week) Ford Weekly.

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thursdays) at Universal exchange*.

reels.

KINOGRAMS

(twice a week) at Educational ex-

changes.

CO.

featuring

Mona

Dark-

PATHE NEWS

(Wednesdays and Saturdays)

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL
RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS,

at

Select ex-

ANIMATED CARTOONS
two

reels.

Violet

(twice a week)

changes.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels
FRITZI

Mersereau.

two

THE GUMPS (Celebrated Players).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russdl-Greiver-RuAsell)

reels.

SELZNICK PICTURES
FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

reels.

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

WILLIAM

Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.

T.

RED RIDER SERIES

Don't Tickle.

GOLDWYN PICTURES
reels.

SPECIALS

(Leonard Chapman), two

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,
reels.

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

reels.

reels.

two

at

Educational exchanges.

SELZNICK NEWS

featuring

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

NEWS REELS

Grace Cunard and others, two

Slicker.

two

Seitz

Moreno).

reel.

STAR DRAMAS,

(Geo

Wnirlwind.

AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

Pals and Petticoats.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,

tw* reels

SERIALS
ARROW— Thunderbolt Jack (Jack

INC.

Tom

two

PRICE

DRAMAS,

INDIAN
feather,

Her Doggone Wedding.

reel.

McLuke's Film-Osophy

RADIN— Brind's

VITAGRAPH— The

PIONEER

Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

Pretty Lady.

Bray Pictographs.

VITAGRAPH— Hidden

reels.

Santschi.
two reels, Edgar Jones.

reels.

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

A

SUNSHINE COMEDIES,

Magazine, one

(weekly).

GOLDWYN— Goldwyn

PATHE

FOX FILM CORP.

Sermonettes.

reel.

Jean Paige).

two

DOMINANT PICTURES,

reels.

twe

FILM SALES

C. B. C.

STAR RANCH WESTERNS,

reels.

FEDERATED FILM

Vod-a

Duncan).
one

other week, two reels.

reels.

MONTE BANKS TOMEDIES. two reels
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.

one

Original

The Branded Four.

ARROW FILM

FAMOUS PLAYERS- LA8KY

reels.

reel.

snapshots (bimonthly).

UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL—The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH— Tbe Silent Avenger (Williajn

DRAMAS

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
riLM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,

one

Pictorials,

SALES — Screen

June Caprice).

Blizzard.

CO.

COMEDIES,

C.

SKLZNICK—The

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

B.

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's
Dixie.

The Back Yard.

Bang.
The Greenhorn.

PARA MOUNT- AR BUCKLE

Scenic

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

two reels.
(Lloyd Hamilton.)

FILM SALES

Burnid

Stories.

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, twe reels.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES, two reels

one
one

PICTURES— Sunset

SPECIAL

reel

VITAGRAPH

MERMAID COMEDIES,

CAPITOL COMEDIES,

reel

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

Please.

STAR COMEDIES,

Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

The

one

reel.

SUPREME C OMEDIES, one reel.
RUSS EL L-G REIVER-RUSSELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.
COMEDYART, two reels.
COMICLASSICS two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES, two reels.
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels

reels.

Movie Mad.

six

one

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics. one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

ROBERTSON-COLE

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

The Kid,

two

reel.

WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON & SALLY COMEDIES, one reel
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.

Ladies' Pets.
Just in Time.
Ready to Serve.
Snooky's Wild Oats.

two

one

REELCRAFT PICTURES
HOWELL COMEDIES, two reels.

ALICE

Be Surprised.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

Sceoics,

EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's Bay Travel Seriea,
one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one reel.
PARAMOUNT — Burton Holmes Travel Picture*

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.

The Simp.

INC.

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS, one
RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.

reels

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES,

Beat

Outing

(every week).

reel.

C. B. C. FILM SALES
HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two

You'll

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,

one

PATHE EXCHANGE,

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROLIN COMEDIES, one reel.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two

reel.

C. Bruce Sceoics Beau-

(every two weeks).

reel

weeks).

Buster Keating.

reels.

one

EDUCATIONAL— Chester
Max

with

reels,

1921

18,

SCENICS

reels.

GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one reel.
INDEPENDENT FILMS ASSN.
DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES, two reels.

SHORT SUBJECTS

June

Modern Centaurs.
Valley of 10.000 Smokes.

—

Babe Ruth How He Knocks His Home Ruauv
Art of Diving, with Annette Kellernun.
Race ot the Age (Ivian o' War).
b<I

—

—

:hibitors Mobilizing tor Big

Convention

ALLAN DWAN
LA
BROKEN DOLL
PRESENTS

x
V /~"^»—A

*

APicruniiATioK of n iLBun

mus mturdav " EVENING

MONTE BLUE

MARY THURMAN

1

POST STORV •JOHNNY CUOtBOD
fea rum.s'c

and

PERSONALLY DIRECTED DV

ALLW DWAN

Associated Producers
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Another smashing
feature -a good, big

show for your money
"Universal thrusts

its

best forward again in a hectic, excitable role."

You

said a

mouthful

DEAN, blazing of eye and wild of
another smashing feature."
"Miss

spirit,

rips

and

spits thru

That's what they love
"I
I

always'leave a
smell smoke!

I

DEAN PICTURE feeling have been to a
see sparks — and flames — and hair-streaked faces
fire.

I

—

women screaming and a virago popping in and out of the
turmoil, slanting her eye wickedly."

of

She's wicked because she's good

Carl Laemmle
presents America's
most Magnificent

Actress

"Miss DEAN is a show
and she does it with that

always a show.
brilliance with

—

is

full

of color

Give your theatre a

REPUTA TION
and do

Stuart Paton's*
Universal- Jevet

Her work

which she does everything
lots of life, lots of color, lots of underworld characters sneaking
about. A good, big show for your money."

it

now

in

Triumph

"REPUWDN

Adapted by
Lucien Hubbard frc
Edwina Levin's no/ei

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Tune 25, 1921

Released

-thru

UNIVERrAL

r £ LAUOHX A YEAR
PICK

EM

IN

BUNCHES

NOW

J7ROM

every quarter of the United States comes the statement from exhibitors that "Century Comedies are the
best one-a-week bet on the market today." They are funny
without being silly and. most important of all, are perfectly
clean and wholesome, which 'fact neighborhood houses will
particularly appreciate. This year you will be able to get

BRO\/NIE
~pHAT

wonderful dog who. critics say, is the cleverest performing animal
ever seen in pictures. Ask vour Universal Exchange immediately to
"PALS"— "PLAYMATES"— and "SOCIETY DOGS." Says M.
P. WORLD: —SOCIETY DOGS'" is one of the finest comedies of the
year. There is almost a laugh a foot."

screen

CAYS WID'S; "HARRY SWEET

has an almost unerring sense of what will
and he never overdoes his gags." And M. P. NEWS: "HARRY
SWEET is certainly a find for Century Comedies." See aslfirst class samples
of his work; "THE COUNTRY HEIR"— "A DOLLAR'S 1WORTH"-" FOR

/l6

register

SALE"-and .THE SMART ALEX."

CIHARLES DORETY
5 AYS E.MAYER

of the

ROEBLING.

I
Brooklyn; "My problem is solved.
have tried every other brand of comedies
on the market, but for every one that is
good they ring half a dozen bloomers.
With CENTURIES, however. I am glad

to say that they are

ing
last

two months.

YY/RITES

I

That

is all

I

ask."

C. O. DAVIES of the
Reno. Nevada; "Inas-

WIGWAM,

THE FUNNIEST SHORTS

of the

as

I

COMEDIES

feel

that your

are worth

at present paying
voluntary

raise

in

the

I

CENTURY

more than

am

offering

rental price

I

am

you a

per week

from now on."

NOTE

all good.

me CENTURIES

quality as the ones

Keep sendsame uniform
have played the

much

So much comment has been

stirred

up by

unusual testimonial that CENTURY
COMEDIES are prepared to show the
original of this letter at any time at
their offices at 1600 Broadway, together
with hundreds of others.
this

ON THE ONCE-A-WEEK MARKET

"An out of the ordinary picture.
Directed with great skill and acted by
New York World.
a strong cast."
"Good
please

clean entertainment that will

any audience. Always amusing."
Moving Picture World.

"Miss Clayton lives up to her reputation of being one of the loveliest women
York News.
in the films."

New

"Well done and entertaining. Inand well acted."

telligently directed

New York

Post.

It was Henrietta Crosman's greatest
Without question it is
stage success.
Ethel Clayton's greatest stage success.

The unusual cast includes Theodore Roberts, Clyde
Fillmore, Walter Hiers, Sylvia Ashton. From the play
Scenario by
by Elmer Harris and Geraldine Bonner.
Douglas Doty. Directed by Thomas Heffron.

CC Cparamount Q>icture
F V.IUI »

PLWERSIASKYroWORATlON

'-'4Kttt

WILLIAM

S.

HART
The Whistle'
tale of a big man's fight for justice. Of a
THE
great sacrifice that turned blind hate into under-

standing and terrible revenge into forgiveness.

A

tale that gives Hart the role of his
pathos, tingling with humanity.
It

will

open your hearts

life,

to things

warm

you never

before.

j£ (paramount (picture
t

Cast includes Myrtle Stedman. Story by
May Wilmoth and Olin Lyman. Adapted
and directed by Lambert Hillyer. Photographed by Joe August, A.S.C. A William S. Hart Production.
'FAMOl^S PLAYERS L\Sk\ CORPORATION

with

felt
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Keep audiences coming
with this ten-program
THE

SPICE

tour of the Orient

OF THE PROGRAM

SOUTH SEA MAGIC
Magical glimpses of the isle of Samoa, where shark
hunting is the national sport. Each hunt concludes
with a feast, and each feast with dancing, in which the
"younger set" (age four to fourteen) leads.

PUTTING NATURE NEXT
The

ingenious in putting nature next to his
He is a magician with the palm and
banana trees. A dress and straw hat are the easiest
things he makes, and as for booze, every palm is a
little brewery.
Filipino

is

requirements.

PAHS AND PAPAS
Breaking into native New Zealand society requires
courage. The Maoris make faces at new arrivals to
frighten away possible enemies. Later, the girls may
warm up a trifle and dance for you. If you join in, the
Chief's warriors will make it unanimous.

SWAT THE LANDLORD
Nothing new in the world. Take the landlord: the
Chinese met him years ago in Canton, and moved to
the river, where they have been living ever since. We
found 200,000 people living this sea-gull life there.

SYRIA,
Palestine,

LAND OF RELIGIOUS HATRED

where

all

the creeds of the

jostled each other for centuries.

world have

Easter time rioting

between Russian pilgrims and Moslems at the conclusion of the Holy Flame ceremony, when furious

Moslems

One wick

'charge to
left

blow out the

pilgrims' candles.

lighted defeats their purposes.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

25, 1921

June

B

Group

Scenics cover

Africa, India,

Luzon

—

Quality at group prices

THE

BEGGARS AND FAKIRS OF INDIA
Too proud

to

work,

many Brahmans

beg. Religious

deform themselves.

One, self-blinded, has
rolled halfway across India. One, starved helpless,
moves a hand and arm unceasingly. Another holds a
withered hand permanentlv aloft.
fakirs

TOO MUCH OVERHEAD
men have no overhead but
laundry and power in one.
Wheat kings thresh breakfast food where it grows.
China, where business

the blue sky.

A river

The shoemaker

is

totes his

own

factory,

and

tinkers

tink merrily without lease or landlord.

SOME MORE SAMOA
Over against the western skyline, in the stronghold
of an ancient cannibal race. Nowadays, with Uncle
Sam on the job, it is fairly easy to get an inside line

on Samoa without

letting

Samoa

get outside of you.

DREAMS COME TRUE

We used to

Great Wall of China with Jack
and the Beanstalk. But in Mongolia we saw for
ourselves that after 2000 years the wall is still 1400
miles long, 20 feet thick, and 20 feet high. We meas-

ured

it

class the

— (some of

7

it).

PIGS

AND KAVA

A

week-end on the cannibal isles where, in the good
old days, "taking pot-luck" had a different meaning
than it does today. Visitors took their lives in their
hands every stranger was so much prospective soup

—

meat.

Ask your local exchange for
the price of Groups

A and B

SPICE

OF THE PROGRAM

X

EXHIBITORS HERALD

DRAMA

MOTHER O
PRESENTS

HIS

June

OF TODAY

ith

25, 1921

—

a notable cast featuring

Clcjyd Hughes, Betty Blvthe

Joseph Kilgour. Betty
Clark

jRps<!

and Claire McDowell

CyidapteoL by C.

Gardner

Sullivan JYorn*The Octopixs
by

Charles Belmont Davis

Directed by Fred

Niblo.

Supervised by Thos. H. Ince.
(Available

Associated Producers

Inc.

nou)

June

25,

1921

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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A

Great Year For

Fighters;

A

Bad

Year For Fools

The shrewdest

exhibitor minds of this country
are looking 'way beyond a period of summer
depression, which i- possibly just a little
heavier than usual in certain sections of the
country.
These shrewder mind- of the industry have the courage to helieve that the
season of 1921-1922 will be a great year for

fighters—and a had year for

fools.

"You do not find the ahh-r, -trouper exhibitors

Lndustn growing nervous and resortthe makeshift remedy of reducing
admission prices to attract patronage.
this

ol

ing

to

In the
if

U)

first

place, except in certain large cities,

you put your prices down you are not going
he able to ftut them bark.

In the second place, heginning in September
and October, all lines of business in the
United States will be booming. Over the
summer wages in all lines are being stabilized.
The country is already vigorously responding
to commercial readjustments.
Prices are settling down.
Banking conditions are becoming
normal. The great Federal Reserve banking
system saved the country from a panic almost
talked into existence by fools.

The working
is back
on the job.
muscles of America are again behind the job.
It will be a fall and winter season of full
working time or double shifts. All of this
again means big patronage and profits for
motion picture theatres. You cannot have
Labor

those profits

if

you reduce your admissions.

Did you read "A Message for a Few Fools"
which we published in the trade journals
last week?

WAR RE

N
F.B.
CORPORATION
154

Broadway

New York

City

Snap

— Sparkle —Dash

The romance of
George s Town.

a

A picture alive with

Yankee

in

King

From

taxi to auto to

canoe and motor-

boat to donkey cart; from parsonage
life,

the things your people

fun, love

and

like.

to

the

comedy drama

the

screen has ever revealed.

burn up

A

way

in

steamship he led the

cleanest, merriest

All England's Royalty couldn't hold

him back when he started
The Road to London.

to

treat for every house.

Lee A. Ochs

presents

Bryant Washburn
The Road To London
by David Skaats Foster

Love

—Laughter — Cash
draw

It

will

It

will hit

icans way of loving a timid English
maiden.

like the rays of the sun.

them

in that tender spot that

has everything to get them past the
box office, everything to delight them
in the theatre, and everything to send
It

makes the whole world love the lovers.
It

will give

tear,
it's

them laughter without

but with

many

a

thrill,

just a great story of a

a

because

young Amer-

them away
It

is

smiling.

your big chance.

.

Lee A. Ochs
presents

Bryantm Washburn
——
—
'

-

"The Road To London
by David Skaats Foster

SOMETHING NEW
TO AMERICA
A

Jm

Smashing Chance for Big Business

Here

the picture you have heard about
It was made in London on the
actual scenes of the story with an American
is

months.

for

star

and an American

director.

the talk of the industry for

NOW

it is

It

has been

months and

here.

the newest thing in the motion picture
theatre, and the brightest and the snappiest.

It is

Nothing more delightful than the dashing
Yankee in old Lunnon has ever been seen
and nothing more charming than the scenes
actually taken at Trafalgar Square, BuckingPalace, Windsor Castle, Westminster

ham

Abbey.The Houses of Parliament, Admiralty
Arch, and a score of interesting places.

The picture is aivay from the beaten path
The oppor-timity is tremendous
It

rs

yours this minute

What

do you say?

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
35

West

Forty-fifth Street

New York

PATHE

City

Distributors

:

"Closed Doors" will prove a revelation to many admirers of Alice Calhoun
whose admiration was the result of seeing her in more lightsome pieces such
(

as "Princess Jones."

This picture was directed by G. V.
who injected many of those
so-valuable little directorial "touches"
which make a picture stand out in one's
memory. In the supporting cast are
George C. Browne, noted on stage and
screen as a leading man, and Bernard
Randall, the "heavy" of the far-famed
"Within the Law."
But it is the star herself who makes
"Closed Doors" a high-class picture of its
son. Remember, she is the star of whom
Seyffertitz,

PHOTOPLAY

said

:

"She

most believable

is

girls

I
J

1

|

I

m

one of

on the

I

screen."

EXHIBITORS HERALD
"She

is

altogether

said:

charming."

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

said

s

"She is girlish, natural and radiates
an unlooked for amount of charm."

^
'

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW said:
"A star who will find favor. Will awake
sympathy of an audience. She plays
with an appealing grace and naturalness."
the

PHOTOPLAY JOURNAL
"She

is

prettv, unaffected

WID'S DAILY
"She

is

lently.

ALBERT E SMITH president

said:

and she can

act."

said:

really beautiful

Your patrons

and screens
are

sure

excelto like

Alice Calhoun."
1/

you see

this

one you

i

uill surelj see her next

"PEGGY PUTS
IT

OYER."

U

A

Cosmopolitan production

You Want Quick Money Play This SuperFeature Righf Now — Here Is The Proof.
If

from a Story £y Gouvemeur
Scenario by

i

Morri s

Donnah Darrell

Directed by Albcrl Capellani
Scenes 6yfhe /a/nous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff.
Under lheDirecJion of Joseph Urban

Presented 5y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

This Divorce Problem Picture Electrified the

Motion Picture World by Drawing

$24,961.20
ON BROADWAY

IN

ONE WEEK

Can any other producer

give you a picture that drew close to $25,000
in hot weather, in one week, in one theatre with but 1929 seats?

"The Wild Goose" piled up that box office record during the toughest
Iweek theatre managers have seen on Broadway in many years a straight

—

Iweek of hot, clear outdoor weather.
If you have had losses from playing ordinary pictures, "The Wild Goose"
them up for you. Play this timely divorce problem hit, and play it now.

will

make

I

"The Wild Goose" is being heavily advertised
Sunday papers:

in the following great National Cir-

culation

&

New York American
New York Journal

Chicago Herald

Boston American

Los Angeles Examiner

Boston Advertiser

San Francisco Examiner

Boston Record

Washington Times

Chicago American

Wisconsin

This

is

no time of the year

for

Examiner

Atlanta Georgian

you

to

News

gamble with untested, unadvertised

pictures.

winners, play pictures the public has heard of, play Cosmopolitan Productions, play "The Wild Goose," and to get all the big early money, play it now.

Play

known

It's

Ci (paramount Qicture

Presented 5y Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

3

'

-

•

Mi

<

tte
From

Woman God
Storv
a Story

Changed'

Kv Donn
Dnnn Byrne
Bvrne
by

Directed by Robert G. Vignola
Scenario by Doty Hobart

Scenes by the famous Cosmopolitan Scenic Staff
Under Direction of Joseph Urban

Its C£ (paramount Cpicture

Presented Sy Famous Players -Las ky Corporation

A

(osmopolilan production

$39,079.25

I

TWO WEEKS ON BROADWAY

IN
First

Week

Rivoli,

$19,349.85

Second

Week

$19,729.40

Rialto,

This was the record of "The Woman God Changed" during 14 days of
perfect hot, outdoor weather that put the biggest "legitimate" theatrical
and picture successes on the toboggan and sent a lot of productions to the
store house.
Here are the reasons why you can surely count on
right now, in the off season:
Plygl

this hit picture to

$39,079.25 taken in at the box office of the Rivoli and Rialto
marvel has a strong drawing power.

in

fill

14 days proves

your theatre

this

box

office

Second

Three of Broadway's most important big picture houses have featured this picture, the Rivoli,
It has also
the Rialto, and B. S. Moss Broadway, which is now playing it to big audiences.
been booked by the New York Keith, Moss and Proctor high-priced reserved seat houses.

THivd

New York

Fourth
flflJl

dramatic

picture that will

More than
made,

fill

never give columns of praise to a picture unless
theatres anywhere, any time.

critics

it

who have read Donn Byrne's story from which
Magazine, are anxiously waiting to see it on the screen.

a million people

in Hearst'.s

is

the kind of

this picture

was

composed of exceedingly popular and talented artists, Seena Owen, E. K. Lincoln,
Walker, Henry Sedley, H. Cooper Cliff, Paul Nicholson, Joseph Smiley, Templer Saxe,
couldn't fail to draw.

The

cast,

Lillian

Sixth

A big nation-wide advertising campaign on "The Woman God Changed" is now in full
swing in the great Sunday editions of the twelve great Hearst newspapers that blanket AmerThis advertising will make millions throughout the country go to see this picture.
ica.

After carefully considering all recent releases the management of the new milliondollar Granada Theatre, San Francisco, has selected "The Woman God Changed" to open
this theatre.

"The Woman God Changed" was not made for "Super-critics" or for "high-brows."
was made for exhibitors' audiences that enjoy a wonderfully thrilling entertainment
with a wholesome moral.
t

Right now is the time for you to play this sure-fire money-getter.
Be the first in your town to show it. Postpone some "maybe" picture.
profit hit immediately.

Get the cream.
Play

this sure-

Its <2 (paramount picture

Presented Sy Famous Players -Lasky Corporation

^
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EXHIBITORS
ERA!.
RENCO FILM COMPANY
II

I)

I

une

25.

1921

presents

With MARGUERITE SNOW- LOUIS BENNISO
and
Directed

by

SEENA

OWEN

LLOYD INGRAHAM
From the great story by

MYRTLE REEI

EXHIBITORS HERALD

Another Great Audience Picture
for

HODKINSON

MOTION PICTURE NEWS—"Lavender
before which the sentimentalists will

Exhibitors

and Old Lace"

down and

is

a picture

and one
up tender feelings in the breasts of even the most
materialistic and matter-of-fact persons.
In other words, it will
be as popular as the book. An intensely appealing romance.
Just as delicate, sweet and fragrant as it was on the printed page.
that should

fall

stir

MOTION PICTURE WORLD— Rich in
comedy

EX.

adore,

The

types.

cast is

sentiment and has good

an able one.

TRADE REVIEW — Here
stories that has

None

is one of the sweetest and cleanest
been filmed for some time.

of the beauty of the story has been

lost,

and the whole was

a

beautiful piece of direction.

This picture

is

absolutely censorproof and should go well.

EXHIBITORS HERALD— Audiences will consider this
tainment because

it is

good

enter-

a combination of cheeriness and pathos.

Myrtle Reed's stories have an unusually large sale and of them
"Lavender and Old Lace" is the best known.

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Quite

all

an appealing picture has been

made of Myrtle Reed's "Lavender and Old Lace" and one which
be certain to meet with the approval of the most austere censor.

will

Marguerite

Snow

as

Mary

Ainslie

is

exceptionally good.

type of film "Lavender and Old Lace"
itor could wish for.

For

this

WID'S DAILY— Adaptation
and

is

The

is all

of favorite novel has strong heart interest

well acted.

heart interest throughout

is

quite strong.

Because of the popularity which the novel attained,
the picturization of Myrtle Reed's story will undoubtedly attract attention by the mere announcement of
the

title.

an exhib-

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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ROBERTSON-COLE
Timely Bookings

Quick Returns During
the Summer Months
for

Show

these four intensely dramatic photoplays in the hot mcnths of July and
August and the box-office will show cold-weather results in dull business months.
There are no better box-office attractions available for your summer program.

HAYAKAWA
"BLACK ROSES"
SESSUE
By

E.

RICHARD SCHAYER

"Black Poses" is a crook story in which the craftiness of a Japanese gardener is pitted against a couple of blackmailers, lias
many dramatic incidents and holds the interest of the audience
by reason of being forcefully acted and well staged.
Sessue

I

layakawa. the

has

star,

won an enviable

position as an

actor in the silent drama.
He is ably supported in "Black
Roses" by Tsuri Aoki. his wife. Myrtle Stedman and a notable
cast directed by Colin Campbell. The photography is excellent.
This is a production that will please >our audience and increase

your box-office

receipts.

"WHAT'S A WIFE WORTH'*
Written and Directed by William Christy Cabanne
"What's a Wife Worth" a leaf from a woman's soul reaches
tremendous heights of drama and romance and withal has that
underlying current of philosophy and truth that makes the
productions of this prominent author-director, William Christy
Cabanne. so distinctive.

Mr. Cabanne has chosen his cast with the greatest care. The
two principal roles are played by that capable juvenile lead
Casson Ferguson and clever Ruth Renick.
Beautiful Virginia Caldwell, lovable Cora Drew, and others
equally well known among the lovers of the screen drama, complete the cast.
X our audience will like this photoplay.

"BEACH OF DREAMS"
Produced by HA WORTH
By H. DE VERE STACFCOLE
Adapted from one'of the best adventure novels of a decade, the
"Beach of Dreams" is a thrilling picturization of the problems
of a rich young society woman who is cast away on an island
where her only companions are three ordinary sailors.

J.

"IF

with an all-star cast

The

all-star cast of this production includesJEdith Storey, Noah
Beery and others well known for their sterling performances.

The photography
your patrons

is

beautiful.

This

is

an "Audience'' picture

will like.

N. Naulty and Gardner Hunting Present

WOMEN ONLY KNEW"
Based on Balzac's Meditations on Marriage

"If

Women

Only Knew"

a story full of action, emotion and

is

laughter, splendidly directed
is

an unusual production

human

who
but draw

characters

tional sense,

they are types

me'..

:r.

and beautifully photographed.

through

its realistic

conception of

are neither heroes or villians, in the
their attractiveness

every day

It

fic-

from the fact that

"If Women Only Knew" is an American story although based
on a French classic. The characters are all American and the
scenes might be in any college town.
Carefully cast and directed by E. H. Griffith "If Women Only
Knew" gives opportunities that seldom come to most screen
actors and actresses.
Exhibitors will find this an^excellent

summer

lire.

box-office attraction.

All four productions' have excellent entertainment and educational values, beautiful
scenes, splendid action.
Wonderful photographic effects, artistic direction.
Book

these Superior

Motion Pictures

at nearest

Branch Exchange

ROBERTSON-COLE
BRANCHES
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND

BRANCHES

DALLAS

MILWAUKEE

DENVER
DETROIT

MINNEAPOLIS
NEW ORLEANS

INDIANAPOLIS
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK
OKLAHOMA CITY
OMAHA

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
SAN FRANCISCO
LOUIS
SEATTLE

ST.

WASHINGTON

Don't miss these plays
"Love's Redemption"
With Blanche McGarity and Anita Getwell, winners of the 1919
Fame and Fortune Contest, supported by Edwin Markham, the
great poet, Hudson Maxim, the celebrated inventor, Dorian
Romero, the Cuban actor, Octavia Handworth, favorite screen
star of a

Feature

few years ago, and thirty other players

Drama

"From Farm
A
First Prize

in a Five-Reel

of Intense Interest.

comedy

two-reel

Fame"

to

featuring Corliss Palmer

Winner of the 1920 Fame and Fortune Contest, and

Also showing the other winners, gold
medalists, and Honor Roll girls of that memorable contest.
Look them over and see if you think the judges acted wisely
in selecting Corliss Palmer and Allene Ray as the best.

over 1000 other

girls.

"The Eternal Two"
A
With

romantic comedy in

Orville R. Caldwell in the

title

five reels
role

and Corliss Palmer

the female lead.

Mr. Caldwell is now playing the lead in the mammoth stage
production, "Mecca." As Ramon, he makes a remarkably picturesque hero of the cave man type, quite in contrast to the beautiful
Corliss Palmer who plays opposite him.
This play abounds in pretty scenes, interesting situations and
clever acting.

Allene Ray, another winner of the 1920
Contest, plays an important part.

Fame and Fortune

—

Every reader of the Brewster Publications and there are about
4,000,000 of them is interested in these plays.

—

Released and distributed by

THE CLARK- CORNELIUS CORPORATION
1 1

7

West 46th

Street,

New

York City

PRIVATE
SCANDAL'
Realart's
l#

Birthday

,

^^JmJiPI Picture
May McA^oy
May McA\>oy

^ll
•

—

Star

!

Just one small

body and one great spirit
"
but together they ha-Oe endowed her \0ith
the power to moCe multitudes as they have
seldom been moved before.
Youth and beauty? as fresh as the morning

—

That

radiant sweetness that belongs to

girl-

hood
Poise

that

A

her triumphant through

bears

ever}) dramatic

moment

whimsy

fistful

that twines about your

heart forever

And

power of

a

interpretation

that

is

life

itself.

But above
late

Her's
5>our epes

U. S.

Mi Oft

her

s

is

the ability to transthe screen.

the kind of acting that turns a

is

shadow on

Mart

all,

human emotions upon

celluloid into flesh

—

and blood before

thrilling, vibrant, real

.'

—

A WEALTHY

American family
* wi fe w"ho requi red much attention

band more
his

home

a baby

of

girl.

Add
little

hearted

and

family

•Ward;

fateful

Jeanne, the lo^alJerry,

her

hot-

lov*er!

This picture
with emotion,
roundings,

to these a "fine

a family friend" w"ith a

influence over the wife;

tempered

a hus-

interested in his race horses than

—

imitation

a pretty

—

vJill

hold you fascinated, tense

thrilled,

tfhile

oblivious to your sur-

genuine

tears

unashamed, down your cheeks

rush boldly,

'

i

i

i

i

i

i

i

>

i

l

l

l

!

,'

f

A Story

E

'

riTTrrn

:

r^Trr ryrT

r

With Every Appeal

"A PRIVATE SCANJDAL"
gifted Writer for tKe screen,

is

from the pen of that

HECTOR TURNBULL.

3

It

4

is

simply and powerfully told, and admirably

Eve

adapted

'by*

linsell.
It carries

—

and love

Here
available to

of
is

tKe appeal of superb
life's

Human drama

—

inevitable struggle

—

of youth
of gripping suspense.

a great audience picture, a box-office security,

owners of tKe Realart Star Franchise

at

their

H

contract price.
1

i

j

:

;

i

I

1

I

I

i

I

1

1

l

l

l

i

I

.'

?

r

y~r

1

i

I

I

!

I

I

!

It's

All Read y For

A

story

tkat

reveals

Tou

:•*

i

heart of an

trie

American home;

A

flawless star in a dramatic

gallant-hearted immigrant

portrayal of a

girl.

MAY McAVOY

A

PRIVATE SCANDAL"

Direction that causes you to forget y\m are gazing upon a screen,
so faithfully

A

—

and powerfully does

it

depict

the work of Chester Franklin;
continuity that sweeps you along,

characters

human

forces

and human

knitting the people of the

story with })our life forever;

A cast of placers

almost uncannily adapted to the characters of the

picture.

Gripping drama

A hox-office Tidal
.

Wave

!

o

REALART
PICTURES

469

CORPORATION

FIFTH

AVENUE

NEW YORK

—

MARY MILES

MINTEP^
1 1\,

MOONLIGHT
AND

HONEYSUCKJjy

A

Three Days'

The

Trial

from Arizona was

girl

being besieged by three ardent
suitors.

And

because the soft moon'
and scent of the honeysuckle had crept into her romantic
light

leaving

heart,

it

impossible

select the right one, she hit

to

upon

the plan of a three days' trial
the best man to win and the
devil to take the two hindmost.

{

Jrcm

the play bij
by Gccrgc
George Scarborough^
Directed bu Joseph fienabery
Scenario Bu QarbamKgnt

While

this

was a

first-rate

doubtful whether she
would ever have undertaken it
had she known the complications
that were to ensue.
plan,

it

But
tions

is

it's

these same complica'
furnish laughs that

which

keep your house in an uproar
for seventy minutes.
will

June 25, 1921
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Maw
PICKTODD9
new pictuAa

THROUGU TIE
BACK DOOK

"The

21

picture

is

a prize one and utterly

delightful."

—Daily

News

"Simply storms one's affections through
every entrance."

— The

Sun

—

"At her best as if she had been touched
with a fairy wand of perennial girlhood."

—Evening
"Her popularity greater than

Journal

ever."

—Evening

Telegram

better work than she
displayed in 'Through the Back Door'."

"Has never done

— Evening

Direction by Alfred C.Green
and Jack Dickford
Scenario b>t_j Marion Fairfax

"The type

Photography by Charles Cosher

been so greatly loved

Mail

Miss Pickford has

of picture

for."

— New

York American

"She

is as altogether delightful
suasive as ever."

—New

and

per'

York Times

"Another of her delightful and wholly
impersonations
never looked so pretty."

irresistible

— New

-

.

.

.

she

York Herald

and so does

all the rest
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
CUAQLIE CUAPLIN
MAP-Y PICKPOP-D
D.W. GPJFriTU
DOUGLAS TAIP-DANKS
WI&AM ABCAMS, PRESIDENT

has

of
the country I

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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n
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1921

inside wire

0*0

ft

TO

01^
YOB-

*******
310

But

Indica+ind" wha-f*

II

D.W GBIFTITUS
DREAM STREET
is

Dramatic

doincf af

Comedy Suggested

tme allen theatre

by Characters

CLEVELAND, OHIO

of

Thomas
Burke

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
CHARLIE GWAPLIN
MARY PICKFOR.D
D.W. GRIFFITH
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
•

•

H

I

RAM ADRAM5, PRESIDENT

II

!
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HERE IS DRAMA
A big compelling
one

melodrama

of today

—a

FOR.

23

YOU

spectacular production that will prove

of the strongest box-office attractions of the season.

showman for exrecommend it heartily as a

"Carnival" offers remarkable opportunities to the energetic
ploitation, presentation

picture
efforts

and musical

setting.

We

appeal universally and that will respond splendidly to the
of the wide-awake house manager.
that

will

MAX BRAND

—wrote
—

a wonderful story under this

story which has been read
most pleasantly remembered in
thousands of homes
a story so diftitle

and

-a

is

—

ferent in its idea that

it

can never be

forgotten.

LEWIS

— has
in

J.

SELZNICK

picturized the remarkable

faultless

original

fashion,

retaining

tale

all

its

strength and emphasizing

its

emotional effect with the aid of superb
settings and an all-star cast.

HENRY KOLKER

—

brilliantly directed this

Big Special.

NOW READY AT ALL

SELECT EXCHANGES

Tm-Y-m.T-Y-T-n-ii.v.r.raa-n.n. «

-

t-

:

scviption rnce
^Tke SuLscvipti

xWill

$

be Increased to

3 -V year

(onedive Jub

J,

1021

if
order to perpetuate the

policy

th is publication of relying

exhibitor and
strict

maintaining a

independence against

wbicb seek

to dictate

what

is

by the exhibitors of America,

found

necessary

ask

to

agree to a small increase
price which

is

upon the

course

trie

of

influences
to

it

be read
has been

exhibitors
in

of

to

subscription

unquestionably justified

by the important services, consistently

made

rendered, which has

EX HUB TORS
I

HERALD
Vic 10SI VALUABLE TRADE PAPER

Fables Pictures, in* presents

Mo dernized
Cartoonist Paul Terr*

WhatTkeyAre
T^OR

real,

* and

life-like

out-and-out humor, imagination
animation these clever cartoons have got it over any animated cartoons
you ever saw.

They
down

bring wise and funny old Aesop right
to date: they prove that as a creator

of clean

comedy the old chap was a wonder,
be worth a million a year today

who would
to

any producer.

Your audiences
comedies

Booked

like a

will

baby

in all the

take to these cartoon
to z Lottie.

Proctor houses.

one short reel each week

— every

iceek

—

!

;

Fables Pictures, Inc. presents

LI I

Moder nized
.11

What Thiu WiltVo For You
HERE'S

a

comedy

release that will

young or

vate everyone,

capti-

old, as sure as

modernized.

They've

shooting.

Cartoonist Terry

Every kid in the land knows Aesop's fables,
the hare and the tortoise, the goose that laid

delightful,

Grown-ups
quote them children read them and love them
will want to see them on the screen,
all

the golden egg, and

all

the

rest.

been

2600

advertised

yea rs
is

clever;

his

drawings are

once seen your crowd

will

back for them again and again. They'
novelty and a mighty

good addition

come

re a true

to

any

program.

;

Cartoonist

Paul Terry

Try them on yourself: and then count your laughs!

The

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE

MEDAL

of

HONOR

TO

AWARDED TO THE BEST
PRODUCTION OF 1920 AND
ANNUALLY THEREAFTER
BE

TO THE BEST PICTURE OF

EACH YEAR

[Orer]

—

THE
on

way

to

surpass the photoplays of every invader

earth

is

to

devotee realize

make

the

truth

world on the screen

—

every American motion picture

—

we

that

America does

that

making,

are

lead

in these

the

United

States, photoplays which have more humor, more romance,

more

thrill,

subtitled in

more

reflection

of

real life

any language.

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE'S
has been established to
to

institute

most

signal

than any photoplays

a serious search

honor

—

Annual Medal of Honor
and proclaim

testify to

this fact

the producer worthy of

for

to acclaim

the

screen

best

work of

Americans.

The

PHOTOPLAY MAGAZINE MEDAL OF

HONOR

has been permanently established as an

award

of merit to the producer— not to the director unless he

happens to be a director producer
author unless he

who

is

ultimately

is

responsible.

makes him

venture

position

the

in

not to an actor

;

also the producer, for
It

money,

his

industry

in

is

his

the

it

is

or

the producer

he whose foresight
reputation

selection

and

his

of story plus

director plus cast.

The
wide

verdict will be given
ballot

of

the

devotees of pictures

by the public through a nation

2,500,000

who

intelligent

and

interested

read Photoplay Magazine.

JAMES

R.

QUIRK,
Publisher

and Editor

AL(CE JOYCE
t

HE

SCARAB RING
dapted from the widely read novel

The Desperate

Heritage"

By Harriet Gaylord
Directed by

EDWARD

JOSE

A

production of splendor, with many of its
filmed at palatial Long Island and
Westchester estates.
society play with real

scenes

A

society

trimmings.

The story is a human, pulsating reality.
Read the reviews on "The Scarab Ring.'.' The
reviewers

There
story

is

have called it Alice Joyce's best.
a breathless, quick-turn finish to the

— a real surprise.

Elaborate gowning, a notable cast, clever
acting and, most of all, a story make "The
Scarab Ring" a truly big picture.

ALBERTE SMITH vsmm

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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In One Single

Seven Big Scoops!
Celebrated Players Screen

News

Made-to-Order News Weekly Issued Every

^

Celebrated Players Screen News
ISSUE No. 2

ISSUE No. 1
SCENES PAGEANT OF PROGRESS
Chicago Police Band

—

Seven big Scoops

Chief Fitzmorris,
Miles, James Breen, Chief of Blackfeet Tribe, visiting Chicago.
Was shown
the L System by Britten Budd; Lane
Technical School Field Day.
Two women hiking around the world

Major

The
in

from Washington, D. C.
Bryant Washburn making a pilgrimage to
his old school; meets his old principal and
visits former schools where he was first
taught his ABC's.
1921 Fashion Review
Corsets.
Picture opens with Mayor Thompson

1.

2.

—

desk reading letter dicated
to Celebrated Players, Screen News, wishing us success for our initial number, a
facsimile of which appears in the first

Madison & Kedzie Bank and chairman

First pictures of

Colorado Flood

South Shore Country
Horse Show (exclusive)

Club

3.

Wrigley Fire Test (exclusive)
South Bend Dinner given to
Chas. Schwab

5.

6.

scene in picture.
Queens of the Pageant of Progress being
instructed by Benj. Kulp, president of

b iggest thing

News Weeklies

4.

sitting at his

7.

of

the outlaying districts of the Pageant
of Progress affair.
And other Events.

To

Week

^

READ

Celebrated Players Screen News

News Reel

Day at Riverview Park
"Have You Forgotten?"
Bundle Day
And other Events
ALL IN ONE REEL
Kids

the Exhibitors of Chicago

Many attempts to produce an exclusive local news reel have been made in
the past. They were all. failures.
Never in the history of local news releases,
or other "so-called news Weeklies," has there been anything to compare with
"Celebrated's" newest contribution to the Motion Picture Patron's entertainment.
See Your Celebrated Salesman Today

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
810 South
Illinois

and Indiana

Wabash Ave.,
FRIEDMAN,

J. L.

MEMBER

Chicago,
President

Illinois
Illinois

and Indiana

—
June

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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5 REELS IN
A

2!

Fact!

THE

IRVING CUMMINGS
Series of

14 2-Reel Canadian Northwest Mounted Police Stories

Every Inch
Every Inch
Every Thrill -

-

Action!

-

A

A

Thrill!

Humdinger!

Five reel Features Compressed into

Two-Reel Tabloid Super- Feature s !

Ask

us to screen the

first

one

You'll be convinced that Celebrated's

Absolute Guarantee

Means Something

to

of Superiority

You!

Celebrated Players Film Corporation
810 South
Illinois

and Indiana

Wabash

J. L.

Ave., Chicago, Illinois

FRIEDMAN,

President

MEMBER

[IIIinois

and Indiana

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Spoor-Thompson Developing
Machines Purchased by Universal
mac hines complete and four tinting machines
the Laboratory of the Universal Film Manufac-

Six positive developing

are being installed in
turing Company at Fort Lee, New Jersey.
When the installation is
completed the Universal Laboratory will be the most modern and
economical plant in the world. This is another instance of the up-todateness of the Universal and a testimonial to the efficiency of the

Spoor-Thompson machines.

Hear about the remarkable guarantees that are given with these wonderful machines. Ask about the price and learn about the economies that are actually made
by these machines. The savings in your plant will more than pay for their purchase.

Spoor-Thompson Machine Company
George K. Spoor, President
Telephone Bryant 9764

Office,

Room 508— 1 10

West 40th

Factory— 1333 Argyle

St.,

Chicago

Street,

New York

City

EARLE

1111
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Every Word of the Neux
Critics of the big daily papers call Pola Negri's interpretation of

"Carmen"

the best ever presented and declare the play is better
mighty marvel of the screen with multitudes

even than "Passion"

—A

of players.
Y 610BE

N.

On

TI

Foreign

77,

y times

N.

the Screen

THE NEW FILM
Bu AIJBOlt BMiTn.

Byy Harriet*
Strand Theate

ou ty.

d

the
con-

at

Blood

.Tvobt

Pola

1

v»ish

How

Negri,

p

Du

the

"Passiort,"

B;irry

,

at Strand.

"Carmen" baa always

1

w V«tors would
actors
act
°

'

of thinking

"

>

s

don e by

_ av
way

j

I
I
I

"

trie

'

•»*/,*

f

1

li

1? rn

7

and

vivid

score to the novo, by Prosper Merimee. It M hard to dlBS.>ciatc the
motiff
lnrlrtonf« from
friim their
tholr musical
milsirnl motlfc
Incidents

A. n

'^, pve>

»

this

" Was

d| -

U
Pa> '
the ca"e. °
o/",r
f ,he oth 'r
tm.
'

,

PorUUons.

'

h 'r«nd

^L™"
Lmm? ?

rected by
Ernst

or the characters from their famous
casts. So thr screen version which
Kmll Lubitsch has directed under the
title of "(Jypsy Blood" gives It an enWc realized for
tirely new rheUium.
the hrst time that It was a new
medium, although we have seen one
1.
screen version by Oersldlnc Karrnr
n and another
"
Chaplin
Cbarllo
er by
whjch wa.s equally aniDltious If not
lC

I

{esc inatin*.

i"" 11

Ills

I

|

e-hireetor Erne
Sever nave
the screen

|

J

YoreigTie"!"

these
„f tnes
_,.hods of
T „ oor

and

I

oo

.

" Ciypsy Blood "
I« the ls, p
;,

'

an oper-

flat!

atic flavor atnee Biz*t Joined

l

Ml THE SCREEN

of

N^w Carmen

Its

UST?

.(Peppy
Carmen." and

j~

f.

d ror
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eviewson "Gypsy Blood"
The trade experts declare that this picture, made by the same director
and with the same star as "Passion," is unsurpassed as a box office

—

attraction a stirring love tale of Old Spain, based on the original
French version of Prosper Merimee's "Carmen."
DETROIT JOURNAL

Gypsy Blood/'

Is the Third
Lubitsch Play to Show Here

First came "Passion.
then "Deception" (still showing here) and
now we have "Gypsy Blood," which
is the story of "Carmen."
It is at
the Adams theater
Pola Negri, the star of "Passions."
is featured.
She is the best Ca* men
excepting
I have seen
not even
that of Geraldine Farrar. some
yei±rs a^o. As the wanton of Seville,
Miss Negri is a woman of fire not
merely a "amp." but a passionate,
tempestuous and at times, vicious
self-willed woman.
She is not
beautiful, but she has that indefinable something kn?«*n as "personalAfter
ity." and it is. comnelling
watching her throug'i this play one

DETROIT

overpowering weight of the passion
she would arouse. We caught some

hint of Negri's capacity for "letting"
go" in the guillotine scene of "Passion" when she rebelled
against
death.
She* "lets go" in GypsvBlood" and it is fascinating.
There are many excellent scenic
effects
"Gypsy Blood"; the
in
street of Seville, the slums, and the
mountain retreats of the gypsies.
But the interest centers wholly on
the personality of Negri throughout every foot of the film. While
I c*nfes* to knowing nothing about
Spain, this play realixes my ideals
of what "the Spanish life of its time
might have been, which is high creddoesn't wonder hew Don Juan came it to this Lubitsch. who h*s turned
to slip under her mischievous spell. out three ^superlatively good films
The musical accomIj^js perfectly understandable how in succession.
stronger character than his painrnent is unusually good.
CHANDT,T.B. PL LAURENCE.
scarcely stand out agaan*L tfc*
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certain that
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£K3 sUSCwSMgh*
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precedent
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The title
with the name

'

Deceptiqn,

'

his second, at

Need

A Larger House

"Gypsy Blood"
has drawing power of itself
in favor of

of Pola Negri and connected

with her performance in "Passion," it should be
doubly important.
You can promise them an interesting adaptation
of the well known opera and if for no other reason
than comparison with the two earlier adaptations^

many

Of
it

will

want

to see

it.

If

you consider exploitation

necessary, the results should be worth it.
to make money with "Gypsy Blood," and
ship will do it. Announce it well
showing and see thaj it goes over.

in

You ought
showman-

advance of the

D AlLy

tha*

rfgnting*

TRO/T T/MES

You'll

ought to be necessary to say nothing

the argument

good one.

and linked

* iUl

'

elaborately sta**H. and

value of this production seems so

with the extended run of
the' Rivoli.

%

photograDhed.

by the two former productions of Lubitsch and
together
the favor with which they were received,

is a

and

Office Analysis for the Exhibitor
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story

Carmen
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Pola Negri the actress, is too
good to be left languishing in Europe,
and will undoubtedlv be
brought to America. The German
film company which now stars her
is directed by another master-hand.

»S

but

first

played to
Detroit
audiences
in
"Passion." several weeks ago, is repeating her success at the Adams
this week in "Gipsy
Blood,"
an
adaptation of Carmen.
The story of Carmen is followed
closely. Pola Negri's interpretation
of the cigarette
girl's
character
ranks wjth that of Geraldine Farrar. whose first great movie suc-
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Hal Opperman,

Crescent Theatre, Pontiac,

June

25,

1921

III.

Since purchasing a First National franchise has had such crowds
that he finds his theatre too small to accommodate them.
THA T'S

ANOTHER REASON WHY

Iherell be a Franchise everywhere

Every Element of a Money Maker!
And

proving it every place it plays. Just the kind of
picture with tremendous audience appeal
Thrills, humor,
pathos, love.
Here's just a few of the big smash scenes.

Jamej Kirkwood
Sob Hampton

its

i.

Thrills

Marione Di*

"The

—

Custer's last battle with Sitting Bull and his savage hordes
Red Skins attacking wagon train of western pioneers.
Death Fight in a Western Gambling Hall.

Humor

Two gun Buddy,

Pathos

Bob and

up the landlady for cookies
the crack shots of the frontier town.
Buddy's "'horrible" jealousy because Bob, his pal. has a g-u-r-r-1.

Buddy

10 years old, holds

out-shoots

all

little Buddie die with their boots on in Custer's last fight
"The Kid'' bidding Bob good-by on his ride to death.
"The Kid's" father, scalped by savages, dies in her arms.

is

Km"

MARSHALL NEILAN
presents

"Bob Hampton

of Placer"

Randall Parrish's famous novel
Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Photograhy

by Jacques Bizeul and
David Kesson; Art Director, Ben Carre

A

National Attraction

First

Foreign Representative. David P. Howells. Inc.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York City

Frank Leigh as
Silent

Murphy

The last to
in this magnificent feature.

Guess they've got me, Bob," Buddy whispered.
go down
Uwight Crittenden as
General Custer

in

Custer's

fight.

See

it
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"Be J ust an d Fear Not
By
TT SHOULD

MARTIN

not be difficult for the coming

national convention of exhibitors to estab-

the most important meeting of

lish itself as

its

kind yet held. To do this it need only surpass
the record of last year's session in Cleveland.
The Cleveland meeting was in reality not a
convention, but only a mass-meeting. Several
groups of exhibitors with various affiliations
were brought together. Also there was a large
number of individual exhibitors with no organ-

Out of

QUIGLEY

has undertaken the solution of many big problems and substantial progress on many matters

which affect vitally the exhibitor's welfare can
be demonstrated.
However, certain very definite perils stand
in the pathway of the coming convention. There
according to long-standing practice, a certain number of malcontents who will
seek to obstruct the work of the convention and,
will be present,

There
preferment
and who will want to inject themselves into
official positions without regard to whether they
are qualified or whether their aspirations meet
with the sanction of the convention.
possible, to create discord

if

will be others

ization affiliations.

mass-meeting the Motion Picof America was formed.
A list of competent and aggressive officers was
designated and immediately work was undertaken which during the succeeding months
brought the organization to its present status
in size and efficiency.
Because of what has been accomplished
and because of the distinct opportunity for constructive work in the immediate future the comthis

ture Theatre

J.

Owners

*

r

T

J

HERE may

is

MONG substantial independent theatre ownwho

expect an organizaa political nature,

who

in years past have felt that the organization

was only for the benefit of a few insiders will
want to see concrete evidence in the coming session to the effect that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America is not advancing the reprehensible traditions of days gone by and that

an association exclusively devoted
to the protection and advancement of the interests of the entire membership.
There is little doubt that such evidence will
be at hand at the Minneapolis meeting. The organization during the past year set out on a
constructive program and it has resulrs in
abundance to show for the efforts expended. It
is

various

a matter that

moment. To
is

a type of

that finds an accurate counterpart in the

activities

of the

radical

who wears

the red

Such procedure, if tolerated,
unquestionably block the progress of ex-

badge of anarchy.

hibitors individually

it

among
is

create distrust and to breed enmity for the sin-

and to minimize things of

instead

*

of significant proportions at this

tion to emphasize things of a protective nature

Exhibitors

*

tionalize differences existing

will

there will be a lively interest.

friction.

also appear attempts to sensa-

branches of the industry. This

work
ers of the country

and

will seek personal

gle purpose of arousing interest

ing session will afford an interesting study.

A

who

The organized

and

collectively.

exhibitors, backed

by the
weight and influence of their association, have
nothing to fear. They are in a position to defend, adequately and promptly, their every interest.
They are prepared to exact equitable
treatment from every producer, distributor or
any other agency in the industry. There is no
occasion for hysteria or fireworks.

Let the coming convention undertake
structive
ner.

Do

program

in a

a con-

sober and serious man-

not talk for the sake of being heard

alone and do not listen to any

who might

be

impelled with the same motive.

Such a course insures the unequivocal success of the Minneapolis convention.
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The

state of Florida has effected
unique compromise with reference to the agitation for legalized

a

censorship.

trade's verdict

the

that

This should aid

by the public.

who have been

It

be

will

Don't miss

industry will be on

history-making event.

a

it.

Pre-Convention

in

The popular indoor

*

*

The constantly

Exhibitors will

shitting

dicate that producers are

exerting

heroic efforts to reduce production

appears that the evil of
exorbitant salaries which apparently
could not be eliminated in the boom
davs is now being materially curbed.
It

toss 'em.

which measures up to reasonable
requirements and which can be purchased at reasonable prices. It appears that for the months just ahead
the really expensive picture must be
an exceptionally "big" production if
is

it

a profit to the pro-

to return

ducer.
*

*

*

is

of

*

*

prominent influences
working against the box office at this
time are general business conditions
and the warm weather. The decrease in business due to the warm
weather simply means that outdoor
is attracting the public.
reduction in prices, however radiTo
cal, cannot offset this condition.
attempt to do so is foolhardy.

amusement

A

Complete Text of Uniform Contract
Proposed by M. P. T. O. A

110

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Exhibitor DrlFKntm Mobilize for Invasion of Minneapolis
37
Robertson-Cole Hecomes R-C Pictures Corporation
3S
Xeilan Completes Plana for Public
Riichts Leneue Pleture
:i»
Inee May Head Company to Finance
Picture Production
43
April Exports Reach Value of $750,0OO Says
S. Report
43
I niversnl's
Industrial
Democracy
Cuts Waste in Half
46
Showmanship Wins Despite Slump
Says Charles R. Rogers
47

Censorship

Hill

Announcement

of

Mnnufueturinir

I

nited

of pictures.
*

There was once a vaudeville act without a prohibition gag in it. We've forgotten now what act it was.
And there was also a mystery story

made

that didn't have a
but that was away bark
in the days of two-reelers when all the
scenes were taken out-of-doors.
trial

into

scene

pictures

in

it

Famous Speeches
"You may fire me when you're ready"

— Admiral

Universal

Sims.
*

No

Spoofing
thing we like about the

One

Hearst

When they print a story about
papers.
an actress spraining her ankle, they give
you a photo of said actress and said
ankle.
Another Dull Week
Only one four million dollars concern was formed last week in the fifth
industry.

Up"—

source.

A

Film

Company

Id.-as

Inhibitors Advertising
AVIth the Procession in Los Ansreles
Letters From Readers
Topics of the Day
What the Picture Did for Me

Theatre Equipment
ChloaKo Trade Events....Guide to Current Pictures

Popular With the Kids
Charlie I'ettijohn suggests we have "a
motion picture day" each year.
Well,
the youngsters will be for it, especially
if there's no school on that day, and lots

Artists

"George

DEPARTMENTS
Money Maklne

have

a care.
There's something wrong with
'em.
Put your "deposit" down but waive
the right to look at both sides of the
"contract" and don't let a film salesman
toss 'cm for you. Toss 'em so the dots
show. 'Atta boy.

breweries
the
Well, with
Headline.
closing and the gang gone from the
back room, humor has dried up at its

Corporation

of

add

If

don't
T.

There's a Reason
"American Humorists Drying

Hay

Announcement of Famous PlayersLaaky Corporation

A inniuncement
Corporation

you

they

greatest

Be
Hurled In Legislative Committee.
Hodklnson
Announcement of w. W.

Illinois

how

*

two

IN THIS ISSUE
OP SPECIAL INTEREST

that

attractions. What the vast majority
of theatres seem to be interested in
i> a regular, assured line of product

The

in

little

bones

require-

always add
up seven top
and bottom
matter
n o

*

be interested

those

ments of the market seem to have
changed back to the former demand
for a maximum of program pictures
and a minimum of so-called special

*

reports from Los Angeles, which in-

rolllittle

funny

questionable that the single act
reducing prices will provide a
remedy in the face of the obstacles
of the Summer season.

*

usual.

be

cubes',

*

gives legal status to the decisions

Board of Review >.
The operation of this experiment
will be watched with interest.

as

ing the

pock-marked

the "invasion."
*

Exhibitors who contemplate a reduction in admission charges should
only act after thorough consideraIt
tion of their particular problems.

of the National

News
sport,
will

greatly excited over

the cumbersome and expensive
machinery of a state board of censorship a law has been passed which

costs.

of the

is

not being verified

is

*

The eyes
Minneapolis.

it

restoring the mental poise of those

Instead of building up

—

M.

All set for the convention?

<

1

(

R.

J.

*

Despite the fact that within the
trade great popularity was pre-

'

Sanacrlption Prleei
alted Btatea nml Km
Poaaeaafonnj Mexico ami Cuba, *- <h> a
rear) Canada* *:t.r»o n >enr; Foreign
Countries Postpaid I, JM.oti n jenr. MnkI

Re -Takes

exhibitor.

now becoming apparent
WiiIiumIhi

everj

de-

mands upon production also are
coming in for attention.
All of
which constitutes good news for the

dicted for certain foreign films
I'iiMIsImiI

June 25, 1921

Habit of George's

M.

Cohan

quits,

again."

Daily papers.
4K
49
7»
SO
NO
si

01

04

0«

shop.
of his
will give

The actors want a "closed
Cohan says he will take a dozen
shows
them a

off next year, which
lot of closed shops.
*

To Pay

the Landlady.

And a lot of actors will probably have
to hock the other silk shirt "for a
principle."

June
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Exhibitor Delegates
For Invasion of Minneapolis
M. P.

Uniform Contract
The complete

contract proposed by executives of
the M. P. T. O. A. appears on page
60 of this issue. It is of interest to
every exhibitor in United States.

The contract
the

will

Minneapolis

be submitted to
convention for

Club

Women Find

(Special

to

Exhibitors

VTT^ITH

the second annual convention of the Motion Picture Theatre

Owners

of America at Minneapolis June 27, 28, and 29 rapidly drawing near, officers of the various state units are busily engaged in the final
preparations for the departure of their delegates.

From
United
are

121

in

theatres

of

the

the

state.

reproach.

The women based their findings on a
questionnaire listing features of productions considered objectionable.
The investigators reported that in many cases
the pictures were not as offensive as the
and advertising.
According to the reports vulgar situations, offensive death scenes and drinking bouts were the most frequent intitles

fringements.

John Silha President
Of Ch ica go A uxilia ry
Illinois Organization
meeting of the Chicago branch ot

the Illinois Exhibitors' Alliance on June

John Silha was elected president, the
commission form of government having
been abolished at a previous meeting.
Other officers of the Chicago local follow: Vice presidents, H. Goldson, L. Siegel, J. B. Dibelka and George Bromle}';
corresponding and recording secretary,
Julius Lamb; financial secretary, Adolph
Powell; treasurer. H. Kahn; sergeant at
10

arms.

Max

that

Cooper.

indi-

record

even

turn-out

at

a national exhibitor meeting from the far west.
Harmony apparently is to be the keynote
of the conclave.
Not even a minor difference
of opinion on any subject has appeared to
ruffle the unity which has prevailed since the
organization of the association at Cleveland a
year ago.

the clubs a large majority of the films
are clean and wholesome and above

a

arriving

of

reports

Cleveland a year ago. It
is certain that the Pacific Coast exhibitors are
going to send the largest
unit ever dispatched to

According to the reports submitted by

At

parts

probably surpass

14.— One

hundred and thirty clubs of the State
Federation of Women's Clubs in fortyfour cities and towns have just completed a survey of motion pictures exhibited

all

States,

cate the attendance will

Herald J

June

Hundreds

the Eve of Great National
Gathering of Theatre Owners

Bulk of Pictures
Shown Are Clean
SEATTLE, WASH.,

Meeting

Harmony Prevails on
VV

ratification.

T. O. A.

Will Attract

text of the uniform

While there is entertainment aplenty
planned for the delegates, their families, and
the scores of exhibitors who will attend in an
unofficial capacity, play is not to be permitted
to interfere with the work ahead.
The sessions
are to be essentially for business only.
Every
effort is being made to speed work so that the convention will not drag
into a fourth day. Three days are regarded as sufficient time.
Reelection of Cohen Foregone Conclusion
Reelection of Sydney S. Cohen as president and practically all of the
other men who have occupied positions of responsibility during the past
year is regarded as certain. Mr. Cohen has given no public assurance of
his willingness to serve another year, but with many important issues in
the course of negotiations, it is generally believed that he will accept.
A few minor changes in the executives are expected, not on account of
dissatisfaction with the work performed, but with the idea of passing
the burden of service on to others.

Then, too, many new state organizations have been formed since the
and a new division of offices geographically is expected to
be worked out to give better representation to certain sections of the
last election

country.

Delegates Based on Congressional Representation

Price Returns East

The number

Oscar A. Price passed through Chicago
June 13 on his way back to New York,
after a trip to the Pacific Coast to confer

with producers for Associated Pro-

ducers, of which he

is

president.

Epidemic Closes House
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

HIGHBEE, MO.,

June 14.— The

Gem

theatre has been closed during the smallpox epidemic.

of delegates allotted to each state is based upon the
of representatives the state has in congress. Approximately 500
delegates have been elected to go to Minneapolis and practically all are
expected to attend.

number

With few exceptions, all of the delgates will go to the convention
uninstructed. The Illinois delegation is bound by resolution to vote as a
unit, but has not been instructed for any particular candidate or upon any
specific question.
The various delegations will make up one of the most representative
bodies of motion picture theatre owners ever assembled in the United
States. They range from the owners of some of the largest theatres in the
country to the owners of playhouses in the smallest towns. They include

38

E

men who have been

active in organizadecade, and men who
with an exhibitor organization for the first time during the past
tion affairs

have

for a

affiliated

year.

Four Big Questions Up
Discussions in the various state conventions and bulletins from leaders indicate that four questions are to overshadow other matters in the discussion.

They

XH B
I

ber of
city

I

TORS HER A

Commerce

of

Minneapolis

I.

and

officers are

cooperating.
A subscription fund is being raised to
make possible an event which will be
long remembered by those who attend.
Reservations are pouring into Minneapolis hotels from various states and
large numbers are being placed through
the M. P. T. O. A.

D

June

Robertson-Cole

R-C
R.

contracts.
Abolition of advance deposits.
Theatre building by distributors.
Blue laws, including censorship.
A uniform contract is expected to be
submitted to the delegates for approval,
as a preliminary to renewing negotiations with the distributors on this muchdiscussed question.
Since the convention a year ago, legislation
against advance deposits has
been passed in several states, and concerted action of the question from exhibitors is expected.

Theatre

The

Building Live Topic
entire question of theatre build-

ing and buying by distributing companies will be opened up again.
Considerable data on the matter has been collected by officers of the association for
submission to the convention.
Blue laws also will be considered at
length.
Censorship fights were staged
in
thirty-seven states during the past
winter, being beaten in thirty-four states
and passed in two. In one state, Illinois,
the matter is still pending.

A

concerted movement to force Sunday closing is apparent in manv parts
of the country, and in elections held so
far, a dozen cities have been closed to
Sunday theatres. Prosecutions under the
old-time blue laws are being carried on
in a dozen states.
Making the situation even more dangerous, a number of cities have attempted to increase their revenue by fastening additional taxes on the theatres.

"Music Tax" Report Expected
A comprehensive report on the "music
tax" question is promised at the sessions.
For weeks, national officers and various
state officers have been working on this

(Special to

a statement addressed to
all the exhibitors of the country by Sydney S. Cohen, president of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America:
"Every independent exhibitor in the
country will be welcome to participate in
the deliberations of the National Conis

vention at Minneapolis. Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, June 27, 28 and 29.
"Exhibitors from every state in the

union will hold a three-day business session, which should solve the big problems
which now confront the industry.
"If your business is bad you cannot
miss a chance to find out what the
reason is.
"If you have built up your business by
using the product of certain producers,
only to find them your competitors today, you cannot afford to stay away.
"If

you

find

anti

picture

propaganda

being circulated through the news mediums of your town or city by advocates
of the Blue Laws, you will find gathered
at the convention a resolute and independent set of men who will put their
shoulders to the wheel to help you.
"If.
through lack of information or
other reasons, you have paid too high a
price for pictures, Minneapolis is the
place to come and get in touch with the
most successful exhibitors of the country
who will be there.
"If you are thinking of selling your
theatre, do not do it under any circumstances until you have come to Minneapolis.
There are thousands of independent theatre owners who do not intend to be coerced or bought out by the

make it impossible for publishers to
levy on the theatres. The other will be
in the courts, where the constitutionality
of the present law will be tested.
Many other matters have been outlined at the state sessions and will be
presented at Minneapolis. Among these
will be the consideration of a concrete
plan of assisting the independent producers.

that trustification of the great industry
of wl'ich you are a part must never be,
then it will not be.
"Trustification of the industry by a
financial group intent on controlling the
screen spells ruin to us all.
It has
been tried before, but never with such
well laid plans.
// your independence is
worth having, it is worth fighting for.
"The concerted power of the independ-

Minneapolis Plans Big Welcome
Minneapolis exhibitors and theatre
owners from the entire territory supplied by Minneapolis exchanges are joining in the preparations to receive the

ent theatre owners of America is the only
force that can and will protect your in-

vestment.

The Cham-

taries for

delegates and the visitors.

interests.
to retire

"Come

to Minneapolis.

"Arrange through

your

reduced rates."

state

secre-

New

Capitalized at
Exhibitors Herald/

YORK,

June

14— Robertson-

Company announces the formation
R-C Pictures Corporation, with

capitalization

Following

Unless you have enough money
on and can afford to take a
chance with your investments, don't stay
away.
"If you make your decision with the
great bulk of independent theatre owners

to

Cole
of

Within the next few months, two attacks upon the tax will be made.
One
will be in Washington, where an amendment to the copyright law will be asked

question.

Pictures Corp.

$4,000,000

NEW
Cohen's Statement

1921

Now

Cole President of

S.

Company

are:

Uniform

25,

object

of

of

the

Company,

Robertson-Cole

with

$4,000,000,

acquiring

the

business

of

division

of

together

with all interests in
Robertson-Cole Distributing Corporation.
Robertson-Cole Realty Corporation and
films,

Robertson-Cole Studios, Inc.
R. S. Cole will be president of the new
corporation, with a strong board of directors,

and the plans of the new organiza-

include the strengthening of the
various departments.
R-C Pictures Corporation will begin
its motion picture production activities at
its Hollywood plant not later than July
1.
Production activities will include the
making of a «eries of features starring
Pauline Frederick and Sessuc Hayakawa.
and a Directors' Series, to be made under
the direction of William Christy Cabanne. L. J. Gasnier and other directors
equally known.
New stars arc to be added to the organization's present list, and a production
schedule with a minimum of twenty-six
pictures a year will be established, to be
issued to exhibitors through the new organization.
tion

Would Bar
Smoking in Theatres

Fire Chief
(From

Staff Correspondent)

—

ST. LOUIS. MO., June 14
Fire Chief
William Panzer, who has launched an intensive campaign against carelessness as
a cause for fires, states that part of his
drive against conflagrations will be the
passage of city ordinances to prevent
smoking in the balconies and galleries of
motion picture houses, dramatic theatres and public halls used for political
meetings and the like.

Taylor Will Survey
Foreign Film Field
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald

t

LOS AN'GELES,

June 14.— William D.
Taylor, director, has gone abroad on a
mission in which the motion picture community, the Hollywood Post of the American Legion and the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce are vitally interested.
Although the trip is primarily a vacation, Mr. Taylor will make a survey of
the

foreign

Germany.

film

situation,

especially

in

June

25,

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Neilan Completes Plans for
Public Rights League Picture
Propaganda Film
Put in

Day

Topics of the

Be
Production Soon

Cooperates in Use
No
of Slide Editorial

Date of Publication

to

Will Be Set

Until Subject

Is

Finished for Distribution

"Topics of the Day," widely circulated

Marshall Neilan, one of America's foremost producers, has virtually

short feature reel of excerpts selected

from the press of the world, cooperates

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

with the

program
June

No.

112,

for

in

completed production plans for the propaganda picture which he has volfor the

Dispatches from the

19.

Appearing

in this issue of

the film

is

the following editorial brief written for

No.

slide

make

unteered to

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

on

publication

West

Coast,

where the picture

will be produced,

state that a cast of prominent players has been chosen, with a possibility

way

of actual production getting under

within a few days.

1:

The

No

constitution of the United

States guarantees the freedom of

The motion

the press.

picture

is

a

tion

date for publication will be set until the final stages of produc-

have been reached.

Effort will be made, however, to have this short

subject available as soon as possible so that the exhibitors

development of the press, publishing stories in pictures instead of
type,

and

is

the campaign of education they are conducting.

Simultaneously with the announcement of the date of publication the

"Topics of the Day"

is produced by
and is distributed
through Pathe Exchange, Inc. At present it is circulating in more than 3,000

Inc.,

LEAGUE'S

a vast

number

and small houses, "Topics

Day" is read weekly by millions
of people from every walk of life. That
means that issue No. 112, in which apof the

read by millions.

In using this slide copy, Timely Films

furthering

is

LEAGUE

in the country, for

the

PUBLIC

RIGHTS

campaign, launched to

save

LEAGUE

will

film will be within reach of every theatre

man

is

members

devised, the

every exhibitor

RIGHTS LEAGUE

of the

may become

a

member

by returning a signed pledge card

of the
to

PUBLIC

"Exhibitors

Herald."

The subject matter

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

editorial, will be

What-

receive the picture without charge.

The Neilan propaganda
among such

of both large

pears the

plan of distribution will be outlined to the exhibitors.

ever scheme of distribution

theatres.

Circulating

intensify

same

entitled to the

freedom enjoyed by the press.

Timely Films,

may

to be treated, coupled with Mr. Neilan's expert

direction, will

make a

gram.

present in pictorial form the arguments propounded by the

It will

picture which will be a valuable asset to any pro-

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

enlighten those

the neople of the country from being

of freedom.

crushed by the big stick of the reformer.

statements of the reformer.

It will

It will

convey to theatre patrons a message

who have been

influenced by the mis-

In addition, the picture will entertain.

Since becoming apparent that the radical

reformers are determined to

statute books
structive

voted

laws,

many

fill

The

the

with intolerant and de-

Timely Films has depropaganda

effectiveness of screen propaganda

government during the war.
Elections have been won.

is

unquestioned.

It

aided the

Millions have been raised for relief work.

Its possibilities

are limitless.

feet of film to

Publication of the announcement last

against such interference with the inalienable rights of the people.

Issue No. 112 should serve in influenc-

week

that Mr. Neilan had volun-

teered to cooperate in this great cause brought
the

many new members

into

LEAGUE.

ing thousands of people to rebel against

With the

the reformer.

osoGoocccoooooocoeoooeeosooo

picture being exhibited in practically every state in the union,

it

should create a universal sentiment against the reform element which

is

seeking to destroy every vestige of individual liberty.
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Pledges of Cooperation
NEBRASKA

church and the theatre. The church has
ruled the town for about fifteen years.

Aurora

On

will

please

coupon

pledge

find

town

their

woman

in

them they were

to the polls, telling

voting against movies and baseball.
Baseball on Sunday was mere propathe

in

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
This is what the industry hes been in
need of for a long while. Thanks to the
"Exhibitors Herald" for sponsoring it.

Sunday shows.
Yours

Liberty Theatre.

Schoonover & Son.
Detroit

MASSACHUSETTS

Dear

Sir:

Enclosed find
bership

in

Would

my

application for

I

personally ran a full-page

JACK CAIRNS,
Brooklyn

We

Because of space limitations
list

of

new members

is

censorship problem.
Respectfully yours,

be resumed

JR

Royal theatre.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Franklin

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
dear Sir:

from

omitted

Publication of these

in

the

in

this

Exhibitors Herald,
Chicago, 111.

names

C. H.

Owners

will

the next, July

2,

of

New

Hampshire.

IOWA
Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear Mr. Quigley:

Am

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

thank you for your

BEAN,

Mr

Lehi

Sir:

to

the

President, Motion Picture Theatre

issue.

UTAH

Marietta

is

for

Cedar Falls

MICHIGAN

This

card

Sincerely yours.

Allen-Charette, Inc.

Dear

pledge

motion picture theatre owners and for
the freedom of the screen.
Let every
exhibitor put his shoulder to the wheel
and push onward in this great movement.
Cooperation it must be and cooperation
we must have. And with this we must
win.
Wishing the PUBLIC RIGHTS
LEAGUE the greatest success, I am,

issue of "Exhibitors Herald."

,

find

first,
last and all the time.
W« have
got to stand together for our rights as

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

With best wishes to you and your
paper, which I believe is taking a step
forward (over other trade papers) on the

GEORGE W. ALLEN,

theatre.

Notice!
the

GOODWIN,

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE. And I
am in favor of a movement of this kind

Sir:

Sunday display ad under the caption, "Be
Fair to the Movies," which I believe was
made up by the Screen Art Advertising
Service of Chicago.
also ran slides on censorship for
several weeks previous to the hearing at
our state house, and sincerely believe that
it stirred up our patrons to the extent of
their taking up censorship with the various representatives.

truly,

S. I.

Enclosed

I certainly endorse your stand on conducting campaign of education.
It
is
our only salvation.
Very truly yours,

mem-

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.
say

Very

My

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Bedford

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.

Dear

forever.

HARRY HOBOLTH,

Yours for cooperation,

New

"For the
Freedom of Motion Pictures" and assure
you that we want to lend a hand in the
good work and for the continuation of
American liberty now, henceforth and

respectfully,

MAZDA AMUSEMENT COMPANY,
Jas.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE

ganda and had never been mentioned.
Anyway, they defeated me, and as I
had promised to abide by the decision of
the majority, it looks like the end of

enclosed signed

membership

for

morning they got out

and hauled every old

autos

Mr. Martin J. Quigley,
Exhibitors Herald.
My Dear Mr. Quigley:

You

election

efforts in

my behalf in regard to Sunday shows in
Marlette.
It was a fight against the Methodist

Dear

enclosing herewith

Sir:

pledge to

RIGHTS

A. M.

We

my

LEAGUE.
the PUBLIC
think it's great stuff.
Very truly yours,
New

herewith enclose our pledge to the

I

BROWN,

Regent

theatre.

PLEDGE
THE

Sponsored by

PUBLIC
RIGHTS

EXHIBITORS HERALD
laPlolion <-*

~D

LEAGUE
"For

in the interest of the

INDUSTRY

and the

PUBLIC
the

Freedom

of

Motion Pictures"

I realize the existence of a concerted movement on the part of radical reformers to
establish a
dictatorship over the motion picture industry through the enactment of drastic and un-American laws.
Knowing that immediate action must be taken to maintain the freedom of the screen, /

MYSELF TO THE CAUSE OF THE PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, my
I will use, whenever conditions permit, the slide of the
League, and in this
public sentiment against this radical and oppressive legislation.

Si in and mail to EXHIBITORS
417 South Dearborn Street,
Chicago.
You then will be enrolled as
a member if the PUBLIC RIGHTS

HERALD,

LEAGUE.

M
Name
Theatre
City

PLEDGE

only obligation to be that
my part in arousing

manner do

ign

And Become
a

Member
League

of

June

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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It's

Time

for

Reformers

and Politicians

41

The entertainment value
pictures

of motion

impaired by

seriously

is

the indiscriminate and inexpert cut-

to Stop

ting of censors.

Countless eliminations are ordered

by censor boards which lessen the
entertainment value of pictures yet

Exploiting

in

no way improve

their

moral tone.

PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE.

the Taxpayer
Exploitation of

but one of the

taxpayer

the

many

1
is

is copy for slide No. 8. Each week there will be printed
in this space a brief message of information and argument aimed to inform the public correctly concerning
the issues involved in the campaign for the freedom of
the motion picture.

This

evils resulting

from the meddlesome

activities of

the reformer.

However,

it

is

one of the most

detrimental to the prosperity and

progress of the
country.

subject of taxation.

Levy ing
useless

of

taxes

burdens

not

feat his purpose.

enterprise

but also the
mass

great
people.
flicts

It is

a

curse because

of

it

de-

can or cannot do.

be-

must not be

The

Mr. Thompson

exhibitor has the screen, the

medium for molding pubopinion. The tax question vitally

lic

knows what

the theatre man.

He

is

in-

serving both himself and the public,
therefore, by devoting his screen to

already are shouldering too great a

this

movement.

Excessive taxation

both

reformers

is

and

the

work

of

politicians.

is

nomic

Read

the

one of the

is

minority.

and what

beneficial

is

He

harmful to business.

The theatre

is

a business in the

To prosper

must not be instructed

as to

boards are a detriment to the ecowelfare of the country.

a business man,

hands of business men.
it

Excessive taxation and regulatory

load.

not

majority,

is

He

not a reformer.

greatest

interests

The government

called in to act as his

legal guardian."

the public

who

it

a hardship upon people

would

hooves someone to correctly inform

only some specific

It

Therefore,

If

cated

what

it

in

advance

can or cannot do.

the people are properly edu-

along

these

lines,

common

The reformer

an

what Huston Thompson, chairman

sense will win out.

obsession of the reformer. The pol-

cf the federal trade commission, has

will be defeated.

Taxation

be excessive.

you are not as a

Creating of regulatory boards

itician smiles at this for

more

political

situation

is

it

patronage.

serious

is

gives

him

But the

from the view-

point of the citizens, for they

must

to say
"I

on

this question:

believe

most

heartily

in

the

American business man.

pay the salaries of members of these

does not need to hand over his

boards.

tiative to his

The reformer never broaches

the

the

masculinity and upstandingness of

government; to be

He
ini-

in-

structed in advance as to what he

member

If

of the

LEAGUE

PUBLIC RIGHTS

endeavoring to unify the

thought of the public
cf

will not

in a

defense

your business you are not doing

your duty.
Sign the pledge today.
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Launches Drive to Break Down
Defense of Agitators
Marlette Exhibitor Defeated at Polls on the Question
Operating on Sunday

1921

25,

Cupid's Victum

of

AN

interesting experiment which will warrant close observation is being
conducted by Harry Hobolth of the Liberty theatre, Marlette, Mich.
Citizens of Marlette for years have been influenced by the preachings of blue law advocates. Only recently Mr. Hobolth returned to the
city to operate the Liberty.
Opposition to his efforts to show on Sunday
developed. A referendum on the question was agreed to.

1

LITTLE

time was

left to

crystallize public
defense of his interests.
to

the exhibitor

as a

mem-

LEAGUE

Hobolth:
is

to thank

you for your

my

behalf in regards
in Marlette.
against the
fight
a
"It was
Methodist church and the theatre.
The church has ruled the town for

efforts in
to Sunday

about

fifteen years.

"On
out

shows

election
their autos

morning they got
and hauled every

in

them

town

to the polls,

were

voting
against movies and baseball.
"Baseball on Sunday was mere
propaganda and had never been
mentioned. Anyway they defeated
me and as I had promised to abide
by the decision of the majority it
looks like the end of Sunday

LEAGUE

ber of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
conducting an intelligent campaign
is
Perhaps in
against the reform element.
another year the citizens of Marlette
will be given another opportunity to vote
on the blue law issue. It is logical to
suppose that by that time the people
will be aroused sufficiently to give the
theatre man a majority at the polls.
Other exhibitors at any time may find
themselves in a like predicament. When
blue law agitators have ruled a community for years it is impossible to
break through their defense with a camAs a member
paign of short duration.
of the PUBLIC RIGHTS
every exhibitor can be prepared for any
such emergency.
The situation in Marlette is described
from
Mr.
letter
following
in
the

woman

telling

Sunday opening

was defeated.
Now, however, Mr. Hobolth

"This

old

sentiment in a

they

shows."
Similar situations exist in every part
Exhibitors who are
of the country.
by these conditions should
affected
launch their campaign now before the
critical point has been reached.

Hearst Leases Added
Studio Space to Make
Cosmopolitan Pictures
George B. Van Cleve, vice-president
and general manager of William Randolph Hearst's film interests, announces
that he has leased for Mr. Hearst the
large

studio

in

Long Island,
Messmore Kendall.
bought

from

Mr.

Kendall his entire studio equipment.
Two new pictures will be put in production immediately. "Find the Woman."
by Arthur Somers Roche, will be made
under the direction of Tom Terriss. In
this cast will be Seena Owen, Eileen
Huban and Ethel Duray.
The second picture which soon will go
into production at the new studio is "The
Beauty Shop," the famous musical comedy written by Channing Pollock and
Rennold Wolf. Raymond Hitchcock will
be the featured player.

Demaree Buys

plays the role of Beauty in
George Fitzmaurice's Paramount production, "Experience," has become the bride
of Irving Stark, a wealthy California toy
Miss Wheaton was winmanufacturer.
ner of the beauty contest conducted in
The Daily News in cooperation with Paramount's publicity staff. She will not retire

Exhibitors Herald)

IND.. June

tractions.
The financial consideration for the
property was $10,500. The site is 72 by
144 feet.
Construction work on the new
theatre will not start for some time.

Print of "The Kid " Is
Stolen From Instituticn

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

T.

KANE
Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation.

June

14.—An

drafted

midnight and

theatres between

in

the

morning.

Brady Pledges Relief
for Victims of Flood
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK,

June 14.— In a telegram

Rocky Mountain Screen

Club,
A. Brady, as
president of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, offers the
to

the

Denver,

William

Colo.,

industry's assistance in relieving distress

occasioned
Colorado.

by the disastrous floods

in

expected that benefit
performances will be held in many towns
throughout the state.
It

is

Adopt Summer Prices
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LOS ANGELES,

of

LOUIS, MO.. June 14.— A print
"The Kid," the First National production featuring Charlie Chaplin, was
stolen from the City Sanitarium recently,
by a thief who posed as Sidney J. Baker,
local manager for Associated First National.

at

ST.

of production for

ORE.,

following complaints
by Portland club women, would prohibit
women from attending motion picture
ordinance,

June 14.—Theatres
cities about Los
Angeles have adopted a summer price
At Bakersfield West Coast
schedule.
Theatres, Inc., the Gore-Ramish-Lesser
company, prices have been cut in three
Lower admissions also prevail
houses.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ROBERT

theatricals.

PORTLAND,

Site for

14.— O. I.
Demaree. manager of the Franklin Opera
House, has purchased the Blue Front
garage.
Mr. Demaree will erect on the
site a modern playhouse which will be
devoted to motion pictures and stage at-

New manager

from

Propose Bill Prohibiting
Women from Attending
Shows After Midnight

Combination Playhouse
FRANKLIN.

14.— Edna Wheaton,

who

1^1

Astoria.

formerly used by
Mr. Van Cleve has

(Special to

EW YORK, June

VT

in several of the

Long Beach.

smaller

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Ince

Neilan in Cast of
His Next Feature
of the features of Marshall
Neilan's new First National picture,
"Bits of Life," will be the reappearance of this noted producer as
an actor.

—

in

Mr.

Exposed Film Comprises Bulk
of Shipments to Other
Countries
(Washington Bureau, Exhibitors Herald)

WASHINGTON,

D. C, June 14.— Exfilms during
April reached a value of more than $750,000, according to a report just issued by
department of commerce.
the
The
month's shipments, it is stated, included
12,064,925 linear feet of exposed film,
valued at $565,904, and 6,627,863 linear
feet of unexposed film, valued at 3187,of

motion

of the

of

Three

picture

All loans will be approved by an execucommittee of three members, repredistribution
and
production,
senting
A company of standing with a
finance.
good director, a known cast, proper
studio facilities and a story will lay its
financial problems before this committee.

To Protect Industry
decided to give financial aid to
bridge the gap between inception of the
picture and the point where a bank loan
can be made, the corporation will take
a second lien upon the completed film,
leaving the first mortgage to the bank.
If

it

is

It is said that

one of the principal rea-

sons for organizing the

company

is

the

Southern California must have
the necessary machinery for protecting
fact that

the industry from foreign competition
and unfair methods in finance.
Will Relieve Difficulties
In discussing the new enterprise, John

vice-president of the First
Company, a First National
Bank concern, said:
There are instances where a nationally
known producer has been forced to sign

E. Barber,
Securities
'

674.

Forty

using
American films in their theatres, the reforeign

countries

are

Canada,

Brazil.

Chile

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

LA, June 14.— Although

theatres in this city are closing for

the

summer, the exhibito

s

ha\-e

plunged

into a finish fight with the gity administration to settle for all times the

Sunday

question.

Hearing Mayor Mcllrath planned

to

put an end to Sunday theatres, the exhibitors obtained a temporary injunction
restraining the city from interfering with

Denmark, Germany.

to Belgium,

Grinnell Exhibitors
Seek Injunction to
End Sunday Threats
all

Other shipments of
of unexposed film.
raw stock, however, ranging from 500
to 316,000 feet were made during the
England.
Japan.

away as much as 65 per cent of his
possible production profits in order that
an excellent picture with a recognized
cast under a competent director might be
financed.
This is what the new financing company plans to prevent.
It has
become evident that someone should take
hold of such picture risks and qualify
them for proper financing through the
banks.
"Los Angeles is the production center
of the motion picture industry, and if its
junior financing can be provided here,
we can relieve this industry from many
of its present difficulties and place it on
a sound financial basis. The problem has
been under investigation for months and
as a result the new corporation will start
with a substantial capital, to be provided
from private sources."

GRINNELL,

port shows, although less than a dozen
Of
are importing American raw stock.
the countries using our raw stock. France
is the most important customer, her imports in April totaling 5,556,718 feet, with
a value of $94,891. and she was the only
country to take more than 350,000 feet

month

Approve Loans

to

new corporation

tive

April Exports Near
Million Dollar Mark

ports

is

is to finance production to the
point where a bank loan can be made. It also is intended to relieve the
producer from the necessity which he often faces of being forced to assign
between 30 and 65 per cent of his production profits in order to obtain a
comparatively small loan.

which he
Prior to his
Neilan
achieved wide popularity as leading
man to such stars as Miss Pickford,
Blanche Sweet, Ruth Roland, Marguerite Clarke, and others.
and

director,

—

June

Committee

The purpose

portrayed a character.
a

motion pictures

of

of the initial scenes staged here, Mr.
Neilan deserted the directorial chair
for the grease paint and appeared
before the camera for the first time
in years.
Mr. Neilan's last appearance before the public was in "Daddy Long
Legs," which he directed, with

Pickford.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)
14.
corporation to finance

production
A new
being organized here by private moneyed interests
who are closely associated with interests affiliated with the First National
Bank and the Los Angeles Trust and Savings Bank.
One of the organizers of the company in Thomas H. Ince. It is understood that this independent producer will head the corporation.

LOS ANGELES,

work on this film started in New
York recently. In the production

as

to

Corporation Will Be Closely Associated With Los
Angeles Banking Interests Will Eliminate
Excessive Charges on Loan

Space has been leased by Mr.
Neilan at the Goldwyn Studios in
Culver City, where he has resumed

Mary

May Head Company

Finance Picture Production

One

work

43

the operation of the theatres and had

and

it

the forty countries showing Ameri-

on the mayor.
The injunction
was issued at Sigourney by Judge Wag-

can films, only four take more than 1.000,000 feet a month, the April report
showing that France imported 1,057,525
feet, valued at $57,298: England. 1.636.7S9
feet, valued at $55,915; Canada, 1,381.093 feet, valued at $74,969. and Australia

Arguments
ner in the district court.
over making the injunction permanent
will be heard at the September term in
Montezuma. G. W. and W. H. Hart of
the Strand theatre are prominent in the
legal battle being waged.

Other
feet, valued at $65,701.
countries during the month imported our
feet
682
films in quantities ranging from
(Colombia) to 824,357 feet (Argentina).

Competing Theatres to
Run Alternate Weeks

Of

served

1,482,207

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Plan

11-

Cent Circuit

HARTFORD,

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

YORK.

Jarre

—i*?= Crabb

and

Taylor, owners of the System theatre in
Syracuse, are seeking backing to organize a $2,000,000 corporation to open
a chain of motion picture theatres in the
country, charging an admission of 11
cents

for ail

seats.

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
Whose

first

"Tol'ble

picture for First National will be
a screen version of Joseph

David.''

Heif esheimer's story.

IND., June 14.— A plan

of cooperative operation of competing
theatres is being considered by Frank
Walters of the Orpheum and Arrend
Rosenbush of the Royal. The plan is
to open each house every other week,
thereby having only one theatre in operation at a time. This plan is for the summer months only.

A
K X
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Official
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Upholds Basic Principle
Public Rights League

Universale

une

1921

25.

New

Star

Governor-Elect of Georgia Reiterates His Stand Against
Censorship of Motion Pictures
GOVERNOR-ELECT THOMAS W. HARDWICK of Georgia in a
recent address reiterated his opposition to censorship because of its
violation of American principles of freedom and democracy
"free-

—

dom

of thought,

freedom of opinion, freedom

of

action and freedom of

expression.

In these utterances Mr. Hardwick espouses the cause underlying the
organization of the PUBLIC RIGHTS LEAGUE, a movement to safeguard the inalienable rights of the American people.
HARDWICK delivered an ad- pect no interference so long as they
showed this fine spirit of co-operation in
dress at a luncheon given under the
protecting society from the influence of
auspices of the Film Exchange Managers

MR.

Association of Atlanta.
*

*

*

Addressing the body he
them as "the youngest and one of the
mightiest American industries." Later he
said by way of admonishing the diswe
exhibitors,
"since
and
tributors
Georgians propose to trust you, see that
you treat us well in Georgia."
In concluding his speech Mr. Hardwick added "I do not presume to speak
for the state legislature, but 1 believe
they are sufficiently imbued with the
referred

principles of freedom

to

and democracy to

objectionable pictures.
Willard C. Patterson, manager of the
Criterion, Atlanta, was the only exhibitor
called upon to speak, but he proved himself fully capable of representing that de»
partmcnt of the industry.

Costly Theatres Are

To

who declared that the Atlanta
board of review had found the exhibitors
Atlanta,

the city quick to accept the right
standards and that the offerings in their
theatres exemplified a high appreciation
of true art, and wholesome entertain-

of

ment.
*

»

*

He paid a particularly high tribute to
the representatives of the industry in
Atlanta and declared that they might ex-

in East

$750,000 House is Planned by
Levy Brothers in

be dependable."

Immediately following the governorelect there came a pleasing and encouraging word from James L. Key, mayor of

Be Built
Brooklyn

(Special

Exhibitors

to

BROOKLYN,

MISS duPONT

Who

has been signed by Carl Laemmle, presiof UnivcrsaJ, to appear in special attractions.
She has had nine months* experience
in the Strohcim production, "Foolish Wive*/'
her first picture experience.

dent

Herald)

N. Y., June 14.— Levy

builders
of
the Ridgewood.
Bedford and other theatres, have filed

Brothers,

plans with the superintendent of buildings for the erection of a new $750,000
combination motion picture and vaudeville house at Bedford avenue and LinThe theatre will seat 3,400.
coin Place.

Company

Is

(Special

to

Exhibitors

BALTIMORE,
Auman

(Special

NEW

MD.,

Serious

Herald)

June

14.

—

has been formed to build a theEast Twenty-

to cost $250,000 in
fifth street near Charles.

Philadelphia
to Erect

Men

House

(Special

Theatre
at New Orleans

Md.

company comprised of Louis Schlichter,
Edmondson Amusement
president
of
Company, R. Werkmeister and Fred
atre

Panic

Formed

at Baltimore,

to

Exhibitors

Herald)

PHILADELPHIA,

—

PA., June 14.
$150,000 theatre will be erected for Felt
Brothers, 5408 Walnut street, at Nineteenth and Chestnut streets. It will seat
1,350.

"Black Beauty" Case
Is Set for June 28 th
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

Who

has betn elevated to stellar roles by Fox
Film Manufacturing Company.

D. C, June 14.—The
inquiry into the alleged unfair tactics of
the Eskay Harris Feature Film Company
reissuing "Your Obedient Servant"
in
under the title of "Black Beauty" will
take place at the New York offices of
the Federal Trade Commission, 20 West
Thirty-eighth street, at 10 a. m., June 28.
The complaint charges that the Harricompany wrongfully benefited from the
advertising given by Yitagraph to its new
production, "Black Beauty." In its reply,
the Harris company denied the allegation.

in

Exhibitors

to

CVRLEANS,
was

panic

broke out

in

Herald)

—

LA., June 14
averted when fire

the projection

room

of the

Dreamland theatre by the presence
the audience of Captain

in

Gallacio of the

department As spectators made a
rush for the exits the fire official stood
on a seat and shouted assurances that
there was no danger.
Several women
fainted during the commotion.
fire

Beatrice Theatre
Fire

Damaged by

(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

June 14— Damage amounting to $4,000 resulted from a
fire
in
the Rialto theatre, owned by
Blaine Cook. The projectors and a generator were completely ruined.

BEATRICE, NEB..

Loss of $3,500
Theatre Blaze

in

WASHINGTON,

JACK GILBERT

Chief Stops

Fire

(Special

to

Exhibitors Herald)

RIDGELY, MD.,
Amusea

June

14.— Fire

in

completely ruined
the interior and did other damage estimated at $3,500. Albert W. Saulsbury
the

owns

theatre

the house.

Forms Manhattan Company

NEW YORK— McAdams

Pictures.

Manhattan has been organized
with stock of $352,500 by M. MacAdams,
Inc.

of

Hotel Woodward.

New

York.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Interesting

News

Events of the

45

Week
A

Walker and Edna Murphy, new co-stars
announced by the Fox Film Corporation, in a
scene from "The Love Wire," their initial pro-

Johnnie

duction.

The

Sylvester Weaver, president of Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce,
bids farewell to Mary Miles Minter, Realart star, while his secretary,
Frank Wiggins, gives her a box of souvenir poppies to take to
Europe. Mrs. Charlotte Shelby, Mary's mother, at star's right.

Circulation Managers Association of New York City, at Saugerties, N. Y., where Alice Calhoun, the Vitagraph star working on a picture, "Peggy Puts It Over." Miss Calhoun was made an honorary member of the C. M. A.

Tom Forman

directing

a scene for

Thomas Meighan and Agnes Ayres

"Cappy Ricks,"

from Peter B. Lyne's

story.

a

Paramount

in

picture adapted

One

of the tense scenes from Marion Fairfax's first production,
"The Lying Truth," in which Pete Smith blossoms forth

as an actor.

EXHIBITORS HERALD
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Universalis Industrial

Cuts Waste
Company

Democracy

in

ELIMINATION
Lee laboratory
sulted from the

system is the new spirit of co-operatior.
and interest that is manifest. Every man
and woman has a personal interest in the
plant, it is said, and as a result tardiness and absence, except for sickness,
have practically ceased.
The system was installed following
unionization of the laboratories last year

New

New
woman

York.
has an interest
Each man and
in the management through the system
of representation in the house of reprein

Jersey and

Every man and woman has
sentatives.
a voice and a vote in making the laws
and in seeing that they are carried out.
» »
Recently Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane and Irving Thalberg went to the
final mass meeting at Fort Lee, where
the final cornerstone of the industrial

democracy edifice was laid by Mr.
Leitsch. Through force of circumstances
it was Mr. Laemmle's first visit to one of

dome, Twelfth and Clinton
$25,000

only thought

I

is.

Your show

before.

I

the

leasehold,

streets, paid
according to

an announcement made by the realty department of the Republican National
Bank, which represented the owners of
the theatre property.

Joseph Desberger Is
Named by Lichtman
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., June 14.— Joseph
Desberger has been appointed St. Louis

manager for Associated Producers. He
was formerly manager here for Robertson-Cole, and before that was ri.inager
and connected with the 'ales
Paramount, Fox and Select here

for Realart

force of

and

Chicago.
Prior to entering the selling -Mid of the
film
business, Desberger w.is an exhibitor at Paducah, Ky., conducting the
Arcade, Gem and Star theatres in that
in

"D'Artagnan"

was

so greatly enjoyed the other evening was
cooperation and that is one of the cornerstones of industrial democracy."
»

*

half of which on the industrial
democracy plan goes to the employes.
Furthermore, they get the saving at once

$25,000,

was saved by the
digging the new sewer.
Among the laws which have been
passed by the senate and the house and
which are in full operation are the late
and absence bill which has been enforced
so well by the employes that no one is
late any more.
Penalty is loss of dividends. Another bill stopped smoking, not
only in the plant but within a distance of
in

from it. Another bill prohibited
bringing liquor into the plant.
Raffles
and lotteries were prohibited by another.
ten feet

$25,000

ST.

National and Educanarrowly escaped death recently when an automobile in which they
were riding turned over while going at
a high rate of speed on a sharp turn in
the Price road, St Louis county.
First

Silverman, the most seriously injured,
car.
He was caught under the fender and front wheel.
The
others were thrown about inside the car.
Almost instantly another car in which

was driving the

was Mrs. Washburn, Mrs. Spyros Skouros, Charles Skouras and Bob Smith,
manager of the New Grand Central,
came up and Silverman was extricated
from the wrecked car.
Silverman

suffered concussion of the
lacerations about the head and
arms, several fractured ribs and numerous bruises and abrasions.
Washburn,
brain,

Rodemich

and

minor

bruises
shoulders.

Skouras escaped
about the
neck

with

and

De Lorez

Claire De Lorez, who played the part
of the artist's model in "The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse;" Miss Emlee
Haddrone of New York, another motion
picture actress; Robert D. Boniel, western manager of the Dramatic Mirror,
and John A. Tenney, president of the
Riviera
Music Company of Chicago,
were injured when an automobile in
which they were riding turned over on
a country road north of Chicago.
The

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
In the character role of D'Artagnaji in

Alexander

Dumas' masterpiece, "The Three Musketeers,"
a

United Artists production.

W.

Herman Wobber, Louis Mar-

E. Smith, H. A. Ross, George J.
Schaefer, H. H. Buxbaum, R. C. LiBeau,
Philip Reisman, J. H. Gilday, F. F. Creswell, J. D. Clark, J. H. Seidelman, A. S.
Moritz and J. P. Corbett.
cus,

Staff Correspondent)

LOUIS, MO., June 14.— Maurie

Associated

tional Films,

Saunders.

for St. Louis Lease
Stahl, who recently acquired a five-year
lease on the Webster theatre and Air-

as

Screenings of some of Paramount's fall
publications were given at the annual
meeting of the district managers of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, held at
the company's home office in New York
with S. R. Kent, general manager of distribution, presiding.
Business sessions were held daily. A
banquet was given on Thursday evening,
June 9, at the Hotel Commodore, and the
managers also made visits to the Paramount studio at Long Island City and
to the Cosmopolitan studio.
Those attending the meeting were Lee
Counselman, E. E. Shauer, H. G. Ballance, George W. Weeks, Jerome Beatty,
F. V. Chamberlin. H. L. Salisbury, M. H.
Lewis, H. E. Elder, M. A. Shauer, Claud

as soon as earned.
More than $1,000

(From

Central, West End Lyric,
Capitol and several smaller theatres
well as the St. Louis territory for

New

Late Paramount Issues
Screened for Managers
at New York Gathering

it

Stahl Pays

new Grand

Mr. Boniel were sebut not fatally injured.
Mr.
Tenney escaped with slight bruises.

plant

employes

and Spyros Skouras of Skouras
Brothers Enterprises, which controls the

leaders,

riously

before industrial democracy;
has been reduced to 1.05 per cent.
In terms of money, this cutting down of
waste will amount in a year to more than

now

pearances throughout the country; Dave
Silverman and Gene Rodemich, orchestra

two women and

*

Some of the results of the plan follow:
Waste was as high as 3.01 per cent in
the

Staff Correspondent)

LOUIS, MO., June 14.— Bryant
Washburn, who is making personal ap-

Injured in Crash

knew

that

Louis Road
(From

Claire

city.

In a short talk he said:
these meetings.
"Friends, I am beginning to see how
much I have missed by not coming over
here before. I couldn't help that, but I
am mighty glad I am here now. I am
just seeing with my own eyes and hearing with my own ears what industrial

democracy
what it was

for

in

ST.

quality of the work has improved and the employes are earning
a 5 per cent bonus with indications that this will be increased.

portant and encouraging feature of the

Narrow
Escape From Death

Show Big

The

Universal
most im-

1921

Also in Car Which
Turns Turtle on St.

of 50 per cent of the waste in production at the Fort
of Universal Film Manufacturing Company has reindustrial democracy plan governing the factory.

MAKING this report,
INstresses
the fact that the

Washburn

25,

Skouras

Half

Reports That Tardiness and Absence
Decrease and Quality Has Improved

June

—
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Illinois Censorship
be Buried
Bill

May

Legislature on Last Week
With More Work Than
It Can Finish
Exhibitors Herald/

'Special to

"Showmanship Wins Despite
So-Called Business Slump"

ILL., June 14.— The
recently passed
by the senate, is sleeping soundly in a
of representathe
house
committee of
tives, and unless the unexpected happens,
will be, there when the present session

censorship

Are Advertising Extensively Are

bill,

ends.

The

has

senate

120

of

bills

its

own

and 80 house bills awaiting action. The
house has 153 house bills and S3 senate
bills.

Governor Small has sent a message to
demanding passage of certains bills, and the censorship measure

the assembly
is

not included in the

Getting Real Results
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW

—

YORK.

June 14. Enterprising showmanship with more extensive exploitation and advertising of programs is the panacea for the
so-called depression in the theatre business, in the opinion of Charles R.
Rogers, general manager of Robertson-Cole.
During a recent trip Mr. Rogers says he had occasion to talk to many
exhibitors, and while there was some complaint about business the theatre
men "were not losing money but were merely making a smaller margin of
profit than they had made during the abnormal times."

list.

Up

Exhibitors Building

People's League to

Attack Censorship
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK

CITY, June 14.— The
American People's League, with headCommodore, has
Hotel
at
quarters
test the
York state censorvalidity of the
Frederick Lawrence, chairship law.
man of the league, declares the suit will
commission is
the
as
start as soon

planned a staxpayer's action to

New

"There cannot be

a

marily for one great purpose, and that
is. to make money, and the independent
producer will only succeed if he makes
productions that will get the results at

foundation

real

for pessimistic views in the

motion

pic-

industry

ture

derful,

Marquette Playhouses

Summer

Close During
Exhibitors

to

MARQUETTE.

Herald)

MICH.,

June

14.—

Allen and Rytkonen, owners of the Star
and Liberty theatres, have closed the
Libertv for the summer. The Marquette
Opera' House also will be dark during
the hot months. Prices at the Delft theatres have reduced from 30 to 35 per
cent.

House

for

Summer

(Special

to

Exhibitors

DAVENPORT,
Blank, managing

Herald)

LA. June 14.— A. H.
director of

the

Capi-

Garden, Casino and Family theatres,

tol,

has closed the Family for the Summer.
It is

a possibility
close their doors

announced that there

that other houses
until Fall

may

is

geous than had heretofore been attempted in those

cities.

No Danger Ahead

Sees

"From my

observation I have come
conclusion that the independent
producer has nothing to fear from the
acquisition of theatres by producer-distributor organizations, if the independent
producer will be careful to make the
the

tion

office.

exhibitors

the

were discussing

all

over the country, and I have every reason to believe from the talks I had with
them that they are taking this matter
that is, they are
in their own hands
presenting none but the cleanest kind of
pictures pictures that are censor-proof

—

right kind of product.

—

"This was made evident by the fact
during my trip, contracts were
closed with a number of producer-dis-

and presentable for showing to all classes
and ages. I found also that the demand
is growing steadily and strongly toward
high-class comedy dramas, which has
been naturally brought about by people

that

owned

box

Censorship Issue Important
"Opinions regarding foreign productions are very widely divided.
Xone of
the exhibitors seem to regard the invasion of foreign films very seriously, as
they have played so few of them. Talking about the success they have had
with these pictures, I found that thenopinions are divided about 50-50.
"The censorship question seemed to
be the all-important topic of conversa-

There was not one big key point on my
entire trip where were not some new theatres going up, bigger and more gor-

tributor

Daylight Saving Again
To Lose in St. Louis

the

built in every big point in the country.

to

A. H. Blank Darkens

a Larger Clientele

"Presentation, exploitation, publicity, advertising, music and service
in general," says Mr. Rogers, "are coming into their own and standing
out with greater prominence at this time than perhaps in any other time in
the history of the industry. The exhibitors who watch their angles of the
business most carefully are building a larger and better satisfied clientele
than ever before.

when one sees the wongorgeous palaces that have recently been opened, and that are being

appointed.

(Special

Who

Rogers Declares That Exhibitors

Charles R.

SPRINGFIELD,

Illinois

47

theatres for pictures that

recently completed, I believe
that the theatres controlled by these big
organizations are in the business pri-

we have

seeking mirthful entertainment in order
to forget business troubles and other
worries."

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

ST. LOUIS, MO., June 14.— It has
been learned on reliable authority that a
Louis
bill creating daylight saving for St.
commencing the fourth Sunday in June
and ending the last Sunday in September will die in the hands of the legislation committee of the board of aldermen.
The aldermen will adjourn for their
summer vacation on June 24. This bill
was referred to the committee early in
the present session. It has been slumberA similar
ing in committee ever since.
measure died in committee at the last
session, while last year a daylight saving
bill was voted down overwhelmingly.

"What Sxkibitors
are saying about
"I consider

mutual

the best publication of

producer and the exhibitor."

—William N.

kind for the

its

Smith, manager.

Ideal theatre, Joplin, Tex.

"I think your department
I

Urges Censorship of
Films in Brownsville

EXHIBITORS Herald

interest of the

'What

the Picture

find that most of the reports on pictures

the opinions

I

have formed."

—

L.

A.

I

Did

for

Me'

have run compare

Pilliod.

manager.

is

very'

a

good

thing.

favorably with

Photo Play

theatre.

Grand Rapids, Ohio.

(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

BROWNSVILLE, TEXX..

—Sentiment

June

14.

censorship of motion
pictures here has been created by church
organizations and the States-Graphic, a
local

for

newspaper.

"I

like

EXHIBITORS HERALD

very much.

I

find

many

items of interest

on pictures."
and helpful suggestions each week and
Tex.
Abilene.
company.
Theatre
H. T. Hodge, manager. Gem
like the exhibitors' reports

E X H
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HI
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LD

Director Enters

of

Production Field
Which May

0. Hoyt Cited as One of the Class
Greatly Advance Art
new

era in motion pictures is to come it will be because of an
blood.
The new men of education and ideas who are
entering the motion picture industry will take the art of pictorial recreation and endow it with fertile imaginative assets, eliminating the banal
and concentrating upon the unusual.
The best traits of the old school, blended with the outstanding merits
of newer ideas will be reflected in a wave of production betterment.
the

IFinflux

of

new

TODAY,

as never before, the motion
picture industry needs thinkers. The
for men whose thoughts run be-

demand
yond

weekly pay checks is constantly increasing because of the present
lack

their

executive

available

of

material

in

every branch of the industry.
*

*

scenario writer and editor, I don't
lieve that a director should write his own
By doing so, his judgment
continuity.
of his story is limited to his own viewpoint, whereas if the continuity is written
by someone else the other person's ideas
can be co-related and used with value
by the director.

be-

the business progresses, the demand
for brains unearths new film personages
to carry on the work of photoplay progress.
Harry O. Hoyt is the latest example of the new type to come into the
limelight.
Although Mr. Hoyt has been
known for years as an expert photoplaywright, it is but recently that he has taken
his place in the directorial ranks.
His
direction of Holman Day's story, "The
Rider of the King Log," focused the attention of the industry upon him.
At
the present time he is directing a feature
upon
the
Sinclair
Lewis
novel.
based
"Free Air."

"Furthermore, a director should be allowed to cut his own picture to its proper
length, inasmuch as he should be able to
judge better than anyone else the dra-

Mr. Hoyt's views upon production
problems carry weight because of the in
telligence and experience upon which they
are founded.
In brief. Mr. Hoyt states

which system

will

creative work
deterrent.

than any other form of

As

-

that,

"Despite

my

long experience as a

MONEY MA
Which Have
Exhibitors
By

E.

matic value of the scenes he has shot.

The

of these two points is often
responsible for the failure of many completed features.

lack

•

CAREY

Although we have

a

town

here of only 200, 1 am prologuing each superspecial one
week in advance. I only run
once a week. After the prologue. I run the trailer on the

advanced admissions.

being

the

school children.

We

gave
a church night in which we
gave one-fourth of the box ofalso

receipts to the church.

school night

was

re-

do more damage

to

"At the present time one of the main
weaknesses of the industry, in my opinion,

r

ING IDEAS
the kids appreciated

was

the church night

their real ability- and not. as now, upon
their press agent reputations, the elimination of the 'has-beens' and the 'neverwasers' will receive a greatly needed im-

petus."

Hampton's Latest is
Given Special Showing
at Ziegfeld in Chicago
A

special
showing of Benjamin K.
Hampton's latest picture, "A Certain
Rich Man," made for Hodkinson distribution, was given recently at the Ziegfeld

theatre, Chicago.

The photoplay, which

is an adaptation
White's popular novel,

of William Allen

was well

The showing was arHewling Mumper, general
manager of Benjamin B. Hampton Productions, and was given for the "Better
ranged

received.

by

Pictures" Society of Chicago, of which
Miss Helen Hamilton is chairman.
Following the screening a luncheon

was served

Blackstone hotel in
William Allen
White, who, owing to the death of his
daughter, was unable to attend. Many
members of Chicago social circles attended the showing, including Mrs. KelJogg Fairbank. Mrs. Clarence Hough,
Mrs. John F. Jelke, Mrs. George K.
Spoor, Mrs. Lorado Taft, Mrs. Phillip
Wrigley, Mrs. Jacob Baur, Clara Louise
Burnham, Mrs. J. Stuart Coonley, Mrs.
William A. Yager. Mrs. L. Hamilton
McCormick, and Mrs. Joseph G. Cole-

honor

at

the

the

of

author,

it.

But
It

Chicago Theatre Attorney Says

not.

The

a success, as

$100,000

just

"movies."

Yearly
Louis
eral

F.

H.

HELFER

night

poorest night so
cellent serial

all

chose an exnight,

I

the school kids at

a free matinee.

my

was my

"The Veiled Mys-

The opening

admitted
that

I

Do you know

receipts

Paid

Graft

Jacobson, attorney for sevchain,

members

told

of

the

committee investigating building graft in Chicago that Chicago theatres pay $100,000 annually as
Illinois

Manager, Itasca Theatre,

Wednesday

Is

in

Chicago theatres, including Ascher

Brothers'

By MRS. W.

Stand

In Building Probe

impossible to get the
mossbacks to look over the
is

tery."

support of the
schools, we gave a school night
with free admission to all

fice

is

Alice, Tex.

doubling my attendance.
It has proven my best bet on
getting them out to the specials
It is

get

»

tarded instead of accelerated by the advent of Wall Street money into the inThe high-finance type of mind
dustry.
can only see production of motion pictures on the factory or quantity basis,

picture.

To

*

"Present day production

his publicity or his lavish expenditure of
production money, whereas the director
who goes along producing successful features at a fair cost is not paid in proportion to the economic value of his work.
Therefore when the day comes that the
investor in motion picture projects can
rate and hire his production heads upon

Been
sed Successfully by man.
Build Up Their Patronage Jacobson on

Manager, Bushong Theatre,
Bushong, Kans.

at

the fact that there is no standard by
which a man's work can be judged or
rated according to his ability.
"There is too great a tendency to rate
an individual's ability by the amount of

r

to

CHARLES

1921

25,

is

New Type
Harry

June

have more

than doubled? I am now working up a free matinee for country people Saturday afternoons.
If it is a success, I will write
about it later.

legislative

"insurance" to prevent trouble
operation of their theatres.
This, he declared,

paid

avoid

and

is

in

in

addition to

the

sums

construction
troubles on new theatres but simply to
avoid "interruptions of their business
through strikes, lockouts, and other
troubles among operators, cashiers, janitors, film carriers and other employes."
He told at length of the organization
of the Allied Amusements Association
and its dealing with various labor organizations and other bodies of men.
The legislative commission recently
raided the Ascher Brothers' offices for
the purpose of seizing books, receipts,
accounts and similar records.
to

settle

EXHIBITORS ADVERTISING
^motion

The Proof

pic

of the Prologue

PROOF

that the prologue has become a proper and not
reasonably dispensable factor in the modern motion picture performance is presented in the story of Charles
E. Carey, manager of the Bushong theatre, Bushong, Kan.,
which appears in full upon the opposite page under the head
of "Money Making Ideas." No theatre man who expects
to remain in the exhibiting business permanently can afford
to miss the point of Mr. Carey's statements.
In a town of 200 population, use of prologues and trailers
one week in advance of special productions is doubling attendance at increased admission prices.
In a town of 200 population an exhibitor keeps accurate check upon every item of his business. He knows every
patron. He knows exactly what he gets for every penny
that he spends in exploitation. When patrons come to the
theatre they tell him why they came. When they stay away
he asks them the reason and learns that also.
A test conducted in such a town is dependable. There
is no margin of uncertainty to be reckoned with.
There is
no possibility of unsuspected temporary circumstances,
favorable or unfavorable, affecting the results.
Mr. Carey's test is conclusive. As a result of it several
mischievous false impressions are corrected and many truths
of vital importance are demonstrated.
*

EXHIBITORS

who have
"Prologues are
nice, but too expensive,"
find this contention unfounded in fact. Prologues are not
too expensive for the Busaid,

shong theatre, the drawing
territory of which embraces
200 people.
Exhibitors who have held
that "To use a prologue is to
defeat the purpose of the motion

picture by admitting

that screen entertainment is
not sufficient unto itself"

(and seemingly good arguments have been advanced to
support this claim) now face
the fact that the prologue is

money-making institution.
Nothing that makes money

a

for the theatre, thus enriching the industry, can be re-

*

*

inimical to
interests of the screen.

the

The exhibitor who has
"Prologues are

all

right

use them to
make up for the weakness of
a bad picture." learns that
he has been shooting at a
gnat with a 42-centimeter
gun. It is true that the prologue may be used for such a
purpose: but it is likewise
true that it can be wielded as
in their place.

an

that

instrument

I

to

produce

It follows that other
application of it is misuse,
the least excusable form of

profit.

waste.
£

M

'ANY

will consider

important

most

of the
truths brought out by
the Bushong example the

prologue,

the

as

Carey's experience should
dispel lingering doubts of the

most skeptical.
That it should at any time
have been considered otherwise is a circumstance which
could have arisen only in
such a business as the theawhere sentiment and
tre,
idealism enter into calculation of any sort to an uncommon degree. It must be obvious to the most superficial
thinker that presentation
could not have reached its
present development if
prompted by purely generous
motives.

The business

side of the
benefited through
development of every phase
of its entertainment, as any
business is benefited through
improvement of the product
When the proit dispenses.
logue is considered as an improvement it is a simple matter to trace its beneficial
deeffect to its final result
velopment of the motion pic-

theatre

garded as

said.

fact

any presentation, is exploitation. That is a point which
has been strongly emphaMr.
sized in these pages.

is

—

ture.

BUSINESS

is

being dou-

bled as admission prices
are increased at the Bushong theatre. This at # a

when warm weather is
working its annual effect
upon the box office and talk
of price reductions and protime

gram
That
logue.

eliminations is heard.
the proof of the pro-

is
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PROFESSIONAL

or

amateur tango

June

picture

crow

an effective prologue
to "The Kiss," Carmel
Myers' Universal pro-

in

duction,

a

which

is

above.

still
from
reproduced

The

and

suggests
the culmination of the
prologue, at which the
title

the

may

title

be flashed upon

the screen across a gradually darkened stage.

and

character

ex-

ploitation

for

"Hearts and Masks," a
Federated
production,
may be based upon the
still (upper right) which
shows Elinor Field and
a scarecrow.

wonmn

A

young

dressed as Miss
Field is dressed in the

The

idea permits of elaboration

and varied applica-

tion.
*

*

*

imported
ANpeacock

wrap

of

blue velvet

trimmed

with

colored beads

Night
forthcoming

upon
wrap,

in

Rose,"

a

Goldwyn

Advance

may

the

vari-

worn

is

"The

publicity
street

indulge

clownish antics.

production.

NOVEL

designated

the

of

costumes

are easily approximated

may appear upon

the street with a scare-

dancers can be employed
in

1921

25,

be based

story

after

of

the

which

the

usual

prize

for

cation

of

"The

Night

the

public

Rqse"

in

places

may

The

be

identifi-

offered.

may

be
used also as a basis for
a

still

(left)

spoken prologue.

June

25,
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Bad Boy"

Scores
Theatre Success

Broadway
With Newspaper Publicity
Newspaper publicity estimated at
was obtained in the New
York Evening World for $18.39 when
"Peck's Bad Boy," the First Na$1,500

tional

attraction

featuring

Jackie

Coogan was shown at the Broadway
theatre.
A number of interesting
circumstances

contributed

to

that

result.

The newspaper was carrying the
Bad Boy'' on its
magazine page when the picture
story of "Peck's

ing illustrations show various aspects of the event.
The advertising carried in the
New York Evening
orld cost the
theatre $18.39.
But application of
the ruler to the pages of the newspaper and computation upon a lineage basis indicates that the publicity
obtained would have cost
$1,500 at established advertising
rates, had it been possible to purchase it in that manner.
The principles applied in the
Broadway engagement may be capi-

W

,

VIEWS

of

Broadway

the

theatre showing of "Peck's

Bad Boy,"
First

Jackie Coogan's

National

attraction.

Above, Jackie Coogan, present
at

a

special

matinee,

shakes

hands with the boy who impersonated him in the exploitation.

Below,

Coogan as he
members

Jackie

welcomed the

invited

of the Kiddie Club.

theatre

front

just

benefit matinee.

It

ducting,

also,

a

was con-

children's

depart-

ment which embraced several thousand members.
William P. Fahey, manager of the
Broadway, went to, the' ^newspaper
office

benefit

with
for

the
the

suggestion
club

that

a

members be

staged in connection with the showing of the picture, the title of which,
obviously, could be used in the interests of the magazine page.
As a part of his original plan of

had employed a boy to impersonate Jackie
Coogan. In addition to his work in
youngster sang
the
exploitation
"Peck's Bad Boy," the song which
exploitation

was written

Mr.

Fahey

for the picture, at each

performance.

At the special matinee for the
benefit of the club members Jackie
Coogan was present at the theatre
and met the children. Accompany-

by other exhibitors in varyNewspapers in many
ing degree.
places may be persuaded to use the
story as a serial, and it has been
suggested that a letter to the New
York Evening World will bring information relative to the obtaining
talized

of rights for its publication. Where
it is possible to do so the newspaper
serial should be started some time
prior to the picture engagement.
Special matinees for children, or
for children's clubs, etc., can be pro-

moted

at will.

The song named

after the picture

can be obtained at any First National exchange, and little ingenuity
is required to shape plans for various profitable uses of the number.
The Jackie Coogan impersonation is an obvious angle that can
be utilized in any engagement. In
selecting the boy for the work it is
possible to conduct a contest of desirable nature.

Left, the

before

the

K X
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Newsboys'

Ballyhoo
Effective
Newsboy matinees are profitable.
Showmen throughout the country
nave

demonstrated

repeatedly

free admission granted the

that

who
many

boys

carry newspapers pays for itself
times over in advertising. The stunt
has become one of the dependable
business stimulants of the show business.

John

Friedl,

manager

theatre, Sioux City,

the

la.,

newsboy matinee

of the

Royal

recently used

stunt with ex-

ceptional success

when "The

that

The accompanying

Life of
the Party," Roscoe Arbuckle's Paramount production, was shown at

Chicago "L" Company
Gives Stands Gratis
For Universal Drive
An

excellent example of cooperabetween advertiser and advertising medium is reported from the
Chicago office of Universal Film
Manufacturing Company in connection with its advertising campaign for
"Reputation," Priscilla Dean's curtion

rent vehicle.

As one medium
public,

the

for

billboard

reaching the
main-

stands

by the elevated railroads of
the city were selected.
One-sheet
stands were placed on every platform
in the city and its environs, covering
a territory of many miles and reaching many thousands of people daily.
Very few complete campaigns for
motion pictures in Chicago attain the
magnitude of this single phase of the
tained

Universal drive.

The

company was not unThe illustration presented above shows the manner in
which cooperation was given.
At every transfer station in the
system a special stand was made of
traction

appreciative.

the three-sheet issued with the pic-

This paper does not bear the
and the artist

ture.
title

of the production,

company was instructed to
in.
The excellent result obtained is clearly shown in the illustration.
No charge of any kind was
made for the extra stand or the
of

the

letter

it

artist's

work.

Much good may come
dent.

Chicago

of this prece-

motion picture

ad-

vertisers will not fail to realize that

the elevated railroad platforms pro-

vide

an

medium

exceptionally

valuable

for the advertising of their

attractions.
Neither will they fail to
appreciate the spirit displayed by the

company.

More motion

shows the

carriers of the

"Sioux City Journal" grouped uoon
the steps of a public building on their

way to
The

the theatre.
line

newspaper
ners

formed
office,

shown

in

in front of the
carrying the ban-

the

illustration.

As

they started for the theatre, the column strung out over a block in
length.

Such a column attracts attention in
any city, large or small. And when
banners of the indicated style are

much

attention is drawn to
engagement concerned.
column is, in itself, a worthy

displayed,

the picture
picture

advertising

should be observed upon the elevated stands in the future. The encouragement given should not go
unrewarded.

There can be no doubt that the
Roosevelt theatre engagement of the
picture was benefited by the elevated
campaign.

playhouse.

illustration

Such

a

advertisement of the picture.

And

newspaper story which is always
forthcoming is an advertisement of
the

even greater value.

That

is

prestige advertising. There

only the picture, but of the theatre
and the spirit of generosity that seems
to have prompted the free matinee.

June

1921

25,
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FORTY-THIRD

Street, New York City became "Dream Street" when D. W. Griffith's United Artists'
production was moved from the Central theatre to Town Hall, a special exploitation campaign being
founded upon the removal. The illustration at the left shows the street decorations used. The street car,
which was obtained for the occasion by Harry Reichenbach at a cost of $725, is shown at the right. Business at Town Hall during the first week of the showing is said to have exceeded $12,000.

New

York Exploitation Records Broken
When Reichenbach Moves "Dream Street"

Harry

L.

edged holder

Reichenbach, acknowlbroken

of the record for

records in exploitation, established
precedents that may be expected to
endure when he "moved" "Dream
Street," D. W. Griffith's United
Artists production, from the Central
theatre to Town Hall, New York.
Spectacular methods were employed
and the box office registered results
in keeping.
Town Hall had been practically
reconstructed for the engagement.

The Kellum Talking Pictures were
installed for the
dell

ing

showing and Wen-

MacMahill, sponsor of the talkpictures and of the "Dream

Street"

engagement as

well, enlisted

the aid of Mr. Reichenbach to assure the most
obtainable.

auspicious

Mr. Reichenbach's

opening

move was

first

to arrange for the use of a Broadway street car. Permits were ob-

tained from the

week's business at Town
reported as grossing over
$12,000. and business during the first
four weeks of the engagement is
described as "consistently good."

The

Hall

first

is

As a result of Mr. Richenbach's
exploitation in New York, Chicago
and elsewhere the Griffith production should find place, at the end
of its theatre career, near the top
in the list of great exploitation pictures.

New York

Street
Railway Company, the receivers of
the surface lines, and the Byron Collier Advertising Agency.
Then a
resolution was passed by the Board
Alderman, signatures of the
of
mayor and the 'head of the traffic
department of the police were obtained, and the street car was available.
Decorated as shown in the

accompanying

it
made
down Broad-

illustration,

eight trips daily up and

way.
Forty-third Street then was prac-

renamed.
American and
Chinese flags were displayed profusely over a distance of twelve
blocks
from
Broadway.
Street
signs on lamp-posts, as shown in
another illustration, clearly designated the thoroughfare as "Dream
tically

Street."

New

STREET
in

Town
as

decorations were placed

such manner as to lead to
Hall, which was decorated

shown above.

No
York street car has been
utilized in this manner previously.
No street, anywhere, has been renamed for a motion picture, even
temporarily, until the advent of
"Dream Street."
Precedents of this type are profitable.

post signs were changed
LAMP
for a distance of twelve blocks.

The

illustration

shows the corner

6th Ave. and 43rd St.

of
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nection with

the theatre career of
of Placer."
Of entirely different nature, but similarly
interesting, is the story of the picture's showing at the Rialto theatre,

"Bob Hampton

Hamilton, Ohio.

The home office of First National
found it impossible to supply Blackfeet Indians for the Hamilton engagement, but John Schwalm, manager of the Rialto, refused to be

He

discouraged.

learned that Chief

Big Bear and his squaw were in the
vicinity on a lecture tour.
With
their aid Mr. Schwalm was able to
present the picture in much the same
manner as it has been presented
throughout the country.

Courage
of the type that makes exCOURAGE
ploitation successful was displayed

by Fred

S.

Meyer, managing direc-

Palace theatre, Hamilton, O.,
the support of the
Butler County Bar Association in his
campaign for "Are You Legally Married?" The production had its Southern
Ohio premiere at the Palace theatre.
Mr. Meyer appeared at the Common
Pleas Court at a time when practically
all members of the Bar Association were
present, consulted the president of the
organization, setting before him the legal
tangle portrayed in the picture, and obtained his aid in having a temporary adjournment called. During this period he
addressed the court, asking for opinions
in regard to the situation presented.
tor of the

when he obtained

U.

S.

soldiers aided in the exploitation drive for
at B. S. Moss' Broadway theatre,

"Bob Hampton

New

of Placer"

York.

Summer Army Camp Aids in
Drive for Neilan Feature
Recruiting officers from the Second Corps Area, Citizens Military
Training Camps, sent an army truck

and a band to the Broadway theatre,
York, to assist in the exploita-

New

drive

"Bob Hampton

of
First
National attraction.
Twice daily
the truck drew up in front of the
theatre and played for a half hour
before starting out on a tour of the
tion

Placer,"'

for

Marshall

Neilan's

Harrison, Indiana: sixth, Fort Sheridan, Illinois; seventh, Fort Crook,
Neb.; eighth, Fort Sam Houston,
Texas; ninth, San Francisco.

The Broadway

theatre campaign
adds importantly to the fund of exploitation literature compiled in con-

carrying banners advertising
the theatre and the attraction.
Exceptional results are reported
for the enterprise, and the suggestion is made that exhibitors apply
to officers in charge of the Corps
Area in the province of which their
theatres are located for similar assistance.
It is pointed out that the
government's offer to provide food
and clothing for citizens who care
to spend their vacation in an army

At the right moment a special showing
for lawyers was proposed and met with
a hearty reception.
teaser campaign
was brought to its conclusion with announcement of the special showing, the

A

newspapers gave generously of front
page space to the event, matter was distributed through all the established distribution channels and the picture came
into engagement upon the heels of probably the most original campaign any
attraction has had at the Palace.

Comparison

city

COMPARISON

of past and present
motion pictures with a view to obtaining due respect for the screen

camp can be made in connection
with the showing of a picture which
in a sense, a patriotic story, to
excellent advantage.
For the convenience of exhibitors
who wish to apply for the assistance
Corps
of recruiting officers, the
Areas are here listed.
First, Boston, Mass.; second, Governors Island, New York; third, Fort
Howard, Maryland; fourth. Fort McPherson, Georgia; fifth, Fort Benj.

more than

a profitable stunt; it is an
duty.
The most effective
comparison recently made was presented
in the form of an advertising campaign
for "Through the Back Door" by the
Howard theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
The opening teaser of the drive suggested that advancement in motion picture entertainment had been made in the
last two
decades.
Succeeding teasers
dwelled entertainingly upon the faulty
aspects of the pictures of yesterday.
The concluding advertisement stated
that Mary Pickford's latest picture was
to be shown at the Howard theatre and
that one of her earliest short dramas
would be shown on the same program.
The stunt drew big business for the
is

exhibitorial

is,

John Schwalm,

of the Rialto theatre,

Hamilton, O., employed Indians
independently when the Blackfeet
Indians were not available.

engagement.
The comparison won
heightened respect for motion pictures.
No enterprise can have better results.

lune 25. 1921

Windows,
Lobbies,
Business
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Window and

lobby displays play prominent part

55

in

the

exploitation

con-

P. Whitfield, manager of the Lyric and Liberty theatres, San
whose window setting for "The Kid" and lobby dressing for
"The City of Silent Men" are shown in accompanying reproductions of Mr.
The illustrations show the class of work he mainWhitfield's photographs.

ducted by R.
Angelo, Tex

,

tains

in

a

city

of

10,500

population.
The slogan his contribution suggests,
is an excellent one for any exhibitor in any city

"Windows, Lobbies, Business,"
to adopt.
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Float -A

The
AM Q N G
standard

ex-

stand

Schade

report

suit-

that

summer

than

especially
for

able

use than the
At a time

joined

float

the procession and

ottt

prominently

more
as

W hen the circus
parade started the

disposal

hibitor's

none

to the theatre.

d

z e

i

1921

25,

Stunt

the

the

at

stunts

Summer

June

indicates

drew more

it

share

its

float.

crowds

when

of

from the

attention

lined

that

streets are thronged

the streets traversed.

W

This

t

i

pedestrians

h

have

relief

in

the advertising dewhich carries

ing

*

upon
highway
public
the
out

number

for

Exploitation news of the week
failed to take

From

opportunity.

indicates that ex-

advantage of

various

this sea-

sections

of

the

sonable
country come reports showing that theatre men are making
special efforts to bring their attractions to the attention

of possible buyers in this manner.
*

*

*

GEORGE

proprietor of the Schade
J. SCHADE.
Sanduusky. Ohio, applied the float idea
when "The First Horn." the Robertson-Cole production
theatre,

starring Sessue Hayakawa, was to be shown at that
playhouse. A circus arrived in Sandusky at exactly the
proper moment,

Schade

and Mr.

capitalized the fact.

is

The float which
shown 'in the il-

lustration

top

of

the

at

page

this

A

was prepared.
thatched roof
constructed of

was
bam-

boo poles, and the
sides

of

truck

the

were covered with
banners. \Y t h n
the float three men,
made up as Orientals and wearing
Oriental garb, were
given 5.000 throwi

a

w

a y

Los Angeles,

atre,

i

s,

500

i

of

which bore tickets
good for admission

*

California the-

the

patrons.

have not

*

MILLER,
ROY
press agent

maximum

of possible

hibitors

engage-

the

ment.

the message of the

reaches a

attendance

pacity

was recorded dur-

vice

theatre

borne out

is

the fact that ca-

in

sought
the open,

who

VY. Rankin,

and John

Goldwyn

exploitation man, used

the float form of exploitation for

W vn production, as shown

bottom of

in

"W

the

Gold-

et Gold," a

the

at

illustration

this page.

Two men in diving suits rode upon the truck
through the city streets for four days prior to the opening of the engagement. Bills representing "W et Gold"
were placed in a chest which the men were represented
The photograph gives ample details of
as guarding.
the vehicle.

The

Sunday busiwas experienced with

report states that the largest

ness in the history of the theatre

"W

Gold," and de-

et

scribes the business
of the

week

as phe-

nomenal.

Reports

of that character in

warm weather
dicate

in-

successful

exploitation.
*
*
*

BOTH

cam-

paigns
cate

the

indi-

truth

of

the

observations
made at the beginning of this story.
It

is

that

demonstrated

sentation

type

repre-

street

the

of

indicated

profitable

in

is

the

extreme.
Exhibitors

will

find the float a profitable stunt.

) tec 25,

1921

H

E X

The Tent

THE
decorated

I

B

I

TO R S H

Sun theatre, Omaha, Neb., was
shown in the above illustration when
"The Little Clown," Mary Miles Minter's Realart production, was in engagement.
The decorative scheme
as

of especial interest to exhibitors" at a time

is

when every

effort is

equipment and retained

front

is,

sideration

is

special

exploitation

parts

is

of coolness

that the display im-

such as to argue for permanent installation.
*

*

The

fact that

the circus

*
is

a

summer

"circus,"

which permits of elaborate exploitation because

such a front will prove a constant attraction.

secondary aspect of

circus angle.

But

the display

of exceptional importance.

is

in this case the

#

The

#

*

fact that they

may

The opportunity
not find

materials required for the construction of a

similar street representation are obtainable at

and awning company's establishment.

"summer" and

attractions
.

be made a part of the stock theatre

it

is

"pleasure,"

for

is

ample proof that

banner display of successive

The ingenious showman will
make capital use of the front for

obvious.

difficult to

steady, consistent advertising.

Add

any tent

In view of the

attraction,

and that the public naturally associates the ideas of

reported as used for the Realart attraction, a picture
of its

pur-

not an important one.

The impression

being made to make the theatre

primarily, the best that has been

for

poses as well as for use in other years, the expense con-

as attractive as possible to passers by.

The Sun

57

—A Summer Front

front of the

employed

RAM)

K

to this display

advantage the seasonable de-

sirability of. the tent front idea

the

Sun contribution

is

evident.

and the true merit of

'

E
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Exploitation Stories

paramount
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•

f.enr of Hie Seasl

MIDSUMMER MADNESS

MIDSUMMER MADNf

Recorded by the Lens

Showing the Trend

of
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Advertising Activity
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H
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#
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•
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A VACANT

store in Amsterdam, N. Y., as decorated
to advertise a Paramount production.
Any exhibitor can use the illustration as an argument in favor
of such use of any vacant store room.

BRINKERHOOF.

well known newspaper artist, has prepared for Associated First National Pictures,
water color "comics" which will be issued for lobby use in connection with "Peck's Bad
Boy," in which Jackie Coogan is featured. The illustrations show as well as may be shown without color representative cards. A novelty in lobby material, the cards may be displayed in special frames to excellent ad.

Inc., a series of

vantage.

L. SWIFT, Paramount
HARRY
an enviable record for

exploitation repre sentative at the Albany, X. Y., exchange, has established
cooperative advertising acc omplishments. His most recent achievement was the
appropriation of a complete store front for the advertis ing of "Midsummer Madness" during its engagement at
the Rialto theatre. Illustrations presented above show the means by which this was accomplished.

June

25.

EXHIBITORS HERALD

1921

PENNIES given away

in exploitation of

59

Paramount's

Brewster's Millions'' drew the crowd shown above
to the Grand theatre. Chester. Pa.
Coins were distributed attached to slotted cards carrving engagement
"

data.

"The Big

Universal production,
INBreezy EasonAdventure.''
featured
The story
a

is

told, for the

the

most

player.

part, against rural

is

background

and has much of the "back to nature" atmosphere.
W hen the feature was shown at the Frolic theatre. San
Francisco Cal.. the front of the house was decorated in
such manner as to strongly emphasize the atmospherical
side of the picture.
Illustrations presented above and
below show two views of the lobby. That portion
shown above indicates the manner in which the important railroad sequence of the play was treated.

The small town home is also represented in this illustration.
Below are shown a rural drop used to mask
the walls of the lobby, and the

trellis

banks

in

which

was entwined to add to the general
tone of the display. Every possible device was used to
emphasize the "rural community" angle of the pronatural

STILLS

were mounted upon card board to produce
display for "Buried Treasure." Cosmopolitan-Paramount' production, at Troy, N. Y.
where the picture was shown at the Griswold theatre.
this

window

Strand theatre.
THE
poultry market
in

Trinidad, Colo., appropriated a
advertising campaign for

its

"Chickens," the Paramount production.

foliage

duction, one particular attractive at this season.

E X
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Uniform Contract Drafted
By M. P. T. O. A. Committee
Submitted

Agreement Will Be

to

Exhibitors

at

Convention

at

Minneapolis for Ratification

A

UNIFORM contract has been drafted by the committee on business relations of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America for submission to the producers and distributors. The draft will be presented
to the delegates attending the national convention in Minneapolis for ratification.
Members of the committee who framed the contract follow: E. T. Peter, Dallas, Tex.; H. H. Lustig, Cleveland; W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111.; John S. Evans, Philadelphia; C. H. Bur key, Kansas City, Mo.; John Mannheimer, Brooklyn; M. Edelhertz, New York, and S. Morass, New York.
Following is a copy of the contract as drafted:
This agreement, made the
day
of
18.'..
between hereinafter called the exhibitor and hereinafter called the distributor, witnesseth:
1.
The distributor agrees to let and
the exhibitor agrees to hire the films
hereinafter specified for the dates here-

inafter

specified.

Name

Date

of subject
of Exhibition
2.

The

agrees

exhibitor

to

pay

for

each film as follows:
3.

said

The

exhibitor agrees to exhibit
pictures only on the date
hereinafter set forth.

motion

or dates

4.
The distributor agrees that it wi'l
furnish the exhibitor with a copy of each
film in time for exhibition at the theatre
of the exhibitor on each of the dat'-s

above

set

forth.

The

exhibitor agrees that it will
be responsible for the film. That if the
film is lost, destroyed or damaged, the
exhibitor will pay to the distributor therefore the sum of
per lineal
foot of film so destroyed or damaged in
full settlement of all claims.
5.

i>.

If

the

distributor

fails

to

deliver

any one of the films above listed according to the terms of this contract, then
and in that event, the exhibitor at his

APROPOS OF THE MINNEAPOLIS MEETING
An opportunity for the members of
the Association of Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America to get together
and fraternize en masse while en route
to the Minneapolis Convention presents
itself.
J. Sweeney, organizer of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Illinois, appreciating this situation, has arranged for a special train to carry the
members, and extends an invitation to all
who contemplate making the trip to rendezvous in Chicago and leave the Union
Station at 10 a. in., Sunday, June 26th.

Wm.

The

Burlington

Railroad

has

been

chosen as the Official Route, and offers
the most delightful daylight trip between
This route
Chicago and Minneapolis.
closely follows the Mississippi River for
almost three hundred miles.
The train
will be equipped with reclining chair
cars,

Pullmans,

an

observation-lounge

car and a diner, serving a table d'hote
luncheon and dinner, and arrive in Minneapolis that evening.
Reservations are
being made through Mr. J. R. Van Dyke,
General Agent of the Burlington, at 179
West Jackson St., Chicago. This meeting promises such important develop-

ments, that a very heavy attendance
assured.

— Advertisement.

is

option

may

declare

the

entire

contract

void.
*

During the

*

*

of this agreement,
the distributor agrees that it shall not
permit the exhibition of any films above
specified in any other theatre in
until
days after the final date of
showing of such film as above set forth.
The distributor and exhibitor recognizing the impossibility of ascertaining the
exact amount of damages that may be
sustained by the distributor in the event
of a breach by the distributor of any
of the provisions of this paragraph, it is
hereby agreed by both parties hereto
that in the event of such a breach, the
distributor will pay to the exhibitor as
liquidated damages an amount equal to
double the amount of the rental price
paid or charged for such picture and in
addition
thereto
any sum or sums
charged by or paid to the distributor to
or by any theatre or theatres where such
picture may be shown, in breach of the
provision of this paragraph.
8.
In the event that the distributor
shall fail to provide the exhibitor with
any of the above pictures at the time
above specified, it is hereby agreed that
the distributor will pay to the exhibitor
;is liouidated damages in accordance with
the provision of the foregoing paragraph
an amount equal to double the rental
value of the picture so failed to be delivered, except that if such failures occur
on Saturdays, Sundays or holidays, the
amount of liquidated damages to be paid
by the distributor shall be treble the
rental value.
the disIf. in such event
tributor sends a substitute film for the
one herein provided for. the exhibitor,
if he accepts such substitute, shall not be
obl'ged to pay any rental therefor. It is
understood, however, that the payment
of the liquidated damages as herein provided for. for such failure to deliver, shall
not relieve the distributor from furnishing such a picture to the exhibitor for
some other date, to be selected bv the
exhibitor, in accordance with the terms
of this agreement, if the exhibitor shall
e'ect to show such picture at some future
date.
* * #
7.

life

the above named films, the following only are reissues or recreated
pictures:
10.
This contract shall be binding on
both parties hereto immediatelv upon the
affixing of the signatures by the exhibit ~>r
and a representative of distributor to
duplicate copies hereof, unless notice by
registered mail or telegram of the cancellation thereof by the distributor shall
have reached the exhibitor within
One of the
days from such signature.
duplicate copies shall be left with the
9.

Of

exhibitor.
The maximum time, however,
for the cancellation of this contract by
the d stnbutor may be shortened if mutually agreed upon at the time of the
execution of this contract.
And it is
further agreed that ne'thcr tin- distributor
nor the producer shall offer any of the
above pictures for sale in
until alter such exhibitor shall have received notice of the cancellation of the
contract by the distributor or producer
as herein provided for.
Should the producer or distributor offer any of the
pictures above listed for sale in
prior to the receipt of the notice of cancellation by the exhibitor as herein provided for, then and in that event the
exhibitor may at his option demand the
performance of this agreement irrespective 'of any cancellation and the distributor
hereby agrees, upon such demand being
made, to deliver to the exhibitor all of
the above named
films
in
accordance
with the terms of this agreement.

"Open Your

Eyes*' Is
Substitute for Film

Alleged "Immoral"
(Special to

ST.

Exhibitors Herald)

LOUIS, MO.. June 14.— Following

notice from Prosecuting Attorney Oakley that the manager would be prosecuted
under the Missouri laws prohibiting the
showing of immoral pictures. Famous

Players Missouri Corporation, owner of.
the Royal theatre. Sixth street, near Olive
street, withdrew the showing of "Temptation."

The

film

had been booked for one

week.

Complaint was made to Oakley by
the Rev. Howard Rillman. associate secOakretary of the Church Federation.
lev went to see the picture last night.

"Open Your Eyes" replaced "Temptation."

Premiere of Kipling
Film to Be at Capitol
(Special to

Exhibitors Herald)

NEW YORK.

June 14.— The Capitol
theatre will stage the world premiere of
Rudyard Kipling's "Without Benefit of
Clergy." the week beginning June 19.

Friedman Goes East
L. Friedman left Chicago
brief stay in Xew York
chase film for the Celebrated
J.

for

a

June 12
purPlayers

to

Film Corporation of Chicago, of which
he

is

president.

GRIFFITH
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HERE

something new under the sun,

is

comedies are concerned.

far as screen

at least as

It is

"Tony

Do

Sarg's Almanac, edited by Herbert M. Dawley."

you remember "The Ghost
ingenious

and Mr. Dawley.
in

work of

joint

was made

It

at the

H

Willis

Mr. Dawley has

Rothacker studios

allied himself

The

with Mr. Sarg

it is

chanical

and the work of a genius.

First

said to be a marvelous piece of

The Almanac
grounds

"The

first is

Circus," and
skill

is

done

in half tone.

The

figures are

Each picture has

men who

are sponsoring the

the

months before

the

made

of pliable

was

"The Dentist"

Has

a

It is in six reels.

(Robertson-Cole)

situations

is

preachment

a

more

for

A

the futility of intolerance.

that

dramas

"The

is

a

done

have

for years.

It

thought and teaches

liberal

special cast appears in

it.

William Christy Cabanne wrote and directed.

pends upon the star

Director Archainbaud didn't have

ing power.
a story to

(Selznick) de-

— Elaine Hammerstein — for

work upon

in the first

complications gives the star

much

opportunity to

little

play her ability as an actress.

its pull-

of

place and the various

However, there

is

dis-

much

excellent acting and several beautiful sets.

"THE LA XI

)

OF HOPE"

(Realart)

is

Alice

First

Brady's most suitable recent vehicle.

It is

adapted from

arid was diEdward II. Griffith. The story sets forth the
experiences of two immigrants in America and the pro-

by Frederick and Fanny Hatton

rected by

"THE FOOLISH .MATRONS"
a

of thrilling incidents.

AND LET LIVE"

"LIVE

a play

is

number

we

Circus."—J. R. M.

ducers)

love with a nobleman's daughter and re-

mixture of melodramatic

the second

is

quite as funny as

is

and

finished

that they have caught on.

have more of them.

one of the series and

a consistent story

Almanac worked many

of the series of films

Now

to their liking.
will

first

falls in

"THE GIRL FROM NOWHERE"

clay and perform with lifelike motions and gestures before a screen.

which was written by

me-

with back-

silhouettes,

in

story,

service in dime novels and cheap

and they have made two pictures which have caught
on with the crowds instantly.

who

The

cast.

Martyn. concerns a professional swindler,

forms after securing some valuable papers for her father.

O'Brien

Chicago, and took a year to complete.

Now

Wyndham

amid prehistoric

sorts of funny tricks

all

That was the

rocks?

showing prehistoric animals

picture

little

performing

Slumber Mountain," an

of

by a capable

(Associated Pro-

Maurice Tourneur production

in

which

a

duction technique

is

of Realart standard.

large cast of notable players enact convincingly a story

strong

in

worth,

theme and steadily

May

Doris

interesting.

tinguish themselves in a cast
similar box-office value.

Hobart Bos-

MacDonald discontaining many names of

Wallace

and

Many

exploitation possibilities

are present and the picture should justify whatever ad-

vertising claims are

made

for

"MADE
Moore

"TOO MUCH SPEED"

entertaining.

the film.

girl

he loves.

Frank Urson

(Paramount) presents Wal-

Agnes Avers
directed.

(Goldwyn) presents

.fireman

Summer

use.

A

is

Tom

comedy-drama

It is light,

clean and

Helene Chadwick appears to advantage

in

Victor Schertzinger's direction

respon-ible for

to its effectiveness as entertainment.

very pleasing and

"THE ROAD TO LONDON"
Washburn's English-made

picture.

exteriors, the action taking place in

(Vitagraph).

is

coherent and lucid presentation of the story which adds

the heroine of

entertaining film.

"THE SILVER CAR"

a

in

leading feminine role and Rene Adoree has a minor

it.

Reid as a speed demon who has to reform to win the

hand of the

a

HEAVEN"

New York

ideally qualified for

part.

lace

as

IN

An

adventure

tale with Earle Williams in the leading role, supported

(Tathe)
It

work

aids materially

in

Bryant

and about London

and furnishes good, clean entertainment.
fine

is

has novelty in

The

star's

putting over trivial story.

BRYANT WASHBURN

IN

ROAD TO LONDON
(PATHE)
from the usual run of
productions. Should be welcomed
theatre-goers.
Particular
by

Differs widely

strength is in novelty of exteriors,
the action being laid in London
and suburbs. Trivial story and
mediocre supporting cast more
than balanced by excellent work
In
of star and clever subtitling.
short, good entertainment.
Bryant Washburn has stolen a march
on many American producers by bringing to the screen a story filmed in London and its suburbs and should reap the
golden harvest with which the public usually rewards enterprise and novelty.
A few months from now scores of productions will show glimpses of historic
spots
in
England and other points
But in "The Road to London,"
abroad.
Washburn reaches the tape among the
first and brings with him close-ups and
long shots of a dozen famous English
institutions, which have been advertised
in prose, poetry and news dispatches for
generations.
Piccadilly Circus. Charing
Cross and Westminster Abbey are only
a few of the historic backgrounds the
camera has caught.
In his enthusiasm, the star has permitted a number of inconsistencies to
His
creep into the rather trivial story.
supporting cast is adequate but not bril-

It
Guy."
spouts water, chases him
around a barn, shoves its way into a relornied saloon and develops more idiosyncrasies than ten bucking broncos.
Babe Hardy. Norma Nichols, Bill Hauber
and Al Thompson assist the baggy-pants
comedian in injecting the proper amount
of speed and laughs into this tvvo-reeler.
It ought to get the money.
It's a corking good subject.

SPECIAL CAST IN

LIVE

AND LET

LIVE

(ROBERTSON-COLE)
William Christy Cabanne as authordirector presents a few forceful
arguments for a more tolerant
spirit.
A story of small town life
with a mixture of melodramatic

situations more or less familiar to
screen patrons.
"Live and Let Live" carries one back
to the days of the old Fireside Companion
and its Laura Jean Libby stories. Cabanne has taken all the old time, sure-fire
sob situations and by adroit handling
bolstered them up into a six-reel feature
that forms a preachment for a more liberal Sunday and teaches the futility of
intolerance.
It
closely resembles the
screen plays of several years ago in theme

and direction.
The photography by
George S. Bernoit is excellent, as is the
character drawing.
Harriet Hammond

town physician, Dr. Randall.
Mar)- Ryan, the girl crook, takes the
identity of Judge Loomis' niece and goes
to live with the Judge, a narrow-minded,
radical reformer.
Donald, his son, betrays Lillian Boland.
Dr. Randall is
accused of the crime, but Mary discovers
Donald has been involved in a bank robbery as well, and she tells his father.
Lillian is found in the river after being
of the

home by her mother. In
townspeople are changed
from their narrow viewpoint by Mary
and she falls in love with Dr. Randall.
driven from
the end the

WALLACE REID
(PARAMOUNT)

Another automobile story in which
one can get all the thrills of a big
race meet without the inconvenience and the dust and dirt. Exphotography, splendid

make

dithis

is

Reid's

little

Wal"Too Much

fault to find with

latest

picture.

puts one in an amiable mood
and maintains one's interest
It is a welat a high pitch throughout.
come relief from the "cut and dried"
pictures and should meet with favor almost anywhere. Frank Urson directed
and deserves no small amount of the
It is one of Reid's best piccredit.

,

at

It

the start

tures.

In support of the popular star appears

names,

Agnes Ayres, and the two are mightybig factors in making the production
what it is. There is also Theodore Roberts, who comes in a close third in sharing the honors.
Reid is a professional
He
machines.
racing

1

n

of

big

known

girl's

"Dusty" wins
father is president.
and "father" obtains coveted representation in South America for his "Pakro"
"Dusty" wins the girl also.
trucks.
The races are particularly thrilling and
well done. It is a picture one can enjoy
anv time.
girl's

lot of

scenes from "The Road to London,'
will be distributed by Pathe.

The

is

but upon his wedding day he is coaxed
into racing a limousine against a roadster,
with the father of the girl as his pasAn accident irritates him into
senger.
"showing 'em up." as his old pals think
he is a quitter. He enters a national meet
driving a car made by a firm of which his

(VITAGRAPH)

Two

driver

as
father objects to the marriage of his daughter to
To win the father's
the speed demon.
consent. "Dusty" retires from the track,

"Dusty Rhodes."

IN

good laughs hidden
away in this two-reel comedy, which concerns the peculiarities and temperament
of a well-known make of automobile.
Larry gets more fun out of a Ford than
half the owners of them in "The Fall

IN

TOO MUCH SPEED

lace

THE FALL GUY
There are a

citi-

A-l entertainment.

they obtain a night's lodging at a beautiful suburban home and in the morning
the chase is continued in motor canoes.
Rowland and Lady Emily elude their
captors and are married.
The brief
honevmoon is interrupted by the Duchess
pointing out that the- bride is not of age
and taking her away. Rowland, despondent, boards the boat for America and
finds his bride has arrived on board ahead
of him. after arranging her escape. The
novel ending gives a punch to the story,
which has just threatened to drag.

LARRY SEMON

in

Loomis, a hard-shelled, close-fisted

There

and responding to her appeal, assists her
escape from a Duchess and Count, who
plan her marriage to the latter.
They
automobile
from
automobile
to
go
through the interesting points of London, closely pursued by the Duchess.

assumed

a

zen of Morrisville.
Dulcie Cooper appears as Jane Loomis, a crippled girl.
Fiarrison Gordon, as the Judge's son,
Donald, and David Winter in the role

Speed."

under

principal

pickpocket
reforming
a
townful of intolerant churchgoers.
George Nichols is splendid as Judge

cellent

ment.

Masquerading

the

rection and likeable star

liant.
But the brilliance and beauty of
the background and the pep of the star
completely eclipse these shortcomings.
It is different and it is good entertain-

Washburn is cast as Rex Rowland, an
American, who falls in love with The
Lady Emilv. played by Joan Morp^n.

has

that of Mary Ryan,
who reforms and succeeds
role,

wbich

EXHIBITORS
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EARLR WILLIAMS

ALICE BRADY IN

IN

THE SILVER CAR

THE LAND OF HOPE

(VITAGRAPH)
Plenty of
trigue,

H K KALI)

(REALART)

thrills in this story of in-

adventure and love.

A

up of interesting subject matter.
Alice Brady's most suitable recent

Wil-

liams in the role of an international crook, who reforms to aid
the father of girl he loves. Careful direction brings out strong
points of story.
The mystery element of this story is
well planted at the start.
It is one of
the best vehicles this star has had in
several months and, with a capable cast

dramatic production made

strictly

produced
most
Edward H.

Realistically
for

vehicle.

and capably acted
part.
Directed by

the

Griffith.

As

a Russian peasant girl who comes
in the steerage and wins her
way to the threshold of fame as a ballet
dancer, Alice Brady gives her best per-

America

to

formance

many months.

support, it furnishes a lively bit of
entertainment.
Earle Williams, in the
course of its unfolding, drops from the

acterization is consistent throughout and
to it the production is indebted for its

branches

appealing force.

in

limousine,

o£
is

a tree onto a speeding
buried beneath a mountain
when an avalanche de-

The

in

direction

of

Her char-

Edward H.
the work

Griffith

of dirt and rocks

shows

scends upon his flying car, and in the
last few hundred feet leaps from a high

porting players, however imperfect continuity at times detracting from the convincing power of the picture.
Settings,
costuming and photography are well up
to Realart standards.

precipice into the sea and swims to a
battleship lying off shore.
Quite enough
stunts for the most blase fan.
The supporting cast is a good one,
consisting of Kathlyn Adams, in the role
of his sweetheart, Daphne Grenvil; Geoffrey Webb, as Arthur Grenvil; Eric
Mayne, as Count Michael Temesvar; Emmett King, as Earl of Rosecarrel, and
Mona Lisa as Pauline, a dancer in the
court of Count Michael.
The story takes its name from an auto-

mobile which Count Michael purchases,
and which Earle Williams, as Anthony
Trent, drives.
Trent is a notorious
swindler

buddy

who

seeks

Private

Smith,

his

the trenches and the only person who knows his identity.
He learns
that Smith's real name is Grenvil, and
that he is the son of an English nobleman.
He also meets Grenvil's sister.
Daphne, and falls in love with her.
Learning that the Earl of Rosecarrel.
in

Daphne's

father, is being blackmailed, he
offers to assist the Earl to secure certain
papers.
Trent journeys to the Balkans
to secure the treaty under the guise of a

for Count Michael and afte r
many thrilling adventures is successful,
and the Earl gladly gives his consent to

to

advantage

in

of sup-

func 25. 1921
in this reviewer's opinion has shot ahead
of his former success.
"The Guide" is funny. It is timely.
It is well directed and it has plenty of
pep, being helped out considerably in the
latter by crisp, snappy subtitles.
It is a
good picture for hot weather. It's full
of cool looking, snow-capped mountains
and ice-covered glades.
It catches and holds the attention from
the start, which all good comedies should
do. One subtitle which states "He knew
the Alps ever since they were little
knolls" got a laugh at the Rialto theatre, Chicago, where the picture ran a

week.

Cook is a mountain guide, with story
book makeup rolled stockings, plumed

—

moose and has many narrow escapes.
The incident with the bear, where he is
chased into a cave and emerges wearing
bearskin coat, is but one of the high
spots of the picture.
Jack Blystone

a

directed

Marya, the character portrayed by the
star, comes to America in the steerage
with lu-r sweetheart, Sascha Rabinoff. and
h's family.
She enters the home of her
but is forced to leave to escape
attentions of her husband.
Sascha
works for a time in a sweatshop, but
strikes
out
to
obtain
an
education.
Through the selfish designs of a Russian
ballet master she is advanced to the rank
of co-star, but on the eve of her debut
he forces his attentions upon her and she
is saved through the intervention of his
producer, who sincerely loves her. Meanwhile Sascha has become associated with
a philanthropist, which makes possible
the happy ending.

it.

TOM MOORE IN
IN HEAVEN

MADE

(GOLDWYN)

sister,

the

CLYDE COOK

Each

comedy he makes

Daphne's marriage.

the one before.
In "The Jockey" he set
himself quite a pace, but he maintained
it
nicely in "The Guide," his latest, and

little

of the

Charles

New York

Eldridgc

fire

as

his

Rene Adores as his sister and
Helene Chad wick as the wealthy young

chauffeur

a

member

father,

(FOX)
is

serviceable attraction for ordinary
use in any season. Not an extraordinary story, but set forth
plainly and with the force of simplicity.
Tom Moore, natural as
an Irish fireman. An admirable
selection for Sunday use.
Victor
Schertzinger's direction an asset.
Tom Moore is obviously at ease and
consequently effective as William Lowry,
recently arrived irom Ireland and an endepartment.

THE GUIDE
Clyde Cook improves with age.

A

thusiastic

IN

—

hat. velvet jacket, etc.
who "doubles" as
a bellhop and hotel clerk.
He pilots
some guests to the highest peaks, encounters a huge bear, a funny looking

better than

lady with whom he falls in love,
capable and pleasing supporting

give
per-

formances.

The story is a simple one and generates no great emotional appeal, but the
play is clean throughout and pleasantly
enacted incidents occur in prompt and
interest-holding succession, making the
picture exceptionally valuable as warm
weather

entertainment.

In the story William

New York

Lowry

arrives in

and father,
joins the fire department and invents a
device to safeguard against property loss
through fire, in the marketing of which a
with

his

sister

helps him.
When he rescues
Claudia Royce from a burning building
he falls in love with her.
Later her
parents attempt to force her into an unpleasant matrimonial alliance and he
gives her the protection of his name by
going through a supposedly legal marriage ceremony, promising that he will
not attempt to see her again.
After a
succession of largely humorous complications a real marriage makes possible a
capitalist

happy ending.

Beranger Will Direct

Johnny Hines Features
announced that Director George
A. Beranger, for over six years with the
Griffith forces and later with Fox and
other producers, has been signed by C. C.
Burr, president of Mastodon Films. Inc..
to
direct
the
forthcoming series of
Johnny Hines feature productions.
The first of the series, tentatively titled
"Burn 'Em L'p Barnes." to star in which
Johnny temporarily deserts the role of
It

is

Torchy

in

production.

Torchy comedies,

is

now

in

June

25.
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ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN"
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IN"

THE GIRL FROM

NOWHERE

(SELZNICK)

An

average screen play which

re-

good story maMelodrama of crook and

flects a scarcity of
terial.

society life that does not convince
Directed by George
at all times.
Archainbaud from an original
story by Bradley King. Picturized
by Sarah Y. Mason.

The dominant element
picture's

to this

success

that contribute?
is

the winning

personality of Elaine Hammerstein. The
story gives her few emotional opportunities

and when shown at the State-Lake
Chicago, it awakened little in-

theatre.
terest

among

the spectators.

Usually her

pictures prove a pleasing diversion from

the vaudeville at this theatre, but such
was not the case with "The Girl from

Nowhere."
In

story

construction

the

feature

is

weak and rambling. It concerns the adventures of a young society girl who
elopes with a young man of questionable
She discovers her mistake and

character.

seeks refuge in a hunter's lodge, where
she palms herself off as the wife of the
owner of the hut. When asked where
she came from by the owner of the lodge,
A cosshe tells her captor "nowhere."
tume ball is a feature of the latter half of
the picture, where the identity of the
girl is made known and the crooked society bounder exposed.
Miss Hammerstein is "the girl from
nowhere." Mavis Cole: Win. B. Davidson is the hero. Jimmy Ryder, while
Huntley Gordon has the role of the
Louise Pruscrook. Herbert Whitman.
sing. Colin Campbell. Warren Cook and
Vera Conroy complete the cast.
The chief reason for the production was

She wears some
Miss Hammerstein.
pretty wraps and her girlish beauty
makes up for the story's many shortcomings.

in a scene from "The
latest Selznick production.

Hammerstein and support

Elaine

May going far toward fulfilling the
promise of her early appearances. HoBosworth portrays
character which

bart
skill

a

vincing because
work of other

with- his

usual

no

less connot the stellar role. The
players is in every case
is

satisfactory.

married
three
presents
story
women in the pursuit of happiness. One
seeks a career in journalism, leaving her
husband to his own devices and refusing

The

He drowns his
bear him children.
Another, a
in drink and dies.
prommarries
a
actress,
successful

to

sorrow

MAURICE TOURNEUR'S

THE FOOLISH

MATRONS

(ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS)
Comprehensive treatment

of

a

big

theme, with a cast of well known
players. A well produced picture,
steadily

ing

interesting

many

and contain-

dramatice high points.

Contains much exploitation material and should stand up well
through a run.
"Verily, the wise woman buildeth up
her house, but the foolish woman tears
That is the
with her hands."
it down
quotation introduced at the psychological
moment to indicate the theme of "Foo'ish Matrons." the story of which is primarily a story but demonstrated the
truth of the proverb.
The cast is a large one. including

Hobart Bosworth, Doris May. Kathleen
Kirkham. Mildred Manning. Margaret
McQuade. Wallace MacDonald. Charles
Meredith. Michael Dark and Frankie
Lee. Doris May and Wallace MacDonald are given most prominent characterizations and corresponding footage. Both
deliver

excellent

performances.

Miss

inent physician, learns that overwork
has led him to seek relief in drugs, abandons her career and goes with her husband to the country, where they find
happiness in rearing their young son.
The third wife, portrayed by Doris
May, seeks happiness among the "bright
lights" and falls a victim to the machinations

a wealthy and unscrupulous
being abandoned by her huswhen he learns of her sin and

of

"friend.''

band
becoming
night

a

typical

figure in

the city

s

life.

The latter storv thread is most promare
inentlv displaved. though the three
narcloselv interwoven and constitute a
interest.
rative of keen and continuous
Excellent furnishings have been provided
and the direction of Maurice Tourneur.
who was assisted by Clarence L. Brown,
presents the story in a manner which
insures forceful registration of
strong points.

LYONS AND MORAN

its

many

Lee

Moran and

picked an old plot here but by injecting a
Roman arena scene, by means of dream

nicely.

The

produced and

Julius Stern of Century
Leaves U. S. for Three

Months Tour

of

Europe

Century
Film Corporation, which issues the Century comedies published by Universal,
has sailed for a three months' tour of
Europe. This is Mr. Stern's annual tour
Last year he went abroad with Carl
Julius

Stern,

president

of

Laemmle.
Mr. Stern

is

taking with him not only

comedies featuring Brownie,
the Century Wonder Dog; Harry Sweet
and Charles Dorety. but also the first
pr nt of "The Adventures of Tarzan"
the recent

:

serial.

700- Seat

Gennett

Charle*. La.

have

very

is a well
It
ture's value.
lively clean comedy.

New

Lyons

••

The love story is
friend is assisting.
repeated but with a lot of lions thrown
into a pit with the lovers, which furnishes the best fun of the subject. The
double photography and excellent handling of the lions adds much to the pic-

The

(UNIVERSAL)

ove

gets

it

from Nowhere," her

two are in love with a romantic maiden.
She falls asleep while reading a romance
of Rome, and forgets to elope with her
lover at the foot of the ladder, where a
bull-dog is shaking him up while his

IN-

ROMAN ROMEOS
Eddie

fade-in.

Girl

is

Theatre
Lake

Company.

Inc..

building a

new photoplay

of

house of 700 seats to add to their chain
The General Theatre Supply
in that city.
Co. of New Orleans is equipping this
house.

:
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Warren Adopts Unit

Hodkinson Offers Exhibitors
Twelve High Class Pictures
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation announces that it is firmly entrenched with a splendid supply of high quality productions scheduled
for early publication.
The following pictures are on the company's
program

THE MAN OF THE FOREST,
Hampton

a

Zane Grey picture made by Benjamin

with a cast including Claire Adams, Robert

McKim

LIZZIE,

first

of the

Irving

Bacheller's fascinating

Lloyd Ingraham directed a cast including Enid
Bennett, Edward Hearn, Leo White, Otis Harlan, Lila Leslie and Victory
Bateman. Commended by reviewers.
CERTAIN RICH MAN, Benjamin B. Hampton's production of William
Allen White's novel. An all-star cast.
stories to reach the screen.

A

RIP

VAN WINKLE,
which

a Ward Lascelle production featuring
his father, Joe Jefferson, made famous

Thomas

Jefferson

on the stage.
LAVENDER AND OLD LACE, adapted from the book which has been read
by millions of people. Lloyd Ingraham directed. Marguerite Snow, Seena
Owen and Louis Bennison are in the cast.
THE FOREIGNER, from Ralph Connor's novel. William Lackaye, Gaston
Glass and others in the cast.
THE JOURNEY'S END, made under the working title of "Ave Maria," by
Hugo Ballin. The picture has been produced without a subtitle. Mabel
Ballin, Wyndham Standing and George Bancroft are the featured players.
THE FACE OF THE WORLD, Irving V. Willat's production of Johan
Bojer's novel. In the cast are Barbara Bedford and Edward Hearn.
BRIDE, which marks Irene Castle's return to the screen.
A
Edwin L. Hollywood directed this Clarence Buddington Kelland story.
THE LIGHT IN THE CLEARING, the second of the Irving Bacheller
stories to be picturized. The picture is being produced by T. Hayes Hunter.
THE MYSTERIOUS RIDER, another Zane Grey, Benjamin B. HamptonHodkinson publication.
HANDLE WITH CARE, an Al and Ray Rockett production taken from a
story by Charles Belmont Davis. Grace Darmond, Harry Myers, William
Courtleigh, W. Lander Stevens and others are in the cast.
An announcement from the company says that "these productions
are typical of the sort which Hodkinson has released, is releasing and
in the role

BROADWAY

will continue to release."

Films

has adopted a unit price
system to establish the price of
the productions to go out through the
Warren Company, this system being
identical with that established so successfully last year by First National in
its sub-franchise method.
The Warren
organization, however, is establishing
similar ratings without the sale of franrating

chises.

Survey

is

Smith's

the basis of

book,

"A Heart

to Let," in which Justine Johnstone stars
Miss Johnin her next Realart picture.

made for Realart.
Gordon Cooper,
and George Folsey was at the camera.
is

the fourth she has

He was

assisted

Ford

in

by

J.

Supporting Cast

stone appears as a character much different than any she has before essayed,
being that of an aged woman. This is
an assumed character, of course, her actual part being that of Agatha Kent, a

Miss Johnstone's supporting cast includes Harrison Ford ("Burton Forbes").
Marcia Harris ("Zaida Kent"), Thomas
Carr ("Howard Kent"). Elizabeth Garrison ("Mrs. Studley"), Claude Cooper
("Doolittle") and James Harrison ("War-

very beautiful young woman.
The story concerns Burton Forbes, a
young man, temporarily blind, who goes
Agatha
to the country for his health.
disguises herself as her aunt. This leads
to many humorous complications and

ren").

The
S.

scenario
Bereford.

Announce

was written by

Frank

All-Star Cast

For Ince "Lucky

Damage"

finally to a very serious affection of the
heart to which both Agatha and Forbes

Florence Vidor, Marcia Manon and
Joseph Singleton have been announced

succumb.

as the

Scenes Taken

The

exterior

Let" were taken

scenes
in

in

of

most recent additions to the all"Lucky Damage," Thomas
H. Ince's new drama for Associated

star

South

"A Heart

to

Atlanta and Savannah.

Ga., a great deal of the action taking place
near the former city on the famous estate
of Arthur Solomon, a multi-millionaire,
who consented to the use of his grounds
for that purpose.
Edward Dillon, who directed Miss

Daughters,"
in
"Sheltered
also directed her in this picture, which

Johnstone

Complete

United States

in

towns from 750 popula-

tion upward.
Each theatre, based on
local conditions, on seating capacity and
on trade conditions in specific cities and
sections, has been figured out into decimals in its relation to the total 100 per
cent of sales return for the United States
and in relation to the subsidiary fractional part of the sales territory of which

belongs.
This work was completed
several weeks ago and placed in the
hands of the Warren managers.
regarded as of special signifiIt is
cance that another organization should
recognize
the wisdom of price
openly
rating system established by one of the
biggest exhibitor organizations connected with the distribution of pictures, and
the comment has been made that the
adoption of this rating system by four
it

five

companies
stable

stablish

than

Justine Johnstone Essays New Role
In Her Next Feature for Realart

is

Auditors and managers of the Warren
organization for some time have been
zoning every individual theatre in the

•

Harriet Lummis

Aid in Establishing
Stable Rentals for

Exhibitors of the United States have
be en informed that F. B. Warren Corporation, the new national distributing

or

'Agatha's Aunt."

May

Plan

organization,

B.

and Carl

Gantvoort.

KEEPING UP WITH

Price Rating System

anything

would

do more

prices of film
else that might

to

rentals
be de-

vised.

Recognizes Fairness
to confirm the virtual adoption
of the First National system of rating
and establishing individual rentals, Mr.

Asked

Warren

said:

recognized the fairness to exhibitors of having flat, standard
prices for every theatre or community
Our organization has
in the country.
worked out such a system and my talks
with many of the powerful owners of
National indicate that we apFirst
proached the rating system from the
same angle and the same mathematical
I have always held that the picbase.
ture selling sooner or later will become
"I

have always

one price line of commerce and that
the man or organization who became
firmly established on this basis would
be one of the permanent factors of this
Other than this comment I
business.
onlv ask you to make clear that the
F. B. Warren Corporation is not selling
franchises or sub-franchises and will not
have any kind of franchise proposition
a

to offer."

cast of

Producers, Inc., which has entered production under the direction of Lambert
Hillyer and the personal supervision of

Contest Winner Makes

Debut

in

Metro Film

Milton
Sills,
Marshall
and
Tully
Charles Clary also are cast in leading
Lambert Hillyer is accredited
roles.
with the screen version of the story,

Krasne, voted Omaha's most
popular business woman, has made her
debut in pictures in Rex Ingram's Metro
production. "The Conquering Power."
Miss Krasne was the winner of the popularity contest conducted by the Omaha

originally
written by
Marc Edmond
Jones. Charles Stumar will photograph.

tures.

Thomas H.

Ince.

Mayme

News, the Sun theatre and Metro Pic-
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Paramount Strengthens

67

Program
With Addition of N otable Books
Its

Company Announces Fall

TO

meet the demand

bigger

of the public for

Lasky,
first vice president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, according to a
statement, has' been acquiring a large
pictures,

Jesse

L.

number of well known plays and books,
as well as original stories, and this week
announces, an imposing list of material
which will be placed in production or
published next season by Paramount.
In making known the plays and books
which he has purchased Mr. Lasky announced a strengthening of Paramount's
policy of getting big plays for its stars
and directors.
"Certainly the day has
gone when indifferent stories can be
used as vehicles for popular stars." says
Mr. Lasky. "The public today demands
big plays, carefully done and enacted by
people of tested ability.
"Another thing which is of importance
to exhibitors is that during the present
period of more or less general business
depression, they will need higher class
dramas to hold their patronage. Exhibitors have found this spring that the
of
old
days
factory-made
pictures,

Now

Publications

ground out with no higher aim than
meet release dates, are not enough
hold the patronage of people
felt the pinch of hard times."
*

*

to
to

who have

"The Great Moment"

story in which

*

pear.

Following is a list of
forthcoming publications:

Paramount's

"The

Affairs of Anatol," Cecil B. DeMille's greatest picture featuring Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson. Elliott Dexter. Bebe Daniels. Monte Blue, Wanda

H awley, Theodore Roberts, Agnes Ayres,
Theodore Kosloff. Polly Moran, Raymond Hatton and Julia Faye. It was
written by Jeanie Macpherson.
"Fool's Paradise," a Cecil DeMille picturization of Leonard Merrick's book.
"The Laurels and the Lady," adapted by
Olga Printzlau and Sada Cowan with
Dorothy Dalton. Mildred Harris and
Conrad Xagel in cast.
Cecil B. DeMille picture without title
featuring Wallace Reid, Gloria Swanson
and Elliott Dexter.
"Experience,"
George Fitzmaurice's
big production of George V. Hobart"s
stage
success.
Richard
Barthelmess
"lavs Youth and Marjorie Daw is seen as

The

star

Miss Swanson
now working

is

*

donna."
Ethel

Clayton

direction

of

(Concluded on page

Stellar

"Peter Pan." which will be produced

Robertson who

*

has completed, under
William D. Taylor, a
powerful drama written by the English
She
dramatist, Henry Arthur Jones.
also will appear in "Her Own Money,"
by Mark Swan and two original stories.
the

port.
S.

*

"At the End of the World" is Betty
Compson's first picture for Paramount.
Penrhyn Stanlaws directed this Ernst
Klein story. Other pictures in which the
star will play are "The Woman in the
the
Case."
Clyde Fitch play, "The
Sacrifice," a Red Book Magazine novel.
Barrie's
"The Little Minister," the
Broadway attraction "The Deluge" by
Arthur Hopkins and "A Stampede Ma-

Love.
"Peter Ibbetson," another Fitzmaurice

by John

will apin "The

Shulamite" by Edward Knoblock and
Claude Askew. She also will appear in
"The Ordeal," an original story by W.
Somerset Maugham. English novelist.

picture featuring Elsie Ferguson and
Wallace Reid. with Elliott Dexter, Montagu Love and George Fawcett in sup-

a Star

Gloria Swan-

is

son's first starring vehicle.
It was written by Elinor Glyn.
"Beyond the Rocks" is another Glyn

r<)

Honors

London
James M.
the com-

in

is

conferring with the author. S r
Barrie. . This will be one of
pany's big productions of the year.
"The Stage Door," a William DeMille
picture, adapted from a Rita Weiman
story.
Jack Holt, Lila Lee and Charles
;

Ogle are in the cast.
"The Cradle" to be produced bv WilIt is by Eugene Brieux.
liam DeMille.
the French dramatist.
*

*

*

"The Sheik," by E. M. Hull will be
produced by George Melford who is
working now on "The Great ImpersonaIn the
tor" by E. Phillips Oppenheim.
cast are Ann Forrest. James Kirkwood.
Alan Hale and Fontaine LaRue.
"You Can't Fool Your Wife." by
Hector Turnbull. another Melford subject.

"The Champion," one of
production?

starring

from the play
and A. E. Thomas.
"The Hell Diggers."

T
T-.

ASKY

vice

^resident of

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
announces that Agnes Ayres, who has

achieved success as a leading woman in
Paramount pictures, is to be starred in
a series of productions for the company.
After completing her work as feminine
in
Thomas Meighan's "Cappy
lead
Ricks," which is being made in New
York, Miss Ayres will return to the
coast to start work on her first starring

vehicle.

series

of
It

by Thomas Louden

is

JESSE

a

Wallace Reid.

a

Wallace Reid

Byron Morpicture already completed.
gan wrote it. "Tall Timber" by Dr. J.
A. B. Scherer. "Rent Free," by Minn
Page and Izola Forrester Page and "An
late
the
Frankenstein." by
Assisted
Charles E. Van Loan also are Reid
in
"Across
appear
He also will
vehicles.
the Continent." a racing story along entirelv

new

lines.

"Cappy Ricks." by Peter B. Kyne is
Thomas Meighan production. He also
will star in "A Prince There Was," a

a

George M. Cohan stage success, and
"The Sea Bride," an original story by

Edward Sheldon.
"Footlights"
ture

is

made under

Robertson.

Weiman.

It

an Elsie Ferguson picthe direction of John S.
was written by Rita

HOLT, whose
JACK
Paramount, as well as

portrayals in
other produc-

have been highly commended from
sources, has been elevated to stardom by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, according to Jesse L. Lasky, viceIn "Midpresident of the company.
summer Madness" and "The Lost Romance," Mr. Holt's work was especially
tions,

many

praiseworthy. For the past year he has
played leads in several of Paramount's
most popular and successful pictures.
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Selznick Artist Goes to England
To Get Material for Production
Fosdick to Study Court and Prison Procedure As
Guide in Making the Screen Version of
John Galsworthy's "Justice"
James Fosdick, assistant
of Selznick

art

director

Pictures, sailed for

England

on June 14 on the Aquitania. to make a
thorough study of British court and
prison procedure for the guidance of the
producing organization in making the
screen version of John
Galsworthy's

drama

He

"Justice."

spend two weeks making notes
and sketches in the criminal courts and
in the Reading jail.
Soon after his return it is expected that work will begin
on the building of the elaborate sets for
will

the production.

Wants

First

Hand Data

sending Mr. Fosdick to England
for this research work, Myron Selznick.
vice president and production manager
of Selznick Pictures Corporation, supin

a

reply to a letter published
ork newspaper a week or so

tacit

New

S

which

defender of English
productions
maintained
that
American companies, producing pictures
where English scenes are shown, are

ago, in
screen

utterly

Correct Detail Sought
"\\ hile the technical department could

unquestionably
tion that

have

provided

informa-

would have passed muster and
have been critic-proof, I am

perhaps
determined that in
'Justice' every last

production of
shall be authentic.
We will reproduce upon the
screen exactly what Mr. Fosdick sees
in

this
detail

actual operation."

Mr. Fosdick

is

a

newspaper man and

considerable experience in both
writing and sketching.
His notes will
he utilized as the entire basis for the
staging of the Galsworthy drama.
artist of

In

plies a

British films, and in many important
phases the
various
British producers
contradicted each other as to the correct legal procedure in various details.

oblivious

a

to

the

difference

be-

English and American customs.
"It was only after studying several
English pictures in which court and
decided
prison scenes are shown, that
to have a representative go to England
manager, and Albert d'Agastino and Paul
Dodge, who are in charge of the tech
looked
several
department
at
nical

tween

1

DUSTIN FARNUM

Barthelmess to Begin
Initial Picture Shortly
The

initial

Barthelmess

story
will

in

make

which
his

Richard

bow

as

a

First National star has been selected,
and production will begin as soon as he
minor operation.
convalesces from a

"Tol'blc

West
and

David." a story of

Virginia mountains,
it

is

life

in

Dustin Farnum Has
Again Joined Fox
Preparatory

Plans

for

First Production

Are

the

Under

the vehicle

was written by Joseph

Herges

heimer. The author will co-operate in the
filming of the feature with directors of
Inspiration Pictures, Inc., the producers,
who purchased the storv from David \V.
Griffith.

Way

Farnum has returned

Dustin

His

Fox Film Corporation.
The company is arranging

a

the

to

program

of high-class productions which

es-

will

him as one of the most protninenl
working under the Fox banner.

tablish

stars

Started

With Famous

During his previous association
the company, Farnum appeared

with
in

a

number of successful productions, including "The Scarlet Pimpernel.
I"hc Spy."
"Durand of the Bad Lands." and "North
of 53."
Dustin Farnum's screen career began
with
Famous Players-Lasky in 191-',
under whom he was seen in film versions
of two of his greatest stage successes.
He then was presented by the Pallas-

Paramount Company in "A Gentleman
from Indiana." "David Garrick." "Parson
of Panimcnt." "Ben Blair." and "A Son
of Erin."

Forms

Own Company

After his work w'th Fox he formed his

own

Man

company and offered
Western Stars." '"The
the Open." "A Man's Fight." and

producing

"The

Eight
in

of

"The

Corsican Brothers."
His
picture was "Big Happiness." in
he starred for Robertson-Cole.

latest

which

New Adams

Theatre
Is Latest Addition
To Chicago "Loop'*

The Adams

theatre, located in

Adams

W

abash, is the
street, between State and
latest addition to the "loop" theatres in
was
Chicago's downtown district.
It

opened Saturday, June

Massive set made for a scene in "Handcuffs or Kisses," the Selznick production
which Elaine Hammerstein stars.

in

11. playing to generous attendance at its first performances.
It marks the entrance into loop theatre
management by the Vista amusement enterprises, headed by H. M. Ortenstein.
which includes the Vista. Twentieth Cen-

tury,

New

Park and Garden theatres.
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Big Pictures Are on United Artists

Program

of Expansion
HIRAM ABRAMS Outlines Plans

Statement by

UNITED

ARTISTS

plans

for

ex-

pansion are outlined partially in a
statement just issued by Hiram

Abrams,
This
by Mr.

president.

the

is

first

formal announcement

Abrams since
York from the West

his return

Coast,

company's plans for greater
were discussed and formulated.

A

number

to

New

where the
activities

productions of high
calibre are promised during the coming
year by Mr. Abrams. Among them are:
of

THE THREE MUSKETEERS
A Douglas Fairbanks Production
LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY
Mary

Pickford's Next

it

CARNIVAL

Griffith has some big things under way for us, the nature of which I am
not ready at the moment to discuss.
I
have been assured also by Mr. Chaplin
that we can confidently expect his first
contributions to our release list during

THE IRON TRAIL
A Rex Beach Picture
DISRAELI
*

*

the

Arliss

"First of all, I have seen with my own
eyes something of the productions that
are under way and when I predict that

Mr.

Fairbanks'
picture,
'The
Three
Musketeers,' and Miss Pickford's picture,
'Little Lord Fauntleroy,' which will follow it, will be the sensations of the year,
you can take it from one who is not given
to the making of idle promises.

"But

me

discuss these things a
sequence.
The first
of our big pictures to be released will be
the Harley Knoles production. 'Carnival,'
with Matheson Lang in the leading role.
Here is a drama if ever there was one!
The picture is marvelously produced, its
Venetian atmosphere a most welcome
change and an ideal offering for summer
audiences.
little

let

more

their

in

"As I announced in California, we have
contracted with Rex Beach for the release
of his splendid productions.
The first
one, 'The Iron Trail,' is now in the making.
The virility and elemental qualities
of

Rex Beach

the

stories,

produced as

now

be able to turn them
out, will provide us with splendid offerings for the millions of lovers of adven-

Mr. Beach

will

ture and romance.
"Mr. George Arliss is already at workon his first release for us, 'Disraeli.'
I
know of no production that has been
awaited with as much expectation in the

industry as
so

many

about

On my

this.

recent trip ever
inquired specifically

exhibitors

'Disraeli,'

and from what

I

have

knowalready seen of the production.
that our every hope is going to be more
than realized.
I

*

"And wait

*

*

*

you see Douglas Fairhanks' production of 'The Three Musketeers.'

ten reels

until

The
and

coming

year.

"United Artists Corporation has some
mighty busy days ahead of it. as you w 11

*

Abrams' statement follows:

President

will be!'

"Mr.

With Matheson Lang

With George

the very biggest productions in the
history of motion pictures.
"Shortly after the release of 'The Three
Musketeers' we will have Miss Pickford's
production of 'Little Lord Fauntleroy.'
Is it possible to imagine a more potent
box office attraction? Miss Pickford has
cherished an ambition to make this production for a long time. At last she is in
a position to take the time necessary to
make the kind of picture of it that she
has dreamed about. She will, of course,
play a double role in the picture; the
part of 'Dearest,' the mother, and of the
little Lord.
When you realize that both
mother and son are on the screen together most of the time, you will realize
something of the gigantic task that Miss
Pickford has undertaken. What a picture
of

picture will be in about
a riot of act on, life, color
The assistance of Edward

and romance.
Knoblock, Fred Niblo and the splendid
cast that is at work will make 'The Three
Musketeers' not only the biggest Fairbanks picture in screen history, but one

realize from the foregoing, but with 'The
Three Musketeers,' 'Little Lord Fauntleroy,' 'Carnival' and 'Disraeli' all ready
for us within the next few months, it

certainly will be a wonderful year."

Goes Into Strand
kfc"r\REAW

STREET,"

tin-

latest

1—'

David W. Griffith production published by United Artists Corporation, has
been booked by the Strand theatre. New
York, thus making its third successive
run in a Broadway playhouse since its
publ cation on April 25.
"Dream Street" opened at the Central
theatre and was presented under the
of
Mr. Griffith.
supervision
personal
After a two weeks' run to big houses the
transferred
to the Town
production was
Hall,

the latest of the

New York

play-

houses to be turned over to motion picThere the production had a six
tures.
weeks' run to splendid business.
At the Strand the picture will be given
presentation
luxe
Joseph
a
de
by
I'lunkett.

managing

director.

HERALD
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Fox Representatives Hold Annual

70

I

Convention

in

•

X H

I

B

New

I

TOR

S

York, June 27

of United States, Canada and Europe
Will Convene at Hotel Commodore With
President of Company Presiding

Managers

Fox Film Corporation

is

making

ex-

seventh annual convention, which will
in New York City during the

take place

week

of June 27.
William Fox. president of the company, will preside, and Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager, now absent on a
business trip in Europe, will be on hand
to expedite the handling of the business
details with which the gathering will be
confronted.
Herman Robbins, general
sales manager, who recently returned
from a trip through the West, during
which time he visited and inspected all
the Fox branches, will have a prominent
part in the convention, and Jack Leo,

vice-president, will assist
ing out the prepared program.
tirst

Europe

The

Hotel

Is

in

carry-

Represented

Commodore

will be
at which

the
the

scene of the convention,
entire personnel of Fox exchange managers in this ocuntry and Canada, with
several from Europe, will be present. The
grown
gathering,
which
has
annual
steadily each year with the expansion of
the Fox activities, is expected this year
importance.
to
be
of
unprecedented
There are many questions of policy to
be discussed, owing to the big problems
affecting the industry that have developed
in the past twelve months, and several
.surprises

the

in

way

of

1921

25.

Cosmopolitan
Film to Open House

Granada in San Francisco
Be Completed About
August 1
J.

to

A. Partington, manager of a chain

motion picture theatres in San FranWoman God
cisco, has booked "The
Changed." the latest Cosmopolitan production to be published by Paramount,
for the opening of the Granada theatre m
San Francisco, the palatial house costing

of

tensive arrangements for the holding of
its

June

announcements

are promised.

Will Screen Productions
In view of the record activity of the
Fox interests, both here and abroad, with
production plans at both East and West
Coast studios reaching capacity, it is but
logical to assume that this convention will

dwarf in business transacted
gatherings.

One important

all

previous

of the program
will be the first showing to the branch
managers of a group of special and star
pictures recently made, with a sales con-

ference

on

detail

each

Various

production.

selling plans will be discussed

and meth-

ods of introducing the attractions con-

more than

sidered.

The get-together has proved thus far
one of the most valuable means of inculcating high business efficiency.
As a
large majority of the Fox branch managers come from very disatnt points in
the States and Canada, they rely to a
great extent on the annual convention to
absorb and properly interpret at first
hand the policies and selling plans of the
home organization. Not only this, but
the meeting carries with it the vast mutual benefit that must accrue from the
personal contact of the managers with

each other.
The following Fox Exchange managers
in the United States and Canada will attend
Ieorge Allison. W. (". Barnes, L. Burnstine, Dias Callahan. Harry F. Campbell,
:

i

(ieorge F.

Dembow. Sam Dembow,

W

Meyer, Fred Meyers, Guy

F.

Visits

Mr.

Eastern

Partington

studio>

recently

Plant

visited

on

his

will

1.

Cosmopolitan

last

trip

to

the

and he was so impressed with "The
Woman God Changed" that he immeEast,

diately requested a print for the opening

feature of his

ing

to

San

new

theatre.

Francisco,

gave out an interview
"I

visited

the

in

Upon

return-

Mr. Partington
which he said:

big studios of

Cosmo-

and the Famous Players, and found them regular behives of
activity.
Cosmopolitan studios showed
me the most modern equipment in picture production, and it is absolutely
politan productions

marvelous.

Say

Are Better

Results

Jr..

L. M. Devaney. B. L. Dudenhefer. Clyde
VV. Eckhardt. B. E. Edawrds. J. A. Cagnier.
S. Jones, Joseph Kaliski, Rudolph KnocpHc. Tail! E. Kriege, V. J. McCabe. George E. McKean, J. Melody, Sid-

uey

The Granada

$1,000,000.

open on or about August

Navarre,

John F. Paine, C. R. Penrod, Charles
Ramage. Clayton P. Sheehan. Howard I.
Sheehan. Lester Sturm. J. J. Sullivan, F.
L. Vaughan, Clyde A. Walker, M. J.
Weisfeldt, Mr. Woottan and E. L. Tarbell.

"The

studios are an entirely
different
proposition
from the
studios in California, the main difference
being that all their stages are under glass
roofs.
The producers there rely almost
entirely on artificial light.
This branch
of the business has been brought to such
a high standard that the Cosmopolitan

big

Eastern

and other Eastern managers claim they
cat} get better results with the remarkable new electric arc lights than
ever be obtained from sunlight.

could

Decorative Titles in Color
In Fitzmaurice Production
One of the features of G'-orge Fitzmaurice's Paramount picture. "Experience." featuring
Richard Barthclmess.
will !>e colored decorations in the subtitles.

In

the

sub-titles

Paramount uses

tht

Prizma process of color photography to
reproduce some fine pastels as illustrated
backgrounds for the introduction of the
symbolic characters shown in the production.

Prince

These
Jean

pastels

were done bv
the
French

Paleologue.

artist.

Marion Davies Baseball
Team Beats Paramount
The Marion Davies baseball team shut
out a team representing the home office

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at
Forest Grove, above Bear Mountain, at
a recent game.
The score was 7 to 0.
The Marion Davies contingent is composed of employees of the International
of

Film Service Company studios where
Cosmopolitan Productions, starring Miss
Davies, are made.

Tillson Now in Lansing
KALAMAZOO. MICH.— LeRoy TillWILLIAM FOX
President
preside
tives.

of
at

Fox Film Corporation who will
annual convention of representa,

son has turned over the management of
the Butterfield playhouse to Arthur MorTillson has gone to
ley of this city.
Lansing to be manager of the Strand, the
new $600,000 Butterfield house.

WINFIELD

R.

SHEEHAN

General manager of Fox Film Corporation who
will assist in conducting convention business.
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Universal Outlines Fall Plans
Von Stroheim' s Big Jewel Production

Wives,"

"Foolish

Will Be Published

,

Either in September or Early October

FOLLOWING

is a summary of Universal Film Manufacturing Company's
year:
coming
program for the

PRODUCTIONS: "Foolish
JEWEL
Erich Von Stroheim's million

Announces Plans

obtained for her.
The first is "The
Butterfly." written by Percival Wilde an'i
directed by King Baggot.
The second
is

"Kissed," by Arthur Somers Roche.

Wives,"

"Fanny

picture;

dollar

Herself,"

*

In announcing Miss

tually

these.

JEWEL COMEDIES: Twenty of these
Moran and Joe Martin.
CENTURY COMEDIES: Fifty-two in

starring Lee

number with Harry Sweet, Charles Dorwonder dog, as

the

Fifty-two

single
reelers, one series of which are to be contributed by Billy Fletcher.

*

*

VIRTUALLY

fall

new

year.

it

will

In

fin-

take

to cut and title.
It probably
be ready for publication either in September or October. Definite plans for its
offering to exhibitors have not as yet
been formulated.
It is not known how many reels the
picture will cover in its completed form.
Von Stroheim has shot 290 of them, and
a great deal of it will have to come out
will

before "Foolish Wives" is down to its
In spite of the huge investfinal form.
ment of more than a million dollars, Universal officials expect to make a big
fortune out of this picture.
Two other Jewels nearly completed
are Edna Ferber's "Fanny Herself" and
Clarence Buddington Kelland's Red Book
serial novel, "Conflict."
who directed Priscilla

Tod Browning,
Dean in "The

Virgin of Stamboul" and

in

is

Herself."

"Outside the

making a special of "Fanny
Mabel Julienne Scott has been

engaged to play the leading role with a
supporting cast of Stuart Holmes, Eugenie Forde, E. A. Warren, Snitz Edwards, Grace Marvin, Joe Swickard and
Earle Schenck.
Stuart Paton is directing "Conflict," in
which

Priscilla

Dean

is

starring.

Her

Herbert Rawlinson, and
L. C. Shumway. Edward Connelly, Hector Barno and Martha Mattox will have
prominent roles.
leading

man

is

*

*

*

fourth Jewel will be Lucien Hubbard's original story, written especially
for Harry Carey's debut as a Jewel star.
Robert Thornby
It is called "Partners."

The

will direct.

The

fifth

Hearts,"

the

Jewel

will

be

"Human

Hal Reid's famous
The star and director have
late

melodrama.
not been determined.

In addition to these

five, Priscilla

previ-

Thornby.

some time

Law,"

Her

King Baggot, Fred LeRoy Granville.
Jack Conway, Reaves Eason, Jack Ford.
Worthington and Robert
William

program

has been

It

ished at Universal City, but

to exhibitors.

Among the directors who are under
contract to direct special attractions are

™ his been outlined by President
Carl
Laemmle, in conference with his executives. The program, effective on September 5, follows:
"Foolish Wives," is the big Jewel picture for the

unknown

contract.

*

the entire

as a star,

ous work has been confined to her nine
months' experience as leading woman
Yon Stroheim in "Foolish
for Erich
Wives." Lucien Hubbard, scenario editor,
and John Brownell in New York have
options on five big stories of the society
drama type for Miss duPont's use.
The signature of Herbert Rawlinson
was only affixed to a long time contract
recently.
He will be engaged at least
three weeks longer in support of Priscilla
Dean in "Conflict" before he can start
on his first starring picture under his new

SERIALS: Eddie Polo, Art Acord and
Eileen Segwick will each make three of
eighteen episodes in length.
TWO-REEL WESTERNS: Fifty-two of

STAR COMEDIES:

duPont

Mr. Laemmle has weighed the chances of
launching as a star a personality vir-

linson.

ety and Brownie,
featured players.

*

*

being

produced by Tod Browning; "Conflict,"
starring Pris cilia Dean; "Partners," with
Harry Carey; "Human Hearts," yet to
be produced, and seven others for which
plans have no t been announced.
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS: There will
be fifty-two of these for publication one
each week. They will star Frank Mayo,
Gladys Walton, Hoot Gibson, Marie Prevost, Miss DuPont and Herbert Raw-

Dean

CARL LAEMMLE
will

appear

in

three

more Jewels during

the year, and Harry Carey in three more.
The" twelfth Jewel will be a big production made by one of the best-known stars

In the fifty-two special attraction pic-

Frank Mayo, Gladys Walton, Hoot
Gibson. Marie Prevost. Miss DuPont and
Herbert Rawlinson will each make eight

tures.

with four to be of the all-star

precau-

Of

Lee Moran will contribut"
and Joe Martin four or eight

these,

Special preparations have been made for
the success of the Lee Moran comedies,
which are under the direction of Jack

The Joe Martin comedies will
Nelson.
be directed by Harry Burns and Curley
Stecker.

picture of the new
Frank Mayo's
year will be "The Shark Master." written
and directed by Fred LeRoy Granville.
Dorris Deane and May Collins are in
the support.
Gladys Walton's first picture under the
contract will be the novel of Louise B.
Clancy, "Christine of the Young Heart."
PromiIt is directed by Lee Kohlmar.
nent in her support are William Worthington, Frederick Yogeding and George
Hackathorn. Edgar Franklin is writing
several stories for Miss Walton's use.
Hoot Gibson, heretofore a two-reel
western and serial star, has been advanced to the special attraction program
His
to take the place of Harry Carey.
first

be "The Mascotte of Three
Stars" bv J. Allen Dunn, and directed, by
Tack Ford, with Wm. Robert Daly. Clara
Horton and Francis Ford. J. Farrell Mc-

first

unusual

production,

be contributed by Eileen Sedwick and
still another by Art Acord.
In the comedy division. Universal will
release twenty two-reel Jewel comedies.
twelve

in pictures.

pictures,
variety.

serial

tions are being taken by the scenario department to meet Mr. LaenrHe's warning that no censorable material will be
Serial directors will be J. P.
tolerated.
MacGowan, Edward Kull and Al Russell.
In Universal's fifty-two two-reel Western dramas, one of the series will be contributed by Eddie Polo, who is already
engaged in making eight short length
dramas under the general title. "The Return of Cyclone Smith." These are beAnother
ing directed by Jay Marchant.
series is eight pictures by George Larkin
will
Another
series
and Josephine Hill.

will

Donald in his support.
Marie Prevost. one of

California's famous bathing beauties, will have her first
opportunity to star in comedy dramas,
and already two productions have been

*

*

*

The

Centurv comedies will feature
Eighteen of these will be
three stars.
contributed by Brownie, the Century
wonder dog: eighteen by Harry Sweet,
and sixteen by Charles Dorety. Century
has renewed its contract for another year
with Fred Fishback. who has been so
successful with the Brownie picture, and
Tom Buckingham has been retained to
William
direct Harry Sweet comedies.
Watson and Alt' Golding will handh
Charles Dorety.
ery will appear

Brownie

Baby Peggy Montgomin

the majority of the

pictures.

Two Realart Films Play
On Broadway Same Week
Two

Realart pictures played on Broad-

way during the week of June 12. Wanda
Hawley in "A Kiss in Time" was on the
Rialto program.

At the Rivoli was Real-

Birthday Production, "A Private
Scandal." with dainty May McAvoy in

art's

the stellar role.

:
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West

Is Leading in
Educational .Contest
Keen Rivalry Shown Among

Exchanges 1 hroughout
Country
Reports to the headquarter.-, of Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., indicate
that the June sales contest, to the winners 01 which watches will be ^iven as
piizes. has started off with a bang.

Western branches so far seem to be
leadiug the way. with their sales representative! displaying the greatest enthusiasm.
"We are all keyed up on the time-piece
contest," is the typical report.
Challenge Exchanges
The Denver branch has israed

a chal-

lenge to the other branches for a real
contest, declaring that
somebody will
have to oo •phenomenal" work if the
Denver contingent is beaten out of the
prize.

"^oii

may

rest assured."

-a;> a letter

from this office, "that we are all keyed
up on the t.nie-piece contest. The first
week as far as Denver is concerned
shows two two-reel comedies, one single,
one Hudson's Bay picture, all playing
first run houses, to say nothing of our
other subjects. Salt Lake is equally well
lined up.
UnleM other offices do phenomenal business, we think we are in the

we have an average

of two twoplaying first run almost
every week during June in the City of
Denver."
run, for

reel

subjects

Close on Kinograms

San Francisco, however, was quick to
accept the challenge.
A telegram from
this city bears the lollowiug encouraging
information
"Both issues of Kinograms closed with
Market Street Realty Company, San
Francisco, who control lead.ng first run
theatres (the Fortola and Imperial) and
the beautiful uew Granada theatre to be

William Duncan and co-star.
a

Edit'.:

Johnson,

in a

scene from

"Where Men Are Men,"

opened

shortly.

As

feature

a

Educational June contest,

new Vitagraph production.

become

effective

this

these-

of the
contracts

The

month.

vol-

ume

of bookings on the balance of our
service is relatively large."

Duncan and Wilson Stage Genuine
Fight

in

Special Vitagraph Picture

"Secret of the Hills"

New Moreno
William Duncan stages a genuine right
his new Vitagraph special. "Where
Men Are Men." which is nearing com-

in

pletion

at

Duncan

Vitagraph's California studios.

believes that he has the greatest

he has ever made. Tom Wilson playing the heavy, also thinks so.
Wilson was the star's opponent.

fight scene

When the two big fellows went it it
with bare fists, nearly every department
work to watch. The
progressed without interruption for
nearly half an hour. At the close of the
battle both men were badly battered.
Next day a physician discovered that < Tie
of Duncan's blows bad fractured one of
Wilson's ribs.
the studio quit

in

fight

Wilson

Former Fighter

There was no protecting the hero
this film fight,

it

is

said, as

Duncan

in

taki-s

drama
There

the gold camps of California.
said to be a fascination about
the story which will appeal not only to
Duncan's followers, but to all photoplay
patrons who like outdoor type of drama.
The story is an adaptation of a novel

by

of

is

Cummins.

Ralph

well

known

The

author,

now

for his writings, lived in the
of California and Nevada

gold camps
during their heydey. and this story is or.e
in which he has placed all the color of a
varied experience.

Edith Johnson in Lead
will appear Edith Johnson, his leading woman in several pic-

With Duncan

tures, and recently co-starred as a '•.•ward
for her excellent work.
The star recently returned from location with his troupe of players, after two

weeks in the beautiful Big Bear Lake
country of California. The backgrounds
alone in this section form an attractive
part of the picture.
Gertrude Astor. well known as a leading woman, has an important supporting
part.

a personal pride in his ability to handle
fists.
Wilson is a bigger man than
Duncan, and in his youth was known i-.s

his

Tom

Sailor
trainer for

"Where

Cosmopolitan to Build

NEW YORK.— Cosmopolitan
Company

Men Are Men"

1569 First avenue.

is

a

virile

"The Secret

of the Hills," a successnovel by William Garrett, the English writer, has been selected by Vitagraph for the next Antonio Moreno
production.
The continuity has been
prepared by E. Magnus Ingleton and
ful

work on the new picture is starting
immediately at the West Coast studios
under the direction of Chester Bennett.
In "The Secret of the H Ils" Moreno
assumes the role of a young American
who encounters a series of amazing adventures in London and in the highlands of Scotland because two beautiful
eyes lead him on in quest of romance.

The' girl

Theatre

will erect a $200,000 theatre at

who owns

the eyes

by many dangers and

is

hemmed

the center
of operations of several international
schemers. The hero saves the girl from
the power of the band and solves her
problems and. of course, brings the
romance to the proper culmination.
in

Will Publish

is

on Ju-e

19

has been announced by Associated
Exhibitors that "The Road to London."
starring Bryant Washburn, will be pubThis picture was
lished on June 19.
made by Washburn on his trip to EngIt

Wilson, sparring partner ar.d
Bob Fitzsimmons.

Is

Production

land.

—
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Fight Against Censorship

Of Moral
Manager

Is

Kane

One

Principle, Says Storey

Associated Exhibitors Declares
Big Producers Have Been Doing Their Own
Regulating on Common Sense Basis

Sales

of

The

anti-censorship fight is one for a
great moral principle: the right of free
expression in the art of the motion
picture as it exists in the art of the

drama.

The

fight is not dictated by a fear of
losses on current publications.
The big producers have the jump on the
reformers and have been doing their
own censoring on a common sense
basis for some time.

single bare leg or shoulder
in

is

displayed

it.

The pubsee. it can be done.
has a good taste and asserts itself.
You can produce spellbinders without
getting objectional scenes into it if you
have a powerful story, a good director
and actors who know their profession
and are not merely types as there are so
many appearing in the pictures.
"Harold Lloyd is undoubtedly the naHis.
t onal
comedian of the moment.
comedies are based on sound and keen
humor and the reason for the universal
success they are having everywhere is
undoubtedly the fact that they are clean,
absolutely free of sex stuff."
"So you

lic

—

:

*

*

«

These are the high lights in a talk by
John E. Storey, sales manager of Asso-

He

ciated Exhibitors.

continues:

'"Many a weak story in the past has
been padded with thrills, some of which
may not have been of the nicest character.
But that is in the dim past insotar
as it concerns big organizations.
Recent
releases will stand intense investigation
it will require the bluest of the blue
to find a blemish.

and

"We most

certainly are not in favor of
censorship, yet with our present releases
we are not seriously concerned. The
censor won't have much chance to
exercise his occupation on Associated
pictures.

Compares Present Pictures

"Look at our present releases. The
upon which they are based are
strong ones, powerful in their appeal to
the good traits latent in every human
being, yet they are by no means 'educational'
nobody cares to be told what's
wrong. They are realistic, taken from
stories

—

life

and showing

life

as

it

is.

The

far-fetched

possible,

situations,

as

some

producers seem to think it wishes.
"Take 'The Devil.' The fact that the
exhibitors are making money with it
speaks for itself.
The original play by
Molnar Ferenoz. the Hungarian plav-

had a tremendous success.

wright.

Claims Record First Run
Bookings on Lloyd Series
In a statement just issued. Associated
Exhibitors claim for Harold Lloyd the
distinction of the greatest number of
important first run bookings involving
an entire series of productions ever attained by any star. It is conceded that
some of the very biggest feature productions have played in all of these
houses, but they were booked after the
picture had been viewed.

The Lloyd bookings are for the first
three Associated Exhibitors Lloyd comedies and they were made on the showing of the first picture of the series.
•'Now or Never." and in some cases after
the second picture. "Among Those Present." had been shown.

public

has shown a strong and ever increasing
tendency to demand realism in pictures,
it refuses fo be guyed along through im-

Suburban Plans House
PHILADELPHIA. PA. — Suburban
Amusement Company.

Inc..
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will build a

$60,000 theatre at the southwest corner
of Rising Sun lane and Fanshawe street.

is

Paramount

Production Manager
Appointed by Jesse L. Lasky
to Succeed Walter

Wanger

F.

Jesse L. Lasky. first vice-president of
Famous Players- Lasky Corporation, has
appointed Robert T. Kane manager of
the production department, succeeding
F. Wanger.
The appointment

Walter

follows an enviable
record established by Mr. Kane as promanager at the Paramount
duction
Long Island studio, which position he
recently vacated to become general manager of the studio, succeeding Victor H.
Clarke, who was made special representative of the production department
by Mr. Lasky.

Former Newspaper Man
Mr. Kane formerly was president of
the Brunton studios and also was assoHe
ciated with the Paralta Company.
formerly was a newspaper man and during the war rose from private in the 91st
Infantry to the rank of captain.

At the same time Mr. Lasky made

it

that his present staff in the home
Harry
office would remain the same.
Durant will continue as Mr.. Lasky's assistant. William C. Bullitt, as managing
editor and E. C. King, as liaison manager
between the production and distribution
Robert E. MacAlarney
departments.
will continue as production manager in
the London studio.

known

Kaufman

in

Charge

Laskv has appointed AI Kaufman general manager of European proMr.

ductions, with supervision over

all

pro-

duction activities in England and on
On the completion ot
the Continent.
"Peter Ibbetson." George Fitzmaunce

Mr. Laskv asserts, will go to London
produce a series of special productions.
Ouida Bergere will go to London with
Mr. Fitzmaurice. her husband.

to

Aronowitz Buys Rialto
NEWTON. A.— The Rialto theatre
I

has been sold by

pany

to

Sam

Adams Theatres Com-

Aronowitz.

In

our picturization we used George ArlisNot a single objection has been raised
against the picture.

Picture of Far North

"Everybody

is fond of the great outdoors, but tew can afford to be there all
the time. Many a time, in the hustle and
nervousness of the city, man remember-^
the happy hours he spent in the wood-,
when he watched the bluish smoke of
the camp fire rise in graceful wreaths
toward a sky, gilt by the rays of the
setting sun.
"Holman Day. another author of 'be=t
sellers.' wrote a story of the great woodway up North, in the lumber camps of
Maine a story of might against right as
some of us mortals would like to see it
till love brings a happy ending.
"We showed the picture at a prerelease showing at the Aeolian Hall under the auspices of the Maine Society ct
New York. Several former governors ot
state were nresent as well as other high
officials.
The present governor of Maine

—

had specially come down
to view the picture. They

to

New

all

praised the

\ ork

picture.

Exhibitors

Make Money
money on

"Exhibitors are making big

this picture in spite of the fact that not a

Wanda Hawley.

from
T. Roy Barnes and Walter Hiers. in an amusing scent
Kiss in Time." published by Realart Pictures.

"A
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THREE STILLS WHICH TELL THE STORY

Hugo

Ballin presents

"The Journey's End,"

a

Hodkinson feature which includes Mabel
Bancroft

in

Synchronized Company Find Ready
Market for Scenario Music Scores
With twenty-five

distributing offices in
and with a staff of
editors, writers and scorers, prominent
among whom are Carl Edouarde, Erno
Rapec. Hugo Reiscnfeld, James C. Bradford, Joseph Carl Breil and Arthur J.
as

many key

cities

Abrams,

Synchronized Scenario Music
of 64 East Jackson boulevard,
Chicago, is making rapid strides towards
obtaining the support of theatre owners
throughout the country.
In a nation-wide campaign now being
waged for better music in motion picture
theatres,
the
work of Synchronized
Scenario Music Company takes its place
as one of the great developments for the
betterment of motion picture presenta-

Company

tion.

Credits Music

With Development

Synchronized
Music scores are receiving an enthusiastic reception in every quarter of the
country.
Progressive theatre owners,
realizing the value of music as an entertainment feature, are visiting the branch
Reports

indicate

that

distributing offices of the company and
contracting for service.
M. J. Mintz, sales manager, during a
recent convention of regional sales supervisors in Chicago, said: "While it is true
that the high standard of artistic achievements of film plays is based on the great
development of photography, due credit
should also be given music for the part it
has played in making the motion picture
the popular institution it is today.
"To properly present a motion picture
today it is absolutely necessary that the

musical
accompaniment
synchronizes
with the action on the screen. For that
purpose Synchronized Music scores wore
conceived.
The part they are already
playing in motion picture presentations
in many of the very best theatres in
America is apparent from the increased
revenue at the box office.

Must Be Synchronized
"The public attends a theatre for the
sole purpose of amusement.
Music has
always enjoyed a powerful hold on
humanity. No matter how humble your
patron may be, there is instilled within
him an emotional quality, and when
everything else has failed to make that
quality respond, music will be found to
have the power to move him. Therefore
when a tense scene is depicted upon the
screen nothing can put it over quite as
satisfactorily as music, properly synchronized with that scene.
And this

Wyndham

Ballin,

Universal Launches
$7,000 Sales Drive
Contest Will Last During

holds true just as surely with any scene
may be screened, be it the highest
of comedy action or the tensest
dramatic scene.

Period of Three

that

bit

Aids
"It

is

in

Evolution

by exhibitors

recognized

that

Mr. Edouarde in his Strand theatre, Mr.
Rapee in his Capitol theatre and Mr.
Reiscnfeld in his Rialto, Rivoli and Criterion theatres, have promoted the evolution of the picture play by creating a
better taste in motion pictures, but it
must not be forgotten that this- was
achieved

in

conjuncion with music. Color-

stage settings, too, played an important part and great credit is due the managers of these splendid theatres, as well
as many others in every part of the country that have in their own way emulated
ful

the

example

set

in

New

York.
found a source

"The public

has
of
co-presentation of the
two arts, and where they have been properly presented they have liberally patronized the theatres.
Nothing ran more
surely demonstrate the value of music
and I predict now that in another year
every motion picture house in the country will prominently feature its music "
Synchronized music scores are ready
now on all standard publications. First
National.
Paramount, Vitagraph, Fox,
Associated
Producers,
Realart.
Assopleasure

in

this

Exhibitors,

ciated

Standing and George

the cast.

Universal.

Selznick,

Goldwyn. United Artists, RobertsonCole. Hodkinson and Metro pictures havt
specially prepared
synchronized music
scores for each of their publications

This

Months

Summer

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
Film Manufacturing Company, on June
12 launched a $7,000 sales contest which
will be concluded on September 3.
The money will be divided into six
purses and will be awarded to exchanges
showing the largest percentage of increased business over the same period
year. A special prize will be won
the branch doing business at the
lowest percentage of operating costs.
Full awards will be made to exchanges
tying for first places.

last

by

Country

Is

Divided

The exchanges have been

divided into

Each exchange in each
group will compete with other exchanges
in that group and the one showing the
groups.

five

greatest increase in business will win the
prize offered that group.
A national prize of $1,000 is offered
for which all the Universal exchanges

compete

without regard to their
This national prize will be
the exchange that shows the
smallest percentage of cost to transact
will

grouping.

awarded
its

to

business.

Berman

Issues Statement

In his letter to the exchange managers,
announcing the contest. H. M. Berman,
general manager of exchanges, laid down
the rules that will govern the event, and
made it clear to all the managers that
the prize money, when won, is to be
divided among all the employees of win-

ning exchanges.

Tom
Tom

Geraghty Honorary
Officer of Authors Club

Geraghty, supervising director
of Paramount's Eastern studios, has been
elected honorary vice president of the
Authors League of America along with
Victor Herbert, representing composers,
and James Forbes, representing dramatists.
This is the first time that the
motion picture has been represented on
the board of honorary vice presidents

Dowling

of the league.

Sells

Findlay Victory

FIXDLAY. O.— O.

M. Grubb has sold
Marquet of
Marysville and J. W. Carder of this city.
The new owners plan alterations and
improvements.

the Victory theatre to E. L.

Is

Cast in Next

Mary Pickford Feature

J.

Joseph

fame

is

Dowling of "Miracle Man"
to play the part of Faversham,

the solicitor, in Mary Pickford's screen
interpretation of "Little Lord Fauntleroy." which the United Artists will issue
this Fall.
The only other member of
the cast who has been announced is
Claude Gillingwater.
This marks his

debut

in

films.

Plan Lake Forest Theatre
LAKE FOREST, ILL.— A motion
theatre to cost $12,000 will be
built here and is expected to be located
at Deerpath and Forest avenues.

picture

June

25.
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Rogers in Thirteen
Goldwyn Productions
Clarence

Shipman Joins With
American

Twelve

Directors, Actors, Technical Staffs and
Will Go to Latin Country As a
Result of New Association

Cameramen

In completing "A Poor Relation," nowbeing titled and edited at Goldwyn's

Culver City studios. Will Rogers has
appeared in thirteen pictures in two years
for Goldwyn.
It is the twelfth consecutive picture in which he was directed by
Clarence G. Badger.
Featured in Beach Film
Mr. Rogers was featured in his first
motion picture. "Laughing Bill Hyde,"
by Rex Beach, directed by Hobart Henley.
He proved such an adept at film
acting, he photographed so well, and

Ernest Shipman has returned to America

after

Italy

successfully

for

the production

international
five

years.

Film

closing a

deal

in

of a series

of

over a period of
His contract is with Ultra
pictures

Company,

which

controls

the

product of Nova, Bernini, Italia and other
producing units.
Under the terms of the contract such

American

directors.

technical

staffs.

His first stellar picture was "Almost
Husband." based upon Opie Read's
novel,
Clarence G.
"Old Ebenezer."
Badger was assigned to direct this and
then began a star-director association
which has lasted longer, it is claimed,
than any other such picture association.
Stories by Popular Authors
The other Rogers pictures which he
has directed include. "Jubilo" from Ben
Ames Williams' story; "The Strange
Boarder" by Will Payne: "Water, Water
Everywhere," from a story by William
R. Lighton; "Jes' Call Me Jim," from
J. G. Holland's old novel: "Seven Oaks."
"Cupid, the Cowpuncher," from a western story by Eleanor Gates; "Honest
Hutch," from Garrett Smith's story of
"Old Hutch Lives Up to It;" "Boys
Will be Boys." by Irvin S. Cobb; "Guile

Productions

in

tember

Through Inter-Globe Export Corpora"The Rider of the King Log."
Bryant Washburn in "The Road to
London;" the Associated Lloyd comedies; the coming productions of Mae
Murray and Florence Vidor. and the
whole schedule for the

fall will

be avail-

able to the world.
In his new organization Mr. Garrett
will have alliances w ith some of the leading organizations of Europe and South

America.

Nine Resigns Post
(Special to Exhibitors Herald)

KANSAS
Nine,

CITY, MO., June 14.—F.

has been associated with \

who

F.

ita-

territory for the last six
as the company's
His resignation
branch manager here.
was effective on June 11.

graph

in

years,

has

this

resigned

company
commence

first

August

will sail

in

August

operations on Sep-

1.

The new

million lire studios of the

Nova-

of housing from five to eight producing
units at one time.

Praises Italian

Speaking

ERNEST SHIPMAN
will cooperate with Italian film men
production of international features.

cameramen and

tion

Sails in

Bernini companies are ground floor glass
structures, of tremendous area, capable

artists

as are

in

essential

connection with the making of each
individual production will go to Italy.
Will Make Two Prints
Stories from authors having an international reputation will be used for the
Two negatives will be
leading vehicles.
made of each subject, one to be treated
in

Corporation,
Export
Inter - Globe
recently organized by Sidney Garret, has
signed with Associated Exhibitors, Inc.,
for the distribution of Associated product in all parts of the world excepting
the United State? and Canada.

American methods

artistry.

The studios under control of Ultra
Film Company are all of recent structure
and are most modern in every particular.

Who

Europe

favor of

and American

The

Women'" irom a Peter Clark MacFarlane storv: "An Unwilling Hero,"
from O. Henry's story, "Whistling
Dick's Christmas Stocking;" "Doubling
for Romeo." an original screen story by
Elmer L. Rice, and Edward E. Kidder's
comedv, "A Poor Relation," now being
The two latter will be
completed.

Handle

in

ready to

of

Associated Exhibitors

A

decided

of the stories, the directors, the technical
staff and the artists, and Mr. Shipman's
associates, who number over a score, will
give him the benefit of a round-table conference on every important move.

a

Inter- Globe to

methods, desiring to supplement Italian
art and artistic production with the full
tide of dramatic possibilities and technical
perfection.
result of this study he has

Consequently, it is estimated that probably four or five hundred film personages of prominence will be sojourning in
Italy for various periods of time.
Great
care will be manifested in the selection

being translated to the screen that he
was at once starred.

Fall publications.

duly recorded with the government and
certified before the British and
American embassies.
For some months Dr. Stame has invited the best effort of Germany, France,
England and America for cooperative
copies

Company

was so human and so imbued
with comedy that^id not lose its force in
his acting

among Goldwyn's

Firm

In Producing International Films

Badger Has Been

Star's Director in

Italian

in its continuity, direction and interpretation from the American standpoint and
with a deference of censor board regulations in all countries of the English-

the

of

Shipman

"The Nut" Day and Date
in Twenty-Six Theatres
Twenty-six Chicago theatres played
"The Nut" day and date. The achievement is regarded as one of the best records yet made by the hustlers in the

The theatres were:
Strand, Marshall Square.

local film exchanges.

The Broadway

Dr. Francesco Stame, president and
guiding spirit of Ultra Film Company and
its affiliations, is a multi-millionaire and
a man of foremost business standing in
Rome. He has been applying business
methods to his producing units during
the past few years and has shown a conSo
siderable profit from each studio.
sure is he of the successful outcome of
this undertaking that he has personally
guaranteed all contracts which have been

Mr.

meet with our requirements."

foreign negative will be known
as the Latin negative and the Ultra Company, with its Italian directors working
side by side with the American directors,
will make such departures in the telling
of their story as will best please the
Latin and other foreign publics.

Stame Heads Company

Work

says:
"No country in the world
surpasses the artists of Italy in studio
work, costuming, handling of mobs and
all the artistic technicalities that appertain to production.
It is the intention of
myself and my associates to utilize all
this art as being merely incidental to the
story and before it to set the drama
that entertains.
"The spirit of the contract is one that
should be most encouraging to the entire industry.
It is a spirit of cooperation.
Italy desires to purchase from us
our most artistic productions and in turn
to sell us such output of their own as will

speaking world.

The

trip,

Crawford. Paramount. West End. CrysStrand. Dearborn. Ascher's Crown.

tal.

Calo.
Hoyburn.
DeLuxe. Rosewood,
Frolic.
Kenwood. Bugg. Bryn Mawr.

Central Park, Jackson Park.
Crown.
Chateau, Twenty-sixth Street
Metropolitan, West Englewood. Michigan and the Covent Garden.
Stratford,

To Improve Topeka Grand
TOPEKA, KAN.— A

$6,500 cooling
in the Grand
H. H. Buntley recently
theatre here.
succeeded Jack Wilson as manager of
the playhouse. R. J. Mack is assistant

system

will

be

general manager.

installed

KX HI
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Pyramid Capitalizes
to
Pyramid
corporated

Produce for

Pictures,
in

Inc.,

has been

Delaware with a

in-

capitaliza-

of $1,090)000 for the production of
features for the independent market. Six-

tion

HI

TORS HERALD

$1,000,000
Independent Market

Territories Disposed of

for the first of a new
single-reel animal comedies to
be produced during the year for Educational Film Exchanges by Selig and Rork.
Never before, it is said, have three

"Shadow-land
Screen
Review,"
the
single reel series, one every two weeks,
of scenes at home, at .work and at play
with stars of the stage, screen, dance

at

the

is

-eries

prospect

of

teen pictures will be made by Pyramid
every year. Offices of the company have
been opened at 150 West Thirty-fourth
street. New York.

chimpanzees

Smallwood & Company. Inc.. investment brokers, through Arthur N. Small-

be publi>hed each

president, has arranged for the
financing of the company.
No capital

Fred Quimby Will Produce
Pictures for Distribution
Through National Agency

wood,

its

together.

been

Work

this series for
sist of twelve

seen

actually

acting

just recently started

on

Educational.
It will conreel comedies, one to

one

month during

the year.

!• red
C. Quimby, in addition to being
personal representative in the film field

for the

Pantages

distribute

New

way,

known

circuit, will

own

produce and

He

has
BroadThe company will be

his

in

opened executive

offices

York.

right.
at

1482

Fred C. Quimby, Inc.
Arrangements have been made, according to Mr. Quimby, for distribution of
the pictures through a prominent distributing organization.
A well-known
as

director is in New York conferring with
the producer on production plans.
Mr. Quimby has charge of Jack Dcmpsey'a film activities.
In addition to supervising the taking of the fight pictures, he
will bring the public into intimate contact with the champion through feature

and
the

serial films soon
silver screen.

Taisho Film

to be projected

Company

D. J. Mountan, export manager of
Arrow Film Corporation, announces that

RAY
direct

C.

the

SMALLWOOD
initial

Pyramid

a contract has
Picture*

been closed for practically

production

the entire Arrow output for Japan. Negotiations were made and the deal closed

stock will be offered for sale. Mr. Smallwood himself is a pioneer of the film
industry.
Within the next few days he
will announce the officers of the new
concern.

through Taisho Film Company of Tokio.
Another big foreign announcement is
to be made by Arrow shortly.
The Japan contract in part gives the
following Arrow product for distribution

Directors to Share

there: The James Oliver Curwood series
of four pictures: the four of the Neva
Gerber star series; eight Jack Hoxies;
two Rubye De Remer productions: three
Bessie Love pictures: the Grace Davidson
series and many other single features, including the entire series of Hank Mann

Pyramid Pictures enters the

with
the determination to give to the independent market the best box office attractions
time, money and brains can build, its an-

nouncement
will
will

be

in,

says.

The

first

field

unit,

which

charge of Ray C. Smallwood.

commence work in a New York
studio on the initial Pyramid production
within the next two weeks.
The company plans to give the director
and the author a certain percentage of
the gross as against a substantial cash
advance. This method, the executives of
the new company believe, will give to its
product the best authors and directors in
the motion picture world.
Formulate Business Policy
Business organization will be the keynote of the new concern.
Only those
men who are experts in their individual
lines and who have kept faith with the
exhibitors will be affiliated with Pyramid.

Jungle Well Represented
in Educational Comedies
Three chimpanzees, an elephant,

tigers,

leopards, an ostrich, cats, goldfish and.
last, but not least, a porcupine, all in one

screamingly funny animal comedy.

This

comedies.

Guading Expresses
Exhibitor's Ideal
Henry W. Gauding, manager

of

Lincoln theatre, Pittsburgh,
expressed the aim of all motion
picture exhibitors when he said at
:he recent convention of Pennsyl:he

Pa.,

vania exhibitors:

"The motion

picture theatre

and other arts, produced by A. D. V.
Storey and published by Storey Pictures, Inc., has been sold to Kelin Distributing Corporation for New England;
State Film and Amusement Company,
Cleveland, O.
Super Film Attractions,
Washington, D. C; All Star Feature
Distributors, San
Francisco and Los
Angeles; Doll- Van Film Company, Indianapolis: Producers Feature Service,
New York; Hygrade Pictures Corporation, Charlotte, N. C, and New Film
Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa.
"Shadowland Screen Review," issue
No. 2, contains Conttance Talmadge
and her director, Chet Withey; the Fash;

Revue from the Frenchy musical
show "Afgar;" Will Rogers. Eddie Polo,
Vera Gordon, Director William Night
with Maurine Powers, Julia Swayne Gordon, Director Emile Chautard. William
K. Ziegfeld, the Floradora Sextette from
the Green Room Club Revel and other
ion

interesting

subjects.

Paramount Announces
Its Fall
u

Publications

ontimtcd from p&gf 6j)

"Your Home Comes First" and "Exit the
Vamp," by Clara Beranger.
"Gasoline Gus" by George Pattullo has

Arrow
Productions in Japan

will

on "Shadowland Review"
By Storey Pictures, Inc.

on

Will Distribute

Who

lune 25. V)2\

own-

ers favor the display of clean pictures.
are unalterably opposed
to the exploitation of anyone who
has a criminal or any other record
that would be detrimental to the
industry.
believe in constantly

We

We

endeavoring to elevate the standard
of the screen."

He was tendered a rising vote of
thanks by the delegates.

been finished by Roscoe Arbuckle and he
now is at work on "Should a Man
Marry?" by Sarah Y. Mason.
In the
cast are Mary Thurman and Harriet
Hammond. The comedian also will be
seen in "Thirty Days" by A. E. Thomas
and
Hamilton,
Clayton
"Via
Fast
Freight" by Curtis Benton, "Are You a
Mason" and "The Man from Mexico."
"Take It or Leave It" will be Agnes
Ayres' first starring vehicle.
"The Man Who Sold Himself" will introduce Jack Holt as a star in Para-

mount productions.
"Beside the Bonnie Briar Bush" is being produced in
London by Donald
Crisp. The director also will act in this
Paul Powell is
Ian MacLaren story.

work on "Twice Wed" with
at
David Powell playing the male lead.
Other pictures on the company's
schedule are: William S. Hart in "Three
Word Brand." in which he plays three
roles, "White Oak" and "Traveling On;"
"Ladies
Must Live," George Loane

now

"The
picture
since
first
Tucker's
Miracle Man." Presented by Mayflower
Film Corporation this picture has a
notable cast, including Betty Compson.
"Get Rich Quick Wallingford," a Cosfrom
directed
production
mopolitan
George M. Cohan's famous play by
Frank Borsage. In the cast will be Doris
Kenyon. Norman Kerry, Sam Hardy and
Diana Allen.
"Supermen." by Fannie Hurst. "Back
Pay." by the same author and directed
by Frank Borsage from a scenario by
Frances Marion, with a cast including
Matt Moore and Seena Owen: "The
Marion Davies;
with
Play."
Bride's

"Boomerang

Bill"

with

Lionel

Barry-

more; "Just Around the Corner." by
Fannie Hurst: "The Valley of Silent
Men" by Peter B. Kyne and "Enchantment" with Marion Davies, are other
pictures coming from the Cosmopolitan
studios that either have been produced
or are set for early production.

EXHIBIT
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five men responsible for the senal "The Adventures of Tarzan,
for distribution by Numa Pictures Corporation.
Left to right they are: Julius Stern, president Great Western Producing Company; Oscar Jacobs, Eastern representative:
Adolph Weiss, president Numa Pictures; Louis Weiss, vice president, and Max Weiss, of the board of directors of Numa
Pictures Corporation.

These are the

Hoxie Making Tour
Of Exchange Cities

Pictures to State Right New
"Tarzan" Serial Featuring Lincoln

Numa

Arrow Star to Produce New

Sales Organization

Series of Eight Films

This Season
Jack Hoxie. Arrow star, left Los Angeles on June 13 tor a personal tour of
the exchange centers of tre country.

company

distributing
will

The
trip

be a stimulating exploitation aid for

exchanges and theatres.
It also is announced that

make

Western Producing Company
produce for Xuma Pictures Corporation a new "Tarzan" serial adapted from
one of Edgar Rice Burroughs novels.
Great

will

Hoxie has

contract with Ben Wilson
eight new special productions

new

signed a
to

this

believes

coming year. These productions
will be laid in Western and Northwestern
atmosphere, giving Hoxie full play for
tor the

the virile outdoor character that he por-

Formed

Elmho Lincoln

will star in the fifteen

For the purpose of
exploiting and marketing the serial in
the state right field a new company.
The Adventures of Tarzan Serial Sales
chapter

Corporation,
offices in the

building.

been
formed with
has
Marcus Loew State theatre

Xew

York.

Produces Several Serials

Makes Dallas Appearance

The various executives responsible for
"The Adventure-s of Tarzan."

In his tour Hoxie went first to Dallas.
Tex., as a guest for three days of Spe-

this serial.

He was met at
Film Company.
Dallas by Thomas A. Curran. special rep-

the

resentative of Arrow, who
pany him on the first leg of

will
his

accomjourney

across the country to the East.

From Dallas, Hoxie will go to Oklahoma City, where he will spend two days
with the Oklahoma branch of the SpeThe rest of his
cialty Film Company.
itinerary

them

is

the order that
as follows:
in

he will

visit

Guest of Joe Fox

Kansas

where he will be the
Joe Fox of Phoenix Film CorCity,

guest of
poration: St. Louis, Xew Orleans, Atlanta. Charlotte, Washington, and thtn
into Xew York.
After spending a week
in
Xew York, he will go to Boston.
Cincinnati
Philadelphia.
Pittsburgh.
Cleveland. Detroit. Chicago. Milwaukee,
Denver.
Salt La'<e
Minneapolis. Omaha.
City, Seattle and back to the Coast.

Rebuild Vineland Theatre
VINELAND, X. J— The old Bijou
theatre in lower Landis avenue

is

rapidly

It will
remodeled house.
be taken over by .Stiefel Amusement
Company, owners of the Grand and

rising

Globe.

into

a

New York

prominently with
identified
industry for a number of years.
Adolph, Louis and Max Weiss are the

have been

moving spirits of Xuma Pictures. Great
Western Producing Company is sponsored by Julius Stern and Oscar and
Louis Jacobs.
The producing concern is responsible
for the production of such serial films

"The Flaming Disk." "Elmo the
Mighty" and "Elmo the Fearless." all
of which have served as starring veGreat Western
hicles for Elmo Lincoln.
as

has been actively associated with the
L'niversal Film Manufacturing Company
for many years, furnishing that organization with various successful productions both of feature and serial length.

Sponsor Goldwyn Film
Adolph. Louis and Max We-ss. with
special arrangements have been

whom

entered into for the filming of "The
A-dventures of Tarzan." has been responsible recently for the Goldwyn production. "The Revenge of Tarzan." They
sponsored such productions as "The
Open Door." for Robinson-Cole. "The
Unfair Sex" and other feature lergth
Within a short time announcespecials.
ment will be made of the titles of the
first

the

to Exploit

in

paign for this

serial will be in the hands
Bert Ennis. veteran publicity man.
who has been identified at various times
as publicity director for Madame Petrova. S and L Pictures. Xew York Motion Picture Company. Titagraph, etc.

of

picture.

trays.

cialty

in

and Market Picture Produced
Fifteen Chapters

several episodes.
exploitation and

The

direction 01

advertising

cam-

Marion Davies

Is

Under

Direction of Capellani
Marion Davies, star of Cosmopolitan
Productions, whose latest picture. "Buried
Treasure." is playing throughout the
country, has started production on a new
picture under the direction of Albert
Capellani.
Miss Davies' new picture is
''The Young Diana" from the
story of the same name by Marie Corelli
that appeared serially in Hearst's Magazine in 1917-18.
In Miss Davies' cast are Forrest Stanley, who plays her leading man. and
Pedro de Cordoba, who has the role of
the heavy.
entitled

Universal City Trip

Given

Is

Two Employes As

Reward

for Efficiency

Film Manufacturing Comreward for efficiency and
good service, is sending two of jts factory employes on a thirty-day trip to
Los Angeles and the Universal studio>
The lucky workers
at Universal City.
are Mrs. Charlotte Marcus, private secretary of the factory superintendent, and
Irving Stolzer. one of Universale expert
Both have been
film printing timers.
Universal
pany, as a

with Universal since

it

was organized.

Gets Chester, Pa., Theatre

—

CHESTER. PA. Stanley Company
has acquired the Washington theatre in
Market street
opened under
Nlargolis.

built

the

months ago and
management of Ed

six
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Fairbanks to Spend
Million on Feature
"Three Musketeers" Star's
Most Elaborate Film
Thus Far
For the first time since he became a
screen actor, Douglas Fairbanks is producing a million dollar picture, according
United Artists.
It
is
"The Three
Musketeers," adapted by Edward Knoblock from Alexander Dumas' famous
novel, and directed by Fred Niblo.
Costumes Are Expensive
Nearly $100,000 has been spent on costumes alone, and more than half that
amount has been expended in the building of exterior sets, not counting the ship
and the pier, which are yet to be conto

structed.
The payroll is more than three times
as heavy for this picture as it has been

on any previous Fairbanks film, owing to
the fact that it has been the aim of the
star-producer to get the best talent available, regardless of cost.

Prominent

More women

Actresses

Supporting

are playing with the star

important
roles
in
"The Three
Musketeers" than have ever before appeared with him in any feature.
Marguerite De La Motte, Mary MacLaren and
1-arbara La Marr. all stars in their own
in

right, are in the cast.
All told, there are
116 persons in the cast, not counting the

and the weekly payroll

extras,

is

reach $50,000.

said to

Following the completion of this picture in July, plans will be immediately
laid by Fairbanks tor the
production of
I

he

Virginian."

Ouimby

Will Supervise
of Fight Films

Taking

Fred C. Quimby will supervise the
taking of the Dempsey-Carpentier
fight
Through a contract just signed
with Tex Rickard, Quimby not only will

pictures.

have charge of the

Eva Novack,

star of
lita,

"Wolves

of the North," a Universal feature,

who appears

in

support as a cabaret

and

Millie

Impo-

girl.

filming of the big
bout, but also will handle the production, exploitation and sales
of the finished product.
The fight films will run

about

Add Distinction

Any

to

five

Playhouse

While

Pathc announces that early bookings
on "Without Benefit of Clergy," the first
picturization of

Rudyard Kipling's

novel,

have been accompanied by such remarks
as "anyone may be proud to exhibit

Without Benefit of Clergy' for it will
add special distinction to any theatre
showing it."
Following previews of the picture at
the exchanges, Pathe reports that exhibitors have been quick to respond with
booking. The feature will be issued on
July

3.

Results Are Unexpected

The

distributors report that all their
anticipations of the results of previews
have been exceeded. As quickly as was
possible after the completion of the
picture and its final editing, prints were
made and forwarded to the branch exchanges.
Results of exhibitor previews
at branch exchanges as far West as Chicago have been received at headquarters.
They indicate that the expectations of the heads of production and distribution were altogether too modest.
The picture is accepted by the shrewd
and experienced men w ho cater to the
public, Pathe claims, as the most distinguished screen production of several
r

years past, excelling in beauty and having a human appeal of sympathy, love
and pathos calculated to hold any audience, however sophisticated or simple in
its

tastes.

Congratulations from Kipling

A

set

of

still

pictures

forwarded

to

Randolph Lewis, his
technical assistant and author's superMr.

Kipling

by

visor of production, have brought a personal response of congratulations to all
concerned.
In a cable received at the
Brim ton studios, Mr. Kipling refers to
his delight at "the meticulous attention
to detail."

He is waiting with what patience he
command for the film to "come out."
and adds
"Whatever happens, we may
can

:

congratulate ourselves that we have done
the best we could." In a letter just received at the Pathe offices, and referring
"the best I
to the stills sent to him
have ever seen" he repeats his cabled

—

commendation of technical verity shown
in the sets and native Indian accessories,
the costumes and manner of wearing
them, and frankly rejoices at the selection of Virginia Brown Faire for the
part of Ameera, as almost perfectly realizing his ideal of that

Hindu

reels

and

will

show

in

detail

addition to the contest itself everything of interest surrounding the battle
lor the world's heavyweight championship that can be picturized.
in

Exhibitor Says Kipling Picture Will

heroine.

federal law ordinarily would
the showing of the pictures
throughout the United States, there is
nothing, it is said, to prevent the exhibition of the film in New Jersey.
Mr.
Quimby hints that there is a possibility
that through some special dispensation
the picture's may even be shown elsewhere in the country than in New Jera

prevent

Any such special showing would
probably partake largely of the nature
of benefit exhibitions for wounded and
needy ex-service men.
sey.

Third Irving Cummings
Film Is "Patsy's Jim"
Producers Security Corporation of
New York announces that the third of
the Irving Cummings series of two-reel
subjects will be entitled "Patsy's Jim."
The fourth subject is in the making,
with Cummings personally directing.
Inter-Ocean Film Company, which has
obtained the general distribution for
Europe, announces splendid progress
and expects to make a wide exploitation
The
of the Cummings pictures abroad.
Indiana and Illinois rights have been
Film
Players
Celebrated
the
taken by
Corporation of Chicago.
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Clara Horton and Irancis Ford are

ing.

the cast.

in

«

With

the Procession in
By

*

»

Stuakt Patox, who
Dean in "Reputation,"

Los Angeles

directed

Priscilla

again

directing

is

her in another feature. Herbert Rawlinson
is playing opposite the star.
The title is
"Conflict."

E. A. B.

*

*'

«

Marie Prevost has reported
where she

City,

Benjamin B. Hampton Productions have
have started work on "Hearts Haven."
Jean Hersholt and Elliot Howe will co-

day by calling for her husband, as was her
custom before her illness.
Mrs. Barker

direct.

is

*

*

her friends at the

well

King Young is now director of publicity
Ben B. Hampton Productions, replacing
Jay Chapman, who recently resigned.

A
the

baseball

*

*

team has been organized

Katherine MacDonald

studio.

at

Bernie

Fineman. manager of the team, was surprised to learn that nearly all of his emwere
including the office boy.
ployes,
former "college stars." Even Bernie admits that he was good when he played for

Xew York

University-.
*
*

known

Klondyke."
*

Marshall Neilax has completed negoDonn Byrne, the famous Irish

picturizaticn
for the
author,
Stranger's Banquet."
* * *

of

'The

Louis B. Mayer has selected an excellent
cast to support Anita Stewart in "A QuesIn the cast will appear
tion of Honor."

names as Edward Brady. Edward
Hearn, Arthur Hull and Walt Whitman.
such

*

Jack

*

Mrs. Reginald Barker has recovered
from a long spell of sickness and surprised

*

*

Cunningham, formerly

chief of
the Robertson-Cole scenario staff, is free
lancing again and has several stories prepared for the screen.

T.

Roy Barnes

will play the leading

male

part in support of Wanda Hawley in her
next picture, to be called "Her Face Value."
*

*

tiations with

*

studio the other

to millions of screen fans as
Clara Wil'iams. the star in "Carmen of the

*

for

*

Goldwyn

*

*

*

Roberts is starred and Darrel Foss plays
the principal supporting part.
In the cast
are Ram"' Wallace. William Walsh and
Charlott Kink.
* * *

Hoot Gibson

is

now making

a serio of light comedies.
Her first picture will be called "The Butterfly," from a
story by Percival Wilde.

Dewitt C. Jennings, famous for his impersonations of police roles on the screen
and stage, has been cast for a part in "The
Poverty of Riches." Jennings recently finished in support of Tom Moore in "Beating the Game," directed by Victor Schert/inger.

*

*

*

Although Leatrice Joy has no long-term
contract with Goldwyn. she has worked in
five pictures in straight succession, playini;
a prominent part in "Ace of Hearts," "A
Tale of Two Worlds." "Bunty Pulls >he
String."
"The Night Rose" and "The

Jay Chapman, formerly director of pub-

his first five
is direct-

Jack Ford

B.

for

licitv

B.

Hampton,

having

credit,

.Man

will

devote

all

the screen in
many successes to
recently written "The

of his time to writing
Chapman has
future.
his

King Baggot has nearly completed "The
Gossamer Web" at Universal City. Edith

reeler for Universal.

Universal

Poverty of Riches."

*

Walter Hiers is making personal appearances in the South, where "Two Weeks
With Pay," "Oh. Lady, Lady" and other
Realart productions are showing at present.
*

at

under contract to make

is

Hrom Nowhere."

for

in

which Jack Hoxie

was featured
*

Assistant

*

-»

Director

Notes

Pete Gerald has finished his contract
with George Kern Productions.
George Webster is scheduled to start
with Director George Marshall on the next

Tom Mix

production at Fox.

Harry Tenbrooke has

left for a vacation
Catalina. having finished with Reggie
Morris at California Productions.
Mack Wright is putting in a scries of
stone terraces around his new mountain

at

Laurel Canyon.
is organizing a company
to produce five reel westerns for an eastern company of capitalists.
Virgil Hart has gone to San Diego for
a two weeks' rest.

bungalow

in

James Clemens

is assisting T. Hays Hunthe cutting of "The Light in the
Clearing" at Brunton Studio.
Allen M. Watt is devoting all his time
to the editing of the assistant directors'
hand book which will be distributed to all
assistants, casting directors and production
managers twice each year and will contain
worlds of valuable information gleaned
from the members of the association.
Vincent McDermott has returned from
Big Bear, where he has been on a vacation.

Claude Camp

ter

in

Dick Sherrer is now preparing script
Wah Ming productions, who will
produce at the Boyle Heights studio. The
for the

story, author, actors and producer will all
Dick and the director anticibe Chinese.
pate much joy.

Pathe to Issue Cartoon
Films of "Aesop's Fables"
A cartoon comedy version of "Aesop's
Modernized." drawn by Paul
Fables
Terry, is announced for early screen
presentation by Fables Pictures. Inc.,
with Pathe as the distributor With comedy treatment the sterling stories of
Aesop are born anew for today's audiences.
19. Fables Pictures
be issued at the rate of one a week

Beginning on June
will

through Pathe Exchange. Inc.

Mayor Meridith

Snyder of Los Angeles, Cal., welcomes George Beban home,
and presents him with a floral key to the city.

P.

The

first

publication is entitled "The Goose That
Laid the Golden Egg." one of the most
familiar as well as famous in the Aesop

volume.

—
so

———
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LETTERS

"TOPICS

From Readers
Communications

on

topics

IXHIBITOBS HERALD

of

When Thomas A. Edison made out hi,
>erie> of questions as a test for employes
he started something.
The jokesmiths of
the press are giving questions "air" at a
rapid clip and the end is not in sight.

Attention, Mr. Reichlin!

MEXICO

CITY.

MEX.— To

*

the Editor:

the answer to a question"'
If a corset cover covers a corset,
does a corset cover?

Vvh)

your edition of May :is you published
about Mexico in which Mr. Reichlin of Goldwyri says that Goldwyn is getting more money out of this market tor
their pictures
than any other company
In

article

W

that

hen

here.

—

am. HERBERT Wall, manager.
Mexico branch office, I niversal Film Manufacturing Company.
1

WALNUT,

IA.— To

suggest that each community co-operate with
each other in buying advert sing matter.

Mr.

example,

the

month

ter

which he

of

May
will

the Editor:

Jones

will

I

buy

for

the advertising matuse for that month.

After his use, he will forward same to
next exhibitor whose date will follow
that of Mr. Jones.
The second exhibitor
will forward the same as Mr. Jones.
In
this manner 1 believe we can eliminate
mo per cent of advertising expenditures.
Let's get together in the>e close times.
It
means money to all of us. A. G.

—

Happy Hour

Hauge. manager,
Walnut. Ia.

Beating the Heat

TOLEDO, OHIO— To

theatre.

Waves
the Editor:

Ex-

howl about business during the
hot weather.
Complaints never get one
anywhere.
Sometimes an extra effort
hibitors

does.

On the top of our outside box office
there reposes a large fan.
This is inclosed in a black box.
Let anyone tryto get past our house without getting
a whiff of cool air!
It makes him think
that it i- a cool place, which it i>.
Just
a bit of psychology.
A flag or roll confetti will attract the eye.
Under the marquee hangs a sign reading:
"The coolest theatre in Toledo.
Temperature outside
Temperature
"
inside
The blanks inside are filled
in and
the contrast sells more tickets
than anyone would imagine.
You can't
depend on your show alone during the
hot months and if you try it, you may
This is only intended as a
others suffering from the depressed business conditions.
Another stunt to try is that of passing
out ice water during the intermissions.
have 3,000 seats, so it's a big job to
reach them all.
But the effect is there
and the neighbors know we are do'ng our
dannlest to make them comfortable.
Harold F. Wendt, publicity director. Rivoli theatre. Toledo, Ohio.
be

sorry.
to

We

Hard Work

in

Small

ing hash

find

the

esting and
cially
the

have been
years,

most

I

of

my

experience

having

calling

it

it-.

Vaudeville

of
series of productions made by the
Ldya Geitlry Productions, Inc.. the first to
rican," writtm by Booth TarUb~ "The
ington.

Star

\

v.

York W

Am

been ill vaudeville or in the booking department, and in larger towns than I air
in

at present.

said
little

my

love

"I

lamb?

New

orld.
»

Aesop a Fable?

What makes

women

wild

»hv are censors?

•

wild?

"Topics of

lit,-

l>o\"

films.
*

came out here and located in
of about 10,5U0 people. I have
discovered that a small town manager is
Since

this

mak-

?

What great man first
wife, but oh you kid?"
Mow old was Man's

GLADYS GFNTRY

I

I

town

up against some

propositions some-

stiff

We
times in putting over his pictures.
have only one sign artist, but fortunately
he does fairly well.
use hook-up windows with the different merchants, and
also the press material which we secure.

low old is Ann ?
hat are the dimensions of a

W
suit

•

bathing

?

>>hy do the>- let George do it?— Pillswrgh Gasette-Trmes.

I

The Angelo
good ad

furniture

company

ran a
recent
use a

conjunction with a
Occasionally we
mailing list and send out cards to 1,000
prospective patrons: we use street stunt>
and anything else that tits the picture we
are playing
We also have some welllocated bill boards.
haven't noticed anything from this
I
section of the country and thought perhaps you would be interested in knowing
what we are doing in west Texas.
Again assuring you of our appreciation
of the eood assistance the Herald is
giving the exhibitor, and
with best
wishes.
R. P. Whitfield, manager. Lyric
and Liberty theatres. San Angelo. Tex.

window

in

display.

—

Wants Warning on Bad Ones
ABILENE, TEX.— To the Editor:
a

W

ho discovered

am

subscriber to and like the Herald very
find many items of interest and
I

helpful suggestions and like the exhibitors'
reports on pictures.
believe that exhibiI
tors should not only tell alniut the good
pictures but also tell about the bad ones.
I
think it is more important to report the
bad ones than the good ones, so we may la>
off the sorry ones, and in that way it will
force the producers to make good picture*
as there will be no market for the bad one>.

Business is very bad in my section owing
drouth and grain failure and the general
depression over the country. A great number of people are out of employment and
what little money there is is being held out
and squeezed until the eagle squalls. H. T.
Hodge, manager. Gem Theatre Company,
Abilene, Tex.
to

—

u

a moustache?
was Fan' What did he handle?

by

is

Who

Westfield

V. J.)

(

Leader.
*

What does

Why

a

movie screen?

hasn't a vest sleeves ?
does a rooster carry

Why

a

comb? —

Wayne

Journal-

Rutgers.
*

Why
Why
Who

work?

i)

are straw hats?
fed Venus?
Ft,

Gatette.

*

Who's looney now ?

Why
W by

a poor fish ?
there a hole

is
is

in

a doughnut

?

Why

aren't pretzels made straight?
Did you ever see a peanut stand?
ho said the moon is made of green

W

cheese

the Editor:
If the producers would only make clean
pictures, there would be no call for censorship.
don't they make then;
clean? A. L. Williamson, manager. Pastime theatre, Merryville. La.

Nashville Banner.

?

cut?
does a photoplay?
is snoring?
N. Y. U. Alumnus.

Is a cut price

Why
Why

*
W'lrat's the
If
Is

use?

eventually, why not now?
there a reason?
Washington

Post.

*

—

Teacher "You dirty boy. you.
Why
you wash your face? I can see what
you had for breakfast this morning."
Bob "What was it?"
Teacher "Eggs."
Bob "Wrong. That was yesterday."
don't

—

—

—

Louc Scout.

MERRYYTLLE. LA.— To

Why

rouge, and

use of

*
I

much.

—

the

why ?

Savannah News.

To Stop Censorship

the Editor:
Exhibitors Hekai.d very intera wonderful help to me. espeexploitation department.
in the business a number of

is

"Pop?"

says

what

*

Town

SAN ANGELO, TEX.— To
I

opened

is

it

hat precious metals are used for

\\

Is

Suggests Advertising Exchange

tip

bottle

a

when

this

this letter.

For

i>

Haddx
Newt.

It
may be of interest t<:
statement is not true and I
am willing to prove that there is not any
American concern that gets as much moiie.
for their pictures in Mexico as Universal.
Thanking you in advance for publishing

you

DAY"

TT1E

interest.

quested to
200 words.
Unsigned letters will
not be considered.

operating

Of

The iiteror/ Digest

Writers are reconfine themselves to

current

lii

—— — ——

—

*

Teacher "Is there any connecting link
between the animal and vegetable, king-

doms ?"
Willie

— "Yes,

City Union.

mam!

Hash."

Atlantic

—

"What

——

—D
H ERAL
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the Picture Did For

Me"

VERDICTS ON FILMS IN LANGUAGE OF EXHIBITOR
Copyright, 1921

You

are especially invited to contribute regularly to this department.
a co-operative service FOR THE BENEFIT OF EXHIBITORS.

It is

WHAT THE

PICTURE DID FOR
and read in the
every
did for the other fellow, thereby getting the only possible guide to box office values.
P.cture Did For Me." EXHIBITORS HERALD. 417 S. Dearborn St. Chicago.

TELL US

YOU

Xot up to
Average business.
ture.

Associated Producers
Lying Lips,
tion.

— by

far

a Thomas H. Ince producand away one of the best

Pleased
have ever played.
everyone. Raised prices. Will stand advertising and raised admission.
W. D.
Van Derburgh. Broadway theatre. StatesSmall town patronage.
ville. N. C.
The Last of the Mohicans, a Maurice
Tourneur production. Don't pass this
pictures

I

—

If

they

l'ke

this.

know

— G.

Exeter. X.
ronage.

atre.

a

\Y.

—

a Thomas H. Ince production.
One of the best of the year.
You can boost this to the limit. Just fair
business owing to labor conditions.
Harry
Wood. YVoodies theatre.
R.

—

Apollo.

Pa.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

usual

standard.

Goodwin. Royal

—

—

Elmo

Lincoln.

—

If

all

pictures

I

—

Walter
back.
theatre, Fredericks. Md.

will

bring

it

Dicker. Empire
Transient patronage.

—

Dinty, a Marshall Xeilan production.
of the best pictures played this year,
Smallest Saturbut oh, such a crowd.
day night crowd this season. The district
court room was jammed to the doors,
which was more attractive than Dinty.
Lost money. G. F. Rediske, Star theSmall town patatre. Ryegate. Mont.
ronage.
The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin. Was
sorry I did not play it a week, and that
is going some for a neighborhood house.
Eighteen
Played to capacity business.
and 22 cents. M. E. Stono, Elite theatre.
Washington. D. C.
Here is a
Passion, with Pola Negri.
Wonderfully
picture hard to classify.
produced, but wasn't built for small town.

One

First National
The Passion Flower, with Norma
madge.

— Played

two days

to

Talbusi-

tine

Put her in
Star goes over good.
anything and she will draw. Raymond
Lawrence. Wilmont theatre. ChristiansXeighborhood patronage.
burg. Va.
ness.

—

—

The Truth About Husbands, with a
Some liked it. Others said
pictures like this would make them vote
for censorship.
S. Thomas. Star theatre.
••pecial cast.

—

—

Las Cruces. X. M.

— Xeighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Mamma's

with Constance Tal-

Affair,

—

madge. A first-class picture. Constance
"Talmadge always draws at this theatre.
Herbert O. Sink. Badin theatre. Badin.
Xeighborhood patronage.
X. C.

—

—

—

—

—

madge. Poorest picture Norma ever
Should have been
made. Seven reels.
five reels.
Peoole got up and walked out.
theatre.
Valley City.
John Piller. Grand
X. D. Xeighborhood patronage.
Scrambled Wives, with Marguerite

—

of the best pictures that I
Book it by all means. The
ever ran.
First Xational pictures are sure "humKing
dingers." Don't be afraid of them.
Lassiter. Dixie theatre. Gallatin. Tenn.
Xeighborhood patronage.
Nineteen and Phyllis, with Charles

—

—

Ray. Another good Ray picture that
pleased at least 90 per cent of my patrons. Business good considering present
conditions.
I ran Arbuckle in The HayCharged 35 and
seed with this feature.
20 cents.
Paul L. Turgeon. Rex theatre.

—

Green River. Wyo.

— Xeighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Gcod References, with Constance Talmadge. Good picture that only Connie

—

could

Tom

nut

over.

Magruder.

Business

only

1

|

1.

|

2.

j

3.

|

4.

I

5.

Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.— The
Chaplin ever made and drew well
at advanced prices.
Bert Xorton. Kozy
theatre. Eureka, 111.

—

Wives,

Marguerite

with

In Search
Talmadge.

of a Sinner, with Con>tance
dandy picture, but spicy.
Baradel, Palace theatre, Mc-

—A

— E.

A.

Gehee. Ark.

— Small town
—

patronage.

Forty-five Minutes From Broadway,
with Charles Ray. Well, we would like
to say a lot of things, but we have no
room, for it would take a lot of space.
Ray is one of our best stars. He will
get the crowd any old time that we can
get him.
Wm. G. Atkinson. Star the-

—

atre.

Rockingham, X.

C.

Dangerous Business, with Constance
Talmadge. We would say that this is a
good picture, and pleased generally, but

—

in spots it is a little "dangerout" and rough and the picture would
have been fully as much appreciated without it. S. I. Goodwin. Royal theatre.
Lehi. Utah.

think that

—

with

Passion,

two days
prices.

to

Pola

Negri.

good business

at

—

Played
advanced

Patrons pleased 100 per cent.

Q. Weinberg, Lyric theatre, Lexington,
Ya. Xeighborhood patronage.

Patrons
Liked Best

The Kid.
The Inside of the Cup.
.Madame X.
The Penalty.
Something to Think

6.

I

7.

Daddy Long Legs.

|

J

|

|

8.

i

9.

I

10.

Forbidden Fruit,
The Great Redeemer.
Lying Lips.

Human-

C. A. Fulmer,
Cleveland, Montbank and
Elite Theatres,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
p

Charlie
is

in

—

—

—

j

will

come

it

Ryegate.
Mont. Small town
patronage.
Twin Beds, with Mr. and Mrs. Carter
de Haven. A dandy comedy that pleased
everyone. S. Thomas. Star theatre. Las
Xeighborhood patronage.
Cruces. X. M.
Go and Get It, a Marshall Xeilan proA very good picture, but
duction.
pleased the men more than the women.
Fosters turn away business instead of
drawing. Chancellor Bros.. Dreamland
Arcanum.
theatre.
O. Neighborhood
patronage.
Passion, with Pola Negri. Once in a
blue moon you get a picture that can be
theatre.

|

Chaplin.— If

Chaplin and

you, of course,
house.
Chaplin has
held the record here with his other pictures, but fell flat on The Kid. Eightyeight
adults
and thirty-five kids at
Figure it out.
When
25 and 50 cents.
they tell you it's funny they are on
the wrong track. It is not a comedy, but
a drama, and did not please as well as
my regular program pictures. Small
town exhibitors would do well to run
this over before showing and decide on
what admission you want to charge.
Fifty and 25 cents too much for my town
and they told me so. G. F. Rediske. Star
just as long as he
will get a record

ity.

is

with
like

—

I

Kan.

Kid,

your patrons

About.
The Heart of

— Xeighborhood patronage.
The Branded Woman, with Norma
not very conTalmadge. — This star
but
vincing in the first nart as the co-ed.
does better in the latter part of the pic-

—

The

best

The

Ten Plays

My

fair.

Elite theatre. Iola.

understood the picture

—

—

—
Clark. — One

that

it.
Lost money.
Ernest G.
Weldon, Jewel theatre, Rusk. Tex.
Small town patronage.

•

—

The Passion Flower, with Norma Tal-

Xot enough
to appreciate

—
—

The Kid, with Charlie Chaplin.
Showed two days to capacity business.
Turned them away. This one was so
that

the p.cture

Address "What The

Clark.
Marguerite Clark always a sure
bet here, and had fine business on rainy
nights.
Raymond Lawrence. Wilmont
theatre. Christiansburg, Va.

—

good

week what

Scrambled

were as good as this one there need
never have been a "What the Picture
Did for Me." This is a good play.
It
appealed here. L. S. Bucher,
Palace theatre, Powersville, Mo.

pat-

Lying Lips,

I.

THE ROMANCE OF TARZAN,
with

good thing they
Veaton. loka the-

— Xeighborhood

H.

her
S.

The Great Adventure, with Lionel Barrymore. Good picture, but it did not
draw. A. 1. Latts. Royal theatre. Ashland. Wis.
Xeighborhood patronage.

—

will

—

theatre. Lehi, Utah.

—

by.

HERALD

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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placed in tht "wonderful" class. My patrons delighted with this, notwithstanding preacher at revival telling them if
they patronize picture shows they are
going straight to hell. E. A. Baradel,
Palace theatre. McGehee, Ark. Small
town patronage.

June

1921

25,

—

Farnum's acting in this is wonderful, but
they did not appreciate it. The picture
fan does not care for a good picture once
in a while.
They do not appreciate thi>
class of productions.
R. L. Trescott.
Pictureland theatre, Livonia, N. Y.

Old Dad, with Mildred Harris. Fairly
good but very draggy in spots. Average business one day. Poor the next.
Will H Brenner. New Cozy theatre, Win-

—

win.

chester, Ind.

town patronage.

—

The Jack-Knife Man,
production.

— Played

a

this

—

with Harold Goodappearance here. Made
poor impression. Poor Saturday picture.
Good for matinee only. E. A. Baradel.
Palace theatre, McGehee, Ark.— Small
Oliver Twist,

—

King Yidor
picture
two

Sunset

—

—

— An

excellent

comedy that went over good.
Norton, Kozy theatre, Eureka, III.

stick

Passion, with Pola Negri.

Booked

one three days.

slap-

— Bert

— Played

for

this

two days.

Characters
Historical value remarkable.
A positive box office attracwell cast.
tion.
L. M. Baker, New Empire theatre.

—

Winchester.

— Neighborhood

PRISC1LLA DEAN

Who

plays a dual rote in "Reputation." her current Universal- Jewel feature

Mack

a

patron-

—

Tiger's Cub, with Pearl White— Pearl
puller here, but only the star
Photography poor.
put this one over.
Picture as a whole very poor.
Not a
White picture. C. A. Pratt, Pastime theNeighborhood patatre, Silsbee, Tex.
ronage.

Affair,

Behave,

—

White big

—

Love, Honor and
Sennett production.

Mix

borhood patronage.

—

—

Tom

picture.
Filled with action
from start to finish. Mix's best picture
to date.
Good business. C. T. Winter,
Eureka theatre, St. Louis, Mo. Neigh-

Excellent

—

—

certainly

The Road Demon, with

Gives, with Norma Talmadge. This picture pleased at least 75
of
my
patrons, as Norma was
per cent
very good in this picture, like she is in
Don't be afraid
all her latest pictures.
to book this one. as it will satisfy. Played
Chaplin in The Pawnshop with this program. Prices 35 and 20 cents. Paul L.
Turgeon. Rex theatre, Green River, Wyo.
Neighborhood patronage.

with Coristance Talmadge. Another one of her best ones.
Just a good clever comedy-drama. Fair
business.
Ernest G. Weldon, Jewel theSmall town patronage.
atre, Rusk, Tex

Buck Jones.

with

good.
He has
is what my patrons want.
Give me Jones and Mix in Westerns.
W. T. Biggs, Unique theatre, Anita, la.

Woman

Mamma's

Sprague,

Buck Jones is
action and that

fair

—

The

Jr.,

first

—

business and it pleased the
majority. It i9 a clean picture. Book it.
A. I. Latts, Majestic theatre, Ashland,
Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

days to

— Star's

Colorado Pluck, with William Russell.
picture.
Patrons satisfied. Not
Western in this one. William

— A good

—

much

Orpheum

Haight.

any time.

It

ence what she
her.

The

will

please

does not make any differis in, for everybody likes

picture

is

anyone.

a

good picture and

— Wm.

G.

Atkinson,

Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.

Unseen Forces, with Sylvia Breamer.

A

picture that failed to draw, but pleased
and drew several favorable comments.

Bert Norton,

Kozy

theatre,

Eureka,

—

Mont.

Livingston,
patronage.

theatre,

— Neighborhood

—

Buck Jones. Good picFox and Realart have most conprogram we have found. S.
Thomas. Star theatre, Las Cruces, N. M.
Just Pals, with

ture.
sistent

—

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Heart Strings, with William Farnum.
Farnum drew average crowd because they

him

in this class of picture.
as a picture, others because

don't

like

age.

Some

liked

My Lady's Latchkey, with Katherine
MacDonald'. Candidly, we have never
been strong for this star, but believe this
picture to be the best one we have played.

was Farnum. Put him in the kind
they like and we can do the rest.
H. L.
Hauson. Majestic theatre, Elroy, Wis.
Neighborhood patronage.
Sink or Swim, with George Walsh —
Walsh is not a big go here. Satisfied
fairly only.
Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theGeneral patronatre, Tombstone, Ariz.

\ a.

—

Nothing

her acting, just a beautiful
This picture is
doll with no expression.
Pleaded
better than The Thunderbolt.
:

to

—

S.
the lad es.
Lehi, Utah.

Goodwin. Royal theatre,

I.

Woman,

—

Norma
crowd

miimnwimnnMang

Ten Plays

My
1.

2.

I

with

star will get us a

^tinnnniinBiiuitiiiiHiniiinMuiirniiiiiiiHiniiiitiiiiiiitiiminniiHiiii

|

3

"

Jes' Call

I

5.

Anne

I

8.

i

9

I

-

10.

all

Shirley Mason's arc good ones.

Rusk,

Me

—

—

—

Thief,

His

Pearl White— The
to date, but Fox is my
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka
N. H. Neighborhood

White

service.

—

—

Greatest

Sacrifice, with William
picture.
Think he plays
his parts as well as anyone on the screen.
A. G. Hauge, Happy Hour theatre,

Farnum.

— Good

— Local patronage.
Why Trust Your Husband? with
Eileen Percy. — A good comedy that sent
them away laughing. —
Thomas, Star
theatre, Las Cruces, N. M. — NeighborWalnut,

S.

j

hood patronage.
Riders, with William Ruspictures have all been good
drawing cards. This one pleased all and
to my estimation is as good as the average program picture.
All Fox pictures
of late have been good.
H. L. Hanson,
Majestic theatre, Elroy, Wis. Neighborsell.

)verland Red.
45 Minutes from
(

— Russell

—

Broadway.
The Miracle Man.

hood patronage.

Happy Hour

j

E

^iiMiirijii[iMtif iiiiriiiiiTiiitiTitniiiniihminiiiiiniimirTitiiili rtilriTnifniiiiiifHniiniiriinnihfhirn/nTifTiMrr^

—
Jones. — Best

Just Pals, with Buck
picJones gets them in for me better
than some of the specials. A. D. Brawner, Jewel theatre. Hooker. Okla.
Small
town patronage.
If I Were King, with William Farnum.
This is a wonderful production and
ture.

Hoffman,

—

—

age.

The Plunger, with George Walsh.
Fair picture. Action too slow for Walsh,
but got by. A. R. Bird, Opera House,
Neighborhood patronage.
Arlington, la.

—
—

Three Gold Coins, with

Tom Mix —

gMiniiniiini'iiniiiiiiinimminniiiiiiiiiiniiiimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiNiHMiiHMiiiiiuy

Ten That
Made tine Most

Trie

Money

la.

The Night

Theatre,
Burke, S. Dak.

—

—

The Love Expert.
Toys of Fate.

J. J.

—

with

Exeter,
patronage.

Jim.

Green Ga-

of

Shirley MaPositively
son.
Shirley's
best picture.
She is no drawing card with me. but this
picture cannot be complained of.
William Haight, Orpheum theatre. Livingston, Mont.
Neighborhood patronage.

theatre.

bles.

7.

In fact

— Ernest G. Weldon, Jewel theatre,
Tex. — Small town patronage.

weakest

In Old Kentucky.
Trumpet Island.
Back to God's Coun-

4.

1

—

best Pearl

Patrons
Liked Best

I

6.

The Mother Heart, with Shirley MaShowed this one to college benefit.
son.
Excellent picture.
Everybody liked it.

The

try.

1

Fox

it

it

The Mother Heart, with

The Branded
Talmadge. This

|

111.

—

—

1.

2.

3.

for

Me

Peggy Rebels.
The Silver Horde.
The Miracle Man.

4.

Pinto.

5.

The Whip.

6.

Evangeline.

7.

The Confession.

8.

Jinx.

9.

When

the Clouds Roll

By.
10.

The

Crisis.
J. J.

Hoffman,

Happy Hour

Theatre,
Burke, S. Dak.

j
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Fox

first
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picture.
Though we lost
fault of the picture.

was no

it

This was one of the best W esterns I have
ever seen. If you run it step on it hard.
Philip
Rand. Rex theatre. Salmon,
Idaho. Small town patronage.

—

—

The Lamp Lighter, with Shirley Mason.
Walked out on this on account of
slowness of action. Mason is good. E.
A. Baradel. Palace theatre. McGehee,

—

—

— Small town patronage.
Riding Romance, with Tom
Mix. — Started playing Mix's 1921 pictures
Ark.

Rough

and found them so good
1920

I

booked

Some good

All good.

'series.

—

Everyone

one.

this

in

his

stunts

satisfied.
A. D.
Brawner. Jewel theatre Hooker, Okla.
Small town patronage.

*1

The Blushing Bride, with Eileen
Percy. This is positively the worst picture I have run in ten years and would
advise my brother exhibitors to ditch it.
If I were to name the features my patrons thought were bad this one would
head the list. C. A. Fulmer. Cleveland
theatre, Brooklyn. N. Y.
Neighborhood

—

—

—

theatre.

Wings
Farnum.

of the Morning,

— Good.

W illiam

with

Farnum

fine.

—

F.

J.

Gruber. Temple theatre. East Jordan.
Mich. Neighborhood patronage.

—

The Husband Hunter, with Eileen
Percy. Ran this with Sunshine comedy.
Pleased a good Saturday night house. I
want more like it. W. T. Briggs. Unique
theatre, Anita. Ia.
Small town patron-

—

V

—
—

age.

Know Your Men,

with Pearl White.
Pearl White draws for me when properly cast, but my patrons don't want her
society stuff.
She hasn't facial expression enough. Needs rough stuff to
get by.
E. A. Baradel. Palace theatre,
McGehee. Ark. Small town patronage.
in

—

—

Tom
my

Desert Love, with

\

—

Mix. I liked
feature, and so did
patrons. If
w-ish a feature full of action and interesting and pleasing, book this one.
Joseph F. Spangler. Globe theatre. Beaver. Okla.
General patronage.
this

you

—

Hands
fair

Off,

Western

Happy Hour

Tom Mix—Just

with

—

picture.
A. G.
theatre, Walnut. Ia.

a

Hauge.

— Local

patronage.

Gold wyn

—

never be duplicated. I think it the best
Rogers' I ever saw. Sure to please Rogers fans.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer. Itasca
theatre. Alice. Tex.
Small town pat-

—

ronage.

The Branding

Iron, with a special cast.
Wonderful picture which pleased 100
per cent of our patrons. Bu>-ness was
good. Book it. A. I. Latts. Royal theatre.
Ashland. Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The

Girl

—

with the Jazz

Moore and

—

Boys Will Be Boys, with Will Rogers.
Out of the ordinary. Acting could

—

the Pathe star, who appears with John Barrymore in "The Lotus
Eater." directed by Marshall Neilan. Wesley Barry. Anna Q. Nilsson, Colleen
Miss Fox was loaned to
J. Barney Sherry appear in the cast also.
Mr. Neilan through the courtesy of Gilson Willett.

Lucy Fox,

Heart,

with

Madge Kennedy. Fair picture, but did
not draw very well.
H. D. Goodfellow.
O'Kay theatre. Enterprise. Ore. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

THE REVENGE OF TARZAN,

—

with Gene Pollard. Another "Glad
I am an exhibitor" picture.
Fine
picture of excellent box office value.
Animals
are
wonderful.
Patrons
raved over it.
made cutouts
backed with red card board from
three sheets showing the lion be-

We

low and Tarzan hanging from limb
Placed in store winof tree above.
dows with appropriate advertising
these

drew marked

^onr patrons

attention.

will

We

—

charged 40 and -0 cents. Philip
Rand, Rex theatre. Salmon, Idaho.

Help Yourself, with Madge Kennedy.
Poor. W. H. Harmon. Strand theatre.
Tenn. Neighborhood
patKingsport.
ronage.

—

—

The Blooming Angel, with Madge
Kennedy. One of the poorest we have

—

played for some time. Good business.
r- F. Rediske. Star theatre. Ryegate.
Mont. Small town patronage.

—
—

Flame of the Desert, with Geraldine
Heard this picture was no good,
Farrar.
and was afraid of it. but there is nothing
to this talk. It's great. Even the small

welcome

it

!

devoiion
Worth waiting
for/

———
1

kids got so excited it took an officer to
quiet them. The scenery is wonderful.
Charles Holz, Princess theatre, Danforth,

Mi.

——

—A
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town patronage.
Loves of Letty, with

I.

with
special
well acted and
interesting.
William Noble. Criterion
theatre. Oklahoma City, Okla.— General

—

of Way, with Bert Lytell.—
very interesting picture in seven reels.
Comments were good. Business falling
off due to low prices farmers are receiving for their products.
Chancellor Bros.,
Dreamland theatre. Arcanum, O. Neighborhood patronage.

—

debut here in this picture. He's the
kind they want to see. Book this one.
his

Tenn.

Dixie

theatre,

— Neighborhood

One

Tom

—

—

Moore.

Owen

helped make this a decidedly enjoyable picture.
Tom Moore's
smile pleased all. Good for any theatre
or
any occasion. Philip Rand. Rex
theatre,
Salmon.
Idaho.
Small
town
patronage.

Seena

—

The Branding

— Good

Iron, with a special cast.

consistent in
D. Van Derburgh,

Statesville, N. C.

profit

by

Webb, Cozy

booking

it.

— Mrs.

theatre, Union, Ore.

East Lynne, a Hugo Bal'.in production.
one day at advanced prices.
Flayed capacity. Patrons liked it better
than the book. Sure will please.
E. G.
Henson, Opera House, Charlestown, W.
Va. Neighborhood patronage.
Down Home, an Irvin W illatt production.
Here is a real honest-to-goodness
100 per cent picture. Pleased everybody.
Book this and go your limit. Then take
it
easy a few days. Tom Magruder,

—

—
—

—

theatre,

Iola.

Kan.— Neighborhood

patronage.

—

Desert Gold, with a special cast. DesGold played to S. R. O. during one
of the worst rain storms we have had
since we have been in the show business.
ert

Roads were impassable. It's sure some
picture.
W. R. Brown. Peoples theatre.
Council. Idaho.
Small town patronage.

—

The U. P.
One of the

Kane drinka the h«alth of his young
star, Charles Ray. who has stepped out of a
set to receive the toast (in grape juice).
The
occasion was Mr. Kane's recent trip to Cali-

Arthur

S.

—

Trail, with a special cast.

— This

picture proved to
lie a tine feature for small towns.
told
1
my patrons what was coming and busido exhibitnesfl was mighty good.
ors cry hard times when pictures like
the above cannot fail?
W. R. Brown.
Peoples theatre. Council. Idaho. Small

Why

—

—

town patronage.

The Little Fool, with
The best picture from
story

— G.

H.

\.

I

special casl

a

Jack London

have seen, and
have seen many.
Yeaton. Ioka theatre, Fxetcr.
I

W.

— Neighborhood

The Marriage

patronage.

William Ashe, with
May Allison. A dandy picture up to
fourth reel.
One scene star naked riding horse. No wonder some want censors. Nearly half left the house. Balance
of picture fine.
Why do they do such
things?
H. Williamson, Pastime thea-

—

of

—

Merryville.
ronage.
tre.

La.

— Neighborhood

pat-

Falace thea-

town

pat-

Burning Daylight, with Mitchell Lewis.
Wonderful snow and northern
scenes— C. T. Metcalf, Opera House.
Greenfield. III.
Small town patronage.

The Greater Claim, with Alice Lake.
Very good picture. Good story, fine

—

photography.

Business poor. A. BurLyric theatre. Crete, Neb— Neighborhood patronage.
rus.

A Chorus

Girl's Romance, with Viola
picture. Viola Dana always

Dana.

— Fine

takes

good here.— A. O. Haraldson. Star
Hills. Minn.
Neighborhood pat-

—

—

The

W

—

Misfit Wife, with Alice Lake.—
very good one. Alice Lake working hard

—

with May Allison
Metro. G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Fxeter, N. H. Neighborhood patronage.
Toys of Fate, with Nazimova.— A fine
story well acted but a little old. Pleased
about no per cent. L. G. Parker. Electric theatre. La Monte. Mo.
Small town
patronage.

Another

—

good

—

—

The Heart

—A

best

and

—

of a Child, with

Nazimova

fine picture.

always

pleases

is

Nazimova.
one of the

here.

— Jos.

S.

Williams, Cosy theatre, Checotah, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Body and

patronage.

—

— Small

— Good.

The Last Card,

a

Radford, Va. Neighborhood patronage.
The Lone Wolf's Daughter, with

—

Baradel.

Ark.

ronage.

Metro

Soul, with Alice Lake.
Pleased, but did not draw on account of
bad weather. F. G. Scott, Crystal thear
tre.
So. Superior.
Mining camp
yo.

theatre,

A.

theatre.

cleanest and best Westerns
I
ever played. Capacity business with a
school commencement and a skating
rink against me.
H. F. Sembler, Colonial

—E.

—

fornia.

Louise Glaum.

— Played

it).

McGchcc.

ronage.

James

Hodkinson

of

tre.

— Small

town patronage.

Elite

all

Broadway theatre.
town patronage.

— Small

Madame X, with Pauline Frederick,—
One of the most dramatic pictures of the
year. Splendid in every way. Any house
will

—

Pleased all. Especially
towns. Goldwyn most
giving us good pictures.

W.

—

—

—

picture.
for small

good

—

Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake
Good. Different from the usual. I fail
to find any poor Metros.
G. W. Yeaton,
Ioka theatre, Fxeter. N. H
Neighborhood patronage.
Uncharted Seas, with Alice Lake.—
Flayed this picture with Clyde Cook
comedy to big business. Patrons well
pleased with this program. A. I. Latts.
Royal theatre. Ashland, Wis— Neighborhood patronage.
Old Lady 31, with a special cast. Ye
pods! Seven reels of this. Enough to
run 'em crazy (if they had stayed for

Gallatin,

patronage.

of the Finest, with

—

The Right

111.

Lassiter.

i

A

Almost a Husband, with Will Rogers.
Will is sure liked here, and he made

King

—

patronage.

—

Eureka,

Winchester, Ind.

theatre,

The Great Redeemer,
A superb picture,

cast.

—

tre.

1921

—

Cozy

—

—

25.

all the time to please and she registers
as a capable star.
Will H. Brenner, New

The
Pauline
Frederick. A fine picture, hut star does
not draw for us. Will please where star
is
liked.
Jno. 1. Saunders, Chcny, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Cupid, the Compuncher, with
Will
Rogers. A very pleasing picture as are
all
Rogers'.
Bert Norton, Kozy thea-

—

June

I)

How"

'Here's

— Small

H E R A

Paramount
Buried Treasure, with Marion Davies.
A magnificent production, eliciting
much praise from our patrons. Herbert
O. Sink. Badin theatre, Badin. N.

—

—

C—

Neighborhood patronage.
King,
Queen, Joker, with Sydney
Chaplin.
Simply awful.
A painful attempt to produce a comedy.
Patrons
said it was poor.
Business was very
noor. for which I was thankful.
I.
H.
McDonald. Arcade theatre. Walla Walla,
Wash.
Chickens, with Douglas MaoLean

—

—

—

Fair

The

picture.

star's

popu'ar'tv
helped in putting the picture over. Business was fair.
A. [. Latts. Royal theatre.
Ashland Wis. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Charm

School, w'th Wa'lace R°id.
Pleased them all. Willie Reid
good drawing card here. H. D. Goodfellow. O'Kay theatre. Enterprise. Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
Brewster's Millions, with Roscoe Arbuckle.
Did a big business on account
of extensive advertising, but picture disappointed a number of Fatty's fans.

— Good.

—

—

—

—
I

une
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Clifton Peirce. Liberty theatre. Brigham.

— Neighborhood patronage.
with
Marguerite Clark. — More pictures

Utah.

A GIRL NAMED MARY,

this would make the censor an
extinct
animal.
Makes everybody
leave the theatre feeling "peace on
earth good will toward men." All of
Miss Clark's pictures are 100 per
cent pure. R. Ross Riley, Wigwam
theatre. Oberlin, Kans.
like

—

Charm

The
Reid.
dard.

School,

— Weak.

Not up

Wallace

with
to

Reid's

stan-

you haven't got it booked, lay
off.
However, it's got some very good
comedy, but no action at all. W. F.
-If

—

Harding.
Fla.

Princess

Mt.
patronage.

Dora.

theatre.

— Xeighborhood

—

Bait, with Hope Hampton.
A fair
picture, but played to very poor
business.
A.
L Latts. Royal theatre.

The

program

—

Ashland. Wis.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

M

De
He
production. This
is
an
A-l
picture.
ent over big at advanced prices. Joe
Williams. Cozy theatre. Checotah.
S.
Okla. Xeighborhood patronage.
Forbidden Fruit, a Cecil

—

W

B.

—

—
buckle. — Put

Millions, with Roscoe Ar"Fatty" in a two-reeler and
O. K.. but features don't give sat-

Brewster's

he

is

isfaction.

— John

Valley City
ronage.

The

—

N.

Charm

Piiler.

D.

Grand

theatre.
pat-

with

Wallace

— Xeighborhood

School,

picture was
sponsored by some cigarette company,
and we believe it is absolutely detrimental to the picture business, and also
Reid.

looks

It

this

like

unwarranted to have such an excessive
use of the weed.
Furthermore it is absolutely harmful to the young boys who
attend these Reid pictures as our audience is made up of no small percentage
of juveniles, and we have more kicks
from the parents of these juveniles on
pictures than all others.
will therefore have to judge from
this angle and say that the picture was
poor.
Goodwin. Roval theatre.
S.
I.
Lehi. U.

We

—

Brewster's Millions, with

— Fairly good
about o0
Should
slapstick. — MacKenzie
buckle.

f

"r.

ture House. Atlanta.

Roscoe Ar-

have

&

Mo.

had

Xeff.

a

The

little

Pic-

— Xeighborhood

Harrisonburg.

O'Malley
l-am
tine

Va.

wrecked the barn

— Xeighoor-

S.

Hart.

drawing

Mounted, with Wilgreat picture and a

the

of

—A

One

card.

Don't hesitate to book
Capital

ble.

Okla.

Pleased

picture.

patronage.

The

theatre.

just before he

hood patronage.

of

class

this

Tom Mix

—
—

theatre.

— General

of
it.

Hart's best.

— William

Oklahoma

XoCity.

patronage.

The Dancin'

Fool, with Wallace Re d.
Just like all of Walley's pictures, good.
Kapian & Herskovitz. Xational thea-

tre.

Houston.

Tex.

— Xeighborhood

pat-

ronage.

Dancin'

— One

Fool,

Wallace

with

in

—

Heliotrope, with a special cast.
strange and weird picture, but also a
very pleas ng one.
It
is
a different
picture,
but took well with the big
aud ences W illiam Xobel. Empress theatre.
Oklahoma City. Okla. General
patronage.

—

The Lottery Man,

hood patronage.

X. D.

— They

The Restless Sex, with Marion Davies.
good program picture.
Can't be

classed as
-upers as

a

super-special

with

such

Humoresque, Why Change
Wife?
and
other
big
ones.
Aronowitz. Rialto theatre. Xewton.
Xeighborhood patronage.

Your

—

S.

—
of the Cup, with
special
— Played two days to capacity business. A good production and exploded
accordingly. — D. P. Wine. Xew Virginia
Ia.

The Inside

cast.

a

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
is
a very good picture.
Some-

— This

thing different for Reid to play in. PicR. L.
ture drew big and was well liked.
Trescott. Pictureland theatre. Livonia.
X. Y.
The Cradle of Courage, with William
A good Hart picture. One that
S. Hart.
would be glad to
anybody will like.
get more of Hart's features, but he does
When you put
enough
for
us.
not make

—

—

We

with Wallace Reid

Re d
great, and drew well.
very popular here. E. X. Biddle. Strand
Small town pattheatre.
Paoli.
Ind.
ronage.

—A

—

— Simply

—

—

(Fox).

—

The Dancin' Fool, with Wallace Reid.
Good picture. Everybody pleased.
John Piller. Grand theatre. Vatlev City,

—

Romeo"

Ridin'

one of Hart's pictures on it's a change
on your program. William G. Atkinson. Star theatre. Rockingham. X. C.

of his best pictures, and this
is
my best bet. W. V. Wilson,
Leco. theatre. Rockville. Md. XeighborReid.
star

"A

—

—

Always Audacious, with Wallace Reid.
can't beat W'ally Reid when it
comes to acting so as to please the big-

pulled me out of an
week.
Book it and
it.
S. Aronowitz. Rialto theatre.
Xewton. Kan. Xeighborhood patronage.
A Lady in Love, with Ethel Clayton.
Only a fair program picture. Bert Xorton. Kozy theatre. Eureka. III.

He

gest majority.

awful
boost

slump

—

this

—

—

Humoresque, with a
production
that

make

is
it

Millions will seek, it

•'

devotion
"Wait
ftjrifc/

special cast.

— Thi>

a classic. It has element.different than the ordinary.

—A
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.'layed

Good music

Trescott,
N. Y.

My

many com-

burn.

essential.
R. L.
theatre,
Livonia,

them

house with

large

to

ments.

is

Pictureland

—

—

—

—

—

Humoresque, with a special cast.
good clean picture. One that you can
boost.
Every one was pleased. Joe S.
Williams, Cozy theatre, Checotah, Okla.
Neighborhood patronage.
A Very Good Young Man, with Bryant
Washburn. Not anything extra.
Just an ordinary program picture.
Mrs.
James Webb, Cozy theatre, Union, Ore.
Small town Patronage.

—

—

—

—

—

Idols of Clay, with Mae Murray.
Elaborate production. Story seemed to
hold the interest of our patrons. Played
on Decoration Day to good business, but
did not draw on second day.
A. I. Latts,
Royal theatre. Ashland. Wis. Neighborhood patronage.
The Old Fashioned Boy, with Charles
Ray. A good picture. Every exhibitor
should run the Ray features. He will
make good if you will only put him on
right. I would be glad to get two Ray's
every week for a while. I know I would
get the business. Wm. G. Atkinson,
Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.
The Toll Gate, with William S. Hart.
This is a real Hart picture, and drew
the usual Hart busineM and ended with
an unusual punch, owing to the fact that
it
didn't have "they lived happy ever

—
—

—

—

—

after."

—

Lehi,

Utah.

S.

I.

Goodwin,

Royal

Huckleberry Finn, with

— Seven

Big

reels.

theatre,

special cast.

a

disappointment.

per cent.
I
don't see how
Paramount can call this a big special.

Pleased
lost

— Very

5

money on

this.

theatre,

— John

Valley City.
hood patronage.

Burglar

Proof,

N.

with

Piller,

D.

Grand

— Neighbor-

Bryant

Wash-

comedy.

clever

titles

—

Newton,

atre,

light but the subYou will not be
S. Aronowitz, Rialto theNeighborhood patla.

—

ronage.

More Deadly Than the Male, with a
special cast.
The title drew the crowd,
and the picture sent them away satis-

—

fied.

— E.

G.

Crystal

Scott,

theatre,

Wyo. — Mining camp

Superior,

So.

patronage.

My

Excuse

Dust, with Wallace Keid.
Races in this are excellent. It makes
one hold onto the seats. Advertise it big.
Raise the price and mop up. Mrs. W.
H. Heifer. Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town patronage.
Humoresque, with a special ca>t.—
Wonderful picture. Satisfied a small audience on account of heavy rain.
Hackett
& Krauss, Hackett's theatre, Port
Gibson, Miss. Neighborhood patronage.
Dangerous Hours, with special cast.
A very good picture of its kind but not
what the people want these days. My
advice is to lay off of it.
L. G. Parker.
Electric theatre, LaMonte. Mo.
Small
town patronage.
Daughter of the Wolf, with Lila Lee.
This is a splendid out-door North

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

woods

picture.

Photography

—

lune 25, 1921

Pleased

The story is
make up for it.

all.

disappointed.

Lady's

Garter, a Maurice Tourneur production. I was really ashamed
to advertise this, but, boy, I- wasn't at
all ashamed to watch my pleased patrons
pass the office. Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Itasca theatre, Alice, Tex.
Small town
patronage.

I

—

—

fine

and

settings beautiful.
Mrs. James Webb.
Cozy theatre. Union, Ore. Small town'

—

Pathe
Passers-By, with a special caM.— A
truly wonderful picture. Pleased all. No
kicks.
A. R. Bird, Opera House, Arlington, la.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Man

—

w.i-

—

Our

—

Better Selves, with Fannie Ward.
stop on account of the name on

— Don't

this one as it is a good program for any
house. John L. Naiman, Lyric theatre,
Alexandria,
Neb. Neighborhood
patronage.

—

—

Realart
The Land

of Hope, with Alice Brady.
Brady is the poore-t drawing Realart
star, but we consider this one better than
any we have shown with this star. E. G.
Scott, Crystal theatre. So. Superior, Wyo.

—

—

— Mining

camp

patronage.

JUDY OF ROGUE'S HARBOR,
Mary Miles

with

Minter.

—A

picture

everybody that will
You should waste
no time before putting it over. She
that will please
go and see it.

goes well here as her old school
teacher lives in this town. Wm. G.
Atkinson, Star theatre, Rockingham,
N. C.

—

a

ronage.

patronage.

ever ran. No kicks from one-half oi
per cent. H. G. Stettmund, Jr.,
Odeon theatre, Chandler, Okla. General
patronage.

we

at

—
—

— Neighborhood

one

losing cut"-

This play brought
40 and SO cents and delighted
big attendance. Old as well as young
filled our house with that joyous laughter
that makes an exhibitor go to bed happy
and causes him to take a new lease on
life.
The well-known book, the inimitable Mary, the author, Kate Douglas Wiggin, the director, Marshall Neilan. ami
the leading man, Eugene O'Brien, all
united to make a real dramatic hit. Patrons liked it better than Pollyanna.
Book it and boost it. Philip Rand. Rex
theatre. Salmon. Idaho.
Small town pat-

Tex.

Simple Souls, with Blanche Sweet.
Correctly named. The simplest picture

Rebecca of Sunny Brook Farm, with
Mary Pickford.— Who *aid Mary Pickiord

— Excellent

Bellville,

patronage.

them out

Woman,

and His

with a special
picture.
Innocence of
star stronger part of picture. May McAvoy well suited to her part and played
it
well.
Rubin Frels, Unique theatre,
cast.

of Broadway, with JusJohnstone. Justine Johnstone is
not capable of registering any dramatic
feeling on the screen and is a complete
failure as a screen star. This particular
production depicts a very commonplace
story with only one or two high spots
Taken as a whole, it is an average
in it.
offering.
Will H. Brenner. New Cozy
theatre, Winchester, Ind.

The Plaything

—

tine

—

with Mary Miles
please any audience,
particularly women and children. If they
like Mary Miles Minter. they will like
this one.
G. W. Yeaton. Ioka theatre,
Exeter, N. H. Neighborhood patronage.

The

Clown,

Little

Minter.

— Ought

—

to

—

Two Weeks With Pay.
iels. — A picture that will
dience.
Ricklis,

with Bebe Danplease any au-

— —

J.
All kinds of compliments.
Eagle theatre. Pana. III. Neigh-

borhood patronage.

House

The

That

Jazz Built, with
almost sufficient to
say that we' had more people leave the
theatre this week telling how wonderful
this picture is than any in some time, and

Wanda Hawley. — It's

it's

F.

—

them we are out to please. Harold
Wendt, Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O.

Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
program picture. Should please
Ned Burke,
any audience. Drew fair

— Good
New

—

—

Staunton. Ya. Neighborhood patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast. Not
much to this for small towns. Just fair.
A. R. Bird. Opera House. Arlington,
Neighborhood patronage.
la.
Ducks and Drakes, with Bebe Daniels.
Some fine entertainment and star is
poing over big. Will. H. Brenner, New
theatre,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.
Eyes of the Heart, with Mary Miles
Minter.
Not up to Mary's standard. Not
Rubin Frels. Unique
a pleasing picture.
Tex. Neighborhood
Bellville,
theatre.

—

—

—

patronage.

Eddie Polo

in

a scene

from "Do or Die,"

his

latest

serial

made

for

Universal.

She Couldn't Help

It,

with Bebe Dan-

—
June

25.

—

Fair. Will just get over.
theatre. Reedsburg, Wis.

iels.

—

—
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— Majestic

Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter.
very satisfactory picture and drew a good house.
G. F. Rediske. Star theatre,
Ryegate, Mont.

—A

—

Small town patronage.

The Furnace, with a

special cast.

— One

of the finest pictures I have played this
year. Screen this picture first, then go
out and exploit it and you will clean up.

— C.

S. Musser.
Opera House, Shepherdstown, W. Va. Neighborhood pat-

—

ronage.

Her

Beloved Villain, with Wanda
comedy, but nothing exS. Thomas, Star theatre. Las CruX. M. Neighborhood patronage.

Hawley.
tra.

—

ces,

—

— Fair

—

The Soul
If

that
one.

of Youth, with a special cast.
for a benefit or one
will please all the family, get this
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre. Ex-

you need one

—

—

N. H. Neighborhood patronage.
Snob, with Wanda Hawley.
anda is loved here for her beauty and
sweetness.
Her pictures are what my
people
want,
clean.
Cowan Oldham.
Dixie
theatre.
McMinnville,
Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Furnace, with a special cast.
This was one of the biggest productions
I have run in some time. This is a good
picture and you will make no mistake in
booking it. I ran Lloyd in Number
Please and it made some program. Paul
eter.

W

The

—

—

L. Turgeon, Rex theatre. Green River,
Wyo. Neighborhood patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. Good picture and well

—

—

acted and. one more thing,

it has a good
one that everybody loves. She
is getting better every time.— William G.
Atkinson,
Star
theatre,
Rockingham.

star in

it.

H.

N. C.

The

Outside Woman, with Wanda
Hawley. This star is very well established with my patronage and Realart
has placed., her in the popular kind of
productions. Will
H. Brenner, New
Cozy theatre. Winchester, Ind.
The Snob, with Wanda Hawley.— This
star goes over good with me. and all her
pictures are box office attractions.
C. K.
Becraft. Opera House, Wytheville. Ya.—

—

Neighborhood patronage.
Anne of Green Gables, with Mary
Miles Minter. This is a good six reeler.

—

Good photography. Pleased

well here.
L. S. Bucher, Palace theatre. Powersville,
Mo. Small town patronage.

—

Sweet Lavender, with Mary Miles Minter.
Light, clean stuff, but no show for

—

roughnecks.
mirably.

Mary

sustained the role adBros.. Crystal, theaAriz.
General patron-

— Giacoma

Tombstone,

—

age.

Robertson-Cole

—

Kismet, with Otis Skinner. I am sure
this is the greatest production ever made,

from the standpoint of artistry
and wonderful acting, and I was not
disappointed by the business done. Will
taking

it

—

New Cozy

Brenner.

chester.

—

—

tre,

Hector Turnbull. author. May McAvoy, leading lady, and Chester Franklin, director,
going over the script of Realart's birthday production, at the Realart studio.

Win-

theatre.

Ind.

THE
Georges

WONDER
Carpentier.

MAN.

with

— Second

run.

Business good.
Will please alL
If
you can book this before the fight.
youH clean up if advertised heavy.
Good glove fight. If you play it
don't overlook the six-sheet.
Sixsheet will help pull them in. Boost
it.
William Thacher. Royal theatre.
Salina, Kans.

—

The Stealers, with a special cast.
Truly a powerful human docuGood.
ment. Patrons enjoyed this picture very
much. Slight advance in prices. C. T.
Winter, Eureka theatre. St. Louis, Mo.

—

Neighborhood patronage.

The

Fortune

Rambeau.

Teller,

— Wonderful

with

Marjorie

acting and inter-

—

S. Thomas.
esting picture. Good story.
Star theatre. Las Cruces, N. M. Neighborhood patronage.
So Long Letty, with a special cast.

An

excellent farce

—

comedy

—

that pleased a

Bert Norton. Kozy theaEureka, 111.
The Third Generation, with a special
cast.
A verv good clean picture that

good crowd.
tre.

—

gave satisfaction to a

fair house.

Freuen. Rex theatre.
Small town patronage.

Scobey.

Modern

Husbands,

Well
House. Elgin, Ore.

—

^*uitl.

B.

crowd.

Opera

Pauline Fred-

erick.
Too bad audience have to stand
for this old stuff, "just a dream."
Too
bad an artist like Pauline Frederick is
made the goat because oi this old dream

—

stuff.
Giacoma Bros.. Crystal theatre.
Tombstone. Ariz. General patronage.
Seven Years Bad Luck, with Max Linder.
Here is a" comedy that can't be

—

—

Max is right there with the goods.
Played return after showing it to a thousand
people
on
Sunday.
Positively
pleased 100 per cent Mrs. Frank Paul,
Marvel theatre. Carlinville. 111.
Bright Skies, with ZaZu Pitts. Good
little comedy drama.
S. Thomas, Star
theatre. Las Cruces, N. M.
Neighborbeat.

—

—

—

—

hood patronage.
The Pagan God, with H. B. Warner.
Good. A. R. Bird. Opera House, Arlington. Ia.
Neighborhood patronage.
The Little 'Fraid Lady, with Mae
Marsh. An exceptionally pleasing pic-

—
—
—

Exhibitors are waiting For it

Jjjt

N.

Mont.

Henry

with

— Good picture. Good
pleased. — E.
Harman.
E.

Walthall.

Slaves of Vanity, with

— A.

!

devotion
Thatch for it/

XHIBITORS

E

Hire.

— Bert

reka.

Kozv

Norton,

Eu-

theatre,

^'iiiwiim

in:

H ERA

L

lililli[iilliliiiriiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»iiiii|ii|iiiiiiiii|i|i|||MM||^g|i

My

entirely pleased.
Enjoyed fairly
C. T.
Winter. Eureka
business,
Louis, Mo.
St.
Neighborhood

—

good

—

theatre.

Pleasure

Seekers,

—

with

Good picture.
merstein.
ran of this star.
Boost
Eagle theatre. Pana,

III.

Hani-

Elaine

we

Best

2.

ever

Ricklis,

J.

it.

patronage.

The Highest Law, a Ralph Ince production.
We showed this picture Decoration Day week.
Timely suhject, but

Madame

4.

Seven Years Bad

time

other

he

if

seeking

is

(>.

record

a

People have seen enough uniforms to last thern for a while. Only fair.
Harold F. VVendt, Rivoli theatre, Toledo, O.
Downtown patronage.
Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.
splendid picture. Nice story. Well acted.
settings
and very interesting
Society
throughout.— William Haight. Orphcum
Livingston.
Mont. Neighbortheatre.
hood patronage.
breaker.

7.

—

<S.

—

9.

—

10.

— This

is

pleased

all.

Book

most excellent

a

Tearle.

picture.

The shipwreck scene
It's

good.

is

fine.

—

—

good program
some specials.

picture.

It

stars are popular
Williams. Cozv theatre.

Select

—

Joe S.
Checotah. Okla.

Tearle.

— Neighborhood

patron-

age.

— Splendid

—

ence

will

cnuff."

say

that

— William

Oklahoma

tre,

Any

Universal
Only

111.

^

Well

acted
audi-

"good

is

Everybody's

— Some

Noble. Criterion theaCity, Okla.
General pat-

—

Sweetheart,
said this

Olive

—

Thomas made. E. A. BarPalace theatre. McGehee, Ark.
Small town patronage.

adel.

Worlds Apart, with Eugene O'Brien.
they like O'Brien, they will like this
G. W. Yeaton, Ioka theatre. ExNeighborhood patronage.
eter, N. H.
Pleasure Seekers, with Elaine Eiammerstein.
One of the best pictures we
have played in a long time, regardless
S. Thomas. Star
of so-called specials.
Neighbortheatre, Las Cruces, N. M.
hood patronage.
The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. My patrons liked this one fine,
If

—

—

—

—

—

—

and

Owen Moore

Had

a favorite here.

is

company

a big stock

as competition, but

had very good business

at

mond Lawrence. Wilmct

theatre,

The Chicken in the Case, with Owen
Moore. Some good comedv in fourth

—

Owen

but

here

know

Rubin

it,

People
as they failed to some.
is

no comedian.

Unique

Frels.

theatre.

Pickford. The
best
Pickford
picture
ever shown in Oklahoma City.
Big
pleased audiences packed the beautiful
Emnress theatre for an entire week, and
could have packed 'em in for another
week.
The picture is simply great. A
de luxe picture guaranteed to draw capacity business. Managers will make no
mistake in booking Mary Pickford in
Through the Back Door.— William Noble.
Emoress theat e. Oklahoma City, Okla.
General patronage.

Bellville.

— Neighborhood patronage.
The Chicken in the Case, w
have
Moore. — Best light comedy

The Mark of Zorro, w ith Douglas
banks. One of the best from this

—

ith

<

I

—

THROUGH THE BACK DOOR,

Palace

Baradel,

—

theatre.

Here

—

Mc-

irrur

Gehee. Ark. Small town patronage.
Society Snobs, with Conway Tearle.
A dandy. Can't go wrong. Tom Magruder. Elite theatre. Iola, Kan.
Neighborhood patronage.
Jacques of the Silver North, with Mitchell Lewis.
Had a dozen different persons say to me after the show. "I don't
much
for
those Northern noctures,
care
but that one was fine; get more of them."

—

Mitchell Lewis

is

fine in

—

—

thes« Northern
Holtz. Prin-

— Small

r>?» <-nq

c~m«

fVt.

Th»y

will

stop and tell you what a most wonderful picture it was.
Pleased 100
per cent and is a sure box office attraction.
Don't be afraid to boost
it.
You sure can give them your
personal recommendation on this
picture.
In spite of the oil fields
shut-down and men out of work, it
got the business. Boys, if you don't
book this one you are passing up one
of the best pictures and money-getters of the year.
Ellis Irvin, Cozy
theatre, Newkirk, Okla.

—

pictures.
Book it. Charles
cess theatre, Danforth. Me.

—

Mary Pickford. Oh Boys!
is
without doubt one of the
best pictures that Mary ever made.
And one thing is sure you can
stand right at your front door as
with

>wen
ever

Show it and hear 'em laugh.
Poor business, however, due to revival-.
E.

star.

—

shown.

— A.

Pair-

Only costume picture that held up two
days.
Splendid for any theatre. W. D.
Van Derburgh. Broadway theatre. Statesville, N. C.
Small town patronage.

Tex.

patronage.
cast.

Woman God

— Good

program

S-nt, with
nicture.

a

special

— Tom Ma— Neigh-

gruder. Elite theatre. Iola. Kan.
borhood patronage.

The Road

of

Ambition, with Conway

I

—

—

— Dorothy

Phillips.
here, and

Phillips is well liked
good picture. Many
business.
Chancellor
theatre. Arcanum, O.

—

—

—

—

age.

Pink Tights, with Gladys Walton.
Better than half of the so-called specials.
Pleased everybody. Mark Frisbee. Crox-

—

— General patThe Wallop, with Harry Carey. — Drew
well and pleased. — E. G. Scott, Crystal
theatre.
Superior,
So.
Wyo. — Mining
camp patronage.
Hearts Up, with Harry Carey. — Carey
n

I

theatre.

Angola,

Ind.

ronage.

no good any more. Used to be our best
drawing card.
No good any more.
H. G. Stettmund. Jr.. Odeon theatre.

—

—

but did not draw for us.
Too much fighting and Chinese stuff.
Charged 20 and 40 cents, but lost money.
H. D. Goodfellow. O'Kay theatre. Enterprise. Ore.
Neighborhood patronage.
l

air

picture,

—

—

Honor

Bound,

with Frank Mayo.
Average program picture. Smallest house
this year.
Did not draw. G. F. Rediske.
Star theatre. Ryegate, Mont. Small town

—

—

patronage.

Blue Streak McCoy, with Harry Carey.
Western.
Carey is a drawing
card here. Mark Frisbee. Croxton theatre. Angola, Ind.
General patronage.

bfst one.
Played on Satu r dav to poor
business, though no fault of picture. fo<it is there, every
foot of it.
Ernest G.

Once

—

—

a

—

— Good

it

is

comments.
Good
Bros., Dreamland
Neighborhood patronage.
Marked Men, with Harry Carey.
good Western show. Unique theatre,
Neighborhood patronBricelyn, Minn.

The Mark of Zorro, with Douglas Fa rThey haven't quit talking about
yet.
Some picture. Everyone says hi-

Hanks.

this

( )kla.
General patronage.
Outside the Law, w ith Priscilla Dean.

;

The

—

Chandler.

—

town

Ma-

—

Back Door, with Marv

— Ray- —
Chris-

that.

tiansburg, Va.

reel,

—

the

—

—

United Artists
Through

Carey.

E. Sabin.

—

with

was the poorest

picture Olive

— F.

Eureka. Mont. Neighborhood patronage.
Colorado, with Frank Mayo. We Bay
the same as others, good.
A pleasing
picture.
Olen Reynolds, Pearl theatre.
Hvmera. Ind. Small town patronage.
The Fire Cat. with Edith Roberts.—
Vou find some beautiful scenery in this
picture, and one of the best earthquakes
ever put on the screen. It's a line picture.
If you play this one, boost it.
Willian.
Thacher. Royal theatre. Salina. Kans.
Outside the Law, with Priscilla Dean.
Played to a
hia picture is all right.
fair house and only broke even.
Mrs.
lames Webb, Cozy theatre. Union, Ore.
Small town patronage.
Colorado, with Frank Mayo. Ordinary
melodrama.
Pleased Mayo followers.
Clifton Pierce. Liberty theatre. Brigham.
Neighborhood patronage.
L tab.
Once to Every Woman, with Dorothy
theatre.

—

».

ronage.

Thomas.

Harry

If
Jim, with
Clean, average picture.

jestic

critical

the picture

—

hood patronage.

—

picture.

and very interesting.

\'a.

a D. W. Griffith production.
Grtal
picture
artistic
from
standpoint.
Pleased about one in two
of my patrons.
MacKenzie & Neff. '1 he
eictu/e House. Atlanta, Mo.
Neighbor-

^tniitiitiiuiiiiiniuHjiiiiiiit(iuiiiiui>iirtniiii<iui)iimitnii(i:iiiiitiiiiiuiiii(ii;iiiijiiiiitii ijii-iHiinmiiii

good as

as

is

Carlinvtlle,

Berryville,

Brcken Blcssoms,

It

Don't be afraid of
it.
Advertise it to the limit. Charles
Holtz. Princess theatre. Danforth, Me.
.Small town patronage.
Gilded Lies, with Eugene O'Brien.
this.

—

tre,

Mrs. Frank Paul,
Marvel Theatre.

—

Marooned Hearts, with Conway

Pollyanna, with
Mary Pickford.
Played one day to good business, and
the best matinee since The Birth of a
Nation. Charles W, Marks. Clarke thea-

X.

The Great Redeemer.
So Long Letty.
The Soul of Youth.
The Stealers.
The Confession.
The Isle of Conquest.

5.

—

ronage.

Luck.

any

at

it

—

•

3.

—

would advise no one to run

Patrons
Liked Best

hicans.

—
— Neighborhood

—

picture sure did please all. especially those
who had read the book. Mary was at her
best in this picture, and is very popular
here.
I
ran Clyde Cook in Don't 1 lckle
with this picture, and Cook sure did keep
them in an uproar throughout the two
reels.
Paul L. Turgeon. Rex theatre.
Green River. Wyo. Neighborhood pat-

The Mark of Zorro.
The Last of the Mo-

1.

patronage.

june 25, 1921
Weldoft, Jewel theatre. Rusk, Tex.
Small town patronage.
Pollyanna, with Mary Pickford. This

Ten Plays

The Greatest Love, with Vera Gordon.
Good picture with a wonderful star. Patrons

one.

D

III.

Selznick

here.

———
A

—

—A
8S

Phillips.

—

to

—

—

Every Woman, with Dorothy
Wonderful.
Everyone
re-

——
A
June
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marked

that it was great. Don't hesitate
boost it.
Will please them all. no
matter how hard boiled they are. S.
Aronowitz. Rialto theatre, Newton, la.
Xeighborhood patronage.
to

—

The Devil's Passkey, an Eric Yon
Stroheim production. They didn't seem
to like this one. \Ye didn't either. Done
with Yon Stroheim's pictures. Chancellor
Bros.,
Dreamland theatre. Arcanum, O. Xeighborhood patronage.

—

—

—

Bare Knuckles, with William Russell.
Gave splendid satisfaction to good
house at 15 and 40 cents. Quite a little
rough stuff, but it's clean. A. N. Freuen.
Rex theatre. Scobey. Mont. Small town

—

—

—

patronage.
Hitchin' Posts, with Frank

Mayo.—

very good Western. The race for land
tine and exciting.
Different.
Mr*. James
Webb. Cozy theatre. Union. Ore— Small

—

town patronage.

Vitagraph
The Heart
cast.

vanced

1

my

Exhibitors should use them to

clean.

all

of Maryland, with a specia
fine special production. Adprices.
Yitagraph picture-;

— Extra

—

combat censorship. Mrs. J.
man, Novelty theatre. Avoca.
borhood patronage.

P.
Ia.

Zimmer-

— Xeigh—

Black Beauty, with Jean Paige
This is
an excellent production. Pleased 100 per
cent.
Two days to good business. A.
H. Wygal. Elks theatre, Pulaski. Ya.

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

Diamonds

Adrift, with Earle Williams.
You can't afford to miss this one.
Drew a big crowd.
verv good picture.
Like all of Earle Williams'. He is well
liked here.
Kaplan & Herskovitz. Xational theatre. Houston. Tex.
Xeighbor-

—

A

—

—

hood patronage.

Dead Men
cial

cast.

Tell

— Yery

No

good.

Tales, with a spe-

Holds out very

James Kirkwood, as Dominey, discussing the story cf his next Paramount
"The Great Impersonation," with George Melford. the director.

picture,

E. Taylor. Idle Hour theatre.
Dunlap. Ia. Xeighborhood patronage.
Cousin Kate, with Alice Joyce. Poor
photography. Tiresome story and poor

Webb. Cozy theatre. Union. Ore. Small
town patronage.
Mid-Channel
(Equity),
with
Claia
Kimball Young. Long and tiresome,

—

Thomas. Star theatre.
M. Xeighborhood pat-

and not a favorable comment iron; patrons.
S.
Thomas. Star theatre. Las
Cruces. X. M.
Xeighborhood patronage.
The Galloping Devil Canyon), with
Franklyn Farnum. Another dare-devH
Western that i* poor. I am about done
with these pictures. Can't get a good one.
A. R. Bird. Opera House. Arlington,

George

—

—

acting by star.
Las Cruces. X.
ronaee.

—

good through the entire show. A. G.
Hauge. Happy Hour theatre. Walnut,
Ia.

— Local

patronage.

Trumpet

Island, with a special cast.
Fair picture.
S. Thomas. Star theatre.
Las Cruces. X*. M. Xeighborhood pat-

—

—

ronage.

The Flaming

Harry Morey.
An
seemed to get
by.
Will H. Brenner, Xew Cozy theatre.

—

—

Clue, with
average offering that

Winchester. Ind.

Treasure Island, with a special

good

in

star.

—

cast.

reels or less.
Ruined
C. A. Pratt. Pastime theatre.
five

— Xeighborhood patronage.
The Courage of Marge O'Doone, with
a special
— Good picture, but not
a special. — A. G. Hauge. Happy Hour
theatre. Walnut.
— Local patronage.
Silsbee.

Tex.

cast.

Ia.

The Flaming

— Did

Harry Morey.
Many walked out.

Clue, with

not please.
Consists principally of lighting the gas

and climbing up and down

a

S.

—

Up in Mary's Attic Fine Arts), with
a special cast.
Played one day to good
bu>iness.
A good production and will
get money anywhere.
L. M. Winesburg.
Pearl White theatre. Edinburg. Ya.
i

—

—

Xeighborhood patronage.

The County Fair (Tourneur). a Maurice
Tourneur production. Biggest frost I

—

ever put over on my people. Advertised
heavy. Big crowd, but disappointed. C.
A. Pratt. Pastime theatre. Silsbee. Tex.
Xeighborhood patronage.

chimney.

(Pinnacle), with Xeal Hart.
Xeal Hart is a good drawing card here.
This is an interesting picture.
So was
Hell's Oasis.
Ran a Toonerville comedy
with Hart. Chancellor Bros.. DreamXeighborland theatre. Arcanum. O.
hood patronage.

Skyfire

—

—

Might Happen to You (S. & E.).
Billie Mason.
This is awful. Absolutely scenes in it to shame anybody.
A bad picture for any house. Leave it
alone or be mighty sorry. Mrs. Jr.mes
It

with

—

—

—

—

Specials

—

Long drawn out. Too much fairy story.
They filed out on this one. Should have
been put

—

—

—

People, will taJIc

—

Ia.

— Xeighborhood

patronage.

A

Western Adventurer (W. S. P. C),
with William Fairbanks. A good WestPlenty of action and generally well
ern.
accepted.
Westerns .ake here, and this
one is just as good as the majority. H.

—

—

Hauson.

Majestic
theatre.
Elroy,
patronage.
Isobel (Curwood). with a special cast.
Good, but not in it with Nomads of
the North.
S. Thomas. Star theatre. Las
Cruces. X. M.
Neighborhood patronage.
L.

Wis.

—

— Xeighborhood
—

—

Serials
The Sky Ranger iPathe). with George
B. Seitz.
The first two episodes of this
serial are extra good.
Hope it continues
the same way.
It is different from the
most of them. Chancellor Bros.. Dreamland theatre. Arcanum. O. Xeighbor-

—

—

—

hood patronage.
Fighting Fats

about

Yitagraph). with Wil-

'

it

devotion
enjoy
lfo\ill

i

it J

!

—
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to

Duncan

serial

This

his

is

A LI)

ICR

— Don't hesitate book
you are
need of one.
best one. — Chancellor Bros.,

Duncan.

liana

USE THIS BLANK

II

this

in

if

Dreamland
theatre,
Arcanum,
Neighborhood patronage.

O.

The Avenging Arrow il'athe). with
Ruth Roland. Good serial. On fifth epi-

—

Box

Office Reports Tell the

Whole

Story.

sode.
Perfect photography and good
scenery.
A serial the whole family will
come to see. A. D. Brawner, Jewel thea-

—

Jpin in This Co-operative Service

Hooker, Okla.

tre,

— Small

town pat-on-

Report Regularly on

age.

Pictures You Exhibit
And Read in The Herald
Every Week What Pictures

Are Doing for Other Exhibitors

Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
Eddie Polo.
lust finished this to
good business. Held up good eighteen
weeks. Tom Magruder, Elite theatre.
Iola, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

blank now and send
to Exhibitors Herald, 417 S. Dearborn St., Chicago.

The Son of Tarzan National), with a
special cast.
On the. 8th episode. Patrons well pleased and holding up good.
E. L. Shank, Star theatre, Buchanan,

The

—

with

—

Pill in this

—

i

—

—

Va.

— Neighborhood

patronage.

Thunderbolt Jack (Arrow), with Jack
This
serial
has
considerable
punch and is giving satisfaction here.
Herbert O. Sink. Badin theatre, Badin,
Hoxic.

Title

N. C.

Daredevil

Producer

hold

My

people

Kans.

King

of the Circus ( Universal), with
All
splendid.
Polo.
Acting
serials. I believe, should be started off
I
didn't on this.
with a free show.

—

Eddie

Now

I

stunt

next

must work overtime on a big
episode to draw them in.
Mrs. W. H. Heifer. Itasca theatre, Alice.
Tex. Small town patronage.
The Son of Tarzan (National), with a
Finished tliis one and it is
special cast.
The
certainly a box office attraction.

—

—

only serial that ever increased on each
Dreamland
Roberts.
\V.
episode.
R.
Neighbortheatre, East Radford, Va.
hood patronage.

—

Tide

—

The White Horseman

Universal), with
AbArt Acord. On seventh episode.
solutely nothing to it. Same thing every
week.
No story. No picture. A. D.
Brawner, Jewel theatre. Hooker, Okla.
Small town patronage.

—

...

i

—

Star

Producer

The Son
special

Tarzan (National), with a

of

cast.

—A

serial

that

different.
C.

is

Playing to good Saturday business.

Remarks

T. Winter.

Mo.

—

Eureka theatre, St.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

Louis.

Hands Up (Pathe). with Ruth Roland.
This serial the biggest thing from
Pathe. Patrons well pleased. Action and

—

—

J. F. Marshall, Colonial
a money maker.
Neighborhood
theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

—

patronage.

The Vanishing Dagger (Universal),
with Eddie Polo. I have shown up to the
iixth chapter of this great serial, and it
Eddie is there
has pleased everybody.
with the goods. It has plenty of action
Joseph F. Spangler, Globe theatre,
Beaver, Okla. General patronage.

—

—
Exhibitor

Name

of

Transient

ronage
City

—
—

,

The Flaming Disk (Universal), with
Elmo Lincoln. Very good serial. Is not

Theatre
or

Neighborhood

liked on account of doing things out of
ordinary, things no human person could
do.
Too rough. Kaplan & Herskovitz,

—

Pat

National theatre, Houston, Tex.
borhood patronage.
,

The Son

Roland.

of

—

—

— On

eighth

episode.

A

knock-

this one.

It

— Tom Magruder, Elite
— Neighborhood pat-

ronage.

Fighting Fate (Vitagraph), with William Duncan. This star is a money
maker, and this is a very good serial.
T. E. Morgan, Lyric theatre, Dayton
Tenn. Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

The Veiled Mystery (Vitagraph), with
Antonio Moreno. I feel I owe Antonio a
world of gratitude again. Have run if
episodes. Has made me some money on

—

my

worst night.

Many

say

the best

it's

— Mrs. W. H. Heifer,
Alice, Tex. — Small town

they ever saw.

serial

Itasca

theatre,

patronage.

King of the Circus (Universal), with
Eddie Polo. Playing the 11th episode
and going over good. Good box office
attraction for any theatre. T. E. Morgan,
Lyric theatre, Dayton, Tenn.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

—

Short Subjects
The Grocery Clerk (Vitagraph), with

— Very good comedy.
—
—

Gave

satisfaction to fair house.
A. N. Freuen.
Rex theatre, Scobey, Mont. Small town

patronage.

Don't

—

Weaken

(Arrow),

with

Hank

Mann.- Kids liked this, but big folks
don't fall for him.
They go out saying
he's too silly, but this is a very good comedy.
William Thacher, Royal theatre,

—

Salina.

Kans.

Torchy in High (Educational), with
Johnny Hines. Well, you have had salesmen to come in your theatre and tell you

—

they have the very best comedies on the
market. Well, if they are not selling Educational, tell them they are wrong, for
Educational have the best vwo-reel come_
dies that a e made.
Wm. G. Atkinson,
Star theatre, Rockingham, N. C.

—

Playmates (Universal), with Century
These comedies are pleasing my

players.

—

patrons more every time

The dog
Rialto

wonder.

a
theatre.
is

—

Newton,

show them.

I

S.

la.

Aronowitz,

— Neighbor-

hood patronage.

The Red Rider Series Universal), with
Hoot Gibson and Jack Perrin. Two-reel
Westerns are all fine.
Excellent onesheets on all.
Mrs. James Webb, Cozy
theatre, Union, Ore.
Small town patron(

—

—

—

age.

Toonerville Trolley Comedies (First
National I. These are not slapstick, but
are novel and the kind that produce
chuckles and smiles.
The skipper is a
star.
Chancellor Bros., Dreamland theaNeighborhood patrontre, Arcanum, O.

—

—

—

age.

Out West (Paramount), with Roscoe
Arbuckle.

— One

best

the

of

two-reel

comedies I ever played. Fatty will sure
make everybody laugh. W. F. Harding,
NeighPrincess theatre, Mt. Dora. Fla.
borhood patronage.

—

—

The Head Waiter (Vitagraph), with
Larry Semon. An extra good slapstick
comedy. Some said it was the best comedy they had seen for some time. A. N.
Freuen, Rex theatre, Scobey, Mont.
Small town patronage.

—

—

When
Snub
little

Tarzan (National), with a
Finishing up this one, and
special cast.
Went good with the chilit held up fine.
dren and it is a good box office attracDarnell,
Grand theatre,
tion.
O. H.
Salem, Va. Neighborhood patronage.
Ruth of the Rockies (Pathe), with Ruth

—

State

— Neigh-

1921

25,

Book

out.
Holding up fine.
will make good.
theatre, Iola, Kans.

Larry Semon.
Jack

Fell off after seventh episode.
looked for more fight stuff.
William Thacher, Royal theatre, Salina,

up.

Remarks

June

—

— Neighborhood patronage.
Jack (Pathe), with
Dcmpsey. — Serial good, but didn't

Star

——

the Wind Blows (Pathe), with
Pollard.
They ate this one up. The

—

black boy

(Sammy)

is

always good.

Never saw a poor picture with Sammy.
He's the star. William Thacher, Royal

—

theatre. Salina. Kans.

—

Educational Comedies. Have run 12 o:
these comedies and signed up for the
They are consistently good.
balance.
Chancellor

Arcanum. O.

Bros.,

Dreamland

— Neighborhood

theatre,

patronage.

THEATRE EQUIPMENT
Company

Exhibitors Supply

Equipment

Progress

Be Received in This Country Since 1914,
According to Concern's Officials Will Have

First to

—

Exclusive U.

Two inventions of far reaching importance have been lately
announced in the equipment
which are worthy of comment and the interest of the ex-

field

hibitor.

the
outstanding
Probably
one because of its originality is
the invention in Seattle, Washington, of the Hanson Vacant
Seat Indicator. Something of
the sort was bound, sooner or
later to
for the

make
vacant

its

appearance,

seat

problem

was one
tions

of the most vital quesconfronting the exhibi-

and another, famous
the country,

is

over
at the present
all

time having the installation
made.
It does away, it is claimed,
guesswork.
absolutely
with
Electric indicators show at all
times just how many seats are
vacant in the darkened auditorium and also in what rows
the vacancies occur and how

many

in

each row.

It is something that has been
needed for a long time. It will
improve inestimably the exhibitor's relations with his patron-public and will do away
with the thought harbored by

many

patrons that the exhibi-

tor keeps them standing in the
lobby to give the impression of
a crowded house.

The other innovation

is

the

Neebpura Spray system which
is different from anything yet
put forth in this particular line.
In addition to being a deodorant it may be used for fumigating and the possibilities in this
connection are unlimited.

S.

The Exhibitors Supply Company announces that a shipment of lenses from
Germany has been just received.
This, according to officials of the company, is the first shipment of objective
motion picture lenses which has been reAt
ceived in this country since 1914.
that time it was known as the Kino
Lens and was distributed by the Kleine
This Kino
Lens
Optical
Company.
before the war, had the reputation of
giving more light on the screen with a
sharper picture than any other lens
manufactured, it is said.

tor.

Mr. Hanson seems to have
presented a solution which is
both admirable and practical.
One large western house has
already installed the system

German Lens Shipment

Gets

Make Lens
Upon
hibitors

some experimental
it

Exon
with the Kino

lenses,

Company

Supply

and found,

Tests

the

of

receipt

is

tests

reported,

the

carried

that

it

still

rates as a lens of the first class, giving

an extremely sharp picture. It is pointed
out that the main reason for these lenses
giving the maximum of light and a
sharply defined picture is due to the fact
that the glass used in each objective is
of the highest optical quality ground with

extreme care and tested to a nicety, and
that they are ground and tested to such a
point that any two lenses of the same
size, picked at random, will match. This,
it is claimed, is not true of the average

The new

lenses just received from Ger-

many have proven

be as perfect as
they were before the war, the company
announces. In addition to the shipment
of regular Kino Lenses, the Exhibitors
Supply Company also received one pair
of Glaukar Anastigmat motion picture obto

be recalled, were
described as the most perfect lenses ever
manufactured by any lens manufacturer
These lenses are so perin the world.
fectly ground, it is claimed, that the
image on the screen appears to be almost
carved,

which,

so

it

sharp

will

is

the

definition:

the

Glauker Lens is so accurately ground and
corrected that the picture thrown on the
screen is perfect as far as color is concerned, as there are no chromatic aberrations or no astigmatism.

One

of the peculiar things, according

the

to

during

this present

considerably

Company,

Supply

Exhibitors

about this German lens

that the price

is

time of high prices

lower

than

it

is

was before

the war.

Demand

Anticipated

The Exhibitors Supply Company, immediately, after the war was over, realized
that there would be a demand on the
supply market of this country

German lenses and at
sible
moment placed

the

for

the earliest posthis

with

order

European representative for the
Kino and the Glauker Anastigmats.
H. A. R. Dutton, president of the Exhibitors, Supply Company, in a short
statement this week, remarked that it
was only following the policy of the
their

company to deliver, at all times, the last
word in service to the exhibitor, that
prompted him to market this lens. He,
at the same time, stated that he had also
made arrangements to import into the
country condensing lenses which are being ground in France especially for the
An anExhibitors Supply Company.

nouncement

the

of

on the market
future.

the

lens.

jectives,

Distribution

ply

On

will

this

lens

placing of this

appear

condensing

in

near

the

lens,

as

on

German lenses, the Exhibitors SupCompany will be the exclusive dis-

tributors in the United States, Mr. Dut-

These two articles are anton said.
nounced as the first two of a series of
many which the Exhibitors Supply Company will put on the market during the
next year.

"Mr. Dutton and Mr. Lincoln are
spending a greater share of their time in
kinds of up-to-date
all
investigating
equipment because they realize in order to
to

the
last

equipment and supplies," an

offi-

last

exhibitor,

is

word
cial

in

word

necessary to have the

deliver the
it

explained.

"In

in

service

keeping with their

desire to deliver the best service, they are

constantly working and planning to give

such service to the exhibitor at the most
.easonable price."

E X H
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Sun-Light Arc
President Harmer Meets
Increased Business Demands With Plant in
Long Island City
having increased to an exwere unable to
cope with the situation, the Sun- Light
Arc Corporation has obtained a new factory in Long Island City and in addition
has opened new executive offices in the
Mecca building, 1600 Hroadway.
That the growth of his business would
require new quarters, became apparent
to J. Justice Harmer, president of SunLight, some time ago and he immediately began a tour of the New York
Business

tent that its old quarters

district

to

secure suitable factory

I!

I

I

T

ORS

H E

RALD

ARGUS CHICAGO BRANCH
NOW FULLY UNDERWAY

New Home

in

National
r
.

Bank

j!»th

Building

street

at

of

Columbus

sides.

the

illu-

mination of this building. Sun- Light Arc
Corporation is receiving many inquiries
from all parts of the country from archi-

owners and

tects, contractors, theatre

dustrial

corporations,

who have

Rounds

of

Equipment

Installed

A big sign of unique design decorated
with gold letters, and an unusual windowdisplay inside and out, are causing exhibitors to stop and "take a look" at the
Argus Enterprises, Inc., at 906 South
Wabash avenue, Chicago. Having but
recently opened the Chicago branch, the
Argu- Enterprises is just completing its
plans for the salesrooms, repair shop and
Argus has its own building
building.
right in the heart of Film Row, and
now that the exterior decorations have
been completed the building stands out
among the most attractive of the Movie-

and Broadway, New-

a result of the success in

First

Territories and Entire Stock

York City, where for the first time in
skyscraper was completely
history
a
flooded with pure sunlight from ground
Three sides of this building are
to roof.
illuminated, the north, south and east

As

Making

Salesmen

one of these fields has been opened up.
namely, exterior building illumination,
and the first contract to be successfully
consummated was that of the Gotham
Circle,

june 25, 1921

in-

recog-

ville

colony.

facili-

ties.

One of the features of the new plant is
the Sun-Light studio, which will be used
for the demonstration of the company's
various lamp models and which will be
rented to the motion picture industry
when need is felt for certain sets for
which this studio is equipped. Not only
will it be possible to photograph in black
and white at normal speed, but colored
photography as well as high speed photography will be made and featured.

New Models

Produced

At the new factory at Long Island
City the Sun-Light Arc Corporation will
manufacture all of its own product. This
involves the construction of the present
studio model, which has been
recognized and standardized by the leading producers, as well the new M-inch and
l'J-inch models.
In connection with the
new models Sun- Light Arc Corporation's
engineering staff have long been building
experimental models with the result that
after experimental tests they have been
adopted as representative of Sun-Ligiit
Arc standards, with the result that the
wheels of the factory are now humming
and production has started on several
hundred of each of the models.
The service department is also housed
in
the factory, where the company's
rental business for both lamps and motor

:>4-inch

generator set will be cared for.
It has long been the desire of the SunLight Arc Corporation to branch out
into new fields for
peculiarly adapted,

which

its

units

were

such as the textile
industry, photo engraving, reproduction
definition rooms in large
mercantile institutions, exterior illumination of buildings, etc., but the demands

of

art.

color

from the motion picture industry alone
has been so great that the corporation
has not been able until just recently to
realize upon its ambitions in this direction.

Invades

W

ithin

cause of

1044

CAMP

Other Fields

the last month, however, beincreased production facilities.

ST.,

NEW

ORLEANS. LA.

Argus Enterprises' new quarters

in

the heart of the film district, Chicago.

uized the revolutionary character of this
form of illumination and who are desirous of installing the same by virtue of
the advertising value it would lend to
their particular business.

The second installation made was atop
new McCormick Theatre. Chicago,
for A. H- Woods, upon the recommenda-

the

Holabird & Roche, architects,
and Longacre Engineering & Construction Company of Chicago.
As a result of the immediate success
of this Sun-Light Arc model, an order
was put in the factory for several hundred of these units and same are nowbeing manufactured and it will be but a
short time before Sun-L ght Arc Corporation will be able to place these on the
market.
tion

of

:

255 NO. 13-ST., PHILADELPHIA PA.

For the past two weeks, George Armthe manager, has been training
his
sales force in the Argus idea of
service, methods of merchandising, what
real service to the exhibitor means, and
getting them acquainted with the large
stock of all kinds of merchandise handled
strong,

by Argus.

The Illinois and Indiana salesmen
have started on their first trip out of
Chicago through the territory. C. A.
Hastings is covering Illinois, visiting all
the exhibitors of the state. E. E. Burch
is at the same time calling on the theatremen of Indiana.
The entire stock of equipment and motion picture supplies has now arrived, so
Argus is fully equipped to fill all the
exhibitor's wants in the way of Simplex

machines and

64-

W.

parts.

RANDOLPH

ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

L
June

EXHIBITORS HER A

1921

25.

D

oofl theatre at Bedford avenue and Lincoln Place.

Theatres
Providing Comfort for Fans
Asset.

Know

Exhibitors

an

Is

from

Hammond, La.— Bernard
the_ Ideal

Equipment

theatre

new playhouse

erect a

Antony

Ponchatoula

at

awarded

New

of
will

*

there.

—

Iowa City, la. A. H. Blank is to make
improvements at the Englert theatre this
summer.

—

The contract for
new theatre has been
Cummings & Sells of Nor-

to

*

*

— Loui-

Schlichter.

Edmondson

Amusement

Company.

Werkmeister

and

company

organized a

erect a $250,000 theatre in
street near Charles.

Fires

Ownership Changes

Ridgely, Md.
Fire caused damage estimated at $3,500 at the Amusea theatre,
owned by Albert W. Saulsbury. The
entire interior of the building was virtu-

to

Twenty-fifth

*

Huron,

Tomahawk,

*

Elgin,

111.

— Several

destroyed by

Buildings for the construction of a $750.-

fire in

The New Era Organ

reels of films were
Orphcum theatre.

and Mrs.

the

— Donald

Harris

J.

of

—

Wis. A deal has been
Kuehling
Mrs. Anna

Lillian

Foster become owners

of the Princess theatre.

Write for Literature)

....

WARSAW,

Inc.
Famous Marr & Colton Concert Organ

Ti:ke*s for

N. Y.

E )ery Purpose

We

When you

are in a position t"> fur.iish you with tickets for every
purpose. In ordering Simple; Certified Tickets you have the
assurance of knowing that the numberings are absolutely
correct.
Our ironclad guarantee protects you completely.
Beside quality and service, our prices are ecceedingly low.
If the style of tickets indicated below will not fulfill your requirements, write us your needs and we will be pleased to

find an exhibitor

doing a good, steady busiall

ness

summer
he

s

ummer

—the
his

cools

— every

chances

quite you

are

it

paid for

itself

the

Name

of

Your Theatre Imorinted
10,000
23,030
30,030
50,000
100,030

house with

he'll tell

prices.

Special Printed Tickets with the

Monsccns.

Ask him— and

you

200,000
$ 32.00
39.00
250,000
46.00
300,000
74.00
530,000
1 000.000
140.00
each change of wording or price. £2.00.

5

Additional charge for

6.00
7.00
8.00
11.00
18.00

Stock admission tickets printed according to government
ruling, showing established price, war tax, and total, can be

first

furnished, showing the following total prices:

summer.

5,

6, 10,

11, 15, 17, 20, 22, 25,

28, 30, 33, 35, 39

and 55 cents
$ 0.40

Price, per roll. 2,000
Price, per 50 rolls. 100.000

Coupon

Write for booklet 921.

A

Better

Summer

Folded

tickets, price per

Write

1476

Broadway, New York, N.Y

Philadelphia

Baltimore

Del roi:

18.00

tickets, per roll, 2.000

1.00
.vOO

package of 10,000

ATTRACT SUMMER AUDIENCES

Business."

SYSTEM
MPNSPI7N APPLING
INC.
Kansas City

f

of
the

This pipe organ has in truth made possible a new
era of music for the medium and smaller sized
theatre.
EVERY OWNER IS A SATISFIED OWNER.

THE MARR & COLTON COMPANY,

J

D.

whereby

c'osed

(

Also Builders of

S.

Highmore has taken possession
Lounge theatre.

allv ruined.

—

Brooklyn, N. Y. Levy Brothers have
filed plans with the Superintendent of

—

thousand
Mich. Sixty-five
dollars will be spent in remodeling the
A large pipe organ
Croswell theatre.
will be installed.
Adrian,

—

Fred

Strand theatre

*

—

Malone, N. Y. Grand Theatre Company. Inc.. has awarded the contract for
building the new Avalon theatre to the
Marshall company of Syracuse.

Baltimore,
president of

— The

and enlarged.

to be rebuilt

is

Philadelphia,
to erect
$150,000 theatre at Nineteenth and
Chestnut streets has heen awarded Felt
Brothers. 5408 Walnut street.

a

have

•

Dearborn. Mich.

wich.

Projects
Pa. — A permit

Auman

Kialto

the

—

*

Ccoperstown, N. Y.

R.

in

Remodeling

building Smaley's

Md.

thousand dollars
fire

Mexico, Mo. The Orpheum theatre
has been closed for renovation and remodeling. A new ventilation >ystem is
being installed.

This.

Being Installed

Is

— Four

—

Detroit, Mich.
Andrew Biovi is building a new theatre at 4050 West Jefferson avenue, Ecorse.

Palaces Are Going Up. Only
the Latest

Beatrice. Neb.
resulted
theatre.

damage

*

for

Fan and Chair Cover

Company

Exhibitors Supply
MIL ALKEE

ST

'

135

Second Street

LOUS
BW-

5316 Undell

INDIANAPOLIS
128 ..est Ohio Street

Prices.

Inc.

MINNEAPOLIS
Produce Exchange BIdg.

tfd

CHICAGO
M: South

»t

abash Avenue

CHICAGO TRADE EVENTS
Summer

Theatre Will Cater

Prices for
J-L-S Theatre Chain

To Morning Crowds
Unique Experiment Will Be
Made by Exhibitor

Lin|icjk and Schaefer
Announce One-Third Cut

Jones,

on Admissions

Near Depot

per
Cuts amounting to practically
cent in admission prices at its motion
picture theatres have been announced by
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, owners of
seven motion picture houses and two
vaudeville theatres in the Chicago "loop"
district.
The reduction is partially counterbalanced by advanced prices for Saturday afternoon and evening and Sunday

to have a new theatre which
expected to do its biggest business between s and 1(1 o'clock in the morning.
It is to be erected by
E. Rutishauser,
who operates the Virginia and Wonder-

war

theatres, including

Chicago

is

tax, follow:

Throngs on Street Mornings
Mr. Rutishauser has observed that the
sidewalks
opposite the
Northwestern
depot are thronged in the early morning
by men waiting for jobs at the long string

the slogan
prices in the
theatres, including war tax, follows:
Randolph theatre State and Randolph.
All seats to 6 p. m., 30c; all seats after
6 p. m.. 40c: Saturday and Sunday after
4 p. m., 50c.
Orpheum theatre State at Monroe.
25c for all seats. On Saturday and Sunday after 1 p. m., 30c.
Bijou Dream theatre State at Monroe.
:?5c for all seats.
Saturday and Sunday
after 1 p. m., 30c.
Alcazar theatre Madison and Dearborn. All seats 25c.

with

The new

"pre-war prices."

—

—

—

—

Rose theatre

— Madison
—
—

Competition Is Keener
The competition for "loop" patronage
is much keener than it was a few weeks
ago. Ascher Brothers have opened their

new

Roosevelt, the biggest picture theloop.
Balaban & Katz are
completing a 4.500-seat house to be
known as the Chicago. The Studebaker,
Orchestra Hall and LaSalle, stage theatres, are showing pictures.
atre in the

Ascher Brothers Purchase
Rights to Sarg's Almanac
Ascher Brothers of Chicago have purchased the state rights for Illinois to the
Tony Sarg Almanac, produced by Tony
Sarg and Herbert M. Dawley, a one-reel
novelty film. The first Chicago showing
will be given a.t the Roosevelt theatre.

Jossey of Arrow on
Sales Tour of West
Jossey,

special

sales

representa-

Arrow Film Corporation, has left
Chicago for a tour to the Coast. From

Chicago he went to Denver, Salt Lake
City and Seattle, visiting all the first run
theatres and independent exchanges in
those territories.

employment agencies

of

Since

hood.
Weiss (extreme right) and Sherman
Ke<ley (extreme left) after a successful fishing trip in Indiana.
Weiss is with Superior
Screen Service and Keeley with Klimax Films.

Harry

Celebrated to Make
Drive on "Fan" Reel
Screen

Expects

and Dearborn.

All seats 25c.
On Saturday and Sunday
after 4 p. m., 30c.
Boston theatre Clark at Madison. All
seats 20c.
Lyric theatre State and Jackson. All
seats, 20c: Saturday and Sunday after 4
p. m., 25c.

J. S.
tive of

in

Halsted.

company opened

Simultaneously, the
advertising drive

the neighborhood of

Madison and
and is to be built at 617-619
West Madison street, near the Northwestern railroad depot.
land

Advertise "Pre-War Prices"
an

is

to

Snapshots

Make New Record
for

Bookings

that

salesmen for the CelePlayers Film Corporation are
preparing an intensive drive on Screen
Snapshots, the "fan" news reel, which is
available at all Federated exchanges.
The first of the new series played the
Rialto, New York, the week of May 29,
and is declared to have received favorable
comment from patrons. The slow motion analization of Ben Turpin's stunts i
said to have been the particular object of
applause.
The second of the series has already
been approved by Federated board of review.
This shows Lionel Barrymore at
work on a late picture; Anna Q. Nillson
this

territory,

brated

".

Sweden; the Marines visiting
the Fox studios; Gladys Walton making
a circus picture; Dustin Farnum in hispower-boat; slow pictures of a western
sailing for

thriller:

May

Jack Dempsiy

rumored
Collins,
Chaplin's fiancee.

in

to

training,

be

there are few places where time can be
spent.

He

also believes that

many

transients,

waiting at the depot for train connections,
will welcome the opportunity of seeing
The
pictures at any hour of the day.
house will seat 650 when completed.

Rebuilding Streator Theatre

Word comes from

Streator,

111.,

that

Majestic theatre, which has been
operated there continuously for twelve
years, is to be torn down to make space
for a new modern theatre seating 1,200.
A pipe organ, new seats, a modern booth
with new projection machines, and other
features are planned.

Scores Att in

Of

Op Jain*
Projection Hall

1

New

Chicago film men

Monday. June
of the

new

13,

left

projection

&

work

for a period

to attend the opening

parlors of S.

E.

Eighth street, near
Wabash
They found one of the
most complete plants in America.
Mr. Schaffer spent more than $10,000
fitting up his double projection room and
sales rooms.
The building, is fireproof
and easily accessible. Besides handling a
line
of
theatre
chairs and other equipfull
ment, the company will have the agency
for a well-known projection machine.
Schaffer

Co.
avenue.

in

and

Charlie

Rice Leaves Aschers
Harry Rice has resigned as publicity
director of Ascher Brothers to become
associated in the firm of L. Bland. Son &
specializing in theatrical posters
and advertising at 1009 South Wabash
avenue.
He is succeeded by Hill Bernstein, formerly with the Chicago yews.
Rice,

neighbor-

disappeared,

the

they have one of the
strongest short subjects ever offered in
Believing

in the

saloons

the

Pathe News Photographs
Gas- Bomb Safe Protector
Pathe News obtained pictures of a
unique test conducted at Northwestern
University of a gas-bomb device aimed
to protect safes

and vaults from burglars.

Fifty bankers and insurance brokers were
in attendance to see Prof. W. Lee Lewis
demonstrate his invention. It was a success.

—
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E

XHIBITORS HERAL

D
"5
Rov Seerv, Clyde Elliott, Maynakd
Schwartz and Phil Dunas with the de-

team,

j

CHICAGO PERSONALITIES

mon
J

By Mac
From where we
hibitor's

going

Special

looks like that Exover the C. B & Q. j s
sit

haul some gang northward to
the big national convention at Minneapolis.
Understand that Bill Sweeney has made
arrangements for a few hundred fishing
outfits for the members who enjov the
quiet and patient frolic of feeding the fishes
to

between convention

sessions.
Of course,
for the more supple members of the convention, the hig metropolis of the northwest
has many interesting byplays to enjoy.
C'mon fellers, forget and pack up and hop
on the ol' flyer for the big show. June

27-28-29.

By

the way.

men— listen

for a spell

!

The

charming Margie Anderson is all decorated
with crepe these days in memory of the
loss of her purse.
She believes it has been
mislaid and as she was paying a visit to
both the Famous Players and Vitagraph
exchanges asks us to see if you chaps will
keep your eagle orbs peeled for the recovery of same. She is particularly preturbed
over the loss of a geld wedding ring, not
to say a word about a flock of Uncle Sam's
green stuff. We thank you men, go to it
and here's hoping a speedy recovery is
effected.
*

*

*

With

the local Pathe sales organization
tearing toward the tape in a regular "Snapper" Garrison finish on the Jack Dempsey
films, it looks like Chi will be the berries
for this district in sending our men to
see the big scrap.
The Chi lads, Osc

Manager Bill Aschmann.
What's

at the
Illinois

Or ask

theatre,

June
and Indiana exchange.
*

for the

19,

*

Xate Woody of the Pinnacle productions
spent the week end in Chicago over June
10 as the guest of Manager Horace Robertson of the Chicago office.
*
* *
Lee Herz of

the

Interstate

change left June 14 for
judging by the roll he
N. Y. flyer we look for
reports on new pictures
territory upon his return
he

ally,

tells

us

he

ex-

New York

and
aboard the

took

some

interesting

bought for this
home. Incident-

now

is

Film

releasing

his

Greenwood, as a

the vast theatre
the direction of Jim
Salter, the big Celt, cannot be depended
upon to make the sail.
to

now under

Saw Clyde Eckhardt dashing
local

Fox

rency
be

in

all

in

office

with a

each mitt, so it looks like we would
business for sometime, eh Clyde!
*

With

about the
of U. S. cur-

pile

*

*

Groiie hanging horse-shoes
over his desk and young Loeh taking a
dash through "Death Trail" next week
looks

E.

P.

the

like

Fox

local

ought

office

along.
*

*

*

Mrs Harry Lindner has asked Exhibitors Herald to express her thanks through
columns

its

for

the

beautiful

"The Little Orphan," featuring Em.
Gorman, popularly known as the "Baby

CAMERA BARGAINS

Bernhardt" of the screen.

Motion Picture Cameras

at caab
saving prices. Special trofesskraa!
diacounta on
(rmWukta delrvarr oo all modal*. D*BH«.
DaFranna, Path* tod man 7 otbara damoa

the sad news we have just received from the "cow pastures" of blight;.
\\ ith

UNIVERSALS.

all

England and heathery Scotland where our
Yankee golfers received the trimming of

Sood for oar coaa
atratad Id our showroom
plat* catalog at onca. t raa oa raqoast.

their careers, it looks very much as though
local film circles must needs come to the
rescue for next year's trip abroad, and
teach those blawsted blighters how to crack
the elusive pill.
offer as a tentative

Dept. H, 109 N. D«arborn St.. Chicago

We

BASS CAMERA COMPANY

New

WILL SOON BE READY!

146 Marietta Street

Atlanta, Ga.

Orleans, La.

Largest Independent Film Exchange South

We

are completing the final arof our spacious and
elaborate quarters.

rangements

WILLEMSEN & CO.

A full line of equioment and
supplies for the motion picture
theatre.
Two commodious projection rooms for public use of
the trade.

Exporters of Film
Spanish Title Work a Specialty
Camp St., New Orleans

Office and Laboratory, 428

Cable Address:

On and after July

I

we

M illemfilm

will be

thesoledistributors o Powers

Cameragraph projectors
Illinois and Indiana.

for

Excelsior Film Co.
S. E.

Warren Avenue

SCHAFFER

& COMPANY

EXPORTERS AND IMPORTERS OF FILMS
LOUSTALOT AND VICTORIA

Telephone Wabash S34S

Illinois

24-26 East 8th St.

Cable: "Velasquin"

Chicago,

III.

Avenida

Havana, Cub a

de Belgica43,

National Film Co.

Compania Cubana de Peliculas

RIVAS & COMPANY

IMPORTERS AND EXPORTERS
ECLIPSE

AND GAUMONT
PARIS

We

are always in the market
for

Serves The Best Exhibitors in Cuba
Ezclusive Cuban Rights for All "Union Italian" Productions

Havana, Cuba

In.

PEARCE FILMS
608 Canal Street

YOUR nearest EXCHANGE

Box 1314

em-

floral

blems and bouquets the various film exchanges and exhibitors sent during her
recent bereavement.

"LA-INTERNACIONAL CINEMATOGRAFICA"

P. O.

to

sho w a considerable swell in next week s
sales total.
Lest we forget, Joe Lyons is
stinging them out for regular hits right

latest,

the Kiddies!

-

this noise

Bandbox

Jack MacCullough Studios
-

all

*

needs write or wire

1825-31

*

about business slowThey tell us that Joe Campbell
has just placed "Mickey" for a week's run

For the short juvenile
subject your program

Chicago

*

Tommy

Owing

ing up?

Florine. Perce Havill. Chick Keppler and
H. W. Ricker are making the turn in a
regular neck and neck canter, so the other
seven branches in this district might as well
order the hearse now. By the way, those
gloves that lack used in his training for
the Jess Willard bout are attractiong con-

Remember

i

all,

hitter.

interests

siderable attention on display along the Row
along side of the letter the Champ sent to
*

of 'em

pinch

Cable "Peliculas"

Office

:

Big Productions

Paseo de Marti

87,

Havana, Cuba

CABLE: "CEGETEO"

)

GUIDE to CURRENT PICTURES
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY

EQUITY PICTURES

The Sky

Pilot

Scrap Iron

Through Patht Exchanges

Distributed
\

Woman,

Livht

six

Helen

with

reels,

Jerome

Eddy
The Gamesters,

six reels, with Margarita Fisher.
six reels, with Pell Trenton aDd

The Blue Moon,

Keep to the Right, six reels, with Edith Taliaferro.
Whispering Devils, seven reels, with Conway
Tearle.

Midchanoel. six reels, with Clara Kimball Young
Hush, five reels, with Clara Kimball Young.

Elinor Field

Their Mutual Child, six reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Nigel Barrie.
Sunset Jones, five reels, with Charle* Clarv
Payment Guaranteed, five reels, with Margarita
Fisher and Cecil Van Anker.

Mar
Mar.

Mar.

ARROW

FILM CORP

The L'nseen Witness,

five

kins.

Tex, feature series,

five reels.
five reels with Jack
Love, five reels with kuhye

Home

A Man from Nowhere,

Way Women

I>*

Remer.
Luxury, six reels, with Kuhye De Remer.
The Deceiver, five reels, with Carol Holloway.

The Tame

Cat. five reels, with

cast

through

Distributed

Woman,

six

Pathe Exchanges

reels,

with

GeraMme

r »t

rar

he Devil. «ix reel*, with George Arlis.
Will Do. six reels with

April

April

—
rion Davies.
10— The Witching

April

17

— Love

April

17

— The

Hour

seven reels, Wil
production
reeli. with Wallace

bam

April 24

D. Taylor
Special, five
Reid.

Woman

Every

(Wm. De Mille
24 — The Home Stretch, five

Anna Q.

Nilsson.

The Rider
The Road

ieven

Prod.)
reels,

ASSOCIATED PRODUCERS. INC
Homespun

PRODUCTION

H. I.N'CE

Woman,

Thousand

One.

to

Hou*e

Peters

and

Am

Guilty,

six

JH..

PRODUCTIONS

.even

six

with

reels,

reels,

with

Louise

Hohart Bos-

five

—
—

Mav

22
Too Wise Wives, five reels. (Loii Weber
Prod.)
22
Sacred and Profane Love, five reels,
with Elsie Ferguson.
May 20 Sentimental Tommy, seven reels. John S.
Robertson prod.)
The Traveling Salesman, five reels with
June
Roscoe Arbuckle.
June S The Wild Goose, seven reels. (Cosmopolitan Prod.
June 12 White and I'nmarried. five reels with

—
—

.'i

Thomas Meighan.

— Appearances, six reels. Donald Crisp
— One a Minute,
reels. Douglas Mac
June
Lean.
— The Bronze Bell, six reels. (Thomas
June
12

<

five

reels, with

Monte

Inee-Vance Prod.)
Tunc 2fi Sham, five

—

2ii

—A

Wise

with Ethel Clayton.

(George Mel-

Fool, seven reels.

six

The

Masks, five reels with all-star ran
Bad Wife, five reels, with all-star cast
Servant in the House, five reels, with all

•tar

cast

Dangerous Toys, seven

The Last

of the Mohicans, six reels, with Barbara
six reels.

FOX FILM CORPORATION
POX SPECIALS
If

Here

I

num.
While

Town

Small

Home

Idol, six reels, with

Ben Turpin

J.

l>.

Crag

Harlan, iix

C. B. C.
The Victim, six reels.
Dangerous Love, five
of

five

reels,

with

Miens.

reels,

with

Charles

six

reels.

Holubar-Phillipt.

Girl in the Taxi, five reels, with Mr. and
Mrs. Carter DeHaven.
Sowing the Wind, five reels, with Anita Stewart.

Zany

Lessons in Love,
madge.

Bob

Hampton

Gvpsy Blood,

five

INC.

five reels.

Playthings
Stewart.

Courage.

of

reels.

The Tiger's Cub,

six

reeli.

The Thief six reels.
The Mountain Woman, six reels
Knn» Your Man. six reeli.
Beyond Price, five reeli.

TOM MIX BRIEH
The Texan,

iix

reeli.
reels.

Prairie Trails, six

The Road Demon, six reels
Hands Off six reeli
The Hornet's Nest, five reels

WILLIAM

RUMNKI.I. SKH1K*

The Man Who Dared, five reeli.
The Challenge of the Law. five
The Iron Rider, five reels.

reeli

heater Reformed, five reels.
Rare Knuckles, five reels.
Colorado. Pluck, five reels.
(

SHIRLEY MASON SER E«
Girl of

My

Heart,

five reels.
reels.

Merely Mary Ann, five
Wing Toy. five reeli.

17, five reels.
five reels.

20TH

reels,

with

CENTURY BRAND

The Big Punch, with Buck Jones.
The One Man Trail, five reels, with Buck Jones
Beware of the Bride, five reels, with" Eileen Percy

Constance Tal-

Placer,

six

reels

(Marshall.

with Pola Negri.
Destiny, six reels, with
reels,

(Sidney Franklin Prod.)

Anita

five

reels,

with

Louise

with

Louise

Lovely.

The

Little

Gray

Lovely.
Oliver Twist.

Mouse,

five

Jr., five reels,

reels,

with Harold Goodwin

GOLDWYN PICTURES

CORP.
GOLD WYN STAR PRODUCTIONS

What Happened to Rosa, with Mabel Nurmand.
The Song of the Soul, with Vivian Martin, a Mess
more Kendall production.
Godless Men, seven reels.
The Great Lover, six reels.
Just Out of College, five reels.
Roads of

Destiny,

five

reels,

with

Pauline

Fred-

erick.

The Highest Bidder,

of

six

M SEItll-

PEARL W HITE HKRIK*

While the Devi] Laughs,

Passion, eight reels with Pola Negri.
six reels, with Marguerite Clark
The Kid, five reels, with Charles Chaplin.
Trust Your Wife, five reels, with Katherine Mae-

Scrambled Wives,

Neilan).

CREATION FILMS,
For the Freedom of Ireland,

six

The

reels.

Paris,

M

of Jazz, with Eileen Percy.
Partners of Fate, with Louise Lovely.

Scrap Iron, five reels, with Charles Ray.
The Passion Flower, six reels, with Norma Talmadge.
The Oath, eight reels. R. A. Walsh production.
Jim the Penman, five reels, with Lionel Barrymore.

FILM SALES

Ka.lt

All

reeli.
reeli.

six

^rirttlers.

reeli,

The Land

FIRST NATIONAL

Man-Woman-Marriage,

five reels.

ieven

with
*Mar Cast.
Blind Wives, seven reels with All Star Cait.
Skirts, five reels, with Special Cast.

with

Donald.

FROTHINGHAM

The Ten Dollar Raise,

The Nightingale

reels.

William Far

with

reels,

Sleeps,

Dynamite Allen,
reel*,

Ray.

Talent, five reels.

She Sighed by the Seaside, two
Made in the Kitchen, two reels.

King, seven

New York

Number

INC.

six reels.
reels.

The Old Swimmin' Hole,

MACK SENNETT PRODUCTIONS
*

DIST.

Desire, five reels.

GEORGE WALSH HKRIK*

Without Children, seven

The Supreme Passion,
The Ne'er-do-Well. six

Bedford

The Foolish Matrons,

with all-star cast.

reeli,

FORWARD FILM
Youth'*

Kichard Travers.

MAURICE TO URN EUR PRODUCTIONS

Love
with Bessie

Bessie

five reels,

From Now On. five reels
The Plunger, five reels.

FILM MARKET,
House

with

reels,

Hearts and
(iood

reel*

Frivolous Wives, six reel*

The

five

Hill Trail,

The Lamplighter, five reeli.
The Mother Heart, five reels.

FIDELITY PICTURES CO
The Married Virgin,

Top

of

I

reels,

ford Prod.)

Blue.

Mnllanders.

Penny
Love

ll»

June

Loui«e Glaum
with Louise Glaum.

five

1ft

ALLAN DWAN PRODUCTIONS

Doll,

reels.
reels, with Dorothy Gish.
Queen, Joker, five reels, with Sid

Jo.

reels,

The Forbidden Thing, six reels with James Kirk*"iod and Helen Jerome Eddy.
K Perfect Crime, five reels, with Monte Blue and
Jacaueline Logan.

A Broken

reels,

— Oh.
— King.
haplin

June

worth
Love, six reels, with

ft

Tal

FEDERATED FILM EXCHANGES
Tftr

His Greatest Sacrifice, six

Prod.)

PARKER RKAD,

The Leopard
Glaum.

Hughes

Lloyd

Folks, six reels, with

Lying Lips, six reels, with
Florence ^'idor
Mother o' Mine, six reels.

ft

IS
15

Prod.)

Constance

with

reels,

madgc.

Wallace

— The City of Silent Men. iix reeli. with
Thomas Meighan.
— Proxies, six
(Cosmopolitan Prod.)
— Deception, eight
(Special Prod.)

May

of the King Log (Special Prod. I.
to London, with Bryant Washburn.

THOMAS

Mav
May
May
May

I

six

WILLIAM

Knows,

reels.

April

Hugh Ford

Great Day. four reels.
Prod.)

— What

Ma-

with

reels,

si\ reels.
(Catherine Curtireels, with ( harles Ray.

Bells

Peck's Hail Boy, seven reels, with Jackie < oogan.
Golden Snare. (James Oliver Curwood Prod.)
Stranger than Fiction, with Katherine MacDonald.

.

Roscoe Arbuckle.
Buried Treasure, seven

April 10

(

What Women

I

Mar

Hart.
Beau Revel. six reels. Ince- Vance production.
The Gilded Lily, six reels, with Mae
S.

—
Murray
27 — The
Idol
North, six reels, with
of
Dorothy Dalton.
3 — The Faith Healer, six reels, a George
Mclfnrd production.
3 — The Dollar a Year Man. five reeli, with

2?

April

Wm.

Mac Lean.

The Riddle

*

Mar

reels,

six

May

ASSOCIATED EXHIBITORS

J.

five

«tar cast

all

The Man Who Trifled, five reels, with all star cast.
Before the White Man Came, five reels, all Indian

r

reels.

Mar 20 —

reels.
The Trail of the Cigarette, five reels
The Bromley Case, five reeN
Woman's Man. five reels, featuring Romainr Field
ing.
Love's Protege, five reels, featuring Ora ( arew.
Bitter Fruit, five reels, all star cast
The Golden Trail, five reels
Bachelor Apartments, five reels, with Georgia Mop

The

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY
13 — The Call of Youth, four
Hugh
Ford British production.
with Thomas
U — The Easy Road
.Meighan.
10— O'Malley of Mounted,
with
reels

six

Wedding

five reels.

Prisoners of Love.
The Concert, five reels. All Star Cast.
Guile ef Women, hve reels, with Will Rogers.
Bunty Pulls the Strings, seven reels.
Hold Your Horses, five reels.

The Voice

in

the Dark, five reels.
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PATHE EXCHANGE,

Boys Will Be Boys, five reels, with Will Rogers
Don't Neglect Your Wife, six reels, by Gertrude
Athertoa.
^ Tale of Two Worlds, six reels, by Gouverneur Morris.
Snowblind. five reels, All Star.
An Unwilling Hero, five reels with Will Rogers.
Made in Heaven, five reels, with Tom Moore.
Wet Gold, six reels, Williamson Production.
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari, 6 reels. Special.
Head Over Heels, five reels, with Mabel Normand.

HODKINSON CORP.

W. W.

ZANE GREY PICTURES,
The U.

BENJAMIN

PARKER READ,

J.

The Harvest Moon,

JR, PRODUCTIONS

The Tiger's

CO.

reels,

with

GEORGE

Kerrigan.

NATIONAL-BILLIE RHODES PROD.
Colonel, with Joseph J. Dowling.

JOSEPH LEVERING PRODUCTIONS
His Temporary Wife, six reels, with Special Cast.

IRVIN

W1LLAT PRODUCTIONS

V.

Down Home,

an All Star Cast.
Partners of the Tide, seven reels, Special Cast.
J.

The Broken
cale.

The Other Woman,

six reels, with All Star Cast.

ROCKETT FILM PRODUCTIONS
The Truant Husband,

five reels,

with All Star Cast.

B.

Seitz

INC.

My

Is

Nov.
Jan.

15— Skyfire,

——God's

INC.

HART SKH1K>

BECK

with

Kail

Kane and

J.

six reels, with Jose Collins-

SPECIAL FEATURES

A Woman's Business, five
Wings of Pride, five reels.

Villain, five reels, with

Her Beloved

Wanda Haw-

ley.

Elopement,

First

reels,

five

with

Wanda

five reels, with aWnda Hawley.
Tell, six reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Lady, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
Help
It, five reels, with Bebe Daniels.
She Couldn't
The New York Idea, six reels, with Alice Brady.

Oh Lady

Blackbirds, five reels, with Justine Johnstone.
The Plaything of Broadway, five reels, with Justine

Johnstone.

Something

re.els.

The

VICTOR KREMER PRODUCTIONS

Different,

Clown,

Little

five

five

with

Mary Miles

BERT LUBIN
five reels. State Rights Feature.
five reels, Allene Ray.

METRO PICTURES CORPORATION
METRO SPECIALS
Tan. 17 — Marriage of Wm. Ashe, six
May
reels,

Allison.

31— The

Feb.

—
81 —

Feb
Mar.

7

7

Mar. 21

Offshore Pirate, six reels, '"lola
Dana.
Passion Fruit, six reels. Doraldina.
The Greater Claim, six reels. Alice Lake.
Extravagance,
with
six
reels,
May

—
Allison.
— A Message

from

Mars,

six

All Souls' Eve, five reels, with

with Sessue Hayakawm.
The First Born, six
Seven Years Bad Luck, five reels, with Max
Linder.
One Man in a Million, six reels, with George
Beban.
Mistress of Shenstone, six reels, with Pauline
Frederick.

with

reels,

See My Lawver. six reels, Christie comedy-drama.
What's a Wife Worth? six reels.

Good Women,

six reels.

Nobody's Kid,

five reels,

of

six

Fate,

reels,

Viola

with

If Women Only Knew, six
Beach of Dreams, five reals,

Kismet, nine

S. L.

Cast.

Feb

is

six

reels,

Mar. 14

E.

SHURTLEFF.

Little

Fool,

six

reels,
five

Law.

five reels,
reels, with

with Lester
reels, with

with

Star

All

D.

The Shadow,

Baker

all-star

cast.

six reels, with

N.

Bernard

reels,

Edith

with

reels,

with

William

SCHWAB PRODUCTIONS

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Sept. 5

Love Flower,
— The
production.

seven

D.

reels.

W.

—The Mark of Zorro, eight
with
Douglas Fairbanks.
with Mary
— The Love Light, eight
Jan.
Pickford.
with Douglas FairMar. 13 — The Nut,
reels,

reels,

six

Might
Mason.

Cowboy

Jass,

two

reels,

banks.

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS
five reels, with Gladys Walton.
Unknown Wife, six reels, with Edith Robert*.
Magnificent Brute, five reels, with Frank

All Dolled

The
The

Mayo.

The Smart Sex, five reels, with Eva Novak.
The Freeze Out. five reels, with Harry Carey.
Dangerous Moment, five reels, with Carmel Myers.
The Big Adventure, five reels, with Breezy Eason
Desperate Youth,

reels,

five

reels,

with Gladys Walton.

The Blazing Trail, five reels, with Frank Mayo.
The Wallop, five reels, with Harry Carey.
Wolves of North, five reels, with Eva Novak.
Cheated Love, five reels, with Carmel Myers
The Man Tamer, five reel", with Gladys Walton.
Thunder Island, five reels, with Edith Roberts.

JEWEL PRODUCTIONS
The Breath of the Gods, six reels, with Tsuru Aoki.
The Devil's Pass Key, seven reels, with special
cast.
to Every
Phillips.

Once

Woman,

six

reels,

with

Dorothy

Outside the Law. six reels, with Pri«cill» Dean.
Reputation, seven reels, with Priscilla Dean.

VITAGRAPH
ALICE JOYCE SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
The Vice of Fools, five
The Prey, six reels.

reels.

Cousin Kate, five reels.
Her Lord and Master, six

reels.

The Purple Cipher, five reels.
Diamonds Adrift, five reels.
It Can Be Done, five reels.

CORINNE GRIFFITH PRODUCTIONS
The Whisper Market, five reels.
It
Isn't Being Done This Season.
What's Your Reputation Worth ?, five

with

reels.

ALICE CALHOUN PRODUCTIONS
Princess Jones, five reels.
five reels.

ANTONIO MORENO PRODUCTIONS
Three Sevens,

five

reels.

VITAGRAPH SUPER-FEATURES
Tell No Tales, seven reels (Tom Terrisi
Production), All Star Cast.
Island, seven reels, all-star cast <To«
Terris Production).
Black Beauty. Jean Paige and All Star Cast
The Heart of Maryland, seven reels, with Cather-

Dead Men

Muriel Ostriche.

five

Up.

The Charming Deceiver,

INC.

stunt novelty.

reels,

Lester

Trumpet

ENTERPRISES

& E.
Happen to You,

S.
It

INC.

reels,

five

Cuneo

with Lester Cuneo.
Lester Cuneo.

SALIENT FILMS,

Limit, six reels. Geo.
production.

— Th>-

five

Star Cast.

— Without
C.

the

Cuneo.
Pat O' the Ranch,
Blue Blazes, five

PRODUCTIONS

Honor and Obey,

Love

with Oils, Skinner

reel*,

Lone Hand Wilson,

MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS
six reels, All

special cast.

SPECIALS

The Ranger and

Peacock, seven reels, with Nazimova.
reels, with Nazimova.

six

The Great Redeemer,

reels.

RUSSELL-GREIVER-RUSSELL

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Billions,

Question,

five

EARLE WILLIAMS PRODUCTIONS

six reels, Sessue Hayakaisa.
Cold Steel, six reels, special cast.
Salvage, six reels, with Pauline Frederick.
Live and Let Live, six reels (Cabanne Production).

Dana.

Madame

(Gasnier Prod.)
with Mae Marsh.

Black Roses

Bert Lytell.

— Puppets

Mar. 28

Mary Miles Minter.

reels,

West of the Rio Grande,

Door,

Fickle Women, five reels, state right feature.
Girls Don't Gamble, five reels, state right feature

Constance

with

reels,

reels,

ROBERTSON-COLE PICTURES

Voices, six reels, with All Star Cast.
Mad Love, five reels, with Lina Cavalieri.

Ian.

the

Collier.

Binney.

reels.

Minter.

Honeymoon Ranch,

of Vengeance, five reels, with

9

six reels, R. A. Walsh production.
of the Yukon, six reels, Chas. Miller
production.
The Soul of Youth, six reels, a Taylor production
The Furnace, seven reels, a Wm. D. Taylor production.

Deep Purple,

The Law

The Snob,

JANS PICTURES, INC.

Ralph Ince Special.

six reels, a

Dec. 4

Hawley.

Madonnas and Men, six reels.
Love Without Question, seven

Greatest Love, five reels, with Vera Gordon.
Can't Kill Love, six reels, with All-Star IttL.
Highest Law, six reels, Ralph Ince Special.
Road of Ambition, six reels, with Conway
Tearle.
The Sin That Was His, six reels, with William

Durning.

You Never Can

Wives.

Norma

reels.

The
You
The
The

The Seeds

REALART PICTURES

five reels.

1— Reckless

Mar.

five

Talmadge.

Griffith

Her

SPECIAL FEATURE

reels.

SELECT PICTURES

Food for Scandal, five reels, with Wanda Hawley
Eyes of the Heart, five reels, with Mary Mile*

Dar.ger Valley, five reels.
Gold, five reels.

1

Mar. 16

Society Snobs, six reels.
Rucking the Tiger, five reels.
Fighter, five reels.
Ghosts of Yesterday, re-issue,

D.

Husband,

five

CONWAY TEARLE STAR SERIES

Faversham.

A Good Woman, five reels, with Gail Kane and
J. Herbert Frank.
Thoughtless Women, five reels, with Alma Ruben*.
Place of Honeymoons, six reels, Emily Stevens.
Where

SERIES

in the Case.

The Servant

reels,

reels.

Divorce of Convenience,

PIONEER FILM CORP.
Thurston Hall.
Idle Hands, five
Herbert Frank.

reels.

OWEN MOORE STAR
The Chicken

Red Foam,

F.

five

Broadway and Home, five
Worlds Apart, six reels.

reels, special cast.

Minter.

.VEAL

From Nowhere,

STAR PRODUCTIONS

HUGO BALLIN PRODUCTIONS
Pagan Love, five- reels, with All Star Cast.
East Lynne, seven reels, with All Star Cast.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS,

Girl

EUGENE O'BRIEN STAR SERIES

Out of the Depths, five reels, with Violet Mersereau and Edmund Cobb.
Empty Arms, five reels, with Gail Kane and

Gate, seven reels, with Bessie BarrisPoint, six reels, with Bessie Barris-

SEITZ, INC.

Line, six reels.

cale.

The Breaking

The

Just Outside
Hallor.

FROTHINGHAM PRODUCTIONS

L.

.

SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS

INC.

six reels, with Geo.

ARTHUR
The Heart

reels.

The

six reels.

FEDERAL PHOTOPLAYS.

Kerrigan.

The Kentucky

B.

The Killer, six reels.
The Lure of Egypt, six

The House of Wbispers, with J. Karren Kerrigan.
The Coast of Opportunity, five reels, with J. Warren

Blanche

with Fritzi Brunette

reels,

Diamonds,

of

Warren

J.

six

six

Pleasure Seekers, six reels
Poor. Dear Margaret Kirby. six reels.
Miracle of Manhattan, five reels.

A

Rogues and Romance,
and June Caprice.

Silent Barrier, six reels, with Sheldon Lewis.

five

with

reels,

five

PERRET PICTURES,

Stedman and Law-

ROBERT BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS
Flame,

The Daughter Pays,

Mahlon Hamil

with

reels,

SELZNICK ENTERPRISES

Gilded Lies, five reels.
The Last Door, five reels.

five reels, with H. B. Warner.
That Girl Montana, five reels, with Blanche Sweet.
When We Were Twenty-one, five reels, with H.
B. Warner.

The Empire

LOUIS TRACY PRODUCTIONS

The Green

Bruce Gordon

Sweet.
Dice of Destiny,

Kenyon.

son Butt.

The

with Bruce

reels,

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

D.

The Devil to Pay,
and Roy Stewart.

INC.

PRODUCTIONS

Coat, with Myrtle

six

ROBT. BRUNTON PRODUCTIONS

six reels, with Doris

DIAL FIRM

Bell,

Her Unwilling Husband,

The Brute Master, with Hobart Bosworth.
Love Madness, with Louise Glaum.

DEITRICH-BECK,

House of the Tolling

Gordon and May McAvoy.
Forbidden Valley, six reels, with
and May McAvoy.

J.

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN STAR SERIES

ton.

Winston Churchill.

of Light, by

STUAHT BLACKTON PRODUCTIONS

J.

Half a Chance, seven

HAMPTON PRODUCTIONS

B.

Laboma, seven reels.
A Beggar in Purple, six reels.
The Sage Hen, five reels, with Gladys Brockwell.

INC.

P. Trail, six reels.

The Dwelling Place

LEWIS

EDGAR LEWIS PRODUCTIONS

JESSE

Distributed through the Pathe Exchanges

INC.

97

Billy

ine Calvert.
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GOLDWYN PICTURE*

SHORT SUBJECTS

CAPITOL COMEDIES,
Why Worry?
Nothing

to

Take

Easy.

It

two

Think About.

RED RIDER SERIES

pi.VNAti.i-:

ARROW-HANK MANN COMEDIES, every other
week, two reels.
ARROW-MURIEL OSTRICH COMEDIES, two
reeli.

SPOTLIGHT COMEDIES, one
ARDATH XLNT COMEDIES,
\

w<)(

I

two

PINNACLE COMEDIES,

NEVER,

with Harold Llovd.
with Harold Lloyd.

AYWON FILM

CORP.

JOY COMEDIES.
C. B. C.

two

You'll

Beat

two

reel..

Be Surprised.

Ladies' Pete.
Just in Time.
Ready to Serve.
Snooky's Wild Oats.

two

reels.

Movie Mad.
Nobody's Wife.
Hey Rube.
Man Versus Woman.
Scrappily Married

The Reckless Sex.
Red Hot Love.
Short and Snappy
Sneakers.
Let Me Explain.
Southern Exposure.

two reels.
Torchy Turns Cupid. (Johnny Hines
Torchy's Double Triumph.

)

In.

The Simp.
April

two

(Lloyd Hamilton.)

JIM

reel.

FARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE

COMEDIES,

two
two

reels.

FARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES,
reels.

FIRST NATIONAL
CHARLES CHAPLIN COMEDIES.

Pretty Lady.

Her Doggone Wedding.
Pals and Petticoats.
Shelter.

CLYDE COOK COMEDIES,
Don't Tickle.

The Jockey.
Hon't Tickle.

The Guide.

two

reels.

two reels

Series, one

»ne

Scenics,

SPECIAL

PICTURES — Sunset

Burrud

Scenic

Stories.

MISCELLANEOUS
ARROW— Sport
B. C.

C.

one

Pictorials,

SALES— Screen

reel.

snapshots

COMMONWEALTH— Spanuths
Vil Movies.
COMMONWEALTH— Spanuth's
EDUCATIONAL,

one

(bi-monthly).

Vod-»

Orujinal

Sermonettes.

reel.

Golf, slow motion.

Dixie.

FAMOUS PLAYERS— Paramount

Magazine,

sjsm

(weekly).

reel

FEDERATED— Screen snapshots
GOLDWYN — Cold wyn- Bray Pictographs.
GREIVER— Greiver Educational*.
KINETO— Kineto Reviews.
K N ETO — Charles Urban Movie
1

Chat*

KINETO— Urban Popular Classic*.
PATHE— Topics of the Day.
PATHE— Pathe Review, one reel.
PIONEER— Luke McLuke's Film Osopby.
RADIN— Brind's Wonders of Nature.
ft

E.

ENTERPRISES— Cowboy

Jut. tw*

recta

and

June Caprice).
two

SELZNICK—The

reels.

Whirlwind.

The Branded Four.

UNIVERSAL— The Diamond Queen (Eileen
Sedgwick).
UNIVERSAL— The White Horseman (Art Acord).
UNIVERSAL— Do or Die (Eddie Polo).
VITAGRAPH—The Silent Avenger (William
Duncan).

VITAGRAPH— The

two

reels,

SINGLE-HANDED SAM,

C. B.

VITAGRAPH— The

(Joe

Ryan asd

Mystery

(Antooio

Dangers

Veiled

Duncan

(William

Fate

Moreno).

NEWS REELS
(once a week)

Ford Weekly.

FOX NEWS (twice a week) at Fox exchange*
INTERNATIONAL NEWS (Mondays and Thur*
Tom

two

days) at Universal exchange*.

Santschi.

reels.

two

PRICE

DRAMAS,

and Edith Johnson).
VITAGRAPH— Hidden
Jean Paige).

FEDERATED

reels.

Edgar Jones.

PIONEER
NICK CARTER SERIES,

Purple Riders (Joe Ryan and

Elinor Fair).

VITAGRAPH— Fighting

INC.

two

rw»

INDIAN

reel.

ARROW — Thunderbolt Jack (Jack B stiff
FOX— Bride Thirteen.
FEDERATED— Miracles of Jungle.
PATHE— The Sky Ranger (Geo. B. Seitz

reeU.

BLAZED TRAIL PRODUCTIONS, one every
other week, two reels.
ARROW-NORTHWOOD DRAMAS, two reels.
C. B. C. FILM SALES
STAR RANCH WESTERNS, two reels.

THE TEMPEST,

reels.

Exploration Series,

reels.

SELECT — Herbert Kaufman Masterpiece*.
SELECT — Prisma Color Picture*

PATHE

TOONERVILLE TROLLEY COMEDIES,
reels.
FEDERATED FILM
MONTE BANKS COMEDIES, two reel.
HALLROOM BOYS COMEDIES, two reels.
FOX FILM CORP.
SUNSHINE COMEDIES, two reels.

PARAMOUNT— Vandenbergh

SERIALS

DOMINANT PICTURES,

Dog's Life, three reels.
Day's Pleasure, two reels.
Shoulder Arms, two reels.
Sunnyside, two reels.

Holmes Travel Picture*

(every week).

REELCRAFT— Reelcraft Scenics. one
ROBERTSON-COLE— Martin Johnson

S.

WESTERN STAR DRAMAS,

A
A

The Huntsman.
All Wrong.

reel*.

DRAMAS.
ARROW FILM CORP.

reels.

PARAMOUNT-DE HAVEN COMEDIES,

The

two

CO.

Blizzard.

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LA8KY

six

reel.

reel.

AUBREY COMEDIES,

The

(every two

reel.

His Jonah Day.
The Mysterious Stranger.
The Nuisance.

CO.

reel

ROBERTSON COLE— Adventure

The Back Yard.

reel.

FILM SALES

The Kid,

reels.

The Suitor.
The Stage Hand.
The Sportsman.
The Hick.

BILLY RUGE COMEDIES, one reel.
JOLLY COMEDIES, one reel.
FILM SPECIAL COMEDIES, one reel.

two

one

LARRY SEMON COMEDIES,

one
one

reel

two

one

BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES, two

High and Dry.
Moonshine.
Holy Smoke.
Bang.
The Greenhorn.

one

EDUCATIONAL— Hudson's Bay Travel Serie*.
one reel.
EDUCATIONAL— World Wanderings, one reel.

VITAGRAPH

reels.

Fool.

VANITY COMEDIES,
GAYETY COMEDIES,

reel.

PHOTO PRODUCTS EXPORT

STAR COMEDIES,

MERMAID COMEDIES,

one

Scenics.

reel.

UNIVERSAL FILM MFG.
CENTURY COMEDIES, two reels.

Torchy's Night Hood.
Torchy's Big Lead.
Crowning Torchy.
Torchy's Promotion.

Outing

(every week).

one

one

Please.

COMEDYART. two reels.
COMICLASSICS two reels.
CLAYPLAY COMEDIES.
MORANTI COMEDIES.
CHESTER CONKLIN COMEDIES,

TORCHY COMEDIES,

EDUCATIONAL— Chester

PARAMOUNT— Burton

INC.

ft

CHRISTIE COMEDIES,

Bruce Scenics Bean

weeks).

Buster

reels.

RADIN PICTURES, INC.
JOHNNY DOOLEY COMFDIES.
RKELCRAFT PICTURES
ALICE HOWELL COMEDIES, two reeli.
WILLIAM FRANEY COMEDIES, one reel.
MILBURN MORANTI COMEDIES, two reels.
NAPOLEON
SALLY COMEDIES, one reel.
GALE HENRY COMEDIES, two reels.
MATTY ROUBERT COMEDIES, two reels.
ROYAL COMEDIES, two reels.
ROBERTSON-COLE
SUPREME COMEDIES, one reel.
RUSStuLL-GREI VER-RUS9ELL
TUSUN COMEDIES, one reel.
SPECIAL PICTURES CORP.

INC.

It

Torchy Mixes

two

C.

(every two weeks).

reel

EDUCATIONAL— Screenics,

Buster Keating.

reels.

one

tiful,

Max

reel

FLAGG COMEDY RENEWALS,

NEW-WED COMEDIES, one reel.
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
CHESTER COMEDIES,

with

PATHE EXCHANGE,

reeli

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
CELEBRATED COMEDIES.
DOMINANT PICTURES.

EDUCATIONAL— Robert

reels,

VANITY FAIR GIRLS COMEDIES,
ROL1N COMEDIES, one red.
ROLIN TWO REELERS, two reels.
HAROLD LLOYD COMEDIES, two
Number

FILM SALES

HALL ROOM BOYS COMEDIES,

.

Keating.

ITED EXHIBITORS

AMONG THOSE PRESENT,

NOW OR

SCENICS

im

reels.

METRO
two

two

reels.

two

two

THE HAUNTED HOUSE,

reel*.

reel.

tion*.

<

(Leonard Chapman), two

WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS,

Roberts.

NEIGHBORS,

reel.

i-itoiJi

DAMFOOL TWIN COMEDIES,

reels.

reel*.

EDGAR COMEDIES, two reels.
GOLDWYN BRAY COMICS, one

COMEDIES
ARROW FILM CORP.

SELZNICK PICTURES
J FLYNN Detective Series, two
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. CO.

WILLIAM

reels.

Educational ex-

Educational exchanges.
(twice a week)
changes.

CO.

Mona

at

and Saturdays)

SELZNICK NEWS

reels.

featuring

KINOGRAMS (twice a week)
changes.
PATHE NEWS (Wednesdays

Dark-

feather, one reel.

REELCRAFT PICTURES
TEXAS GUINAN WESTERNS, two reels.
Rl'SSELL-GREIVER-RCSSELL
FRITZI RIDGEWAY PRODUCTIONS, two
reels.
STAR DRAMAS, featuring Violet Mersereao.
Grace Cunard and others, two reels.
AL JENNINGS WESTERNS, two reels.
NEAL HART WESTERNS, two reels.

at

ai

Select ex-

ANIMATED CARTOONS
THE GUMPS (Celebrated PUyer*).
MUTT AND JEFF (Fox).
GASOLINE ALLEY (Russcil-Greirer-Ruiiell)

SPECIALS
EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP.
Modern Centaurs.
Vallev of 10,000 Smokes.
Babe Ruth— How He Knocks His Home Ross*.
Art of Diving, with Annette Keller-man.
The Race of the Age (Man o' War).

Machines used

in

coating

EASTMAN
are so astonishingly accurate that

the variation in thickness of a

roll

from end to end may be less than
1-2Q00 of an inch— never more

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

//

THE HEART LINE
From the novel by GEIETT BURGESS
Directed bij Rederick A.Thomson
Produced by The Leah Baird Film Corporation,

Does

He

the

read her hand

fate.

hand reveal what
and knew her

*

the heart corneals ?

woman from loving the man of
One was to be hurt; one was
suffer; and as usual the woman paid.

keep a

her choice.

was to forestall that very thing that
they had made their compact,
"no fair

to

falling in love."

Bohemianism combine

But

tugging story.

—

It

it is

Inc.

as easy to stop Niagara as to

Palmistry,

spiritualism,

romance and
in

this

heart'

